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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1969

U. S. SEN AE,
COmM r1T1:Ej ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Herman E. Talmadge presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Xnderson, Gore, Talmadge,

Hartke, Harris, Byrd Jr. of Virginia, Williams of Delware, Curtis,
Miller, Jordan of Idaho, and Fannin.

Senator TALMADGE. The committee will come to order.
This morning the subject before the committee is the tax treatment

of farm losses and hobby farmers. We will also take testimony on
the revisions proposed by the House tax reform bill in the taxation of
cooperative enterprises and their patrons.

Because we have an unusually long list of witnesses to hear today,
I am going to urge that each witness make a special effort to avoii
duplicating testimony that has already been given to the committee.
I urge that witnesses summarize their statements as expeditiously as
possible so that the work of the committee might move forward.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. George eany, president of the
AFL-CIO.

I might say for the record that Mr. Meany's testimony does not deal
with farm losses. Indeed, his statement barely touches on the subject.

Mr. Meany, we are happy to see you with us this morning. You
may proceed as you see fit.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE MEANY, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGA-
NIZATIONS; ACCOMPANIED BY ANDREW 3. BIEMILLER, DIREC-
TOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION, AFL-CIO; AND
NATHANIEL GOLDFINGER, DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
RESEARCH, AFL-CI0

Mr. MEANY. Thank you.
My name is George Meany and I am president of the American

Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.
The 13.5 million members of the unions of the AFL-CIO are, almost

without exception, taxpayers. They pay their taxes regularly, payday
after payday, through the payroll withholding program. They are
loyal Americans; they appreciate the value of government, the services
of government, the need for paying for government.
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They are willing to pay their fair share.
But they are tired of having to pay the share of other Amnericans.

Specifically, they are tired of paying the share of those Americans
W 10SOincomes are greater and whose taxes are lower-the "loophole
set" in today's society.

So it is on helial? of the largest organized group of taxpayers in
America that. the A FIr-('IO appeals here today as advocates of tax
justice. We do not have tax justice today and we will not achieve it
under the House bill. And the administration's proposals bear no
resemblance at all to tax justice.

The Federal tax system is rigged against those whose livelihood
comes from the world they do. It is rigge(1 in favor of those whose
income results from investments.

This unfair rigging results from the. fact that a triple standard is
applied to incometaxed by the Federal Government.

One standard applies'to wages, salaries, and other forms of so-
called ordinary income. This income is taxed in full and, for workers,
the tax is regularly deducted from their paychecks.

A second standard applies to income Irom stocks, real estate, and
other so-called capital assets sold at a profit.. Only half of such in-
come is taxed. Andt under present law the tax can never be more than
25 percent.-even for those in the very top tax brackets.

A third standard is applied to certain forms of income which
never oven appear on the tax form, such as the interest on State and
local bonds or the income that is washed out. by plhantom, nonexistent
costs as oil depletion, fast depreciation writioflfs, and bookkepilg
farm losses. This type of income completely escapes taxation.

The wealthier you are, the greater are the opportunities to take ad-
vantage of these preferentially taxed or untaxed forms of income.

This triple standard will not be ended through reforms that elimi-
nate or curb some relatively obscure tax (lodges affecting a handful of
people. Nor will it be ended merely by ensuring that those of extreme
wealth and ability-to-pay are eallei uip)n to make some contribution to
the Federal Treasury.

The now infamous 21 persons, for example, who paid no taxes at. all
on their incomes of $1 million and over, have become a. symbol. And,
I fear, too many have addressed themselves only to this symbol. Tax
measures to insure that those with astronomically high incomes merely
pay some taxes to the Federal Government. falls far short of justice.

JYustice can only come when:
The completely impoverished are removed from the tax rolls.
There is a. meaningful reduction in the rlative tax burdens of low-

and middle-income families.
The loopholes of special tax privilegeo for wealthy families and busi-

nesses are eliminated.
The single most. costly loophole and the one that is the prime culprit

of unfairness is the capital gains loophole.
This is not a loophole which applies only to a handful. It. is not, a.

loophole which reduces amyone's taxes to zero. And its effect on the
tax structure does not give ris( to tax evasion horror stories that can
be dramatically illustrated through the media.

Yet., because of tle half tax on capital gains and the zero tax on
such gains passed on at death, some $30-40 billion escapes the tax
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base, resulting in an annual Treasury revenue loss of over $10 billion.
And it is a tax preference that says, in effect, the more wealth and

inconie you have, the more opport~fitnies you should be allowed to
avoid a fair share of taxes.
The AFL-CIO has continually pointed to this loophole as the major

flaw in the tax system. The Treasury study published last February
confirms this, saying that the special treatment accorded capital gains
is the "most important factor in reducing the tax rates of those with
hiih incomes."

We see no justice to a tax pr'ovJsion which says that a married tax-
payer witlh $8,000 in capital gains income should pay a tax of $354
wlile a married taxpayer, with the same amount of wage income,should pay $1,000.We also reeonend taxation of the $15 billion in capital gains that

is passed on annually to heirs without even being mentioned on the
income-tax form.

Under the House action, some of the capital gains lool)holes would
be trimmed. The House would eliminate the 25 percent maximum and
would extend the holding period for long-term capital gains from 6
months to 1 year.

Even with these improvements, capital gains would still remain as
the prime factor in eroding the fairness of the tax structure, for un-
earned income would still be preferentially taxed. And, what is worse
the administration has proposed to weaken even these modest reforms.

If the tax structure is to meet America's standards of fair play, loop-
hole closing must be broad-gage(l and substantial. On April 1, 1969,
before the House Ways and Means Committee, the AFL-CIO pre-
sented a program which we believe would achieve tax justice--a pro-
grain which Would generate some $15 to 17 billion in federal revenues
from substantial loophole closing, provide relief to those of low and
moderate and middle incomes, and allow some $8 to $10 billion to
full, fund existing Federal programs geared to meeting domestic
needs.

Against that background, we think the House bill merits commen-
dation, for:

1. The working poor are relieved of any Federal tax obligation.
2. The hard-working, tax-l)aying low- and middle-income Ameri-

cans, who have been forced to bear far more than their just share of
the tax burden, have been giveii a modicum of relief.

3. The single most inflationary pressure in the economy, the 7 per-
cenft investment credit to business, has been eliminated.

4. Some of the loopholes and gimmicks in the tax structure, designed
to )rovide special, unfair tax T)onmMzas for the very wealtly, have
been trimmed, although not eliminated. ah v

We urge the Senate to improve upon the House action and to reject
all proposals, including those; of the administration, which would move
tho ta-x st ructure still further away from America's stan(lards of fair

,,eciflcally, we urge the Senate to:
10 Close the eal)ital gains loophole, ending the major tax preference

for unearned income.
There cannot. be tax justice as long as unearned income is half-taxed

while earned income is taxed in full.
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The modest changes recommended by the House are welcome but
not enough and the administration would largely undo the positive
action taken by the House.

2. Put an end to the tax abuses of the oil, gas, and other mineral
industries.

Again the measures taken by the House are welcome ones. They
would reduce the depletion allowance, eliminate depletion on foreign
oil and gas wells, place a limit on the amount of exploration expenses
that can be immediately written off, and end some other abuses such
as the carved-out production payment.

Nevertheless, of the totl revenue that escapes taxation due to the
activities of these industries, only one-third would be recorded by the
House action.

We recommend the complete elimination of these abuses.
3. Eliminate the maximum-tax provision.
Under the maximum-tax provision contained in the House bill the

top tax rate on earned income would be 50 percent.
This proposal would benefit only those with incomes above $50,000.
It would serve to provide an uncalled-for tax bonanza of $100 mil-

lion to top corporate executives, doctors, lawyers, and others whose
income comes from astronomically high fees and salaries.

The administration has strongly endorsed this proposal. It reflects
a cynical philosophy that if taxes on the wealthy are cut, they will
not try so hard to find loopholes. Such a philosophy makes a mockery of
tax-reform efforts. We cannot subscribe to it and we strongly con-
demn it.

4. Strengthen the minimum-tax provisions of the House bill.
The so-called limit on tax preferences-LTP-proposed by the

House and the wemker version offered by the administration are prime
examples of reforms addressed solely to symbols.

Both the House and the administration versions would limit the
amount of certain types of income that can be completely tax exempt
to no more than half of total income plus $10,000. Thus, the more the
income you have, the more can be tax free.

What is more, if you fail to shelter all your income in 1 year, you
can keep trying for another 5.

Under the house bill, though a wealthy individual affected by the
LTP would by no means pay his fair slare of taxes, he would pay
some.

Under the administration proposals, since State and local bond
interest would not be recognized as income under the LTP, some
wealthy individuals would still escape scot free and pay no taxes at all.

The AFL-CIO has proposed a 25 percent tax on exempt income in
excess of $10,000 for individuals and $25,000 for corporations-regard-
less of the amount of the taxpayer's ordinary income.

5. Strengthen and improve other measures contained in the House
bill.

For example:
Interest on State and local bonds should be taxed in full with the

Federal Government guaranteeing the bonds and providing an interest
subsidy to insure that the fiscal powers of the State and local govern-
ments are not damaged.
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Instead of the hobby farm loophole-closing proposals suggested by
the House and the administration, the loss-lmit approach contained
in S. 500 should be adopted. This procedure was recommended by
,Senator Metcalf and endorsed by a bipartisan group of 26 Senators.
This approach is specifically tailored to the tax-loss farmer and insures
that legitimate farm operators will not be penalized.

The income-averaging formula should not be liberalized to include
capital gains unless the preferential treatment accorded such gains is
eliminated.

Interest deductions on bonds used to finance corporate mergers and
acquisitions should be completely disallowed.

All rapid depreciation on real estate should be disallowed, except for
low- and moderate-income housing.

Accelerated depreciation on regulated utilities should not be allowed
unless the tax benefits flow through to the consumer.

Finally, the Senate should provide more substantive relief to those
whose incomes are moderate and whose tax burdens are unnecessarily
severe.

Tax relief and tax justice do not necessarily go hand-in-hand. The
equity in the tax structure can be as badly damaged by tax cuts as it
can by tax increases or the addition of new loopholes and gimmicks.

Under the House-passed bill this concept was partially recognized.
Though all groups would receive relief, a significant proportion of the
relief would flow to low- and middle-income taxpayers.

Under the changes proposed by the administration needed relief for
those just above the Government-defined poverty threshold and those
in the middle-income brackets would be cut back, the State gasoline-
tax deduction would be disallowed, and a tax cut would be given to
corporations.

Under the House proposals, $4 billion in tax relief is provided
through the low income allowance and standard deduction increases.
These primarily benefit low- and middle-income taxpayers. Another
$4.5 billion is granted through across-the-board rate cuts. Over half of
this relief goes to taxpayers with incomes of $15,000 or over.

The administration agrees with the House on cutting the taxes of
the wealthy, but says it goes too far when it would cut taxes for those
of low and modest incomes. In addition, claims the Treasury, corpo-
rate taxes should be cut $1.6 billion.

We endorse the House proposals to increase the low-income allow-
ance to a flat $1,100. In addition, we endorse time House proposals to
increase the standard deduction to 15 percent and $2,000.

We do not agree with the general rate reductions recommended by
the House and the administration; and certainly there is no justifica-
tion for a reduction in corporate taxes.

Instead we recommend a reduction in the tax rates that apply to the
first $8,000 of everyone's taxable income for married individuals and
the first $4,000 for single individuals.

The rate changes we propose and their effect are shown on tables
that we will present to the committee along with this statement.

Our relief proposals would result in the same revenue loss as that
proposed by the House. They would cost roughly $600 million more
than proposed by the administration-an amount that could easily
be made up by, for example, eliminating the maximum-tax provision,
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effectively closing the hobby-farm gimmick, and adopting a meaning-
ful minimum tax.

Mr. Chairman, we urge that this committee bring the Federal in-
come tax into line with what it is supposed to do-tax Income in accord-
ance with ability to pay. That is tax justice.

(The charts accompanying Mr. Meany's statement follow:)
TABLE I.-AFL--CIO proposed changes in income tax ratcs

The rate changes would be as follows:
The 14% rate should be cut to 9%.
The 15% rate should be cut to 13%.
The 16% rate should be cut to 15%.
The 17% rate should be cut to 16%.
The 19'o rate should be cut to 18%.

All other rates would remain the same.
Under this procedure, every taxpayer would receive a tax reduction. But, the

Individual with a taxable income of $100,000 woald get the same tax break as the
$8,000 man. With the rate structure recommended by the House, a married indi-
vidual whose taxable Income is $100,000 would receive a $3,600 cut while the
$8,000 married individual would have his taxes reduced by only $80. Under the
AFL-CIO proposal both would receive a cut of $130.

TABLE II.-FEDERAL INCOME TAX BURDEN
PRESENT LAW COMPARED WITH. HOUSE REFORM BILL, TREASURY PROPOSALS, AND AFL-CIO PROPOSALS-

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

Total tax

House Tax reduction
Wage or Present reform Treasury AFL-CIO
salary income law bill proposals proposals House Treasury AFL-CIO

$3,000 ................. 0 0 0 0 ..... .....................
$40 --------------- $140 $65 8 $45 $75 $5 . $5
$5000 ................. 290 200 253 155 90 37 135
$7,500 ................. 687 576 616 526 111 71 161
$10,000 ................ 1,114 958 1,012 908 156 102 206
$12,500 ............---- 1,567 1,347 1,447 1,300 220 120 267
15,000-------------. 3062 1,840 1,951 1,822 216 111 240

];20,000-------------. 3,160 2,968 2,968 3,030 192 192 130
125,000------------. 4, 412 4,170 4,170 4,282 242 242 130
50,000- ------------- 13388 12,604 12,604 13,258 784 784 130

1100,000 ............... 37,748 34,892 34,892 37,618 2,856 2,856 130

Note: Assumes deductions equal to 10 percent of income, minimum standard deduction (low-income allowance) or
standard deduction-whichever is greater. Table takes into account the rate cutting, standard deduction changes, and
low-income allowance proposed by the House, the Treasury and the AFL-CIO. Surtax excluded.

Source: AFL-CIO Research Department, September 1969.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Meany. We are always pleased to
have you here with our committee.

Senator Williams?
Senator WLIJAmS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore?
Senator Goe. Mr. Meany, I agree with many of the recommenda-

tions you have made, because of the progress that labor has made in
organization, technical skill and productivity. Labor is now, I am
pleased to say, middle income. It seems to me that the middle-income
group, with annual earnings of from $7,000 to $15,000, constitute the
group for whom the bill provides the least amount of equity.

Instead of the rate changes which ,the bill contains and which you
suggest ( I would prefer those you suggest to those contained in the
bill) I have thought the fairest tax reduction would be to provide an
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increase in the personal exemption foi- each taxpayer and each of his
dependents, because this would provide tax relief to those needing it
most; those with the largest number of children to feed and educate.

I would like your reaction to this.
Mr. MEANY. We could go along with your proposal. However, we

would prefer the approach suggested in our prepared statement.
Senator GoRE,. I would like to ask your view with respect to one

other item.
When you were testifying about the capital gains tax rate, you said,

"While earned income remains fully taxed." However, you later re-
ferred to the 50 percent ceiling. Now if earned income is to be given
a tax preference, do you think we, should start at the top?

Mr. MEAN.Y. You mean remove the ceiling?
Senator GORE. If we are to give a preference for earned income

above $50,000, what is the justification for refusing a tax preference
to earned income below $50,000?

Mr. MEANY. I do not think there is any justification.
Senator GORE. You said in your statement that "The wealthier the

individual the more attractive the tax loophole." As a matter of fact
one must have either large wealth or large income to take advantage
of any tax preference; is that not true?

Mr. MEANY. That is basically true. If you do not have the income
you do not have to worry about taxes, but what we say is that the
wealthier the person the more opportunities there are to escape taxation
through these different devices.

Senator GORE. What opportunity do you see for a tax loophole
for a maii earning $100 a week, and having the taxes withheld out
of each check?

Mr. MEANY. I don't see any.
Senator GORE. Where is there any loophole?
Mr. MENY. None at all.
Senator GORE. Whereas a man with a $50,000 income can look about

and find some preferential tax treatment areas.
Mr. MEANY. Tax exempts, real estate with fast depreciation writeoff.

The ordinary wage earning taxpayer does not have any of those oppor-
tunities. He just pays his taxes through the withholding and that is
that, and this, of course, is really the gist of our whole position.

There are many angles to this, but the basis of our whole position
is the lack of what we call tax justice.

Senator Goai. Thank you ;Mr. Chairman.
The C1[ARMrAN. Senator C urtis?
Senator Cur-wis. Mr. Meany, I agree with the position on some of

these matters. We tire running a $6 billion deficit this yeir, and I do
not feel that. at this time we can adopt the 50 percent ceiling, nor do
I feel that we can reduce the corporate levy, but I want to ask you about
a couple of others. Do you favor the provisions of the House bill which
tax the investment income of fraternities?

Mr. MFANY. The investment income of fraternities?
Senator CuRnis. Yes, sir.
Mr. MEANY. I think fraternities should pay their share the saime as

any other group.
Senator Cuirris. There arm tax exempt organizations that-
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Mr. MFJANY. On anything that is not related to their activities, and
this would include fraternities and labor unions and any other group
that is tax exempt, that income should be taxed.

Senator CURTIS. I am talking about their tax-exempt income which
would be interest dividends and the like.

Mr. MEANY. That, would be unrelated to their direct activities, and
I think it should be taxed.

Senator C TRTIS. I am not sure that it, is unrelated. I am quite inti-
mately acquainted with one fraternity that, has built upi a fumd. They
use it'all or 90 percent of it for loans for houses on college campuses
thereby releiving the taxpayers of that. much. Those loans earn inter-
est. Under this bill-they have 10 percent otherwise-

Mr. MEANT. If it is related to their normal activities in whatever
field they are in it should not be taxed. If it is unrelated we say it
should.

Senator CURTIS. The House taxes their investment income. Do you
support, that or notI

fr. MEANY. If it is on unrelated business income, we say yes. I have
not read the House bill. Do you mind letting Mr. Goldfinger reply?

Senator Cuims. No; I will be happy.
.fr. GOLDFINOF.n. Senator, our view, as President Meany indicated, is

that the unrelated investment income of fraternal organizations and all
other kinds of organizations including trade unions should be taxable,
should l,, subject to taxes.

Senat( - TRrTis. That is not my question. We understand that if a
labor unio,. buys a bank, the bank pays taxes as do other banks. That
is ti unrelated income. I am talking about the investment income that
the organization itself has. The House bill imposes a tax on the invest-
ment income of fraternities. Do you have a position on that?

Mr. MEANY. Without regard to whatthe income is used for, my posi-
tion would be it should be -taxed, unless it is used for the specific fra-
ternal purposes of that organization. You say it is used -

Senator CuiRis. It is not taxed as unrelated business. It is the invest-
ment income in their central treasury.

Mr. MEAT. I would like to give that a little study, that specific
question.

Senator Curmis. Now tax-exempt beneficial societies. According to
the House bill are taxed on exempt income. Do you favor that?

Mr. MpANy. No.
Senator CuRTIs. Investment income, according to the House bill, is

tax that accrues to tax-exempt social clubs. Do you favor that?
Mr. MEANT. No.
Senator CURTs. Take, for instance, Shrine, which operates some 12

or 14 hospitals for crippled children.
Mr. MAxNy. That is different than what. you have just previously

asked.
Senator Cuwris. They have some investment income. Under the

House bill it is taxable. Do you favor that?
Mr. MEANy. No.
Senator Cuws. Do you favor--i gather from your answer-you

are not in accord with the House bill taxing this investment income.
Do you favor taxing labor unions on their investment income?

Mr. MpANT. Yes; not related to their regular activities.
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Senator CURTIS. No, no; that was not my question. I understand
thait if a labor union buys a bank, that the bank pays taxes. If the labor
union has some money in the till, and it is either drawing interest from
a bank, a savings and loan, or it is in securities. Should it be taxed?

Mr. MEAziy. No,
Senator CURTIS. Are you at. liberty to tell me how much investment

income the labor unions have?
Mr'. MEANY. I haven't any idea. I have no way of knowing, and I

would not have any way of finding out.
Senator CURTIs. Now let me ask you something else. What percent

of the compensation to labor, which enjoys the benefit of organized
labor, collective bargaining, what percent of that compensation is
fringe benefits?

Mr. MLEANY. I do not know.
Senator CURTiS. Caln your staff supply that?
Mr. MEANY. We might give you an approximate figure.
Mfr. GOy.DnNO.R. It is somewhere in the area of 20-25 percent, sir.
Senator CuirIs. About 20 or 25 percent?
.MNr. GOLDFINGE. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. What percent of frin go benefits are taxable under

our revenue laws and what percent are not
Mr. GO[ADFIN ER. To my knowledge, sir, they ai:e all taxed when

they are received. Some of these forms of fringe benefits are deferred
payments, such as pension plans and pension money, and are subject to
taxation when received. They are not-

Senator CURTIS, Now th individual who operates a cobbler's shop
for himself repairing shoes, unless he can qualify for an elaborate
pension plan to set up and get some lawyers and tax accountants to
set it up, if he makes some money and puts it in the savings and loan
for a rainy day for his old age, he is taxed on that as lie earns, is lie
not?

Mir. GOLDFNOER. Yes.
Mr. MEANY. He has another alternative.
Senator CuRTIs. He is taxed on it as he earns it, is he not?
M1r. MNANY. If he puts it in a savings and loan, yes.
Senator CuRnIs. Recrardless of what lie does. Isn't the earnings of

an individual such as a shoe repair man operating on his own, his
earnings are taxed as lie earns them is that right?

.Mr. MEANY. I do not think he unAerstands the question. You had
better try again.

The CHAIRMAN. I must iemiiid the audience that they are here as
spectators and they are not here as a gallery to indicate approval or
disapproval of any answer of the witnesses.

Senator CURTIS. Can your staff answer that?
Mr. EAN Y. If lie sets it aside separately, it is not taxed until he

gets it. If lie does not, he puts it in a savings and loan, it is taxed as
of the time it is paid.

Senator CuRTs. I understand that lie can go through a rather diffi-
cult and complex procedure and qualify for H.R. 10 benefits, but it
is quite difficult for the individual of modest income to do that.

.Now assuming that ie has not, he pays taxes on it, as he earns it,
if his few dollars in the savings and loan draw some interest, that is
taxable, is it not?

Mr. MEANY. That is right.
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Senator CURTIS. I am not suggesting that our pension plan tax laws
be changed. But tax equality as the term implies, it is treating every-
one alike who faces a similar circumstance. In reference to my ques-
tion whether or not fringe benefits were taxed, your reply was they
were taxed when they were received. Now that means this. That as a
result of negotiations or otherwise, if employees are granted a retire-
ment find, the company or the employer pays into that fund and of
course that is the tax deduction to the company and not taxed, is that
correct?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. Yes.
Senator CuRTif. And the pension fund, if it earns interest, divi-

dends or other capital gains, they are not taxed isn't that right? But
the recipient receives the taxes or pays taxes when he draws that re-
tirement money some years later?

Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator CumRIs. I think it is a good system. What makes up to the

20 or 25 percent fringe benefits that are not taxed at the time besides
retirement ?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. That is about the only form that I can think of.
There are probably medical insurance contributions and other things
of that sort, but vacation pay is something that is taxed at the time
that it is received. That would be during the year. Shift differentials
are taxed when they are received.

Senator Cumrs. If as a result of negotiations the employer provides
hospital and medical insurance as a fringe benefit, that is not taxed to
the worker currently, is it?

Mr. MEANY. No.
Senator CunTs. And it is your position that investment income not

by an unrelated business but held by the unions should not be taxed?
Mr. MEANY. That is right.
Senator Cu Rs. I cannot quarrel with your position. I do hope that

we will not get involved in one group against another group, and these
principles that you have come out for in reference to this group will
not be applied to other groups.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIIIMAN. Gentlemen, I am going to ask the committee to

agree to a limitation on interrogating this witness. George Meany
speaks for many millions of workers and I can understand why every-
one would like to interrogate him on matters that interest them. But
we started a procedure a while back which will make it impossible to
hear other witnesses and some of them also represent a great number
of the people. I am going to urge members that we limit ourselves.
Let us say to about 7 minutes each on the first interrogation of this
witness. Then, if anyone wants to ask any further questions I will
arrange for one of our secretaries to meet with them in our confer-
ence room here, and they can interrogate Mr. Meany at length, and
I am sure he would be glad to respond.

Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALTDOE. Mr. Meany, as I understood your testimony,

you suggested a substitute or alternative plan from the minimum in-
come tax proposal of the House bill ?

Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator TALMADGE. What was that, please?
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Mr. MfEANY. We suggested that this provision of the House bill be
strengthened by imposing a 25 percent minimum tax on exempt in-
come in excess of $10,000 for individuals, and in excess of $25,000 for
corporations regardless of the amount of the taxpayer's ordinary
income.

Senator TALMADGE. In other words, your proposal is that, if an in-
dividual has more than $10,000 in income, regardless of its source, you
would tax it at 25 percent..

Mr. MEANY. No, no, no. Outside of his regular, ordinary income.
Senator TALMADGE. Exclusive of his ordinary income. What would

that be? His wages, salary ?
Mr. MEANY. We say that we want 25 percent tax on'the exempt in-

come in excess of $10,000 for an individual, regardlessi of how much
ordinary income he has, and the same thing for corporations, only it
is in excess of $25,000.

Senator TALMADGE. In other words, above the normal deductions?
Mr. MFANY. That is right.
Senator TALMADGE. Do you know how much revenue that would

bring in?
Mr. MEANY. We have some figures on all of these items, Senator. MY.

Goldfinger I think can give them to you.
Senator TALUADGE. How does that compare with the House bill?
Mr. GoTDniNbEn. This would be substantially greater than the House

bill. We can submit our estimates.
Mr. MEANY. We have estimates on all of these. We do not have

them here.
Senator TALMADGE. You will submit that for the record, Mr.

Meany?
Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator TALMADOGE. Thank you very much.
(The information to be furnished for inclusion in the record

follows:)
The revenue gains from AFL-CIO proposed 25% tax on exempt Income In ex.

cess of $10,000 for individual or $25,000 for corporations would be $1.5 billion.
Exempt income is defined as:
(1) The excluded one-half of capital gains.
(2) State and local bond interest.
(3) Depletion taken after the cost of the property has been written off.
(4) The difference between the cost and the market value of property donated

to charity.
(5) Depreciation on real estate taken in excess of straightline, except for low

and moderate income housing.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. Good morning, Mr. Meany.
Mr. MEANY. Good Morning.
Senator MILLER. May I ask what the position of the AFL-CIO was

on the investment tax credit when it was originally proposed?
Mr. MEANY. The original granting. We were opposed to it.
Senator MILLME. What is your position now with respect to its

repeal?
Mr. M EANY. We feel it should be repealed.
Senator MILLER. You have indicated that you wish to do away with

capital gains?
Mr. MEANY. That is right.
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Senator MILLR. I have almost come to think that the capital gains
provisions were calculated to encourage people to invest capital, and
that unless we have an investment of capital, our capitalistic system
will go by the board, and that the capital is necessary in order to pro-
vide plant and equipment, in order to have job opportunities.

Mr. MEANY. Senator, you are not going to argue with me on that.
Senator MILLER. I want to avk you the question how would the

capital formation occur in your thinking if the capital gains provision
of the tax law were done away with?

Mr. MmwAY. I think the investment would still be attractive. I am
all for investment, because this is one of the things that makes our
system work, but I d- not think that if you took away this tax prefer-
ence you would substantially discourage investment.

Senator MmLER. Do youthink it would encourage investments to
go overseas, over to England, for example, where they do not even
have a tax on capital gains?

Mr. MEA-Y. Well, I do not know whether it would go overseas or
not. I cannot answer that.

Senator MILLER. If you were persuaded that this is what would
happen, and if you were persuadedthat there would be a slowdown on
construction if this were done-

Mr. ME).rY. We undoubtedly would take another look at it.
Senator MLER. Yes. I must tell you that while I have some reserva-

tions about some of C.e capital gains provisions that are proposed, I
am deeply concerned that if we should just automatically repeal them,
without more that we could have a drying up of capital w-hich we deep-
ly need in order to get into construction, in order to preserve our bal-
ance of payments, in order to encourage overseas investors to come into
the United States, instead of having investors in the United States
go over to Europe and other countries.

Let me ask you another question. I am not trying to get political,
but I want to raise a point. rt is my understanding that you supported
Vice President Humphrey for the Presidency, is that correct? I think
that is public record. Were you familiar within the fact that Vice Presi-
dent Humphrey, during the Presidental campaign, advocated that the
percentage depletion provisions of the Internal Revenue Code be left
alone?

Mr. MEAY. No; I am not aware of that, no. I listened to a lot of
his statements, his speeches, but I do not recall that.

Senator MumuR. As I recall, it was in Business Week or one of the
business publications where the positions of the two candidates were
set forth, and they both were opposed to the repeal of the 271/2 percent
or a reduction of the 27/n-percent depletion for oil and gas.

My recollection is that Vice President Humphrey premised his posi-
tion on the theory that if this were done it would increase consumer
prices. Do you think that this percentage depletion reduction is not
going to affect consumer prices?

Mr. MEANT. I do not know, Senator, whether it is or not, but I know
that the depletion allowance is very, very unfair, at least from my
point of view, it is unfair, and I certainly will not change my idea just
because Vice President Humphrey thinks differently.

Senator MILLF.R. I understand that. I would not expect you to. But
I call your attention to his position, because I do think that it should
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carry some weight with you. There is a great fear on the part of many
knowledgeat)le people that a change in this is going to result in an
increase in consumer prices, and I know you aia very much opposed to
that too, and if you came to the conclusion that an arbitrar - attack
upon percentage depletion would ini fact result in an 'crease in con-
sumer prices, would that cause you to think this thing over a little
more?

Mr. MEAN-Y. I doubt it. I doubt it because I would have to have that
demonstrated quite forcefully before I would change my mind. I think
it is a tax gimmick that is unfair, and I think it should be done away
with.

Senator MmLER. Let me ask you this. Let us take two corporations
both oil corporations. One corporation. A, has $1 million in percent-
age depletion. Corporation B also has $1 million in percentage deple-
tion. Corporation A takes that $1 million and plows it back into
exploration and development of petroleum resources which redound
to the benefit of the peop!e of the country. Corporation B does not do
that. Corporation B pays that out as dividends to stockholders. Do
you think both corporations should be treated exactly alike?

Mr. MEAN. No, no; I do not. I think there should be some provision
for the corporation that plows it back in for development.

Senator MILLER. Thank you very much.
The CHARMAN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Mr. Meany, under your AFL-CIO proposed

changes in income tax rates, where you suggest that the 14-percent
rate should be cut to 9 percent, the 15-percent rate cut to 13 percent,
the 16-percent rate to 15 percent, the 17-percent rate to 16 percent, the
19-percent rate to 18 percent, how much revenue do you calculate would
be lost under this proposal as compared to the present law, first, and
secondly as compared to the House bill?

Mr. MEA 'y. The same as the House bill. I do not have the. figures,
Senator. We have put a price tag on all of these things but unfortu-
nately I do not have it here. Mr. Goldfinger says it would be the same
as the House bill.

Senator JORDAN. The proposed rate changes that you suggest would
result in the same revenue income?

Mr. MEANY. As the House bill.
Senator JORDAN. As the House bill ?
Mr. MFAwy. Yes.
Senator JORDAN. No change. If you do find there is a change, will

you supply that for the record
Mr. MFANY. Yes.
Senator JoRDAx. Thank you.
The CHAmmAw. Senator Byrd?
Senator ByRD. Thank you,lMr. Chairman.
Mr. Many, like you I feel it is very important that in a democracy

that there be tax justice. I do not like the idea of persons in this coun-
try earning more than $200,000 paying no tax. I think all individuals
who earn significant income should pay a tax. The problem as I see
it that faces the Congress is how to tighten the so-called loopholes
without penalizing a large segment of our population. I speak now of
the colleges, hospitals and churches, and State and local governments.
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I think that your testimony brings out interesting points. Some of
your proposals I am sympathetic to. Some I am nof too sympathetic
toward. I have made no commitment, however, on any part of the tax
bill;

There is one aspect that I find particularly interesting. I agree with
you thoroughly that industrial development bonds should not be tax
exempt. In regard to State and municipal bonds, this presents, as I see
it, a real dilemma, because if we change the tax status of State aid
municipal bonds, and I do not say at thi point whether it should or

should not be changed, but if we (to, that inevitably will increase the
cost of local and State government which means that every taxpa er
in eveI country and every city and every State in the Union winl feel
the effect, of it.

Now J notice in your testimony that you make a proposal which I
do not recall ever seeing proposed before, and that is that the Federal
Government should guarantee, should guarantee the State and local
bonds.

Mr. MrFANY. Guarantee the principal of the bonds.
Senator BYaD. Guarmtee the principal of the bonds and pay-
Mr. MEANY. An interest subsidy.
Senator BYRD (continuing). One-third of the interest on these

bnds. May I ask you this. How extensive is this? What is the total
of State and local bonds now outstanding?

Mr. MAxy. The total amount? I do not know.
Mr. GowLwnwmc. We have worked this out, Senator, and we have

come to the conclusion that there would be a gain of revenue.
Senator B=). M question is this. What is the total amount of

State and local bonds outstanding?
Mr. GowDron. Offhand I do not know. We probably have it in the

lengthy statement.
Senator BYR. I can give you the answer. The answer is that at the

end of 1969 it is estimated that there will be $140 billion in State and
local bonds outstanding. As I understand your proposal, you would
have the Federal Government guarantee ail of these State and local
bonds, am I correct in that assumption I

Mr. Mxrr. That is right.
Senator BYRD. Aren't you asking that the Federal Government

undertake a very severe task when it begins to guarantee State and
local bondsI
. Mr. Mua&-. Yes; I think that is quite a job for them, but I think
it should be done. After all, Senator, I think there is a actor here
that you are perhaps disregarding, and that is that even though there
maybe Iome sound reasons from the point of view of State and local
problems to have these bonds tax exempt, the average citizen of this

ntry resents very much the fact that certain people get the benefit
of. thi unearned inoome and pay no taxes on it Thii Has a tendency

tob -ka down _ morale of the peopl%, and that certainly is

~ 1~ Pnqrred in that staemant. I do, not defend that.- I
;& 4"'t th~at w4about morale. Sut4-,ise same

f~myntwf the Fe6deral

.one-third
VCApa
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Government get the money to do that? It gets the money out of the
taxpayer's pocket. That is the only place it can get it-

Mr. MmNY. That is right.
Senator Bnw. (continuing.) From your members and every wage

earner.
Mr. MEANY. And it would get some of that money from people who

are not now paying taxes.
Senator BYID. I just feel that this one proposal of yours that I have

never seen advocated before. It is one of the most far-reaching propo-
sals I think that has been presented to the Congress in a long time.
I am glad to get your-

Mr. MEANy. I think the President has come up with a proposal
for sharing the taxes with the State and local governments.

Senator ByR. That is'tiefely different from taking over and
assuming the $140 billioi/i, bonds. My time has expire 'ai&d I thank
you, Mr. Meany.

T1e CHAIRMAN. Seator Fann:io I
Senator FANNIN Thank you Mr Ca riman.
Mr. Meany, we hare your e~bcerf over\the equiable" treatment of

earned income, d we .ar6,concerned "abkt loopholes, but we re
also concerned ut jobs. Ia-vpeyo d how man jobs would
be eliminated if all your recommeidN io we enacted ?k

Mr. MmANy.(We feel that the 1l d not bafy elir~ination o'jobs.t t ' ! '

SntrFA. NiN;. D I , t hi t is a littlefarietcbedt
say that they would n be e lhina wd,' re goig to
investment caetal awayt th /

Mr. MEANr. I have tard ta"s r a osals that w
make eliminatiig jobs fo y yea _r Wetl tion0 yta
now every time \ve discus wage and i leoisl tion thatt is
to eliminate jobs \ut it never has eliminate jobs /

Senator FANN.IN[ certainly question that\
Mr. miANY. I thlk you arb-911ig the) Arne on econo--the

whole system---short It you think that by setting up a system of tax
justice, where everyone Yquld be paying his fair share, tha4.this would
eliminate jobs.

Senator FAwNIN. Don't yoihik it has elir inat d jobs that we
have exported? Let us take the automg6iv Industry.

Mr. MEANT. I think this is a problem and it is a problem for Cong-
rem about the export of jobs. [do not, think anything we do on the
tax situation is going to change that. The American corporations are
exporting jobs quite rapidly right now.

Senator FANNxx. But only to become competitive in many of the
foreign countries. That is why this is done.

Mr. MrAzr. Well, be that as it may. Do you mean competitive
in brining down the standard of life?

SenhtorFANNIN'. No, I certainly do not, but the consideration given
by other countrie For example, there is no capital gains tax, in
Canasda nor as brought out by Senator Miller, in ite Europeancouinties.,i.

! -Mr.~ ENY. Isnrt there anything Congress can do about that?
Suator..FANrNm Certailnly Congress can do something about it.

,They can give greater incentive to hold industries in this country and
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to make us more competitive. Look at what has happened in the auto-
motive industry and the electronic industry as a result of Japanese
competition. I am vitally concerned about that, and I think you should
be. I hope you consider that matter. It is I think of vital importance
to us all.

Mr. MA.-NY. Mr. Senator, I do not think you are going to get the
Americans and the average American trade unionist to consider com-
peting with Hong Kong wages or wages that a lot of corporations
are paying down on the Mexican border.

Senator FANNIN. I am talking about making it more enticing to
our American industry to work with the labor unions, and to have
a better competitive position with which to face the other nations of
the world.

Now you know as far as world markets are concerned, we have
lost out tremendously percentagewise in the last few years.

Mr. MEANY. Well, the best customer of the American corporations
over the years, and I think statistics will prove this, is the American
worker, the American citizen here at home, and I do not think, no
matter what way you approach this, that the American worker is
going to compete with 20 and 25 cents an hour wages in South Amer-
ica or in Africa or in the Far East.

Senator FANNIN. He can better compete if we have modernized
equipment, if we have the capital investments that will make that pos-
sible. But to go on to another subject which Senator Curtis discussed
with you, it is my understanding that all labor unions are now exempt
from taxation under 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. I think
you agree that that is right. What sort of union income would be
included within the exemption? Would this include dues collected,
interest on bonds, stock dividends and other investments of the un-
ions? Are these all included?

Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. So we do' have a situation where the unions are

being given I think special treatment. H.R. 13270 in its present form
would penalize foundations from engaging in political activities,
including the sponsorship of voter registration drives.

I have introduced an amendment to this bill which would deny
tax-exempt status to labor unions which engage in political activities.
Do you see any objection to this measure?

Mr. MEANY. You mean political activities in Federal elections? We
are barred from that now.

Senator FANNIN. Well, it would include activities in all elections.
Mr. MEANY. But we are not barred from using our money for voter

registration drives, and we thought that was something everybody
wanted. We want higher voter participation on the part of the people,
and this is really a bipartisan, nonpartisan activity.

Senator FANNIN. Well, that is questionable but nevertheless-
Mr. MnANY. You would try to stop that?
Senator FANNIN. I am asking you u question. This bill, H.R. 13270,

which you strongly support, and even want to go further than it does
in this area would penalize foundations for engaging in political
activities, including the sponsorship of voter registration drives. Do
you agree with this provision ? In other words, turnabout is fair play?

' ,t

: " ....
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Mr. MEAN. I want to look at that bill again. I do not think there
is a complete bar.

Senator FANNIN. Sir?
Mr. ME.ANY. I do not think there is a Complete bar in that bill. I

would have to look that up.
Senator FxNN-i,. I think you had better read it then and have your

people look into it.
Mr. MEANY. All right.
Senator FANNIN. Further pursuing Senintor Byrd's line of question-

ing about subsidizing and guaranteeing municipal bonds, how wotld
this be controlled? Just to give you an illustration, some boneis flow ai
not s dlablo, but of course would be with the guarantee of the Federal
Gov,:xi'nment. In many instances perhaps these bonds should not be
issued, but what control would you have over this? Isn't that leaving
your financing just wide open ?

Mr. MEANY. Surely the Federal Government would set up some
standards by which it would guarantee municipal bonds. It would
n~ot guarantee them indiscriminately no matter what the features
of them were. o

Senator FANNIN. How about the outstanding?
Mr. MEANY. How about what?
Senator FANNIN. The outstanding bonds? What would be your

point as far as the outstanding bonds?
Mr. ME'ANY. We are talking about bonds from now on. We are

not talking about the outstanding bonds.
Senator FNNIN. But I thilk in your testimony you considered

that all issues would be approved whether or not needed.
Mr. M1EANY. All future issues, yes.
Senator FANNIN. Whether or not needed?
Mr. MEANy. Whether what?
Senator FANNIN. Whether or not needed. In other words, I am

questioning you as to how this could ever be controlled.
Mr. ME.ANY. I think it can be controlled by the Federal Govern-

ment setting up standards.
Senator FANNIN. Then you would have them subsidized and

then controlled?
Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. As to what is done in the local communities?
Mr. MEANY. That is right.
Senator FANNIN. And the States and all. Then is there any need

for-
Mr. MEANY. I do not know that it would necessarily mean that

they would control everything done by the local governments. I
think setting up standards is one thing and controlling is another.

Senator FANNIN. How would you handle the interest on outstand-
ing bonds? You are going to subsidize the interest on the bonds that
are going to be issued now. What about the bonds on outstanding
issues?

Mr. MEANY. We would not touch. them at all.
Senator FANNIN. You would not, but they are touched by this bill.
Mr. MEANY. They are?
Senator FANNIN. Oh, yes. They are tax exempt, and so they are

affected by the bill.
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Mr. MAEANY. You mean the outstanding bonds?
Senator FANNIN. Yes, the outstanding bonds.
Mr. MEANY. That is not our proposal.
Senator FANNIN. They are included in some of the stipulations,

sir; as far as taxes are concerned, tax preferences and all, they are
affected.

My time is up, Mr. Meany, but I wish you would look into some of
these problems.

Mr. MEANY. I certainly will look at, that one.
Senator FANNIN. I hope you will take a look at the effect that this

would have on jobs and our competitive position with other countries
also, the number of people that would be eliminated if all your recom-
mendations were enacted. I think it would be disastrous.

Mr. MEANY. Well, we do not agree with that.
The CHAIRMAN.. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Meany, did I understand you to say it was your feeling that the

proposals you have made would be prespective in nature, that they
should apply to bond issues that are yet to be made?

Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator HANsEN. And it should not refer to those which are already

on the books? I 'think Senator Byrd spoke about there being some
$140 billion worth of bonds now outstanding. As I understand your
proposal it would exempt that $140 billion worth of bonds?

Mr. MEANY. Well, the people who bought them bought them under
the conditions which now prevail and we think that should prevail as
far as those bonds are concerned.

Senator HANSEN. Would it be your feeling generally that this
legislation should be prospective in nature rather than retroactive?

MNr. MNA-y. I do not think the legislation should be retroactive if
that is what you mean.

Senator HANsEN. That is what I mean.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Meany, I would like to just ask one or two

questions of you. I personally have always had some doubts about the
wisdom of this investment tax credit, and I think that your organiza-
tion probably did, too. At first I was willing to go along with part of it
and then later on part of the rest of it. It occurred to me later on that
the credit may have been providing too big an incentive at a time when
money was tight, and I advocated that it be repealed well before the
administration-at that time of President Johnson-agreed it ought to
be repealed. I wanted to relieve the tight money situation as I do now.
The repeal of the investment tax credit involves about $3 billion.

The one thing you have to give it credit for is that it really did
stimulate a lot of investments.

From the point of viow of a lot of business people at that time it
had the effect of cutting the effective tax rate from 50 percent down to
36 percent if they could fully utilize the investment tax credit of 7
percent.

Of course, you are well awure oi the fact that a tax credit of 7 per-
cent is just like a deductio, of 14 percent if the tax rate is 50 percent.

Now this accelerated depie 2.tion thing started out under Pisident
Eisenhower, and it was mad. wore libera-under the sucMeeding admin-

/I
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istrations. Capital gains had always been one of the things that busi-
ness people looked for. I understand on Manhattan most rich people
are not much interested in investing their money in something unless
they can find some way to make a capital gain out of it, either in whole
or in part. And I see that you would like to eliminate'percentage
depletion entirely. -

Would it not seem to you that if we strike at all those items, I think
thev would total about .4.5 billion right there, and you take the other
so-called incentive items that are justified on the basis that they would
be incentive to invest money to do something constructive, it would
add up to about $3.5 billion of tax incentive provisions that would
be removed from law.

Would it not seem to you that that would discourage a lot of people
from. inv-esting money in things that give labor good jobs?

.Ir1. MAEANYi. Well,'I answered that before, Senator. I do not think
so. I think the investments would still be attractive, despite these
so-called sweetners.

The CHAIRMAN. I am just, familiar with one phase of it. I know
you feel strongly about it. In a small way I am in the oil business.
My family owned a piece of property. We were willing to put up
our money if we could find somebody else. Just the talk of change
in this matter has made it so that nobody else was interested in going
in. The impression that I gained is that independents'were getting
out of the business in droves the way it was, and that this change
would accelerate that trend.

Now, of course, if we drill a well, we are going to pay the regular
wages, and those are good wages, whether we find oil or not. We do
not mind paying the union scale of wages. We hope to finish ahead,
and if we have to pay a lot of wages that is all right with us. But
we would like some hope of making our money back and winding up
with a profit by the time the thing is all over with.

Now if you have literally hundreds of people getting out of that
business thro way it is now, and frankly I regard myself as one of
those people-

Mr. MEANY. Getting out of the oil business?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Sir, they are not drilling any more wells at

all. There are a lot of people who have already quit. Now, why would
not the elimination of the oil depletion allowance, and also taking
away or compromising their intangible drilling' cost provisions make
a lot of people having doubt about it decide tiat that was the straw
that broke the camel's back to say "Well, we just will not drill any
more. Let us just get out of this business"?

Mr. MEAvy. IV'ell, that means we would have to put our cars up.
There would not be any gasoline for our cars.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it would put a lot of people out of work,
I would think.

Mr. MFJm. I do not think so. I think the incentive for profit is
still there, and I do not know who you mean is going out of business.

The CHAIRMAN. Now Mr. Meany, I-
Mr. MEAN-.. Humble has not got out of the business, Standard Oil

of New Jersey has not gone out of the business.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Meany, you are the first person I have heard

advocating cutting the depletion allowance who did not couple that
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with the proposition that you ought to bring al your oil in from
overseas, which means that you would hire ArabF, you would hire
Spieks, you would hire various and sundry people to produce that
oil but you would not he producing it here. You would( be hauling
it if- from overseas.

Mr. MENY. Irrespective of the depletion allowance, if oil companies
can make more money by bringing it. from oveseas I suppose they
would bring it from overseas, without regard to whether depletion
allowance is there or not.

The CHAIRMAN. I am one of those fellows who has been trying to
fix it up so they produce it here rather than bring it in froi there.
Over a period of time I suspect that. has been part of the problem.

Mr. M'EANY. As Senator' Miller said, shouldn t tlere be some line
drawn be tween thoae who put, this money hack into new ventures to
try to provide new jobs, and others who just pay it. out in dividends?

The CJ ,MRAN. 1ell, I would ask you a question. We tell a man,
"If you will go out and find sonie oil, or any other fuel, we will give
you a liberal-depletion allowance." That is hWs incentive to do it.

Now, after he fulfills his end of the l)argain why should we take
it away from him ? Why would you want to ch rige it in the middle
of the game after a fellow has gone out, rel? ng upon that, incentive,
and performed on it?

Mr. MEANY. Well, I would be quite happy to set 271/2 phased out
over the years, little by little.

Senator GoiR,. Good, that is a deal.
The CHAIRMAx. 'May T say that is a generous ('oneession.
Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. In this morning's mail there is a letter from

a customer who wants to talk about bonds. I-e suggests that there are
bonds he can dispose of which have three different charges: 8 percent
note April U15 71/ percent note due in November, and 71/o dung the
,coming year. )on't you think that is a pretty high rate of interest?

Mr. MEANY. I did not oet the question.
Senator ANDERSoN. The interest rate on bonds. Eight percent note,

71/ percent note, and 71/9 percent note. I think that interest is out-
rageous, don't you?

Mr. Mr,,\Y. I think interest rates generally are outrageous to(lay.
Certainly they are outrageous from the point of view of the ordinary
home buyer. I would be happy to hear more about that Ibcause we
have people who would like to buy their own homes, but the interest,
cost or the purchase of a new home is getting up near 9 or 10 percent,
when you figure the rate of interest at 7Y2, and then they add on points
for this and that.

Senator ANDERSON. It is frightening. It has sto ppd home owner-
ship to a great degree. I just hope that there wil be lower interest
rates in the future.

Mr. M xNY. We would like to see the interest rates come down.
The CHAIRMAI. Senator Williams?
I am going to let each Senator have one round. Senator Williams

did not ask any questions, and so I am going to give him the oppor-
tunity now.

Senator Harris has shown up meanwhile and he will be covered by
those same rules.
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Senator WILLIAMS. I just want to clarify one point. As I under-
stand it in your testimony and from questions, you have recommended
that capital gains be taxed on tie sanie basis its earned iconie, is that
correct '

Mr. MRANY. Yes.
Senator mVirLiis. Now one of the arguments that I have heard

made, and I am wondering if you subscribe to it, is suppose Mr. X
buys 100 slires of a bank stock. 'he( dividends are taxed1 at regular
income. Is it your theory that the appreciation in the bank stock is
largely the result of undistributed come, the accumulation of it,
which when he sells the stock he gets that as an appreciation? Is that
the basis of suggesting that it be taxed as regular income?

Mr. MEANY. That is one of the bases. The general basis is as I
stated in my testimony that the fellow who works with his hands
and draws a salary, he has got to pay on his income. Why shouldn't
the others pay on their income?

Senator WIMLI, s. Now if a labor union owns a bank, the bank
is taxed the same corporate rates as any other industry. Now if the
labor union is buying that bank, and the bank distributes about half
of its earnings, the other half builds up equity. If that union sells that
stock later should they be taxed at capital gains-since it is a delayed
1)1 iment of accumulated earnings-the same as you are )roposing for
iiv,, viduals?

Mr. MFNY. If everybody else would have to pay it, why not the
labor union.

Senator WLLIM,\s. That is what I was asking.
Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMs. That answers the question. Thank you. Ybu

would have no objections to the bill being so amended f
Mr. MEANY. No.
Senator WILLIAms. Thank you.
The CHAIRMANq. Senator Harris?
Senator HAMR S. I do not have any questions, Mr. Chairman,

except to say that I have studied your testimony, Mr. Meany, and
I appreciate the thrust of it and the influence that you have been
generally on the side of tax reform and tax relief.

The CJlAI MAN. Senator Metcalf, a former member of this com-
mittee, has been sitting here with us. If you want to ask a question or
two go ahead.

Senator MEWAiLF. I am delighted that he is supporting the bill
that I am going to testify to next.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cooper, do you have any questions?
Well, let me say if there are other members who want to interrogate

Mr. Meany further I think he might make himself available to you
to ask a few questions in our conference room. If someone wants to
request that privilege, I would ask the witness to cooperate. Other-
wise, we are going to excuse Mr. Meany. We have ha4 him here for
an hour and 15 minutes and we have many other important witnesses
here.

Thank you very much, Mr. Meany, Mr. Biemiller and your able
associate. We appreciate very much your being here to explain your
views on behalf of your great organization.
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Next we would like to hear from the Honorable Lee Metcalf,
former member of this committee, and Senator from the State of
Montana.

(George Meany's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF GEORGE MEANY, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND

CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

SUMMARY

My name is George Meany and I am president of the American Federation
of Labor and Congress of Industrial Orgarizations.

The 13.5 million members of the unions of the AFL-CIO are, almost without
exception, taxpayers. They pay their taxes regularly, payday after payday,
through the payroll withholding program. They are loyal Americans; they ap-
preciate the value of government, the services of government, the need for paying
for government.

They are willing to pay their fair share.
But they are tired of having to pay the share of other Americans. Specifically,

they are tired of paying the share of those Americans whose incomes are greater
and whose taxes are lower-the "loophole set" in today's society.

So it Is on behalf of the largest organized group of taxpayers in America
that the AFI,-OIO appears here today as advocates of tax justice. We don't have
tax justice today and will not achieve it under the House bill. And the Ad-
ministration's proposals bear no resemblance at all to tax justice.

The federal tax system is rigged against those whose livelihood comes from
the work they do. It is rigged in favor of those whose income results from
Investments.

This unfair rigging results from the fact that a triple standard Is applied to
Income taxed by the federal government.

One standard applies to wages, salaries, and other forms of so-called ordinary
Income. This income is taxed in full and, for workers, the tax is regularly
deducted from their paychecks,

A second standard applies to income from stocks, real estate, and other so-
called capital assets sold at a profit. Only half of such income is taxed. And under
present law the tax can never be more than 25%--even for those in the very
top tax brackets.

A third standard Is applied to certain forms of income which never even appear
on the tax form, such as the Interest on state and local bonds, or the income that
Is washed out by phantom, nonexistent costs as oil depletion, fast depreciation
writeoffs, and bookkeeping farm losses. This type of income completely escapes
taxation.

The wealthier you are, the greater are the opportunities to take advantage of
these preferentially taxed or untaxed forms of income.

This triple standard will not be ended through reforms that eliminate or
curb some relatively obscure tax dodges affecting a handful of people. Nor will
It be ended merely by ensuring that those of extreme wealth and ability-to-pay
are called upon to make some contribution to the federal Treasury.

The now infamous 21 persons, for example, who paid no taxes 'at all on
their Incomes of $1 million and over, have become a symbol. And, I fear, too
many have addressed themselves only to this symbol. Tax measures to ensure
that those with astronomically high incomes merely pay eome taxes to the federal
government fall far short of tax Justice.

Justice can only come when:
*The completely Impoverished are removed from the tax rolls.
* There is a meaningful reduction In the relative tax burdens of low and

middle-income families.
* The loopholes of special tax privilege for wealthy families and businesses are

eliminated
The single most costly loophole and the one that is the prime culprit of unfair-

ness Is the capital-gains loophole.
This is not a loophole which applies only to a handful. It Isnot a loophole

,which reduces anyone's Laxes ta zero. And Its effect on the tax structure does not
g~ve rise to tax-evasion horror stories that can be dramatically illustrated
through the media.

Yet, because of the half tax on capital gains and the zero tax on such gains
passed on at death some $80440 billion escapes the tax base, resulting in an an.
nual Treasury revenue loss of over $10 billion. !
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And It is a tax preference that says, in effect, the more wealth and income
you have, the more opportunities you should be allowed to avoid a fair share of
taxes.

The AFL-CIO has continually pointed to this loophole as the major flaw in
the tax system. The Treasury study published last February confirms this, say-
Ing that the special treatment accorded capital gains is the "most important
factor in reducing the tax rates of those with high Incomes."

We see no justice to a tax provision which says that a married taxpayer
with $8,000 in capital-gains income should pay a tax of $354 while a married tax-
payer, with the same amount of wage income, should pay $1,000.

We also recommend taxation of the $15 billion in capital gains that is
passed on annually to heirs without even being mentioned on the income tax
form.

Under the House action, some of the capital-gains loopholes would be trimmed.
The House would eliminate the 25% maximum and would extend the holding
period for long-term capital gains from six months to one year.

Even with these improvements, capital gains would still remain as the prime
factor In eroding the fairness of the tax structure, for unearned income would
still be preferentially taxed. And, what Is worse the Administration has proposed
to weaken even these modest reforms.

If the tax structure is to meet America's standards of fair play, loophole
closing must be broad-gauged and substantial. On April 1, 1969, before the
House Ways and Means Committee. The AFL-CIO presented a program which
we believe would achieve tax Justice-a program which would generate some
$15-17 billion in federal revenues from substantial loophole-closing, provide
relief to those of low and moderate and middle incomes, and allow some $8--10
billion to fully fund existing federal programs geared to meeting domestic needs.

Against that background, we think the House bill merits commendation, for:
1. The working poor are relieved of any federal tax obligation.
2. The hard-working, tax-paying low- and middle-income Americans, who have

been forced to bear far more than their just share of the tax burden, have
been given a modicum of relief.

3. The single most inflationary pressure in the economy, the 7% investment
credit to business, baa been eliminated.

4. Some of the loopholes and gimmicks in the tax structure, designed to pro-
vide special, unfair tax bonanzas for the very wealthy, have been trimmed,
although not eliminated.

We urge the Senate to improve upon the House action and to reject all pro-
posals, including those of the Administration, which would move the tax struc-
ture still further away from America's standards of fair play.

Specifically, we urge the Senate to:
1. Close the capital-gains loophole, ending the major tax preference for un-

earned income.-There cannot be tax justice as long as unearned income is half-
taxed while earned income is taxed in full.

The modest changes recommended by the House are welcome but not enough
and the Administration would largely undo the positive action taken by the
House.

2. Put an end to the tax abuses of the oil, gas and other mineral industries.-
Again the measures taken by the House are welcome ones. They would reduce
the depletion allowance, eliminate depletion on foreign oil and gas wells, place
a limit on the amount of exploration expenses that can be immediately written
off, and end some other abuses such as the carved-out production payment.

Nevertheless, of the total revenue that escapes taxation due to the activities
of these industries, only one-third would be recovered by the House action.

We recommend the complete elimination of these abuses.
3. Eliminate the maimum-tax proitsmoms.-Under the maximum-tax provision

contained in the House bill the top tax rate on earned Income would be 50%.
This proposal would benefit only those with incomes above $50,000.
It would serve to provide an uncalled-for tax bananza of $100 million to top

corporate executives, doctors, lawyers and others whose income comes from astro-
nomically high fees and salaries.

The Administration has strongly endorsed this proposal. It reflects a cynical
philosophy that if taxes on the wealthy are cut, they won't try so hard to find
loopholes. Such a philosophy makes a mockery of tax-reform efforts. We cannot
subscribe to it and we strongly condemn it.
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4. Strengthen the tninimurn-taz provisions of the House bU.-The so-called
Limit on Tax Preferences (L.T.P.) proposed by the House and the weaker ver-
sion offered by the Administration are prime examples of reforms addressed
solely to symbols.

Both the House and the Administration versions would limit the amount of
certain types of income that can be completely tax-exempt to no more than half
of total income plus $10,000. Thus, the more the income you have, the more can
be tax-free.

What's more, if you fail to shelter all your income in one year, you can keep
trying for another five.

Under the House bill, though a wealthy individual affected by the L.T.P.
would by no means pay his fair share of taxes, he would pay some.

Under the Administration proposals, since State and local bond interest would
not be recognized as income under the L.T.P., some wealthy individuals would
still escape scot-free and pay no taxes at all.

The AFL-CIO has proposed a 25% minimum tax on exempt income in excess
of $10,000 for individuals and $25,000 for corporations--regardless of the amount
of the taxpayer's ordinary Income.

5. Strengthen and improve other mneasures contained in the House bill.-For
example:

-Interest on State and local bonds should be taxed in full with the Federal
Government guaranteeing the bonds and providing an Interest subsidy to ensure
that the fiscal powers of the State and local governments are not damaged.

-Instead of the Hobby Farm loophole-closing proposals suggested by the
House and the Administration, the lost-limit approach contained in S. 500 should
be adopted. This procedure was recommended by Senator Metcalf and endorsed
by a bipartisan group of 26 Senators. This approach is specifically tailored to
the tax-loss farmer and ensures that legitimate farm operators will not be
penalized.

-The income-averaging formula should not be liberalized to include capital
gains unless the preferential treatment accorded such gains is eliminated.

-Interest deductions on bonds used to finance corporate mergers and acquisi-
tions should be completely disallowed.

-All rapid depreciation on real estate should be disallowed, except for low-
and moderate-income housing.

-Accelerated depreciation on regulated utilities should not be allowed unless
the tax benefits flow through to the consumer.

Finally, the Senate should provide more substantive relief to those whose
incomes are moderate and whose tax burdens are unnecessarily severe.

Tax relief and tax justice do not necessarily go hand-in-band. The equity in
the tax structure can be badly damaged by tax cuts as it can by tax increases
or the addition of new loopholes and gimmicks.

Under the House-passed bill this concept was partially recognized. Though all
groups would receive relief, a significant proportion of the relief would flow to
low- and middle-income taxpayers.

Under the changes proposed by the Administration needed relief for those just
above the government-defined poverty threshold and those in the middle-income
brackets would be cut back, the state-gasoline-tax deduction would be disallowed,
and a tax cut would be given to corporations.

Under the House proposals, $4 billion in tax relief is provided through the
low income allowance and standard deduction increases. These primarily benefit
low- and middle-income taxpayers. Another $4.5 billion is granted through
across-the-board rate cuts. Over halt of this relief goes to taxpayers with incomes
of $15,000 or over.

The Administration agrees with the House on cutting the taxes of the wealthy,
but says it goes too far when it would cut taxes for those of low and modest
incomes. In addition, claims the Treasury, corporate taxes should be cut $1.6
billion.

We endorse the House proposals to increase the low-income allowance to a flat
$1,100. In addition, we endorse the House proposals to increase the standard
deduction to 15% and $2,000.

We do not agree with the general rate reductions recommended by the House
and the Administration; and certainly there is o justification for a reduction in
corporate taxes.

Instead we recommend a reduction in the tax rates that apply to the first $8,000
of everyone's taxable income for married individuals and the first $4,000 for
single Individuals.
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The rate changes we propose and their effect are shown on the attached tables.
Our relief proposals would result in the same revenue loss as that proposed by

the House. They would cost roughly $600 million more than proposed by the
Administration-an amount that could easily be made up by, for example, elim-
inating the maximum-tax provision, effectively closing the hobby-farm gimmick,
and adopting a meaningful minimum tax.

Mr. Chairman, we urge that this committee bring the federal income tax into
line with what it's supposed to do-tax income in accordance with ability-to-pay.
That's tax justice.

TABLE I.-AFL-CIO proposed changes in. income tax rates

The rate changes would be as follows:
The 14% rate should be cut to 9%.
The 15% rate should be cut to 13%.
The 16% rate should be cut to 15%.
The 17% rate should be cut to 16%.
The 19% rate should be cut to 18%.
All other rates would remain the same.

Under this procedure, every taxpayer would receive a tax reduction. But, the
Individual with a taxable Income of $100,000 would get the same tax break as the
$8,000 man. With the rate structure recommended by the House, a married in-
dividual whose taxable income is $100,000 would receive a $3,600 cut while the
$8,000 married individual would have his taxes reduced by only $80. Under the
AFL-CIO proposal both would receive a cut of $130.

TABLE II.-FEDERAL INCOME TAX BURDEN
PRESENT LAW COMPARED WITH HOUSE REFORM BILL, TREASURY PROPOSALS, AND AFL-CIO PROPOSALS-

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

Total tax

House Tax reductionWage or Present rc~orrr Treasury AFL-CIO
salary income law bi'l proposals proposals House Treasury AFL-CIO

$3,000 ................. 0 0 0 0 .................................
$4,000 ................. $140 $65 $81 $45 $75 $59 $95$5,000 -------------- -- 290 200 253 155 90 37 135$7,500 ----------------- 687 576 616 526 111 71 161$10,000 ---------------- 1,114 958 1,012 908 156 102 206$12,500 ---------------- 1,567 1,347 1,447 1,300 220 120 267$15,000 ---------------- 2,062 1,846 1,951 1,822 216 111 240$20,000 ---------------- 3,160 2,968 2,968 3.030 192 192 130$25,000 ---------------- 4,412 4,170 4,170 4,282 242 242 130$50,000 ---------------- 13,388 12,604 12,604 13,258 784 784 130$100,000 ............... 37,748 34,892 34,892 37,618 2,856 2,856 130

Note: Assumes deductions equal to 10 percent of income, minimum standard deduction (low-income allowance) or
standard deduction-whichever is greater. Table takes into account the rate cutting, standard deduction changes, andlow-income allowance proposed by the House, the Treasury and the AFL-CIO. Surtax excluded.

Source: AFL-CIO Research Department, September 1969.

STATEMENT

The federal Income tax structure is unjust. Events of recent months have made
this fact increasingly clear to all reasonably informed citizens.

In 1967, the most recent date for available information, the taxes paid by
millionaires averaged only 25% of their total income. Twenty-one of these mil-
lionaires and 134 other persons whose reported incomes exceeded $200,000 paid
not one cent in federal income taxes.

In that same year, 21/4 million taxpayers wbse incomes fell below he gov-
ernment's definition of poverty paid $100 million in Income taxes. And the mar-
ried wage earner, with an Income of $8,000, paid $1,000 in income taxes-12%
percent.

The federal tax structure is rigged against wages and salaries-against income
from work. It is rigged In favor of unearned Income.

This unfair rigging results from the fact that a triple standard is applied to
income taxed by the federal government.
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One standard applies to wages, salaries and other forms of so-called ordinary
income. This income is taxed in full, and for workers the tax is regularly deducted
through payroll withholding.

A second standard applies to income from stocks, real estate and other so-
called capital assets sold at a profit. Only half of such income is taxed. And
under present law the tax can never be more than 25%-even for those in
the very top tax brackets.

A third standard is applied to certain forms of income which never even
appear on the tax form, such as the interest on state and local bonds or the
income that is washed out by phantom, nonexistent costs as oil depletion, fast
depreciation writ,-offs, and bookkeeping farm losses. This type of income
completely escapes taxation.

Thus:
0 Income gains from the sale of stock or other property, held for more than

six months, are taxed at only half the regular tax rate-with a top maximum
rate of 25%. Moreover, when stock or other property is passed on to heirs at
death, the increased value of the property from the date of purchase Is not sub-
ject even to this much-reduced caiaital gains tax.

* Income from interest pay.nents on state and local bonds is completely
exempt from federal taxation.

* Sizable portions of the income from oil and gas properties and a large
number of minerals never enter the tax stream because nonexistent "depletion"
expenses are written off.

* Much of the income from real estate escapes taxation since it is written off
as depreciation. Such Income is not only exempt from taxation but, since It is
considered a write-off cost. it provides an additional tax shelter for the wealthy
because it is deducted from other taxable income.

0 Because of 'the little-known unlimited-charitable-contributon-deduction spe-
cial privilege, many wealthy individuals and businesses use the disquise of philan-
thropy to avoid paying any tax at all.

0 Tax-exempt family foundations can be set up so wealthy families can con-
trol their fortunes in perpetuity without paying taxes.

0 Wealthy nonfarmers can Invest in farm operations which yield imaginary
losses that can be charged off against their high nonfarm incomes.

0 Business deducts 7% of the cost of new equipment and machinery from its
tax bill--as a special tax credit And, they can deduct it again as part of
depreciation.

As a result of these and other inequities, an unduly large part of the burden
of running the Federal government is heaped upon the shoulders of those who
can afford it least.

These facts are generally known. They are causing an alarming erosion of
public confidence in the tax structure and in the fairness of the federal govern-
ment as well. And since Americans expect so much from their tax structure-
national defense, public facilities and services, grants-in-aid to the States and
local governments--these inequities In the tax structure undermine public sup-
port for much-needed expansion of government services--Federal, State and
local-for a growing, urban population.

It is for these reasons ,the AFL-CIO is seeking tax justice. To us, there is a
critical distinction between tax reform and tax Justice, and recent events have
made it imperative that this distinction be clearly set forth.

The now infamous 21 persons, for example, who paid no taxes at all on their
incomes of $1 million and over have become a symbol And too many have ad-
dressed themselves only to this symbol. Tax measures that eliminate or curb
some obscure tax dodges or that ensure that those with astronomically high in-
comes merely pay aome taxes to the Federal Government, fall far short of a
just and equitable Federal income tax structure.

Justice can only come about if each taxpayer bears his rightful share of the
burden of oPerating our government.

This will only happen when:
1. The impoverished are completely removed from the tax rolls.
2. There is n meaningful reduction In the relative tax burdens of low- and

middle-income families.
3. The loopholes of special tax privilege for wealthy families and businesses

,are eliminated.
This is not now the case. Although the situation would improve if the House-

passed Tax Ieform Act becomes law, Justice would still not be achieved. More-
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over, the Administration would undo much of the good proposed by the House
and would add additional inequities to the tax structure.

A major point here Is that there are loopholes and there are loopholes.
There are some, like the unlimited-charitable-contribution gimmick, which en-

able a handful of multimillionaires to pay little or no taxes even though they
make more in a year than the average worker makes in a lifetime.

This type of gimmick Is an unconscionable flaw in our tax laws and it lends
Itself to horror stories of tax avoidance.

It should be ended. Both the House bill and the Administration recommend its
termination. Ending It would add a measure of justice to the tax structure. But
closing this loophole will do little in the way of eliminating the basic structural
flaws in the system that cost billions upon billions in Federal revenues and serve
to pull the entire structure away from principles of progressive taxation of in-
come based on ability-to-pay.

In contrast, the single most costly loophole and the prime culprit in the unfair
way in which our tax system is rigged Is the capital-gains loophole.

This is not a loophole which applies only to a handful. It is not a loophole
which reduces anyone's taxes to zero. And its effect on the tax structure does
not give rise to tax-evaslon horror stories that can be dramatically illustrated
through the media.

Yet, because of the half tax on capital gains and the zero tax on such gains
passed on at death, some $30-40 billion escapes the tax base, resulting in an
annual Treasury revenue loss of over $10 billion.

And It is a tax preference that says, in effect, the more wealth and income you
have, the more opportunities you should be allowed to avoid a fair share of
taxes. Such gains come about through buying stocks, real estate, and other assets
cheap and selling them dear. It is therefore a game for those who have wealth.

The effect of the half tax on capital gains on the entire tax structure was made
alarmingly clear In the Treasury study presented to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee last February. The study showed, for example, that the capital-gains pro.
visions alone compressed the tax-rate schedule down to a point where those with
$1 million-and-over annual incomes paid an average tax rate of less than 33%.
(See Table 4)

The AFL-CIO has continually pointed to this loophole as the major flaw in our
tax system. The Treasury confirms this and claims that the special treatment
accorded capital gains Is the "most important factor in reducing the tax rates of
those with high incomes."

1We have proposed the elimination of this loophole. We see no justice to a tax
provision which says that a married taxpayer with $8,000 in capital-gains income
should pay a tax of $354 while a married taxpayer with the same amount of
wage income would be taxed at $1,000.

We have also recommended taxation of the $15 billion in capital Natns that
is passed on annually to heirs without even being mentioned on the income-tax
form.

As a result of the House-passed bill, some of the capital-gains abuses would be
trimmed. The House would eliminate the 25% maximum and extend the holding
period for long-term capital gains from six months to one year.

Even with these improvements, capital gains would still remain as the prime
factor in eroding the fairness of the tax structure, for unearned income would still
be preferentially taxed. Moreover, the Administration has proposed to undo even
these modest improvements.

Thus, if the tax structure Is to meet America's standards of fair play, loophole
closing must be broad-gauged and substantial. The gimmicks that give rise to
the evasion horror stories must be eliminated, but loophole closing also must be
addressed to the costly and disruptive preferences that cause the burden of the
Federal income tax totall on those least able to bear it.

On April 1, 1960, before the House Ways and Means Committee the AFL-CIO
presented a program which would achieve tax justice-a program which would
generate some $15-17 billion in Federal revenues from substantial loophole-
closing, provide relief to those of low and moderate and middle incomes, and
allow some $8-10 billion to fully fund existing Federal programs geared to
meeting domestic needs,

The House of Representatives has taken a major step In this direction Un-
fortunately it has not gone far enough and the Administration's recommenda-
tions, if adopted, would undo many of the forward measures proposed by the
House and atid additional inequities.

The House tax-reform measure merits commendation, for:
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1. The working poor would be relieved of any Federal tax obligation-a meas-
ure long sought by the AFL-CIO.

2. The hard-working, tax-paying low- and middle-income Americans, who have
been forced to bear far more than their Just share of the tax burden, would be
given a modicum of relief. This is a move toward a long-time goal of the AFtL-
CIO.

3. The single most inflationary pressure in the economy-the 7% investment
credit to business--would be eliminated. The AFL-CIO has always opposed this
device.

4. Some of the loopholes and gimmicks In the tax structure, designed to pro-
vide special, unfair tax bonanzas for the very wealthy in the nation, would be
trimmed, although not eliminated. It has long been the AFL-CIO position that
special tax privileges to the few best able to pay their fair share of taxes are
completely unfair and must be eliminated. That remains our position.

We urge the Senate to improve upon the House action and to reject all pro-
posals, including those of the Administration, which would move our tax struc-
ture still further away from America's standards of fair play.

,Specifically, our recommendations are:
1. The Senate should close the capital-gains loophole, ending the major taw

preference for unearned income.-The preferential half-tax rate which applies
to capital gains and the zero tax that applies to such gains when passed on
at death are the most disruptive elements in our tax structure. Indeed, there
cannot be tax Justice as long as unearned income is half-taxed while earned
income Is taxed in full.

The modest changes recommended by the House are welcome. Extending the
holding period to one year and eliminating the 25% maximum are steps toward
Justice. Nevertheless the preferential one-half tax would not be changed and
the Administration proposals, if adopted, would largely undo the positive action
taken by the House.

2. The Senate should put an end to the tax abuses of the oil, gas and other
mineral industrke.-Again the measures taken by the House are welcome ones.
They would reduce the depletion allowance, eliminate depletion on foreign oil
and gas wells, place a limit on the amount of exporation expenses that can be
immediately written off, and end some other abuses such as the carved-out pro-
duction payment

Nevertheless, of the total revenue that escapes taxation due to the activities
of these industries, only one-third would be recovered by the House action.

The AF 1,-(O recommends the complete elimination of these abuses.
3. The Senate -should eliminate the maximum-tax provision.-Under the maxi-

mum-tax provision, the top tax rate on ordinary income would be 50%.
This proposal would benefit only those with incomes above $50,000. It would

serve to provide an uncalled-for tax bonanza to top corporate executives, doctors,
lawyers and others whose income comes from astronomically high fees and
salaries.

The Administration has strongly endorsed this proposal. It is a proposal which
reflects the cynical philosophy that if you cut the taxes on the wealthy, they
won't try so hard to find loopholes. Such a philosophy makes a mockery of tax-
reform efforts. We cannot subscribe to it, and we condemn it.

4. The Senate should strengthen the minimum-tax provisions of the House
bill-The so-called Limit on Tax Preferences (L.T.P.) proposed by the House
and the weaker version offered by the Administration are prime examples of
reforms addressed solely to symbols.

'Both the House and the Administration versions would limit the amount of
certain types of Income that can be completely tax-exempt to no more than half
of total Income plus $10,000. Thus, the more the income you have, the more
can be tax-free.

What's more, the amounts of tax-exempt income disallowed under the L.T.P.
formula can be carried forward for five years. In other words, if you fail to
shelter all your income in one year, you can keep trying for another five.

Under the House bill, though a wealthy Individual taxed under the L.T.P.
would by no means pey his fair share of taxes, he would pay some.

Under the Administration proposals, since state and local bond Interest would
not be recognized as income under the L.T.P., some wealthy individuals would
still escape scot-free axd pay no taxes at all.

The Afl-OIO proved a 25% minimum tax on exempt income In excess of
$10,000 for individuals and $25,000 fot corporatons--regardless of the amount
of the laxpayer's ordi aary Income.
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As part of the minimum-tax approach, both the House and the Administration
have recommended what is called an Allocation of Deductions provision. Indi-
viduals with substantial amounts of tax-free income would be required to allocate
itemized personal deductions between tax-free income and taxable income. This
is a desirable provision, but various phase-in periods and exceptions recom-
mended by the House and the Administration would blunt its effectiveness. More-
over, neither the House nor the Administration would extend this provision to
corporations.

Under present law, those who receive tax-exempt income derive a double bene-
fit. The income never appears on the tax return; hence no tax Is paid. Secondly,
personal or non-operating business deductions can be deducted in full from
taxable income.

The AFL-CIO recommends that before such deductions are permitted, since
they are designed to define ability-to-pay, total income (taxable and exempt
income) should be taken into account: Thus, individuals with excluded income,
as defined below, in excess of $10,000, should be required to allocate certain
personal deductions in line with the ratio their adjusted gross income bears to
adjusted gross income pine exempt income. The deductions that should be
allocated are: interest and tax payments, casualty losses, charitable contribu-
tions, medical expenses, and cooperative housing expenses. Allocation formula
should be as follows:

Deductions Adjusted Gross Income = Allowable Deductions
XAGI Plus Exempt Income

Minus $10,000
Excluded Income which would cause deduction to be allocated should include

the following:
1. One-half of capital gains.
2. State and local bond interest.
3. Depletion taken after the cost of the property has been written off.
4. The difference between the cost and the market value of property donated

to charity.
5. Depreciation on real estate taken In excess of straight-line, except for low-

and moderate-housing.
Corporations with excluded income, as defined above, In excess of $25,000 should

be required to allocate non-operating expense deductions between net profit from
operations and excluded income.

The allocation formula should be as follows:

Non-operating X Net Operating Profit_= Allowable Non-operatingDeductions Net Operating Profit Deductions
Plus Exempt Income

Minus $25,000
The AFL-CIO further recommends that deductions disallowed under the allo-

cation formula should be taken into account under the AFL-CIO proposed mini-
mum tax. The disallowed deductions should be added to the $10,000 ($25,000
for corporations) of exempt income that would not be affected by the minimum
tax.

5. The Senate should strengthen and improve other measures contained in the
House bill.

For example:
-interest on state and local bonds should be taxed In full with the federal

government guaranteeing the bonds and providing an interest subsidy to assure
that the fiscal powers of the state and local governments are not damaged.

-Instead of the Hobby Farm loophole-closing proposals suggested by the
House and the Administration, the loss-limit approach contained in S. 500
should be adopted. This procedure was recommended by Senator Metcalf and
endorsed by a bipartisan group of 26 Senators. This approach is specifically
tailored to the tax-loss farmer and ensures that legitimate farm operators will
not be penalized.

-The incom'-averaging formula should not be liberalized to Include capital
gains unless the preferential treatment accorded such gains is eliminated.

-Interest deductions on bonds used to finance corporate mergers and acquisi-
tions should be completely disallowed.

-All rapid depreciation on real estate should be disallowed, except for low-
and moderate-income housing.
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-Accelerated depreciation on regulated utilities should not be allowed unless
thetax benefits flow through to the consumer.

Of equal importance, the Senate should provide more substantive relief to
those whose incomes are moderate and whose tax burdens are unnecessarily
severe.

Tax relief and tax Justice do not necessarily go hand-in-band. The equity in
the tax structure can be as badly damaged by tax cuts as it can by tax increases
or the addition of new loopholes and gimmicks.

Under the House-passed bill this concept was partially recognized. Though all
groups would receive some relief through the combination of changes in the low-
income allowance, the standard deduction and the rate reductions, a significant
proportion of the relief recommended by the House would flow to low- and middle-
income taxpayers.

Under the changes proposed by the Administration, needed relief for those
Just above the government-defined poverty threshold and those in the middle-
Income brackets would be cut back; the state-gasoline-tax deduction would be
disallowed, and a tax cut would be given to corporations.

Under the House proposals, $4 billion in tax relief is provided through the
low-income allowance and the standard-deduction increases. Another $4.5 billion
Is granted through rate cuts.

The first two relief proposals-the low-income allowance and standard-deduc-
tion provisions--provide 90% of the tax relief or $3.6 billion to those with
incomes of $15,000 or less. The Admhinstration would cut back on both of these
forms of tax relief.

But the House rate cuts which in the main benefit higher income groups would
remain Intact. Specifically, of the $4.5 billion relief recommended through rate
cutting, over half flows to the 10% of taxpayers with incomes of $15,000 or over.
On top of this the Administration would provide a $1.6 billion tax cut to
corporations.

In basic terms, the Administration agrees with the House when the House
wishes to cut the taxes of the wealthy. But the Administration says the House
goes too far when it suggests cutting taxes for those of low and modest incomes-
instead, claims the Treasury, corporate taxes should be cut

We endorse the House proposals to increase the low-income allowance to a
flat $1,100. In addition, we endorse the House proposals to increase the standard

* deduction to 15% and $2,000.
We do not agree with the general rate reductions recommended by the House

and the Administration; nor do we feel there is any Justification for a reduction
In corporate taxes.

Instead of the general rate reductions proposed by the House and the $1.6
billion corporate rate cut, we recommend a reduction in the tax rates that apply.
to the first. $8,000 of everyone's taxable income for married individuals and the:
first $4,000 for single individuals.

The rate changes would be as follows:
The 14% rate should be cut to 9%.
The 15% rate should be cut to 18%.
The 16% rate should be cut to 15%.
The 170d rate should be cut to 46o.
The 19% rate should be cut to 18%.

All other rates would remain the same.
Under this procedure, every taxpayer would receive a tax reduction. But, the

individual with a taxable income of $100,000 would get the same tax break as
the $8,000 man. Under the rate structure recommended by the House, a married
individual whose taxable income is $100,000 would receive a $3,600 cut while
the $8,00 married individual would have his taxes reduced by only $80. The
AFLCIO proposal would grant both a cut of $180 (see Table 2).

Under the A"CIO proposals, the net revenue loss would be approximately
the sme as that proposed by the House. It would be roughly $600 million more
-thn proposed by the Administration-an amoUnt that could easily be made up,
for example, by eliminating the maximum-tax provision, effectively closing

> the hobby-farm gimmick, and adopting a meaningful minimum tax.
,oWe went to reemphasize that the complete loophole-closing programs we have

urged woul4 leave many billions of dollars wbith could be used for funding the

- eSa: a economicc programs which the Congress has enacted in recent years.
Tl* objective of tax justice is an ambitious one. But it i long overdue aud

ifet y Turgent There is no longer time for pause, delay, gestures or tokens.
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Only twice since Its inception in 1913 has the federal tax structure been revised.
And these two revisions-in 1939 and 1954-were, according to a former Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, only "faceliftings."

The tax system must now provide for the interests and needs of a nation of
over 200 million people who are demanding more and better public facilities. Yet
many of the flaws that have existed since the federal government first began
to tax incomes still exist and many new ones have been added.

The costs of government are not being shared fairly. An unwarranted limita-
tion is placed on the effectiveness of tax policy in promoting broad goals of
balanced economic growth and full employment and public confidence is decaying.

When tax revenues are to be spent, the legislative and executive branches ap-
propriately study and evaluate every outlay of public funds to assure that
national interests will be forwarded and priorities balanced. Yet, on the revenue-
raising side, tax policy is all too frequently considered only in terms of need for
more dollars or fewer dollars.

The temporary surtax, adopted in 1968, Is a prime example. A flat percentage
tax on top of the existing tax is a fair way to divide the burden of an increase
in taxes-but only if the original burden is fair.

Since a tax on a tax cannot be collected if no taxes are paid, those who are
rich enough to avoid their fair share of taxes through capital gains, depletion,
accelerated depreciation, tax-exempt interest and other tax-escape routes, pay
no surtax on such exempt income. Because of this, others pay more and the
basic inequities are compounded.

What is more, many of the inequities cause the taxation system to run in direct
opposition to the objectives sought through public tax-spending programs.

For example:
0 While the nation is being burdened with inflationary pressures and high

interest rates, the task of easing these burdens is made more difficult by the tax
system. Privileges such as the 7% investment credit and accelerated deprecia-
tion on real estate fuel the fires of the only source of inflationary demand in the
national economy-business Investment In plants, machines and equipment.

• $935 million in federal funds are being spent on low- and moderate-income
housing; yet $800 million worth of tax loopholes go to real-estate operators con-
structing motels, office buildings, plants and high-rise, high-rent apartment
complexes.

0 $4.5 billion is spent to "stabilize farm incomes"; yet wealthy nonfarmers are
encouraged, through the tax system, to disrupt and distort the farm economy.

0 The large and growing concentrations of wealth and economic power are
a source of growing national concern; yet the income-tax system allows $15
billion in appreciated assets to accumulate and be transferred to heirs without
ever entering the tax base. At the same time, tax-exempt status is given to certain
types of family foundations set up for avoiding taxes and perpetuating control
'of family and industrial financial dynasties. Eight million dollars are spent en-
forcing antitrust laws; yet the tax system provides incentives for those who
would merge and "conglomerate."

• Oil, gas and other depletion allowances are Justified largely on the basis
of encouraging development of domestic productive capacity; yet similar tax
benefits flow to those bolstering the productive capability of foreign nations.

* Some $25 billion in federal categorical grant-in-aid funds will go to the
states and localities in 1969; yet the amount of federal money available to hard-
pressed state and local governments is diluted by allowing interest on state and
local bonds to go tax-free, since this exemption costs the Treasury more than the
states and municipalities gain.

0 The nation is committed to alleviating the plight of its 25 million poor;
yet many of these iamilles today pay federal income taxes while many of the
wealthiest legally Ignore the federal tax collector.

Though the case for reform Is compelling and perhaps conclusively demon-
strated by these incongruities and paradoxes, there is another too frequently
'overlooked aspect.

Federal income taxes are not the only taxes Americans must pay. In fact,
though federal income-tax revenues have grown and still loom largest among
the taxes paid by most individuals, state and local taxes have grown at a far
faster pace. What's more, the increases in state and local taxes have in the main
resulted from levies on property and sales to consumers which take their toll
from those whose ability to pay taxes is the least.

33-865-69-pt. 4-4
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The 1969 Economic Report of the Predent showed that the combined federal,
state and local tax systems converge in such a manner as to redistribute Income
"away from the poor." At the same time, those of modest and middle incomes
are bearing a disproportionately high share of the tax burden while those with
wealth and ability-to-pay escape their fair share.

Thoroughgoing federal income-tax loophole closing and reform would make a
substantial contribution toward compensating for the unfair manner in which
the burden of other taxes fall.

Furthermore, it is the federal income-tax system that most states look upon as
the standard for a good and fair way to allocate the costs of public services. A
number of states that do use income taxes use the federal definitions and stand-
ards as models for their own systems, and three states now "piggyback" their
taxes directly upon the federal taxes that their residents must pay.

Yet, as the Inequities in the federal system grow and become more a nd more
notorious, the basic principles of taxation based on income and ability-to-pay
become suspect and fair-minded state and local legislators find It increasingly
difficult to convince those they represent of the advantages of fair taxation
methods.

CLOSING THE ,OOPHOL=8
Capital gains

The capital-gains route is, according to the Treasury, the most important fac-
tor in reducing the tax rates of those with high incomes.

In examining the tax returns of all those with incomes of over $100,000, the
Treasury shows that this group shelters $3.8 billion from the tax base through
this loophole-nine times the amount this group shelters through tax-exempt
interest, 36 times the amount this group shelters through the unlimited-charita-
ble-contribution loophole, 54 times the amount this group shelters through tax-
loss farming.

Under present law, when certain so-called "capital" assets are sold, the profit
is taxed at only one-half the rates that apply to ordinary income. And, the tax
rate cannot exceed 25% regardless of the amount of the seller's total income.
Capital assets under the Internal Revenue Code consist of property such as
corporate stocks, vacant land, and other assets not held for use in the taxpayer's
trade or business.

In addition, profits from the sale of many other assets-although not defined
by the Code as capital assets--can also receive this same privileged preferential
tax treatment. Profits from the sale of livestock used for draft, dairy or breed-
Ing; real estate used in a trade or business; royalties from sales of timber, iron
ore, and coal deposits can all qualify for the preferential treatment as capital
gains as can gains on sales of business machinery and equipment.

What's more, the capital-gains-tax escape route combines neatly with many
other avoidance schemes, stimulating their use and compounding the tax benefits.
Accelerated depreciation on real estate-a loophole which permits postponement
of taxes and creates opportunities for tax-loss gimmickry-also paves the way
for converting what would be ordinary rental income into capital gains. The deple-
tion allowances for mineral industries, in themselves an unconscionable gimmick
fo- deducting nonexistent expenses, also serve as the vehicle whereby ordinary
income is unjustifiably converted to capital gains.

Another major leak in the tax system, according to the Treasury Department,
results from the fact thbat large amounts of capital gains "fall completely outside
the income system," since capital gains on assets transferred at death or by
charitable donation go tax-free. The Treasury estimates that $15 billion of capital
gains In 1967 were not taxed at all, through this escape route. If an individual
holds an appreciated asset till he dies, the appreciation is not subject to the
income ftx. If an Individual or corporation donates appreciated property to a
charitable organisation, the appreciation Is never taxed-and the full appreciated
value can be deducted from other income.

* For exz*le, If a taxpayer donates $1,000 work of stock which cost him $100,
be pays no tax on the $900 of appreciated value and is permitted to deduct the
full value ($LO00) from his income. If he were in the 50% bracket, this gift of
an asset which cost him $100 would save him $W00 in taxes. If he sold the assets,
included halt the capital gain in his income and then contributed the $1,000 in
cash, his net tax saving would have been only $275. If the $900 appreciation were
'taxed t ordinary rates rather than the 25% maximum capital-gains rate, the
donation of this asset that cost $100 would have only yielded a net tax savingof $,0.

; ... , . .I.,
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Moreover, under certain circumstances it is possible for an individual to actu-
ally improve his after-ax position by giving away rather than selling an asset.

In testifying before the House Ways and Meaus Committee, Professors Martin
David and Roger Miller of the University of Wisconsin said:

"The American public has every right to ask what positive Justification exists
for the failure to collect $15-20 billion of revenue, for the 'tax expenditure'
created by the capital gains provisions. No concrete research indicates that this
tax expenditure has contributed to our economic growth; no one has defended
this system who does not himself have a vested interest in its preservation; any
tax lawyer or tax economist will confess that these provisions are the ulcer that
is primarily responsible for rotting out the taxing power of our nominal tax rates.
The dishonesty sanctioned by the capital gains provisions is the first step to a
taxing system, such as Italy's, where it is known that open collusion exists be-
tween taxpayers and tax accountants to defraud the government."

The modest reforms recommended by the House are welcome. Extending the
holding period to one year and eliminating the 25% maximum are steps toward
Justice. Nevertheless the preferential one-half tax would not be changed nor
would gains passed on to heirs be subject to income tax. The Administration
proposals, if adopted, would largely undo the positive action taken bj the House.

To clo3e this loophole, the AFL-CIO urges adoption of the following proposals:
1. Elimination of preferential tax treatment of capital gains for both indi-

viduals and corporations. Such gains should be taxed at regular tax rates. At the
same time, the present income-averaging provisions should be broadened to in-
clude capital gains.

The approximate revenue gain from the AFL-CIO proposal would be $6-7
billion. The House bill would raise $810 million and the Administration, $600
million.

2. Capital gains on property transferred at death.
All appreciation (difference between original cost and market value) should

be taxed in full on transfer at death. The tax rate should apply to all appreciation
occurring after date of enactment; one-half the tax rate should apply to all gains
occurring between an -ipproprIate date such as January 1, 1950, and the date of
enactment.

The tax should be allowed as a deduction for estate-tax purposes. It should
not apply on tranafers between the decedent and spouse nor to estates valued
at less than $60,000.

To prevent "forced" sales of assets, appropriate Installment-payment procedures
should be adopted.

The approximate revenue gain under the AFL-CIO proposals would be $3-4
billion. Neither the House nor the Administration made proposals in this area,
Depiction

011, gas and other mineral-extraction industries are allowed to take deductions
for depletion. In principle, depletion for extractive firms is akin to the deprecia-
tion allowance taken by other industries and is geared to permit the gradual
write-off of capital cost over the life of the investment.

However, the percentage-depletion deduction formula is based on income; it
has no relationship to the amount of investment. Moreover, unlike depreciation
the annual deduction from income never stops--it continues even after the cost
of the investment las been fully written off.

On top of this, certain exploration and development expenditures are immedi-
ately tax-deductible (for other industries such expenditures would have to be
amortized over a period o years) which means a major part of the investment
of many companies has already been written off-yet the depletion allowance is
not changed.

As a result, according to Treasury estimates, oil, gas and other depletion deduc-
tions average twelve times the deduction that would be allowed if the deductions
were based on actual costs. In the petroleum industry, for example, 90% of the
depletion deductions taken are "excessive." In other words, these firms are legally
deducting nonexistent costs.

The percentage-depletion formula allows mineral operators to deduct amounts
ranging from 5% (gravel, sand and clay) up to 27.5% (in the case of oil) of the
gross income from the property-regardless of the amount of investment. The
amount that can be deducted is limited to 50% of net income which means, in
many cases, that only half the net income generated from the property is subject
to tax.
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In addition, there are other gimmicks used by mineral Industries to circum-
vent the modest limitations that do exist on the depletion deduction. The carved-
out production payment, for example, is in actuality a loan. The proceeds, how-
ever, are treated as income in the year received, thereby boosting the depletion
deduction that can be taken. When paid off, the loan is considered an expense.
These transactions are timed to generate tax advantages which the Treasury
estimates cost $200 million in lost revenues.

And again, these abuses become magnified and compounded by providing
opportunities for individuals, corporations and their stockholders to defer taxes,
convert ordinarily taxable Income to preferentially taxed capiCal gains, and traffic
in tax-loss gimmickry by writing off imaginary losses against other income.
. According to the Treasury, the 1968 revenue loss due to excess percentage

depletion and the immediate write-off of development costs was as follows:
Excess depletion: Mlliaons

T0 corporations -------------------------------------- $1,100
To individuals ------------------------------------------ 200

Expensing capital costs:
To corporations ------------------------------------- 240
To individuals ------------------------------------------ 60

Total ---------------------------------------------- 1,600
The two most frequently offered Justifications for the tax incentives granted

these industries are: (1) special incentives are needed because these businesses
are risky, and (2) these resources must be developed domestically for strategic
considerations. Yet, risk is certainly not unique to mineral development and
many other industries are as strategic or more so. What's more, the fact that
percentage depletion is also allowed to companies developing the mineral capa-
bilities of foreign nations hardly squares with the notion of developing a domes-
tic productive base.

The most dramatic testimonial to the fallacy of these arguments, however,
was contained in a study done under contract with the Treasury by the Consad
Research Corporation of Pittsburgh. This study viewed the $1.6 billion tax
incentive appropriately in terms of a federal subsidy, since this Is the amount
of tax revenue the nation loses as a result of the special privileges. The study
showed that this $1.6 billion subsidy led to additional national mineral resources
valued in the market at only $150 million. Every dollar In federal tax forgiveness
yielded 9c worth of additional reserves.

And, according to the Treasury's analysis of the Consad study, the depletion
allowance encourages excessive drilling and inefficient production methods and
discourages research into other potential fuel sources.

The House reform measures would reduce the depletion allowance, eliminate
depletion on foreign oil and gas wells, place a limit on the amount of exploration
expenses that can be immediately written off, and end some other abuses such
as the carved-oit production payment.

Nevertheless, of the total revenue that escapes taxation due to the activities
of these industries, onfly one-third would be recovered by the House action.

The AFL-CIO recommends that deductions fur depletion should not be per-
mitted to be taken after the cost of the property has been fully written off.

The approximate revenue gain under our proposals would be $1.5 billion. The
House action and the' Administration proposals would raise $600 million.
Interest on State and looa bonds

The interest paid to holders of state and local bonds Is completely tax-exempt
and never even appears on the Income-tax form.

The Treasury estimates that state and local governments save $1.2 billion in
Interest expense, since the tax-exempt privilege enabled them to sell these bonds
at less than 'market rates of interest. And the Treasury loses $1.8 billion in
evenue. The bhalanme-600 tnillion---goes as tax benefits to the wealthy individ-

uals and commercial banks holding most of the bonds.
' inee the Treasury loses more! than the state and local governments gain,

tbetax-elempt privilege is a wasteful, as well as back-door, method of providing
aid t.'state and local governments. Moreover, this tax-free Interest erodes the
.gitty of the income-tax system since the tax advantages benefit only the wealthy.

W reasury notes that tax-free Income from state and local bonds is the
sedond'most important factor (capital gains Is first) in reducing the taxes of
those individuals with Incomes of over $100,O00 per year.

/ I'.
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In 1968, for example, the average yield on high-grade municipal bonds was
4.51% and top-rate (Aaa) corporate bonds was 6.18%. The tax-exempt status
compensates for the lower rate only for those in tax brackets of 27% and higher-
the rates which apply to married persons with taxable incomes in excess of
$16,000 per year.

To illustrate, if a married person with taxable income of about $8,000 (22%
bracket) bought a high-rated tax-exempt municipal rather than a corporate
bond, he would lose $1.67 in interest on every $100 invested and save $1.36 in
taxes, suffering a net loss of 31c for each $100 invested. On the other hand,
for someone in the $100,000-or-over bracket the $1.67 in interest lost saves him
$3.83 in taxes-thus, a net gain of $2.16 on each $100 invested in tax-exempt
bonds.

Also the benefits of the tax forgiveness to state and local governments often
run counter to the needs and objectives of most subsidies. Since the amount of
debt most state and local governments can issue is tied to property values, it
Is the richer areas of the nation that rely heaviest on debt financing. Thus, the
wealthier areas get the largest tax-forgiveness subsidies. Similarly, the bonds
Issued by the smaller, less affluent governments generally are low-"rated" or
not "rated" at all by the investment analysts. Consequently, these bonds are
considered riskier and, if they are to compete in the bond market, the poorer
governments must bear higher Interest costs.

On top of this, there has been a rapid growth in the proportion of municipal
bonds held by commercial banks. In 1961 these banks purchased 56% of the
state and local debt, and in 1967 roughly 90% of the net purchases were attrib-
uted to commercial banks. This has resulted in an erratic market for municipal
securities, since these banks switch their Investment portfolios back and forth
In response to demand for business loans.

In time of tight money and rising business loans, commercial banks reduce
purchases of municipals and may, in fact, sell them, thereby limiting the market
and driving up the Interest rates that municipalities must pay. Such develop-
ments require states and localities to pay higher and higher interest rates, in
order to market their bonds.A June 1968 study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia notes: many
bankers have ". .. begun to view municipals as a secondary reserve subject to
liquidation when funds are needed for other purposes." A year later Busines8
.Week magazine stated: "Indeed, municipal bond rates have been streaking up
for weeks as commercial banks turned from major buyers of tax-exempt issues
into substantial sellers."

Hence, in many ways the interest rates a municipality must pay on its debt
(and the amounts of taxes its citizens must pay as a result) are at the mercy of
the commercial banks and the bond raters.

What's more, many state and local governments have abused the tax-exempt
privilege by issuing so-called industrial development bonds. These tax-exempt
bonds have been used to build factories for private industry--sometimes to the
corporations' exact specifications. In this manner, a number of states have
pirated firms from other areas, using their federal subsidy for the private benefit
of wealthy corporations.

Under thp Tax Reform Act paied by the House, state and local governments
would be given a choice between floating taxable or tax-exempt bonds. If they
choose the former, they will receive a federal subsidy.

The Administration is against this proposal
The AFL--CIO recommends that all interest on state and local debt securities

issued after the date of enactment (following an appropriate transition period)
should be subject to the income tax. The federal government should guarantee
the bonds and pay the issuing state or rocal government an amount equal to
one-third of the Interest cost on such taxable issues. No federal guarantee or
interest-rate subsidy should be permitted for industrial development bonds,
regardless of the amount of the issue.

There would be a net revenue gain, after taking into account the cost of the
subsidy and the guarantee, of approximately $100 million under our proposal.
The net revenue gain under the House proposal would be small The Administra-
tion would keep the present system.
Real estate

A host of special tax-forgiveness provisions apply to real estate. Taken by
themselves, these privileges are hardly justifiable but, when manipulated and
combined, they result in unconscionable tax-avoidance opportunities for wealthy
real-estate operators, investors, and speculators.
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'.Phe major tax-escape route is the special accelerated-depreciation deduction.
Under these fast write-off formulas, the cost of new buildings can be deducted
from income at twice normal or "straight-line rates" and the cost of used build-
ings can be charged off at 1/2 times normal depreciation rates. In the case of
a new building with a 40-year estimated life, the result is that about 23% of its
(,ost can be deducted from income during the first five years of the property's
life. For a used building, 17% of the investment can be written off in the first
five years.

The following table shows the effects of the special depreciation formulas
compared to the "stranghtine" method which apportions the depreciation
deduction equally over the useful life of the asset:

[In percent

Building with a 40-year life

200-percent- Sum-of- 150-percent.
declining- the-years- declining-

Cumulative total Straight-line balance digits balance

year ............................................. 2.5 5.0 4.8 3.7
2 years ............................................ 5.0 9.8 9.6 7.4
3 years ............................................ 7.5 14.3 14.3 10.8
years ........................................... 10.0 18.5 18.8 14.2

years ............................................ 12.5 22.6 23.2 17.4
toyears ............................................ 25.0 40.1 43.3 31.7
20 years ........................................... 50.0 64.0 74.4 53.4

Since depreciation write-offs are considered a cost, these fast write-offs and
other costs are subtracted from rental Income and the income tax, if any, is
paid on the remainder. Often there is no income at all, or even a reported loss
In the early years of ownership, as a result of accelerated depreciation.

Technically, the fast write-off provisions mean that tax liabilities are
deferred-in principle, the lower taxes in the early life, due to excess deduc-
tions, will be made up later, as smaller deductions are permitted. To this extent,
the excess depreciation results in an interest-free, no-strings federal loan to the
real-estate operator.

But the accelerated-depreciation special privilege also paves the way for other
tax gimmickry. First, a good part of the excessive depreciation deductions are
never returned to the tax base, because the property is sold long before the
depreciation deduction runs out. And a good part of that which is eventually
taxed Is taxed at only half the usual rate, and never more than 25%, since It
is considered a capital gain.

Combining these advantages With "leverage"-much debt, little equity-the
infamous real-estate tax shelter is created. The excessive depreciation plus
interest charges on the debt result in large bookkeeping tax losses. These
phantom losses are In turn washed out against an individual's other Income,
sheltering it from the federal tax. To take full advantage of this, many high-
income individuals Join together Into syndicates. These syndicates buy or develop
high-depreciation property that will show a loss which can be applied to the
wealthy investors' other Income. What's more, when the properties approach
a point when a profit might be shown (depreciation and interest become less
than rental Income), the property is then sold or refinanced, starting the cycle
all over again.

A Treasury study of 19 Investors, exploiting the real-estate shelter, showed
that the group had a combined Income of $2.7 million from their major economic
activities. But, since they made investments in real estate, they were able to
"shelter" (remove from their otherwise taxable income) $1.5 million and cut
their tax blil by more than half.

The average Investor in this group, according to the Treasury, had an income
of $141,000 from his other Interests. He sheltered $77,500 of this from the Internal
Revenue Service by his real-estate investments, and his paper real-estate "losses"
saved him $45,000in taxes.

The Treasury also traced the activities of one real-estate investor over a
seven-year period. This operator had a sevenyear income of over $7.5 million.
Yet, because of real-estate depreciation deductions, he paid the same effective tax
rate on his total income as a married wage earner with two children and an
amxual income of #10,000.
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Moreover, real-estate operators can unfairly lighten their share of taxes
through reporting capital gains in installments, exchanging appreciated property
tax-free, and through complicated mortgage-refinancing arrangements. Again,
these are all games open only to those with wealth. And, this real-estate
gimmickry:

1. Costs hundreds of millions of dollars in terms of federal revenues foregone-
expenditures or subsidies granted through the tax system. Nonhousing, fast
depreciation, alone, accounts for a revenue loss of $960 million.

2. Runs in direct opposition to meeting one of our most serious national needs.
These privileges serve to channel resources into luxury housing and away from
the much-needed improvements and additions to the housing available for those
with low and moderate incomes. The Treasury estimates that, of the total tax
benefits flowing to real-estate operators, only $50 million went to those investing
in low- and moderate-income facilities.

The House bill would limit double depreciation to residential property. De-
preciation write-offs for commercial and industrial real estate would be limited
to 150% of normal. The House bill provides a five-year write-off for expenditures
for the rehabilitation of buildings for low-cost rental housing. The Administra-
tion supports the House proposals.

The AFL-CIO recommends that all depreciation in excess of straight-line
should be disallowed on all real estate except low- and moderate-housing.

Approximate revenue gain, under the AFL-CIO proposal would be approxi-
mately $1.5 billion. The House and Administration proposals would raise about
$1 billion.
Taxr havens for wealthy farm investors

Under the Internal Revenue Code there are special tax-accounting privileges
for farmers-privileges which were developed to ease the bookkeeping chores of
ordinary farmers.

However, these accounting privileges are being manipulated to provide wind-
fall tax benefits to wealthy individuals and corporations who operate or invest
in farms in order to get tax losses. These losses are not true losses; nevertheless
they can be deducted from the wealthy Investor's nonfarm income, sheltering It
from the federal income tax.

Though most businesses use the "accrual" method of accounting, since It is the
most accurate way to reflect the true income of the business, farmers are per-
mitted to choose between use of the accrual method or the "cash" method. Using
the cash method, inventories are Ignored. The growth in inventories is not
balanced off against other costs. Put another way, costs that reflect the building
up of an asset (inventories) are deducted from otherwise taxable income, but
there is no corresponding adjustments made for increase In the value of the asset
(inventory). As a result, certain farm operators abuse this privilege by carefully
mismatching costs and the income generated by these costs, to their tax
advantage.

Losses, which under normal (accrual) accounting procedures would result in
gains, are created which, In turn, are used to "shelter" the wealthy investor's
nonfarm income from his taxable income.

What's more, since many of these "paper" losses actually reflect increases in
investment, income taxes that should be paid annually at ordinary rates are post-
poned until the sale of the inventory at which time the tax is cut In half because
capital-gains rates apply. Under these circumstances it is possible for the tax-
deductible costs of raising an animal to exceed the taxable gain even though the
animal is sold at a profit.

For example, a cash-basls farmer spends $200 over a three-year period In rais-
ing a cow and charges the $200 off over the period as an expense. He then sells
the cow for $250. His real profit on the transaction was $50; yet, since the entire
$250 is considered as capital gains, only half of the $250 ($125) must be reported
as taxable income. As a result, he reports $125 in Income and deducts $200 in
expenses over the three-year period-his tax returns show a $75 loss on a trans-
action which in actuality yielded a profit of $50.

Under normal accounting techniques, the $200 spent in raising the cow would
have been treated as an increase in inventory and would not have resulted in a
deductible expense. Upon the sale of the cow, the capital gain would have beei
$50 and one-half of it, or $25, would enter his taxable income. Hence the "accrual"
farmer would have reported $25 in income (although it was really $50) and no
deductions. The "cash" farmer reported Income of $125 and expenses of $200.
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Moreover, the definition of whai are capital assets (and therefore subject to
capital-gains tax rates) is stretched considerably , to the advantage of certain
farmers. The Internal Revenue Code, for example, treats livestock used for draft
dairy or breeding purposes as depreciable capital assets.

Through the use of "leveraging" (much borrowing-little cash investment),
the advantages of these special privileges are compounded. The combined effects
of interest charges on the money borrowed for the farm investment and the
operating losses, that are so easily shown through cash accounting, result in phe-
nomenal phantom tax losses, which are wash..d out against the other income of
wealthy farm investors, sheltering It from ta3 ation.

Some insight into how these special privilege are utilized by the wealthy can
be found in the annual income-tax return data published by the Internal Revenue
Service.

In 1967, for example, there were over 1 million tax returns filed showing net
farm losses, and almost 2 million reporting a net gain. For those taxpayers with
adjusted gross income finder $50,000, the number of returns showing profits from
farm operations exceeded the number showing losses, by rather substantial
amounts. The overwhelming majority of actual, operating farmers were in this
group.

However. where adjusted gross incomes were over $50,000, more returns
showed losses than gains. In the $1,000,000-and-over income group, only 12 re-
turns showed profits--totaling $74,000---compared to 101 returns claiming loes-
totaling $7.6 million. (See Table 5.)

Obviously, "nonfarmers" are investing in farms solely for tax purposes. As a
consequence, these nonfarmers compete unfairly with legitimate farmers. They
distort the farm economy by bidding up the price of farmland and forcing ordi-
nary farmers to compete In the market with those who are totally indifferent to
whether they receive a fair price for the product or not.

The Treasury estimates an annual tax loss of some $800 million due to the
farm loopholes. By placing a $15,000 limit, just on the amount of phantom tax
loss that can be applied against other income, some $145,000,000 in revenue could
be recouped.

Both the House and the Administration recommend trimming this abuse.
Though the Administration would go farther than the House, the basic ap-

proach is the same and little would be done to curb the tax-loss farm abuses.
What's more, under the House and Administration recommendations there is a
possibility that some legitimate farmers would be penalized.

The AFL-CIO recommends enactment of the loss-limit approach contained In
S. 500. This procedure w; renommended by Senator Metcalf and endorsed by a
bipartisan group of 26 Senators. This approach is specifically tailored to the tax-
loss farmer and ensures that legitimate farm operators will not be penalized.

Under this approach, each dollar of nonfarm income over $15,000 would reduce
the amount of farm loss that can be deducted from nonfarm income by $1. This
provision would not apply to farm losses resulting from taxes, interest, casualty,
drought, and sale of farm property. This provision would not apply to farmers
using the accrual method of accounting.

The approximate revenue gain under our proposal would be $145 million. The
House would raise $20 million; the administration $50 million.
Ta.ewompt foundations

The tax-exempt status granted to certain foundations represents one of the
most glaring examples of how a well-intentioned, seemingly desirable, tax
privilege can become twisted.

As a nation, we recognize that philanthropy is desirable and it should be en-
couraged. In line with this reasoning, individuals are permitted, within certain
limits, to deduct from their taxable Income, contributions to organizations estab-
lished for religious, charitable, scientific, educational and similar purposes. Like-
wise, the fedei'al government grants tax-exempt status to the organizations re-
ceiving the contributions.

Granting special tax privileges for such contributions or to such institutions
rale the same fundamental question as in all tax-forgiveness scheme& The
governnient to relinquishing funds it would otherwise be entitled to, and therefore
others most pay a, higher share of the costs of government Thus, where there is
tax foregiveness, there must also be an assi'ance that the nation's Interests are
being arve&

.Reeit investigations into certain tax-exempt foundations--non-profit organ!-
zatiou not up *nd supported by wealthy families or ndividuals-have raised

-4,
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some serious doubts as to whether appropriate purposes are iii fact being ful-
filled and the nation's Interest Is being served.

Tax-exempt foundations have grown phenomenally-new ones are cropping
up at the rate of some 2,000 per year. The assets of the larger foundations have
recently been estimated at some $20 billion, and each of the 27 largest foundations
has assets worth $100 million or more.

The philosophy underlying the private foundations, according to a foundation
spokesman Is "the systematic use of private funds for public purposes." Unfor-
tunately, the studies of the activities of tax-exempt foundations done by the
House Committee on Small Business have shown that in many cases the oppo-
site situation prevails. That is, public funds are being systematically used for
private purposes.

Family foundations frequently are used as a means whereby the wealthy can
avoid income, gift and Inheritance taxes, yet maintain control over wealth. When
families donate company stock to private family-run foundations, family control
over the business can be assured from generation to generation, while inheritance
taxes are avoided. The donor can control the management of the foundation-
appointing relatives, rewarding friends and employees. The foundation provides
the conduit for donations which reduce the taxes on his business income.

Furthermore, this control can be parlayed to a point where the foundation
is used to promote the foundation owner's other business interests. Practices have
been uncovered which can be questioned on the basis of unfair competition, con-
flict of interest, self-dealing, "insider" arrangements to affect stock prices, and
so forth.

Foundations, for example, can lend money to the founder, his family, or the
family business at preferential interest rates, thus supplying venture capital for
the donor's other interests. The Subcommittee's studies noted situations, where
suppliers and buyers have made sizeable contributions to foundations, controlled
by customers, indicating underhanded pricing deals. What's more, these organi-
zations can enter into deals, whereby through intricate tax maneuvering, they
can buy a business, invest none of their own money and pay the seller more than
the market value of the business. On top of this, the deal can be set up as an
installment purchase, permitting the seller to convert what should have been
ordinary income into preferentially taxed capital gains.

A Prentice-Hall Executive Tax Report, for example, offers this advice:
Have You Put a Price on Your Business? You may be able to double it-

by selling to a Charity.
Say you're planning to sell your business, and you think a fair price would

be five times earnings. If the company earns, say, $101,500 after taxes
($200,000 before), you're probably figuring on selling for about $500,000. If
that's the case, Stop Right There-you may be shortchanging yourself:

That business could be worth $1,000,000 to a tax-exempt organization:
An ordinary buyer is only interested in earnings after taxes-that's all he
gets to see. But a tax-exempt buyer keeps a hundred cents on the dollar. So
a fair price to a charity would be five times $200,000, or $1,000,000-twice
what you figured!

Finally, the Report notes some "frosting on the cake" and cites a case where
the seller maintained 48% ownership of the corporation "was active In manage-
ment and drew a good salary."

Commenting on the abuses uncovered, a New York Times editorial added an-
other dimension-that of the Increased role of foundatons In shaping national
policy:

"Since almost everyone pays income taxes, the burden of exempting the income
of the foundations Is borne by the public at large. Yet the public Is virtually
powerless to Influence the ways In which the foundations spend their tax-free
dollars."

Generous tax treatment is appropriate for charitable organizations since pri-
vate philanthropy Is an important adjunct to public programs serving the goals
of the nation. However, this special treatment Is Justifiable only if these organi-
zations are In fact using the foundations, and their tax-exempt privilege, for
the public good and not merely for the private advab.tge of a select well-heeled
few.

The House-passed bill would substantially narrow the permissible activities
of private foundations desiring to preserve their tax-exempt status, Limits would
be placed on self-dealing between foundations and contributors, and provisions
are recommended which would require distribution of their income over a period
of time, limit their private business holdings, and make sure that investments
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of these organizations are not jeopardized by financial speculation. The House
would also levy a 7.5% tax on the investment income of private foundations.

The Administration has, in the main, endorsed the House action. However, the
Administration recommends a 2% levy on Investment income rather than the
7 % rate recommended by the House.

The AFL-CIO recommends that:
(1) Financial transactions between a foundation and its founders, contributors,

officers, directors or trustees should be prohibited.
(2) Foundations should be required to spend their incomes within one year

of receipt.
(3) Foundations should not be permitted to own 20%/ or more of any business

unrelated to their charitable function-a reasonable time should be allowed for
presently organized foundations to comply with this provision.

(4) If a donor maintains control of a business or property after it is con-
tributed, no donation deduction from taxes should be allowed until the foundation
disposes of the property or the donor's control over the property ends.

(5) Foundation borrowing to buy investment properties should be prohibited.
Foundation lending should be limited to appropriate charitable functions.

(6) A limitation, srch as 40 years, should be placed on the life of foundations.
(7) Congress should c-arelully examine the problems posed by the actual opera-

tions of foundations and the need for some degree of federal regulation of the
use of the tax-exempt funds of foundations.
Untimited oharitable-ontribution deduction

The ordinary taxpayer cannot deduct charitable contributions that exceed 30%
of his income. However, through use of a little-known loophole--the unlimited
charitable-contribution deductIon-about 100 of the nation's wealthiest families
escape paying $25 million in taxes. Many of these families pay no federal income
taxes at all.

Though the loophole alone yields tax benefits to some of the nation's wealthiest,
the major part of the tax bonanza comes about through combining the unlimited-
deduction gimmick with another loophole-that which permits the contribution
deduction to be based on the appreciated value of assets (typically stocks)
donated, not the cost. Hence, no tax-not even at privileged capital-gain rates--
is ever paid on the appreciated value; yet the full amount is allowed as a
deduction from Income.

The unlimited-deduction privilege seems stringent In that It's only allowed
if total contributions plus income taxes paid in eight out of the ten preceding
years exceeds 90% of taxable income. However, these criteria are easily met by
many wealthy individuals whose income comes from nontaxable sources. Thus
many who rely upon state and local bond interest, or capital gains, or whose
taxable income is "sheltered" by means of excessive depletion or depreciation
deductions can easily give away large percentages of taxable income-since
so little of their income is subject to tax.

The Treasury studied the 1964 tax returns of four wealthy "non-taxpayers"
and found that each had a total income of between six and ten million dollars
and a taxable income of zero. Their incomes came almost entirely from dividends
and/or capital gains. Each gave away property close to, or in excess of, the
reported adjusted gross income-property which was for the most part appre-
ciated stocks, upon which no capital-gains tax was ever paid-and In each case,
taxable income and income tax were $0.

As a result, a seemingly Innocent and appropriate tax-forgiveness provision
geared to encouraging philanthropy serves In the main to divert public revenues
to private use. The public revenue cost is far out of proportion to the philanthropic
goals forwarded, and the difference flows to a privileged few individuals of
extreme wealth.

What Is more, studies have shown that the charities supported by the con-
tributions of the wealthy are generally quite different from those that receive
the bulk of their contributions from the majority of the nation's taxpayers. And
this evidence suggests that Congressional Intent and the national interest in
supporting charitable organizations is thwarted.

For example, a 1965 Treasury Department report showed that in the income
classes under $20,000, over 80% of the contributions went to religious organiza-
tions and charities concerned with social welfare, such as the Community Chest
and the Red Cross. In contrast, those in the over-$1,000,000 income class gave
over two-thirds of their contributions to so-called "other organizations"-prin-
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cipally foundations. Religious and social-welfare organizations like the Coln-
munity Chest received less than 10% of the wealthier group's philanthropy.

The House tax-reform bill would phase out the unlimited-charitable-contribu-
tion loophole over a five-year period. However, the House would also increase
the general-charitable-contribution deduction from its current level of 20% or
30/ (depending on type of organizations contributed to) to 50%. In the main,
the Administration has endorsed these proposals.

The AFL-CIO recommends immediate repeal of the unlimited-charitable-
contribution deduction. The approximate revenue gain under our proposal would
be $50 million. Under the House and Administration proposals $20 million
would be gained.
The 7% investment credit

The investment-credit tax privilege was added to the Internal Revenue Code
in 1962 and liberalized In 19C4. The privilege was enacted as an effort to spur
the economy by encouraging business to invest in new machinery and equipment.

Under this provision, business firms are permitted to deduct from the federal
income taxes owed an amount eilual to 7% of the cost of new machinery and
equipment. The full 7% can be deducted for firms with tax liabilities up to
$25.000. If the tax liabilities are more than $25,000 the amount of credit that
can be deducted is limited to one-fourth of their taxable income. In other words,
the only limit on the credit is that it cannot reduce the firm's tax bill by
more than 25%.

In effect then, the nation's taxpayers are picking up the tab so that a private
firm can get a discount on the costs of its equipment.

What's more, prior to 1964, businesses had to deduct the credit from the cost
of the investment before they were allowed to write off depreciation. This was
changed in 1964 and currently the credit can be taken, and the full purchase
price can be written off. Thus, more than 100% of the cost can be written off
and, like the oil-depletion deduction, imaginary expenses are used to reduce
taxable income.

The revenue cost of the credit, according to the Treasury, amounts to $3.3
billion at current levels of business. profits and investment. This $,3.3 billion tax
forgiveness subsidy induces increased business investment and feeds the only
major source of inflationary-demand pressure in ,19-while the entire national
economy is burdened with tight money, unprecedented interest rates and other
generally restrictive measures.

Both the House and the Administration recommend repeal of the credit. This
is also the position of the AFL-CIO.

The approximate revenue gain would be $3.3 billion.
Multiple surtax exemptions

The corporate income tax is a two-step affair. The first $25,000 of profit is
taxed at a rate of 22% and the remainder is taxed at 48% (excluding the
temporary 10% surtax).

The exemption of 'the i,rst $25,000 from the full corporate tax rate was made
part of the Internal Revenue Code in order to help small corporations.

However, the intent of this provision has been thwarted by many large cor-
porations, which have intentionally organized themselves into chains, to shelter
much of their income from the full corporate rate.

Thus, by spinning off into subsidiaries, a corporation can reduce its taxes
annually by $6,500 per subsidiary. A single corporation, for example, with a net
profit of $1 million would pay a tax of $473,500. If the same corporation operated
through 40 subsidiaries, each showing a profit of $25,000, the tax would be cut
by more than half.

The Treasury estimates that the exemption results in a reduction of the tax
rate on corporations generally from 48% to 45.8% and a revenue loss of approx-
imately $1.8 billion. The combined effect of both the 7% investment credit and
the $25,000 exemption brings the effective rate down to only 43.4% and the
revenue loss to some .$4-45 billion.

Moreover, this special privilege amounts to a tax incentive that encourages
unsound corporate arrangements. It also adds an element of discrimination
between those types of corporations that can easily be split up to take advantage
of the special privilege and those that cannot.

As a result, a benefit intended to help small business also provides tax-windfall
opportunities to large, highly profitable operations.

Both tLe House and the Administration recommend repeal of the multiple
surtax exemption. This is also the position of the AFL-CIO.

Approimate revenue gain: $235 million.
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Conglomcrates
The greatest wave of corporate mergers in American history Is now rolling

through the economy. This movement towards the concentration of economic
power has been building up over the last 20 years. It obscures the peaks of
the two previous corporate merger waves in 1899 and 1929. The number of
mergers of mining and manufacturing companies zoonied from 219 in 1950 to
844 In 1900 to nearly 1,000 in 1966 and over 2,400 in 1968, according to the Fed-
eral Trade Commission.

Not only are the "bigs" taking over the "smalls", but the minows are swallow-
ing whales, and the "bigs" are merging with other "bigs." Conglomerates
marriages, with Increasing frequency, involve partners with assets over $10
million. In 1960, there were 101 mergers Involving an acquired company with
assets in excess of $10 million. The Federal Trade Commission reported 192 such
mergers in 1968, with assets of the acquired companies totaling $12.6 billion.
The 200 largest companies acquired 70 firms in mergers in 1968, the FTC re-
poirted

As a result, one of every six firms that made Fortune Magazine's 1962 top-500
list has completely disappeared.

These conglomerate corporations grow in all directions, by acquiring companies
in any industry or product-line, no matter how unrelated. They operate In all
kinds of different industries and markets.

The great merger movement of recent years has brought an alarming increase
in the concentration of economic powee in the. hands of the major corporatiouS.
In 1967, the 200 largest manufacturing corporations held nearly 59% of the total
assets of all manufacturing corporations-up from about 48% in 1948. The 7S
giant manufacturing corporations, with assets of $1 billion or more, held 43''; of
the assets of manufacturing corporations in 1968 and received 49% of the profits
of all manufacturing corporations.

The concern is not with large conglomerate corporations merely because they
are large. It is the effects which must be examined. The immediate questions
concern plant f-Losedowna and impacts on collective bargaining and the local
community. Beyond this, what does the concentration of economic power do to
the political system and economic system In terms of prices, competition, effi-
ciency and Inventiveness?

These questions go beyond those that can be answered through the tax struc-
ture. They involve the anti-trust laws and the operations of the Justice Depart-
ment, as well as such other government agencies as the Federal Trade Com-
mission and the Securities and Exchange Commission. Yet it is clear that there
are tax inducements to those who would merge and the tax structure adds
thrust tc the corporate take-over movement.

* By "swapping debt for equity" (offering bonds in exchange for stock) the
acquiring firm has to pay bond interest rather than stock dividends. Interest is
tax-deductible; dividends are not. Because of this tax advantage, the purchaser
can offer a bond (debenture) supposedly valued at more than the stock, creating
what has been labeled "funny money."

The seller also has a tax advantage since he pays no taxes on the transaction
until the bond is paid off. Hence, it Is the nation's taxpayers who are helping
to finance the take-over.

* If the seller receives stock in the acquiring firm in exchange for hiq old
stock, the transaction, under most circumstances, is tax-free. Of the 352 major
acquisitions that took place in 1967 and 1968, some 90% were tax-free. The "new"
firms were valued In the stock market at $3 billion higher than the pre-merged
firms; yet no taxes were paid.

* The tax-loss "carry-over" provisions in the Internal Revenue Code lead to
anomalous situations, where a firm showing a loss becomes a more desirable part-
ner for a merger than a profitable one. And again the nation's taxpayers are the
losers. If a firm has losses, it pays no taxes. If the firm merges with a profitable
firm, Its losses can be washed out against the acquiring firm's otherwise taxable
income. And, of course, other tax loopholes can be called into play to create-
phantom losses and situations similar to the tax havens built by wealthy real-
estate speculators and tax-loss farmers.

Moreover, other business tax privileges-as the 7% investment credit, for ex-
ample, and accelerated depreciation-help to provide many corporations with
unreasonably large amounts of cash (depreciation allowances plus retained
profits) after payment of taxes and dividends to stockholders. The cash is thus
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available for such ventures as those involved in the sharp rise of foreign invest-
ment and buying out other firms.

The House bill would curtail some of the financial manipulations that en-
courage the rise of corporate mergers and the spread of conglomerates. The
AFL-CIO agrees with these proposals. Most important, under the House action
(supported by the Administration), limitations would be placed on the amount
of interest deductions allowed on debt used to finance corporate mergers and
acquisitions.

The AFL-CIO recommends that such interest deductions be completely dis.
allowed. Furthermore, the AFL-CIO recommends a thorough investigation be
conducted to determine the extent to which the federal tax structure contributes
to the alarming trend of corporate mergers and acquisitions.

Among the tax-provisions that should be examined are those which permit:
1. Capital-gains taxes to be paid in installments when stock is exchanged

for debt securities.
2. Tax-free exchanges on corporate stock transfers made for purposes of merg-

ers and acquisitions.
3. Corporations to "carry over" the operating and capital losses of an ac-

quired firm.
In addition, the penalty tax provisions applying to excessive amounts of re-

tained profits should be made workable in the light of recent experience.

OTHER HOUSE PROPOSALS

The House bill includes other improvements which we consider steps toward
tax justice and which we support. Among these are:

1. Liberalization of moving expense deductions.
2. Tightening of the deferred-compensation loophole.
3. Limiting the tax advantages of foreign investment income.
4. Requiring financial institutions to shoulder more of the tax burden.
5. Eliminating special tax breaks for stock dividends.

TABLE 1.-FEDERAL INCOME TAX BURDEN

PRESENT LAW COMPARED WITH HOUSE REFORM BILL, TREASURY PROPOSALS, AND AFL-CIO PROPOSALS-
MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

Total tax Tax reduction

Wage or salary Present House Treasury AFL-CIO
income law reform bill proposals proposals House Treasury AFL-CIO

$3,000 .............--- 0 0 0 0-------------------
$4,000----------------$140 p6 8 s5 $5 5 9
$500--------20 90 37 7 135
$7,500 ................. 687 576 616 526 111 71 161
$10,000 ................ 1,114 958 1,012 908 156 102. 206
$12,500 ............... 1,567 1,347 1,447 1,300 220 120 267$15,000 ................ 2,062 1,846 1,951 1,822 216 111 240
$20,000 ................ 3,160 2,968 2, 968 3,030 192 192 130
$25,000 ................ 4,412 4,170 4,170 4, 282 242 242 130
$50,000 ................ 13,388 12,604 12,604 13,258 784 784 130
$100,000 ............... 37,748 34,892 34,892 37,618 2,856 2,856 130

Note: Assumes deductions equal to 10 Percent of Income, minimum standard deduction (low-income allowance) or
standard deduction-whichever is greater. Table takes into account the rate cutting, standard-deduction changes, and
low-income allowance proposed by the House, the Treasury, and the AFL-CIO. Surtax. excluded.
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TABLE 2.-EFFECT OF AFL-CIO-PROPOSED REDUCTION IN IST 5 TAX BRACKET RATES TO 9 PERCENT, 13
PERCENT, 15 PERCENT, 16 PERCENT, AND 18 PERCENT ON MARRIED TAXPAYER FILING JOINT RETURN

Tax reduction as
Tax under a percentage of

Present Federal AFL-CIO present tax
Taxable Income I income tax proposal Tax reduction (percent)

o ..................................... - $140 n $50 35.7
,000 ..................................... 290 70 24.1
000 ................................... 450 370 80 17.8

5,000 ..................................... 810 710 O 12.3

1,2 9 130 .
1: ,285 1,:16o 12s9.

2,50 .................................... 2,385 2,255 130 5.5
15000.................................... 3,010 2,880 130 4.3
20,000 .................................... 4,380 4,250 130 3.0
$35,000 .................................... 9,920 9:790 130 1.3
50,00 .................................... 17,060 16, 930 130 .8

I Wage and salary income less personal exemptions and deductions.

Note: Figures exclude 1968 surtax and do not take into account additional relief measures which would increase the
standard deduction and provide a low-income allowance.

TABLE 3.-IMPACT OF FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TAXES, FAMILY OF 4, 1963-68

Change In net income after taxes (in percent)

Federal
Decrease In Increase in Federal Federal income,

Federal Increase in State and income Income and OASDHI State:
Wage or salary income Income tax OASDHI local taxes taxes only OASOHI an'd local

1,000 ............................... 7 $89 .............. -0.9 -14.22,000. ..........00 . .............. ....... Rl " 50 110 .............. -. 8 -7.9
3000................. $60.00 23. 25 132 +2.0 +1. 3 -3.9

$5,000 ................. 130.00 46.00 168 +2.8 +1.9 -2.2
$7500 ...... 139.50 156.00 182 +2.1 -. 3 -3.4

174.45 169.20 245 +2.0 0 -3.1
12,500 ............... 216.50 169.20 290 +2.0 +. 5 -2.6
15,000 ............... 270,35 169.20 317 +2.1 -. 8 -1.9

,ooo ................ 403.00 169.20 368 +2.5 +1.5 -. 9
5,000 ................ 943.40 169.20 567 +3.6 +3.0 +.9

Note: State and local taxes were estimated by the AFL-CIO Research Department. These estimates were based upon
Council of Economic Advisers studies for 1965 and Bureau of C insus State and local tax data for 1963 1965 and 196.
Federal income taxes based on family of 4, using the minimum standard deduction where applicable and assuming
deductions equal to 10 percent of Income for all other groups.

TABLE 4.-RETURNS WITH TAXABLE INCOME 1966 EFFECTIVE TAX RATES

Percent of effective tax rate-

Adjusted gross income (thousands)

On taxable income
i including excluded

On present law half of capitaltaxable income gemnist

$0 tor ......... ... 15.3 15.0
to 16 . .................................. 16.4 16.2$10 to $20 .............................................................. 18.1 17.8
o20 to $50 .................................................. 24.0 22.8$5 t $00................................35. 8 32.6

10,45.6 37.8B
to $00......................................................... 435.6 37.8to .. .. ".. .52.3 37.9
$1000 oo ........................................................ 55.3 35.8

0110to w .. ............. ...... ........... ...... 55.5 32.7

'The* f eective rates are actually overstated-particularly In the upper brackets-because other forms of exempt
Income, sich as Interest from State and local bonds are not taken Into account In this table. For example, the Treasury
Deertment estimates that the effective tax rate on total Income for nearly 41 of those with adjusted gross incomes of
$1,!00,000 and over Is 30 permt or les-4 percent of this group pay an effective tax rate of 5 percent or less.

Soum: US. Tresury Department "Ta Reform Studies and Proposls" Feb. 5 1969 p. 81.
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TABLE 5.-SELECTED DATA FROM INCOME TAX RETURNS REPORTING FAP.1! PROFITS AND LOSSES

[Dollar amounts in thousands

Farm returns

Net profit Net loss

Number of Number of
Adjusted gross Income returns Amount returns Amount

Under $5,000 -------------------------------------- 415,346 $728,615 180,557 $183,588
$5,000 to'$10,000 .................................. 502,044 1,580,178 371,917 410,518
$10,000 to $20,000 ................................... 240, 493 1,386,520 161,340 254,104
$20,000 to $50.000 ................................... 50,608 605,232 41,441 161,673
$50 000 to $100 000 .............................. --- 6,059 100.476 10, 023 83,326

100b000 to $1,600,000 ............................... 1,292 25,537 4,262 8, 827
$i,000,o00 or more ................................. 12 74 101 7,577

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Preliminary Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax
Returns, 1967.

TABLE 6.-ILLUSTRATION OF AFL-CIO 25 PERCENT TAX ON EXEMPT INCOME AND ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS
PROPOSALS ON A TAXPAYER (ACTUAL CASE) WITH OVER $1,000,000 OF INCOME AND AN EFFECTIVE TAX RATE
OF 0.03 PERCENT (ACTUAL CASE CITED BY TREASURY DEPARTMENT)

Actual Proposed

A, Application of allocation of deductions proposal:
Reported adjusted gross income ............------- $679,405 $679,405
Less personal exemption .........................-------. ............... -600 -600
Less itemized deductions .................................................. -676,419 -357,352

Taxable Income ........................................................ 2,386 321,453
Income tax .............................................................. 383 210,507

B. Application of 25-percent tax on exempt income:
Total excluded income:

Excluded capital gains .............................................................. 605,313
Excess depreciation on real estate. .............. .......................... 11, 141

Total .......................................... ................................ 616,454
Less $10,000 ........................................................... ............... - 10,000
Less disallowed deductions ($676,419-$357,352) .......................................... -319,067

Exempt income subject to 25-percent tax .................................... 287, 387
25-percent tax on exempt income ........................................ 71,847
Add tax on taxable Income after deductions allocated ............................ 210, 507

Income tax ........................................................ 383 282,354

Income tax as percent of total Income .............................. . 03 21.8

' Computed as follows:
Adjusted gross income ....................................................................... $6 79,405
Add excluded capital gains ................................................................... 605,313
Add excess depreciation on real estate a ...................................................... 11, 141

Total Income .......................................................................... .. 1,295,859
Deductions X$1 ,295 5 .00 $357,352 allowable deductions.

a Actual loss reported was $22,283--analysis assumes only , of this loss due to excessive depreciation.

Note: 1968 surtax excluded.
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TABLE 7.--ESTIMATED FEDERAL REVENUE GAINS RESULTING FROM MAJOR AFL-CIO LOOPHOLE-
CLOSING PROPOSALS

Approximate
revenue ain (in

millions of dollars)Loophole-closina proposals

1. Elimination of preferential tax treatment of capital gains ..................................... 6 000-7,000
2. Taxation of gains on property transferred at death ........................................... a 3, 100-s 4, 200
3. Disallowance of depletion after investment fully written off ................................ 1,500
4. Elimination of tax-exempt State and local bond Interest and inclusion of Federal subsidy and loan

guarantee .......................................................... 100
5. Elimination of 7-percent Investment credit ................................ 3,3
6 Elimination of accelerated depreciation on real estate except for low- and moderate-income housing.. 1,500
7. Limitation of farm-loss deductions ......................................................... 145
8. Elimination of unlimited charitable-contribution deduction .................................... 50
9. Elimination of corporate multiple surtax exemption .......................................... 235

Total ................................................................................. 15,930-18,030

10. Allocation of deductions' ................................................................. 250
It. 25-percent minimum tax on exempt income I . . . . . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,500

Total ................................................................................. 1,750

I taxed at current capital-gains rates.
'II taxed at full rates.
z Proposal would not apply if loopholes eliminated.

STATEMENT OF HON. LEE METCALF, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MONTANA; ACCOMPANIED BY STEVE KOPLAN

Senator MmrcmLF. I have with me Mr. Steve Koplan who has been
helpful with me working on this and on other tax legislation. I am
very. grateful to return to this committee and I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to testify for Iegislation that would remove inequities between
those who depend on farming and ranching for their livelihood and
the comparative few who now distort the farm economy by taking
unfair advantage of farm accounting rules.

Rules originally intended to ease the bookkeeping chores of legiti-
mate farmers and ranchers are being used by lboth corporations and

individuals to create artificial farm losses that are then used to reduce
the amount of taxes they would otherwise have to pay on substantial
amounts of nonfarm income.

My bill, S. 500, would eliminate that problem by limiting to $15,000
or to the amount of special deductions iste in my bill, whichever is
higher, the amount by which a farm loss may be used to offset non-
farm income. Special deductions are those that would be allowed to
someone whether or not he was in farming or because it is the type of
deduction clearly beyond the taxpayer's control. I am referring to
such things as taxes, interest, abandonment or theft of farm property,
fire, storm or other casualty, losses and expenses from drought, and
recognized losses from sales, exchanges, and involuntary conversions of, . farm property.,

Neither the House-passed bill nor the administration's proposal con-
tain a comparable provision to protect the legitimate farmer and
rancher from being penalized for having incurred an economic agricul-
tural farm loss in a given year.
in My bill also provides safeguards to protect those just starting out
ifarnif.ng as well as those who might find themselves in a loss situa-
tion in a given year, not by design for tax purposes but rather by
chance.
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This is accomplished by the provision that allows anydisallowed
loss to be carried back 3 years and forward 5 years against past or
future farm income.

The problem with the approach recommended by the admini-stration
and now contained in the House-passed bill except for different dollar
exclusions is that it allows the tax-dodge farmer to defer any recognized
capital gains while at the same time he is allowed to continue using
the full amount of his artificial losses as an offset against nonfarm
income year after year. This is what the National Livestock Tax Com-
mittee had to say about the excess deductions account approach when
its representatives testified before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee in 1963, and I quote:

We cannot say whether it would work or would not, but It is the most modest
approach that lins come to our attention.

With proper tax planning, the balance in an excess deduction
account, EDA, can be substantially reduced before the taxpayer
decides he is ready to recognize long-term capital gains. Such a pro-
posal will not remove any of the incentive from existing clients of
cattle management firms such as Oppenheimer Industries.

While I am on the subject of that particular firm, I should mention
that last week my office requested an opportunity to examine a repre-
sentative sample of that firm's advertising brochures. At first the
request was granted. However, before the material cou!d be sent to me,
I was informed that on direct orders from the Bonaparte of Beef him-
self, Gen. Harold L. Oppenheimer, no material would be forthcoming.

I suggest that this committee make a similar request, of General
Oppenheimer before concluding consideration of the farm tax l)roblem.

(Subsequent to the above discussion regarding Oppenheimer Indus-
tries, Senator Metcalf submitted the following information:)

U.S. SENATi,.
Washington, D.C., October 3, 19,69.Ron. RUSSELL LONo, ,

04 airntan,
Senate Finanoc Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DE&i CHAIRMAN LoNo: When I testified before your Committee on the prob-
lem of tax-dodge farming, I mentioned that my office had requested an oppor-
tunity to examine a representative sample of the advertising brochures of Oppen-
heimer Industries. I further informed the Committee that I was advised that
on direct orders from General Harold L. Oppenheimer, my request was denied. I
then suggested that your Committee make a similar request of General Oppen-
heimer before consideration of the farm tax problem.

Apparently representatives of Oppenheimer Industries were present when I
testified because the next day General Oppenheimer's Washington representative
circulated to members of your Committee the very materials I had been denied.

Because of the relevance of certain of those materials to any consideration of
this problem and to avoid any criticism that there has been biased analysis on
my part, I request that this letter together with the document entitled, "An Intro-
duction To Cattle Ownership And Its Benefits," and General Oppenheimer's
message contained in his corporation's Annual Report for fiscal year ended
January 31, 1900, be printed in their entirety as a part of the hearing record.

Very truly yours,
LEE METCALF.

Enclosure.

33-S65---O-pt. 4- 5
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Ommuzmen INDuSTRZE, Ia.-Ax INTRODUOTI0N TO CATTLZ OwNrasWn.'
A&ND ITS BENEFITs

Federal tax laws favor cattle if you pick the right kind and stick to the rules.
Herds of beef cows top the list. When you buy them, you become a farmer and
can keep your books on the cash basis. You put in dollars that depreciate or are
deductible. You take out capital gains.

As In oil exploration, you are better off If you are presently paying high
income taxes, say, 609 or better. This makes every Ingoing $1.00 cost you 400.
Unlike oil, you never get a dry hole. Your returning dollars are taxed at only
25% making them worth 750.

To take advantage of this favorable atmosphere you might raise your own
cattle herds This creates management headaches, however, and could require
lots of your time for supervision. Your best bet is to hire qualified executive
managers to run your cattle business for you.

Let's see how this works:
1. Bisylsg the Oattle.-Your managers select grade cows and yearlings.

"Grade" means they are the normal commercial stock you see around the West and
not expensive "registered" show animals. Your cattle may be on two or more
ranches, to give you dispersion. These are regular Western cattle ranches and
do not belong So the manager. You get a bill of sale on the cattle, backed up by
a registered brand.2. Ternm of the Purohae.--Cash oan be paid, and It generally earns you
a 10% discount. Most buy for a low downpayment (10%), and give their 90%
non-recourse note for the balnce. If you do this, you are required to prepay
your feed bill and the breeding fee one year, as well as the Interest on your
note.

8. Moaer's Fee.-Setting up your business and 'acquiring your cattle is
complicated If done properly. An initial fee ranging from 8 % to 5%9
(depending on the number of head purchased) times the gross cost of the cattle
is charged. This also entitles you to the ultimate sale of your business without
further charge. Year-to-year as you continue to own the business, you also
pay a management charge again ranging from 8%% to 5%%, this time coipputed
against, the annual operating expense (roughly equ%. to a real estate gent's
fee for managing a building).

4L An ualae (5artws November 18):
(a) Cost of 400 cows at $225 ---------------------------- 90, 000
(b) Downpayment (percent) --------------------------------- 10
(c) Equity ------------------------------------------- 9,000
(d) Interest on $81,000 note at 7 percent - ..-------------------- 5,700
(e) Year's feed bill paid at start of contract at $50 ----- 20,000
(f) Year's breeding fee paid at start of contract at $8 ----------- 8,200
(g) Manager's initial fee plus regular management fee at 7% per- 8

cent ($8,750 plus $2,170)-------------------------------8,900W

(h) Osh due Nov. 15 to carry for 1 year ------------------ 46,800
Inital Ta St#uatio.-Your herd is an asset aad depreciates. Like other

personal property, you are entitled (If you file a Joint return) to a special
20% depreciation on the first $20,00 of initial purchase. You also get 150%
declining balance depreciation. All expenses are deductible when paid. Here's
bow the above example would work out till assuming November 15th
purcase date):

.(&) Cash requirement (from above) - -----------------------$ 800
(b) Expenses paid at start ----------------------- $87, 800
(a) Depreciation -------------------------------- 5,800

(d) Deductions --------..------- ------------------- 8100
(e) Percent deductible ------------- ------- --------------- 90

, Now, whve all this it complete, you will be In the cattle business for as long
as you wish to stay. Your managers take care of all the records and physical
operation, sending you a steady stream of recommendations and reports Ineluding
your year end income tax results (Schedule F, Form 1040). When the next
November rolls around, your herds on the different ranches are rounded up,
counted, and culls (unfit animals) sent to market. Calves are weaned, with

,  .j

;p
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steers being sold and heifers retained to grow Into cows and build up the herd
size. Before sale calves are weighed and the rancher is paid a bonus (usually
$10 to $15 per head) if good results were obtained. But, if the operation Is
below average, he pays you a penalty. In other words, you pay only for what
you get.

At this point, you have completed one annual cycle running from November
to November. Most of your expenses (approximately 80/c) were paid the previous
year at the start of the cattle maintenance contracts. The rest (approximately
20%) are paid as the cattle are rounded up. Novy, a second annual cycle begins.
Again you (a) pay for feed and breeding fees for the second contract year, (b)
pay interest In advance on your note, and (c) pay the management fee. For
the second calendar year, It would look something like this:

(a) Interest ----------------------------------------- $4,100
(b) All expenses paid to:

(1) Settle expiring maintenance contracts ----------------- 0,400
(2) Prepay new (2d-year) contracts -------------------- 30,700

(c) Cash outlay for expense ----------------------------- 41,200
(d) Proceeds from steer calf sales ------------------------- 19, 200

(e) Cash due second Nov. 15 to carry for another year --------- 22,000
Your tax situation for the second calendar year would show net expenses of

$22,000 and depreciation of $21,000, for a total of $43,000. However, It is normal
to make an amortization payment the second year equal In size to the depreciation.
You would actually contribute the principal ($21,000) and money to pay the
expenses ($22,000) for a total of $43,000. Against this you would have a matching
$43,000 of deductions.

How long do you keep the herd? As long as it serves a purpose for you. It Is an
excellent estate planning device, and some herds are retained indefinitely for that
purpose. If you have an unexpected change of heart or circumstances, you can
sell at any time with reasonable notice. The minimum holding period to qualify
for capital gain is 12 months, but you might have to pay an ordinary tax anyway
unless you can convince your IRS agent that you really intended to keep them
longer.

Let's say you decided at the end of five years sell your cattle business. You
did, but only broke even. What have you accomplished? Something like this:

(a) You sold your herd for $225,000, paid your taxes (capital gain
on herd, ordinary on calf crop), came out with ------------ $150, 000

(b) You had contributed, in increent ------------- $225, 000
(c) Your deductions were --------------- $228,000
(d) Your tax bracket was (percent) ---------- 70
(e) You had tax savings of --------------------- $160,000
(f) Giving and after-tax cost of -------------------------- $65,000
(g) For a profit of 130 percenL. ------------------------- $85,000

Here are some other things that could have happened:
1. Hfg market prices.-You might have had an economic profit as high as

25 percent, making the after-tax profit 200 percent or better.
2. Low market prioe.-Economically, you might lose up to half Gf your cash,

reducing your after-tax profit to a nominal amount.& Reduced tax braoket.-Your personal Income circumstances may change,
making tax shelter less attractive and creating after-tax losses should the cattle
market go down.

4. 0hanges in field operatio--Calf production and operating expenses can be
higher or lower, affecting the outcome. Over a period of time, however, the aver-
ages are reliable.

When you decide to sell your herd, you may do so for cash. You may also "eU
on Installments over a two-year period. You get a 10% premium from the buyer
when you accept installments. Herds are generally sold In the Fall. Sales could
require up to 90 days to accomplish in full. Purchasers are other individuals and
partnerships such as yourself, ranchers, cattle order buyers, etc. Parts of your
herd can be sold outright at central markets such as Omaha or Kansas City.

Our company has been handling these cattle businesses as agents and managers
for nearly 15 years. We operate on a nationwide basis, and our reputation can
be verified by bank Inquiry or Dun & Bradstreet reports. You can have a specific
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program for your examination by calling or writing our Sales Manager at 1808
Main Street in Kansas City, Missouri (A.C. 816; VI 2-0925).

Please Note.-All information furnished above Is approximate and has been
orer-simpilvi for the purpose of clarity and understanding. While considered
reliable, it is tvubject to change. Interpretaton may also be different. Those in.
tending to stai't a cattle business should first confer with their attorney or
accountant.

M ESSAGE FROM TIME CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

In our fiscal year ending 31 January 19069 earnings before income taxes were
$83,966 as compared to $269,253 the previous year. After taxes they were
$339,227 as compared to $159,1$;0. On the shares outstanding on 31 January the
earning, per haree were $2.13 before taxes and $1.06 after taxes as compared to
$.85 and $.50 the preceding year. Subsequent to the close of the fiscal year but
before the printing of this report a 10% stock dividend was issued. In addition,
differing from previous years, we diluted our per share earnings with the number
of shares set aside for employee options even though such options were neither
exercised nor assigned. Adding the 10% dividend shares and 52,470 shares from
the unissued stock options we arrive at a figure of $1.78 per share before taxes
and $.88 per share after taxes. The comparisons are shown later in this report

In addition to doubling its after tax earnings despite the new surtax, your
Company significantly reoriented its business during fiscal 1969. Increased
-emphasis is being put on rural land brokerage and development, agricultural
consulting, and on feeder cattle transactions over the running of breeding herds
-on contract. Income derived from rural land brokerage and management increased
from $86,000 in 1968 to $551,000 in 1969. As a percentage of total gross revenue
the change was from 2% to 20%. Feeder income increased from $94,000 to
#286,000 and its percentage of gross from 6% to 11%.

Over the past six months a substantial portion of the time of the executive
staff of your Company has been tied up in working with the livestock industry
to fight hostile legislation aimed at removing the tax incentives encouraging
urban risk capital to invest in American agriculture. The current Treasury pro-
posal on farm taxation, which we think has little chance of passing, would only
hurt the breeding herd end of our businew.. not affecting the deductibility of
expenses but increasing the portion of eventual herd sales that would be ordinary
income instead of capital gain.

While the breeding herd portion of the business provides a decreasing but still
substantial percentage of our total gross revenue, it should be ,Loted that it
creates a disproportionately large portion of our gross expenses. Should the
unlikely event occur that the present Treasury proposal be passed intact, the
adverse effect on our net income might be of modest proportions.

Other major developments during the year: (1) Approximately 150,000 square
feet of additional land was acquired in the downtown Kansas City area, much
of it adjacent to our existing holdings in the proposed urban renewal area,
south of the new Crosstown Freeway, which is nearing completion. (2) An
office was opened in Calgary, Canada to line up local feedlots to service our
customers. It is believed that relatively lower grain prices in Canada will enable
us to provide very competitive contracts. Numerous inquiries have been received
from European and Latin American corporations for Canadian cattle. (3) The
Oppenheimer-Janss Realty Corporation was set up in Sun Valley, Idaho with
your Company having a 45% interest, to specialize in ranch brokerage and
agricultural land development in the Idaho, Nevada, and 'Montana areas. The
other principal stockholder is Mr. William Janss, the Chairman of the Board
of the Janss Corporation of Los Angeles, California. (4) At the end of the year
we obtained the management of a substantial portion of the land and cattle
holdings formerly owned by the Kern County Land Company of California. I

At the moment discussions are being conducted by various of our clients and
severall major ranch ownerships on the merger of their holdings into a very
large public corporation that will be one of the principal land owning entities
in the United, States. In the event this should occur, it is believed that your
Company will be employed to handle its agricultural and land developmenthtffairS.

_,Senator Mm'our. Yesterday in tlhe Sunday Post appeared another
ad from the Chateau Briand Ranches, Inc., offering managed breeding
herds of purebred Charolais cattle as tax sheltered investment pro,
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grams exclusively for the high-tax bracket investor. It might he well
to have a copy of their current prospectus before the committee to
find out what they are doing. Apparently they are not very much
afraid of what this committee is going to do as a result of this hearing,
because they took quite an ad in yesterday's paper.

Iristead of catching the tax-dodge farnmer with his hand in the cookie
jar by limiting premature deductions each year, the EI)A approach
lets ;ira put us, that is Uncle Sam, in the position of having to refill
an empty cookie jar. Revenue figures provide some insight into the
comlparative effectiveness of the House bill, the administration pro-
posal and S. 500. My bill would affect about 14,000 individual tax
returns, and would raise about an additional $205 million a year from
these individuals.
The House bill would affect about 3,000 returns and when fully

operative raise an additional $25 million annually. These revenue
estimates do not include comparative figures for corporations. I can
only imagine the amount by which the gap between the two bills would
widen even further. The administration has estimated its fourth of
September proposal would apply to 9,300 individuals, and raise $50
million annually. I am )uzzledby that revenue estimate since that was
the same estimate used when Treasury officials testified before the
House Wa.s and Means Committee last April.Tl he Apiil proposal contained a much lower dollar exclusion in its
EDA provision. I suggest that this committee ask Secretary Kennedy
to oxl)laini how he was able to come up with the same revenue estimate
earlier this montl on substantially higher exclusion figures.

I do not quarrel with the administration's comment oi the House
bill. On the fourth of September Treasury officials termed the dollar
exclusions contained in the tax reform bill so high as to render it
ineffective.

Mr. Chairman, I was going to conclude my testimony at this time,
but after I read some of the statements that have been or are about
to be presented, very graciously given to me by the committee, I have
a couple of comments because some of those people are going to testify
a little later today.
I do not mind losing a fair fight, but it is inoxcusabio to find inac-

curate descriptions of my bill being presented to this committee at
this late date. I refer first to the fifth of September when Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Edwin Cohen appeared before this com-
mittee and he was specifically asked by Senator Ilartke what was
wrong with S. 500.
Well, suppose, as Senator Gore said a short while ago, there were an actual

economic loss of $50,000. Suppose there is an economic loss from tornados, floods,
low prices, drought, any number of factors. Why should we disallow a true
economic loss to the farmer or should we disallow It in any event at strictly
$1,000 a year?

Now that answer completely ignores the specific safeguards in my
bill to protect economic agricultural losses. I have already described
these in more detail in mn full statement. But I find Mr. Cohen's
answer somewhat ironic, since it is the Treatsury's proposal that fails
to distinguish between true economic losses and artificially created
ones. The EDA approach looks only to dollar figures, not to the nature
of the deduction that generates the loss.
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Turning next to today's prepared testimony of the National Live-
stock Tax Committee, Ifound at page 47 that under my bill, and I
quote:

Farm loss deductions would be restricted or totally denied to farnmers or
ranchers who are not on a proper accrual method of accounting and who had
'nonfarm income In excess of $15,000.

Legitimate farmers or ranchers who earned $30,000 of nonfarm Income would
have all farm losses disallowed.

Again the fact that my bill applies only to artificial losses is coin-
pletely ignored. No mention is made of the fact that my bill, and it
is the only bill, takes into account a taxpayer's economic agricultural
losses.

Next there is the following statement contained on page 10 of the
statement of the American Horse Council, and I quote:

The Metcalf Bill (S. 500) applies to any farmer who does not adopt the accrual
method and capitalize all costs which can now be expensed or capitalized at the
taxpayer's option. Farmers who do not comply with these conditions would
lose their right to offset farm losses against nonfarm income on a dollar-for-
dollar basis to the extent that nonfarm income exceeded $15,000. Thus, a farmer
having a $30,000 nonfarm income, could deduct no farm losses against his non-
farm income.

Now that statement completely ignores the fact that my bill con-
tains a provision to carry back 3 years and forward 5 years against
past or future farm income1 the disallowed portion of a farm loss
in a given year. So in addition to safeguarding against economic
losses, my bill contains afeguards for those just getting into farming
by providing them ample time to get their feet on the ground an
turn an econouc profit.

This provision also safeguards the taxpayer who finds himself in a
loss situation in a given ear b chance rather than by design, as I
have already remarked. he biF1 does not require anyone to change
his method of accounting. Ever since this bill was introduced 2 years
ago, the main charge has been it would force the farmer to go into
accrual accounting, and even in the statements today there are still
charges to that effect.

Mr. Davenport, in the statement he submitted to the committee,
points this out very clearly, that the real way to get at this is to
remove the cash basis accounting system that has been to the benefit
of the ordinary legitimate farmer.

I do not want to do that. I want only to correct abuses that have
grown up, and at the same time, continue the cash basis system for the
benefit of legitimate farmers and ranchers.

My bill merely provides the tax dodge farmer wit', the option
to report his income the way he would in any other kind of business,
or be covered by the bill. And by tax dodge farmers, I mean people
who do not depend on farming for their livelihood, but depend on
it rather as a primary device to reduce taxes on their nonfarm income.

I intend to comment further, of couise, on today's statements when
I have an opportunity to review the hearing record before this bill is
reported.

For example, one witness testifies or implies that if you favor my
bill you are opposed to rural electrification, soil conservation and
motherhood. However, to conserve this committee's time, I will dis-
cuss the opposition's testimony in further comments on the Senate
door. t
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As this committee knows, I am concerned with many tax problems,
some of which have been discussed today; co-op, cal)ital gains, tax
exempt securities, depletion allowance, Mr. Chairman, and others;
and I hope that I will have an opportunity to discuss those matters,
but this is a matter that I have worked especially, and I feel that
I should present my views to the committee.

Here is a unique opportunity to combine substantial revenue in-
creases with substantial equity and tax justice by restoring healthy
and fair competition to our farm economy. The House-passed bill
can be amended and reshaped to serve as a meaningful vehicle for
equitable and effective reform in this area.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. Some of the objections are from ranch owners

who have been involved in this for 50 to 100 years. You are not opposed
to them; are you ?

Senator MYALP. This bill protects the ranch owner who has been
there for 50 to 100 years. The ranch owner who has been in my part
-of the country since it was settled more than 100 years ago, an his
children when they inherit a ranch, have to pay an inheritance tax,
for example, on this inflated tax value that has been created by eastern
industrialists, Texas oilmen, local bankers, who buy farm and for
hobby farming and tax shelter programs.

A legitimate rancher in the State of Montana or the State of New
Mexico or anywhere in the West will not be affected by this bill. He
will be helped because the price of land will be restored to its pro-
ductive. capacity and he will not have to compete with these tax
dodgers who create an artificial loss on their beef or their orange
groves or something of that sort, in order to reduce the taxes they
would otherwise have to pay on their nonfarm income.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLTAM.R. Would you continue the present capital gains

treatment for livestock, or would you repeal that?
Senator MTCALF. Now that is a different proposition. With thissection I am trying to continue the present capital gains treatment

for livestock. When we come to livestock, when we come to the capital
gains provision, I feel that maybe when we have a complete reform
(of it, capital gains would be affected to the regular farmer just the
same as everything else, but what I am trying to do here is to say that
'when we do give the farmer a capital gains treatment, and we allow
him a cash basis rather than accrual system of tax accounting, so that
when he sells his crop off, whether it is calves or mature steers or
something from an orange or citrus grove, he can take his capital gains.

What r am tryiing to do is to keep nonfarmers from abusing that
iby creating artificial farm losses year after year.

Senator WNIAMS. Livestock is the only type of farming operation
which is subject to capital gains then?

Senator METCALF. NO, orchards are.
Senator WnILIAZS. I am speaking of the Montana farming or Dela-

ware farming. I do not think orchards would come in as real estate.
They can charge off citrus groves for the land, sure, I was just asking
for-
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Senator NfrrALF. The question is without any change in our pres-
ent structure, such as I have suggested here, should we remove the
exception for livestock from recapture of capital gains. I say no.
Someone else said in a statement that is filed today, that the .way to
correct this abuse is to go back to the accrual system for all farming.

I do not want to do that. I feel that the farmer needs this special
benefit. The legitimate farmer needs cash basis accounting, but people
who abuse these accounting rules by creating artificial farm losses to
offset substantial amounts of nonfarm income, do not.

The CHA RMAN. Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. Are you satisfied with the House bill?
Senator METCALF. No. I have submitted an amendment to the House

bill that would replace the EDA provision, so that artificial farm
losses over $15,000 could not be used to offset more than that amount
of nonfarm income in a given year. That is to take care of the nman
who is working on a farm and has a part-time job in a town.

Above $15,000 nonfarm incom3 you begin to phase out the otherwise
allowable portion of an artificial farm loss on a dollar-for-dollar basis,
so that someone with over $30,000 of nonfarm income could not use
an artificial farm loss to offset nonfarm income in that year. I
am not referring to farm, losses that occur as a result of flood or
drought or natural occurrences--they are not artificially created farm
losses.

Senator GORE. As I listened to your statement, you seemed to place
emphasis on economic loss. Would you mind explaining just what you
mean by that?

Senator METCALF. Yes. I feel that when a farmer goes in, a live-
stock operator or any other farmer goes into a business and it costs
him so much to grow a crop, raise some 2-year-olds or something
of that sort and then sells them at a loss that is an economic loss and
that is a legitimate farm loss, and you can take that loss against any
other income. If a man had a $100,000 economic loss, he could take the
whole amount. But he could not charge an artificial farm loss above
$15,000 off against outside income in a given year.

Senator UORE. You confuse me a little about what kind of loss he
could charge against income from other sources.

Senator METCALF. He could take the whole amount.
Senator GORE. He could take the whole amount?
Senator METCALF. If he were a broker and had an income let us say

of $100,000 a year, if he were an oilman and had depletion allowance
income of $100,000, he could charge the loss against the whole income.

Senator GoRaE What kind of-
Senator MmCALF. And my bill is unique in that.
Senator Goim. What kind of losses would you deny him?
Senator METmAuF. The prospectus of Black Watch Farms provides

a splendid example.
Would like to make the prospectus of Black Watch Farms a part of

the hearing record, Mr. Chairman, if there is no objection.
(The document referred to follows:)

STATLPNT or Tix SHELTER

The tax advantages inherent in the cattle industry are unusual when com-
pared with most other industries, For instance, although the life expectancy of
purebred cattle is generally well over 10, years, particularly since such animals
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enjoy the benefits of unusual care, feeding and treatment, the Federal Internal
Revenue Service permits depreciation that Is based on an 8-year period. Under
these circumstances, the entire sum paid for an Angus which is, for instance,
2 years old, Lay be depreciated for tax purposes in the remaining 6 years, and
the sum paid for an Angus at age four may be depreciated in the remaining 4
years. Furthermore, since breeding cattle themselves are considered a capital
asset, under certain interpretations, profit realized on their sale is considered
long term capital gain.

There is still another tax advantage which is unique to this industry. Based
on the cash method of accounting, which Black Watch Farms will adopt, when a
calf is born, no capital asset is required to be recorded on the books and only at
the time of sale is the required entry made. Therefore the only capital addition
to the herd that can be made Is through purchase of additional cattle or interests
in other cattle and hence no tax is paid until time of sale.

It is the opinion of counsel, for the general partner, that the operations of
Black Watch Farms will be taxed as a partnership.

TABLE OF TAX STATUS OF ANTICIPATED PARTNERSHIP DISTRIBUTIONS

Anticipated Portion re re- Portion repre- Portion repre-
cash distribu- sending setting senting

tion per ordinary return of term capital
Year $10,000 unit income capital gain

I .......................................... $450 0 $450 0
2 .......................................... 900 0 0 $900
3 .......................................... 1,375 0 124 1,251
4 .......................................... 1,500 $13 0 1,487
5 .......................................... 1,500 13 0 1,487
6 .......................................... 1,500 13 0 1,487
7 .......................................... 1,500 13 0 1,487
8 .......................................... 1, 500 13 0 1,487
9 .......................................... ,500 13 0 1,487
10 ......................................... 1,500 13 0 1,487

This treatment of distributions for income tax purposes does not change the
proportionate interest of each limited partner In the partnership property or in
any future cash distributions to the partners. The tax shelter as estimated Is
subject to review by the Internal Revenue Service and applies only if the
presently existing applicable sections of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code and Reg-
ulations are not repealed or materially amended.

ADDITIONAL POSSIBLE DISTRIBUTIONS

All income from Black Watch Farms which exceeds the amount necessary to
pay distributions to limited partners at the rate of 15 percent per annum return
on their Investment capital, wiV be distributed in the ratio of 50 percent to the
limited partners and 50 percent to the general partners.

Senator MIETCALF. The kind of loss is where Oppenheimer Indus-
tries, and I guess this outfit that advertises in the Washington Post,
gets someone to invest in a farm, and he pays an advance fee and
converts taxes at ordinary income rates into eventual capital-gain
rates. He does not sell his yearlings the first year; he sells them the
second year, and he takes a loss, and he charges that off against his
outside income, and charges fencing. Mr. Stevens charged an airstrip
out in Montana and took a farm loss. Things of that sort have distorted
the price of the-

Senator GonE. As I understand it then, you are suggesting that,--
Senator MrcAtLF. In my prepared statement I have said that these

artificial losses arise from deductions taken because of capital costs
or inventory costs and represent an investment in farm assets rather
than an amount actually lost. Usually the investment is ultimately sold
as cattle are sold later, and taxed only at capital gains rates. Both
the administration, the House, and I recognize the same problem. They
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approach it from the EDA account, but I approach it on an annual
basis by limiting the amount of artificial losses that can be used to
offset. nonfarm income.

Senator Got:. Thank you, Senator.
I note you have given a great deal of study to this problem, and

you have been a member of this committee. also a member of the
HIlouse Ways and Means Committee, so you have had a great deal of
experience. I am trying to discover the precise problem covered by
your amendment.

As I understand the example you have given, you would deny to
t man who purchases a horse or a cow or a sheep dog or any other
four-footed animal the privilege of depreciating his investment. Is
this correct?

Senator METCALr'. No; that is not correct. Farm accounting grow
up before we even had capital gains.

Senator GORE. I was asking you first about depreciation.
Senator ME ,'rALF. Let me tell you. So we said to the farmer, "Look,

we are going to allow you to use the cash basis, and when you sell a
flock of sheep or a herd of steers or something, you report your income,
and we are not. going to make you say I grew some here and I had a
certain inventory this year and'then I have to carry that over to next
year," and so forth.

Then along came capitd gains.
Senator GORE. Let me understand your problem. You say that the

Congress provided that a farmer (to put it in farmers' language if
I may) does not have income until he sells his pig or his calf or his
horse; is that correct?

Senator MTCATF. Yte. They said he did not have to keep an inven-
tory fromti year to year like a man in a store, an industrialist.

Senator GoR.. Do you wish to change that?
Senator ME.TO F. No, sir. I wish to keep that. That is just exactly

what I wish to keep.
Senator GORE. TIten you would apply that, to all farmers?
Senator METCALF. All farmers. Everybody has the same privilege.

I do not change that provision of the law. I think it grew up andit
grow up well, and I am in favor of it.

Senator GonF. Then I do not quite get your point that-
Senator ME'ALF. If he takes a loss in 1 year or 2 years or 4 years,

and takes a consistent loss-
Senator Gor. What kind of a loss ?
Senator MPTCALF. He says, "Well, I did not sell my cattle," or he

only sells part of them, or he lets them stay ii. Ie continues to
feed them.

Senator GoRE. You would say to one farmer that he does not have
an income until he sells it, but you say to the other that he does

Senator METCAt. They all have an income when they sell it; but
when they have outside income, and they take artificial losses, they
cannot charge that artificial loss against their outside income. Now
here are two farmers. One makes $50,000 a year from outside activities,
and one has to live on the productive capacity of his farm. One has a
tremendous competitive-
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Senator GORe. That outside income does not necessarily have to be
earned income; does it?

Senator MFCAiF. No.
Senator GORE. He could draw that from oil.
Senator METfOALF. Dividends, oil wells, but under my bill, he cannot

charge artificial farm losses off against it.
Senator GoRE. Thank you. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. Senator, you referred to economic losses and arti-

ficial losses? What is an artificial loss?
Senator MET'rCALtF. An artificial loss is a loss that arises from deduc-

tions taken because of capital costs or inventory costs and thus usually
represent an investment in farm assets rather than amounts actually
lost.. Usually the investment is sold and taxed only at lower capital
gains rates. This is the technique-because of this special bookkeeping
privilege that we lend farmers, the technique of the tax-dodge farmer
is to convert ordinary income rates into capital gains rates.

Senator CURTIS. Soil and water conservation practices can be treated
as a business expense under existing law. Do they fall under your
definition of an artificial loss?

Senator METcALF. Some of them would fall under my definition.
Senator C%'rims. Some of them?
Senator MmALF. Some of them would fall under my definition of

an artificial loss, if year after year soil conservation practices such as
fencing, fertilizing and so forth, amounted to a reported agricultural
loss on the farm tihat is charged off against outside income, and then
at the end of the year, or the end of the period, they come in here and
sell, get all that money back, but they pay capital gains of 25 percent
instead of ordinary income rates of let s say 60 percent on that same
income.

Senator CURTIS. Would you apply this across the board to every-
body or just single out farmers.

Senator MVCAcLF. No, the farmer has been singled out.
Senator Cuwris. No, no, he has.
Senator METCALF. I beg to differ with you, Senator. My proposal

does not attack the legitimate farmer.
Senator Curns. Well, now, here. Do you propose that if someone

owns a newspaper and runs it year after year at a loss that that be
denied offsetting tOint loss against other income?

Senator MTCALP. The newspaperman does not have the special tax
accounting benefits that the farmer gets.

Senator Cuiris. )o you propose that if a newspaper is operated
with no intention of making a profit by someone who has other income
that the loss be denied?

Senator METCA,r. When someone elects the special farm accounting
system of the cash basis, which is only given to farmers, then I say
that the farmer, the legitimate farmer, should be the only one that
should have that benefit,

Senator Curtis. Does your bill call for denying the loss to a
restaurant or a tearoom in a department store that is run year after
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Iear at intendedoss, denying that loss to the department store against
lts other income?

Senator MTCALF. My bill does not touch that.
Senator CuRIs. That is what I say. Your bill is the only bill-
Senator METCAML. There isn't any analogy Senator.
Senator CunTis. Oh, yes, there is. Across the hoard in our economic

life losses ill one activity are otfst. against iicomie ill another activity,
and the Treasury or no one else has come up with a proposal that
affects anybody in this respect.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TA TAMArE. Mr. Chairman, Senator Metcalf, it is a pleasure

indeed to welcome you back as a former member of this committee
before us today. This morning a leading cattleman of my State came
in the office. He is completely and utterly self-maude. le started with
nothing. Ie is one of the better Herefordbreeders of the country. Ilo
happens to le incorporated at the present time. Last year I believe
he had a thre h ndred thousand-odd dollar loss. How would your
amendment affect that?

Senator ME'cALF. Is that loss to be charged off against outside
income?

Senator TA^MA DF. 11o is incorporated. He has no other income in
the corporation except his farm operations.

80nator METrCALF. It would not touch him.
Senator Tr 1,MATnLWould not affect him at all?
Senator M'MFCALF. Would not affect him at all.
Senator TAJBMAD E. Suppose ho were not incorporated, would it

-affect him if he had no outside income?
Senator MICMMY. No.
Senator TALMADON. In other words, your amendment comes into play

only if there is outside income involved?
senator MTcALF. Yes, sir. My amendment comes into play only if

there is outside income of more than $15,000 offset by artificial agricul-
tural losses.

Senator TALMADGE. And thenv what happens if he operates his farm
at a loss for say 5 or 6 years? What happens to his farm situation
at that time?

Senator M.CALF. In which case, when lie has outside income?
Senator TALMADGE. Yes. Say he has the $15,000 outside income, and

maybe the price of cattle is quite cheap. You know, it has gone down
from something like 35 cents to about 28 cents for prime steers in the
last 6 or 8 months, so if the price stays down, he could lose money on
his farming operation for several years. Would his farm loss, would
he utilize that in any way in the future, or would he have to just take
it as a permanent loss I

Senator MTcALr. I tried to draw the bill and I think it does con-
tain the provision that there is no penalty on a recognized loss, an
unanticipated loss. Moreover, the disallowed portion of an artificial
loss can be brought forward 5 years or back 3 years to offset past or
future farm income.

Now if he has nonfarm income of between $15,000 to $30,000, he
can offset artificial farm losses at a decreasing rate, because it is
phased out. But if he has income, outside income of over $30,000
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a year, we just say he is not in the legitimate farming business so
he cannot e large any portion of an artificial loss oft. A loss that
occurs from drought or something of that sort, can be charged off
against any amount of nonfarm income because something of that
sort is not an artificial loss.

Senator ',tmmmor. I think I know what you are trying to do,
Senator Metcalf, and I applaud your effort to eliminate these farm
gimmicks. For instance there is the ad that you read in your
test imonx-in-chief, "Buy some eat.tle and lose soic money and save
yourself some taxes." I think everyone wants to eliminate that. But
wouldn't you accoml)lish the same result by the depreciation fea-
tures that, are in the House bill, and its recapture provisions?

Sena1tor ME-Wc~Iix'. No.
Senator TUMAxu.. Why wouldn't you?
Senator M.LIVIVL'. I feel that the itous bill features, regarding

depreciation recapture and the holding period of livestock, in the
first place will not, remove the incentive from tm very people that.
you are talking about., that we are trying to prevent front abusing
a legitimate farm activity.

Senator TA,.ut,1xIJE. Let. me see if I follow you. In the first l)lace,
they cannot depreciate the cattle unless they have held them one
yeal from the time they should have been brought into service.
N'ow normal breeding time of a heifer is certainly not earlier than
15 months, sometimes 18 months, and occasionally 2 years, so if they
boi glt a heifer, say, that was 2 years old, the \\'omlllave to lhl that
lei ru for a year before they couhl s~ell her and lak del)rvciat 1.1. Well
they took deplreiat-ion andl sold the heifer, as I unlerstald it, there
wo Ild be a reeaptm ) provision in the House bill where they would
make no l)rofit whatever on the del)reciation. Is that not, correct.?

Senator AhtrcmkI. Well, of course several other things enter into
it. There is a tax-free loan as far as that amount of tax forvoel is
concerned. May I have your permission to read out of nmyv full
statement what Mr. Oppenheimer, who is the known expert on this,
says about that very situation?

Senator TLMAIXI. Certainly.
Senator MEhVAiLF. Elimination of the exception for livestock

from the depreciation recapture rules was analyzed in detail several
years ago by the president of Oppenheimer Industries, Gen. Iarold

. Oppenhemmr. lie has authored three books for the cattle indus-
try "Cowboy Arithiketic," "Cowboy Economics," and "Cowboy
iAtigation." lie said that:
Members of Congress and officials of both the old and the new adminis-

trations have suggested Mbat where accelerated deprexlation is taken on any
subsequent sale, the portion of the capital gain which represents the recovery
of previously taken depreclation should be treated as ordinary income. This
is essentially the system now used in Canada.

This piece of legislation is undoubtedly going to get passed within the
next year or so, although it was deleted by the House Ways aid Meanus
Committee from the 1964 tax bill. However, as far as breeding herds are
concerned, this is a matter of relatively little sigiicance.

During the first two years of a purchased breeding herd the culls sold from the
herd on a capital gains basis are very unlikely to exceed the depreciated value by
more than a few hundred dollars. During the third and fourth years, this could
be a matter of some importance in the sale of culls, but without an appreciable
percentage effect on the overall picture. During the fifth year, most of the animals
with an original capital base will have been sold and the herd will consist almost
entirely of animals born to it at no cost basis, so the effect this legislation would
achieve would then be sero.
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Senator TALMADOE. It seems to me thowvgh if you recapture deprecia-
tion, you would take the ginunick out oF the tax dodge and thereby
solve the problem.Senator METCALF. It still gives the tax-dode farmers, this big opera-

ator that you and I are talking about, and that I am trying to elimi-
nat, it still loaves him with tie opportunity to determnie when his
artificial losses are going to be, and when he is going to use artificial
losses against nonfarm income.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you, Sent, )r. My time has expired. I
appreciate very much your comments on this.

Senator ANiDimsoz. Senator MillerI
Senator MitxR. Senator, you and I share a common objective in

this area. As a background I would guess that what motivated both of
us was the realization that the farm economy is at the bottom end of
the economy. If the farm economy was sharing, the farm industry was
sharin -fairly with segments of other industries I do not imagine
we would be as concerned as we are, isn't that so ?

Senator MCVALF. That is right. We need every bit of incentive to
help the farmer.

Senator MiLLF.. That is right, and there are two thrusts of your
comments. One is that this so-called artificial farm loss deal results in
increased real estate prices which aggravate farmers from the stand-
point of property taxes and the like, and the other is that they have
unfair competition when a farm loss writeoff taxpayer does not have
to worry so much about the prices lie receives because after all Uncle
Sam is going to pick up 70 percent of the loss, or 70 percent of the
r duced price, whereas the fanner who has to make it on his own is
going to-have to keep on fighting for the price, isn't that so ?

Senator MErCALF. That is right. That is the most important impact
of the legislation.

Senator MILLER. That is what you are talking about, that this consti-
tutes unfair competition. Now you did state, I believe, that the pro-
vision in your bill to recognize losses if they consist of losses attribu-
table to drought and hardship and things of that nature is a unique
feature of your bill, or that your bill is unique on that point?

Senator Mn-CA m'F. I did not compare it to your bil Llcompared it
to the administration bill and the House bill.

Senator MILLER. Because as you know both-
Senator MELTCALr. Because your bill does, yes.
Senator MiLLER. Do I understand that this 3-year carryback and

5-year carryover disallowed losses, that is, those that exceed $15,000, is
to be applied against farm income only?

Senator METCALF. Yes.
Senator Muzmt. Because, as I understand it, that was available

against ordinary income. Suppose a farmer had $100,000 of
wages or salary, and he had a farm loss of $25,000. He would be allowed
to take $15,000 off that, against the $100,000, but the $10,000 that was
not allowed could be carried over to apply against another year's
$100,000 of outside income, is that correct?

Senator MMTALr. I do not think so. I am not quite sure. In the first
place, if he had $100,000 outside income, the phaseout----

Senator MILirFt. And a loss of $25,000.
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Senator METCALF. The phaseout provision would come into
operation.

Senator MILLER. Vell, let us just take 1968. Ie had $100,000 of
outside income and $25,000 loss?

Senator METCALF. Yes.
Senator MILLER. He would be allowed to take off $15,000 against

tile $100,000?
Mr. KOPLAN. That would depend on the nature of the deduction

that gave rise to the farm loss.
Senator MILIER. I am talking about the deductions that are not

recognized in this case. I am not talking about drought losses or any-
thing. I am just talking about ordinary farm loss. He does not sell off
his inventory. He just went into the whole $15,000 expenses over
income, 1 mean $25,000 of expenses over income. Now as I understand
it., you will say to him $15,000 is OK but the other $10,000 is not OK,
but you can carry it over, or carry it back?Senator M rcALF. There is carryback carryforward.

Senator MILLE. Now, my question is what do you do with it when
you carry it back?

Senator ME'CALF. You use it against past and future farm income
onl,.

Senator MHLLER. And not against the $100,000 of salary. Let us just
take the carryover to 1969 to keep it simple. In 1969 he had $100,000
of outside income, and his farm income was zero. He just broke even.
what happens to that $10,000 that was carried over?

Senator METCALF. Nothing.
Mr. KOPLAN. It would still be carried forward again.
Senator MILLER. Until he had-
Mr. KoPLAN. But that is because the type of deduction or loss that

is carried back or carried forward is only the artificial deduction or the
artificial loss that we are talking about.

In other words, your casualty and your drought, your taxes and
interest or your recognized losses ol the sale or exchange of farm
property, they do not get thrown into the carry-back, carry-forward
provision. You are allowed to use them to the full extent against non-

rfarm income regardless of the amount of nonfarm income that you
have.

Senator METCALF. But his question-if your question had $25,000
drought loss, he would take the whole $25,000.

Senator MiLLER. I do not want to mix those side things in.
Senator METCALF. Then the answer is on next year it is no.
Senator MILLER. Where he has $25,000, you say we recognize $15,000

of that. There is an example, $15 000. So he can write the $15,000 off
against his $100,000 salary, iiglitI What is the $15,000 limit that you
are talking about?

Senator MMALF. Then, of course, the phaseout provision from
$15,000 to $30,000 would also come into effect in the example that you
have given.

Senator MILLER. Let us just take one year, and he has got $25,000
of farm losses, his wages and his seed and all that, property taxes and
interest?

Senator METOA. He can only carry it forward or carry it back
against farm income.
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Senator MILLER. All right, but in that one year iin which it was
incurred, as I understand it, you say he can take $15,000 against non-
farm income?

Mr. KOPLAN. That is right, unless his nonfarm income is in excess
of $30,000. When his nonfarm income is between $15,000 and $30,000,
the, Senator's bill has, as lie has already described, a phaseout pro-
vision, so for every dollar of nonfarm income above $15,000 you sub-
tract a dollar of what would othE rise be the allowable $15,000 arti-
ficia,1 loss, so a fellow with nonfarm income above $30,000 with $15,000
of artificial losses in a given year would not be able to take any of
those artificial losses in that year.
Ile would have to carry them back first and then forward against
past and future farm income.

Senator MIiLER. But up to $30,000 he could offset against nonfari
income I

Senator METCALF. But it would be phased out again, you know, the
first dollar above $15,000 of nonfarm income.
. Senator MIiER. But on the carryover there is no capability of

offsetting this carryover loss again nonfarm income?
Senator METCALF. That is right.
Senator MILLER. You mentioned this. Do I understand that your

bill exempts accrual basis farmers from its impact?
Senator METCALF. Yes, sir.
Senator M LE.R. I have two questions on that, The first is wouldn't

this have a tendency to encourage farmers to switch from the cash
basis to the accrual basis to protect themselves against disallowance
of farm losses?

Senator METCALF. AN farmer that had no outside income would
never have to be forced to change from one basis to another. It is only
the tatx-dodge farmer who has outside income of over $30,000 thtt
might choose to go into the accrual basis or to the accrual reporting
system in which case, of course, he could take all his losses and take
his deductions just as in the example given by the Senator from
Nebraska.

Senator MILLER. All right. Now, the second question is this. If
you are going to exempt the accrual basis farmer, are you going to or
don't you recognize that you have different methods of evaluating your
inventory in the accrual basis of accotuting, and if you are trying to
put a stop to the conversion of ordinary losses into capital gain, you
are not going to plug up the loophole very much with respect to the
inventory valuation on a unit livestock basis. Now if you are going to
have the farmer value his livestock on a fair market value basis, then
you do not have a problem, but if he values it on the unit livestock
price basis all lie has to do is to set unit values at an arbitrary, very low
figre, and to that extent he will incur losses, and to that extent lie is
going to convert ordinary losses into capital gain. Now do you have
any idea of how we can handle that problem, or could we cover it by
exempting the accrual basis farmer who does not use the unit livestock
pricobsis I Would that be your thought?

Senator MzwALF. I did not have any thought. You just brought
up a new subject. My problem is as you have outlined it, the probl em
that you and I are trying to reach is the fact that the farmer has been
allowed a special accounting system, that system is being abused by
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tax-dodge farmers who create artificial farm losses to reduce the taxes
they would otherwise have to pay on their nonfarm income.

Senator MILLE. 'We have the same objectives.
Senator METCALF. And you brought up a question that perhaps is

not covered in here.
Senator MILLER. I do not want to belabor the question.
My time is up. But would you be good enough to give us a sugges-

tion for the record on how to cover that problem?
Senator METCALF. I celainly shall. I will look at it.
Senator MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony. I might

say that you and I share a very common objective on this, and I ap-
plaud your position .

Senator METCALF. Thank you very much.
(Pursuant to the above discussion the following information was

received by the committee:)
I T. S N AT E,

Washington, D.C. October 2, 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo
Chairman, Senatc Finance, Comn m it tee
Senate Of/ke Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LONG: When I testified before your Committee on Septem-
ber 22 in behalf of my tpx-dodge farming amendment to J1.1. 13270, I was asked
by Senator Miller whether an accrual basis farmer using the unit livestock
method could still create artificial farm losses by setting his unit values "at
an arbitrary, very low figure . . ."

,rhe unit-livestock-price method was incorporated in Deceniber 1944 Into the
regulations in order to obviate some of the difficulties encountered by livestw-k
raisers in determining the price of their livestock. It Is applicable only to live-
stock raised and to livestock purchased before maturity and raised to maturity.
(Livestock purchased after maturity Is to be included in inventory at cost when
the uinit-livestock method is used. However, draft, breeding or dairy animals
purchased after maturity can, at the election of the livestock raiser, be either
included in inventory or treated as depreciable capital assets.)

Under this method, the livestock is to be grouped by the raiser according to
class and age. Thus, a cattle raiser might have separate classes of calves, steers,
heifers and cows, and might have further classification into those for resale,
those for breeding, and those kept for dairy purposes. He must divide these into
age groups for calves, yearling steers, two-year-old steers, yearling heifers, two-
)Par-old heifers, and mature animals. The selected unit livestock price figure
for each class should represent the estimated average cost of raising the animal
during the first year. At the close of the following year, the estimated cost of rais-
ing the animal for that year is added to the original unit livestock price. At the
end of the next year, a further addition is made, until after three years, a fiat
sum for livestock of a particular class is arrived at and this price remains
constant.

The fact that once established, the unit prices and classifications selected by the
taxpayer cannot be changed without the approval of the Commissioner, could
possibly result in a premature deduction of costs when costs are rising. In order
to assure proper recognition of price increases, I would suggest that a provision
be added to my bill that would enable the Secretary of the Treasury or his dele-
gate in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture and local officials, to.
conduct an i.mnual review of the propriety of existing estimated average costs.

I request that this letter appear in the hearing record at the conclusion of
my testimony.

Very ,truly yours,
LEE METrCALF.

Senator AwDFlsoN.. Senator Harris?

Senator HARRIS. Senator, I, you know, share your desire to get at
thesepeople who arrange purposely for a farm loss in order to charg&
it against nonfarm income. Do you have any way to know what per-
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oentage of farm and ranch land is under their control or what percent-
-age of the cattle market say these kind of people represent I

Senator METOAWJF. I do not know. I do not have that information.
I have been informed by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation that my bill would affect less than 2 percent of the
taxable individual income tax returns reporting a net loss from farm-
ing. I base it on the available statistics of returns of individuals with
nonfarm income rather than the amount of land that each person has.

Senator HARMS. I know that you also are worried as I am that in
the process we not hurt the legitimate farmer and rancher, and if has
been said that with that amount involved, you are not talking about
very much recaptured revenue, but perhaps a lot of extra accounting
and other problems, tax problems for those who are legitimately in
this business. How would you respond to that ?
Senator MZtCALF. We are not touching those who are legitimately

in this bushiess. In fact, as the Senator from Iowa has indicated. the
people that are legitimately in this business are suffering from hi gher
taxes and greater adjacent land values as a result of distorted land
prices, and are suffering from the unfair competition of people who
can turn outside income coupled with artificial farm losses year after
year into a tax profit and so the other 98 percent of the farm returns
that we are talking aI)out are going to be benefited by this bill.

I said I think that my bill would affect 14,000 individual tax returns
and bring in $205 million. I would hope that eventually my bill, Sen-
ator BMiller's approach or something of that sort would result in
having no tax revenue, because we would remove this distortion, and
this kind of competition, from our farmers, and our livestock men.

Senator IIMs. That is all I have.
The CHAIPAN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JoPDAN. Senator, I just have a very simple question, and I

will relate an exact circumstance I am familiar with. A cattle rancher,
you and I know can grow a catch crop every year, and it takes possibly
80 years to grow a crop of trees, but suppose that this cattle rancher
once in 80 years sells the stumpage on his ranch for a capital gain. Can
he offset the losses of his cattle operation against that capital gain?

Senator Mx'C.tL. I think both Senator Miler and I have exempted
that type of income, timber and such sold off the land.

Senator JoRDN. All right. Now assume that the $100,000 of timber
income is from a tract of land adjacent to the cattle operation but not
used in connection with it?

Senator MRNTCAL,. No. If it is not used in connection with a farming
operation, for instance, if the adjacent land had an oil well on it, and
the income from the oil well, that would be nonfarm income.

Senator JoRDAN. So in the one instance if the timber is cut, harvest-
ed on the land, it is used with the cattle operation, it is-

Senator MEtOmAL. We specifically have taken care of that.
Senator JoRDAN. But if it is adjacent to it, if it is over the fence,

timberland upon which no cattle graze, you would not grant that
exemption?

Senator MIYFCALF. A lumber yard or, something of that sort, we do
not grant it. That would be nonfarm income.

S eator JoRDAx. Thank you.
The CHAUtAN. Senator FanninI
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Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, I have just two questions.
Senator Metcalf, I agree with your objective of protecting legiti-

mate farmers, but I am just wondering how you determine who are
legitimate farmers. According to your testimony this morning, I would
think that when a farmer becomes successful and wants to diversify his
investments then he becomes illegitimate.

Senator iETCALF. Golly, in Arizona and Montana you call a farmer
illegitimate and you get into a shooting match.

Senator FANNIN. I don't know how else to say it. You say legiti-
mate, but I am concerned because I am thinking of Arizona. I don't
know about Montana, but we have farmers that over a period of years
their family and all, become successful and they certainly are entitled
to diversify their investments.

Senator METCALF. But those successful farmers are the farmers that
make a profit on their farm, year in and year out. They are not these
men who take big artificial farm losses andtry to offset them with out-
side income.

Senator FANNIN. I disagree with you on that. I think that we can
prove thatyou are wrong in that respect as far as the risk involved in
our State. I know you are covering drought and things of that nature
but you are not covering farming prices, you are not covering many of
the problems that occur.

You, for instance, say that an airstrip is wrong; to have an airstrip.
Senator METCALF. I say that it is wrong to take scme outside income

from a Texas oil firm and build an industrial type fence and put "no
trespassing" and "no hunting" every 200 yards around a 200,000 acre
farm-

Senator FANNIN. But that isn't what you said. You were referring
to an airstrip. .

Senator MErCALF. I referred to an airstrip that J. P. Stevens, the
former Secretary of the Army, built on a farm in Montana, and he
uses it for weekend recreation for people from his area, and he charges
off artificial farm deductions, and I doubt if he has enough herefords
on that farm to have a barbecue.

Senator FANNIN. Isn't that an exception f Senator you are talking
about covering all of the livestock people or the ranchers just because
of one exception. There are exceptions.

Senator MMETALF. No; 14,000 individual tax returns are what I am
going to cover. Comparable statistics for corporations are not avail-
able.

Senator FANNiN. Wait a minute, you are talking about an airstrip.
It is highly essential in my State to have an airstrip on a farm or to
have it in a livestock operation.
Senator MVTCAL. I know wheat farmers, I know livestock opera-

tors, I know sheep farmers in my State that have built airstrips, but
they don't build henm because they are bankers or brokers who have
outside income and went in and bought that farm so that they could
have tax losses that, they could use to reduce taxes they would other-
wise have to pay at ordinary income rates.

Senator FANNIN. What I am concerned about, do you know of any
other businesses that are being legislated against on the basis of your
bill except these?
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Senator MMCALF. I don't know any other business, and this is what
I told Senator Curtis, that has this special accounting advantage, and
the only reason that I am trying to put this legislation in is because
this accounting advantage that farmers have had, and I want them to
keep, and they deserve, is being abused by people who are not legitimate
farmers.

Senator FANNIN. But the thing about it, you are saying that as soon
as a man becomes successful, then he is in trouble.

Senator METCALF. That is not right. What I am saying is when a
man goes out and gets himself .n oil well or makes himself $100,000
income or is a downtown banker, and then goes out and pays twic(-
as muck as the productivity of the farm concerned, and takes artificial
farm tax losses in order to offset his nonfarm ;n.co,c and by doing that
changes hbi income tax bracket from 60 percent it year to at the most
25 percent, we should keep him out of the farming business.

Senator FANNIN. I am not arguing with you about your objectives.
I am arguing with you about what you achieve and the effect it has on
our livestock and farm economy.

Senator METCALF. The effect it will have on the livestock and the
farm economy will be to restore the livestock and farm economy to
the legitimate livestock operator.

Senator FANNIN. I can't understand your analogy there. It just
doesn't apply to successful livestock, people who are successful farmers,
because you would penalize them the same as you would somebody
where you give an isolated example.

Senator METCALF. Successful livestock ol)erators and successful
farmers don't suffer tax losses year after year after year.

Senator FANNIN. When you say year atter year, they don't have to
before your bill would apply, it doesn't have to year after year after
year after year.

Senator UVWCALP. They d3. My bill doesn't affect an economic farm
loss no matter what the income off the farm is. One of the men on the
Ways and Means Committee asked me the same question. He said:

"this bill won't apply to my farm because I make ap rofit on my
farm."

And as Stanley Surrey said when he testified a couple of years ago,
he said it is a strange situation that the best businessmen in America,
the highest paid lawyers in America, the best brokers in America, the
minute they go into farming they lose more money than anybody else,
and these are the kinds of men that it would apply to.

Senator FANNIN. I think that you are taking some examples that
are, I don't say completely isolated, but I would just compare it in my
own State as to what is actually happening. I think that is what we
have to do. We have to consider what is happening. What exists in
our States. And I don't know about Montana, but I certainly do know
about Arizona, and I think this bill would be disastrous to my State,
because you would be taking one group and legislating against them.

Senator MFTVALF. We have one group, and that is the farmer, and
we have given him a preferred accounting system. Ve have already
done that. And I want to continue to do that, but as a result of that
preferred accounting system, Senator, we have abuses by other people
coming in and using that to reduce taxes at ordinary income rates and
that ii what I want to stop, and I think my bill, next Senator Miller's
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bill, next the administration bill, and last the House bill will help
accomplish that.
Senator FANNIN. Of course, when you Say what you are trying to

accomplish, it is what is actually lappcnig that I am concerne(i about.
Senator METCALF. I am telling you what is actually happening.
Senator FANNIN. If your bill is approved, I am thinking about the

consequences.
My time is up but, I certainly cannot follow your conclusions.
Te Chairman. Senator Byrd.
Senator B-RD. Seinator Metcalf--thank you, Mr. Chairman-a Vir-

ginia citizen came to my office and brought me his income tax returns,
and asked me to take o A some fignire-- f1Id then to pu1t a ClawsG0u to you.
I tlk h. would qualify under your definition of being a legitimatW
farrier in that in 19 of t'he past 2 years lie has made a profit. lie lost
money 3 years. Now as he lid well in the farming business, he made
investments, and he now ha1s an outside income, and the outside income,
while it varies from year to year, to simplify the matter I will just
put it at $50,000.

Now in 1961 he had a net income from his farming operations of
$30,000, and he added that. to his 50 and paid a tax on $80,000. In 1962
he had an income from his farming operations of $12,000. In 1963 he
had a. net income from his farming operations of $15,000. In 1964 lie
had an income from his fa ring operations of $9,000.

In 1965 conditions were excellent and lie had an income from his
farming operations of $41,000. In each case, of course, he added that to
lis $50,000 of nonfarm income and paid a tax on the total.

Now we come to 1966, and this is the point that particularly inter-
ested him. As a result of a combination of factors, general mna'keting
conditions, general weather conditions, the weather was too cold when
it should have been cool and was too hot when it should have been
warm, and a combination of factors, as a result of that he lost ,60,000
in 1966.

Now, under your proposal, what would happen to that $60,000?
Seiator MEW.TCALF. I think under $60,000, lie could go back 3 yan,

and take it off. In 1963. 1964, and 1965 he had farm income in" total
of $65,000. He could charge it off against his farm profits and take it
off, or if he didnt have enough 3 yeans back, and the next year he
made say $15,000, lie could go forward.

Senator BYRD. How would he pay a tax in 1966. Ile had outside
income of $50,000 but lost $60,000 on his farming operation. What
could he do then?

M[r. KOPLAN. Senator, from the way you described the deductions
that generated that loss in 1966, they would seem to fall into the cate-
gory of special deductions in the Senator's bill, and if that is so, then
he could take the higher figure, either the $60,000 against his nonfat
income in that same year, because the way I understood vou (lescribe
those deductions, they appear to be actual economic agricultural losses
in 1966.

Senator BynRD. With marketing conditions being the number one.
Mr. KoPr,.AN. Well, if these ar recognized losses on the sole or ex-

change of farm property and wht have you, lie could take all of it in
that year and lie won't, even have to carry-back or carry forward.

Senator BYRD. In other words, your bill takes into consideration the
general marketing conditions?
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Mr. KorLAN. Assuming that he has a recognized loss on the sale
of his farm property. I mean like a piece of stock, nothing happens
until you sell the stock.

Senator BYRD. This has nothing to do with capital gains at all. It is
a general income.

Mr. KoPAN. Right.
Senator BYRD. From general farmingoperations.
Mr. Konm. Right.
Senator Bnra. There is no change of equity.
Mr. KOPLAi. Under the facts as ycu have described, I believe that

he would be able to take it all off in 1966 against his-if it is not in the
special deduction category and the breakdown of that eaLgory is
specifically listed in the bill, taxs, interest and what have you, when
you add it all up if it is not in the.t category then he has the opportunity
to carry-back and forward, but you raise a point. There is a provision
in the bill that says that if you are reporting your income the way you
would in any other kind of business, then the bill doesn't apply to you.
That particular provision is in there as a relief measure, for the fellow
who isn't satisfied with all of the safeguards that are in the bill, for
example, he is not satisfied with the fact that there is a category for
special deductions and if they add up to a higher figure he could take
it all off, he is not satisfied with the fact that there is a carry back-
carry forward provision in the bill, he is the one that Senator Metcalf
describes as the tax dodge farmer, and that fellow is given this relief
measure in the bill to either report his income the way he would in any
other kind of business, rather than have the bill apply t him because
he creates premature deductions at a time when tiere is no offsetting
income.

'Senator BYRD. Did I understand you to say though that your bill
takes into consideration the general marketing conditions? If the price
of hog is 35 cents in one year and it drops to 21 cents the next year,
then that is a special exemption is it?

Mr. KoPeAN. If he sells at 21 cents in that year, yes because if those
hogs cost him more than 21 cents that is a recognized loss on the saleof those hogSenatr %ZWALP. But when I first responded to your question,

Senator, I am not sure when you say well, he saved his money and so
he had an $80,000 income, $30,000 of which was from farming, and then.
he had $12 000, and you didn't tell me how much it was

Senator BmR. Just assume the outside to be 50.
Senator MmCALF. Yes.
Senator BYRD. For the purposes of simplicity.
Senator MW'rcALr. Well, just as again with the store with the tea--

house that takes a loss, if he is on the accrual system and he pays taxes
on the whole unit., he is in a different situation than if he is on the cash
iasis that we have especially allowed the farmer. So if he just lumps

his whole income, outside income and farm income together, and
uses inventories and so forth, he takes his losses every year. He is not
affected by this legislation. That is what Senator Miller was pointing
ou, that we have excepted the eccrual farm.

Senator BYRD. Assuming he is a legitimate farmer under the defini-
tion of a legitimate farmer, he makes money 19 years out of 22, he is
a W.irly pxxI WArm if IiQ mn do thWt, not many I guess can do that,
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then he operates his farm the same as any other farmer operates his
farm.

He calculates his earnings or his losses the same as any other farmer
does, and then when he determines how much he earns on that farm
operation, he adds that to his outside income. That doesn't put him on
an accrual basis.

Senator Mmn'cAu. It does not. Then the response that we gave you,.
both Mr. Koplan and I, would be correct.

Senator ByD. Thank you very much, Senator. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
SAnator HAwsN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased to welcome my colleague from Montana here this

morning. I served with him on a few other occasions, and I have great
respect for him.

I want to clarify, if I can, Senator Metcalf the concerns that have
rompted your introducing the amendment that you have proposed.
understand that there are roughly around 3 million taxpayers in the

farming business who report annually, and this figure has remained
fairly constant. Does this check with the figures you get? And I under-
stand from your testimony your bill would affect about 14,000 indivi-
dual tax returns and would raise an additional $205 million a year in
tax revenue. Is that right?

Senator METCALF. According to the estimate that the staff of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation have given me.

Senator HANSEN. Oh) I see.
Senator MMALF. It is from the Joint Committee.
Senator HANSEN. Do You agee with that?
Senator MumA. I don't fave any reason to disagree with it.
Senator HANSEN. What is the major purpose that you seek in pro-

posing your amendment? Are you thinking about tax reform and tax
relief?Senator METCALF. I am thinking about tax equity.

Senator HANSEN. Tax equity.
Senator MEmALF. And removal of unfair competition from the

livestock and the farming industry, and removal of a serious distor-
tion of farm prices which causes increased taxes and so forth of legiti-
mate farmers above and beyond the productive capacity of those farms
and ranches.

Senator HANSEN. You say a serious distortion of farm prices. Are
you implying that the presence of this unfair competition has driven
farm prices down?
Senator METCALP. No. It has driven the price of land ir and around

productive farms above the productive capacity of such a farm, so
that if a young farmer, for example, wants to expand his farm, he has
to pay sometimes twice as much for the land as it can produce, and
so he can't go to a bank or an insurance company and say "Look, I
would like to get a couple sections of land over here." He says, "Well,
that land sold the other day to so and so from Texas, and how much
am I goingto have to pay for it?"

The banner says "Well, you will have to pay about the same amount
per acre."
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The young farmer says "I can't produce that. I can't make a profit
on that basis on that land." And then it is completely distorted. Then
the tax assessor comes through and says "Look, this land sold here,
this land sold there, we will have to double your tax." And so a serious
distortion of land values results.

Senator HAN.SEN. When you speak of a serious distortion of land
values, I gues-s you are aware, if my arithmetic is correct, that if this
bill woulaff ect some 14,000 individuals, out of around 3 million, this
would be about one out of every 214 persons.

Senator MIETCALF. Your arithmetic I know is better than mine, so
if you have made the computation, that is right.

enator HANSEN. Wouldn't guarantee it, but as I figure it, it comes
to about one out of every 214. Now I can share your concern over the
young man who would like to get into the ranching business. Obviously
lie would like to get into a profitable business just as cheaply as he
could having in mind the least amount of necessary capital outlay.
What woulfbe the attitude of. the other 213 persons in the business?
Do you think they would like to see their land increase or decrease in
valueI

Senator METCALF. Legitimate farmers trying to keep their farming
business productive want to keep this distortion of land value out of
the farm economy.

Senator HaNsEN. How did you find that out?
Senator METCALF. Well, I am just guessing just as you are. May I

finish?
Senator HANSEN. Yes.
Senator MErcALF. Maybe 14 or 15 who have their land for sale

immediately are anxious to sell to these industries that are going into
the area for the tax benefits they can have. Some of the people who
are immediately inheriting the land, and want to get out of their
father's farming business are anxious to sell.

But the one who inherits the land and has to pay an inheritance tax
on the basis of a distorted value next door doesn't like it. The one who
is going out and trying to expand his farm doesn't like it. The man
who has to pay taxes on this distorted value doesn't like it. It is only
the man who is trying to liquidate his ranch that thinks that that is a
,pretty good idea.

Senaor HAxsN. I would question that the typical rancher, who
'has had to go to a bank and ask for credit would like to see the price
of real estate lowered materially. I know I have talked with a good
friend of mine who makes appraisals for one of the major life insur-
ance companies, and he cites me a considerable instance of people in
-the Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming area near Cheyenne, who have
asked for appraisals on their land, and invariably have made an
application for increased loan backed up by the appreciated land
valus

Now, would you suspect that any of those people would like to see
a depreciation in land values?

Senator MIETALF. They don't like to see a depreciation in land
values if it is a depreciation in the productive capacity of their land,
but those farmers, at least it has been lmy experience from insurance
companies and lending agencies in Montana, those farmers can't get
An appraisal on the basis of the productive capacity. They have to com-
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pete with substantial outside income so that they can convince others
that they can pay off this extra amount of money that they are paying
for others to enjoy a tax shelter.

Senator HANSEN. It has been proposed that for estate taxation pur-
poses, evaluations be made on the basis of productive capacity rather
than on real value. What is your feeling in this instance?

Senator METCALF. I think that it should be based on productive
capacity; yes, sir.

Senator HANSEN. And not on actual value.
Senator METCALF. Not on a distorted value as a result of sales to tax-

dodge farmers.
Senator HANSEN. May not a distorted value become actual value?
Senator METCALF. If it is on a productive capacity. Of course if

it is in subdivisions or something like that, that is another matter.
That is not a matter that enters into the proposition of this bill. This
bill applies only to those peo le who are taking advantage of the
special tax situation that the farmer has, and abuses it by covering
substantial high nonfarm income, as this ad I have for high income
people suggests, with a tax shelter.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Senator Metcalf.
My time is up.
Senator GoRE. Since Senator Byrd responded to a request, I had a

young man from a neighboring State the other day ask me to submit
to you his problem and ask your reaction.

He has a farm which he obtained from his father. He made quite
an investment, in brood mares, and some cows. He expects to lose
money for the next 3 or 4 years. Hopefully eventually it will be profit-
able. He has fallen in love with a young lady who had inherited a
building from her father that provides considerable rent; also she.
teaches. Her income is something in excess of $15,000, and he wants
to know of you whether they should go ahead and get married or live
in sin.

Senator METCALF. I would say that that young man, who is a very
smart young man, will nail down that proposition right now and get
married.

Senator Gomn. Will you provide an amendment in your bill for him?'
Senator METCALF. He will have the income anyway.
Senator Goms. I will not argue with you, Senator. There is a prob-

lem of tax shelter here with which the Congress must deal, but I think
your contribution this morning and the questions indicate that we-

aven't found the proper and full answer yet. I thank you very much.
Senator METCALF. I do want to say, that every single farm organiza-

tion is in favor of my bill. I hope, Mr. Chairman, that my other col-
leagues that follow me in support of other types of legislation will be
treated better by the audience than I have been treated just in the last
response.

(Senator Lee Metcalf's prepared statement and the text of his
amendment follow:)

STATEMENT OF HON. LEE M1ETOALF, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MONTANA
ON BEHALF OF His PROPOSAL To ELIMINATE "TAx-DODoE" FARMING

SUMMARY

My bill, S. 500, would eliminate existing distortions In the farm economy by
limiting to $15,000 or to the amount of "special deductions" listed in my bill,
whichever Is higher, the amount by which a "farm loss" may offset nonfarm
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income. Special deductions are those that would be allowed to someone whether
or not he was in farming or because it is the type of deduction clearly beyond
a taxpayer's control. I am referring to such things as taxes, interest, abandon-
ment or theft of farm property, fire, storm, or other casualty, losses and expenses
from drought, and recognized losses from sales, exchanges, and Involuntary
conversions of farm property. Neither the House-passed bill nor the Administra-
tion's proposal contain a comparable provision to protect the legitimate farmer
and rancher from being penalized for having incurred an economic agricultural
farm loss in a given year. My bill also provides safeguards to protect those just
starting out in farming as well as those who might find themselves in a loss
situation in a given year, not by design for tax purposes but rather by chance.
This Is accomplished by a provision that allows any disallowed loss to be carried
back three years and forward five years against past or future farm income.

The problem with the approach recommended by the Administration and no+v.
contained in the House-passed bill except for different dollar exclusions is that
it allows the tax-dodge farmer to defer any recognized capital gains while at the
same time he is allowed to continue using the full amount of his artificial losses
as an offset against nonfarm income year after year. By attempting to convert
capital gains into ordinary income rather than nip the losses In the bud before
the tax-dodge farmer can use them, both the House bill and the Administration
allow offenders an easy out with Just the proper amount of tax planning.

Revenue figures provide some insight into the comparative effectiveness of
the House bill, the Administration's proposal, and S. 500. My bill would affect
about 14,000 individual tax returns and would raise an additional $205 million
a year from these individuals. The House bill would affect about 3,000 returns
and when fully operative raise an additional $25 million annually. These revenue
estimates do not include comparative figures for corporations. I can only imagine
the amount by which the gap between the two bills would widen even further.

The Administration estimated its 4 September proposal would apply to 9,300
individuals and raise $50 million annually. The Administration has already ad-
mitted that although the House bill adopts the same approach, the dollar ex-
clusions contained in the House bill are so high as to render it ineffective.

Here is a unique opportunity to combine substantial revenue increases with
substantial equity by restoring healthy competition to our farm economy. The
House-passed bill can be reshaped to serve as a meaningful vehicle for equitable
and effective reform in this area.

STATEMENT

I appreciate the opportunity to testify for legislation that would remove in-
equities between legitimate farm operators and tax dodge farmers--people who
engage in farming for the purpose of creating artificial losses which can be used
to offset substantial amounts of their nonfarm income.

In the first session of the 90th Congress, I introduced S. 2613, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that farming losses incurred by persons
who are not bona fide farmers may not be used to offset nonfarm income. When
I ultimately decided upon the Joss limitation approach as the best way to get at
this problem, one of the sources of information I considered was an article
written by Hendrik S. Houthakker, now a member of the Council of Economic
Advisers. At the time that he wrote the article, Mr. Houthakker was engaged as
a professor of Economics at Harvard. He concluded his article, wich appeared
in the January-February 1967 issue of Challenge, with the observation that "if
this sacred cow is to be finally eliminated, the Internal Revenue Service may
need some help from the Congress."

I found Mr. Houthakker's discussion of possible methods to get at this problem
particulak4y stimulating. He stated as follows:

"If the tax laws are to be effective in this area, a more sophisticated definition
of farmers is needed, or, alternatively, the offsetting of farm losses against other
income should be restricted. But this restriction has to be introduced with due
regard to the interests of genuine farmers.

"The best possibility would be to limit the farm loss deduction to, say, $10,000
in any one year, with provisions to carry larger losses backward or forward to
be offset against earlier or later farm profits, but not against nonfarm income.
In 1962 the taxpayers who claimed over $10,000 in farm losses had an average
nonfarm income of about $50,000.

"Another possibility would be to treat as farmers only those who have derived
a specified fraction of their income from farming during the past five years.
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"Still another (similar to the Treasury proposal of 1963 which waS rejected
by Congress) would be to allow capital gains treatment only for the amount by
which sales exceed deductions for farm losses in prior years. This proposal,
however, would not deter those who do not take capital gains at all."

The 1963 Treasury proposal referred to by Mr. Houthakker Is basically the
same proposal as that suggested by Administration officials in their testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee on 22 AprU of this year and re-
stated again but with higher dollar figures before this Committee on 4 September.
This proposal which has come to be known as the Excess Deductions Account ap-
proach is now contained in the tax reform bill under review by this Committee.

In July of last year, both the Departments of Treasury and Agriculture Issued
highly favorable reports on S. 2613, the predecessor to my bill, S. 500, which I
reintroduced with substantial bipartisan support in January of this year. Both of
those reports endorsed the principle of my original bilU but at the same time
suggested constructive modifications which I incorporated in the bill which was
introduced last Fall for discussion purposes and then reintroduced early this
session.

In order for the record to be complete on this matter here are the constructive
suggestions made by the Treasury Department in Its report of 11 July 1968:
"As an alternative, we suggest placing a ceiling on the amount of nonfarm in-

come which could be offset by farm losses in any one year. If there were excess
form losses, they could be carried backward and forward to offset farm income,
but no other income, of other years. If part of a taxpayer's income for a year
-consists of capital gains, his carryover of excess farm deductions arising from
the special farm accounting rules would not be permitted to offset it. On the
other hand, the ordinary farmer incurring a, loss would be protected under this
approach in two ways: First, by allowing a limited deduction for farm losses, an
ordinary farmer who must take part-time or seasonal employment to supplement
his income in a poor year in his farm operations would not be deprived of his
farm loss deductions. Second, the carryover and carryback provisions would be
available to absorb large one-time losses. In other words, the provision would,
in operation, only affect taxpayers with relatively large amounts of nonfarm
income, that is, individuals who do not have to depend on their farm Income
for their livelihood.

"It is suggested that corporations could be covered in the same manner
as individual farmers and farms run by a partnership."

The Treasury Department concluded by suggesting that some kinds of farm
expenses should be excepted from the disallowance provisions. Here is the reason
for that suggestion :

"One category of farm expenses would include taxes and interest which are
generally deductible whether or not they are attributable to an income producing
activity. A second category would include casualty and abandonment losses and
expenses and losses arising from drought. These events are generally not in the
taxpayer's control and disallowance of the loss or expense could create an undue
hardship to the taxpayer since they may be catastrophic. These same expenses
-and losses are now excluded from the operation of section 270 which excludes
losses in connection with a hobby operation."

One additional suggestion made in the report was to provide "for an adjust-
ment that would limit the measure of allowable farm deductions to the taxable
one-half of capital gains." The reason for this suggestion was to prevent the
taxpayer from receiving a double deduction against his capital gain farm income.

The suggestions contained in last year's Treasury and Agriculture reports
together with those contained in Mr. Houthakker's article made a great deal of
sense. For example, it was clear that all concerned agreed the most equitable
and effective way to get at this problem is to limit the amount of farm losses that
can be used as an offset against nonfarm income in any one year.

The problem which now exists is that liberal tax accounting rules designed
for the benefit of the ordinary farmer are being manipulated by nonfarmers.
These nonfarmers engage in farming for the purpose of creating artificial losses
that they can use to reduce the taxes they would otherwise have to pay on high-
bracket nonfarm income. The tax losses which these tax-dodge farmers show
are not true economic losses. These so-called "tax losses" arise from deductions
taken because of capital costs or inventory costs and thus usually represent an
investment in farm assets rather than amounts actually lost. Usually, the Invest-
ment is ultimately sold and taxed only at lower capital gains rates.

The deductions are set off against ordinary income, while the sale price of the
resulting assets represents capital gal, The gain is then usually the entire sales
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price since the full cost of creating the asset has previously been deducted against
ordinary income. In reporting on my original bill S. 2613, in July of 196,84, the
Treasury reviewed the two principal methods of accounting used in reportllw
business income for tax purposes. Generally speaking, those businesses which do
not Involve the production or sale of merchandise may use the cash method.
Under that method, income is reported when received in cash or its equivalent,
and expenses are deducted when paid in cash or its equivalent.

However, in businesses where the production or sale of merchandise is a sig-
nificant factor, income can be properly reflected only by deducting the costs of
merchandise in the accounting period in which the income from its sale is
realized. This means that costs are recorded when incurred and sales when
made, and costs attributable to unsold goods on hand at year's end are Included
in inventory. Under this method of accounting, the deduction of costs included
In Inventory must be deferred until the goods to which they relate are sold rather
than being deducted waen the costs are incurred. Thus, under this second method
of accounting, income from sales of inventory and the costs of producig or
purchasing such inventory are matched in the same accounting period. The eml
result in this type of business is a proper reflection of income.

The Treasury Department has historically permitted farmers to deviate from
general accounting practices to spare the ordinary farmer the bookkeeping
chores associated with inventories and accrual accounting. In addition the
Treasury has in the case of some capital outlays permitted farmers to write
them off as if they were current expenses.

On 5 February of this year, the House Ways and Mean3 Commitlee published
a study of needed areas for tax reform conducted by the Treasury9' Department
during the last two years of the Johnson Administration. In discussing the effect
that tax-dodge farmers have on the farm economy the study points out that "when
a taxpayer purchases and operates a farm for its tax benefits, the tr~asction
leads to a distortion of the farm economy. The tax benefits allow an individual
to operate a farm at an economic breakeven or even a loss and still realize an
overall profit. For example, for a top-bracket taxpayer, where a deduction Is
associated with eventual capital gains Income, each dollar of deduction means
an immediate tax savings of seventy cents"-or seventy-seven cents with tile
surtax-"to be offset in the future by only twenty-five cents of tax. This cannot
help but result in a distortion of the farm economy, and it is harmful to the
ordinary farmer who depends on his farm to produce the income needed to sup-
port him and his family.

"This distortion may be evidenced in a variety of ways: For one, the attrac-
tive tax benefits available to wealthy persons have caused them to bid up the
price of farmland beyond the price which would prevail in a normal farm
economy, and Is harmful to the ordinary farmer who must compete in the market-
place with these wealthy farm owners who may consider a farm profit-in the
economic sense-unnecessary for their purposes."

My bill would eliminate these distortions by limiting to $15,000 or to the
amount of the "special deductions" listed in the bill. whichever is higher, the-
amount by which a "farm loss" may offset a taxpayer's nonfarm income. The
$15,000 figure is reinforced by the following observation contained in Treasury's
two-year study, and I quote: "If a taxpayer has more than $15,000 of nonfarm
income, his primary source of livelihood is not likely to be his farming efforts,
and, thus, he is not the type of farmer for whom the special accounting rules were
devised." Generally, a farm loss would be the amount by which farm deductions
.exceeded farm income in any given year. For this purpose, as the 1968 Treasury
tejort suggested, the untaxed one-half of long-term capital gains attributable
to farm property would not be included in farm income. Farm deductions include
all deductions that are attributable to the business of farming. If the taxpayer's
nonfarm income is in excess of $15,000 in any given year, the limit on his deduct-
ible loss in that year would be reduced by one dollar for each dollar of such
excess, However, economic losses are protected by providing that the $15.000-
loss limitation will be raised to the amount of the taxpayer's special deductions
if that amount Is higher than $15,000.

When Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Edwin S. Cohen testified before this
Committee on 5 September he referred to the fact my bill is now pending before
this Committee. he was then asked by Senaior Hartke and I quote: "What Is
wrong iith that bill " Answer by Mr. Cohen, "Well, suppose as Senator Gore saId,
a shott whie ago, there were an actual economic loss of $50,000, suppose there is
an actual economic loss from tornado, floods, low prices, drought, any number of
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factors, why should we disallow a true economic loss to the farmer or where
should we disallow it in any event at strictly $15,000 a year."

There are two observations I must make with respect to that answer. First,
if there were an actual economic loss of $50,000 from tornado, floods, low prices,
drought or any other factor beyond the control of the taxpayer under the pro-
visions of my bill the entire amount of that economic loss could be used to offset
nonfarm income. Assistant Secretary Cohen's answer simply demonstrated that
lie had never read my bill. My bill specifically takes into account the nature of
the deductions that generate a loss in a given year. It provides that if the sum
total of deductions paid or incurred In the business of farming and which are
attributable to taxes, interest, the abandonment or theft of farm property, or
losses of farm property arising from fire, storm, or other casualty, losses and
exlenses directly attributable to drought, and recognized losses from sales,
exchanges and involuntary conversions of farm property-if any one or all of
those deductions adds up to a figure that is higher than $15,000 then the tax-
payer is allowed to use the higher figure as an offset against nonfarm income.
An exception is made in my bill for such deductions since they are in general
deductions which would be allowed to anyone holding farm property without
regard to whether It was being used in farming or because it Is the type of
deduction that is clearly beyond the control of the taxpayer.

My second observation is that assuming an actual economic loss of $50,O00
caused by any of the economic factors listed by Assistant Secretary Cohen, and
assume one additional fact . . . that the taxpayer has an adjusted gross nonfarm
income in excess of $25,000 in that same year, it is the Administration's proposal
that would penalize the taxpayer for an economic loss. Although the loss could
be used as an offset against nonfarm Income the entire amount of that loss
would have to be included in the Administration's excess deductions account.
To the extent of the balance in that account, what would otherwise be a long-term
capital gain from farming In a subsequent year would be converted into ordinary
Income. The House-passed bill would also attempt to recapture an economic loss
by the same method but to a lesser degree because it only applies to that portion
of a farm loss above $25,000 and then only if nonfarm adjusted gross income
is above $50,000. When Assistant Secretary Cohen testified be observed that the
dollar exclusions contained in the House-passed bill render the bill ineffective.

Getting back to the loss limitation approach, my bill adopts a suggestion made
in both the 1908 Agriculture and Treasury reports as well as in Mr. Houthakker's
article. If the farm loss in any given year is greater than the allowable amount,
It would be carried backward three years and forward five years to offset farm
income of those years. This safeguard is in the bill to protect new farmers who

.are sincerely interested in farming but who understandably might be unable
to turn an economic profit In those years.

My bill also provides that a taxpayer may treat a nonfarm business as a part
-of his farming operation If it is related to and on an integrated basis with the
'farm business. Some recent inquiries about this provision indicate that there
tire those who would attempt to use it to offset some artificial farm losses arising
from the farm tax accounting rules against income earned in another business.
This provision is not intended to allow a business to be considered as related
and conducted on an integrated basis with the farming operation unless it
consists of the processing of a product raised in the farming operation. Further-
wore, it is only equitable that to qualify to elect this provision, the sale of such
processed product should produce a substantial portion of the total receipts of the
-over-all operation. Moreover, this provision is intended only for purposes of
measuring the size of the "farm loss" to ascertain whether certain deductions
are allowable. This provision is not meant to allow the nonfarm business to be
treated as a farm operation for the purpose of adopting accounting methods,
the filing of estimated tax returns, or the filing of final returns, aud the like.

The House-passed bill and the Administration's proposal both adopt the pro-
posal contained in S. 5W0 which would exclude from the application of any
limitation, the taxpayer who is willing to follow with respect to his farming
.income, accounting rules which apply generally to other taxpayers; that Is If
he uses inventories In determining taxable income and treats as capital items-
but subject to depreciation in cases where other taxpayers wotld take deprecia-
tion--all expenditures which are properly treated as capital items rather than

£ .treating them as expenses fully deductible in the current year.
My bill has gained substantial bipartisan support in both the House and the

.Senate. Twenty-.9fx other Senators, including three members of this Committee
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(Senators Hartke, McCarthy, and Harris) are cosponsors of 8. 500. At last
count, the loss limitation approach contained in the bill had been specifically
endorsed by members of at least thirty different Congressional delegations.

Aside from Congressional support the method of approach taken in S. 500 has
the full support of all those who are sincerely interested in the working farmers
of our Nation. For example, the National Farmers Union, the American Farm
Bureau Federation, the National Grange, the National Farmers Organizations
the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives, the National Association of Wheat
Growers, the Cooperative League of the U.S.A., the National Association of'
Farmer Elected Committeemen, the Farmland Industries Cooperative, the Mid-
Contiaent Farmers Association-formerly known as the Missouri Farmers
Association, the Farmers Grain Dealers Association, the AFL-CIO, the Industrial
Union Department of the AFL-CIO, the United Steelworkers, the South Texas
Cotton and Grain Association, Inc., and the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
Butcher Workmen, have all called for a limit to be placed on the amount of
artificial farm losses that can be used as an offset against nonfarm income.

Contrast this type of support with the testimony of the National Livestock
Tax Committee before the House Ways and Means Committee some six years
ago. This Is what the National Livestock Tax Committee had to say about the
excess deductions account approach in 1963 and I quote: "We cannot say-whether
it would work or would not, but It is the most modest approach that has come
to our attention."

Well, that sort of grudging praise coming from an organization that has been
fighting tax reform in this area every step of the way made be take a hard look
at the EDA approach when I first considered ways to get at this problem without
hurting the legitimate farmer.

The basic problem with the EDA approach is that it allows the tax-dodge
farmer to defer any recognized capital gains until he chooses to sell and at the
same time, allows him to continue along his merry way each year using artificial
farm losses as an offset against nonfarm Income. With proper tax planning the
balance in the excess deductions account can be milked dry by the time the
taxpayer decides he Is ready to recognize long-term capital gains. fuch a pro-
posal will not remove any of the incentive from existing clients of cattle manage-
ment firms such as Oppenheimer Industries. Instead of catching the ta-r-dodge
farmer with his hand in the cookie jar by limiting premature deductions each
year, the EDA approach lets the tax-dodge farmer put us in the position of
having to refill an empty Jar.

Farm operations carried on by corporations usually are not separately
reported on the corporation tax return. Consequently, data concerning the
number of corporations and revenue effect with respect to corporations could
not be be determined with respect to either the EDA approach or the loss
limitation approach.

However, I do have revenue figures that provide some insight into the con-
parative effectiveness of the House bill, the Administration's proposal, and S. 500.
At my request the Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, Laurence N. Woodworth, has provided me with the following statistics.

My bill would affect in the neighborhood of 14,000 individual tax returns.
It is estimated that It would raise an additional $205 million a year from these
Individuals. The number of returns affected by the 'Excess Deductions Account"
provision of H.R. 13270 is estimated to be in the neighborhood of 8,000. By 1979
the estimated increase In tax liability under the farm provisions of the House
bill are as follows: excess deductions account, $10 million; depreciation recap-
ture, $5 million; holding period of livestock, $5 millio.; hobby losses, negligible;
for a total of $20 million by 1979. It is estimated that sometime after 1979 the
increase in tax liability ascribed to the excess deductions account provision
would increase an additional $5 million. So we are talking in terms of increased
revenue under the House-passed bill of $25 million a year as opposed to $205
million under S. 5W0. these revenue estimates do not include comparative figures
for corporations We can only leave to the imagination the amount by which
the gap between the two bills would widen even further.

The Administration estimated on 4 September that its modified EDA rule
"would apply to only 9,800 individuals" and that the long-range revenue effect
at Its farm los provisions would be $50 million, still a far cry from the amount
of revenue that could be raised by equitably and effectively dealing with this
problem
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Elimination of the exception for lvestock from the depreciation recapture
rules was analyzed in detail several years ago by the President of Oppenheimer
Industries, General Harold L. Oppenheimer. General Oppenheimer has been
described by Time magazine as the "Bonaparte of Beef." He has authored three
books for the cattle industry, Cowboy Arithmetic, Cowboy Economics and Cowboy
Litigation. I have been informed by his Washington representative that a fourth
book, Cowboy Politics is now in preparation. Here is what the General had to
say in 1966 in his book, Cowboy Economics, about the depreciation recapture
provision that has since been adopted in the House-passed bill:

"Members of Congress and officials of both the old and the new administrations
have suggested that where accelerated depreciation is taken, on any subsequent
sale, the portion of the capital gain which represents the recovery of previously
taken depreciation should be treated as ordinary income. This is essentially the
system now used in Canada.

"Evaluation. This piece of legislation is undoubtedly going to get passed within
the next year or so, although it was deleted by the House Ways and Means
Committee from the 1964 Tax Bill. However, as far as breeding herds are con-
cerned, this is a matter of relatively little significance. During the first two years
of a purchased breeding herd, the culls sold from the herd on a capital gain basis
are very unlikely to exceed the depreciated value by more than a few dollars.
During the third and fourth years, this could be a matter of some importance
in the sale of culls but without an appreciable percentage effect on the overall
picture. During the fifth year, most of the animals with an original capital base
will have been sold and the herd will consist almost entirely of animals born
to it at no cost basis, so the effect this legislation would achieve would then
be zero."

General Oppenheimer's book, Cowboy Litigation, contains an interesting chap-
ter, "Tax Play in Race Horses" Here are some of the observations contained in
that chapter.

'The tax aspects of the horse business are unique, but in most instances,
parallel the cattle business.. ,

"Stud fees paid by the owner of a mare are currently deductible or they can
be capitalized and depreciated over the Hfe of the foal. Unless the breeder is
In a loss position and concerned about a so-called hobby loss, it would be better
to expense the fee...

"Depreciation can produce considerable tax benefits as with cattle...
"Animals held for breeding are treated the same as other livestock such as

cattle...
"Continued losses are a problem and always subject to scrutiny.... Breeding,

racing, and the showing of horses have always been suspect, particularly when
conducted by a high-bracket taxpayer that endeavors to write the losses off
against other income . . . As with cattle, the decision turns on the subjective
motives and profit potential of the owner . . . Country estates and small opera-
tions are in the face suspect. The more attention paid to the business and the
professional manner in which the business is operated are all plus factors."

I shall turn now to some of the more common allegations made by those who
oppose my bill. For example, there are some who say that the bill would force
farmers to use the accrual system of accounting; that the bill would prevent
the successful farmer or rancher from engaging in nonfarm operations with
outside income for fear of losing his right to deduct farm losses; that the bill
would discourage the flow of outside money into ranching and farming operations
and so on.

I have repeatedly denied these allegations. Statistics reveal that there are
a comparatively few taxpayers who enter into farming as a tax-dodge device.
The 32-page report, "Statistics of Income-1967, Preliminary, Individual Income
Tax Returns," published on January 14 of this year reveals that for 1967 there
were approximately 770 thousand taxable individual income tax returns filed
that reported a net loss from farming. My bill would affect in the neighborhood
of 14 thousand or slightly less than 2 percent of those returns. This is statistical
evidence that my bill will only affect the tax-dodge farmers who are currently
distorting the farm economy.

In discussing statistical evidence of this problem, the Treasury's two-year
study, published on 5 February of this year, points out that a growing body of
investment advisors is currently advertising that they will arrange farm invest-
ments for high-bracket taxpayers to enjoy deductions on dollars that are really
spent to acquire capital assets. It is because of that kind of advertising that
people are being drawn to farm "tax-loss" situations.
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Just last year I saw an ad in a magazine called the Airline Pilot that read
in part-"Own a citrus grove using tax dollars as your total investment, .
The ad was headed "Tax Shelters for 190&" You can pick up the Wall Street
Journal on any given day and find ads of this type. For example, the other day
I came across one that read in part: "Pistachio Nuts, The Green Nut with the
Golden Future . . . Outstanding opportunity for land Investment and Pistachio
nut tree planting program .. .Most of growing costs deductible."

As I evaluated each of the proposals pending before this Committee, I must
admit that I have become even more convinced that the fairest and most effec-
tive way to get at this problem is to adopt the loss limitation approach contained
in S. 500. Here is a unique opportunity to scale down the long run revenue loss
that results from the sum total of all the provisions of the 36S-page House bill
while at the same time we increase substantially the equity of our tax laws
through a healthier farm economy.

1U.R. 13270, 91st Cong., first sess.)

[Amdt. No. 139J

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

AUousT 13, 1969

Referred to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed

AMENDMENT

-Intended to be proposed by Mr. METoALF to H.R. 13270, an Act to reform the
income tax laws, viz: Page 139, beginning with line 10, strike out all
through line 6, page 152 (section 211 of the bill), and insert the following:

SEC. 211. FARM LOSSES.
(a) IN GENrmaL.-Part IX of subchapter B of charter 1 (relating to items not

deductible) Is amended by adding after section 279 (added by section 411(a) of
this Act) the following new section :
"SEC. 280. LIMITATION ON DEDUCTIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO FARMING.

"(a) GENRAL RuL&-In the case of a taxpayer engaged In the business of
farming, the deductions attributable to such business which, but for this section,
would be allowable under this chapter for the taxable year shall not exceed the
Im of-

"(1) the adjusted form gross income for the taxable year, and
"(2) the higher of-

"(A) the amount of the special deductions (as defined in subsection
,(d) (8)) allowable for the taxable year, or

"(B) $15,000 ($7,500 In the case of a married individual filing a
separate return), reduced by the amount by which the taxpayer's ad-
'Justed gross income (taxable income in the case of a corporation) for
'the taxable year attributable to all sources other than the business of
farming (determined before the application of this section) exceeds
$15,000 ($7,500 in the case of a married individual filing a separate
return).

P"(b) Exozmox m'o TAxPAYERS USING CERTAIN ACOuNTI G RuLEm.-
"(1) IN Gxa.tu-4ubsection (a) shall not apply to ia taxpayer who has

fled a statement, which i effective for the taxable year, that-
"(A) he is using, and will use, a method of accounting in computing

taxablee income from the business of farming which uses inventories In
determining Income and deductions for the taxable year, and

"(b) he is charging, and will charge, to capital account all expendi-
tures paid or incurred in the business of farming which are properly
chargeable to capital account (including such expenditures which the
taxpayer may, under this chapter or regulations prescribed thereunder,
otherwise treat or elect to treat as expenditures which are not chargeable
to capital account).
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"(2) TIME, MANNER, AND EFFECT OF STATEMENT.-A statement under para-
graph (1) for any taxable year shall be filed within the time prescribed by
law (including extensions thereof) for filing the return for such taxable
year, and shall be made and filed in such manner as the Secretary or his
delegate shall prescribe by regulations. Such statement shall be binding on
the taxpayer, and be effective, for such taxable year and for all s0bsequent
taxable years and may not be revoked except with the consent of the Secre-
tary or his delegate.

"(3) CHANGE OF METHOD OF ACCOUNTING, ETC.-If, in connections with a
statement under paragraph (1), a taxpayer, changes his method of account-
ing in computing taxable income or changes a method of treating expendi-
tures chargeable to capital accoait. such change shall be treated as having
been made with the consent of the Secretary or his delegate and. in tjhe case
of a change in method of accounting, shall be treated as a change not initiated
by the taxpayer.

"(C) CARRYBACK AND CARRYOVER OF DISALLOWED FARM OPERATING LOSSES.--
"(1) IN GENERAL.-The disallowed farm operating loss for any taxable

year (hereinafter referred to as the 'loss year') shall be-
"(A) a disallowed farm operating loss carryback to each of the 3

taxable years preceding the loss year, and
"(B) a disallowed farm operating loss carryover to each of the 5

taxable years following the loss year,
and (subject to the limitations contained in paragraph (2)) shall be allowed
as a deduction for such years, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, in a manner consistent with the allowance of the net operating
loss deduction under section 172.

"(2) LIMITATIONS.-
"(A) IN GENERAL-The deduction under paragraph (1) for any taxable

year for disallowed farm operating loss carrybacks and carryovers to
such taxable year shall not exceed the taxpayers' net farm income for
such taxable year.

"(B) CARRYBACKS.-The deduction under paragraph (1) for any tax-
able year for disallowed farm operating loss carrybacks to such taxable
year shall not be allowable to the extent it would increase or produce a
net operating loss (as defined in section 172(c) ) for such taxable year.

"(3) TREATMENT AS NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYBACK.-Except as provi led
in regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, a disallowed farm
operating loss carryback shall, for purposes of this title, be treated in the
same manner as a net operating loss carryback.

"(d) DEINiTioNs.-For purposes of this section-
"(1) ADJUSTED FARM GROSS INCOME.-The term 'adjusted farm gross in-

come' means, with respect to any taxable year, the gross income derived
from the business of farming for such taxable year (including recognized
gains derived from sales, exchanges, or involuntary conversions of farm
property), reduced, in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, by an
amount equal to 50 percent of the lower of-

"(A) the amount (if any) by which the recognized gains on sales,
exchanges, or involuntary conversions of farm property which, under
section 1231(a), are treated as gains from sales or exchanges of capital
assets held for more than 12 months exceed the recognized losses on
sales, exchanges, or involuntary conversions of farm property which
under section 1231(a) are treated as losses from sales or exchanges of
capital assets held for more than 12 months, or

"(B) the amount (if any) by which the recognized gains described
in section 1231 (a) exceed the recognized losses described in snch section.

"(2) NT FARM INCOME.-The term 'net farm income' means, with respect
to any taxable year, the gross income derived from the business of farm-
ing for such taxable year (including recognized gains derived from sales,
exchanges, or involuntary conversions of farm property), reduced by the
sum of-

"(A) the deductions allowable under this chapter (other than by
subsection (c) of this section) for such taxable year which are at-
tributable to such business, and

"(B) in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, an amount
equal to 50 percent of the amount described in subparagraph (A) or
(B) of paragraph (1), whichever is lower.

83-865 O-49-pt. 4-7
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"(3) SPECIAL DEDUCTIONS.-Thhe term 'special deductions' means the deduc-
tions allowable under this chapter which are paid or incurred in the bus-
ness of farming and which are attributable to-

"(A) taxes,
"(B) interest,
"(C) the abandonment or theft of farm property, or losses of farm

property arising from fire, storm, or other casualty,
"(D) losses and expenses directly attributable to drought, and
"(E) recognized losses from sales, exchanges, and involuntary con-

versions of farm property.
(4) FAM PROPERTY.-The term 'farm property' means property which is

used in the business of farming and which is property used in the trade or
businem within the meaning of paragraph (1), (3), or (4) of section 1231(b)
(determined without regard to the period for which held).

"(5) DISALLOWED FARM OPERATINO Loiis.-The term 'disallowed farm op-
erating loss' means, with respect to any taxable year, the amount disallowed
as deductions under subsection (a) for such taxable year, reduced, in the
case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, by an amount equal to 50 per-
cent of the amount described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (1),
whichever is lower.

(e) SPECIAL RuLEs.-For purposes of this section-
"(1) BusINEss OF FARMIN.-A taxpayer shall be treated as engaged in

the business of farming for any taxable year If-
"(A) any deduction is allowable under section 162 or 167 for any

expense paid or incurred by the taxpayer with respect to farming, or with
respect to any farm property held by the taxpayer, or

"(B) any deduction would (but for this paragraph) otherwise be kkl-
lowable to the taxpayer under section 212 or 167 for any expense paid
or incurred with respect to farming, or with respect to property held
for the production of income which is used in farming.

For purposes of this paragraph, farming does not include the raising of
timber. In the case of a taxpayer who is engaged in the business of farming
for any taxable year by reason of subparagraph (R), property held for the
production of income which is used in farming shall, for purposes of this
chapter, be treated as property used in such business.

"(2) INcoME AND EDUDoNs.-The determination of whether any item of
income is derived from the business of farming and whether any deduction
is attributable to the business of farming shall be made under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, but no deduction allowable
under section 1202 (relating to deduction for capital gains) shall be attrib-
utable to such business.

"() CONTROLL onouP oF coRpoRATos.-If two or more corporations
which-

"(A) are component members of a controlled group of corporations
(as defined in section 1563) on a December 31, and

"(B) have not filed a statement under subsection (b) which is ef-
fective for the taxable year which includes such December 31,

each have deductions attributable to the business of farming (before the
application of subsection (a)) In excess of its gross income derived from
such business for Its taxable year which includes such December 31, then, In
applying subsection (a) for such taxable year, the $15,000 amount specified
in paragraph (2) (B) of such subsection shall be reduced for each such cor-
poration to an amount which bears the same ratio to $15,000 as the excess of
such deductions over such gross income of such corporation bears to the ag-
gregate excess of such deductions over such gross income of all such
corporations.

"(4) PARTNKsHniS.-A business of farming carried ou by a partnership
shall be treated as carried on by the members of such partnership in propor-
tion to their interest in such partnership. To the extent that income and
deductions attributable to Ri business of faring are treated under the preced-
ing senence as Income and deductions of members of a partnership, such In-
come and deductions shall, for ptirpm of this chapter, not be taken into
account by the partnership.

"(5) Two oR MiotE vusilxEsE.-If a taxpayer Is engaged in two or more
businesses of farming, such businesses shall be treated as a single business.
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"(6) RELATED INTEGRATED BUSINESSES.-.If a taxpayer is engaged in the
business of farming and is also engaged in one or more businesses which
are directly related to his business of farming and are conducted on an in-
tegrated basis with his business of farming, the taxpayer may elect to treat
all such businesses as a single business engaged in the business of farming.
An election under this paragraph shall be made in such manner, at such time,
and subject to such conditions as the Secretary or his delegate may pre.
scribe by regulations.

"(7) SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS AND THEIR SHAREHOLDER8.-
"For a special treatment of electing small business corporations

which do not file statements under subsection (b) and of the share-
holders of such corporations, see section 1380.

"(f) RE ULA'41ONs.-The Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe such regu-
lations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this section."

(b) SUBCHAPTER S CoRPORATIONS.-Subchapter S (relating to election of
certain small business corporations as to taxable status) is amended by adding
after section 1379 (as added by section 541 (a) of this Act) the following new
section:

"SEC. 1380. ELECTING SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ENGAGED IN
BUSINESS OF FARMING.

"(a) SEPARATE APPLICATION TO FARMING INCOME AND DEDUTIONs.-Under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, an electing small business
corporation which is engaged in the business of farming during its taxable year
(other than a corporation which has filed a statement under section 280(b)
which is effective for such taxable year), and the shareholders of such corpora-
tion, shall apply the provisions of sections 1373 through 1378, separately with
respect to-

"(1) income derived from the business of farming by such corporation
and deductions attributable to such business, and

"(2) all other income and deductions of such corporation.
In computing the taxable Income and undistributed taxable income, or net
operating loss, of such corporation with respect to the business of farming,
no deduction otherwise allowable under this chapter shall be disallowed to such
corporation under sexton 280.

to(b) SHAREHOLLERS TREATED AS ENGAGED IN BUSINESS OF FARMING, ETc.-For
purposes of section 280-

"(1) each shareholder of an electing small business corporation to which
subsection (a) applies shall be treated as engaged in the business of farming,

"(2) the undistributed taxable Income of such corporation which is
included in the gross income of such shareholder under section 1373 and is
attributable to income and deductions referred to in subsection (a) (1).
and dividends received which are attributable to such income and deductions
and are distributed out of earnings and profits of the taxable year as
specified in section 316(a) (2), shall be treated as income derived from the
business of farming by such shareholder, and

"(3) the deduction allowable (before the application of section 280) tosuch shareholder under section 1374 as his portion of such corporation's
net operating loss attributable to income and deductions referred to in
subsection (a) (1) shall be treated as a deduction attributable to the business
of farming.

"(c) SPECIAL RULEs OF SECTION 2M0(e) APPLICABLE.-For purposes of this
section, the special rules set forth in section 280(e) shall apply."

(C) CLERICAL AND CONFORMING AIIENDMENTS.-(1) The table of section for
part IX of subchapter B of chapter 1 is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new item:

"See. 280. Limitation on deductions attributable to farming."
(2) Section 172(l) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

new paragraph:
"(3) For limitations on deductions attributable to farming and special

treatment of disalloweft farm operating losses, see section 280."
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(8) Section 381 (c) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:

"(24) FARM OPEMATINO WOSS c.LBYoVEas.-The acquiring corporation
shall take into account, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, the disallowed farm operating loss carryovers under
section 280 of the distributor or transferor corporation."

(4) The table of sections for subchapter S is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new item:

"See. 1380. Electing small business corporations engaged in business of
farming."

(d) Er Tw DATL.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969, except that for purposes of
applying section 280(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as added by
subsection (a)) with respect to disallowed farm operating losses of any tax-
payer for taxable years beginning after such date-

(1) such amendments shall also apply to the 3 taxable years of such
taxpayer preceding the first taxable year beginning after such date, and

(2) in the case of a taxpayer to whom section 1380(b) of such Code
(as added by subsection (b)) applies for any of his first 3 taxable years
beginning after such date, section 150 of such Code shall apply with
respect to the electing small business corporation of which such taxpayer
is a shareholder for the 3 taxable years preceding each such taxable year
of such taxpayer, but only with respect to any such preceding taxable year
for which the corporation was an electing small business corporation.

Senator ArmmsoN;. Senator Cooper.

STATEMENT OF HON. ZOHN SHETLMAN COOPER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF KENTUCKY

Senator CoopF.R. Yes.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it. is my honor today

to introduce to the committee the Governor of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, the Honorable Louie B. Nunn, now serving the second year
of his 4-year term. We appreciate your waiting here. He will testify
on a subject which is of concern to our State.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOUIE B. NUJN, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE
OF KENTUCKY; ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE A. SMATHERS,
GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN HORSE COUNCIL
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. Chairman, may I say preliminarily that we had

an agreement with the chairman and the staff that the American Horse
Council* would have four witnesses, each one of which would testify
not to exceed 10 minutes, and that we are, of course very proud and
happy to have as our first witness the distinguished Governor of Ken-
tuckY, Mr. Nunn.

Governor NuN.. Thank you Senator Cooper, Mr. Smathers, mem-
bers of the committee. I appreciate this opportunity to a pear before
the committee, but more than that, the opportunity to listen to the
various witnesses and the discussion this morning, particularly as it
relates to the farm economy. As I listened I was reminded of Mr.
Butler, a farmer down in Kentucky and I think he would fall in the
category of a "legitimate farmer." He had been farming for several
years, when the county agent, under a State and Federal program,
went out to advise him or, how he cotild enhance his income. The agent
suggested that he buy a herd of cattle and feed them out, which the
farmer did.

$The prepared statement of the American NHorse Council submitted by former Senator
Thruston Morton and George Smathers appears at p. 2T92.
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Later, at a meeting that the county agent was conducting down at
the local schoolhouse, he was explaining the programs and what they
had meant to the farmers. He called on Mr. Butler to explain what
his herd of cattle had meant to him.

The old farmer said that when he took into consideration the feed
that he had raised, the feed that he bought, and the time that it took
to care for them, that. he figures he broke about even.

The county agent said "that is the trouble with you farmers-you
didn't. take into consideration, Mr. Butler, the fact that if you hadn't
had that herd of cattle, you would have had to buy fertilizer for that
east 40 acres. Since you used the manure, that saved you from sl)ending
money on fertilizer, and you should consider that as profit."

Mr. Butler said that he thought, the farm situation had come to a
sorry plight when you had to take your profit out in manure.
[Laughter.]

My purpose in appearing before this committee is to present to you
facts and statistics on this proposed legislation which would materially
and adversely affect the economy of my own State and that. of 26 other
States that are involved in horse raising and breeding.

In addition to the 27 States to which I refer, I am sure that there
will be other presentations that will be made to this committee on the
effect that the legislation would have on them.

Realizing the importance and the significance of the proposed legis-
lation, and the limited time resulting from the tremendous workload
of this committee, my remarks shall be very brief and pointed.

Kentucky, as you know, has achieved the position of worldwide
preeminence in thoroughbred, standard bred, and saddle bred, breed-
in g and racing horses. While these endeavors are most drastically
affected by the legislation that you now must consider, they are not
the only areas about which we have the greatest concern. I would
only point out in passing that my State ranks 10th in the production
of cattle and dairy products, and certainly we all know that in every
phase of the farm economy, it is suffering. Therefore my interest is
not directed toward a single purpose.

Indeed, even though I may make frequent references to my own
State, this legislation is of such wide geographical and economic co i-
cern that I am sure any number of Governors could and would appear
before you if time permitted.

Let me make it abundantly clear that I am not here today to ask for
special favors for Kentucky or for special treatment for the Kentucky
horse industry. My purpose is to outline the importance of the horse
industry of the United States and to help the members of this com-
mittee to weigh carefully the consequences of the various tax changes
that have been proposed.

My statement is not mere conjecture or verbiage. It is based on sta-
tistics-statistics developed by the Spindletop Research, Inc a not-
for-profit independent research institute established to stimulate the
economy and the industrial development of Kentucky and its regions.

I would point out that the Federal Government and many private
enterprises have used Spindletop for research purposes.

The study is entitled "Economic Importance of the Horse Industry
in the United States." The study was performed as a special public
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service in hopes of clarifying some of the questions and some of the
misconceptions surrounding the horse industry. Attached to this state-
ment and to be filed herewith is the complete text of the Spindletop Re-
search port. (See p. 2755.)

When viewing the horse industry from the national standpoint, it
is necessary to consider not only its economic importance but also its
recreational and educational significance. Directly affected are those
who engage in the commercial activity of the horse industry. This in-
clules breeding, training, racing and showing, since people in these
activities make their living directly from working on or with horses.
In other words, horses are the tools of their trade.

Indirect commercial activities are conducted by the manufacturers
and suppliers who furnish products and the professional people who
furnish service for either commercial or recreational horses. There-
fore the total horse population can be considered applicable to indirect
commercial activity.

I would like to discuss briefly tourism. In some areas of the count 7 ,
and especially in Kentucky, the tourist industry is considerably
strengthened by the substantial number of visitors to our famous
horse farms. Last year alone the tourist industry resulted in $43 mil-
lion in direct taxes being paid into our State's economy. The horse
industry was responsible either directly or indirectly for attracting
more than 50 percent of this amount, and I want to pause here to say
that there are other areas for tax consideration other than the Federal
Government alone, because the States must have a source of revenue
likewise.

The most difficult factor to measure in terms of the recreational as-
pect of the horse industry as it affects tourism is the potential number
of people who come to the horsefarms, who go to horseshows, to racing
and to rodeos. There are certainly many secondary factors that merit
consideration, such as the extra time that the families spend in the
State, tie distance that they travel, to view participate in these activi-
ties, and the promotional value of the image created by the horse
recreation activity More directly, the matter of commerce. In 1968
the horse population of the United States was estimated to be in excess
of 6 million. Of this, 1.2 million horses were known to be registered.
Of the registered horses, 832,000 were listed as recreational, and over
428 000 were listed for commercial purposes.

he labor utilized for commercial horses alone in the category of
breeding, training, and showing amounts to more than 125,000 full-
time jobs. In addition, there are between 25,000 and 33,000 full-time
jobs in supportive services and supply industries for all horses, bring.

g a total of 150,000 full-time jobs with many more people employed
throughout the year on a part-time basis, and much of this employ-
ment is in the agricultural sector.

The known total annual wages for this labor amounts to more than
$727 million. Wages paid by service vendors anil suppliers were ap-
proximately $250 million. Thus the proposed legislation would ad-
versely affect total annual wages of $1 billion.

As to capital investment, total capital investment in breeding fa-
cilities and equipment is $543 million. An additional $79 million is
invested in training, and $602 million in racetracks. The value of the
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commercial horse is $1.12 billion. This adds up to a total capital invest.
ment of $2.34 billion. Although substantial, this figure must be con-
sidered only a very conservative estimate, because there are many
items as to which we were not able to get exact figures. This would
have to do with horse trailers and other related industries.

Now as to land use and values. Land devoted to commercial horses
used in 1968 amounted to more than 1.9 million acres, having a total
value of $1.26 million. I would remind you that these values apply
only to those portions of farms that are devoted to commercial horses.

The statistics make it abundantly clear that this extensive industry
employs a large number of workers in agricultural type jobs, and
further that the capital investment in facilities, equipment, and land
represents major gener t Qrif economic activities.

Gentlemen Jhese facts are Jiirtiqlarly significant when those of
us chargI~_-*ith public responsibility" face the multitude of contem-
porarytproblems with which we are exect' to deal.

The 'horse industry provies jobs at a tih e when we are seeking
solutions to unemployment.

.AS to State evenie, the horse industry generate substantial revenue
directly to tife States at t time-When you are beIrg asked to provide
Federal. venue to the St~tes.' Last wieek at the Sduthern Governors'Conferenba I-sadthJut th&.ttes must commence 1o solve their own
problems rather 1J} .loking1\to ihe Congress, Tit States cannot
solve their probl( without rep!e any tAore than the Federal Gov-

ns fdr .hoetat#s without evenue.
In 1 68 t rmu re'r enue o all States amounted to $26.9

milhon.\ This ciibined with the almost $19 million in other taxes
paid by racetrackq bring* (the otiil-tax._ from track and parimutuel
bettingt6over,$4 ihjlio-l / -/

Proponnts of this le fition \might argue that you are indirectly
subsidizing this sector of the farnf econoniy. If that argument be true,
I would only say in-responsdthat s bsidizing empoyment, encouraging
industry, aud stI portn4g a viable etenue pro icing source certainly
is fax more pieferable --than subsidiziog unemployment and
nonprod,uctivity.

I wouliajso add that migration fropr -he rural to the urban areas
is considered a-aajor problem in thigiountry. This proposed legisla-
tion conceivably c6hipoutudsthatproblem.

JIBRFATION AND SOIL CONSERVATION

In this period of urban sprawl and urban blight, it is gratifying
to note that a substantial amount of land, much of it within easy
commuting distance of our cities, has been set aside for horse industry
activities. land use for horses is generally well cared for, with good
cover and with a minimum of eroding. In some parts of the country
such land represents the only open space in the greenbelts that would
otherwise be an endless sea of houses.

It is clear to me, coming as I do from a State having an unparalleled
richness in scenic attractions, that the conservation and esthetic aspects
of the horse industry have great intangible value. It is my sincere
hope that changes in the tax structure will not result in fragmenting
these farms or in drastically altering existing land use patterns.
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Many Federal dollars are being invested in recreation. I think it is
therefore significant that the number of horses used in recreation has
increased considerably in the last decade.

Furthermore, Future Farmers of America, 4-H Clubs and other
farm-oriented youth organizations are becoming increasingly engaged
in horse projects. Thus it is clear that the success of many of these
prjects depends strongly on the availability of horses at a reasonable
primc

To further demonstrate the recreational aspects of the industry,
in 1967 the attendance at horse-racing events alone exceeded the attend-
ance of all other professional or amateur sports.

In summary, I urge you to carefully reflect on the dimensions of
this important industry that I have outlined to you today. I respectfully
ask that you also consider the other factors which either have not
been measured or are of an intanigible nature. These factors also
substantially increase the economic impact and the other contributions
of the horse"industry to America.

I certainly want to salute you and your diligent efforts to find
equitable means for sharing the burden of taxation, but by the same
token I would urge you to take care that you do not throw out the
baby with the wash water.

Senator ANDFxSON. Will you be available this afternoon?
Governor NuNN. I can be available. However, there are others here

who I am sure will be glad to answer any questions that I may not be
able to answer. I will make myself available to the committee if it
is their desire. If any member desires that I appear I will be glad
to do so.

Senator A1m PsoN. I think we can excuse you and we will return
at 2:30 this afternoon.

(Gov. Louie B. Nunn's prepared statement with attachment fol-
lows:)

STATEMENT 3Y LOuIE B. NUNN. GOVERNOR, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUOKY

SUMMARY

Proposed legislation before the Congress would have a detrimental effect
on -the national horse industry and thus would materially and adversely affect
the economy of Kentucky as well as several other states, Governor Louie B.
Nunn told the Senate Finance Committee.

Armed with a report from Spindletop Research, Inc., of Lexington, Kentucky,
the Governor strongly implied that the impact of the many contributions of the
horse industry would be significantly lessened should proposed legislation be
approved.

He cited the following supportive evidence:
More than half of Kentucky's tourist industry, which last year contributed

$43 million in tax revenue to the State, results directly or indirectly from the
horse industry.

Labor utilized for commercial horses alone in the categories of breeding,
training, racing and showing amounts to more than 125,000 full-time Jobs.

Between 25,000 and 33,000 full-time jobs are created among the supportive
services and supply industries for horses.

Known total annual wages for horse industry labor and related service and
supply vendors amount to $1 billion.

Total capital investment in the commercial horse industry is $2.34 billion.
1.9 million acres of land valued at $1.26 billion is devoted to commercial horse

uses.
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The horse industry in 1968 generated $426.9 million directly to the states in
revenue from pari-mutuel wagering and $18.9 tuillion in other taxes paid by
race tracks.

Recreation, conservation of aesthetic values and education are other facets
of the horse industry important to any considration of detrimental legislation.

"The horse industry provides jobs at a time when we are seeking solutions to
unemployment. It generates substantial revenue directly to the states at a time
when you are being asked to provide federal revenue to the states," Governor
Nunn said.

"Let me make it abundantly clear to you that I am not here today to ask for
special favors for Kentucky or for special treatment for the Kentucky horse
industry," he added.

"At the same time. however, I would urge you to take care that you do not
'throw out the baby with the washwater'," Governor Nunn said.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; I am Loule B. Nunn, Governor
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. My purpose for appearing before this dis-
tinguished Committee is to present facts and statistics on proposed legislation
which would materially and adversely affect the economy of my own state and
that of twenty-six (20) additional states that are involved in horse racing or
breeding.

In addition to the 27 states to which I refer, others who will make presentations
to this Committee no doubt will give further information as to how this proposed
legislation would affect them.

Realizing the importance and the significance of the proposed legislation and
the limited time resulting from the tremendous workload of this Committee,
my remarks shall be brief and to the point.

Kentucky has achieved a position of worldwide preeminence in Thoroughbred,
Standardbred, saddlebred and quarter-horse breeding and racing.

While these endeavors are most drastically affected& by the legislation that you
must now consider, they are not the only areas about which we have the
greatest concern.

Other testimony no doubt will dwell on the detrimental effect that H.R. 13270
will have on the cattle industry and other phases of the suffering farm economy,
but in passing, I would only relate that my state rprks 10th in the nation in
the production of cattle and dairy products.

Therefore, my interest is not directod toward a single purpose. Indeed, even
though I shall make frequent reference to my own state, this legislation is of
such wide geographical and economic concern that I am sure any number of
Governors could appear before you and many of them stand ready to do so if
your time permits.

Let me make it abundantly clear to you that I am not here today to ask for
special favors for Kentucky or for special treatment for the Kentucky horse
industry.

My purpose is to outline the Importance of the horse industry in the United
States and to help the members of this Committee to weigh carefully the con-
sequence of the various tax changes that have been proposed.

My statement is not mere conjecture or verbage. It is based on statistics devel-
oped by Spindeltop Research, Incorporated, a not-for-profit, independent re-
search institute established to stimulate the economic and industrial develop-
ment of Kentucky and its region.

Spindletop has engaged in many projects that relate to Kentucky's most
important industries, as well as having done work for the federal government
and many private enterprises.

The study entitled "Economic Importance of the Horse Industry in the United
States" was performed as a special public service in hope of clarifying some
of the questions and misconceptions surrounding the horse industry. Attached to
this statement and to be filed herewith is the complete text of the Spindletop
Research report.

When viewing the horse industry from a national standpoint, it is necessary
to consider not only its economic importance, but also its recreational and
educational significance.
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Directly affected are those who engage in the commercial activity of the
horse industry. This includes breeding, training, racing, and showing, since
people in these activities make their living directly from working on or with
horses. In other words, horses are the tools of their trade.

Indirect commercial activities are conducted by the manufacturers and sup-
pliers who furnish products and by professional people who furnish services
for either commercial or recreational horses.

Therefore, the total horse population can be considered applicable to indirect
commercial activity.

TOURISM[

Furthermore, in some areas of the country, especially in Kentucky, the tour-
ist industry is considerably strengthened by substantial numbers of visitors
to our famous horse farms.

Last year alone, the tourist industry resulted in $43 million dollars in direct
taxes being paid into our state's economy. The horse industry was responsible,
either directly or indirectly, for attracting more than fifty (50) per cent of this
amount.

The most difficult factor to measure in terms of the recreational aspects of
horses is the tourist potential for horse farms, horse shows, racing and rodeos.

There are certainly many secondary factors that merit consideration, such as
the extra time that families spend in an area because of these attractions, the
extra distance traveled to view or participate in these activities, and the promo-
tional value of the image created by the horse recreation activities.

COMMERCE

In 1968, the total horse population of the United States was estimated to be
in excess of six (6) million. Of this total, 1.2 million horses were known to be
registered. Of the registered horses, 832 thousand were listed as recreational
and over 428 thousand were listed for commercial purposes.

The labor utilized for commercial horses alone in the category of breeding,
training, racing and showing amounts to more than 125 thousand full-time Jobs.

In addition, there are between 25 thousand and 33 thousand full-time jobs in
the supportive services and supply industries for all horses, bringing the total
employment to more than 1150 thousand full-time jobs, with many more persons
employed throughout the year on a part-time basis. Much of this employment is in
the agricultural sector.

The known total annual wages for this labor amounted to more than $727
million dollars.

Wages paid by service vendors and suppliers were approximately $250 million
dollars. Thus, this proposed legislation would adversely affect total annual
wages of $1 billion dollars.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Total capital investment in breeding facilities and equipment is $543 million
dollars. An additional $79 million is invested in training, $602 million is invested
in race tracks. The value of the commercial horse is $1.12 billion dollars.

This adds up to a capital investment of $2.34 billion dollars. Although sub-
stantial, this figure must be considered only a very conservative estimate, in as
much as there are many items of equipment such as horse trailers which could
not be estimated with any degree of precision.

LAND USE AND VALUES

Land devoted to commercial horse uses in 1968 amounted to more than 1.9
million acres having a total value of $1.26 billion dollars. I would remind you
that these values apply only to those portions of farms that are devoted to
commercial horses.
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The statistics make it abundantly clear that this extensive industry employs
a large number of workers In agricultural type jobs and further, that the capital
investment in facilities, equipment and land represents major generators of
economic activities.

Gentlemen, these statistics are particularly significant when those of us
charged with public responsibility face the multitude of contemporary problems
with which we are expected to deal.

The horse industry provides Jobs at a time when we are seeking solutions to
unemployment.

STATE REVENUE

The horse industry generates substantial revenue directly to the states at a
time when you are being asked to provide federal revenue to the states.

Last week at the Southern Governors' Conference, I said that the states must
commence to solve their own problems rather than look to the Congress. The
states cannot solve their problems without revenue any more than the federal
government can solve the problems for the states without revenue. In 1968, the
total pari-mutuel revenue to all states amounted to $426.9 million. This com-
bined with the $18.9 million in other taxes paid by race tracks brings the total
tax from tracks and pari-mutuel betting to $445.8 million.

Proponents of this legislation might argue that you are indirectly subsidizing
this sector of the farm economy. If that argument be true, I would only say in
response that subsidizing employment, encouraging industry and supporting a
viable revenue-producing source certainly is far more preferable than subsidizing
unemployment and nonproductivity.

I would also add that migration from the rural to the urban areas is consid-
ered a major problem in this country. This proposed legislation conceivably com-
pounds the problem.

RECREATION AND CONSERVATION OF AESTHETIC VALUES

In this period of urban sprawl and urban blight, it is gratifying to note that
a substantial amount of land . . . much of it within easy commuting distance
of our cities . . . has been set aside for horse industry activities.

Land used for horses is generally well cared for, with good cover and a mini-
mum of erosion. In some parts of the country, such land represents the only
open space and "green belts" in what would otherwise be an endless sea of
houses.

It is clear to me, coming as I do from a state having an unparalleled richness
in scenic attractions, that the conservation and aesthetic aspects of the horse
Industry have great intangible value.

It is my sincere hope that changes in the tax structure will not result in
fragmenting these farms, or in drastically altering existing land-use patterns.

Many federal dollars are being invested in recreation. It is therefore highly
significant that the number of horses used in recreation has increased con-
siderably in the last decade.

Horseback riding is a major outdoor recreation activity and even without being
federally subsidized has contributed to the health and vitality of our citizens.

'Furthermore, FYuture Farmers of America, 4-I1 Clubs and other farm-oriented
youth organizations are becoming increasingly engaged in horse projects. Thus,
it is clear that the success of many of these projects depends strongly on the
availability of horses at reasonable prices.

To further demonstrate the recreational aspects of this industry, in 1967 the
attendance at horse racing events alone exceeded the attendance at all other
professional or amateur spectator sports.

There were 63.4 million spectators at horse races in America while only 43.4
million attended professional and college football games and 24.2 million
attended all major league baseball games.
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In summary, I urge you to carefully reflect on the dimensions of this important
industry that I have outlined briefly today. I respectfully ask that you also tl
consider the many other factors which either bave not been measured or are
by nature intangible.

Still, these factors, too, substantially increase the economic impact and other
contributions of the horse industry to America.

I salute each of you for your diligent efforts to find equitable means for shar-
ing the burden of taxation.

At the same time, however, I would urge you to take care that you do not
"throw out the baby with the washwater."

4
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I. INTRODUCTION

The public's interest in all forws of recreation in the Unitcd
States has :xpanded during the last ten years, primarily as a

result of the rapid growth of income. Overlooked has been the

growth in recreational activities associated with horse's.
Especially impressive has been the growth of activitic.; utiliz-
ing western horses, such as horse show.;, trail riding, conts(.,ts,
and other participatory events. Interest in the different brceds
and all hor.ie activities is evident in the rapid incrcasc in
horse registrations, in numbc'rs and fr'equncny of horse sales, in
the rapid growth in sales voltutc of supplies and equi-nieiLt, and
the proliferation of firms established to supply and servic-.
horses. One of the more obvious indicators of interest in horses
is the increase in the number of horse magazines and their circula-
tion. The study includes data obtained from a survey of 75 horsc
periodicals, most of which have been operating less than 15 year-;.

The size, scope, and growth of %tlc horse "industry" has been
largely unnoticed by much of the nation. The fratmontecl, hetcr-
ogeneous nature of horse activities has prevented horsemici froli
joining in a common effort to publicize the renewed and changed
size of the horse industry and its importance to the economy of
the nation.

The Comtimonwalth of Kentucky is internationally known for the high
quality of its horses. This reputation results from two factort:
favorable geography, and expert horsemen. People in Kentucky have
long recognized the importance of horses to the economy of the
state, and are interested in the growth and vitality of the horse
industry.

Spindletop Research, Inc., a not-for-profit research institution
established by the Commonwealth in 1961, is active in research
efforts directed toward the growth and development of Kentucky.
As a public service effort, it has undertaken this study of the
effect that horses have upon the economy of the nation, and in-
directly upon the state. The results of the study may help show
the importance of horses to Kentucky and to the nation as a whole.

SCOPE OF WORK

A nationwide study of an economic activity in the entire counMtry
can be made by two methods: a study of the activity in individual
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states can be nmade, and the state totals ad2lcd to give national
results; or, the study can be n,-de on a brotcd aggregate basis,
without specific at-ention paid to any individual states. Since

there have been no comprehensive, state-wide studies of horse

activities, only the second alternative was possible, and the

results obtained in this study are aggregate national figures.

It includes no figures for individual states.

'The bulk of the published work on horses relates to pari-mutuel
racing and the distribution of racing income to the various
participants. Most of the money at tracks becomes transfers be-

tween segments of the racing industry. To the extent that money
transactions in racing, or in other conerc ial horse activities,
affect the economy of the nation, they have been included in the
study. The basic aim of the study was to estimate the resources
used on horses. The final results show the total amount of three
traditional economic resources--land, labor, and capital--that
were used in the horse industry in one year, 1968. Nothing can

be or has been said about earlier years, and no projections are
shown for future years. However, the rapid increase in activities
related to horses is obvious, and this growth can be expected to
continue for some years after ]968.

PLAN AND M4I.T[OD

Horses are no longer used in any number for either transportation

or power. Their sole purpose now is to provide recreation, either
as commercial spectator recreationl, or as non-connercial participa-
tory recreation. For purposes o7 data collection and analysis,
the study was divided into three areas of impact:

* Direct commercial

* Indirect commercial

* 'Recreation

Direct commercial activities are those in which the horse is the

instrument of commerce: breeding, training, racing, showing, and

rodeoing. People in these activities make their living directly

from working on or with horses. These horses are the tools of the

trade. Only a small fraction of the total horse population can

be considered part of direct commercial activities.
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Indirect coinercial activities are conCndctCCL by manufacturers and
suppliers who furnish products and by professional people who

furnish services. People who supply good.; aid services for either
cominrcial or recreation horses dUpend upon horses for their liveli-

hood, so that the toCal horse population can b. considered appli-
cable to indirect comtacrcial activities.

Recreation as an economic activity has been givn attention here
only in its role as a generator of economic activities. The end
product of the horse industry is recreation in the form of viewing

races, sho.:s, and rodeos; and in owning and riC.. 1,1b ,asure horses.

The lack of economic data on horse activities required that the
bulk of the information be gathered fro. each different group or
activity in the direct commercial sector and for several in the

indirect sector. Nearly 800 questionnaires were mailed, including
distribution to 20 separate activity groups. None of these surveys
was scientific enough to determine the statistical limits and

accuracy of the results. However, the data received from question-

naires from i7 breed registries did a]low the findings to be within
the limits of reasonable accuracy. The final results are shown as
high estimates and low estimates, based upon assiuned upper and

lower numbers of horses. The low total is the critical total in

the study and is presented here as a conservative figure. It was
not possible to gather economic data on hundreds of known and un-
known firms in the many indirect coirunercial activities. No attempt

was made to sum all of each resource used nationally, but instead,
unit resources used for each horse was determined on a limited
basis. Once the resource requirements for each horse in each breed
and direct coninercial activity were determined, then the require-

ments were applied to the number of conunercial horses in that breed

and activity.

The determination of thoroughbred trainers' employment and wages
can be given as an example. Returns from thoroughbred trainers

indicate that as a general average, two men can take care of three
horses in training. There are 40,000 to 46,000 thoroughbred horses

in.training; hence, training requires a minimum of 27,000 employees

each year. At an annual average wage of $5,050, the total wage
bill is $135,000,000. Employment, wages, and capital in each

conumercial activity were determined by this method.
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11. TilE HORSE POPOLATIOr;

The total number of horses in the United States has never been
accurately determined, but it is likely that the horse population
increased along with the increase in human population. The Census
of Agriculture has reported the number of horses and mules on
farms through 1959. The peak year was 1915, when 26 million were
reported; the number has steadily declined since then (reflecting
the mechanization of farming), and in 1959, it was 3.2 million.
The last count by the Department of Agriculture was 3.0 million in
1960. The series was discontinued and was not reported in the 1964
census.

A count of non-farm horses in the United States has never been
made, but the number must have declined after 1900 when automobiles
became widely used. The horse population probably reached its
lowest point during the 1955 to 1960 period, when the use of horses
for transportation and power had practically stopped. Stimulated
by the growth of personal income, more leisure time, and suburban
living, the use of the horse for recreation probably began to
increase during that same decade. The increase in recreation
horses, and the accompanying stimulus to commercial horse activities,
has gone practically unnoticed except by the people directly in-
volved with horses.

The only current data available on numbers of horses come from the
horse breed registries. They registered 143,035 horses in 1968,
compared to 72,898 in 1960, an increase of 96 percent (see Table
1). All kinds of horse recreation have been increasing rapidly.
Local horse shows, contests, trail rides, and horse club activities
have increased along with the increase in registration. The regis-
tries estimate that there were 1.26 million horses alive on their
books in 1968.*

The number of unregistered (grade) horses used on farms or for
recreation in the United States in 1968 i3 not known. The surveys
of horse population made by individual states (see Table 2) have
shown that the total number of horses exceeded that shown by the
last national census. These studies indicate that the growth in
non-registered recreational horses is greater than the decline in
farm horses. A conservative estimate of the total number of horses-
in the country is the combined number of registered horses in 1969,

*The number of Shetland ponies was not available and has not been

included.



Horses Registered
able I
in the United States

Type Horse

American Albino

American Saddle
Appaloosa

Arabian
Half Arabian
Hackney
Morgan
Palomino
Pinto
Paint

L Quarter
Standardbred
Tennessee Walker
Thoroughbred
Ponies:
Pony of America
Connemara
Welsh

TOTALS

Number Registered
in in

1960 1968

45

1,600
4,052
1,610
2,200
459

1,069
657
230

37,000
7,100
2,623
12,901

612

740

78
3,500

12,389
6,980
9,800

656
2,134
1,262
2,258
2,390

57,000
10,200
8,492

22,700

1,468
303

1,425

72,898 143,035

Uses
Commercial Recreartion

100
30,000
10,000
28,000
5,500

800
1,700
4,600
2,000
2,000

86,500
75,000
60, 000

119,500

1,000
200

1,600

428,500

900
20,000
90,000
17, 000
49,500
6,700

15,300
18,400
8,000
8,000

413,500
57,500
15,000
87,500

8,500
1,800

14,400

832,000

Total
Number Alive

in 1968

1,000
50,000

100,000
45,000
55,000
7,500

17, 000
23,000

0, 000

10. 000
500, 000
132,500

75,000
207,000

9,500
2,000

16, 000

1,260,500

Source: Individual breed registries
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Table 2

Comparison of Horse Censuscs in Various States

Number of Horses (in 1000's)

USDA*
Count LATEST COUNT

State 1960 Farm Recreation Total Year Made

California

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

New York

Virginia

79 N.A.

8 10

58 12

48 N.A:

90 23

N. A.

8

73

N.A.

85

267

18

85

125

108

1959 t

1961 t

1961 §

1964**

1964 t ,

* USDA, Agricultural Statistics 1961, pp. 370

California State Horseman's Association, Horse Census, 1959
* New Jersey Crop Reporting Service, New Jersey Equine Survey, 1961/i
Pennsylvania Department of Commerce, Pennsylvania Horse and Pony

Survey, 1964
** Harold A. Willman, New York Equine Survey, 1964
tt Virginia Commission of the Industry of Agriculture, The Horse

industry, 1964

6
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and the 1960 farm census number, or 1.2 million 
plus 3.0 million.

A minimum probable total for 1968 is therefore 
4.2 million horses.

A conservative upper limit to the total number of 
horses might be

6.2 million, somewhat less than the 7.5 million estimate that

the United States Depaitment of Agriculture. A conservative

estimate for the horse population in 1968 thus would range from

4.2 million to 6.2 million. Estimates of resource use with horses

are based upon these upper and lower limits. These estimates of

the horse populations assumed for this study are shown 
in Table 3.

These assiuptions imply an incomplete knowledge 
of the actual

numbers of horses in this country.

Table 3
Horses in the United States in 1968

Registered horses in 1968'

Rate og increase 1960-68.-

Number of Comaiercial re%4stered
horses in 1968 / 1

Minimqm number' of non-,regiterad
horses in 1.968*

Total minimum number of horses

Maximum 'umber of non-registered
horses ".n 1968*

Total maximum number of horses

Number

1, 260,' 500

96 percent.

428,500

3,000,000

4,260,500

5,000,000

6,,260,500

*Assumed for purpose of study

Source: Spindletop Research
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III. COMMERCIAL HORSE ACT.iVITIES

The major part of the resources used with horses in this country
is in commercial activities; the remainder is associated with
recreation activities and pleasure horses. The activities clas-
sified as commercial are breeding, training, showing, racing, and
rodeoing, which comprise what could be called the horse industry.
Firms and individuals who supply and serve horses do so for both
the commercial horse industry and for recreation horses. The total
resources directly engaged in the horse industry and in supplying
and serving all horses represent the economic effort resulting from
horses.

BREEDING HORSES

Commercial breeders hold the responsibility for continuing the
blood lines for the horse and pony registries. Even the smallest
breed registries have sonic horse breeders who depend upon commer-
cial breeding.for most of their livelihood. The number of these
commercial breeders in each breed registry varies from the 40,000
in quarterhorse to the dozen or less in American Albinos.

Commercial breeding is characterized by a high investment in land,
equipment, and bloodstock (horses). The total land and capital
varies according to the breed of horse. A trade-off exists be-
tween the amount of land required and the total value of land;
wore expensive land will support more horses per acre, so that
less total acreage is required.

The labor and equipment required will also vary, depending upon
the breed and purpose of the horse, the geographical location of
the land, and the size of the breeding operation. Information is
not available, however, that would allow precise relationships to
be established for these variables. The survey data on labor and
equipment are good enough to furnish reasonable averages, but the I
quality of the data will not justify conclusions about whether or

not economies of scale exist. )

Source of Data

Data on land acreage, land and equipment values, employment, and )
wages were obtained from a mail survey of horse farms of the five
largest breeds of horses. Both random and selected sampling were
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uscd, and more than 3(10 questionnaires wcre mdilcd to breeders
in the United States. The response was. close to 20 percent. This
information was supplemented by a number of personal interviews
with selected breeders.

Average horses/man and wages/man ratios were established froxi tlQ
returns for each breed, and the ratios applied to the reported
number of commercial horses of that breed. The ratios, total
einployuent, and total wage bill for breeding are shown in Table 4.

Part-time employees have been converted to full-time equivalents,
and the employment shown is for 12 month employment, or man-years
of work. Instead of being classified as number of employees, a
better description might be the number of equivalent yearly jobs
that were filled.

Average acres/horse ratios were determined and applied the same
way to get the total land used and equipment required. Table 5
shows the factors used for land and equipment, the total land
used, and the investment for land and equipment in breeding. The
investment in commercial horses is shown in Table 6-(includes
value of animals only).

TRAINING RACE HORSES

Training thoroughbred, standardbred, and quarterhorscs for racing
is carried on by a large number of individualistic, mobile, entre-
preneurial types. Trainers employ nearly all of the vast "back-
stretch" labor at all 135 race tracks. The trainer and his en-
tourage of stable hands and horses move from track to track with
the changing racing schedule. Trainers tend to be either local
or national, and the national trainers might be running horses at
four or five tracks simultaneously.

The arrangement between trainers and owners is flexible, and two
types prevail: the public trainers who takes horses from almost
any owner, and the employee-trainer who trains the horses of one
or two owners of large stables. Standardbred trainers most
commonly drive in races in addition to training horses, so that
the categories of trainer and trainer-driver have been determined.

Source of Data

Questionnaires were mailed to a selected sample of 120 small,
medium, and large trainers in the United States. The response of
nearly 10 percent was too small to furnish more than reasonable
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Table 4
Emp]oyj,, ,it and Wag.s Uscd in Breeding Hlorses in 19GOJ

TOTAL
RATIO YEAI,I,Y ENIPLOYIM: Nr TOTAl WA(;1:,'

HI0kiS HORSES/IIAN WAGl S/.AN (1000 ran-year) (Million Do]kay.)

Thoroughbxed 6 $4000 ]3.2 $ 52.8

Standardbred 8 4000 5.0 20.0

Saddlehorsc* 10 4500 3.0 13.5

Tennessee
Walking Horse 18 4700 3.3 15.5

AppaIoosa 17.5 5400 0.6 3.2

Ponies:
Pony of America,
Welsh, Connemara 18 5000 0.2 1.0

Palomino, Pinto,
Paint 18 5400 0.5 2.7

Arab 18 5000 1.6 8.0

Half Arab 18 5000 0.3 1.5

Morgan, Hackney,
Albino 18 5000 0.1 0.5

Quarter 17.5 5400 4.9 26.5

TOTAL 32.7 $145.2

*Includes Training

Source: Spindletop Research 10



Land, Structures, and Equipment
Table 5

Used in the Commercial Horse Breedinq Industry in 1968

Value Total Structures & Equipment
Number Number Of Land Value Total

Acre 'Commercial Acres Per Of Land Fixed Value of
Per Horses Used Acre (Million Value of (Million

Horse Horse (1000's) (1000's) (Dollars) Dollars) (Dollars Dolars)

Thoroughbred

Standardbred

Saddle and
Tennessee
Walking

Quarter

Other

119.5

75.0

90.0

86.5

29.5

Total

597.5

225.0

270.0

692.0

88.5

1,873.0

$ 1,000

700

500

400

500

$ 597.5 $ 1,500

Source: Spindletop Research

157.5

135.0

276.8

44.3

1,500

1,500

1,000

1,000

$ 179.3

112.5

135.0

29.5

$ 542.8$1,211.1
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Table 6
Investment in Comiiercial Horses in 1968*

Number Average Value Total Value

Breed __1!000 'sj (Dollars) (Million Dollars L

Thoroughbred 119.5 $6,000 $717.0

Standardbred
Racing 35.0 3,000 105.0
Breeding 40.0 2,500 100.0

Saddle
Tennessee Walking 90.0 950 85.5

Quarter
Racing 9.0 1,200 10.8
Other 77.5 700 54.3

Arab 28.0 1,000 28.0

Others 29.5 500 14.8

Total 428.5 $1,115.4

*Value of animals only

Source: Spindletop Research
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averages for labor, wages, and investment in training. Knowledge-
able racing people have known that training is highly labor inten-
sive, and the survey confirms this general knowledge. Table 7 shows
the ratios used and the total employment wages and investment for
trainiJ ng.

Estimates for the number of trainers and their earnings were obtained
from several sources. Although most trainers belong to trade groups,
those organizations have very little information on the number or
earnings of full-time trainers. The Horsemen's Benevolent Protective
Association reports about 16,000 members who are trainers. The num-
ber of full-time trainers is estimated to be 10,000, and each earns
an average of $10,00 a year. Trainer employment is also shown in
Table 7.

RACING HORSES

There are 154 racing associations which conduct racing programs at
135 tracks in the United States. They vary in size from $6 million
average daily bet at Aqueduct in New York, to $110,000 at the Fair,
in Billings, Montana. Associations usually operate for two to six
months and most tracks are closed the rest of the year. A number
of tracks, such as Ak-Sar-Ben, in Omaha, remain open all year for
racing and other uses.

Many track employees do not work full-time, although a sizeable
number travel the track circuit and work much of the year. Employ-
ment at tracks varies with the day of the week, and peak employment
is on Friday and Saturday.

Source of Data

Labor, wage, and investment information was obtained from a mail sur-
0 vey of 21 race tracks in the United States. A selected sample of

three each of the small, medium, and large tracks, including harness,
thoroughbred, and quarterhorse, provided detailed information on
wages and employment. Replies were received from 19 of the tracks.
Representative data on employment and wages by job classification
allowed averages to be determined for "representative" tracks for
each size on a race-day basis. The number of race days for each
track size, multiplied by the representative track average, were
grouped into three sizes according to average daily bet. Tables 8
dnd 9 show the number of tracks in each size, equivalent employment,
and wages for thoroughbred and harness tracks.* Information on track
investment, shown in Table 10, was much less complete, so that esti-
mates of average track investment are not as accurate as track
employment and wages.

Thoroughb-red tracks include quarterhorse data



Table 7
Resources Used for Training Horses

Total Equipment TotalYearly Yearly* Wages Horses Investment/ EquipmentRatio Employment wages/man (million in horse Investment
_._Horse Horse a _(thousands dllr) dollars) Training___dollIars) (million dollars)

Thoroughbred
Training Labor 1.5 26.7 5,050 135.0 40,900 1000 40

Trainers 10.0 10,000 100.0 -

Standardbred.
Training Labor 1.5 20.0 5,050 I01.;' 30,000 1000 30

Trainers 0.9 - 8.0 -

Quarterhorse
Training Labor 3.5 2.5 6,250 15.7 9 I000 9

Total 60.1 359.7 79,000 79

Source: Spindletop Research
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Employwrnt and
Table 0

Wages at Thoroughbrcd Race Tracks

Yea r ly
nplo ont

Man- Year sj

3,998
5,153
6, 92 8

16,079

Total Wagci Paid
(Mill ion Dollar's)

21.8
32.6
61.0

115.4

Source: Spindletop Research

Employment
Table 9

and Wages at Harness Race Tracks

Yearly
Employment
_Mian-Years)

1,859

2,781
903

5,543

Total Wages Paid
-(Mil-lion Dollars)

10.6
14.9
7.0

32.5

*Fifty-three harness racing associations hold meetings, but

nineteen use thoroughbred tracks.

Source: Spindletop Research

33-865 0 - 69 - 9 (p
t
. 4)

Track
Size

Sma 1
Mod i ur,
Large

TOTALS

Nuwboer
of

Tracks

47
30
23

100

Track
Size

Small 1
Medium
Large

TOTALS

Number
of

Tracks

20
23
10

53
(34)*
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Table 10
investmeiit in Race Tracks in

VALUES
EACH

(Million Dollars)

TOTAL
VALUE

(Million Dollars)

Thoroughbred

Standardbred

TOTAL

Source: Spindletop Research

NUMBER
OF

TRACKS

1968

100

134

500

102

602
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Associated racincj activity is shown in Table 11. Most tracks
contract out their food service, and could not furnish information.
The estimates shown were based upon a limited amount of data
supplied by one of the major concessionaires.

The numerous other services at tracks also are furnished by out-
siders. Totalisator, film patrol, photo finish, Telautograph,
and automatic timer services are provided by dozens of firms, from
whom wage and employment data could not be obtained. Several
thousand employees and millions of dollara.ip wages are not in-
cluded.

Thirty four racing comxui-sions operate in the 30 states that
permit pari-mutuel betting. The employment and wage data. were
solicited from each,-and these totals also ar shown in Table 11.

The number of joq1 eys and .lr ver-t4 airlers and V eir earnings 'were
estimated from dAta published in Tfe Amoe.ica'Racing Nanual. ario by
the United States Trotting Associi 6n._-rn ings j4er6 based u~on
minimum charge plus winnings. D &_I;"oqua erhogse jockeys caec
from the Amerioan Quarterhorse A 4ciaton.

SHOWING HORSES, "

The number of shows in the Uni tbd States has been increasing along
with the incre se in reiisterod horses., MucX..6f-thie show activity
is recreational and most horse shqws "h veolo empl6&Mnt. Mary
of the larger s ows contribute to charity, bu the total amounL
is not available.\ The minimum employme t at early Oiy show All
be one or two judges for the length of the show. The larger/shows,
such as Pin Oak, irt Houstbn, Und Devon, 3n Pensyfvania, employ
sizeable numbers of\ people during the shbw and have a full-time
staff during most of tWe year. Few shows are this large however.
Even fewer shows own thel- own quarters; most lease 6 ce and
employees from stadiums or ar.nas. -

Snows are listed by the American Horse Association, or the breed
registry, or by both. Eastern shows are generally larger than
western shows, but there are fewer of them.

Source of Data

Questionnaires were sent to a selected sample of 12 eastern and 40
western small, medium, and large horse shows. In addition, per-
sonal interviews were conducted with the operators of four medium
and large eastern shows not included in the sample. The personal*
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Table 11
Employment arid Wages Used in Associated

Yearly
Employment
jlan-Yc rs)

Track Food Concessions 3,200

State Racing Commissions 1,000

Thoroughbred Jockeys* 1,100

Thoroughbred Jockeys' Valetst 247

Standardbred Driver-Trainers 1,900

Standardbred Trainers 884

Quarterhorse Jockeys* 1,$00

Total 9,331

Track Activities

Wages
(Million Do]]ar.,.J

9.8

9.1

23.0

1.3

11.4

8.8

0.4

63.8

*Represents jockeys who made most of their income from riding.
Part of jockeys' earnings go to support agents.
tValets are paid by both tracks and jockeys, but only the track
payments are shown here.
*Includes part-time jockeys.

Source: Spindletop Research

18
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interview and sum li que:tionxairu ruspoii .povidcd tho bFj. for
the wage and emp]oymnot esLimate.' for reprezrenLaitiv, size of shows.
The nundJer, enp]oyi(en t, and woge data arc jiv uii 'cparately for
eastern and western show.; in Table s 12 and 13.

RODEIOS

The increase in the number of roduos has also been substantial ,
following the general trend of increased recreation activi.tics.
RoGcos are similar to horse shows in their great number and variety.
The Rodeo Cowboys Association and the International Rodeo Associ--

j: ation list the rodeos in which their cowboy members are allowed
to participate.

Each rodeo requires a minimum number of non-stock people, such as
announcers, judges, cloonis, ushers, and parking attendants. The

J stock contractor provides the animals and the stockmen to handle
them. Rodeos vary in size from the Houston Livestock Show and
Rodeo, put on for six days in the Astrodome, to one day perfor-
mances in small towns.

Source of Data

A mail survey was made of eight small and medium rodeos. Personal
interviews with several rodeo operators and stock contractors
supplemented the survey. Information from these sources provided
the basis for averages to be developed for two sizes of represen-
tative rodeos. The total number of rodeo days was applied to
average daily employment and wages for each of the two sizes of
rodeos. Total employment and wages are shown in Table 14.

Table 12
Employment and Wages at Eastern Horse Shows

Number Yearly Total Yearly
of Employment Wage Bill

Shows (Man-Years) (Thousand Dollars)

Large Shows 63 140 990
Swall Shows 608 163 1,150

TOTALS 671 303 2,140

Source: Spindletop Research
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Ml'p] oyic1it. illid WaULc.s

ILnrcjo Shows

Small1 Show'.n;

TOTIAI.S

Number
of

shows

I.9158
450

2,408

L)Jc. 13
-it WCsternz Ifor~ic Sho."

Yckdrly

6

382

Totld Yo.-rly

_Cii.tiand IDoM C

48.0

2,691 .9

Source: Spindletop 1Rosearchi

Empl oymen:t
Table 14

and Wagecs ait Rodcos

Largo Rodeos
Small

TOTALS

Number
of

Shows

565

673

Yea r I. y
EnuployxmIt

(MnYeairs)j

855
699

1,554

Total Yearly
Wdcj Bl].

_(Thouiscnd Dol 11 -rs).

7,117.0
5, 800. 0

12,917.0

Source: Spindletop Rcscarch
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-V . SUPPLIER" OP GOODS AND S .1!, VIC',: TC) IORSs,:S

It is not prntic.liC)1 n.cc ;ary to s-Cplr'It, the good,; and services
used by conmriciai horses from those u.sed by recreation horse,;.
Sales to reerc'ationi horses gonerd to eiiplonymet.C and wages, have ax

effect on the economy of the nat ion, and th c!fore should hC. in.-
cluded al,; part of thc total] inipact from horse.,

Supplici s of good." and service(,: ; to hor-.,c.s are the ro;t diverse of
the horbev related acLivitie', exllnlincd in this study. Little infor.-
maion CoCId e obtained from te ind iviZdu1l cUMILlorcial service and
supply firms', who often wore unah)]e or unwill iig to furnis:h infor-
mat ion.

SU1'PL IES

Horse,., require a large variety of goods and materials for their
upkeep, but the impact hits been shown for only four categories of
suppliers:

* Employment in retail feed sales

* Employment and wages in manufacturing saddle and harness

* Employment and wages in manufacturing drugs

* Employment and wages in manufacturing western horsemen's
clothing

Estimates can be made for employment and wages in these categories,
and they probably represent a large part of all supplies used.
So estimates have been made for any other retail or wholesale
activity, nor for feed manufacturing. The employment and wages
for suppliers for these categories are shown in Table 15.

Data are not available on other horse products and services, such
as horseshoes, sulkies, vans and trailers, feed supplements, and
horse transportation.

Feed Retailinq

The number of people employed and wages in retailing feed could
not be determined directly; instead, an indirect method was used.
It was assumed that commercial horses were fed a reconmmended diet
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Table 15
Employment and Wages of Horse Suppliers in 196B

Employment (full-time) Wages
(Thousands) ..... (Mi] Jion 1)o1lar~s)

Pijgh Lowt Hgh Low t

Suppliers

Feed Retailing 12.3 8.5 91.3 62.8

Equi pment 2.8 2.1 12.8 9.5
.Harness & Saddle

Horse Medicine and
Drugs 0.6 0.5 5.5 4.8

Western Clothing 0.8 0.5 2.8 1.6

Total 16.5 11.6 112.4 78.7

*Based on 6.2 million horses

tBased on 4.2 million horses

Source: Spindletop Research
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of corn, oats, and hay, andC that nol.-co111mm.*cial horses were fed a
much lower volume of feed. The amount of fecd going to non--
commercial horses was based L1pon1 published survey data gathered
from recreation horse owners. Sales/cinployee and W esag/enkpJ oyce
ratios from feed retailing were taken from the 1963 Census of
Retailinc!i, SIC 5962. Many feed stores handle a complete line of
livestock feeds, but the assumption was made that the share of
employees attributable to horses was directly related to the
sales volume of horse feed. Figures shown are for the two assumed
horse populations, 4.2 million and 6.2 million, and show upper
and lower estimates of employment and wages.

Saddle and Harness Equipment

The only category horse products that is reported separately in
the Census of Manufacturers is leather goods, saddles and harness,
SIC 3109931. The employees and wages in manufacturing saddles
and harness have been estimated using 1963 and 1967 census data.
An upper and lower estimate were made and are shown in Table 15.

Horse D;js_ n_.and Medicine

The volume of medicine and drugs used on horses was determined
directly from a questionnaire survey made of menrers of the
American Association of Equine Practitioners. The value of sales
was converted to manufacturing employees and wages using data
taken from the 1967 Census of Manufacturers, SIC 2833. Figures
have been shown for the two horse populations (see Table 15).

Western Clothing Manufacturinct

The boom in western horse activities is reflected in the increased
sales of western clothing. The employment and wages in manufac-
turing were determined indirectly. High and low estimates of
sales were made from sales/advertising ratios in the clothing
industry, using the value of 1968 advertising in the five main
westerm magazines. Total sales figures were then converted to
employment and wages using ratios taken from the 1967 Census of
Manufacturers, SIC 232. High estimates were based on an assumed
three cents per one dollar of sales, and low estimates on five
cents per one dollar. ResL'ts are shown in Table 15.
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SERVICES

Veterinary Medicine

The number of people working in equine practice was determined
from the questionnaire survey of members of the American Associ-
ation of Equine Practitioners. People who spend part of their
time treating horses were converted to full time equivalents, or
man-years. The employment and wages results arc shorn in Table 16.

Farriers

The number of farriers and their earnings were also determined
indirectly. Owners of commercial horses shoe their horses more
often, and pay more than do the owners of recreation horses.
Estimates were made based upon the known average income and yearly
shoeing capacity of farriers for each of the two classes of horses.
The results shown are better described as average yearly farrier
demand, instead of showing the actual supply of farriers. The
upper and lower estimates shown in Table 16 are based upon the two
estimates of horse population.

Publi shinq

Nearly 100 horse magazines were asked to furnish information on
their employment, wages, and circulation. Their incomplete returns
provided the basis for the estimates of total employment and wages
for publications about the horse industry, shown in Table 16.

Horse Organizations

More than 100 horse organizations were asked to supply information
on their employment and wages. The estimates shown in Table 16
are based upon the incomplete returns from these questionnaires.
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Table 16
Employment and Wagcs in Iforse Sc

Employment

1000 's
Hicggh* Iowt

SERVICES

Veterinarians
and Helpers

Farriers

Publishing

Horse Organizations

Total Service

4.7

11.5

0.6

0.-2

17.0

4.2

8.8

0.5

0.2

13.7

rvj ces in 1968

Wages
(Million Dollars)
H igh* Lowt

36.0

137.0

3.3

1.9

178.2

25.0

11. 1

2.9

1.7

140.7

*Based on 6.2 million horses

tBased on 4.2 million horses

Source: Spindletop Research
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V. TAX CONTRIBUTION FROM HORSES

Horse activities generate tax revenues similar to other kinds of
commercial and recreational activities in the nation, with one
important exception: states which permit pari-mutuel betting
share in the earnings from horse racing. These earnings are a
sizeable contribution to most states; New York alone received
more than $155 million in 1968.

Only two types of tax revenue are sh9wn in the study, land taxes
and pari-mutuel horse racing taxes. Other tax figures were
beyond the scope of this study. Racing taxes are taken from
statistics furnished by the National Association of State Racing
Commissioners. Real estate taxes were estimated, based upon an
average of three cents per one hundred dollars of assessed value
of land, and an assessment rate of 50 percent. The results are
shown in Table 17.

Table 3.7
Tax Contribution from Horses in 1968

Million Dollars

Pari-Mutuel Revenue 426.9

Local Real Estate Taxes* 18.9

Total 445.8

*Based on 1.97 million acres of land valued at $1.26 billion

Source: Spindletop Research
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VI. RECREATION FROM 11ORS i73

Horses have contributed for years to spectator recreation at racing,
but it has been only within the last ten years that they have con-

I tributed in a large way to participatory recreation. Not much
direct data are available to show the increase in horse recreation,
but indirect evidence confirms that growth has occurred in horse

i recreation. The increased number of horse magazines and their
circulation, the increase in number of state breed registry orga-
nizations, the growth in the number of suppliers, and the growth

' in number of smaller horse shows reflect thu increased intcrcst
* in horses. In 1966, the American Quarterhorse Association approved

1239 shows; the number rose to 1416 in 1968. Riding at stables
and in 4-H1 clubs has increased; trail riding is becoming a major
sport.

Attendance information on horse races is reported yearly by the
National Association of State Racing Commissions. The number of
people attending horse races has been fairly stable during the
last few years. During 1967, more than 63 million people went to
see horses race. Table 18 shows that horse racing attracts con-
siderably more people than any of the other popular professional
spectator sports.

The estimated value of pleasure horses is shown in Table 19,
based upon minimum and maximum numbers of horses.

Table 18
Selected Professional Recreational Activities

in the United States in 1967

Attendance
Activity (Millions)

Professional
Baseball (major league) 24.2

, Professional and College
Football 43.4

Professional
Basketball 3.1

Horse Racing 63.4

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States 1968, pp. 207
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Value of Recreation

Type Horse

Registered*

Grade

Total

Value Each
CDollars)

400

100

Table 19
Irorses in the United

Number of Iforsesf
(Thousands)

SHj qh -- LowI

832.0 832.0

5000.0 .3000.0

5832.0 3832.0

States in 1968

Total Value
(Million Dollars)
High Low

332.8 332.8

500.0 300.0

832.8 632.8

*Excludes 428,500 registered coriaercial. horses

tBased on upper and lower limits of 6.2 million and 4.2 million
horses

Source: Spindletop Research
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VII. SUMMARY OF RHISUIT3

Resources used in the horse industry in the United States in 1968
are summarized in Table 20. These estimates are necessarily con-
servative because some known activities could not be included.
The commercial sector, especially the employment and wage figures
shown, are recognized to be understated by some amount. Despite
this downward bias, the estimate of resource use presented here
is considered to be a sufficiently accurate representation of the
impact of horses on the economy of the country.



Table 20
Summary of Findings

I. HORSE POPULATION

Estimate of Non-Registered Horses
Registered Horses
Commercial
Recreational

428,500
832,000

Total Horses

5,000,000* 3,000,000t

1,2604500 1,2604500

6,260,500 4,260,500

I1. LABOR USED FOR HORSES

EMPLOYMM"T

Breeding
Training
Racing
Horse Shows
Rodeos

WAGES

32,700
60,114
30,953

685

1,554

Total

$145,200,000
359,7C0,000
211,700,000
4,831,901

12,917,00

S734c 348, 901

Suppliers 16,584
Services 17,000

33,584

126,006

159,590*

11,636
13,754

25,390
126,006

$112,400,000
178,2501405

$290,650,405
734, 348, 901

$ 78,700,000
140,700,00

$219,400,000
734,348,901

$953, 748, 901151,396t $1,024,999,306*

III. LAND RESOURCES USED FOR COMMERCIAL HORSES

Acres - 1,873,000

Value of Land

*Hioh Estimate
M Estimate

$1,211,100,000
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Table 20 (Cont'd)
Summary of Findings

IV. CAPITAL RESOURCES USED FOR HORSE INDUSTRY

Breeding
Training
Race Tracks
Horses

Total Capital Investment

V. TOTAL INVESTMENT IN LAND AND CAPITAL

VI. REAL ESTATE AND PARI-MUTUEL TAXES

Real Estate Taxes
Pari-Mutuel Revenue

Total Taxes

VII. RECREATIONAL

Value of Recreational Horses

$ 542,800,000
79,000,000

602,000,000
1,115,400, COO

$2,339,200,000

$3, 550, 300,000

$ 18,900,000
426,900, 000

$ 445,800,000

$832,800,000* $ 632,800,000t

*High Estimate

tLow Estimate

Source: Spindletop Research
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(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 2:30 p.m., of the same day.)

AVrFq'NOON SESSION

Senator ANDEiRSON (presiding). Senator Smathers, will you intro-
duce your people?

Mr. SMATIIERS. Yes, sir.
Senator Anderson, the American Horse Council would like to pre-

sent a statement for the record on behalf of former Senator Thruston
Morton and myself as general counsel and ask that that be made part
of the record.

Senator ANDERSON. Without objection it will be so done.
(The document follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HORSE COUNCIL, INC.
SUMMARY

1. The American Horse Council, Inc., an organization of some 200,000 mem-
bers, consisting of most of the major horse associations in the United States is
unalterably opposed to the farm tax provisions contained in Sections 211, 212
and 213 of H.R. 13270.

2. These provisions, if enacted Into law would constitute a serious threat
to much of the $12 billion horse industry In America.

3. At stake in that industry are (a) -the interests of the 187,000 young boys
and girls in 4-H horse projects (b) the well being of thousands of horse breed-
er&-farmers who have no special federal subsidies (c) the investment of capital
in rural communities which has created many thousands of jobs for the people
of -these areas making it possible for them to stay out of our overcrowded cities
(d) the horse racing Industry which returned $427 million to the 30 states where
parimutuel betting was in operation in 1968 and (e) the schools, scholarship
programs, hospitals, police and fire protection, new parks and play grounds that
these millions make possible.

4. Congress has always championed incentives for the farmer. Since 1915
it has fought for the right of farmers to use the simplified cash method of keep-
Ing books. As recently as 1962, Congress specifically exempted livestock from
Section 1245--the depreciation recapture rule applicable to personal property.
A. The Horse Industry

It Is estimated that there are approximately seven million horses in America.
The industry has lived through a virtual revolution in the past 25 years. It has
now become a major factor In our economy. According to the Department of
Agriculture, horse owners spend $5 billion a year just for items such as feed,
drugs and equipment.

Added to that are the moneys generated by breeding farms, payrolls for allied
industries such as the manufacturers of saddles, horseshoes, trailers, boots, hats,
etc. Additional millions are spent in travel costs to attend horse shows, racing,
rodeos and other horse events. The Department of Agriculture has estimated the
size of the total horse industry at $12 billion,
B. Contribution of the Horse Breeder

At the heart of this great industry Is the breeder of horses. Without him, we
would not have witnessed a five million head increase in the horse population in
the last quarter century. And without his continuing operations in the future,
the Industry would slip back into the deteriorated condition It found Itself in
during the early 1940's.

Horse breeders are often glamorously portrayed as men of great wealth-
owners of luxurious stables and million dollar studs.

On the contrary, the average breeder of horses-race horses, pleasure horses,
quarter horses, trotting horses, children's ponies--this average breeder more
closely fits the mold of the average farmer.

For in fact, the horse breeder is a farmer. The product of his work-like farm-
ers who till the soil and those who breed livestock-is subject to all the vagaries
of weather, market fluctuations and, perhaps most importantly, the unpredicta-
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billty of his crop, One wrong decision during a four year interval iani spell
disaster for him, just as It can for other breeders of livestock. There's no sure
way of knowing in advance which of his foals are going to fall victim to disease
or injury or some late developing physical disability. In good times and bad, he
has to continue to buy feed, fence posts and fertilizer.

The farmer who breeds horses doesn't enjoy price supports from the Federal
Government; he doesn't share in incentive payments such as those afforded to
the sheep industry; unlike the dairy and beef industries lie has no protection
from excessive foreign imports.

The horse breeder has asked for no subsidies from the Federal Government.
And he has none. Yet, along with other farmers, he feels the pinch of the sky-
rocketing costs of farm production.

5. The problem arises today because much publicity has been focused upon
what is said to be a great "loophole" in the law. Yet the proposed remedy con-
tained in the farm provisions of H.R. 13270 would raise only $5 million in 1970.
This constitutes only 3/1000 of 1% of the $154 billion in taxes collected by the
Federal Govdrnment last year. Furthermore for the past 3 years the number of
returns showing farm losses declined at the rate of 25,000 each year. The problem
is thus insignificant compared to the overall problem of collecting billions in
taxes and closing giant loopholes.
6. We believe the answer lies not in new legislation but in more strongly en-

forcing the present law such as Section 165 which prohibits the deduction of all
farm losses unless a farm is being operated "for profit."

Thruston B. Morton, President, and George A Smathers, General Counsel, sub-
mit the following statement on behalf of the American Horse Council, Inc.

STATEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

The American Horse Council is an organization of some 200,000 people who
have Joined together in the common goal of promoting the interests of theburgeoning horse Industry of our nation. It was formed to define and implement

program to meet the Immediate and long-range needs for the industry particularly
those concerned with medical research; studies in regard to its economic impact
and contribution; and familiarizing the government and the general public with
the industry.

The cohesive factor in the membership of our organization is horse ownership
and a direct interest in the horse industry; our ranks cut a wide swath across
our country's economic scale, both individual and businesses. Among the associa-
tions that have Joined in forming the Council are the American Andaluslan As-
sociation; the American Hackney Horse Society; American Horse Shows
Association, Inc.; American Quarter Horse Association; American Saddle Horse
Breeders Association; Appaloosa Horse Club, Inc.; Arabian Horse Club Registry
of America, Inc., Morgan Horse Club, Inc.; National Association of State Racing
Commissioners; The Jockey Club; The Pinto Horse Association of America, Inc.;
The United States Trotting Association; Thoroughbred Breeders of Kentucky,
Inc. ; and Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders Association.

Tihe citizen who devotes his life and 2noney to breeding horses is making a con-
tribution to the well-being of rural America. He is providing Jobs, purchasing
power and healthy recreation for our people. He is supporting the 187,000 young
boys and girls in 4-H horse projects. He has helped to transform dying rural
areas into vibrant places to live and work and raise a family.

In the last several weeks, we have heard the term "outside capital" in farming
maligned. It has been used interchangeably with "tax gimmickry". We need to
remember what capital invested in horse breeding, pure bred livestock operations,
and crop improvement has meant to communities where it has been invested.

Henry Matthiesson remembers. He and his father have been cattle farmers in
the Blue Ridge Mountains for the past 43 years. He has seen new capital come
on the land and make it better-better for farming and better for the people who
live and work in the valley they call home. Here is the way the former president
of the American Hereford Association described it to the Ways and Means
Committee:

"I look back on the origins of the farming community in which I have lived.
There are perhaps a half dozen large farms in the small valley today; this, in
place of perhaps 20 or 25 farms forty years ago. Mo3t of that land was in the
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hands of banks In those days, and lying unfarined. Today, there are perhaps an
average of four to six farm families working on each of those farins, making a
regular, secure living, and these farms are responsible for iuch of tile prosix-rity
of business in the neighboring communities. Much of that valley was til overgrown
wilderness, 'farmed out,' when we catte there, with none of the modern inachitiery
and know-how that Is available to it today. Someone put money in It forty years
ago, or It would still be marginal support. That application of capital (d not
wreck that farming community or drive people out of it, It preservi'l the coin-
munity and the people and made it better."

C. The More Racing Industry
The owners and breeders of race horses are making a unique .ontribution to

our economy. Like all other horsemen, they enjoy no federal snbsidies. On the
contrary, they are subsidizing substantial tax revemes in the 31 states where a
parimutuel betting system is in operation.

In Illinois, for example, horse racing returned $40 million to the State treasury
in 1968. In New Jersey the figure was $34.4 million; California $57.3 million ; and
New York $155.7 million.

These moneys support schools, scholarship programs, hospitals, police and fire
protection, new parks and playgrounds. They help make the community a better
place to live.

Take those millions out of a state's treasury and one of the three thins must
happen: Either state ad valorem taxes will have to go up: or the Federal flovern-
ment will have to increase state ail programs; or the quality of life will suffer.

This state tax revenue is always substantially greater than the total purse
winnings of horse owners and the Income to race tracks combined. In thorough-
bred racing last year, total tax revenue exceeded total purse distributions by
$100 million.

The cost of maintaining all thoroughbreds in 1968 was greater than all purse
distributions by approximately $193 million.

It is apparent -then that the horse racing industry is largely subsidized by
the owners. Because of their willingness to invest Iln such a high risk venture,
state and local governments can do more for their Ieople.

II. TIE CONGRESS HAS ALWAYS SUPPORTED FARM INCENTIVES

Historically, the Congress of the United States has always recognized these
values that farming and ranching contribute to the betterment of our society.

Congress has also long been aware that our oldest and largest industry hisS not
yet found its place in the sun-that farming has not shared in the prosperity of
our economy generally. Congress has, therefore, deliberately written into the law
certain provisions which it felt were essential for the farming and ranching
industries.

For example, after capital gains provisions were added to the Code in 1942,
the Treasury Department, concerned as always only with the amount of revenue
returned to the government, tried for nine years to exclude breeding livestock
from property that would qualify for capital gains treatment.

Restrictive Rulings were issued by Treasury in 1944 and again in 1945. Not-
withstanding a 1949 Court of Appeals decision to the contrary, Treasury per-
sisted. However, the Conference Committee of the House and the Senate meeting
on the Revenue Act of 1950 directed that the Trea,-ury follow the Court's ruling.

The following year, in 1951. the Congress, after deliberation, specifically ap-
plied capital gains treatment to livestock held for 12 months or more for draft,
dairy or breeding purposes,

When the Congress amended the so-called hobby law in 1954, it recognized
that the provisions written into the original amendment ten years earlier could
"penalize bona fide business and enterprlss." The Congress excluded, therefore,
certain costs from computing the basic $50,000 loss figure, among which were
those costs that farmers have traditionally been permitted to expense or
capitalize.

In 190, Congress added soil and water conservation, and in 1962, land clearing,
to those costs which a farmer can expense or capitalize.

Also in 1962, when Section 1245 was added to the Code, Congress deliberately
provided that livestock would not be subject to the recovery of depreciation rules.
A, Cash Accounting

Perhaps in no other tax area has Congress demonstrated greater concern for
the farmer than in its Insistence down through the years that the farmer may
use a cash method of accounting. t
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Congress has always recognized that the accrual accounting method would
impose new and complex difficulties and significantly greater costs on the farmer
who is already besieged with an almost untenable burden of ever higher pr(duc-
tion costs, and low prices for his product.

Congress has, therefore, always fought for the (ash method for farmers to
help hin avoid the necessity of keeping elaborate books and records and the
almost impossible burdens of maintaining inventories and properly allocating
costss .

Farmers have historically managed their farm operations on a cash basis. The
Congress has long recognized this practice as a fact, and 54 years ago, two years
after adopting the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which authorized
the personal income -tax, approved the Treasury regulations authorizing the right
of farmers to operate their farms on ai cash basis.

In fact, up until 1958 the Treasury required farmers to use cash accounting, If
they did not keel) complete and precise records. Treasury Regulations further
say that the farmer ,is among those taxpayers who are not expected to keep
detfi lied books of account.

The Treasury Department recognizes the difficulties that an accrual sy. stemn
poses for the farmer. It has, for example, set out in the Regulations low gross
profits of a farmer are to be ascertaned.1 It has permitted an eXCeption to the
general rule and allowed the farmer to Inventory his animals held for draft, dairy
and breoxiing purposes along with those held for sale." It has provided special
inventory valuation methods for farmers3

For the past eighteen years, the Congress has steadfastly resisted numerous
attempts by Treasury Department officials to require farmers to give up the
cash method.

When Congress acted in 19)51 to assure that breeding livestock could qualify
for capital gains, the following language of the Ways and Means Committee
Report was emphatic in its insistence that Treasury not force the farmer to give
up the cash method:

"Your Committee believes that the terin 'livestock' should be given A broad,
rather than a narrow Interpretation; and that the gains from sate of livestockA
should be computed in accordance with the method of UIhestock accounting used
by the taxpayer and presently recogniZed by the Bureau of Internal Revenue."

The Senate Finance Committee was also unequivocal In laying down guidelines
It expected Treasury to follow:

"Your Committee believes that the gains front sales of livestock should be com-
puted in accordance with the method of livestock accounting used by the tax-
payer and presently recognized by the Bureau of Internal Revenue."

Following this action by the Congress, the Secretary of the Treasury sent a
letter to the then Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Senator Walter
George of Georgia, requesting that the Congress approve legislation giving the
Department the authority to require farners to adopt the accrual method. Senator
George and the Committee refused to accede to the Treasury request and took no
action.

In the President's Tax Message to Congress in 1963, the matter was again
brought up. The Treasury Department, in Its appearance before the Ways and
Means Committee that year, urged tlat farmers who made over $15,000 in non-
farm inoomne be required to establish an "Excess Deductions Account," made up
of farm losses less gains. Gain front the sale of capital assets would be treated
as ordinary Income to the extent of the amount in the account. The effect of this
proposal would have been most onerous to the sinall cash method farmers.

The Treasury weas once again notably -uccessful In changing the long-held
position of the Congress about this matt.. The Ways and Means Committee
refused to act.

1Ir. T E PROBLEM TODAY

Today we find these farm tax provisions once again under attack. It is said
that some people are abusing the law-that they are cutting money into farming
as a "tax ghimick"-scavenging, so to speak, on the cash accounting method and
other provisions Congress has authiorlzed to help the farmer.

It is being said that this constitutes a great "loophole" In the tax laws; that

1 See. 1.61-4.
*See. 1.61-4(b) (7).$See. 1,471-8. (A farmer on the cash method may not inventory; one on the accrual

method must. (See 1.61-4(b) ).
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this so-called "loophole" should be closed not by attacking the "tax gimmick
operator," but by changing the whole system of farm accounting which Congress
has consistently fought to preserve.

At the outset, we should ask ourselves how big is this problem that some say
requires extreme remedies in order to cure? The Federal Government collected
a total of $154 billion in taxes last year. The largest estimate of revenue loss that
this particular problem involves--$145 willion-was made by Mr. Surrey. If we
accept his estimate. it amounts to less than %o of 1% of the total revenue col-
lected. The spokesmen for the new Secretary of the Treasury estimate that his
proposal to solve this problem would raise $10 million in 1970. This comes to less
than %oo of 1% of the total revenue collected. The proposal passed by the House
of Representatives would increase revenues by $5 million in 1970. This represents
1ooo of 1% of the total revenue collected.

Furthermore, in the last three years the number of returns showing a farm loss
declined at the rate of almost 25,000 each year.

We submit, therefore, that this is really an insignificant problem when com-
pared with the overall problem of collecting billions in taxes and in closing giant
loopholes. The Surrey proposed pointed to only 2,600 tax returns of wealthy people
as the maximum that could be involved. We say could be, because no one has ever
claimed that all of those are "tax gimmick" operators, rather than honest, hard-
working farmers and ranchers who suffer losses in the legitimate .te pursuit of
improving horse breeds or cattle breeds or crops.

A. What is the Answer?
But even if, out of three million farmers, these 2,600 were all violating the

law-the question arises as to what we are going to do to stop it. Do we change
the laws which Congress has insisted upon f':,r the benefit of the farmer for 54
years? Do we thus jeopardize the already precarious position of agriculture?
Has farming reached such a level of prosperity that we should take away any
advantages it may presumably have? We don't think so. We believe that this
Congress should and will think as have the other Congresses of the past; that
is to say that this is a minor problem that the Treasury presents; that the farmer
shot Id not be pilloried and abused; that the law should remain as the Congresses
of the past intended it to be.

We recognize that every law the Congress writes-and particularly tax laws--
are in time circumvented and abused by a few of the astute and ill-intentioned
operators. But we don't think, to quote the ancient aphorism, "we should burn
down the barn to catch a few rats." We believe that the answer lies in enforcing
the laws already on the books.

We believe that these people who allegedly engage in farming to scavenger on
the traditional and essential farm provisions are not covered by the provisions
of the law under which they operate. Most of them would fail the "intent tests"
spelled out in Sections 1231(b) (3) and 165.' There Is no doubt that the Treasury
Department can move effectively against questionable farm losses. In fact, such
losses are now being questioned by the Internal Revenue Service in 47 cases pres-
ently pending In the Tax and District Courts under Section 165.

Some of these "tax gimmick" operations are also subject to regulation as in-
vestment contracts by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The SEC has
already asserted its authority in similar ventures involving beaver, mink and
fox.

Therefore we believe it would be a far wiser course for the government to
move vigorously under present law against violators of those laws. To change
these laws, as proposed, would be to punish all three million farmers in America
for the wrongdoing of a few.

IV. ALTERNATIVE REMEDIES ADVANCED TO MEET THE PROBLEM

Let us examine what is proposed as remedies for this problem:
A. The Surrey proposal would limit to $15,000 per year the amount of farm

losses that could be offset against non-farm income by any farmer who did not
adopt the accrual method and capitalize all costs which can now be expensed
or capitalized at the taxpayer's option.

b. The Metcalf Bill (S. 500) also applies to any farmer who does not adopt
the accrual method and capitalize all cost which can now be expensed or

4 Under 1281(b) (3) livestock must be held for one year for draft, dair. or breeding
purPoe. If they are not held for oue of those purposes they do not qualify for capital

ap us. Under Section 165 a farm must be operated "for profit" in order for losses to be
uctible.

0
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capitalized ht the taxpayer's option. Farmers who do not comply with these
conditions would lose their right to offset farm losses against non-farili income
on a dollar-for-dollar basis to the extent that non-farm income exceeded $15,000.
Thus, a farmer having a $30,000 non-farm Income, could deduct no form losses
against his non-farm income.

C. The Millcr Bill (S. 1560) simply disallows all farm losses, except those
attributed to a casualty or research) to any farmer who does not derive at
least 2 of his total net income from farming. It applies Irrespective of whether
the farmer is on the cash or accrual method.

D. The Trcasury Tax Reform Proposals of April 22, 1969, would:
(1) Make the accrual method and capitalization of expenditures such as for

soil and water conservation, fertilizer, and land clearing costs (which can now
be expensed or capitalized) the standard for determining farm losses which must
be included in the computation of "preferences" under the "Limit on Tax Pref-
erences" proposal. Cash method farmers would have to recompute their losses
on the accrual method and the difference would constitute "preferences." Farm
capital gains could not offset farm losses in the determination of "preferences."
(Under the "Limit on Tax Preferences" proposal, a taxpayer can claim certain
exclusions and deductions now allowed in full, only to tile extent that such
"preferences" do not exceed 50% of his total income. In other words, such
preferences would be taxable to the extent that they exceeded his Income sub-
ject to tax from all other sources.)

(2) Livestock was excluded from the depreciation recovery provisions of
Section 1245 when the law was enacted in 1962. This exception would be removed,
meaning that gain on the sale of livestock to the extent of prior depreciation
taken would be treated as ordinary income.

(3) The holding period for livestock other than raec horses would be extended
from the present one year to the shorter of two years or 2A of the expected useful
life before sales could qualify for capital gains.

(4) Race horses would qualify for capital gains only if (a) "in the hands of a
breeder" they hud actually been bred or (b) they were used "in the racing busi-
ness" for two or more years.

(5) Farmers on the cash method would have to establish an Excess Deductions
Account (EDA). All losses in excess of $5,000 would go into the account. The
account would be reduced by net ordinary farm income in subsequent years. The
proceeds of the sale of capital assets would be treated as ordinary income to
the extent of the amount in the account in the year in which the sale is made ;.
for example, a taxpayer loses $100,000 in 10M. $95.000 goes Into his EDA. In
1970 he sells off livestock which would ordinarily give him a capital gain
of $200,000. $95,000 is treated as ordinary income and the $105,000 is capital gains.

(0) Under the Hobby Law (Section 270), certain deductions are disallowed
when a taxpayer incurs net losses in excess of $50,000 for five consecutive years.
Treasury recommended that the time period be changed to "any three of fle
consecutive years."

E. The House-passea bill, actions 211, 212 and 218 of H.R. 18270, would provide
as follows:

(1) A new hobby loss provision (Section 270) would disallow the deduction
of all legitimate expenses from any business activity carried on "without a
reasonable expectation of profit."

Heretofore, the law has always been based upon the "intent" of the taxpayer
to make a profit. Under this new provision, the IRS will be permitted to decide
whether the taxpayer's intention was reasonable. This would be a dramatic de-
parture in the law and one that would cause undue hardships, uncertainty, and
necessitate costly and time-consuming litigation.

(2) An Excess Deductions Account (EDA) will be required to be established
which will cause taxpayers to report as ordinary income what would otherwise
be classified as capital gain. This change in the tax rate could be the difference
between a 25% and a 70% bracket. All taxpayers who make in excess of $50,000
in non-farm income and whose farm losses exceed $25,000 will be required to
establish an Excess Deductions Account. Losses in excess of $25,000 would be
entered in the EDA. To the extent of the amount in the EDA, capital gains from
the sale of farm assets would be treated as ordinary Income. In effect, this could
increase a horseman's taxes by almost 200% under the present law.

(3) Depreciation claimed for livestock would be "recaptured" when the ani-
mal is sold. Thus, gain on the sale of livestock would be treated as ordinary
income rather than capital gain, to the extent of depreciation deductions pre-
viously cdaiwed.
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(4) Livestock would not qualify for capit1 gains treatment until it was
held at least one year after the animal normally would have first been used for
draft, dairy, breeding or sporting (such as horse racing) purposes.

F. The Trcasury Department proposed to the Senate Finance Committee on
September 4, 1969 th %t the farm provisions of tH.R. 13270 be amended as follows:

(1) That the Excess Deductions Account rules apply to any farmer whose non-
farm income exceeds $25,000 and whose farm losses exceed $15,000. In such a
case, all farm losses should be included in the E.D.A.

(2) The term "profit" in the proposed new hobby loss provision should "be
specifically defined to include not only immediate economic profit but also any
reasonably anticipated long-term increase in the value of property."

V. THE PROPOSED REMEDIES WILL HURT THE AVERAGE FARMER

All of these proposals fall into the following categories:
(a) threat to the cash method of accounting;
(b) limitations on the option to expense or capitalize certain costs;
(c) restrictions on Section 270, the hobby law;
(d) limitations on non-farm income.

Let us look briefly at each of these categories.
(a) Our response to the attack upon the cash method farmer is that the issue

for the past 20 years has been between the technicians down in the Treasury
Department who obviously want to increase tax revenues, and the Congress of
the United States which looks at the broad spectrum of what is best and, indeed,
what is essential for America's three million farmers.

Congress has always put the welfare of the average farmer first in its delibera-
tions. We don't believe the sordid story of a handful of tax dodgers is going to
persuade the Congress that attacks upon the farm community and farm tra-
ditions are an appropriate response.

(b) The Surrey and Metcalf proposals provide that, in addition to giving up
the cash method, farmers may not offset farm losses against non-farm income
unless they also capitalize all costs which the Congress has heretofore permitted
the farmer the option of either capitalizing or currently deducting. These include
costs of soil and water conservation, fertilizer and land clearing.

The Treasury proposal calls these expenses "tax preferences" upon which it
would place a 50% limitation.

Congress Just added the soil and water conservation provision to the Code in
1954. The provision on fertilizer was added in 1960 and that with respect to
land clearing in 1962. Have conditions for the farmer improved so much in the
past seven years that these provisions are no longer needed by the farm com-
munity? It is impossible for us to believe that the Congresses of recent years
who wrote these provisions into the law for the benefit of farmers were so ill-
informed or short sighted.

(c) The present hobby law provides that if losses in a trade or business exceed
$50,000 for five consecutive years, the individual's tax is re-computed for each
of those years and limitations are placed on the amount of loss that can be
deducted. In computing the $50,000 loss figure, certain deductions are exempted
by law. For example, in 1954, Congress excluded from hobby loss computations
those expenditures which may, at the taxpayer's option, either be capitalized or
deducted when incurred.

The Surrey proposal called Section 270 "ineffectual." However, a few years
ago, while teaching at Harvard, Mr. Surrey posed this question about Section
270:

how can it be withdrawn without affecting the genuine business activities
of an individual with his finger in niany pies, or those genuine activities carried
on by individuals which generally show red fiqurcs for the initial years hecausc
of the nature of the business, such as horse breeding, fruit raising, mining or
hotel operation or may suddenly show losses for several years due to adverse
conditions . .."

Thus Mr. Surrey pointed a finger at the heart of this problem. It takes 8 to 7
years before new citrus trees begin to bear fruit. The cycle in purebred live-
stock operations is 5 years. 'There is a three year lapse from breeding until a
race horse is even eligible to enter a purse race. All of these investments take
time before they, hopefully, begin to show a profitable return.

$ 4"Federal Income Taxation, Cases and Materials," Stanley S. Surrey and William C.
Warren, The Foundation Press, Inc., 1955.
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After 25 years experience with Section 270, including at least one relaxation
of Its potentially penal characteristics, we believe that the Congress will finally
decide against tightening its restrictions. If the law were changed, as has been
proposed, it is a certainty that many taxpayers, who are making great contribu-
tions to our people as a result of their research investments into the rural com-
nunities of America, will be driven out of these areas.

(d) The proposals that limit the right to deduct farm lo88e8 against non-
farm income seriously damage and restrict the operations of the long-time
genuine farmer.

In today's farm economy, the farmer is increasingly turning to off-the-farm
supplementary income. In so doing, he is simply following the recommendation
of the Farmers Home Administration, which, through its predecessor agency,
began urging the farmer to diversify his farm operations when the agency first
opened in 1933. For the post decade, the admonition has been to diversify not
his farm but his source of income.

The success of these efforts is reflected in a recent address by Dr. M. L.
Upchurch, Administrator of the Economic Research Service, U.S.D.A. :

"Off-farm income has become an increasing factor in the life of farm families.
In 1967, the farm population got $13 billion net from farming and $10.7 billion
from non-farm 8ourcc8. On the average, each farm operator family received
$4,526 net from farming, and $4,452 from non-farm sources. Non-farm income
per farm family more than doubled between 1960 and 1967."

If this rate of increase continues in the future, and it will probably accelerate
if tax incentives are granted for Industry locating in rural areas, the non-farm
income of the average farmer will exceed $15,000 in 13 years. If the Metcalf or
Surrey proposals were adopted, the average of all three million farmers in
America would then be forced to relinquish the cash accounting method they
have been able to operate under since 1915 or be denied the right to offset farm
losses against their non-farm income.

The strange anomaly of these proposals is that if the farmer proved to be more
successful at farming than he was in his other business investments, he could
continue to deduct all his business losses against his income from the farm. We
believe that fairness and equity require that the principle should work equally In
either direction.

VI. THE QUESTION OF LAND VALUES

The Surrey proposal states that "the price of farmland (is) beyond that which
would prevail in a normal farm economy." In effect, it says the price of farmland
is too high. Senator Metcalf acknowledged that his proposal would bring farmland
prices down "in some areas."

We don't believe there is any citizen, either on or off the farm, who wants the
land he presently owns to decline in value. With lower land value, the farmer
who desires to expand into contiguous acreage, Will have less collateral to offer
Banks will be reluctant to loan money. The percentage of the selling price the
farmer can get on a purchase money mortgage will decline. He will need more
cash for a down payment. If he hasn't got it, and there's equity in his existing
holdings, he can put up the land he already owns as collateral. But with declining
values, it may not be enough, particularly if, like the average American, he
already has that homestead under mortgage. He'll find the same problem when
he wants a loan for new equipment, or operating capital.

The many farmers who have been able to sell out to land developers, pocket
an amount of money they could never have realized from farming, and move
further out into the country where they can and do buy more acreage at a
fraction of the price they sold for, have not been heard to complain of increased
land values. They can do a lot of things for their wives and children they other-
wise could not have done. They can upgrade their total standard of living. They
can be sure that their children get the best education.

One of the arguments used by the sponsors of these proposed changes is that
outsiders with money come in and buy up land so that locals can't buy it Surely
there is little logic to this. The farmer who covets his neighbor's land does not
want the value of his land to diminish. Surely he should realize that as all our
people grow more affluent, have more leisure time, they will normally move back
to the farms or ranches as a second home, and of course this increases the price
of the land-his neighbor's and his own. This movement upward of land values,
we submit, is desirable overall-surely it's better than a downward movement.

6 Before the Annual Agriculture Outlook Conference, February 18, 1969.
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To allege as some do that "outsiders," "tax avoiders" drive up the price of land
and hurt the legitimate farmer, is to ignore the facts of our growing population,
our growing wealth, our growing leisure time, our growing opportunities to enjoy
the long-sought "country life."

Vir. THE FARM COMMUNITY NEEDS OUTSIDE CAPITAL

Implicit in these proposed changes is the belief that outside capital which is
good and desirable for all industries is somehow harmful to farming.

Completely overlooked are all the benefits that investment capital have meant
to the farmer, the rural community and to the American people In general.

Outside capital built American agriculture. It made new technology possible.
It has helped to produce the finest beef and the finest citrus of the world. It
seems incomprehensible to suggest that we should, all of a sudden, stop our
improvements in the food and nourishment we eat-any more than we should
stop the investment of capital in the production of championship race horses
which attracted over 65 million people to watch organized racing last year
resulting In $427 million in state tax revenues to 30 states.

You can't breed an animal and raise a mature offspring ready for the track
or the market overnight, anymore than you can plant a seedling and expect a
crop the next day. All this takes time-and money. Farm research, like research
in every other industry in America, is considered part of the overhead. It is not
expected that research will immediately return a profit. But it is essential for
the continued growth and development of the farm industry. Take the research
dollars out of the space industry and we would never have put an American on
the surface of the moon. Take research out of agriculture and the results will
have a far more direct and immediate effect upon the pocketbooks and the dinner
tables of all Americans. Take dollars away from rural communities and our rural
citizens will be forced to move, In greater numbers, into our already overcrowded
urban areas.

The Congress won't do that. As a matter of fact, it has numerous bills pending
before it today to sweeten tax incentives for industry that move into rural areas.
One of these is the Rural Job Development Act (S. 15) introduced by Senator
Pearson and co-sponsored by 35 Senators. We don't think Congress really wants to
increase incentives for all other rural industry and simultaneously decrease in-
centives for farming.

We applaud the purposes of S.15, but does it make sense to ask the Congress to
establish new incentives for industries that move into rural communities and pro-
vide Jobs, while, at the same time drive other businesses and individuals who
are now supplying jobs out of our rural communities?

Our reading of Senator Pearson's bill leads us to believe that the incentives it
calls for would be available to farm investors as well as investors in other rural
industry. This is as it should be.

The Congress has already created a Small Business Investment Company,
industry, to stimulate outside capital into small business. This industry has gen-
erous tax advantages which include the authority to write off certain capital losses
against ordinary income. Perhaps a Small Farm Investment Act, with equally
generous tax advantages, would portend an era of general prosperity for the
farmer, especially the family farmer, that has somehow eluded all prior efforts.

VIl. CONCLUSIONS

The farming community today Is beset with many problems. With production
costs at an all-time record high and parity at only 73%, the farmer is getting
far less of a return for his efforts than he deserves for having produced the best
beef and pork and vegetables and citrus for the American family dinner table.

The farmer needs help. His industry needs stimulation. It needs innovation.
It needs research, It needs capital-it needs money. Surely this is no time to be
taking money out of the farm community.

Somehow, we need to extract the finest principles of other industries that have
made this country the free enterprise model of the world, and apply them to a new
revolution in agriculture that would truly benefit all the three million big and
little farmers in America.

What the farmer doesn't need is further restrictions and encumbrances that
would enevitably diminsh his opportunities to achieve success in his chosen
field-what he needs is a greater opportunity to achieve a parity with the rest
of our prosperous economy.
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We don't believe that the farmer who happens to lose money should be Iden-
tified with or bear the blame or suffer the consequences of a handful of people who
are "tax gimmick operators."

It is they-and not the farmer-against whom action should be taken. There
are laws on the books today to put the "tax dodger" out of business. Section 165
of the Internal Revenue Code prohibits the deduction of any losses from a farm
that is nct being operated for profit. If laws such as these were vigorously en-
forced, as they should be, we would not have to be considering ways to diminish
the few incentives that the farmer, thanks to an understanding Congress, enjoys
today.

Mr. SMATIIERS. As our second witness, Mr. Chairman, I would like
to call on Mr. Ed Honnen, who is the chairman of the American Horse
Council. Mr. Honnen is a most interesting person, a genuine rancher,
and farmer, and I think he has an accom isiment that nobody else
in this room can claim. He is 70 years old, a member of the Rodeo Cow-
boys Association of America, and can still go out and in 9 seconds rope
and throw down a steer.

Mr. Honnen, you just take off.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. HONNEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE
TRUSTEES, AMERICAN HORSE COUNCIL

Mr. HONNEN. Thank you, George.
Gentlemen, it is an honor to be here. I appreciate the courtesy. I am

a businessman from Denver, Colo, operating throughout Colorado. I
have several ventures. I merchandise heavy construction equipment.
I merchandise engines. I do some land development. I do some build-
ing construction, and I also have a horse ranch and racehorses.

All of these operations are run with the same endeavor, to make a
profit. They are all run with the same type of bookkeeping. The energy
and the effort and the business acumen that I possess is put into all of
them equally, I have no problem with most of the ventures as far as
the Internal Revenue is concerned, but I am continually challenged on
the hobby provision, on the horse racing business.

To me this seems to be discrimination because it is not applied to my
other businesses. My auditor tells me that if I have a loss in my engine
merchandising business, that I could charge it against profits of my
horse business, but I cannot charge off losses of my horse business
against profit of my engine business.

I can see very little difference in this operation. Most of the challeng-
ing has been through the hobby provision of the present law. I believe
that this hobby provision might have had some justification when it
was enacted some 30 years ago, but today the horse industry is an en-
tirely different setup.

We are at least a $7 billion industry today involved in many facets
besides horse racing. The active participation of the numbers of horses
in racing is minimal compared to the total number of horses.

I raise quarter horses, and we do a little racing of those horses, but
the major part of our horses are used for utility purposes, recreation,
youth activities, rodeo events, showing of horses, and as I say, to a
minor extent, horseracing.'

The U.S. Department of Agriculture alone is sponsoring through
their Extension Service 210,000-horse projects with 4--H kids.
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The American Quarter Horse Association alone has more than
1,100 youth shows, and I want to assure you that at these youth shows
and at these 4-H projects I do not think that you will find any long-
haired youth there. These are children that are gaining a wonderful
experience in life from their association with horses.

In the horse industry we are talking about a minimum of 4 to 5
million horses. We are not only a heavy impact on the economy of this
country, but we are also of great benefit to the social and the recrea-
tional welfare of our people.

To me I see no justification in crucifying an industry that is doing
as much good for the United States as it is.

Under the present law of the hobby provision, we have learned to
live with it. IP my 18 years' experience in racing horses, I have been
fortunate in being able to show a profit every 4 or 5 years, but it is still
challenged each year.

This is a discriminatory clause. In the present legislation as pro-
posed we have other measures in there that are of a similar discrimina-
tory nature. The EDA is a method of bookkeeping that is adopted for
people who keep their books on a cash basis that is definitely dis-
criminatory and not applicable to other business.

The tightening and more severe provisions of the hobby provision
are not applied in practice, to any other business.

Gentlemen, our business is normally a rather speculative business,
a rather risky business, because we are dealing not only with the nor-
mal economics of a business but we are dealing with genetics, we
are dealing with accidents, we are dealing with normal health catas-
trophes that we have in any animal industry, so rather than be abused,
we should be assisted.

We should have some help from the Federal Government in devel-oping an industry that is doing as much for the country as this is.
If you want to kill the horse industry, adopt the provisions in House

bill 13270. If you want to bleed it to death, modify those provisions.
But if you wish to help us, leave the statutes as they are, because I am
sure that with the proper administration of the present laws, that we
can weed out the violators, the loopholes that exist today.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Honnen, you said you would not see any long-

haired youth at one of those quarterhorse shows?
Mr. HONNrEN. Male youth I should have said.
The CHAMMAN. That is why I started to correct you. You would

have seen my daughter, because she loves horses, I bought her a $75
horse and she managed to win a fourth prize at somebody's show with
a $75 'horse. I bought a $500 horse, it darned near killed the judge kick-
ing up in the air while she was trying to handle him, and then I de-
cided why I would buy a better horse so I bought a $5,000 horse and
now she has her place covered with trophies that she won with the
better 'horse. But some farmer sold my daughter three horses. If it is
that farmer you are supposed to be helping, all I can say is that there
are three horses whose sales might have been in jeopardy.

I do not mind losing the money because it is fine for a young woman
to get out and compete with other young women with horses. It is fine,
an dis the cleanest sport that there is so far as I know.
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But I do not see how it is going to help farmers if we make it diffi-
cult for families to encourage their young people to buy horses and
go out and compete. Do you see how it. is going to help a farm ?

Mr. HONNEN. It won't.
The CHAIRMAN. This is supposed to tax people out of the farming

business so it will only be left for farmers. Well, if young people are not
able to buy the horses, then how is that going to help the farmer?

Mr. HoNNEN. It is not going to help him.
The CHAIR3MAN. It seems to me as though the way it stands now,

at least as far as this person is concerned, I would at least be encour-
aged to buy some horses for my children to go out and compete with.
But if we are going to fix it so that in addition to what I lost I cannot
deduct it as well, would think that that hurts farmers, because they
will have less sale for their horses.

I think you might also find that there will be a lot of farms up
for sale, and whatever that farmer hopes to get for the farm he won t
get because there will be nobody else except another farmer, who is
just as poor as he is, available to buy the farm from him. So I would
think when the farmer goes to sell his farm, or if he dies and the widow
has to dispose of it, that there would be no market.

There would be plenty of farms on the market looking for buyers
with no buyers to buy them.

Mr. HONNEN. If this provision goes through, my farm will be for
sale, and I doubt if I wNl find a buyer for it either.

The CHAIRMAN. That is part of the problem it seems to me.
Do you want to present your other witnesses?
Mr. SMATHERS. No; we will have questions of this witness, if there

are any.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Mr. SMATHERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr.

Honnen.
Our third witness is Mr. Harry Farnham, who is the president of

the National Association of State Racing Commissioners, and I might
add is the chairman of the Nebraska State Racing Commission.

Mr. Farnham, why don't you proceed.

STATEMENT OF HARRY J. FARNHAM, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STATE RACING O0MISSIONERS

Mr. FARNHAM. Thank you, Senator.
Gentlemen, let me first apologize to you for having to speak to you

today with a very hoarse voice. I hope you will bear with me.
With me today are two other commissioners, Mr. Newton Brewer,

who is chairman of the Maryland State Racing Commission and Mr.
John Bell, who is a member of the Kentucky State Racing Commis-
sion. They will be available for any questions that the Senators might
have.

The National Association of State Racing Commissioners is com-
posed of the commissioners from 30 States in the United States that

ave parimutuel racing. This covers harness racing, thoroughbred rac-
ing, quarter horse racing-all types of horseracing.
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In each of these 30 States there are from one to iine members oi
the racing commission. In iay State of Nebraska, it is it three-member
commission, as it is in most States.

We have a membership of these State racing commissions of from
200 to 300 people, and our job is to regulate horse racing, which hap-
pens to be the No. I spectator sport in America.

Now the reason that I bring this up, gentlemen, is I think great
significance must be placed on the fact, t' at these racig commissioners
have unanimously, without t single dissenting voice, expressed their
opposition to the horse provisions in the legislation that is before thisCommittee.

I am going to be very brief and just try to emphasize three 1)oints in
connection with my formal statement that, was given to you.

First, what weight should be given such a unanimous position taken
by State racing commissioners. Well, I think at great deal, because we
deal with the horse business, we deal with the matter of parimutuel
racing every (lay of the year.

There is no element of self-interest involved.
As you know, the vast majority of State racing commissioners are

paid nothing. They serve at the pleasure of their Governor. So I think
that when a group) of mien like this take t position in unanimous op-
position, that considerable weight should be given to it.

Now, secondly, just what is it that these racing commissioners op-
pose? What do they base their opposition on ?

First of all, tly feel very strongly that the legislation that is pend-
ing before you will seriously endanger the $300 million in direct pari-
mutuel taxes that go into the State treasuries of the 30 States that
have parimutuel racing.

These provisions would raise $5 million in revenue, but they would
endanger $500 million worth of revenue to the States. If the damage
this legislation did were to the extent of 20 percent each year, $100
million would be lost in direct tax revenue to the States, in order to
close it supposed loophole that would bring in Federal tax money of
$5 million.

Further, this revenue to the States costs less than 1 cent on the dollar
to collect.

ks Governor Nunn pointed out, this is t time in which we are at-
temnpting to restore the Federal-State balance and get more moneys
back to the State, Tlis could be a very serious blow to the resources of
these 30 States.

Secondly, this $500 million per year that goes to the States in pari-
mnutuel taxation is but a drop in the bucket compared to the taxation
that goes to the Federal Government and the State governments and
the local subdivisions by reason of all of the activity and all of the
property of this several billion dollar industT. Hence the tax loss cian
bephenomenal, and that is what the commissioners base their opposi-
tion on.

Now, why would this hurt?
The reason is that without the present system, there is nothing that

will encourage investment. As at matter of fact, people have indicated
their desire to leave the industry in droves, if such legislation as this
is passed.

In the testimony this morning I kept hearing instances of extreme
examples of where there had been some abuse. Someone else has said
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that if there are abuses, isolated abus, that what is needed is i high-
powered rifle, in order to take care of these, not a shotgun that is going
to wipe out everybody in our industry.

This, rentlenien, summarizes the l)ositiom of the National Associa-
tion of State Raving Coniimi.ioners, and on their behalf we appre-
ciate your allowing us to alpear before you.

Mr. SMATMriimnS. Mr. Chairman, we have a letter here from Governor
Buford Ellington, of Tennessee. lie wanted to be here in person. Orig-
inally he thought he wvas going to be here and so stated, but something
came up that )revented his coming, so I would like to read just a por-
tion of the letter if I mity.

As Governor of Tennessee, I submit this statement to you in opposition to
the farnm tax law changes as Pro osed in 11.11. 13270. If adopted, these restrictive
measures will have a stifling effect on the livestock industry in my state and
drastically discourage future, growth lit it mgment of our agricultural economy
that is having such it IK)sltive and greatly needed impact. in rural areas.

As one who was farm horn and farm-reared in the rural South, T feel I aml
qualified to give testimony on this matter. I know and appreciate the farmer's
problems and the very real and serious threat created by the provisions of this
bill which are so harmful to his Interests.

I am skipping down. He says:
The livestock industry in Tennessee amounts to an annual sum in excess of

$372 million. The future of cattle and horse raising Is bright in my State, unless
It is discouraged. Growth of livestock production has expanded the job oppor-
tunities in rural areas where jobs are most needed.

My concern as Governor of Tenessee--

And I an skipping again-
is that the proposed farm tax changes will discourage capital investment so
vital to the health and growth of the livestock industry in our State. I have
personally seen what new interest and new capital invested In capital In horse
farms can do to revive declining agricultural economics. In particular, horse
training and horse shows have opened new areas and have Injected fresh capital
and a vital Ingredient Into our rural economy.

We need this Income for our farmers. We need the jobs. We need the markets
created for agricultural products.

Then I skip again:
I urge you to abolish or to amend the discriminatory farm tax proposals con

tained in House Resolution 13270.
Mr. Chairman1 I would like to make that. letter in its entirety a

part of the record.
(Gov. Buford Ellingto's l)rel)ared statement follows:)

STATEMENT Or GOVERNOR BUFORD ELLINOTON OF TENNESSEE, SUBMITTED
BY THF. AMERICAN HORSE COUNCIL, INC.

As Governor of Tennessee, I submit this statement to you in opposition to the
farin tax law changes as proposed it If.R. 13270. If adopted, these restrictive
measures will have a stifling effect on the livestock industry in my state and
drastically discourage future growth in a segment of our agricultural economy
that Is having such a positive and greatly needed impact in rural areas.

As one who was farm born and farm-reared in the rural south, I feel I Rill
qualified to give testimony oil this matter. I know and appreciate the farmer's
problems and the very real and serious threat created by the provisions of this
bill which are so harmful to his interests.

The State of Tennessee has many beautiful mountain ranges, but it also has
great farmland areas. The.e rural areas have historically been the home of men
and women of independent spirit, who have made the soil the source of their
livelihood. We all want to preserve the time honored and basic occupation of
farming. We all know that the technology of this age, and the rapid changes



in farm production have brought depression to many formerly thriving areas
of croplands. It has forced many of our citizens from the land, to seek jobs else-
where. In recent years, there has been a decided development in new uses of
this cropland, through production of horses and cattle. Livestock raising has
always been an important part of the agricultural economy of Tennessee, but it
has expanded into even greater significance in recent years. Tennessee-raised
cattle are known throughout this land, wherever quality cattle are produced.
And the famed Tennessee walking horse has become nationally popular, while
other horse breeders are finding Tennessee's attractions encouraging to horse
farming. The livestock industry in Tennessee amounts to an annual sum in
excess of $372 million. The future of cattle and horse raising is bright in my
state, unless it is discouraged. Growth of livestock production has expanded tile
job opportunities in rural areas where jobs are most needed.

We all know the problems of the crowded cities, made worse by the flow of
the rural unskilled to the urban areas. Certainly, we should not discourage
enterprise that has a tendency to bring jobs and opportunities to those rural
residents, In their own environment.

My region of the United States, the south and mid-south, is undoubtedly more
sensitive to the effects of laws which discourage rural development because they
affect more of our area, more of our people, and more of our economy. We are
necessarily becoming more mindful of preserving farm areas, not only for the
sake of conservation, but because of the urgency of the economic situation. We
need these rural lands for watersheds, for recreation, for limiting pollution, and
for our own future. We should not discourage In any way their development as
cattle and horse farms, for this form of agricultural pursuit is most compatible
with sound conservation. The changes in this tax bill affecting farm taxes will
discourage that development more, I believe, than many realize.

My concern, as Governor of Tennessee, is that the proposed farm tax changes
will discourage capital investment so vital to the health and growth of the live.
stock industry In our state. I have personally seen what new interest and nevw
capital invested in cattle and horse farms can do to revive declining agricl-
tural economics. In particular, horse breeding, horse training, and horse shows
have opened new areas and have injected fresh capital and a vital ingredient
into our rural economy. We need this income for our farmers. We need the jobs.
We need the markets created for agricultural products.

I appeal to this committee, to the Congress, to consider carefully changes in
tax laws that can have a profoundly detrimental effect on our agricultural
industry. I, too, favor tax reform and believe abuses of the farm tax laws should
be corrected. But we cannot afford the price of threatening the economic health
of an entire industry which contributes so much to our economy, and promises
so much for the future. I urge you to abolish or amend the discriminatory farm
tax proposals contained in H.R. 13270.

Mr. SmATHFRS. Here is a statement from the New Jersey State De-
partment of Agriculture, Governor Hughes who at one time thought
he was coming down to testify. He had a number of things he wanted
to testify about in this bill, and he finally decided to just send it in the
form of a letter through his Department of Agriculture.

I skip through it again.
We have no doubt whatsoever, and there are leading representatives of the

horse industry among us, who readily would attach to this that the restrictive
and discriminatory provisions of H.R. 13270 will discourage and eventually
put an end to the activities of those who are the mainstay of this industry in
the State of New Jersey. Already representatives of every segment of the in-
dustry have expressed deep concern about this legislation, and more disturbing
to us in New Zersey have made it clear that they could not carry on under the
provisions of that bill.

To those who may be thinking that this after all really could not be too harm-
ful to an Industrial State like New Jersey, let us cite just a few statistics. We
mentioned earlier that the horse industry IM a vital part of the economy of our
State. This is no exaggeration. Interestifigly enough, as certain other agri-
cultural endeavors have declined, the horse industry has grown, and each year
plays a more important part in their economic development.
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The New Jersey horse industry spends more than $1 billion -% year In New
Jersey. It pays several million dollars annually in municipal, in county and
in State taxes. It provides Jobs for an estimated 200,000 people In New Jersey.

In the 26 years that parimutuel betting has been in existence in New Jersey,
our tracks have provided $491 million for the State treasury. Needless to say,
there are many businesses which depend for their very existence or derive
considerable income from the horse industry: feed companies, chemical corn-
panies, manufacturers of medicines, farm and equipment firms, and even the
veterinaries medical professions are Just a few of those further growth and
economic vitality Industries, and they are closely tied and depended upon the
horse industry. The New Jersey experience alone would be tragic evidence of
the millions wise and billions foolish revenue Mlicies underlying the proposed
farm tax changes in the bill now under consideration.

We urge the Senate Finance Committee to repeal them.
Mr. SMATHERS. Well, they have not yet been passed. It was signed by

Mrs. Lawrence Yetter, Chairman of the New Jersey Equine Advisory
Board, a part of the Department of Agriculture of New Jersey.

I would like to make that a part of the record, Mr. Chairman.
(The letter referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF NEW JERSEY EQUINE ADVISORY BOARD

Millions wise and billions foolish.
Reasonable and knowledgeable men can so characterize the farm tax changes

incorporated in HR-13270.
The Treasury Department's best esiimates show an increase in tax revenue

of only $5 million in the first year as a result of the proposed farm tax changes.
By contrast, we should like to draw from our experience in New Jersey alone to
demonstrate clearly that the proposed farm tax changes could Jeopardize and
ultimately destroy a vital and growing segment of our economy-the horse
industry.

We have no doubt whatsoever-and there are leading representatives of the
horse industry among us who readily would attest to this-that the restrictive
and discriminatory provisions of HR-13270 will discourage and eventually put
an end to the activities of those who are the mainstay of this industry in our
State. Already, representatives of every segment of the industry have expressed
deep concern about this legislation and, more disturbing to us in New Jersey,
have made it clear that they could not carry on under the provisions of this
bill.

To those who may be thinking that this, after all, really couldn't be too harm-
ful to an industrial state like New Jersey, let us cite some statistics. We men-
tioned earlier that the horse industry Is a vital part of the economy of our State.
This is no exaggeration. Interestingly enough, as certain other agricultural en-
deavors have declined, the horse industry has grown in our State and each year
Plays a more important part in our economic development.

The New Jersey horse industry spends more than a billion dollars a year In
New Jersey. It pays several million dollars annually in municipal, county, and
State taxes. It provides jobs for an estimated 200,000 people.

In the 26 years that pari-mutuel betting has been in existence in this State,
New Jersey tracks have provided $491,508,499 for the State Treasury.

There are eleven different breeds of horses in New Jersey. A partial survey
taken by the New Jersey Department of Agriculture in 1961 shows that there
were 18,271 horses and ponies in the State. That figure today exceeds 50,000.

Needless to say, there are many businesses which depend on their very exist-
ence or derive considerable income from the horse industry. Feed companies,
chemical companies, manufacturers of medicines, farm and equipment firms, and
even the veterinary medical profession are just a few whose future growth and
economic vitality are closely tied in with that of the horse industry.

Nor can anyone overlook the social and cultural benefits from this industry.
The growth of the insibtry has meant the preservation of open spaces which is
so important to a rapidly developing state such as New Jersey and the horse
plays a greater role each year in recreational activities of all of our cities,
especially our young people. In 1968, for example, there were 3,637 persons

33-865 0 t. 4- 11
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enrolled In 4-H projects in this State. This was an increase of 1,521 over 1963.
We believe that all of this is sufficient evidence that the horse industry is

indeed a mainstay in the economic, social and cultural life of our State. Needless
to say, we do have our problems--a number of obstacles which must be overcome
to assure the vitality of this industry. Up until now, we have been firm in our
resolve to overcome these problems and to continue to make an important con-
tribution to the economic and social life of our State. However, the enactment
of the legislation now under consideration would be so devastating as to bring
an abrupt halt to -the activities of those who contribute so much to the very
existence of our industry. We contend, as we have said before, that this will
have a serious Impact on the economy of New Jersey. We are talking now not of
a few farms, not of a few horsemen, but of the many millions in Jobs and State
revenue and in overall economic growth.

The New Jersey experience alone would be tragic evidence of the millions
wise billions foolish revenue policies underlying the proposed farm tax changes
in the bill now under consideration. We urge that these changes be repealed.

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

American Horse Shows Association, Inc.
Amer'can Saddle Horse Breeders & Owners Association of New Jersey
Arabian Horse Association of New Jersey.
Crossbred Pony Breeders.
4-H Horse Club
Horsemen's Protective and Benevolent Association.
New Jersey Appaloosa Association.
New Jersey Association of Agricultural Fairs.
New Jersey Hunts Association.
New Jersey Morgan Horse Association.
New Jersey Pinto Horse Association.
New Jersey Professional Horsemen's Association.
New Jersey Quarter Horse Association.
Shetland Pony Breeders.
Standardbred Breeders and Owners Association of New Jersey.
The New Jersey Veterinary Medical Association.
Thoroughbred Breeders Association of New Jersey.
Welsh Pony Breeders.

Mr. SNAHMn. Here is a summary of a letter from the Governor
of the great State of Delaware. It says:

DEAR SENATOR LoNG: "Since It Is impossible for me to appear personally before
you and your distinguished colleagues on Monday I wanted to provide a view-
point that I hope can be made a part of your record. I am referring specifically
to those portions of the House-passed tax reform bill that affect racing, particu-
larly the so-called hobby loss feature. Admittedly I am not an expert on racing.
I have, however, looked into this matter in some detail and have discussed It with
persons who are extremely knowledgeable In this field, and I cannot but conclude
that the provisions adopted by the House would strike a severe blow at one of
our substantial sources of income.

There is much talk today about the sharing of revenues between the Federal
and State governments. There is much talk also about the inability of our State
governments -to raise the funds needed to carry out essential programs and pro-
vide needed services. We certainly cannot afford to lose any major source of tax
income.

The legislation at hand according to the best information that I can receive
would seriously Jeopardize the horse racing and breeding industries in Delaware.
Last year the State of Delaware received nearly $4 million, out of a budget of
under $200 million, in direct revenue from parimutuel horse racing. This repre-
sents an increase of 89.5 percent over the' past ten years.

The thoroughbred breeding industry in our State Is a fast-growing one. These
farms and racing tracks provide employment for many of our citizens. They
attract visitors to our State and in general provide many sources of income. The
combined racing and breeding Industries Ih Delaware represent an investment
of approximately $10 million.
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Today there is flat racing in Wilmington, Delaware, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, New York State, Monmouth, New Jersey, trotting tracks are conducted
at Wilmington, Atlantic City, New Jersey, and in Maryland and New York. These
tracks are open six days a week and it takes a large number of horses to be able
to meet the demand.

H.R. 13270 would have the effect of reducing the number of horses owned by
those who supply the bulk of our race horses and thus would mean a worsen-
ing of the shortage that exists today. I am certain that you have heard or will
hear from those much more familHar i,%th the intricacies of this problem. My only
desire is to inform the committee that provisions of the House-passed tax reform
legislation would in my opinion be harmful to the State and to the people of
Delaware.

Mr. SMATHER8. I would like to make that a part of the record, Mr.
Chairman, if there is no objection.

(The document referred to follows:)

LETER FROM Gov. RUSSELL W. PETERSON TO SENATOR RtssELL B. LONG

SEPTEMBER 19, 1969.
Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Since it is impossible for me to appear personally before
you and your distinguished colleagues on Monday, September 22, I wanted to
provide a viewpoint that I hope can be made part of your record.

I am referring specifically to those portions of the House-passed tax reform
bill that affect racing, particularly the so-called "Hobby Loss" feature.

Admittedly I am not an expert on racing. I have, however, looked into this
matter in some detail and have discussed it with persons who are extremely
knowledgeable in this field. And I cannot but conclude that the provisions adopted
by the House would strike a severe blow at one of our substantial sources of
income.

There is much talk today about the sharing of revenues between the Federal
and State governments. There is much talk also about the inability of our State
governments to raise the funds needed to carry out essential programs and pro-
vide needed services. We certainly cannot afford to lose any major source of tax
income.

The legislation at hand, according to the best information I have received,
would seriously jeopardize the horse racing and breeding industries in Delaware.
Last year the State of Delaware received nearly $4 million--out of a budget of
under $200 million-in direct revenue from parimutuel horse racing. This repre-
sents an increase of 39.5 percent over the past 10 years.

The thoroughbred breeding industry in our State is a fast-growing one. These
farms, and racetracks, provide employment for many of our citizens, attract
visitors to our State and in general provide many sources of income. The combined
racing and breeding industries in Delaware represent an investment of approxi-
mately $10 million.

Today there is flat racing in Wilmington, Delaware; Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania; New York City; and Monmouth, New Jersey. Trotting races are conducted
in Wilmington; Atlantic City, New Jersey; and in Maryland and New York.
These racetracks are open six days a week, and it takes a large number of horses
to be able to meet the dewmnd.

H.R. 13270 would have the effect of reducing the number of horses owned by
those who supply the bulk of our race horses and thus would mean a worsening
of the shortage that exists today.

I am certain that you have heard or will hear from those much more familiar
thati I with the Intricacies of this problem. My only desire is to inform the
committee that provisions of the House-passed tax reform legislation would, in
my opinion, be harmful to the State and people of Delaware.

Sincerely,
RUSSELL W. PETERSON, GOveto.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you have further testimony?
Mr. SMATHERS. Yes, sir. I want to submit for the files of the com-

mittee a petition which has been signed by many people from all over
the United States, from Georgia, Virginia, and every State in the
Union for that matter, protesting this type of legislation. That petition
was circulated by the publisher of Horse World magazine, it is too big
and cumbersome to have in the record, but I would like to have it
remain in the file if there is no objection.*

The CHAIRMAN. Could you just put in a nutshell why you think that
this small revenue of $5 million would do very grievous harm to the
industry. Now that is a very big industry, and you might explain just
in a nutshell, Senator Smathers, why a tax hoping to raise only about
$5 million a year will do very grievous injury to this industry ?

Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. Chairman, I will be delighted to do that. On
behalf of this horse council, may I first say this, before I address myself
precisely to that question: there are 200,000 members of this American
Horse Council. r have had the opportunity of talking and visiting
with many of them, and I do not know any of them who approve total
tax avoidance by people who make profits.'

I think, and it hasbeen my observation that these people also believe
that everyone should pay a minimum tax. They do not have any sym-
pathy whatever for the 155 people whom Secretary Joseph Barr last
fall talked about who had incomes of over $200,000 and who paid no
tax at all. Our members are not tax dodgers nor tax avoiders.

However, they firmly believe, and they are in the business, that if
the provisions of this House bill are adopted, that it not only threatens
the $12 billion horse industry, and that is the Department of Agricul-
ture's figure as to how big it is, but it will be successful in destroying it.

At stake in this particular industry are the interests I might add
here of 187,000 young boys and girls who are in 4H clubs today and
who have horse projects, and we all know how sympathetic the Con-
gress and particularly the Senate is to these kinds of 4H projects.

We also know that as to the well-being of thousands of horse breeder
farmers who have no Federal subsidy no special subsidy, it affects
them, and it affects them very drastically. What I recall most vividly,
Mr. Chairman, and which vey seriously makes me have the greatest
concern about what is going to happen if these provisions of the House
bill should become law is that I have seen in my own State from the
University of Florida, which was located in Gainesville down to
Orlando in the early 1930's that area was a desolate land. It was too
far north to be able to gow citrus effectively.

It was a wasteland. The sun would shine on it in the day and make
it dry, and the winds would blow the sand away, and then the hurricane
season would come along and wash it away and there was nothing
there.

I drove over that 150-mile stretch many times when I was at the
university going back to my hometown in Miami. However, along
came this particular provision in 1943, which was adopted by Congress,
under the leadership of this committee, at a time when Senator George
of Georgia and Senator Milliken of Colorado and other distinguished
Senators of this great body, whom all of us admired were serving, and
Bob Doughton from North Carolina was in the House Ways and Means

*Tbe document referred to was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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Committee. They provided some incentive for people to go into these
desolate areas and invest their money, in order to try to rescue those
areas so that they no longer would be nonproductive insofar as prod-
ucts were concerned, but nonproductive insofar as returning taxes
were concerned.

The result was that people who did have money went into this area
from Gainesville south, and they began to invest money into what
was then very cheap land. We developed at the University of Florida
something known as Tifton grass, some other type grasses, and they be-
gan to put it into the soil there and it began to make great grazing for
cattle, and particularly for horses. Today, 30 years later, you can ride
that same trip, and instead of seeing the desolation which once existed,
no income returning to the counties or the cities in that area, today you
see beautiful farm ands, many more people employed. The lana is
wealthy, beautiful Angus cattle and Hereford cattle and race horses
of every description, and it is a lovely, beautiful productive area.

That has happened not only in Florida but in Delaware, in Louisi-
ana, in Nebraska, in every State in the Union, and certainly here in
Virginia and in Maryland and other States, and what has caused it
has been the inducements to people who did have money, who were
willing to invest their money into these otherwise nonproductive areas.

I would think that if we now change it around, and reverse the
opinion of Senator George and others who sponsored this type and
character of amendment, and took this provision away-which is what
the House bill seeks to do, you are going to find these people just as
you heard this gentleman right here say-"They can buy my ranch."

I have had letters and I have talked to the people in this area that
I talked about, and without exception they say "We cannot afford to
and we will not stay in the business and we will not provide that
infusion of capital, and we will not be able to provide that employment
and we will not be able to help that area grow as we have done."

Now, what this means, if this happens, Mr. Chairman, is we are
going to not only lose the income to the cities and the counties and the
State and so forth from that area, but we are going to hasten the
migration of people from the rural communities into the cities. We
aggravate the problem of the welfare rolls. We aggravate the problem
of the ghettos. We aggravate the very problems on which we are
spending lots of money and time to avoid today. It does not make a
lot of sense to me to hear this or another administration talk about
the fact that they are considering giving a tax credit to business to go
into these areas, to provide employment with one hand, and on the other
hand to stamp it out, as this bill would do-not the administration,
but as this bill would do-to stamp out that capital which is today
providing employment in those areas.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I submit to you that
if ever there was an overkill bill, this is it. On page 71 of the House
Ways and Means Committee report they say that $5 million is all that
will be returned to the Government by closing this so-called loophole
by 1971, and it is estimated that in 10 years, by 1979, they may get
$20 million. When the States themselves derive $427 million from pari-
mutuel racing alone it does not make sense to give up that or any part
of that to get back $5 million. It does not make any sense to destroy
what can be and is a $12 million business with something like 500,000
employed people in it, in order to get $5 million.
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Mr. Chairman, we submit that this bill really does not make much
sense in its present form. We beg the full and most prayerful consider-
ation of the members of this committee, because we do think that if it
were passed the way the House has proposed it, we are satisfied that
it wilI cut the income from the farm areas. Everybody agrees and as
a matter of fact Senator Metcalf argues that he wants to get the land
value down. I cannot help but say to him, you know in lorida the
legislature every year appropriates $75 million to advertise our State.
We begpeople to come there, in order to raise the value of land, because
those who have gotten it are better off. They can borrow more against
the land. So I cannot understand the pos-ition of the Senator from
Montana, who says, "We want to keep all these other people out with
their money, because we want land cheap so that our fellows can
buy it."

I say, Mr. Chairman, it will increase unemployment, if this bill is
passed, if these House provisions are passed, it is going to deprive the
States of income and revenue. It is going to eventually raise the price
of beef, raise the price of cattle because there will be less cattle.

It is going to raise the price of orange juice and grapefruit juice and
pecans and all the rest because there will not be any way for anybody to
get in business.

This hobby loss bill says that if you lose more than $25,000 in 3 out
of 5 years, you are presumed not to be in business with the reasonable
expectation of making a profit. And the Internal Revenue can then
take away all of your loss deductions. There is no way to make an
orange tree grow to fruit-bearing stage in less than 5 years. There
is no way you can grow a pecan grove in less than 11 years. So what
it means is that if you keep the provisions as they are in this bill,
that the people who now have the groves and the orchards have got
a real bounty. They really have it great, because there will be no new
competition.' Noody else will be able to get into the business.

I do not think that is what is intended. I know it is not. But that
is what will be the result. So, Mr. Chairman, we submit to you that
we want this committee to give most prayerful consideration.

I will end with this: There is a section in the law right now, section
165, which provides that if they believe a man is in the farming
business without the intention of making a profit, the Internal Revenue
can disallow all his claimed deductions for losses. The best proof of
it is that today, at this very moment, there are 45 cases in the Tax
Court on this same problem.

If Internal Revenue is concerned about Mr. Stevens and his ranch
out there in Montana or Mr. Oppenheimer's program, I submit that
they already have the authority to eliminate any possible abuses
through the active, vigorous enforcement of the laws that we have
on the books today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. One thing that some people ought to realize about

any law is that the only way you can make money losing money Under
the tax laws is if you can deduct more than 100 percent of what
you lose.

Now that is something you learn. I learned it by losing money. I
lost money in farming, and believe you me I did not go into it with
that intention. I just found how tough it is to make money out of it.
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My impression has been that the people I know in Louisiana and
there have been some who had substantial money and went into iorse
racing, prize cattle, and things of that sort, did not go into it intend-
ing to lose money. They went into it planning to make money and
they in fact had made money. But it took them a while to do it.

They not only made money for themselves but they made money
for all their neighbors because they demonstrated that this thing
would work. The fellows who started this-Louisiana being a State
that produces some very fine race horses and that sort of thing-had
to actually go in there and take a chance and they had to have a lot
of money to do it with. But once they proved it could be done a lot of
little fellows could get in and make money. But somebody had to be
the icebreaker-somebody had to plough ahead and show that it
could be done.

Those that did built a very driving prosperous industry.
Now some people might have thought they were crazy to do it,

but they have quit losing money. They are doing very, very well as
you have indicated. And I am not sure, as I say, that if those people
were put out of the business that it would help the farmer that Senator
Metcalf is complaining about. It seems to me that what it would do,
by throwing al[-their stock on the market for sale, would be to depress
the value of what every other farmer is holding.

I happen to have a piece of farm property. I could not make any.
money at it. Some other fellow is running cattle on it. I hope he makes
something out of it. But if we fix it so that people cannot afford to go
into business, then the land I hold is worth even less than it was before.

So it would seem to me as though the proposition where one thinks
he is going to help the farmer who stays out there year in and year
out, in the last analysis it squeezes the equity and value out of that
man's farm and perhaps even livestock. He has less people to do busi-
ness with less people to sell, and the kind of venture capital that tends
to make for new markets might not be available to him.

Mr. SATHEns. Exactly, sir. I agree with you completely, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. You mentioned that Senator George worked on

this legislation.
Mr. SmAT1iFs. I was told by Mrs. Thompson of the staff that

Senator George did; yes.
Senator ANDERSON. I thought it came from the Agriculture Com-

mittee of the Senate, of which I was a member.
Mr. SMATHERS. It was in the tax bill, Senator, I mean this provision.
Senator ANDERSON. I do not think it was.
Mr. SHATHERS. I beg your pardon?
Senator ANDERSON. Ido not think it was. It was in the agriculture

bill. There was a long plea that every cow would be terribly distressed.
Now, this provision appears in your brief on page 12, section 270,
"This would allow the deduction of all expenses from any business
activity carried on without a reasonable expectation for profit." What
is wrong with that?

Mr. SMATHERS. Well, we have in the law now that if they do not
have a gnuine intention of making a profit, that the Internal Revenue
can disallow the deductions now. One of the problems with the reason-
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able expectation of profit is that it is attached to and tied up with a
change in the amount. Where it used to be $50,000 a year that you
could lose, they have reduced that to 25. They have reduced the 5-year
period, in one of which you had to lose !ess than $50,000--they have
reduced that now to 3 out of 5 years. You could not lose more
than $25 000 in any 3 out of a 5-year period. So it is the combi-
nation of the reasonable expectation of profit and the $25,000 limita-
tion and the further limitation and restriction of a 3-year period. So
it is the combination of these three which we think would mean that
nobody would invest in a new operation because they could not have a
reasonable expectation of making it pay within 3 years.

Senator ANDERSON. A reasonable expectation of profit is not too
difficult.

Mr. S.3ATIE1S. Mr. Honmen wants to add something.
Senator ANDERSON. Don't you own cattle?
Mr. HONNEN. No, just horses.
Senator ANDERSON. No cattle?
Mr. HoNNEN. No cattle at all, just horses.
Senator ANDERSON. Do you expect to make a reasonable profit from

those?
Mr. HONNEN. Yes, definitely.
Senator ANDERSON. What is wrong with this legislation then?
Mr. HONNEN. I did not hear, sir.
Mr. SMATHERS. The problem is that you cannot start out a new oper-

ation and have any reasonable expectation of making it pay within 3
years.

Mr. HONNEN. There is a great deal of difference between the word
"intent" and the words "reasonable expectation." I would like to cite
a case that occurred with me last Saturday night. I participated in a
race in Los Alamedos, Calif. in which there was a $100,000 purse.

Senator ANDEisoN. That was a tiny purse.
Mr. HoNNEN. It is pretty big to me.
Senator ANDERSON. I saw one of $160,000 the other day, one race.
Mr. HONNEX. My horse finished third in this race, and won $12,000

for it. If he had won the race by running 8 inches faster, I would
have won $55,000. Now I could very easily have been in a 2-year loss
bracket, so that this gain of $42,000 could have been the difference be-
tween putting me in a profit year and putting me into a loss year.

Now there is nobody who can deny my intent that I went out to try to
win that race. I slept with that horse the night before. I nursed him all
during the day. I tried to convey to him my desire to win. My intent
could not be questioned. But when he went to the race track, the odds
were 21-to-1 against him, so there was no reasonable expectation ac-
cording to IRS that I had a chance to win.

Senator ANDERSON. You say you did have a reasonable intention. In
the horse operation you did have a reasonable intent to make a profit,did yu not?Mr.id Nz;Et. Yes, definitely.

Senator ANDERSONq. That is all this calls for.
Mr. HONNzN. But the decision is not being left under the law to

me. The decision is being left to the IRS.
Senator ANDRSONq. We find cases going to court all the time. This is

nothing unusual. Do you really think you are trying to make a profit?
That is all you have to do. f



Mr. SMATHFRS. The words are reasonable expectation rather than
reasonable intent. He had an intent. But the Internal Revenue may say
to him that is not a reasonable expectation.

Senator ANDERSON. Then he goes into court if he wants to and tries
it?

Mr. SMATHF.RS. You can go to court, but nobody likes to go to court,
Senator Anderson. I am sure you understand that.

Mr. HONNEN. I cannot afford to fight the Government.
Senator ANDERSON. Lots of people do.
Mr. HONNE-N. They have got more money than I have got, Senator.
Mr. SMATHERS. And less brains.
Senator ANDERSON. I think it is too bad that you think it turns on

that alone.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Senator Smathers, I am delighted to welcome

you back to the committee. I have listened with interest to your pre-
sentation. You were reviewing as I understand it the history of this
industry over the past 30 or 35 years, how it has been progressively ex-
panding. Has this growth rate and expansion rate been rather even
and progressive since the so-called enactment of whatever it was in
1943 ,

Mr. SMATHERS. Senator Williams, the answer is I think it has
grown more rapidly in recent years than it did in the 1940's or the
middle 1950's. It may be, Mr. Honnen, do you have any comment to
make?

Mr. HONNEN. I think the American quarter horse history is com-
parable with the normal history of other breeds. In 1941 we had a
registry of about 580 horses. Today we have a registry of about
50,000. Now you can realize that in the increase those first foals that
were brought out of these 586 horses of the original registry, half of
them would be female, and in due time they would be producing
colts, and half of that crop would be females and they would be
producing colts, so the increase has been a normal genetic increase.
Toc ay we are raising 70,000 foals a year in the quarter horse registry
alone, and this would easily be duplicated by the combination of the
other registries besides all of the unregistered horses.

Senator ANDERSON. The point I am trying to bring out is that this
has been a normal expected increase over this period of 30 or 35
years.

'Mr. SMATHFRS. I believe that is correct, Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, Senator Anderson mentioned the fact that

one of these bills originated in the Agriculture Department and I
think the confusion is in this. In the first instance you are referring
to the billenacted by the Finance Committee but as I recall it, about
15 or 18 years ago there was a provision put in an Agiculture bill
which extended capital gains provisions to livestock, and-it is that new
provision which there is some criticism about.

Since this growth of the industry has bee over 30 to 35 years
rather consistent, could it safely be said that the capital gains provi-
sion is not the basis of it? Would it not be wise to eliminate that
provision which I think is the heart of the point where it is pointed out
that men actually can, by charging off as normal income the costs
on these farm operations, convert the profit to capital gaisf That
seems to be the problem.

I
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Could we not solve that problem we just repeal this latter-day law,
which was put in the Agriculture bill, and perhaps make at grat
step forward toward correcting this problem?

Mr. HONNE.N. This is true under the old provision which was
normal in a 6-months' period on capital gains. But by changing this
law, as proposed, to make y.ou hold an animal to acquire capital gains
for a year beyond his el ible racin age, or beyond his age when he
would normally be bred i-s tie abus-ive and the discriminating part.
because it is not used a inst any other industry.

Today the market for horses is basically on yearlings, because the
big money and purses is in the futures which are 2-year-olds. So tht,
breeder and the racer of the horse sells them as yearlin fs so the new
owner will be able to get then in training and be able to compete
in ias as 2-year-olds.

Under the present propo1 ed provision you could not sell that animal
until he was a year afterhis 2-year-old age, which would be at the end
of his 3-year-old year, the beginning of uIis 3-year-old year. The ,&me
way with breeding animals. You coud not sell then until a year after
they were of breeding age which normally with horses is " years old
so you could not sell him until he started his 4-year-old year.

That means a breeder would have to maintain and hold on his
farm these horses for an extra year and an extrl 2 years on breeding
animals in order to gain advantage of the capital gains there.

Senator WILLIAMS. The point that I am making is that tip to about
16 or 18 years ago there was no capital gains provision no matter
if you held him 20 years. You tree the growth of the industry, as
I understood it, it has been rather systematic and just all average
growth over a period of time so I am just asking the question perhaps
this was an unnecessary addition to the tax law, and a provision
which is not applicable to any other commodity that is produed on
farms.

Mr. S ATHr, I would like to say that you asked me did I know
and I responded I did not know whether or not. this had been i sys-
tematic growth over the years. As I started to say, and I am inclined
to think that it has grown much greater in the last nunier of years
as people have become more affluent. and we have more leisure time,
as more and more people have gone to the races, there, are more ment-
b*rs of the Horse Council and everything else.

With respect to the elimination of this capital gain feature, I would
certainly not recommend it as the solution to the problem of some abuse.
I do not. really believe that you should start discriminating in sonie
respects on capital gain against the horse industry, or for that matter
the farmer or anyb6dy else.

We do not do it with stocks. You do not do it with bonds. You do not
do it with any other kind of property. You have got a i6-months' hold-
ing period. You give them capital gain treatment at that point. I

st d not understand why then we would say to the farmer to whomwe have always iven some special place i our economic system,
why we say to him or a fellow who aspires to be a farmer, we are
going to say we will discriminate against you by not allowing you the
capital gain treatment that we allowed to the other people.

Senator WxuLAMs. You might say you are not discriminating nec-
essarily because'the farmer takes a year to produce his wheat or any
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other crop that is on the fatin or any other type of crop. He does not
get the provision of capital gain. It. is oily extended to these two items,
and as I recall it, it was extended by a floor amendment offered to an
agriculture bill.

Senator ANDIRSON. By Senator Thye.
Senator WIIJAAMS. rThere was considerable discussion at the time

that this may open tip t loophole where it would give the whole in-
dustry some embarrassment. I think a review of tle debate at that
time would be well in order. It may show ts how we got into this
problem that. we have.

Mr. SMATI I ES. All right, we will take that review, and I thank the
Senator.

Senator CURTIS. 1 Will try to Ibe brief because We have many Wit-
nesses here. The real nub of youir opposition to this bill revolves
around the hobby farm?

Mr. Sr.\TiERS. YCes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. At the present time the law prescribes that. it has

to be 5 successive yearns wit-iout a profit. I wouldlike to ask you gen-
tlemen do you regard this horse busine, as a business?

Mr. HoNN I. Yes, sir.
Mr. FARNITAM. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator Curns. It is a business, not a hobby?
Mr. FARNITAM. Yes sir.
Senator CURTIS. It iires people and so on?
Mr. FARN AIM. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Now is it true that it takes upward of maybe almost

10 years to start from scratch and build a profitable stable?
Mr. FARNVIAM. In many cases it takes that. long, Senator.
Senator CURTIS. Is it also true that the average horse breeder only

producer three a year?
,,hr. FARNII,\M. Last year the horss that ran, speaking of thorough-

breds, Senator, there were 14,000 different. breeders listed for the thor-
oughbred horses that rn at American race tracks, and that worked
out to an average of three per breeder.

Senator CURTIS. Now if they have to show a profit before the third
year, they have got to sell the I*st stuff they have, do they not?

Mr. FAIRNxi.H. ' hsolutely.
Senitor CurTis. k n(t then it, will go to somexly else?
Mr. F,%,immr. That is right.
Senator Criis. If horse raising is a business and not a hobby, why

not treat it like a business?
Mr. FARNIIAm. That is all that we are here asking, Senator, is that

we be treated like a business.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Farnham, as you know, we have got one other

problem in Nebraska.
Mr. FARNIAM. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Under Nebraska law you cannot carry on part-

inutuel betting for profit. It either has to be a governmental sub-
division or a nonprofit organization. Sometimes you have a County fair
which has racing and they come under the governmental subdivision.
But if an agricultural association has racing, it is my understanding
that the parimutuel will be regarded under the Hou'se-passed bill as
unrelated business activity.
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Mr. FARNHAM. It could be, and it would be to the State of Nebraska
a very disastrous thing, Senator.

Senator Cu RTs. The nonprofit racing track, after they pay their
expenses and the upkeep of their barns and property, turn it back to
a youth council, which involves 4-H Club affairs and the promotion of
agriculture, is that not right?

Mr. FARNHAM. Either that, or if they bought rescue squad units for
almost every small city in Nebraska, charitable, eleemosynary or agri-
cultural purposes, they have to get rid of every dime they make.

Senator CuRTis. Through the years Congress when it needed reve-
nue had been tempted to tax parimutuel betting, but they refrained,
because that source of revenue had been over the years given to the
State, is that not right?

Mr. FARNHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTIs. And how much did you say it amounts to,

Mr. Farnham?
Mr. FARNHAM. Last year it was $426 million, and the projection this

year, just from the horse part, Senator, will be well over $500 million
to the 30 States that carry on parimutuel wagering, over $500 million
in calendar year 1969, and I again emphasize that those are tax dollars
to the State that cost less than a penny per dollar collected.

Senator CURTis. Do you know how many people the racing business
employs?

Mr. FARNHAM. Half a million to 1 million, Senator, and I can get a
more exact figure on that, but just in the farm portion of the business
that supplies these race tracks, it is estimated there are over a half
million people employed in all 50 States, because all 50 States are en-
gaged in breeding operations, even though they do not have pari-
mutuel racing.

Senator CuRTs. And many of them are unskilled or come from
minority groups, Cuban, Puerto Rican?

Mr. FAINHAM. Many of them have never done anything, Senator,
but work as grooms or work with horses, work with livestock, and
they are absolutely qualified to do no other work, sir.

Senator CurTis. And you think that if there is some man of extreme
wealth that is not paying any taxes because he is in the business of
horse racing, that it could be reached in some other way?

Mr. FARNHAM. We are going to all be shot down this way.
Senator CunTis. Is there any way a person can go into the horse

breeding business and make it pay in 2 years?
Mr. FARNHAM. There is very little chance. Somebody can conceiv-

ably get very lucky and do it, Senator, but it just is not in the cards.
Senator CrnTS. Is the land that is used for horse breeding-adding

to our surpluses?
Mr. FARNHAM. If it was not used for horse breeding, Senator, most

of it would be taken out, put into corn production, and then the next
year taken out and it would receive government payments for
idle acres, because they have taken the land out of corn or wheat
production.

That is what would happen with most of the pastureland that is
presently used for horse production.

Senator CunrS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The ChARMAN. Senator Miller?
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Senator MviL.. On the holding period, are you familiar with the
fact that the Treasury represents when they testified before the com-
mittee suggested that the 12 months be reduced to 6 months?

Mr. FARNHAM. Yes, Senator, I am.
Senator MiLLER. How would that help?
Mr. FARNHASI. Well, Senator personally the other two provisions,

this could be harmful to the industry as Mr. Honnen has said, but to
me the other two provisions that we are talking about are disastrous,
can literally kill the industry. This is something-

Senator MILLER. What is that provision?
Mr. FARNHAM. The reasonable expectation is changed
Senator MiLu. I do not want to talk about that. I only want you

to answer my question. In the House bill it requires the holding of
12 months from the time the animal begins its use as the capital type
asset, breeding or racing. I have heard some pretty good criticism of
that. But I point out to you that the Treasury representatives, when
they appeared before us recently, recommended that it be reduced to
6 months. My question to you is will that be of some help to you or
will that hamper you?

Mr. FARNHAM. I am sure it would be better than the House bill but
I am interested.

Senator MILLER. You would much rather have 6 months than 12
months, I am sure of that.

Mr. HONNEN. There is very little difference in it, because it would
upset the whole marketing program of running type horses, because
of the futurities and the money is in them, and if you had to hold the
horse for 6 months after he was 2 years old, you are too late then for
a new owner to pick him up and train him because it takes 4 months
to train him to get him ready to race, so you have got 10 months of the
year one and you would have a chance the last 2 months to run him.
In a breeding animal if you are going to hold it 3 years, holding it 6
months or another year, you have passed the breeding period which
is from February 1 to about July 1, so the 6 months would not help

uin any way at all, because you have completely missed the boat in
both cases.

Senator MILLER. Then the answer is, as far as you are concerned,
whether it is 12 months or 6 months it does not make much difference?

Mr. HONNEN. Not if the provision was added after his eligible date
to race or his eligible period of racing.

Senator MmLE. Sir?
Mr. HONNEN. Or his eligible period of producing, like in a mare.

You would not breed -a mare until she was in the spring of her 3-year-
old and if you had to wait 6 months beyond that you would be beyond
the breeding period so you would be in her fourth year before you
would breed her anyway.

Senator MILLER. Now you are very persuasive in Vointing out that
it would be rare that in 3 years you would have a protit operation from
horse breeding, if you start out from scratch, but under the Metcalf
bill, as I understood him to testit- this morning, and I believe you
were here, it would be 8 years, as I understand it.. What is wrong with
8 years? In other words, you could carry these losses back 3 and over
5, so in the first year if you make a loss, you can carry it back 3 and
over 5, the secondyear you go back anothE 3 and the third, and so on,
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so it gives you an 8-year period under his bill, during which time you
can offset these losses, as I understand it, against, any other farm
income. What is wrong with the 8-year period?

Mr. HoNNax. You pick that phase and that portion of the Metcalf
bill out alone and not tie the rest of it together it mi ht not be too bad,
but when you tie the package together, one offsets tihe other as far as
the abuse and discrimination to the horse industry is concerned.

Senator Miragn. You see what I think he is trying to do is he is
trying to take those situations where you can have marketing losses,
you can have drought losses, you can have normal losses that might
occur in the course of trying to get a business going, and when those
occur, he says we will let you carry them back 3 years and over 5 to
apply against a profit that you may make eventually.

Of course, if you have just started in the horse breeding business, and
you had a loss, there would be no 3 years to carry back, so you would
go over a 5-year carryover. Maybe this could be varied so tiat if you
have not been in the business before, instead of a 3-year carryback and
a 5-year carryover, you could have your option of having an 8-yearcarryover, to give you a1 adequate period of time so that generally

it could be said that if the individual who is engaged in tis horse
breeding had not made some profits after 5 or 6 or 7 years, well then
maybe he should not have been in there and have the taxpayers, the
general taxpayers, pick up the losses. I am wondering what would be
a fair holding period, I mean a fair carryover period, because 3 or 5
is just an arbitrary figure.

We can make it 4 and 7 or 1 and 2. We are asking for information
from people like you who are in the business, so that we can arrive
at a carryover period that would be fair.

Mr. HozNqm. Senator, I feel this way about it: Being in the busi-
ness and knowing the type of people that are in the cattle or horse-
raising business, we have been so confused with some of the ramifica-
tions of the law and the changes in it, and the suggestion of EDA and
the suggestion of extended capital gains tax and the change from
accrual to cash method or cash to accrual method has brought in so
many of these problems that I am just wondering whether the average
horse raiser is going to understand what you are talking about with
all this carryover and carryback business.

I think all ou are doing is confusing him.
Senator Mua. I can understand your frustrations with all these

concepts being carried around and I share your frustrations. I just
want to get it down to a simple proposition if somebody who has a
pretty good-sized outside income decides he wants to become a horse
breeder. Let us say he is in the 70-percent income bracket, and let us
say he loses $50,000 in his first year of operations. That is $37,000 of
tax saving. That is $37,000 that the general taxpayers around Pie
country are picking up to subsidize.

You wouFd not have to do it that way. Say you cannot get any loss
at all, ust send the bill to the Federal Government and we wilt send
you a $57,000 check but we do not do it that wa

He comes along the next year and he has anoier $50,000 loss and
he has $57,000 in tax savi.m How long are we going to let this go
on, or are we going to put a linit on it ?
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As I understand Senator Metcalf's bill, he says we will let you do
that on a 3-year carryback or a 5-year carryover, and I have talked
to enough farmers so that most of them who are in a business like that,
they understand carrybacks and carryovers. That is all I am asking
about what would be a fair carryback or carryover period, so that an
individual like that could look forward to eventually using up these
losses, against profit from that operation, without having to write it
off against nonfarm income.

MHr. HoNzNE. I think 1 understand your problem. We have gotten
used to the present law as it is written now. Normally we have to
show a profit every 5 years, and we have learned to live with that
law, so with your suggestion there, I do not see why we do not learn
to live with that.

Senator MILER. Well , 5 years frankly sounds a little short to me
in the horse-breeding business.

Mr. HONNEN. That is right. We feel it is, too, but we have learned
to live with it.

Senator MILTM. I have spoken to some of them as to the 5-year
period in livestock and I have seen that, become a problem.

M r. HONNEN. I am not saying we are satisfied with it. We have
just learned to live with it.

Senator MILLER. Yes, but I am asking you in your experience and
best judgment would a 3-year carryback and a 5-year carryover, or if
the erson has not been in the business before, an 8-year carryover,
would that be a fair approach to something like this?

Mr. HoNNEN. It would be a better approach than the one we have
now.

Senator MILLER. I am sure it would be, but I am trying to get what
you would conclude to be a pretty fair appraisal, because any member
of this committee can pull some figures out of a hat. We come to People
who are in the business, and ask you what would be a fair, arbitrary
figure for you, and I think a fair arbitrary figure from the business
would be better than an arbitrary figure takenby somebody who does
not know about it.

Mr. FARNHAM. Senator Miller, if I could just interject this, we
of the National Association are spending considerable money at the
l)resent time doing an economic survey. Mr. Bell, in fact, who is with
me is the chairman of this committee. I think that we will have within
the near future, by reason of this economic survey which is being
carried on in every State in. the Nation, that we will have some figures
that will supply the answer to this question for you, and we will
certainly furnish them to you, sir.

Senator MILLER. Will you do that for the record, then, in say the
inatter of the next 3 or 4 weeks or the next 3 weeks?

Mr. FARNHAM. If they are available within 3 or 4 weeks you will
have them a day or so after they are available.

Senator MILLER. I would like to get something from you, because
I understand in our present system of loss carryovers andcarrybacks,
there are always some taxpayers that end up with losses that have not
beet used up and that is too bad. That is a hardship. But we have
to draw a line somewhere. You cannot have carryovers forever. It is
just not administratively feasible to do that. So if you could come up
with a suggestion along that line, I know I would appreciate it.
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Mr. HoNN. Senator, any period that you establish, it is going to
have to be set on an average, because you find one breeder who will
have good luck. He will obtain a nick with a certain stud and a
certain mare and another fellow will have hard luck, he will breed
the horse for 3 years and find out he has not got anything so he
dumps -him and picks up another and he goes on from there and
then you are going to have an extended period, so when you talk
about breeders the period of time that you are suggesting, you are
going to have to hit an average in there.

When Mr. Farnham comes up with a figure, it is going to have to
be some place in an average of the lucky and the unlucky breeder.

Senator MILLER. I have an idea that Senator Metcalf's 5 years
would gear in with the 5 years you say you have been able to live with.
That does not sound bad to me, but I can visualize a person who just
gets started, they do not have the opportunity to use the 3-year carry-
back. Why not give him an extra 3-year carryover, it might be fairer.

Mr. FARNHAM. Because there is no way, Senator, of course in the
gestation period that it be changed, and by the time you apply the
mating that you intend you are in the breeding business and then you
add an 11-month gestation period and then 2 to 3 years in the event
that mare is in foal and produces a foal, then 2 or 3 years before that
first foal gets to the races, and find out if your mating was successful;
so it is 4 to 5 years before you can have the first opportunity to deter-
mine this, and this cannot be rushed. That is nature.

Senator ANDERSON. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANsEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Cusrs. Could I ask just one very brief question and if it

takes very long put the answer in the record, because I am mindful
of these other witnesses. If an individual makes some money, makes
a profit in the racing business and in the horse breeding business,
does he pay taxes on it like anybody else that makes ordinary income?

Mr. FARNHAM. Absolutely, and a lot of taxes, because when he
reaches that year and he has the big horse, he has the successful horse,
in fact then he pays a considerable amount of taxes on it, because he
is in a very highbracket, and happy to do so.

Nobody is against that at all. In fact, that is what we are striving for.
Every breeder is striving to get into a high tax bracket, Senator.

Mr. HONN E. This is carried out a little further even to the man
who bets on a horserace. If he wins over $600 they will not give him
a check until an Internal Revenue man comes up and gets his name
and address before they pay him off.

Senator ANDERSON. Is that universal?
Mr. FARNHAM. Yes, sir, it is an Internal Revenue regulation; if it

is more than a $600 return for a $2 ticket he must show identification
before he can get the money.

Mr. SMATHWRS. May I add one other thing to Senator Curtis ques-
tion. I am new at this business as is evident. But it looks to me that the
way these provisions are, they really do not hurt the very successful,
the very rich, and the very big man. He has got the good horse. They
make money on which they pay substantial taxes. They are glad to
do it. But the fellow who gets hurt is the fellow that Mr. Honnen was
describing who is trying to get into the business maybe for the first
time. He does have the land. He is trying to start'himself a farm
and he is not very successful.
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He is the man who gets punished and would be punished by these
provisions of the House bill. It means that the little fellow, or the
man who is starting, could not get in and could not make it.

Mr. FARNHAM. Senator, could I make one other comment. Mr. Bell,
in charge of our economic survey, just gave me this note, and pointed
out that at the time the $50,000 loss limit was established, that since
that time the expenses of carrying on a breeding operation have
doubled and tripled, and so now under the provisions of this proposed
bill, it is now taking 3 out of 5 years, and a $25,000 limit. Yet the ex-
penses have doubled and tripled since the time that the $50,000 limit
was put in.

The CHAImMA. Senator Hanson?
Senator HANSE.. No questions.
The CHAmMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SMATHERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
(Harry J. Farnham's prepared statement follows:)

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF HARRY J. FARNHAM, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION"
OF STATE RACING COMMISSIONERS

Testimony by Mr. Harry J. Farnham, Chairman of the Nebraska State Racing
Commissioners, and submitted as President of the National Association of State
Racing Commissioners, an association founded in 1934 and comprised of all racing
commissioners from all 30 states in-which pari-mutuel racing Is regulated and
supervised by state officials.

The position ,f the National Association of State Racing Commissioners is one
of unalterable opposition to the "form-loss" federal tax provisions as proposed by
Senator Jack Miller In Senate Bill 1560, as proposed by Senator Lee Metcalf In
Senate Bill 500, anti as proposed by House Bill 13270 and designated therein as
Sections 211,212, and 213.

The conclusion reached by the National Associatitin of State Racing Conf-
missioners after lengthy deliberation Is that the aforesaid "farm-loss" proposals
will discourage investment In the horse breeding Industry resulting in an attrition
of good horses and a sharp reduction In number of all horses bred by small
breeders; that reduction In the breeding of horses will similarly affect the size
and number of racing programs and thereby seriously endanger the racing In-
dustry which last year produced In direct state revenue a sum exceeding 426
million dollars; that In addition to the direct state revenue derived from racing,
collection of federal, state and local taxes presently generated by the horse in-
dustry which employs more than 158 thousand persons with a payroll exceeding
one billion dollars also will be curtailed.

It is urged that Sections 211, 212, and 218, of H.R. 13270 be deleted on the basis
that fulfillment of the federal government's need for additional revenue shouldnot Jeopardize the equine Industry's source of funds for our states' pressing
needs.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, my appearance before the distinguished members of this
Committee is on behalf of the National Association of State Racing Oommis-
sloners of which I am President.

I am Chairman of the Nebraska State Racing Commission, an administrative
agency charged with the statutory responsibility of regulating and supervising
horse racing at the six tracks In Nebraska. I was appointed by Governor Norbert
T. Tiemann.

The National Association of State Racing Commissioners was formed in 1934
and its membership comprises all racing commissioners from the 30 states in
which pari-mutuel racing is conducted, namely, Arizona, Arkansas, Delaware,
Idaho, Illinois, Louisiana, Nebraska, New Mexico, California, Colorado, Florida,
Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Other
Association Officials appearing with me are: Mr. J. Newton Brewer, Chairman
of the Maryland State Racing Commission, and Mr. John A. Bell, Kentucky
State Racing Commissioner. Mr. Brewer Is presently First Vice-President of the
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Association and will succeed me as President next year. Mr. Bell is Chairman of
our Public Relations Committee, and one of his responsibilities is working on a
comprehensive plan for a national economic study of racing.

We have been directed to submit for your consideration the position of the
National Association of State Racing Commissioners as to the changes in farm
tax accounting proposals together with the facts and reasons from which this
conclusion Is drawn. Our position is presented today after lengthy deliberation
and study.

The position of our Association is one of unalterable opposition to the farm
tax accounting provisions as proposed by Senator Jack Miller in Senate Bill 1560,
as proposed by Senator Lee Metcalf in Senate Bill 500, and as proposed by
House Bill 13270 and designated therein as Sections 211, 212, and 213.

While our opposition to these proposals may be similar to others presented to
this Committee, it differs in one significant way. The position of the state racing
commissioners is not a personal one. It was not determined by self-interest, nor
by concern for a racing commissioner's salary. Salaries in those states which
provide for remuneration are nominal and the majority of pricing commissioners
serve without pay. All racing commissioners serve at the pleaslire of the various
State Governors and are charged with the responsibility of regulating and super-
vising racing so as to maintain public confidence in the sport. Each racing
commission must report annually to the legislature giving a detailed account of
state tax revenue gained from pari-mutuel racing. This is a most important part
of the commissioner's responsibility.

All racing officials are seriously concerned with the possible side effects of
the proposed farm tax changes, consequences perhaps not envisioned by pro.
ponents of these changes, but which we as racing officials fear will prove ex-
tremely detrimental to racing and which can reduce significantly state tax
revenue derived from racing.

As a part of our statement, we would like to include StatistiMc Reports on
Horse Racing in the United States for the year 1968, and as reflected in that
document, Table 1, the direct state tax revenue derived from racing last year
amounted to more than 426 million dollars. As shown on Table No. 5, the direct
state tax revenue derived from racing increases each year as racing increases
and we expect the direct state tax revenue of more than 426 million dollars
in 1968 to approach 500 million dollars this year.

These are whole tax doar-s, as distinguished from those tax dollars which
require 45 cents to collect. This racing revenue costs the states nothing to collect.
The racing commissions collect the license fees while the race tracks collect
the tax revenue from admissions and pari-mutuel handle in such amounts as
shown on Table No. 2 in the reports, and this sum is paid over directly to the
etate&

This state revenue comes from a self4lnpoed tax, and a state tax which
cannot be deducted by the taxpayer against any federal taxes. This Is an im-
portant source of state tax revenue which provides more than 155 million dollars
for schools in New York, more than 57 million dollars for roads in California,
and more than 40 million dollars for county projects in Illinois. These are signif-
cant budgetary accounts for important services provided by tax revenue from
racing.

At this very moment, states, counties, and cities are demanding more federal
funds to meet critical local needs. You well know that whatever the states lose
in decreased tax revenue will ultimately have to be made up in federal funds.
How much federal tax revenue is expected to be gained from these new farm
tax accounting provisions? The House Ways and Means Committee report, on
page 71, indicates that the "farm-loss" provisions will produce an estimated
five million dollars in 1971. If state tax revenue drops only 20 percent, the states
would lose 100 million dollars.

Mention has been made here only of the direct state tax revenue derived from
racing, a sum expected to approach 500 million dollars this year. This is the
readily accountable tax revenue from racing which we report each year as
turned over directly to state treasuries from race track operation. Yet this is
only a small portion of the federal, state, and local tax revenue generated by
the racing industry. The National Assocatign of State Racing Commissioners
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this year adopted a comprehensive plan for a national economic study of racing.
This plan is being implemented under the direction of Mr. Bell's Committee, and
the Veonomic analysis of the data now being collected is expected to be completed
next year.

Surveys preliminary to this comprehensive study indicate that the horse In-
dustry in the United States provides employment for more than 158 thousand
persons with a payroll exceeding one billion dollars This is an industry with
fixed assets of one billion 261 million dollars in land, one billion 115 million dol-
lars in horses, 621 million dollars in equipment, and 602 million dollars in race
track property.

This is an industry which we as racing commissioners fear will be critically
affected by the proposed changes in farm tax accounting. Proponents of these
measures assert that the EDA, recaptured depreciation, longer holding period
to receive capital gains and the $25,000 loss in three of five years, are designed
to gain five million dollars in federal taxes from 100 rich people. These provisions,
however, will affect not Just 100 rich people, but the incomes of 158 thousand
grooms, harness drivers, ranch hands, insurance men, Western clothing manu-
facturers, blacksmiths, hay growers, mutuel clerks, harness makers and parking
lot attendants.

Racing and direct state tax revenue from racing depend to a large extent on the
good horse. People come out to see the stars. The good horse is a rarity. Statistics
compiled by The Blood Horse magazine last year showed that 43,715 Thorough-
breds raced and only 729 of these won a stakes race. That is one good horse out
of 60. Statistics compiled by the American Petroleum Institute show that only
one out of nine drilled wells produces oil and it is generally conceded that a tax
incentive is essential for a man to challenge nine to one odds. Whatever tax
incentive there may be for a horse breeder to challenge 60 to one odds is removed
by these proposed changes in farm tax accounting.

The proposals will discourage the extremely successful businessman and pre-
clude the moderately successful businessman from Investing risk capital in the
horse breeding industry. Breeding the good horse today requires a substantial
investment in breeding stock and far more than five years of possible losses be-
fore a profit can be realized in that one good horse out of 60. However, the vast
majority of horses are not produced by the large breeding operations, but by
small breeders with four or five broodmares. Statistics compiled by Triangle
Publications show that the 43,715 Thoroughbreds which raced last year were
bred by 14,369 different persons, an average of three horses per breeder.

Removal of tax incentives from the horse breeding industry will discourage
investment by the big breeder, and thereby can seriously curtail the production
of good horses. These farm-loss proposals, moreover, can preclude investment
by thousands of small breeders, and thereby critically reduce the overall number
of horses needed to fill our race programs.

The National Association of State Racing Commissioners, therefore, desires to
express its opposition to these proposals in the strongest possible manner. While
the proposals are designed to gain five million dollars from 100 rich men, they
serve as a deterrent to the more than 14 thousand other breeders who produce
the horses for an industry that employs more than 158 thousand persons with a
payroll exceeding one billion dollars, an industry that last year produced in
direct state tax revenue more than 426 million dollars.

Our Association and all racing officials, on behalf of the industry, strongly
urge this Committee to delete sections 211, 212, and 213, of H.R. 13270, that are
so damaging to an industry making such a substantial contribution to state
revenues--which in the case of 1969-70 are already committed. Although we are
cognizant of and sympathetic with the federal government's need for additional
revenue, it is our considered judgment and strong feeling that the fulfilling of
this requirement should not jeopardize the equine industry's important source of
funds for our states' many pressing needs,
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Breakdown Sheet of Pari-mutuel Take-out and Breakage
. Disposition of Breaks Disposition of Bresks_ta__ Total T__ke-out _Pe__dtd _P__utetl TAZ to State Breasto to State to Associatlom

e n*ee vaeea.7a- Q9. U..,. 'Ibeeeugh. Ml.ew" ?beeeagh- Ot. H-ere Theregh- Ie "Gresr____ a aine Ee arn a"d rae bred Marse. Q= Fair, heed Sraws 004 Vale, bred SAY1011' ma .le
Artaon(1) 2a% 23CA 4% - 7% Nan* 21C 21C 100% 100%
Arkanfta (2) 16% 6%/ loc 33%f% 33%%
calfornia (8) 14% 14% I 6% - s8%2 5.% %- % oc o 2Cc ioc All over 50 muLIM 200% 50% amt 24 millon--oo0% puree.S5()-% 37 10C 24 million-60 million 100% purse.(o) ado (6) 25%-L6% %-§% 20C le ' 00% 10

Delaware (a) 15% 17 % 
5
* % 4 % 10c 5 0 0% "0% 200%

Florida () 15% 17% 8% 7% 1Cc 0€c 00% 50% 50% 50
Idaho 15% 4 1 e% 5% 2% soc -Cc 100% 100%
Ill-iis 25% 15% 1C 101 50% 50% 5

entuc)y 14% 17%/- 4% oc oc I 00
Loe11iana (') 16% 2%-% Coe 662/3% I _____
Maine 18% 2W/. is% 7% 7% 7% 1C loc 21C 100% 100% 100%

100 if%1 %3,n day 100%Ialy
Maryland (a/. 13% 161% U3% 5% 3%%-7% 1%-G% 1€ 10 l 50% average exceef 50% 80% average below 50%1, 1$166666.67 It 81666
Mauett 2,% 17% 17% 7%-% 5%%-9%% 2%-8% loc i0c 1o c 50% 50% 1 0% 50% 50% 00%

Mew York 15% j 15% 5% 5% _1__ 10 ioc 50% % 50% 50%Montana. (9) 2D% I ___I____ ____1c 10
Nebrska 14% 1% 

11
Nevada (9) i6%%I l - c 2___ __ _ 00%
NewiHampshire 15% 17% 11 7%-% 5-1/% 5 6%-8% 10c 1c le c 50% 00% 50% 50% 1 50% 50%
NewJersey Wilk 16% 7 8 51/2% -6% 10. j1c 200% 100% 7% 1
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,___--% % 21 -6% 2% O 5Cc c .00%...
Ne.... i%1% 10% 100%
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00110 Is%% 27%%~ 16V y aI/ %- 4/4%-4/%1c 1Cc lee 23% after the first 82000. 33%e&40%1 35%&40% 0A8
1__%%_ W.7 lc I____ 35%640lAOregon Optioni1 12% 12%% 2%-G% 1%% 1Cc 1Cc 50% 50%Opcal 15% 15% 5...-7% IN 10c .. 50% 50%Poylvan'a 17% 5% Ioc 50% _____ ___ 50%

Rhode Island 16% A%% 1Cc 50% W_____8%1___
SouthDaktota 15% W5%7 4% 4% Ioc 10c 100% 1100%
Vermntle 18% 13% 5%% 3%- 3% 10c 1Cc 50% 40% 50%1 50%
WaSh~ngton 15% 15% 15% 15% 5 c 5c 100% 100%West Virgiala 15% 5%% LIlo -c10
Wyoming 17% 4% ioc 100%REMA=: 

AM - L t. - -.. . . . .5and 1IiI. e. , . ,AM.. .... . --.. --. . . . .. . . .... . . . .,. .
(1) A6ees: Fair--AUl revenue and breakage to counties.(2) Arlansa: reaktage--One third to state. 'A to asoclAticn and 's to city where track ia located.(2) Celfeesla: Any track operator that handled not more than $125 million quallfes to retain the break-

age for pure dietribution. Up to $24 million wagered, the track receives 50%. purses 50%. From $2 1
million to $50 million. 100% goes to purses. The state receives 100% over $50 million wagered.

(6) CeAWdi: Colorado State Falr--.State receives only 2% of 15% take-out.(4) IDamwae: Thoroughbred-One per cent increase in parl-mutuel commlaelon-50% allocable to purna. (so)

,--.? -- .. _-. ,, ,. t,,.- W t aond.-/or Wer peat. pre ent or future capital Imprvementa"Mlete: Breaktage- One halt of breakage to Racing Promotion Trust Fund to supplement purse.
Lmbml: Breakage-Full amount used at track where breakage Is collected, with 2/3 to track and% to supplement purses for Loulainna breeders.
Maryla4: Steeplechase-Total take-out 14%, with 5% to state. All breakage to assoclaLon
Meatans and Newda: Revenue to Stgte-Btate receives no revenue, but 1% of take-out go" to Con-

mission for expenses.
Vemmt: Pari-mutuel Tax to State--tate reeves 1%/ more tax on Sunday racing.
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2" X& 46 Brief Summary of Tax Methods by States

TOt take-out 1%. Stats rovm 4% a, st 10000 a daily par-mutuel pool and 7% all ovr100.000. Net underpay to state at end t meeting. Breakage 10, an to saocmuo FAIRS: CountyAr_M__ __ in which fai I l edreds pensutuel taz revm. instead of tate.

Arkaa TOW take-" 16%. lnutod tel to Meas 6%. " dely beme. 10c tax on ad'heMSM Breaks 0c.. divided 33% / to city where ack Is located 33%% to association. = % to EtMt.
ITotel take-out 14%. State recaftr 5% of AlM 510 million handled. 6% of nex 5Up nMllon. 7% ovar M2 moillon to V75 million. 7l% Over 575 111llion1 to 4M2 million. 5% over 5125 million wgrd cn

Calffenif patimnal license fees end breakage. Breakts to 20L. Any raciengascalOn that bandles not more than 51I= ilili qusllfee to retain breakaea for purve distribution: All under 524 mlinWageredraeft association receives 50%. pusea 50%; 524 iljliso $0WME00% to ptures Over 550 million State receives 200%.

TOW take-out 15%. State cve 31A at dAt 5200.000. 4% of a m Oe 200.000 whh does not exceed 500.000. 5% of en in ae of $300000 which does not exceed M0,000 6% a all inCdc"W6 ~ ~ excies , Wrk . Breaks 10c. anl to asoiain At Colorado *tat* Fair. state reeves 2% at take-out.

THORUOIIWD:TOW take-ent 15%. 1% me uIc alemie 80%, fee soe, 85% ee Caital 1111prevmenie.i Par ason. license M5.O0 Admieelone 20c. Breaks 10C, divided equally betwe stats@Dlaar asoain nlie eAmta lhtpyhe to state one year following last date of meeting In which ticket wee sold. 1VARNESS; Total take-out 17 'j%. State receives 4t% Mina-
elm 1C.. . .eaka Sc. -- mostin.- Un~c~~, ~ .P- a rt tual tickets revert to state SA e year

THOROUGHED Total take-out 151%!. State receives 8%. (S% and aftzisioni tas divided equally among 67 counties after racing commission. expenses deducte&-5% and % breakage toGeneral Rievenue Fund. oea half of breakage to Racing Promotion Trust Fund to suplment pirsa.) Breaks 1Cc. Sc on min-aspool. Any track having en average daily handle of leae than 540000
Florida per day for the preceding racing seam operates on a fixed daily icense fee. IIANPESS: Total take-out 17%. btt receive* 7%. 1(of siatee conmiseion. 3% and adiniumon taxes divided equallymn 67 counties after racing ~mlo expnes deducted. 2% and 50% at live~kg to General Revenue Fund. 2% to be divided equally among c-untie.. Ml y per cent of breakage to RacingProotion Fuad to mppefnent, pure.) Brias lo.

Tot take-out 151A. Non-fair associations receive 10% plue breakage and pay 52 daily Dome fee. Fairs receive 14% plus breakage, and are exempt from license fee. The 4% and license from
Idaho nm-fairs deposited to Public SCool CAdwnent F md. All occupaional license fem deposited to General Fund. Associations accrue eli mones in unclaimed tickets 30 days after close of rame

meet. Commjt receives 1% ot handle for operational expe s.

TOWa take-out 15%.. TIIOROUlISRZD-state received: At race tiacka within county of 500.000 or more or within county of le than 500,000 but within 100 Iles corporate limits any city instate ot I mime. or man tax rats., e chatty: F r e .-- C annual hndlW--%. 5000.001 to 310.000M0.%. 5 , M.u,_01 to $30.000,000-7%. 560.000,001 to ,40.ooo.ooo-7%%,
404.0over to $".0.00-S . At rae tracks within county of less than 500.000 and more tan 100 miles of any city in state of 1 million or more tax rats. except chanty:

]lu at, S1.0 .00 of amual handle %. 510.000,001 to 520.000.0-4%. 5wo0.o 0 to 530.0000o-7%. 530,000.001 to 640.000.000-7%%. 540.00,001 to $60.000,o0o-S%, over 60.,000o-.48%%.fBresks 1ce, half to state. Cohaity meets, tax 7% plum half of break. A NESS-etat receives: 71ret 530.000.000 of annual handle-0.. %. M0.000.001 to Wr.000,000-4%%. U5.000.001 to
540GA0OO--7%%. 540.000 01 to 560,00o.0-4%, over w .0000o-4%%. Breaks I0c. half to state. Chanty meets, tax 7%. Breakage, both Thoroughbred and Harnee, 5c instead of loc in cae
at islm pOoL

THOROUGHBIUM: Total take-out 14%. State receives 4% on all under 1 million wagered during year. 6% thereafter. Daily license $0 if average daily handle at track during year does not
aeed 40.000 $1.000 at tracks with average daily handle $4.000 to 400.000.2.500 at tracks where sim exceeds $W00.000. Breaksloct to association; 15c on edmnisslo a HMARES: Total take.Ketcky out 17%. state receives 4%. Daily license &100 If average daily handle during previous year doee not exceed $75,000, 51,0 thereater. Breaks lo, to association; Sc on admislons. unclaimed tickets
to state after two years.

TOta take-out 16%. In a pa~hwith population ot 430,000 and oe tats receives: On total daily pools fromn Ic to 5201.00-3%. 5201.000 to $401.000, 510.050 plus 6% of that amount exceeding
5201.000 MA up to 5401A.00.401=00 aNd over. S=2080 plus 7% at anyeanoqmit exceeding $401.000. Daily license fee $1.000. In a perish with population less than 40.000 state receives: On total dailypooksaup to 5200.00-4% of that portion exedig50.000. 5201.000 to S300.000.56.500 plus 6% of that portion exceeding 52000 Over 300051,000 A plum 7% of pool exceeding 5300000. Dailyce fee 51.000. Admissons lOc. Breaks =1t .2../4 to association and % to Louisana Breeders Fund to spplement piraoe.
THOROUGHBRZD: Total take-out 15%. State reoeve 7% sub-divided a follows: 5% to General FuAd. 1% to Agricultural Stipend Fund, 1% returned to association to defray coat of operation.
LAcenae fee 55.000 annually. Any outatandug balance in unredeemed mutual tickets divided equally between association and state when account is closed. Breaks to loc. anl to association. [AR-MNIUS: TOW take-out 18% with 6% to state General Fund. 1% to Agricultural Stipend Fund. assocLUaon 11%. On&xm of state co vision is returned to association for purpose of supptementing
purse money. LUcense fee $10 for each 6 days or kIe of racing. Bond up to 550,000 required for license. Breaks 100, all to aeoclatlon.

THOROUGHBRED (MILE TRACKS): Total take-out 13%. State receives 5%. association 7%% at which 4% In allocated to purees and .34 of 1% to Marylandbred Fund Races. One half of 1%
at money wagered to Racing Fund for plant Improvements. Daily license fee S1.000. Breaks 10c. divided equally between state and associaton. CO,"NTY FAIS (THOROUGHB]RED: Total take-
out 13%. with 1% of *rt 5I.50000 to state, 12% of first 1.500.000 to association, of which .66% Is allocated to purses end .34 of 1% to Maryland.bred Fund Races. All over $1,500.000. 6% to state,

Marylad 7% to msoclaton of which &6e6% is allocated to purses and .34 of 1% to Maryland-bred Fund races. Breaks loc, divided equally between stats and association. HARNESS: Tota take-out 16%.Of all money wagered not in exces of SM1O00aily average, 3 %% to state, 12 %% to assoclaton Of all money wagered In excess of 5123,000 daily average. 7% to state, 9% to associatiomn.Dalyhome U& Breaks 20c. a reain all b I l y average is below ,166.666.67. above thin figure. state gets all breakage. 8T;IHPLEJCD'ASE: Total take-out 14% . Stat reeves 5%,
a cAtion 9%. Breaks 10c. to association.

THORMUBRED: Total 9%ke-ea 15%. eate recives 7y1/. aseeetiee 7%%. tLcense fee 5M per dy. Breaks 10c. divided equally between state and association. HARNESS: Tot take-out
17%. Stale receives on daily handle to S40C.000-0%. 5400.000 to 4A50.000-4-%%, 5430.000 to 5 00.000-7%,,. 5500.000 to 57;0.000-7% %. 530.00 to SW.000-A, $W500.000 to $560.000-% %.
SW000 and over--g%%. LAcense fee $20O p day. Breaks 10c, divided equally between state and associatUon FAIRMS: Total take-out 17%. State receives 2% of daily handle plus 3%% of any
amount over 65.000. License fee S50 per day. Breaks 100 divided equally between state and association.

THOROUGHUD: Total take-out 15%. State receives 9%. association 7%. Breaks 10, divided equally between state and asociatlon. HARNS: Total take-out 15%. State recelves3%. associa-
Uon 10%. Breaks 10€, divided equally between state and associatio.

* Portion bold face type indicates change in law 1968.
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Mo nTotal take-out 20%. The llcsaee ahall pay to commisslo" 1% of all gio receipts of each days paT-mutual betting at each rac meet. which su s shall be paid to Commission within five (5) days
aftrepot by liOMMe At end o each rammem should report shw underpayments to be in mae of overpayments. such balance ell be paid to commisin, (No tax paid to State of Montana.)

Motorla Total take-out 14%. Stato rews 4% an all over $1 million. Tax on admission Ific which along with Montee received In license fees. Is distributed among counties at State for county fair premium.
Break* c, to ageoc dio.

Total tAke-out 16%%. WIth exception at YaM,. state receives 2% at which 1% is paid to stte Genera FLd and 1% to racing commission. (Daily license 50W er day. however, law provides that a
Nevad maximum of 20 per day may be charged) FAIRS: Total U -out 161s%. with 1% to racing coaimasaioe for adminitrative work. However, after July 1 of following year any amount over 10,000

In to be distributed to agricultural districts conducting horaa racing ProportIonately to the amount contributed by each district. Breaks 10c. to asei-mon

T UG31WBED: Total take-eat 1 . State roeive. 
7

*%~~,tameelam 7%/,,. No lcnse fee, but bond not exceeding $0,000 required. Breats 20c. divided equally between state and association
-Now HaHABNblS H : Total take-out 17%. divided as follow: Of t mutuel p for any oo day, state receives 51,/. up to 40.000. 6%%-400,001 to $450,000, 72/%-3450.001 to 500.000 7%%,

"500,0o1 to &0.000. 8Y(%--=0.001 to "W6000. S%%-"00,001 to 5000. 9%%-$W.001 arI over. One quarter of 1% of total pari-mutuel pools allocated to Agrl'ultura ralr state; how-
ever, total amount allocated is limited to $180.000 In any one year. Track licenses paid to townehp where track to locked. Breaks 10c, divided equally between state and association.

THOROUG]BlD: Total take-out 14'A%. Of firt 840 million of handle, state receives 7%%, thereafter 8%%. Breaks 10c, all to state. HAPItIES:: Total take-out 16%. Of first 140 million ofhe Jersy a state receives 5%%, thereafter 6%%. Breake fc. all to state.
Total take-out 18%. State receives 2% up to 120.000. 3% to 380,000, 4% to 8400.0, 6% all over 8400.000. New Mexico State Fair, stats receives 2%. Daily license fee S300, half to state and

Nwlq e halt to cowty in nich track Is located except State Fir charged $10 per rae. day. Breaks 10c. ail to association.

THOOUGBRI:3 0% asmt4 le. Foom inger Lake. state receive. 104eHi,68Sf 9%ba

,New YOr-- . .. " -1-- - _U--' ------ N a _ WI ki 1100w P60 per day, HA-"-ESS: Total take-ant 16%. Of
toea Adfy peel state re-dves, GY2% set exe.M0g 5175k08% 7% -17 ~ t% =565. to~5A63 isassia % -40;ee to $58050"55t l6%4e~n s uke ewO~ 1i%% AlD
eve 861Au, Breaks 10c. with state receiving 80%. Htorne Breader* Fc.,n 25%. assiatin 25%.

THOROUGHBRED: Tot take-out 16%%. State receive. 4'A% AMt $10,000 wagered. 5%% haezt 840,000,6%A% next 850.000, 7%1% next 300.,000, 8 % all over 400,000. HARNESS and FAIRS:
Total take-out 17%%. State receive. 3% fAnt F10.000, 4% not $40,000, 5% net 80,000. 6% next 8300,000, 7% an over 8400.000. For both Thoroughbred and Harness, breaks 10c with state reesiv-

eOhle ing 25% after first $2.000 In any year; 40% of breaks retained by track for increase In net puree distrbution. Ohio Fair Fund: One half of 1% of total wagered at Thoroughbred, Harnee and Fair
meetings appropriated for Ohio Fr Fund Tax (tax collected from take-out). Thoroughbred Fund Fear teethe of 1% af total wagered at Iheeigbbred sad Hawee meetlnags (not cesqecis frem
FIals) in Aprpa to Oe Thfeor bei Racm FML (One tenth of 1% Increas for 16 smcn.) General Revenue Tax collected from Fair. refunded to Agricultural Bocieties.
Tota take-out 12% In Option 1. 15% In Option 2. Under Option 1. state receives 3% A 86.00. 4% next S67.000. 5% next $67,000. 6% all over $200.000 wagered in one day. Under Option 2.

Orgon state receive. 5% firat $133.(MO. 6% next 847,000. 7% ali over $M0.000 wagered in one day. Non-profit Fairs, state reeves I% % under either Option. Daily license fee Option 1. $425, Option 2. $500.
Per meet ic - ne non-profit tracks $1. Breaks 10c. half to association and halt for press Oregon-bed horses,

eAXNES: Total take-out 17 . State receives 5%. aseciation 10%. In addition there Is a 2% tax at tracks located In citile of first clos. paid directly to school district. In all other area. 2% tax
Ppaid to Department of Commerce for projects in accordance with law. Breaks 10c, divided equally between state and assoctatlon, except in case where a minus pool is created, then breaks 5c
Rhode land Total tak-out 16. Stats receives 8%%. association 7%%. Breaks 0c, divided equally between state and asocation.

South Dakota Total tak-eout 151A. Stats Special Racing Fund receie 3,-. -tat* BrooderV Fund 1%. association 11%. Law also provides that 5% of winning purse will go to South Dakota bre r of winnInghorse. Breaks 10C. all to association

THOROUGH]BRED: Total tak -out 13%. State receive. 6%%. Breaks I0c, half to state and half to association. HARNES: Total take-out 18%. with state receiving on first 150,00U plus 3%.
'Vermont $1M00 to $200,000 phs 4%, 8200.000 to 8250,000 ous 5%, $250.000 to 8300,000 plus 6%. $300,W.0 to 8350,000 plus 7%. 8350,000 and over 8%. Breaks 10c, half to state and half to association on

$1Imday racing, eWaWe abate incresed as fflee: Ta percentage GY1% instead of A~%. therovgbibred: isa percentage alldiag scale 4%7 to 8%. harness.

Washington ToCal take-out 15%. Stats receives 5/,. asocation 10%. Breaks 5c. all to association.

West Virgia Total take-out 15%. State receive 5% %. location 9%. Daily license tax $250 for tracks urder one mile. 8500 for tracks one mile or more. Unredeemed pari-mutuel ticket money depooltedto
Speci Account to support State Breeder" Award.. Breaks 0c. all to association.

Total take-out 17%. with 1% to conmlmsson for operating expenses, 4% &And breakage to State General Fund, 2%. on a population ratio, to cities and towns within county where track is located. Aseo-
Wyomin ciation retains 10%. Breaks 10c, all to state. 1b ISMS 1og ire ie pseed a new parl-oshe law pemling tetal take-et of 20%. with 2% to Pai-Mutul Boeard. 2% to city where track is

lee 3te6 6% t. racing oerlades. Breakage aS to racing ,.tie.,,,

-Portion bold face type Indicats change In law 1N681
Total take-out 1%. State receives from Saratoga 9%. from Aqueduct and Belmont 10% of total nautel handle. From Finger Lakes state receives 5%, first $175.000, 7% next 8125A00. 8% next $100.000.

0% over 8400.000 to 85000. 10% to 14M00)00. II% all over $600.000. Effective April I. I) additions' 1% of take-out for purses. Breaks 10c. state receives from Aqueduct-Belmont 80%. from Saratoga and
Finger Lakes 75W. Franchise fee $3J00 per racing day paid by non-profit associations. Finger Lake track license $100 per day.

I A, I -~ ;i 1/



T" No. 5

3adug Revemuto state.

(for U. S.) byYem

1967 . .. 394,381,913

1886 ---.-. 8 452,12198.................. 9,93

1m ,30,9928

16M 2U 8.077

1 0 . 6039AO6

I68 248.A361&

1U6 222.0.~ n~498$U

1867 216747,621

1966.. 207,4K=27

M5 8~~ 186,9956

1964 178.01T5828

1963 .... 67.446

1962 142.480,06

-1i61 117.20,54

16 9,3 167

19 48 __ 96.803364

194 ...... .. 94,035,8

IM 45,265,405

18M .. . 88,194,727

194 22,005,27

1941 21.12=.73

19M 10,M6.807

123 SA.44792

194. 6.024,13

Table No. 6 Monies Distributed in Stakes and Purses for 1968
z46as TtalMones De~tlhumj naout Va1,hutd byAssclaleaa 3Amount Contributed by Horsemen.State ot" Mok* mea obim by~S Asm i,.Nuse Thorgh Oh. worseTOsadC 1 Zalh. Hoees Mama .5" Volvs

Arizona 11,665.455.24 S 1.439.171."4 3522G,28380 S 1.439,171.4 226,28.1.80 6 No Report S No eport
Arkansas 1.679,W5o.00 , .679. o00 19..00
California (1) 28,177,06.00 19.983.Oo 8,105,700.00 2 ,,3o 5 -i.9,080n,. 0 0  3.IG5,700.00 2.17L.700 0 902,830.00 No Report 67,7=.00

______ 2.84.433&00_ 2,735,222.00 113,211.00
Colorado (1) 1,254,882.45 960,86.9 175A51.8 No Report No Report' No Report No Report

.... 96.41&46 No Report No Report
Delaware 6.5604.00 2,963160.00 3.707,114.00 200.0) 3.649.059.00 58,060.00 56.075.001
lorida (2) 6 .679,37.00 6,79.37&.00 __, I F ,04.60.00 374,77.00
Idaho, 13694.00 104,22.00 32,71100 78,14&.00 29,162.00 26,086.00 '~90
Illino s 21.342ooo 12,50,75.00 883M7.07L00 11=2.6.00 5A37,07.oo 6,83.0000 No.Report
Kentucky 6960.796.50 5,258,364.0 1.702.432.50 4,931.529.00 1.441,274.00 326.=.00 201,17.50
Louisiana 3,89.077.00 )380077.00 I3.6U5.950.00 213,127.00
Maine (a) 1,424.080.00 374,105.00 789,525.00 260,450.00 374,105.00 789,525.00 260,450.00 No Report No Report No Report
Maryland (1) 10,607.31.93 7,78K,497.40 1.518.664.25 1.302.151.28 7.443.402.40 1.429,109.75 1,.-99,826.28 343.095.00 89554.50 2.325.00
Massachusetts (a) 4.706.793.24 2,670,282.00 1,693.638.99 

3 4 
.87

2
.

2
5 2,49,332.00 1.664,450.00 341,872.25 20.930.00 29,188.99

Michigan 8.796,59.00 55,o.774.00 3.=55,7.00 , oo 3,219,895.00 112,0. 3..9.00
Montana 164.78415 164,784 1 5.9 25,224.20
Nebraska 3.001.505.00 3000 0 [2o2 00o oo.o 75,430.00
Nevada 21,421.00 .,42Lo0 ,954.60 1,466.50
Now Hampshire (3) 4,121,857.89 1.98.55.00 2,094,187.89 42.211.W t t.970.M0.00 2.090,425.90, 42.111.00 14.6w0.00 3,761.99
Now Jersey 13,009.546.00 9,902,285.00 3.107,261.00 11 9,254,250.00 3,107,26L00 648,035.00 No Report
Now M~exc (a0, 4,442.313.06 2,243o33424 2,196,9.53ii 1,96.80.5 877,80.66 276,532.701 1X3148o16
New York (5) 44,635,511.34 21,843.315.00 22,792,196.34 ii 20,846,650.00 21,253,446.34 99M.6G6,00 1,538.750.00
Ohio (1) 11,661.266.26 66,984.00 3,964,9.00 5S3217.0 6 .984.00 3,964,935.00 58275 o eport -NoRport No51eporN

1,051,129.78 1,061,129.78 No Report
Oregon (2) 1,023.587.00 560,38000 100,13.0 540,950.00 No33.0 Rep0.03Got64,333.00, . 9 , 430.00 3,108.00

363,18.00 288,892.00 74.277,00
Pennsylvania 5. .016.00 58.01600 5.416.986.00 418.030.00
Rhode Island (c) 3561,442.00 3,561.442.00 3,560. 00 1,190.00
South Dakota 345,740.00 324,165.00 21,575.00 263,989.00 21,075.00 60,176.00 5W.00
Vermont 1,587.396.00 1.438.896.00 448,500.00 1,438,896.00 448,500.00 No Report No Report

Washington 2,O,95.0 ,0,2500 25.000.w0{ 1.944.62.00 99).30&.00 25.000.00
WestVirgil" 6, , i67ILOO iS4 7 L 0  6.846...._,4S4_6_OO 2....__ 9,810.00
Wyoming k eot No Report No Report No Rpr

TOTALS $206,275,040.08 1$132.015.K2862 062,852,036.97 11,407,074.49, I

REMARKS:
(x) Ddd Fame indicates Quarter Horns.
(s) Florlda: Purse and Stakes Distribution not kept by Racing Commission. Figures used supplied from Triangle Publications for 3 tracks--Gulfstream, Hialeah. Tropical.(3) Maie d New Hampslire: Fairs-All Harness.
(4) bl3rylexl and Manmehusetta: Fairs-Al Thoroughbred.
(r) New York: Harness-Amount contributed by Horse Breeders' Development Fund. $2,427.797.50, included with Track Contribution.
(-) Rode iLsland: Purse Distribution obtained from Triangle Publications.
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The CHAMMAN. Gentlemen, it is 15 minutes of 4 and we have heard
three witnesses. I would hope we can move more rapidly to hear the
full list of witnesses. I would suggest unless there is objection that
we limit each Senator to 3 minutes to examine witnesses. If he wants
to interrogate them further he can have the witnesses come into the
conference room here and he can interrogate them as long as he wants
to there.

We have a former member of our committee who has been waiting
for a chance to be heard. I believe he will find it very inconvenient
to stay over and I would like to hear him now if I may. I would like
to callSenetor Frank Carlson out of order to present what he has on
his mind. We are proud to have you here with us, Senator. Many of
us regret that you insisted on retiring last year.

STATEN OF HON. FRANK CARLSON ON BERALF OF THE
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF GRAIN COOPERATIVES; ACCO-
PIANIED BY BRUCE 3. HENDRICKSON, VICE PRESIDENT, AND
IRVING CLARK, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. CARLSOr. Mr. Chairman, I would like very much if you have
no objection to have Bruce Hendrickson who is executive vice resi-
dent of the National Federation of Grain Cooperatives and Mr. Irving
Clark who is their general counsel to sit with me.
0 Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportunity of appear-
mg before this committee. As I sat here listening to this testimony 1
admire the committee. It was my privilege of serving for 14 years
and it is a service I am going -to cherish all the rest of my life.

I will appear here this afternoon I trust very briefly because I ap-
preciate the problem you folks are meeting with. I come here this
afternoon to express the views of the members of the National Federa-
tion of Grain Cooperatives on the proposals that are contained in sec-
tion 531 of H.R. 13270.

This is a complex subject, and I thought it had been resolved. As
the chairman well remembers, we spent much time on this hearing
and discussion in the 1962 act. I thought we had written then and I
still believe a vy fair provision.

Appearing with me as I stated are Mr. Hendrickson and Mr. Clark.
I have asked these men to sit with me because there may be some tech-
nical questions I am noa familiar with.

I wm afraid that as our farm marketing cooperatives have become
more and more of an effective force in the selling and the processing for
sale of grains and oil seeds for the mutual benefit of its members,
opponents of this perfectly proper method of doing business have
sought by a variety of extremely technical means to drive a "tax
wedge" between member-patrons and the institutions they have tire.
lessly built and financed to further their own economic well-being. It
has also been at considerable cost to these farmer-patrons, ndtwith-
standing allegations to the contrary by those who have ceaselessly
showered the Congress year after year with "co-op tax reform"I
schemes designed to deprive member-owners of these institutions of
the full economic benefits which both the Congres and executive
branches of -our federal system have in their wisdom seen fit to en-
courage over many decades in the interests of sound public policy.



As I recall the many instances in the past when I was personally in-
volved in judgments made with respect to cooperative taxation both
in this distinguished committee and on the floor as a Senator from the
great State of Kansas, the principle of the payment of a single tax
upon the savi ngs-earnings--of a farm cooperative at the investor
level was never.lost sight of despite the repeated attempts by opponents
of these organizations to have them taxed otherwise under the guise
of "reform.' This has even included successive attempts to impose the
"two-tier" system of levying taxes on the "profits" of these farmer-
owned and controlled associations.

Despite the repeated efforts of farmers and their cooperative leaders
over the years to combat this divisive tactic we have seen successive
encroachment by the Government into the conduct of the business
affairs of both patrons and their cooperatives as regards tax matters.

This involvement appears to be getting deeper too, judging from
the proposals contained in section 531 of H.R. 13270,

Both the proposed phased-in cash payout requirements to 50 percent
by 1970 and the statutory directive to treat future contributions of
capital-invetments---by patrons in their cooperatives as debts of the
organization are perfect illustrations of this excessive tendency by
some to submerge or sink well established public policies via, the
taxation route.

It night be pointed out too, that neither proposal serves the interests
of the Government from the revenue standpoint since no additional
taxes will be collected, according to estimates supplied by the Treasury
Department.

Since this is to be the case, and I have no reason to disbelieve their
estimtes, I am 4 a loss to understand where any corresponding or
redistribution of existing or future tax burdens--the object of tax
reform-will come about as a result of the enactment of these proposals.

On the other hand, irrparable harm will be done to both farmers
and their cooperatives if section 531 is ended Into law. I can't be-
lieve that members of this committe want to see this happen.

This is especially true in the present context of the tremendous
demands being put on our limited resources budgetwise, including the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Farmers recognize this hard fact
of life even in cases involving our major programs for grains like
wheat. Because of this, they are attempting through various means
to devise their own programs. A major effort in this direction to
eventually relieve the Government of its dominant role in this area is
being spearheaded by cooperatives. Most certainly, any program
ultimatey developed will take time. But experience convinces me
that the very institutions which would be destroyed by the enactment
of these harsh proposals--our gain marketing cooperatives-represent
the most promising vehicle or eventually effecting the transfer of
grain programs to the private sector sometime in the distant future.

Now, as to the subject at hand, I well recall the days of service on
this committee prior to the enactment into law of the Revenue Act
of 1962 when we exhaustively studied this subject.

At that time I remember we were very careful to erect a set of
"qualifications" to insure that all noncash patronage allocations would
be taxed at their stated dollar value in the hands of the patron or his
cooperative would be taxed. In order to be sure that the patron had
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enough cash to pay the tax on these amounts we required that the
cooperative include at least 20 percent of the savings in cash.

That seemed like a reasonable proposition then. It still does, I be-
lieve then and still do however that the financial needs of these
businesses is a matter which should be left more properly for them to
determine by their own actions and not be impressed on them by some
tax authority. This includes such jointly agreed-to decisions as those
taken with respect to who is going to pay the tax on patronage dis-
tributions too, so long as the proper tax is paid by somebody.

The point which is often overlooked is the fact that these associa-
tions are voluntary as to membership. No one is under any compul-
sion to patronize them either, an item that those unfriendly to this
form of business organization never bother to mention for self-serving
reasons.

Now, it seems to me that as this committee considers section 581
of H.R. 13270 it ought to weigh very carefully the fatal consequences
which it would have on the future ability of local grain marketing
cooperatives like my own back in Kansas-the Cloud County Co-
operative Elevator Association at Concordia--to provide the badly
needed and growing services which its farmer-owners demand and
get right there in town.

Of equal, if not of more importance, is FAR-MAR-O., Inc., head-
quartered in Hutchinson, Kans. This latter organization, a regional
rain marketing coo operative makes it possible for members of myfomal to play a significnt roie in the key terminal and export grain
markets where forces of supply and demand operate to establish prices.
Markets created day in and day out by this major regional along with
markets created by the other 19 regionals comprising the membership
of this federation constitute an in ispensable service for the 1 million
grain producers and 2,680 local cooperatives owning them.

Earnings derived from the activities of these regionals represent a
major source of revenue for the locals. At the same time, the locals'major investments (and consequently, their member owners) ar gen-
erally those made in their regional. These are substantial, too, relativeto others in most came.

With limited exceptions, the capital which has been provided by
farmers to build and enlarge their sphere or marketing influence has
come from reinvested earnings on which farmers have willingly paid
taxes on in order to supply to themselves as a group many of the serv-
ices they could not economically afford to individually do. This would
include such things as building and maintaining grain elevators,
plants for processing their grains into more valuable products, owning
rail and barge equipment, and even acquiring their own lending in-
stitution-the banks for cooperatives-through the systematic repay-
ment of government capital from their own funds.

All of these have cost great sums of money, but they are providing
their member owners with an important array of services which is
the way they want it.

Thus, as you study and deliberate the pros and cons of section 531
of H.R. 13270 in the weeks and months ahead I would urge you to

under very carefully whether, by enacting this proposal you willhelping farmers or hu rting them.
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After it is all over, my inclination is tha v,)u will be disposed to
agree with me that the wisest course is to have section 531 stricken
from the bill.

The CHarRMAN. Senator Carlson, I have a letter from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, not from the Secretary, signed by his Under
Secretary but I am sure it represents the position of the Department
as a whole. It couldn't be any stronger on your side than it is. It saysthak-

This will not add a dime to revenue but it will seriously burden cooperative&
It will damage the cooperative's ability to meet members' demands for Increased
services with member-owned, internally-generated capital It will hurt and
seriously limit co-ops' aLllty to borrow money.

I will abbreviate the rest of it. It is discriminatory against farmers.
I don't know of any letter that could be stronger in support of your
position then that of the Under Secretary speaking for the Department
of Agriculture. I would like to put that in the record, and also a state-
ment that I have received from the executive vice president of the
American Rice Growers Association who also states that the soybean
farmers are in support of that. As far as I can see it is a case that cannot
be refuted.

(The documents referred to follow:)
DEPAsTMENT OF AOIOULTUUit,

OFFICE O THZ SECRETARY,
WahtMngton, September 9, 1969.

Hon. Rusew B. Lozio,
C irmn, Committee on Finance,
U.. Se#ae, W rhWtgon, D.C.

DEnA SENATOR Loivo: This Administration is deeply committed to helping
farmers increase their net incomes and to bring equity to American agriculture.
Section 531 of the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1969 provides for a gradual
increase from the present 20 percent to 50 percent (8 percent per year for 10
years) in the amount of cash a cooperative must pay currently to "qualify" Its
refunds as non-taxable income. The proposed Act also would require that that
pairt of the refund not paid currently in cash must be paid out within 15 years.

Mis proposal would throttle one of the essential tools for maintaining farm
income. If adopted, It will have these results:

1. It won't add a dime to tax revenue, but It will seriously burden
cooperatIves.

2. It will damage coops' ability to, meet members' demands for Increased
services with member-owned, internsIly-generated capital.

& It will seriously limit co-ops' ability to borrow. With a 15-year due
date on deferred refunds, these be. ome long-term liabilities and would take
precedence over any later-issued promissory notes This added debt would
Impair coops' ability to borrow for constructive purposes.

4. It is discriminatory. Congress doesn't tell other corporations to pay
their dividends In cash. They may pay all or part of them in stock, and many
do. Nor does Congress tell other corporations how to manage their financial
affairs by indicating the nature, time, and form of distributing their annual
net margins. If Congress required corporations generally to revolve their
equity captal every 15 years, as this Act would require coops to do, It would
disrupt the economy and destroy capitalism as we know it.

5. It will force co.ops Into a tight mold. Some co-ops pay only the required
20% in cash. Others pay 60%, 75%, or 100%, depending on each co-op's
plans and It members' preferences for financing facilltes and services.

I rwe ully urge that the Committee, when It considers H.R. 18270, eliminate
toileprovlslon-from thetax reform package.

Sincerely,
J. PHIL CAMPUL, Under Seoretrat.
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STATsMENT Or GoizE B. BLAn, ExmcuTivE VICE-PRESIDENT Or AMumOAN Ricz
Gowns CoopnE rvz AssocuToN

My name is George B. Blair. I am the Executive Vice-President of American
Rice Growers Cooperative Association, 211 Pioneer Building, Lake Charles,
Louisiana. This association, with its predecessors, has been engaged in rough rice
marketing for the producers of Louisiana and Texas for over 60 years. I am
also the Executive Vice-President of American Rice Growers Exchange which
has been supplying fertilizers and agricultural chemicals to rice producers since
1944 and the Executive Vice-President of American Grain Association which has
been marketing soybeans for soybean producers in Texas and Louisiana for the
past five years. The first two named cooperative associations serve about 2,400
rice producers in Texas and Louisiana and American Grain Association, which
Is also a cooperative, serves about 600 soybean producers in the two states. Most
of the soybean producers are also rice producers

Our members have seen fit to cause the formation of three different organiza-
tions, rather than to try to perform all of the services through one farmers
cooperative association simply because they believe that each organization should
be of enough merit to "stand on its own feet" operationally and financially.

We are vigorously opposed to Section 521 of H.R. 13270 which proposes to
"reform" the tax treatment of cooperatives and their patrons with respect
to patronage dividends earned and per unit retains made.

As we understand the present provisions of the bill, a farmer cooperative
association would be required to Increase its amount of cash paid out by 8%
each year beginning in 1970 until the amount of cash paid out is increased from
the present 20% each year to 50% each year. This provision would appl both to
earnings retained for capital purposes and to per unit retains which went into
capitalization of the organization. In addition, as we understand it, those
items which were currently retained would have to be retired in not more than 15
years.

Such requirements, if enacted into law, would seriously Jeopardize all farmer
cooperatives in the United States and, in its 'final analysis, would result in such
associations having to be substantially debt financed instead of equity financed.
Since the legislation would not increase revenues nor speed up the payment of
revenues to the United States Government, we cannot but consider that it is
punitive legislation.

We have hard the argument made that farmers must be protected from
the management ,)f their cooperatives. Certainly in our area, and I i m sure in
most of the rest of the United States, there are enough business organizations
with which a farmer can do business that he is under no compulsion whatso-
ever to do business with his cooperative association if it Is not doing a better
Job for him than he can get done elsewhere or if he is dissatisfied in anyway
with Its activities.

As we would interpret the effect of the proposed law on our own cooperatives,
the effect would be disadvantageous to our members. For many years we have
followed a policy in all of our organizations of keeping our operating expenses
and amounts retained for capital purposes to an absolute minimum. Those
amounts whici have been invested for capital purposes in our cooperative associ-
ations are permanent capital items and we do not follow a revolving plan of
retiring capital. These retainages range from 5% of net earnings In the case of

•American Rice Growers Exchange to a 2% of gross sales retain in the case of
American Grain Association. In the latter organization, this amounts to a little
less than 50 per bushel of soybeans.

In the case of American Rice Growers Cooperative Association, our net earnings
for 1968 were $6,666.88 on almost 17 million hundredweights of rice with a value
of 186 million dollars. For the preceding year of 1967 our earnings amounted to
$3,871.05. The total of these earnings, less that required to be paid out, was
retained as permanent operating capital. &
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In the cae of American Rice Growers Exchange, some $35,000 was retained
out of $700,000 of net profits for the year. Of the approximately 1.6 million dol.
lam of net assets of this company, 1.5 million dollars is in permanent investments
and there is no way that this company could adopt a policy of retiring retained
earnings without entering into a liquidating process of its investments which
have provided substantial advantage and made possible the earnings to its
members.

American Grain AssociatiOn operates on a pool basis and pays out all of the
earnings of eqch pool upon liquidation of the pool except for a per unit retain
of 2% of the &cross sales price as mentioned above: this amounts to less than 5f
per btishel of soybeans These per unit retains provide operating and investment
capital and are represented to the members in the form of preferred stock on
Which a Minimum of 6% annual dividends have been paid since the organization
came into existence. Last year this retain amounted to about $86,000 on 4.8
nIllon dollars. In addition, our cash settlements to farmers was 4.6f per bushel
over the market price.

At the present time, this association has under construction a river barge
loading facility which is financed and will be paid for out of retain capital. There
would be no way that the money retained and invested in this facility could be
retired without liquidating the facility.

Many of the twenty-five local cooperative associations affiliated with us face
the same problems. Some of them have recently built storage facilities costing
several hundred thousand dollars each. This was done with the full approval
and consent of their members with the full knowledge and understanding that
a portion of the earnings or the retains would be used to pay off indebtedness
and that the individual member would be required to pay Federal income taxes
on that retained portion as provided by current law. Financing arrangements
for the construction were based on this approval and the loan repayments arp
amortized over a period of years in fixed amounts.

Since these facilities are for service rather than profit with limited dividends
paid on capital, as required by both Federal and state law and by financing insti-
tutions, thir stock is not an attractive investment to anyone other than the
farmer-user. At the same time, farmers are not In a position to raise the large
sums required, in cash, to finance the facilities.

If this Section of the Act is enacted into law, I am sure farmers and their
cooperatives would have extreme difficulty in inducing a financial institution
to grant a sizable loan in the face of a requirement that one-half of any earnings
had to be paid out currently in cash and the other half within fifteen years. Cer-
tainly, after the law became fully effective, this would be the rule since all of
the earnings would be required to be paid out each year in cash, either as the
current cash payment or to redeem equities previously retained.

In each of our companies, it seems to me, our only other alternative would be
to approximately quadruple the amount of earnings and per unit retains that we
are retaining in order that we might be able to pay out the required fifty per cent
and retire the retained earnings of prior years and still be able to carry on with
a constructive and progressive program If this Section of the bill is enacted into
law.

We believe that the Revenue Act of 1964 which was developed after many years
and many thousands of pages of hearings was a fair and equitable resolution
of the cooperative tax problem. We believe that the current proposal which was
developed without notices or hearings is unfair and inequitable to farmers and
will be of benefit to neither the United States Government nor to farmer mem.
bers of agricultural cooperativei. We urge that these provisions be stricken from
the bill.

The CHAmMAN. Senator Andeison.
Senator AN~zmsox. I have no questions but I welcome Senator

Carlson.
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Senator CURTIS. I think you covered it but you have left out one
bit of your credentials and that is your service on the Ways and Means
Committee.

1r. CARLSON. Thank you very much.
Senator MILL.ER. No comment except to welcome the Senator I)ack.

We certainly enjoyed our years of service together.
Mr. CARLSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. No comment. I am delighted to see Senator Carlsoi

again.
Mr. CsoN. Thank you so much.
Senator ,ORDAN. No comment. Just it is good to have you with us.

Your testimony is constructive.
Senator F.N, I N. Mr. Chairman, certainly I concur that it is an

honor to have you back with us, Senator Carlson.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to get back into my

meeting with you here today. It brings back many pleasant memories
going back to the days on the Houseside, Mr. Doughton, how many
of you remember, Senator George, Senator Byrd. I No thank you very
mucth.

The CHAIRMAN. I would say with regard to the farm cooperatives
the wise thing would be to let the case rest right there.

Mr. CARL.SO N. Thank you very much.
(Senator Carlson's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT BY TIE HONORABLE FRANK CARLSON

I appreciate very much this opportunity of appearing before this distinguished
Committee, on which I had the pleasure of serving for 14 years while a member
of the Senate, to express the views of the members of the National Federation
of Grain Cooperatives on the proposals contained in Section 531 of H.R. 13270
dealing with the tax treatment of farm cooperatives. A complex subject, I might
add, which I thought had been resolved both equitably and satisfactorily by
enactment into law of the Revenue Act of 1962.

Appearing with me this afternoon are the Federation's Executive Vice Presi-
dent, Bruce J. Hendrickson, and the organization's General Counsel, Irving Clark,
who is a partner in the law firm of Doherty, Rumble & Butler of St. Paul, M1inne-
sota. I have asked both of these men to sit with me to provide assistance with
respect to any technical points which may arise since this has become an increas-
ingly complicated subject as to details.

It was not so at one time. But I anm afraid that as our farm marketing
cooperatives have become more and more of an effective force in the selling
and the processing for sale of grains and oilseeds for the mutual benefit of Its
members, opponents of this perfectly proper method of doing business have sought
by a variety of extremely technical means to drive a '1tax wedge" between
member-patrons and the Institutions they have tirelessly built and financed to
further their own economic well-being. It has also been at oonsiderable coot to
these farmer-patrons, notwithstanding allegations to the contrary by those who
have ceaselesly showered the Congress year after year with "co-op tax refonn"
schemes designed to deprive member-owners of these institutions of the full
economic benefits which both the Congress and Executive branches of our Federal
System have in their wisdom seen fit to encourage over many decades in the
interests of sound public policy.

As I recall the many instances In the past when I was personally involved
in judgments made with respect to cooperative ,taxation both in this distinguished
Committee and on the floor as a Senator from the great State of Kansas. the prin-
ciple of the payment of a single tax upon the savings (earnings) of a farmn
cooperadve at the investor level was never lost sight of despite the repeated
attempts by opponents of these organizations to have them taxed otherwise under

33-865-69-pt. 4-13
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the guise of "reform." This has even included successive attempts to impose the
"two-tier" system of levying taxes on the "profits" of these farmer-owned and
controlled associations.

L).plte the repeated efforts of farmers and their cooperatives leaders over
the years to combat this divisive tactic we have seen a successive enroachment
by the government Into the conduct of the business affairs of both patrons ailnd
their cooperatives as regards tax matters.

This involvement appears to be getting deeper too, judging from the prol)sals
contained In Section 531 of H.R. 13270.

Both the proposed phased-in cash payout requirements to 50 percent by 1970
and the statutory directive to treat future contributions of capital (investments)
by patrons in their cooperatives as debts of the organization are perfect illustra-
tions of this excessive tendency by some to submerge or sink well estallished
public policies via the taxation route.

It might be pointed out too, that neither proposal serves the interests of the
government from the revenue standpoint since no additional txes will he
collected, according to estimates supplied by the Treasury Dolmrtment.

Since this is to be the case, and I have no reason to disbelieve their estimates. I
am at a loss to understand where any corresponding or redistribution of existing
or future tax burdens (,tile object of tax reform) will come about as a result of
Cie enactment of these proposals.

On the other hand, irreparable harm will be done to both farmers and their
cooperatves If Section ,531 is enacted into law. I can't believe that members of
this Oommittee want to see this happen.

This Is especially true in the present context of the tremendous demands being
put on our limited resourcse budget-wise, including the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Farmers recognize this hard fact of life even in cases involving
our major programs for gralns like wheat. Because of this, they are attempting
through vlrlous meams to devise their own progranis. A major effort in this dlire.-
tion to eventually relieve the government of it,; dominant role in this area is
being spe'arheaded by cooperatives. Most certainly, any program ultinmtely
developed will take tne. But experience convinces me that the very institutions
which would be destroyed by the enactment of these harsh proposal.--our grain
marketing cooperatives-represent the most promising vehicle for eventually
effecting the transfer of grain programs to the private sector sometime In the
distant future.

Now, as to the subject at hand, I well recall the days of service on this
Committee prior to the enactment into law of the Revenue Act of 1962 whei
we exhaustively studied this subject.

At that time I remember we were very careful to erect a set of "qualifications"
to insure that all noncash patronage allocations would be taxed at their stated
dollar value in the hands of the patron or his cooperative would be taxed. In
order to be sure that the patron had enough cash to pay the tax on these amounts
we required that the cooperative include at least 20 percent of the savings in
cash.

That seemed like a reasonable proposition then. It still does. I believed then
and still do however, that the financial needs of these businesses is a matter
which should be left more properly for them to determine by their own fetionls
and not be impressed on them by some tax authority. Tills includes such jointly
agreed-to decisions as those taken with respect to who is going to pay tile tax
on patronage distributions too, so long as the proper tax is paid by somebody.

- The point which is often overlooked is the fact that these associations are
voluntary as to membership. No one is under any compulsion to patronize them
either, an item that those unfriendly to this form of business organization never
bother to mention for self-serving reasons.

Now, it seems to me that as this Committee considers Section 531 of H.R.
13270 it ought to weigh very carefully the fatal consequences which it would
huve on the future ability of local grain marketing cooperatives like my own
back in Kansas--the Cloud County Cooperative Elevator Association at Coni-
cordia,-to provide the badly needed and growing services which its farmne-
owners demand and get right there in town.

Of equal, if not of more importance, is FAR-MAR-CO., INC.. headquartered
in Hutchinson, Kansas. This latter organization, a regional grain marketing
cooperative, makes it possible for members of my local to play a significant role
in the key terminal and export grain markets where forces of supply and de-
mand operate to establish prices. Markets created day in and day out by this
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major regional along with markets created by the other 19 regionals comprising
the membership of this Federation (onstitute all indispensable service for the
one million grain producers and 2,6M0 local cooperatives owning them.

Earnings derived from the activities of these reglonals represent a major
source of revenue for the locals. At tile same time. the locals' major investments
(and consequently, their member-owners) are generally those made in their
regional. These are substantially too relative to others in most cases.

With limited exceptions, the capital which has been provided by farmers to
build and enlarge their sphere of marketing influence has come from reinvested
earnings on which farmers have willingly paid taxes on in order to supply to
themselves as a group many of the services they coul not economically afford
to individually do. This would include such thing , as building and maintaining
grain elevators, plants for processing their grains into more valuable products,
owning rail and barge equipment, and even acquiring their own lending Institu-
tion-the Banks for Cooperatives,-through the systemic repayment of govern-
ment capital from their own funds.

All of these have cost great sums of money, but they are providing their
member-owners with an Important array of services which is the way they
want it.

Thus, as you study and deliberate tie pros and cons of Section 531 of II.R.
13270 in the weeks and nionths ahead, I would urge you to ponder very care-
fully whether, by enacting this proposal, you will be helping farmers or hurting
them.

After it is all over. my inclination is that you will be disposed to agree with
me that tile wisest course is to have Section 3:31 stricken from the bill.

The CHAiRMRAN. Next, we will hear from the Honorable Herbert A.
Fogel,.general counsel of the. Pennsvlania State Harness Racing
Commission. Senator Carlson's testimony will appear under the
cooperative heading.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT A. FOGEL, GENERAL COUNSEL,
PENNSYLVANIA 71ARNESS RACING COMMISSION

M[fr. FOGEL.. ,My lame is Herbert A. Fogel, counsel for the Pennsyl-
vania State Racing Commission and I am here at. the request of our
Governor, and withi his authorization, who unfortunately could not
make this himself.

We wish to thank the chairman and members of the committee for
affording Pennsylvania this opportunity to appear before you. Be-
cause of the very devastating economic consequences we believe would
follow as a result of the enactment of the amendments to section 270
as they are contained in It.R. 13270.

If iay say so, sir, in the first instance, I think that these amend-
mnents, a full understanding of then in terms of what it, would mean
to the State as far as not on)y revenue but jobs are graphically brought
into play when you consider that Pennsyl vania is one of the younger
States t it 1ring into racing. For example, thoroughbreds racing
has just starte( this year, 1969, and standardbred or harness racing
commenced in 1963, and yet we now have a source of revenue, that, this
year alone in direct revenues to Pennsylvania will exceed $17 million,
of which for exampIle 3.5 goes to the city of Philadelphia for its school
system, the city that has the same plight as so many of our other
major cities do with respect ,to revenues for education : $1 lion o!
those revenues go to hell) the rural areas in connection 'With sewage
and water treatment.

In addition to that, the investment in plant alone is something like
$50 million. All of these are the racing associations that. of course pay
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the normal corporate income taxes to the Federal Government as well
as to the State itself.

The land investment and horse investment exceeds $100 million.
The payrolls directed to racing along, the peol)le who have been dis-
cussed, the grooms, the trainers, the waiters and all the others, that
exceeds $10 million annually, and in fact given related horseracing
endeavors such as the farming, the feed, and the other aspects we
believe that the statistics from our department of agriculture show
conservatively about. $15 million a year in payroll is expended in this
way

These are all people who are eml)loyed who are of course paying
their Federal taxes, paying their taxes to the State, besides the direct
revenues the State is obtaining they are the sales taxes on items of
produce and the rest.

I think that this dramatically shows how in terms of economics of
Pennsylvani. here has been not only a source of revenue but a source
of employment, a source of jobs, and a source of all of the other bene-
fits that have accrued that really we have had only in the last, 6 years
to this extent because we never had racing before then.

'ith respect to section 270, I think there are two very salient points.
As this committee is well aware, probably far more aware than we
are, the body of law that has been developed in the last 30 years has
made it. very clear, to answer I think a question that Senator Curtis
put before, that people can't be in this as a hobby, that. you have got. to
be i this as a business. Not only the regulations of the Internal
Revenue Service themselves but, the additio nal law of our courts have
set up certain standards and guidelines, so that within a realm of rea-
son, a man who is entering this business knows what he can look
forward to, knows that which is legitimate and that which would be
in the hobby area, and therefore he cannot get away with it.

What the aniendment that is l)roposed in section 13 would do to
section A, of 270, is to take it, one step beyond there, and I respectfully
submit that. the language as written would )ut it into a Coml)letCe
maze, because now the test would be whether or not there is a reason-
able expectation that You are intent to make a profit there.

I dare say that I think there is o'ly one group that will economically
profit and I think that would be the lawyers who would spend years
litigating this. It has been hard enough and difficult enough to estab-
lish a body of law with certainty as to what intent to make a pioit
means, but if we then take that one or two steps beyond, so we are not
testing the intent to make it, but whether there is a reasonable expecta-
tion that that intent is accurate, I think that this would result in the
kind of uncertainty that would certainly drastically reduce the number
of people who are willing to invest in this business, and I add in this as
a business.

I think the second part with respect. to subsection (b) of 270, which
would change the existing law wherein 5 consecutive years there
cannot be 5 consecutive years of losses exceeding $50,000. I think
if we remember that the $50,000 limit which was established in 1940 in
effect probably in economic terms and worth really isprobably $25,000
in terms of the $50,000 that was established by the Congress in 1940
itself.
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And so you have an industry where we know that the risk of losses,
because of the hazards of lameness, sickness, soreness, tile other things
that are beyond anyones control, where we know that the ex enlses have
(Tone up and these risks have multiplied and yet the stan ard of the
$50,'(X) standard, which is certainly far less in terms of the 1940 dollar
we believe certainly is one that has sufficient guidelines so that we art
able to establish not only the business purpose but not' have this thing
go so Nwild so that. there are no controls.

1 think one of the other interf-sting and significant points is that the
mass of people who are in this industry are not a few wealthy peol)le
who have this as a hobby. The mass of people who are in this industry,
for example, in tbrc thoroughbred fiehl, in the 1967 figures show that
out of 28,000 winning horses, the average for the owner for that year
was $3,000 of winning. . AS a matter of fact the average was $800, but
those 28,000 winning horses (idn't exceed $3,000 in whinings for the
owners in that year.

By the same token in the standard bred industry, out of 20,000
winning horses in 1967, the owners of those 20,000 horses also aver-
aged wiinings of $800 a year. The great bulk of the people who are
in this field are the people who are in this with relatively modest
means, and to whom it is most important that, they be in this to win,
because they are not people who have the resources to afford doing
something where they can keel) on losing.

We feeJ, however, and we know that the very difficult task that. this
connittee haLs is to strike a balance, whereby the I)erson who is in this
as a bona fide business is lIrotected, and that the few people who are
abusing things should not be protected.

We would respectfully submit that we think by uniformly treating
this in terms of horseracing as a business as other businesses are
treated that this would be one solution.

For example, we subscribe to the idea that a capital gains period
should be the same as it would be in a business or an industr,. We
also subscribe to the idea that just as a businessman who would sell
his machinery in his business under section 1245 of the code to he
extent that he is taking a depreciation on that machinery, and sells
the machinery for a price that is above his present basis, that to the
extent. there has been depreciation, then lie ought to pay ordinary in-
come on that part of the profit reserving caltal gins for the rest.

We believe that that provision and that proposed amendment to
1'245 could certainly al)ply in terms of the horseracing industry,
and at the sane time put them on an equal footing with other business-
men.

In sum then we feel from past viewl)oints, and we believe this is
certainly true of the other States, and I won't repeat those figures,
which the committee has before it, but in terms of the economy of
these States, we certainly think that 270 would be a tremendously
disruptive course and would in effect if not completely destroy, so
hamper the horseracing industry that it would have a deleterious
effect on the States involved.

Thank you very much.
The CHIATMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDErRSON. A very fine statement.
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Senator Curis. I asked all my questions of the previous witnesses.
Senator MILLER. The previous witnesses apparently were very much

opposed to this 1-year holding l)eriod. In fact they were opposed to
a 6-month holding period. Now you recommend a 1-year holding
period. How do you reconcile your two views?

Mr. FOF,. My answer to that, Senator Miller, would be this. First
of all, I believe, as you stated, sir, that the Treasury itself was willillg
to amend this to a 6-month period.

Second, I would say that, if there could be a further amendment,
so that the same type (of treatment as is given to all other capital assets,
it, would certainly be preferable-mimly, a 6-month period from the
time the asset is acquired, that would put it on the same footing w it h
all other ca )ital assets.

Senator 3 I.,mui. I agree with you, but that isn't what your recom-
mendation is. As I read your recommendation or understood it, it was
to go along with the 1-year holding after the horse becomes a breeder
or a racehorse.

Mr. FOGEL. The Commonwealth's position is that, if necessary, we
wold be willing to see this amendment adopted because we think the
real crux of the problem is found in the proposed ameni(ments to
section 270. Certainly we think it would be preferable to have a straight
6-month holding period, but, if necessary, we think the people in the
industry could live with the holding l)eri)d as proposed in the anend-
ment by the Treasury of the existing provisions of 'A-ction 270.

Senator MxLER. Speaking for myself, 1 just think it would serve
to offer more problems than it would solve. I can't see much benefit
from what, we have now, but I can see some need for some oth er
clmnges. But after what the previous witnesses testified, it seems to
me that this would single out certainly the horse industry for special
discriminatory treatment.

It would be completely contrary to tme method of operation. You
have heard his testimonV as to the 2-year-old and how it would have to
be held to be a 3-year-olt. The 3-year-old would have to be held to be a
4-year-old. I would think that that would be a pretty severe provision
to throw at. them, and I am not sum that I see the benefits that would
flow from it to the Treasury.

Mr. FoGEL. Well, sir, I think our position would be that to the extent,
that. there could be equality of treatment along the line, with all other
businesses this would be fairer, bearing in miid as you point. out and
as the previous witness did that there are the facets of each industry
that have to be considered, and I think this is one of the reasons why we
feel that the broad brush stroke that has been applied in trying to lump
everything together has perhaps produced some of these results.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
The CHAIiRGAN. Senator Jordan.
Senator JORDAN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FAN xir. No questions.
The CHAIRKAN. Thank you, sir.
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(Herbert A. Fogel's prepared statement follows:)

ST.iT-MENT OF HERBERT A. FOFL. GENERAL COUNSEl., PEN.NSYLVANI \ IIARNSS
RACING COMMISSION

My nine is Herbert A. Fogel and I am General Counsel for the Pennsylvania
Ilarness Racing Commission. I have been authorized by the Governor to appear
before the Senate Finance Coninittee oil behalf of the ('onilnonvealth of Pcinsyl-
vania at these hearings.

May I Say, in the first Instance, that the Governor and the otlier administration
offichils of the Coninmonwelith of Pennsylvinia are most grateful to the (ol-
iiiittee for affording me this olqortunity to appear lte.atuse of the grave economic
(,ollCell ces that would follow !f the cimiges proposed by 11.11. 13270 as an
ali idlment to § 270 were adopted In their present form.

The changes proposed by IHR. 13270 as an anlendnlent to § 270 wherein "Items
attril)utable to an activity shball be allowed only to the extent of the gross illonie
from such activity unless such activity is (arried on with u reasonable expectation
of realizing a lrott" could rapidly result in drastic curtailment of Standardbred
and Thoroughbred horse racing hi the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with i
resultant loss of state revenues, as well as employment to mnyiln thousand illinIll tiet
('0oliionlvealth whose economic livelihood depends on Standardbred and Thor-
oughbred racing and its related Industries.

i ll19 8, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania received in direct taxes from larl -

imituel harness racing alone a suni in excess of seven million four hundred
thousand dollars. Parl-inutuel thoroughbred racing in Pennsylvania commenced
for tile first time in 1969. It Is conservatively estimated that harness racing will
yill in excess of eight million dollars in revenue in 1969, and thoroughbred
ralig another five million, making a total of thirteen million dollars as direct
taxes from this source.

In addition, the City of Philadelphia has a dire need for taxes for education,
a need that plagues so many other major cities in the country. Philadelphia
reelved almost two million dollars In direct taxes from lari-mutuel wagering for
its public schools i ll18. It 1969, It Is estimated that this figure, through the
coniblued revenues of harness and thoroughbred racing, will approximate three
and one-half million dollars.

In areas of the State other than Philadelphia in which harness racing tracks
are located, approximately i million dollars i taxes were raised il 1968 for
smaller communities needing funds to Iniprove their sewage and water disposal
plants. These sums will also, be substantially increasNd in 1961).

The, figures cited do not take Into account other substantial revenues which
t,! ('oCnonwealth derives, from sales taxes on food and other Items sold both
on and MYf the tracks in connection with the conduct of the pari-mutuel racing
Industries.

Plennsylvanila, in this connection, Is but representative of the thirty states that
have pari-mutuel racing. For the year 1968 alone, the tax revenue from racing
to these states were in excess of $426,800,000. The proposed changes will seriously
affect, if not destroy this source of revenue, at a time when this Committee Is
well aware of the monumental problems confronting the states in their efforts
to raise the necessary tax revenues in 1rder to continue to furnish necessary
services.

Quite apart from the loss of tax revenues, however, the impact upon the
economy of the Commonwealth would be even more devastating.

In Pennsylvania alone there is a capital investment In racing plants of
aproxhniately fifty million dollars. All facets of the horse industry i Penn-
sylvania, including the land in use for raising and breeding horses, represent
an investment that is well in excess of one hundred million dollars. The payroll
at the tracks alone for grooms, trainers, waiters, maintenance men and others
who find gainful and useful employment through the operation of pari-mutuel
racing in Pennsylvania is in excess of ten million dollmire annually. The salaries
of all others who are employed in all facets of the hurse industry, including the
feed and breeding industries, brings the annual payroll to well In excess of
fifty million dollars. These figures projected for te thirty states would indeed
demonstrate the very substantial contribution to the overall economy made by
horse racing and relating industries.
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The administration in Pennsylvania is mindful of the purposes behind the Tar.
Reform Act of 1969 and, indeed, the Commonwealth not only realizes, but sup-
port.4 the need for tax reform in many areas.

The concern, however, is that in attempting to bring about needed reforms in
certain areas, the wording of 1 270 is such that it could result in bringing about
a result which we know is not the intent of the drafters of this legislation;
namely, the virtual destruction of the horse racing industry.

1 213 of H.R. 13270,* in particular, which sets forth the general rule withon*.
reference to dollar limits could be interpreted to eliminate the thousands of per-
sons who own horses on an extremely modest scle and whose gross income from
this activity in the years in which they do not have good winning horses often
does not exceed three to four thousand dollars per year, while their expenses are
in excess of that amount.

According to the thoroughbred record on distribution of earnings for all 1967
horsse that started in races, there were 28,743 thoroughbreds with winnings of
$3,000.00r or less, and the average winnings of this group were $802.00 for each
winning horse. This includes over 70% of the horses starting and does not In-
clude the number of horses trained on which expenditures were made that were
not even able to enter races due to lameness or sickness.

In hurnests racing, 20,473 horses earned less than $3,000.00 per horse, with the
average earnings of this group totalling only $863.00 per horse. Again, this num-
ber represents 75% of the horses that actually started, and does not include
horses which were trained lind for reasons cited were unable to enter. races.

Horse racing, by its very nature, is a hazardous undertaking due to sickness,
lameness and otber hazards which are unpredictable. 5 213 of H.R. 13270. as
written, could drive the bulk of the owners out of the business since the bulk of
the owners are, indeed, the small owners. The probable result would be that
there would not be enough horses to fill the races, thus depriving the Common-
wealth of this source of revenue collected in 1968 as the result of the activity of
1.750,000 patrons who wagered a total In excess of 126 million dollars. Indeed,
the effect would be the same upon all thirty states, in which 65,460,000 patrons
in 1968 wagered in excess of $5,226,000,000.90, to bring about the tax yield of
almost one-half billion dollars.

Although the small owners incur losses frequently until they are fortunate
enough to develop a horse or horses that can recoup these losses, the over-all
picture, including the revenues obtained by the states, is not one of a "loss"
industry. In addition to the approximately one-half billion dollars in state taxes,
about one-third of a billion dollars in purses will be paid to the owners of coin-
peting horses in 1969.

Assistant Secretary Cohen, on page 29 of his statement before this Committee,
states :

"The Administration urges the adoption of this proposal as an effective means
of dealing with cases where the tax losses are being used to subsidize the
holkies of wealthy taxpayers."

We believe the objective can be attained wtihout destroying the entire Indus-
try with the concomitant ill effects on thousands of small taxpayers and thou-
sands of other persons whose livelihood depends on the business of horse racing.

Specifically, we believe that there are several approaches which we would
respectfully subnft for consideration by the Committee that can achieve the de-
sired result of eliminating the abuses and at the same time not destroy the horse
racing industry itself.

First, the proposal that the holding period for horses be at least 34,5 days after
such animal normally would have first been used for its intended purpose before
capital gains treatment will be afforded is certainly one that we heartily endorse.
We believe that this would go far toward eliminating the abuses Of some who
are not interested in the sport or the industry, but merely interested in a tax
shelter.

Second, we submit that depreciation rules akin to those set forth in § 1245 of
the Internal Revenue Code be adopted, as proposed in H.R. 13270, with respect
to the sale of -horses and other livestock. Ve believe that it would be equitable
for those in the horse business to have the horses treated in the same manner a
businessman has personal property, such as machinery, treated upon the sale of
that property. Specifically, to the extent that depreciation would be taken
(whether straight line or accelerated), upon the sale of the animal, the tax
treatment would be as follows: if the price 1i; in excess of the adjusted basis of

*(1 213 contains the amendments proposed to J 270 of the IRC of 1954.)
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the animal, the amount in excess of the adjusted basis which is realized that is
equal to depreciation taken should be taxed as ordinary income with capital
gains treatment being restricted to the balance -received. The enactment of the
changes to § 1245 of th Internal Revenue Code which includes livestock would
be sufficient to curb any abuses presently in the industry. As such, § 211 of the
House Reform Bill relating to the denial of capital gains when there exists a
surplus in an excess depreciation account, should be deleted. In short, we feel
that there is no need to place a heavier burden on the horse indusrty than is
presently placed on other businessmen.

Third, we submit that the proposed changes to J 270 of the Internal Revenue
Code be entirely deleted.

We believe that such legislative changes, rather than the changes proposed to
§ 270, would achieve the result of correcting the abuses and, at the same time
would permit the thousands of legitimate and bona fide persons who own and
breed horses to remain in this industry.

In enacting these changes, thd Sta tswould not be lsl a. vital source ofrevenue and the thousands of p ir6ns employed in this industry w .uld continue
to earn their livelihood in thifiinner.

Again, may I thank the Ciamittee for the opportunity that was me on
behalf of the Coimnonweli h to submit these vie"

The CHAIRMAN. iN"W we will I"aflkom thie attoiry general of\the
State of Delaware Ahe Honorablfe Dalfid P.\ Plckso Please proc d.
STATEMENT OF ON. DAViD P..QV,.0N, A RNEY G ERAL 0

THE STATE OF AA /
Mr. BucKso, .Thank 1,-ir. I I b ,eian owl e,breeder, traiier,l

and driver of I rness ho ses man .----- , ' -.- J
Insofar as ey apple to thiMrace io 1141 ttry, oppose the

various legisla ye prop(sals-i uding . *. 270-which would/
restrict the dedi action ov arm).sses again 10 r-ni come; woul
provide for the recaptur p#' depree ion--' Ii estockl;- nd woul
change the "hobb loss" test from the pjrpnse ant motivatip to mae
a profit, to reasono able ex ectati91" of 14king profit"('My basic point is simple sals-not

to mention the total of theni'would illtadvisedly and neeAlessly
jeol)ardize a vital sour -of important revenhie to many States includ-
ing Delaware-namely ta -es yielded by parimutuel wagerag at racetracks. These revenues amot ed to $426 million in 195 nd will ap-
proximate one-half billion dolla -in_ 1969. At the, swfie time, I would
add that on a net basis, the effect, will 66T6 siii.off a source of substan-
tial Federal income tax revenues.

The State of Delaware has a direct interest in this proposed legis-
lation. It is threatened with the loss of $7 million which it. presently
realizes from horse racing in the form of direct parimutuel taxes.
This is vitally important to a State as small as Delaware. Beyond this,
the Delavware Legislature has recently appropriated substantial funds
to stimulate race horse breeding in Delaware and this is rapidly be-
coming an important farm industry to the State of 1)elaware.

I do not lightly state that the pending proposals threaten the sur-
vival of parimutuel racing. My reasons for making this statement are
set out below and are based on the knowledge I have accumulated in
the many years I have sent in my various capacities in the racehorse
industry.

Let me first direct, your attention to the Treasury's estimates of the
revenue which woula be raised by the farm loss, depreciation and
hobby loss provisions of H.R. 1820, as recited in Senator Metcalf's
testijmny before this committee on September 22, 1969. His testimony
states as follows-and I quote-that the Treasury's estimate of the
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total revenue which would be yielded by these provisions after a ]0-
year interval would be $20 million (and( that the ultimate total would
be $25 million) :

By 1979, tie estimated increase in tax liability under the farin l)r)visios of
the House bill ure as follows: excess deductions account, $10 million; (elrevia-
tin recapture, $5 million ; holding period of livestock. $5 ndIllion; hobby leases,
negligible; for a total of $20 million by 1979. It Is estimated that sometline after
1979 the increase in tax liability ascribed to the excess deductions account
provision would increase an additional $5 million.

And, of course, these estimates take into account all types of farin-
ing, not just race horses.

It seems to me that for such a pittance, it is the height. of financial
folly to jeopardize the huge revenues which the sorely l)resd States
are now receiving from horse racing-let alone the revenues which the
Federal Government is realizing. This is a classic case of throwing tle
baby out with the bath water.

Now let me direct your attention to the specific reasons why I believe
such a loss of revenue would result from the pending proposals.

1. As exl)lained below, the pending )rol)osals seriously endanger a
source of enormous public revenues because they threaten to ternimate
parimultual racing, by forcing breeders and owners of race horses to
get, out of the business. This threatened loss of sorely needed revenues
is needless because race horse owners aire, in effect, subsidizing pa-
mutiel racing at their own out-of-pocket exl)ense. (See attahme(l
exhibit A, showing earnings experienced on the best b)red harness
racing stock.)

2. (a) Parimutuel racing 1)rovides the States a form of voluntary
taxation which yielded them $426 million in 1968 and will yield abolt
$500 million in 1969. (Attached exhibit B, tables 1 and 5.) *

(b) This form of State tax is not deductible against Federal income
taxes. If lost, it will have to be replaced by other taxes-for example,
income, sales, or property taxes-which are applicable to the public
at large and are deductible expenses for Federal income tax I)Imrl)o5Cs.

3. The Federal Government undoubtedly realizes net tax benefits
from parimutual racing in the form of income taxes paid by:

(a) race tracks, their stockholders, employees and conces-
sionaires;

(b) employees of breeding farms and racing stables, and theirsuppliers of various lroducts-for example, hay, grain, straw,
horseshoes, medicines, bandages, harness, sulkies, and so forth;

(c) ordinary income on sales of yearlings by breeding farms;
(d) capital gains on sale of racing and breeding stock and the

sale of breedingr farms.
4. (a) T7he "tax dodges" at which the livestock and hobby reforms

are aimed are pointed out in a Wall Street Journal article of March
19, 1969. (Attached ex. C.) They do not apply to the breeding of race-
horses or racing stables.

(b) There is no suggestion in that article that such tax avoidance
practices apply to horses or that any of the estimated loss of Federal
revenue is in any part attributable to horses. In any event, the rev-
enues yielded by the horse racing industry to the States and tile Fed-
eral Government far exceed the outside estimate of such losses.

OEzhibit B was received by committee and printed as an attachment to a previous
witness' statement. See p. 2826.
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(c) In contrast to cattle or citrus farms, there are no public inves-
tors in horse breeding farms or racing stables. The business is too haz-
ardous to attract pub]'ic investment capital.

5. There is no more hazardous business than the breeding and/or
racing of horses. The chances of losing mone are overwhelming. Esti-
mates are that 9 of 10 racehorse breeders and owners lose money. Sonuo
of the reasons follow:

(a) Overall, ti horse. race population races for purses amount-
ing to one-half of the opertig expense of maintaining them
(that is, exclusive of depreciation) and a very substantial part of
the purses is furnished by owners by way of stake fees. For this
and other reasons, race horses are not income-producing property,
but a drain on their owners, as shown by attached exhibit A.
(b) Lameness, sickness, and accidents incapacitate or degener-

ate the great majority of race horses. Many other horses, even if
sound, sunply cannot race fast enough to pay their way. Horses are
insurable onuy for mortality. If tiot usef'ul'as racehorses, they are
worth virtually nothing--hat they can bring for (log meat, aiid
so forth, except for the relatively few animals useful for breeding
purposes. Hardly any male horses are usable for breeding. The
successful stallion is exceedingly rare. Geldings are useless for
breeding purposes. Only a minority of females make successful
broodmares.

6. (a) A change in the hobby-law to "reasonable expectation of liak-
ing profit" means that the aplicable test is no longer the owner's pur-
pose or motive, but his objective prospect of making money. On such
a basis, the prognosis can readily be shown to be very dim. This will
force owners and breeders out of the business. Virtually, all horse rac-
ing losses will likely prove nondeductible. Without breeders and
owners, the parimutuel tracks cannot survive.

(b) Race horse breeders and owners can live with the present law.
This is stated by the following extract from a recent case, entitled
VT"dden B. Starr, which was reported on March 7, 1969 (28 TCM 167
at 172) :

Breeding and raising horst- for sale may coistitute a trade or buiv,., ('om-
m i..ioncr v. Wideer [1929 (CH 1)-927T], 33 F. 2d 833 (C.A. 3, 1929). affirming
[Dee. 24910] 8 B.T.A. 651 (1927) : Theodore Sabrbi. [Dec. 25, 390], 27 T.C. 105,S
(1962). But this must lie determined in each vase by whether the taxpayer en-

gaged in the venture with the bona fide intention 4f coiIdlcting it as a hu-iihess
with the motive nd lurl)m)Se of makingai profit. Cf. Lament v. Commi,8sioncr [6.5-i
l'STC 91224], 339 F. 2d 377 (C.A. 2, 1964) ; SfrhIhy v. Commi sionc" [62-1 USTC

93221, 375 F. 2d 747 (C.A. 2, 167). It is not neeesanry that the exlp.tition
be a reasonable one: it Is suffllent If It is genuine.

7. (a) Contrary to popular belief, the great majority of horse breed-
ers and owners are people of modest. means. Rich .owners of the few
1)rofitmakiig commercial farms alone cannot maintain the parimutuel
tracks. Even on Kentucky Derby day, there must be eight other s,p-

orting races on the program. These are provided by rank and file
reeders and owner with limited capital.

(b) More Specifically, the commercially successful breeding farms in
harness racing provide substantially less than 1,000 horses per year
and, as exhibit. A shows most of these (10 not make fle grade. The
importance of the small tirebder 'is easily demonstrated. For example,
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there are five harness tracks operating in New York State alone fr,,i
early spring to late fall. They need 432 horses to fill their weekly
racing cards-that is, nine races, with eight horses per race, 6 days a
week. In sum, taking into account the incapacitating factors of
lameness and accidents, the New York harness tracks alone require
between 3,5004,000 horses on their grounds to be able to fill their
programs. And New York is only one out, of 29 States which conduct
parimutuel racing.

8. (a) The recapture of depreciation will also force owners out of
business. Only by the occasional sale of a valuable, fully depreciated
horse can an owner replenish his stable or broodmiare barn without
depleting his savings.

.(b). As applied t~o racehorses, the recapture of depreciation ismwrong
in prFinciple. It is the most. hazardous of all businesses, since so few
horses ever pay their wvay, let alone make a profit.. It is far riskier tan
the oil business, as shown by the fact that it. is shunned by 1)ublic. inl-
vestors. But under existing law, horsemen do not get anything like the
tax benefits provided for oil investors. t g h

A race horse is a wasting natural aspect. It cannot be restored lby de-
priation funds-but must be replaced. It is not insurable for sick-
ness, lameness or accident. The appropriate comparison is not depre-
ciation, but depletion, which is not recaptured under the tax laws.

9. The restriction of the deductibility of horse racing expenses
against nonfarn income will likewise force most owners out. Because
of the hazards of horse racing, very few, if any, owners can depend
on it for a. living. If they must absorb horse losses, they will sacrifice
the outside income on which they support. themselves and their fami-
lies. Confronted with the risk that horse losses will be nondeductible
for tax purposes, they will have to get out.

10. Without the market provided by racing stables, all breeding
farms will be forced out of business-including the very few large
connercial breeder-s that have been profitable. And the r-acetracks
cannot operate without racehorses.

Next, let me explain why there is no such thing as tax-dodge farm-
ing in the breeding of race horses or the operation of racing stables--
as indeed is intimated by the passages from General Oppenheimer's
book, quoted by Senator Metcalf. The initial statement in the chapter
"Tax Plays In Race Horses" states the case in a nutshell. It states, "TIhe
tax aspects of the horse busines are unique, but. in most instances, paral-
lel the cattle business." The important statement is the recog-nition that
the race horse business is "unique". This is an understatement. I could
cite a whole host of reasons. I will content myself with two.

First, speaking broadly, the proof of the pudding is that there is no
evidence whateveir-from my source-that public money has ever been
invested in race horse breeding farms or race horse stables. This should
be conclusive. If the race horse industry could be used as a form of tax.
dodge farming, public money would have long since been attracted to
it. It is hard to see any room for rational dispute with the judgment
of the public money market that the horse race industry does nof yield
rewards, by way of the tax laws or othqrvise.

The reason is not mysterious. The odds are overwhelming that a. race
horse or a breeding animal which has failed as an income-producing
asset-and this is true of the oreat majority-will bring far less iii the
market than the cost incurred during the two or three year period re-
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quired to establish the animal's inability to earn money, whether for
breeding or racing purposes. Consequently, there is no potential capital
gain which will put the owner net ahead..An incal)able or incapacitated
race horse has virtually no market value. There is a simple and homely
explanation. A horse is inedible-except as dogmeat.

Now let me give I specific example of the reason why the race horse
industry is incapable of tax-dodge farming. One heifer in calf is essen-
tially no different from any other heifer in calf. Each has a market
value as a meat animal. As soon as the animal is in calf, there is an.
immediate incentive to sell, in order to obtain the tax advantage of a
capital gain.

In contrast, there is no comparability between one broodlnare in
foal and another. A broodmare which has proved that, she can produce
fast race horses is a valuable asset -almost an annuity. There is every
hicentive to keel) her as long as she will breed, and to sell her foals
annually on the market-while, incidentally, paying ordinary income
rates on the sales )rice. On the other hand, a broodimare who has proved
she loes not pr uce fast race horses is a cull. She must be sold be-
cause she is not worth the cost of her upkeep. But. there is no profit ill
selling her. Like a worthless race horse, she will bring less than the
cost incurred in keeping her through the 11 months conception period
and the two subsequent years-at the minimum-it takes to get her
first foal to the races. Most broodmares are culls.

The fact is that. the current tax laws allowing the deduction of race
horse losses-insofar as they do not exceed $50,000 per annumn for 5
successive years*-is not, a tax dodge, but a tax trap. It misleadingly
entices the investor in race horses, or race horse breeding farms, to
believe that it is worthwhile to take the gamble. Again, a classic
metaphor coles to mind-this time the legend of the Pied Piper.

On the rationale that losses from the horse business will be tax
deductible, the race horse investor convinces himself that, it makes sense
to take the reckless plunge into an incredibly hazardous business, al-
though all the odds are against a profitable result. In the process, he
exposes himself to almost inevitable out-of-pocket losses. To illustrate:
assume that a taxpayer in the 50-percent bracket per year loses $25,000
in a tax year on his race horse enterprise. Ile save'$12,500 in taxes,
but is out of pocket the same amount. This happens over and over
again.

The simple truth is that the horse investor is kept going by the dream
f hitting the extraordinary great race horse, which will make his

fortune. This happens very rarely, but just often enough to keel)
enough breeders and owners in business to sustain the race horse in-
dustry. If I were to analogize, I would liken the race horse owner to
the g)ld prospector. But there is one vital difference. Every unsuccess-
fill race horse owner is subsidizing a huge industry-that is, pari-
inutuel racing-which makes money for everyone but himself--in-
cluding the State governments and the Fed ral (overnment.

The horse investor, in short, is not the ;ource of a loss of tax reve-
linues, but a cornucopia of substantial tax revenues. There is no public
purpose to be served by changing this situation. All that will be accom-
plished is to deprive the States and the Federal Governniei.L of an im-
portant source of desperately needed funds.

*Or lower losses, if the taxpayer cannot prove a genuine profit purpose.
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Why enact any change in existing law which will jeopardize this
huge industry supported by private citizens on a voluntary basis, at
their own out-of-pocket expense?

I would like to have attachments to my statement included at. this
l)oint, if I may.

The ChAIRKMQ. Certainly.
(The attachments referred to follow:)

EXHIBIT A

EARNINGS OF HANOVER SHOE FARMS CONSIGNMENT OF FEATURE YEARLINGS-CATALOG NUMBERS 952-1008 TO
1964 HARRISBURG AUCTION SALE

Earnings
at? 3 4 Earnings

Name Sale price (1965-67) (1968)

Gretel Hanover ....................................................
Ervin Hanover .......................................
Anabela Hanover ................................
hugget Hanover ...................................................
Jiffy Hanover...................................... .............
Huntley Hanover .................................................
Bonjour Hanover ..................................... ...........
Caroe Hanover ...................................
Mikado Hanover .............................. ...................
Marvelous Hanover ................................................
Blazing Hanover ................................ .............
Olinda Hanover ......... .........................
Deluxe Hanover ................................... ...............
Eff rat Hanover ....................................................
Fawn Hanover ...................................................
Tracer Hanover ..................................................
Pickett Hanover ...................................................
Denise Hanover .......................................
Invkctus Hanover ..................................................
Restless Hanover ..................................................
Nassau Hanover .................................
Quinn Hanover ...................................................
Lawyer Hanover ...............................................
Idaho Hanover ..........................
Hustler Hanover .... ....... .............................
Gusher Hanover .................... .................
Towson Hanover .............. ...................................
Maryellen Hanover ......... ......................
Thriller Hanover ..................... ..............
Elmira Hanover ..................................
Larry Hanover .... .........................
Telstar Hanover......... ... ...................
Lobo Hanover........... ....... ...... ..........
Susanna Hanover__ ..................... ........
Bravado Hanover.___. ........ . ......
Camelot Hanover. .........................
Texan Hanover .................... ..............
Romeo Hanoier .................................
Ringo Hanover ..................................
Sahara Hanover .......................... ..................... .
Buuy Hanover.............. .. ....................

Pappas Hanover .................................
Brinkely Hanover .... ......... .............
Ru fes Hanover .................................
Cobalt Hanover ................. .........
Sizzler Hanover ............... ...................
Satan Hanover ......................................
Pat Hanover ...................................
Stover Hanover ...................................
Gunsmoke Hanover .......... .....................
Mantle Hanover .................................... .....
Stylish Hanover........ . ...........................
Cologne Hanover ......... ......................................
Skylark Hanover ......................................
Flyer Hanover ............ ....................
Anitra Hanover-...............................................
Cruiser Hanover .................................... .............

$3,200
9,000
13,500
50,000
6, 500

35:000
50,000
9,000

36,500
5,700

25,000
6.500

17,000
65,000
6,500

26,000
8,500
5000

22, 0008,000
14,000
44,000
4,000

22, 000
15.500
19,000
7,000
12, 500
6,250

15. 000
13,000
14.000
30, 000
45,000

9,500
17.000
8.500
5.700
3,500

18,000
14, 500
8,200
3:710

35,000
23,000
16, 500
15.000
17,000
5,500

23,000
4,500
5.200
7,000

19. 00
8,500

12,500

'$22,787 ;,087
905 ............

1,361 20
3,088 171
2,799 ...........

'226,821
1,708.
3,148 794

121,087 6,194

148,820 21,854
'76,857 23,413

'30, 450 5, 488
37 ..............

4,571 .... ........
25 ..............

536 ...........
1,431 .... _......

............................

6,972 ...........
'42,212 11.862

745 693
8.049 8,049
11,075 955
2,241 682
4,046 2,767
5,432 ...........

250 --. . ...
2,045.

155.711 16,516
'658,505 .........

9,749 9,749
625 330

'64,433 950
9,158 4.793
3,423 1,554
...2. .......

121
16,000 6.948
9.310 _ _. ........
3,499 ...........

139,457 ...........
924 ............

12,489..........

5.104 ....... .
12,443 5, 146

11.863 ..............
350..........

I Indicates horses which covered maintenance expenses of $6,000 annually--i.e., exclusive of stake payments and
depreciation.
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FIXIIIni'T B

(Exhibit, B had been received by the committee and printed as an
attachment to a previous witness statement. This appears at page
2826.)

EXHIBIT C

[From the Wall Street Journal, Mar. 19, 1069]

CITY COW\BOYS-1Ih INVESTORS ROUND Up TAX SAVINGS ON CATTLE
TiEY OFTEN NEVER SEE

'1rds Yield Huge Deductions While management Firms Take Care of the

Details-Treasury Proposes a Curb

(By Ronald A. Buel)

I'm a rich cowhand, of the Wall Strect brad
A nd I ,sarc on tax, to beat the band
Olt I take big deu(ltirns the law iallmcs
And I neer cren hare to sce my eo ifws
Yippie-i-o-ki-ay !

A growing number of Investors could sing that parody of a 1930s tune ("I'm
ni Old Cowhanld From the Rio Grande"). They're customers of agricultural man-

agemelit companies, which help them round up huge tax savings from Investments
in farming, sometimes fruit and nut groves but most often cattle.

The basic idea is familiar. A high-income taxpayer ($50,000 a year is the mini-
mum to get much wnefit from the plan) buys cattle. le then takes generous
dedu('tions lrirmitted to farmers-even "irt-time farmers-writing them off
against nonfarm income that otherwise would be taxed at rates up to 70%/.

There are some disadvantages, though, for a taxpmyer who tries to do this
himself, lie has to go to the bother of Inspecting a herd or a whole ranch, nego-
thiting a purchase, hiring it manager and keeping the books. If his inexperlence
results in mismamagemntt. he might even lose enough money on the cattle to
cancel the tax benefit.

A DEDUCTIBL.E VACArIoN

Now, for a fee-Itself tax-deductible--a farm management comalny will take
over the annoying details. It will buy cattle, arrange for professional ranchers to
raise them, negotiate eventual sale of thel herd and do the bookkeeping. A client
whu finds the noutax aspects of battlee boring doesn'tt even have to go look at
the beasts. (A client who buys a citrus grove, however, might as iwell look it
over (urinig a Florida vacation: he can then deduct much or possibly all of the
travel cost as the expense of a trip to inspect his prolwrty. )

Some of the bigger management .ompanies even guarantee the investor against
a loss of more than 3% or 10% (the amoulit varies with the type of investment)
miR their farm property. They make the rancher or grove nmager who handles
the property absorb any greater loss. A rich investor can shrug off a 3% or even
10,' loss: it probably will lie offset 1nn11y times over by tax savings on his 11on-
farm income. In(leed. a small farming loss has its own tax advantage: it van lie
de(lucted from taxable nonfarm capital gains. suvh as stock-ma rket profits.

As of now, all this is lrfectly legal. The Internal Revenue Service requires
mily that a nonfa rmer taking farm-exlnse deductions aium at making an eventual
profit out of his sideline agriculture. To run afoul of this provision. an investor
would have to show suspiciously large losses for a susl)iciously long lterio(l or
do something as stulpld as forgetting to harvest his crops.

TREASURY SEEKS A LIMIT

But the Treasury now Is trying to lliit. farm deductionss against noufarm
income to $15,000 a year lk'r person. Sen. Lt Metcalf ().. 3hont.) calculates this

proposal-one of a package of tax-reform ideas now being considered by the
Ilmse Ways aid Means Commttet-would bring in $200 million to $400 million
a year in taxes that sideline farmers now legally escale lying.
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The proposal's fate is uncertain, however, and it hasn't stopped the rush of
nonfa rmers into agricultural investments. At least eight corporations, plus
dozens of individual farmers who also manage farm property for a fee, now
handle well over $100 million of Investments for more than 5,000 leople. Oppeii-
heimer Industries Inc. of Kansas City, the oldest and largest of the companies,
has doubled its clientele to 400 in four years. In I)ecember, it was managing
220,000 head of cattle for them and had orders for another 20,000 head it couldn't
fill immediately.

Oppenheimer, the principal subsidiary of Atlas Acceptance Corp., Kansas City,
began managing cattle in 1952, mostly for movie stars. Over the years, though, tit,
focus of its appeal has shifted to Wall Street; stockbrokers and investment coun-
selors now outnumber the Hollywood figures, such as Jack Benny, who still dot its
client lists.

The tax savings these clients can make on cattle purchases compare favorably
with the profits they can make on most stock-market investments. Consider, for
example, the Kansas City broker for whom Oppenheimer bought a herd of
"breeding cattle"-cows used to produce beef cattle-two years ago.

A 90-PERCENT LOAN

The broker paid $3,000 of the $30,000 purchase price in cash, borrowing the
other 90% on a loan Oppenheimer arranged. This is a frequent. practice for Wall
Street cowboys; it allows them to get the full tax savings on a large herd without
tying up too much of their own capital. Also, interest on the loan-in this case.
$4,400 in two years-is tax-deductible.

The broker by now has paid out $32,000 in cash to cover various expenses of
running the herd and deducted all of it from his nonfarm taxable income; at this
point, the farm operations themselves have produced no profit. Besides interest.
the deductions Include a $5,050 management fee paid to Oppenheimer, $2,55-0
paid for use of bulls or artificial insemination for his cows-and a whopping
$20,000 paid to purchase In advance several years' supply of feed.

This last deduction illustrates a special tax advantage of farming: Farmers arfe
allowed to keep their books on a "cash" basis, rather than the "accrual" basis
most businesses must use. That means, among other things, that they cal
deduct the full purchase price of feed in the year it is bought, rather than having
to spread the deduction over the years in which the feed is consumed. This benefit
was written into the tax laws because most farmers were assumed to have
neither the time nor the accounting expertise to keep accounts on an accrual
basis, but it applies to sideline farmers who are thoroughly familiar with involved
bookkeeping methods.

Farmers also are allowed to take depreciation deductions on some kinds of
cattle; in the broker's case, depreciation came to $5,000. That brought his-
total deductions to $37,000-saving $25,900 in taxes he otherwise would have
had to pay sit the 70% rate applying to the top slice of his nonfarm income.

That saving, it's true, may eventually be reduced by capital-gains taxes and
possibly a paper loss on sale of the cattle. But the broker still figures to come out
way ahead.

If he had Oppenheimer sell his cattle at today's prices, for instance-and lie
may-the broker would receive about $58,000, or about $4,000 les than he woul(l
need to recoup his cash outlays and repay the purchase loan. Also, he would have
to pay capital-gains tax on $33,000, representing the excess of the $58,000 sale
price over the cattle's $25,000 book value (the $30,000 purchase price less the
$5,000 depreciation). At the top capital-gains rate of 25%, this tax would be
$8,250.

39 PERCENT LN 2 YEARS

Subtracting this tax payment and the $4,000 paper loss from the $25,900 lie
has saved in income taxes, however, would leave the broker still $13,650 ahead on
the deal. That's a two-year return of 39% on his total cash outlay of $35,000-a
return not many stockmarket investments can match.

Lucrative as thigh deal was, it still doesn't Illustrate all the advantages of cattle
ownership Investors in dairy cattle get the benefit of greater depreciation deduc-
tions than the Kansas City broker took, combined with greater income from their
herds.

Modern Dairy Farms, Inc., Fort Madison, Iowa, now has 120 investors in its
tax-shelter program, compared with 35 two years ago. One client, a clothing
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executive in the 50% tax bracket, bought a herd four years ago for $160,000. half
of which he borrowed. He already has written the herd's value down to $60,000,
saving $50,000 in taxes in four years through the $100,000 of depreciation
deductions alone.

SPLITTING MILK INCOME

In addition, he receives income of $40 per cow per year, or $16,000 annually, on
his herd of 400 head. (An equal revenue from milk sales goes to Modern Dairy
Farms as a management fee; the farmer who raises the cattle keeps any remain-
ing milk income.) With other deductions on the herd offsetting taxes on his milk
income and then some, the investor figures to repay his $80,000 purchase loan out
of milk revenues in five years, increasing his potential profit on eventual sale of
the herd. This investor went to see his cows once: he recalls "slogging through
the manure In the rain to take a look at the little beasts."

The permission for farmers to keep books on a cash basis also enables sideline
agriculturists to take especially big deductions in years when their nonfari
Income, and thus their potential tax liability, is highest. An example is one
Oppenheimer client who bought a herd of cattle being fattened for slaughter for
$17,684-95% of which he borrowed-in November of a year In which lie knew
his top tax rate on nonfarm income would be 70%. He immediately pald out
$7,000 for a huge supply of feed. Other expenses brought his immediate deduc-
tions to $7,925, saving him $5,548 on that year's taxes.

Early the next year this investor made a planned switch to a new nonfarm job
that he knew would depress his income enough at the outset to reduce his top tax
to 35%. So he had Oppenheimer take advantage of favorable prices and sell the
cattle In April. He received enough to recoup his cash expense, repay the pur-
chase loan and leave a nominal profit of $510.

A 5-MONTH BONANZA

Since he had held his cattle only five months, the Investor paid ordinary-
income, rather than capital-gains, tax on the excess of the purchase price over
the sale price. But at a 35% rate, that tax came to only $3,351. Subtracting this
sum from the total of his profit and previous year's tax savings left him $2,197
ahead on a cash outlay of $8,810-a return of almost 25% in five months. And
that was without the benefit of depreciation deductions, which aren't permitted
on feeder cattle.

Not every investor who signs up with an agricultural management company
does that well, of course. Some apparently have been taken by small companies
that dont't guarantee their clients against large losses and sometimes mismanage
their cattle or groves.

The reputable companies take extensive precautions to protect their clients. To
begin with, they set minimums on the investments they will accept to keep away
would-be Investors with inconfs and tax rates too small to benefit much from
agricultural property. Oppenheimer won't accept any amount less than $10.000.
and Black Watch Farms, a subsidiary of Bermnec Corp., an Englewood, N.J..
truck-leasing concern, specifies a $100,000 minimum. Black Watch manages
registered breeding cattle, whose lineage can be traced; it now manages 1S.000
such cattle for investors, against 9,000 last June 30 and 1,900 at the end of 1965.

RESTRICTIONS ON RANCHERS

To make sure its clients' cattle are well cared for. Oppenheimer wil make con-
tracts to raise the cattle only with ranchers who have been successful enough to
accumulate a net worth of at least $250,000. To prevent the ranchers from getting
its clients' cattle mixed up with their own, it insists each investor's cattle bear
a "personalized" brand.

Oppenheimer won't give any rancher contracts to raise more than 10.000 of its
clients' cattle. It tries to scatter each client's herd over two or three ranches
"o that," explains a spokesman, "if an investor gets hit by a drought in New
Mexico, he's unlikely to get hit by a blizzard in Montana, too." The 220.000 head
of cattle Oppenheimer's clients owned in December were roaming over more than
100 ranches or feed lots scattered across 17 states.

Despite these restrictions and its insistence that ranchers pick up any losses
on an investor's cattle in excess of a guaranteed maximum, Oppenheimer has no
trouble finding willing ranchers. Leonard H. Purdy, who currently raises 600,

33-865--9-pt. 4--14
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Oppenheimer cattle along with 1,700 of his own on a 39,000-acre spread in Picabo.
Idaho, says that dealing with Oppenheimer gives him "something of a guaran-
teed market." He means that he c-an count on Oppenheimer to buy some of his
cattle regularly for its clients at prices he considers reasonable.

Even Oppenheimer, however, concedes that finding ranchers who are capabile
as well as willing is difficult. "Neglectful ranchers" who don't' take proper care of
a client's cattle "are our biggest problem," says Garrett Cole, Oppenheimer's Mid-
west sales manager.

The much greater problems that an investor who signs up with a less careful
management company can run into are illustrated by the case of Ten-Tax
ind & Cattle Co., Dallas. This company some years ago took mail orders and

cash for $900,000 of cattle from more than 300 investors. It won enough attention
to be recommended at one point by a prestigious national investment letter.

SECURITIES BOARD'S FINDINGS

The Texas State Securities Board, however, eventually found that Tenn-Tax
had no reserve account to replace lost cattle as it had advertised, that it hadn't
purchased all the cattle ordered, that the land upon which its clients' cattle "were
being grazed was overstocked and that a large number of such cattle had died
and were dying from starvation." The board ordered the company to stop solicit-
ing investments and Tenn-Tax went into receivership. Its president, Leighton G.
I)atsoni, l)leaded guilty to mail fraud in April 1965 and was sentenced to a three-
year jail term, with two and a half years of the sentence suspended.

There are some dangers In grove investments, too. The investor who goes into
this type of agriculture "had better be sure he knows how his groves are being
managed," says John Tobias, executive director of American Agronomics Corp.,
one of the biggest management companies specializing in groves. "There are
plently of people still out to make a quick buck."

(American Agronomnics itself has posted an enviable growth record; it how has
over 2,000 clients investing In orange groves, more than double the number two
years ago. It is getting increasing competition, though, some of it partly financed
from Wall Street. Hayden Stone Inc., a big stock brokerage firm, owns the
majority interest in Jasmine Groves Co., which started up In December.)

WOE FOR TIE MIDDLING RICH

Even the management-company client whose investments are carefully handled
can't always count on getting much benefit from farm property. For the only mid-
ling rich, such investments sometimes don't yield enough tax savings to make

the outlay worthwhile.
A retired St. Louis investment banker, for example, has laid out $58,700 since

1904 for the purchase price and expenses of a cattle herd that now numbers 340
head. Ills deductions against nonfarm income (mostly from stock trades) came
to $40.000 in the first four years. but since he is "only" in the 50 percent tax
bracket, lie szaved only $20,000. Last year his nonfarmn income dropped, and he had
unu-ually high nonfarm deductions, including large medical expenses, to offset
it almost entirely. As a result, he got almostt no tax benefit" from cattle deduc-
tions, since he didn't need them.

If lie sold his herd now, the St. Louislan figures he would just about get back
hIs purchase price and cash expenses and have to pay about $12,000 in capital-
gains taxes. Subtracting that front his income-tax savings would leave him only
$8,600 ahead on the investment-a five-year return. of le.,s than 14 percent, or less
than 3 percent a year, on his cash outlay. "I undoubtedly would have done better
putting the money Into the stock market," he says.

Why then did he bother investing in cattle? "Some of my smart freinds have
cattle programs, so I figured I'd better have one too." he replies.

The CnARMA.xN. Thank you very much, sir. The next witness is
Mr. Claude M. Maer, #Jr., counsel of the National Livestock Tax
Committee, accompanied by Mr. E. H. Shoemaker, chairman of the
Tax Committee for American National Cattlemen's Association and
Stephen H. Hart, counsel for the National Livestock Committee.

'We welcome you.
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STATEMENT OF CLAUDE M. MAER, JR., NATIONAL LIVESTOCK
TAX COMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY E. H. SHOEMAKER, CHAIR-
MAN, TAX COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S
ASSOCIATION; STEPHEN H. HART, COUNSEL, NATIONAL LIVE-
STOCK TAX COMMITTEE; ALBERT K. MITCHELL, CHAIRMAN,
NATIONAL LIVESTOCK TAX COMMITTEE; FRED FERRELL, DIREC-
TOR, AMERICAN HEREFORD ASSOCIATION; WRAY FINNEY,
PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA CATTLEMEPN'S ASSOCIATION; BEEN-
HAM CROTHERS, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN NATIONAL CATTLE-
MEN'S ASSOCIATION; HENRY MATTHIESEN, PAST PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN HEREFORD ASSOCIATION; AND CLARENCE CROSS,
DIRECTOR, AMERICAN HEREFORD ASSOCIATION

Mr. M.AER. I have with me here at the head tal)le some people who
represent about 650 years of active particil)ation in the livestock
industry. I would like to introduce them very briefly.

Mr. Albert, K. Mitchell of New Mexico, chirman of the National
Livestock Tax Committee, Mr. Fred Ferrell, of Oklahoma, a director
of the American Hereford Association, Mr. E. H. Shoemaker, ,Jr.,
of Nebraska, chairman of the American National Tax Committee, Mr.
Wray Finney, president of the Oklahoma Cattlemen's Association,
whose family, incidentally, has been in the livestock business since
1720, which is some 250 years by the way that I would calculate it,
Mr. Brenham Crothers, a past president of the I.ouisiana Cattlemen's
Association, and Mr. Henry Matthiesen, past )resident of the Amer-
ican Hereford Association, Mr. Clarence Cross, past president of the
Georgia Cattlemen's Association, and Mr. Stephen Hart, longtime
counsel to the National Livestock Tax Committee.

Mr. Hart and I can claim to be disinterested, since we are some of
the few lawyers in the country who are not in the cattle business.
But we have ind between us some 50 years of representing the livestock
industry as counsel for the National Livestock Tax Committee, and I
hope a little of it has rubbed off on us.

We have, in the interests of saving time, and at the request, of the
chairman, combined our testimony representing over 60 national
breed and State associations representing some 300,000 individual
farmers and ranchers, and we will try to make it as brief as possible.

When the House Ways and Means Committee held its hearings inFebruary and March of this year, we testified and we were questi-oned
rather closely on whether or not we felt there were any abuses in the
livestock industry or any tax profiteering, and we said that we felt
that there were, some abuses but very few, but obviously they were
giving the industry a black eve. We made it quite clear that. the Na-
tional Livestock Tax Committee and the livestock industry generally
certainly does not condone the abuses by these very few, and we were
asked what was our solution to them. We asked permission of thecommittee to work with the staff of the committee, the joint com-mittee staff and the staff of the Ways and Means Commitee to prepare

and l)ropose some solutions to these problems.
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And we did so. And we worked these out and I will reiterate them
very briefly in a minute.

l'e are not here appearing before you saying that all is rosy and
that we think that there is nothing wrong. W e feel that there are some
small abuses, but that we believe that our proposals will take care of
them, but at the same time not endanger the, entire industry.

The proposals that we make, all of which, incidentally, were adopted
by the vVays and Means Committee, with some modifications, were as
follows we felt that one of the best ways to eliminate the very few tax
promotions and the tax profiteering ,ei had been going on would

The CHAIRMAN. I am afraid I am going to have to interrupt you.
We are having a vote on the Senate floor. We (lid obtain col'sent ofVthe
Senate to meet while the Senate is in session but that does not, excuse
members of this committee from being present to vote when the roll-
call votes occur.

We will have to excuse ourselves to go over and vote and we will
come back. I will have to stay over theie because I am managing the
next bill on the Senate floor. As you can see. we are up against a very
difficult time limit, and we do want to hear you. That is one reason
why we have had to ask groups like yours representing 60 organiza-
tions and 300,000 people to limit yourselves to 10 minute presentations.

Since I can't come back I particularly want to recognize former
Senator Crothers, who did a magnificent job in the State legislature
when I was old enough to be a clerk at, the desk and later on to be a
lawyer helping to advise the legislature. He is one of those of whom
we are most proud in Louisiana and we are certainly proud to see
him here with this group.

His presence along with the others you have here causes me to think
there must be much to be said for your side. I will proceed with that
assumption until it has been proved otherwise.

We will be back and meet after this rollcall.
Thank you.
(Short recess.)
(A statement of Mr. Crothers follows:)

STATEMENT OF BRENIAM C. CROTIIERS, REPRESENTING LOUISIANA CATTLEMEN*S
ASSOCIATION

U.S. SENATJ FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Washingtot, D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committee: We members of the Louisiana
Cattlemen's Executive Committee do assure you of our full and complete sup-
port of the position being taken by the American National Cattlemen's Association
on the TAX REX)RM ACT of 1969 presently being considered by you.

We are concerned about many provisions of the House-passed bill but we will
not go Into detail as this will be more ably handled by representatives of the
ANCA. We do feel that the application of the many damaging features of the
measure would In due time force many dedicated and experienced cowmen out
of business. The bill has been heralde[I as a most comiprehensi-e tax reform
effort but we see It as It applies to the cattle and livestock industry as a head-
ache for the operator and a complexity in general. Cattlemen do not have the
thne or the accounting ability to properly Inventory the cost and values going
Into the development of animals kept for breeding purposes. The present tax laws
governing the livestock industry were designed to minimize the bookkeeping
problems (,f ettleraen and other livestock producers by permitting them to keep
their book on a "cash" basis. We think this is as It should be.
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Great progress has been brought to all agriculture by people with outside non-
farm income enthusiastically engaging in the development of farms and ranches.
These developments extend far beyond their tenure and they add value to their
communities. We are Informed by a representative of a Federal Land Bank
that eighty seven (87) percent of their loans are made to people with nonfarm
Income. Forcing these many dedicated citizens out of agriculture will certainly
adversely affect land values. Almost every rancher needs some outside income and
1e needs capital gains to generate capital. There is a definite shortage of needed
capital in most livestock operations. Our cost have advanced out of prolortion
to our income.

The Excess Deductions Account as passed by the House of Representatives
will he very difficult to maintain. Certainly beyond the ability and training of
many operators.

Reslctfully submitted,
LOUISIANA CATT.EMEN'S AssOCIATIoN',
BRFSNHAM C. C(OTHERS.

Chairman, Exreortire Comm ittee, Louisiana.

Senator JoRimN. Gentlemen, if you will be seated at. the witness
table we will proceed.

There are a lot of witnesses to hear yet today, so you just go right
ahead with your prvsentation.

Mr. MAER. As I was saying when the meeting temporarily recessed,
the National Livestock Tax Committee rel)reseiltatives did work with
the staff of the Ways and Means Committee and the joint committee
to propose certain revisions to the existing law which we thought. and
which we feel would eliminate the tax profiteering that was the sub-
ject of the critcisin in the House Ways and Means hearings. Our
analysis of this problem was that what profiteering there is, is'caused
by t e "in-and-outers- -taxpavers who get in for a quick deduction
aid sell out after a few v'eams at capital gains rates. We made five
proposals which we thought would constitute a sort of rifle approach
aimed at -these "in-and-outers" rather than a sawed-off shotgun ap-
l)roach which would severely damage the entire industry. These five
proposals very briefly were to include livestock in del)reciation reca)-
ture, that is recapture at ordinary income rates of so-called excessive
depre nation tax, that the holding l)eriod for cattle and horses, in
order to realize capital aains, should dbe increased from I year to 2 years.

We also suggested tliat the Ways and Meais Committee might in-
clude something in its report, to the effect that existing law was that
there should be no tax-five exchange of male calves for female calves.
Similarly v.e suggested that the committee report might well include
a statement that the mere. proof that. the animal was held for the
required time. would not. be sufficient to prove that it was entitled to
capital gains treatment, bat that it would be necessary to prove that
the animal was held for breeding purposes or draft or other purposes.

Finally, to cover the entire farm area, we also suggested that if
land were held for less than 10 years, there would be a sliding scale
recapture at ordinary income rates of land improvement expenses
which had been previously deducted.

As I say, these proposals were aimed at eliminating from the live-
stock industry the in-and-outer, the fellow who gets in, spends a
lot, of money, deducts it against ordinary income, and then gets out
after a short period of time. at capital gains rates. We believe that
these proposals would substantially or completely eliminate the in-
and-outer from the business.
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The Ways and Means Comnmittee, in II.R. 13270, did in fact adopt
all five of those proposals, with some modifications. Without going
into details, our written statement covers this, we believe that the
modifications that were made were really unnecessary, and were too
restrictive.

however, the Ways and Means Committee went further, in an al-
beit well-intentioned effort to get at the )rofiteers, what few tlmere
are in the livestock area, and enacted four additional provisions which
we strongly oppose. Those provisionss briefly are the EDA, the Exces-
sive Deductions Act, the hobby loss l)resuml)tioni, the limitation o)n
tax l)refereiices, and the allocation of deductions.

I will not s )end the time to explain those, because I am sure ti
members of th[e committee are familiar with these provisionis. We
believe that these are unnecessary. These are unneeded. These g o
much too far and are really contrary to the basic )rinciples of at souid
and equitable tax system, and I will tell you why.

First of all, we believe that these provisions are unnecessarily
complex and confusing. They will have a severe impact on a large
group of taxpayers who are probably least able to comply with these
coml)lex provisions, the ordinary farmer and rancher. He doesn't have
the facilities or the help. or anything else to comply with all these
very, very complex i)rovisions.

We thnik it is unwise to write a tax law where compliance is difficult
or impossible, because that means that enforcement is equally difficult,
and it just really causes nothing but controversy between taxpayers
and the Government.

Then when you get to the interplay of these four provisions, these
-'-tihMeeled provisions we call them, it is just a real nightmare. We just

don't see how it. will be possible for the average and small farmer 'and
rancher to comply with tlieni. As a matter of fact, if these are ailmed
at the big, the so-called big, wealthy ranchers, they are the ones who
can comply, but the ones that are going to get. huirt are the hundreds
of thousands and millions of middle size and small operators. It seems
to use that the imposition of such a set, of complexities on the agri-
culture community would be a serious mistake.

Accounting help is just not ava-ilable in the part of the country
where the great majority of livestock are located. For instance, oM
statistics show, on page 21 of our statement, that in the 21 western
States, excluding California. as an industrial State, there are listed
20.percent of the certified public accountants. Yet those States com-
prz.o 67 percent of the land area of the continental U7nited States.
and (14 percent of the cattle l)ol)ulation resides in those 21 States.

Finally, these four unneeded provisions really end up by requiring
all taxl)payers, except the very small, to keel) two sets of books. If
they are on the cash basis, they are going to have to keep an accrual
set of books, also, in order to comply properly with these provisions.
They are just, really too complex and1 too coniusing for the industry.

Moreover, another I)roblemn with these four pro\-isions is discrim'i-
nation. They discriminate between farmers and ranchers. For in-
stance, the "EDA provision provides exeitption for individuals, a
$50,000 outside income and a. $25,000 farm loss, but, it does not give
a simihir exemption to corporations, estates, and trusts. So if your
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business happens to l)e conducted ill corporate fornm you would not
be entitled to any exemption under EI)A whereas youn wouhl be if
you were an individual.

Also the EI)A discriminates between those. who report, on tle cash
basis and those who rel)ort on the "lP)(oler4 accrual basis, so that this
is contrary to a sound tax policy, where you discriminate l)etween
taxl)ayers in the same business.

Similarly, the hobby loss presuml)tion is arbitrary, in that it dis-
criminates between taxpayers; a mnan who has a loss of more tha)n
$25,000 has certain restrictions ult oil him; whereas, a fellow wh)
has a loss of $24.00 (loesn't, and who is to say, just as the horse-
racing people said a minute ago, 8 inches difference night ilean the
difference between being subject to this hobby loss law or not being
subject to it. So here again ou are discriminiating between taxpayers.

Finally, allocation of deductions treats corporations differently
from estates and trusts, thus discriminating among taxi)avers in tile
same business. It just doesn't seem right that taxpayers living right
across the street or right across the road from each other would )e
treated this differently because of the form used to operate their
business.

Finally, the interplay of these four unneeded provisions we are
against discriminates against farmers and rancher's as opposed to the
entire business community. So far as I know, and I am not a great
student of the history of the income tax laws, although I have worked
in this area, for more than 2) years., this is the first time in history
that a concerted attack has )een made on one industry. It seems to
fie that this is very unfair discrimination against the farln and ranch
business.

As has been pointed out quite often recently, this cannot be a rev-
e'uue measure. A tax program is normally aimed at collecting revenue,
and it cant be a revenue measure if the small amount of tax money
involved amounts to only $5 million or $20 million. Such amounts are
really very small in relation to the. overall economy.

Finally, we would like to reiterate that our proposals, the five pro-
posals that the National Livestock Tax Committee made, don't fall
under any of our objections.

One, they are siml)le. They are merely extensions of the. current law.
They are simple to abide by and to administer. They are. not coml)lex.

We are living under them right. now, under slightly different cir-
cumstances. There is no d;scrii: nation as l)etween taxpayers in the
same or different, businesses. All farm and ranch taxpayers are treated
similarly.

If I may say just one. or two more words, we believe that the Metcalf
and the Miller bills, although well intentioned, are unnecessary for
the same reasons that the four unneeded provisions in the Hlouse bill
are unnecessary. Senator Metcalf's bill would discriminate as between
taxpayers depending upon the amount of their outside income. and
Senator Miller's bill again would discriminate between taxpayers, de-
pending upon the nature of their l)rincil)al income. It seems to us that
this is the wrong way to administer a tax system on such a discrimi-
natory basis.
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Senator Gore has introduced a bill which we think is excellent. It
qualifies ill niny respects by meeting the tests of a, sound and equi-
table tax system. S. 2645 is quite simple. However, our proposals in
reality go further than Senator Gore's proposals, and we would urge
Senate'" Gore to add at least, the rules of dejpreciation recapture to
his bill.

Our statement coitains our general objections to these unn needed
provisions of 1I.1. 13270. 1 wont, go into that, now in the interests
of saving time. We certainly appreciate the opportuity to be before
You.

Senator CURTIS. I got ove' lre as fast as L could after tile vote.
The five things that you suggest to meet current olbjeCt ions, enum1nerat,
teil again.

Mr. MAE.. All right.
Senator C'nrus. You don't need to explain them.
Mr. M.%AFl. I understand. These five provisions included placing live-

stock lnder the depreciation recal)ture rules of present law.
Senator CURTIS. hen 3'ou sell that particularr livestock.
Mr. MkErm. When N'ou sell an animal which you have del)reciated,

then to the extent. that 'ou umake a profit. over the (lel)reciated base,
that.. prfit would le orilinary income to the extent of previous dvt
l)'ciat ioti takeii or al lowed. '

Senator Cu'irris. All right, what is tle second one.
Mr. MAIn1. The second one is to increase the holding period of cattle

and ho-ses from 1 year to 2 years.
Senator (Yn'RTs.'Froni birth ?
Mr. MAER11. Correct, from birth, as regards raised animals.
Senator ('u'rrs. You (to not subscribe to the Treasury's position

that a calf is horn at no cost .
Mr. IER. No.
Senator CURTIs. Children aren 't either. And what is the third one.
Mr. MMvRr. rhe third one is really merely de(claratory of existing

law, that the exchange of male calves for female calves is not a tax..free
transfer. Tis is one of the elenwents of some of these tax profit p)ronlo-
tion schemes in agriculture. There is at least, one court case which has
held the exchange of male animals for female animals as being tax
f ree.

Senator CURTis. Now number four.
Afr. MA rm. The fourth proposal is that a taxpayer must not only

)rove that. lie held the animal for breeding puri)oses the require(il
length of time, but that lie also really and truly held the animal for
breeding lurlposes, which again is merely declaratory of existing law.

Seator Curies. And the fifth one ?
Mh. MAER. The fifth one is in the area of ral estate and provides

that form and ranch land improvement expenses, that. is soil and water
conservation, land clearance and fertilizer costs, which are presently
deductible more or less against current income, would be recapturied
at ordinary inlcomne rates to the extent of such deductiolls if such land
were sold "within 10 years of its acquisition. So if a taxpayer were a

uick in-and-outer, and sold the land, holding it less thaut 10 years.
t.l'e would be a sliding Scale recapture of those previously deducted
expenses on a, graduated basis.

Senator CURTIS. Declaring as at business expense, soil aid water
conservation l)ractices for farmers it was a good thing, but what You
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p1'ol)ose Would l)rev'ent sonleolW, and it wollld prol)ll le a man of
great wealth, buying a very riuindown tract of laud, improving that,
land as it business expense offset against ordinary iIcon, and getting
his potit from the sale of laud.

Ir. MAEII. '[hat. is correct, and would prevent such activity on a
shirt-term busis, by the in-and-outer.

Senator (URTIs. By short term, it, would be a long-term gaill.
Mr. MA ER. I understand, but by short terimi I meani less than 1( years.

Wlhat 1 am talking about is aiming at. tile ix-and-outer, the fellow whoI,
gets in for a quick buck, deducts the ordinary expense against cill'rent
income an(d sells out, at capital gain rates within a few years.

Senator (Nuirris. 1)o you think the five points which y'ou have enm-
merated will take care of the glaring abuses, those that are real that
have some substance to them ?

Mr. MAEiI. Yes, sir, we do.
Senator (tRTS. Without changing the hobl)y laws.
Mr. MAR. Correct.
Senator CjItlS. Aid without going so far as the House bill does inl

reference to ca )ital gain ?
Mr. ABER. correct . As a matter of fact, it would go further than

curing the glaring abuses. We think it will eliminate the tax profiteer
from the farm and ralch business completely. lie will have to go else-
where, if he is going to use the tax laws to 'beelit, and we want that
fellow out. of the livestock business.

lie doesn't, do the industry any good.
Senator CuIRIs. You are a lawyer.
Mr. MAB'It. Yes, sir.
Senator (umrrs. )o you know of any other occupation or industry

where time losses incurred by the taxpayer cannot l)e (leduct(d fromix his
other income ?

Mr. M,\mi. No, I dout klow of any other business.
Senator Cun-rs. Agriculture is the only place where that. has been

suggested in the I louse bill, isn't that right'?
Mr. MA.u. '[hat. is correct.
Senator (1urxs. There are a lot of questions I could ask but you

have waited a long time today.
Senator Jordan.
Senator JoI),AN. Thank you. This is persuasive testimony. TFell me.

how in your three points tfiat you expect the in and outer as you call
him, the fellow who is in for t'he fast buck, is going to be eliminated
from this field of work.

M'. M,\AFm. One of the l)Olular schemes, ald one that was written
ul) I believe in the, Ways and Means (ommittee Report, is the purchase
of a breeding aniaml for $3,000, take ral)id depreciation oil the animal
for .1 year, and sell it back to the syndicate that he l)ought it from
for $,000. This is a break-even econo)mically, but just by this device,
ho was able-by deducting the depreciatioin against oi'dinary lmiyli
bracket income, and sellhig the animal back at no economic pi'ofit at
25-percent capital gain rate to reap a. large tax savings. I)epreciation
recapture would eliminate this practice almost emitirely.

Senator ,JORDAN. You are not in syn)athy with the objectives of the
Metcailf bill nor the Miller bill ?

Mr. MA-AF.. No, because we believe that those bills are nuich too broad
and that they affect the broad spectrum of the out ire livestock industry.
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They" change the rules of the game which have beenl accepted and well
established for many, many years. Moreover, they aie discriminatory
as between t taxpayers, because in essence, they discriminate against and
atliong taxpayers, deIen(li ug upoin wlhat tleir outside income is, that. is
different tax treatment for people depending on tile aniount of their
nionfarin ilcollie.

Senator J01)N. 1)o you feel-I think you did state that tle agri-
culture indlistry, including the livestock raisers is the only industry
being (liscriminate(d against in this 1ill-this is a statement that you
can subscribe to? .You said something like that.

'Mr. M.\ii. Yes, probably I wasn't quite clear as to that. I said that it
was my belief that the 1i vestock ind1( ustry, agriculture, farming an(
ranlchinig was the only industry where there. were specific provisions
designed to (•hallge tie tax rules affecting this business.

Mr. SlIE mmiEi. Senators, niay I try to clarify that just a bit. Under
what are referred to as tax preferences in the I louse bill, firl) losses is
tie only l)usiness related item included under tax preferences to be
handled under the limited tax reference and your allocation of deduc-
tions. Losses in other businesses or professions are not mentioned, and
it is very odd that as a tax preference a farm loss is the only item in-
(-ilde(. I think that explains why we feel it is discriminatory.

Senator JoRm.\. ro that extent then it is (liscriminatory.
Mr. SlIOEW AKEII. Yes, Sir.
Mr. MlE. As far as businesses are concerned. Other things listed as

tax preferences are not business connected with the )ossi)le exception
of depletion allowance, but that is only one element of the oil business.
It doesn'tt affect the business overall,' like including farm losses as a
tax preference.

Senator .JomI.\. And you are not opposed to all the provisions of
11.11. 1:3270 with respect t) livestock, only With the four exceptions that
you have indicated.

Mr. MAER. That is correct.
Senator JojD.%I . [hank you.
Selator C RTIS. Senator'Tansen.
Senator HANSE,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I was not

able to be here for your formal presentation. Mr. Maer. Let'me say that.
I have read your testimony and I compliment you on the (1ef)th of
understanding of the industry that is reflected by your statement. I
happen to be a cattleman. As a consequence I have a real appreciation
for the Inoigts you ar.

Earlier today it was brought out that there are some 3 million per-
sons who report income derived from farming and ranching. Is this
your understanding generally?

Mr. MAER. That is my understanding from the statistics of the In-
ternal Revenue Service.*

Senator HAsE,. And I hear all kinds of estimates as to the rumbler
of persons who might be affected under some of the propostils that
have been made. I think that, Senator Metcalf testified tis morning
that the Treasury had estimated that some 14,000 taxpayers would be
a fectc-d by his bill as they interpret its thrust.

I have t.he feeling thai if those figures are e semially correct, we are
talking about one out of every 214 people in the business as would 1*
affected by this bill.
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In your mnind, is there ju.tificatiol to impose the tax treatment that
is contemplated il tile Metcalf bill upon an industry to reach the one
out of arond every 214 persins that, is in the business today

Mr. M1AEh. We certailiv do not, and that. is why we mlie our pro-
imsjl. nle frive l)ool)os.iis that we made to the Ways and Mleans ('om-
mittee which I discussed when you were out of ilhe room are a riflo
ai)proaeh aimed at this one fellow out of the 214 or 213, so that we
wouldlnt affect, advenelv the great, bulk ol the industry; and we be-
lieve that. our proposals'will take care, of this tax profit. taker.

Senator Ih.SEN. I hear (iffereit reasons gi 'eit for some of tile
prol)osals that have been made. ()ne that I hear bandied about oc-
casionally is that the Metcalf ihill might telnd to minimize lie comlpe-
tition that apparently some regard as emerging now or as existent
because of the advantages, tle so-called advantages, that presently
exist ill tile ]aw in ellalill peol)le in otler busilesses to get into the
livestock business. If you were to single out the most dalnaging thrust
of competition that the industry is experiencing at tile present time,
would you say it comes front residents of this country who are tryingto e o tfie htsiess, or indeed wvho are gotino into the business,

or woul you th k that tle imIliports that cii fmtto the U'nited States
front foreign countries would be of major significance ? Which of these
two sources disturb ou ittost

Mrt. MA1R. (ertainilv it is tile imports. I think tle statistics will show
that we are talking about many thousands and hundreds of thousands
of pounds of beef imports. whereas we are talking about a very small
numbl)er of tax l)rotiteers. If Senator Metcalf's figures. and I guess he
received those from the Treasury, and far be it from its to quarrel
with the Treasury, that. 14,00 ouit of 3 million wouhl le altected by
his bill is correct, it is hard to see how 14,00)0 people could adversely
affect any substantial segment of the livestock market.

The st-atistics that we have, which we cite in our statement, show
that in 1966 there, were only about 3,600 taxpayers with adjusted gross
incomes of $100,000 or o-er who would be allected by the provisions
of the Metcalf bill. So it seems inconceivable that. this small number
of taxpayers, that is about one one-thousandth of 1 percent of the
total farm and ranch taxpayers, could have any substantial effect upon
either land prices or livestock prices.

Senator HANSEN. I assume you have talked with a great many peo-
ple iln the ranching business. (enerally has it been your observation
that the typical rancher would like to see the value *of his real estate
depreciated ?

Mr. M.:n. We have talked to a lot, of farmers and ranchers, and
that is jtist, exactly what they are worried about. If some of these we
call unneeded bills and provi-sions, albeit well intentioned, are enacted,
they are just. worried about this very thing, and even more worried
thatm the ranchers atre their bankers. "

Senator HANSEN. Isn't it true that there is quite a turnover in the
typical tenancy on a farm or ranch? I have forgotten what the figures
are. )o I recall correctly that the average farmer stays on at particular
farm about 7 years? I)o you recall any figures like that.
Mr. MAR. I (0n't, but I have a number of experts here, with tue.
Senator HANSEN. Would someone volunteer an answer to that.
Mr. MAER. I guess none of them are familiar with that statistic.
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Senator IANSEN. Anyway the point I was going to make is wouldn't
it be fair to assume that. anything which would bring about a sharp
diminution ill value of real estate would militate very much against
the interests of a big majority of the people in the farming and ranch-
ing business, and that the shorter their tenancy is on a farm or ranch,
the more severely they would be hurt?

Mr. MAER. No question about it. As a matter of fact I have heard
this said over thelast few years, and I think Mr. Mitchell could com.
ment on that. Albert, could you just state briefly your impressions over
the past few years.

Mr. MITCIELI. Well, there has been a substantial increase in values
in ranch properties in the last 10 years, nothing to be greatly disturbed
over. It is more or less in keeping with the general economy. But I
would think that grazing lands in New Mexico, the area, with which I
am familiar, has more or less kept pace with the general economy,
would probably be just. a little ahead of it.

Senator H.ANsEN. Mr. Mitchell, you have been living in that area for
a long time and I believe during that, period of time you served on a
local school board. I happen to remember that you are i trustee of
Cornell University, I believe. What would be the result insofar as the
impact is concerned upon the school districts and county units of gov-
ernment if there was a sharp depreciation, a widespread depreciation
in values of rural land?

M1r. MITCHELL. Well, right now in New Mexico, with its sparse
population, the demands made by our school system to maintain a
respectable school system in Ne'w Mexico are so areat that, they
are going to have to change, and we have a constitutional convention
in progress now, they are going to definitely have to readjust the vahla-
tions that will be established for support of the l)ubhic schools.

Senator hANSEN. Aad I would assume that greater rather than lesser
values will be the goal of that?

Mr. MITCHELL. Inevitably.an increase in values in order to raise the
money necessary, or for an increase in the level. It will be one or the
other.

Senator HANSEN. The livestock or cattle business as such, has not
been directly supported by the Government in the normal term or in
the normal sense of price supports as coml)ared to other commodi-
ties. Is that an accurate statement,?

Mr. MITCHELL. Absolutely no support whatsoever. It is a free indus-
try and it gets no support from any source.

"Senator HANSEN. It ],as had its ups and downs, I am sure.
Mr. MITCHEr,. Very definitely, yes. We had a very abrupt one last

spring that led ever bdy to think there might be some hope for
improvement, but that has dwindled to the point that the market
is back even a little lower than it was 6, 7, or 8 months ago.

Senator HANSEN. I think I recall right around the first of this year
the average price of fat cattle throughout the United States was
around $27.62, and now this past week it was down to $27.50. Are those
figures essentially correct?

MNr. MITCHELL. A few cents under what it, was the first of the year,
yes.

Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator MILIEi. I would just like to ask one question of what I re-
gard as one of the most distinguished panels of people in all iii-
dustry that we have had before this committee. Item No. 4 of your
recommendations as I understand it is that you would require the tax-
paver to prove the l)url)ose for which he "held the livestock is well
as the holding period, is that correct?

Mr. M_. rI That is correct.
Senator MILrER I thought that was already the law.
Mr. MAR. It is. Both items 3 and 4 are'in the law. We felt, how-

ever, that this would give assistance to the Revenue Service in
enforcement.

Senator MILLER. Do you think they need a leg u) ?
One other question here. On the holding )eriod, you remember

the holding period on cattle and horses. W iat is wrong with the
holding period we have got now ?

Mr. MAER. One of the popular tax promotion schemes involves the
sale to an investor of a group of cows, and he holds those cows for a
period of about 5 years, swapping if you will, item No. 3, swapping
the male calves for the female calves. The syndicate says this is tax-
free but we don't think that is the law. Over the years the taxpayer
builds up a large herd of females, and at the end of 5 years he sells
out at capital gains.

We believe increasing the holding period from 1 year to 2 years will
take most of the tax profit out of that deal, because by arithmetical
progression the biggest increase in females occurs in the last 3 years,
and so the 2-year holding period would knock out the last 3 years:
calf crops.

Senator MILLER. Would that be the only way you could handle
that kind of a syndicate operation?

Mr. MAr11. Probably not; but it was our thought that this would be
a way to get at it directly.

Senator ILLER. That would get at some of it certainly, and it, would
get at the largest volume perhaps, but I am troubled about this holding
period. I have visions of the hog people getting a little unhappy, and
if we start making different holding periods for different types of
animals, I think we can have a real problem.

Mr. MAE1. That certainly is a problem, and of course our proposal
(lid not apply to other than cattle and horses.

Senator MILLER. Yes; but you didn't mention hogs.
Mlr. MNR1. No; hogs would remain at the current holding.
Senator MILERi. Triat is right, and you would end up with a differ-

ent holding period.
Mr. MAE1. Correct.
Senator AfIIL i. You could get into a problem when you start build-

ing up different holding periods. I don't know how your recomnenda-
tions for 24 months would fit with the horse breeders who have been
testifying here. You were just talking about the holding period front
date of birth, I suppose.

Mr. MA\11 That is correct, as under existing law.
Senator MILLER. Whereas they are concerned about any holding

period from the date it is converted into a capital asset, so yours
wouldn't probably meet as much objection, if any. Have you had a
chance to talk to the horse people on it?
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Mr. MNAER. Yes. We have had a number of conversations with the horse
people. I don't know just exactly how they would react to our par-
ticitlar proposal, because of course their reaction is to the Ways and
Means Committee bill, so I wouldn't want to speak for the horse people
as to whether or not they would favor our provision or not, but I might
say just one other thing if I might, Senator Miller.

One of the reasons for limiting our recommendation to a 2-year
holding period is again a problem of enforcement. Ojce an animal
passes 2 years, as you well know, of course, coming from Iowa, they
become stabilized in weights, and the way that the revenue agents are
able to check the age of an animal for holding period piurposes, for
instance, is generally to look at the bill of sale, and the invoice from the
commission house as to what a particular lot of animals weigh. When
you increase the holding period to 3 or 4 years, these animals are going
to weigh substantially the same amount and you are not, going to be
able to identify them so it is going to increase the enforcement l)roblem.

Senator MILLER. One last question. I am sure you heard Senator Met-
calf s testimony this morning. 'What gives you trouble with the Metcalf
approach, if you have any trouble with it, with this proviso for a 3-year
carryback and a 5-year carryover?

Mr. MAER. One of the problems we have with that, of course, is the
complexity of it. Admittedly we are currently operating on a 3-year
net operating loss carryback and carry forward, and to that extenlt,
we are accustomed to it. But we feel that the so-called relief in the
Metcalf provision is really more apparent than real, because of the
difficulty of keeping records, just the general complexity of it.

We don't think that it is really a practical solution to the problem.
Senator MILLER. You mentioned difficulty of keeping records. I

don't know what records, additional records'you would have to keep,
unless you are talking about the keeping of records to take advantage
of the 3-year carryback or the 5-year carryover. I don't think you were
referirnm to those records; were you?Mr. MAER. Yes: to a certain extent.

Senator MILLER. Taxpayers should certainly keep their tax returns
for 3 years back at least. as you well know. As a matter of fact, it is
ordinarily safe to keel) them back, say, for 5 years. I don't know why
that, should be because any difficulty,'at least for 3 years back. Under-
stand I am all for avoiding undue recordkeel)ing on the part of farm-
ers and ranchers, but I can't see that that is going to require them to
keep any more than they are keeping. What I am concerned about is
that I can see where the Metcalf bill, by exempting the accrual basis
farmer, might cause some farmers to say, "Well, we had better get into
accrual basis of accounting as a )recaution," althougll to the extent.
that he replied to that point this morning I thought that it wasn t so
bad. I don't like to see them forestall a cash basis or even particularly
be encouraged indirectly to be taken off the cash basis, but I have tle
feeling that his 3-year carryback and 5-year carryover provision did
a pretty good job of protecting the people whoi incur these losses.
especially when in addition to that, you recognize losses due to market
condition s and drought and all the kinds of situations that you people
are familiar with.

Mr. MAER. Let me make two comments on that, on the last one first,
regarding market conditions.
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My understanding of Senator Metcalfs bill is that it would not l)ro-
tect a taxpayer, a farmer, against a drop in the price, a mere drop in
the )rice of animals.

Senator MIILER. Not unless he sold.
Mr. MAER. Well, even if he sold them, the only exemptions, as I

read the bill, and I could be wrong, is for casualty losses or drought
losses or items of that nature. Let us just take a case. Let us just say
that it costs this rancher 25 cents to raise this steer, 25 cents a pound,
and as long as the steer is selling for 27 cents and 30 cents, he is going
to make a profit. But if the market drops, and if he sells this animal
for £0 cents he has realized a loss, and I don't see how Senator Metcalf's
bill would exempt that loss.

Senator MILLER. Well, in my first, reading of the Metcalf bill I
reached the same conclusion, but his testimony this morning, in answer
I think to Senator By rd's question, indicated that he was thinking
in terms of allowing losses where you have sales of the animal, and
that seemed to me to be a. fairly reasonable

Mr. MAER. That is exactly what he said, but it doesn't comport with
my understanding of the way his bill reads.

7Senator .MILLER. Suppose the bill were changed to cover that so that
that is exactly what the bill says. Then it seems to me that we have
all these contingencies that your people are concerned about, drought,
disease, rain storms, flood, pestilence, market conditions, and then a
3-year carryback and a 5-year carryover. I don't know why that
wouldn't be thoroughly fair.

Mr. MAEII. I would like 'to comment on the carryover in just a minute,
but let me just. say this. It would seem to me that if tle market price
changes are taken into consideration in the Metcalf bill, or just. market
prices period, then that would not eliminate the tax profit taker,
because. he could go in and lie wouldn't care what lie spent to raise these
animals or to operate his farm, so that there would be no incentive to
kee l) his costs down, because if his costs are high and lie sells low, as
!ong as he sells he has a loss deducted against his ordinary outside
income.

Senator MiLER. Oi, no. According to Senator Metcalf it would be
deducted against farm income 3 years back and 5 years over.

Mr. 3AER. We are talking about two different things. You are
exactly right. as far as the carryover and carryback is concerned. That.
is my understanding once von establish a farm loss excluding all of
the exemptions. But the )o'int I was making is that if you exclude as
true economic loss the fact that he is selling for less thani it costs hini
to raise in the taxable year, then that is an exempted ecnomiC lc, ss, aud
could be deducted against outside income in the taxable year. That was
the point I was trying to make.

Therefore it. would seem to me that this would not. get. at the tax
profit taker, because he would go in and wouldn't care what he paid to
raise his animals, to improve his farm, or to do all these things. le
would deduct these. expenses against his income ill that year, since they

are treated as economic losses. But you are exactly right as far as the
carryover carryback is concerned. That would apply only against farn
profits as I readl his bill.

Senator MNirim:it. Yes. It seems to me that when we have such a )eriod
of time as 8 years that we are getting at 8 out of 9 years we may be
getting at the 1)ulk of the problem.
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Mr. MAER. May I comment on that? Let us make an analogy here
that when you talk about agricultural crops, that seed is planted in
the soil, is harvested within the year or less, and in reality the soil is
your factory. But whereas in livestock we must first of all grow tle
factory, and that takes 18 months to 2 years. Mares, although I am not
too familia, with the horse business, may take perhaps 3 years. Then it
takes another 2 years to harvest the first crop. So that. you are looking
at at least 5 years of start-up losses in the livestock business, and so
vou are cutting it pretty thin, if you just give him a 5-year carry
forward.

Senator MILLER. On that point, you remember my dialog with the
last group. If you have a beginning business you can have no benefit
from a 3-year carryback, then let him have an 8-year carryover.

Mr. MAER. Yes; that would certainly be an improvement, but the
only other comment I would make on that is this, of which I am sure
the Senator is well aware. Generally in the livestock business we look
at a 11-year cycle, that on the average, in 11 years you are going to
reach the peak, and the valley and the peak again, so that to get, a
full benefit, it would seem to me of a complete economic cycle, we
should probably consider even more than 8 years, perhaps even as
lonf as 11 years.

Senator MILLER. And in that case we might have an administrative
problem.

Thank you very much.
Senator CURTIS. You gentlemen have made a good presentation

here. We could go on longer very well, but with nine witnesses to
hear yet, it is 6:15, we thank you very much for your presentation. If
there is anything further that you want to add, why, we will be glad
to receive it for the record.

Mr. MAER. Thank you, sir.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, may I make an observation. I think

it, might be helpful to the witnesses. It has been brought to my atten-
tion by the staff that i.. the Metcalf bill on page 7, )aragral') (E),
under the category of reognized losses for the purl)ose of the excep-
tions is the statement, "rer-ognized losses from sales, exchanges, and
involuntary conversions." Ti~at might be what the Senator was relying
upon in his response to Senator Byrd.

Thank you.
(Claude M. Maer, Jr.'s prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF CLAUDE M. IAER, JR., ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL LIVESTOCK
TAX Co .IM-irEE

The National Livestock Tax Committee feels that certain provisions of 1.R,
13270. namely those dealing with an Excess Deductions Account (EDA). a Hobby
Loss Presumption, a Limit on Tax Preferences (LTP) and an Allocation of
Deductions, are unnecessary and are contrary to the basic objectives of a sound
and equitable tax system. These unneeded provisions of H.R. 13270 fairly
discriminate between farmers and ranchers based upon accounting systems used
and the size of losses sustained; impose restrictions on capital gains claimed
by persons only in agriculture and classify only certain losses from farming, but
not from any other business, as "tax preferences"; and make compliance with
and enforcement of these unneeded provisions unworkable and in some Instances
practically impossible.

The Tax Committee is of the opinion that fair and equitable tax treatment of
ranch and farm businesses can be achieved by adoption of the proposals made liy
the Tax Committee which were included li the House bill (in somewhat modified
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form). These l'oposals will eliminate the relatively small amount of tax profiteer-
ing and will not substantially harm the industry In that they are simple and easy
to appy and will not require (onIllicated cost accounting techniques. Further-
more, these proposals of the Tax Committee will not have the effect of: discour-
aging farmers and ranchers from diversifying into non-farm businesses and
Investments; isolating agriculture from the rest of the nation's economy; im-
peding needed "agricultural programs; stemmiing the flow of needed new blood
and capital into the industry; and causing meat price increases, as would un-
(loubtedly be the case it the unneeded farm loss provisions of 11.R. 13270 were
cna(ted.

1. INTRODUCTION

My name is Claude M. Maer. Jr. I am a partner of the law firm of Holland &
lHart, )enver, Colorado, which is and has been counsel for the National Livestock
Tax Committee for many years. The National Livestock Tax Committee is a non-
l)rofit corporation organized and operating for the purpose of maintaining and
assuring equity and equality in the field of federal income, gift and estate tax-
ation for the entire livestock industry, not only beef cattle, but also sheep, horse
and dairy interests. The Tax Committee was first formed in 1942 and has been
active continuously since then. The Committee is sponsored by 6 national, 11
breed and 45 state associations representing roughly 300,000 individual farmers
and ranchers throughout the fifty states. The following is a list of the Tax Com-
mittee's sponsors:

National and breed sponsoring organization:
American Angus Association
American Brahman Breeders Association
American Guernsey Cattle Club
American Hereford Association
American International Charolais Association
American Jersey Cattle Club
American National Cattlemen's Association
American Polled Hereford Association
American Quarter Horse Association
American Shorthorn Association
Holsteln-Friesian Association of America
International Brangus Breeders Association
National Society of Live Stock Records Association
National Wool Growers' Association
Pony of the Americas Club, Inc.
Santa Gertrudis Breeders International
Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders Association

State sponsoring organization:
Alabama Cattlemen's Association
Arizona Cattle Feeders' Association
Arizona Cattle Growers' Association
Arizona Wool Growers' Association
Arkansas Cattlemen's Association
California Cattle Feeders' Association
California Cattlemen's Association
California Wool Growers' Association
Colorado Cattlemen's Association
Colorado Wool Growers' Association
Florida Cattlemen's Association
Georgia Li,otock Association
Hawaii Cattlemen's Council
Idaho Cattlemen's Association
Idaho Wool Growers' Association
Kansas Livestock Association
Louisiana Cattlemen's Association
Maryland Beef Cattle Producers, Inc.
Mississippi Cattlemen's Association
Missouri Cattlemen's Association
Montana Stockgrowers' Association
Montana Wool Growers' Association
Nebraska Stock Growers' Association
33-865-6-4--t. 4 ---- 15
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Nevada State Cattle Association
Nevada Wool Growers' Association
New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association
New Mexico Wool Growers' Association
New York Beef Cattlemen's Association
North Carolina Cattlemen's Association
North Dakota Stockmen's Association
Oklahoma Cattlemen's Association
Oregon Cattlemen's Association
Oregon Sheep Growers' Association
South Dakota Stock Growers' Association
Tennessee Livestock Association
Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers' Association
Texas Sheep and Goat Raisers' Association
Utah Cattlemen's Association
Utah Wool Growers' Association
Virginia Beef Cattlemen's Association
Washington Cattlemen's Association
Washington Wool Growers' As.sociation
Western South Dakota Sheep Growers' Association
Wyoming Stock Growers' Association
Wyoming Wool Growers' Association

II. PROPOSALS OF NATIONAL LIVESTOCK TAX COMMITTEE

Earlier this year when hearings on various tax reform proposals were held
by the House Ways and Means Committee, the National Livestock Tax Commit-
tee presented a statement and testimony on the subject of proposed changes
in the federal income tax laws affecting livestock and other agricultural
operations. At the request of members of the House Ways ",nd Means Commit-
tee, the National Livestock Tax Committee agreed to work with the staff of
the Ways and Means Committee in proposing several changes in the livesto(.k
tax laws which would eliminate tax profiteering in the industry which is caused
by a few persons who enter the business on an in-and-out basis with the only
intention being of making a tax profit as opposed to an economic profit.

After an in-depth study of this situation, the National Livestock Tax Com-
.mittee submitted certain proposals which would help eliminate tax profit
schemes in agricultural operations while at the same time provide fair and
equitable tax treatment for the whole agricultural industry. These proposals
%Vere: (1) apply the depreciation recapture rules of section 1245 of the
Internal Revenue Code to purchased livestock used for draft, breeding, dairy
or racing purposes; (2) extend the holding period of cattle and horses from 12
months to 24 months in order to qualify for capital gains treatment under
section 1231 of the Internal Revenue Code; 1 (3) clarify that imale calves
or steers cannot be traded tax-free for female calves or cows; (4) require a tax-
payer to prove the purpose for which he held livestock in addition to proving
the length of time the livestock were held to qualify for capital gains; an(d
(5) establish a sliding scale recapture of land improvement expenses when
farm or ranch land is sold within ten years after its acquisition.

II. CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF H.R. 13270 (TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969) PERTAINING TO
FARM LOSSES ARE NOT NECESSARY AND ARE CONTRARY TO OBJECTIVES OF AN EQUIT-
ABLE AND SOUND TAX SYSTEM

Following hearings on prolpwed tax reform, the House Ways and Means
Committee reported to the House of Representatives its recommendations on
tax reform, which recommendations were subsequently passed by the House as
H.R. 13270. This bill contained a number of the suggested proposals of the Na-
tioual Livestock Tax Committee, although some of these proposals had been
modified. However, H.R. 13270 included several additional provisions pertain-
Ing to livestock taxation which went considerably further than the proposals
offered by the National Livestock Tax Committee. These additional provisions,
,ail of which relate to farm losses, Include ap Excess Deductions Account (EDA),

Exempted from this increased holding period requirement would be animals subject to
involuntary conversion due to drought or disease, since the premature disposition of such
animals results from circumstances beyond the taxpayer's control.
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a Hobby' Loss Presumption, a vimit on Tax Preferences (LTP), and an Alloca-
tion of Deductions. The Tax Committee feels that these additional provisions
(hreinafter sometimes referred to as "unneeded provisions") go iiiuch too
far, are not necessary to prevent tax profiteering, and are contrary to the
basic tenets and objectives of an ?quitable and sound tax system.

A. Objcctional Provisions Unncc ssary

These unneeded provisions of F.R. 13270 are not necessary for purposes of pre-
venting tax-profiteering, result in an "overkill" approach, would create com-
plexity and confusion throughout the industry, and would cause changes in
the overall economics of the livestock industry, all of which would cause serious
harmn to the entire livestock industry. Unlike the proposals of the National Live-
stock Tax Committee which single out and clamp down solely on the few persons
engaged in tax profiteering in the industry and which provide fair and equit-
able tax treatment for the whole industry, these unneeded provisions of II.R.
13270 would apply on a broad scale to all livestock operators. In short, these
unneeded provisions would "burn down the barn to catch a few rats."

B. Reason these Provision1s Objectionable
It is the position of the National Livestock Tax Committee that the essential

and basic objectives of an equitable and sound tax system are: (1) to ralse-
revenue; (2) to treat all taxpayers engaged in the same business fair and
equitably; (3) to treat all taxpayers in the entire business community fair
and equitably; and (4) to provide for efficient and workable compliance and
enforcement. The Tax Committee feels that these unneeded provisions of II.R.
13270 are contrary to all of these essential rules.

1. Not Intenadcd to Raise Revenue

In the so-called "farm loss provisions" of H.R. 13270, which encompass EDA,
Hobby Loss Presumption, depreciation recapture for livestock and increased
holding period requirements for livestock, the House Ways and Meauis Com-
mittee Report estimates that all of these provisions would increase revenue
by the relatively insignificant sum of $5 million In 1971.

Back in 1963, when the Treasury Department first proposed EDA, it was
estimated that EDA alone would yield only $5 million per year in tax revenue.
But it is now estimated, nine years later, that all of these "farm loss pro-
visions" would increase revenues by just $5 million. This statement by itself
refutes the claim of increasing tax profiteering that allegedly has caused a
great loss of tax revenue and evidences the desire to extend these "farm loss
provisions" across the board to all farmers and ranchers and not restrict tax
reform to eliminating tax profiteering as do the propsals of the National Live-
stock Tax Committee. Yet, the announced intention of these "farm loss pro-
visions" 1% to stop the practice caused by "some high-Income taxpayers who
carry on limited farming activities as a sideline to obtain a tax loss which is
then deducted from their high-bracket, non-farm income".

2. Treats Farm and Ranch Taxpayers Unfairly as Betircen Themselves
a. EDA: (1) Corporations, Trusts and Estates Hardest Hit.-As written,

EDA would apply to all farmers and ranchers on the cash method or using
presently acceptable accrual methods of accounting " who incurred farm losses
or who acquired certain farm property already subject to previously accumulated
farm losses. However, no additions would have to be made to EI)A by taxpayers
operating as individuals unless non-farm income exceeded $50,000 and only to
the extent farm losses were in excess of $25,000. ..Ill farm losses incurred by
other taxpayers (i.e. corporations, trusts and estates) would generally be added
ito EDA without these limitations.

Thus, hardest hit by these provisions of EDA would e the numprou. small
and medium-sized family-owned corporations, trusts and estates engaged in
farming or ranching which have even small amounts of non-farm incolie. Such
taxpayers would be unduly penalized Just because they received non-farm In-
come, such as rentals, royalties, or other business income, and as other busi-
nesses, combine all income and losses from whatever source earned in computing
their taxable income.

(2) Imposition of Burdensome Record Keeping Rcqircincts.-Furthermore,

farmers and ranchers who remained on the cash basis or used presently aecel)ta-

2 See discussion beginning on p. 10.
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lil.aterim I wsst, 1ds would he requireI to cotnpiite losses eaeh year and ali.
talit a sepsi rate 1l,1A. To 0ll of these operators, this would be very trotthleont,
aiti lilt ilnny (.ateS4 virtually litipossilde beeallise of the complexities iiv\'dwvl.
Evein to those, legitimate operators who have access to reliahie outside rcvorw
keepig an1d tax assitaince and can afford to pitY for such services, this wold
hinlMuse i " additlolltil cost and further reduce their already sinall imi 1rgis (of
profit.

11 19)52, the Secrettry of t rreasry presented to the ('oiigris a pro)jipal
(o ildlfy tOe cash bas s so os to ruflulre calpitalzltloi of lill ,ists of roIs, ing

breeding lrd livestock. At that tilt,, tit( Tax (01uuui1ttvvi Iolutesi oulit lie, prvIs-
tlial 1uwessit y for slinple accounllog methliis 1nd ('owgress ligreed by f1llii1ug t.)
ilct Ow te Treasu ry's contention, There lis bien ti o sulbstittflal (hang '1Ill (1'1I-
dlitions which would require or warrant i dlfferenii approach today.

f3) (Oepital Ga ins141 fllC'd.-I-Ii addition to d(scr111illikt ion hIlsed 1uj)uio wiat
forili of a'e(ouilt ig systell was employed auid in what form the livestock busl.
1.es was opvertled, EIDA would also eategorlze Individui l fairwirs or rnililrs
its liig ",unlesirable" by Ilulitlug (Iuipital Igalhis on the sale of their fit rmI 1prop.
erty if they were hi i (I certain non-firam income bracket and sustained fiii l iscs
over $25,000. Singling out such fariters and ranchers for this type of treitn,-t
,'vcam though they are leg!tinote ulsrators stets 1iiost un1ifair.

(4) Full )edauctibtlitll of Interest and 'ro)crty Tavcs J)cuied.--El )A would
flirlher nutd unjust ly injure those taxpayers who hove borrowed money to oh,
talIn working capital for the olxration or purchase of farins or ranches, since th
interest pid on these loans would Increase farm losses. Taxpayers it (eht would
be dliscrlhinated against and persons would be discouraged from entering the
industry ont a legitimate baNis by acquIring farms or ranches subject to 11
mortgage. Moreover, hik*,,r and higher property taxes would also swell the
EDA and thus reduce their full deduetlbility by reason of the required offset
of E,)A against capital gains.

(5) Soles of ,atmt and Ranch Property lft--Conservaron Diseouragcd.- ....
In ntu:lltion to restricting capital, gtins on the isale of livestock ind other
farm vsmsets, FIDA would tax gain realized ott the sale or exchange of fin-ir
and ratnlh lund at ordinary Income rates, Instead of it capital gains rates as
undvr present law, to the extent, of ]aid ch'(larg a ind soil ind water coit-
servtion exlpenses deducted during the current taxable year plus the four
previous taxable years. As with other provisions of EDA, this would oily
opply to farmers and ranchers using the cash basis or presently acceptitld,
accrual methods of accounting. This provision not only represents bad ,conin-
ics, and had agrieultural policy, but it also would discourage needed and
(,ouinuti conservation projects which are so vital to the industry. The
adverse repercuss!ois such provision could have on the reduction or terils-
thon of needed c(shnrvatlon projects would also be felt by other businesses
connected with the promotion and operation of such projects tid t y the coil-
wuuing lutibllc doIpnOent on agricultural products.

b. Ilobib om,-v I'rS.unptfon--(1) IVoul DisalIlowr All Farnt Losses to Ccrltqi
4'arnfr s oaid 1,amnhchi--Jlf farut loses exceeded $25,00 for any three of five

collsevtt lve ,e r., even a legitimate farmer or rancher who ies bee4n iln the
.!ne is all ht :4 lP5. would be pretsolmed to he it "hobby farner" and all hIls lfosvs

cc old he dh4 .Ilowed ulniler !ie 1hohby Loss I'resumnptlon provision of 11.t
1-o270. This t.,rovhclo wou it uppl:i to alk taxpayers, whether goingg business as
Individuals vV n eorlorat form.

The eycllca nature of fearing and ranching, the adverse effect of climate
and weather, sporadic and unstable, market pri(e, u dt( continually ring pro-
duction cosfr could easily result in farm losses incurred by many legitimahte
operators exceeding $25,000 for any three of five years. No exvepttois or
exeluihou would be made for death or casualty losses or (ertaln filxed expense,;
such as to x atd Interest.

Thus, a farmer or rancher who sustained losses In excess of $25,00) for
any three of five years because of drought, blizzards, falling livestock prices.
and increasing operational cost could have all his losses disallowed while
his neighbor who sold his livestock at a different time or escaped the full
blow of adverse weather conditions and had losses of $24,9W for this period
would not be subject to the disallowance of such losses under this provision.

I s 1peeal letter from the Secretary of Treasury to the Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee dated June 27, 1952, 98 Cong. Rer. Pt. 8, p. 820T, 1052 CCH Fed. Tax Rep.

6230.

-~
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(2) C0111d ('iuxe fluuuphig of Inconie ToJq.... .1'iiriers mid( rimelu'rs %Nlhos-c
tari1-1i 10()014 W('ere 411811 llod8 llider tid 181lolbby L~os, lIrt-siiptioii cmuld 1111(
their tIncomie t11xe.m greatly lucrviim 8(11 o11 11 yvair 118 it result oIf di14allowli ice of
farmi loi48('? lit prior years. As prv'v~ouiily exjdilill, tills Could111 tijply to an d
(11111 it tervili tic rd slipl to a it finner or ro nc'her whom hecilllx( of fiictorg 'N-yond
Ids8 vout ro, 811(11 11s ad(verse' %vvter coit' itlojis, iiiereasing ('4)88 (or low market
IrlileM1, 1111d1 1088(8 III ('X(C5 of $2 5000. %viile lil,,- ni'ghb)or wit ii $A10)if osses(
%W1)li liot 1)4 xlilJot't to Such (~llIo,%vanc(4. Un1d41r these vir1cutita ivs, the
fonnvar or r icliet' with tilte (1~lo( l oahsse'e could '41( discover timt t Ilie Iitcre'st'd
itivoiue tiixe~s resuhig froii thev (llsihltii li~ce of suv'h losse.4 lii prior yea rm
gi-liltl3' Invielasei 1118 taxes' lit oito jutrtliitr yell r. 8eiriiig t evs'i ry
hiu(ls to1 jay I il'8(' idd it luiil. ttivos 'could present ii very svi-lois prohleiia to
-,mifitC rniler or ral('ier.

:3) To~ 1Reb ut Presi'umpti on iI'ou Id bv 'limc-VIopimtumdiij atid Eenic.-To t r.N
to14) v liit tit li e ts iiillit 11111 iii lt tli&' fil l-iIII r 11i0 vii WI 1116t O PI1ciwith it II roll it

Il 111 )1 ye N-m if he 1100i t I el I teiltil litg Itli d g (tp~litv1e ~ 111l and11 ovt~y i he i orecur

li,,e hNiito liv-oMe ii 'hlhy ll1rtiti'"111 l cmix bys~p 41 Is 1141wedol wee byI88 titI i
fili'i miy vmi ri osl r( maty ho1 tratlti w lii'i'eishis~ tit'gibo. Iv6-r tidflllis' 4$5ee
rl11t1it fe)sv 41 fo4111 m'S lesIO ( "~~ its a -v li1l 1" '5m11111tr4)11 1114 i' lt l Ioi d '1tO t the i
lIIId1id 1'Iit o collie gtiigth 111oiiNp thougin vwol.inls

(W'.1711in I 111dAlOML(no '11140l ct)on1-- (1) Wrvmsy1oucll 'l,,sjifr m. I~,, ~migof
11o pi 'sl'(iaycr tobei "Tesbb' oprit'fc"nd t-Fi is i--Hs ld ranchers iwP .vsitaiuhs,
rtlv 8 111(1 Pirii osl pri ete~s or ti, ivvg lqeil ll''itJiQr %iic'('rlosw I mcli

Itoii r(11 't, oils ofs iwroii1 vt('UIIx- (IellU('etili / etii of4 tIrlv to u 50' to th
a(.t:1A $1vls ofA1( cinei the .1'an A41 1huct foi J)delu ~~~li)1'.il811

ferent tajx tratci 0 f-Nr 'al Prf moad rlkai's1114'1Ulntichst'i (tiic'4iiiit-
trustse iisiiii Ovsito therell Nt\t'ol ii.Aflgrthi (118('iilyiephili~le iieveii mth -
odPso 1111(11i lichen -Oilf hentUsh be151 So toin addi'tioa y l seep al t ra ndtor
to(1 it rtidu id oferttifrm Ieleesd te 11111c m1,OK tf1 thosE'li of hu frm li ossesx

(2)dv I1Quld mdelCl Afe t TP e ni and Ilanlo,6 ,Deutcrus btovit nt liersuch
V'arme, fr 11( anh would be enugh, t i pan rigiOvllis" Tbtm'vuder tese Iirdif-
sfort~ tax tlietfitietM gi~isreiiad 011 tlsleo aaPs bite pn to l(e ot laccoi-

lion ofw sh laita ain, theltlbreateud as fiith1 "teliaxrtteiice reult farg
vvqon iirimetiv iIoil tMie cs basi1 ors usin~fg~ ptetd ersitile le-etIil meth-

todse wolad uiota elete forossuner $10,0Ml mii thospett im a lnrm los nui-s
('ittlofin this wtou n thaa ne IA11( h hbyio8lrsiijt

(2) WlI-ould8 fAmerseiti 'A uicite wSomell hrie hard t h rR k0u1ti'P 1ntot'lv(
Foi' res r chowm wyould lIe meaie l iightI n ioiu vtoi mier these i'ancher
whtoe liteyiid(5'l) thatcpia aMPraly~ oi'itii sa ~hle voarm not wuld njet to em(i1-

It) immsd aln taxes or o redutlolofteti Ite-ini ersonal deductions. Mo

3.1t ancas ut losses and on lirtfo ion' Awne (sch Trast-et thod

vit.f this(1 would etrict Capitas under onLieo and th Hby om Prsuption.
Vlpr.tlls. aiv an d rarnchersl of o fIiellrlitin had imtalo g old rfltmet live-c
Mtik nd e-4)11erv frNv woertd-b e harmfuedwhlt lilllnib to rniti miid ratncei
%vo erlos lare mid4 inih ad tliv(l li at1111s woruid nloto e wolet ldie-

(2 I() Would Re sttreCritapir~n~tal ainR o~ns' uegor a~Ing Fam'Popeurate
Wlp Fri-ml orJahand sltmof 4D-uresr I)tin repali ed on tesaen of farm-
or r-atns lagasmland would be aujc tomos~o t rinryime rlowteo tit,- wof atve

caikti.t l ils oc r tir astl nder i pret lalw t te pex s.fladcerngad i

and water conservation expenscoi deducted In the & years prior to the sale, Yet, no

4 See ehiscumlon beg~ntiinig Of) p, 1t.
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othlir ii , int- s h-, S i I oect to :iullh le'strivti ills ()Ii tilt , SA of its 1l ld ulsed ill ll i-
IlesS 4)lwrtitons. Moreover, ,he (iiiigressiowiil poll y of providing farmeri-s or
ll10 l.]rs 11ntder ]i'esvlt I11W with the right to (10d('t these exilillsis ill or(i(r ti
fostr a l enlelOrllag, Col ser\tion p roJects would bie abrogated.

IW. Irl! bi Le..s PrMA1tw1 Los.ld A- ippcfi r to pti' "Ilobb y" Lfil,(l on .1! i-
en 11urul OIJuretiois.-Inluding tile Ilobhy ILoss Ires-uinlitlon section ilnder the,
filll loss prov visions " of II.I. 13270 apleni rs to be Jill atteltijt to lth11 ( tit t Itg f
"loblby" ,)Ii tle agrIcultural industry and subject it to unreasonahble .d ad(,'t0Fl.
o1is: tox proi' sri ills. Yet, agrlcultt 'e to4lay is big hlsijess aid rln;iill.s nen r ille
till) ill size of all l111i)51esies ill the ciOlitry'. Mort iilortantly, it is on ot tle, m ,st
vital of ( 1111n ation's industries, for xi country without adequate supplies of fowl
and fiber wolid sool cease to exist. In this regard, it should also ih liv'rtiogiizo
that 1g'iclultnil I OplPJitiois require vast 011notits (if etilpital and are not eitered
into by tile great majority of taxpayers just to lose li(oliey. l1s this iprloisio (if
I .R. 13270 erroneously implies.

v. I/I77' (Ind .1 l1)Cfio) of Dedlict jflS--1olild t 'njuxt~Ii Siniqli ont F(In
i " Pi. I're f'rcnv.4'.. The Limit on 'lax lPreferences (LTI') and Alhocatill of
Deductions provisions of lil.. 1:3270 unfairly hilh ('ertlin farm losses its "tax
]peferoes". Yet, losses from no other hsi ic, 1re ternevd or treated its "a\
preferences" under these provisions of IM.R. 13270.

a illrlling alid ralehing are one of the highest risk businesses itl the C(i ilnty.
The V.'ligaries (of W\OO ther, oil llstalble.o1ld solietill1s ioni-,,,xisteilt labor lorv .a lli]
insteady market prices make the farming ad ralching business subject I
elements behind Its control not experienced by any other inlustry. I'der those
conditions, ail i'iiisihwdring the absolute del)elidenicy of the mlition's health on a a
Adequate Supply of food an1d fiber, it is not only dangerous tox polley lint also
Wecipitous agrillltural and ecoi)olc policy to terni farmi losses is "tax hrefir-

elces"' whenl all but it very few persons In the country art, legitimate ollerat(irs.
d. I'arli nj alnd IRaclling ,/'4bj(ft to SpeCifie and (Newir'ral l'rori.ion.,.- -lI'arm-

lug mi rnilihig, with possibly only one oi r two exceptions,. i,4 the only business
tlt Is singled out for both special and general tax treatment under 11.1t. 181271.
The so-called *fari loss" provlsions of II.R. 1:127T) apply s1)iVIiclly to Jll agri-
cultural operat iolns. Yet, certain falin losses a1re illso treated as "tax lireftrel '"

under IT i id Alloeatlo of I )e(htions., The singling out of agriculture for ti i
sort of dual treiaitnlent a 111la's to be allllnreasonlltile disvlinllilatioli agaillst
fa rnilig Jild ratineliing.

'. Compliance anud Enforcinvint iill be' Nvitier Efficient nor W1orkable
a. ANfw iand J)ifieult Accountin. $yPt(.tf' 'Prcc'ribCd for Iiirrstock Indiu.4trly-

(1 ) livestock Operators discouragedd To Use Cash Basin and Presently Aceptalde
Accrual Accounting Systems.--IT nder EDA, It Is provided that farmers and
ranchers wN'ho use a ")r)per" accrual niethod of accounting (i.e. "i,,y using ill-
ventories and by charging to capital account all expenditures chargeable to
capital account" which can under present law be either deducted currently or
capitnlized) would In general not e subject to the provislont, of maintaining an
excess deductions account under EDA. This could have the tendency of forcing
many farmers and ranchers on to this Impossibly complex "proper" accrual
system. In any event, this would pose a Iobson's choice to farnifrs and ranchers
who would have to decide between maintaining a complex accounting of farni
losses by establishing an excess deductions account and being subject to the
restrictions splled out under EI)A or employing the even more complex "propr"
accrual system and not belng permitted to deduct certain expenses as under
present law. Similarly, under the ITP and Allocation of Deductions provisions
of H.R. 13270, all farmers and ranchers operating in other than corporate form
and who in general incur farm losses in excess of $10,0 would be forced to ust,
a "prop-e-r" accrual system, since If they do not use such accrual systeni they
would be required to keep two sets of accounting records--one on their l)resent
method and one on the "proper" accrual method.

Under this "proper" accrual system, it would appear that farmers rnd ranchers
would have to use inventory methods based ulon actual costs of raising farm
livestock and lroduee instead of oil amounts "which reasonably account for the
normal costs Incurred In producing the animals" under the unit livestock price

6See Food Costs-Farm Prices, Committee on Agriculture House of RepresentatIves
(90th Congrsi, 1st Session July. 1967) at I.
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iit h(1d f the present Treasulry l(-gilati(111s. This wmld mean thiat costss of rais-
ijg crops and livestock would ho e to lIe separately (Jlitl tl10d would not !)4
(Ifitictle ittil ti llc rops or livestock were sold. ltt rlini(Ire, the effect of sulch
system \' wmld he 14o abolish in one fell swooip and arhitrarily toi deny to farnlers
a ml ranichers the important and heretofore ('ongrossiow'illy rccguliized lPO\ 5istmis
()f tie literiial lRe\'enn ('ode dea]lug wih the tldejuctiibility of soil and water
cuservatim eXl eraditures (section 175) , fertilizer e(osts (section ISO), and !a rid
clearing exilieses (section 182).

Most albrilig of all is tie fact that for the first time In the history of federal
troXatiIll (if 'igcriulture. ogressss has attat.ked the cash h)si, ,itthod of at. ,olit-
ilg and al-o appareintly the rise of presently aceptalble unit iiestock price
inventory Ieth(ds, by the suggestion ill tle' louse Ways and Means committeee
lihlotrt that these are not "proper accounting rules". This rejlresents a nu arked

l radical dearture as congress s ha.s conisisteitly recoglliz d san tioned
tile 1s1 of t l&.h l basis accoluntilig method sihce Inception of the federal inUonle
taxes Ill 19)1. Firtlherniore, tihe unit lI extock lrive imetho(1 of %'ili~ig livestock
iislig voluies ba sed upon leasouinll estsilites of normal (ost ofllrohlicinlg
011110s h b.i Iwein sanctioned bly the Treasury departmentt since 11,M4 as being
re(iilred )y the problems of valuig li'.estock Inventories. It setms both unjust:111( without ;m-rit to dhlly thet time'-ho)nored and worklblc cash b~asis and the

l)1'('seltIV-iised lilit livestock pricte mIth(Is of accounting to leglti1at, farmers
1nd ranchers, silmlly for the lllpose of eliminating tire relatively few tax
proltteers. 10 rtieularly when they can be eliminated by the, proposals of the
National Livestock Tax Committee.

(2) "Propcr" .. erutal Mitethod of .IeoUfltiil/ by Lirc.toc'k Oprator. ib4 Vir-
l(twll(l Fimposible to Aelictve.---)ue to the nature of a(( comditldt11 surrolnling
livestock operations, the Tax Comnittee is of the opinion that simplified record
keeping and acciunting methods, such a31 the eash basis, are absolutely essential.
The groat majority of farmers and ranchers use the (ash basis system of a('-
(-on.tin g beva use of its simplicity. Eve-a the cash basis method of accolunting is not
easy for soine farmers and ranchers to maintain. 'To force cash basis farmers
mid raitlhers on to a "proper" accrual system would lie inx)sing an11 inil)ossihi
reqluiremihent on nost and a burdensome nlid liilnncessary requirement on all.

This "proper" accrual system would Ie a v'irtual impossibility even for the
31ost '(l)lhistie'-fled accountants. This Is due to the fact that it would he 1tnl)Osible
for the farmer or his accountant to differentiate between and properly segregate
the (osts of raising his breeding livestock from the costs of raising animIls held
for sale, which would be most essential shle gain Ol the sale of breeding aniImils
liid for the re(Iuisite holding period is taxed at capital gains rates. In allly
instances. the farmer or rancher is unable to determine for a signifl(,ant period of
time whether to place an animal with his sales herd or to retain it as a member
of the breeding herd. Attempting to allocate costs in these circumstances would
test the ingenuity of (ven tile 1ost complex accounting equipment. Shnilar
and greater problems would (levelol) where, as Is commonly the case, the farming
or ranching operation Includes the raising of livestock as well as the growing
a11d harvesting of crops and other agricultural ntivities. To allocate In a
proper iminner the costs of the overall agricultural business to the multifaceted
operatlnns involved would he a nightmare and exerci:-c In futility. In the final
analysis , it would be an impossibility.

(at Accurate inventories lmposibhr.-lTlnlike other businesses were the pro-
rhliction and sale of merchandise Is a significant factor and the "properl accrual
method of accounting is required for income tax purposes, ranching and farm-
ing is riot the type of business where accurate inventories can be made at
periodic intervals and meaningful cost accounting methods employed. On many
ranches covering thousands of acres, livestockC cannot be conveniently located
and inventoried on December 31 of each year or at any other such specific date
for accounting purposes. The sime would seeni to apply equally to other agri-
cultural activities.

A number of the most prominent livestock tax accountants in the couitry have
confirlmed to the Tax Committee that It would be it virtual impossibility for the
livestock operator to conform to the "proper" accrual method of accounting.
Furthermore, these accountants stated that the multiple accounting problems
Involved in attempting to comply with such a "proper" necrual method would be
pract ally Insuperable.
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(h) "I'ropcr" Accrutl Acco tintbi l'cry Expcisir.-Even if the "jiroper" ac-
crual method of accounting were feasible and co1u1l !-e cOlplied with, this \(iiihl
substantially increase the operational costs of the farmer and rather which
are already at a record level. With such additional costs to cope wN'ith, and view-
ing the already existing thin overall profit margin of livestock operations, it is
conceivable that the added burden of increasing the complexity of t heir
record keeping and attendant costs would cause many farmers and ranchers to
cease operation.

(c) Ecpcrt A cco tintl A ssis.tanlce Not .1clti/etblc.--urthiimiitr, in a harnL'
inlber of rural ar'as there are lito accoulltaits, or an iw-li,1tttieilt nmill)wr 4

acconntalits., to perforiml tIme (Ollllex lookleepitig (hore thuat \vo ild result froi
iniposition (of the "l"rl er" accrilll ilittliod of irvolintillg (ni fa mieMl 'lrd
ranchers. For im,,tane, available statistics published by various mit(ilntia
societies show alpproxi lately less than 20(",c of tht total ninmit'.r (of cc,rtiild
pImblic accountlants in the colmti nenta l United States liracti'e iI, the t ven'lty-,,,
states wvst of the MkZissilp)i (ex(llldilg ('alifornia), yet tho twety-oit,
states comlirise albot 67/- of the land area of the contin ilti 'iitvd St a ts.
It is in these same states that approximately 61% of the nation's cattle polill-
tion is located according to U.S. Department of Agriculture statistics, yet it is
obvious that coml)ete!lt accounting assistance necessary for accurate accrual
rely)rting would li, hard to (cowle by at ea .t il the wetrn l: tt's. Even if the
services of (ialified cost a(-couitalts cold lie obta incd, tie, additional ti mio
and expense which would be splint in trying to justify to tihe Il1tern,'u lcveumue
St'rvice or to a court the method of cost allocation used, which would h)bviously
be subject to very close scrutiny, could le most substantial.

b. Prcwn t Law iI a, Built-in Ptrcsumiption- No R ta tit tory Pr sunttimc
Ncedcd.-Repllating pre:,ent section 270 of the Internal Revenue ('ode with thi-:
new Hobby Loss Presumption provision woult not add any extra arsenal for
enforcement of present tax law. This Is because under present tax law disallow-
ance of any business loss by a revenue agent is already prcsunmr d to be correct
antil rebutted by the taxpayer. The fact that the Internal Revenue Service
has not fared too) well In the farm and ranch "hobby loss" area of litigation is
probably due to the unfamiliarity of revenue agents with the essential (lemients
of a legitimate operation. A statutory presuluption, such as that created Iy
this new provision, would appear to add nothing constructive to present law.
It would merely provide a convenient and speedy means by which all examninig
agent would disallow all losses, regardless of the operator's actual good faith
and length of time in the business; and it would substantially increase the
time spent by taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service in extensive tax
protests and litigation of such cases.

e. Cost of Enforccmen.-In the Iobby Loss Presumption l)rovision, no ref-
erence is made as to how farm losses are to be cora)uted. Whether such losses
will be competed as under present section 270 of the Internal Revenue Code.
whether capital gains will be excluded or included and whether farm Income
will Include income from farm land use Is not indicated. This lack of direction
In this provision will certainly invoke considerable protests and litigation. Fur-
thermore, protests and litigation rebutting the presumption created by this
provision will probably be numerous, necessitating a larger staff and allition:ml
funds for the Internal TLevenue Service.

In addition, protests and litigation resulting from attempts to rebut tht
presumption created by the Hobby Loss Presumption and from attempts to)
police and audit the use of a "proper" accrual accounting system, the exss
deductions account, and the carryforward and basis adjustments of LTP will
probably be numerous, requiring additional personnel and larger administra-
tive funds for the Internal Revenue Service.

As a matter of conjecture, the Tax Committee wonders whether this (ost
of enforcement will not exceed the small additional revenue which these pro-
visions may raise.

C. General Objectlon8 to Unneeded Prorisions of I.R. 13270
1. Would Create Extrcme Complexity and Confusion to Lircstock Op-

crators.-Unravellng, comprehending and applying these unneeded provisions
of H.R. 13270 would even be a major undertaking for a professionall tax ad-
viser. It would be a virtual Impossibility for most farmers and ranchers.
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'i'lie extreni, cnoIil)lexities of anll the vi rtnll ilPiEsjlsji lity 4)f farilers '11l
r'.1 I(hers (olI ly i g with the I"Ir, IK'r" acvru lI systelin of l(c'oult ing inlIer tlU
E'DI)A, 1I'1 . ld Alth'atioln Of I)eductions provisions of tI.H. 13270, lirviously
disc(.usse(l, w\vould only -erve to add to tihe confusion of atteuilting to conmplY
with these lprovisions.

Further, the right of such farriers an( ranchers under L'I'l to increase the
basis of their farm assets in conputilng gain or loss by the amount of disallowed
farm loss "tax preferences", but limited to the basis of such farm assets corn-
puted oi a "proper" accrual system or determined by use of reasonable estimates
of unit costs, would result in unending confusion. Also, the five-year earryforward
provisions of LTI1 with reset to any remaining disallowed farm loss "tax pref-
erences" would create similar problelns. The unreasonable requirement of keep-
in' two sets of separate accounting records would also be necessary in order to
determinee the "proper basis" a(ljustment for these farm assets iii computing
gains or losses.

Maintaining in accurate EI)A by all farmers and ranchers not on a "proper"
a.cruial method of accounting vould entail furtlhr and additional record keeping
duties and expenses, which a large number of stockmen would be unable to per-
form or pay for. Preparing Income tax returns, much less keeping the type rec-
or(s required under these )rovisions, would be a monmntal task. In short, most
farmers and ranchers would Just not be able to gramp, understand or comply with
these additional and complex conui'ications imposes by these provisions of I.R.
13270.

Because of this complexity and the impossibility of maintaining accurate rec-
or(s and properly allocating costs on a "proper" accrual system, farmers and
ranchers would be left to the mercy and whims of individual revenue agents. If
last events are any Indicator, these agents are usually uninformed of the facets
of livestock operations and accounting which portends farther confusion and ex-
pense for stocknuen should these provisions be enacted.

As one Treasury Official has stated, perhaps 11.11. 13270 should he entitled the
"Lawyers and Accountants Relief and Pension Act".

Attached hereto as an exhibit is a statement by Mr. N. E. Tamplin, a partner
with the accounting firm of Ernst & Ernst, briefly explaining the complexities and
confusion which these unneeded provisions of 11.R. 13270 would cause.

2. Vould I)isecourage Diversrifcvtion by Farmcrs and Ranch er8 into Non-farm
Basincsses-a. Farmers and Jnachers Must Divcrsify.-For the past several
years, because of depressed livestock and crop prices and rising production costs,
niany farmers and ranchers have had to seek off-farm employment in order to
supl)iement their farm Income.

"The farmer more frequently is inoonilightling. The farm housewife more
frequently is participating In the nonfarm labor force. Better roads and
easier access to town, increasing demand for nonfarm labor in many areas,
increasing need for income by farmers themselves, all play a vital role in
this trend. Farmers are diversifying, but off the farm, rather than (;n It." a

This indicates that off-farm income has become an increasingly imlxrtant
factor In the lives of farm families. For example, in 1967, farmers received $10.7
billion from non-farm sources. Between 1960 and 1967, non-farm Income per farmn
family more than doubled."

Diversification by legitimate farmers Ir to non-farm activities has become
almost a necessity because of the fact that parity is only about 74%. Additionally,
it is becoming increasingly apparent that it makes good economic business sense
not to have "all your eggs in one basket". Such diversification by long-time legiti-
mate farmers and ranchers in non-farm businesses, of course, means larger off-
farm income.

These figures and the move toward diversification show not only the impo,-tant
role non-farm income Is presently playing In the farming and ranching economy,
but also portend that non-farm Income will, as It increases in the future, play
even a more vital part in agricultural economic stability.

M0M. L. Upchurch, Administrator of Economic Research Service, U.S.D.A., Address to
Annual Agricultural Outlook conference on February 18, 1969.

7 Upchureb, Ibid.
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1). EDA Could Discourage Ditcrsifica tion .-- Corl)orations, trusts aiil ,stiltus (l-
gaged in fai-ming or ranching and subject to the provisions of EI)A vould be dis.
conraged to diversify since the offsetting of any farm losses against income from
any non-farm soiu-e would result in increasing the amount in ElA. Noah-farm
income could include income from land rentals, royalties, dividends, interest vit
savings aI other simihar sources, vhich are econling increasingly coillllnlohl t4
more and itiore of such legitimate farming an(d ranching operations.

c. EDA ('ould Di8coura{ge Thrift and the lnc.ftin!g of Xon-firm lncom(, ill
Lirc1,t(Cl; Op ro tio,.--Vhen stch a typical fario or rlncli enterprist, hIrs I
profitable year resi lting perhaps from good inoisture aid higher selling pri.es.
the liruidit operator will wanlit to iivest solie of the profits so tiht there vill
someltlln. to fall lack on whNlen a bad year co uues lolg. ( )f tvn this ilivest iivlt (if
protits is in a 1aon-farin 1lsiness becila use of tie desire to diversify. The El)A
provisions would telid 'o discourage su'll ilivest nlts, sil:e, tie incoille fromi
sluch nlon-fa rIl J nves tilluents wold swell tile a1lunt il El ')A to the extent used
to offset rarim losses.

I'urthez'uore, nn-fo irm income is often plowed I : k inlo the invest iiok opj o-
tieu to make it more effective. By (1iscollrt , ping diversifica tion, si('h ion-fa rm
ilicolle \Ioildd not be avail.-ible for iml -ieasilug Ilie eff (tivoliss ,or prod l(.fi\i(t y (of
the operation, anld with increasing interest rates, many of such legitimate farm-
ers an( 1i'chers might have to termimiate their ol)erations if credit sources
driod uii).

Thes.te are just further indications of the economic unmsouli(lness of this prtic-
ular I-rovision of 11.11. 13270.

d. F a4.sting Goiernment Programs Could be Impaired by E)A.--By the same
token, these EDA provisions fly directly in the face of existing government IIP'i-
grais, such as those sponsored by the Farmer's home Administration, which
are designe(1 to encourage farmers to increase their non-farm income. Tlte ol-
jeets of such programs are to establish non-farm trades and businesses such as
recreational uses and thus provide rural communities with services previously
unavailable, while Increasing non-farm income. As previously exl)lained, th(,
EDA provisions affecting corporations, trusts and estates engaged in farming
and ranching would mean that such taxpayers would be discouraged to receive
any non-farm income no matter what the source.

3. Would Isolate Agriculture From Rest of Nation'8 Economy.-These un-
needed provision-, of IIR. 13270 would have the effect of Isolating the livestock
industry, and agriculture in general, from the mainstream of our country's c-on-
omny by discouraging needed outside capital from entering the industry and by
hindering many existing legitimate fa rming and ranching operations to remain
economically sound by diversifying into non-farm businesses and investments.
This would result In a situation which would be very damaging to this Industry
which constantly needs new blood and new capital and which has heretofore not
been discouraged to diversify into non-farm businesses or investments.

Instead of saving agriculture from outside forces which supposedly distort
farm and ranch economies, these unneeded provisions of H.R. 13270 would Inflict
damage on the legitimate operator who is trying to expand his business and
remain on the farm, by reducing his supply of available capital and placing re-
strictions in one form or another on the deductibility of farm losses,. It would, in
fact, appear to Inflict the most severe damage on the small and medium-sized live-
stock operations which, unlike the large operations, could not afford to comply
with or pay the price exacted by these provisions in the form of additional
record keeping and professional tax assistance.

4. Would Impede Vital Agricultural Programs-Many research progranis
In the fields of agricultural production on farms and ranches are in large part
supported by funds from non-farm sources.' These unneeded provisions of HI.R.
13270 would seriously impair these programs which are beneficial to the entire
economy, farmers and consumers alike, by discouraging investment and participa-
tion in research. The reason these programs reflect losses is for the simple reason
that they are not designed to show immediate profitable returns In cash, but are
profitable In long-terni breed and biologic Improvements for the whole Industry.

Closely related to these research programs is the vital role played In th.- live-
stock Industry by purebred operations. These operations, which are analogous to
engineering and research departments In certain industrial businesses, are

S See Lognn. Evaluating Financial Support of Re8earch Programs, Journal of Farmn
Economies (Feb., 1964).
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the foundation of the entire livestock industry since they provide tle seed
livvestock for all livestock operation. Because of the extensive res carch and
exlerimelltation involved in these operations, the profit reflected f. often 7ery
small. an( il iy iflstalices there are sustained losses for a niumbher of years
until i n improved seed stock aniimal is developed and r(oguized by the industry.
To restrict or denly the full deductibility of the losses incurred in these, operations
ill liny manner, whether by reducing capital gains on the sale of livestock under
E1)A, by a hobby loss presumption, by increasing t:lvxalle i.nconie ndiizer L/rP,
or restricting the deductibility of certain itemized personal expenses ul(ler
Allocation of Deductions, vou!d Ibe unfort unate; it would (lis(.ouralge, atnd pos-
silly eliniinate, the neled flow of capital from noin-fa rm .ource- into thes.
reso,rh lorogralus, an(1 it vould have the result ut ain(1 adverse effect of restr;aill-
ing the 1)rotlUetio al(1 devielolinleiAt of needed seed sto(k. Alre;I y th,re ,ven.s o
lhe dfvelopling a trend away from cow-callf operations to steer ,i,eratiolns e('asUe
Of lower operational costs associted with ra sing steers. This for', ,t, n for
)1i1OI'( seliolls develop melit, Since there has to ihe -oale entity (or gri 11) lrotl lt'icg
Seed loek for the livestock Industry.

5. ll'o ld I)r/ I 'p Acd/cd ,o Urc., (of Ot.sidc ('tpittl find c .r~ct Entry rof Neiw
Blol'od i1to Ill dU.'trJ.---111(tn1&nt of these unneeded provision-s of II.t. 13270
would almost crtainly plate a restriction on the a vailzlility of c 'llit;ol for frl-ru-
ing pl)rposes front (tirside s)uirces. Ti is could beo severely d1,11111, to -agri.ultulre
which has Ieei largely delwleldeult upon the a vailability of outsid, caplital.

a. ! 'ur' Amownts of O tsidc (' 1 pitO I A(Ct..50i'r!.--I vest(,ck operations need
large amounts of capital to begin and continue operations, and very often this
capital is not available froii the fa miller's or rancher's Ow\-li 1'(1esllI'c's(1 "o' buIrow-
lags. Thus, attraction of outside calpital always has been important to the livestock
industry. Any law, such as these utineeded pr'visions of H.R. 13270. wlIhiv would d
discouragee ii(w capital investiient, Could prove catastrophic to the 'whole in-
dustry. Productivity Could decrease, rationn costs would( inrlei'e. huslbandry
and agricultural practices would deteriorate, and local communities and other
businesses would (isaplpcar. The entry of new ('aiitill into th, livesto(.k liusi-
ness, plrticularly in the western states, has a long historical Iatkgroun(d.' Ameri-
can agriculture wa; built largely by outside capitall. It is this capital which
makes efliciencies resulting ill the United States being the most productive agri-
cultural nation in the world.

Further, it should be recognlized that tilt small and Illediunl-sized family farm
or ranch is having its hardest financial tine ill history.'" The increased cost of
machinery, supplies, feed, and such other necessary products and equilmlent is
such that a small operation cannot justify it. For this reason, many such opera-
tions are amalgamating with the assistance of outside cal)ital and thereby devel-
oping efficient and larger units over which tiho costs of operation can le more
economically spread. To effect this, such farmers and ranchers need and are en-
titled to operate under the tax laws without these detrimental provisions.

b. Esential Flow of Newy Blood into Indut-r, Would Be Stiflcd.-The average
age of a farmer today is about 55. With expandiulg and lucrative opportunities in
other businesses, agriculture has not kept pace with encouraging new people to
enter the industry on a legitimate basis. With an average rate of return on
capital investment of between 1% and 3% (and ill certain areas of the country
the rate of return is below 1% ). " there need to be incntives not barriers llhced
in the way for such new peOl)le to come into agriculture. Instead of creating suh(
essential incentives, these unneeded provisions of 1I.R. 13270 erect biarriers.
Start-up costs for any legitimate livestock operation could and itsually do result
In losses for the initial years of operation, subjecting tle operations to some it
not all of these unwarranted and deterinental Irovisions of HI.R. 13270.

In addition, these unneeded provisions of HR. 13270, in combination or in single
application. would make it virtually impossible for a Ierson to borrow sufficient
capital to purchase a farm or ranch or to acquire a farm or ranch subject to a
mortgage. This is because the interest on the mortgage and the higher and higher
property taxes being levied against agricultural property would increase fare',
losses. Under EI)A, this could result In reduction of the full deductibility of su_-h
expenses by reason of the required offset of EDA against capital gain. Under

,Ree Gray, Ranch Economics (10l6,4).
See generally Food Costs-Farnt Prices, Committee on Agriculture House of Repre-

sent.itives (90th Congress. 1st Session, July. 1967).
" Based upon compilation of studies conducted by U.S. Department of Agriculture,

national livestock associations, nnd colleges and universities.
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the lHolbby Loss Presumption, it could result in all farm losses being disallowed
if they exceeded $25,000 for any three of five consecutive years, as they well
might in the initial years of operation. Under LTP, these losses could result i
increasing the taxable income of the farmer or rancher. Under Allocation of
Deductions. these losses could cause the reduction of the farmer's or rancher's
itemized personal deductions.

0. Could Restult in 8 bstaltial fcat Price Incrcascs to Consumincg Public-,.
Lircitock ('rrcntly Produced at Low Priccs.--Improvement of livestock breeds
through (ledicated research programs, as I)reviously noted, has produced overall
meat prices at lower prices to the consuming public than practically anywhere
else in the world. However, the livestock business receives. no governmental
subsidy for raising meat. The livestock )roducer operates as an individual with
no bargaining power and Is unable to set the price at which he buys or sells his
livestock. As a matter of fact, livestock producers who are still operating at below
)arity prices subsidize the (onsumers. Still, the livestock business, because of

its high capital investment requirements and slimi )rofit margins caused by in-
creasing operational costs and fairly static livestock prices, receives one of the
lowest returns on its investment or any business.

b. Food Costs Prc.eysntly a Bargain.-Under the present income tax system. and
notwithstanding the distressed economic condition of the industry, American
agriculture has done an outstanding job in fulfilling the nation's food and fiber
needs. In fact, food and fiber have been supplied by the industry to the consuming
public at bargain prices. This Is evidenced by the fact that according to the
American Meat Institute Bulletin of May 20, 1969, the working man today spends
17% of his income for food, whereas 20 years ago he spent 26% of his income
for food. In contrast, tie average family In Italy spends about 38% of its dis-
posable income for food, and Peruvian and RusFian families spend about 56% of
their income for food,

Even in light of these bargain food prices for the American public, operators
are still receiving prices below parity for their livestock. Until the slight up-
surge in livestock plries a few months ago, livestock prices were about the same
as 20 years ago 2 although production costs have increased by about 105%. : As
a matter of fact, since 1950 livestock prices received by operatui-s were on the
average below the total costs of production for most of these years.

c. Prorisionsi of Act Could Increase Mcaf' Prices.-Enactment of these un-
needed provisions of H.R. 13270 could well result In P subsantial increase In meat
price. to the consuming public. By discouraging the entry of needed outside
capital and new blood into the industry and by driving many small and medium-
sized operators out of the business, it is very likely that as a result of these
provisions, livestock numbers will be substantially decreased, causing a cor-
responding rise in meat prices.

IV. SOME SECTIONS OF H.R. 13270 ARE SIMILAR TO PROPOSALS OF NATIONAL LIVESTOCK
TAX COMMITTEE, AND WOULD PREVENT TAX PROFITEERING WHILE NOT HARMING LIVE-
STOCK INDUSTRY

Included in H.R. 13270 are two specific provisions extending depreciation
recapture rules to livestock and increasing the holding period for livestock to
-qualify for capital gains treatment. The provision on depreciation recapture is
the , ame as one of the propoals offered by the National Livestock 'i'ax Committee.
while the provision relating to an Increased holding period for live.ock h'as been
modified slightly from that proposed by the Tax Committee.

A. Depreciation Recapture Rules Applied to Livestock
Depreciation allowed or allowable on purchased livestock used for dairy,

breeling or racing purposes would, under the provisions of H.R. 13270, be subject
to the depreciation recapture rules of present law, As are all other similar business
assets. This would mean that gain realized on the sale of such live.tock would l
taxed at ordinary income rates to the extent of depreciation claimed or allow-
able on such animals, and the remainder of the gain, if any, would be taxed as
capital gains, ,if holding period requirements had been satisfied.
. The Tax Committee feels that this proposal is fair and equitable in that it
equalizes the tax burden among livestock operations and other businesses and
since it will discourage the entry of tax profiteers into the livestock Industry.

J Set-e Food Costs--Farm Prices, Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives
(90th Cong. lst sess. July, 1967).

u See Agricultural Statistlcs, U.S. Departninet of Agriculture Table 695 (196), Table
684 (1968).
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B. Icreasc in Holding Period for Livestock
1i1t, 13270 provides that, in order to (jialify for capital gains trev;tient, the

sliding l".ris&i required for livestock held for draft, breeding and sporting or
dairy 1)irposes will be at least 365 days after such animal normally wmld have
leen usetl for any of such purposes.

The Tax Conmittee feels that, although soine modifications are called for,
this proposal in the main is fair an! equitable and will help prevent tax
profiteering.

Such modifications would include a clarifying provision that the use of aninials
for breeding, dairy or racing purposes from which the 365-day holding period is
ineasured, shall be based on the time in each taxpayer's own operation that such
use normally commences, This will assure equitable treatment of all farmers
and ranchers, since the first use of animalN for such purposes normally varies
from region to region and from farm to farm withn a given region.

The second modification which would be inluded is that there be a presump-
tion of First In, First Out, as under the present unit livestock price method
of inventorying livestock if the animals are not individually identifiable (as in
most commercial range operations). Such presuml)tion would assist in deter-
mining the age of raised livestock, since such age is difficult to deternmine by
weight (method commonly used) after an animal exceeds two years of age. In-
clusion of such a provision would also make administration of this provision
easier and more effective, including verification of returns by revenue agents.

A third modification would be to exempt from this increased holding period
requirement, as does the proposal of the National Livestock Tax Committee,
animals subject to involuntary conversion due to drought or disease. The reason
for this exemption is that premature disposition of such animals results from
circumstances beyond the taxpayer's control.

C. Proof of Intention for Holding Lirestock
One of the proposals suggested by the Tax Committee was that to claim

capital gains on the disposition of livestock, a taxpayer be required to prove
the purpose for which he held the livestock in addition to showing the length
of time they were held. In adopting this proposal, the House Ways and Means
Committee Report refers to the fact that ". . . the mere satisfaction of the hold-
ing eriod requirement ih the case of livestock should (not) . . . be considered
to conclusively demonstrate that the animals were held for breeding purposes
(or any of the other specifie(d purposes). . . . This determination should be
made on the basis of all the facts and circumstances which may indicate the
purpose for which the animal was held."

D. Tax-Free Excliange of Livestock
Another proposal offered by the Tax Conimittee was that present law be

clarified to show that It is not proper to exchange male calves or steers tax-free
for female calves or cows. This proposal was also adopted by the House Ways
and Means Committee and appears in its Report on H.R. 13270, where it is
stated that ". . Congress did not intend this type of exchange to be considered
a like-kind exchange."

E. Treatment of Land Improvement Expcnscs
Under EDA, gain realized on the sale of farm or ranch land would be recap-

tured and taxed at ordinary Income tax rates to the extent of land clearing and
soil and water conservation expenses deducted in the five years previous to the
sale. Since such expenses are frequently incurred and deducted on a continuing
yearly basis, this would result in the gain realized on the sale of much farm
or ranch land, which Is presently taxed at capital gains rates, being taxed at
the higher ordinary income rates, thereby reducing the overall profit. Such a
provision could cause considerable harm to a large number of farmers and
ranchers who only reap a substantial profit when their land is sold.

Adoption of the National Livestock Tax Committee's proposal for recapturing
these land clearing and soil and water conservation expenditures on a graduated
basis if farm or ranch land is sold within 10 years after acquisition would be
more equitable and would not cause harm to ,the legitimate long-,term farmer and
rancher, since such proposal is based on the length of time the farm or ranch
land was held and not when these expenses were sustained. In addition, the Na-
tional Livestock Tax Committee's proposal would have the beneficial effect of
encouraging the improvement of farm and ranch land by permanent operators,
yet discouraging the purchase of farm and ranch land by tax profiteers on a
short-term basis.
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F. Income Arcraging Proriision Would Be Beneficial to Industry
The Tax Committee supports the sections of I!.R. 13270 improving and sirn.

plifying the income averaging provisions of the tax law.

V. TAX PROFITEIING NOT WIiDESPREAD AND IS DECREASING

A. Busiv for "Farm Loss" Provisions is Incomplete
The basis and reason for enactment of the "farm loss provisions" of H.R. 13270

is found in the statement in the House Ways and Means Committee Report that
according to Treasury departmentt data for the years 1964 to 1966, "as the tax-
payer's a(justed gross iconie level increases, the size of the average farmi loss
also consistently increases."

This statement is incomplete and fails to recognize the entire economic i)ic-
ture. F"or the years 1963-66, the 1966 ktatisties of Income, Indiridual Income Tax
Returns compiled and reported by the Treasury department , analyzing inlividul
income tax returns filed and sources of income, reveals that returns filed by
individuals showing net farm losses amounted to only about one-th ird of the tut:1
returns filed showing farm income and losses. The 1966 Report further ildi( rates
that the number of returns reporting net farmn losses has decreased from 1.080,0(0
in 1M03 to 1,012,000 in 1966. Also significant is the fact that these returns reflect
a slight decrease from $1,902,000.000 in farm losses in 192 to $1,853.000,000 in
such losses in 1965. If as alleged, a large number of high-income-tax bracket
individuals are being attracted into farming for tax write-off purposes, it
would apepar that the number of returns showing farming losses would have
increased substantially since 1903 inasmuch ts the total number of tax returns
filed in 1966 by all (lasses of taxpayers increased 9.7% over 196.

From the all inclusive application of these "farm loss provisions" of H.R. 13270
to farmers and ranchers, it might be concluded that tax profiteering operations
were widespread. This is not true as the 1(06 Report shows that, except for the
$600 and under adjusted gross income bracket, where the aggregate amount of
net farm losses exceeded net farm profits, only in the $100.000 and above bracket
did net farmi losses exceed net farm profits. Further significant is the fact that
only 3.598 returns (.001% of total farm returns) were filed showing net farm
losses in the $100,000 and above tax bracket.

B. Farm Lo-ses Not Significantlii Different From Olier Busin('8s Losses
Also relevant is the fact that the 196W Report reveals that more losses were re-

ported by individuals in the $100,000 and above adjuste(d gross income bracket
with rt'lxict to other businesses and professions than by individuals in the sane
income bracket who reported net farming losses. This is revealed in the following
except from the 1906 Report:

Business or
profession

Adjusted gross income classes (net loss) Farm (net loss)

$100,000 under $200,000 ----------------------------------. ----------- $43,473, 000 $38, 375, 000
$200,000 under $500 000 ------------------------------------------ 32,047,000 25, 605, 000
$500 000 under $1,00,00 --------------------------------------------------- 10, 304, 000 9,207, 000
$1,W00000 or more ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 6,045, 000 3,729, 000

However, no other businesses are singled out for discriminatory tax treatment
by subjecting them to an EDA or by Including their business losses as "tax
preferences" under the LTP and Allocation of Deductions provisions of 1I.R.
13270.

If the basis for enactment of these "farm loss provisions" of H.R. 13270 is
predicated on the Statement that the size of the average farm loss increases con-
sistently as adjusted gross Income rises, then closer scrutiny of such Treasury
Department data Is required. This Is because' this same Treasury Department
data set forth In the following table reveals that the size of the average loss
from nan-farm btineses and profe sion8 also increases consistently as adjusted
gross income rises.
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1965

Number of Net business
AGI classes returns loss (thousands) Average loss

Oto $5,000 ------------------------------------------
$5,000 to $10,000 -------------------------------------
$10,000 to $15,000 -----------------------------------
$15,000 to $20,000 ............................... . ..
$20,000 to $50,000 .............--- --------------------
$50,000 to $100,000 ................----------------
$100,000 to $500,000 .................................
$500 000 to $1,000,039 --------------------------------
$1,060,000 and over ----------------------------------

443,749
282, 121
99,319
28,692
23,951
6.176
2,728

149
97

$1,034,775
256,116
114,895
49, 787
101, 444
53,460
63, 115
8,471

14,591

$2, 372.76
907.82

1, 156. 83
1,735.22
3,387.00
8,656.09

23,136.00
55,852.35

150,422.68

1966

0 to $5,000 --------------------------------------
$5,000 to $10,000 ......................-- - - - - - - ----
$10,000 to $15,000 -----------------------------------
$15,000 to $20,000--------- .......- ---------------
$20,000 to $50,000 ....................................
$50,000 ti $100,000 ..............-------------------
$100,000 to $500,000 -------------------------------
$500,000 to $1,000,000 --------------------------------
$1,000,000 and over ---------------------------------

429, 151
306,737
115,853
38,350
36,910

7,265
3,128

180
99

$1,117,336 $2,603.59
328,222 1,070.04
140,939 1,216.42
64,358 1,678.17

134,958 3,656.68
64,558 8,886.17
75,520 24 143.22
10,33 57,244.44
16,045 162,070.70

Yet, these non-farrn businesses and professions are not subjected to EDA or are
these non-farm losses classe(l as "tax preferences" under the LTP or Allocation
of l)edu(tions provisions of H.R. 13270.

C. .1rcrage Farm Profit also Increases Consistcntly as Adjusted Gross Income
Lcres Risc

An examination of this same Treasury Department data further shows that
the size of the average farm profit also generally increases as adjusted gross in-
conie rises. This is reflected in the following table.

1965

AGI uass6

0 to $5,000 - ... ....-------------------------.-------
$5,000 to $10,000 ............................
$10, oo to $15,000 -------------------------.---------
$15,000 to $20,000 ------------------------------------
$20,000 to $50,000 ------------------------------------
$50,000 to $100,000 -----------------------------------
$100,000 to $500,000 ----------------------------------
$500,000 to $1,000,000 --------------------------------
$1,000,000 and over ..................................

Number of Farm net profit
returns (thousands)

1,243,666
532,485
135,458
42,776
39, 003
4,984
1,045

32
17

$1,767,545
1,760,012

754,027
352,551
474,633

83,027
23,521

518
1,671

Average profit

$1,421.23
3,305.27
5,566.50
8,241.79

12,169.14
16,658.71
22,508.13
16,187.50
98,294.12

1966

0 to $5,000 . .. . . .. . .. . ... .... ... ... ... ...
$5,000 to $10,000 .....................................
$10,000 to $15,000 ...................................
$15,000 to $20,000 ........... .. .... .. ... . . ... .. . ... . . .
$20,000 to $50,000. .........................
$50,000 to $100,000 ...............................
$100,000 to $500,000 ----------------------------------
$500 000 to $1,000,000 ................................
$1,060,000 and over ------------------------------

1,100,435
596,475
186,213
57,004
49,889
5,642
1,201

27
15

$1,618,827
2,058,458
1,055.339

504, 127
630,545
92,852
25,191

620
172

$1,471.07
3,451.03
5.667.37
8,843.71

12,638.95
16,457.28
20,975.02
22,962.96
11,466.66

From the foregoing statistics showing the relative size of net farm profits
and losses, it would appear that in general the larger the operation the greater
are the sizes of both profits and losses. This Is because a business such as farming
and ranching which Is subject to so many elements beyond its control can
either have a profit or a loss in any given year, and the amount of the profit
or loss of a particular operation can be and Is frequently in direct proportion
to its size. Under these conditions, and based on the foregoing statistics, singling
out the entire livestock industry for discriminatory tax treatment under these
unneeded provisions of H.R. 13270 is not warranted or justified.
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D. Drawing Farm Lo.is Demaracation Line at $15,000 or $25,000 not juslifi4
II.R. 13270, under its Ihoby Loss Presumption and EN)A provisions, voubIh

treat even legitimate farmers and ra nehers who ilicur farm Iosses ill ,xcess (if
$25,000 for one -year or a period of years as "ho)blJy Oleraltors" andii restrict tle
amount of capital gains they could claim on til' sale of their livestocl or other

In similar manner, the official position of the Treasury I)epartment as stated
by Mr. Edwin S. Cohen before this Committee on September 4, 196i9 is to treat
even legitimate farmers and ranchers as non-hona fide operators if farm losses
exceed $15,000 under EDA and to iIcll(e till losses in El A if such farmer's
or rancher's non-farm adjusted gross income is also in eXcess of $25,000. As all
apparent basis for this conclusion, Mr. (ohmen stated that :

large farm losses generally represent capital expenditures which,
have been deducted under the liberal cash method of a.counting, The (ash
method has been allowed to farmers primarily to help smill farmers, but tax-
payers with large farim losses are generally not in this class but are wealthy
investors who obtain a tax shelter." [Emphasis added.]

This statement is too general. For Instance, there are no statistics cited by
Mr. Cohen or of which the Tax Committee is loware that show that large f'lrm
losses generally represent capital expenditures vvhich have been dedl(eted tinder
the cash basis. Further, the cash basis is under present law allowed to all
farmers and ranchers, regardless of their size, and is necessary because of the
nature of livestock operations. To restrict or deny farm loss deductions or us(,
of the cash basis by legitimate farmers and ranchers who, because of the size
of their operation, incur large losses (or profits) in a certain year or period of
years is not justified. Many legitimate and lifetime farmers and ranchers have
farm losses in excess of $15,000 or even $25,000. One bad storm alone can cause
this much of a loss in one year.

To classify legitimate lifetime farmers and ranchers as "wealthy investors"
seeking a tax shelter just because their farm lsses exceed $15.000 or $25,0(14).
besides being unsubstantiated, is not warranted. The amount of farm losses for
even the amount of non-farni income) a farmer or rancher sustains is no inflica-
tion, nor should it be, of whether he is in the business on a leritimiite basis.

Mr. Cohn stated that under the Treasury-modified EPDA only 13)0 indivi(ui.,
with farm losses aggregating $419 million, would be affected. This statement ill-
plies that this is an insignificant number of farmers and ranchers and only a
relatively few wealthy taxpayers will be affected. Yet, a(cording to treasuryy
l)epartnient data for 1946, there are 9 states where there were about 9 300 or les.4
returns filed by farmers and ranchers. These states are: Arizona (6,784), Connrc-
ticut (5,299), Delaware (5,010). Ifawaii (4,002), Maine (9.753). 3a.x.qachusctts
(5.483), Nevada (1,941), New Ham.psire (2,760 and Vcrnt (5.18). Further.
this sanie Treasury department data reveals that a $418 million farm loss
would be approximately 22% of all farm losses in 1966 and would represent about
7% of the total net farm profit reported for that year.

\'T. TAX COMMITTEE ALSO OPPOSED TO PROVISIONS AND PRINCIPLES IN METCALF AN0
MILLER BILiS

In addition to the unneeded provisions of H.R. 13270, the Tax Committee is also
opposed to the provisions and principles embodied in S.. r)00, iitroduce I and
sponsored by Senator Lee Metcalf of Montana and S. 1560, introduced and spo -
sored by Snator Jack Miller of Iowa. which would restrict or totally deny the
deduction of farm losses. Although these bills are obviously intended in good
faith to hello the livestock industry, the Tax Committee feels that these bills would
seriously harmn the whole industry and perhaps cause the greater damage to the
sniall and medium-sized family farms and ranches.

Under Senator Metcalf's bill, farm loss deductions would be restricted or
totally denied to farmers or ranchers who were not on a "proper" accrual method
of accounting and who had non-farm income in excess of $15,000. Legitimate
farmers or ranchers who earned $30.000 of non-farm Income would bave all
farm losses disallowed. Treasury data for 19M reveals that this bill would ad-
versely afftvt at least 79.263 returns (reflecting adjusted grosq Income above
$15,000) and possibly more,' a number equal to approximately the total returns
reflecting farm income or loss filed by all persons in the State of Oklahoma.

14 Since losses from business operations, including farming and ranching, are deducted
from gross Income In arriving at adjusted gross income, it Is possible that the number of
farming operations affected by this proposal could be well in excess of 79,263.
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Legiti ate farners an( ranchers who :re (letted to political ollie and vli(e
receive mlore than $15,000 would find their farm loss de(ictioms r-,trict (( :d and in
sonic cases (.omphetely disallowed. The ramnifications of this could dis.unrge
qua] ified legitimate frilners and rtnhers from entering public life.

III reent ('ouigressionl hearings on federal grazing fee ilcreasosi, Senator
Cliffor(l lhansl of W\ onlinlg, noting that profits in the live-stmuk lImiii(ss hi e
been low, stated li;tt: "I've iad to find outside enilployinelt to keel lily li\e.to(k
bnsiless going."'' This stateeniit is generally applicable throughout the livesto('k
industry and i . sUpported by statistics which reveal that ill recent years, noni-
farm income received by each farm operator famnily almost equals total net
farl il iollne."

The previously di,4cnsse(d adverse and (letrinlental effects of the uneedc(d pro-
visions of H.R. 13271) are also generally applicable to Senator 'Meteaif's bill. They
would include forcing ilnaiy farmers amd ra nchers on the impossible "projwr"
accrual system restricting the flow of needed new blood 1 Ihlgitimate outsi(de
capital into agriculture, discouraging diversification and iu\vestlml,lt in non-
farm businesses by farmers and ranchers; impairing existing am, proposed Go-
eminent programs; impeding vital agricultural research programs; isolating
agriculture from the rest of the nation's economy ; and jeopardizing tlhe credit
base of agricultural lands.

Senator Miller's bill would in general prevent the de(luction of farm losses
if farm income did not equal or exceed two-thirds c± total net income. Although
this bill would not have the effect of forcing f armers and ranchers on to a
"l)roper" accrual method of accounting, it follows basically the same underlying
and objectionable principle of Senator Metcr, lf's bill An that it would base dis-
allowance of falrnm losses on the amount of non-farm income earned by a legiti-
ilate farmer or rancher.

VII. SENATOR GORE'S BILL (S. 26-15) A PARTIAL SOLUTION

S. 2645 introduced by Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee contaiiled a specific
provision (Section 13) pertaining to suggested changes ill the livestock tax
laws. Senator Gore's bill would : (1) provide that the Sc-.-rAary of the Treasury
could not prescribe in his regulations for the useful life of livesto,,k held for
breedling l)urPoses to be less tbn 10 years ; and (2) extend the holding lIeriod for
livestock from 12 months to 24 months in order to qualify for capital gains
treatment.

Because of its simplicity and ease of application, and tile fact tiat it \vould be
at least a partial solution to eliminating tax )rofiteering in the livestock industry.
the National Livestock Tax Committee feels there is considerable me-vi ill the
provisions and approach taken by Senator Gore's bill.

However, the Tax Committee is of the opinion that it order to met the ob-
jectives of an equitable and sound tax system, the depreciation recapture rules of
l)re5ent law which apply to all (lepreciable personal property, other than livestok.
should also be extended to livestock. In this sense, including livestock under the
dpreeiation recalture provision of present lam, would make the restriction of
useful life provision in Senator Gore's bill unnecessary.

VIII. CONCLUSION

i',ropos-l. of National Lircstork Tax Comn PH itcc'oI Ci(fminatc tax prOfic('ring
whl ile not substantially hatr(minfg inditstry

Si the National Livestock Tax Committee Is convinced that this Committee
is intent on maintaining an equitable and sound tax system and not inflicting
harm on the entire Industry, it is the urgent request of the Tax Comnitte that this
Committee amend 1.i1 13270 to include just those proposals offered by the Tax
Committee, with the suggested modifications previously noted, that are contained
in this bill and referred to in the House Ways and M-lans Committee Report.
These proposals would preserve for the serious permanent farmer and rancher
the time-honored and essential cash basis and presently used unit livestock price
methods of accounting, retain capital gains for livestock, a:id lpermit all farmers
and ranchers the right to deduct currently the costs of soil and water conserva-
tion, fertilizing and land clearing under sectio.s 175, 180 and i82 of the Internal

2SM. 1,. Upchurch, Administrator of Economic Rese.rch Service. U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Address to Annual Agricultural Outlook Conference on February 1,, 1969,

33-,165-0(9- - p)t. 4 --. - 16
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Revenue Code. At the same time, these proposals would J)ut an end to tax prof-
iteering by a few whose only motive is to enter the livestock and farming business
on a short-term basis to make a tax profit.

The National Livestock Tax Committee strongly feels that the enactment of the
unneeded provisions of H.R. 13270 would be contrary to an equitable and sound
tax system, would constitute an "overkill," would add comIplexity an(l confusion
to the tax law, would radically change the accounting and economics of the in-
dustry, and could result in higher meat prices to the consuming public.

EXHIBIT

DENVER, CoLO., Scptembcr 13, 1969.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
New Senate Offlee Building,
Wa8hington. D.C.

GENTLEMEN: The proposed income tax law now being considered by you creates
unrealistic complexities of computation in the agricultural area. Not only does
the taxpayer engaged in agriculture have to cope with the inordinate coml)lexi-
ties of the entire reform proposal, he alone has the problem of maintaining an
excess deduction account with its carry-over provisions and limitations and spe-
cial rules on farm iand. This coupled with a limited tax reference, with carry-
over provisions, and allocation of deduction rules that apparently forces an
Individual taxpayer to compute a loss on profit on agricultural operations on a
strict accrual method seems to involve more computation and record keeping
than seems practical, or even possible, In the normal agricultural operation. The
Interplay and interrelation of these complex provisions, which will not be under-
stood or even Interpreted for years, coupled with the already complex and little
understood rules on operating loss and capital loss (this being changed also)
carryforwards will obviously result In lack of compliance and difficulty in en-
forcenient. Tax reform does not imply simplicity, but it should not create impos-
sible complexities such as this.

Very truly yours,
N. . TAMPLIN.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Marvin McLain of the American Farm Bureau.
Mr. McLain, you lave been very helpful to the Congress, to the

Senate and to this committee ol many occasions. You represent a fine
organization. We are delighted to have you here. We are sorry that
you had to wait so late in the day. Is Mr. Anlderson with you?

STATEMENT OF MARVIN L. McLAIN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. McL.\I,. No, he isn't.
Senator CURTIS. You may proceed in your own manner.
Mr. McL,\IN. I will brief this statement, Senator Curtis.
The FIarm Bureau has long inelu(led the broad subject of taxation

and tax reform on its list of major concerns. Earlier this year, when
the Iouse Ways and Means Committee conducted hearings on the en-
tire subject, Farm Bureau presented testimony on several occasions.

Several aspects of the tax reform proposal now before you are of
considerable concern to Farm Bureau members throughout the coun-
try. At the time this legislation was under final consideration in the
House, our1 organization made this concern clear publicly and ex-
)ressed determination to seek changes in the bill when it is considered

in the Senate.
Most taxpayers view taxation as a means of raising the revenue

necessary to carry out the essential functions of government. The
growing use of taxation as a means of regulating the economy has
resulted in a great deal of confusion and misunderstanding among
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taxpayers. At the same time sharply rising rates of taxation at nearly
all levels of government and the progressive nature of the Federal
iliconme tax have created both a tremendous pressure for so-called tax
shelters and a critical reaction to such shelters. These factors are
responsible for the current drive for various tax reforms.

In our view, and we believe it is a view held by most citizens, the
most pressi-jg tax reform needed is a general reduction in Federal
taxation. For this to be possible, more effort will have to be made to
bring sper,ding under control. This committee, whatever its final con-
clusion ma' be, should make every effort, to facilitate and encourage
future gener-. reductions both in the proportion of national income
that is preempted by the Federal Government and in the progressivity
of our tax system.

Likewise, it is also urgent that the thx laws be simplified. It is a
poor tax system which results in overtaxation of millions simply
because thray do not understand the tax laws and cannot alford to hire
someone who does. The complexity of the tax laws is directly related
to the high level of current taxes and the progressive nature of the
rate structure. II.R. 13270 would introduce many new complications
into an already complex tax structure. For this reason, if for no other,
we urge this committee to act slowly and deliberately to make sure
proposed tax refoiTns represent true reform and not new com plications
and frustrations for the average taxpayer. If necessary to aflow time
for adequate study, the features of H.R. 13270, which face time dead-
lines, such as the excise and surtax extensions, should be removed
from the bill and given separate consideration. You have already done
that with the 7-percent investment credit, of course.

Underlying Farm Bureau's basic attitude toward taxation is a
statement in the "Monetary, Spending, and Tax Policies" section of
the Farm Bureau policies for 1969 which reads in part as follows:

A stale domesticc economy must be maintained in the interests of a high level
of employment and a proper rate of economic growth as well as the protection of
the value of the dollar.

Inflation is a serious threat to continued economic stability. To bring inflation
under control and halt the decline in the value of the dollar, we must follow wise
tax, budget and monetary policies.

it is with this broad economic goal in mind that Farm Bureau sets
forth its specific recommendations relative to 11.R. 13270.

TAX TRE.Vr3iENT OF FARMI LOSSES

Original suggestions for dealing with the matter of tax loss farming
included elimination of both cusli accou1tii for farmers ai)(t ranchers

and cal)ital gains treatment for livestock ulsed for breeding. Since
Farm Bureau members believe the elimination of these features of
present tax lawv would be extremely harmful to a large segment of
agriculture. Farm Bureau proposed-that the tax loss problem be dealt
with by placing a simple limitation of $15,000 on the amount of farm
losses that can be used as an offset to nonfarm income. This approach
was introduced by several Members of the House.

Subsequently, House included in H.R. 13270 two provisions which,
while alleged to be methods of dealing with the abuse of farming losses
by taxpayers with nonfarm income, actually would work to the detri-
ment of thousands of full-time farmers. We refer specifically to the
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provisions which would (1) extend the, holding period required for
livestock to be eligible for capital gains treatment, and (2) repeal tile
livestock exemption from the depreciation recapture !provisioUs of cur-
rent law. Nowhere in the report of the House 'Ways and Mean, Coi-
mittee or in, tho debate on the floor of the House is there any evidence
of excessive "tax dodging" or other abuses resulting from these provi-
sions of present law.

While the proposed extension of the holding period for capital gains
might not work a serious hardship on the producers of cattle fan(l
horses, it would work an extreme hardship on farmers engaged in the
breeding and production of livestock with a shorter lifespan), namely,
hogs and fur-bearing animals.

It also should be noted that the bill as drafted by the House does not
specifically state whether the 1-year holding period would begin at the
begiming or end of normal gestation. This in itself has caused some
confusion. If the holding period is to begin at the end of gestation,
capital gains treatment would largely be eliminated for most of the
smaller species of livestock. For example, most, hog breeders maintain
female stock for only one or two farrowings.

The proposed extension of the depreciation recapture provisions
of the current law to livestock fails to recognize that livestock is dif-
ferent from other personal property, that is, the maintenance of
livestock is a fairly high risk business for which adequate insurance
is not available. Even though some may view this matter differently,
farmers faced with a disastrous cost-price squeeze during the current
inflationary period view this change as one which would only increase
their costs without contributing a great deal to the economy as a whole
or the goal of tax reform.

Farm Bureau does not oppose the proposed creation of an excess
deductions account for taxpayers with farming losses provided the
exemption from this requirement is not reduced below the $15,000-
level which has been suggested by the Department and which is the
level previously proposed by Farm Bureau as a ceiling on the deduc-
tion of farm losses from nonfarm income. We have no objection to
the proposed tightening of the so-called "hobby" loss provision of
the current law.

TREATMENT OF COOPEITIVE PATRONAGE REFUNDS

This matter was not included in the House hearings on tax reform.
Therefore, when these changes were proposed in the Ways and Means
Committee, Farm Bureau asked that action be delayed until interested
parties could be heard. Now that this committee is giving the matter
a hearing, our position is as follows:

Over the years Farm Bureau has taken an active part in improving
and strengthening fanner cooperatives. In 1962 we actively supported
changes in the law which clearly defined the tax status of cooperative
allocations to member patrons.

We believe changes made at that time were sound and that current
law with respect to cooperative activities is adequate, and should not
be changed. We oppose the changes made in the House bill.

The provisions of H.R. 132716would unnecessarily incvase the
Federal Oovernment's role in the management of cooperative fiscal
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affairs. The purpose clearly is to restrict, cooperative activities rather
than to improve the equity of the tax system.

Amonc other things, the provisions of H.R. 13270 seek to force
cooperatives to adopt a 15 year pay-out requirement for retained
patronage allocations. This, in effect, would force cooperatives to
treat these allocations as debt rather than equity, and thereby reduce
their borrowing capacity. A mandatory pay-out requirement for all
patronage allocations also would make it difficult for cooperatives to
orive priority to the redemption of allocations held by retiring mem-
Eers and the estates of decreased members. Recognizing that cooper-
atives are owned and controlled by member-patrons, we believe patron
allocations also would make it difficult for cooperatives to give prior-
ity to the redemption of allocations held by retiring members and the
estates of decreased members. Recognizing that cooperatives are owned
and controlled by member-patrons, we believe such matters should be
left to the decision of the members themselves.

CAPITAL GAINS

We have already addressed ourselves to the matter of capital gains
treatment of livestock. Official Farm Bureau policy includes a state-
ment on the general subject of "capital gains" as follows:

The tax treatment of capital gains should encourage investment without
creating tax loopholes or discouraging the sale of property.

The present law results in the taxation of "gains" which reflect In part a
decline in the value of the dollar. in periods of rising prices this penalizes
property owners and discourages the sale of property.

As a partial answer to this inequity we recommend that the rate of tax on
-apital gains be reduced as the length of the holding period increases. We favor
retention of the present minimum holding period.

Where farmland is acquired for public use by eminent domain or private
treaty, the owner should be permitted a period longer than one year to reinvest
in farming or another business with the same tax treatment. We support the
present law with respect to capital gains treatment for sales of breeding livestock.

We are opposed to the proposed extension of the capital gains hold-
ing period to 12 months because it would discourage the investment
that. is needed to sustain economic growth. The fact that capital gains
can be taken at the end of 6 months makes investors more willing.to
supply risk capital to new ventures, even though they may have no in-
tention of turning over their investments at such a rapid rate.

We are also opposed to the proposed elimination of the alternative
tax rate on capital gains. While the alternative rate is normally of
"'ttle concern to farmers, a great. many farmers benefit from it when
they sell a farm or liquidate their farming operations. The capital
gains realized by farmers in the sale of a farm or a herd of livestock
often represent a lifetime of work which ends up being taxed all at
once. In such instances we believe the alternative rate is not only bene-
ficial, but fair to both the taxpayers and the Government. This is par-
ticularly true in times such as the present when much of what the
law defines as "capital gains" is the result of inflation. Excessive taxa-
tion of inflation-created gains represents destruction of capital and
should be avoided.
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TAX TREA'I'MENT OF T.kX-EXE.ir'r BONDS

We are ol)posed to the section of 11.11. 13270 which deals with the
tax treatment of income front presently tax-exempt State and mu-
nicipal bonds. We view this newly proposed Federal subsidy of such
bonds as being nothing more than a 'gimmick" which would result
in still further involvement of the Federal Government in the fiscal
affairs of St te and local units of goveiiment.

We also ask the committee to exempt income from State and mu-
nicipal bonds from the )rovisions of H.R. 13270 which would estab-
lish a limit on tax l)references and require the allocation of deductions.
The,:o provisions are clearly a backhanded effort, to impair the tax-
exeMpt status of State and municipal bonds. We believe that these
boms should remain tax exenll)t, and that. their status should not be
impaired by indirection. If local governments are forced to pay higher
interest rates to borrow money, a part of the cost will fall on over-
burdened property owners, including farmers.

The uncertainty created by House actions affecting tax-exempt
bonds has made it difficult for State and local governments to sell new
bonds. We urge the committee to take prompt action to remove tho
cloud on tie future treatment of the income from such bonds.

CONCLUSION

Many have argued that tax reform has been too long in the making
and that we must have action now. But, with our own economy and
that of the entire Western World in a rather delicate balance, hasty
action could prove disastrous. Again, we urge that the committee
move forward cautiously in order to avoid actions that might disrupt
important segments of our economy and to insure that the actions
finally taken are based on sound premises rather than emotion.

We thank you for this opportunity to express our views.
Senator CURTIS. I yield the chairmanship to the distinguished Sen-

ator from Virginia, Mr. Bvrd.'
Senator BYRD. I would much prefer that the distinguished Senator

from Nebraska continue to serve as chairman, if he will permit me to
say a few words to the witness.

Mr. McLain, the committee staff summarized your statement see.
tion by section, but in su-mmarizing the statement as a whole, it says
that. you feel that the most pressing tax reform needed is general
reduction in Federal taxation.

Mr. McLAIx. That is corret. I omitted that in my briefing of the
statement because of time limit, but it is in our statement and our
members firmly believe it.

Senator BYRD. The Seiator from Virginia feels the same way. It
says further that you feel that for this to be possible it is necessary to
bring spending under control. The Senator from Virginia agrees with
you 100 percent on that.

You have also urged the committee to act slowly and deliberately to
make sure that proposed tax reform is not complicated for the average
taxpayer, and I think that is very important. I think your testimony
is most interesting and I am glad I was here when you testified.

Mr. McLAIN. Thank you.
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Senator CURTIS. Your statement is very solnl. I am going to waive
.- stions because of the hour.

Senator Miller.
Senator MILLER. No questions.
Senator ('i TIS. Senator Hansen.
Senator ]I. ANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if 1 may, just let me )ose this

one question. There has been a lot said about real estate val 11%s, r.
McLain, and many people have different solutions for this situation.
Sonm are apparently disturbed over the accelerating values of land,
and others think that it would bring about a serious disrupt ion and an
economic dislocation of a great many rural people if land values were
not rising. )o you think that the increase in land values is a reflection
of the interest ol the part of some who, in the eyes of some are using
"tax loopholes" to get into the farm business, or is it, rather, that, in
an effort to hedge against inflation, people have found real estate to be
a pretty effective hedge. Which of these two would you say is the real
reason ?

Mr. McLAIN. By all means the latter, Senator Hansen. I am 63 Years
old. I have been through some, inflationary periods as you have before,
during other war periods, and obviously this is primarily caused by the
general inflation and, as Senator Byrd indicated, by sl;ending, by the
Federal Government, a lot more money than we tale in. It is going to
continue as long as we do that. That is why our great organization
wants to do something about stopping deficit spending. I have yet to
see a farmer that isn't greatly concerned, or he would i)ut it the'other
way. He would be gravely concerned if you did anything here that all
of a sudden would deflate the value of his land.

Senator HANSEN. He would be, you say?
MNr. MCLAIN. He would be very concerned about it. To many farmers

this is the only equity they hav , and if you do anything here that. is
going to drastically reduce the vi'ue of their land, you have them in
real trouble.

Senator HANSEN. In that regard, Senator Metcalf noted that one
of the arguments that had beei. advanced by supporters of his bill was
that it would tend to reduce the competition for real estate, and
thereby would make it easier lor a young person to buy into a livestock
operation because the price )f land would be lessened. What is your
feeling about the desirabiliy of that approach?

Mr. McLAIN. Well, may I say on the point of the outside interests,
I think people that are interested in housing developments and the
multitude of things we have all over this Nation has in many instances,

as you would agree I am sure, created an artificial value on land as far
as its use for farm purposes, and certainly on the eastern seaboard
here, we see this all over, and we see it in other places.

I don't share the worry that Senator Metcalf has in the area you
are mentioning here. There might be some isolated cases where this
happened, but as you ably brought out this morning, I think they are
isolated, and are not of major concern to farmers generally.

Senator HANSEN. When you use the term "artifical values" of land,
while I think you and I might agree that these values do not reflect
productivity-

Mr. McL.,AIN. Right.
Senator HANSEN. Insofar as the payment of an inheritance tax is

concerned, they are not artificial in the eyes of the Government..
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Mr. McLAIIN. Oh, by no means they are not. I meant from the stand-
point of productivity and a farmer trying to make a living, for farm-
ing purposes.

Senator HTNsEN. Thank you very much, Mr. McLain. That is all I
have, Mr. Chairman.

(Marvin L. McLain's prepared statement follows:)

STATEME\'T OF 'MARVIN Ti. NCTLAIN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN FARM
BUREAU FEDERATION

SUMMARY

Farm Bureau has long included the broad subject of taxation and tax reform
on its list of major concerns. At the time this legislation was under final con-
sideration in the House, our organization made this concern clear publicly andl
expressed determination to seek changes in the bill whern it is considered In the
Senate.

Rising rates of taxation at nearly all levels of government and the progressive
nature of the federal income tax have created both a tremendous pressure for
so-called tax shelters and a critical reaction to such shelters. These factors are
responsible for the current drive for various tax reforms.

The most pressing tax reform needed is a general reduction In federal taxa-
tion. For this to be possible, more effort will have to be made to bring spending
under control. Likewise, it is also urgent that the tax laws be simplified.

H.R. 13270 would Introduce many new complications into an already complex
tax structure. For this reason, if for no other, we urge this Committee to act
slowly and deliberately to make sure proposed tax reforms represent true reform
and not new complications and frustrations for the average taxpayer. If neces-
sary to allow time for adequate study, the features of H.R. 13270 which face time
deadlines, such as the excise and surtax extensions, should be removed from the
bill and given separate consideration.

TAX TREATMENT OF FARM LOSSES

Farm Bureau has proposed that the tax loss problem be dealt with by placing
a simple limitation of $15,000 on the amount of farm losses that can be used as
an offset to non-farm income.

H.R. 13270 would (1) extend the holding period required for livestock to be
eligible for capital gains treatment, and (2) repeal the livestock exemption from
the depreciation recapture provisions of current law. Nowhere in the report of the
house Ways and Means Committee or In the debate on the floor of the House is
there any evidence of excessive "tax dodging" or other abuses resulting from
these provisions of present law. We oppose both provisions.

Farm Bureau does not oppose the proposed creation of an Excess Deductions
Account for taxpayers with farming losses provided the exemption from this
requirement Is not reduced below the $15,000-1evl. We have no objection to the
proposed tightening of the so-called "hobby" loss provision of the current law.

TREATMENT OF COOPERATIVE PATRONAGE REFUNDS

In 1962 we actively supported changes in the law which clearly defined the tax
status of cooperative allocations to member patrons. The provisions of H.R. 13270
would unnecessarily increase the federal government's role in the management of
cooperative fiscal affairs. The 15-year pay-out requirement for retained patronage
allocations would force cooperatives to treat these allocations as debt rather
than equity, and thereby reduce their borrowing capacity.

Recognizing that cooperatives are owned and controlled by member-patrons,
we believe such matters should be left to the decision of the members themselves.

CAPITAL GAINS

We are opposed to the proposed extension of the capital gains holding period to
12 montLa because it would discourage the investment that is needed to sustain
economic growth. We are also opposed to the proposed elimination of the alterna-
tive tax rate on capital gains. While the alternative rate is normally of little
concern to farmers, a great many farmers benefit from It when they sell a farm
or liquidate their farming operations.
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TAX TREATMENT OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

We are opposv(l to the section of H.R. 13271) which deals with the tax treat-
ment of income from presently tax-exempt state and municipal bonds. We view
this proposed federal subsidy of such bonds as being nothing more than a
"gimmick" which would result in still further involvement of the federal govern-
inent in the lisca I affairs of state and local units of government.

We also ask the Committee to exeml)t income from state and municipal bonds
from the provisions of II.R. 13270 which would establish a limit on tax prefer-
ences and require the allocation of deductions. If local governments are forced
to pay higher interest rates to borrow money a part of the cost will fall on over-
burdened property owners including farmers,

CONCLUSION

Again, we urge t ahVt the Committee mo-e forward cautiously in order to avoid
actions that might disrupt important segments of our economy and to insure that
the actions finally taken are based on sound premises rather tha1 emotion.

STATEN ENT

Farm Bureau has long included tie l'roal subject of taxation and tax reform
on its list of major concerns. Earlier this year, when the Houso Ways and Means
Committee conducted hearings on this entire object, Farm Bureau presented
testimony on several occasions.

Several aspects of the tax reform proposal now before you are of considerable
concern to Farm Bureau members throughout the country. At the time this leg-
islation was under final consideration In the House, our organization made this
concern clear publicly and expressed determination to seek changes in the bill
when it Is considered In the Senate.

Most taxpayers view taxation as a means of raising the revenue necessary to
carry out the essential functions of government. The growing us. of taxation
as a means of regulating the economy has resulted in a great deal of confusion
and misunderstanding among taxpayers. At the same time sharply rising rates
of taxation at neary all levels of government and the progressive nature of the
federal income tax have created both a tremendous pressure for so-called tax
shelters and a critical reaction to such shelters. These factors are responsible
for the current drive for various tax reforms.

In our view, amd we believe it is a view held by most citizens, the most pressing
tax reform needed is a general reduction in federal taxation. For this to be
possible, more effort will have to be made to bring spending under control. This
Committee, whatever its final conclusion may be, should make every effort to
facilitate and encourage f:jture general reductions both in the proportion of
national income that is preempted by the federal government and in the progres-
sivity of our tax system.

Likewise, it is also urgent that the tax laws be simplified. It is a poor tax
system which results in overtaxation of millions simply because they do not
understand tax laws and cannot afford to hire someone who does. The coni-
plexity of the tax laws is directly related to the high level of current taxes
and the progressive nature of the rate structure. H.R. 13270 would introduce
many new complications into an already complex tax structure. For this reason,
if for no other, we urge this Committee to act slowly and deliberately to make
sure proposed tax reforms represent true reform and not new complications and
frustrations for the average taxpayer. If necessary to allow tne for adequate
study the features of H.tL 13270 which face time deadlines, such as the excise
and surtax extensions, should be removed from the bill aid given separate
consideration.

Underlying Farm Bureau's basic attitude towards taxation is a statement i
the "Monetary, Spending, and Tax Policies" section of the Farm Bureau Policies
for 1969 which reads in part as follows:

"A stable domestic economy must be maintained in the Interests of a high level
of employment and a proper rate of economic growth as well as the protection
of the value of the dollar.

"Inflation is a serious threat to continued economic stability. To bring infla-
tion under control and halt the decline in the value of the dollar, we must follow
wise tax, budget, and monetary policies."

It is with this broad economic goal in mind that Farm Bureau sets forth its
specific recommendations relative to H.R. 13270.
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TAX TREATMENT OF FARM LOSSES

Original suggestions for dealing with the matter of tax loss farming Included
elimination of both (ash accounting for farmers andi ranchers and capital gaimis
treatment for livestock used for breeding. Since Farm Bureau ienvmbe, s believe
the elimination of these features of present tax law would be extremely harnfuil
to a large segment of agriculture. Farm Bureau proposed that the tax loss prob-
lem be dealt with by phlcing a simple limitation of $15,000 oil the amount of farm
losses that call be used as an offset to non-farii income. This approach was intro-
(uice(l by several mnelber of the Hoituse.

Subsequently. tile House Included in II.R. 1:3270 two provisions which, while
alleged to bei methods (of dealing with tile abue of far-ning losses by taxpnzycrn
with non-farm income, actually would work to the detriment of thousands of
full-time farmers. We refer speclflhally to the provisions which vould (1) extend
the holding period required for livestock to be eligible for capital gains treat-
ment, and (2) repeal the livestock exemption from the depredation recapture
provislon.s of current law. Nowhere in the relrt of the House Ways and Means
committeee or in the (debate oil the floor of the House is there any evilelnce of

excessive "tax (lodging" or othr abuses resulting from these provisions of present
law.

While th l)rEiposed extension of the holding period for capital gains might not
work it serious hardship oi tile producers of cattle and horsvs, it would work an
extreme hardship on farmers engaged in the breeding and production of livestock
with a shorter life span (namely, hogs and fur-bearing animals).

It also s should be noted that the bill as drafted by the House does not specifically
state whether the one-year holding period would begin at the beginning or end
of normal gestation, This In itself hs caused some confusion. If the holding
period Is to begin at the end of gestation, capital gains treatment would largely
be eliminated for most of the smaller species of livestock. For examniple, most hog
breeders maintain femals stock for only one or two farrovlngs.

The propw)sed extension of the depreciation recapture provisions of the current
law to livestock fails to recognize that livestock is different from other personal
property, i.e., that maintenance of livestock is a fairly high risk business for which
adequate insurance is not available. Even though some may view 'this matter
differently, farmers faced with a disastrous cost-price squeeze during the current
Inflationary period view this change as one which would only increase their costs
without contributing a great (teal to tile economy is a whole or the goal of tax
reform.

Farm Bureau does not oppose the prol)osed creation of an Excess Deductions
Account for taxpayers with farming losses provlled the exemption from this
requirement Is not reduced below the $15,000-level which has been suggested by
the Treasury Department and which is tile level previously proposed by Far:i
Bureau as a ceiling on the deduction of farn losses from non-farm income. We
have no objection to the proposed tightening of the so-called "hobby" loss pro.
vision of the current lawv.

TREATMENT OF COOPERATIVE PATRONAGE REFUNDS

This matter was not included in the House hearings on tax reform. Therefore,
when these changes were proposed in the Ways and Means Committee, Farm
Bureau asked that action be delayed until interested parties eould be heard. Now
that this Committee is giving the matter a hearing, our position is as follows:

Over the years Farm Bureau has taken an active part in Improving and
strengthening farmer cooperatives. In 1%02 we actively supported changes in the
law which clearly defined the tax status of cooperative allocations to member
patrons.

We believe changes made at that time were sound and that current law with
respect to cooperative activities is adequate.

The provisions of H.R. 13270 would unnecessarily increase the federal gov-
ernment's role In the management of cooperative fiscal affairs. The purpose
clearly Is to restrict cooperative activities rather than to improve the equity of
the tax system.

Among other things, the provisions of 11ThR. 13270 seek to force cooperatives to
adopt a 15-year pay-out requirement for retained patronage alliocattons. This,
in effect, would force cooperatives to treat these allocations as debt rather than
equity, and thereby reduce their borrowing capacity, A mandatory pay-out re-
quiroment for all patronage allocations also would make it difficult for coopera-
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lives to give priority to the re(enllption of allocations held by retiring members
and the estates of deceased members. Recognizing that coopieratives are owned
amd controlled by member-patrons, we believe patronage allocations also would
mnike it (litfivult for cooperatives to give priority to the redemption of alloca-
tions held by retiring members and the estates of deceased Iembers. Revog-
inizing that cooperatives are owned and controlled l)y memnier-patrons, we believe
such matters should ie l.,ft to the decision of the members themselves.

CAPITAL GAINS

e ave already addressed ourselves to the matter of capital gains treatment
of livestock. Official Farm Bureau policy Includes a statement on the general
subject of "capital gailis" as follows:

"The tax treatment of cal)ital gains should encourage investment without
creating tax loopholes or discouraging the sale of property.

"The present law results in the taxation of 'gains' which reflect in part a de-
cline in the value of the dollar. In periods of rising prices this penalizes property
owners and discourages the sale of property.

"As a partiall answer to this Inequity we recommend that the rate of tax on
capital gains be reduced as the length of the holding period incrases. We favor
retention of the present minimum holding period.

"Where farmland is acquired for public use by eminent domain or private
treaty, the owner should be )ermitted a period longer than one year to reinvest
in farming or another business with the same tax treatment. We support the
present law with respect to capital gains treatment for sales of breeding live-
stock."

We are opposed to the proposed extension of the capital gains holding period
to 12 months because it would discourage the Investment that is needed to sustain
economic growth. The fact that capital gains can be taken at the end of 6 months
makes investors more willing to supply risk capital to new ventures, even though
they may have no intention of turning over their Investments at such a rapid
rate

We are also opposed to the proposed elimination of the alternative tax rate on
capital gains. While the alternative rate is normally of little concernn to farmers,
a great many farmers benellt from it when they sell a farm or liquildate their
farming operations. The capital gains realized by farmers in the sale of a farm
or a herd of livestock often represents a lifetime of work which ends Ul) being
taxed all at once. In such instances we believe the alternative rate is not only
benelicial, hiut fair to both the taxpayers and the government. This Is larti('ularl.'
true in times such as tile present when much of what the law deflnes as- capitall
gains" Is the result of inflation. Excessive taxation of inflation-created gains
represents destruction of capital and should be avoided.

TAX TREATMENT OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

We are opposed to the section of Ih.R. 1.3270 which deals with the tax treatment
of income from presently tax-exempt state and municipal bnds. We view this
proposed federal subsidy of such bonds as being nothing more than a "gimmick"
which would result in still further involvement of the federal government in the
fiscal affairs of state and local units of government.

We also ask the committeee to exempt income from state and municipal bon(ls
from the provisions of H.R. 13270 which would establish a limit on tax prefer-
ences and require the allocation of deductions. These provisions are clearly a
back-handed effort to impair the tax-exempt status of state and municipal bonls.
We believe that these bonds should remain tax exempt, and that their status
should not be impaired by indirection. If local governments are forced to pay
higher interest rates to borrow money a lmrt of the cost will fall on overburdened
property owners including farmers.

The uncertainty created by House actions affecting tax-exempt bonds has
made It difileult for state and local governments to sell new bonds. We urge the
Committee ro take prompt action to remove the (loud on the future treatment
of the income from such bonds.

CONCLUSION

Many live argued that ta,. reform has been too long In the making and that
we nIust have action now. But. with our own economy and that of the entire
Western World in a rather del',cate balance, hasty action could prove disastrous.
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Again, we urge that the Committee move forward cautiously in order to avoid
actions tlat might disrupt important segments of our economy and to in:nre that
the actions finally taken are based on sound premises rather than emotion.

We thank you for this opportunity to express our views.

Senator Cuiwris. Thank you very much. We have a rollcall over there.
It is now 25 minutes to 6. It seems to me that if there is any witness
scheduled yet to ap pear tonight, and cannot appear tomorrow, if he
would see the staffabout inserting their statement. I am very sorry;
we assure you this was not planned. But I do not think it would be fair
to any of the parties involved to go on past 6 o'clock. If you want to
insert your statement, see the staff.

Mr. Vooiuis. Senator, I just want to ask will we be heard tomorrow
if we stay over?

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Voorhis, Mr. Miller says he will come back.
Senator IhIANSEN. I will be lappy to come back.
Senator CURTIS. If Mr. Graham, Mr. McDonald, Mr. Frederick,Mr. Jaenke, Mr. Voorhis, Mr. Sims, Mr. Hlealy, Mr. Clark, if you want

to give your testimony, we will come back. We will recess to answer
the rollcall.

(Brief recess.)
Senator MILLER. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Harry Graham.

STATEMENT OF HARRY L. GRAHAM, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTA-
TIVE, NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION

Mr. GPAITAivJ:. Thank you, sir. The NFO would specifically like to
record its endorsement for the provisions of S. 500 covering farm losses
and tax shelters.

We would also point. out that the organization is also in favor of a
major modification of the oil-depletion allowance. We are not con-
vinced that this will restrict oil exploration which is now more of a
science than in the old wildcatting days. The sale of oil claim land in
Alaska indicates the industry is not completely pessimistic about the
future. We would point out that oil royalties granted by American
companies to foreign governments frequently greatly exceed the
U.S.A. oil-depletion allowance. I

The National Farmers Organization is an association of farmers
which is engaged in collective bargaining in an effort to improve farm
income.

We accomplish our marketing objectives by blocking together
enough production in any commodity to enable us to have some in-
fluence on the w.arket.

The policy of the organization is to support the family-size owner-
oelpeator farms both because they represent the greatest economic
ficiency and the maximiin social and political stability which is

essential for the welfare of our Nation.
We therefore support legislation wlich will accomplish our eco-

nomic, social and political goals, and we oppose those acts which con-
tribute to the weakening of our desirable and essential objectives.

With this background, this distinguished committee will not be sur-
prised that the NFO opposes any tax law or its implementation
which will give an economic advantage to the farms and their owners
who do not depend upon the farming operation for their profits and

f
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especially those whicll enable those wilo lhave Lauge losses iii theil
farming operations to deduct these losses froml their other economic
losses from their other ecoiioiic operate ions.

The use of short-term eal)ital gains as a nlean,, of creating a paper
loss or to avoid taxes wiclil would be collected if this income was
treated as corporation incoine is particlarly objectiona'be to us as it

should )e to the Congress.
The p)referential tax treatment extended to farmers by the Cong.ress

was a justified attempl)t to help alleviate the lock of economic equality
with time rest of the economy which has )een the lot of farmers except
during wartime for over 50 years.

It seems to the NFO that, the Congress should do two things; first
it should limit the farm losses whieh may be charged off against non-
fari income: se,,-on(d, it should tighten up the privileges being ex,
ten(led to reduce taxes )y the application of capital gains to relatively
short term investments.

If an animal is simply fed out for tle market, there probably is. no
justification for treating the profit from this operation as capital gains.
If an animal is held to maturity and used for breeding purposes, the
profits which accrue to the ol)eration should be treated as capital
gai ls.

There is a problem in this area which troubles us. The 2-year
minimum is certainly justified in the case of cattle. Maybe it could even
be increased. However, in the case of swine, the time which it takes for
the animal to mature, be bred, and reproduce is less than 2 years.
Good gilts can be bred at, about 4 months and produce a litter in
9 or 10 months. Thus, in about a year, the gilt has become a sow and
is at. the maximum size to sell without taking a substantial los's due to
ize for which there is not much demand.

We would therefore recommend that the maximum time require-
ments to make swine eligible for capital gains be reduced to 1 year.

Ve also would like to make. recommendations on two other matters
which iare before this committee.

First, we urge that the investment tax credit be continued for ari-
culture until such time when the income for the factors of produc-
tion-risk, labor, investment, and management reaches a reasonable
equality with the return of these factors when they are committed to
the other segments of our economy.

Second, we would point out that the NFO is not effected by tax
laws as they apply to cooperatives. However, we believe that co-
operatives usually use their earnings in a way which contributes to
the welfare of their membership. We, therefore, believe that the, tax
prol)osals in section 531 are such as to cause hardship and dama xre to
tie col)eratives and we urge that this section be eliminated and the
present law, which was only recently enacted by the Congress, l)e
retained.

We commend the committee for its efforts to impove the tax laws.
We have great confidence in the ability, integrity anU wisdom of this
committee. We hope that you will agree with tle positions which we
commend to you as also being reasonable and fair.

Thank you, sir.
Senator M1ILLER. Thank you Mr. Graham. The next witness is Angus

MNcDonald, director of research for the National Farmers Union.
It is nice to have you with us, Mr. McDonald.
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STATEMENT OF ANGUS McDONALD, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

Mr. McI)oNALD. Mr. Chairman, we certainly appreciate your coming
back, because we have been waiting all (lay, and we do want to get in
our 2 cents worth.

I will comment briefly on two parts of the tax bill approved by the
house, S. 500, which relates to the farm loss tax provisions of the
House bill. I will comment also oil the provisions approved by the
Iouse of Representatives which relate to farm cooperatives.

I might say at the outset, Mr. Chairman, that our primary concern
is with farm income. Farmers are subject to inflation, just as everyone
else is. The farmer is the only businessman who can't pass on his costs.
The buck stops at the farm.

When the farmer goes to sell his products in the marketplace, he
faces usually an oligopoly, a small group of businesses who set his price.
When he goes to buy a tractor or other implement or other things nec-
essary to farm production, he must pay the price which is set usually by
a small group of men, 1,000 or 2,000 miles away. So lie has no way in
which he can alleviate his economic situation.

ie can, of course, petition the Congress as he has done, and the
Farmers Union, as the Senator knows, has been very much interested
in farm legislation over the years. It is our No. 1 priority.Secondly, the farmer can pool his economic power iii farm coopera-
tives. The Congress has been sympathetic to the farmers economic
position, and for over a long period of years the Congress has ap-
proved legislation which encourages and protects farmer cooperatives.
The Congress has authorized the building of certain institutions which
protect the farmer in the cooperative way. The farm credit institu-
tions, for example, the Farmers Home Institution, the REA, just to
mention a few things represents an interest of the Congress in coopera-
tive s.

The Congress also, of course, has enacted certain laws to prevent
abuse of the cooperative. The relation of the farmer to the cooperative
to antitrust laws have been spelled out by the Capper-Volstead Act
and other laws. I want to establish this point. The Congress has always
been solicitous of the farm cooperative, and has time and time again
said that we want cooperatives, we think they are necessary, we think
they are good. Now we have, like a bolt out of the blue, the provisions
in the tax bill approved by the house of Representatives. In 1962 the
(Congress unwisely, we felt at the time, as I recall I testified on this
matter before this committee, required the farmer to pay 20 percent
ill cash, but now under the tax bill this would be increased over a period
of years to 50 percent in cash.

Another provision would require that the paper issued to the patron
be redeemed within a period of 15 years. So you have the remaining
patronage refunds which the coop rative didn't have to pay out in
cash, the cooperative must redeem tilis paper and pay the rest of the
original equity, so the whole development you might say, the whols
equity which 'is available for capital over a period of time is wiped
out. We look on these provisions as punitive, as unnecessary, as provi-
sions which will not produce any additional revenue, and the only
reason that we can think of that they were inserted in the bill is that
the other body doesn't like cooperatives, wants to penalize them and
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harass them, and thinks perhaps that the farmer is dishonest. 'There
must be other things, more stringent provisions built arOun(l the
cooperative and the farmer to see that the member gets his dues under
the rules of coo)eration.

Mr. Chairman, we recommend that these provisions be deleted.
Thie other matter I will address myself to concerns S. 500) introduced

)v the Senator from Montana and sl)onsored I believe by 22 ,Senators,
relating to farm losses of "tax farnerFs." Farmers Union has been
interested in this matter for several years. Several years ago my at-
tention was attracted to a report of the Treasury, to ihe IRS report in
which the statistic said that of the 119 millionaires in 1.65 who had
farm developments, 103 of them lost money. Of the individuals whose
net income was l)etween $500,000 and $1 million, 202 of them invested
in farming. One hundred and seventy of them los, money. I am Sure
the Senator is familiar with these statistics. I have tables in my state-
ment.. And it will be noted that the lesser the income, the bigger

rlol)ortion of farmers or those in the farming business show a profit.
We think that the material in the various documents that have conie

out of the IRS studies, I have a couple of them here, the material in
the report of the Ways and Means Committee and even in the pres-
entation made bv the Secretary of the Treasury documents the fact
that something should be done about this gigantic loophole in our tax
law".

Senator MIimIER. Do I understand you support the Metcalf bill ?
Mr. McDo.-,LD. Yes, sir. I know it is very late. I am going to con-

clude by just making one comment.
Senator IMILLE. Onl that point , I don't know whether you were here

this morning when I asked Senator Metcalf about the possibility of
a loophole in the Metcalf loophole-closing bill.

Mr'. MCI)ONALD. No, sir: I wasn't.
Senator MILLER. I pointed out that the Metcalf bill exempts acerual

basis farmers.
Mrh. MCD~o,,-ALW, That is correct.

Senator MmiLim. If an accrual basis farmer values his inventory at
fair market value, I don't, have a problem. But if he uses the iit
livestock price, which could be greatly mider time fail, market value,
as long as it. is used consistently down through the years. I can see
quite a, slippage of revenue. I can see quite a substantial amount of
the losses being incurred, and then that is converted into capital gain
when you have a livestock selloff.

I(-oesn't, that appear to you to pocsibly be a loophole?
Mr. McDoNALD. Well, I am not familiar, Senator, with this par-

ticular accounting method. I just have to answer that I don't know.
I don't know anything about that point that you raise.

Senator MILLER. If there is one, you would have-
Mr. McI)oNAxLn. I will look into it, and if you desire, I will write a

letter to you and to the committee giving our opinion.
Senator MILLER:. I think that would be helpful, because I detect

that you want the loopholes closed and if there is a loophole in the
Metealf loophole-closing bill, I think you would want that taken out,
too, wouldn't you ?

Mr. M'cDOALD. Certainly.
Senator MTER. Thank you.
Mr. McDONAT r. I lust want to conclude by saying that there has been

a good deal of discussion today; in waiting out in the hall this morning
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some people came out talking about the Senator from Montana wanting
prices to go down, land values to go down, and they were laughing
about it, and so forth, and I heard comments here today when I finally
got into the room.

Senator CURTIS., May I interrupt ? We will have a bigger room to-
morrow, because we meet in the auditorium.

Mr. McDoN-ALD. Senator, I appreciate that, but I won't, be here.
At least, I won't be waiting to testify. I just wanted to say, Senators.
that I am. perturbed a little bit by the opinion on the committee that
an inflated land value is always of benefit to the farmer, at least some
individuals think so.

I have here a study, I just happened to have it in this folder, the
University of Minnesota, the Agricultural Economics Department
made a survey, and they found that the recorded land purhcases made
in 1967, and in Minnesota there were 1,406 land purchases made by
operating farmers, there were 246 made by investors. I assume those
would be the people we have been trYing to get after.

My point is this: that in this day of expanding technology, the
farmer, if he is to compete and he is to survive, he must expand his
landholdings, and in some areas the price of land is so high that the
working farmer is unable to buy more land that he needs.

Now, the other side of the coin is that some corporations have come
in, stich as the Gates Rubber Co. in western Colorado on a gigantic
scale, and are undertaking to raise sugar beets among other things,
and I am told by our people in Colorado that land out there is inflated,
thev tell me $120 an acre.

Well, the farmers out there don't like that because they are not
planning to sell out. They would like to stay there. They would like to
apparently buy more land. So that I vould -say this: that if the farmer
wants to sell out, why, sure. If land is inflated, particularly if he is
near a city, and I had a farm here near Washington some years ago.
I sold that farm. I wish now I had waited. Blt I made a nice profit on
it. But that is outside of agriculture, really.

The farmer who goes i, the bank to horrow money, the banker wants
to know what is the productivity of that farm, and wiii he R,* ablh' t
repay his loan, and so forth and so on. Senators, I just, wanted to bring
that'point out. I do not think it is an unmixed blessing that land values
are inflated.

Senator C(',ris. We thank you, and we are sorry that you could not
n ppea r sooner.

(Angis McDonald's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF ANnITm McDOXALD, DiRECTOR OF RESEARCH, NATIONAL, FARMERS
UN N 1O.'

SUM M ARY

1. National Farmers Union Is unequivocably opposed to the punitive, non-
revenue producing cooperative provisions of the Tax nleform Act of 1969. These
provisions were inserted in the bill without warning and with no opportunity
for affected groups to present their views.

2. The National Farmers Union supports, S. 500, sponsored by Senator Metcalf
and 22 other Senators. This legislation would stop one gigantic loophole in our
tax laws which permits wealthy Individuals to avoid payment of their fair share
of taxes. The so-called "tax farmers" engage in activities adverse to working
farmers. They inflate the price of land and enter into competition with farmers
who have no off-farm income.
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3. The enactment of the cooperative provisions of the tax bill would reverse
and repudiate the 50-year policy of Congress in regard to cooperatives. They
would work such a hardship on cooperatives that many would be forced out of
existence.

4. The cooperative provision which would ultimately require 50 percent of the
patronage refund to be paid in cash is an unwarranted intrusion Into a business.
It would penalize cooperatives regardless of the wishes of a majority of their
members and would entail additional bookkeeping.

5. The provision requiring all redemption of paper within 15 years would affect
adversely the capital needs and credit of cooperatives.
6. The suggestions made in regard to farm-loss abuses are unsatisfactory and

cannot be accepted by the Farmers Union. The Excess Deductions Account pro-
vision In the House bill would affect very few tax dodgers and bring in little
additional revenue.

7. The Metcalf bill would, on the contrary, bring in additional revenue and
would effectively close the loophole during the year when tax-dodging was re-
sorted to. It would not foreclose taxpayers using the accrual method which is
required of other businesses. It would, contrary to the House and Administration
recommendations, protect the farmer in regard to losses incurred because of
drouth, flood and in regard to certain other deductions.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I will comment briefly on two
subjects before this Committee. One relates to farm cooperative provisions in
the tax reform bill and the other to S. 500, introduced by Senator Lee Metcalf
and sponsored by twenty other Senators. Our comments on all legislation reflect
cur concern over the decline of farm income due to inflation, to lack of bar-
gaining power, to discrimination against cooperatives and against farmers.

Historically the farmer has always been a second class citizen. His income
has consistently been much lower than those of persons in other industries.
Senator Proxmire characterized this situation some years ago as being the shame
of America. The farmer has not shared in our so-called "affluent society." Presi-
dent Harry S. Truman, it was reported, had a sign on his desk as follows:
,Tile buck stops here." The American farmer should post such a sign on his
mailbox. He has no one to pass his costs on to. He has little to say about
what he Is paid in the marketplace. He is caught in an economic vise.

In the marketplace he faces oligopoly. How can he dictate the price of his
eggs or his cattle or his grain when he faces a group of corporations who
tacitly or otherwise have agreed on the price they will pay him. How can he
bargain over the price of a truck or a tractor when the price is administered
by a small, tight group of manufacturers who control 50 to 90 percent of
production?

The farmer may resort to two courses of action-he may petition Con-
gress to enact laws which introduce some kind of rationale into the marketing
of his commoditie. Jli Mm. auk that certain devices be Instituted which will
shore up prices which often fall below cost or prod i-L ,;i. The nthor action avail-
able to the farmer is to pool his bargaining power by means of cooperatives. Tile
history of the farmer's effort to build a countervailing power to offset the gigantic
power of corporations is long and tortuous. He has been persecuted; he has been
discriminated against, and he has even been charged with criminal activities
when he and his neighbors pooled their economic resources.

Congress has recognized the farmer's right to organize cooperatives. Begin-
ning with the year 1968 Congress has passed laws which attempted to clarify and
sul)port the farmer's inalienable right to join with his neighbor In his economic
activities. These laws attempted to clarify the farmer's constitutional right to
bargain, but they also attempted to clarify the relationship of cooperatives to the
antitrust laws. Here is a partial list of laws which set forth they policy of the
Congress. They repeatedly stated that cooperatives were good, were legal, and
should be encouraged, fostered and preserved by our Government:

(1) War Revenue Act of 1898 (80 Stat. 448, 461).
(2) Corporation Tax Statute of 1909 (36 Stat. 11, 113),
(3) War Finance Corporation Act of 1918 (42 Stat. 181, 182).
(4) Federal Reserve Act Amendment 1923 (42 Stat. 1479, 1480, 12 U.S.C.A.

351).
(5) Federal Intermediate Credit Banks Act of 1923 (42 Stat. 1454, 12

L.S.C.A. 1021).
(6) Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929 (46 Stat. 11, 12 U.S.C.A. 1141).
(7) Farm Credit Act of 1933 (48 Stat. 257, 261, 12 U.S.C.A. 1134, 1134f).

33-865-69-pt. 4- 17
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Here is what Congress said in the Agricultural Commodity Act of 1921):
"It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress to promote the effective

merchandising of agricultural commodities * * *.
"(3) By encouraging the organization of producers into effective associations

or corporations under their own control for greater unity of effort in marketing
and by promoting the establishment and financing of a farm marketing system
of producer-owned and producer-controlled cooperative associations and other
agencies."

Congress not only stated very clearly its policy in regard to cooperatives, but
set up institutions for the specific purpose of assisting cooperatives. In the Fed.
eral Farm Board Act and in the Farm Credit Act of 1933, it set up organizations
for the specific purpose of helping cooperatives. Among these were the 12 regional
banks for cooperatives and the Central Bank for Cooperativel3. Mindful of the
fact that abuses might arise, the Farm Credit Act set forth certain rigid rules in
regard to cooperatives as follows:

"As used in this act, the term 'cooperative association' means any association
in which farmers act together in processing, preparing for market, handling.
and/or marketing the farm products of persons so engaged, and also means any
association in which farmers act together in purchasing, testing, grading, proc-
essing, distributing, and/or furnishing farm supplies and/or farm business serv-
ices: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That such associations are operated for the
mutual benefit of the members thereof as such producers or purchasers and con-
form to one or both of the following requirements:

"First. That no member of the association is allowed wore than one vote be-
cause of the amount of stock or membership capital he may own therein; and

"Second. That the association does not pay dividends on stock or membership
capital in excess of 8 percentum Der annumn.

"And in any case to the following:
"Third. That the association shall not deal in farm products, farm supplies.,

and farm business services with or for nonmembers in an amount greater in
value than the total amount of such business transacted by it with or for mein-
bers. All business transacted by any cooperative association for or on behalf
of the United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof shall be disre-
garded in determining the volume of member and nonmember business transacted
by such association."

In order that the often meager savings which resulted from buying and sell-
ing in large quantities might not be suoject to corporation taxes, certain rules
were set up by the Congress and by the Treasury. In 1962 the tax law relating
to cooperatives was changed to require that 20 percent of patronage refunds be
paid in cash and that the consent of the member in regard to investment of
patronage refunds in the cooperative be authorized in writing by the individual
member or by a provision in the by-laws which must be agreed to by a maority
of the members. Farmers Union opposed this provision, believing that it was an
unwarranted interference in the private affairs of the business.

It should be made clear that all patronage refunds under our tax laws, in
whatever form, must be reported to the Treasury as income. The only excuse
for requiring a patronage refund to be paid in cash Is that the cooperative un-
lqwfully withholds payment from the member or that the member does not re-
port his patronage refund to the Treasn,?T when it is not paid in cash. We
strongly believe that the American farm. '1 as honest, even more honest, than
other taxpayer. and that the Inference that he is dishonest is unwarranted.

Now, like a bolt out of the blue comes the recommenda'lon ot the House of
Representatives. No opportunity was given for cooperatives and other !ntfrested
groups to present their views in - :ard to the punitive, non-revenue producing
provisions Inserted Rlmost at the list minute in the House Tax Reform Act of
1969. Protests to the Committee and to the House of Representatives were
unavailing.

Yet, we do not think that the impG-" .ve of these damaging recommendations
can be exaggerated. One requiren ant ays that three percent a year beginning
with 1970 is to be added until 50 percent of the refund is paid in cash to the
patron. Ths provision ignores the fact that a majority of the members may have
indicated that they wanted all of their patronage refunds, or at least a larger
part, reinvested in the business. One can imagine the bookkeeping entailed in
obtaining funds represented by checks from individual members for reinvestment
in the cooperative. Red tape and inefficiency would inevitably result from such
procedure.

The other provision which says that investment in the cooperatives must be
repaid in cash within 15 years is even more damaging. It changes on the books
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of the cooperative an asset to a liability. It would make difficult, we are told by
experts, the obtaining of loans from banks. It would involve the raising of cash
from time to time which might not be available, particularly when large invest-
ments have been made in necessary equipment. In these days of rapidly develop-
lug technology a large capital investment Is absolutely necessary if a business i.s
to grow and compete.

If the Congress enacts this provision it Is saying in effect, "We repudiate all
past policies in regard to cooperatives. We disagree with many laws on the books
which encourage and assist voluntary cooperation among farmers. We are, in
effect, opposed to the Farm Credit Administration and the Rural Electrification
Administration, which are agencies established to fulfill that governmental
policy."

These provisions In the House bill strike at the backbone of hundreds of rural
communities and forestall the l)ssibility of organizing new cooperatives to
furnish farm supplies and market and process farm products.

During the lost few years there has been a great deal of publicity In regard to
the gigantic loopholes in our tax laws. One of the most notorious is that loophole
which allows wealthy individuals to invest in farming activities for the purpose
of tax avoidance. The Farmers Union has been studying various proposals which
have been made in regard to this loophole which affects directly and adversely
the welfare of farmers. Our attention was called to certain statistics published
by the Treasury Department which Indicate that wealthy individuals were pur-
posely losing money in the farming business. These tables, attached hereto as
Exhibits A and B, substantiate this belief.

Attached also as Exhibit C, is a table published in the Congressional Record
of October 4, 1968. which proves that an economic net income of $10,000 can be
converted into a $10,000 net loss for tax purposes.

The Treasury Department has published much statistical information to
illustrate this point. One example is given: Assuming that the expenses of raising
a herd of cattle are $200,000, it is obvious that the taxpayer in the top tax
bracket will incur a tax saving of $140,000. On the sale of the herd, however,
the entire sales price, including the $200,000 representing the recovery of these
expenses, will be taxable only at the 25 percent capital gains rate. The capital
gains tax on $200,000 is $50,000, or less than half the tax savings realized in
the earlier years. Thus, the taxpayer in this situation would realize a $90,000 tax
profit from a transaction which economically is merely a break-even.

S. 500 would go far in eliminating abuses engaged In by wealthy individuals
an( corlorations. It would limit the losses of a farm entrepreneur to $15,000 plus
taxes, interest and losses resulting from natural disasters. It would not, as its
opponents say, require that all farmers resort to the accrual method. Under this
legislation taxpayers would still have the option of selecting the method they
prefer. However, if they did not restrict themselves to the restrictions under the
$15,000 rule they would be required to report their inventory as do other
businesses.

The suggested alternatives In regard to farm losses are not acceptable to my
organization. The Excess Loss Deductions Account would allow the taxpayer
to deduct his losses during the current tax year, no matter how huge. As we
understand the House-passed measure, only those losses above $25,000 would be
set aside In the deduction account. Furthermore, only those individuals whose
outside income was in excess of $50,000 a year would be required to set up the
account. Thus, all other taxpayers would escape even the Excess Deduction
Account method which postpones the time when the taxpayer would be required
to report capital gains as regular income up to the amount of the Excess Deduc-
t lions Account.

The recommendations of the Administration in regard to the EDA treatment
are somewhat of an improvement over the House version. Recently Secretary
Kennedy recommended that the RDA rules apply to any ta.p;yer with non-farm
adjusted gross income in excess of $25,000 losses which exceeded $10.0C,. Or!-
inally the Treasury's suggestion was that this latest figure be $5,000. It appears
that the alternative to S. 500 in some respects has gone from bad to worse.

Another provison In the House bill Is also objectionable. It requires that
capital gains treatment can only apply to livestock after It has been held one
year after reaching breeding age. This provision would no doubt work a hardship
on many small operators.

It should be emphasized that the Metcalf bill takes Into account certain hazards
which are unique to farming operations. It would not, for tax purposes, include
In the $15,000 ceiling deductions attributalle to taxes, Interest, the abandon-
mnent or theft of farm property, losses of farm property arising from fire, storm
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or other casualties, losses or expenses attributable to drought, and losses from
sales, exchanges and Involuntary conversions of farm property.

EXHIBIT A

The following statistics lead us to believe that wealthy individuals have been
using faran investments to escape lwtyments of taxes:

ALL 1965 INCOME-TAX P.ETURNS OF INDIVIDUALS RELATING TO FARMING, BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME CLASSES

Not profit Net loss

Number of Amount Number of Amount
returns (thousands) returns (thousands)

Taxable returns, total -.. .... ... .... ... 1.151,882

Under $1,000 ..... ......... ....................
$1000 under $2,000 ------ .-- ..... ... ... ..... ..
$2,000 under $3,000. ...-.- -......... ............
$3,000 under $4.000 ... ........... ...
$4,000 undjr $5000 ............. ................
$5,00under $6,000 ...... ..................
U :000 under $7.000 ......... ....................
$7,00 under $80 0 ............... ................
$8,000 under $9 000
p. 000 under $1 ....... .......................
$10,000 under $1,000 ......................
$15,00 under $2.0,00 .......................
$20000 under $50.000 .... ......... ......... .....
$50.000 under $100000 ......
$100,Ow under A. .". 0... . . .
$500,000 under $1.000,000.." ... . .........
$1.000,00 or more ............................... .

$3,951,260 661,860 $1,001,106

6, 548 4,338 .......... .........
65, 519 69,113 16,603 13,739
107,019 168,442 35,891 32,770
139,737 259,E85 64,020 63,354
140, 030 314,961 80, 522 92,672
132,512 345,937 83,450 84.166
114,602 334,594 80,887 85,396
96,434 293,086 68,302 64,550
72,525 267,080 47,547 50,125
57,875 242,904 39,555 50,706

132,109 724,204 79,564 123,177
42, 160 347,490 23, 843 60,292
38,752 471,138 30,380 133,187
4,974 82,700 7,424 76,852
1,040 23,464 2,874 54,872

32 518 170 6,625
16 1,606 103 7,630

Source: Statistics of income, 1965, individual income-tax returns, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service.

ACTIVE CORPORATION INCOME-TAX RETdRNS, JULY 1965-JUNE 1966

Number of returns with and without net income ........ ................................................ 18,526

With net income ............................. ,----------- ------------ ---------- 10,387
Without net income ....................... 8........................................................ 8,139

Form 1120-S ..... ... ................................................. ....... -- - - - - - 4,862
Without net income (form 1120 -S) ............ .................-........................... . 2,330

.Source: Book of Statistics of Income, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service.

EXHIBIT B

ALL 1966 INCOME TAX RETURNS RELATING TO FARMING, BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME CLASSES

[Dollar amounts in thousands

Farm returns

Net profit Net loss

Number of Number of
returns Amount returns Amount

Taxable returns, total .......................... 1,280,274 $4,816,041 674,220 $1,023,640

Under $1,000 ....................................... 7,357 5,368 .....................
1,000 under I,000. ............................. 62,996 63,922 13,846 8,800

$2,000 udr 00............................... 101,077 156,069 32,625 36,417
S00 under $4,000 ............................. 142,674 265,644 54,468 46,642

$4000 00............................... 140,953 324, 578 69,685 74,080
$5,000 under 6,00 ................................. 128,965 340,690 78,951 73,197

,000 under 7,000 ................................. 124,300 362, 437 76,057 81,706
1,000 under K0011 ................................. 110,725 358,421 70, 246 78, 998

00 under $9 000 ........................... 88,926 338,673 57,179 65,461
000 under $000 ............................. 78,989 353,168 42,090 50,269

W... .. ................... I 45 1,007.1 1 100.209 137,525
Sundr 20 00......._...............:.: .: 56150 495,227 30.520 73,530

AM undor 000 ...................... 49,658 626,047 35,621 150,365
cinder 10.,0 ............ : :............5,622 92,412 8,580 73,457

1)P0 undtr '000 ............................. 986 19, 833 2,357 36,663
9 n) $ 000 ................ 209 5,049 895 24,507

under ow ----O .........01. 27 620 201 7,816
1. O:ooe............................... 5 172 88 3,563

Su m: Book of SWtlet of Int.,, U.S. Treasury Deprtmentk Internal Revenue Service.
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ExHIBIT C
TAX ADVANTAGES OF CATTLE OPERATIONS'Economic situation:

Gain from sale of breeding cows classified as sec. 1231 prop-arty .................................... $40, 000
Ordinary income from sae of feed and gain from sale of calves and steers ............................ 70, 000

Gross profit . . ..-------------------------------------------- 10............................... 0,000
Less ordinary expenses including depreciatior- ................................................. 100,000

Economic net income ......................................................................... 10, 000

Tax situation:
Ordinary income from sale ol feed and gain from sale of calves and steers ............................ 70, 000
Loss: Ordinary expenses including depreciation ................................. 100, 000

Ordinary loss ...................... (......................................................... (30,000)

Sec. 1231 gain ................................................................................. 40,000
Less long-term capital gain deduction- _ -... ..................................................... 20, 000

Taxable portion of capital gain ................ ................................................ 20, 000
Net loss for tax purposes( ....................................................................... (10,000)

I Prentice-Hall, Inc., "Tax Ideas," July 3, 1968.

Senator Ctnvris. Mr. Robert M. Frederick, leg-slative representative,
representing the National Grange.

Mr. ~Frederick, we welcome you here. We regret that not every wit-
ness could be the first witness today, but. I assure you and all the'other
witnesses who will appear tlt we follow a system here through the
work of our staff that no one's recommendation will fail to be brought
before the committee at the time we vote. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT 14. FREDERICK, LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL GRANGE

Mr. FREDERICK. Thank you, and I certainly want to thank the Sen-
atoi-. for' coming back and hearing us tonight, because a great deal of
testinmony was put in the record today that the National Glrange is cer-
tainly not in accord with.

We welcome the opportunity to record our position on H.R. 13-70. I
am Robert Frederick, the legislative representative of the National
Grange, an organization which needs no further explanation to the
Senators present.

In general, we support II.R. 13270, a bill to reform the income tax
laws to the extent that the provisions of the bill conform to Grange
tax policy. However, there are several provisions of H.R. 13270 with
which we are in total disagreement.
We would like to take the time allotted to us to discuss these pro-

visions.
I.R. 13270 undertakes to correct a situation in which some high-in-

come taxpayers, not primarily engaged in farming, have used farm
losses to obtain a deduction in their high-bracket nonfarm income.

To do this, 1I.R. 13270 requires the taxpayer to maintain an excess
deductions account to record his farm losses. In the case of individual
farm losses would be added to the excess deductions account only if
the taxpayer had income from nonfarm sources of more than $50,000
for the year, and only to the extent that the farm loss for the year ex-
ceeded $25,000.

In our judgment, the FDA account approach does not strike at the
heart of the "tax-loss" farming loophole. It only po3stpones the issue
and strikes at all farmers, big and small, Iona fide as well as the in-
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vestor who is investing in agriculture truly for a profit. In doing so,
it includes, accidentally, the "tax-loss" tax-dodging farmer. In re-
ferring to the latter, we use the word "farmer" rather loosely.

It is our firm belief that the provision of the amendment No. 139
introduced by Senator Metcalf on August 13, 1969, will correct the
abuse of the liberal tax rules provided to the Internal Revenue Code
for the use of bona fide farmers. Therefore, we respectfully urge that
amendment No. 139 be inserted in H.R. 13270 in place of part of sub-
title B-farm loss, et cetera, starting at line 10, page 139, of the bill and
striking all that follows through line 6 on page 152.

In our judgment, this inetod will be more in line with true tax
reforms in providing more revenue for the Federal Treasury, a shift-
ing of the tax burden and expediting the closing of tax loopholes that
allow revenue losses.

It is our under-standing that the EDA and other farm tax proposals
of the House bill will only apply to an additional 3,000 persons aind
bring into the Federal Treasury '4n additional $25 million by the year
1979, such increase to come from correction in the tax-loss farming,
depreciation recapture, holding period for livestock and a negligible
amount from hobby farm losses.

The amendment proposed by Senator Metcalf, amendment No. 139
would apply to 14,000 taxpayers---and may I 1)oint out that this would
not include the farming that is done by corporations that is not now
being picked up on income tax returns-thereby shifting the tax bur-
den, and would bring in an additional $205 million per year as soon as
the bill became effective. In our oiinion, this is true tax reform, because
it increases Federal revenue at the same time it shifts the tax burden
mid the effect, is immediate, and as we pointed out earlier in our testi-
mony, it hits at the "jugular vein" of the tax-dodge farming.

This corrective amendment will affect only nonfarmers with large
amounts of nonfarm income who invest in farming to obtain tax losses.

Senator Metcalf has explained that he considered the EI)A approach
when he first began to look into ways to correct. the tax-dodging farm
problem. In remarks before the Senate August 13, he said:

After a great deal of technical dibeussion with experts, I was convinced that
the most effective way to get at this problem without hurting the legitimate
farmer would be to take the loss limitation approach. Under this method, a dollar
limit would be placed on the amount of artificially created farm losses that could
be used as an offset against non-farm income in any given year.

The family farm structure in American agriculture must be given an
even break with others engaged in agriculture for profit. It is our
Opinion that amendment No.'139 will give us equality of income tax
treatment and preserve for agriculture the liberal provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code that were meant for farmers who farm for a
livelihood.

It is the opinion of the National Grange that the provisions of
amendment No. 139 meet the needs of the American farmer far better
than the first part of subtitle B of H.R. 13270, thereby making any
further changes in the Internal Revenue Code pertaining to agricul-
ture unnecessary.I repeat this corrective amendment will affect only nonfarmers with

large amounts of nonfarm income who invest in farming in order to
obtain tax losses which maybe set off against their nonfarm income.
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To save your time, I would like to make a brief reference to hobby
loss farming as it. appears in our statement. I also call your attention
to tile holdiiig period for livestock which we suggest. changing a line.
Lines 7 and 8, page 153, which would strike "for at least 365 days,"
which would make that line read, "but only if held by him, after su6h
aninial normally would have first been used for any of such purposes."

This, we think, would make it more equitable with other holding
I)eriods for other capital.

We are also opposed to the cooperative tax revisions as they have
come out of the house. We were quite shocked to learn that it had
been included in the House bill, since it had not been announced by
the House Ways and Means Committee that tax reform or even tax
treatment would be a part of the hearings on the House side. Then this
amendment to the provisions of the House bill came out. of the House
Ways and Means Committee in the last 1 or 2 days of the executive
hearing of the committee, without the opportunity of public hearing.

We appreciate the fact that we have an opportunity here on the
Senate side to express our opposition to the punitive anti-co-op tax
provisions.

It is too bad that we must once again be asking busy Senators to
devote time to matters which seemingly were settled in 1962 after
lenwthv hearings and debate. Here you are confronted with what
has been called the most sweeping tax reform in history.

Among the many sections is the measure which has nothing to do
with tax reform, would not yield any additional tax revenue, without
any additional tax benefits but which would greatly restrict the growth
of farm cooperatives-

We see no justification for the new laws regarding cooperative
financing or taxation. We urge in the strongest possible appeal that
the entire section on cooperatives be deleted from the Tax Reform Act
of 1969.

There is one final statement that appears in our summary that is
not covered in the House bill as referred to. Simply stated, the House
did not, have time to consider the Federal estate tax. Here we are
considering the most sweeping tax reform bill, and the Federal -state
tax is not covered.

I think this is of vital importance to agriculture, because of the
present, inheritance tax provisions. A boy who wants to take over the
family farm finds it impossible because the value of the land is ap-
praised, not at its value in the terms of production return, but because
of its commercial development value; therefore he has to pay a tremen-
douslv high Federal estate tax, and in some cases State estate taxes
which go along with Federal taxes, making it impossible for that boy
to take over the farm.

I-To has to sell the farm in order to pay the estate taxes.
This is something that is left out of the House bill, and we urge

that the Senate take it under consideration. I think our generalizations
speak for themselves in our statement. I appreciate the opportunity
for allowing us to present the Grange views, and I especially thank the
Senators for retu lui lg SO tlhat we could b heard.

The CITATRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator MILLER. You heard my question of the previous witness

about the loophole in the Metcalf bill ?
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Mr. FREDERICK. Yes, sir, I did, Senator. I am not sure about accrual
tax accounting. We will look into it.

I would think, and I am not a tax expert, far from it, but if he can
assign any unit value that he sees fit to assign, then we would say that
this is wrong and it should closed. I would think that in the accrual
method of tax accounting, that the market value should be used.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mfr. FREDERICK. Thank you.
(Robert M. Frederick's prepared statement follows:)

SqTATEMIWMNT BY ROBERT .M1. FREDERICK. LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE 01" Til-

NATIONAL GRANGE

SUMMARY

I. TAX-LOSS FARMING

H.R. 13270 undertakes to correct a situation in which some high-income tax-
payers, not primarily engaged in farming, have used farm losses to obtain a
deduction in their high-bracket non-farm income.

To do this, H.R. 13270 requires the taxpayer to maintain an excess deductions
account to record his farm losses. In the case of individual farm losses would
be added to the excess deductions account only if the taxpayer had income from
nonfarm sources of more than $50,000 for the year, and only to the extent that
the farm loss for the year exceeded $25,000.

In our judgment, the E.D.A. account approach does not strike at the heart of
the "tax-loss" farming loophole. It only postpones the issue and strikes at all
farmers, big and small, bona fide us well as the investor who is investing in
agriculture for a profit. In doing so. it includes the "tax-loss" tax-dodging farmer.
In referring to the latter, we use the word "farmer" rather loosely.

It is our firm belief that the provisions of the Amendment No. 139 introduced
by Senator Metcalf on August 13, 1969 will correct the abuse of the liberal tax
rules provided in the Internal Revenue Code for the use of bona fide farmers.
Therefore. we respectfully urge that Amendment No. 1-39 be inserted in H.R.
13270 in place of part of Subtitle B-Farm Loss. etc., starting at line 10, page 139
of the bill and striking all that follows through line 6 on page 152.

In our judgment, this method will be more in line with true tax reforms in
providing more revenue for the Federal Treasury. a shifting of the tax burden
and expediting the closing of tax loopholes that allow revenue losses.

It is our understanding that the E.D.A. and other farm tax proposals of the
House bill will only apply to an additional 3000 persons and bring into the
Federal Treasury an additional $25 million by the year 1979, such increase to
come from correction in the tax-loss farming, depreciation recapture, holding
period for livestock and a negil!,ile amount from liobby-farni losses.

The amendment proposed by Senator Metcalf. Amendment No. 13,9 would
apply to 14,000 taxpayers, thereby shifting the tax burden, and would bring
in an additional $205 million per ye-. as soon as the bill became effective. In
our opinion, this Is true tax reform, because it increases Federal rvenue at the
same time It shifts the tax burden and the effect is Immediate. and as we lBilnted
out earlier in our testimony, it hits at the "jugular vein" of the tax-dodge
fearing.

This corective amendment will aff-ct only non-farmers with large amounts
of nonfarm Income who Invest in farming to obtain tax losses.

Senator Metcalf has explained that he considered the E.D.A. approach when
he first began to look into ways to correct the tax-dodging firm problem. In
remarks before the Senate August 13. he said:

"After a great deal of technical discussion with experts. I was convinced that
the most effective way to get at this problem without hurting the leeltimate
farmer would. he to take the lo." limitation approach. Under this method, a
dollar limit would be placed on the amount of artifieiHy created farm losqe'
that could be used as an offset against nonfarm income in any Oven year."

-0e family farm mtutr 8n .mria -, 14m * .e,,.ena e
break with other engaged in ariculture for profit. It is our opinion th;at
Amendment,No.. 130,wlll give us equality of Income tax treatment and preserve
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for agriculture the liberal provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that were
meant for farmers who farm for a livelihood.

It is the opinion of the National Grange that the provisions of Amendment No.
139 meet the needs of the American farmer for better than the first part of
:Sutibtitle B of H.R. 13270, thereby making any further changes in the Internal
Revenue Code pertaining to agriculture unnecessary.

This corrective amendment will affect only non-farmers with large amounts
of non-farm income who invest in farming in order to obtain tax losses which
may be set off against their non-farm income.

II. HOBBY LOSSES

We l-eiieve that if the Metcalf amendment Is adopted by this Committee there
will be no iieed to make further provisions In the law for the so-called "hobby
fa rniers".

As stated by Senator Metcalf before the Senate on August 13, 1969 when he
introduced his amendment, ". . The loss limitation approach would include
the hobby loss farmer and would limit the current deduction of his farm losses."

There exists the mistaken impression that H.R. 13270 would discourage hobby
farming to a greater extent than the amendment introduced by Senator Metcalf.
In the opinion of the author and the Grange, this is not the case.

II. HOLDING PERIOD FOR LIVESTOCK

In H.R. 13270, livestock for dairy, draft or breeding purposes are discriminated
against, in only this one major provision. It requires that such animals be held
for at least 365 day8 after such animals would have first been used for such
purposes. There is no similar provision for other personal property, such as
machinery. Basically the requirement Is that the item not be held for customers
in the ordinary course of business.

We do not believe that the tax rules should be made more stringent against
the farm industry at a time when it is undergoing severe economic problems.
We therefore believe that the same rules regarding holding period for capital
gains should apply to livestock.

This can be accomplished by striking the following In lines 7 and 8 on page
153, "for at least 365 days". Lines 7 and 8, page 153, would then read "but
only if held by him after such animal normally would have first been used
for any such purposes."

We realize that one of the problems of our proposal would be one of Intent.
However, we believe our proposal fully mleets the necessary requirements in this
respect. In essence, under our proposal, until an animal became a draft, dairy
or breeding animal, it would not qualify for long-term capital gains treatment.
Once it had reached such status (draft, dairy or breeding) it would clearly
show that this was the Intent of Its owner and that he was not primarily holding
it for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.

IV. COOPERATIVE TAX REVISIONS

The National Grange was shiockcd to learn of the proposed changes In co-op
tax treatment contained In H.R. 13270 as passed by the U.S. House of Representa-
tives and now pending in the tax reform legislation before this Committee.
Quite frankly, we do not see that co-op tax treatment has any connection what-
soever to "tax reform", the announced reason for holding these very hearings.

In our opinion "tax reform" should meet the following tests: (1) Increase
revenue to the Federal Treasury; (2) expedite the collection of the tax; and
(3) shift the tax burden to those who are not carrying their share of the tax
burden from those who are presently paying more than their proportionate
share. The cooperative tax treatment In H.R. 13270 meet. none of these tests.

We followed each press release of the House Ways and Means Committee
regarding tax measures to be heard by the Committee and not once did we
find the subject of co-op tax treatment listed as a subject for discussion. There-
fore, neither we nor any other farm organization was permitted the privilege
of open debate on such an Important matter to agriculture as the tax treatment
of 'firm 'co-ops, that was accorded' the anti-co-op lobbyistswho, were permitted
to have the subject Introduced during the closing days of the executive hear-
ings of the House Ways and Means Committee.
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Our last ditch efforts In the Ways and Means ('onilttee were suecessfIl only
in extending the thme in which Pnsall co-ops will be lermitted to live and serve
agriculture and rural America. Such hasty action on a subject of vital concert
to the lifeblood of all small co-ops can have a devastating effect and voulpletely
wipe out many such co-op marketing organizations. In attacking the "giants".
the "Davids" will also he slain, quite contrary to the Biblical story.

We would all agree it is desirable that the farmer receive as big a cash refund
as possible, as quickly as it can be paid. This already is being done. Farmers.
through an elected board of directors, decide each year what aniounts they can
take In cash and what amounts they must defer In order to provide capital for
the cooperative.

But the proposed new regulations would take tbat decision away from the
farmer and Instead write a 15-year limit into law. This would put a "d, (late"
on the farmer's investment in the co-ops and change the nature of that invest-
met from "(uity" to "debt capital". This could coml)letely disrupt tl.e capital
structure of the (Ooperative and imlah its ability to borrow money.

The 15-year payout provision is one of the least-understood yet potentially the
most damaging of the new rules being prol)osed for coolpratives.

Secretary of Agriculture. Clifford Hardin, in addressing the annual meeting of
the American Institute of operationio, In l'raia, Illinois on August -1. 1940).
stated :

"CoperatiIves are a lx)sitIve and dyramnIc force In rural development. 'They
have proved themselves an effective Instrument In helping farm families make
more effective use of their agricultural resource, s. Many cooperatives are also
providing the original Impetus for inew' communi y enterprises. In some conmmu-
nitles the cooperative is the area's biggest industry.

"Bt cooperatives can, and must, do more. not only to increase job oplportu-
nities and income, btut to I', a positive force In helping local communities initiate
a nd carry out new development l)rojtts."

We suggest to this O'inmnlttee that coaperatives, cannot aid farmers or rural
America If they are "'bled" to death by such measures as contained In So.c. 531 (if
H.R. 13270.

Official figures buttress our ease. They show. for example-
* That the Income of farm families Is about 75 percent as much as that of non-

farm families.
* That prices pmid by farmers Increased 28 percent from 157-59 to mnid-1 HW.

compared with a 17 percent rise In the overall consumer price Index and a 24
lKrvent Increase In retail fxxI prices.

* That food prices have risen only two-thirds as much as those of all other
consumer go, is in the past 10 years.

* Agricultural output per man-hour Increased 82 percent 1)etwcen 1957-59 and
1968.
• One fairm worker in 11967 supplied the needs of 43 iK'Ople comparedd with 23 In

1067-MO.
* Farmers i rement years have Increased their productivity by 5.3 percent, a

rate twice that of imdhistry.
To date we, as producers of this abundance of food aid fiber, have tiot shared

in the benefits of our labors. Farm cooperatives are one way and perhaps the
best way that farmers can increase their economic position In relationship to
other segments of our society---4ind now this avenue of economic improvement is
being threatened by so-called "Co-op Tax reforms". The destruction of coopera-
tives appears to be the only purpose of the measure as it would deny cooperatives
the umie right to use their earnings for legitimate business purposes that cor-
poratlons have had from the beginning of corporate history.

It's too bad that we must once again be asking busy Senators to devote time
to a matter which seemingly was settled In 1962 after lengthy hearings and debate.
Here you are confronted with what has been called the most sweeping tax re-
form measure In history. And among the many sections Is a measure which has
nothing to do with tax reform; which would not yield any additional tax rev-
enue nor any additional tax benefit; but which could greatly restrict the growth
of farmer cooperatives.

We see no justiflcation for new laws governing cooperative financing or taxa-
tion. We will urge--In the strongest possible alppeal-that the entire section on
cooperatives be deleted from the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
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V. FEDERAL ESTATE TAX

We are cognizant of the fact that the Committee report of the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives states tile following:

"Other income tax problems have had to be postponed for further analysis
and study. Moreover, your committee found that the time available did not per-
mit the inclusion of reform measures relating to revision of the estate and gift
tax laws or the related problem, of the tax treatment of property passing at death.
Estate and gift taxes are an area of the tax laws your committee will undertake
to study as soon as possible, with the expectation of reporting out a bill on this
subject in this Congress."

However, we fail to understand how the most revolutionary tax reform leg-
islation since the enactment of the Federal Income tax law can ignore and fail to
(teal with the problem of Federal Estate tax : especially as it affects the family-
owned farming operation or a closely-held business.

As we indicated earlier, long overdue legislation has been introduced ill both
Iouses to correct this tax Inequity, in the house by Congressman Price and in
tihe Seiate by Senator Dole.

The present inheritance tax laws were enacted in the emotion-laden depression
years when mien were selling apples in the streets at a time when a few heirs
and heiresses ca1e into their inheritances which they proceeded to flaunt with
worldwide publicity. Thus, the legislation was to prevent this from happening
in the future.

But the result has been that the extremely wealthy have developed means
of escaping the full impact of tie law while the closely-held business and the
family farm, the backbone of the middle-class, bears the brunt.

There is a distinct area of discrimination in the valuation of an estate that
is comprised of a business or a farm and one that is comprised of publicly
traded stocks and securities, the Texas Congressman maintains. While in an
estate consisting of stocks, the earning power of the shares are the basis for
valuation, on business enterprises or farms the Value is placed on the presumed
market value of the property with no attention given to whether or not specula-
tion has substantially and unrealistically inflated the going price.

We therefore respectfully request that this Committee include In the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, the provisions of Congressman Price and Senator Dole. The
American family-held farm needs this tax relief if we are to maintain the fam-
ily farm structure in American Agriculture and aid, not obstruct, young farm-
ers continuing In agriculture.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RE(OM MEN DATIONS

The tax structure should be so constituted as to fall as equally as possible
on all Individuals and all segments of the economy according to the Income and
resources of each. Accordingly, no individual or industry should enjoy unduly
favorable or unreasonable advantages nor should any Industry or Individual
be penalized by unfair tax levies or regulations.

It is generally recognized that deficit financing is a prime cause of Inflation
at the Federal level and jeopardizes the ability of state an, local governments
to meet the needs of tlir aren.q In the future. We, therefore. reaffirm our
position favoring a balanced Federal budget at the earlle A possible thie.

We urge the Congress to review the budget with the pui'pose of reducing the
budget deficit by eliminating or modifying programs not absolutely essential to
the economy and immediate welfare of the nation. If budget reductions thus
effected are not sufficient to relieve the inflationary pressures now threatening
the welfare of the nation and Its citizens, then we favor a surtax levey to de-
crease the pressures that are resulting In high interest rates and serious and
damaging Inflation. These steps are necessary to avoid wage and price controls
which are not consistent with our free enterprise system and a growing and
expanding economy.

The Grange believes there definitely Is merit and justification for mineral de-
pletion allowances. However, It Is our opinion that present legislation and
regulation in this regard should be carefully reviewed.

Remove the tax-exempt status for industrial development bonds Issued by
state and local governments.

No favored property tax treatment for religious, educational, fraternal or
eleemosynary institutions on their property held for enterprises conducted
primarily for profit in competition with taxpaying private enterprises..
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As it becomes apparent that reductions in revenues received from Federal in-
come taxes may be Justified by reasons of reduction in expenditures, the means
employed in achieving such reductions should include: (a) elimination of the
recently-enacted income surtax; and (b) a substantial increase in the personal
exemption of individual taxpayers for themselves and their dependents. The
present exemptions provide les, than half the "buying power" that they did
when they were incorporated in the Code.

It is one of the basic precepts of our legal system that a person is innocent
until proven guilty; however, in cases involving the Internal Revenue Service, a
person is, in effect, guilty until proven innocent. Therefore, the Grange favors
legislation which would place the burden of proof on the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice whenever that agency takes action against a taxpayer.

The National Grange would also like to go on record at this time in favor of
the 6 months' continuation of the surix itt a"' or more after December 31,
1969--if the nation's economy is still superheated and that in addition to taxa-
tion, every means be used. short of Federal controls on prices and wages, to
slow down and level off the nation's economy.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Robert M. Frederick.
Legislative Representative of the National Grange, with offices at 1616 H Street,
N.W., Washington, I).C. The National Grange is a farm and rural-urban coni-
munity and family organization, representing 7,000 community Granges located
in rural America. Our membership lives in rural-urban areas in 40 of the 50
States and has a vital interest in the legislation being considered by this Com-
mittee. Our interest In tax legislation has continued over a period of 102 years.

In a general sense, we support H.R. 13270, a bill to reform the income tax
laws, to the exteitt that the provisions of the bill conform to Grange tax policy.
However, there are several provisions of H.R. 13270 with which we are in total
disagreement. We would like to take the time allotted us to discuss with the
Coniuittee the changes which the Grange believes should be made.

The most glaring differences between the position of the Grange and H.R.
13270 are in the following area: (1) !av-lr'sQ farming; (2) hobby losses; (3)
holding period for livestock; and (4) cooperatives' tax treatment.

In addition to these areas, there exists in present tax law an inequity in the
Federal inheritance tax apparently not dealt with in H.R. 13270. We believe a
corrective provision should be included in any tax reform bill. Corrective legis-
lation has been introduced by Senator Robert Dole of Kansa. and Representa-
tive Robert Price of Texas.

With the Committee's permission, we would like to discuss briefly each of these
areas, and in some instances to point out what we think are better alternatives
to the provisions of H.R. 13270.

Taking up in order the areas which we have enumerated, let me comment first
on the question of tax-loss farming.
H.R. 13270 undertakes to correct a situation in which some high-income tax-

payers not primarily engaged in farming have used farm losses to obtain a
deduction in their high-bracket nonfarm income.

To do this, II.R. 13270 attempts to provide that a gain on the sale of farm
property is to be treated as ordinary income, rather than capital gains, to the
extent of the taxpayer's previous farm losses.

The taxpayer would have to maintain an excess deductions account to record
his farm losses. In the case of individuals, farm losses would be added to the
excess deducious accont only if the taxpayer had income from nonfarm sources
of more than $50,000 for the year, and only to the extent that the farm loss for
the year exceeded $25,000.

In our Judgment, the E.D.A. account approach does not strike at the heart of
the "tax-loss" farming loophole. It only postpones the issue and strikes at all
farmr.s, big and small, bona fide as well as the investor who is investing in
agriculture for a profit. In doing so, it includes the "tax-loss" tax-dodging farmer.
In referring to the latter, we use the word "farmer" rather loosely.

It is our firm belief that the provisions of the Amendment No. 139 introduced
by Senator Metcalf on',August'13, 1969- will correct the abuse of the liberal tax
rules provided in the Internal Revenue (ode for the use of bona fide farmers.
Therefore, we respectfully urge that Amendment No. 139 be inserted in H.R.
13270 in place of part of Subtitle B-Farm Losses, etc., starting at line 10, page
139 of the bill and striking all that follo-v through line 6 on page 152.
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In effect, what we are suggesting is the adoption of Amendment No. 139 in
place of the House bills E.D.A. approach to solving tax-loss farming.

In our judgment, this method will be more in line with true tax reforms in
providing more revenue for the Federal Treasury, a shifting of the tax burden
and expediting the closing of tax loopholes that allow revenue losses.

It is our understanding that the E.D.A. and other farm tax proposals of the
House bill will only apply to an additional 3000 persons and bring into the Fed-
eral Treasury an additional $25 million by the year 1979, such increase to come
from correction in the tax-loss farming, depreciation recapture, holding period
for livestock and a negligible amount from hobby-farm losses.

The amendment proposed by Senator Metcalf, Amendment No. 139, would
apply to 14,000 taxpayers, thereby shifting the tax burden and would bring in
an additional $205 million per year as soon as the bill! became effective. In our
opinion, this is true tax reform, because it increases Federal revenue at the same
time it shifts the tax burden and the effect is immediate, and as we pointed out
earlier in our testimony, it hits at the "jugular vein" of the ttx-dodge farming.

This corrective amendment will affect only non-farmers with large amounts of
nonfarmn income who Invest in farming to obtain tax losses.

There are numerous safeguards in the amendment to protect the family farmer
who depends upon his farim to produce a living for his family.

Senator Metcalf has explained that lie considered the E.D.A. approach when
lie first began to look into ways to correct the tax-dodging farm problem. In
remarks before the Senate August 13, lie said:

"After a great deal of technical discussion with experts, I was convinced that
the most effective way to get at this problem without hurting the legitimate
farmer would be to take the loss limitation approach. Under this method. a dollar
limit would be placed on the amount of artificially created farm losses that
could be used as an offset against nonfarm income in any given year."

Amendment No. 139, as introduced by Senator Metcalf, is identical to S. 500.
the legislation introduced by Senator Metcalf and 26 other Senators and en-
dorsed by all major farm organizations and many of the commodity groups,
plus many other trade associations.

The family farm structure in American agriculture must be given an even
break with others engaged In agriculture for profit. It is our opinion that Amend-
ment No. 139 will give us equality of Income tax treatment and preserve for
agriculture the liberal provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that were meant
for farmers who farm for a livelihood.

It is the opinion of the National Grange that the provisions of Amendment No.
139 meet the needs of the American farmer far better than the first part of
Subtitle B of H.R. 13270, thereby making any further changes in the Internal
Revenue Code pertaining to agriculture unnecessary.

This corrective amendment will affect only non-farmers with large amounts
of non-farm Income who invest in farming In order to obtain tax losses which
may be set off against their non-farm income.

There Is an Important exception to the dollar limitation in the anendmnent
introduced by Senator Metcalf. This amendment in no event prevents the deduc-
tion of farm losses to the extent they relate to taxes, Interest, casualty losses.
losses from drought, and losses from the sale of farm property. An exception is
made for those deductions. In general they are deductions which would be al-
lowed to anyone holding property without regard to whether it was being used
in farming or because they rel)resent deductions NAhich are clearly beyond the
control of the farmer, such as losses from casualty and drought.

Under provisions of the amendment, If the total of these deductions is higher
than fifteen thousand dollars, then the higher figure may be used without any
reduction because of nonfarm Income above fifteen thousand dollars. In other
words, the fifteen thousand dollitr limitation Is directed solely at the type of
deductions that are artifically created through the abuse of the special account-
ing rules designed for ordinary farmers.

We are confident that the suggested amendment will not have a detrimental
effect on legitimate farmers or non-farmer. wcho inv, st in farming to car, farm
profits. The amendment Is unique, in that it is l)ointed directly at the abuse of
the liberal tax accounting rules of the Internal Revenue C(Xle, provided )y Con-
gress for ordinary farmers or those interests outside of agriculture that make
investments in farming for a profit.

The amendment also provides for the large commercial farming Interests in
cattle, citrus and other farm specialty crops to be exempt from the provisions of
the Act if they follow standard accrual accounting methods. Surely, such large
privately-owned agricultural interests or investors in agriculture that use either
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grove management firms or cattle management firms have available to them the
accounting expertise to follow such accounting methods.

The National Grange would he the last organization to support legislation to
prohibit persons outside of agriculture from entering agriculture as full-time
farmers or as investors supplying capital for those already engaged in agricul-
tural production. We have insisted, however, and will continue to insis.t, that
the rules for playing the game be tile same. The adoption of Amendment No. 139
will equalize the rules and make farming a fair game for all interested in agri-
culture for profit.

hurasion by conglomerates
We realize that the elimination of tax loopholes in the Internal Revenue

Code as it applies to individuals and corporations investing or engaged in agri-
culture will not stop the conglomerate corporationn invasion. It will, however.
eliminate the financing of such mergers and take-overs by some taxpayers
through the use of "tax shelter" windfalls.

The real control over conglomerate corporate invasion can be done by tight-
ening of the anti-trust laws, which we realize does not come under the jurisdic-
tion of this 'ommittee. However, we feel that this intrusion into agriculture is
part of the same kind of problem which the Committe is considering today and
perhaps Is a far greater danger to the family farm structure of American agri-
culture. Curtailing tax abuse is the first step. and a necessary step, In controlling
conglomerate corporation invasion of agriculture. We welcome this and similar
tax legislation to take the "tax profit" out of such acquisitions by non-farm
interests.

Benefits from tax shcltcr8
We, as responsible members of the agricultural society, would be remiss If we

did not consider any possible economic benefit to agriculture and rural America
of the so-called "tax incentives" provided In the Internal Revenue Code.

Those who are in opposition to plugging the Internal Revenue loopholes that
permit "tax-loss" farming present the following arguments in favor of a con-
tinuation of the laissez fare:

1. They are not tax loopholes but are tax incentives to attract into agriculture
outside "risk" money;

2. That outside capital investments in agriculture have assisted in improve-
ment in livestock breeds;

3. That farmers have benefited by outside capital in that they can expand their
operations, buy more cattle, more land, which in turn benefits rural America.

We cannot help but agree that outside capital has benefited certain individuals
in agriculture as well as certain specific rural conmmuinities. However, we hasten
to ask, is it worth the total cost to the Federal Treasutry of approximately $205
million in lost rcvcnue? The total increase in Federal revenue would be much
higher since farm operations carried on by corporations usually are not sepa-
rately reported on the corporation tax return. Consequently, data concerning
the number of corporations and revenue effect with respect thereto are not
available.

Thousands upon thousands of family farms, the backbone of rural communi-
ties, are adversely affected by the activity of a small percentage of individuals
who are lucky enough to have benefited directly from. outside "risk" capital.

Improvement in livestock breeds has been and continues to be a major research
function of our land grant colleges. These institutions are supported by public
funds and devote time, money and labor into herd improvement by breeding as
well as scientific feeding. We suggest that these laboratories of animal research
have mnade major contribution to breed improvement, feeding improvement and
similar advancements in the livestock Industry far in excess of contributions
inside from outside "risk" capital.

We submit to this Committee that the interest of American agriculture and
rural communities will be best served if the family farm structure does not have
to compete with a select few individuals who are deriving direct benefit from
the loopholes i the Internal Revenue Code.

Three categories of people receive direct benefit from the abuse of the liberal
provisions in the Internal Revenue Cod&, created for the use of the ordinary
farmer: the investor, the fino ntis! manager and the farmer who manages the
livestock or agricultural crops in which outside risk capital is invested, this at
a tremendous loss to the Federal TAeasurS" and the further economic loss to the
family farm structure that Is dependent upon profit for its very existence.
Gentlemen, can we afford this kind of "Cdwboy Economics"?
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An unwholeonte trend

The National Grange recognizes the importance of preserving and protecting
the integrity of the owner-operator-manager farm, us a guarantee to the Nation
of the efficient and abundant production of high-quality food and fiber at reason-
able prices for the domestic and world market.

We seek to obtain for American farmers a return for their labor, management,
risk and investment which bears a reasonable relationship to that received for
these same economic factors in any other segment of our economy, as well as
adequate compensation for their contribution to the general welfare.

The activities of conglomerate corporations and other non-farm interests in
agriculture are not consistent with long-range Grange objectives and have
resulted in commodity market price manipulation, unrealistically high prices
for farm land and increased farm real estate taxes, (which have made it in-
creasingly difficult to pass farms on to heirs). The net result has been a loss
in rural America of farm families. These farm families are frequently forced
to migrate to urban centers and into situations for which they are ill-prepared,
which further aggravates the exI,,sive problem of our central cities and urban
areas, including flooding of the labor market with additional unskilled workers.

If large corporations and non-farm interests become predominant in agri-
culture, the need for many Main Street businesses, schools, churches and munici-
pal facilities will be eliminated. It will destroy job opportunities in rural
America and will not be in the best interest of long-term national objectives.

This impact on community life makes the non-agricultural corporate farm
Invasion a human as well as an economic problem. It is a problem that should
concern all Americans and demand their immediate attention.

Incidentally, the Grange has a long history of interest in this problem. At
the 73rd Annual Session of the National Grange, held in 1939 in Peoria, Jilinois,
the Delegate Body adopted the following resolution:

"In order to discourage corporation farming and capitalists acquiring large
acreage of farm land, we recommend that the Federal income tax be amended
to provide that losses on agricultural operations can be deducted only from
Incomes derived from agricultural operations."

The policy of the National Grange, adopted 30 years ago, was a lone voice
against the inequities contained in the internal Revenue Code. Tie continuing
validity of this objective has been subsequently recognized by action of the Dele-
gate Body taken in 1963, 1964, 1965 and again in 1967, at the 100th Anniversary
of the founding of the National Grange.

At our 102nd Annual Session held in Peoria, Illinois, in November 1968, as we
started our second century of service to rural America, the Delegate Body once
more reaffirmed Grange position on this important and vital matter of great con-
cern to family farms and rural communities.

The Taxation and Fiscal Policy Committee that considered tax revision resolu-
tions made the following statement:

"The mounting concern of the family farm operator over the accelerating acqui-
sition of agricultural lands by individuals and organizations for the purpose of
building up a loss position from farming operations conducted on the lands
acquired and deducting such losses from income tax liability is indicated by the
fact that resolutions to prevent this practice have been received at this Annual
Session of the National Grange from eighteen of the 38 State Granges.

"Farmers and their families engaged in bone fide farming operations are being
forced to leave the farm, as a result of net income being at a depressed level.

"Competition of non-farm investors inflating the price of agricultural land and
using loss on farming operations as a deduction against non-farm income is a
factor in this lower net farm income.

"Resolved, that the National Grange vigorously support amending the Internal
Revenue Code to prohibit any substantial portion of farm operating losses being
used as a tax deduction or write-off against non-farm income."

Hobby tosses
We believe that if the Metcalf amendment is adopted by this Committee there

will be no need to iake further provisions in the law for the so-called "hobby
farmers".

As stated by SeLator Metcalf before the Senate on August 13. 196P when he
introduced his amendment, ". . . The loss limitation approach would include the
hobby loss farmer and would limit the current deduction of his farm losses."

There exists the mistaken impression that H.R. 13270 would discourage hobby
farming to a greater extent than the amendment introduced by Senator Metcalf.
In the opinion of the author and the Grange, this is not the case.



The Grange Is not against any individual having a hobby, be it farming or wood
craft; we only want fair and equitable tax treatment and to ask that such a hobby
not be used as a tax dodge. We feel that the Metcalf amendment does Just this.

Holding period for 1itcetock
Previously, livestock for draft, dairy or breeding purposes had to be held one

year to qualify for long-term capital gains treatment, while other capital items
had to be held only aix months. Conformity has been reached by requiring all
capital Items to be held at least one year before qualifying for long-term capital
gains. However, this provision will still discriminate against many raised farm
animals by increasing the holding period for them, in some cases to periods In
excess of three years, or three times the general holding period.

In H.R. 13270, livestock for dairy, draft or breeding purposes are discriminated
against in only this one major provision. It requires that such animals be held
for at least 365 days after such animals would have first been used for such pur-
pose. There is no similar provision for other personal property, such as machinery.
Basically the requirement is that the item not be held for customers in the ordi-
nary course of business.

We do not believe that the tax rules should be made more stringent against
the farm industry at a time when it is undergoing severe economic problems. We
therefore believe that the same rules regarding holding period for capital gaiis
should apply to livestock.

This can be accomplished by striking the following in lines 7 and 8 on page 153,
"for at least 305 days". Lines 7 and 8, page 153, would then read "but only if
held by him after such animal normally would have first been used for any of such
purposes."

In our judgment, this would more completely bring the treatment of livestock
in line with the treatment of other property used Il a trade or business.

We realize that one of the problems of our proposal would be one of intent.
However, we believe our proposal fully meets the necessary requirements in this
respect, In essence, under our proposal, until an animal became a draft, dairy
or breeding animal, it would not qualify for long-term capital gains treatment.
Once it had reached such status (draft, dairy or breeding) it would clearly show
that this was the intent of its owner and that. lie was not primarily holding it 'or
sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.

Cooperative tax rcri iwv?
The National Grange was .ihockcd to learn of the pro)sed (laniges ill 'o-oll

lax treatment contained in 1I.R. 13270 as Ilssed by the U.S. house of Rlepre-
sentatives and now pending III the tax reform legislation before this Conmittee.
Quite frankly, we do not see that co-op tax treatment hats any connection whatso-
ever to "tax refo'in", the announced reason for holding these very hearings.

In our opinion "tax reform" should meet the following tests: (1) inereas reve-
nue to the Fe-deral Treasury; (2) expedite the collection of the tax; and 3
shift the tax burden to those who are not carrying their share of the tax burdenl
from those who are presently paying more than their proportionate share. The
cooperative tax treatment in II.R. 13270 meets none of these tests.

We followed each press release of the House Ways and Means Committee
rtglrdlng tax zieasures to be heard by the Committee and not once did we ihld
the subject of co-op tax treatment listed as a subject for discussion. Therefore,
neither we nor any other farm organization was IM, rmitted the privilege of oien
debate on such ai important matter to agriculture as the tax treatment of farm
co-ops. that was accorded the anti-co-op lobbyists who were permitted to haw'
the subject introduced during the closing days of the executive hearings of tho
House Ways and Means Committee.

Our la.t-ditch efforts ln the Ways and Means Committee were successful only
in the extending the time in which small co-ops will be permitted to live and
serve agriculture and rural America. Such hasty action on a subject of Vitaml
concern to the lifeblood of all small co-ops (-an have a devastating effect aid
completely wlpe out many such co-op marketing organizations. In attackilng the
"giants", the "l)avids" will also be slain, quite contrary to the Biblical story.

iu 1952, the same anti-co-op lobby was successful in writing into the tax code
the requirement that the tax must he paid on dividends earned by the iatrolm
for or by his patronage. At that time the Internal Revenue Code called for lit
least 20% of such dividend to be paid in cash so as to provide to the patron the
money to pay the Income tax on the dividend. The remainder could be retained in
the capital structure of the co-op.
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The prolmwal now before you, although It i a compronise, still means slow
death to thie smiall-to-niedium farni cooperatives. eslichilly those that have
ben i orgainlzed less than 5 years.

Farmers will lose another measure, of tile right to say how their own iiusl-
hesses are to be run unlelss Sec. 531 is deleted from 11.R. 13270.

Til,, proposal would dictate the ainoint of it Coo(ixratives' earning. that inut
lbe returned to a farmer it cash each year. It also would state when the remain-
lug patronage refund rertitihates inust be redeemed. Itefuinds not paid in tccord-
ante with the new requirements woiuhl be sul)jected to a current corporate
federal incoe tax.

The borrowing power of farmer-owned Ihusitiesses will be jeolxirdizei If tilt-
proposvQd restrictions on coolwratlhe financing are allowed to remain in the Tax
Reform Act of 11).

We would all agree it is desirable thlt tile fariner receive as big at cash refund
as possible, as quickly as it can be paid. This already is being done. Farliers,
through an elected board of directors, decide each year what a tiounts tihey call
take in cash and whait a mounts they inust defer in order to provide caliltal for
the cooperative.

But the proposed new regulations would take that decision away fromti the
faimer and! instead write a 1-year limit into law. This would piut it "due date"
on the fartier'.; investneitt in the co-olis an14d climatige tle nature of that invest-
inent from "equity" to -debt capita. " This could completely disrupt, tilt capital
strut ure of the cooperative and lImpair its ability to borrow inoney.

The 1-r-year payout provision is one oi f the least-u1l1lerstoNI ye:t potentially the
iniost diiaging (if tilt new rules being proilased for cooleraltives.

The co-op tax provisions of 1I.R. 13270 conlletely ignore the role farin coopr-
ativtes play in improving the inconies of farmers by providing theam witl altrna-
tire methods of market lig their crops or of purchasing new faran equilment,
machinery and other farm supplies at reasonable prices.

Also. as pointed oulit It the "Sumnmary of 11.1t. 13270, The Tax Reforn Act of
1I1i' prepa red by the staffs of the, Joint Comnittee on Internlal Revenuie Tax-
ation and the committeeee on Finance. "There is no showing that the present
balan e between farm cooperatives and(1 regular businesses should be, upset to tile
detriment of t he cooperative movelient."

The vooperatlve movement in the I'tilted Slates has had the elncouitiagentellt
an(d siplrt of every Admlinistration its far hack as President Theit ore Itoo.se-
Velt, who stated :

"Wherever farmers themselves have the. intelligence alid energy to wvork
through cooperative societies. this is far better than having the state undertake
the work. Community self-help is normally pleferaile to using the niachmmery
of government for tasks to which it Is minmcustoilied."

Pr'esldent Nixon at the start of his Administration stated
"Soie, of tilt, things that will be dlone In my Administration to help farmersinclude :
"--eouragemaentt of farmers to improve their bargaining lisit ions through

their corperatives,
"4-assistance to farm cooperatives, including adequate fin ding of the rural

electric and telephone programs .
"Inprovement of credit programs within the Farn Credit System attd tile

Department of Agriculture to meet the capital requirements of modern agri-
culture, esiw-clally young farm families trying to get a decent start .. "

Secretary of Agriculture, Clifford Hardin, In addressing the annual meeting
of the American Institute of Cooperation, in Urbana, Illinois on August 4, 101).
stated :

"Cooperatives are a positive and dynamic force in rural dk-velopnient. They
have proved themselves an effective instrument in helping farm families make
more effective use of their agricultural resources. Many cooikratives are also
providing the original impetus for new -community enterprises. In some com-
munities the cooperattive is the area's biggest Industry.

"But cooperatives can, avd nmst, do more, not only to increase job opi)Nr-
tunitles and income, but to be a positive force in helping local coilnt cities
Initiate and carry out new development projects."

We suggest to this Committee that cooperatives cannot aid farmers or rural
America if they are "bled" to death by such measures as contained in See. mil
of II.R. 13270.

All farm leaders agree that more Income for farmers should le the objective
of any national program, taxation or farm policy. Our ideas on how to achieve
this objective may differ as to farm iloicy, but not on co-op tax treattmuent.

33-865-9--pt. 4--S
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Official figures buttress our case. They show, for example--
* That the income of farni families is about 75 percent as much as that of non.

farm families.
* That prices paid by farmers increased 2A percent from 1957--59 to 1id--4969,

compared with a 17 percent rise in the overall consumer price index and a 24 per-
cent increase in retail food prices.

* That food prices have risen only two-thirds as much as those of all other
consumer goods in the past 10 years.

* Agricultural output per man-hour increased 82 percent between 1M57-59 and
1968.

* One fan worker in 1967 supplied the needs of 43 people compared with 23
in 1957--D.

* Farmers in recent years have increased their productivity by 5.3 percent, a
rate twice that of industry.

To (late we, as producers of this abundance of food and fiber, have not shared
in the benefits of our labors. Farm cooperatives are one way and perhaps the
best way that farmers can increase their economic position in relationship
to other segments of our society-and now this avenue of economic Improve-
ment is being threatened by so-catled "Co-op Tax reforms". The destruction
of cooperatives appears to be the only purpose of the measure as it would deny
cooperatives the same right to use their earnings for legitimate business pur-
poses that corporations have had from the beginning of corporate history.

It's too bad that we must once again be asking busy Senators to devote time
to a matter which seemingly was settled in 1062 after lengthy hearings and
debate. Here you are confronted with what has been called the most sweeping
tax reform measure in history. And among the many sections is a measure which
has nothing to do with tax reform; which would not yield any additional tax
revenue nor any additional tax benefit; but which could greatly restrict the
growth of farmer cooperatives.

We see no Justification for new laws governing cooperative financing or taxa-
tion. We will urge-in the strongest possible appeal-4hat the entire section on
cooperatives be deleted from the Tax Reform Act of 1069.

Federal estate tar
We are cognizant of the fact that the Committee report of the Ways and

Means Committee of the House of Representatives states the following:
"Other income tax problems have had to be postponed for further analysis

and study. Moreover, your committee found that the time available did not permit
the inclusion of reform measures relating to revision of the estate and gift tax
laws or tile related problem of the tax treatment of property passing at death.
Estate and gift taxes are an area of the tax laws your committee will undertake
to study as soon as possible, with the expectation of reporting out a bill on
this subject in this Congress."

However, we fail to understand how the most revolutionary tax reform legis-
lation since the enactment of the F1ederal Income tax law can ignore and fail
to deal with the problem of Federal Estate tax; especially as it affects the
famitly-ownied farming operation or a closely-held business.

At the 102nd Annual Convention of the National Grange, held in Peoria.
Illinois. on November 11, 1968, the Delegate Body adopted the following reso-
lution:

"FEDERAL ESTATE TAX

"Whereas, in suburban and rural-urban areas farm real estate is currently ap-
praised for inheritance tax purposes on the value of the land for non-farm
uses in the areas; and

"Whereas, a high appraisal value per acre for federal estate tax purposes
results in a burdensome levy upon those who wis to remain in farming; and

"Whereas, placing such high taxable values upon farms for either property
or inheritance tax purposes Is not a realistic apprcmeh and when applied gen-
erally to all farns in an area, it is a futuristic value concept which adversely
affects the continuation of farming in areas of prime agricultural land and
needed open spaces; therefore, be it

"Resolved, that we recommend that appraisals of farm real estate made for
inheritance and estate tax purposes be made on the basis of agricultural use
value."
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Under present inheritance, or death tax laws, when tile principal owner of
t fitntly, or closely-held, business approaches the end of his life span, a crisis

results. Knowing on his death the business will be forted to pay an inheritance
tax far in excess of any exisUng cash position, and often not even in line with
its earning record, the usual pro.e(lure Is to seek a merger to avoid liquidation.

The family head of a family-owned farming operation faces the same situa-
tion, Inasmuch as today's inflated land and prolxrty values are not all in line
with the profitability of the enterprise, whether It be an i independent business
firm, or a farming operation.

As we indicated earlier, long overdue legislation has been introduced in both
Houses to correct this tax ineqluity, In the House by Congressman PrLe and
in the Senate by Senator Dole.

The Greeks did have a word for it-Harpylat-which translates to "snatch-
ers". The Greek word, subsequently anglicized to Ilarples is apparently, in the
opinion of many Amerlcans, synonyinous with the inheritance tax collector.

While we may not go that far, we do agree with Congressman Price of Texas'
legislation to drive the Hlarpies away by ending what has been a major cause
of mergers, as well as the liquidation of the family-held farm.

The bills by Congressman Price and Senator Dole would permit the value
of all estate for inheritance tax purposes to be set, at the option of the executor,
either on the basis of the deceased's costs, or on the basis of the profit of the
enterprise as revealed by income tax returns.

Congressman Price cites the hypothetical example of a family-owned cattle
ranch that under the present system of appraising at today's inflated values
would be assessed at $300,000 leaving the inheriting son liable for $110,500 il
taxes, according to his computations.

Using this hypothetical example, to further illustrate, the Texas legislator
says tile actual profit being realized is only $7,500. Thus, using a reasonable
factor for determining value, tile estate should only be valued at $105,000 which
would result in a death tax liability of $22,500.

On top of the Federal death tax, most states also assess a similar tax, but
usually the states will follow the Federal pattern.

Operation of the inheritance tax has and continues to create many problems
which are probably more middle-class in nature than those of the very wealthy
who have learned to use foundations and other loopholes to escape the full
weight of the tax laws.

The present inheritance tax laws were enacted in the emotion-laden depression
years when men Nere selling apples in the streets at a time when a few heirs
and heiresses catte into their inheritances which they proceeded to flaunt with
worldwide publicity. Thus, the legislation was to prevent this from happening in
the future.

But the result has been that the extremely wealthy have developed means
of escaplng the full impact of the law while the closely-held business and the
family farm, the backbone of the middle-class, bears the brunt.

Perhaps, the comparison between this situation and Greek mythology is even
more pertinent. In early ancient mythology Harpies were considered somewhat
semibenefieial but in the later era of the Argonautic sagas larpies had degen-
erated into foul and loathsome creatures. The inheritance tax appears to have
followed the same course.

Whether or not Congressman Price and Senator Dole will be able to emultite
Calais and Zetes who drove off the Harpies, remains to be seen. Not only must
they secure support from fellow legislators, but they must also educate tile less
knowledgeable that the inheritance taxes are no longer a "soak the rich" device,
but a ls)werful destructive force of the middle-class backbone.

There is a distinct area of discriminution in the valuation of an estate that
is cmiprlse1 of a business or a farm and one that is comprised of publicly traded
stocks and securities, the Texas Congressman maintains. While in all estate
consisting of stocks, the earning power of the shares are the basis for valuation,
on business enterprises or farms the value is placed on the presumned market
value of the property with no attention given to whether or not speculation
has substantially and unrealistically inflated the going price.

We therefore respectfully request that this Committee include in the Tax
Reform Act of 16), the provisions of Congres.sman Price and Senator Dole.
The American family-held farm needs this tax relief If we are to maintain the
family farm structure in Amerlcam. Agriculture and aid, not obstruct, young
farmers continuing in agriculture.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the opinion of the National Grange that tax reform should be effected,
but only In accordance with certain economic principles.

Recognizing that the economic policy of the Federal Government has a direct
and Important inipact on the economy of the nation and affects all citizens, It is
essential that these policies be sound and in keeping with the obligations of tile
various units of government and the services rendered by the respective units
of government.

The tax structure should be so constituted as to fall as equally as possible on
all individuals and all segments of the economy according to the income and
resources of each. Accordingly, no individual or industry should enjoy unduly
favorable or unreasonable advantages nor should any Industry or individual
be penalized by unfair tax levies or regulations.

It is generally recognized that deficit financing is a prime cause of inflation
at the Federal level and jeopardizes the ability of state and local governments
to meet the needs of their areas in the future. We. therefore, reaffirm our losi-
tion favoring a balanced Federal budget at the earliest possible time.

We urge the Congress to review the budget with the purpose of reducing the
budget deficit by eliminating or modifying programs not absolutely essential to
the economy and immediate welfare of the 'nation. If budget reductions thus
effected are not sufficient to relieve the inflationary pressures now threatening
the welfare of the nation and its citizens, then we favor a surtax levy to decrease
the pressures that nre resulting in high interest rates and serious and damaging
Inflation. These steps are necessary to avoid wage and price controls which are
not consistent with our free enterprise system and a growing and expanding
economy.

The following tax reforms are recommended by the Grange:
1. We appreciate the steps that have been taken to simplify the tax report

form. Further change and simplification, we believe, can have the effect of
making reporting easier for the taxpayer, and will result in more exact reporting.
An easy-to-understand form will also benefit the government by bringing more
accurate reports and thus save on auditing costs as well as the expense of refunds
and billing.

2. The Grange believes there definitely is merit and justification for mineral
depletion allowances. However, it is our opinion that present legislation and
regulation in this regard should be carefully reviewed.

3. The Orange approves of giving the farmer the option of choosing limitation
of losses that are deductible or reporting his farming operations on an "accrual
accounting" basis, but we oppose any action that would mandate that farmers
report to the I.R.S. on an accrual basis.

4. Remove the tax-exempt status for industrial development bonds issued by
state and local governments.

5. No favored property tax treatment for religious, educational, fraternal
or eleemosynary institutions ol their property held for enterprises conducted
primarily for profit in competition with tax-paying private enterprises.

6. As it becomes apparent that reductions In revenues received from Federal
income taxes may be justified by reasons of reduction in expenditures, tile
mens employed in achieving such reductions should include: (a) elimination
of the recently-enacted income surtax; and (b) a substantial increase in the
personal exemption of individual taxpayers for themselves and their dependents.
The present exemptions provide less than half the "buying power" that they did
when they were incorporated in the Code.

7. The Grange does not favor sharing Federal income tax with the states.
It is the opinion of the Grange that there is little to be gained by having the
Federal Government collect taxes for blanket re-distribution to the state govern-
ments, and therefore we recommend the policy of special appropriations by tile
Congress to care for any necessary sharing in state financial difficulties.

We believe that the present distribution and control of Federal funds commg
into states fo.- ,/,1 cific community development or similar projects should be free
of Federal control. These funds, according to Grange policy, should be placed
under the control of state, county or local units of government and be used
for the specific programs designated in the allocation of the funds.

Until permanent and equitable "in lieu of tax" legislation is enacted, tie
Grange recommends that present law be amended to provide that states shall
receive a percentage of gross, rather than net, income from sales, rentals and
other revenue from national forest lands.
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S. It is one of the basic precepts of our legal system that a person is innocent
until proven guilty; however. In cases involving the Internal Revenue Service,
a person is, in fact, guilty until proven innocent. Therefore, the Grange favors
legislation which would place the burden of proof oln the Internal Revenue
Service whent-ver that agency takes action against a taxpayer.

Innocent people have found it necessary to wage costly court battles in order
to defend themselves from unfounded charges by the Internal Revenue Service.
This has caused them to suffer severe financial hardship through no fault of
their own and Is unjust and inconsistent with the stated princilples of our society.

Therefore, the Grange favors legislation which will make the Internal Revenue
Service financially responsible (at the discretion of the courts) for the legal
costs of any cases which are decided against them.

The National Grange supported the immediate passage of the ten-percent sur-
tax when it was before this Committee believing that it would be followed by
meaningful and equitable general tax reform legislation. We now respectfully
urge that this Committee, as soon as possible, while making the necessary cor-
rections in H.R. 13270, as requested by us and other witnesses appearing before
this Committee, report to the floor of tie Senate the best and most progressive
Tax Reform Bill in history and work with the Senate leadership to enact such
legislation into law before the end of thi , Session of the 91st Congress.

The National Grange would also like t; go oai record at this time in favor of the
6 months' continuation of the surtax at 5% or more after December 31, 1969--
if the nation's economy is .till sn!wrheated and that in addition to taxation, every
means be used, short of Federal controls on prices and wages, to slow down and
level off the nation's economy.

Agriculture can never hope to walk side by side with other segments of the
nation's economy as long as we have inflation eating up the small gains we are
able to obtain through agricultural program planning, export marketing and in-
creased efficiency of the commercial family farm.

We thank this Committee for the innny hours they will have to spend to bring
forth a tax reform act that meets the needs of our nation. We especially thank
the Chairman for his leadership In tax legislation and respectfully urge early
action on tax reform legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting the National Grange to present its
views on this most important matter.

The CHAIR-,\N. The next, witness will be the Honorable E. A.
Jaenke, Governor of the Farm Credit Administration.

STATEMENT OF HON. E. A. JAENKE, GOVERNOR, FARM CREDIT
ADMINISTRATION; ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL 0. RITTER, GEN-
ERAL COUNSEL, FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION; AND EARL R.
KITTREDGE, COOPERATIVE BANK SERVICE

Mr. JAENKU. We appreciate your staying so late, giving us a chance
to be heard. I have prepared a short summary. I am going to summarize
my short summ'ary, if that is all right with you.

The ClIA1113.\N. As you know, we will print your entire statement in
the record, as well as the summary that has been prepared.

Mr. JkFNKE,. I have with me the General Counsel of the Farm Credit
Administration, Mr. Ritter, and Mr. Kittredge of the Cooperative
Bank Service.

I am here as a representative of the Farm Credit Administration, the
Federal Farm Credit Board, a Board appointed b y the President, con-
firmed here by the Senate, which sets the policy for the Farm Credit
Administration in the overall boundaries of course set by Congress in
creliting.i f~bhiik system, and also the banks for. cooperatives which
are one portion of the system. and the director s which serve and guide
those banks.
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We have two or three major points that we would like to present to
the committee. No. 1, to urge the committee to strike front tile bill set.-
tion 531, that relating to special new provisions of taxation that wolild
al)ply to cooperatives. Our purpose, the Board's purpose for urging
this upon the Congress, is twofold.

First, as it affects the banks for cool)eratives themselves, but mor,
important as it affects the stockholders, the owners, and the borrowers
from these banks, that is the co-ops wilo own and borrow from t hese
banks.

If I might stall with the latter, I t think this is perhaps nior iniiplr-
taut. This provision in the bill, 531, strikes at the very basis (,f the
cal)ital structure of the cooperatives, wih)o are the owners ald til
borrowers and the stockholders of the aniks' cooi)eratives.

By switching their reinvested earnings from equity capital to debt
etl)ital, it. caln seriously iml)ede the ol)portunities to grow, and in soilltk
VaSes of smaller and newer struggling co-ops could actually result in
their elimination.

As such, naturally the banks for co-ops have a great concern. There
are Some provisions, very complicated provisions, which are ill section
531 which also, and these are covered in my statements, which would
adversely affect the banks for co-ops themselves.

For these rasons, the Board believes that it would be in the 1)ublic
interest to strike this provision.

INow, if I might just touch on two other minor points, but iniportalt.
These are not in the nature of changes in the legislation itself, but
in the vay of clarification. We have suggested in our Sept. 12 state-
ment that these two provisions could I, handled by language in thw
rel)ort ; language of clarification. These have to do with treatment of
reserves forlosses and patronage dividends.

During that period when, pursuant to congressional n mate in
the act. the banks for co-ops begai, to )ay off the federally invested
capital and become privately owned, and then become subject to Fe(d-
eral income tax, during the first taxable years there is some question
as to how the reserves for losses should be treated. We are asking tlat
they be treated just the same as conunercial banks; the treatment
accorded commercial banks during the same period.

On the second matter of clarification, which again is in our j)r'-

pared statement, it has to do with the dealing with a sinall amnoilmt,
generally 5 percent or less of the total income of the banks for co-
operatives, which do not come from normal patronage business, tli;
is from overnight deposits in commercial banks, and so forth, we are
asking that this be clarified for tax treatment also.

These two provisions, we believe, and as I indicated, can be handlei
by legislative history in the report rather than )y sl)ecific legislation.
Again repeating the Federal farm credit board, the Federal farmi
credit system, and particularly the banks for co-ops would urge tills
committee to strike section 531 in the interests of fair treatnetit of
co-ops.

Thank you, sir.
Unless there are questions, we are through.
Senator Curns. I think your statement was very well put. I umider-

stand your position. No questions.
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Senator .ILLmR. Mr. Jauenke, what banks conme under your adniinis-
trat ion?

Mr. JAENKE. There are three l)hases to the farmn credit system, sir,
the Federal land banks, which provide mortgage money to farmers,
long-term ioney, t lie Federal intermediate credit bankss N"hich pro%-ide
short and intermediate term credit, and which sup)ervise the IPimduc-
tion Credit Associations, the local associations, and then going to the
matter which concerns us l)rinarily today, the banks for coo)er'atives.
There are 13 of these, one ini each of the 12 (list ricts, and a

Senator MILLR. Where are the PCA's?
M'. JAENKE. PCA's are Sulper\'ised, and tit in with the Federal inter-

mediate credit bank. They provide short- amd i termed iate-term credit.
Senator MIfLLR. You have pointed out that tile 13 banks for coopera-

tives recently became taxable when they retired their Government
capital. Have the intermediate credit banks retired their Governiment
capital, too?

Mr. JAIENKE. All capital, all see( money put ilI by the Federal Grov-
ernment initially has been reI)aid now.

Senator AfmnLEr. Aid are they taxable, too?
Mr. ,%FV.KR. Yes; as to the PO's.
Senator m itLR. So the local PCA l)ays a tax just like any other

cooperat ive ?
mr. ,AENKE. That is right.
Senator MILr:. What about the Federal Land Banks? Iave they

retired their Goverimnent capital ?
Mv'. JAENKE. Mfay I ask Paul Ritter to comment on this, 1)le:xse?
Mr. RirER. They have retired their Government. c)l)ital, the last

of it, in 1947, but their tax exemption counties, l)ecause. the Federal
Farm lman Act so provides.

Senator MIL.ER. You say the Federal Far n Loan Act so plro\'idve
Mr. lITrMR. As to the Federal Land Baul.'; yes.
Senator Mriim. Was that. provision written in before they retired

their Government money .
Mr. Rirrmr. Originally. in 1910. there was a general tax exemptiongiven to the Federal bjand Banks, amd that was not made conditional

on having Government C(apital, anld therefore the general exemptim
Colit ililles.

Senator Mmix t. So there is a difference between the thr e banks in-
der your administration in the tax treatment, and that exemption that
was written into that original Act has continued without change,
whereas in the. case of the intermediate credit la lk, PCA's, and tile
banks for cOol)eratives, they are' subject to tax nomw .

Mr. Rurrnm. No, the Federal intermediate e vdit banks have the
same tax position as the Federal Land Banks, where general exemp-
tiol colt inues.

Senator MmLurt. Mr. ,Jaenke said that the P(CA's were subject to tax.
Mr. RI-rr. The Production Credit Associations are.
Senator MILLER. But not the intermediate credit banks.
Mr. RH artm. That is right, sir.
Senator MIrLLF.. But. the banks for cooperatives are.
Mr. RrrrER. The basic provision in the Farm Credit Act of 1933

provided-and this also applied in the case of the Production Credit
Associations-that after retirement of their Government capital, the
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exenl)tion should no longer apply as to the bank or the association,
its income or its property.

Senator M'.NER. Cou1d you provide for the record an analysis of the
difference in those provisions between the three banks?

Mr. ,TAENKE. Of Course, we will.
(Hon. E. A. Jaenke's prepared statement and information requested

follows:)
STATEMENT OF E,. A. JAINKE. GOVERNOR, FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

SUMMARY

The Federal Farm Credit Board, which sets policy for the Farm Credit Ad-
ministration, and the 13 banks for cooperatives consider it to be in the public
interest that section 531 should be stricken from the tax reform till.

The additional requirements which would be imposed by section 531 of II.R.
13270, in order to qualify patronage dividends of cooleratives generally for
deduction in computing income subject to Federal Income tax, would seriously
impair the ability of both the 13 banks for cooperatives and the farmer coiera-
tives to which such banks make loans to serve farmers effectively.

The reasons for these conclusions follow:
(1) 'ie increased money payment requirements of section 531 (from 20 to 50

percent with the remainder to be paid within 15 years) would present special
problems for a bank for cooperatives which must operate as provided in the
Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended.

(a) Alternatively, the 30 percent Increased money payment requirement
of section 531 may be niet by payment on qualified outstanding patronage
dividends. However, the Farm Credit Act requires that the oldest out-
standing patronage dividends be retired first, and those issued by a bank
for cooperatives since 1956 and before It recently became subject to Federal
income tax (between 1941)5 and 1969) are not qualified under the Internal
Revenue Code.

(b) In the event of a year with net losses, the Farm Credit Act provides
that they shall be absorbed by charges against or inparment of outstand-
ing patronage dividends, which might make the amount payable thereon less
than their value when Issued. If this possibility were considered to preclude
a bank for cooperatives from meeting the additional 15-year money payment
requirement of section M31, it would mean that none of its patronage divi-
dends, except those paid in money, could qualify for deduction.

(2) A general problem for all cooperatives, including a bank for cooperatives.
under the 15-year money payment requirement of section 531. Is whether their
financial position in the year that the money payments are due, will be such
that the payments ,an be made.

(3) The additional requirements imposed by section 531 would seriously Im-
pair both the financial strength and the debt repayment capacity of many
farmer-owned cooperatives which borrow from a bank for cooperatives and they
also would seriously impair the capacity of a hank for cooperatives to carry or
mat,- a loan to a farmer cooperative on a self-sustaining basis, particularly term
lon11s.

Therefore, section 531 would greatly hamper farmers' efforts to build strong
cooperatives or even maintain existing organizations that farmers designed to
help themselves so've many of their own problems, as Congress has long emncour-
aged them to do.

Smpe of statreneat
Inasmuch as section 531 of H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969, would

Impose additional requirements on cooperatives generally, If their patronage
dividends are to quality for deduction from gross income in computing their
Income that is subject to Federal income tax, it concerns both the 13 banks for
cooperatives, which operate under the supervision of the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration in making loans to farmer cooperatives, and the farmer cooperatives which
borrow from the banks for cooperatives. In the circumstances, after noting thIt
additional requirements in section 581, this statement will undertake to review
the application of those requirements to the banks for cooperatives and to the
farmer cooperatives which borrow from the banks. Comment will also be made
relative to the lending operations of the banks for cooperatives. Before doing so.
though, it may be helpful to have in mind the present tax status of the banks
for cooperatives.
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Tax status of batiks for cooperatives
The 13 banks for cooperatives are established under the Farmi Credit Act of 1933

to make loans to eligible farmer cooperative associations as therein authorized;
and since 1955, ,the Act requires that the banks them.,eAlves also operate oil a co-
operative basis, with the borrowing cooperatives investing in capital stock and
surplus of tie banks by retention of patronage dividends and by dire t sto .k Ir-
chase. Such investments have been used during the past 14 years largely to r,,tire
Government stock. Each bank for cooperatives first became subject. to Federl~l in-
conie tax when it retired all of its Governnent capital and, for each bank. this
was during the period June 30, 196, to December 31. 111M8. The banks for coopera-
tives, therefore, are subject to the Federal inoine tax treatment provided in the
Internal Revenue Code for organizations doing business on a cooperative basis, as
are the farmer cooperatives which borrow from the banks.

Poposed amendment of Internal Rerenuc Code byj section 5.1I
(1) As passed by the House of Representatives, section 531 of HL 13270, the

Tax Reform Act of 1969, would amend the Internal Revenue Code to change the
Federal income taxation of organizations doing business on a cooperative basis.
and their patrons, as respects patronage dividends (and lPer-unit retainsi from
a cooperative to its patrons.

(2) Under existing law, patronage dividends ( and per-unit retains) which meet
the specific requirements of the Internal Revenue Code to qualify for such treat-
ment, are excludible or deductible from gross income iii computing the taxable
income of the cooperative, for the year for which paid. mid are includibhle in tilie
gross income of the patron for the year in which received.

(3) Section 531, as passed by the House, without increasing tax revenues in any
respect, would impose additional requirements if patronage dividends (and per-
unit retains) are to qualify for the foregoing tax treatment for taxable years be-
ginning after 1969. One additional requirement, noted under (4) below, would
apply only to pxatronage dividends; a second additional requirement, noted under
(5) below, would apply to both patronage dividends and itr-unit retainQ.

(4) One additional requirement would be to increase to 50 ierent (frontk tli
present 20 percent at the rate of 3 percent each year for 10 years) the lportion of
annual patronage dividends to be paid in money in order to qualify them for de-
duction, although the added (up to 30 percent) money payment requirement could
lie met by payment on qualified patronage dividends Issued for earlier taxable
yea rs.

(5) A second additional requirement, as to the relnainder of annual patronage
dividends or per-unit retains not already paid in money, would be (,a) that the
bylaws of the cooperative provide for payment of the remainder in money within
the next 15 years, or (b) that anl unconditional written evidence of inlebtediss.
to mature within the next 15 years, be issued for such remainder.

4pplication of proposed amendment (section 5.I) to a bank for coopcratir.x
If the present 20 percent money payment requirement in the Internal Revenue

('ode should be increased to 50 percent. as proposed in ,4,ton 3531. the increased
money payment would also be required to be made by banks for cooperatives
under the Farm Credit Act. Under the bill the additional :0 percent cash pay-
out c(uld be treated in one of two ways: (1) As current patronage refunds, or
(2) to retire qualified patronage refund,; resulting fromn earnings In prior years.
As a practical matter the banks for cooperatives probably would not di.striluite the
additional amounts s patronage refunds because of the underlying Intent of the
Farm Credit Act that new capital inputs should be used to retire the oldest out-
standing equities of cooperatives. Insofar as the alternative is limited to payment
on qualified patronage dividends issued for earlier taxable years, there would be
a .lecial problem for the banks for cooperatives.

The Farm Credit Act requires that retained patronage dividends of the banks
for cooperatives be issued In the form of allocatio-s of surplus and class C stock.
The Act also provides that after the rellrenent of all (lass A (Government)
stock, class C stock also may be retired in money at par by the board of direc-
tors of a bank calling the oldest outstanding stock. When the surplus account
of a bank exceeds 25 percent of total capital stock, the excess amount of allocated
surplus may be distributed in the form of class C stock. However, it was only
as each bank for cooperatives retired all of its Government capital and became
sui ject to Federal income tax starting with the period June 30, 19W5, to Dteni-
ber 31- 1968, that a bank issued patronage dividends that qualified for deduction
under the terms of the Internal Revenue Code. Accordigly, although section
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531 would permit the additional :0 percent money payment requirement to be
met by payment on outstanding qualified patronage dividends, the Farmn Credit
Act in effect requires that unqualified patronage dividends, issued since 196
and before a bank for cooperatives came subject to Federal income tax, must
be retired first.

Since the Farm Credit Act requires that retained patronage dividends of a
batik for cooperatives be In the forn of ailoc.ations of surplus account and class
C stock. such mtronage dividends cannot be issued in the form of an uncondi-
tional written evidence of indebtedness to mature within the next 15 years.
Such banks can adopt a bylaw providing for aymYent of the remainder of its
paitronage dividends for years after 1969 within the 15 years after Issue. How-
ever, such a bylaw would be subject to the provisions of the Farm Credit Act
concerning allocated surplus and class C stock, and special problems occur under
these circumstances.

First. the banks for cooperatives could have difficulty in meeting the 15-year
limitation on retained imtronage dividends. At the present time the revolving
periods for the allocated equities vary by banks and rnnge from 8 to 14 years.
Four of the banks are at the 14-year level since they have Just recently repaid
all Governmnent capital and have not yet had the opportunity to consider the
retirement of their oldest outstanding capital held by cooperatives. There is no
assurance that the amount of patronage dividends to be earned in future years
will be sufficient to retire equities on a 15-year basis without weakening the
financial structure of a bank. In such circumstance.s a bank might not be able
to fully serve the needs of farmer cooperatives as intended by Congress.

Secondly, in the event of a net loss in the operations of a bank for cooperatives
in any succeeding fiscal year, the Farm Credit Act requires that such loss be
charged to allocated surplus and, to the extent not absorbed by surplus, to the
impairment of class C stock. The above losses. therefore, would reduce tile
amount of patronage dividends to be retired at a future date. If there are suffl.
lent earnigNs in succeeding years, any impairment of the class C stock would
be restored, but there Is no provision in the Farm Credit Act as to the restoration
of any losses charged against allocated surplus. Conceivably. the aniount pay-
able on at least the allocated surplus portion of the patronage dividends some
years hent, might be less than when tile patronage dividends were issued. If
this possibility were considered to preclude a bank for cooperatives from meeting
the additional 15-year requirement of section 531, although a reasonable Inter-
pretation could be otherwise, it would mean that none of its patronage dividends
except those paid in money. could qualify for deduction.

These provisions would give the banks for cooperatives two poor-alternatives.
Either they would have to accept a weakened financial structure and, thus, a
curtailment of their ability to serve agriculture, or accept tax burdens that were
not contemplated in 1955) when Congres. in effect, asked cooperatives to take
over the ownership of the banks by providing a plan under which cooperatives
would Invest their funds in the c capital of the banks in order to retire the Govern-
ment stock.

Lending operation. of the banks for eooperatire
1'he banks for cooperatives provide seasonal and term loatis to about 3,0(0)

of the nation's 8,100 farmers' marketing, supply, and business service coopera-
tives. Such loans constitute about 60 per(mt of all borrowed funds by these
organizations, At June 30. 199 , tile banks had loans outstanding of $1.6 billion
of which $M50 million were seasonal loans, generally due within one year, and
$N45 million were ten loans maturing in from one year to about 15 years.
Since the banks began operations in 1933, loans totaling $22 billion have been
made. The banks extend credit on a sound business basis an( they counsel with
borrowers on developing sound financial structures and operating programs.
Encouragement to farmers to build cooperatives through which they can improve
the profitability of their farm operations has been restated on many occasions
as an intent of Congress.

The proposed requirements for the method of payment of patronage dividend,
uinquestionably will weaken the financial structures of many cooperatives, par-
ticularly those that are smaller and newer. It will become more difficult for them
to even maintain their present capital structure when, in many cases, they are
in (lire need to build additional capital. Consequently, many of the loans could

dt velop Into serious weaknesses and possibly result in losme,% thus adversely
tffocting the operations and financial condition of the banks for cooperaties.,
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/ffct of seet ion 531 on coopcra tire borrower.
Tihe cooperative approach has been effectively utilized by farmers to improve

tilt, profitability of their farm operations which have historically been and are
yet typically small, Indelpmdent euterpris,; with extremely limited bargaining
liower in the marketing of their products and purhase of production supplies
and services. By associating together in cooperatlves, farmers have created or-
ganizations which they control as nember-owners and from which they henelit

s patrons. The borrowing capacity Justifying the credit required to make these
cotoperatives effective has largely beei created by the Implicit and explicit com-
iitments of their members to reinvest lxirtions of their allocations on ain cquitti
basis, as distinguishedd from a (10t basis as section 531 would requilre. Term loans
can be made on a sound lWsis by at lender only if he is reasonably as,'ured that
earnings, or in the case of cooperatives, savings or per-unit retains, will be gen-
crated ili the future and that some portion of these Inputs or ,mvings will be
capitalized and retained In the business as risk capital, thms cretlng rmpaynclit
capacity. The result to be exliected if ,ction 531 is enacted that some term lons
will not lie made that otherwise woulh have been imide. such loams may le
mtallher and not fully responsive to the lathmcial rluirtment. aniortized install-

ments no doubt will be larger than practical and maturity licrlods will be
.,horter thin otherwise. These restrictions In the extension of credit will obviously
be harmful to most coolratives aid to the farmers they serve and to the ()in-
inuities in which they olerate.

Most uooperatives have .. mtle tyle of capitalization lphtl which provides for the
relacennt. of sa ings or retains capitalized in prior years with current margins
or p xmmii.tit retains. The objective and effect of each of these plans Is to place
the Ibn'delt of capitalizing the cooixrative oi those current Ilatrons who are
lienetiting front the operations of the cooperative ill dlreet proportion to their
utilizat ion of the comoprattive. The length of time for which capitalized savigtigs
must be retained in the cooperative Is dleildent on many factors Including the
calicity of tile cooperative to generate ;et margins, whether or not now Invest-
ments in faellities atnd qluiinllent are being tahde, and the extent to which the
coolwrittive catn and desires to utilize leverage on Its nmetiber-owned capital. The
critical element In the capitalization programs of nil cooperatives is that the
retention mid retirement of retained net mtagits Is entirely at the discretion
of lite board of directors and. ultimately, the niembership to which it is directly
icltllnta ile.

The, prime effect of this section of tile bill Is to (Icily to cooperati" s and their
itemibers the right to capitalize earnings allocate-d to members which are retainted
in tile cooleratlves. The capitalization programs of the vast majority of coolitra-
tives are based on the right and willingness of cooprative members to reinvest
inl equity for1n portions of the earnings of their cooperatives which have been
allooatedl to them. Elactmllent of these provisions of section 531 would seriouslyy
Jeopardize the continued liltalinial stability, borrowing calmcity, and effectiveness
(if many cooperstives In inpiroving the profitability of their members' farming
olperatlon.. This Judgment is based o1 our conclt.ions regarding the implications
of lite above-mentioned primp effect of these provisioiiis aI illustrated by the
folio\'lng brief example.

Table 1 Oulmres the financial condition of a cooperative at the end of 15
years oil the basis of present laws and on the basis of the provisions of section
531. This omparison shows that the financial condition has changed substit-
tinily for the cooperative alerating under section 5131 and that any requests by
it for term loans at that point imist be giving cousideralble analysis, and if iade,
muuist be on a much m1ore conservative basis than to the other cooperative. This
14 true b ,a-e the risk to tilt,h, under Is greater, there Itng vo net worth to
protect the lender.
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TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF CHANGE IN FINANCIAL CONDITION, 15 YEARS OF OPERAIlONS UNDER SEC. 531 AND
PRESENT LAW

15 years later-

Under present
Zalance sheets Present Under sec. 531 law

Total assets --------------------------------------------- $500,000 $500,000 $500,000

Current liabilities ------------------------------------------ 100,000 100,000 100.000
Terrr liabilities:

Outside b .rrowings ------------------------------------- 100,000 100,000 100,000
15-yea, mrnmber investments ------------------------------------------. 300,000 ................

Total lizibilities ........................................ 200,000 500,1 0 2r,, 000
Neworth ----------------------------------------------- 300,000 ------ ---------- 300, 0')

Total liabilities and net worth -------------------------- 500,000 500,000 0., 500O

A .,su p t io n

1. Net earnings of $2.5,000 annually.
2. Cash payment of 20 percent of savings each year ($5,000).
3. Remaining $20,000 each year retain,'d as capital and a like amount of a

prior issue of member capital retired in cash.
Note: The total cash payments in items 2 and 3 would fulfill the 50 percent

cash requirement of section 531.
Table 2 compares the financial conditions 5 years later after experiencing a

period of reduced savings from that of the previous 15 years. During the 5-year
period, the cooperative operating under section 531 would need to retire $100,000
of 15-year member investment ($20,000 per year was retained in each of the
first 15 years), but -savings available for retention would total only $20,000. The
deficit of $80,000 in capital funds Is shown as being borrowed on a termn basis.
Althoti'gh this period of reduced savings has seriously affected the financial con-
dition of the cooperative operating under section 531, if it were operating under
present tax laws it would remain financially sound with its borrowing capacity
and ability to render service to its members unimpaired. This is because the board
of directors has limited the retirement of equities retained in prior years to the
amount of funds available from savings. This has necessarily increased the
revolving cycle of equities to more than 15 years but this flexibility is essentbil
If cooperative members are to assume the ownership risks of their own coopera-
tive ventures, thus creating the borrowing capacity their cooperatives require to
be effective.

TABLE 2.-COMPARISON OF FINANCIAL CONDITION FOLLOWING 5 YEARS OF UNFAVORABLE OPERATIONS UNDER
SEC. 531 AND PRESENT LAW

[Based on figures shown in table ii

Balance sheets

Under Under
sec. 531 present law

Total assets ----------------------------------------------------------------- $500,000 $500,000

Current liabilities -------------------------------------------------------------- O0, 000 100,000
Term liabilities:

Outside borrowings --- . . . .. . ..------------------------------------------------ 180,000 100,000
15-year member investments --------------------------------------- -------- 220, 000 --------------

Total liabilities ---------------------------------------------------------- 500,000 200,000
Net worth ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 300,000

Total liabilities and net worth .............................................. 500,000 500,000

.Ass umption8
1. Net earnings of $5,000 annually.
2. Cash payment equal to 20 percent of earnings each year ($1,000).
3. Cooperative under, present. law, uses excess cash .($4,000 per year) to

retire o14 equities to maintain net worth at $300,000.
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4. Cooperative operating under section 531 retains $4,000 per year but must
retire $20,000 per year of 15-year investments.

Note: The total cash payments in items 2 and 4 would fulfill the 50 percent
cash requirement of section 531.

Enactment of section 531 would, as shown in Table 1, transform the char-
acter of the member investment in most cooperatives from owners' equity
to debt. The most salient and injurious implication of (his result Is that the
term borrowing capacity of cooperatives would be greatly reduced if not
destroyed by their inability to financially withstand periods of unfavorable
operating results as demonstrated in Table 2.

A bank for cooperatives or any other lender contemplating a term loan to
. cooperative operating under section 531 cannot avoid giving prime considera-
tion to two unfavorable facts: (1) The cooperative is faced with annual
obligatory retirements of member investments pursuant to section 531 which
are equal to 80 percent of its average long-term annual savings and sub-
,tantially greater than its recent capacity to generate savings; and (2) no
repayment can be anticipated unless and until net savings exceed the loug-
term average or as it may become possible for the cooperative to achieve its
long-term average net saving with a lower asset investment. Obviously, the
term lender would be forced to tailor his lending policies regarding loans to
cooperatives in recognition of the fact that as long as a term loan Is out-

daling to a cooperative operating tinder the provisions of action 5.31,
he must be prepared to realize on security In satisfaction of the loan. The
potential for rapid deterioration of the financial condition of the cooperative
and his position would be continual and, to a great extent, beyond his control
or that of the organization's board of directors allowing, at best. a restricted
grace period during which necessary adjustments to operations can be
identified and effected.

The inescapable conclusion is that the enactment of section 531 would do serious
harm to most cooperatives and might actually destroy a number of them. While
the purpose of section 531 appears on the surface to assure cooperative members
of receiving their allocations in cash within a stated period of time. it would
in actuality deprive many cooperative members of the organizations which they
have been encouraged by Congress to build in their own interest. Additionally, the
enactment of this section of -the House bill would effectively preclude farmers
from acting together in the future to alleviate their Income problems on their own
initiative.

Inasmuch as section 531 would not increase tax revenues, but would impair the
capacity of farmers through their cooperatives to provide, and obtain financing
for, marketing, purchasing, and farm business services for themselves, the
Federal Farm Credit Board and the banks for cooperatives consider it to be
in the public interest that section 531 should be denied from the tax reform bill.

TAX STATUS OF FARM CREDIT BANKs AND ASSOCIATIONS (SEPTEMBER 22, 1%,9)

I. PRELIMINARY

(a) What follows was prepared at the request of the Senate Conunittee on
Finance to show the differences in the present tax status of the banks and associa-
tions which are under the supervision of the Farm Credit Administration, namely:

Federal Land Banks and Federml Land Bank Associations;
(Authorized In 1916 and make long-term farm mortgage loans)

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks;
(Established in 1923 and finance production credit associations and other
institutions in making agricultural loans)

-Production Credit Associations; and
(Authorized in 1933 and make short- and intermediate-term loans to
farmers)

Banks for Cooperatives.
(Established in 1933 and make loans to farmer marketing, purchasing, or
service cooperatives)

(b) At the hearings, September 22, 1969, on H.R. 13270 (Tax Reform Akct of
1969), there was a question as to whether the tax status of such banks and
associations changed when their Government capital was retired. Except for the
Federal land bank associations, all of the banks and associtions were started with
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Government capital (capital stock owned by the United States). The Federal
land banks completed retirement of their Government capital by 1947; the Fed-
eral intermediate credit banks by the end of 1968; each production credit associa-
tion during the period 1945 to 1969; and each bank for cooperatives during the
period 1965 to 198. Such tax exemption as is granted by the Federal land banks
and Federal land bank associations, and the Federal intermediate credit banks,
by the Federal Farm Loan Act, continues as before they retired their Government
capital. On the oth,.r hand, the tax exemption granted a production credit associ-
ation or a bank for cooperatives or its property or income by the Farm Credit
Act of 1933 no longer applies when such a bank or a.sociatlon is without Govern-
ment capital. Mostly th- difference is thut the production credit associations anid
the banks for cooperatives became subject to income and similar taxes, Federal
and i*.,, when they retired their Government capital; but that the other banks
and associations did not.

(e) After a separate explanation for the different banks and associations, this
statement concludes with some of the relevant statutory provisions as printed
in, the United States Code.

II. FEDERAL LAND BANKS AND FEDERAL LAND BANK ASSOCIATIONS

(a) As provided in the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended (12 U.S.C. 931-:3),
the real property of every Federal land batik and every Federal land bank asso-
elation is subject to State, county, and municipal taxes, to the same extent, ac-
cording to its value, as other real property is taxed (12 U.S.C. 93.3). Otherwise.
such banks and associations are generally exempt from Federal, State. municipal.
and local taxation (12 U.S.C. 931). Their exemption from Federal income taxes
is specifically recognized in the Internal Revenue (ode (26 U.S.C. 501 (a), (c)
(1)).

(b) Mortgages executed to the Federal land banks are exempt from Federal,
State, municipal and local taxation (12 U.S.C. 931).

(c) Consolidated Federal farm loan bonds issued by the Federal land banks
and the income derived therefrom are exempt from State, municipal, and local
taxation. Since the Public Debt Act of 1941, interest on such bonds is not exempt
frou taxation by the United States Government. Gain from the sale or other
disposition of such bonds and transfer of the bonds by inheritance, gift. etc.. are
not exempt from either Federal or State taxation. (12 U.S.C. 931; 31 U.S.C.
742a).

(d) The Federal Farm Loan Act Includes a provision, added in 1953, that any
Federal land bank with outstanding capital stock held by the United States shall
pay a franchise tax to the United States (12 U.S.C. 903). However, because the
United States has not held any capital stock in a Federal land bank since 1947
and its authority to again purchase such capital stock was repealed in 1955, no
franchise taxes have been paid.

(e) In addition to State and local taxes on real estate, the Federal land banks
and Federal land bank associations pay employment taxes as do other em-
ployers under the Federal social security program and the Federal-State un-
employment insurance program. However, for those land bank employees who con-
tinue under the Civil Service Retirement Act (a declining group), the banks con.
tribute under that Act instead of paying social security taxes.

liU. FEDERAL INTERMEDIATE CREDIT BANKS

(a) As provided in the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1111),
each Federal intermediate credit bank has the same tax exemption accorded to
Federal land banks and Federal land bank associations, and consolidated col.
lateral trust debentures issued by the Federal intermediate credit banks enjoy
the same tax exemptions as are accorded bonds issued by the Federal land banks.
This is as more fully described in paragraphs (a) and (e) under II.

(b) Annually since 1923. except for the years 1932-30, and until the last of
their VinvPmiment ,anitol was retired At thp ond Af 1.R, the Fr""! t:.ra .",late
credit banks have paid a franchise tax to the United States. Under existing law.
each bank Is subject to payment of a franchise tax for any year during which
any of its outstanding capital stock Is held by th United States. Since 1956, the
amount of the franchise tax is the lower Of either (a) the interest cost to the
United States on its investment in the capital stock of the bank as certified by the
Secretary of the Treasury or (b) 25% of any net earnings of the bank for the
year which are available after restoring any impairment of its capital stock.
participation certificates, and surplus accunt, and adding 25% of the net earn-
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ings then remaining to its reserve amount (12 U.S.('. 1072(a)). No further
franchise tax will be payable by any Federal intermediate credit bank so Iong
as it continues without Government capital.

(c) In addition to State and local taxes on real estate, the Federal inter-
mediate credit banks pay employment taxes as do other employers under the
Federal social security program and the Federal-State unemployment insurance
program. However, for those credit bank employees who continue under the Civil
Service Retirement Act (a declining group), the banks contribute under that Act
instead of paying social security taxes.

IV. PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS

(a) As provided in the Farm Credit Act of 1933, as aimended (12 U.S.C. 1138c),
any real property and any tangible personal proIPrty of the production credit
associations has always been subject to Federal, State. Territorial. and local
taxation to the same extent as other similar property Is taxed. In a production
credit association, the Government capital may be in the form of class A stock
(which results in partial tax exemption) or class C stock (which has no effect
oil tax status). While the (Oovernment hols class A stock in stch an associa-
tion, Its property, its franchises, capital, reserves, surplus, and other funds, and
its income, are exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by tile United
States or by any State, Territorial, or locai taxing authority. 11owever, the ex-
emption does not apply with respect to any production credit association or its
property or Income after the class A stock held in it by the Government has been
retired, as is now the case for all of the associations.

(b) Presently, therefore, the production credit associations are subject to
taxes as is any other corporation doing business as they do. The most significant
change because of the retirement of their Government capital is that the associa-
tions now pay Federal income tax and State income or similar taxes, in addition
to taxes on real property and tangible personal property. They also pay employ-
ment taxes under the Federal social security program and the Federal-State un-
employment Insurance program.

V. BANKS FOR COOPERATIVES

(a) As provided in the Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1138c),
any real property and any tangible personal property of the 13 banks for co)p-
eratives has always been subject to Federal. State. Territorial, and local tax-
ation to the same extent as other similar property is taxed. While the Govern-
ment holds any stock in such a bank, its property, its franchises, capital, reserves.
surplus, and other funds, and Its income, are exempt from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States or by any State, Territorial, or local
taxing authority. However, the exemption does not apply with rzspect to any
bank for cooperatives or Its property or income after the stock held in it by the
United States has been retired.. as is now the case for all of the banks for
cooperatives.

(b) The Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended (12 U.S.C: 113Sc), provides
further that consolidated collateral trust debentures issued by the banks for
cooperatives shall be exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation
(except surtaxes, estate, Inheritance, and gift taxes) imposed by tile United
States or by any State, Territorial, or local taxing authority; however, under tle
Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended (31 U.S.C. 742a), the Income derived from
the debentures and gain from the sale or other disposition thereof are sulb.ect
to all taxation imposed under the Internal Revenue Code or laws amendatory
or supplementary thereto. This separate provision continues applicable as to the
debentures and is not changed by the retirement of Government capital from
the banks for cooperatives.

(e) Annually since 1953 each bank for cooperatives has paid a franchise tax to
the United States, until the last of its Government capital was retired during
&U 90-0W - ,, AU , LV Uo. Thin in reqluired bc i ,,n it-i, k lii V C ,U, Of

outstanding capital stock of a bank is held by the United States. The amount of
the franchise tax is the lower of either (a) the interest cost to the Uited States
on its investment in the capital stock of the bank as certified by the Secretary of
the Treasury or (b) 25% of any net savings of the bank for the year which are
available after restoring any impairment of its capital stock and adding 25% of
the net savings then remaining to Its surplus account (12 U.S.C. 11341(a)). No
further franchise tax will be payable by any bank for cooperatives so long as it
continues without Government capital.
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(d) Presently, therefore, the banks for cooperatives are generally subject to
taxes as Is any other corporation doing business as they do. The most significant
change because of the retirement of their Government capital is that the banks
now are subject to Vederal income tax and State income or similar taxes, in addi.
tion to taxes on .-al property and tangible personal property. They also pay
employment taxes under the Federal social security program and the Federal-
State unemployment insurance program. However, for those cooperative bank
employees who continue under the Civil Service Retirement Act (a declining
group), the banks contribute under that Act instead of paying social security
taxes.

VI. STATUTORY PROVISIONS AS PRINTED IN UNITED STATES CODE

Federal land banks and a8ociation8
Section 26 of Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended, as codified in Title 12

of United States Code.
EXEMzPTION FaO.N TAXATION

1 931. Federal land banks and associations; mortgages and bonds as instru-
mentalities of Government.

Every Federal land bank and every Federal land bank association, Including
the capital and reserve or surplus therein and the income derived therefrom,
shall be exempt from Federal, State, municipal, and local taxation, except taxes
upon real estate held, purchased, or taken by said bank or association under
the provisions of sections 761 and 781 of this title. First mortgages executed
to Federal land banks, or to joint stock laud banks, and farm loan bonds issued
under the provisions of this chapter, shall be deemed and held to be instru-
mentalities of the Government of the United States, and as such they and the
income derived therefrom shall be exempt from Federal, State, municipal, and
local taxation. (July 17, 1916, ch. 245, title I, § 26, 39 Stat. 380; Aug. 18, 1959,
Pub. L. 86-168, title 1, § 104(h), 73 Stat, 387.)
§932. Joint-stock land banks; State taxation of shareholder, limitations on.

[Obsolete inasmuch as all joint stock land banks have been liquidated.]
§ W'33. Federal and joint-wtock land banks; real property not exempt.

Nothing in sections 931-933 of this title shall be construed to exempt the
real property of Federal and point-stock land banks and Federal land bank
associations from either State, county, or municipal taxes, to the same extent,
according to its value, as other real property is taxed. (July 17, 1916, ch. 245,
title 1, 126, 39 Stat. 30; Aug. 18, 1959, Pub. L. 86-168, title I, § 104(h), 73
Stat. 387.)
Federal intermediate credit banks

Section 210 of Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended, as codified in Title 12 of
United States Code.

TAx EXEMPTION

* 1111. Capital aLd income; debentures Instrumentalities of Government.
The privileges of tax exemption accorded under section 931. of this title shall

apply also to each Federal intermediate credit bank, including its capital,
reserve, or surplus, and the income derived therefrom, and the debentures Issued
under this subchapter shall be deemed and held to be instrumentalities of the
Government and shall enjoy the same tax exemptions as are accorded farm-
loan bonds in said section. (July 17, 1916, ch. 245, title 11, § 210, as added Mar.
4, 1923, ch. 252, title I, § 2,42 Stat. 1459.)
Banks for cooperatives and production credit associations

Section 63 of Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended, as codified in Title 12
of United States Code.
A 1138:e. Tax exemption; realty and tangible personality as subJeet to taxation;

termination of tax exemption after retirement of Government-owned stock.
The Central Bank for Cooperatives, and Production Credit Association, and

Banks for Cooperatives, organized under this chapter, and their obligations,
shall be deemed to be instrumentalities of the United States, and as such, any
and all notes, debentures, bonds, and other such obligations Issued by such
banks, or associations shall be exempt both as to principal and interest from
all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, Inheritance, and gift taxes) now or
hereafter imposed by the United States for by any State, Territorial, or local
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taxing authority. Such banks, and associations, their property, their franchises,
capital, reserves, surplus, and other funds, and their income shall be exempt
from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States or by any
State, Territorial, or local taxing authority; except that any real property and
any tangible personal property of such banks, association, iad corporations
shall be subject to Federal, State, Territorial, and local taxation to the same
extent as other similar property is taxed. The exemption provided herein shall
not apply with respect to any production credit association or its property or
income after the clas A stock held In it by the Governor has been retired, or with
respect to any bnk for cooperatives or its property o. income after the stock
held in it by the United States has been retired. (June 16, 1933, ch. 98, title VI,
163, 48 Stat. 267; Aug. 11, 19-55, ch. 785, title II, § 205, 69 Stat. 663; July 26,
1956, ch 741. title I, § 105(o), 70 Stat. 666.)

From Internal Revenue Code as codified in Title 26 of United States Code.

1501. Exemption from tax on corporations, certain trusts, etc.
(a) Exemption from taxation.

An organization described in subsection (c) or (d) or section 401 (a) shall
be exempt from taxation under this subtitle unless such exemption is denied
under section 502, 53, or 504.
* * *

(c) List of exempt organizations.
The following organizations are referred to in subsection (a)

(1) Corporations organized under Act of Congress, if such corporations
are instrumentalities of the United States and if, under such Act, as
amended and supplemented, such corporations are exempt from Federal
income taxes.

* * *

From Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended, as codified in Title 31 of United
States Code.
1742a. Same; by Federal tax Acts

(a) Interest upon obligations, and dividends, earnings, or other income
from shares, certificates, stock, or other evidences of ownership, and gain fromn
the sale or other disposition of such obligations and evidences of ownership
ksued on or after March 28, 1942, by the United States or any agency or instru-
mentality thereof shall not have any exemption, as such, and loss from the
Wle or other disposition of such obligations or evidences of ownership shall
not have any special treatment, as such, except as provided under the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954; except that any -ueh obligations which the United States
Maritime Commission or the Federal Housing Administration had, prior to
Search 1, 1941, contracted to Issue at a future date, shall when issued bear
such tax-exemption privileges as were, at the time of such contract, provided
In the law authorizing their issuance. For the purposes of this subsection a
Territory, a possession of the United States, and the District of Columbia, awl
any political subdivision thereof, and any agency or Instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing, shall not be considered as an agency or Instrumentality
of the United States.

(b) The provisions of this section shall, with respect to such obligations
and evidences of ownership, be considered as amendatory of and supplementary
to the respective Acts or parts of Acts authorizing the issuance of such obliga-
tions and evidences of ownership, as amended and supplemented.

(c) Nothing contained herein shall be construed to amend or repeal sections
114 and 115 of the Revenue Act of 1941. (Feb. 19, 1941, ch. 7, §4, 55 Stat. 9:
Mar. 28, 1942, ch. 205, § 6, 56 Stat. 190; June 25, 1947, ch. 147, 61 Stat. 180;
Sept. 22, 1959, Pub. L. 86-346, title II, § 202, 73 Stat. 624.)

The ChAIRMA. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. ,J AmE. Thank you, sir.
The CIHAIRMAN. Our 1ext witness will be Mr. Jerry Voorhis, past

president of the Cooperative Iague of the United States.
Senator CtRTIS. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Voorhis was a hardworking

and respected Member of the House of Representatives for many
years, with whom I had the ol)portunitv to serve.

The CHIAIRMAN. We are very happy to have you here, Mr. Voorhis,
particularly with that introduction from Senator Curtis.

a33-S05-09--pt. 4-19
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STATEMENT OF HON. JERRY VOORHIS, PAST PRESIDENT, COOPERA.
TIVE LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOMPANIED BY
SHELBY EDWARD SOUTHARD, A WASHINGTON REPRESENTA.
TIVE OF THE COOPERATIVE LEAGUE

Mr. Vooinuis. May I introduce Mr. Shelby Southard, local represen.
tative of the Cooperative Ieague, who is sitting with me.

would like to add, Mr. Chairman, if I may, to Senator Curtis'
very kind reference to service in the House, that it ended by my defeat
by a certain gentleman named Richard M. Nixon.

I appreciate very much indeed the members of the committee re-
maining here until this late hour to hear a witness like myself, but I
believe what I have to say is of some importance to our country.

I want first to associate myself completely with the testimony of
former Senator Carlson, and with the letter the chairman made ref-
erence to from Mr. Phil Campbell, the Under Secretary of Agricul-
ture.

These points, together with the testimony of Mr. Jaenke, told time
story pretty well.

1fv aprepeal is that. section 531 be stricken from the bill. I think it
has Ao place in the bill.

I think it has nothing to do with tax reform, with reveme., and I
think it was put there, an obviously bad circumstance, because the
persons most affected were given no opportunity to be heard, which
underlines my thanks to this committee for this hearing now.

By the way, Mr. Chairman, I ask consent that my statement 1W in-
cluded in the record, and I am not going to read it.

The CHAIrMAN. That will be done. We do that in all cases, both the
statement and the summary.

Mr. Voomus. I think I need not underline the great value to this
country of cooperatives as one of our forms of business. They are the
best chance, if not the last chance, for the American pattern of owner-
operated agriculture to survive in this economy so largely monopolistic
as it is.

The farmer, when he buys and when he sells, has got to stand in the
marketplace not alone as an individual, but together with his fellows.

Every other major industry in this country has been integrated.
Agriculture has a right to a degree of relationship between a far,,,
operation on the one hand and the related business on the other, and
this is what the farm cooperative is.

I take it we are interested in preserving the most efficient, produc-
tive method known to man; namely, the American pattern of agri-
culture. Cooperatives are important also because they make it pos-
sible for all kinds of people, including very poor people, to own a
share of the American free economy, and this is being urged upon

tOur poor peop.li rig"p., -ow, as a "mexanio Vx VTV LVA1~L&&L v.*mikkJ FV%;k.

by their own effort.
Now then, section 531 strikes a bitter blow at the opportunity of

cooperatives to obtain capital. Cooperatives are different from other
bus"esses. Cooperatives are obligated to return what would he profit
to another business back to their patrons in patronage refunds. They
don't choose to do this. They must do it.
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Consequently, it is obvious that the average investor is not interested
inI investing in cooperatives for gain. The value of cooperative secu-
rities is of value only to the member of that, cooperative, the person who
wants to use its services, and those who contend that they are doing
him a favor by getting him cash forget that he is much better off if he
can have ownership of a new, up -to-date fertilizer plant, a new petro-
lemn facility, a new cottonseed or soybean oil mill, a new rice mill
or something of the kind than lie would be just to have cash for his
wife perhaps to spend on a color television set.

And so it is not a kindness to that member to deny him or curtail his
right to contribute capital to his cooperative. The one time these mem-
bers. have a good chance to do that is at the time the cooperatives pay
then. its patronage refund, and the extent to which those patronage
refunds are accepted by the member in noncash formn represents Isl
contribution to thie capital of his ownv business, and a matter of great
value to him.

The other way in which cooperatives might obtain capital is by
borrowing the capital. What does section 531 do? It says that you
cannot over a period of time pay more than 50 percent-in noticash
form. You must pay that much in cash. This is not true with any other
kind of business.

It says, in the second place, that cooperatives, unlike all other busi-
nesses, must resolve their capital, their equity capital, within a 15-year
period. It is obviously discriminatory to say that to co-ops and not to
say it to other businesses.

This strikes, as Mr. Jacuke has just said, directly at their borrowing
power, because it turns what would be the equity capital provided Iy
the members into debt capital and cripples them for that reason.

Mr. Chairman, there is much more that I could say. I will not pro-
long this any further, as a means of expressing my further appiecia-
tion to the committee for hearing us a t I is late holir.

The CI[,TIRUAN. Thank you very much.
Any (Iluest ions?
Thank you very much for a very fine statement.
(lion. .Jerry Voorhis' 1) rpare(l statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF JERRY VOORHIS OF THE COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE USA

SUM MARY

Recommends deletion of Section 531 of II.R. 13270.
Points out that this section Is discriminatory to cooperatives.
That no hearings on this provision were held to permit cooperatives to explain

their opposition.
That cooperatives would be handicapped severely in raising development capital.
That this legislation preempts a proper function of the cooperative's board of

directors.
That it would place a roadblock In front of cooperative development at a time

when government policy is to oneourngo eooperativ.s as a means of shoring up
farm Income and assisting those in urban poverty to escape by means of ceopera-
tive enterprises.

STATEMENT

The Tax Reform Bill, as it passed the h1oue of Representatives, contains pro-
visions affecting cooperatives which are ill conceived, discriminatory, extremely
damagng to American farmers, and which, if finally enacted into law would be
Punitive In nature.
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One such provision would require after a short period of years that cooperatives
must pay out fifty per cent of their patronage refund In cash. Another would
require that capital investment of cooperative members be returned to them in
cash within 15 years. These l)rovisions were inserted in the Tax Reform Bill
without any notice whatsoever having been gives to cooperative organizations or
businesses. They were inserted after the Committee on Ways and Means had,
however, heard testimony from professional opponents of cooperative business
enterprises. I shall not in this statement undertake to expand on the obvious
unfairness of this procedure. For it is plain to see. I will only express deep alppre-
cition ito this distinguished Committee of the United States Senate for inviting
testimony from Cooperatives on this vitally important subject.

Neither shall I dwell at any length upon the values and contributions to the
health of our national life and economy which cooperative institutions have
made and are making today. I shall only 1p)int out that agricultural cooperatives
are the one best hope, If not the only substantial hope, which the Independent
owner-operated farmers of this country have to survive in an economy domi-
nated by huge monopolies, some of which are attempting at this very moment
to invade the field of agriculture and drive the independent farmer out of husi-
ness. Concerning cooperati!-es in general, it may be pointed out that they are a
legitimate and unique form of voluntary enterprise which make it possible for
millions of people, including even very po)r ones, to participate as owners of
their own businesses In our American economic life. Something like a quarter
of our American families rre owners of businesses today only because the coop-
erative form of business enterprise opens that door to then.

Surely this Is something that Congress does not want to destroy. In fact the
Government of the U.S. Is right now urging the formation of cooperatives by
low-income people as one of the most constructive ways of enabling them to
work their way out of poverty. The critical problem is how to secure enough
capital to make such cooperatives viable Institutions. Every encouragement
should be given to these cooperatives to accumulate capital. And it need hardly
be pointed out that investors aren't going to rush to provide it. It must, be sup-
plied basically by the members.

But if Section 531 were to tie permitted to remain in the Tax Reform Bill a
fatal blow would be struck at the hope of cooperatives of low-income people to
accumulate the modest capital which they must have.

The provisions In the pending legislation would not raise a single cent of addi-
tional revenue. The Revenue Act of 1962 which was well and thoughtfully ham-
mered out by the Congress makes absolutely certain that both cooperatives and
their patrons will pay their full share of taxation. Indeed that Act already
requires that twenty per cent of all patronage refunds be paid in cash to mem-
bers aid contains requirements of the strictest character which require coop-
eratives to obtain from their members their consent to receive a portion of their
patronage refunds in stock or certificates of investment before the cooperative
is allowed to treat those payments as "qualified patronage refunds." While this
provision laid very onerous additional burdens upon cooperatives, if nonetheless
received almost general support from cooperative organizations, and I am con-
fident that practically every member of Congress believed when that Act was
passed that the question of taxation of cooperatives had been well and thoroughly
settled for a long time to come.

I feel, therefore, Mr. Chairman, that cooperatives in this country are entitled
to regard as Ill timed, ill conceived, and a breach of faith the inclusion of this
discriminatory provision In the pending legislation.

Congress does not presume to tell the other segments of the business com-
munity how they must dispose of their dividend payments or their patronage re-
fund rebates if they make any. Why, then, should cooperatives be singled out
In this manner? It ts important to bear in mind that cooperatives cannot, in the
nature of the case, raise capital In the same manner that other businesses do.
The shares and securities of cooperatives never rise above par, are not, therefore,
in any way objects of investment for the average investor, and are of real value
only to those who need and use their services.

Patronage refunds paid In non-cash form constitute the member-patron's con-
tribution to the ranpitn of his cooperative. The nature of that as a capital sub-
scriptior. cannot be blurred without seriously damaging the opportunity of co-
operatives to secure the financing they must have to stay In business. The 15-year
pay out requirement would probably do that very kind of damage. The enemies
of cooperatives know this very well indeed. That is why they have proposed it.

And again-why should Congress place such a requirement on cooperatives
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when it does not propose doing the same thing with respect to their competitors?
Such a provision-across the board-would have to provide that all corporations
retire their outstanding stock every 15 years and begin all over with their
financing.

It is pertinent at this point to recall that the obligation to return as patronage
refunds to patrons their proportionate share of earnings is no exclusive province
of cooperatives. Any business, including the large corporations, may obligate
itself if it chooses to pay back earnings to patrons in proportion to their patronage
just as cooperatives do.

The pertinent fact is that other businesses do not choose to do this. Coopera-
tives by their very nature must so choose.

Opponents of cooperatives make it their business to misrepresent the essential
differences between cooperatives and other businesses. They deliberately call
patronage refunds dividends and speak of the net margins of cooperatives as
profits. They speak of member-patrons and shareholders as if they were the
same. They are not. They disregard the essential fact about a cooperative busi-
liess.

That fact Is that the cooperative is formed, owned, and controlled by the same
people who patronize It and by no one else.

Hence the cooperative binds itself to operate on a non-profit basis so far as
business with its members is concerned. The earnings which result from business
with members legally belongs to those members, not to the cooperative. In other
businesses the earnings belong to the business not certainly to it customers or
patrons. Such a concept sounds ridiculous on its face.

The cooperative business must return to its members all of their share of the
earnings.

On any business a cooperative does beyond this and which It is not obligated
to return to members it is fully taxed at regular rates.

But the second point Is that any business may if it chooses operate as coop-
eratives do-provided It obligates itself ahead of time to return to its cus-
tomers-not its .tockholders-their share of profits. Other busines.,'es want to
keep their profits or to pay them In dividends to shareholders-mostly the
former.

They can do that.
Cooperatives cannot.
This is an essential basic difference and the tax laws have always recognized

it. So have the courts.
It should not now be blurred by action of this Congres, hastily taken.
Neither should it penalize cooperatives nor deny them their main opportunity

to gain the working capital they so badly need.
Remembering that hardly any cooperative members are in any sense wealthy

people, it should be quite clear that the one best time for them to make invest-
ments in their cooperative businesses is when they receive their patronage re-
funds. What in practical ternis it means when a portion of these patronage
refunds are paid in shares or certificates of ownership is this: it means that
instead of simply receiving a certain number of cash dollars, the cooperative
member receives his share of a new or improved fertilizer plant, niilk processing
plant, cotton seed oil mill, petroleum facility, feed mill, or other facility, which
will strengthen ba.sically his economic position and enable him to stand taller
in the market place.

Again, in practical effect, what the bill as it came from the House proposes
to do is to tell cooperative members that they are forbidden to authotIze tbei'-
cooperative to invest their patronage refunds, above the 200% cash requirement,
in any kind of plant that would expand or improve the services of that operativeie
to its members.

I do not believe the Senate, or indeed the House on reflection, wants to say
a thing like that to American citizens. It is, however, precisely what some of tVe
most clever opponents of cooperatives and those who would like to cripple their
competitive position would indeed like to have Congress say.

For all of the foregoing reason.q, it iq thp onrtert ! hn- of ihe Cooperat!e
League of the United States and certainly of your present witness, tht this
distinguished Committeo will in its wisdom eliminate Section 531 from this
Tax Reform Bill beeausw it is a punitive provision against cooperatives, and
raises not one cent of additional revenue.

'he CI.\M.,x. Our next witness will be Mr. Melvin Sins, presi-
dent of the National ('o cil of Farmer Cooperatives.
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STATEMENT OF MELVIN E. SIMS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF FARMER COOPERATIVES; ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH D.
NADEN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
FARMER COOPERATIVES; AND L JAMES HARMANSON, SR., GEN-
ERAL COUNSEL

Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I am accompanied by Mr. Kenneth D.
Naden, executive vice president of the National Council of Farmer
Cooperatives and Mr. L. James Harmanson, Jr., general counsel of
the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives. I have prepared a state-
ment which has been submitted to the committee which I understand
will be included in the record. I will proceed with my oral summary.

The CHAIRMAW. We will print the entire statement, and then the
oral summary as well.

Mr. Sims. I am Melvin E. Sims, president of the National Council
of Farmer Cooperatives. This is a national organization representing
approximately 4,500 farmer cooperatives who serve several million
farmers throughout our Nation.

I am also an active farmer, living on and operating, in partnership
with my brother, a livestock and grain farm in west-central Illinois.
I have been deeply involved in cooperative activity for the past 23
years and have experienced firsthand the substantial contribution
which farmer cooperatives have made toward improving the profit-
ability of my farming business.

Section 531 of the tax reform bill is the most serious threat to the
continuation of this self-help program that has occurred since I began
farming in 1946. I respectfully request that this entire section be
removed in its entirety from the tax reform bill for the following
reasons:

1. It is ba-rd upon the erroneous premise that farmers must beg pro-
tected from their own organizations. Farmers own and control their
cooperatives and direct them through the democratic processes. I arm-
ers can influence the direction and policies of their organization in a
number of ways; namely, by changing the bylaws or articles of in-
corporation at an annual meeting, by electing directors who represent
them. thesee directors employ the manager, and I have yet to see a
manager defy the board of directors or flagrantly violate policy and
survive, and finally and perhaps most effectively, the farmer may
choose to do business elsewhere. I might add that there are numerous
representatives of competing firms who are spending full time try-
ing to convince farmers to do just that-to leave their cooperative and
do business with them.

There is virtually no w'ay a cooperative can be out of tune with a
majority, or even a sizable number of its members, and successfully
survive. As a farmer and a cooperative director, I would like to pay
out a large cash patronage dividend each year-it stimulates coopera-
tive growth. But I was not elected to liquidate the cooperative, but
to zx~ardse p~i-U'i~i jttdgw in providing a continuing service. Dis-
tributing more cash than is prudent reminds me of the old fable where
they killed the goose that laidthe golden egg.

2. Section 531 is an arbitrary and unwarranted dictation by the
Federal Government to the members of a cooperative as to how they
should finance and operate their business. This legislation is in effect
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a mandatory corporate financing plan, and I know of no other such
restriction which is imposed upon any of the remaining three forms
of doing business. The legislation is punitive and discriminatory as
far as farmers and their cooperatives are concerned. As a farmer, this
section takes out of my hand's how I choose to finance my cooperative.

3. The legislation is not, in my opinion, tax reform and should not
be a part of this bill. There is little change expected to result in net
revenue to the Government and the burden of the tax bill will remain
essentially as before. It has the appearance of attempting to legislate
an operating handicap for cooperatives.

4. The proposed legislation seems to be contradictory to the national
l)olicy of supporting and promoting self-help programs to help farn-
ers and alleviate rural poverty. Farmer cooperatives generally build
their facilities in small villages or open country, employ rural people,
return their earnings to farmers, and generally stimulate the rural
economy.

5. Section 531 will, by weakening the small cooperative, put more
economic power in the hands of the large industrial corporation, which
is not in the best interests of farmers or the public in general. Con-
trary to what some have said, cooperatives are quite modest. in size
when compared to many corporations. As a farmer, I am very much
aware of the imbalance of the bargaining position which exists be-
tween farmers and the many corporations with which (hey must deal.
The cooperative approach is the most promising solution) to this di-
lemma. We must not destroy this valuable too] and deny farmers the
benefit of their cooperative'institutions.

6. The proposed legislation will make it. extremely difficult, in some
cases impossible, for the cooperative to provide both the equity and
debt capital to finance the growing farmer demand for facilities and
services. A fixed date of redemption on capital stock changes its char-
acter from equity to debt capital and causes a double impact on the
debt to equity ratio. As has already been pointed out, it would greatly
reduce and in some instances eliminate the borrowing capacity of the
cooperative business.

7. The proposed legislation would, in fact, hurt farmers at a time
when they are already caught in a severe c-st, price squeeze. Farmers
would be hurt. in the following ways:

A. This could lead to the forced liquidation or bankruptcy of many
cooperatives and the resultant loss of the farmers investment in his
cooperative.

B. The ultimate elimination of his cooperative would deny the
farmer the future benefit of his cooperative.

C. Many cooperative members are now receiving dividends oil their
stock investment. Most cooperatives would be forced to eliminate stock
dividends if they were required to revolve all patronage securities in a
limited period of time.

D. fany farmers are now able to redeem their stock or other se-
curities upon moving from the territory, upon retirement, in settle-
ment of estates and even upon demand. The implementation of this
legislation would force all to conform to a fixed and rigid revolvement
period. A farmer who now retires at age 65, and can in many cases
redeem his stock upon retirement, would under section 531 be. forced
to wait 15 years for revolvement of his investment.
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8. All previous Congresses and administrations have recognized tile
Substantial benefit that farmer cooperatives call make toward the im.
provement, of the welfare of farmers ani ultimately of the consumer
in the form of increased efficiency in food production. If the (oniress
wanted to destroy the cooperativ-e form of business, this would be a
logical first step. I view this proposal as I view terminal cancer. 'Iis
section must be removed in its entirety if cooperative life is to he
sustained.

In conclusion, I mention the fact that we have the unique situation
in which every organized group representing farmers and their Co-
operatives are' to thie best of my knowledge, manimously opposed to
section 5,31 of this bill and seek its removal. It is a bit ironic that all
groups representing farmer-s are unanimously opposed to section 51
while those outside of farming who support this bill are doing so.
puporting to speak for farmers.

IThe CIIl.\IAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Are there any quest ions

Senator Cun'ris. Not at this time.
Senator "Mixit. I have one. Il. Sims, one of tl n)osr tell r arti-

ients that, you used is that, if this provision of the bill staved in. it
would by ]a'w take from the farmers their )ower of deeisionma king ill
the cooperative.

The essence of the cooperative is that it is a democracy.
,Mr. Sumis. That is right.
Senator MIILF.. The decisions are made bv the members, by tile

majority of the members. I don't know what the situation over in the
House was on this, but I am wondering, and I don't. know what the
situation would be in fhe conference committee, if, say, the Finance
Committee knocked this out, I (lon't know what the conference would
come up with, but if the power of decision on this matter of lholdinz
these earnings in a cooperative was made annually by a majority of -h.
members, if that was a requirement, would that pose any pz-rticuhtr
difficulties? Would not that be in line with the 1)hilos~ph, of Cle
cooperative?

Mr. SIMS. I am assuming that you mean the majority of those present
at the annual meeting.

Senator MIlLER. Not, necessarily v ent, but, a majority
either at. the annual meeting or a majority of the membership by mail
solicitation, so that, you have in fact, a majority of the meml;ers of
the co-op making the decision every year.

Mr. Si is. Of course, farmers presently have this privilege of Spoln-
soring a motion at. the annual meeting to amend the articles or bylaws
to conform to any capital plan that they desire, and it would then be
acted upon by those present.

This pr(wedire you asked about, it seems to me, might present a
hardship, if it were a majority of all members. This milrht involve the
solicitation of proxies and rather extensive work, which would be an
added burden.

Also this would create an uncertainty as far as their long-term
capital program is concerned, and lenders might be hesitant to loan
long-term funds, if the repaymen . of this loan were based upon
a capital program or financing program that nust be stubmitted to
tle membership for annual approval.
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Senator MlmER. Why would they be any more uncertain with that
than they are now, if the members can get together now and change
the situation?

Mr. Sims. Yes. I think there would be some added uncertainty, in
view of the fact, that this would come 1) ell year.nd would be
ai anl la 1 decision and previous committient.

Senator MhuiLRx. But isn't that. a part of the concept. of the co-
O)erativO being in control of tile majority of its members?

Mr. Sims. Yes, and this we cherih very much. I would like to
hme tile oIOlrttunity to research thc. idea tflat you hav'e presellted. 1
believe that -o iiiriodu led this when tie Set-retary of tie Treasurywas testifying,. I thilI it wold be well to researell tilis and se wh1at

tile impact of tils kil(d of a prol)osal might be.
Senator MILnr. Iet me say this. You represent the National Coun-

cii of Farmer Cooperatives. I'have had occasion to attend a good many
animal meetings of cooperatives out in my State.

I must. say that. it has been my observation they" are all operating
quite aboveboard. Of course, in any organization or any group of
organizations, you may have some abuses that occur.

I (lon't know, as I say, what. the House had in mind, but it. is con-
ceivable that there might have been some abuses where. it might, be
very difficult. for period of time at least for the members to assert
their authority, until maybe after it. is too late, but if they do this on
an annual basis, by majority vote, I can't. see how anybody can object
to that, this concept of the cooperative.

Mr. SIMS. The democratic processes do have some weaknesses. For
instance, I am not always in agreement. with the decisions made by
my local schoulboard. lBut I am quite willing to abide by the de-
cisions of the elected representatives.

I become active times in seeing wilo it is that is elected to these
boards, but, I am reasonaly well satisfied with the. democratic proc-
esses, and I would agree with you that for tie most part, they do
function very effectively, and cooperatives are responsive.
I repeat again that Idon't think there is any way that a coopera-

tive can be. out of tune with a majority or a sizable llmhlber of their
nlembers, anld successfully survive. It. is just. not in tile picture.

Our experience has been that we have to poll them, we have to inform
our members, we have to be unlerstanding and be responsive to their
desires, in order to survive.

Senator MmiLLER. Thamlk vou.
Senator IIanTKE. I uuiierstaid that about. live of the cooperatives

ill the comtrv are on the list, of the 500) largest. corporations in the
country as listed by Fortune magazine. What do you liave to say about
that ?

Mr. Si-ns. It. is true that. five cooperatives are on the list of the ,-500
largest industrials. 1 believe, according to the 1968 listing, the largest
cooperative was in 175th position. Size, is you know, is a relative term:
an(Rl we ought, to bring this into proper perspective. First, let's take a
look at. the share of market which is currently represented by coopera-
tive organizations. According to the Farmer Cooperative Service of
tSe D.S. Department of Agriculture foi the year 1960, the most recent

statistics which are available, cooperatives hIad 28 percent of the mar-
keting volume and 16 p.reent of the farm producing supplies volume.
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Marketing volume includes values of a. very diverse nature, including
those in which the farm product is taken from the farm all tfle way
through processing and marketing of the final product and tlose
which involve only a very simple one-step transaction. Twent) -six
of the top 50 industrials in Fortune's list are now competitors vith
cooperatives for the farm market. These 26 cooperatives have com-
bined sales of $79 billion, combined assets of $87 billion, and combined
net income of $6 billion. The after-tax net income of these 26 corpora-
tions is nearly double the total farm supply gross sales value of the
8,300 farmer cooperatives in the United tates. When people say.
"farm cooperatives are getting too big," I am inclined to ask "com-
pared to whor."

Senator HARTKE. I understand when 1Mr. Mortimer Caplin, former
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, testified before our committee
last, week, he referred to a study that he had made for the National
Tax Equality Association to the effect that it is constitutional to sill)-
ject the net margins of cooperatives to a corporate income tax. What
does your organization, and what do you l)ersonally, have to say coll-
(erning this?

Mr. SIms. As you know, I amn a. layman, not an attorney, but it
seems to ie that this particular sections (531) of the tax reform bill
is not, a question of constitutionality, but. rather a question of basic
)olicy for the Congress to decide. This policy decision was resolved

after lengthy hearings and extensive research in 1962. The decision
seemed to be reasonable and fair, and I believe it to be adequate today.
Now, the National Council of Farmers Cooperatives did have a study
on this subject made in 1962 by Mac Asbill, Jr., a well-known attorlIev
of Washington, D.C., and it was his opinion that Congress has f 'i,
lower to tax to patrons the noncash patronage refunds at face amount.
His opinion was made part of the 1962 hearings, and I have attached
f copy, of the opinion to my statement. Would Mr. HIarmonson, oUr
general counsel, desire to add any further comments ?

Mr. HARMIONSON. I think that is sufficient. It might be said that when
Mr. ('aplin testified on September 12, at the request of a member of the
committee, there was introduced in the record a study made by tme
staffs of the Treasury and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation in 1951. There was also introduced in the record a study that
Mr. Caplin had made on behalf of the National Tax Equality Associa-
tion. Although it is true that there is no relation between these opinions
that Congress has the power under the Constitution to tax cooperat ives
on net, margins and section 531 of the bill that question was raised in
connection with a bill which has been introduced by Senator Ribieofl.

Senator HAnTFE. Thank you.
Senator Ruico''. Mr. Sims, under the present lav, I understand

that. the cooperative patron is taxed on the entire amount of the coop-
erative's paper allocation to him even though lie may only receive 20
percent in cash. I also understand that. it. is possible that a patron may
be taxed on the paper allocation to such an extent that because of his
hiigb tax bracket, the actual cash he receives from the cooperative is
niot enough to cover his tax bill to the Government on his paper all(-
cation. If we were to rai.e the. 20-percent payout 1)rovisiohl woul
you not agree that this would alleviate the position of the patron "?
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Mr. Su~rs. In my testimony which was presented for the record, we
cite examples of average income and the resultilng tax. Under the
present income tax rate, a single farmer receiving average net farmI
ncome-and you might add that the single farmer is the exception-

and would be in the highest tax bracket. If he received the average net
farm income of $4,841 in 1968 the effective tax rate would have been
18.8 percent. I do not believe that the 50-percent cash payout is justi-
liable, nor is it desired by farmers who understand the need for a
capitalization program to finance their cooperative. A 50-percent cash
payout, requirement would force an undue lIardshil) on tie farmers' off-
farm business and could lead to the eventual liquidation of his coop-
erative institution. Those farmers who understand the financial and
capital problems of their cooperative are more interested in maintain-
ing the long-term benefit from their cooperative than they are in seek-
ing an immediate payout. As a farmer, I certainly subscribe to the
1962 tax treatment, and I believe it is fair and just, and that. it slmild
remain in effect.

Senator R mIcoFl. The ultimate goal of our tax system is to tax in
similar measure those who are in similar economic circumstances. The
House bill has adopted several l)rovisions to assure that some tax-
exempt, organizations and foundations pay their way when they.) enter
the competitive marketplace. I have introduce(1 legislation, !. 2646,
which would place an ordinary corporation tax on cooperatives and
provide protection to the patrons through a .$300 dividend exclusion.
From a.policy standpoint, it seems fair to me that. when cooperatives
engage in normal business activities in the. marketplace-and when
they reach the size where several are, included in tle Fortune Directory
of the largest 500 corporations-they should also pay normal cor-
porate taxes. What is your view on this?

Mr. Sir.Ns. T do not ask for atiy preferential treatment, and I do not
want any discriminatory treatment for cooperatives. I only ask for fair
treatment and a recognition of the different purlp)ose for which coop-
eratives are formed. Cooperatives are an extension of "barn-raising
and threshing bee." It is at self-hielp program. In it, farmers join to-
gether to (10 what they cannot do alone, industrial corporations have
long organized their structure on a .functional basis. For istance,
many have a purchasing department, a marketing department, and so
forth. Now, many farmers recognize that they cannot be experts in all
fields. For instance, I want. to delegate the purchasing responsibility to
a p)urchasing department-but the ize of my operation will not. permit
my farm to establish an efficient. purchasing department. But I can
organize an effective purchasing department. jointly with my neigh-
bors in the form of a cooperative. It, is merely an extension of mv farm
business beyond the "line fence" of my farm. The long-term interest of
a. farmer and his cooperative ar3 identical and separable. There
should be a single tax paid by the farmer because the cooperative is an
integral part of the total farm business. This policy decision was estab-
lished in 1962 after considerable dialog and research. Although ;me
cool)eratives are not particularly happy with this arrangement, 1 be-
lieve it is fair and the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives is in
support, of the single tax principle.

Senator Rticorr. Would you want to add any comment with respect
to my bill.
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Mr. SI-ms. Certain parts of your bill might, be appealing to farmers
at their first reaction. However, any legislation which restricts a farm-
er's cooperative, will in the long-term be detrimental to tle farmers"
interest. Those who study this propo, al will in niy opinion sul)port tile
philosophy of the 1962 legislation rather than this approach. I have
not had the opportunity to lead your bill, but judging from your qu es-
tion, I would anticipate that I would oppose your bill and expect the
vast majority of the members of all farmer cooperatives to oppose your
bill.

Senator RIBIcOFF. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Sims' prepared statement follows:)

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF MELVIN E. SIMS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAl, COUNCIL OF

FARM ER COOPERATIVES

I. Identification of Witness aid Organization.
11. Pos ition.

[ II. What Section 531 Provides.
IV. Background to Inclusion of this Section in the Bill.
'. Why Section 531 Should be Deleted.

1. It Is based on the erroneous premise that the inmInbers and
patrons of a farmers' 'ooperativp do not individually have
a choice as to investment of part of their patronage refunds
in the (oolerative.

2. It is arbitrary and would be an unwarranted dictation by
tile federal government to the members of cooperatives as
to how to finance and operate their business.

3. The proposed requirement that cooperative corporations retire
the capital contributions by members and Patrons within 15
years or any other specific period of time is discriminatory
and punitive in that no such requirement is made of other
corporations. partnerships or other business enterprises.

4. While Section 531 is not estimated to yield any revenue gain
or loss to the federal government, it will actually result in
the los of revenue.

5. The required conversion undei Section 531 of membership
capital from equity to debt would seriously and imme-
diately impair and ultimately detroy the borrowing ability
of cooperatives to soundly finance growing fi.rmer demand
for services and facilities.

6. Section 531 would produce grave and costly enforcement
problems for the government and compliance problems for
fa riner (,fqo)per'atires.

VI. ConcilAoi.
VII. Appendix:

A. Section 531 would undermine the "Capital Fund Method of
Financing" which has been adopted b:. an increasing
number of cooperatives with approval of the Internal Rev-
enue Service.

B. Section 531 would impose hardships and inequities on the
members and patrons of many cooperatives through the pro-
posed limitation of the application of cash payments in
excess of 20 percent to retirement of "any qualified written
notice of allocation."

C. Opinions on the Constitutional Question.

STATEMENT

I am Melvin E. Shis, President of the National Council of Farmer Cool)era-
tives. The Council is a national organization whose Jeini)ers are farmer-owned
and farmer-controlled cooperative associations engaged In marketing practically
every type of agricultural commodity and furnishing the major types of farm
supllies to'their niembers an(l patrons. Appi-xinately 4,500 farmer eoolerativis
serving several million farmers are represeprl-d in the Council membership.
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I myself am a farmer and reside at Liberty, Illiiiois. Since my return fromn
active duty in World War II, I have in partnership with my brother operated
our faintly farm in A(lanls County, Illinois. My livelihood comes from farming
and I ami not now and lhave never been a salaried eimployee of any of the coop-
eratives with wiuch I have been affiliated.

I became interested in cooperative work when I began farming in the 1%.10's
because I learned early that only through (ooperation can farmers liojie to get
a fair return for their products and share equitably in the national income. I
have contributed much time, effort and capital to the local, state and regional
cooperatives of which I have beenl a member and an officer. I have done this
beeanse I have learned through experience that self-help is the only sound and
endui'ni basis on which farmers can hope to protect their interests in building
it stronger agriculture free from government aid and domination.

In appearing before you today on behalf of the Council, I speak as one of
hundreds of thousands of farmers who cannot be here In person but who are
seeking daily through their own cooperative business organizations to get a
fair return from their farming operations through their own efforts. I speak as
one of that laige group of farmers who have built their own cooperative organiza-
tions and whom the sensors of tie cooperative section of this bill profess they
seek to help. I know that their prol)osal would do us irreparable harm.

POSITION

We are opposed to Section 531 of H.R. 13270 which would substantially and
adversely change the present methods of financing coopleratives and we urgO
your Committee to delete this section in its entirety when you report the bill
to the Senate. In support of our position I shall summarize what the section
provides, shall discu; the background to inclusion of this section In the bill and
shall explain the substantive reasons why the section should be deleted.

WHAT SECTION 531 PROVIDES

The present minInum 20 percent required to be paid in cash of patronage
refunds of all cooperatives and non-patronage distributions of "exempt" co-
operatives In order to qualify the total patronage refunds and non-patronage
distributions for deduction by the cooperatives would for taxable years beginning
in calendar 1970 and for ten years thereafter be Increased 3 percent annually.
Thus for taxable years beginning in 1979 and thereafter the required total
minimum cash payment would be 50 percent of the total patronage refunds of
all cooperatives and non-patronage distributions of "exempt" cooperatives in-
stead of the present 20 percent In order to qualify the total patronage refunds
and such non-patronage distributions for deduction by the cooperatives. However,
the amounts in excess of 20 percent required to be paid out in cash in future
years could be paid to patrons of the current year or could be paid in redemption
of past allocations.

In addition, for taxable years beginning in calendar year 1,970 and thereafter
(1) that part of patronage refunds of all cooperatives and non-patronage dis-
tributions of "exempt" cooperatives not paid currently In cash and (2) poeriinit
retain allocations, in order to be qualified and thus deductible currently by the
cooperative would hav-e to be payable in money within a 15-year period be-
ginning with the close of the taxable year. This requirement, under tile bill,
could be met by appropriate By-Law provisions requiring such payment or by
an unconditional written evidence of indebtedness issued for the remainder not
paid In cash which matures within the 15-year period.

BACKGROUND TO INCLUSION OF TillS SECTION IN TIE BILL

The present basic tax treatment of cooperatives and their patrons was enacted
by the Congress In the Revenue Act of 1062. Preceding this enactment there were
public hearings oil the subject before the House Ways and Means Committee
on 13 hearing days in the consecutive years 195,-1 at which 1,090 pages of public
testimony were presented. Thereafter. 272 pages of public testimony were pre-
sented before your Committee on two hearing days in 1962 prior to the enactment
in the Revenue Act of that year of the current tax treatment of cooperatives
and their patrons.

, cction- 531 of the current bill comes to you from the Ifousc without one word
of public testimony or without any opportunity for one word of public testimony
by any representative of any cooperative in the country on the subject bcfore
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the Housc I1ay8 and Mean8 Committee. Our search of the 5,610 pages of tile
fifteen volumes of the printed hearings before the House WVays and Means Coin-
mittee on Tax Reform, 1909, discloses reference to the subject by only one wit-
ness.

That witness, Mortimer M. Caplin, of the law firm of Caplin and Drysdale,
a former Commissioner of Internal Revenue when the Revenue Act of 1962 was
enacted, testifying on behalf of the National Tax Equality Association on Feb-
ruary 24, 1969, before the House Ways and Means Committee, advocated that
which the National Tax Equality Association has advocated unsuccessfully for
over 20 years-that the earnings generated by farmers through their coopera-
tives should be 'ubjected to a double tax, first at the cooperative level and that
what then is left at the farmer level. This long time aim of the National Tax
Equality Association was rejected clearly and we thought finally by the Con-
gress In 1962 when it established a detailed procedure for the obtaining of a
single income tax either at the cooperative or patron level on all earnings gen-
erated by the operations of the cooperative.

This plea for double taxation of cooperatives by Mr. Caplin at the House Ways
and Means Committee hearings was clearly extraneous to the announced subject
of the hearings. In Vie press release of January 29, 1969, by the Chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee, announcing the public hearings to beglv on
February 18, 1969, there was given a complete outline of the subject matter of
the hearings on which "Testimtony will be received." Under the 17 subjects in-
eluding 62 sub-subjects announced in the pre,% release there was not one word
which directly or indirectly suggested that any testimotty would be received or
any action, would be considered on the subject of taxation of cooperatives in
development of a tax reform bill this year. There was sound reason why this
subject was not included and was not contemplated to be included within the
scope of action by the House Ways and Means Committee In the area of tax
reform.

An honest effort has been made by cooperatives and their farmer members
througliout lvh country to comply with the spirit and the letter of the provi-
sions of the new tax treatment of cooperatives and their patrons provided by
Congress in 1962. The complaints concerning this tax treatment have been few and
have come largely from the competitive business interests which want to handle
a larger share of the farmers' business. There has been practically no litigation
over thee provisions.

Secondly, and more important, there has been no published study on a nation-
wide basis by the Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
any government agency or anyone else as to the capital structures and methods
of financing of all farmer cooperatives in the country for any year or for the
full six-year period since the current tax treatment of cooperatives became
effective for fiscal years beginning after December 31, 1962. Congress did have
full facts before it in 1962 in the form of two studies by the Farmer Cooperative
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, "Methods of Financing Fiarmer Co-
operatives," published as General Report No. 32 In June, 1957 and "Revolving
Fund method of Financing Farmer Cooperatives," published as General Report
No. 41 in March 1958. Your Committee and all interested parties then had recent
facts as to the pertinent operations of farmer cooperatives upon which to base
devision-4. But they do not have any such facts today.

Suddenly. in the absence of any published or known facts on which to base
an informed decision, after the executive session of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee on July 23, 1969 as it was nearing the end of its executive sessions, it was
announced that the Committee had decided tentatively to Increase the current
required cash payment of cooperatives to members and patrons beginning in 1970
from .20 percent to 50 percent within a three year period and to require cash pay-
ment of all retained earnings in five years. After the members of the C'oninttee
heard from the grass roots as to how quickly such a requirement would liquidate
most of the farmer cooperatives in the country, the Committee, six days later on
July 29., in its final decision adopted the proposal which is now before you.

I shall now discuss the substantive practical reasons why this proposal should
be rejected in Its entirety.

WIlY SECTION 531 SHOULD BE DELETED

1. It is based on the erroneous prenise that the mcnmbers and patron, of a
farnewr." eoopcratire do not individually have a choice as to investment of part
of their patronage refunds in the coopera tihe.
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Tihe Ways and Means Committee report accompanying this bill states ill part
as to reasons for the changes proposed by See. 531 that under the methods of
consent by the patron to contribute part of the patronage refund to the cal)ital
of the operatives, "the patron often does not have an independent choice be-
tween investing each patronage allocation or per-unit retain allocation in the
(.Jop(,rati've or retaining it for his own use." The report also states that "This
choice is frequently made by the members as a group, and it may govern the use
of at patron's funds even though he is not a member, or became a member after
the cooperative's practices in this regard were established." These statements are
not in accord with present law and practice.

Of course the members of every business enterprise adopt rules and operating
procedures for the conduct of the business. Those rules and operating procedures
are, as to cooperatives, adopted by their members or by the members of the Board
of I)irectors elected by the members in accordance with the specific requirements
of the governing state statutes. Those rules and operating procedures when
adopted by the majority or other legally required percentage of the Board or of
the members are binding upon all members and not only on those who favor
their adoption. In such manner are all democratic business enterprises operated.
Indeed, decisions by a majority permeate the whole fabric of our economic,
political and social structure.

But with respect to the part of a patronage refund that a member or patron Is
required by a cooperative to invest in the capital of his association and include
In his taxable income, he does have individual choice, indeed an "Independent"
choice. Under Sec. 1388(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, adopted by the Congress
in 1962, members of cooperatives have to be furnished "a written notification and
copy of such byl(w" requiring capital contributions of parts of their patronage
refunds before the obligation is effective as to them. Indeed, the Income Tax
Regulations (§ 1.1388-1 (c) (3) (ii) issued by the Internal Revenue Service for
the administration of this l)rovision in the law go a step further to insure that
members and prospective members of a cooperative have an individual and fully
informed choice by providing that:

'"The written notification from the cooperative organization must inform
the patron that this bylaw has been adopted and of its significance. The noti-
fication and copy of the bylaw shall be given separately to each member (or
prospective member) ; thus, a written notice and copy of the bylaw which are
pi)blished in a newspaper or posted at the cooperative's place of business are
not sufficient to qualify a written notice of allocation under this subdivision."
(Emphasis added)

Thus, it is up to each meinber or prospective member to make an individual
and fully informed decision under existing law whether he will retain or obtain
membership in the cooperative with the obligation for capital contribution accom-
panying it. If he makes the individual, independent and voluntary choice to
obtain or retain membership after receiving written notice of the required capital
contribution accompanying membership, he thereby consents to the investment in
the capital of the association from his patronage refund income.

As to patrons of a cooperative who are not members but deal with it as non-
member patrons they have the right under Sec. 1388(c) of the Code enacted in
1962 to decide individually whether they will make a comparable contribution to
the capital of the cooperative and include it in their taxable income. As to those
Individual nonmember patrons who do not elect to do so they incur no current tax
liability with respect to the patronage refund. As to these nonmember patrons
who do not thus consent the cooperative and not the patron pays the current
income tax thereon.

Contrary to statements on page 168 of the House Ways and Means Committee
Report on this bill, under present law the members of a cooperative "as a group"
do not and cannot make the choice for a patron who is not a member between
investing hi patronage allocation or per-unit retain allocation, or a part thereof.
in the cooperative or retaining it for his own use. The nonmember patrol must
give his consent individually in a written agreement and if such consent is not
given the cooperative pays a current corporate tax on the p)atren's patronage
refund, or part thereof, which is not paid in cash. (See. 1388(c) (2) (A) I.R.C.)

Members of a cooperative have an individual choice under existing law (Sec.
13&4(c) (2) (B) I.R.C.) as to whether they want to continue membership in the
cooperative and assume the obligations as well as reap the benefits of moenber-
ship after they have received "a written notification and copy of [the] bylaw."
advising them of the required capital contribution of all members.
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Thus, the inenibers and the numbers alone aud the nonniineber lxit rols (if
cooperatives make the individul decisions whether they remiiain or bec(,i
members and patrons of a cooperative and whether they thus nssunie tle obli-
gations for capital contributions that accompany their nwillershiip 111141
patronage.

2. It is arbitrary and would be apt tinworran t(d dictation by the fcd(nril
gorcrmil('nt to the mcnibcrs of cooperatives (1I to hi,,r to filnance and opera ic
their business.

It is clear on the basis of the recorded action of th,, Ihiust Ways and Mealls
Committee that the final selection of the additional niandittory tiinnin cash
payment of 3 percent pwr year for 10 years until a winiminiun of !50 percent is
reached and the fital selection of 15 years as the period within which the re-
inainder not currently paid in cash must be pamid are arbitrary- We use this word
thoughtfully on the basis of its dictionary zieaning of "vected at random and
without reason."

First, the Ways and Means Committee announced a tentative decision follow-
ing an executive session on July 23, 1969 to propose an increase in tie piresent
requirement for cash payinent of 10 percent Jer year in 3 years to rcath the 50
percent figure and to propose payment of the remainder in cash in 5 years. Then
6 days later, the committee changed the period in which tile increase lit vash
payment from !U) to N) ierv'nt should bw accomplished from : years to 10 years.
Likewise, in the same short iperh of 6 days the tine within which the retained
capital miiust be paid out was increased from 5 to 15 years.

Not one "reason" is given by the Ways and Means Committee for the selection
of any of these Increased percentages or periods. 'lere is n1 inlicition lm t
the Committee gave any consideration wvhatsoever as to the effect, upon the
operations of farmers' own husine ,,; associations of such dictation to them of
how much the memIlbers should contribute to the capital of their associations ald
when they must pay out the capital thus contributed.

The Ways and Means Committee Relprt states only the conelusion that
"Your committee believes that patrons should 1he given asmralic' of a

larger share of the patronage allocations that are included i their taxable
Income, and that amounts retained by the cooperative which have been
included i a patron's incoie, whether matronage alloations or per-unit
retains, should be paid to jiliu not later than 15 y,,ars after the vlos (of the
taxable year with respect to which the allocation is made or the retain
certificate is Issued."

In striking contrast to the absence of any known or stated "reason" for adop-
tion of the proposed ultimate minimum 50 pement cash payment figure by the
House Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Committee on Finance In 1962
had and stated a specific reason for adopting the 20 percent figure which became
law and Is now In the statute.
Some of you who were members of this Committee in 1962 will recall that

when the Revenue Act of 1f,62 (IIL 10650) came to your Committee front the
House of Representatives it provided for withholding on interest, dividends and
Imtronage dividends at the rate of 20 percent. The specific changes on this point
which were made by your Committs' and later en-cted into law were ix-torted at
page 112 of the R- port of the Committee on F'inance on 11.1. 10650 (Report So.
1881, 87th Congress, 2d Session) as follows:

'Your committee's bill has substituted for the withholding provision a
reporting system for dividends, interest, an(d patronage dividends. However.
in the case of patronage dividendd., withholding also served tile )url se of
providing the patron with at least enough funds to pay the full first bracket
tax on any qualified allocations taxable to him. Your committee believes that
it would be unfortunate to require the patrons to report these qualified
allocations for tax purposes. without being sure that the cooperative made
available to the patrons enough cash to pay at least the first bracket income
tar. To give assurance that the cloperative provides the patron with at la-vt
enough money to pay this first bracket tax, your committee has provided that
cooperatives must pay at least 20 percent of their patronage dividends (and
in the case of tax-exempt cooperatives other Income distributed oi I itron-
age basis) in cash if the cooperative, are to receive any deductions for
allocations (and the patrons are to be required to include any sueh amounts
in their Income)." (Emphasis added)

Let u.4 look at the results of the application of the reasoning of your Coin-
mittee in 1962 to the situation to(lay. For 194,8, I am informed that the first
bracket Income tax rate was 15.4 percent, including the surtax. Under the
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provisions of the bill as sent to you from the House of iteliresentatives, I under-
stand the effective first bracket rate would be substantially less.

Let us examine the pertinent factual situation a bit further. The arcrage
realized net farm income per farm operator in the U.S. in 1962 was $3,424.1
For the average farm operator with such farm income in 1962 who was single
and t(k the standard deduction, his net taxable incoine would have beien .,481.60
with a tax of $496.32 at an effective rate of 20 percent.

How does this comptee with the current situation?
The arcrage realizAd net farm income per farm oiwrator in the U..S. in lINS

was $4,841.00. For the arerage farm operator with such farm income in 1968
who was single and took the standard deduction, his net taxable inoine would
have been $3,756.90.0 with a tax of $708.19 at an effective rate of 18.8 percent.

Front 19M.5 to 19138, net taxable income of at least $22,X) would he required to
be subject to an effective tax rate of at least 50 percent.

Hence It Is unmistakably clear on the basis of these facts and tie rea..ons
stated by your Committee in 1962 for setting the minimum required cash pay-
inent at 20 lxircent, that there is no Justification for the proposal to increase the
miliiinuiu ('1ash layIil'nt in order to qualify the patronage refunds for deduction
by the cooperative.

We have been unable to learn any rcason.v for the selection of the 50 percent
cash payment 1gure or the 15-year figure. There has come from soine members
of the House Ways and Means Committee reference to one point that might
have had some influence on the act ion taken.

Mention has been made of a Report issued in 1966 by the Canadian Royal
Commission on Taxation which rceomnwnndcd in effect that the Canadian law be
changed so that patronage dividends would be deductible by cooperatives In
computing taxable income only to the extent that half of them had been paid
in cash. We are informed that this and the other far-reaching recommendations
of the Canadian Royal Commission on Taxat!ou are rcconmncndutians and rcoin-
nwno(latio.' o1l11 and that many of the recommendations of this Commission are
unlikely to be adopted when a bill Is proposed by the Canadian Governinent.
Aside from the fact that there is no relationship between a r(cconmin'dation of a
Canadian Commission and the formulation of a fair tax treatment for coopera-
tives and their farmer members in the United States, it is significant that even
this Commission in Canada has not recommended any time limit on the retire-
ment of cooperatives' membership capital as is now proposed in Sec. 531 of the
bill before you.

3. The proposed rcquireennt that cooperative corporations retire the capital
contributed by minmbers and patrons within 15 years or any other specific period
of time is discriminatory and punitirc in. that no such requirement is made of
other corporations, partnerships or other business cntcrpries.

It Is quite clear that the capitall invested in non-cooperative corporations or
other business enterprises Is subject to no regulatory or other requirement by
the federal government that It be retired at any particular time or within any
specified period as is now proposed for cooperatives.

The practices and policies of cool, rat!yes vary 01VI-y in t
plans as determined by their members on the basis of their individual needs. In
some cooperatives there Is a continuing need for new and Improved facilities
to efficiently serve the marketing and purchasing needs of their members. Co-
operatives cannot find outside of their members and other patrons adequate
sources for providing the capital to meet these needs. Hence farmers know and
are willing out of the earnings of their cooperatives to contribute this needed
capital to fArnish the base on which to finance the needed facilities. They do this
in many cases with the Intent to provide a permanent or long-term capital base
and with no expectation that their capital investment wvill be retired at any
specific time In the future.

By thus singling out cooperatives in compelling retirement of equity capital
by arbitrary federal edict, the 15 year retirement requirement would greatly re-
s;trlet or cause abandonment of beneficial services historically provided by co-
operatives to farmer patrons which benefit not only themselves but consumers
and the entire public.

The historical method by which farmers have generated the needed capital to
finance their cooperatives Is from their operations. Sale or issuance of securities

Fnrnt Inoome Isituatlnn. July, 1969, Table 3D, page 70, E'conomnfc Research Service,
U.S. DepMartment of Agrieniture.

33-65-69--pt. 4--f!0
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to the Investing public has not been feasible or practicable for cooperatives.
Limited permissible returns on investment in cooperatives, the fixed value of the
securities and the seasonal hazards of farming operations have had no appeal to
growth minded investors. Hence farmers have found that the only scund and
practical way to finance their off-the-farm businesses Is to rcavest morles other.
wise payable to them from their self-help business enterprI.es to provide the
capital required for facilities, operations and as a basis for credit.

Some of the larger, older and stronger cooperatives could perhaps survive with
a 15 year requirement for retirement of their membershIp equity capital. Many
however would suffer a continuing strangulation, become ineffective and finally
collapse.

4. WVhile Section 531 is not estimated to yield any revenue gain or loss to thc
federal government, it will actually result in the loss of revenue.

Under many sections of H.R. 13270, the Report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee gives the "Revenue Effect", estimating the revenue gain or loss which
would result from the adoption and application of the proposed changes. The
report is entirely silent as (to any "Revenue Effect" estimated to result from the
adoption of tbe proposed changes pertaining to "Cooperatives."

In theory, and In theory only, it Is estimated that these proposed changes would
not have any significant effect on tax revenue. This is because the imposition of
a requirement for a larger current cash payment and of a specified time for
retirement of the equity capital would not change the amount of the current or
ultimate tax liability thereon.

However, in actual practice it is inevitable that the damage that would be done
to the operations of cooperatives through the undermining of their capital struc-
tures would gradually retard and impede their operations with decreasing earn-
ings subject to tax either to the cooperative or its members and patrons. This is
the practical and predictable consequence of the application of the proposed new
rules. While some of the larger and older cooperatives might be able ,to weather
the storm, at least for awhile, the ones which would suffer the most are thuse
operating at the local level serving the small and medium size family farmers who
need their services most. Many of these would gradually disappear and be liqui-
dated through the undermining of their capital structures.

In at least one area, the proposed requirement that membership capital be
changed from equity to debt would definitely cause the loss of some tax revenue
to the government. In some instances non-exempt cooperatives pay limited
dividends on the stock or other certificates issued to evidence invested patronage
refunds by members and patrons. These dividends are paid out of net earn-
ings after payment of taxes. Through the conversion of these investments from
equity apital to debis by the proposal in Section 531, the payments thereon would
be interest and deductible in determining the net taxable Income of the coopera-
tive. Hence the taxes payable by the cooperative In such cases would be cor-
respondingly reduced.

5. The required con version under Section 531 of Membership capital from.equity
to p.t I I....C..A.......... ..4. -s,,,ou,,ly and &n t i &1 9ely dtiroy the bur-
rowing ability of cooperative8 ' soundly finance growing farmer demand for serv-
ices and facilities.

There are several sources from which farmer cooperatives borrow capital to
finance their operations. While some cooperatives can obtain limited financing
through commercial banks and other sources the major source of credit is the
Banks for Cooperatives of the Farm Credit Administration which were estab-
lished In 1933 to provide a specialized credit service to farmers' marketing,
supply and service cooperatives.

There are no recent statistics on the amount of total borrowed capital by the
farmer cooperatives in the United States from sources other than the Banks
for Cooperatives. The latest study by the Farmer Cooperative Service of the
United States Department of Agriculture indicated that almost 58 percent of
the outstanding borrowed capital of farmer cooperatives was supplied by the
Banks for Cooperatives.

According to the latest information from the Farm Credit Administration,
the Banks for Cooperatives had loans outstanding as of June 30, 1969, in the
aggregate amount of $1,594,400,0M) to 2,955 cooperative associations. Of this total,
$649,200,000 (40.7%) was in "Seasonal" loans and $945,200,000 (59.3%) in
"Term" loans. The number of cooperative associations with term loans outstand-
ing as of June 30. 1969 was 2,705 or 91.5% of the borrowing associations. Although
a specific breakdown on the maturity periods of these outstanding loans is not
available we understand from officials of the Farm Credit Administration that
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in sonie instances the maturities run up to 20 years, the range on the majority
of these loans is from 4 to 12 years, a significant number mature within 12 to 15
years and a relatively small number mature within 15 to 20 years.

The latest information on the financial structure of the farmer cooperatives of
the country is included in a study by the Farm Cooperative Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture for the year 1962 which is expected to be published
in the near future. Although this is not current information and its does not
reflect the situation for a year after the new tax treatment for cooperatives
and their patrons became effective in 1963, it is the most recent information
whi(h we have been able to obtain on a nation-wide basis. Pertinent Information
resulting from that study is as follows:
Total number of associations .................................................................. 8,522

Assets ..................................................................................... $5,322,000,000

Liabilities and equity capital:
Equity c'- tal (60.4 percent) .............................................................. $3,215, ( J, 000
Borrow,, 3pital(19.4 percent) ............................................................ 1,032,000,000
Other liabilities (20.2 percent) ............................................................. 1,075,000,000

Total ................................................................ ................ 5,322,000,000

What do these figures show? They disclose the inescapable fact that the
capital structure of farmer cooperatives would be Immediately impaired and
undermined and gradually destroyed through the imposition of a 15 year require-
ment for the retirement of their equity capital.

If the proposal for a due date within 15 years or any other fixed time on all
membership capital should become effective, members' investments would cease
to be equity an(l instead become debt capital. As the past Investments of members
in the equity capital of their associations are retired and with no new invest-
ments by current members in the equity capital, there would necessarily be a
continued shrinkage and ultimate disappearance of their net worth. Obviously
the sources of credit for financing their operations would gradually disappear.

The real victims of this arbitrary and discriminatory action by federal edict
would not be the cooperative corporations but the farmers themselves who
have built and are building these self-help business enterprises and would then
be denied the services and facilities they have joined together to provide through
their own investments and patronage.

It is beyond our comprehension that any committee of the Congress or any
Administration would single out this one type of iusin.,s-,-cooperatives-and
dictate to their farmer members when their investments from their own tax
paid dollars must be retired from the business. Certainly the federal govern-
meat has not attempted to so regulate the investments of partners in partner-
ships or the Investment of stockholders in their proprietary corporations. The 15-
year proposal in no respect can be classified as a revenue measure or tax reform.
It can properly be classed only as a regulatory measure which would bring a81ut
the ultimate destruction of farmers' self-help cooperative business enterprises
and rc verse the declared policy of Congress which states:

"It is declared to be the policy of Congress to promote the effectiv .
merchandising of agricultural commodities in interstate. and foreign com-
merce so that the industry of agriculture will be placed on a basis of eco.
nomic equality with other industries, and to that end protect, control and
stabilize the currents of interstate and foreign commerce in the marketing
of agricultural commodities and their food products * * * (3) by encouraging
the organization of producers into effective associations or corporations
tinder thcir own control for greater unity of effort in marketing and by pro-
moting the cstablis hment and financing of the farni marketing system of
producer-owncd and producer-con trolled cooperative associations and other
agencies." 12 U.S.C. 1141(a) (3) (Emphasis added)

6. Section 531 would produce grave and mostly enforcement problems for the
government and compliance problems for farmer cooperatives.

The Secretary of the Treasury in his testimony before your Committee on Sep-
temaber 4, 1969. stated that "The additional 30 percent requirement is complex
and creates serious administrative problems." IIe recommended "that the addi-
tional 30 percent pay-out rule be eliminated."

With this recognition on the part of the Treasury Department which would be
reRponsible for administering such provision, we believe no more need be said to
esta li-h the completee lack of justification for such provision on the basis alone of
the administrative problems that would be encountered in an attempt to admin-
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ister it. Administration and compliance under present law is relatively simple
omlared to what it would loe under the new proposals. We ask the members of

your Committee to try to visualize the utter chaos and exorbitant expense in
government auditing procedures and cooperative bookkeeping in attempts to r,-
SlKN.tively audit and maintain revor(Is on cash )atronag(e refund payments W/hi/h
vary per('ntage-rise caeh yea- orVer a fcn-!car period and which might under the
proposal be used riticr aR painicnts to current patrons or in retirement of alloca.
tions of past ycarm. It can properly lie asked "For what purpose would this ex(cr-
else In extravgance anti futility he undertaken?" In many cases, the costs in
record keeping would far exceed tht, u counts of the patronage refunds involwd.
This would be particularly true in t M eases of cooperatives operating over a wide
area with thousands of small farmers receiving patronage refunds in compara-
tively small amounts.

It is regrettable that the Secretary of the Treasury in his appearance before
your Committee on September 4 did not point out the complex and serious pl)r)-
lems that would be imposed on cooperatives by adoption of the 15-year cash pay.
ment rule and recommend that it tNo be eliminated. Let me point out Just (ne
example of the divisive effects upon many cooperatives that would be certain to
result from the application of just one provision in Section 531 for implementing
the 15-year rule.

S,ctIon 531 provides as one way to impienent the 15-year rule, as follows:
"At all times on and after the dite of issuance of such written notice of

allocation, the bylaws of the organization require the remainder of such
patronage dividend, or such payment, to beK paid in money within the 15-year
period beginning with the close of the taxable year with respect to which such
written notice of allocation Is made. and the by/is -proride that such .requirc.
ment shall in no event be changed without the conicnt of thosc advcr.cly
affected, . . ." (emphasis supplied)

What do the underlined words inean and how would the Internal Revenue
Service interpret them if such provision should be enacted into law? Let's toke
the case of Cooperative A with 1,000 members. These 1,000 members receive for
fiscal year 1970 patronage refund allocations averaging $80 each amounting to
a total of $80,000. The By-Laws of Cooperative A contain the provisions in Sec-
tion 1 of the bill as quoted above. The By-Laws also provide that umendmeits
thereto may bV made by the affirmative vote of 75 percent of the members present
at a meetin,, at which a quorum is present. In 1985, there is a severe drought,
Cooperative A operates at a loss and is unable to retire the patronage refund
allocations Issued for fiscal 1970. A membership meeting Is duly called. 800 meni-
bers are present. 90 percent of the members present consent to extend the time
for retirement of the 1970 patronage refund allocations and 10 percent of the
members present do not consent. What happens then? What happens when the
Board of Directors of a proprietary corporation votes not to declare a dividend
to the stockholders by a vote of 90 percent because there have not been earing.s
from which to pay a dividend? What hapr*ns when 90 percent of the members of
the Senate vote for a bill and 10 percent vote against It?

The answer is obvious. All the members of a legally constituted body are bound
by the decisions of the majority or other legally prescribed percentage. But Sec-
tion 531 would as to cooperatives by federal law repud0t% decisions by a majority
in their application to a minority who do not consent.

This 15-year proposal In Section 531 when analyzed in its practical application
would represent a flagrant abuse of federal power and unprecedented interference
with private business. It would tend to divide rather than encourage farmers to
cooperate to help themselves. At this period in our national life when so much is
being done materially by the federal government to assist disadvantaged groups
in our nation, It is beyond comprehension that the Congress would spend any time
in even considering a proposal which could only add handicaps, burdens and
problems for farmers who are trying to help themselves through their own efforts.

CONCLUSION

I appreciate the opportunity that has been given for me to present this state-
ment on behalf of the Council.

For the reasons documented in the statemienf, we respectfully urge your Com-
mittee to eliminate Section 531 In its entirety from 11.R. 13270, We also respect-
fully urge that the conferees from your Committee maintain this position with-
out compromise when the bill may be considered and action taken in conference,

We recognize that there Is a general disposition to seek compromise when con-
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troversial issues are at stake. We sincerely believe that there is no justification
for any compromise with respect to Section 531 solely on the basis of the fact of
tio public hearings on this issue before the House Ways and Means Committee
and no adequate time now for thorough analysis In public hearings before your
Committee of any compromise which may be suggested.

The operations of many farmer cooperatives today are being disrupted be-
cause of difficulties in the interpretation of hastily drawn provisions inserted
by the Senate in the Revenue Act of 1926 to amend what is now Section 521
of the Internal Revenue Code, authorizing specific deductions for farmer co-
operatives which inet certain stringent requirements in that section. Since
February, 1965-over 4 years ago-the Council has been trying to get the Na-
tional Office of the Internal Revenue Service to publis-h an official interpretation
of certain provisions of that section for compliance purposes. About five years ago
Internal Revenue agents in their auditing functions began placing interpreta-
tions on certain provisions in that section different from the interpretations
that had been followed since 1.926. To dal~e we have no answer from the Service
because of differences in the National Office between the attorneys and admin-
istrative officials as to what the provisions in question were intended by Con-
gress to mean. We urge your Committee in the Interest of sound legislation and
its subsequent proper interpretation not to, compound the problems for govern-
meat and farmer cooperatives that now exist through further hastily drawn
legislation which characterizes Section 531 as referred to you from the House
of Representatives.

There are defects and problems inherent in Section 531 in addition to those
already covered In this statement. An appendix to this statement describes some
of these defects and problems as additional evidence why Section 531 should be
entirely striken from IH.R. 13270. The appendix also gives factual information
concerning certain opinions which have Leen rendered concerning the so-called
constitutional question involved In the tax treatment of cooperatives and their
patrons.

APPENDIX

A. SECTION 531 WOULD UNDERMINE THE "CAPrrAL FUND METHOD OF FINANCING"
W1ICH1 HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY AN INCREASING NUMBER OF COOPERATIVES WITH
APPROVAL OF TIHE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

It has already been pointed out to members of the Senate Finance Committee
that the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 adopted by the House of Rep-
resentatives Includes a section relating to taxation of cooperatives which was -

adopted without sufficient consideration of the impact of this proposal on gov-
ernment revenues or on operations of cooperatives. There Is, however, one specific
method of financing of cooperatives which was apparentl.N not taken into con-
sideration in any way by the House Ways and Means Committee at the time
Section 531 of the bill was adopted. This is the "Capital Fund Method of
Financing." We feel that exploration of the unanswered questions which are
raised in connection with the capital fund approach by Section 531 of the bill
will further demonstrate that the portion dealing with cooperative taxation
should te removed from the bill by the Senate Finance Committee.

Description of "Capital Fund" Approach
A basic precept in a farmers' cooperative is that equity capital should be pro-

vided by the grower-members. The capital fund approach is deemed by ninny
cooperatives to be the fairest and most equitable way to determine what share
of capital needs should he borne by each of the grower-members. Under this plan,
a grower's capital contributions are directly related to his use of the coopera-
tive facilities.

The plan essentially vorks like this. A period of time is established for
nmasrement of total crop deliveriess by the cooperative's grower-members. This
thiie period consists of a sufficient number of years to equalize the impact of
varying external factors affecting crop deliveries, such as unusual weather
Conditions. pest daniage, ,tc.

After each delivery season, a tabulation is made of total Prop deliveries for
tho entire period, customarily dropping off amounts delivered in the oldest
(utstanding year of the l)eriod of measurement and adding deliveries for the
current year. Then a calculation is mlade for each grower-menimer of his pro-
port ion of deliveries (luring this time period. Also. during each accounting
period, the capital needs of the cOOlr'rative are determined. Each member is
thn resK)nsible for a Ipxrtion of the capital needs which is in direct ratio to
his proportion of deliveries of product to the cooperative.
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This Is then translated into a dollar amount for each grower-niembl(r. If at,,
individual's prior capital fund contributions e(pual his newly calculated re-
qjuirements, there will be no retain or assessment for capital purses an( hw
will receive 100% of his proceeds In cash. However, because of tile pattern of
crop deliveries from year to year, it is likely there will be adjustinents in eac.h
individual grower's account every year. For example. if in a particular year a1
grower has delivered a I.rger proportion of the total erop received by the to-
operative than he has in prior years. his share of the capital needs (assiin.g
a static capital structure) will tend to increase. Thus on a per-unit basis of
calculation he wili ie assessed or will have withheld a dollar amount to bring
him up to his equitable share of the capital needs. Conversely. if lie has utsed
the cooperative's facilities to a leser extent, it will tend to reduce the amnlmt
of capital established as his prolrtionate share and he will lie refunded the
amount which represents an excess over his established level of capital co-
tribution.

In the event a member withdraws from the organization or ceases to prodi,4
the crop handled by the cooperative he will have received his entire capital
contribution at the end of the period used by the .oolrative to calculate the
individual's capital contributions. Thus, if the period of measurement of de.
liveries is six years, at the end of that time the indivihal grower wiho is fi)
longer delivering to the cooperative will have reeived full repayment for
cal)ital contributions earlier iade.

The basic question which is raised in conjunction with tlhe Tax Reform Act of
19(0) is how the 15-year limitation lierilnd Involved in Section 531 of the bill
affects this capital find operation, particularly in the case of a new inemlblr
or one who continues to use the cooperative facilities.

Full Disclosurc and Approral by Itcrnal Rcrenuc ,Serricct
Prior to adopting the capital fund method of financing, the cooperatives which

have gone to this approach have obtained rulings from the Internal Revntie
Service. In all instances the rulings have indicated full approval of this alp-
proach. They further have Indicated that there are no taxable cotsequnies to
the cooperative at the time of creation of Capital Fund credits so long as any
amounts retained or assessed against the individual member are fully di.-
closed to him and the member includes these amounts in his income at the
time the credits are created.

Appl"-abtlity of Proposal to Capital Fund Credits
At the time of creation, then, the full tax is paid on these credits in accord-

ance with existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and regulations issued
thereunder. It should further be pointed out that a member who has withdrawn
or ceased to deliver products to the cooperative wlU receive repayment of his
capital contributions within the period of time established for measurement of the
percentage of use of the cooperative's facilities by each individual grower-
member.

A question which is totally unanswered and apparently received no considera-
tion whatsoever from the House Ways and Means Committee is how the 15-year
period for repayment of per unit retains will apply to a cooperative whose
members have adopted the capital fund approach. Perhaps an illustration wil be
helpful.

Let us assume a member of a cooperative who has capital credits standing in
his name in the amount of $2,000 as of the year 1970. As a result of the pattern
of his crop deliveries and calculation of his equitable share of capital needs
in 1971, he must contribute an additional $100 in capital. In 1972, again because
of the factors noted above, his calculated share of capital contribution decreases
by $100 and this amount is repaid to him In cash. Now let us assume a very
hypothetical situation, namely that for the next 13 years no adjustments are
required In his capital fund. Then in 1986, 15 years after creation of the credit
in 11)71, must the cooperative redeem the $100 which was created in 1971 ? Does
the adjustment that was made in 1972 qualify as such a redemption? If tht o-
operative does not redeem the 1971 credit in 1986, what are the tax consequences
to the member and the cooperative? Do we get a different result delxnding ul)n
whether the capital fund credit is created as a result of a per-unit retain or as
a retain from a patronage dividend or by assessment?

Conclusion
It is obvious that the House Ways and Means Com.*nittee gave no consideration

at all to the complex proldems and disruptive results that would flow from the
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application of a 15-year limitation period (or any other limitation period) on
the capital fund method of financing which has been adopted and Is now in
operation with the approval of members of an increasing number of cooperatives.

This is an additional compelling reason why Section 531 should be deleted in its
entirety by the Senate Finance Committee and no action be taken to change the
present tax treatment of cooperatives unless and until there has been all adequate
opportunity to consider the full impact of any changes proposed.

B. SECTION 531 WOULD IMPOSE HARDSHIPS AND INEQUITIES ON THE MEMBERS AND
PATRONS OF MANY COOPERATIVES THROUGH THE PROPOSED LIMITATION OF THE
APPLICATION OF CASH PAYMENTS IN EXCESS OF 20 PERCENT TO RETIREMENT OF
"ANY QUALIFIED WRITTEN NOTICE OF ALLOCATION"

Section 531 would amend Section 1388(c) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code to
provide in part that the additional three percent required to be paid in cash
each year for ten years beginning in 1970, until an additional 30 percent is paid
in cash in 1979 and subsequent years, is paid either:

"ti) as a part of such patronage dividend, or such payaient,
"(ii) or in redcmption (to the extent allocated by the payor to such pa-

tronage dividend for the purpose of i;-eeting the requirements of this cilatuse,
if not previously allocated to any other Iitronage dividend) of any quali-
fied written notice allocation prcriously paid (iS a part of a patronage
dividend, or such payment, for any taxable year, and . . ." t Emphasis added)

The term "qualified written, notice of allocation" was first introduced ill the
Internal Revenue Code in Subchapter T enacted by the Congress in the Revenue
Act of 1962 to provide a new tax treatment of cooperatives and their patrons.
Hence, "qualified written notices of allocation" exist to evidence the patronage
refund Investments of members and patrons in their cooperatives only for fiscal
years of cooperatives beginning after December 31, 19432.

Many cooperatives have adopted systematic plans for redeeming or revolving
their equity capital and these plans in large part provide for such retirement in
the order of the years in which the equity capital was invested.

Application of the underlined provision in Section 531. quoted above, would
mean that the current cash payments in 1970 and thereafter used in retire-
ment of pmst patronage refund investments would have to be applied in re-
tirement of such investments made for 1963 and thereafter even though sonie
pre-1903 Invctments had not been retired.

The inequities that would thus be imposed as to the members and patrons of
the pre-19M3 years compared to the treatment of the members and partons in
1903 and thereafter are clear and could not, we believe, he intended or Justified.
This is another glaring example of the defects inherent in Section 531 andI a
further specific reason why Section 531 should be deleted from the bill.

OPINIONS ON TIE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION

When Mortimer M. Caplin testified before your Committee on September 19,
199, on behalf of the National Tax Equality Association, permission was given
at the request of a member of your Committee for the inclusion in the record
of the hearings of two opinions related to the taxation of cooperatives.

Although these opinions appear to have no pertinency to the policy question
beft re your Committee, we deem it important that the members of your Commit.
tee have factual information as to the identity of those opinions anti their basic
conclusions. It is also important that your Committee he informed of another
opinion that has been rendered on the same subject and its basic .onclu.,Sion.

1. "The Power of Congress to Ta' Cooperatires on Nct Margins"

Prepared by the Staffs of th( Treasury and the Joint Cominittee (il Internal
Revenue Taxation-April, 1951

This staff report prepared over 18 years ago was first released b'y the ilhos,
Ways and Means Committee for publication in 1960.

The basic conclusion of the staff opinion inhplicit in its title is that Congress
does have the power under the Constitution to tax coolxpratives on net margins.

Two significant statements in that opinion supplementing the basic coniulsion
are as follows:

"Congress has an equally broad power to determine. oi practical grounds to
whom income should be taxed."
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'" 1-' 1Xi shl'ws that (C'ouIires ma1;y use an!i rca o.adolc ,mtaadard in measuirin,
the toxalble incoe of a Coollrativ', and the mere fact that the corporation is
C (Po(PJerat'ive does not iimpse a constitutiomal restraint on Congress in the

measuremment of its taxable ineme." (Emphasis added)

11. "''Te ring the NO It r , qin., of ('oopera tircs: Application of Basic Tax
l'rihlcipld. and A nalysis of (onstitutfionality"

This is inm Jlpi on 0,y M'ortimer 'M. Caplin made for and published by his client,
the NaItional Tax Equality Association, on 'May 22, 1969. His basic conclusion to
the 51-ju pe olinionl is tbIcIt

"'Thme (cI be l.o serious s question that net margins constitute income
to e-'oopratives mc~er hasic tax principles and that taxation of that income
wimild violate no rule (of constitutional law. Any discussion of the tax treat-
mnalit 40f ' -olertives nmust hegin with these conclusions. 'roceeding front,
thact atsih the essential policy i.s.Ue at stak-whether the income of today's
Jarge-scatle cooperatives should continue to receive a special tax preference-
coast ,e mbjeeted to careful and rigorous re-examination on its own merits."
I EIIIIda sis a dde(I d)

IH. "Con.iitulionalit!i of Lcgilatin Taxing to Patrons Income Equal to tle
lic, Amount of .nn-(Cmsh Patronage Refiunds Distributcd to them by Co-
olirfratircs"
This opinion was prepar-.d by Mae Asbill, Jr.. a partner in the law firm of

Sutherland, Asbill an(l Brennan, Washington, D.C., January 25, 192 for the
National Council of Farmer Cooperatives.

In his 18-page opinion Mr. Asbill reached the basic conclusion that
"For the reasons set forth above, legislation requiring patrons to include in

income the face amount of documents evidencing their share of current patron-
age income of the cooperative enterprise would clearly be constitutional."

Mr. Asbill testified before your Committee on April 16, 1962. at public hearings
on the Revenue Act of 1962 and his opinion is included in the part 5 of the
printed hearings on that bill at pages 1709-1729. We are attaching to this state-
ment a copy of his op)intern with the request that it, too, lie included in the
printed record oif these hearings.

WVhat is the unanimous sigle conclusion drawn from these opininns? It is
simply that the issue before your Committee in 1I94). as in 1051 and 1(,H42 is not
a c tn4itutional question. It is solely a matter for basic policy determination.

In 1962. after extensive hearings yomr C o mmitte and the Congress decided as
a hasie policy matter that net earnings generated through the operations of
cool"'r;iItives should be taxed to the memer, and patrons to the extent that
their individual patronage created such net earnings. You also decided that sucl
net earnings not distrilbuted in cash as patronage refunds on the basis of patron-
age shouhc ibe taxable to the nmmber,; and patrons currently only where there is
individual agrccment on the part of :uch members and patrons to invest the
part of the patronage refund not paid in cash in the capital of their association.
We believe that after (areful consideration of all the fa(cts before you, your
C-rnmmittee will reach the basic policy decision that the action taken by your
Committee and the Congress in 1.062 is fair to farmers, their cooperatives and
in time public interest and should not 1ce (hanged.

0'le piilio-n of Mac A J,!]ill, ,r., referred to above follows:)

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LEGT5LATION TAXING TO PATRONS INCOME EQUAL TO Tiie
FA'cE AMOUNT OF NoN-CASI1 PATRONAGE RFFUNIDS DISTRIBUTED TO TiEm BY
('OOPERATES

(Prepared bcy Mac Asbill. Jr., Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan, Washington, D.C.-
for National Council of Farmer Cooperatives, 1616 1I St., N.W.. Washingtoni
l).C.-January 25, 1962)

Permission to reproduce or distribute this memorandum must be obtained from
the National Council of Farmer Cooperat ives.

FOiiFWORD

It has been asserted by some interested 1,ersons, both in and out of Govern-
meant. that under the dlecisi(,ns in the Carpcntcr and Long Poultry Farms cases

L
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by lie Fift h1 .114l "mIrtl I 'ircuit (,(Irt ,,of A I 'l I i Ma inr'Il 2, 19.",5 a _nl 'lii-
Icr S. 1'.57. rj wc(ti%'vfy, as %\(.lI as (,i Ift'r as,.u' derihed o.v t h!, silplljillo ('4:11it,
'niigress does not have the power llnder the Sixtcntei h AIl(elldllent. ti) tihe (ol-

stitultioji to require patrons io ini'ludo in their iiuconie aiiini (, (qlld l to the face
tllllut.s of lnon-cash pattolage reflllds ,distribilted to thel by ('noliq' itiv'e's.

In view of the fact that this is uc, which has nevel'r hecitli ''iitiiI to the
Suipremei Court, is iilvolv-d i i logislative proposals nom-" iiiler (' ai.iim. l-
sidvration, we have had Mac As ,ill, Ir. a partner in the law lirmii of Suthlier-
land, Asbill & Breniinan. who as co-couinsei succe,:,:sfully argued for telt patl'ons
before the Circuit Con rts of AppeSals ill hI th the ('atrpcutr 1a11(1 LrnLi tloultr!I
Farms cases, make a thorough ai(l impartial study and prepare for ts a illeio-
randuilii oil the eoiistitutioniaL(. questioll involved. Mr. Asill's tani lysis a l (n -
clusiojis which follow should ie of value in removing du1t. Where any hs Wx i,! e,,1,
as to the constitutional aspects of the question and should fie hielpful to mtal'ers
of Congress in developing legislation which wvill be fair to farmers and their
coolperaltives.

HOMER L. BRINKLEY,
Excc'u tiff ' 'iec-fPresidcn t,

National C,fncil of Farmer ('ooperaticCs.

CONSTITUTIONALITY O' LEGIS ,ATION TAXING TO PATRONSR INCOME EQUAL TO TIE
FACE AMOUNT or NON-CASH PATRONAGE REI'NI)S D)ISTRIBUTED TO "'IHEM BY

CO PER ATI VES

In 1951 the Congress enacted legislation limiting the exemption from corlv-
rate tax of farmer cooperatives wlhi h had theretofore been wholly exempt. TJ'iis

Ivgislation provided that such coowratives could reduce their gross income for
tax purposes by patronage refunds, whether paid in cash or in revolving fund
certificates, retain certificMates, letters of advice or some other document that
disclosed to the l)atron the dollar amount of the refund, in the same manner and
to tile Sallie extent as their taxable counterparts had done for years. The amount
by which gross income was reduced was the face amount of such dolxmnent,
regardless of its value. Congress had been told, and it thought. that the patron
receiving such a document would be required under the then existing income tax
laws to include in his income the face amount of the (locumneut. Thus it was
thought that Congress had achieved its purpose of subjecting to a single tax,
either at the level of the cooperative or at the level of the patron, all income
resuming trom operations of farmer cooperatives.

However, several court decisions (e.g., Carpente' v. ('omwissioncr, 219 F. 2(d
G 35 (CA 5, 195.5). and Long Poultry Farms v. ('onimii.ioner, 249 F. 2d 72 (CA
4, 1957) ) reached conclusions inconsistent with the representations that had
beei made in this regard to the Congress. These decisions held that the patron
receiving such a document had Income, under the then existing Internal Revenue
Code, only to the extent of the fair market value of the document. Thus, since
time cooperative could reduce gross income by the face ailount of such a document,
there was no current tax. on the cooperative or the patron, to the extent that
the fair narket value of the (hcument was less than its face amount.

These cases, as indicated above, were decided under the Internil Revenue Code
of 1939, which 4as is true also of the 1954 Code) contained no provision specili-
cally dealing vith th( taxation of patrons of cooperatives. The cases were (le'ided
on lie ground( that the generally al)Ihicable provisions of the Co(de did. not
ihlpse a1 tax on such patrols except to the extent of the fair market value of
documents receive( Iby thtlei. The Courts vere not presented with the issue whether
Congress had t lie potcr under the Constitution to tax patrons on income, equal
to the face amount of such (ldcInelult s.

Ve have iow been asked for our opinion on that issue--i.e., the constitutionality
of legislation vhich wuNld acoimlplish the intent of Congress as expressed ill tile
legislative history of the 1951 Act. 1l"c arc rcfc)rring in this nicniorallnvun, to
1(yishttiol If hih l' would provide spceifiealli that pIatroatge/C inconic resuflting front
the operations of a 'ooperatire in. any )Jrar is to be i.ludcd inl tii income of thc
Ptrmons of that Jyc'mtr) tothc cricnt of thc face amtount of doeimtents, i.su'd to such
I)qtrols t'ithin Mhe tinh e r qired bi law. apprising thii of th'ir 4sharc of sxil
income, without regard to thc ternis of suich doc.iiiints or Mhu cwiscnt o f th
patron.v. ( Such legislation is hvreinafter referred to as -I he proposed legislation"
or "the proposed tax treatmenlt of patrons". )

We believe such legislation would clearly lie constitutional.
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1. THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO TAX INCOME

The power of Congress to tax income is derived from Art. I, swe. 8, cl. 1, of
the Constitrtion, which grants Congress the power "to lay and collect taxes, d";
ties, imposts and excises. .. ." The only pertinent constitutional limitations upon
this general taxing power are set forth in Art. I, se. 2, cl. 3, and Art. I, sec. 9.
cl. 4, both of which provide that "direct" taxes must be apportioned among
the several states according to population. In Pollock v. Farmcr8 Loan & Trust Co..
1-8 17.S. 601 (1895), the Supreme Court held that a tax upon the income from
property was in effect c direct tax upon the property itself, and hence beyond
the power of Congress to impose without- apportionment. The sole purpose of the
Sixteenth Amendment, adopted in 1913, was to overcome the limitations which
the Pollock case had placed upon Congressional power to tax inconi. It pra-
vides that:

"The Congress shall have the power to lay and collect taxes on incomes.
from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several
states, and without regard to any census or enumeration."

'Thus the Sixteenth Amendment was not designed to grant Congress any power
which it did not already have. If the tax was truly a tax on "income," rather
than a tax on property, the Sixteenth Amendment merely removed any possible
basis for imposing the constitutional requirement of apportionment, whatever the
source from which the "income" was derived. See Bru8haber v. Union Pacific R.
(o., 240 U.S. 1, 16-20 (1916).

Ir. CONGRESS HAS THE POWER TO SELECT THE LEVEL AT WHICH CURRENT
BUSINESS INCOME WILL BE TAXED

In any situation Involving a group of individuals who join together in an
entity to conduct a common business undertaking, the' "income" which is earned
as a result of the joint undertaking is subject to tax. Insofar as the Sixteenth
Amendment is concerned, Congress has the power to tax such "income," as
earned, either at the level of the entity or at the level of the individual partici-
pants. The only constitutional limitation on the power of Congress to select the
level of taxation (i.e., the person or entity on whom the tax will be imposed)
is the Fifth Amendment's prohibition against the taking of property without
due process of law. This means merely that the relationship between the income
and the person taxed T nst be sufficiently close to justify, in fairness the imposi-
tion'of the tax on sucL person.' In the setting of an individual-entity business
relationship, where the individual is the beneficial owner of any income produced.
it Is entirely clear that both the entity and the individual participants are so
closely related to the income that this requirement is satisfied and that the
selection of the level of taxation is merely a matter of legislative policy. The
history of the taxes which have been imposed on "Income" derived within the
framework of an individual-entity relationship makes these points convincingly
clear.

A. !LLUSTRATIONS OF THE EXERCISE OF SUCH POWER

1. Partnerships
In th- case ff a partnership, for example, Congress originally levied the tax

on income against the partnership itself, but then shifted the tax directly to
the Individual partners, whether or not the income had been distributed to
them. The power of Congress to tax partners directly on their undistributed
shares of partnership income was expressly upheld in Burittel v. Leininger, 285
U.S. 136 (1932), where the Supreme Court stated:

"The Congress, having the authority to tax the net income to partner-
ships, could impose the liability upon the partnership directly as It did
under te Revenue Act of 1917 . . ., or upon the 'individuals carrying
on business in partnership.' as in the statutes here involved." (p. 142)

A later case, llei.,nr v. Mellon, 304 U.S. 271 (1938) reached the same result
although the partnership was prohibited by state law from making any distribu-
tion of nartnersbi, earnings during the year in question.!

I Compare, for example, Ifoeper y. Tax Commision 284 U.S. 206 (1931) holding that
a husband cannot be taxed on his wife's income, with iurnet v. Wells, 289 U.S. 670 (1933).sustaining the taxation to the grantor of a trust of trust Income used to pay premiums
on Insurance on the grantor's life. although others were named as beneficiaries of the
insurance.

sInterestingly enough, the Court there cited with approval Section 220 of the Revenue
Act of 1918. taxing directly to shareholders the income of a corporation improperly
accumulating earr ngs.
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2. (orporatio&
Under the Act of June 30, 18CG4, the annual undivided profits of a corixration

were taxed directly to its shareholders. In Collcetar v. Hubbard, 12 Wall. 1 (1870)
the Supreme Court uplield the power of Congress to provide such treatment.3

For many years Congress has followed the general policy, with various
exceptions, of levying the tax oil business income produced by a corporation
upon the corporation itself, and has taxed the shareholders individually only
upon dividends paid to them. This treatment hus been applied, and its constitu-
tionality upheld, even in situations involving unincorporated associations which
were not treated as corl)orations under state law. The power of Congress to tax
income earned through such associations at the entity level, rather than at
the Individual level, was upheld in Burik-Waggoncr Oil Asso. v. Jfopkin8 269
U.S. 110 (19'2Z).

With respect to foreign personal holding companies, Congress has undertaken
siiue the Revenue Act of 1937 to tax United States shareholders directly on
current earnings, even though undistributed, and its lower'to tax such share-
holders in this manner. as expressly upheld in Edcr v. (Jom essioncrl, 138 F.
2d 27 (CA 2, 1943). Atfiough this issue has ever been presented to the Supreme
Court, in HelveringA%. National Grocery Co., 304 U.S. 282, 288 (1938), which
upheld the consti~ntfonality of the undistributed prflt, tax on corporations,
the Supreme Corutt stated that.Congress, if it had chosen to do so, cold have
taxed the shareholder dire-..ly on thd year's undistributed profits of the cor-
lxration.

As the situations referred to above il-ustrate, in' every Instance In which the
Court. have been called upon to fetilev the actI0oP of Congress in selecting
the level at v'hich a t on curreilt business income will be Imposed, the on-
stitutionality' of wihateVr aotjon Corltress has takett has always been upheld."
Moreover, never parties join .tOgether to reat Income, It Is inconceivable
that Congresj, having complete power to taxthe lirjome, would be limited by
the partlculat form of the organization in choosing whether to tax the income
to the entity r to the individual: There is. nothiigiin the Conqtltutlon Which
could, by any stretch of the imaginatlop, be-t~oiioght to have that effect.

B. APPLICABILIT'I OF THE FOREGOING PRINCIPLE TO PROPOSED TAX TREATMENT OF
PATRONS

Against this background the pertinent questions involved in determining the
constitutionality of the proposed tax treatment of patrons are clear. Does the
statute Impose a tax on 'income"? If so, can this tax constitutionally be imposed
at the patron level rather, than at the cooperative level? We think the answer
to both quesions is clearly "Yes,"

There is no question but that- the current net margins earned though the
operation of a cooperative constitute Income, which-Is constitutionally subject to
tax without apportionment. Nor Is there any doubt, under the authorities referred
to above, that the imposition of such a tax on each patron based on his share
of total current net margins would be a constitutionally permissible exercise by
Congress of its power to select the level at which such income should be taxed.
This would be true even though-as In the case of a partnership-the patron
received no document apprising him of the amount of his share and cven though
that share was not distributed to him. Since Income can be taxed to the patron
without the issuance of such a document, it is certainly constitutional, as the
proposed legislation would contemplate, to limit the amount so taxed to that

3 Later, in Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 158 U.S. 601 (1895), the Court held
that a tax on income from property was equivalent to a direct tax on the property and
was therefore unconstitutional unless apportioned among the several states (the Six-
teenth Amendment not yet having been adopted). Although the Court in Eisner v.
Macomber, 252 U.S. 189 (1920) indicated that, even after the adoption of the Sixteenth
Amendment the Pollock case must be considered as having overruled the Hubbard case
with respect to the power of Congress to tax accumulated corporate earnings direct to
stockholders (since such accumulated earnings constitute property and not income of
the shareholder) there has never been any indication that, since the adoption of the
Amendment, Hubbard is not still sound authority concerning the power of Congress to
tax current earnings direct to stockholders. 'See discussion of Macomber case, below.

'As we shall demonstrate, Eisner v. Macomber is not authority to the contrary.
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lotioli of ti li't l0 iagil itl r.peet to wNhich the patrl011 is giveli notlice in
the form of a documlent.5

"'lie aictlllll iss awnv( (if a (1o(WillolIt is lilille(os'll'.y. 'us a Illltter (Of voilstitutimonl1
law, t) render valid a statute taxing to the patron his hiare of the iiet inargils of
at cool",rative. The crucial inits. i the (coustitUit olon sense. are that iu'olme l1aS
been earned through uisiniess activity of the Imltron and others associated with
bil ili the cowerative enterprise, atid that such icolie cal be taxed at the level
chosen by Congress. However, it would seem &'Xsirable as an administrative
matter to provide for the issuanee of such (hunl ieilit's. and. as the proposed legisla-
tin would conitelilphite, to make such issuance the event which entitles t'le
coowrative to a redu.tivton of its gross ilicoile aid which requires the iclline
relrsented by the 1. enta to. 1e included by the patrons. lnder this procedure
each lutron is inforined of the ailount which lie Is required to report as income.'

Some have suggested that the aialogies referred t, aihove in the tpartller. hip
and (corporate areas (o hot Support the concuIstoi that the proposed tax treat-
iiieit of patrols would ibe coinstitlitiolial. It has been claimed, for exaillle, tOit
in the case of a partnership, a smiiall grou) of partimers is normally in (o trol
and can force the (list rilttio of partilershill) eariigs, wheeas ill the cooper.
tive situation the Ininiher of patrons is usually large tll1 the eleineit of voltrol
is lacking. Therefore, the argument goes, the fact tlt ('olgress canl tax lnlrtiler-
ship income directly to the partners does not leai that it can tax coopeiative
income directly to patros. This oliservatioi, wre siihlit, will not stand analysis.
Many partnerships-note. for eximiple, tte real estate syli(iate currelitly ill
vogn--have a great imay partners, Ilo Ote of whoni is ill control . Moreover, ill
a limited partnership the limited partners are not even entitled to a voice in
partnership management ; mid yet they are clearly taxable on their share of
partnership earnings, whether or not (listibuted.

It has been suggested that the pass-through of corporate incoine to shareholders
of foreign personal holding companies is constitutional only because It is neces-
sary to prevent evasion arid avoidance. Although the prevention of tax avoihlance
was what inotivat-d Congress to impsxe a tax on shareholders of foreign per-
sonal holding companies, we suit that the conetitntional poircr to provide
such treatment Is no more dependent on such consideratioms of l)olicy than is the
power to tax partners on un(listrlhilted earnings of a partnership. It hIals alsio
laen pointed out that the foreign person al holding cxzipany situationi is ou

5Some of the witnesses before the Ways & Means Committee have contenided that the
Carpenter and Long Poultry Fatrms cases. although decided under present law. nion
that a statute specifically taxing the latron on Income equal to the face amount of a
patronage refund certificate would be unconstituitional. They reason that the definition
of income In the present (ode Is intended to be as broad as the Sixteenth Animendnint
permits and that. consequently. decisions to the effect that under present law a patron
realizes no Income except to the extent of the fair market value of the document are
decisions that the patron could not constitutionally be taxed on any greater amount. Such
reasoning is patently fallacious. Although the definition of gross income in the present
statute Is seemingly : all-embracing, It Is obviously not intended to tax every taxpayer
on all income that constitutionally could be attributed to him. Thus a cash basis tax-
payer Is not taxed on accrued. hut unreepived. Income: nor is a corporate stockholder,
c;; a rulh. tz;:ac- c;; c..r.h.,,.",utc-d corporate h:c.,ne. This does not mean that a statute,
specifically taxing certain undistributed corporate income to stockholders, such as the
foreign personal holding company provision. is unconstitutional. Similarly the Carpenter
and Long Poultry Farmns cases have no bearing on the constitutionality of the proposed
tax treatment of patrons. They merely hold that the present law contains nothing which
authorizes such treatment.

6 Those who have expressed doubt as to the constitutionality of the proposed legislation
have not analyzed the problem correctly: they have erroneously looked to the document
itself for the constitutional justification for taxing the litron. 'i'he writer of thiq
memorandum, before he had given any study to the constitutional issue ond before he
had place that issue in focus. also took this approach. e A'b!l, "Cerperatlves: TnX
Treatment of Patronage Refunds.". 42 Va. L. R. 1087. 1112 (1956). where tiv% question
was posed: "Does a worthless piece of paper represent 'income' within the meaning of
the Sixteenth Amendment?" If one starts with the false premise that the document is
the constitutional *1ne qua non, It is not surprIsing that one questions whether a latron
can realize any Income when the document he reclves is with ut fair market value.
The doubt disappears, however, when one realizes that the docurent is merely evidb'ae
of previously earned income which could be taxed to the patron regardless of the isluane
of any document.

,For a similar notification requirement. see Subchapter 3I of the Internal Revenue
Code. dealing with regulated investment comj inics. whilh provides for the taxation
at the level of the individual stockholler s of ce rtain capital gfins realized. Nt not
dlstrihuted, by such companies. See. 852(b) (3) (D). This treatment applies to such
amount )f capital gain as the company shall designate in a written noticiN Mailed to
its- shareholders within )30 days after the close of its taxahl, year. Section Q;52 provhb.
for payment of the capital gains tax hy the corporation and grants a credit to le
shareholder for the amuoit paid. ThiN provision is similar to the provision in the Di-
(uS.ion 1)raft of tile IRviti Bill of 19Il1 for withholilina on patronage refunds.
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sggestel that this fact has ait ilnilirtant iilariig on the co,'-titiitiiliulity of tile
foreign Iers(Inal holding conilialy lroivisions of the stattite. It is. of couiirse. true
tht for a voii)4ratiol tii qualify 'is a foreign Irsoiial ]lo(lillg 'oi-altnv.y. ilnulfre
ti:ii .5(/r of the stic' il ust le owned directly or indirectly Iy not iiare than 5
perso is WlI'io are (-tizeuIs 01 resitliits of the l'nlited Staties. llowver, it 1i1,Y well
ie that Ino 11lie men lIetlr (if this group can control tile (orlw'atioll. Moreover. lile
tax is inxised oil sharehodders whether or not theluy are iiieniIIlers of this groul,
whether or not tly have vut wing sto~k, and whether or iot the corporation was a
foreign personal holding com01pany at the tinie tley ac1uuired their stock. ('on-
squeitly, it ('1an be illiposed oin a minority shareholder who has no voice it the
management or control of the corporation, who acquired his stWk IK'f~ore the
corporation became a foreign personal holding company (by subsequent (.hang es
in the stock ownership of other stockholders), and who is not even aware that
the corporation is a foreign ie rs,,ial holding colnpaly.

Thus, we submit. the above exaniples of the pass-through of income from the
entity level to the individual level are square authority for the constitutionality
of the proposed tax treatment of Ixitrons.8 They Sul)port conclusively the l)roposi-
tion that congresss ' power to choose the level of taxation cannott Ix, controlled or
limited by tile label given by state law to a particular form of business operation.
It is inconceivable that Congress call tax the in(lividual associates when the
state delunmlinates the entity a partnership, but cannot do so vheii the state calls
the entity a corporation or a cooperative. As the Supreme Court. in Burh'-lWag-
qo'iir Oil .x-so. v. Iol/,in.v, .(upr(l, stated with resl)ect ti unincorporated as:.o-
ciatiois :

*... Neither the conception of unincorporated associations l)revailing
under the local law, nor the relation under that law of tile association to its
shareholders, nor their relation to each other and to outsiders, is of legal
significlance as bearing upon the power of Congress to determine how and
at what rate the income of the joint enterprise shall be taxed." (269 U.S.
at 114)

This language is unquestionably applicable to any form of business organiza-
tion.

Thiese examples also Iiake i. (lear that it is unnecessary as a constitutional
matter, to require specific consent by the patron to the propose(] tax tieatument.
just as it is unnecessary to require su(h consent in the partnership and foreign
personal holding coinpamy areas.'

111. EISNER V. MACOMBER IS NOT AUTIHOIITY TO THE CONTRARY

The only case which has been viewed as casting any doubt upon the power of
Congress. in a business situation like that here involved, to impose the tax on
current income at whichever level it considers most appropriate is Eisncr v.
Macomber, 252 U.S. 189 (1920). This case, perhaps more than any other In the
tax field, has heen offered over and over again, without analysis, in support of
propositions upon which it does4 not even bear. Upon analyis, it is clear that
the case does not touch upon the question here involved.

The issue there before the Court was whether a stock dividend which made
no change in the stockholders' interests in the corporation constituted income

sThey are also authority, if any be needed, for the proposition that dominion and
control over property Is not essential to the realization of income. Caves such as James
v. U.S., 366 U.S. 213 (1961) (holding embezzled funds to be taxable incona). which
have been cited to the Ways & Means Committee as authority against the constitu-
tionality of the proposed legislation, merely say that dominion' and control may give
rise to realization of income; they by no means hold, or say, that income cannot be
realized without such dominion and control.

9 It has been pointed out by others that several Code provisions taxing undistributed
corporate profits to shareholders require the individual consent of the shareholder.
See. for example, Section 565 (Consent Dividends) and Subchapter S. The existence, in
these provisions. of the requirement of individual consent does not, of course. mean
that such a requirement is demanded by the Constitution , it simply means that Congress,
as a matter of legislative policy, has deemed it advisable in those situations to tax undis-
tribited corporate earnings to shareholders only when such shareholders have consented to
such treatment. These examivios involve situations where the number of shareholders I.

,:,mlly relatively small and where their consent can be obtained by the corporation without
great administrative difl.iculty. Entirely different questions of jIpolh',y are involved In deter-
mining the (lesiralility of imposing tie individual consent requirement in the eooperath'e
area, whre the number of patrons is often extremely large. and where the administrative
problems ia. obtaining ronsont may be very costly and disruptive of the cooperative's
operation anti 'itancial structures.
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within tile meaning of tile Sixteenth Amendment. The Court lei that it did (Hit.
That holding--that the splitting of two certificates o~f stock into three does not
generate income-does not even remotely touch the question here involved,
namely, whether income flowing currently to a cooperative can be taxed directly
to the patrons whose patronage resulted in the realization of the income.

It is true that in the Ha comber opinion. tile Court discussed the question
whether earnings of a corporation could be taxed directlyy to its stockholders.
Aside from the fact that the statute there involved did not )resent siwh a question.
since it purported to tax only the stock dividends themselves,0 a careful con-
sideration of the language of the Court and of Justice Brandeis' dissent clearly
reveals that the Court was referring only to the taxation of accumulated cor-
porate earnings, and that It was not considering-nor was it expressing -ilTy
opiiAon on-the question whether a stockholder may be taxed on Income of the
corporation as it is currently earned.

The Government had argued In the alternative that the constitutionality of
the statute Imposing a tax on stock dividends could be sustained on the theory
that corporate earnings could be taxed directly to stockholders, irrespective of
the power of Congress to tax a stock dividend as such. That this argument was
directed toward the taxation of the earliest earnings accumulated after March 1,
1913, not current earnings, is clear from the record of the case " and from tile
following statement by the Court:

"Upon the second argument, the government, recognizing the force of the
decision In Towne v. Eisner, 245 U.S. 418, and virtually abandoning the
contention that a stock dividend Increases the interest of the stockholder or
otherwise enriches him, Insisted as an alternative that, by the true con-
struction of the Act of 1916, the tax is imposed not upon the stock dividend,
but rather upon the stockholder's share of the undivided profits previously
accumulated by the corporation; the tax being levied as a matter of con-
venience at the time such profits become manifest through the stock divi-
(lend. If so construed, would the act be constitutional?" (p. 217) (Emphasis
supplied.)

The majority expressed the view that a statute which purported to tax the
accumulated earnings of a corporation directly to its shareholders would not
be constitutional, for the reason that ". . . what is called the stockholder's share
in the accunulated profits of the company is capital, net income." (p. 219) (Em-
phasis supplied.) The opinion concluded with the following paragraph:

"Thus, from every point of view, we are brought irresistibly to the con-
clusion that neither under the 16th Amendment nor otherwise has Congre.,s
power to tax without apportionment a true stock dividend made lawfully
and in good faith, or the accumulated profits behind It, as income of the
stockholder. The Revenue Act of 1916, in so far as it imposes a tax upom
the stockholder because of such dividend, contravenes the provisions of
article 1, § 2, cl. 3, and article 1, § 9, cl. 4, of the Constitution, and to this
extent Is invalid notwithstanding the 16th Amendment." (Emphasis sup-
plied.) (p. 219)

Nowhere in the course of its opinion did the Court consider-or have occasion to
consider-the constitutionality of a statute which taxed the current earnings of
a corporation directly to its stockholders.

When one considers the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Brandeis, it is en-
tirely clear that he also recognized that the Government's alternative argu-
ment was based upon the theory that Congress had the power to tax to share-

10 The Court stated, at pp. 199-200 that the statute "(notwithstanding a contention of
the government that will be nticfd) plainly evinces the purpose of Congress to tax stock
dividends as income."

"The stock dividend was declared on January 1, 1916. In the amount of approximately
$25 Million. 02 this amount. $20 Million was a capitalization of pre-MNarch 1, 191:3
earnings, which the statute did not purport to reach. The remaining $5 Million was a
capitalization )f the earliest post-1913 earnings (total post-1913 earnings being about
$25 Million). It was Mrs. Macomber's share ot this $5 Million of accumulated earnings
which the Government sought to tax. This is clear from the following statement in the
Government's brief on reargument:

"... If Congress had levied an annual tax on the stockholder's share of corporate
profits accruing during each year, then, of course, no one would say that any part
of the profits accruing during a particular year could be carried forward and treated
as income of a succeeding year. But that is not this case. . . . The result is that
instead of an annual ta. on accruing profitR we have a single tax on accumulated
profits levied when they are distributed." (pp. 65-21).
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hollers accum ulated earn ings, rather than currcn t earnings, of their corporation.
lie stated (p. 232) :

"... serious question of the taxability of stock dividends would probably
never have been made if Congress had undertaken to tax only those divi-
dends which represented profits earned during the year in which the divi-
dend was paid, or in the year preceding."

Thus, since the question presented by the alternative arguments in Ei.tncr v.
Macom bcr was not the power of Congress to tax current corporate earnings di-
rectly to shareholders but its power to tay accumiulated earnings when repre-
sented by the declaration of a stock dividend, it would indeed be erroneous to
accept the case as any authority whatever on the question of the constitutional
power of Congress to tax directly to shareholders the earnings of a corpora-
tion (or to patrons the earnings of a cooperative) ae they arise.

In view of the above, It seems unnecessary to discuss at any length the sub-
sequent history of Eisner v. Macomber. Suffice it to say that, even with respect
to the matters to which the Court. was actually addressing itself-such as. the
taxability of stock dividends, and the definition of income-the decision has
been limited by subsequent cases to such an extent that it now must be con-
sidered as encompassing very little, If any, more than its own precise factual
situation.'"

Thus, a stock dividend is taxable if there has been a segregation of assets
at the corporate level (U.S. v. Pcli.s, 257 U.S. 1516 (1921) and Roekcclhr v.
U.S., 257 U.S. 176 (1921)), or if there has been any change in the stockholder.,'
proportional interests in the corporation (Marr v. U.S.. 268 U.S. 536 (192).5) and
Koshland v. Hclrcring, 297 U.S. 441 (1935)). even though nothing has been
"severed from capital" and distributed to the stockholder for his own "separate
use and benefit." See Hclvering v. Bruun, 309 V.S. 461 (1940).

IV. FACTORS PECULIAR TO COOPERATIVES

It is clear from the foregoing that, notwithstanding Eisner v. Macomber. ('on-
gress has the power to tax the shareholders of a regular business corporation
on the undistributed current earnings of the corporation. It is equally clear, if
not clearer, because of the closer business relationship of patron and coopera-
tive, that Congress can tax the l)atron on his share of current net margins de-
rived from patronage.

In the cooperative situation the patron is not merely a passive investor--he
plays a leading role in the transactions reducingg the income; he furnishes the
products or purchases the supplies or services from which the income is de-
rived. The patron must take affirmative action (i.e.. he must do business with
the cooperative) in order to create any patronage Income which is taxable to
him. Under these circumstmces his relation to net margins received at the co-
operative level is closer than that of a stockholder to corporate earnings. In-
deed, this relationship is closer, economically, than that of many partnersi-and
certainly all limited partners-to the earnings of their partnership. Since part-
nership Income can be taxed directly to the partners, there is no logical or legal
basis whatever for concluding that patronage income cnunot be taxed directly
to patrons.

For the reasons set forth above, legislation requiring patrons to include in
income the face amount of documents evidencing their share of current patron-
age income of the cooperative enterprise would clearly be constitutional.

SUTHERLANn), ASBILL & BRENNAN,
By M1AC ASBII., Jr.

Senator CvRTIs. Thank you very much.
Mr. Patrick B. Healy.
You understand that dairymen are used to working from early to

late, and so you probably don't mind.

121ndoed, if the continued valldti, of the Macomhcr decision on the exact issue there
involved were squarely presented to the Court today, v- believe the case would be over-
ruled. In Helveiing v. Grifflths, 31S U.S. 371 (194.3) the Government urged that Eisner
v. Macomber be overruled, but a majority of the Court refused to reach the Constitutional
issue because it concluded that th statute there involved was not intended by Congress
to encompass the type of stock dividend involved in the MIacomber case. Three Justices
dissented on the ground that the Macomber case should be overruled.

Erwin Griswold, Dean of Harvard Law School, in "Cares on Federal Taxation"
(5th ed. 1960) stated: "The [majority] opinion [in Grifflths] left little room to doubt
that a statute explicitly taxing all 5toek dividends would be upheld." (p. 710).
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STATEMENT OF PATRICK B. HEALY, SECRETARY, NATIONAL MILK
PRODUCERS FEDERATION

11. HEAIX. We ae Nery happy to be here.
Senator Cui'rris. Mr. Ilealy, we are delighted to have you here. This

tax bill probably to manIy people is just so many pages, but. to a great
segment of our economy it is very important, and we assure you that
what you have to say will be followed through when the committee
deliberates.

You may proceed.
Mi'. HEALY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the interests of time, I will attempt to summarize the summary

we prepared.
My name is Patrick B. Healy, and I am the secretary of the National

Milk Producers Federation, with offices at No. 30 F Street NW in
Washington, D.C.

The statement. which I am going to present here accurately reflects
the farmers' viewpoint, because 75 percent of our board of directors
are required to be farmers, and therefore any policy position which we
adopt at, meetings is adopted by a preponderance of farmers.

Furthermore, the board of directors of cooperatives are all farmers.
Therefore, farmers do in fact set the policies under which cooperatives
operate.

Arguments to the effect that Congress must protect farmers from
themselves, or from their own cooperatives, are unsound and are
merely an excuse to undermine cooperatives so processors and middle-
men can take greater profits at the farmers' expense.

Farmers must be permitted to operate their own organizations,
financed with their own funds, in whatever manner they deem best.

Congress should not undertake to substitute its judgment in the
operation of a farmers' cooperative for the sound judgment and
experience of its farmer members, who have at stake not only their
own capital, this is the farmers money we are talking about, but also
their own welfare and future as dairy farmers.

Business requirements change from time to time. An inflexible
across-the-board rule prescribed by Congress would be impractical.

What are cooperatives?
Cooperatives are a basic form of a self-help program in which

farmers acting together in the marketplace seek to solve their own
problems, improve the quality and service of their produce, and try
to obtain a more reasonable return for the labor and investment
required to produce the Nation's food.

Congressional approval of cooperatives:
There is a long history in Congress of legislation to encourage

farmers to improve their'own position by organizing and operating
their own cooperatives.

That cooperatives have justified the confidence placed in them by
Congress is amply attested by the fact that this policy of encourage-
ment has been maintained consistently for 50 years. "

Not only in the interests of the cooperative and the farmer, but
also in the interests of our Nation as a whole, in order to provide for a
healthy agriculture, it must be everyone's duty to protect, and develop
farmer's' cooperatives and see to it that these associtioiis prosper.
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Farmers use cooe,.atives to keep process marketing mar is in
liie and to 'Keel) the c, st, of farm supplies i line. They do this ty set-
ting u) and operating their own businesses when margins charged
farmers by others become excessive.

The reason cooperatives meet with strong opposition is because the
opportunities for others to take large profits at the expense of farm-
ers is greatest when farmers are disorganized, and when there is no
yardstick in the marketplace against which these other organizations
must, measure themselves.

The tax treatment of farmer cooperatives is not unique. It is not un-
usual, and it, is not applicable to cooperatives alone. It is followed by
businesses operated by individuals, by partnerships, and by small cor-
porations, in that only one level of tax is assessed against their profits.

Large corporations are in fact subject to a double tax. We think this
is wrong. But certainly we don't think the way to correct it is to put a
double tax on everyone else.

We (1o not believe that there is one valid tax objective, one valid rev-
enue objective, to be achieved by the cooperative provisions of the bill
which is before this committee.

All savings which are made by farmers, when they market their
product on a cost basis through their own cooperatives' are taxed. They
are taxed at full value to the members and the patrons of the coopera-
ti 'e. This was settled in 1962, when we passed the legislation concern-
ing the patronage refunds of cooperatives.

The provisions of this bill which are now pending before the Con-
gre:s are an unwarranted attack upon farmer cooperatives. They are
designed to undermine the capital of cooperatives and their financial
structure thus making it easier for others to operate in thec market
alongside these institutions and to take a better profit at the farmer.'
expense.We therefore recommend that section 531 be stricken from the bill.

We think it should be because, first, it serves no valid tax objective.
There will not be one additional penny of revenue to the Government,
if tlii. thing is passed-none.

Secondly, we feel that it is destructive and discriminatory, and it
is an attack upon cooperatives which are operated by farmers in their
own behalf.

Third, we think its real effect, rather than to provide for Federal
revenue, would be to undermine the capital and the financial structure
of the cooperatives.

Fourth, it would be an attempt to interpose the judgment of Con-
gress for that of the farmer l)oards of directors of each of these
cooperatives.

It would do this by prescribing an across-the-board rule which
would be inflexible and inadequate to meet the changing conditions
with which these cooperatives are confronted, conditions which are
different, maybe for each cooperative which must make up its mind as
to what it should do.

We believe that problems relating to the internal operations of coop-
eratives, and here we are talking about the. accrual, use, and revolving
of the capital structure of these cooperatives, should be left to the
farmer cooperatives, because they are the people who have the problem.

-- 5- 69--- pt. 4-..... 21
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Finally, we feel that as long as one full level of tax is paid currently
in the- year in which it. is earned, as is now the case, that farmers should
be free to manage their own cooperatives, and to finance them with
their own money, in whatever manner they (leegi best.

That concludes our summary, Mr. Chairman.
Se:iator CURTIS. Thank you.
Mr. Miller?
Mr. Hansen?
Mr. Healey, do you have anything further to say?
Mr. HIEALY. Yes. I had thought perhapss that Mr. Miller would pur-

sue his question with me as te did heretofore.
In answer to that. question, I would like to say that this is what

farmers do every d,,y. 'iiis is the decision that they make every day.
They decide who N% il sit on their board of directors. They assemble

at annual meetings and elect officers and directors. In effect they decide
each year whether the capital shall be revolved or whether it'shall be
retained.

Furthermore, in 1962, and again in 1964, we went to each cooperative
in this country, not only we in the dairy field but all cooperatives, and
we explained this tax bill to them.

They all amended their bylaws to conform to the 1962 act, and agaiin
in 1964 to conform to the act which related to per unit retained capital.
All of them are directly and explicitly aware of how their capital is
used and of how their co'operative is operated.

All of them, or at least. the majority in each cooperative, have agreed
that, this is something that the cooperative must be left free to judge. It
is something that they have just recently been confronted with; and we
see absolutely no reason to impose this 15-year deadline on cooperative
capital, therby making it debt instead of capital, and subordinating
all other debt, to it.

It makes it difficult for them to serve farmers and meet expanding
agricultural need,. I understand the governor of the Farm Credit
Administration was here today. He probably said that it would make
it more difficult for COO)eratives to obtain loans from an organization
put in business by Congress to lend money only to them. I see no rea:-on
to turn this capital, which farmers invest so they can run their own
business, into debt. so that it becomes more difficult for them to borrow
money elsewhere.

They make this decision every year, and each year they decide,
"Ae need this to promote our businesss" or "We can afford to return
a portion of it to you and still have an ongoing business."

Senator Mirr.. Who savs that?
Mr. HEATS. The boards of these cooperatives; which are elected by

the farmers, and which are farmers themselves.
Senator MILER. Yes. That gets to my point. These other statements

which you are making, I think all of us on the committee re,:cognize.
I am getting at this matter of the members themselves on an annual

decision basis, because it is annual income we are concerned with.
I understand how they operate, and the thing that troubles me is that
I can see where this idea of annual income and dominion over annual
income might well be exercised by a majority of the members rather
than by a board which might not be able to be ousted for some time.
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Frankly, I have not in my area spen where any boards have been
ousted. But. at the same time when you are dealing with annual income,
l)eirlaps the animal meeting of the board, of the membership, is the
place to merely put the stamp of approval of the majority of the
members on ihe disposition of the anm'ual income.

Mr. HIE.iY. I think, Senator Miller, that in effect, this is what we do.
1We go to the annual meeting and we continue the boards in office, the
boards which have taken these decisions. Furthermore, I know of no
other place whore we require all the stockholders, and that is in
substance what we are talking about, of organizations to decide how
much of that stock shall be called each year. Therefore, I cannot see
why, when we get a small group of farmers, as is the case in your State
pailicularly, why %Ne should not trust these men to decide for them-
selves how best they can operate their own business.

Senator MILLER. When you say, "decide for themselves," are you
talking about the boards of directors?

Mr. HEALY. I am talking about the board of directors elected by
farmers, and who are subject, to the people who elect them.

Senator MILLER. What is the matter with the members themselves?
Mr. I-FILY. We have just been to the membership in 1964 and in

1962, and explained this tax issue to them in the greatest detail. We
got. their individual cowsent in many cases. In many cases we. got,
under the requirements for amending'bylaws, which are quite rigid in
some organizations-

Senator MILLR. Right. That is exactly what I am getting at.
Mr. IEALY. WVe just went through that, Senator, and I see no reason

to impose rules on cooperatives that we do not impose on any other
business. I can see no objective in it, nothing that would be served by
it, except to create a feeling that perhaps the Congress of the United
States does not trust cooperatives.

You see, I know the dairy business quite well, and I know of no
market in this country where a man has only one cooperative to which
he can sell his milk. He has a choice, and if he does not like what one
cooperative does, he can sell elsewhere. If he doesn't like what any
cooperative does, he can ship as an individual shipper to some milk
dealer, who is doggone glad to get him.
. This competition keeps the decisions of the Board, and the revolv-
ing of money, at. the very best pace that the cooperative can develop
and still continue to operate a business.

Senator MILLER. I understand that a revision of the bylaws can be
quite an undertaking sometimes. It might even take years. It depends
a lot, on what the membership) wants to do. But I must say that a ma-
jority of the members would have to make a decision on this matter
instead of the Board, I can't see how that would impede the coopera-
tive at all.

.M[r. HEALY. Well, if that. were the case, and we are unalterably
opposed to that, the farmers would approve the financing of their
cooperatives. There is no question about that; but, it would be an
unnecessary, burden every year, and we just shouldn't have to do more
than we are doing now.

Senator MmiLEmR Yes, but it might be good for the members to be
a little more active sometimes. I know you have troubles, sometimes all
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managers, all cooperative managers, have on one occasion or another
a little trouble get'ding the members out, like they should, or getting
them to participate like they should.

They are generally pretty well satisfied. But this fits with the con-
cept of the democracy of the cooperative, and all I am suggesting
to you is that this might be something that will be taken up with the
conferees on the other side.

Mr. HFALY. As regards the conferees, I would hope this bill would
come out of the Senate without section 531. I would judge that by
this time many individual Members of the House have talked to peo-
ple on the Ways and Means Committee, and I would hope that the

enate would send such resolute men to the conference that they would
get their way.

Senator MILLER. Of course, you never know what the House is going
to do.

Senator CURTIS. Thank you, Mr. Healy.
(Patrick B. Healy's prepared statement follows:)

I.DEX

1. The Federation.
2. Farmers Control Cooperative.
3. The Farmers Freedom of Choice.
4. What are Cooperatives.
5. Congressional Approval of Cooperatives.
0. Cooperatives Ielp Farmers.
7. Cooperatives Are Important to Consuumers.
8. Opposition to Cooperatives.
). Tax Equality.

10. No Tax Issue In the President Bill.
11. Discriminatory and Destructive Legislation.
12. The Federation's Position.

STATEMENT OF PATRICK B. HEALY, SECRETARY, NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS
FEDERATION

SUMMARY
1.-The frdcratiom

There is no conflict of interest between farmers and their agricultural coopera-
tives.

The Federation's statement accurately reflects the farmers viewpoint, because
75 percent of our board of directors are required to be farmers and policy posi-
tions are adopted at meetings where farmers predominate.

,.-Fartners control cooperatives
The boards of directors of cooperatives are all farmers elected by farmers.

Farmers set the policies of their own cooperatives by democratic process.

3.-The farmers freedom of choice
Arguments to the effect that Congress must protect farmers from themselves,

or from their own cooperatives, are unsound and are merely an excuse to under-
mine cooperatives so processors and middlemen can take greater profits at the
farmers' expense.

Farmers must be permitted to operate their own organizations, financed with
their own funds, in whatever manner they deem best.

Congress should not undertake to substitute its judgment in the operation of a
farmers' cooperative for the sound Judgment and experience of its farmer meni-
bers, who have at stake not only their own capital but also their own welfare and
future as dairy farmers.

Business requirements change from time to time. An inflexible across-the-
board rule prescribed by Congress would be impractical.
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.f.-What are cooperatives
Cooperatives are a basic form of a self-help program in which farmers acting

together seek to solve their own problems, improve the quality and service of their
produce, and try to obtain a more reasonable return for the labor and invest-
ment required to product the Nation's food.
5.-Congressio-,al approval of cooperatives

There Is a long history in Congress of legislation to encourage farmers to im-
prove their own position by organizing and operating their own cooperatives.

That cooperatives have justified the confidence placed in them by Congress
is amply attested by the fact that this policy of encouragement has been main-
tained consistently for 50 years.
6.-Cooperatives help farnc s

Cooperatives provide services for farmers when needed services are not other-
wise available.

Farmers keep processing and marketing margins in line, and also the cost of
farm supplies, by setting up and operation their own cooperative businesses when
margins charged by others are excessive.

Cooperatives check the weights and tests of their members milk to assure fair
treatment In an area which otherwise is easily subject to mistreatment.
7.-Cooperatives are important to consumers

Cooperatives have not sought unduly high prices. They ask only for a price
level which will reflect to the farmer a fair return for his labor, taking into ac-
count the investment and risk involved.

Hourly returns for the labor of dairy farm operators, as reported by the De-
partment of Agriculture, range from $.91 to $1.08 in the three test areas reported.

Cooperatives keep middlemen's margins under reasonable control.
Cooperatives help provide the abundant supplies of high quality food which

consumers enjoy.
8.-Opposition to cooperatives

Cooperatives meet with strong opposition because the opportunities for proces-
sors and middlemen to take large profits at the expense of the farmer is greatest
when farmers are disorganized, when there are no checks on weights and tests,
and when there Is no regulating Influence on processing and purchasing margins.

9.-Tax equality
Businesses operated by individuals, by partnerships, by cooperatives, and by

small corporations are all taxed alike in that only one level of tax Is Imposed.
Large corporations are subject to a double tax. This is wrong. But extending

the double tax to cooperatives and then, In turn, to small corporations, partner-
ships, a.nd Individual businesses Is not the proper way to -correct it.

Large corporations can use the tax advantages available to cooperatives if
they choose to operate on a cost basis as cooperatives do.
1O.-No tux issue in the present bill

There are no valid tax objectives to be achieved by the cooperative provisions
of the pending bill.

All savings made by farmers when they market their produce, or purchase
their farm supplies, on a cost basis, through their own cooperatives are taxed
at full value to the members and patrons of the cooperatives. This Is true, under
the present .aw, regardless of what percentage is paid in cash or left In the
cooperative as capital.
11.-Discriminatory and destructive legislation

The cooperative provisions of the pending bill are an unwarranted attack
upon farmers cooperatives, and are designed to undermine their capital and
financial structures, thus making it easier for processors and middlemen to reap
a greater profit at the farmer's expense.
12.-The federation's position

We recommEnd that Section 531 be stricken from the bill for the following
reasons:

(1) It serves: no valid tax objective;
(2) It Is a destructive and discriminatory attack upon farmers agricultural

cooperatives;
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(3) Its real effect would be to undermine the capital and financial structure
of agricultural cooperatives;

(4) It would interpose the Judgment of Congress for that of the farmer boards
-of directors of cooperatives;

(5) It would prescribe an across-the-board rule which would be Inflexible
and inadequate to meet changing requirements;
(6) It is an attempt by Congress to interfere in the internal affairs of farmers'

organizations;
(7) Problems relating to the internal operation of cooperatives should be con.

sidered by the agriculture committees and not the tax committees;
(8) As long as one full level of tax is currently paid, as it now is, farmers

-should be free to manage their own cooperatives and to finance them with their
own money .in whatever manner they deem best.

THE FEDERATION

The National Milk Producers Federation is a national farm organization.
It represents dairy farruers and the dairy cooperative associations which they
own and operate.

The policies of the Federation accurately reflect the viewpoint of dairy farmers
who are members of cooperatives as well as the viewpoint of cooperative associ-
ations which dairy farmers have organized and joined.

This is true, because our bylaws require that at least 75 percent of the Federa-
tion's board of directors must be active dairy farmers. Attendance at our annual
meetings, where our basic policy resolutions are determined, is predominantly
that of the active dairy farmer.

Thbe men who serve on our board of directors, and those who serve as voting
delegates when our policies are adopted, -are all chosen, either directly or indi-
rectly, by farners and they must be responsive to the wishes and thinking of the
dgiry farmer they represent.

This Is most important in this hearing, because it will be argued that Congress
must protect farmers against their own cooperatives.

ARMES CONTROL COOPEU4TIVES

The boards of directors of dairy cooperatives, in practically every case, are all
active dairy farmers. The directors are elected by farmers, and they must be
responsive to the welfare of the dairy farmers they represent and also to their
own welfare as dairy farmers themselves.

The bylaws of the cooperatives require their boards of directors to be active
farmers, thus assuring control of the cooperative by farmers. This further as-
enres that the cooperative will be operated in the best interest of farmers and
that its policies will reflect accurately the farmer viewpoint

The principle of one-man one-vote is traditional with cooperatives, and demo-
cratic control by the farmers themselves 1.q a fundamental concept in these
organizations. We know of no situation among our members, over many years of
experience, where a few large producers have dominated a cooperative to the
detriment of smaller producers. The one-man one-vote principle precludes this;
and, in any event, farmers Just don't operate that way in cooperatives. The rpa-
son they have combined together in a cooperative is to promote tle common good
of all through their united efforts.

nTk rAsMus PIKEDOM 0r HOICU'

Ihe control which farmers exercise over the Federation and over their own
cooperative pasociations, as we have pointed out, Is most important to a proper
eoaluat 106 of the immes presented in this hearing.

5me *11 t*at fa e wnnst be protected agtilftst their own cooperatives
t intervenes, cooperatives will take unfair advantage of
Zt % $1*tlImm 4d eontil them.

T is m4 tb ne a'S'' that farmers most be proft * g&Inst themselves
A *f permitted to use their own best judgment in the

~W~ A ut~ t I*hA affy farlers we i~i~iesent, that farmers
i*t olr owh Ogapizations financed wltb their owfl

.tudgnent in the Operation of a
40 to 4t it

tj
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farmers' cooperative for the sound Judgment and extensive knowledge and ex-
perience of its farmer members, who have at stake not only their own capital
but also their own welfare and future as dairy farmers.

We are not impressed with the argument that Congress should protect the
farmer against himself-by making him do what he does not want to do-and
by making him handle his own business in his own organization in a manner
which is contrary to his own best judgment and contrary to the wishes of a
majority of his co-members.

An examination of the present proposal, along with similar proposals that have
been made in the past, will disclose that the real objective of such legislation
is not to help farmers but to undermine fheeffectlveness pf agricultural coopera-
tives and thus enable nonfarmer'enterliises to reap a great r profit at the expense
of disorganized farmers.

This is particularly true pf'the pending legislation, because it 'eves no tax
objective whatever. Its sol result would be to undemine the capital aniid flnaqlcial
structure of important gricultural cooperativq§, bm, leaving farmer.\ at the
mercy, if any such q lity exists, of purchasers a processors o. their
produce. X

Farmers must be $/ee to make t~eir own tdecisidns in thoit own'cooperatives-
and Congress must ot attemp ;to make d cislons for tbdm by a general ruleof
law-because the f cts are dlffererit in prac lyev case.

For example, I a new or expanrTfnc-l ratiye, o _In one panning to set up
a new plant, it ght be most importan a tiers t bullI up capital in sub
stantial amounts and to leave capital f)iAI in the coo rati ves fora relatively
long period of t e. In a pooperative -hladx 4illy f na o~d, the farmers may
prefer to withdr w a largely peret a ge0 oit1 reu nt a 1u in cash.

In one cooper five, farmer ma3 pefe t ti Ia e prpotion of their
current savings cash and leave the r investe[ caJ i In the cooperative for!
longer periods. I another, t e farmer nay prefeirlo le vg,,their current saviug
on deposit in the capital of tl e coo atlye In o# er toi nealaut a more rapidl
revolving of older capital cert~la s.. A a'-

Business requir nents cha e from year tb yea . Thright to In ke busin
decisions must be exible and not hampered by, genera across-tbt-board r les
prescribed by Congrs, which in man;..cases wo ld be fnpractl to meet ur-
rent problems. I

As long as the currefl payment 4fone.|evel of tx to adeq ately provi~ for,

is it now is, we see no reason why farmers lhould'lot be permitted to m~x e their
own decisions concerning t ir own funds in their own organizations.

It Is entirely out of orde and most inappropriate, in such c a, for Con-
gress to substitute itG j:adgmen or the business decisions ofPle farmers and
thus meddle in the nternai affairs A Qerations of thesemporant agricultural
cooperatives. . -----

WHAT ARE COOPERATIVES?

Agricultural cooperatives are organizations of farmers who have banded to-
gether in an effort to improve their own economic lot.

They are entirely voluntary; and no farmer needs to join One, or to remain
a member, unless he wishes to do so. In practically all cases, membership is open
and any farmer who wishes to avail himself of the services of the cooperative and
to participate in it is welcome to do so.

Cooperatives are a basic form of a self-help program in which farmers acting
togetherr seek to solve their own problems, improve the quality and service of their
produce, and try to obtain a reasonable return for the labor and investment re-
quired to produce the Nation's food., Some cooperatives are bargaining associations through which farmers can bar-
gain as a group for the sale of milk to processing and distributing plants. W.ith-
.Out such associations, farmers have no group bargaining power and are in the
4:Stion of having to take for their milk whatever price the dairy companies may

-.,CVoperatives ala. :heck weights and butterfat tests of the milk sold by their
oher, thus eliminating the possibility of false or Inaccurate tests and weights.

40bher dairy cooperatives are manufacturing units These are simply groups
*rmers whg. instead of selling their milk as a raw agricultural product, have
ate4 cooperatively to manufacture it, on a cost basis, in their own plants,

With=their oWn capital in order to obtain a better return by selling it in
torV of fished dairy products

efatives also purchase for their members, on a cost basis, the supplies
qulpment needed on their farms
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CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL OF COOPERATIVES

There is a long history in Congress of legislation to encourage farmers to
Improve their own position by organizing and operating their own cooperatives.
The policy of Congress In this respect is well established by many enactments.
To mention just a few, the Capper-Volstead Act was passed In 1922, the Agricul.
tural Marketing Act was passed In 1929, numerous provisions relating to coopera.
ties were enacted in the 1930's, and legislation relating to cooperatives and to
the Farm Credit Administration has continued to the present time.

That cooperatives have justified the confidence placed in them by Congress Is
amply attested by the fact that this policy of encouragement has been maintained
consistently for approximately 50 years.

COOPERATIVES IhELP FARMERS

ooperatives have rendered a tremendously valuable service for agriculture
over many years. Through them, farmers have provided services for themselves
where needed services were not otherwise available.

They have kept processing and marketing margins in line by processing and
marketing their own produce in their own plants when the margins charged by
others were excessive. In the same manner, when prices charged for feeds and
fertilizer and farm equipment have been excessive, farmers have set up their
own purchasing operations.

The savings farmers have made by performing their own marketing and pur-
chasing service for themselves In their own cooperatives runs into many, many
millions of dollars. This has benefited not only the agricultural economy of the
Nation but the economy as a whole, because agriculture Is an important part of
the total economy.

Cooperatives provide a yardstick for measuring excessive processing margins
and provide a brake on middlemen's excessive profits.

Even in areas where there are no cooperative plants, the fact that farmers
can set up their own plant if processing margins become too excessive serves as
a strong influence to keep the margins within reasonable bounds.

Farmers do not organize cooperatives for the fun of it. In most cases, they
are driven to do so for their own protection, either because the services they
need are not being provided or because excessive profits are being taken at
their expense. Dissatisfaction with weights and tests is another factor. Unless
there is a very real need for farmers to organize, the setting up of a new coopera-
tive is quite likely to fall.

COOPERATIVES ARE IMPORTANT TO CONSUMERS

Although farmers' cooperatives have been reasonably successful in the agricul.
tural field, as Congress intended them to be, they have neither achieved nor
sought unreasonlably high prices.

Controls against undue enhancement of prices are provided in Section 2 of the
Capper-Volstead Act, but In actual practice it has never been necessary to use
this section.

This country is so large, and its agricultural resources are so great, that co-
operatives could not have unduly enhanced prices, even If they had desired to
do so.

But cooperatives have not sought unduly high prices. Basically they have taken
the position that prices should be at a level which would reflect to the farmer
a fair return for his labor, taking into account the Investment and risk involved.

Consumers have no right to enjoy food at prices which do not provide reason-
able compensation to farmers any more than they have a right to enjoy indus rial
products made with sweatshop labor.

Hourly returns for the labor of dairy farm operators, as reported by the
Department of Agriculture, have been far below $1.00 per hour in many of the
past years. The most recent figures for the three test areas reported are $1.07,
$1.08, and $.91 (Agriculture Information Bulletin No. 230, September 1968).

Actually cooperatives perform a valuable service to consumers by keeping
middlemen's margins under reasonable control.

Furthermore, the cooperatives are an Important and vital factor In the pro.
duction of the abundant supplies of high quality foods which this country
enjoy&I
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OPPOSITION TO COOI'ERATIVES

It is not difficult to see why farmers' cooperatives meet with strong opposition
and why such determined efforts are made to hamper or destroy them.

As we have indicated above, the cooperatives provide a control on excessive
prvt'ssing margins and on excessive mnidlenen's profits, both with respect to
farm marketing and the purchasing of farm supplies.

The opportunity for processors to take ltrge profits is greatest when farmers
are disorganized, when there are no checks on weights and tests, and when there
is no regulating influence on processing a(d ptirchitsing margins.

TAX EQUALITY

Businesses operated by individuals, by partnerships, by cooperatives, and by
small corporations are taxed alike ila that only one lvel of tax is imposed. This
tax is paid by the individual, by the partners, by the members of cooperatives,
and by the stockholder members of small corporations.

Businesses operated by large corporations are double taxed, because one level
of tax is charged to the corporation and another to its stockholders.

The same tax treatment that 1. accorded to cooperatives is available to big
corporations if they choose to operate on a cost basis, as cooperatives do, and
return to their patrons gross receipts less operating costs. In such a case, no
profit would accrue to the big corporation and there would be no corporate tax.
Cooperatives must operate on a cost basis and no profit can accrue to the
Cooperative.

All of the savings made through the operation of a cooperative must be passed
back to its patrons, and the patrons are taxed on all such savings currently and
at the full amount.

The double tax on corporations Is wrong, and it should be gradually eliminated.
It would merely compound the wrong to extend a double tax to cooperatives and
then, in turn, to small corporations, I)artnerships, and individual businesses.

NO TAX ISSUE IN TIlE PRESENT BILL

There is no tax sue in the present bill, insofar as it applies to farmer
cooperatives.

All savings made by farmers when they market their produce, or larchase their
farm supplies, on a cost basis, through their own cooperatives are fully taxed
to the members and patrons of the cooperative.

This tax is charged currently, without deferment, and all such savings are
taxed at full value. This is true whether the farmers elect to receive their savings
In cash or to leave them invested in the cooperative as capital funds of the
cooprative.

The tax result is unchanged, whether the savings paid in cash is 20 percent or
50 percent, because the farmer pays taxes currently on the full value of his share
of the savings made.

There is, therefore, no valid tax objective to be achieved by the cooperative
provisions of the pending bill.

DISCRIMINATORY AND DESTRUCTIVE LEGISLATION

The cooperative provisions of the pending bill are highly discriminatory and
destructive and serve no useful tax purpose.

They are an unwarranted attack upon farmers' cooperatives, and are designed
to undermine their capital and financial structures.

As long as one full level of tax is being paid currently by farmers on the sav-
ings made through their cooperatives, there is no valid basis for Congress to
meddle in the internal affairs of the cooperatives.

Neither is there any valid basis for Congress to substitute its Judgment for
the business Judgment of the farmer boards of directors of agricultural coop-
eratives. These men are well informed and they are farmer oriented. They know
what is best for themselves as farmers and for the successful operation of their
cooperatives.

An across-the-board rule imposed by Congress without knowing the day-to-day
and year-to-year needs of each individual cooperative would be dangerous and
ill-advised.

There is no need to protect the farmer from his cooperative, because the farmer
controls the cooperative and membership in it is voluntary. A cooperative whose
capital and financing arrangements did not have the support of its membership
could not possibly survive.
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We are not impremssed by those who profess to want to help the farmer by
undermining one of his most effective tools, his own cooperative.

This legislation is a thinly disguised attempt to permit processors and middle-
men to take unwarranted and excessive profits from the farmer by crippling
the farmers ability to perform services for himself, when such margins get out
of hand.

TIlE FEDERATION'S POSITION

The Federation, and the dairy farmers we represent, have consistently stp.
ported the principle that one level of tax should be Imid currently by farmers
on the savings they make when they process their own produce through their
own cooperative plants on a cost basis.

We have vigorously opposed, and continue to oppose in this bill, attempts to
undermine the capital and financial structure of cooperatives under the gulise of
tax legislation.

We recommend that all of Section 531 of H.R. 13270, relating to Agricultural
Cooperatives, be stricken from the bill for the following reasons:

(1) It serves no valid tax objective, since It neither increases nor decreases
the tax liability of cooperatives or farmers or in any way changes the tax revenme
as a whole;

(2) It Is a destructive and discriminatory attack upon farmers agriculwtral
cooperatives, wholly unwarranted by any valid tax objective;

(3) It Is designed to undermine agricultural cooperatives by impairing their
capital and financial structure In a manner not necessary to any revenue
purposes;

(4) It undertakes to Impose the Judgment of Congress for that of the farmer
boards of directors of cooperatives;

(5) It prescribes an across-the-board rule which does not take Into considera-
tion the fact that the capital requirements of cooperatives vary as between
cooperatives and also vary from time to time in the same cooperative, depending
upon its expansion and building programs;
(6) It is an attempt by Congress to interfere, unnecessarily, In the Internal

affairs of farmers' organizations;
(7) If there were any problems relating to the internal operation and financing

of cooperatives, this would be a matter for the consideration of the agriculture
committees and not the tax committees of Congress;

(8) As long as one full level of tax is being paid currently, as It now is,
farmers should be free to manage their own cooperatives and to finance them
with their own money In whatever manner the farmers prefer and in whatever
manner the farmers themselves, In their own sound judgment, deem best for them-
selves as farmers and best for their cooperatives, which are so very Important
to them.

Senator Curris. Mr. Irving Clark.

STATEMENT OF IRVING CLARK, ON BEHALF OF THE FARMERS
UNION CENTRAL EXCHANGE, INC., FARMERS UNION GRAIN
TERMINAL ASSOCIATION, GREAT PLAINS SUPPLY CO., LAND
O'LAKES CREAMERIEST, INC., LIDLAND COOPERATIVES, INC,
NORTHERN COOPERATIVES, INC., NORTH STAR DAIRY, TWIN
CITY MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, AND THE MINNESOTA
ASSOCIATION OF COOPERATIVES; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS
STEICHEN, GENERAL MANAGER, FARMERS UNION CENTRAL
EXCHANGE; AND RICHARD MAGNUSON, COUNSEL, FARMERS
UNION CENTRAL EXCHANGE

Mr. CLARK. I have with me Thomas Steichen, the general manager
of the Farmers Union Central Exchange, and Mr. Richard Magnuson,
the counsel of the Farmers Union Central Exchan ge. I had with me
earlier in the day a number of general managers of the other compa-
nies who are list d as being represented here with me, but they had to
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leave. Notwithstanding the lateness of the hour, we appreciate the
opportunity to be here and to speak our piece.

Iwas prepared to raise a remark with the chairman a little while
ago that not every person can be the first witness, and I realize that
not every one can be the last witness, so I have that privilege.

Senator CURTIS. Some people turn to the last page of t e book to
see how it comes out, so maye in these hearings you might not have
such a bad spot.

Mr. CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I hope the book comes out
well.

In the interests of brevity, and out of respect. and appreciation for
your coming back and taking this additional time, I am not even going
to summarize my summary, but I do wish to say four or five of our posi-
tions on the subject, which have been presented in great detail in my
statement, and the statement of witnesses who immediately preceded
me.

It seems to us-and of course it is in an oversimplified way-that you
can say section 531 of the bill is a non-revenue-producing bill or section.

It seems to us that section 531 will destroy cooperatives not merely
prevent their growth. It will destroy them by eliminating their capital,
as is clearly demonstrated in the rather objective statement of Mr.
Jaenke of thie Farm Credit Administration, as well as I think in our
statements on file.

It will eliminate their ability to borrow, as Mr. Jaenke also pointed
out, and in tables in his prepared statement, it shows that in 5 years
it will be down to a nonborrowing posture.

The patrons of the cooperatives do have dominion and control over
the affairs of the cooperative, including the matter of what portion of
their earnings they shall distribute in cash, either as a straight patron-
age reftuid or recommendations of prior patronage refunds. The pa-
trons, as Mr. Healy was just mentioning, have consented to take these
distributions into their income.

They can withdraw their consent. They can cease to do business with
the cooperative. They can amend the bylaws. They can come to the an-
nual meeting, and I have attended a few, perhaps not as many as
Senator Miller, and I have seen patrons not hesitate to get up on the
floor and ask why a larger cash amount could not be distributed, and
it was the job of management and the directors to satisfy those pa-
trons, and they did so by showing them the facts of life relating to
the financial statements And abilities of that organization.

As someone said earlier in the testimony today, the farm economy
is at the bottom of the economy, and if a change of policy is to be made,
policy adopted over many years by the Congress in many respects as-
sisting cooperatives as a tool for the farmers, that change of policy we
feel should come only after very careful and thorough study and con-
sideration and testimoonvby a committee such as this or the Committee
on Agriculture, as a policy matter, not as a decision on one page in
this 360-page bill.

We urge respectfully that section 531 should be stricken from the
bill by this committee and brought to conference in that way, and as
the last witness said, we hope that the Senate conferees can stand firm
on that proposition.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MML.R. Thank you.
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Your entire statement, of course, will be in the record.
Mr. Hansen, do you have any questions?
Senator HANsEN. I have no questions.
Senator CtRvs. We thank you for your contribution to this testi-

mony, and your associates.
(Mr. Clark's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF IRVING C!.ARK

I am Irving Clark of the law firm of Doherty, Rumble & Butler of Saint Paul,
Minnesota. This statement is made on behalf of Farmers Union Central Exchange
Inc., Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association, Great Plains Supply Company,
Land O'Lakes Creameries, Inc., Midland Cooperatives, Inc., Northern Coopera-
tives, Inc., North Star Dairy, Twin City Milk Producers Association, and the
Minnesota Association of Cooperatives. Those organizations conduct marketing
and farm supply activities for farn~ers primarily in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Washington, and Idaho. They are owned
,by approximately 2800 local cooperatives and approximately 800,000 individual
rural patrons.

My firm is also General Counsel for National Federation of Grain Cooperatives,
a federation of 20 regional grain marketing cooperatives which are farmers'
marketing organizations serving approximately 2,800 local grain marketing
associations. You have already heard testimony on behalf of that organization
and its members. I am authorized to say that it also concurs in the opinions
I am about to express.

After a thorough and careful consideration by Committees and the Congress,
the Revenue Act of 19062 established a fair and workable basis for taxation of
cooperative earnings. It accepted the principle that earnings of cooperatives
should be taxed either to the cooperative or the patron, but not both. It required
that the cooperative pay at least 20 percent of its patronage distributions In
cash, and obtain the consent of the recipients to treat the entire dividend as
income-or else the cooperative would pay tax on its entire earnings.

Following enactment of the 1962 Act, tens of thousands of cooperatives
amended their by-laws and took other steps to comply with the Act. Their pa-
trons have been paying the income taxes on patronage divideuds contemplated by
the Act.

In other words, the 1962 Act is working. Now Section 531 of the Tax Reform
Bill would add new and impossible burdens to those placed on the cooperatives
by the 1962 Act

If the purpose of this legislation is to destroy cooperatives, it will succeed in
its purpose.

If the purpose is to help the American farmer, it will fall miserably.
The Congress has repeatedly established that farm cooperatives are essential

to American agriculture. Those experienced in the cooperative movement are
now using that experience to assist urban cooperatives-in the ghettos of our big
cities and wherever the problems of the poor can be aided by the American prin-
ciples of self-help.

This bill would bring about the liquidation of that essential tool needed for both
agricultural and urban workers-the cooperatives.

It must be, we conclude, that those who voted for the insertion in the Bill of
Section 531 thought they were "helping the patron."

It is our purpose to show you in what respects they were mistaken.
Section 581 is not a revenue-producing measure. The objective was stated to

be to put a bigger portion of the earnings of the cooperatives into the hands of
the patrons, in cash. The Report of the Committee on Ways and Means says in
part:

"Farmers today have little dominion over the treatment of patronage dividends
despite the fact that they must pay tax on them as if they did."

This rests upon the illusion that the patrons want the cash, but their coopera-
tives are withholding It-as though by a small group of willful directors. But
there is no such situation in the cooperatives. Unlike the case of a business cor-
poration, each stockholder or member of the cooperative typically has one
vote, regardless of the number of shares h6ld. They elect directors personally
known to them, who share their views. They attend the annual meetings. If a
majority of them insist upon a large proportion of earnings being paid in cash,
they have the power.



So-the patrons control the cooperative. They have power to decide how
much of it. earnings the cooperative shall pay in cash. Legislation to compel
an increase will simply bust the cooperatives. Some will go broke sooner than
others, but it is only a question of time for all of them-if this provision is
enacted.

In the guise of helping the patron, it will force liquidation of a tool lie needs-
now more than ever.

How is this so? It is a matter of cash requirements--of pressing needs for
capital.

Of the approximately 2800 local cooperatives which are the owners and
patrons of the groups for which I appear, two-thirds have earnings of $25,000
or less. As with all small businesses, annual earnings do not come in the form
of cash. They are soaked up in increased accounts receivable, in increased costs
of facilities, and in increased investmient in the regional cooperatives.

Traditionally, the capital for these requirements has been provided by patrons
agreeing to reinvest their patronage dividends in the cooperative. The patrons
have not had spare cash. But they have been willing to let the cooperative treat
their patronage earnings as it reinvestment, after paying 20 percent in ca h to
the patrons to enable then to pay their income taxes. This is because the (oolr-

atives have been a needed source-In many places, the only source-of supplies,
of marketing services, and of other services.

The cooperatives need to retain the largest part of their earnings, as they
are not able to attract cash investments in the way a business with profit poten.
tial for investors, can. In other words, they are a service, a tool, not a profit
venture.

Two-thirds of our local cooiKhratives have net earnings of $25,000 a year, or
less. A sample of 400 of the stronger ones showed that their net earnings had
increased very slightly during the last five years. Many of the 2800 cooperatives
have been barely able to survive, using 80 percent of their earnings during the
last five years for capital needs and redemption of older outstanding equities.
The Bill would peirmilt then to retain only 50 percent. Yet an ordinary business
corporation earning $25,000 or less can retain 78 percent of its earnings, and
usually does.

The problem is compounded by the provision that the cooperative must obligate
itself to redeem all non-cash dividends within 15 years from (late of Issun. Our
typical local cooperative has more titan ten years' past equities outstanding. In
order to be in position to redeem In 15 years those equities issued hereafter. many
of them must first redeem all of their present equities during the next 15 years.
They are. requirel to by their by-laws, and by simple principles of fairness. That
requirement, plus the 20 percent cash payout, will require a total cash payout
of 85 percent of average earnings. That is inipossible.

It Is impossible for the local cooperative because it is necessary to plow back
somewhere between 50 and 80 percent of earnings into inventories, receivables,
and facilities just to keep even.

This brings us to the regional cooperatives. It is charged that these organiza-
tions are giants, expanding into manufacturing, oil relining, and other enter-
prises and competing unfairly with private business. Tie fact is that the
"regional" or "federated" cooperative is made up of local coolperatives which
own it and control it. They have banded together to extend their purchasing
power, or marketing power. To allow farmers to Join together in the ownership
of a petroleum storage tank and a delivery truck while denying theim the right
to Join together In the ownership of an oil refinery Is to deny both history and the
facts of inodern economic life. Local farmers' cooperatives have always been
provided services and supplies through regional cooperatives. Nearly all business
organizations have had to grow larger in recent years in order to be Coilpetitive,
and farmers' regional cooperatives have had to grow with them in order to
survive. The regionals' cash tied up in receivables, inventories, and facilities
has also increased, and the amount of their cash has correspondingly decl vled.
Most important, any regional cooperative, no matter hov Well managed, can hlve
a loss year. That means that they will be unable to redeem patronage refunds
previously issued, which cuts down still further the flow of cash to the local
Cooperatives.

All thl, comes down to the proposition that Section 531 of the Bill Is based on
8 series of fallacies:

The fallacy that earnings are cash.
The fallacy that there are no prior claims on that cash which Is in fact

realized-such as outstanding debt, or equities which thA cooperative is obligated
to redeem ahead of the new ones.
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The fallacy that cooperatives don't have to acquire new facilities and nip.
ment in order to provide services to keep their members alive.

The baste fallacy that Congress will help the patrons by putting their cooper.
ties In a straitjacket. We urge that Section 531 should be stricken from the
Bill.

APPENDIX TO STATEMENT OF IRVING CLARK

ANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVE PROVISION (SECTION 531) OF TAX REFORM BILL OF 1989

This analysis has been prepared on behalf of the following cooperatives, their
2800 local cooperatives, and their over 800,000 individual rural patrons:

Farmers Union Central Exchange, Inc. -,
Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association
Great Plains Supply Company
Land O'Lakes Creameries, Inc.
Midland Cooperatives, Inc.
Northern Cooperatives, Inc.
North Star Dairy
Twin City Milk Producers Association

and the Minnesota Association of Cooperatives.
This statement is intended to give factual information regarding the effect of
the provisions of Section 531 of the Tax Reform Bill of 1909, I.R. 13270, and to
show the fatal damage it will do to many cooperatives.
1. What the bill provides

The entire proposed change of law as it relates to cooperatives is contained in
one Section of the Bill-.Section 531. It would amend only one section of the
Internal Revenue Code, Section 1388. The present Section 1388 contains various
definitions of terms used in Sections 1381 through 1388, IRC, which with Section
?i21 set forth the tax status of cooperatives. One of those definitions is a comldex
one, defining the term "qualified written notices of allocation." A portion of the
definition, subsection (e) (1) of Section 1.388, now provides that at least 20 per-
cent of the amount of the patronage dividend distributions of a cooperative must
ie paid to the patrons in cash, and certain other requirements must be met, or the

wument representing the balance of the patronage dividend (sometimes called
the "non-cash portion") will not be a "qualified written notice."

The Bill would amend that definition by adding two requirements:
Ne Requirement One. The amount paid out in cash must increase at the rate

of 3 percent a year until 50 percent is reached. This amount of increase is called in
the Bill "the applicable percentage," and it i stated at 3 percent for taxable years
beginning in 1970, 6 percent for those beginning in 1971, etc., until it reaches 30
percent for years beginning in 1979 or any subsequent year. Together with the
existing 20 percent, the applicable percentage makes a total of 50 percent of cur-
rent earnings which must be paid out in cash for years beginning in 1979, and
thereafter.

While the present 20 percent in cash now required must be paid out as Irt of
the current patronage dividend, that is not true of the "applicable percentages,"
or increased amounts. They may either be paid out in cash as part of the cur-
rent patronage dividend, or be paid out in cash "in redemption... of any qual-
fled written notice of allocation" previously issued.

Comnimct. We are Informed that this may not have been the intent of the
framers, but the provision as now drawn has the effect of limiting redemptions
which would be credited against the "applicable percentages" to redemptions of
documents issued in 1964 or later. Older documents which may have been dis-
tributed prior to 1964 are not "qualified. written notices of allocation" within tile
present Code definitions nor in the Bill. This would mean that although a cool-
erative tony have older evidences of patronage distributions outstanding, and
may be obligated by law or by its by-laws or other contractual arrangement to
redeem them before it can redeem the 1964 and later documents, such redemp-
tions weild not "count" toward the "applicable percentage." This disadvantage,
which perhaps could be corrected by a change of working, is pointed out here
as a matter of construction or interpretation of the language of the Bill. Cor-
rection of it by altering the language would not Lorrect the drastic hardshiprs
imposed by the Bill-ee below.
Neo Requireme"t Two. The Bill also adds to the definition of "qualified writ-

ten notice of allocation" a requirement that the issuing cooperative must be
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obligated to redeem the "written notice" in cash within 15 years. The obligation
may be created in either of two ways:

(a) The cooperative imay adopt a by-law so providing, with a further provision
that this obligation cannot be changed "without the consent of those adversely
affected ;" or

(b) The written notice may be in the form of "an unconditional written evi-
dence of indebtedness .. which matures within such 15-year period."

The Bill also requires that "qualified per-unit retains" issued by a cooperative
include the same obligation of rtxlemptlon within 15 years, either by by-law or
by being in the form of an evidence of indebtedness which matures within 15
years. Thus, those cooperatives which use the method of distribution of earnings
called "retains," or "capital retains," or "per-unit retains" would be subject to
the same new requirements as those cooperatives which use the patronage divi-
dend method itlone---naely, the required increase in the percentage of earnings
paid out In cash, until it reaches 50 percent (see below as to the true effect of
this), and also issuance of obligations with fixed maturities of 15 years or less.

1. The provisions of the section would not work
Many of the illustrations In this analysis are based upon published summarized

data covering 400 farm supply cooperatives. These cooperatives are not typical,
but are among the strongest of the 2,800 cooperatives in the upper Midwest.
The harsh Impact of the provisions of Section 531 would apply with even greater
force to the 2,400 cooperatives not covered by the published data. The data
covering theme 400 cooperatives is set forth at the end of this analysis as Exhibit
A.

A. .lost of the ,.800 local cooperatives in the upper Midwest have annual
earnings of less than $25,900. Such organizations cannot be expected to survive
under a 50 percent cash distribution rcquilrement.

Available information on these upper Midwest local cooperatives indicates
that O5 percent of them had annual net earnings of less than $25,000 each. The
vast majority of them are small businesses operating in small rural communi-
ties. They were organized by their patrons, and perform a vital function as a
source of supplies, of marketing services, and of other services at reasonable
prices.

Like all small business organizations, nearly all of their relatively small
annual earnings may be required In a given year for the repayment of loans or for
the replacement of facilities and equipment. Inflationary pressures alone result in
the necessity for additional working capital to finance larger dollar amounts of
receivables and inventories.

Thte Congress has long recognized the economic necessity for small businesses
to retain a major portion of their earnings, by the smaller corporate tax rate of
22 percent on the first $25,000 of net income. This is especially true in the case
of cooperatives, which cannot attract equity investments motivated by profit
potential.

The effect of the proposed 50 percent cash requirement on a cooperative with
annual earnings of $20,000 would be as follows:

Annual Income Cash distri- Retained
earnings tax butions earnings

Current rules:
Ordinary corporation ............................ $20,000 $4,400 .............. $15,600
cooperative .................................... 20, 000 .............. $4,000 16,000

Proposed rules:
Ordinary corporation ............................ 20,000 4,400 .............. 15,600
Cooperative .................................... 20,000 .............. 10,000 10,000

Thus this provision of the Bill would allow the small cooperative to "plow
back" into its operations leRs of Its earnings than an ordinary business of the same
ize. This Is not good economics, good tax policy, nor gdod farm policy, as well
as being obviously unfair to the cooperative.

B. Section 581 of the Bill appears to be based on the erroneous assumption that,
in the case of cooperatives, "Annual earnings" are somehow equivalent to "add(-
tional cash."

Section 531 Imposes arbitrary cash distribution requirements on cooperatives
based upon patronage dividends which are annual earnings. These cash require-
tnents are stated at 50 percent, but together with the 15-year revolving require-
Ment, they may easily amount to 100 percent, as will -be illustrated later.
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Nearly all cooperatives in our area are business organizations bandflng inven-
tories of farm produce or of supplies. Under the provisions of the Internal Reve.
nue Code they are required to compute earnings on the "accrual" basis. They atre
not on the cash basis of accounting.

There is no necessary correlation between accrued earnings and cash. In individ.
ual cases 100 percent of accrued earnings may be represented by a combination
of increased Inventories, increased accounts receivable, additional facilities, or
reduced debt.

Nevertheless, under Section 531, they would be required to make camh distrilu-
tions of from 50 percent to 100 percent of annual earnings regardless of the
amount of available cash.

The data on 400 local cooperatives illustrates a 52 percent increase in earnings
tied up in non-cash forms, in a period of five years. These increased items were
accounts receivable, inventories, facilities, and investments in their regional
cooperatives.

Portions of the above increases were financed by increased liabilities. However,
the example illustrates the dramatic changes that can occur In any business or-
ganization, with substantial amounts of earnings reflected in a non-cash form.

These change. are compelled by necessity. Technological changes in far1inir,
such as increased numbers of classes of fuel, increased kinds and inmi.cs of fer-
tilizer, chemicals and other supplies have compelled local cooperative associations
to put additional money into facilities.

The Regulations under Section 537 of the Code give full recognition to all of
the above factors for accumulation of earnings to meet the reasonable needs of
the business, in the case of an ordinary business corporation, in the following
words:

"(b) Reasonable accumulation of earnings and profits. Although the following
grounds are not exclusive, one or more of such grounds, if supported by sufficient
facts, may indicate that the earnings and profits of a corporation are 'being ac-
cumulated for the reasonable ends of the business provided the general require-
ments under if 1.537-1 and 1.537-3 are satisfied:

"(1) To provide for bona fide expansion of business or replacement of
plant;

"(2) To acquire a business enterprise through purchasing stock or assets;
"(3) To provide for the retirement of bona fide indebtedness created in

connection with the trade or business, such as the establishment of a sinking
fund for the purpose of retiring bonds issued by the corporation in accordance
with contract obligations incurred on issue:

"(4) To provide necessary working capital for the business, such as, for
the procurement of inventories ; or

"(5) To provide for investments or loans to suppliers or customers if nee-
essary in order to maintain the business of the corporation." (Reg. § 1.5-37-
2(,b)).

Section 531 of the Bill, contrary to this Regulation and to all business experi-
ence, equates annual earnings with ability to make cash distributions.

C. In the ease of the fairly level earnings experienced by most cooperatives ill
recent years. the 15-year redemption provision amounts to an impossible require-
ment of annual cash dstrlbutions of up to 100 percent, which is a great maniy
caaes will begin at once, rather than in 15 years.

Despite substantial increases in sales volume, the published data on 400 strong
local supply cooperatives shows relatively level average earnings during the past
10 years:

iDollar amounts In thousands]

Operations (averaged) 1958 1963 1963

Sales to patrons (400 local cooperatives) ............................. $243 $308 $445
Local operalng1 earni 14 13 13
Rglona I patronage dlTv dnds- ------------------------------- 14 19 22
Not ernings (average4) ........................................... 27 33 35

Percent to sales ................................................... 11.2 10.7 719

During 1068 the above cooperatives issued patrontage dividends of approxi-
mately 20 percent in cash and 80 percent in qualified notices. Assuming con-
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tinuation of the trends of the past 10 years from 1970 through 1985, these co-
operatives would face a 100 percent cash distribution requirement in 1985:

Assumed net earnings in 1985 ........................................................................ $35,241

Cash di tribution requirements:
20 percent of 1985 net earnings in cash ----- _-----.............................................. . 7, 048
Qualified notices of,1970 (80 percent of $35,241) -------------------------------------- - - -...... 28,192

Total (100 percent) ..........................................................--- - -------- 35, 240

The necessary cash would simply not be available unless all of the follow-
ing impossible assumptions were made for 1985 and all subsequent years:

100 percent of the dividends received from regional cooperatives were in
cash; accounts receivable did not increase; inventories did not increase; no re-
l)Iacements or additions were required for facilities and equipment; all patrons'
equities issued prior to 1970 had already been redeemed.

Local cooperatives are owned and controlled by their patrons. In general, they
have followed the equitable procedure of retiring patronage equities in the
order of their issuance-oldest first. It can be fairly assumed that they would
(lesire to continue this procedure. Many of them are obligated to do so by pro-
visions in their by-laws. To do so (in order to retire such presently-outstanding
equities before the compulsory redemptions called for by the 15-year require.
ient of the Bill), the 400 cooperatives covered by the data would somehow

have to make average annual redemptions of the following dimensions begin-
ning in 169:

Assumed net earnings for 1969-..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..------------------------------------------------ $35, 241
20 percent of 1969 net earnings, in cash ............................................................... 7,048
i, of presently outstanding patronage equities of $344,925 in cash ........................................ 22, 995

Total .............. ......................................................................... 30,043
Percentage of 199 earnings .................................................................... 85

An M5 percent cash distribution can not be made because none of the nec-
essary assumptions are true for 1969. In other words, it is simply not true that
the dividends from the regional cooperative are all in cash. It is not true that
accounts receivable, inventories and facilities investments fall to increase. On
the other hand, they must inevitably increase.

In at least one state (Wisconsin), a dairy marketing cooperative is required
by law to maintain a ratio of current assets to current liabilities of 1.25. The "
issuance of notices of allocation with a fixed maturity will alter that ratio
adversely, putting the cooperatives subject to that law into receivership within
the first few years.

Thus, the 15-year requirement has immediate impact on the many coopera-
tives of our area which are already obligated to retire their oldest out4andling
equities first. It will force them to strive to retire those existing equities at a
pace they cannot achieve or maintain, with many inevitable failures far sooner
than 15 years.

I). Recent business trends have diminished the ability of increasing numbers
of cooperatives to revolve patrons' capital on any sort of predetermined basis.

The ability of any business organization to make cash distributions is not
determined by either net earnings or by cash on hand. Assuming no plans for
facility additions and no shortages of working capital, it is determined by the
"acid test" ratio: The ratio of the total of cash and accounts receivable to
current liabilities.

This concept applies in the case of cooperatives and of ordinary business or.
ganizations. The factors involved are ignored by Section 531 of the Bill, even
though they are given full recognition in the Regulations under the present
Section M37 of the Internal Revenue Code, determining whether accumulations
of earnings by ordinary corporations are reasonable or unreasonable.

As indicated previously. the data on the sample of 400 strong local coopera.
ties reveals increasing amounts of capital tied up In receivables, inventories,
facilities and investments in regional cooperatives during the past 10 years. Dur-
ing the l)ast 10 years these strong cooperatives have. on the average. beemn tible
to make cash distributions and redemptions averaging 50 percent of their

33-865---69-pt. 4--22
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total earnings, but the ability to continue such payments has been markedly
diminished, as these figures show:

Acid test -rtio (averaged) 1958 1963 1968

4)d local cooperatives:
Cash and recevable ......................................... $49,989 $69 915 $83,284
Less currentfiabilities ........................................ 13,435 26,524 74,197

Available for cash redemptions, investments, and facility additions. 31,554 43,391 9,087

Average 1968 earnings were $35,241 and non-cash patronage dividends dis-
tributed itveraged $28,192.

Further analysis shows that 155 of the 400 "strong" cooperatives had no ex.
cess cash and receivables, and would be unable to make any cash redemptios
without further Increasing their present financial difficulties.

By disregarding such changes in overall business trends and changes in finan-
cial ability of individual cooperatives, the requirements of Section 531 would
rcnder inRol e'nt the majority of the 400 strong local cooperatives covered by the
summarized data, and even more certainly, the majority of the 2400 cooperatives
not covered by the data.
E. The Bifl ignores the fact that as a matter of economic necessity substantial

portions of the annual earnings of individual cooperatives arc represented by
increased investments in regional organizations.

Local farmers' cooperatives have handed together to form regional organiza-
tions to provide them with marketing services or a source of farm supplies
at reasonable prices. The regional organizatlons are a necessary extension of tile

-operations of the local cooperatives.
In the case of the 400 farm supply cooperatives, earnings developed through

their regional organizations have increased to over 60 percent of their total
.average earnings. To develop their sources of supply at reasonable costs the
patrons, who first Joined together in the ownership of petroleum storage tanks
and delivery trucks, have had to Join together In the ownership of interests il
oil refineries and pipelines.

The maintenance of these regional organizations is essential to the operation
-of the local cooperatives. The necessary investments to finance these organiza-
tions have increased substantially in recent years to finance increased working
capital needs and more complex and costly facilities and equipment. Regional
,cooperative investments account for approximately half of the capital Invest-
ments required of the patrons of local cooperatives.

The regional organizations have obtained the cash needed for their facilities
investments, receivables, etc., by retaining a portion of the cash and distributing
the equivalent in "qualified written notices of allocation." To require the regionals
toi increase their distributions to an ultimate 100 percent cash would result in
their fnsolvenoy and the loss of both the regional investments and the necessary
part they play in the operation of the local cooperatives.

Changing economic conditions of recent years (higher volume, lower mnar:
-gins. increasing costs of facilities) have seriously reduced the ability of the
regionals to make cash distributions of as much as 50 percent. Consequently, a
major part of the total earnings of each local cooperative has been in the form
of non-cash earnings, which diminishes its own ability to make cash distributions
.of a major part of its own total earnings.

Furthermore, any regional cooperative, no matter how well managed, can
have a loss year. Two of the regionals in our Midwestern group have had loss
years within thi last five years, and it can happen again. That means that they
will be stable to redeem patronage refunds previously issued, even thougi;
they may have a "due date" ,inder the provision of Section 531 of the Bill.

F. The arbitrary cash distribution provisions of Section 531 ignore the biifi-
re** needs of individual cooperatives to repay necessary loans, replace facilities
,and equipment, build up working capital, or to meet unforeseen financial problcnis.

The ability of any business organization to make substantial cash distributions
+is determined by its financial position and not Py its annual earnings. By ignoring
this fact, Section 581 of the Bill becomes a possible source of eventual Insolvency
to all cooperatives under certain circumstances. The following table shows
tlat even the healthiest of the three cooperatives, Cooperative A, will he trapped

'by theobligations imposed by the Bill, and will be unable to meet those obligations
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In spite of an Increase in annual earnings. Cooperative B, having level earnings,
will be even farther behind. Cooperative C, whose earnings have dropped, will
fail that much sooner:

Co-op A Co-op 8 Co-op C

Aenual earnings:
1970 .................................................... $10,000 $10,000 $1000)
1935 .................................................. . 20,000 10,000 5,00)

1985 earnings represented by increased accounts receivable, increased in-
ventories, Investmnemts in regionals, replacements of equipment,
payments on long-term debt ...................................... 12, 000 12, 000 12, 000

Cash available for distrbutions and redemptions ...................... 8,000 (2, 000) (7, 000)
Sec. 531 requirements:

(a) At least 50 percent In total, or ............................... 10, 000 5, 000 2,500
,b) 20 percent of total 1985 earnins ........................... 4000 2,000 1,000
lus redemption of 1910 noncash distribution .................... 8:000 8,000 8,000
Subtotal .................................................. 12,000 10,000 9,000
Total cash shortage in 1985 .............................. (4,000) (12,000) (16,000)

While these partleular cases ar, hypothetical, the fa(-tors which cauis, the
failures are not hypothetical. The data on the 400 strong local cooperatives shows
that average financial positions of such organizations have been seriously weak-
ened in recent years.

As a group, they face increasingly severe financial problems under present con-
ditions. This Is clearly shrvn by the data for the 440) strong local cooperntives
and applies with even more force to the 2400 weaker local cooperatives
not covered by the data. For example, the 400 cmlperatlves are strong supply
cooperatives. A iple of grain marketing local elevators showed a decline
of 31 percent In bKal earnings In the five years 1963 to 1968. At the same time
the regional to which they belong suffered a decline In earnings of 40 percent.
A similar sampling of dairy cooperatives showed a decline of 11 percent In
combined local and regional earnings in the same period This Is a highly critical
period of time in the financial affairs of cooperatives and their patrons.

It would be Indeed Ironic if Section 531, in the name of aid to the patrons,
is allowed to wreck financial havoc upon sech co)peratives resulting In the lows
to patrons of the necessary service they require together with their accumulated
investments In these organizations.

G. The argume nts advanced in favor of the provision are mistaken.
The Staff Report of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the

Committee on Finance, dated August 18, 1909, attenmpted to summarize "Argu-
ments For" and "Arguments Against" Section 531 of the Bill (page 93).

The first "Argument For" reads:
"(1) By requiring the cooperative to pay to the patron all of the patronfage

dividends within fifteen years, the Bill assures the patron that he will eventually
receive the patronage income on which he has ten taxed.

In fact, the Bill assures the patron nothing of the sort
Instead, it requires that all patronage dividends not paid in cosli shall I, in

the form of fixed obligations due within fifteen years or sooner. Since the effect
of this provision must be the eventual replacement of all of the equity capital
of each cooperative with a form of long-term debt with a fixed due date, the
more probable result IN to assure the patron that he will lose hoth the services
of his ((ooperative and all of his accumulated Investments in It In some future
year when it has low earnings or a loss, causing Its Insolvency and forced litui-
dation, The report recognizes this to a degree in Its "Arguments Against," saying:

"(4) The requirements for an early payout of patronage dividends and retains
will itnlair the working capital of the cooperative, since these amounts repre-
sent, in effect, the cooperative's equity capital and serve as a base to support
its borrowings."

The second "Argument For" reads:
"(2) Farmers today have little dominion over the treatment of patronage

dividends desplte the fact that they must pay tax on then as If they did. The
ill will give them full control over one-half of the patronage dividend Imme-

diately with assurances that the remaining one-half (retained by the coopera-
tive) will be paid out to them In 15 years This greater control over the income
on whh-h they are taxed inakes the tax more equitable."

This is simply not so. The patrons do have control, unlike the situation in an
ordinary business corporation.
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Dominion over treatment of patromige dividends is vested ill BoRardq of I)!.
rectors of members elected by menibers at annual meetings with one vote Iwr
stockholder. Most lkal cooiKratives have less than 500 menlirs. Their tlirt,,t,,rs
tire nelghls)rs who slare their vlewvpoints att are lwrsonally known to ini st of
them. Their control and v 'ce ill tit, affairs of their eciqwlraitlve is realt, tilik(,
that of stockholders of large business corporations.

Patrons of i local coJeratlive who pay tlt, tax (ll their share of the ea rningts
of the cmilveratIve do .o voluntarily under the 1962 Act. They htve cou-vittud
to this tax treatment voluntarily. Under tie 19412 Act they inxy xvithdrnw their
'Oll.1nt if they ar not I nipuiber, or revoke their nmniemlrship If thie art a

member, and tile cooperative will pay tile tax on their share of the earnings.
They art avart of this right hut, ex.tcept foir a very small number of (aso-. have
not withdrawn their consents.

Through their Pleated Directors. the niembers of each (oollative vtrvttly
tdo have full control of the lsitronage dividends taxed to thtem The rll- re ,,ir.-
are able to determine the aniount of (-fish that neeils to be retalned to inest tli
11,'(is of the IuIslness anld tile amount avn lhble for ptyment to farmer itris
III the form of distrllutions i1nd redenilitions. This is reported to the ineiiubrs
at well-attended 0annual nIutings., and the meni wrs aecelpt tlet decision because
it Is based oil the fNt&

The third "Argument For" reads :
"(3) By requiring cooperatives to pay out aiore of their income currently the

amounts they can retain tax-free for expanslon of facilities in comltition with
fully tax-paying businesses is lessened. This is a desirable way of limiting the, tax.
free growth of business enterprises."

This is mistaken policy, and unfairly discriminatory. Ordinary corporalions,
under current law, are required to pay income taxes at the rate of 22 Iercent of
the first $25,000 of taxable income and at the rate of 48 precent of their taxable
In(ime ill excess of $25,000. Ordinary corporations are not requirel to make any
payments to stockholders of earnings required in the operation of their hu'.iness.

Two-thirds of our local cooperatives have earnings of less than $25.0(X) per
year. They are now required to pay out 21 l)ercent of tie ount of their pttrum.
age dividends in the form of cash. Under the proposed Bill they would be required
to pay out 50 percent of their earnings in the form of cash, The result of this Is
that the cooperatives will be able to retain a maximum of 50 itreent of their
earnings for the needs of the business--tnd often less. Ordinary business vor.
porations of comparable earnings will, on the other hand, be able to retain 78
percent.

That this discriminatory policy is a mistaken one is well stated in the ".rgu-
ments Against" as follows:

"(2) The Bill Ignores the roll ftrm cooperatives play in improving the ineomnes
of farmers by providing them with alternative methods of marketing their vrous
or of acquiring farm equipment, machinery and supplies at reasonable price.

"(3) There is no showing that tile present balance between farm cooperatives
and regular businesses should be upset to the detriment of the cooperative move-
llent."

It is a myth that cooperatives and regular businesses are "in balance"; coopera-
tives are, in fact, losing ground. While active business eoriorations as a whole
gained 52.4 preent inI sales in the period 190 to 1960, farmer cooperatives galiie(d
20.0 percent. Statistic al Abstract of the United States, 1969, Tables 694 and 1903.

3. SUMMARY

a. Tile Bill requires a "phased" step-up in percentage of earnings paid out in
cash from 20 percent to 50 percent In ten years. It also requires that the coopera-
tive issue non-cash patronage dividends In a form which it is obligated to redenin
within 15 years.

1). These provisions would not work:
A. Most of the local cooperatives have annual earnings of $25,000 or less.

Their cash requirements are In excess of 50 percent of their earnings. A husiiiess
corporation having earnings of the same level is permitted to retain 78 jxerctt
of the earnings.

R. It is erroneous to treat "annual- earnings" as equivalent to cashsh" They
come to the enterprise tied up in the form of assets, and remain tied up in such
form.
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C. In the case of fairly level earnings, tie requirement for redemption in 15
years has the effect of forcing annual cash dilstritbutions in excess of 50 percent,
oftin 100 percent of earnings. This will begin in the tiar future, not in 15 years.

1). The ability of cooperatives to revolve patrons' capital on any "due (late"
Imtsl is diminishing, rather than increasing. The legislation would put theni Ili
i straitjacket.

E. The investments In regional organizations are a matter of economic ireces.
sity for the local cooperatives.

F. The cash distribution requirements of the provision ignores existing (h0bt
and other business needs.

(. The arguments advanced in favor of the provision are mistaken and illusory.

SUMMARIZED DATA ON 400 LOCAL SUPPLY COOPERATIVES

5.year increases

1968 1963 1958 1964-68 1959-63

financial position (averaged):
Current assets:

Cash ................................. $28,149 $33,963 $28,918 ($5,814) $5,045
Receivables ........................... 55,135 35,952 21, 07! 19,183 14,881
Inventories ............................. 89,693 49, 671 38,508 40, 022 11,163
Prepaid expense ........................ 1,643 1.040 754 603 286

Subtotal ............................. 174,620 120.626 89,251 53.994 31,375
Less current liabilities ....................... 74,197 26,524 18.435 47,673 8.089

Net working capital ....................... 100,423 94,102 70,816 6,321 23,286
Investments. primarily regional cooperatives.... 171,812 134.996 86,499 36,825 48,497
Facilities and equipment. ..................... 98.386 52,353 33.612 46,033 18,741
Less long-term debt ......................... (25,705) (9,481) (4,890) (16,224) (4,591)

Patron equities (owned by patrons) ......... 344,925 271,970 186,037 72,955 85,933

Operations (averaged):
Sales to patrons ............................ 445, 797 308,371 243, 525 137,426 64,846

Gross margins ....................... 103,996 69, 594 52,633 34,402 16,961
Operating expenses .................... 90,641 56,221 39,039 34, 420 17,182

Local operating margins . 13 355 13, 373 13.,594 (18) (21)
Patronage dividends from regional cooperatives. 21,886 19,478 13,672 2,08 0

Net earnings ............................. 35, 241 32. 851 27. 266 2,390 5, 585

Percent to sales ............................ 7.9 10.7 11.2 (2.8) (0.5)

Senator CuRnTIs. The committee will stand adjourned until 9:30 to-
morrow morning. a

('Whereupon, at 7:05 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, September 23, 1969.)





TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23t 1969

U.S. SENATE,
(CO.4MITEr. ON FINANCE,

1Va~hington, D.C.
Tile comilittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:25 a.m., in room G-308,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present.: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmd re Byrd, Jr., of Vir-
ginia, Williams of Delawire, Bennett, Curtis, ,Jordan of Idaho, Fan-
nim, and Hansen.

The CHAIMAN. The hearing will come to order.
This morning the Committee on Finance takes up the difficult ques-

tion concerning the tax treatment of income earned on obligations of
State and municipal governments. Heretofore, the Federal Govern-
ment has refrained from taxing this interest income. The House tax
reform bill does not attack the exemption for this interest in any
direct manner. Rather, it includes State and local government bonl
interest in the so-called minimum income tax provision and also in
the allocation of deductions provision.

In addition there is another amendment in the louse bill which
would extend ideral subsidies to State governments to help then pay
the higher interest costs which would be needed if they should choose to
issue their bonds on a taxable basis.

In testimony before this committee on September 3, the Secretary
of the Treasury recommended that this subsidy feature be deleted.
He also recommended that State and municipal bond interest not be
included in the minimum income tax provision.

However, he did recommend that this bond interest be continued in
the allocation of deduction rules, advising the committee that the
Supreme Court had already decided in litigation involving a similar
allocation rule in the Life Insunce Income Tax Act of 1959 that this
sort of allocation would not involve the imposition of a tax on this
bond interest.

Afore than 250 witnesses 1 nmested to be heard ol these features of
the House tax reform bill. Unfortunately, time did not permit the
committee to hear all of them. However, I do want to include in the
record the names of many of those who felt this matter was important
enough that they should seek to testify on it. This list is not complete.
Many other witnesses who decided to testify on different aspects of
the bill as well, were also concerned about these provisions.

In addition, let me include in the record an enumeration of the
many petitions submitted to the Senate by State, county, and local

(2989)
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governmental units all across tile country, exl)re sig t-heir objection
to any Federal tax oil State and local 11(bod interest.

(The list of witnesses referred to and tie list of governiliental uhits
sulblnitting petitions to the Seiate follow :)

LISTINO OF PF.1RONS REQUESTINO OPPORTUNITY To liN lII.ARD AT TAX lil:v'oi.i1
I1KARINUS ON THEK SUIIJCT OF BONDS WIO 'iEIm NOT SUIEDi

Bernard J. Ach, Attorney for School strictt 68, Friend, Nebraska
Jog.eph P. Adams, Port of Seattle, % Suite 242, Wyatt Building, Washington, ).C.
Honorable Ernest I,. Albertsen, Mayor, City of South Sioux City, Nebraska
Honorable Harry 1'. Andersen, Mayor, City ot Millard, Nebraska
Richard H. Austin, Wayne County Auditor, 1220 City County Building, Detroit,

Michigan
hllnorable Phil J. Bagley, Jr., .Mayor of itchiond, Virginia
Gil Barrett, County Commissloner, Dougherty County, Albany, Georgia
William H. Beasley, Rankin-Beasley, Inc., Suite 220, 1lealey Building, Atlanta.

Georgia
11111 B. Betz, Enright, Elliott and Betz, Suite 703, (061 S. 11111 Stret, Los Angeles,

California
Herbert J. Ifinham, Executive Secretary, Tennessee Municipal Tagbie, Nashville,

Tennessee
Honorable 0. T. Blankenship, Attorney General, State of Oklahoma, Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma
Johnny Bowman, Chairman, Eddy County Commissioners of New Mexico, Carls-

bad, New Mexico
Henry L. Bridges, Auditor, State of North Carolina, Raleigh, North Carolina.
Honorable Chauncey H. Browning, Jr., Attorney General, State of West Virgina,

Charleston, West Virginia
Cecil S. Brubaker, General Counsel, .Metropolitan Utilities District, 1723 larney

Street, Omaha, Nebraska
1lmorable Eugene W. Bueh, Mayor, City of Frenont, Fremont. Nebraska
Honorable Francis B. Burch, Attorney General, State of Maryland, Annapolis,

Maryland
Jack S. Burk, President, Barnard and Burk, Inc., Baton Rouge, Louisiana
William Carey, Chairman, Delegation Board of Sarasota County Commissioners,

Sarasota, Florida
Richard Carpenter. Executive Director and General Counswl, lAaguo of Cali-

fornila Cities, 1108 0 Street, Sacramnto, California
Stanley R. Cowie, Administrator, County of Hennepin, 136 Court House, Minne-

spolis, Minnesota
Robert Q. Crane, Treasurer and Receiver General, State of Mffsachusetts, Boston,

Massachusetts
Judge Charles E. Curry, Jackson County Court, Jackson County, .Missouri
E. B. Davis, Auditor, State of Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia
Honorable Frank H. Davis. Treasurer, State of Vernmont, Montpelier, Vermont
Honorable Don Deloodt, Mayor, City of Kimball, Kimball, Nebraska
Fred Denton, Jr., 114 St. IAou1s Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Honorable John Ditter, Mayor, Grand Tland, Nebraska
C. 0. Donahue, Hawkins. Delatleld and Wood, 07 Wall Street, New York, NY
Honorable Joseph A. Doorley, Jr., .Mayor, City of Providence, Providence, Rlhode

Island
Robert I,. Ehlers, Elders and Associates, Inc., Municipal Finance Consultants, 507

Marquette, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Marvin Ellis, President, Board of Education, Bellevue Public School, 2000 Frank-

IUn, Bellevue, Nebraska
Joseph 0. Evans, Suite 707, 1028 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Honorable Earl Faircloth, Attorney General, State of Florida, Tallahassee,

Florida
Houston I. Flornoy, Controller, State of California, Sacramento, California
R. D. Ford, Legal Officer, Port of Seattle, Seattle, Washington
Harold Fouts, Chairman, Board of Public Works, Nebraska City, Nebraska
Honorable William B. French, Mayor, Otty of Ord, Grand Island, Nebraska
Arnold E. Furlding, Auditor and Director of Budget, City of Waterbury, Water-

bury, Connecticut
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S. P. Gaillard, Jr., Gaillard, Wilkins and Smith. 110 Box 164. Mobile, Alabanin
Miss Evelyn Gandy, Treasurer'and Member, Bond Commission, State of Mis-

s1ssipl1, Jackson, Mississippi
Honorable W. F. Gettmnan, Mayor, City of Hastings, llnsthigs, Nebraska
Joseph E. Gibson, Supe.rvisor, Allicnarle County, Oha rlottesville, Virginia
Robert I). Gilberts, Superintendent of Schools, School Istrict No. 1, City mind

County of lhenver, Colorado
William G. Berge, President of Board of Education, School districtt No. 1, City

and County of Denver, Colorado
Edwin (ill, Treasurer, State of North Carolina, Raleigh, North Carolina
Honorable Louis L. Goldstein, Comptroller of the Treasury, State of ,Maryland,

Annapolis. Maryland
Cornelius W. Grafton, Attorney at Law, 310 West Liberty Street, Louisville,

Kentuvky
Honorable Milton I I. Grnhanm, Mayor. City of Phoenix, Arizona
Williani Greene, CPA, 300 Central Park Avenue, Hlartsdale, New York
Thomas P. Guerin, General Manager, Commission of Public Docks, 370 N.W.

Front, Portland, Oregon
Williai Hlackman, President, Board of Education, Gering, Nebraska
William T. Haekett, Jr., Executive Director, Louisiana State Deirtment of

Commerce and Industry, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
E. R. Hlafnler, Executive Secretary, Association of County Commnissioners of

Florlda, Tallahassee, Florida
Raymond 11. Hawksley, General Treasurer, State of Rhode Island, Providence,

Rhode Island
Honorable Robert M. Hlaworth, Mayor, City of Bellevue, Nebraska
Douglas M. Head, Attorney General, State of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota
Honorable Norman E. Heine, Mayor, City of Baker, Baker, Louisiana
Lewis R. Hlolcomb, Executive Secretary, Washington Public Ports Association,

210 East Union Avenue, Olympia, Washington
Joseph F. Hughes, Director of Finance, Municllml Building, Edison, New Jersey
Robert Hiutches, Chairman, Manatee County Port Authority, Conrt House,

Bradenton, Florida
Orvil J. Johnson, City Manager, City of West St. Paul, Minnesota
Ralph T. Keyes, Executive Secretary, Association of Minnesota Counties, St.

Paul, Minnesota
Paul 0. Kinkelsplel, Stone and Younger, 1314 Russ Building, San Francisco,

California
David N. Hartley, Stone and Younger, 1314 Russ Building, San Francisco,

California
Honorable Carl T. LAngford, Mayor, City of Orlando, Florida
Gordon L. Larson, Mayor, City of Chadron, Nebraska
Honorable Arthur Levitt, Comptroller, State of New York, Albany, New York
Otto I. Loser, City Comptroller, Room 5(4, City Hall, (hicago, Illinois
Dean A. Lund, Assistant Executive Secretary, League of Minnesota Munlclll-

itl(es, 314 Social Sciences Building, Minneapolis, 1Minne-sota
A. Barry McGuire, Executive Director, Michigan Assoclation of Counties, 319 W.

Lezzawee, lansing, Michigan
Robert B. MelAlish, Jr., County Auditor, County of lIldalgo, Edinburg, Texas
Rum Marehner, Exccutive Director, Dade County Aague of Municipality, Miami,

Florida
Honorable Crawford C. Martin, Attorney General, State of Texas, Austin
Edward J. Martin, Director of Finance, City of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Carlton C. Massey, County Executive, County of Fairfax, Fairfax, Virginia
George Mathews, General Counsel, Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission, Baton

Rouge, Louisiana
Carl Metsner, Cottage Grove Village Administrator, 7201 14th Avenue, Cottage

Grove, Minnesota
Honorable Floyd C. Miller, Mayor, City of Seattle, Washington
Richard E. Moore, Certified Public Accountant, 1015 Bonanza Street, Walnut

Creek, Oalifornla
0. A. Morrison, onumissioner of Revenue, Juneau, Alaska
Nebraska State School Boards, 1320 J Street, Lincoln, Nebraska
Hon. Gary K. Nelson, Attorney General, State of Arizona, Phoenix, Arizona
Honorable James H. Norick, Mayor, City of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
William J1. O'Brien, Auditor, State of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota
Peck, Shaffer and Williams, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Floravante 0. Perrotta, New York City Finance Administrator, New York
Mario A. Procacclno, Comptroller, City of New York, New York
Donald J. Reeb, State University of New York, Graduate School of Public Af.

fairs, Sayles Hall, 179 Partridge Street. Albany, New York
James G. Richardson, Secretary, Community Affairs, State of Florida, 2200 N.W.

9 Place, Gainesville, Florida
1Osee R. Fagan, City Attorney, City of Gainesville, 212 S.E. 1 Street, Gainesville,

Florida
Robert C. Riehle, Plresldent, Wainwiight and Ramsey, Inc., 70 Pine Street, New

York, New York
Honorable David H. Rodgers, Mayor, City of Spokane, Washington
Jack Rogers, Executive Secretary, Washington State As-so'iation of County Com.

miasioners, 100 Maple Park, Olympia, Washington
Marvin Rohrer, President, Arizona Supervisors and Clerks Associated, Court

House, Prescott, Arizona
Fred W. Roaenfleld. Phoenix, Arizona
Daniel F. Ruge, Director, Washington Office. State of New York, 1200 Eighteeiith

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Honorable Sam Schwartzkopf, Mayor, City of Lincoln, Nebraska
Duane X. Scott, Director, Ohio Municipal Advisory Council, 508 Terminal Tower,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Honorable Edward Sedlock, Mayor, City of Woodhaven, 21869 West Road, Wood.

haven, Michigan
Vincent M. Simko, Treasurer, City of Bridgeport, Connecticut
Herhert H. Smith, Executive Director, County Officers Association of the State

of New York, 248 State Street, Albany. New York
Richard L. Stoddard, Director, Division of Investment, Trenton, New Jersey
0. N. Strobel, Deputy City Controller, City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Honorable James E. Sudduth, Mayor, City of Lake Charles, Louisiana
A. F. Summer, Attorney General, State of Mississippi, Jackson, Mississippi
N. Maxson Terry, Jr., Terry and Terry, 48 The Green, Dover, Delaware
James Tipton, Executive Director, Tennessee County Services Association, Nash-

ville, Tennessee
Joex E. Torrence, 308 Metro Courthouse, Nashville, Tennessee
Richard VanHoose, Superintendent, Jefferson County Public Schools, 3332 New-

burg Road, Louisville, Kentucky
Honorable Edward I. Vrzal, Mayor, City of Norfolk, Nebraska
William F. Wallace, Jr., Box 1820, 500 Vaughn Plaza, Corpus Christi, Texas
Honorable Roy L. Webber, Mayor, City of Roanoke, Virginia
Honorable Kevin H. White, Mayor, City of Boston, Massachusetts
Robert P. Will, Legislative Representative, The Metropolitan Water District of

Southern California, 1111 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
Thornley Wills, Chairman, Clay County Board of Commissioners, Clay County

Court House, Moorhead, Minnesota
Hon. Leo. Winters, State Treasurer, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Judge L. D. Word, County Judge, Courthouse. Knoxville, Tennessee
Ralph Wulz, City Manager, 204 South Main Street, Wichita, Kansas
Albert Alfred, Chairman, Board of Brown County Commissioners, New Ulm,

Minnesota
John E. Egan, President, Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago,

Chicago, Illinois
Honorable Albert P. Brewer, Governor of Alabama, Montgomery, Alabama.
Herbert W. Lehfeldt, Administri tive Assistant, Office of the Governor, Juneau,

Alaska
Honorable John Dempsey, Governor of Connecticut, Hartford, Connecticut
Honorable Russell W. Peterson, Governor of Delaware:, Dover. Delaware
Honorable John A. Burns, Governor of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
Honorable Donald Samuelson, Governor of Idaho, Boise, Idaho
Honorable Edgar D. Whltcomb, Governor of Indiana, I:ndianapolis, Indiana
Honorable Robert D. Ray, Governor of Iowa, Des Moines, Iowa
Honorable Loule B. Nunn, Governor of Kentucky, Frarkffort, Kentucky
John A. Jackson, Office of the Governor of Massachustts, Boston, Mass.
Honorable Walter Peterson, Governor of Ntw Hampshire, Concord, N.H.
Honorable William L. Guy, Governor of North Dakota, Blsmark, N.D.
Honorable Dewey. F. Birtlett, Governor of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Honorable Raymond P. Shafer, Governor of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pa.

° j:/'°
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Honorable Buford Ellington, Governor, State of Tennessee, Nashville, Tenn.
Honorable Calvin L. Rampton, Governor of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Honorable Mills E. Godwin, Jr., Governor of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
Honorable Arch A. Moore, Jr., Governor of West Virginia, Charleston, W. Va.
Honorable Warren P, Knowles, Governor of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
Honorable Stan Hathaway, Governor of Wyoming, Cheyenne, Wyoming.

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING BONDS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE

918T CONGRESS
California

I. A resolution by the board of supervisors of the county of Los Angeles,
California

2. A resolution by the City Council of San Fernando, California
3. A resolution by the City Council of the city of South San Francisco, Cali-

fornia
4. A resolution by the Board of Supervisors of the County of Santa Cruz,

California
5. A resolution by the Association of County Treasurers of California
0. A resolution by the Board of Trustees of the Reed Union School District of

Belvedere-Tiburon, California
7. A resolution by the city of Watsonvlile, Calif.
8. A resolution of the city council of Madeza, Calif.
0. Assembly Joint Resolution 40 of the California Legislature

Colorado
10. A resolution by the city Council of the city of Trinidad, Colorado

11. A resolution by the Association of Indiana Counties
Iowa

12. A resolution by the city council of Storm Lake, Iowa
Kansas

13. house Concurrent Resolution 1051 of the Iedslature of the State of
Kansas
Kentucky

14. A resolution by the Board of Coilmisesion,?rs of Lexington, Kentucky
Lo, i.ian a

15. Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 14 of the Legislature of the State of
Louisiana

16. '-A resolution by the Council of the City of New Orleans, Louisiana
Maine

17. A joint resolution of the Legislature of the State of 3aine
Maryland

18. A resolution by the Baltimore, Maryland, City Council
)lich igan

19. A resolution by the City Council of Holland, Michigan
Minne8ota

20. A resolution by the Village Council of Mlnnetonka, Minnesota
21. A resolution by the city council of St. James, Minnesota

New Jersey
22. .. Con. Res. 55 of the legislature of the State of New Jersey
23. A resolution by the township of Morris, New Jersey
24. A resolution by -the city of Elizabeth, New Jersey
25. A resolution by the city council of the city of Elizabeth, New Jersey
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New York
26. A re3olution by the Franklin County Board of Supervisors, Malone, New

York
27. A resolution by the Board of Supervisors of Sullivan County, New York
2& A resolution by the Chatuaga County Board of Supervisors, New York
29. A resolution by the Board of Supervisors of Cayuga County, New York
30. A resolution by the Board of Supervisors of Steuben County, New York
31. A resolution by -the Greene County, N.Y. County Legislature
32. A resolution by the Rockland County School Board of Supervisors, NYC
33, A resolution by -the Niagara County Legislature, Lockport, New York
34. A resolution by the Rockland County Board of Supervisors, New City, New

York
35. A resolution by the Town Board of Orangetown, Rockland County, New York
36. A resolution by the County of Westchester Board of Supervisors, White

Plains, New York
37. A resolution by the Duchess County Board of Representatives, State of New

York
oio

38. A resolution by the Ashtabula County, Ohio Commissioners
39. A resolution by the city of Eastlake, Ohio
40. A resolution by the Board of County Commissioners, Lake County, Ohio

South Carolina
41. A resolution by the Greenville County Council, Greenville, South Carolina
42. A resolution by the County Board of Directors, Beaufort, South Carolina

Texas
43. House Concurrent Resolution 173 of the Legislature of the State of Texas

Virginia
44. A resolution by the City of Franklin, Virginia

Wisconsin
45. A resolution by the city of Appleton, Wisconsin

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING BONDS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE AFTER SEPTEMBER 23, 1909

Connecticut
1. A commentary by the city of Waterbury, Conn.

Illinois
2. A resolution by the Executive Committee of the Council of Governments of

Cook County, Chicago, Ill.
8. A resolution by the village of Arlington Heights, Ill.
4. A resolution by the Northwest Municipal Conference (Illinois)

Michigan
5. A resolution by the city of Grandville, Mich.
(. A resolution by the city of Albion, Mich.
7. A resolution by the city of Clawson, Mich.
8. A resolution by the Macomb County, Mich., Board of Supervisors.
1). A resolution by the city commission of Jackson, Mich.

10. A resolution by the City Council of Wayland, Mich.
11. A resolution by the city commissioners of Flint, Mich.
12. A resolution by the City Council of Livonia, Mich.
13. A resolution by the county of Gogebic, Bessemer, Mich.
14. A resolution by Iron County, Crystal Falls, Mich.
15. A resolution adopted by the Genesee County Board of Supervisors, Flint,

Mich., re provide that counties are included within definition of local
governments.

New Jersey
16. A resolution by the board of commissioners of the city of Millville, N.J.
Ohio
17. A resolution by the .Ientor City Council, Mentor City, Ohio.
Washington
1& A memorial by the King County Council: State of Washington.
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STATEMENT OF HON. W. W. DUMAS, MAYOR-PRESIDENT, PARISH
OF EAST BATON ROUGE, CITY OF BATON ROUGE

The CHAIR,1,AN. Woodrow Dumas, the mayor of Baton Rouge. We
are waiting for the other people to ar1'ive, Mayor. You served as the
president of the Council of State Governments and County Govern-
ments, I believe.

Mayor DUMAS. National Association of Counties. If you are ready,
sir?

Tie CHi.\ittAN. Go right ahead. Go ahead, Mr. Mayor.
Senator Long, Honorable Chairman of the Senate Finance Commit-

tee, I am Mayor W. IV. Dumas, mayor-president of Parish of East
Baton Rouge, city of Baton Rouge, La.

The Senato of the United States, represented by this committee
deserves an expression of appreciation for its patience and adherence
to deinocraic principles in affording the present public hearing-a
procedure n ot allowed by the House Va s and Means Committee. If
such a hearing had been conducted and more time taken in the study
of H.R. 13270, the shattering damage to the ability of local govern-
ments to finance capital improvements which has occurred since the
middle of August of this year might have been avoided.

As a consequence of th e precipitous and extremely ill-advised
action of attempting to impose taxation indirectly on municipal bonds
irreparable harm has already occurred to an increasing number o
municipalities in the State of Louisiana. Passage of I.R. 13270 by
the House of ReT)resentatives has compounded the difficulties in thie
Louisiana bond market. Within the past few days in order to sell a
20-year "A" rated bond it has been necessary for the governing au-
thority to accept a requirement that the bond proceeds be deposited
for a period of time of from 6 to 18 months before the bond proceeds
may be expended. Such deposits are interest free to the issuing author-
ity, and the investment of the idle funds inures to the benefit of the
initial bond buyers.

The chaos and confusion generated by H.R.. 13270 in the bond mar-
ket has prevented many cities, including Baton Rouge, from proceed-
ing with vital "'orks of public improvement. For example, street pav-
ing certificates, cured by local or special assessments ai(l ad(lditionally
by a pledge of the full faith and credit of the parish of East Batoin
Rouge, have not been successfully sold within the maxinium 6 percent
interest, limit since public advertisement sveral weeks ago. As a mat-
ter of fact, for the past 6 or 7 weeks we have been unable to do any
kind of construction of this sort because of the unavailability of some-
one to buy the bonds.

Having a maturity of only 10 years, this short-term debt, would or-
dinarily bring in the bond market prior to H.R. 13270 a sale price
within 6 percent per annum. The deay in this particular project pre-
vents the paving of a section of a graveled dirt. street running between
a large, new notel complex near the LSU campus known as the "Prince
Murat H1ouse" and a large public housing project recently coml)leted.
Blowing dust from the traffic makes life almost unbearable in that
Portion of the public housing and iiotel properties facing the street.
The public health, welfare, and safety is directly and adversely affected.
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For an example, Senator, which I am sure you would be intereste(l
in the East Cameron Harbor and Terminal District offered its 20-year
full faith and credit secured lon(ls for sale on November 1, 1969, and a
copy of the official prospectus is offered for filing in the minutes of
the hearing. 'The purpose of the proect is to dig a barge canal f romi
the navigable portions of the Mermentau River to a navigable depth
in the Gulf of Mexico to permit shrimp and other fishing boats and
offshore oil boats to utilize the natural harbor facilities of the Mer-
ientan River. The mouth of the river hai never been navigable, and

the opening up of this new territory holds untold potential for the
development of natural and human resources. This project, like many
others in Louisiana, is denied to the people because bonds cannot ;e
sold within the lawful rate of interest of 6 percent per annum, and
the bond market of the United States will not purchase any more so.
called tax-exempt bonds until the Congress has made it. very plain that
such bonds are, in fact., tax exempt for all times.

The government of the parish of East. Baton Rouge which I repre-
sent has in progress large building programs costing many millions of
dollars requiring the continued borrowing of money. On an open and
free market, this could be accomplished. On a Government-controlled
market, functioning through an urban development bank or some ot lher
similar scheme, it is not at all certain what could be accomplished.

The ability of East Baton Rouge Parish to borrow money is predi-
cated on years of good fiscal management, development of an excel.
lent credit reputation, the winning of outstanding ratings by national
1ond rating firms, prompt payment of debts when (e. The advantage
of such hard earned good rating and the consequent ability to Ior-
row money at advantagous interest rates in a private market should
not be taken away y Government planners who seek to substitute or
superimpose the judgment of an all-central agency or bank to deter-
mine priorities between States and local issuing authorities.

The elimination of the tax-exempt status in whole or in part direct iv
or indirectly immediately or step by step, is nothing more or less thai
an attempt by the planners to destroy the ability of local govern-
ment as we know it today to finance improvement and thereby render
such government substantially impotent. Such an impotent government
would then be replaced by the central planning and- financing agency.

Local government officials throughout Louisiana are of the opinion
that the blatant. grab for power, disguisedunder the cover of "tax re-
form," is really an attempt to finally, once and for all, establish the
central government as supreme, even on the level of local government.
The effort should be turned back here in the Senate Finance Commit-
tee, Mr. Chairman, and by the thinking Members of both Houses of
Congress . The damag-a'lready done--irreparable in some places-
can only be stopped by the strongest possible prononicent by this
committee and by your Senate colleagues that any attempt to tax ini-
nicipal bonds to any degree will not be allowed now or at. any other
tine in the future. The loss and chaos generated by the precipitous
action of H.R. 18270 can be repaired oln|y if all bond buyers for all
time are given unconditional and unqualified a&surance that the pro-
iso of the United States that such obligations are tax exempt will Ie
honored, and that future years Will not see a repetition of the debacle
of 1969.
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The officials in Louisiana are not confused as to who really benefits
from the tax exemption advantages afforded local government. The
real benefit is not to the few millionaires held ti) as the target. Thle
real beneficiary is the little man, the poor man, the middle class, the
average Alierilan taxpayer who carries the primary burden for es-
sential cost of improvement. For example, in I laton !?ouge we passed
a $63 million, the school board has just passed a $63 million bondissue.

hat means we have gone to work and told the people of our coin-
inunity that it, is going to take this number of dollars to do the work
that we think ought to be done. Well, with the tax exemption taken off
these bonds that means instead of $53 million it may take $63 million
and then we have got to go and pass another $10 million bond issie
which bond issues are not easily passed, they are not too well liked
by the people in tile community anyway. So it only puts another
burden on the people.

The thinking citizens and public officials of Louisiana are not con-
fused by the suggestion that, a federal subsidy plan will be more effi-
cient than the present free and open market system. The volume of
activity necessary to support the d demands of modern innovative and
creative local government would require the development of a Federal
agency so large as would absorb any theoretical increase in Federal
income tax savings. The cumbersome effort of the central bureau pro-
posed to be created could not. possibly match the private money market
in its ability to promptly and eflicieltly meet almost any demand, as is
judged on the basis of the honest law of supply and demand in a free
enterprise system. There is nothing that cannot be accomlplished in
such a free society. There is much that cannot be accomplished in the
controlled central government bureau.

Many projects in the State of Louisiana would simply not be subject
to financing if it were not for the advantage of tax exempttion. If these
projects were required to compete on the open market without the tax
exempt advantage, the burxen of increased interest rates would be so
great as to delay financing for years or )erhaps prevent it. forever.

he States of the Dee p South, including Louisiana. and other lower
population areas, would not fare well in competition for the interest of
the central bureau l)lanners.

Tfhe Government which I represent has issued and has outstandi ,ll
niillions of dollars of bonds represented to be "tax exempt." The "tax
exenpt'l representations were printed in newspapers, in official dou-
ments, in contracts including tie bonds and coupons. The representa-
tion of tax exemption was predicated on the fundamental concept of
the inviolability of contract-on the historic constitutions principle
of full faith and credit to the sanctity of contract.

Purchasers throughout the UTnited States have acquired obligations
of this local government in reliance upon such representations. At the
time of their respective purchases, there was a sharp disadvantage be-
tween the interest rates offered on one hand for the "A" rated bonds
of my local government and the much higher interest rates available
otherwise in the open market. To stiggest now that these obligations
are taxable is to violate every concept of the obligations of contract
which, in the Civil Law State of Louisiana, is an unconscionable and
li indefensible act.

The breach of good faith with the holders of these obliKat.ions pre-
tnts such an outageous departure from the practice of civilized west-
ern man in adhering to the law of written contract, that the local
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government, which I represent would feel constrained, if not legally
obligated, to bring suit. resisting in every possible lawful manner the
unconscionable and unconstitutional encroachment here.

Litigation of this type by many parties in interest and the conse-
quent publicity will have the effect of destroying the remtation-
reliability of the tax exempt promise for a long period of time, if not
permanently. In the meantime, chaos will result in unheard of high
interest rates and discounts, as is now occurring in Louisiana.

If the historic concept of intergovernmental immunity is violated
by H.R. 13270, it. logically and ethically follows that the obligations
of the U.S. Government should similarly be subject to tax and asse.ss-
ment by State and local government. In examples too numerous to
enunciate, local government does not collect from the United States
local or special assessments for street paving and other improvements
levied on an abuting property front foot or square foot. basis. Street
paving or other local improvements directly benefiting UT.S. prolely
is simply donated, in deference to the long-standing and supposedly
immutable doctrine of intergovernmental immunity.

This committee is urged to complete these hearings at, the earliest
possible time and to recommend to tho Senate that conclusive action
be taken to defeat the entire package of H.R. 13270; that the Congress
undertake and adopt, at the earliest possible date a reaffirmation and
confirmation of the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity, of the
inviolate status of the tax exemption on State and local bonds, and
that such action be couched in such terms as shall stand out as an un-
conditional assurance and guarantee that the fiasco of 1969 will not
be repeated at any time in the future. And, Mr. Chairman and gentle-
men of the committee, as the mayor of Baton Rouge I tell you we are
in dire trouble in making our budgets. We are up very shortly-our
few finances are down, our construction is down, our sales tax revenue
is down, and I don't think, I see hardly any way that we can meet our
1970 budget, and if we are going to be continued to be harassed in
such ways as this, why the construction in our community, and the
sales tax, are tremendous; 45 percent of our revenues in our Govern-
ment come from the sales tax, and if we continue to drop as we are
right now that not only Baton Rouge but every city in the U',nited
States which is vital to the continuance of this great Nation we are
going to be in one, I would say hell but I am before the committee
here, but I won't say that, but in a heck of a fix.

So, gentlemen, all I can ask you for is not only the city of Baton
Rouge, the city of New Orleans, Shreveport, Monroe, Jackson, Mis-
sissippi, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York it doesn't. make any dif-
ference our cities are in trouble. As a matter of fact, if I had my way
about. it I would recommend to you instead of an 81/2 percent interest we
go Imck to 2 percent. because the cities need the money.

Gentlemen, we are in trouble, that is all I can tell you. I anreciate
you, Senator. Long, for giving me this opportuntiy to come this far to
tell you about our problems. I do keep you pretty well informed on
Louisiana and you are certainly, to me, one of the finest representatives
we have ever had, and we have been friends a long time and I have
never lied to you and I don't intend to start now. But. I will tell you
this, if you really want to hurt the cities and to destroy government,
then I am sure that if you let this tax pass then you are making a big
mistake. Thank you very much, sir.

• /
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, what. is your reaction to the provision
iii the House bill where they would make up the difference-in effect
subsidize the difference-in interest rates. What you would have to
pay and what a taxable bond would pay.

Mayor DUMAS. I have spoken with both count) and municipal
officials, and they are opposed to it. They don't believe it can work.
I would like it to remain as it is in the event that the Federal Govern-
ment would be short on funds, then why should they give us in Baton
Rollre or anywhere else more consideration in Louisiana than they
wouh their own bonds. I don't think it is good. The only thing that
this committee and the Senate can do is just completely kill this pro-
vision and let it remain as is. Ilie cities are already in'wcute financial
difficulty and we feel that this is going to compound the problems
rather than alleviate them.

The CHAIRMAN. The thought that occurs to me is that as soon as the
Federal Government starts subsidizing the subsidies there will be a
temptation to look at a State like Alaska. We passed a Federal law
that caused them to get 90 percent of the resources. With a $9 billion
windfall, why should we subsidize Alaska and give them the subsidy.
Someone would then say why must you have a multibillion-dollar
subsidy for these cities. Here is where we could save some money.
It seems to me that once the principle is established from that time
forward it is always subjected to a motion to cut it in half or reduce it.
Oil the floor yesterday Senator Williams made a strong and determined
effort to cut the maritime subsidy bill which I was managing. For-
tunately we beat him. It would seem to me that once you put the States
and cities on a subsidy basis, then it could not be taken away.

Mayor DUMAS. I think the best example is that for over 10 or 12
years, now, the U.S. Senate and Congress voted to give a gasoline
tax to construct the Interstate Highway System throughout the Na-
tion. Now we learn as of April 1 1970, that the President is going to
curtail all construction work. R they can take something like that
away from us, you can imagine what that will do to the subsidization
of the bonds. We feel that the only answer to it is to completely kill this
bill and get back where the bond buyers will give consideration to
the purchase of municipal bonds so that we can continue the improve-
ments of our cities and counties that are so bad)y needed.

The CHAIR AN. You were an officer of the National Association of
Counties-former president I believe. You then became president of
the National Association of Counties.

Mayor DuMAs. I am mayor-president of East Baton Rouge Parish,
former president of the National Association of Counties, and am
presently serving as a member of the board of directors of the Na-
tional Association of Counties. I met with Bernie Hillenbrand, execu-
tive director of the National Association of Counties and John Gun-
ther executive director of the U.S. Conference of Mayors, and Pat
,Healey, executive director of the National League of Cities and other
distinguished mayors and officials throughout the U;nited States and
they a 1 opposel any. tampering with the tax-exempt bonds and ap-
peal to the Senate Finance Committee and Memibers of Congress to
-ill this measure once and for all.

I will be sending you a copy of our 1970 budget.. It will show the
problems we are having. Baton Rouge has enjoyed the construction
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era--the season wvhy the constructionn has dropped is lecalse of ligh
interest rates mid the coitiiuitiwne of the surchiarigo tax, and the l)ssi.
bility of tie tax-free bonds Iing tampered with. W\e just. eaiuot
make it.

11he C(Al l1FMAN. YOU r-ent lv tried to issue ta x-ext'bll)1londs----
Mayor t MAS. I haove a lisi of l0'.Is we' I1a've lot beell alde to Sll.

(lie mentions the situation with gravel.) We lave not autliorized thl
parish attorney to negotiate. We (ain't evell negot iato for t lt III at a
6 porz'ent intem, st rate. At that, interest t,, 11W just (annot iuo't' 1 item.

'olle are going to be afrected by it. lleople (' ordinarily wfthl he
working ti lae )Oreis, contractors, and so forth, are going to ho I,-
tarded. Construction work can't gp on. 1 just 110o that ymlu visdlom
and the Fimmee ('ommittee's wisdom would see that this thing is
killed onco and for all, as it did in 193:1 when it came up.

T'e CHA.IMAN. lease illt (luveC the distinguish(d eitizens acoum.
paying you.

Mayor DuBts. I would like to introduce ,Joseph Keogh, parish at.
torney, Ernest Eldhd, assistant parish attorney, E. 0. Bauter, chief

Sf'l)OlicQ, ( ' t. IH , ert "l'emllev, (aptin of the city x))live.
The CITAIRMAN. I am proud that you have these fine citizens of Baton

Rougo here today. I hope yo01 canll keep Baton Rouge in fire shape.
Mayor l)u uMs Sonator I appreciate your giving us this consideralt im

and we are all for you.
The CHAntMAN. .So far am I know, ,Mayor Dumnas is the only peron

who can 1*)t me in f swimming contet..
Thank you, sir.
Mayor I)uMAS. '1hank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The committee subsequently reeived the following letter, relevant

to Mayor Diuas' testimony:)

STATEMENT OF FRED BEk , NTON, JR., IF.NTON & NMOHI.-F- IIOND ('OUNEISs. I1ATON
Rot10, LIA.

The written statement for the appearance of W. W. l)utuus. Mayor-Prt,-hsihnt,
Perish of Iast Baton R1ouge, City of B1aton Rouge, Illed with the St-1a1te Fi-
IIIIIIt ('Oll|[tti ' 11114 |x.i "WvhIN't'l 1111d the Stuteilileits (if fNt th Ir ,h1 c.u1-
talied tin rplqexpt to inilpirmeiit of the ild market In Louisiana a-r trte aid
corrmt and adopted for the purposes of this statement fis It 'wt out Ill full
herein.

Ilve-Sletifully siul11it ted.
FRII ]E NTON, Jt.

Senator ANm:Rso.N (now presiding). Governor Love.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN A. LOVE, GOVERNOR OF COLORADO;
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES F. SCHWAN, JR., CONSULTANT FOR
GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE

Governor LovH. Senator Anderson, (listing ished memne'rs, of the
committee, I am joined today by Governor Tiemanin of Nebraska on
my right., Governor Kirk of Florida, and Governor Evans of Wash-
ington and Governor MeKeithen of Louisiana will soon be her.

Ve also have Mr. Charles F. Schwan Jr., at the table, who is a
consultant, to the National Governom-s' ( conference, and the Comitil
of State Govenments.

I will attempt, of course, to make my testimony as brief as possible.
Senator Cums. Mr. Chairmm, I, would like to welcome these (ov-

ernors here, a1 of them, and particularly I am happy that. on this
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l Invi is t lite Goyernor of Nebr-aska, who &A'rves Its ANell, thet 1 Ionlorabh'
, 'oxrt. '11'iinn. While( I lu, the mike, I want. to remind thes

wvittivsses 11S yell ats till others whoi~ appeal. oil this 1111iliciill bo~nd
j-qptlihat thlis C-oiliiiiittpet ditlt or-igiliajte thtlit. idei
I do not kinow what tile o1 hers thItink but ias for 1iNySel f I 11ii1~11 sed

toi t ilt, I jouls' bill. I 1111 iop ofsed N ) whlt thle 'Viisiry1% CM ivcniiieids.
Wha11t t hijy r'evoinitletd 'ouId Iiriitg ill $19) mlhlionl, tm Itis 2i) events rot'
kw~w.elit 111viditl lier, ill order' toi inil'5s-iI, and) I (vilit t hinuk of' allty
It her, word, the tirad it loutl sit nit ionl where. thle Federal ( 'overn11ltent
ha:s kept lhands off of tlin inter-est onl State an intu11iciiial bouils.

( 'overfior I oNi:. Mr. (ltii i rutI), I 111 tndl iglited to) hear the State'-
Ilent of thet Senator, a nd I hope it is shllared by wt her. niembers. of t his

It is a11lost i nevi table that padi of our. test iimony is going to beI repe-
titions1 btt we till feel soi stironglY about it that we wianlt to 14' s111,1% it
Iit'otIIis it pa 111 o f I I Ie record.

Our ('ole'n is wvith ieelih of tlie st-veI j wov isiotis to) whivih yon
('Omiiiiitteel is devoting its atteiitioli to1 -it ~4)(1 lt )oos(td ililllilil inl-
colii taiX, a! beat ion of (ledlivt iolis, an)( (di11 sidlr l usid i,'at ion of inter.-
list patymen'its if St ate and1( locail1 bouds are islied ats Itixit ble o1)1igat ions.
N I% r-enlitirs will 1w1' hi litted, ill tile mini, to till' tax 11ti1d fi.sclll ('01151
qieiic's if t hese po'i50) r itctd
Wil atplmreiltA' yourl probleni, we think wye do. Tlo r-eform tlie Fed-

eral1 income tax illws is at veryv d ifliclt task. Inl so (doing, h~owvVr.V
we hope youl will atvoidt distuinig (lte niket for State and local
bIXid(s.

As you kiiow~, t lii' lpisr' is enlornilois 011t State 1111id local1 grover-1
iuemts to furn-Iish 11or-e tililt Iletter seriv(e, Itld faiilit ies. ( )u capitill
r-eqliirempllits ('oltilitl'e to greowit t a rapid ri-tl. O nly 11 years aigo. Ill
19.)6, total Stat e and11 1(1 ci1 bli(s outtanlld i ng tot alelt'ss t1 1a $.If)
bill ion. Twiday tiat total has reached $140) 1 ll iot---aul inealse of 18.0
percent. A FPederttl lh'serve Hoarid eIstilnate is that it will approxi-
ilttt $21I0 billion ill 197.5. Ill (itliet' wordls, ill 20) veiIs, t lie total of St ate
A111( loval biondsl otistiiidiitg is est imti d to incri-mie by :12(0 plroelt.
These (igirexs should Imipress any13ole who hals tloiilbt abotit the over-
whe'llili g capital Itweds of State's andio local it it's.

MR~.. I:310 would eia('t at "1unlit onl tax iefer-eiices, . folin' of
Ilitiiil inicomie tax for iiidi vidluials, inl tI l' 'lasv (f which* would lie
State tind local bond ilter-est

Trreasury witnesses test iied agai list tilie ilulsionl of Stte 2and( ]ovtal
bond interest ill the iniiinu tax. nhey id~ so for two r-ealsolis. Im-'lu-
sionl, they Saidi would :(1) raisw a ('onstit iitil issue aiid (2) have avi.
ndverse effect onl the mniipal)2i bond mar-ket.

Both If.1I. 3'27() and( tile Treasury wvould required that individuals
allocate deductions betwteu taxable iii('oi lli an taix wprerti
amoun11ts. Both would iluido Staite and local bonld interest. Ini thet,
House' bill this prov'Isio0n wouldel apIY to fulture- bond issues only, 11nd
1* phased inl over it 10- Veari period, as8 1 understand it. True 'ranisiy,
on the other hand, wouid have this requirent cover outstanding as
well its future issues and make it fully effective immediately.

IC.R. 13270 contains at plan for a 1Pederall subsidy of it Portion of
State and locally government interest, costs if they ehose--and thle phln
is optional with .them-to issue taxable obligations. The Treasury
promised to submit a substitute proposal for the Hou se-app roved plani.
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Mr. Chairman, the revenue yield from inclusion of municipal bonds
in the House LTP provision, according to the Treasury's estimate,
would be $35 million and that is a littleless even than Senator Curtis
was mentioning, and for its own allocation of deductions proposal,
$45 million. These are not, as the Senator has said, comparatively large
sums, but the impact on the market of these provisions would be
disastrous.

Attached to m, statement are certain exhibits. Most of them in-
dicate what has happened as a result of the threat of taxation. Should
the threat prove real, we may expect an even more severe impact.

Historically the yield relationship of comparable municipal and
corporate bonds has been in the vicinity of 70 percent. In other words,
if a corporate bond were sold at. 8 percent, one would expect a coin-
parable municipal to yield 5.6 percent.

Graphs Nos. 1 and 2, employing different, indexes, illustrate the
municipal-corporate bond yield rl ationshi) over the past 2 yeans.
Please note that they show a yield relationship of about, 80 percent,
today. In other words, if a corporate bond were to be sold at 8 percent,
a comparable municil)al might be expected to bear an interest rate of
6.4 percent. As a matter of fact, that is slightly out, of date. The rela-
tionship, instead of 80, was 84 percent as of yesterday.

Graphs Nos. 3 and 4 show the yields of tax-exempt and taxable
bonds over the past 2 years as indicated by representative indexes.
Again the closing 'of the gap can be seen.

Tables No. 1-3 show in tabular form the same data as graphs 1-4.
Please note on table No. 1 the interest spread, 1.77 percent. By July
1969, the gap had shrunk to 1.39 percent. On table No. 2 a similar
change can be seen. The respective interest rate differences were 1.80,
1.87, and 1.51. Table No. 4 shows that the yield relationship between
municipal and U.S. Government 20-year bonds has been altered dras-
tically, too. The interest rate differences were 0.93, 0.95, and 0.19, re-
spectvel

Mr. Chairman, tight' money presumnabl caused all these interest
rates to climb. But the much more rapid climb in municipal bond in-
terest rates can only be ascribed to the threat of taxation.

Also attached to my statement are two schedules. Turning first to
schedule I, it shows in columns 1-4 the issuance of tax-exempt
municipal securities for the years 1965-68 on a State-by-State basis
as reported in the IBA Statistical Bulletin. The figures shown include
issuance by local units of government as well as the State..

Columns 5 and 6 represent projections of bond sales by State for
1969 and 1970. They assume what I think is a conservative 10 percent
per year increase over 1968 in the amount, that is, 5 percent probably
due to inflation and 5 percent due to a real increase in outlays. To
put it more accurately, they represent reasonable estimates of need.
'Based on first quarter statistics, bond sales in 1969 on an annual basis
will be less than $11 billion 40 percent below what might have been
expected, reflecting what other witnesses have mentioned, I am sure,
the difficulty of marketing these bonds now.

urTar g now to schedule 1 it sh9ws estimates of interest costs in-
-btAik4'that would be incurreA if the provisions of H.R. 13270 relating
to mW6ipa4l bonds were enacted. TWo estimates are made--one based
n&a itual'v6lume for'1968, the other on projected volume for 1970.

•

:*;:. . : /
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Column 2 represents calculations of the annual debt service on bonds
issued in 1968. The interest rate used--4.5 percent-approximates tile
average of the Bond Buyers' Index for 1968. As can be seen, debt serv-
ice totaled $1.24 billion for all States.

Column 3 shows debt service on a taxable basis. Columns 4 and 5
show additional interest costs by year and over the assumed 20-year
life of the bonds. The interest rate increase assumed for purpose of
computation is 2 percent. I think that is a reasonable assumption.

Given these assumptions, the additional interest, costs for 1 year
would be $22 million, and over the life of the bonds the interest, tile
increased payment, would be $4.45 billion.

Columns 16 through 10 contain information similar to that of
columns 1-5, but based on projected issuances for 1970. Please note
the total of column 9, the assumed interest cost increase, approximately
$270 million. If the same total were issued in 1971, the increase would
he $540 million. By the 10th year, increased interest costs would add
up to $2.7 billion, assuming no year-by-year increase in State and
local financing.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, some may feel we have
overestimated the increase in interest costs that would result. from
enactment of H.R. 13270. Some may feel that the Treasury proposals
would result in a smaller increase. But if one reduces the estimated
increase by one-half or even more, what remains is an undeniably
heavier debt service burden that must be borne by State and local gov-
ernments and by their taxpayers, and in most instances predominantly
by their property taxpayers.

Secretary Kennedy testified that the impact on the market of the
Treasury allocations of deductions proposal would 1)e minimal. I sub-
mit; that neither he nor we know if his opinion is valid. We know he
estimated the revenue yield to be $45 million. Presumably that would
be based on total bonds outstanding in 1969 of $154 billion, $140 bil-
lion in 1968 plus 10 percent. Assuming an additional 10-percent in-
creas in bonds outstanding at the end of 1970 would mean a total of
$170 billion. On such amount, revenue accruing to the Treasury would
increase by 10 percent, also. to $49.5 million.

Look now at what the increased State and local debt service cost
would be for 1970. Would it be 1 percent, $135 million or one-half
of 1 percent, $67 million ? That additional cost, whatever it might be,
and I think undoubtedly it would be far above 1 percent, would con-
tinme over the life of the bonds.

No one can know until after the fact what the actual debt service
eost increase would be. It would be in any case greater-and probably
much greater-than the revenue yield.

Let me state at this point that tlhe Treaury allocations of derlue-
Itions proposal would have a very daniaging' effect. For one thin .
Allocation of dpructions affects many more people than the louse
minimum tax. The latter is applicable only when total income from
'tnx preference items exceeds $10,000 and regularly taxable income.
The former is applicable to anv amount of tax preference income in

vlcels of $10.000. moreover, allocation of deductions has particular
t.elevance to bank--much the largest. customers for State and local
U.nds. A banker might reasonably calculate if allocation of deduc-
; tions is required of life insurance companies and of individuals and
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if the requirement with respect to banks were ill the all-but-final lIoule
bill, can banks be far behind?

Mr. Chairman, those who purchase State and local bonds, in a sense,
pay a tax. It. is not. paid to the United States, but it is paid to State
and local governments in the form of lower interest rates. True, ill-
vestors may hope to gain more in Federal income tax savings than
in interest forgone. But have we not shown that. the principal bene-
ficiaries of low State and local bond interest rates are the issimnig
government ? Have we not shown that to correct an alleged inequity
in Federal incomni tax laws will cost State and local governments far

'ore than the TFreasury will realize in revenue ? Immediately there
would ensue postpllnemient, cancellation, or reduction in scope o;f illy
lumblic building projects-schools, hospitals, highways, water anil
sewer facilities, and other vitally" needed items. Eventually, of cour, e,
these projects would lbe built. Tiey would be paid for, howev-er, largely
out of increased sales and properlN, taxes and utility fees. These are
regressive in nature, but they wolild have to i)- relied on even more
heavily than at prvsent to supply the funds State and local govern-
ments could not afford to borrow.

Other witnesses wv'ho appear for the States will cover other aspects.
I have tried to show, and I believe I have shown, certain of the dire
results that Federal taxation would achieve. I do not believe that this
committee, its parent body. or the congress s itself wishes to accomplish
such results.

I appreciate, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, your
giving me this time and attention.

Thank you.
(lion. .John A. Love's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF TIlE H[ONORABLE Joix A. LoVE, GOVERNORR OF C1OLORADO, CU1AIRMAN,
NATIONAL GovERNORS' CONFERENCE

SUM M ARY

Mr. Chairman, Memibers of the Committee: Our concern Is with each of the
several provisions to which your Committee Is devoting its attention today-the
prol.A4! minimum income tax, allocation of deductions and federal subsidizatloll
of interest payments if state and local bonds are issued as taxable obligations.
My remarks will be limited, in the main, to the tax and fiscal consequences if
these provisions are enacted.

We appreciate your problem. To reform the federal income tax laws is a very
difficult task. In so doing, however, we hope you will avoid disturbing the market
for state and local bonds.

As you know, the pressure is enormous on state and local governments to fur-
nish more and better services and facilities. Our capital requirements continue
to grow at a rapid rate. Only 13 years ago, in 1p56. total state and local bonds
outstanding totaled less than $50 billion. Today that total has reached $140 1d11
lion, an increase of 180 percent. A Federal Reserve Board estimate is that it will
approximate $210 billion in 1975. In other words, in 20 years the total of state
and local bonds outstanding is estimated to increase by 320 percent. These figures
should Impress anyone who has doubts about the overwhelming capital needs of
states and localities.

H.IL 13270 would enact a "limit on tax preferences," a form of mininium in-
come tax for individuals In the base of which would be state and local bond
interest.

Treasury witnesses testified against the Inclusion of state and local bond Inter-
est in the minimum tax. They did so for two reasons. Inclusion, they said would:
(1) raise a constitutional issue, and (2) have an adverse effect on the municipal
bond market.

Both &. 132.70 and the Treasury would require that individuals allocate
deductions between taxable income and ttmx preference amounts. Both would in-
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elude state and local bond interest. In the House bill tills provision would apply
to future bond issues only, and be phased in over a 10-year period. The Treasury
would have this requirement cover outstanding as well as future issues, and
wake it fully effective huniediately.

I.R. 13270 contains a plan for a federal subsidy of a portion of state and local
government interest costs If they chose-and the plan is optional with them-
to issue taxable obligations. The Treasury promised to submit a substitute pro-
posal for the tlouse-al)proved plan.

Mr. ('hairlan, the revenue yield from inclusion of municipal bonds in the
hlise 1TP provision, according to the Treasury's estimate would be $35 million

and for its own allocation of deductions proposal, $45 million. These are not large
stills, int tile imlpact on the market of these provisions woul be far greater.

Attached to iy statt nent are certain exhibits. Most of then indicate what
has happened as a result of the threat of taxation. Should the threat prove real,
we inity expect ain even miotre severe impact.

Historically the yiell reltlonship of coml)arable Imunlil pal and corpK)rate
bonds has been Ill tile vicinity p rc lre(ent. Ill other words, If a corporate bond
were sold at 8 percent, one would expect a comparable municipal to yield 5.6
la'r*el t.

Graphs No. 1 and 2. nlployiilg different Indices, illustrate tile inunielpal-
corpxerate bond yield relationship over tile lmist two years. Please note that they
show a yield relationship of about 80 percent. Today, if a corporate bond were
to he sold at 8 percent, at comparable municipal might be expected to bear all
hiterest rate of 6.4 percent. Note. too, that virtually all tile change In relation-
ship has occurred ill 1969-the l1rimd during which this legislation has been
un(ler consideration.

Graphs Nos. 3 and 4 show the yields of tax exempt and taxable bonds over
the past two years as indicated by representative indices. Again the closing
of the gap can be seen.

Tables No. 1-3 show in tabular form tile uine data as Graphs 1-4. Please
note on Table No. 1 the interest spread of 1.78 percent in August 1967. In
January 1969, ti~ere was about the sane spread, 1.77 percent. By July 1969, the
gap had shrank to 1.39 percent. On Table No. 2 a similar change can be seen.
The respective Interest rate differences were 1.80, 1.87 and 1.51. Table No. 4
shows that the yield relationship between municlpals and U.S. Government 20-
year bonds has been altered drastically, too. The interest rate differences were
0.93. 0.95 and 0.19 respectively.

Mr. Chairman, tight money caused all these Interest rates ito climb. The much
more rapid climb in municipal bond interest rates can only be ascribed to tile
threat of taxation.

Also attached to iy statement are two schedules. Turning first to Schedule
II, it shows Ill columns 1-4 tile issuances of tax exempt municipal securities
for the years 1965-1968 on a state-by-state basis as reported in the IBA Statistical
Bulletin. The figures shown Ilnclude issuances by local units of government as
well as the state.

('olumns 5 and 6 represent projections of bond sales by state for 1969 and 1970.
They assume a conservative 10 percent per year increase over 1968, 5 percent
due to imfilation and 5 percent to a real increase In outlays. To put It more ac-
curately, they represent reasonable estimates of need. Based on first quarter
statistics, bond sales in 1909 on an annual basis will be less than $11 billion,
40 percent below what might have been expected.

Turning now to Schedule 1, it shows estimates of interest costs increases
that would be incurred if the provisions of H.R. 13270 relating to municipal
bonds were enacted. Two estimates are made-one based on actual volume for
1968, the other on projected volume for 1970.

Column 2 represents calculations of the annual debt service on bonds issued
in 196& The interest rate used-4.5 percent-approximates the average of tile
Bond Btyer's htdez for 1968. As can be seen, debt service totaled $1.24 billion
for all states.

Column 3 shows debt service on a taxable basis. Columns 4 and 5 show addi-
tional interest costs by year and over the asmned 20 year life of the bonds.
Tile interest rate increase assumed for Iurpose of computation is 2 percent.

Given these assumptions, the additional interest costs for one year would be
$222 million, and over the life of the bonds $4.45 billion.

Columns 6-10 contain information similar to that of columns 1-5, but based
on projected issuances for 1970. Please note the total of column 9, the assumed
interest cost increase, approximately $270 million. If the same total were issued
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In 1971, the increase would be $540 million. By the tenth year increased interest
costs would add up to $2.7 billion, assuming no year-by-year increase in state
and local financing.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. some may feel we have over-
estimated the increase In interest costs tha-t would result from enactment of
H.R. 13270. Some may feel that the Treasury proposal- would result in a smaller
increase. If one reduces the estimated increase by one-half or even more. what
remains Is an undeniably heavier debt service burden that must be borne bly
state and local governments and their tax payer.

Secretary Kennedy testified that the Impact on the market of the Treasury
allocations of deductions proposal would be ininnmal. Neither he nor we know
ii' his opinion .is valid. We know he estimated the revenue yield to be $45 million.
Presumably that was based on a total of bonds outstanding in 1969 of $154
billion ($140 billion In 1968 plus 10 percent). Assuming an additional 10 lercent
increase in bvuids outstanding at the end of 1970 would mean a total of $170 billion.
On such amount, revenue accruing to the Treasury would Increase by 10 percent,
also, to $49.5 million.

Look now at what the increased state and local debt service cost would te for
1970. Would it he one percent, $135 million or one-half of one percent, $67 nilflim'
That additional cost, whatever it might be, would continue over the life of the
bonds.

No one can know until after the fact what the actual debt service cost increase
would be. It would be In any case greater-and probably much greater-than
the revenue yield.

Let me state at this point that the Treasury allocations of deductions pro-
posal would have a very damaging effect. For one thing, allocation of dediuctiols
affects many more people than the House minimum tax. The latter Is applicable
only when total income from tax preference items exceeds $10,000 and regularly
taxable income. The former is applicable to any amount of tax preference income
In excess of $10,000. Moreover, allocation of deductions has particular relevance
to banks--much the larger customers for state and local bonds. A banker might
reason, if allocation of deductions ts required of life insurance companies and
of individuals and if the requirement with respect to banks were In the all-bnt-
final House bill, can banks be far behind?

Mr. Chairman, those who purchase state and local bonds pay a "tax." It Is
not paid to the United States, but it Is paid to state and local governments in
the form of lower Interest rates. True, Investors may hope to gain more in
federal income tax savings than in interest foregone. But have we not shown
that the principal beneficiaries of low state and local bond interest rates are
the issuing governments? Have we not shown that to correct on alleged inequity
In federal income tax laws will cost state and local government far more than
the Treasury will realize in revenue? Should direct or indirect taxation be
voted, what -would be the result? Immediately there would ensue postponement,
cancellation or reduction In scope of many public building p'rojects.-shools,
hospitals, highways, water and sewer facilities and others vitally needed. Even-
tually, of course, these projects -would be built. They would have to be paid for.
however, out of increased sales and property taxes and utility fees. These are
regressive in nature, but they would have to be relied on even more heavily
than at present to supply the funds state and local governments could not
afford to borrow or to pay the increased debt carrying costs on what they would
have to borrow.

Other witnesses who appear for the States will cover aspects of taxation of
State and local obligations that I have not covered. I have tried to show, and
I believe I have shown, certain of the dire results that Federal taxation would
achieve. I do not believe that this committee, Its parent body or the Congress
wishes to accomplish such results.

Mr. Ohllman, members of the committee, I appreciate your giving me your
time and attention. Thank you.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am John. A. Love, Governor of
Colorado and Chairman of the National governors' Conference. I am pleased
to have this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the State of Colorado
and the National Governors' Conference to testify on H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform
Act of 19M9. Appearing with me as representatives of the states are my colleagues,
Governor Richard J. Hughes of New Jersey, Governor Daniel J. Evans of Wash-
ington, Governor Claude R. Kirk of Flopida, Governor Norbert T. Tiemann of
Nebraska, and Governor John J. McKelthn of Louisiana.
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Mr. Chairman, It is no secret that we are seriously concerned about several
sections of H.R. 13270, and substitute provisions for them suggested by the
administration. At the most recent National Governors' Conference, 51 of the
52 Governors attending the Conference-all who were present at the time-sent
a wire to the President expressing our concern. Copy of the telegram Is attached,
but I should like to quote part of it at this time.

We wired the President:
One cricial matter which we did not have an opportunity to discuss with you

is the taxation of state and municipal bonds. The infringement upon what we
consider the constitutional prerogatives of state and local government would be
a setback of major proportions to our mutual goal of governmental balance in the
"Spirit of '76".

The staggering blow of increased costs for all public construction would either
add to the tax burden of the people or stop construction of much needed public
facilities.

Very simply, Mr. President, If the ability to market state and municipal bonds
is jeopardized in any way, it will be a setback tlit for years to come will over-
shadow any positive proposals.

As citizens and taxpayers, we welcome the effort to reform our tax laws in
which this Committee and the Congress are engaged. Inequities and Imper-
fections that have grown up over the years should be corrected. The task you
lave set for yourselves is a difficult and complex one. We are here to urge that
in its, accomplishment, however, you do nothing to disturb the market for state
and local government bonds.

I am referring, of course, to the provisions of H.R. 13270 relating to a limit
on tax preferences, allocation of deductions and the subsidization of Interest pay-
ments if state and local bonds are Issued as taxable obligations, Sections 301,
302 and 601 and 602 respectively. I should like also to refer to the administra-
tion proposals on these subjects.

In the main, I shall limit my remarks to the tax and fiscal consequences of
what is proposed. Other aspects will be discussed by those appearing with me.

Mr. Chairman, as I know you know, the pressure is enormous on state and local
governments to furnish more and better services and facilities. Our population
and our expectations continue to grow. To build the schools, highways, hospitals,
water and sewer facilities and all the other projects we want and need means
that state and local governments must have a healthy, readily available capital
market. We are a Nation that builds on credit, and few, if any. of our public or
private institutions are more dependent on credit than states and localities. At
the end of 1956--only 13 years ago-state and local securities outstanding totaled
less than $50 billion, according to Federal Reserve Board data. Today that total
has reached $140 billion-an increase of 180 percent. The Federal Reserve Board
estimates that the total outstanding in 1970 will be about $147 billion, and nearly
$210 billion in 1975. Parenthetically, I assume that these estimates are based on
there being no damage done to the market. In any event, the Federal Reserve
Board estimate Is that in 20 years-1956 to 1975--state and local government
bonds outstanding would increase by about 320 percent. If there were any ques-
tion concerning the need of state and local governments for capital funds, these
data should put it to rest.

H.R. 13270 proposes enactment of a miniinum tax on individuals, a "limit on
tax preferences", in the base of which would be state and local bond interest.
Witnesses for the Department of the Treasury testified that it would produce
$&5 million a year when fully effective. Of that amount, revenue from taxation
of state and local bonds was estimated to produce $35 million. Application of
LTP to bonds would be at a gradual rate of 10 percent per year over 10 years.

The Preasury witnesses urged this Committee that it not include state and
loetal bond interest In this minimum tax. They cited two reasons for not doing so:
(1) it would raise a constitutional question, and (2) it would have an adverse
effect on the market for such bonds.

With respect to allocation of deductions, the House bill would require that
individuals allocate deductions between taxable income and tax preference
amounts, including In the latter state and local bond interest. The provision
would apply to bonds issued after July 12, 1969, and be phased in over a 10-year
period.

The Administration similarly would include municipal bond Interest In the
allocation of deductions requirement, but would extend It to cover Interest on
outstanding issues as well as future issues, and make it fully effective
Immediately.
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The House Included in its bill a plan to provide a subsidy to state and local
governmenta-exerlsable at their option-if they chose to issue taxable bonds.
The Treasury opposed this plan, promising to submit a substitute proposal.

Mr. Chairman, although the revenues that the proposed inclusion of state and
local bond interest in the limit on tax preferences--$35 million the Treasury esti-
mated-and allocation of deductions--$45 million for the Treasury plan-would
be small, the market impact of these provisions would be great.

Attached to my statement are certain graphs and tables. They illustrate the
impact on the market that the threat of taxation has lihad. I whlh to emplhasize
what they represent is the market reaction to the possibility of taxation. Should
that possibility be realized, the Impact could be expected to be even more severe.

Historically, comparable municipal and corporate bonds have been considered
to have a relationship as to yield in the vicinity of 70 percent. This is to say,
municipal yields have run at about 70 lercnt of those on comparable corixkrates.
To put it another way, if a ,orlxrate bond were to he sold at 8 lerteent, one wouhl
expect a colmrable municipal to yield 5.6 percent.

Graph No. 1 illustrates the relationship over tihe 11ast two years. 'lease lote
that. the latest data indicate a yield relationship) of S4 per(,ent. Today, if a c ir-
lx)rate bond were to be sold lit 8 pertvi.t, it (-ollpa irile inillicipal Woull Ieair 111
Interest rate of 6.4 lxrcent-not 5.6 percent. Note also the extent of the change ill
the relationship that occurred in 1969.

Graph No. 2 illustrates the same basic change. It Is iased on different indices.
Graphs No. 3 and 4 show the yields of tax exempt -ind taxable bonds over the

IMst two years as indicated by representative indlhes. Again the closing of tht,
gap can be seen.

'Tables No. 1-3 show In tabular form the data shown on the several grails.
'lease note on Table No. I the dlfferenu. of 1.7S ler('ent in August 1967 (4.6 a ld

5.84 percent), which remained about the same, 1.77 percent, in January 1969, had
by July shrunk to 1.39 percent. On Table No. 2, a similar change can be seen. The
respective differences are 1.80, 1.87 and 1.51. Both Table No. 3 and Graph No. 4
Indiate the yield relationship of one representative munlipal bond index al
U.S. Government 20-year bonds. Just to round out the story, a difference in Inter-
est rate of 0.93 percent In August 1967 (0.95 percent in January 1909) had shrunk
in July 1969 to 0.19.

These data Indicate a general Increase in interest rates which may be asribed
to the tight money market. The time during which most of the change In yield
relationship took place, i.e. when this bill was before the other lody, make it
abundantly clear that the threat of taxation of municipal bonds was the cause
for that change.

Also attached to my statement are two schedules. If we may turn first to
schedule II, columns 1-4 reflect the issuances of tax exempt municipal securities
for the years 196-,1968 on a state by state basis as reported in the IBA Statistical
Bulletin. The figures shown for each state include Issuances by local govern-
mental units as well as those of the state itself.

The figures shown in columns 5 and 6 are projections of bond sales by state for
1969 and 1970. They assume a 10 percent per year Increase over 1968, 5 percent due
to inflation and 5 percent in real governmental outlays. They assume further
that nothing in the tax situation would disrupt the Issuance of municipal
securities.

I should observe that the latter assumption is unwarranted. The ominous tax
situation and attendant high interest rates--interest rates in some Instances
high enough to exceed legal interest ceilings and In others to force issuers out
of the market-reduced the annual rate of issuances to less than $11 billion
based on first quarter statistics. That Is a level 40 percent below what might
reasonably have been expected for this year. The figures in columns 5 and 6. in
other words, represent reasonable estimates of need for state and local govern-
ment capital financing.

If we may turn back to Schedule I now, it shows estimates of the additional
interest costs that would be Incurred by state and local governments were the
provisions relating to municipal bonds of H.R. 13270 enacted. Tvo estimates
are made-one based on actual volume for 1968, the other on projected volume
reasonably have been expected for this year, The figures in columns 5 and 6. in
for 1970. Inclusion of the 1968 figures and estimates Is Justified on the grounds
that they represent a year unaffected by the current market uncertainties due
to the threat of taxation and, therefore, represent an actual expression of state
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and local financing needs. As discussed above, the volume for 1970 undoubtedly is
over-stated because o' the taxation threat.

('olumn 2 of Schedule I represents calculations of the annual debt iervice oir
1)1(s issued in 1968. Inasmuch as it would be Inl)ossible to calculate the actuaL
debt service on each of the over 5,.100 separate issuances. a 20-year bond with
equal annual payments of principal and interest was used for these computations.
The interest rate used--4.5 percent-was the approximate average of the Bond
BRsyer'8 Indcem for 1968. This well-known index consists of 20 municipal bonds
picked for their representativeiiess of the overall market. As can be seen, debt
service was $1.24 billion for the entire 50 states.

For purlpses of computation, an increase of two percentage points of interest
has been employed. If this appears to be too large an Increase, please remeniber
that the ,January through July 11A)9 increase based on the threat of taxation only
was 0.96 or 0.8.5 percent, depending upon which index Is used. In any ease, a
two percent increase would have resulted in an annual debt service of $1.44
billion (colun 4) or an increase of $222 million over the tax exempt cost.
The figures in column 5 show that for debt issued in 19QS the additional interest
cost over the life of the bonds would have amounted to the staggering sum of
$4.45 billion. As appalling as these figures are, they relate to issuance of a single
year.

('alumnus 6-10 (fmitail information similar to that of columns 1-5, but based
on projet-ted issuances for 1970. PIemse note the assumed interest (st increasA,
aliproximately $270 million. If the same total in 1onds were Issued in 1971. the
Increase would be $540 million. By the tenth year, and making the unrealistic
llssilnhptlon that state and 11ll financing would not grow from year to year. an
additional $2.7 billion In interest costs would have to be paid that year from
shate and Ioal govern ment budgets.

Mr. ('hairman, Memw'rs of thei committee . omie may feel that we have over-
estimated the increase in interest costs that would result from enactment of H.R.
13270 as it. canine to you. Some may feel that the Treasury proposals would result
in a smaller increase. If one reduces the estimated inicrease by one-half or even
more, what remains is an undeniably additional heavy debt serve, burden that
inust e borne by state an|rd local governments and their tax~imyers.

Mr. chairmann , neither Governors nor their fiscal officers nor 'Members of Con.
gre, i make the market. Investors (o. In their wisdom or unwisdom they deter-
mine what Interest rates will i,. The Treasury estimates of the actual revenue
ilict of the limit on tax preferences provision of HR. 1.T270 as only $35 million,
and its own allocation of deductions lprolosal as $45 million are not controlling.
Investors dee,!de for themjhee. They an dehi(le that if Congress breaches tie"
tax exemption dike or reduces the viue to then of their deductions, they will"
bid on bonds at sharply increased interest rates. They can and they do us we have
qeen from studying what happened to state and loc-al bond interest rates while the
Ways and 31eans ('onimmittee nld the Hous were considerilng II.R. 13270.

Secretary Kennedy testified that the market imlmct of the Treasury alloca-
tion of dledicticons proiws.l would be, minimal. Neither lie nor we know if his
opinion is valid. We (to know. however, that the Treasury estimates the revenue
yield in the first full year of operation of the proposal to be $45 million. We
kn1ow too that this estimate is based on a requirement that deductions be allo-
vated with rpect to all bonds, outstanding as well as lprospective. We may
assume for present IpurliSes that it was based on the total of Iomids outs-tandling
at the end of 1949--$140 billion at th end of 1908 plus our assumed 10 percent
ilurese for 11K .) for $154 billion. Let us then assume an additional 10 lsr1ent
Increase in bonds outstanding at the eud of 19)70. or alproximnately $170 billion.
The revenue accruing to the Treasury would then anount to $49.5 million.

let us now look at what the Increitu,4d debt service cost would be to states and
localities for Just one year, 1970. Assume the increase to be--not two-but one
percent. That would bn, $135 million. Assine it would be one-half percent. That
would be $67 million. And remnemler, that Is for that year only. The additional
(lebt service (fist would contintie for the life of the bonds.

No one can know until after the fact what the actual debt service cost increase
would be. There is reason to believe, however, that it would be much greater
than the increase in federal revenue would be. As we have pointed out, the threat
of enactment of H.R. 13270 with Its phasing in of both LTP and allocation of de-
ductions and its application of the latter only to future issues pushed interest
rates up nearly one percent. The Treasury proposal, if enacted, would have
nearly the same-possibly an even greater-damnaging inipact. For one thing, al-

. 4 ,
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location of deductions affects many more people than the inimuum tax. The
latter is operative only when the total income from tax preference Items exceeds
both $10,000 and regularly taxable income. The former is applicable with rslx.t
to any amount of tax preference income ili exceLs of $10,000. Moreover, and this
seeins to have been overlooked by both the House of Representatives and the
Treasury, allocation of deductions can easily be made to apply to banks, by far the
largest buyers of state and local bonds. As a matter of fact, iln tile all-bt il111al
House bill, banks were required to allocate deductions. If life Insurance Voin-
panies can be made to allocate, as Treasury witnes-ses pointed out the Supraii
Court has held, and Congress chooses to relulire Individuals to allocate, wothl
bankers feel that they would be forever immune?

Mr. Chairman, another point overlooked or Ignored Is that those who buy
state and local bonds pay a "tax" as long its they hold tile ,secturitles. True. they
do not pay It it the form of income tax to the United States, but they pIty it to
state and local governments by accepting a lower rate of interest that they
would receive If they bought taxable securities. True, also, they expxect to gaill
more in federal income taxes not pntid than li interest foregone il inany if not
most instances.

lint, have we not shown that tile prnviwil Iwleichlarles of low state and hwal
government bond Interest rates are the issuilng governments? Have we not ,iiowi
that to correct an alleged Ineiliity in federal Income tax laws will cost state and
local governments it interest costs far more than the Treasury will realize in
revenue?

If the Congress does not heed our warning, what will be the result? The Imnie-
dilate reult will be the postponement, cancellation or reduction in *,ope of many
public building projects--schools, hospitals, highways, water and sewer facili-
ties and others vitally needed. Eventually, of course, these projects will be Imilt.
They will have to be paId for, however, out of lncreaed sales and property taxes
and utility fees. These taxes and fee*--regremmlve though they may e--will have
to be relied on even wore heavily than at present to supply the funds state anid
local governments could not afford to borrow or to pay the increased debt car-
rying costs on what they would have to borrow.

Mr. Chairman, in my statement I have chosen not to speak on a number of
aslect8 of what is Involved in the direct or indirect taxation of state and hoal
obligations by the Federal Government. Other witnesses appearing for the states
will cover them. I have tried to show, and I belleve I have shown, certain of the
calamitous results that federal taxation would achieve. I (to not believe that this
Committee, its parent body or the Congress wishes to accomplish such results.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I appreciate your giving we your
time and attention. Thank you.

[Telegram]i
SEPTEMDaE 2, 1969.

lion. RICHARD NIxoN,
PresIdent of the United States,
The White House, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PaEsIDrENT: Your presentation to the Nation's governors Monday
night was a tremendous contribution to the meaningful establishment of the "new
federalism." We are convinced, Mr. President, that we have before us the
opportunity for a monumental breakthough to a positive partnership in govern-
ment. You very ably outlined the lmramount issues which are challenging our
system of government, and laid the groundwork upon which all elected offihhil,
can join together in a common cause. That cause is, of course, a governmental
system that can effectively deliver services to our people.

You can be assured of the colnplete cooperation of the Nation's governors
In these vital Issues.
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One crucial matter which we did not have an opportunity to discuss with you
is the taxation of State and municipal bonds. The infringement upon what we con-
sider the constitutional prerogatives of State and local government would be a
setback of major proportions to our mutual goal of governmental balance in the
"Spirit of '76."

The staggering blow of Increased costs for all public construction would either
add to the tax burden of the people or stop construction of much needed public
facilities.

'ery simply, Mr. President, If the ability to market State and muiiciial
bonds is jeopardized in any way, it will be it setback that for years to come
will overshadow any positive proposals.

We urge your careful consideration of this vital matter, and by copy of this
telegram call on the congressional leadership for their cooperation and ,support.

Again, we appreciate so much your presence at our conference, and the tre,-
niendoUs contributions you are making to provide order and balance In our federal
sy)stein.

/s/ Gov. Buford Ellington, Tennes.-ee, chairman of the Natloml
Governors' Conference, joined by all other governors present at
today's business session: Gov. Albert 1. Brewer, Alabana ; (Ior.
Keith II. Miller, Alaskat ; (ov. John M. llaydon, American anmoa :
Gov. Jack Williams, Arizona ; Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller, Arkai-
sas; Go'. Ronald Reagon, ('alifornia; Gov. John A. 1ove. Colo-
rado; Gov. John I)empsey, Connecticut; Gov. Russell W. 'eter-
son, Delaware; Gov. Claude R. Kirk, Jr., Florida ; Gov. lAister 0.
Maddox, Georgia ; Gov. (Carlos (. machoch. Guam ; Gov. John A.
Burns, Hawaii; Gov. Don Sanuelson, Idaho; Gov. Richard 1B.
Ogilvie, Illinois; Gov. Edgar 1). Whiteomb, Indiana; Gov. Robert
1). Ray, Iowa; Gov. Robert I)ocking, Kansas; Gov. Loule B. Nunn,
Kentucky; Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis, Maine; Gov. Marvin Mandel.
Maryland; Gov. Francis W. Sargent, Massachusetts; Gov. Wil-
liam 0. Milliken, Michigan; Gov. Harold Levander, Minnesota;
Gov. Warren E. Hearies, MINssourl; Gov. Forrest Ii. Anderson,
Montana; Gov. Norbert T. Tlemann, Nebraska ; G(ov. Paul Laxtilt.
Nevada; Gov. Walter Peterson, New Hampshire; Gov. Richard
J. Hughes, New Jersey; Gov. )avid F. Cargo, New Mexico: Gov.
Neln A. Rockefeller, New York; Gov. Robert W. Scott, North
Carolina; Gov. William L. Guy, North Dakota; Gov. James A.
Rhodes, Ohio; Gov. Dewey F. Bartlett, Oklahoma; Gov. Tom
McCall, Oregon; Gov. Raymond P. Shafer, Pennsylvania; Gov.
Luis A. Ferre, Puerto Rico; Gov. Frank Licht, Rhode Island;
Gov. Robert I. McNair, South Carolina; Gov. Frank L. Farrar,
South Dakota; Gov. Calvin L. Rampton, Utah; Gov. Deane C.
Davis, Vermont; Gov. Mills E. Godwin, Jr., Virginia; Gov. Melvin
H. Evans, Virgin Islands; Gov. Daniel J. Evans, Washington;
Gov. Arch A. Moore, Jr., West Virginia; Gov. Warren P. Knowles,
Wisconsin; Gov. Stanley K. Hathaway, Wyoming; and further
joi ted by: Conrad Fowler, president, National Association of Coun-
ties; Jack D. Maltester, president, U.S. Conference of Mayors; and
Beverly Briley, President, National League of Cities.
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COMPARISON OF YIELDS, MUNICIPAL (BOND BUYER 20) AND INDUSTRIAL (MOODY'S AVERAGE)

lin percent

Bond Buyer's
index of 20

munkiipal bonds

1967:
August .................................................
Se temb ............................................
O , er ................................................
Novem r ..............................................
DM s rc .................................. ...........19U.:

January ...............................................
February ...............................................
Mag ht.................................................
April .............................................
My .............................................

June ................. :........... I......................

AuDst ...............................September .............................................
October ................................................
Novembr ............................................

1 Ma b r ..............................................
Ianoary ................................................February ...............................................
Mirth ,..... .. .. .... .... .................. ......

April ..................................................
May ...................................................
June ...................................................
July....................... ...........

4.06
4.19
4.27
4.45
4.44

4.16
4.44
4.54
4.43
4.64
4.48
4.11
4.38
4.30
4.56
4.76
4.85

4.97
5.04
5.30
5.09
5.60
568
5.93

Averal of
fields on

industrial bonds
(Moody's)

5.84
5.93
6.05
6.28
6.39

6.34
6.31
6.33
6.42
6.52
6.55
6.42
6.32
6.26
6.40
6.60
6. 79

6.74
6.487
7.16
7.02
7.08
7.20
7.32

69.5
70.6
70.5
70.8
69.4

65.6
70.3
71.7
69.0
71.1
6, 3
64.0
70.3
68.6
71.2
72.1
71.4

73.7
73.3
74.0
72.5
79.0
78.8
81.0

COMPARISON OF YIELDS

MUNICIPAL (BOND BUYER (11)) AND INDUSTRIAL (MOODY'S AVERAGE)
[I n Iortntl

Moody's avr-
el0 of yields onBond buyer's A cororate

Index, II bonds ods Differential

-Au ............................................. 3.82 5.62 67.9Ssp bw ......................... 3" 6576s 3.99 515 70.6
October 4.15 5.82 71.3
Nov16 er ............................................ 4 It 6.07 .. ,
Fecruy ........................................... 404 6.10 70.5

1 M r-J sm fy .............................................. 4.27 6.17 79.2
Feruery ............................................ 4.04 c t 66.4
marJ ............................................... 4.38 6.11 71,0

Jy ................................................. 4.16 & 24 67.8
June........ 4.40 6024 60.4

J v.......... .......................... 4.0c 07 72.3S -0 W .. ...... ... .... .. .. .... .. .. .4.32 S. 97 72. 3
091w ........................... 4.25 6.09 69.7

No be ............................................ 4.44 6.19 71.7
Dcembor ............................................ 465 6.45 72.0

190--Jnuay .............................................. 4.72 6.59 71.6
Febru-ry ............................................ 4.84 6,66 72.6
March ............................................... 5.05 I6 s 73.7
Ma........... . ............ 4.99 6.75 73.4

Ju e ................................................ 5. 6 9 70.3
Juy............................57 7. 78.6

Differential
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COMPARISON OF YIELDS, MUNICIPAL (BOND BUYER 70), INDUSTRIAL (MOODY'S AVERAGE, AND
U.S. GOVERNMENTS (20 YEARS)

In percent

Average
Bond buyer's yields on

index of 20 industrial Yields of U.S.
municipal bonds Government's

bonds (Moody's) (20)

1967
August .................................................... 4.06 5.84 4.99
September................... .......................... 4.19 5.93 5.12
October .. ................................................ 4.27 6.05 5.18
November.................................................. 4.45 6.28 5.46
December .................................................. 4.44 6.39 5.60

1968
January ......................................... 4. 16 6.34 5. 57
February ......................................... 4.44 631 5.37
March .................................................... 4.54 6.33 5.39
A r ..................................................... 4.43 6.42 5.59
My .......................................... 4.64 6.52 5.47
Jun ............................................ 4.438 6.5 5.47
July .... ............................................ 4.11 642 5.31
August .................................................... 4.38 6.23 5.12
Sopember ................................................. 4.30 6.26 5.20
Oclber .................................................. 4.56 6.40 5.29
November .................................................. 4.76 6.60 5.40
December .................................................. 4.85 6.79 5. 55

1969
January .............................................. 4.97 6.74 5.92
February ............................................. 5.04 6.37 6.00
March .................................................... 5.30 7.16 6. 0

pril .......................................... 5.09 7.02 6.20
may ............ ............................... 5.60 7.06 5.92
June ....................................................... 5.68 7.20 6.29
July ....................................................... 5.93 7.32 6.12
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Senator At.Im:Rsox. I will next call Gov. Dan Evans of the State,
of Washington, who I believe is next ill line.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL J. EVANS, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE
OF WASHINGTON

Governor EVANs. Mr. (lhairnian, and members of the committee. I
will just add briefly to the remarks of Governor Love.

I serve or rather have just finished serving as chairman of the Na.
tonal Governons' Conference Committee on Fiscal Affairs. and Execu-
tive Management. We have dealt with this problem of taxation of m1u-
nicipal bonds, and the Governors' Conference exlpretssd their opinions
in opposition to taxation, as I am sure the chairman of the con ternTce.
Governor Love, has pointed out.

Let, me not reiterate testimony he las given or testimony that I aml
sure my colleagues will give hlt rather describe to you a most recent
and ve'v important thing that has happend in our own State of Wash-
ington tihat, I think, will drive home the point. We have had authorize(l
by the legislature in ,January of 1969! a series of bond issues, and we
are in tie process now of trying to :ell them. One of then deals with
the very necessary construction of comuwmility colleges. in our State.
'Those bon(s came to the market just a couple of weeks ago.

For the first time in our State's history we ere forced to reject bids
on tax-exempt bonds because of the rlte. These were well protected
bonds. They had a good rating. They were tax-exempt, and the loiw
bid was 7.4 percent. We were incapable of issuing those bonds, and we
will have to do one of two things in the near future-either rebid
and hope that the rate somehow is lower or fail to construct necessary
(coninlun ity college facilities for our students.

Now, th'e pay-off, if we ultimately have to go to that kind of rate, is
from the tuition paid by communit, college students. I think this just
reeml)hasizes what Governor Love has pointed out that the extra costs
to State and local governments are not just costs of those governments
themselves, but costs to property taxpayers, to youngsters who are
going to community colleges and playing the higher tuition. To those
who pay sales tax and other rather regressive forms of taxation , this
is where the burden is going to fall, and it is our considered opinim
that the extra costs to the taxpayers of this country, particularly the
low-income taxpayers on whom this burden falls, will be far:, far
greater than any benefit to be gained by the Federal Government in
terms of this port ion. at. least, of tax reform.

Governor Lov&. Thank you very much, Governor.
(lion. Daniel J. Evans' )Irea)ared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF OoV. l)ANI I. J. EVANS, CHAIRMAN. NATIONAL L GOVERNORS*

CONFERENCE ON ExLCUTIVE MANAGEMENT AND FISCAL AFFAIRS

a UM MARY

1. The provisions of H.R. 13-0 deNling with taxation of state and local imIIls
will resultIn a basic change Ill our governmental structure arLhing from imiNlitle,
economic premure.

2. The provisions insure a narrowing of the difference between the (4wt 41f
taxable and non-taxable isues. The current chaotic condition of the market can,
In specific part, be attributed to the proposed provisions, and his already rvultedl
in serious financial problems In construction programs in the State of Wa.hing-
ton and substntial increased cost of borrowing throughout the country.
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3. The provisions do not represent tax reform, but shift to more regressive state
and local tax burdens and utility charges.

4. The basis of exemption is constitutional, and enactment will result in legal
challenge, with continuilhg chaos in the bond market and severe intergovermneital
conflict.

5. The purchaser of municipal lionds now pays a ininitnku tax by avv~elpting a
lower Interest rate.

6. There Is no indication that tax exemption of municipal bonds was a signitfi-
cant factor in the failure by wealthly individuals cited by the Treasury lipart-
ment to pay Income taxes.

7. Further study needs to I undertaken on the role of tax exempt securities
in the tax system and on ways to broaden the market for municipal bonds before
changes In the tax exempt status of municipal bonds should be (mslered.
ACIR has suggested such a study In which the National Governors' Conference
would be desirots of participating.

STATEMENT OF GOVERNORR I)ANIEI. J. Ev.ANs

I sincerely appreciate the decision of this Committee to hold public hearings
on tNe provisions of H.R. 13270 which deal with taxation of state and local
bonus. Seldom has an issue of such Intergovernmental limsjrtance and sensitivity
beei' before you. Tile decision by the House of RepresentatIves without any liblie
ol)plx,rtunity for Governors and local officials to express themselves is an un-
fortunate chapter tit the history of the federal system.

Others who will appear before you In future hearings will deal with tile tech-
nical features of the optional Issuance of exempt or non exempt bonds, the allo-
cation of deductions and the miniatuir tax provisions of H.R. 13270. 1 believe
that taken separately or together, their result will be a chang in the hiasle
structure of government resulting front inunediate econoiltc pressure and denma-
gogic appeals. Therefore, I urge the metnbers of this Committee to weigh iimost
carefully the effect of this issue.

The effect of the provisions of H.R. 13270 is, by gradual stages, to tax the
interest on state and local bonds. The much dlisum, ed I( lal choice to i-,,ue either
tax exempt bonds or taxable bonds with an interest subsidy Is an illusory chloice.
The requirement that the Secretary of the Treasury fix the interest subsidy for
fully taxable bonds each quarter on the basis of the difference between the
Interest yield on such fully taxable bonds and the yield on "tax exempt" bonds
as determined by the market at that time, makes it aplMirent that this difference r
would gradually decline and the cost of borrowing to state and local governments
cren under the eubeidy option would substantially increase.

The effect on the municipal bond market of this legislation can be viewed tlra-
matically today by each of us and can be separated from the general financial
market instability. The Dow Jones municipal bond index rose front 6.02% to
a record 6.23% In one week in September. Within the lnst month it the State
of Washington we have increased the burden to our present taxpayers by imark-
edly shortening the maturity period on one issue of bonds which must he sold
by December 31 and has an interest rate limitation, and the timely construction
of vitally needed vocational education and general educational facilities in our
community colleges has been placed in Jeopardy by rejecting all bids on a
$22 million issue because they were based upon interest rates which the state
could not accept. We can only hope that when we reissue a call for bids m this
issue, some order will have returned to the market.

Financial experts in my state have stated that the interest rate differential
between taxable and non taxable bonds has narrowed front 30% to 201% sinc
this legislation came under consideration. Based on the supportable assumption
of the Issuance of $10 billion in state and local bonds throughout the country
during the year, the portion of the increase in cost attributable to the potential
effect of this legislation will cost local taxpayers of the nation more than $1
billion over an average 25 year life of the bonds issued it one year alone. This
cost will be compounded each year in which additional bonds must lie based
under the present market conditions.

The net effect of the enactment of these provisions will be to increase slightly
the tax yield to the federal government at the exlenws of substantially increasing
tile cost of borrowing by shite and local government. It will Increase the federal
ineo, tax yield Rt the expense of higher property taxes anid higher 1ttility
charges for the lo!al residents who pay the cost of mnlicipal and state borrow-
ilngs. It is not overall tax reform, but enforced local tax regression. It ic a /iifIy
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of the tax burden to the advantage of the federal treasury but the (lisadvantag,
of renters, home-owners, and utility users. regardless of their ability to poY. I
cannot too strongly express my view that the result of these provisions are
Inimical lboth to the concepts of federal-state relations expre. -,ed by Presidents
Nixon and Johnson, and to the views of those who most urgently desire real tax
reform. The Federal Treasury cannot be viewed as the single entity in the nation's
tax struicture. When the entire tax system Is viewed, these provisions will prove
regressive in effect.

Tax deductions am generally permitted as a matter of Federal policy to cii-
courage charity and investment and stimulate discovery of natural resources or
similar worthwhile activities. But exemption of state and local bond Interest
does not derive from such Federal policy. It stems from the constitutIonally

mandated dotrine of inter-governmental Immunity which I designed to permit
the continued functioning of States anl their political subdivisions. There is no
doubt that litigation will ensue if this bill is enacted. By making this litigation
inevitable, the Congress will doom the municipal bond market to several years of
chao.4 which can only result in ost-ing the public taxpayer hundred,4 of millions
of dollars In additional interest cost. At a time when close intergovernmental
relationships an being encouraged, a bitter and divisive battle will enme, causing
po-,ibly irreparable harm to the Federal system.

It should be pointed out that the house of Representatives (lid not take
cog)lzanc of the fact that the buyer of State and local government bonds Is
now paying a "minimum tax" (in effect) to local government bonds by accepting
a lower interest rate than he would demand If the bonds were taxable. Individ-
uials with incomes in excess, of $200,000 per year who pay no taxes are cited by
the V.S. Treasury Department as examples of the need for reform. However,
in the vast majority of eases cited by the Treasury Department this non-taxpay-
Ing status was achieved through depreciation, charitable contributions and other
deductions and not through municipal bond holdings. The only Ftudy which has
been conducted of which I am aware supports the conclusion that a minor por-
tion of the income of most per-ons with large incomes I, derived from this
source. Action should he taken by this Committee to have timely information on
this subject before it should consider accepting the provisions of ILR. 18270.
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental relations has expressed Interest
in dealing with the subject of taxation of municipal bonds and I urge the Coin-
nittee to utilie this prestigious body on which all levels of government are
repreented to bring more realistic recommendations before us. I assure you that
the Nation's Governors will particlimte constructively in such a Ptudy. Given
the crippling condition of today's bond market, this Committee and the Treasury
Department. in conjunction with ACIR and the National Governor's Conference
Committee on Executive Management and Fiscal Affairs should be reviewing
ways to broaden the market for municinal bonds. The use of urban development
Imnds and the authority for Investment of unemployment comnenatlon trust
funds in municipal bonds are among suggestions which deserve further study.

The recent National Governors' Conference unanimously adopted a policy
statement originating in the Committee of which I was Chairman, affirming
Its support of the contitutional freedom from taxation of municipal bond, by
the Federal Government and affirming Its opposition to the provisions of H.R.
13270 which so obviously affect the marketability of state and local securities,
and thereby the provision of needed public services and facilites. I appreciate
the opportunity to share with you this view on behalf of the nation's Governors.

(noverpor Leer. Next on the schedule is Governor Norbert T. Tie-
mann of Nebraska.

STATEMENT OP HON. NORBERT T. TIEMANN, GOVERNOR OF
NEBRASKA

Governor TIEMANN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
thank you very much for allowing me to speak on behalf of tax
treatment of State and local bonds.
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On very few issues would there be found possible a greater degre
of agreement among representatives of State and local governments
than the one we are considering today. We are firmly opposed to any
proposal to tax our bonds, be t. a minimum tax, allocation of taxes
or some other scheme. I should be less than candid if I did not report
that we are divided in our views on the efficacy or desirability of a
plan embodying a Federal subsidy of one kind or another in exchange
for the issuance of municipal bonds on a taxable basis. About this I
will have more to say in just a moment. I am not. here to argue the
legal case for tax exemption of securities. But .1 do wish to emphasize
that we believe strongly that any Federal tax on the bond interest of

State or its local governments without the State's consent, is uncon-
stitutional, and clearly so.

The doctrine of reciprocal immunity from taxation was enunciated
by the Supreme Court almost as many years ago as the Republic is old.
Tn the intervening century and one-h'alf, it has resisted successfully
many assaults.

The Congress has complete discretion in determiningg what the tax
treatment shall be for capital gains, charitable deductions, depletion
allowances and other items. The tax immunity of State and local gov-
ernments, however, is part of the varp and woof of our federal system.

Be that as it may. my reasons for urging the continuing'in'io-
lability of reciprocal immunity will be cast solely in policy terms.

On March 11 of this year, I was afforded the opportunity to appear
before the Ways and Means Committee on the subject of tax reform.
As the representative of the National Governors' Conference, I urged
strongly that the committee not, include in its bill provisions to tax
State and local bonds. Other witnesses and I warned that the inevit-
able result of such provisions would be an escalation in bond inter-
est rates. Unfortunately, we have been vroeyed to be excellent, prophets.

In February, before we testified, the Bond Buyers' Index of 20
representative municipal bonds was 5.04 percent . On August. 21. the
index breached 6 percent to reach 6.02. The Bond Buyers' Index of I1
bonds-more highly rated issues--showed yields in February to be
4.84 percent. On August 21, it hit 5.92. These are increases of d.98 and
1.08 in the short space of 6 months. In the period February-July,
corporate issues and 20-year U.S. Government bonds experienced in-
terest rate increases of 0.44 and 0.12 respectively.

I am not here to assert. a claim to be regarded as a seer. I am not
here to argue that tight money has not caused interest rates to rise. But
I do assert, however, that. the only thing that. could have caused State
and local bond interest rates to increase so much more greatly than
those of these other long-term securities is the consideration the House
gave to taxation of State and local bonds. I'll make one more pro)hecy.
Should the'Senate and then the entire Congress decide to tax our
bonds-be the form minimum tax, allocation of deductions or some
other-our interest rates will continue their climb both absolutely and
relatively.

You have heard, Mr. Chairman, testimony that the House provi-
sions on a "limit on tax preferences" and allocation of deductions and
the Treasury scheme with respect to the latter will have only minimal
revenue consequence. We do not quarrel with this view. What we fear
is that the market will react-as it has already-to a much greater
degree than the revenue consequences would appear to justif,.
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One of the Treasury witnesses referred to the market reaction as
being plrimrily psychological. Well, of course it is psychological . So
label ing it does not make it any less severe, however. Whether the Coll-
gress, Governors, mayors, the Treasury or anyone else feels the actual
aind potential reaction to l)e justified isbeside ihe point. Investors make
their own decisions. And their decisions determine what the State and
local bonds interest, rate will be.

They might decide that a minimum tax rate established, and I 11n
talking about tile investors now, might decide that a minimum tax
rate esta)lished b this Congress could be increased by a subsequent
(ongIems. They night decide that an allc at ion of deductions requil e-
nuent for individuals applicable only to future issues of bonds and
phased in over 10 Years, as provided by I.R. 13270 enacted by this
Congress, might be changed to be effective immediately with re-lsect to
both outstanding and future issues at the behest of a future Secretary
of the Tivasury. They might decide that once absolute immunity is
abridged they 'must fea r later additional abridgements.

Their fear.s miglt prove to be groundless, ' ,,t personally I find it
hard to criticize investors for entertaining suci ears wiem they con-
tem)late investing their money for 10 or 20 or lI) to 50 years.

Mr. Chairman, if ultimately Congress decides not to include State
and loal bond interest in a ninnmum tax or an allocation of deductions
requirement, the mere considerations of these items hals already cost
State and local governments and their taxpayers $13.8 million an-
nually. This can be shown very clearly.

Assume, if you will, that the yield' relationship that existed last
February between the Bond Buyers' Index and the Average of Yields
on Industrial Bonds were to obtain today. The yield relationship
then was (73.3). Today it is (81.0). Assume that municipals issued in
the intervening period had, an average (late of maturity of 20 years.

Tie difference between what might have been and v'hat wili I)e---
what will be, members of the committee-is $276 million.

That difference allows for the general increase in interest rates.
It can be ac-ribed only to tile consideration that the Congress has given
to taxation of State and local bond interest. It re presents the "hedge"
that those who bought the bonds decided they needed to guard against
the possibilityv of taxation.

V'Vere the Investors overcautious? Well, each one of can judge
for himself.

Commercial banks constitute the largest category of investors in
State and local bonds, as I am sure you have been told many times.
A banker confronted with a choice aunong investments might coil-
elude that he needed such a "hedge." His reasoning might be that since
th( Supreme Court. has held that life insurance companies must allo-
cate deductions, as Assistant Secretary Cohen testified. since the House
determined that individuals must do so, and since the House Ways
and Means Committee anounced shortly before it reported the tax
reform measure a "tentative decision" to require banks to allocate,
Congress might decide that banks must allocate deductions long before
the bonds he bought would mature.
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h'. (ihirmnl, in testifying before tile Ways and Means ('onuittee,
I said:

In aoppronehing this is. me we do not intend to be merely negative or to (efend
the status quo simply because it is the status quo, Rather we seek-with you-
a reexminhition of the common objective and possible alternatives opin
to mI, * * *.

This was my attitude at tlat time and it still is.
Following ilte hearing. I was given an opportuiitv to submlit a sil)-

pliientlarv statement. in it, I outlined my views oll what )os'sibh
nulas might. be found to satisfy the olject 'Ve of the (omlnittee willlh

lrotecting tle State and local'1)11( market. With your perm ission,
Mr. (illirman, I shall indicate briefly what tle statement contained
ad file with you its complete text.

First, I urged tlat, since the matter was l)otl of enormous cOlnJllex-
ity and of vital concern to State alld local governments, it be given
sufficient. study. I suggested tlmit the Adv'isory ('omnUission on Inter-
governmental relations might be asked to make the study. Inei(Ien-
tally, I understand it is doing so. I pledged tie complete coolperation of
State and local governments in such a stud\.

Second, I suggested that if the coililitiee felt impelled to act with-
out further study, it. consider:

(1) A system employing a Federal-State agrenent in whihel
the Federal Gov'ernment would agree to may a percentage of the
interest cost of future issues of State and local securities if they
were issued as taxable obligations, and waive immunity from State
and local taxation of income from future issues of its own securi-
ties. A State, in turn, would agree to waive tax immunity for its
obligations and those of its political subdivisions if it orth'ey chose
to issue taxable securities; or

(2) A Federal system of urbanks. This would be a variation of
the urban development bank proposal introduced by a number of
Members of Congress.

In the statement, I listed four specific criteria tiat I felt any plan
lust contain. They were:

(1) State and local governments must be able to determine all
policy questions relative to bonding free of Federal control.

(2) State and local governments must have the opportunity to
choose between the alternative plan, whatever it might be, and
reliance on the private market.

(3) Reliability must be assured. If inaugurated, the scheme
liust be continued unless 3 years' notice of its intended termina-
tion were given.

(4) The plan must provide for a inimiiiiium processing time.
With your further permission, I am attaclhing to my statement all

amplification of the proposal for Federal-State agreements.
It seems ironic to me that we give serious consideration now at this

time to revenue sharing, a mass transit fund, reformation of our wel-
fare system, and other prol xsals that indicate an appreciation of the
serious financial plight of tate and local governments--and to taxing
State and local bond interest. The last could cost us most or all of
what we hope to receive from the others.
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At tile State and local level, we are aware of the difficult decisions
you must make in order to reform our tax laws. We wish you well.
Our only additional desire is that you understand that we are plead-
ing the case for State and local governments-not industry, not hanks,
not individuals, not any class of investors. The beneficiaries of the
continued tax exemption of State and local bons will be State and
local government. Only marginal benefits will accrue to investors as
testimony by witnesses for the Treasury has indicated.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you very nmh.
(Hon. Norbert T. Tiemann's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT oF lo. . NOREIRT T. TiEMANN. GOVF.RNOR OF NEBa,%SKA

SU M MARY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. my name is Norbert T. Tienaum.
I am Governor of Nebraska. I appreciate your perinitting me to speak on tith tax
treatment of state and local bonds.

On March 11 of this year, I was afforded the op ortunity to aplpar before the
Ways and Means Committee on the subject of tax reforln. As the represeiitive
of the National Governors' Conference, I urged sh ongly that the Commiltt, n14t
include in its bill provisions to tax state fill(] local bonds. Other witnesses and I
warned that the inevitable remilt of such provlsloms would be an escalutiol iII
bond interest rates. Unfortunately, we have been proved to be excellent Ir4phts.

In February, before we testified, the Bond Bntycr,' Indcx of 20 representative'
unincipal bonds was 5.04 percent. On August 21, the Index breached 6I percent to

reach &0! The Bond Buyers' In dc of 11 honds-iiiore highly rated ksue.s-
showed yields In February to be 4.84 percent. On August 21, It hit 5.92. These are
Increases of 0.98 and 1.08 In the short space of six months. In the period, Febru-
ary-July, corporate Issues (Moody's Average of Yields on Corporate Bonds) and
20-year U.S. Government bonds experienced interest r ite Increases of 0.44 and
0.12 respectively.

I am not here to assert a claim to be regarded as a se, r. I am not here to argue
that tight money has not caused interest rates to rise. I ,to assert, however, that
the only thing that could have caused state and local b. iid interest rates to In-
crease so much more greatly than those of these other loi -term securities Is the
consideration the House gave to taxation of state and lox I bonds. I'll make one
more prophecy. Should the Senate and then the entire t congress decide to tax
our bonds-be the form minimum tax, allocation of dedu tions or some other-
our Interest rates will continue their climb both absolutely and relatively.

You have heard, Mr. Chairman, testimony that the House provisions on a "limiit
on tax preferences" and allocation of deductions and the Treasury scene with
respect to the latter will have only minimal revenue consequences. We do not
quarrel with this view. What we fear is that the market will react-as it has
already--to a much greater degree than the revenue consequences would appear
to Justify.

One of the Treasury witnesses referred to the market reaction as being pri-
marly "psychological." Of course it is. go labeling it does not make It any le.s
severe, however. Whether the Congress, Governors, Mayors, the Treasury or
anyone else feels the actual and potential reaction to be Justified is beside the
point. Investors make their own decisions. And their decisions determine what
the state and local bonds Interest rate will be.

They might decide that a minimum tax rate established by this Congres,
could be increased by a subsequent Congres. They might decide that an alloea-

tion of deductions requirement for Individuals applicable only to future Issues
of bonds and phased in over 10 years. as provided by H.R. 13270, enacted by
this Congress might be changed to be effective Immediately with respect to moth
outstanding and future issues at the behest of R future Secretary of the Treasury.
They might decide that once absolute Immunity is abridged they must fear later
additional abridgements.

Their fears might prove to be groundless, but personally I find it hard to
criticize investors for entertaining such fears when they contemplate Investing
their money for 10 or 20 or up to 50 years.
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Mr. Chairman, if ultimately Congress (lei(es not to include tate and local
bond interest in a minimum tax or an allocation of deductions requirement, the
were considerations of these items has already cost state and local governments
and their taxpayers $13.8 million annually. This can be shown very easily.

Assume, if you will, that the yield relationships that existed! last February be-
tweel the Boud IIyier,' Di'.r and lthe Average Yields on Industrial Bods
(M1oodvs) were to obtain today. The yield relationship then was (73.3). Today
it is (81.0). Assume that municipals "issued in the intervening IK,,riod had an
average (late of maturity of 20 years.

The difference between what iinight havt been and what will be--what will be,
Members of the Committee-Is $276 million.

That difference allows for the general increase in interest rates. It can le as-
(ril ed only to tile consideration that the Congress has given to taxation of state
atnd local bond Interest. It represents the "hedge" that those who bought tre bonds
decided they needed to guard against the possibility of taxation.

Were the investors overcautious? Each one of us can judge for himself.
Commercial banks constitute the largest category of investors in state and

local bonds, as I am sure you have been told repeatedly. A banker confronted
with a choice annolng investments might conclude that he needed smlil at "heldge.'
Ills rttsoning might be that since the Supreme Court ins held that life insurance
coniltniles must allocate deductions, its Assistant Secretary Coleln testified, s:nnce
the loluse determined that indIviduals must do so, anid since the House Wilys
and I1s ('Comnnittee announced shortly before it reported the tax reform ineas-

nure at "tentative decision" to require banks to allocate, Congress might decide
that banks must allocate deductions long before the bonds he bought would
nature.

Mr. Chairman, lin testifying before the Ways and Means Committee, I said,
"In alpproaching this Is.sue we (io not intend to be merely niegative or to defend
the status quo simply because it is the status quo. Rather we tk-with you-
a reexamination of the common objective and possible alternatives open to us..

That was my attitude. That continues to be my attitude.
Following the hearing, I was given an opportunity to submit a supplementary

statement. In It I outlined my views on what xwsIble means might be found to
satisfy the objective of the Committee while protecting the state and local bond
inarket. With your permission, I shall file with you its complete text, and a memo-
ranndum outlining an alternative subsidy plan.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, to me it is Ironic that serious
consideration is being given to revenue sharing, a mass transit fund, reformation
of our welfare system and other proposals that Indicate an appreciation of the
serious financial plight of state and local government9--and to taxing state and
local bond Interest. The last could cost us most or all of what we hope to receive
from the others.

At the state and local level, we are aware of the difficult decisions you must
make it order to reform our tax laws. We wish you well. Our only additional
desire is that you understand that we are pleading the case for state and local
governinents--not industry, not banks, not Individuals, not any class of inves.
tors. The beneficiaries of the continued tax exemption of state and local bonds
will be state and local government. Only marginal benefits will accrue to
investors as testimony by witnesses for the Treasury has Indicated.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, for permitting me
to testify.

STATEMENT OF HO-. NORsBMtT T. TIEUANX

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name Is Norbert T. Tiemann. I
am Governor of Nebraska. I appreciate your permitting me to speak on the tax
treatment of state and local bonds.

On very few issues, Mr. Chairman, would it be possible to find a greater meas-
ure of agreement among representatives of state and local governments than the
one we are considering today. We are firmly opposed to any proposal to tax our
bonds, be it minimum tax, allocation of deductions or some other scheme. I should
be less than candid if I did not report that we are divided in our views on the
efficacy or desirability of a plan embodying a federal subsidy of one kind or
another in exchange for issuance of municipal bonds on a taxable basis. About
thatI shall have more to say later.
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I am not here to argue the legal case for tax exemption of our securities, but
I do wish to emphasize that we believe strongly that any federal tax on the bond
interest of a state or its local governments without the state's consent is uncon-
stitutional. The doctrine of reciprocal immunity from taxation was enunciated
by the Supreme Court almost as many years ago as the Republic is old. In the
intervening century and one-half, it has resisted successfully many assaults.

The Congress has complete discretion in determining what the tax treatment
shall be for capital gains, charitable deductions, depletion allowances and other
items. The tax immunity of state and local governments, however, is part of the
warp and woof of our federal system. Be that as it may, my reasons for urging
the continuing inviolability of reciprocal immunity will be east solely in lxlicy
term.

On March 11 of this year I was afforded the opportunity to appear before
the Ways and Means Committee on the subject of tax reform. As the representa-
tive of the National Governors' Coniference, I urged strongly that the ('oin.
inittee tot include In its bill provisions to tax state and local bonds. Other wit-
nesses and I warned that the inevitable result of iuch provisions would le in
escalation in bond interest rates. Unfortunately, we have been proved to he
excellent prophets.

In February, before we testified, the Bond Buyers' Index of 20 representative
municipal bonds was 5.04 percent. On August 21, the index breached 6 percent
to reach 6,02. The Bond Buyers' Inder of 11 bonds--more highly rated Issues-
showed yields in February to be 4.84 pevrnt. On August 21, it hit 5.92. These
are increases of 0.98 and 1.08 Il the short slce of six months. In the period
February-July, corporate Issues (Moody's Average of Yields on Corporate
Bonds) and 20-year U.S. Government bonds experienced interest rate increases
of 0.44 and 0.12 respectively.

I am not here to assert a claim to be regarded as a seer. I am not here to
argue thmt tight money has not caused Interest rates to rise. I do assert, how-
ever, that the only thing that could have caused state and local bond interest
rates to increase so much more greatly than those of these other long-term securi-
ties Is the consideration the House gave to taxation of state and local bonds.
I'll make one more prophecy. Should the Senate and then the entire Congress
decide to tax our bonds-be the form minimuum tax, allocation of deductions
or some other-our Interest rates will continue their climb both absolutely and
relatively.

You have heard, Sir. Chairman, testimony that the House provisions on a
",limit on tax preferences" and allocation of deductions and the Treasury scheme
ilth respect to the latter will have only minimal revenue consequences. We do
not quarrel with this view. What we fear is that the market will react--as It
has already-to a much greater degree than the revenue consequences would
appear to justify.

One of the Treasury witnesses referred to the market reaction as being pri-
marily "psychological." Of course it Is. So labeling it (toes not make It any
less severe, however. Whether the Congress, Governors, Mayors, the Treasury

or anyone else feels the actual and potential reaction to be Justified Is beside
the point. Investors make their own decisions. And their decisions determine
what the state and local bonds interest rate will be.

They might decide that a minimum tax rate established by this Congress could
1e increased by a subsequent Congress. They might decide that an allocation of
deductions requirement for individuals applicable only to future issues of bonds
and phased in over 10 years, as provided by H.L 13270, enacted by this Con-
gress might be changed to be effective Immediately with respect to both out-
standing and future Issues at the behest of a future Secretary of the Treasury.
They might decide that once absolute Immunity Is abridged they must fear
later additional abridgements.

Their fears might prove to be groundless, but personally I find it hard to
criticize investors for entertaining such fears when they contemplate Investing
thdir money for 10 or 20 or up to 50 years.

Mr. Chairman, if ultimately Congress decides not to iclude state and local
bond interest in a minimum tax or aa. allocation of deductions requirement, tMe
mere consideration of these Items has already cost state and local governments
and their taxpayers $13.8 million annually. This can be shown very easily.

Assume. if you will, that the yield relationship that existed last February
between the Bed Buyers' bIdei, and the Average of Yields on Industrial Bonds
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(Moody's) were to obtain today. The yield relationship then was (73.3). Today
it is (81.0). Assume that municipals issued iii the intervening lpriod had an
avenge date of maturity of 20 years.

The difference between what might have been amid what will. be-whait trill be,
Members of the Committec-is $276 million.

That difference allows for the general Increase in Interest rates. It can be
ascribed only to the consideration that thR Congress has giveNm to taxatiOln of
state and local bond interest. It represents the "hedge" that those who imight
the bonds decided they needled to guard against the ljissilbility of taxation.

Were these investors overcautious? Each olle of is (us an judge for himself.
Comnmer.ial banks constitute the largest category of Investors In state and

local bonds, as I am sure you have been told repeatedly. A hanker confronted
with a choice among investments might colncludle that he needevi such a "hedge."
lis reasoning might be that since the Supreme Court has held that life insuran e

cmlpanles must allocate deductions, as Assistant Secretary Cohen testified. since.
the House determined that individuals must do so. anl(d since tile House Ways and
Meams committee e announced shortly Iefore It reported the tax reform measure
a "tentative decision" to require banks to allocate. Congress might decide that
banks must allocate deductions long before tile bonds he bought would nature.

Mr. Chairman, in testifying before the Ways and Means (Committee, I 5lh(.
"In approaching this issue we do not intend to be merely negative or to defend
the status quo simply because it is the status quo. Rather we .ek-witlh you-a
reexamination of the common objectives and possible alternatives open to us.

That was my attitude. That continues to be uiy attitude.
Following the hearing, I was given anl opportunity to submit a supplementary

statement. In it I outlined my vews on what po.,sible means miight le found
to sitify the objectives of the Committee while Iprotecting the state and lo(.al
bond market. With your permission, I shall Indicate briefly what the statement
contained and file with you its complete text.

First, I urged that, since the matter was both of enormous complexity and of
vital concern to state and local governments. it be given sufficient study. I slug-
gested that the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations might 1w
asked to make tile study. Incidentally, I understand it is doing so. I pledged the
complete cooperation of state and local governments in such a study.

Second, I suggested that if the Committee felt ilpelled to act without further
study, it consider:

1. A system employing a federal-state agreement in which the Federal Govern-
ment would agree to pay a percentage of the Interest cost of future issues of
state amid local securities if they were issued as taxable obligations. and waive
immunity from state and local taxation of income from future issues of Its own
securities. A state, in turn. would agree to waive tax innunity for its obligations
and those of its political subdivisions if it or they (.hose to issue taxable securities;
or

2. A Federal System of Urbanks. This would be a variation of tlh Uruin l)e-
velopmnent Bank proposal introduced by a number of Members of Congress.

In the statement, I listed four specifle criteria that I felt any plan must con-
tain. They were:

1. State and local governments must be able to determine all polivy questions
relative to boning free of federal control.

2. State and local governments must have the opportunity to choose between
the alternative plan, whatever it might be, and reliance on the private market.

3. Reliability must be assured. If inaugurated, the scheme must be continued
unless three years notice of its intended termination were given.

4. The plan must provide for a minimum processing time.
With your further permission, I am attaching to my statement an amplifica-

tion of the proposal for federal-state agreements.
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, to me It is Ironic that si-lous con-

sideration Is being given to revenue sharing, a mass transit fund, reformation
of our welfare system, and other proposals that indicate an appreciation of the
serious financial plight of state and local governments--and to taxing state and
local bond Interest. The last could cost us most or all of what we hope to receive
frmn the others.

At the state and local level, we are awa'e of the difficult decisions you must
make in order to reform our tax laws. We wish you well. Our only additional
desire Is that you understand that we are pleading the case for state and local
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governments-not industry, not banks, not individuals, not any class of investrs.
The beneficiaries of the continued tax exemption of state and local bonds will be
state and local government. Only marginal benefits will accrue to investors as
testimony by witnesses for the Treasury has indicated.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Members of the Committee, for permitting me totes4ty.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF lox. NORBERT T, TIEMANN,
GovERNOR OF NEBRASKA

This Is a supplementary statement to that which I presented to the Comiittet'
on Ways and Means, March 11, 1969, on behalf of the National Governors' Con.
ference. I thank the Chairman for giving me the opportunity to submit this m ore
detailed statement.

Since March 11 representatives of State and local governments have met fn-
quently to discuss ideas and proposals to further the ohjectivc s of the Comlnitlt.
on Ways and Means while protecting the market for municipal securities. I believe
that several exciting proposals have been formulated that warrant further exmn.
nation and refinement. These proposals are outlined later in this statement.

It is not necessary to enlarge on our belief that any Federal tax on the bond
Interest of a State or its local governments without that State's consent Is mi-
consitutional. The doctrine of reciprocal Immunity from taxation was enunciated
by the Supreme Court almost as many years ago as the Republic is old. In the
intervening century and one-half It has resisted successfully many assaults. It
goes without saying that we could support no proposal that raises this constitu-
tional Issue.

We are convinced that the doctrine of reciprocal Immunity extends to the in-
chsion of the interest paid on State and local obligations in the calculation of a
minimum tax, allocation of deductions to such tax exampt income or any similar
proposal the effect of which would be to levy a tax on such securities.

Eschewing the constitutional argument except to point out that tax treatment
of capital gains, charitable deductions and depletion allowances are matters
over which the Congress has complete discretion while the tax immunity of State
and local governments is part of the warp and woof of our federal system, we
shall state our reasons for the continuing inviolability of reciprocal immunity
solely in policy terms.

Our reasons have to do largely with the marketability of State and local secu-
rities and consequences flowing therefrom. Investors in securities are sophisti-
cated. They would not be confident that a minimum tax rate, for example, would
not be Increased or, If the Interest paid on State and local securities were taxed
as income to individuals, it wonld not be taxed as Income to banks, other
finnnclal institutions and corporations. Not being confident, they would not buy
or would buy only if Interest rates were boosted sufficiently to safeguard their
Investment.

As a consequence, interest rates would have to be raised appreciably. Some
capital improvements would be postponed, others limited in scope, still others
abandoned. To take up some of the slack, State and local taxee-particularly
sales and property taxes, both regressive in nature-would have to be raised.
Additional pressure would be brought on the Congress to increase the range of
programs supported by grants-in-aid, to raise authorizations for current grant-
In-aid prograias and to appropriate sums more nearly comparable in size to au-
thorized amounts. Nor would there be much benefit to the United States Treasury
from the much higher Interest rates. As Individuals and entities subject to tax
moved out of the municipal bond market, tax exempt pension and welfare funds,
foundations and other tax exempt institutions would move In.

It is particularly ironic that, at a time when State and local governments are
under such Intense financial pressure, the integrity of their securities-the means
by which they finance most of their capital expenditures-should be threatened.
The "urban crisIs" Is not an Invention of city hall publicists. The urgings of some
that the Wederal government aswme entire responsibility for welfare costs or
States assume entire responsibility for elementary and secondary education costs
are prompted by an awareness of tb& serious nature of the fiscal crisis faced by
0tAtem and localities. In Congress similar recognition Is represented by the many
Me to share Federal revenues with the States and local governments. We be-
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Ileve that the Committee on Ways and Means does not wish to bring about a
marked increase in interest costs for State and local capital expenditures, to
cause an increase in regressive taxes, and to benefit the United States Treasury
only marginally-all to tax more heavily an uncertain number of millionaire
tax evaders. The proposals described below would avoid such dire consequences.

PROPOSALS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Study of Propo8ed Methods of Taxation-The matter of taxation of State and
local obligations is a complex one as the Committee on Ways and Means is aware.
Equity is not to be achieved by the simple expedient of providing for taxation of
such securities as if they were private obligations. Vying with this objective are
constitutional and policy issues that must be resolved satisfactorily. Obviously this
matter is of great interest to the Congress. Even more obvious is its interest to
State and local governments. It Is their capital improvements that would be jeop-
ardized were an unwise Federal policy to be elected. The Federal interest is rep-
resented by an undetermined amount that may run into millions of dollars an-
nually. To State and local governments, the annual stake is literally billions of
dollars worth of capital Improvements.

For these reasons, if it Is not possible within a relatively brief period to find
a satisfactory way to safeguard the integrity of State and local securities within
a Federal tax system that is equitable to the generality of taxpayers, we believe
that it would be wise to refer this matter to a study group. Should this prove
necessary, we pledge our entire cooperation In the study.

We propose that such a study be concerned with devising alternative methods
of financing capital needs of State and :ocal governments which will expand avail-
able capital and reduce reliance on tax rixempt bonds, but not imperil the Federal
tax immunity of State and local bonds4 when their use is necessary. Possible
expansion could include the purchase of State and local obligations by the Federal
Reserve Board and the Unemployment Compensation Fund.

To make such a study we suggest the Advisory Comm'ssion on Intergovern-
mental IRelations. It is unique In having as mewbers representatives of Federal,
State and local governments from both the Legisiative and Executive Branches.

With respect to specific proposals below, obviously much work must be done
If they are to be perfected. Others equally worthy or better might be developed,
To this end, we shall devote as much time and energy as may be needed, and will
be available for consultation with the Committee on Ways and Means or its staff.

Fcdcrat-Stato Agrccnicnts.-One proposal that is being considered would pro-
vide for a Federal-State agreement. The Federal government would agree to pay
a percentage of the interest cost of future issues of State and local securities,
if they were isued as taxable obligations, and waive immunity from State and
local taxalIra of income from future issues of its own securities. A State, in
turn, would & agree to waive tax Immunity for its obligations and those of its
political sibdlvisLions if it or they chose to issue taxable securities. The Federal
percentage LAght be 50 percent. Since in effect corporate interests costs are
subsidized by the Federal government In the amount of 50 percent, Federal par-
ticipation in the interest rate costs of State and local government bonds at this
level appears not to be unreasonable.

The method of issuance would involve a dual set of coupons for each State-
issued bond. The investor would clip the Federal coupon and present it for pay-
ment as If the bond were an Issuance of the United States. The other coupon
would be presented for payment to the disbursing agent of the State or political
subdivision.

This proposal appears to offer several advantages. Since lmimundty would be
waived, a confrontation would be avoided on the Issue of the constitutional basis
for Immunity of Federal obligations from taxation by States and State obliga-
tions from taxation by the Federal government. Since there would be taxation
of future issuances only, there would be no question of equity to purchasers of
earlier issues who assumed in good faith that income from Federal, State and
local obligations was not subject to taxation. Finally, were such securities made
taxable, the allegation of tax avoidance could not be raised.

Federal System of Urban k.-Another suggestion that has been advanced In-
volves the establishment of a Federal System of Urban Development Banks. As
the name implies, this is a variation of the Urban Development Bank proposal
that has been introduced in the Congress. It would require each State to estab-

33-865-----pt. 4- 25
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lish a bank to purchase obligations issued by the State and Its political subdivi.
sions. Obligations of the State Urbanks would be sold to private purchasers a
taxable securities with a Federal coupon as proposed above or as tax exetinp
securities. If the demand on a giveu State Urbank were too great, it could .iall
on a Federal Development Bank to serve as a ,vcontlary market. Ali additional
responsibility of the Federal Urbank would be to act as the insuring agent
for local bonds in return for a premium to be paid on each i-sue.

Possible advantages of this suggested arrangement are several. First, in haviNg
a series of 50 State Urbanks, as opposed to only one Federal institution, there
would be a minimum of delay in a bank's determining that the credit of the
issuing government was adequate to support the issue of the securities In ques-
tion. Second, by providing that the obligatloi's would be insured, there would be
no need for a Federal "guarantee" of payment with the consequent possible
exposure of the Federal government to make good on its warranty. Third, by
assigning to the several Urbanks responsibilities of banker and, in the case of
the Federal Urbank, insurer, there would be no need or occasion for interference
with the policy decisions of the issuing unit.

XLEMErs OF A PROPOSAL

Any proposal that is adopted must meet constitutional limitations and provide
for equity among taxpayers. In addition to these obvious requirements in our
view it should meet certain other specifications. Some of them have been sug-
gested or implied above. However, at the risk of repetition, we believe they
should be stated explicitly.

Freedom from Federal Control.-It is a mark of our system of government
that power Is widely dispersed. Decisions with respect to public policy are nnde
at each of the several levels of government. Means to insure that the electorate
is heard are familiar at all levels. By such means we insure both an optimum
measure of popular participation and an optimum responsibility to popular con-
trol. Both are impossible of realization, however, if decisions which should be
made at the State or local level are made at the Federal level. The decision to
build a court house or a school, where to build it, what size it should be and
how to raise the money for its construction are not questions that can be an-
swered properly by a Federal official. Any scheme that may be developed must
permit inch basic policy decisions to be made by responsible State or local officials
and legislators.

Alterltfto Markets-.To this point in time State and local governments
have been able to borrow from the private bond market the funds they need for
capital expenditure requirements. Of late Interest rates on municipal securities
have risen markedly, but so have they for housing mortgages, corporate bonds
and United States Government bonds. Assuming that the credit "squeeze" does
not become appreciably tighter, there is no reason to suppose that State and
local governments will not be able to continue to place their primary reliance on
the private bond market.

On the other hand, an alternative market, particularly one that might offer
preferential rates, would be a welcome additional source to satisfy the con-
tinually growing State and local capital needs. It must be an alternative, how-
ever. State and local governments must retain the option to go to the private
market if they choose.

Rel~abUt.-Assuming a method can be devised that meets other expecta-
tions, It also must be reliable. Credit cannot be turned on and off like a faucet.
Any scheme that depends for its funds on annual appropriations cannot be relied
upon. If the Congress proposes to make a commitment, It must be met in full
and It must be continued for at least three years after notice of termination is
given. Should a satisfactory alternative capital market plan be developed State
and local governments will expect to utilize it. They would be unable to do so--
or would do so at their peril-if they could not anticipate that money would 1e
available when they needed it. If the alternative were to be established and then
abruptly discontinued or radically reduced In scope, the effect would be dis-
astrous. Private markets would have to be reestablished--a process that would
require thne. State and local governments would have lost valuable time at a
minimum and possibly all chance to sell their securities.

Freedom from Delay.-The next requirement is one which more properly
might be addressed to the agency made responsible for administering any of the
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alternative plans. Nevertheless, it is an important element in the successful
operation of any plan that might be adopted. Provision must be made for a
uinimumn processing time. Delay can add to interest costs at a time when rates
are climbing. Inevitably it adds to building, land acquisition and other costs.
Even at favorable interest rates an appreciable delay in 1r-ccssing could offset
completely any savings in Interest rate reduction.

CONCLUSION

it discussing our position regarding taxation of state and local bonds I men-
. tuntd-aind I now underscort-the irony of propo.s;als to subvert the tax exempt

status of said bonls while at the same time tile recognition of , tate and local
fiscal crises is being expressed in proposals and actual legislation to provide for
block grants. revenue sharing, and grant consolidation. The National Governors'
Conferen, has stated its firm supl)rt of these varying means of releving the
fiscal crises, as I indicated In answer to questions from Committee members at
the hearings of March 11. At that time Chairman Mills inquired whether the
States would exchange the tax-exempt status of their bonds in return for some
form of revenue sharing and block grants. In reply I indicated that I would
subinit this question to the Executive Committee of the National (overnors'
Conference. This matter will be oil the Executive Committee's agenda when it
meets In mid-May. But I do not anticipate any specific action by the Executive
Committee at its forthcoming meeting. It should be noted that tile National
Governors' Conference has a Standing Committee on Executive Management and
Fiscal Affairs. That Committee is now at work on revenue sl;aring, block grunts.
grant consolidation wnd related matters. Specifically that Committee Is gather-
lag data from the states regarding their capital improvement programs and the
effect of the tight money market on the marketing of State bonds and State pro-
grams. The survey results will be made known to the House Committee. Thus it
Is my view that the Executive Committee will request that the Committee on
Executive Management and Fiscal Affairs give careful attention to this Impor-
tant question raised by the distinguished Chairman of the Committee on Ways
and Means.

FEDlIAL-STATE AGRFEMENTS

The Proble'm.-To avoid inequltles from the exception of state and local gov-
ernment bond interest in a manner which Is constitutional, fair and not harm-
ful to state and local governments and local taxpayers.

The Solution.-An optional double coupon plan, can accomplish a voluntary
termination of the issuance of exempt bonds. With such termination the Inequi-
ties would become impossible for future issues and would come to an end as
outstanding issues are paid off. Elements of amplification are set forth below.

A WORKABLE DOUBLE COuPOr, PLAN

(a) To be constitutiohla the plan must be completely optional with the affected
states. Therefore the technique of a federal-state agreement is recommended,
authorized by legislation of both the Congress and the affected state legislature.
The agreement should prohibit withdrawal by either the federal government or
the state except on five years notice.

(b) In the agreement the state would authorize its local governments to elect
to issue taxable bonds and would also authorize taxable bonds at the state level.
The United States would authorize each such isuer of taxable bonds to attach
coupons for the federal share of the Interest.

(c) The United States coupons would be the direct obligation of the United
States and not of the issuer. This is necessary because:

(I) It avoids conflict with innumerable constitutional and statutory limits oil
the interest rate a local government can pay.

(ii) It avoids the problems of local government having to pmy more interest
and waiting to get the excess back from Washington.

(ill) It will give investors in a new kind of security, more confidence.
(d) The United States coupons would be for half the interest payable. Fifty

percent is fully Justified because:
(1) A private corporation can cost the United States 52.8 percent of the inter-

est paid on private bonds. This results from the deductibility of the interest lay-
miets from the "-o se for corporate Income tax at the present 52.8 percent rate.
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(ii) The Treasury estimates the United States will recover 42 percent of the
interest payment on taxable state and municipal bonds. Since the purpose is re-
form, all this should be returned to the issuers. The additional 8 percent is well
justified as a needed contribution to the local government crisis.

(ili) Since the plan must be optional to be constitutional, the federal percent.
age should be large enough to make sure that all issuers will opt for taxability
to assure that the reform will be accomplished,

The cost to the local issuers in recent years has been around 33 percent. A
substantial increment above the figure is required for the option to work.

(iv) Adding municipal bonds to the taxable market v -,, probably raise all
taxable interest rates, so that just to break even requires x,, re than the present
33% percent

(e) The Federal Goverment would reaffirm that state and local Issuance would
be subjected to no controls. The federal coupon authorization would not be with-
held from any true state or municipal bond regardless of the purpose of issuance,
Interest rate or any other factor.

Industrial development bonds, properly defined, and arbitrage bonds are not
true exercises of the state or municipal borrowing power and would be ineligi-
ble for the federal coupon.

Governor LovE. Mr. Chairman, we would next like to have Gov.
McKeithen of Louisiana testify.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN 3. MCKEITHEN, GOVERNOR OF
LOUISIANA

Governor M1[KMiTMNN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the commit-
tee I am John McKeithen of Louisiana.

have come here today to convey to you the deep concern of the
State of Louisiana and its political subdivisions on the proposed
change in the tax-exempt status of State and municipal bonds.

At thp outset, let me again reiterate that it is the State and its
political subdivisions which are charged with the duty to furnish
schools, streets, roads, water supply, sewerage disposal, and hospital
facilities, as well as many other services and faci cities, all of which,
of course, require capital outlays. One can only expect that the demand
on the State and local governments to supply such facilities is going
to continue to increase, and that the need for capital facilities will
likewise increase. Given this situation, there seems to be no justifica-
tion for the Federal Government to take action which will only serve
to increase the cost of supplying these services. Let me cite you three
examples to illustrate the difficulties inherent for the State of Louisiana
in the impairment of the tax exemption on its bonds.

In 1968, the Legislature of Louisiana authorized a $300 million
general obligation bond issue to finance an extensive highway capital,
improvement program for the State. In order to provide the funds
to service these bonds, the legislature authorized an increase in the
gasoline tax of 1 cent per gallon. It was awfully hard to got it passed.
requires a two-thirds vote in our State, a monstrosity that just

stifles in Louisiana. We are hoping to do something about that with
the help of the Federal courts. Obviously any increase in the interest
rate which the State of Louisiana must pay will result in an impair-
ing of the State's ability to service this bond issue out of the gasoline
tax. The alternatives will be either to reduce the construction prog ram
and the amount of the bonds issued, thereby keeping within the fnids
earmarked to service the bonds, or to proceed with the program, issue
the full amount of bonds, and obtain the additional funds required
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to service the bonds from other existing sources of revenue which are
very small in our State, with a consequent reduction in other much
needed progTams or to go back and ask for additional taxes. For the
last, I have just about lost my nerve.

By any alternative the citizens of Louisiana are bound to stiffer.
The last session of the legislature concluded in June of this year.
A bond issue of over $100 million was provided to finance a capital
outlay program primarily for port and harbor development. Senator
Long, I found in our State it is much easier to have bond issues than
it is for the money to pay for them. We want to improve our ports. The
great Port of New Orleans, the second largest port of the United
States, is suffering for lack of funds. If we pass the bond issue we
hope we will sell the bonds to improve that port, and we want to
help our State universities. Part of that bond issue will be for State
universities, for hospitals, and our schools for exceptional children.

Our State badly needs this program, particularly for our harbor
and port facilities, and I cannot overemphasize fhe fact that the
passage of this bill will make the program more expensive to the
State to the detriment of other vitally needed services since debt
service on bonds has a first lien on the general fund in Louisiana.

As an additional consideration, the Constitution of Louisiana im-
poses an interest rate limitation of 6 percent on many of the political
subdivisions. This limitation and current bond market conditions
have prevented many political subdivisions from embarking on any
capital outlay programs. And certainly, the fear of loss of tax exemp-
tion on municipal bonds will nct improve the marketability of these
bonds. Thus, the outlook is for an additional postponement of the
day upon which these municipalities can hope to finance their much
needed capital improvement programs.

Those knowledgeable in this field have informed me that there are
over 81,000 State and local governmental units in the United States.
It has been estimated that the number of State and local issuers who
might be expected to be able to compete with the bonds of private cor-
porations is probably less than 500, and certainly not more than 1,000.
Is it the intent of this bill to deny over 80,000 State and local govern-
ment units the ability to finance their capital outlay programs through
the issuance of bonds?

Some of those with whom I have conferred about this bill refer
to the provision which seeks to eliminate the injury which will be
done to State and local governments by offering to States and munici-
palities the right to issue fully taxable bonds in return for an interest
subsidy. Ons interesting poini is that this provision seems to place no
limits upon the amount which may be paid out by the U.S. Treasury,
nor does it establish any conditions for qualification for such subsidy.
It would not seem possible that such an uncontrolled drain upon the
U.S. Treasury coul be permitted to continue very long, and we think
sooner or later, the Congress, you distinguished Members of the Con-
gress and of the U.S. Senate, would have to place some limit upon the
amount of funds which could be withdrawn from the Treasury through
this interest subsidy. Once Congress recognized the need for limiting
expenditures in this area, it would necessarily establish conditions
and limitations and restrictions upon eligibility for such funds.
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Inevitably, some Federal agency would make the determination of
the nature and location of such projects for which a subsidy would
be paid. At that point, effective control over most capital construction
by State and local governments will have been transferred to the
Federal Government. It seems incredible to me that this proposal,
raising as it (lops the very real possibility of Federal control over
each and every construction program of every State find every local
governmental unit throughout the country, should come at a time
when the need for local control, more flexible and more responsible
to those most immediately affected, is becoming increasingly more
evident..

As an incidental matter, it should be pointed out that this interest
subsidy would be of no assistance at all to any municipality unable to
borrow money, or for that matte:' the State. because of constitutional
or statutory limitations on the interest rate, or because of the disap-
pearance of a market for the bonds themselves.

Let's look at the effect of this bill from a practical standpoint. As
a result of the tax exempt, status of State and local bonds, lower inter-
est. rates are obtained, and therefore, the taxpayers benefit by having
less taxes needed to service the bonds. If the tax exempt status is
removed, iterest rates will increase and additional taxes will be
required to service the bonds. Even if the interest subsidy will sub-
stitute for the increased taxes, why tamper with a system that has
worked so well in this country for 150 years merely for the purpose of
substituting a different method of tax savings for public improvement
projects?

In conclusion, let me say that the best legal minds in our State
have serious reservations about the constitutionality of the interest
subsidy.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittme

Governor Lovx. Thank you, Governor.
(Hon. John J. McKeithen's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. McKEITIIEN, GOVERNOR OF LOUISiANA

SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am John J. MeKelthen, Governor
of Louisiana. I appreciate your hearing me on the subject of the tax treatment
of state and local bonds-a subject of Intense interest and concern to our state
and its local governments.

We appreciate the difficulty and complexity of what you are trying to ac-
complish. As taxpayers and citizens, we wish you well in this undertaking.

Mr. Chairman, state and local governments from their own resources support
services In such areas as education, highways and highway safety, crime pre-
vention and control, health, water and natural resources, and a host of others.
In all these program areas, they receive federal grants-in-aid. Major federal con-
struction grants Include those for highways, airports, hospitals, water pollution
abatement, urban renewal and others. They represent national policy decisions
relative to national goals. Total grants-in-aid approximate $25 billion. Grants
for capital purposes total $6.457 billion (estimated) for fiscal year 1070.

These grants must be matched by state and local governments. If capital ex-
penditure Is Involved, almost always bond financing Is used.

Many bills have been introduced providig for sharing federal revenue with
state and localities. The administration is about ready to offer its plan. Other
aid programs have been proposed. Their proponents are undoubtedly sincere in
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arguing that they are necessary to ease the severe financial pressure on state
and local governments.

You may Imagine then how astonished we were when h.R. 13270 included state
and loc-il bond interest in its provisions for a limit on tax preferences and allo-
cation of deductions. Our wonderment was increased by the administration's
"Instant" allocation of deduction plan, and its proposal that it be applied to
both future and outstanding issues.

Are you surprised that we rub our eyes or shake our heads in wonder?
On the one hand, we see national policies to give aid to state and local

governments to achieve national goals. Additional programs are proposed-some
with the avowed purpose of relieving the fiscal crisis of these governments. On
the other hand, we see provisions in the House bill that would impair the ability
of state and local governments to raise needed capital. Then the administration
proposes an even harsher allocation of deductions plan.

Mr. 'hairman, there are many reasons to oppose these provisions, but I shall
limit my remarks to policy considerations.

The genius of the federal system lies in its mutual forebearance from taxation
of instrumentalities, property, revenue or Income derived from securities. We
have a system of parallel governments. It is no more right that the Federal
Government Interfere with or impede the states In the performance of their
governmental functions than it is for a state to interfere with or impede the
Federal Government in the attainment of its governmental alms.

Governments raise money by various means. Taxation is the largest revenue
producer, but borrowing is of great significance. In 198, state and local gov.
ernments issued more than $16 billion in debt instruments. Such a sum sup-
ports the assertion that the power to borrow is as essential to government as the
power to tax.
If the Congress takes action to impair state and local capacity to borrow, how

shall we raise capital funds, Including those required to match federal grants?
Shall we raise taxes to build schools and hospitals? Shall we accommodate to
increased debt service costs by reducing our contributions toward the building
of highways and airports?

If it Is felt that these questions represent an overreaction, I should like to call
your attention to certain Information from the tables presented by Governor
Love.

INTEREST RATES, SEVERAL INDICES, SELECTED DATES

[In percent]

20 11 AAA U.S.
municipals Industrials bonds corporates government 20

August 1967 .......................... 4.06 5.84 3.82 5.62 4.99
Janur 1969.. ............... 4.97 (0.91) 6.74 (0.90) 4.72 (0.90) 5.59 (0.97) 5.92 (0.93)
July 199 .................... 5.93 (.96) 7.32 (.58) 5.57 (.85) *.08 (.49) 6.12 (.20)
Aug. 21,1969.. .............. 6.02 .............. 5.92 ............................

Please note that between August 1967 and January 1909, figures in parentheses
indicate the range of rate increases was very narrow-.90 to .97. Not:, however,
that from January to July this ycar, the municipal bond indices rose "..96 aind
.85. Private issues rose .58 and .40, U.S. Government obligations .20. Note, too,
from the August 21 date that municipal :)end interest rates continue to rise.

The change in market behavior can be explained only by the consideration
that has been given to taxing state and local obligations. If the decision to tax
Is affirmed, even higher rates will result.

Necessarily taxes ultimately will be relied upon to pay these increased rates.
Who are the taxpayers? They are those who pay federal taxes-those who
anticipate relief from enactment of the tax reform bill.

Does that sound like we are chasing our tall? We are.
We are, that is, except for two reasons.
One reason Is that the co3t to state and local taxpayers will be far greater

than will be realized in revenue if these provisions are enacted.
The second is that the bill would reduce income tax rates-a progressive tax.

By far the largest part of local government revenue comes from real property
taxes. States rely primarily on sales taxes. Both are regressive taxes.
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To enact these provisions would achieve a modest increase In federal revenue.
This would be achieved at the expense of higher state and local taxes-taxes far
larger in total than the revenue realized. Enactment may help to reduce a pro.
gressive tax-but would raise regressive taxes.

Mr. Chairman, tampering with the tax exempt status of state and local bonds
is Justified on the grounds that wealthy persons escape their fair iurdlen of
taxation by their owning municipal bonds. Sometimes it is stated that the revenue
loss exceeds state and local savings.

As to the former, this has not been proven. Possibly wealthy persons have large
holdings. Neither they nor other taxpayers report income derived front seh
ownership. As a matter of fact, one might wonder why they should. The Ways
and Means Committee reported that the 154 individuals with adjusted gross
Incomes of $200,000 or more in 1966 did very well under other provisions. They
claimed as deductions, the Committee showed, large charitable deductions.
interest payments, real estate depreciation and farm losses. That half of capital
gains not taxed was another bonanza. Why should these people invest heavily
in what were until recently low-yield securities?

Gentlemen, do those who buy state and local bonds realize savings in taxes?
One may assume some do. Is the aim to make a profitable investment different
from that of other investors? Or are they attracted to our bonds because they
are a safe Investment? Some do. State and local governments honor their
obligations. Who knows why investors pick particular securities? Some local
banks buy their local government bonds from a sense of civic duty.

Mr. Chairman, the so-called "taxpayers' revolt" is not confined to the national
level. Despite it, however, reasonably and logically, we must point out that tax
dollars are required to rebuild our cities, protect our environment, improve our
transportation system, and assure our people adequate diets, health care and
educational opportunities. These and other domestic programs are supported
primarily by state and local governments. To endanger them by endangering our
capacity to borrow would be folly. We need your help-help you have already
determined is in the national interest. We trust you will serve your real, long-
term interests and ours by rejecting these proposals.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I thank you.

STATEMENTS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am John J. McKeithen, Governor
of Louisiana. I appreciate your hearing me on the subject of the tax treatment of
state and local bonds-a subject of Intense interest and concern to our state and
its local governments.

We appreciate that the Committee on Finance in considering means to reform
our tax laws is endeavoring to accomplish a difficult and tremendously complex
assignment. We are aware that current national policy may dictate your recom-
mending certain changes. We understand your desire to remove or minimize cer-
tain Inequities. As taxpayers and citizens, we wish you well in this undertaking.

What you decide-what the Congress decides-will have very far-reaching ef-
fects. Among those that will be affected will be state and local governments.

Mr. Chairman, state and local governments from their own revenues support
services In such areas as education, highways and highway safety, crime pre-
vention and control, health, water and natural resources and a host of others.
In all these broad categories they administer programs for which they receive
federal grants-in-aid. Major federal construction grant programs Include those
for highways, airports, hospitals, water pollution abatement, urban renewal and
others, These programs represent policy decisions by the National Government
In the attainment of national goals. Total grants-in-aid approximate $25 billion.
Grants for capital purposes total $8.457 billion (estimated) for fiscal year 1070.

Formulas vary, but these grants must be matched by the recipient state and lo-
cal governments. If capital expenditure is Involved, almost always bonds are
issned to raise the necessary funds.

Many Members of Congrem have introduced bills to share federal Income tax
revenue with state and local governmentL The administration Is about ready to
offer Its plan, we are told. Proposals have been made for a mass transit fund.
Th President Mes asked that welfare laws be reformed to increase aid to the
states. Many other financial assistance schemes have been advanced. Their pro-
pomts are obviously idneere In their support of these measures as being neces-
sary to eas the severe financial pressure on states and localities.
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Perhaps you can imagine our astonishment when the Ways and Means Com-
mittee and then the House of Representatives approved the inclusion of state and
local bond interest in the limit on tax preference and allocation of deductions pro-
visions of H.R. 13270. Those feelings were compounded when the administration
unveiled its "instant" allocation of deductions plan and proposed it be applied to
both future and outstanding issues.

Are you surprised that we rub our eyes or shake our heads in wonder?
On the one hand, we view declared national policies to give aid to state and

local governments to achieve national goals. In addition, other aid programs are
urged--some with the avowed purpose of relieving the fiscal crisis of these gov-
ernments. On the other hand, we are witness to Houv passage of LTP and allo-
cation of deductions formulas that would Impair the ability of state and local
governments to raise needed capital. Then the administration proposes an even
harsher allocation of deductions plan.

The situation appears to be another illustration of the left hand's not knowing
what the right hand is doing.

Mr. Chairman, I do not propose to argue that the consideration of these pro-
visions has had a severe impact on municipal bond interest rates. If the material
submitted by Governor Love does not prove that point, no words of mine will do
so. Nor .hall I show that the administration's allocation of deductions formula
will be even more damaging than the one in 11. R. 13270. Its specifications make
that clear. It is not my intention to argue the constitutional issue. Presumably
that will be done by others. I shall limit my remarks to policy matters.

The genius of the Federal system is in its mutual forbearance from taxation
of instrumentalities, property revenue or income derived from securities. No
specific provisilon in the Constitution forbids such taxation. It is Inherent in the
concept of federalism. We have a system of parallel governments in other words.
It Is no more right or appropriate that the Federal Government interfere with or
impede the states in the performance of their governmental functions than it Is
for a state to interfere with or impede the Federal Government in the attainment
of its governmental aims.

Governments raise money by various means.-taxes, borrowing, fees for serv-
fees, licenses, various enterprises, and others. Taxation is the largest revenue pro-
ducer, but borrowing is of great significance. As has been pointed out, in 1968
state and local governments issued more than $16 billion in debt instruments.
This is no small sum. It supports the assertion that the power to borrow is as
essential to government as the power to tax.

It the Congress takes action to impair the capacity to borrow of state and
localities, how shall we secure the capital funds we need, including what is re-
quired to match federal grants? Shall we raise taxes to build schools and hos-
pitals? Shall we accommodate to increased debt service costs by reducing our
contributions toward the building of highways and airports?

If it is felt that these questions represent an overreaction, I should like to call
your attention to certain information from the tables presented by Governor
Love.

INTEREST RATES, SEVERAL INDICES, SELECTED DATES

[in percent

20 AAA U.S. Govern.
municipals Industrials II bonds corporates mont 20

Auust 1967 .......................... 4.06 5.84 3.82 5.62 4.99
January 1969 ......................... 4.97 (0.91) 6.74 (0. 4.72 0.90) 6.59 (0.97) 5.92 (0.93
Jly1969....................5.93 (.96) 7.32 () 5.57 (.85) 7.06 (.49) 6.12 (.20)
Au.21,1969 ......................... 6.02 ............. 5.92 ...........................

Please note that in the period August 1967-January 1969, the range in Interest
rate increases was very narrow-.90 to .97, the figures shown In parentheses.
Note, on the other hand, that between January and July of this year, the municipal
bond indices rose by .96 and .85. The Indices showed that rates for private issues
rose .!68 and .49, for U.S. Government obligations .20. I have added the reports on
municipal bond interest rates for August 21, 1969, to show that they are con-
tinuing to rise.

The change in the behavior of the market must be ascribed to the consideration
that has been given to taxing state and local obligations. Should the decision the
House has made be affirmed by the entire Congress, even higher rates must be
expected.
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How will state and local governments secure the revenue to pay these increased
rates? Ultimately, it would be raised by taxes.

Who are the taxpayers? They are those who pay federal taxes-those who
anticipate relief from the enactment of the tax reform bill.

Does that sound like we are chasing our tall? We are.
That is, we are except for two reasons.
One reason is that the cost to state and local governments and their taxpayers

will be far greater than the Federal Government will realize in revenue if the
provisions you are considering are enacted.

The second is that you are contemplating rate reductions in the Income tax-
a progressive tax. By far the greatest portion of local government revenue is raised
by taxes on real property. States rely primarily on sales taxes. These are regres-
sire taxes.

To enact these provisions would achieve a modest increase in federal revenue.
ThLs achievement would be at the expense of higher state and local taxes-txes
far larger in total than the revenue realized. In other words, enactment may
help to reduce a progressive tax--but raise regressive taxes.

Is this achievement in line with what most people regard as wise tax policy?
Do we feel that to cause regressive taxes to be raised by a reduction in a progres-
sive tax serves our social purposes?

Criticism may be leveled at state and local governments because their tax
structures are not more progressive. Even so, they cannot be changed overnight.
Nor will the situation be improved by their being forced to bear the burden of
Increased bond interest rates.

Mr. Chairman, tampering with the tax exempt status of state and local bonds
is Justified on the grounds that wealthy persons escape taxation by having large
investments in such bonds. Sometimes it Is stated that the cost to the Treasury
from Income not taxed is greater than the savings realized by state and local
governments in the lower Interest rates they pay.

As to the former-large municipal bond holdings by the wealthy-this has not
been proven. (Possibly they have such holdings, but we just don't know.) Neither
they nor other taxpayers report income derived from such ownership. As a matter
of fact, from the information contained in the Report of the Ways and Means
Committee, one might wonder why they should. The 154 individuals with adjusted
gross Incomes of $200,000 or more who paid no iederal income tax in 1966 seem
to have done all right by claiming as deductto). large . charitable contributions.
interest payments, real estate depreciation and fti IC ises. The excluded half of
capital gains was another bonanza, the Comnlitce stilted. Why should those so
skilled In minimizing their taxes Invest heavily In what were until recently
investments with low yields?

Incidentally, the Ways and Means Committee in Justifying the bill made
its first reference to municipals on page 9 of the Report. It stated. "It Is be-
lieved that still other high-income individuals paid no tax and did not even
file tax returns since virtually their entire income was from tax-exempt State
and municipal bonds."

By page 11, what the Committee "believed" had become a "fact." There it said,
"Also, despite the fact that tax-exempt State and muntlcipal bond Interest is
a prime way for well-to-do individuals to escape the burdens of taxation, .. ."

What the Committee "believed" had become a "fact" and a "prime way"-
in the short space of two pages.

In fairness, I should point out that thereafter the actions and statements
of the Committee were consistent. It acted and Justified its actions on the basis
of the "facts."

Gentlemen, is It true that those who buy state and local obligations realize
or hope to realize, savings in taxes? One may assume some do. Is their aim
to make a profitable investment different from that of any investor? Or are
they attracted to our bonds because they are a safe investment? Again one
may assume this to be a motivating factor. The record of state and local gov-
ernmentq_ Is that they honor their obligations. Who knows why investors pick
particular securities? Some local banks, for example, buy the bonds of their
city or county--or in Louisiana, prish--out of a sense of civic duty.

Members of the Committee, you have heard much about the "taxpayers'
revolt." No doubt your correspondence has been heavy on this subject. Let me
assure you that it is not confined to the national level. State and local tax
rates have been rising. Except for the surtax, Congress has been able to reduce
tax rates several times in the past 15 years. We have not been so fortunate.
We bave been increasing rates and instituting new taxes.
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We may deplore the restiveness of the taxpayer. We may lie nware that
governmental expenditure van be sUplported only ty comparable taxation. We
way agree with Justice Holmes that taxes are the price we pay for civilization,
Reason and logic may sustain our loosition. Unfortunately, taxpayers ii revolt
have little time for reason and logic.

About a year ago, Governor o.kefeller of New York said that statess ainI
localities suplorted from their own revenues 64 per cent of the guvi,roti-titai
exienditures for domestic programs. It k these exlwnlitures th.1t we Nesd to
make to rebuild our cities, protect our environment. impriive olir transit rt.tion
system and assure that ,oir people have adequate diets. health care ald vdi-
.ational opportunities.

(entlemen, to endanger even to a minor degree our capacity to sulstaill
these programs is folly. To (1o su to raise the paltry sums-.$35 million fromu
LITP and $45 million from allocation of deductions-would compomid the folly.
We need your hell)-hell) you have already determined is In the national in-
terest. We trust yours will serve your real, long-term Interests and ours iby
rejecting these I)rol)sals.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I thank you.

The CHAIRMIA . We will next hear from Governor Kirk of Florida.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE R. KIRK, JR., GOVERNOR OF FLORIDA

Governor KIRK. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to appear here not only as a Governor,

but perhaps as an insurance executive and financial analyst and in-
vestment banker in case I have to o back to that. laughterr.]

I would like to point out that perhaps what I am going to say may
be redundant., but it is for emi)hasis and I think the closing part of my
talk may have some novelty within it that I hope you hear it clearly
when I arrive at. that. )oint.

I think what the House has done is much like your hospitality
here. You have extended us water without glasses. [Laughter.]

Gentlemen, we are all here today to consider a matter far more basic
than the details of a prol)osed tax bill. Changing the historic tax-
exempt status of municipal bonds would have a deep an(] penetrating
consequence which we should recognize, and that is loss of faith in the
integrity of our government.

Even while Congress has been discussing the enactment of a law to
tax interest on State and local security, we have seen the steady de-
terioration of the investing public's confidence in their value.

It is time, once and for all, to lay this matter to rest, by deciding to
abide by the assurances given all States over 50 years ago when the
income tax constitutional amendment was admitted to the States.
That assurance was that the Federal Government could not and would
not directly or indirectly tax this income source-

The CHr MRAN. If I might just interrupt you for a moment, some
of our committee is already suffering sunburn from these lights and I
am going to ask the TV to take the lights off the committee. You gen-
tlemen might not have had quite that much exposure to the sunny
climate of Louisiana and Florida but inside this room we have just
about had all the bright lights our eyes can take and I would like to
urge that this light over here be turned off and any other light in the
eyes of the committee members. We are perfectly happy to have you
gentlemen on television, but we have had enough of it ourselves. I
would like to ask these lights be turned off for the committee members.
Thank you very much. Go ahead Governor Kirk.
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Governor KumX. That assurance was that the Federal Government
could not and would not directly or indirectly tax this income source,
and we now find ourselves faced with the very thing the States were
assured would never happen.

This is a breach of faith which, if permitted, would destroy the
very foundation of our federal system; that is, sovereign status but
mutual trust in each other.

Another trust which is even more important than that between gov-
erments is the trust of the people in their government at all levels,
Federal, State and local. All too frequently this trust has been violated
and this proposal flies in the face of assurance, given time and time
again, that the Federal Government will not tax the interest on local
and State bonds. The credibility of the Federal Government has too
f requently been successfully attacked, and I am sure you do not want
to add to this credibility gap.

If you now take the back door approach by indirectly taxing State
and local bonds. the investing public will be forewarned that the fiscal
integrity of the States no longer exists. The results will be chaotic.

Tie p-roposal to subsidize a portion of the interest costs accruing
to the States and local governments, if they agiee to issue taxable
bonds, would give the Federal Government in Washington control
over all such State and local borrowing for capital outlay programs.
The effect of this proposal would be increased Federal control rather
thatin increased Federal revenues, although offered under the gulise of
tax equity. Federal regulations and the necessity for prior Federal
approval will inevitably result.

president Nixon has emphasized the importance of the "New Fed-
eralism" under which the States will be called upon to assume an in-
creasing share of the responsibility for providing the public services
citizens have come to expect from their GovernIment. These tax pro-
l)osals, by shifting authority and control of capital outlay borrowing
to Washington, and by making it more difficult and costly for State
and local governments to do their job of building needed public facili-
ties, are in conflict with the goal of decentralizing authority and re-
sponsibility as urged by the President.

The minimum income tax and the allocation of deduction proposals ,
as they relate to the interest on State and municipal bonds, would in-
crease the cost of borrowing for the needed improvements for which
State and local governments are responsible and would, therefore, nec-
essarily increase State and local taxes. These higher taxes would have
to be * aid by the same taxpayers supl)osedly being benefited by the
so-called tax reform package. Every taxpayer in America would have
to pay more taxes to his State, county, school district, and city if these
proposals become law, thus increasing tax inequity in the name of tax
equity. The increased cost which would have to 1be paid by the tax-
i)aves. tinder these proposals would be in excess of the amount of addi-
t inal revenue to be collected by the Federal Government under these
indirect. forms of taxation of presently tax-exempt bonds. The total
cost of government to the taxpayer would thereby be increased.

The effect. upon growth States, such rts Florida, would be particu-
larly harmful, becaiise of the great need for financing education, anti-
pollution, t ransportation, health, and rehabilitative facilities for which
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State and local governments are responsible. Such growth States have
critical needs for such facilities and would, therefore, suffer dispro-
)ortionately the consequences of the increased cost of borrowing. These

needs cannot be ignored if the States are to assume their p roper re-
sponsibilities. These prol)osals would impose unfair burdens upon
those States which have the greatest needs and make the greatest ef-
forts to solve them. The impact, of this burden would be even greater
as the local level with smaller communities whose credit ratings are
not as well established in the bond market. Every local taxpayer in
States with rapidly growing populations would pay the price of these
attempts af lax reform in increased property and excise taxes.

There is one other inevitable consequence of the proposed legislation
about which you should be forewarned. The constitutional doctrine of
reciprocal immunity from taxes has been held sacred by both the
States and the Federal Government since the drafting of our Consti-
tution. If the Federal Government chooses to unilaterally circumvent
or abort this doctrine by legislation such as this, so then should the
States be free and anxious to tax the instruments of the Federal Gov-
ermnent. This would open a Pandora's box of incalculable proportions.
The negative effect on the desirability of U.S. Treasury obligations
would imnIos the same Iurden on the Pederall Government which this
legislation would place on the States. Let us not break this delicate
balance of powers which has been so wisely cherished and maintained
by our forefathers.

Thank you.
The CI1AMMAN. Thank you very much.
Now, gentlemen, perhaps you didn't all hear this, but let me explain

our problem to you. We have had requests by more than 700 witnesses,
including some very fine and distinguished Governors who are not here
today but whom you are representing, to testify before this committee
with regard to things that are in this louse bill.

Out of 700 witnesses we tried to limit our witness list to 300, and we
have printed here every prepared statement of every witness who ap-
pears so we have each of your statements already in print and if we
haven't read it we should; I have. Now, in order that these witnesses
might have an opportunity to appear in a morning session while the
news media are present rather than testifying sometime after 6 or 7
o'clock this evening when most of the press and television have gone
home, I am trying today to have the statements-in-chief presented in
this room, and the interrogation in our regular committee room, that
is 2221.

Now, I should think that quite a number of the Senators here are
going to want to ask questions of this panel of Governors who are
representing, as I understand it, 50 Governors of all 50 States of this
Union. I see you are nodding.

Governor LOvE. That is true, Mr. Chairman.
The CUrAIRMAL,. You are not only speaking for your five States, but

you are speaking for 50 States, and that being the situation those who
would like to interrogate the panel of witnesses, I am going to request
to move to our regular committee room and the television and press
will be represented there and then we will proceed to hear the other
witnesses. But with regard to the Governors, if we don't get through
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with interrogation of the Governors this morning I would like to ask
if you, gentlemen call be available at 2 o'clock tils afternoon in this
room ?

Senator W mIIAMs. Mr. Chairman, the Governors have been very
operativee here, their statements have been short and they are pre-
senting a statement which is of vital importance to the States. I am
just wondering, we have completed seven witnesses here this morning,
and on a matter of this importance, I think that all of the members
would b interested in asking questions and I think we could make
better time if we proceed with a brief interrogation of these Governors
right here in which we can all participate. This is of vital ilnl)ortilnce to
th States.

The CHAIR3MAN. I will make this proposition to you, Senator Wil-
liams, I will let. each Senator ask one question and let any Governor
respond to it and then we will come back at 2 o'clock or else move the
interrogation over to our committee room.

Senator WILLrI S. I have no questions myself but I thought. this
would be the more orderly procedure because the Governors would be
interested in the comments of each of the members of the committee.

Ti Cin.RA. One of the most severe limitations put on Senatons
is 10 minutes on each round of interrogation, 17 Senators by 10 is 170
minutes. That would put us to about 1 or 2 o'clock in the afternoon. I
would like to ask my own Governor a few qutestions in this matter. I
have a great, admiration for him. lie is the first Governor in our ien-
tury to be reelected, may I s ,y. We had to change the constitution to
allow it. If that is acceptable 1 would let each Senator ask one question.Senator WuaLi .is .WI mtever you say. I have no questions. I might
say to the Governors that this is the first time our committee has over
operated under a restriction directed from the policy committee as to
how much time was can have and how we can conduct committees.

The Cl.M. r.x. I don't like that, but I am bxond by it, and-
Senator WiLA,\Ms. We are not bound on this side.
The C.AIA. I understand that, but we are in the majority.
Senator Byrd, do you have any questions?
Senator WILLIAMS. I just wanted the Governors to know wly this is

beilg throttled.
Senator ]BRm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I put this question, which I tmt to the Secretary of the Treasury

when he appeared before tie committee? First, let me preface it. in this
way: This committee is faced with a dilemma, as I see it. It is impor-
tait, I think, that all individuals who earn. substantial income should
pay some tax to the Government. Now the problem the committee faces,
as I see it, do we-vwelli let me say this first, if the present status of tax-
exempt State and munlicll)al h)on(5s is changed, I believe you will agre
that that will increase the cost of State and local government. Now, if
that is correct, do we gain enough either in dollars or in principal to
change the present status of tax-exempt bonds. I would be pleased if
one or more of the Governors would res pond to that.

Governor [lovE,. Senator, we, I am sure I SL~,ak for not only all of the
Governors hero but all 50 Governors in saying, no, we dont think in
balancing tflose kinds of equities and looking at those alternatives that
it is anywhere near equal.
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W'e have ill our st-atenients and ill the printed portion here some
of tile specific numbers. I think that the revenues forecast from the
propoed action under the House and/or Treasury approach is in the

'$0, $40, $50 million area, and we have many giaphs statistics that in-
d(icate that. the offsetting liabilities which would fali on the taxpayers
of the States Amd localities, primarily the property taxpayers and
tie sales taxpayers and so on, would exceed those numbers by great
a1munts, tells o)f times. We recognize there seems to be a sur ace in-
equity for a person to have a large income all of which is tax exempt.
In order to tret, at that seeming inequity, to penalize the States and
localities anltt create the. chaos that is already beginning to occur in
the municipal bonds market, is clearly not worth it.

Senator BYinD. You feel that it would definitely increase the costs of
State and local government 

It

Governor IA)vE. It already has. Simply the threat of taxation has
increased it 'ery inateriallY'. We have looked, for example, at the
lx'ivemtago of interest that has historically been paid by the tax five
municipal bmis comjalnd to a comparably rated industrial, histor-
ically it has been about 70 percent. It is now 80 and above. It is anin.tease not only that can be attributable to the growing increase in
interest rates hut also an increase that reflects the threat of taxation,
the uncertainty. If taxation really did occur, we would be confident it
would go up more.

Senator lya1). Do you feel too, that it raises a serious constitutional
question?

Governor Iovy.. Very defiiiitely. We haven't devoted any major por-
tion of our testimony ioday to t ie constitutional question. We under-
stanld that you will be hearing from our attorneys general at some
portion of these hearings. Nevertheless, we have each of us, I think,
mentioned that there is no doubt that there is, at the very least, a
serious question. 1 think all of us here feel that it is unconstitutional.

Senator Bm). ''his matter is a very complex one for me, at least,
and I want to try to plug the so-called tax loophole, but, I certainly
ai not anxious to increase the tax burden on the average citizen
throughout our Nation, in every State and county and city in tie

lountrv, so I am rlad today to get your appraisal and your: feeling,
and ti feeling of the iN'e Goverlors representing the 50 Governors.

As I understald, you feel it would seriously increase the cost. of
government in the lo'ealities and thus would work a hardship on the

ldividual taxpayer?
Governor IA)wr. Governor Evans.
Governor Ev.ANs. Just two very brief points: One, in going hack to

the particular bond iss te I mentioned, which is a very clear case in
our own State of the problems this proposal has caused, we estimate
that that one bond issue. alone, which is )y no means a major share of
our own State's borrowing, will over the life of tile issue cost the people
of the State of Washington, basically the youngsters who are paying
tuition or the general taxpayers if we have to go beyond tuition, sonme
$20 million.

I think that, is a very significant element and when multiplied by all
of the taxing units iii the country far outweighs any benefits to the
Treasury.
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I think the other point that is so important is that none of us, and as
far as I can tell, no experts from lho Treasury or from any Federal
agency, really knows whether there are significant tax dodgers in terslls
,f tax-exempt bonds because they are not reported on income tax
returns.

Now, there is some con lecture that this is the case but I think very
little knowledge. Those wio do invest in tax-exempt bonds are in effect
paying the tax of lower interest. Certainly there are better investments
for them to make than tax-exempt bonds. I suspect that a large share of
the income to those who have very high incomes and low taxes come
from other sources rather thtn tax-exempt bonds.

Governor KIRK. I think by definition, Senator, if I may add, the
only description yo0u can make of this is regressive taxation. I am dIad
.serious about ability of the States to tax income from Treasury obliga-
tions. We have our people working on that now, and that Nwill run
the costs up.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
The CI[AIRMAN. Thank you.
,Working from the end of the table in this direction, I think you

will have the opportunity of getting about four former Governors 1i

succession. Senator Hansen, the newest member of our committee, is
a former Governor, and I am sure he will find some sympathy with
your position.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am very
pleased to greet former colleagues of mine and for whom I have the
highest regard.

I read the statements of each of you and I am very much impressed
with the points you make.

I would like to ask Governor Love a question. Two of the proposals
that have been made propose that the limit on tax l)references apply
to State and local bond interest as well as the allocation of deductions
requirements.

ow, in your judgment, does not each of these proposals make it
more difficult to finance the proper operations of State government in
all of the ramifications, including junior colleges, to which Governot,
Evans referred?

Governor LovE. I don't think there is any doubt that that is true,
Senator. I am confident. too, that we are speaking for all 50 Governors
when we say that we are opposed not only to the House measure, but
we are opposed to the Treasury provisions or suggestions, too.

We feel that it is vitally important that it be iade clear soon, aS a
matter of fact, that we are not going to change the rules in midstream
on the taxation of State and local bonds, because there is chaos in the
market to a certain extent already. Governor Evans indicated the
difficulty in the sale of that issue.

We have in the State of Colorado, I think, something like $40 to
$50 million now in authorized school bond issues which are not salable,
in part because again of a limitation on interest that the State ha3 set.
We are going to have things come to a grinding halt unless this issue
can be made clear quickly I believe.

Senator HAN8.sN. Vould it be indicated, if this committee felt so
disposed, to spell out clearly and unequivocally its conviction that
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insofar as municipal bonds are concerned, none of these Provisions
which tend to depress the market for this type of State financing, would
be applicable.

Governor LovE. I am sure that would be most helpful, Senator
Hansen, if that can be done.

Governor TmATqNX. Mr. Chairman, may I interject a comment here.
Nebraska in her 102-year history now for the first time is able to issue
revenue bonds for road construction. We have now in Omaha the most
beautiful ski jump in the Missouri River Valley, and we are trying to
complete this thing by using revenue bonds. Suddently we run iito this
buzz saw of a depressed market. Bonds for various States, subdivisions
outside the State of Nebraska can't be sold.

I would surely think that a clear-cut, forceful statement from this
committee would bring some semblance of order out of the chaos we
have presently. I think it is an excellent suggestion.

Senator Hxsrx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAI.vRMNt. Senator Pannin.
Senator FxI-. We are pleased to have you all here this morning.

You have made some very impressive statements and vital statements,
I believe.

I know you are vitally concerned about the impact on the present
and future issues. I am also advised we have had quite an effect from
the House bill on the bonds outstanding. I wonder if you would have
any specific examples in your own State as to what has ha)lpened
regarding the salability of the bonds that are outstanding. Ieir we
have $140 billion of bonds outstanding, and I have been really fright-
ened by some of the reports that have come forth as to the salability
of those bonds at the present time.

Governor LoiT. Do we have any specifics on that?
I don't think we have the specifics at this moment, Senator. But

obviously the change in the interest rate on new issues is going to be
reflected in those outstanding; we are not going to be--

The CHAIRMAN. I would suggest you provide that for the record?
I am sure you will have no difficulty when you discuss it.

Governor Love. We will be delighted to do it.
Senator FANNINx. Thank you.
(Information supplied for the record follows:)

Since it Is a highly technical and difficult problem to determine the loss in
our market value of outstanding State and local bonds which has been occasioned
by the various tax reform proposals, we have consulted the Investment Bankers
Association. They Inform us that, during the period from 1 January to i October,
1969, the total market value of such securities declined about $17.6 billion of
which between $5.9 billion and $8,8 billion was conservatively estimated to be
attributable to tax reform proposals. This constituted between 5.8% and &7%
of the market value in early January, 1969. We understand that, in their sup-
plemental testimony to be submitted to the Committee, the Investment Bankers
Association will present such an estimate in detail,

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jordan.
Senator JoRDAN. Thank you.
Gentlemen, yesterday, we had testimony yesterday, hon one wit-

ness, Mr. Meany, suggesting that in order to make certain that bonds
would be marketable at State and local levels that the Federal Gov.
eminent guarantee payment of future issues of State and municipal
bonds. He further recommended that the Government subsidize State

33-885--49-pt. 4-26
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and local governments for the difference in t-he interest rate between
municipal boird rates and investors. Which of you would like to coi-
ment on that suggestion?

Governor Lov&: I am sure each of us would. If I can very briefly
speak to the two points. The guarantee of the bond issued by the State
or the local government, it seems to me, clearly would affect very little
to the interest rate at which it would be sold. I simply point to the
interest rate currently being paid by Government bills. I think it is
about 7 at the present time. So the guarantee would add little, in my
opinion. It is not the credit of the local government that is the prob-
lem, it is the interest rate.

Now, the subsidy provision, I think each of us has devoted a little
time to that., pointing out among other things that it would put the
State and local governments completely at the mercy of the continu-
ing appropriations. It is my understanding that this body can't bind
future Congresses, and there would be no certainty in our mind, no
legal guarantee, that the amounts, and they would be very large
amounts, would be forthcoming, and the marketability woula there-
fore be hurt.

I also would suggest that the amount of such a subsidy would he
large enough that you would find it difficult to fit within what I
believe, I have been informed, is a rather tight and stringent budget
situation.

Senator JorDA,.-. What do you calculate the difference between
municipals and industrials of the same grade to be now on the
market, Governor?

Governor TAov. As of yesterday, I think, the Bond Buyers' Tndex
as of the 18th, you correct me here Charlie, shows an interest rate
of 614 percent. As of the 22d, 7.44, on Moody's.

Mr. ScHwx. The first of course is nunicijpals, the second is the
industrials, and the difference is what you are asking.

Governor TAWET. The difference, t hei we are talking about, is a
61/4 on a municipal, and a 7.44 on a comlarably rated industrial bond.
This indicates about, contrary to the roughly%70-percent relationship
that has existed, the municipal rate is 84 percent of the industrial.

Senator *Tomx. And you ascribe that sudden increase in the cost
of financing municipals 'partly to the activities of the Congre.s in
treating this subject.

Governor LovF.. Ye-s, indeed. I think there is no other way to account
for it, that. the investor in making his decision about. whether he will
buy a 20-year bond has a certain justified concern that perhal)s that
interest 'will no longer be tax free and he, therefore, cranks that into
his decision about what he is willing to 'Pay.

Senator ,JOR)AN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The C.I 1 r.0, Senator Talmadge.
Senator 'urx. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I (10 want

to congratulate each of you distinguished Governors on your state-
ments. I think you ma(le very impressive statements.

The CHAIRUSMN. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cvwrs. Mr. Chairman, T just want to thank these busv

Governors for appearing here in behalf of n1l their constituents and
I will waive questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator WInLAs. No questions, except to thank the Governors for

being here, and concurring ill what Senator Talmadge said in saying
that you made an excellent case.

The CHAIRMAN. I just want to ask one question which didn't occur
to me until we met today. Governor McKeithen can comment on it
if he wants to. The best I can make of it is that in the effort to make
up about $80 million over a long period of time that the provisions
would phase in, actually me.mns in effect that every State in ti ls Union
will be required either to raise taxes or to reduce services.

Governor MIcIaTHIEN. Senator Long, it. will wreck us in Loluisiana
if this bill is enacted. It will wreck us in our State. For all of our
construction, we will have to come back and ask for additional sales
taxes and gasoline taxes. The very people I think this committee would
like to hel l) are going to end up picking up the tab.

The CA,1MunN. Now, let. me ask this further question. Do any of
you Governors know any source of Federal revenue that is being
directed toward you at, the present time that doesn't have some kind
of Federal strings attacked to it?

Governor Mc1K rriEN.-. That is another point I male, Senator Long.
We feel if the Congress adopts the subsidy plan we think clearly we
will be told where we can spen(l, where we must Spend every dollar,
how it must be spent. We would like to avoid that if we possibly can.

The CHAIRMAN. I know President Nixon has suggested that we
should start sharing some revenue with the States, no strings attache(l.
I am also aware of the fact every time somebody becomes a givat
enthusiast for his particular program he wants to put a condition on
it that no money will go to any State government unless the State does
what the Federal Government thinks what it ought to do. Whether
we call ever have a Federal aid program with no strings attached
remains to he seen. We might try it but, I for one think it will have to
be tried and proved before we can believe it.

If I were the Governor, I would take the view that, "Thanks just
ti same for your offer of a subsidy but we would just as soon that you
let, the whole matter diop."

Governor MCK1TKEN. That is our position, I think, Senator Long.
Governor EvAxs. Mr. Chairman, one other point that has not been

brought up. We happen to have in the State of W ashington an excep-
tionallv high amount of investments already, we have very high
unempenoyment compensation reserve funds,' we have very large
teacher' retirement funds and State employees' retirement funds an(d
we have over a billion dollars of securities we own as a State in trust
for these various funds.

The wreckage of the municipal market has sent down the value of
those investments we now hold in trust. Because we have the authority
to invest in mnicipals ,we hold a great many of them of other States,
other municipalities. The decline in their value is something else that
has happened without even the passage of this act, Ibut with merely
the threat. of it. The passage, I am sure, would hamper us on a very
long-term basis in that very important field.
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The CHAIRMX. Do any of you gentlemen know -
Governor KiRx. Following Governor Evans' answer, I wonder if

I might ask the committee a question myself since as a financial
analyst I can tell you the minute you get a positive statement out. of
this committee the market will turn and we will be happy and joyous
again, how early might we get an early positive statement from this
committee? [Laughter.]

Because every (ay is costing Florida money.
Governor EVANS. We have got some bonds to sell.
The CHAIRMAW. It will be right soon.
Governor KIRK. How about now I [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. I can only speak for my self. Stanley Surrey is the

initiator of this scheme and he is supposed to be here to testify for it
tomorrow, and so far as I am concerned tomorrow will be soon
enough.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, we might call attention to the fact
we cannot bind the Senate.

Governor KIRK. I understand that, Senator.
Senator CURTIS. Nor can we bind the conferees.
Governor Kiaic. But I will tell you the team speaks strongly now.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask you one question. -You gentlemen rel)-

resent the Governors in the Governors' conferenc' you know of
any Governor who favors this deal where we put t. on and then
proceed to subsidize it?

Governor LovE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, your reaction is that you are not

asking for the subsidy and you would appreciate being left alone on
the tax, I take it that is your attitude?

Governor LovE. Yes.
The ChAIRMAN. That is true.
Senator Miller is recognized for 5 minutes.
Senator MLLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

the fine statements we have had from the panel, and I would just add
this as a point, that I assume the pAnel would instead of merely a
statement out of the committee indicating its position, infinitely rather
have action by the Congress as a whole on the tax bill which would put
Congress on record on this point.

Governor KIRK. No question about it.
Senator MmhER. The sooner the better.
Governor KIRK. But the market would turn tomorrow just by a

positive statement of this committee.
Senator MILLER. Now, we received testimony from the Treasury

representatives indicating that if tax-exempt municipal bond interest
was included in this so-called limit on tax preference approach, whi,'h
would enable us to assure the taxpayers of this country that nobody
could invest all of their money in tax-exempt bond interest and re-
ceive a large amount of income without having to pay some Federal
tax, that if we did this, this would amount to a tax of about $35 mil-
lion, and that the total interest take by individuals would amount to
about $2 billion, so that we would have an impact of $35 million of
tax on a $2 billion annual payout. Now I can well understand the un-
certainty of the market and I can well understand the concern of the
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Governors with respect to this tax and subsidy approach about which
Governor McKeithen was most persuasive.

I can understand the uncertainty and concern if we tax the securi-
ties purchased by banks. But if you look at only the limit on tax prefer-
ence item and realize this is a $35 million impact out of a $2 billion
payout, if there is nothing more to it than that, I am wondering how
severe this impact really would be. I am wondering how uncertain the
market would be if that's all there is to it.

Now, I will grant you, you add up all of the provisions of the House,
and I can well understand the market situation and I can well under-
stand the concern that you have and I have, too, with respect to the
Federal Government getting into a position of eventual control, but if
we are only going to talk about the limit on tax l)references which
would enable the Congress to go before the people and to say to the
general taxpayers, "No longer are you going to pick up stories in the
newspapers indicating that somebody has $200,000 of income and
hasn't paid 1 red cent to the Federal Government for all of the services
that the Federal Government is supplying that person." I am wonder-
ing if we are talking about a very serious problem. I an wondering if
that was all there was to it, and you were able to forget about all these
other little goodies in the tax bill of the House, if we wouldn't come
out to a fairly good balance on this preserving the interests of the
States.

Governor KIRK. No one has over proven your statement, though.
No one has even proven your statement, Senator, that there are those
who are making this horrendous profit and that their entire portfolio is
made up of munici pals.

Senator MILLER. I must tell you that we have testimony of the Treas-
ury officials on this.

Governor LovE. Even assuming this is true, I think I can safely
speak for all the Governors in saving we would still be opposed. Even
if you say it is going to have a imlted effect and will only generate
some 35 million, it. nevertheless throws, it may be psychological to
a certain extent, whatever it is it throws, a cloud upon the tax-free
status of the bonds. I think that the most persuasive thing is even
without anything being done now that already the thought. that bonds
could be taxed has made a great difference in the market.

Governor KIRK. We could take the same theory in Florida and say
why don't we tax income on Federal paper, and tlat, is exa-tly what. we
will have to do and that is what we are preparing to do now.

Senator TAL.rADOE. Mr. Chairman, if the Senator will yield at this
point. There is one point which has not been made. While peoj)le who
have a l)ortfolio of municipals and nothing else may avoid the Federal
income tax it has not been pointed out last. year, the rate of inflation
was 5 percent, this year the rate of inflation is 7 percent. While they
may avoid income taxes to the Federal Government they are losing
the corpus of their investments.

Governor Iovk:. That is right'
Governor KiNK. Further than that there is the estate tax which they

jav ultimately.
Governor McKEFITJiEN. I think, Senator, you ought, to remember

who is going to pick up that tab, who is going to pay that additional
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high interest. It will be the man who paid the sales tax, the maii who
1)aid the gasoline tax.

Senator MILLER. The point I am making is that I can't see that
there is going to be much, if any additional tax if you only got a $35
million impact. on a $2 billion annual payout.

Now, the )oint, the Senator from Georgia has made to me is perhaps
the most important factor in the uncertainty of the municipal bond
market, but I am trying to get this down to a matter of perspective,
and I must tell you one reason we have this before us is because there
is substantial sentiment. as "on well know, certainly not from this
source, but they are on the lill and elsewhere, to make these bonds
wholly taxable. When you have the president of the AFL-CIO com-
ing before this committee and advocating that and when you have
other Members of Congress advocating complete taxation' of this
interest, this is something I think is very serious, and I would like to
sW Some way of getting this problem resolved, once and for all.

Governor KIRK. No One has ever accused Mr. Mean of being a
financial an llyst and I am quite serious about this thinY. The way it
is being proposed, you have a regressive tax facing the poor people
of Florida and they are really poor.

Senator M Lm. We don't say Mr. Meany is a financial analyst.
Governor Knux. He is part of the problem.
Senator M TAP.R. But they have a lot of political power and I can't

talm the-Governor KumK. We can. We are working for the p .
Senator Mnuxx I am saying for the sake of getting this problem

off the books, a $35 million bite out of $2 billion annually.
Governor Krnx. Senator, Mr. Meany doesn't worry us.
Governor LovE. If that is all, Senator, that it did accomplish was

to provide in that great grouping $35 million in tax it is not worth
any substantial risk in upsetting what has worked well and what we
need to continue to have working well as far as the financing of our
State and local governments.

The CHArRMAI. May I just put one question here that is of con-
cern to mel During this generation we have seen a great deal of powers
and functions of State governments stripped away by Federal con-
trol. Now in some States there has been a lot of complaint about
that. I know it is true in Louisiana. and I am sure it is true in some
others. But most of that had been done without asserting the taxing
power to do it, and most of it has been done by court decisions and
things of that sort, in some cases asserting the regulatory power by
the Government. We are well aware the power to tax is tie power
to destroy.

Do you five Governors speaking for 50 Governors see in this
proposal for the Federal Government to tax State and local bonds
and instrumentalities of State and local governments, something oi
a threat to what little sovereignty still resides in the 50 States of this
Union I

Governor McKzrmzrn . No question about that, Senator. I had 'Iso -
ersiftn" in my statement and ]. struck it out because of my being f romn
'the South. Yet we come up here with sovereign lights a n.
There As no question about that, particularly if you start subsidizing
Us and "ayugthe interest, for us you know we will be told then how
to-spnd the money.

W
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Governor EvANs. I think whether it is allocation of deductions or
limitation on tax preference or subsidy, any of those, or all of them,
and even the portion of it that Senator Miller mentioned, it is a
breaching of the gap. We can lay out, and the Treasury can lay out,
all of the nice figures they want to; they can't change the psychology
of the bonds market. It is going to cost the citizens of the States, the
little guy, a lot more money than he is paying now. As far as I am
concerned, in direct answer to your question will testify tomorrow
on rei'enue sharing, and I think I speak for all the Governors in being
in favor of revenue sharing, but i fit ever came to the poitit of t:ad-
ing, I think we would be buying a bum deal to get revenue sharing
even on a very extensive basis in trade for any portion of taxation
of municipal bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Itanse.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. hifirman, it seems to me that h..central ques-

tion we ought to be a kin ourselves is simply this: H)wcan we as-
sure the 200 million:eopl-e in this count6'ttli t every pers'h, is pay-
ing some tax? We fi'e talking anont154 persons ho are very healthy
and who reportedly paid no j inie t ix as yar. Bnt, in order t6Vgain
the slight advantage that, "'e would seeriui gly gain by imposing' his
limit on tax prferences aid the allopcation-6 deduetions; we are jeop-
ardizing $140 millionn worth of re ep a tlat. g ", to all of the 50 Stat .
I think we jus have things colllee outf pe active.

I don't. ag at all tjhat.Jt mak sense to Ip4s'these extra limit-
tions on nun cipal bonds ana h4 v 1l',ei izens so er in orer to gai I
the satisfacti 11 of telling a fe% ndi 'TduoI q tfare-oing to have t
pay a lot momtaxes. [A.4plause.,, , /

The CHAIR AN. I regret it b.t 4e are not peAiuitted to have demo--
strations in this cominittoe room. [I.Awighter.

If we were I 'Yould be applauding myself. GC ahead. ) .
Senator HA N SN I was just going to coiclude by saying that I ont

think we ought take sulch . foolish mo'e in o'derW gain the gl ight
advantage that see'lingly would have accruedT to ts by jeop a) dizing
this very vital function of the financing of all of the 50 S tes.

Governor KIK. I pbint out too that the States can retaliate and if
you want to finance New York State you are in trouble. "

The CHAIRMfAN. As a practical matter if we start-doing this to the
States don't you have the right to st'Mrtuing 6u bonds?

Govereor KiRK. That is what I am telling you they haven't said that
before and if you want to finance New York State you are wrong.

Senator WtLruAs. Is it not true, it is not so much the $35 million
tax that would be imposed that is creating this problem, as it is the
uncertainty in the minds of investors as to what this Congress or some
future Congress would do once we take the step in that direction?

Governor LovE. I think thw" is absolutely right. Once the wall is
breached once we violate this immunity from taxation of the two sides
of our federal system, I think it opens a Pandora's box and undoubted-
ly leads to uncertainty in the investors ' minds.

Governor TIE.,MANN. These 154 people who have these great hold-
ings of municipals, or the banks that hold so many municipals, are
trying their hardest to get rid of them and they can't find the market
for them. The secondary market in municipals, when everything is
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good, is bad, and now it is completely demoralized. I think, to sum
tip what has been said here and tile sentiments of, I think, everyone,
once you breach or violate reciprocal immunity then you have sold
part of your soul and it is not worth it.

The ('11A.R..xr.. I want to indicate this, the 50 Governors indicated
their willingness to testify here on this matter but agreed to let your
testimony speak for the",.You have presented a magnificent case and I
think that would be the judgment of every member of this commit-
tee. I would sav to the other 45 Governors who were not present here
that they had b-een represented by the utmost of logic and dignity and
I do think that in view of the tl;reat that exists to State governments
in this bill you have been most restrained in the way you have pre-
sented your case. As chairman I appreciate it very much and I am sure
I s)eak for the entire committee.

Governor LovT . Mr. Chairman, we are most appreciative of the time
you have given. We appreciate the stringencies of your time and we
aj)preciate the fact you have heard us out with patience and courtesy.

Thank you very much.
The C',\uR~. .. Thank you very much.
(Prepared statement ot Hon. nlaude R. Kirk, Jr., follows:)

STATEM.EN T oF IION'. CLAUDF. KIRK, JR., GOVERNOR, STATE OF FLORIDA

SUM MARY

Changing the historic tax exempt status of municipal bonus will reflect on the
Integrity of our government.

Proposal to subsidize a portion of interest costs would lead to Federal control
over state and local borrowing and would be In conflict with President Nixon's
goal of decentralizing authority and responsibility.

Proposals would Increase the cost of borrowing to communities and would
result In Increased taxes at state and local levels.

The effect on growth states would be particularly harmful due to their critical
need for financing.

If doctrine of reciprocal immunity from taxes is violated by Federal Govern-
ment. it will lead to slhilar action by states to tax United States Treasury ob-
ligations.

STATEMENT

Gentlemen. we tire all here today to consider a matter far more basic than the
details of a proposed tax bill. Changing the historic tax exempt status of munlci-
pal bonds would have a deep and penetrating consequence which we should rec-
ognize. and that is loss of faith In the integrity of our government.

Even while Congress hats been discussing the enactment of a law to tax intereit
on state and local security, we have .een the steady deterioration of the investing
public's confidence in their value.

It is time. once and for all, to lay this matter to rost, by deciding to abide by
the assurances given all states over fifty years ago when the Income Tax Con-
stitutional Amendment was submitted to the state.g. That assurance was that
the Federal Government could not and would not directly or indirectly tax this
income source, and we now find ourselves faced with the very thing the states
were assured vould never happen.

This is a breach of faith which, if permitted, would destroy the very founda-
tion of our Federal system; that is, sovereign status but mutual trust in each
oth(,r.

Another trust which Is even more important than that between governments Is
the trust of .he people in their government at all levels, Federal, state, and local.
All too frequently this trust has been violated and this proposal flies In the face
of assurances, given time and time again, that the Federal Government will not
tax the interest on local and state bonds. Credibility of the Federal Government
has too frequently been successfully attacked, and I am sure you do not want to
add to this credibility gap.
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If you now take the back door approach by indirectly taxing state and local
bonds, the ilive'ting public will be forewarned that tilt, ll.al integrity of the
states no longer exists. The results will be chaotic.

The proposal to "subsidize" a portion of the interest costs accruing to the states
and local governments, if they agree to Issue taxable boids, wold give the Fed-
eral Government in Washington control over all such state and local b'orrowving
for capital outlay prograins. The eff(,-t of this prolplil would ieo increask!d
Federal control rather than lucreased Federal revenues, although offered under
the guise of "tax equity." Federal regulations and the neces-ity for prior Federal
approval will Inevitably result.

President Nixon has emphasized the importance of the "New Federalism"
under which the states will be called upon to assume an increasing share of the
responsibility for providing the public services citizens have cozie to exlx,ct
from their government. These tax proposals, by shifting authority and control
of capital outlay borrowing to Washington, and by making It mor, difficult
and costly for state and local governments to do their job of building neded
public facilities, are in conflict with the goal of decentralizing authority ald
responsibility as urged by the President.

The minimum income tax and the allocation of deduction proposals. as they
relate to the interest on state and muncipal bonds, would increase the cost of
borrowing for the needed improvements for which state and local governments
are responsible and would, therefore, necessarily Increase state and local taxes.
These higher taxes would have to be paid by the same taxpayers supposedly
being benefited by the so-called tax reform package. Every taxpayer in Amer-
lea would have to pay more taxes to his state, county, school district, and city
if these proposals become law, thus increasing tax inequity in the name of tax
equity. The increased cost which would have to be paid by the taxpayers under
these proposals would be in excess ,'; the amount of additional revenue to be
collected by the Federal Government under these indirect forms of taxation
of presently tax exempt bonds. The total cost of government to the taxpayer
would thereby be increased.

The effect upon growth states, such as Florida, would be particularly harm-
ful. because of the great need for financing education, anti-pollution, transpor-
tation, health and rehabilitative facilities for which state and local govern-
nients are responsible. Such growth states have critical needs for such facilities
and would therefore suffer disproportionately the consequences of the increased
cost of borrowing. These needs cannot be ignored if the states are to assume
their proper responsibilities. These proposals would impose unfair burdens
upon those states which have the greatest needs and make the greatest efforts
to solve them. The impact of this burden would be even greater at the l(al
level with smaller communities which are not as well established as credits
in the bond market. Every local taxpayer In states with rapidly growing popu.
lations would pay the price of these attempts at "tax reform" it ijiereased
property and excise taxes.

There is one other inevitable consequence of the proposed legislation about
which you should be forewarned. The Constitutional doctrine of reciprocal
immunity from taxes has been held sacred by both the states and the Federal
Government since the drafting of our Constitution. If the Federal Government
chooses to unilaterally circumvent or abort this doctrine by logilation such as
this, so then should the states be free and anxious to tax the instruments of the
Federal Government. This would open a Pandora's box of incalculable propor-
tions. The negative effect on the desirabilty and niarketablity of United States
Treasury obligations would impose the same burden on the Federal (overn.
meant which this legislation would place on the states. Let us niot break this
delicate balance of powers which has been so wisely cherished and maintained
by our forefathers.

The CHAMMAN. Senator Baker?
We will next hear from Senator Howard Baker, a very htuiv man.
Senator. I know how it is to run for these party jobs and the tre-

Inendous time that is necer ary. rLaiughter.]
T can also tell you how it works out sometime, both ways.
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STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD H. BAKER, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

Senator B3AKER. Mr. Chairman, I will do my very best not to replyat all one way or the other in that respect.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, thank you very

much. I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today and to testify
in connection with one of the most vital fiscal matters that will ad-
dress itself to the nature of federalism in the next several years.

Another matter that is of almost equal importance will come up
today with the introduction of the Administration's Federal revenue-
sharing bill on the Floor of the Senate which I am sure this commit-
tee will delve into very deeply indeed as time goes by.

If I may, I will at this time continue with my statement, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Chairman, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 contains three sections
which, if enacted, may adversely affect the ability of State and local
governments to meet their capital requirements. The first would im-
pose a. limitation on certain tax preferences, including among such
preferences interest on state and local securities. The second would
require that individuals allocate their deductions between taxable and
tax-exempt, income, including interest on municipal bonds. The third
would permit State and local governments to issue at their option
taxal)le bonds, a portion of the interest on which would be )aid by
the Federal Government. In my judgment, these three provisions
should h. deleted from the House-passeT bill.

As I have stated on numerous occasions, I believe that the immunity
of State an(l local governments in the exercise of their legitimate
functions from Federal taxation is necessary for the preservation of
our constitutionally delineated dual sovereignty form of government.
I further believe that if the Congress undertakes to encroach upon the
tax exemption of State and local-securities, it inevitably has the power
to control State and local financing and without self-control of its
own financing, no government can continue as an independent and
autonomous body.

The Tax Reform Act, is designed to provide a more. equitable dis-
tribution of our tax burden. I support this legitimate objective. How-
ever, in attempting to insure a more evenhanded distribution of the
cost of supporting our Government, we must consider not only the
fair distribution of the Federal income tax burden but also the fair
distribution of the total tax burden-Federal, State. and local.

Tt is apparent that the limit on tax preferences and the location of
deductions provisions will, if adopted as passed bv the House, result
in an increase in municipal interest rates to levels close to those of
corporate bonds of similar edit quality. In fact, since the house
Ways ond Means Committee opened hearings on this question, invest-
ment yields on new isues of local government AA-rated bonds have
risen 70 base points or from about 5.50 percent to 6.20 percent. If the
tax exemption is breached, investors would have little confidence that
the advantages to them of holding tax-exemnt securities would not
be whittled away further, and they would, of course. demand higher
interest rates to compensate them for the higher risk in purchasiing
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these securities. As the cost of borrowing increases, State and local
taxes, primarily property and sales taxes, will also increase, and the
burden of thee taxes falls disproportionately oil those in the low- and
middle-income groups. Therefore, if the objective is to provide a more
equitable distributionn of the total tax burden, as I believe it is and
should be, then the Congress should not revoke or alter this tax exemp-
tion in such a way as to increase the cost of borrowing to State and
local governments.

It would be particularly unfortunate to increase the cost of bor-
rowing at, this time when the current operating revenue needs of State
and local governments are such that proposals for Federal revenue
sharing are being seriously advocated and widely supported. I believe
that the )rovisions presently in the bill adversely affecting Iflunicil)al
financing are inconsistent with the concept of revenue sharing and
the objectives it is designed to achieve. Underlying my strong support
for both retention of this tax exemption and thie enactnient of revenue
sharing is the basic conviction that strong and financially viable State
and local governments are esential both to a healthy federalism and
to the best possible performance of Government services.

I would like to make one additional point. A considerable amount
of the sentiment for tax reform stems from the testimony given byformer Secretary of the Treasury ,Toseph Barr concerning 154 indi-
viduals who in the year 1967 had adjusted gross incomes in excess of
$200,000 yet paid no Federal income taxes. Unfortunately, the impres-
sion was'allowed to form that this was accomplished to at large mneas-
ure through municipal bond ownership, even though the data sub-
mitted bv former Secretary Barr did not. include interest on State and
local securities among the tax-reducing factors utilized by the 154 in-
dividuals. Interest on State and local securities is not included within
gross income and consequently does not appear at all on the income
tax return. For this reason it is most difficult to determine the degree
of tax avoidance bv individuals holding State and local bonds.

A possible solution to this lack of data might he to require indi-
viduals and( corporations to disclose on their income tax returns the
amount of interest received from tax-exempt securities . If this infor-
wation were to indicate substantial abuse of this exemption, then I
would si)port a reasonable legislative solution designed to alleviate
the )rol)lem without adversely affecting the ability of State and local
governments to meet. their capital requirements.

Mir. (haimnan, this point was made very strenuously b, Governor
Evans, lv Senator' Miller, and by others in previous testi4onv.

T would( add one ad(ldendn that I believe was touched oi )v the
(hairinan and possibly by others, including Senator WVilliams, I
belie-e. "] uncertaint%" of the fate of tax-exempt bonds. State, county,
and city. is Suich that at this moment there is virtually no, municipal
bmd niuirket, and the capital borrowing authority of local govern-
inelnts is practically nonexistent at this point, primarily because ofuumcerta int.

If tjlere i continuing unceltaint.ty by reason of an encroachment. in
tle nature (if a niinimunli income iax at this point, then I think tho
boild market will continue to suffer, and correspondinialy the ability of
State, county, and local governments to finance their needed cal;ital
ilit )1)veliieiits will also suffer.

I believe we must come to terms with this particular aspect of the
roI)lem but frankly I (1o not think we have the data at hand to make

an intelligent judgment.
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I earnestly feel that we are dealingwith the heart, of the nature of federalism, and that if we can't devise
a way to preserve the in(lependent fiscal status of the now senliautolo-nmous lesser units of government, then I think we have struck at tltvery basis of governmental balance in this country, and if we tire ntvery careful w'e will crvate an unwanted and an unwarranted addi-tional burden of taxation through regre.s-sive taxes, by and large, onthat class of people least able to afford to pay it, the wage earner, ti
low-and Inidd le-income groups of this country.

Thank you very much.
The Cumr IAN. Thank you very much, Senator Baker.
Senator Miller?
Senator MiLLER. I take it that the thrust of your connect wN'ithrespect to this limited tax reference and allocation of deduet ions is thatthe $35 million of revenue, on the one hand, and the $45 million, on theother hand given us by the Treasury represents soft ffi-uvs, and beforewe move on this we ought to have what we call lar evidence based

upon accurate statistical surveys.
Senator BAKER. I think you are entirely right, Senator Miller. Aslong as there is no inclusion of tax-exempt securities in the gross tax-able income or as a declaration of nontaxable income on corporate andindividual tax returns, it is, it seems to me, impossible to make a fair

judgment of where we stand in this respect.
That is now the law. I think it very possibly should be the law, andthat income be included, although not taxable, so we later can make a

judgment in a more dispassionate way.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator. We will be di,-cussing it with you further on the floor of the Senate if we ever get it

out there.
Scmator BAKER. Thank you.
The ChArA'-. Now, the next witness will be the Ifon .able C. Bev-erly Briley, who is the mayor of Nashville, Tenn., and president of the.National League of Cities. lie was to be accompanied by Mayor Tatewho at this moment is tied up in conference, and I believe it was sug-

gested that Mayor Ilus IV. Davis, mayor of Kansas City, should ac-company him on this panel to discuss this same problem as it affects
the cities.

STATEMENT OF HON. C. BEVERLY BRILEY, MAYOR OF NASHVILLE,
TENN., AND PRESIDENT, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES; ACCOM-
PANIED BY PATRICK HEALY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
LEAGUE OF CITIES

Mayor BRILEY. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I am going to ab-breviate my statement consider, bly because the Governors so ade-quately covered the subject as it applies to cities.
As you announced am the president of the National League of

Cities and the mayor of Nashville, Davidson County, Tenn., and I amrepresenting more than 14,600 cities in this country.
The CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, Mayor, your entire statement will beprinted and what you say in addition to your statement will also be in

the record.
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Mayor BRILEY. Thiank you, sir. We have not a great many mayors
here to testify, for brevity, but we could have most of tie 14,600 come
if it was desired because all of us recognize the terrific impact of
II.R. 13270's provisions upon our fiscal act ivities.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mayor BRILEY. Principally, what gives us this great concern stems

from the important role that cities have had in the federal system of
government, a role designed by the patriotic forebears of our tine,
who preserved this for us. There is very good evidence of the wisdom
of the system, and there is no question a hout it, we have had at. least
some semblance of an organization whereby we could independently
finance our local affairs in a free marketplace. But f we take a look
at. the market conditions since it was first announced that taxation of
State and local bond interest was going to be an open question in the
House Ways and Means Committee last fall, you will observe that the
bond market took a serious stumble and has gone completely since that
period of time.

Tax exemption is very important for many reasons. First, as I
have mentioned, it is important to preserve our federal system of
government.

Second, the principle of tax exemption has created an independent
source of capital upon which cities, counties, and, of course, the States
can depend and successfully compete with the other elements of the
capital market. It is the only way we can compete in that broader
market.

And, third, it has kept the facilities that we have to provide for our
citizens at the lowest possible financing cost.

We could not very well coinpete in the bond market against A.T. & T.
and the other corporations because their revenues are a whole lot
more certain than the revenues we have for a schoolhouse we build or
a highway that we build.

The equity question bothers us particularly.
It has been estimated that there could be maybe even as much as

$80 million of income to the Federal Treasury through the L'rP and
ADR. But our studies indicate that the costs that we would have to
pass on to the property taxpayers will run better than $150 million
annually if this bill should pass. So we have a great deal of concern
as to whether or not we should upset a delicately complex market that
we know has worked, and worked very well during all these years in
order to try to reach a few rich people.

We are going to pass this tax on actually to the poorest. people in
the Nation, the property taxpayer, the water user, and others. Gentle-
men, we are all faced with the inflationary costs of construction. 'We
are faced with this tremendous costs of environmental pollution and
the need to physically rejuvenate our cities. Must we also add to these
costs, additional interest costs and pass them along to the water con-
sumer, and the property taxpayer, in order to provide what some have
falsely" called equity? We are doing a complete disservice, and I do not
believe that we are talking in terms of tax equities if this is going to
be the !hieitable result as is now very obvious.

So we, following what the Governors said, add our amen.
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We are opposed to the idea of the Federal subsidy. I think there are
two very good basic reasons for it. In the first place , I don't think that
any of us; could agree that the Federal Government should coinpletely
underwrite all the bonds that every State, city, and other coniluunitv-
ini-ht want to issue.

'lhis suggests there would have to be some regulations involved, and
that means we would shift some control outside of the local citizell-
ship and the citizens in determining local 1'rioriteis and what facilities
are truly needed.

Second, we also, of course, are concerned over the fact that. there
would not be anything binding about this program, and( we wollld
have to rely upon future Congresses to continue the programs -nd
fund it.

We also believe a large number of smaller communities will not lbe
able to market their bonds at all under the provisions of the subsidy
program and them will have to be billions of additional dollarss il
Federal grants to those communities.

Even when the market was a normal market, in a good many in-
stances the local banks were the only purchasers of bonds of small
communities although it was competitive. it. was really a negotiate(l
basis in order to have the funds available in the community in order
to maintain a viable economic climate. Anything that would u)set
this degree of balance would drastically upset the basis of our Gov-
ernment.

We think ultimately we would be calling upon the Federal Gov-
erinent to participate far more heavily than any of us are willing to
accept.

I will now let my colleague from Kansas City speak and then be
available for any questions that you may have.

The Ci,%iRAU.I . Mr. Mayor, have you seen the summaries that have
been prepared by our committee on the testimony which has bTn
presentedI

Mayor Bil LREY. No, sir; I have not
The CHAIRMAN. I want to send you a summary and let you take a

look at the summary of your testimony.
Mayor BRILEY. Incidentally, I have an article written by our execu-

tive secretary, Mr. Patrick Ilealy, that has been reproduced in the
Congresional Record. I do want to file that because it was not filed in
my statement.

Tl'he CILRMMA.N. Without objection.
(The article and Beverly riley's prepared statement follow:)

TitE ASSAULT ON TAX-ExEMIT BoNxDs

(By Patrick Healy)

"Property taxes will be increased 6 per cent across the board; charges to
water and sewer users will have to be raised 10 per cent."

This statement by the mayor of one large midwestern city indicates what
would be the effect on his city of making municipal bond interest subject to
federal taxation. Similar effects will be felt throughout the country. Thus.
hundreds, of thousands, perhaps millions (,f homeowners, water users, and other
users of local government services would be taxed under the terms of the hasty,
ill-considered, and fundamental changes to the whole federal system contained
in the Innocent-looking tax bill recently passed by the United States House of
Representatives. We hope that the Senate will remove from the bill what could
cause a true "taxpayer's revolt" of mammoth proportions.
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11ow did this alarming prospect come about? Not by a frontal assault oil
the immunity of the state and local government bonds from taxation by the
federal government, as has failed miserably in the past. MIther, this tine, a
more devious device has been used to Include income front municipal inds in
calculation of a minimum Income tax on Individuals (but not as yet on corlra-
tions). This takes form in the so-called "limit on tax preferences" and In tile
"allocation of (leductions"-very technical and difficult to explain to meinbers
of Congress. not to mention the great mass of homeowners and other voters.

But the result of causing higher municipal bond interest co.ts to local tax-
payers is the same, whether using the frontal assault or the devious device.
Indeed, the mere announcement of decisions by the House Ways and Means Comn-
mittee caused a major upheaval in the municipal bond market as investors in
municipal bonds lost their confidence in the durability of tax exemption. Bond
yields, already pushed to record high rates by the present inflationary chiaracter
of the economy, jumped an additional 1,2 of 1 percentage point in rc.i)OnsC to

Ways and Means Committee decisions, quickly ratified by the whole house.
The tax exemption of state and local government bonds has never been under

such sustained, heavy attack from so many quarters. By riding the crest of 11n
unl)recedented public demand for general reform of the federal tax structure,
itself an unquestionably laudable objective, the opponents of the tax-exempt
status of state and local bonds, or "municipal hIon(ds" as they are commonly
called, have made considerable headway toward overturning the traditional.
in fact historical, tax-free status of these bonds. These opponents ll:Ce based
their attack principally ott two arguments:

1. That the federal government loses more tax revenue thrutigh ta\ exemptionn
of municil)al bonds than states and localities gain in lower financing cost., which
result from the tax-exempt feature of the bonds, and.

2. That the tax-exempt feature is sonic kind of major "loophole" ill the
federal tax system, the closing of which will produce greater tax equity.

Much of the misunderstanding with regard to the loophole question has cone
about from lumping tax exemption together with such currently unpopular tax
avoidance devices as unlimited charitable contributions, accelerated real estate
depreciation, hobby farming, mineral depletion allowances, and the like. Muni.i-
pal bond interest Is distinct from these ether tax benefits in that it relates not to
economic policy but to a constitutionally delineated sysen of government
operation.

Now comes a new approach in the form of concern for the ability of the state
and local governments to find a large enough market for their tax-exempt bonds
to meet rising capital needs.

In the May-June, 1909, issue of Tax Policy. Professor Stanley S. Surrey of
the Harvard Law School argues that a probable high level of new tax-exempt
bond issues over the next decade will raise serious problems for states and
localities in reference to their ability to raise capital funds, and raises problems
for the equity of our federal tax system. He goes on to state that this rapidly
increasing volume based on tile tax-exempt privilege creates a powerful buyer's
market that works against states and localities as they realize less and less
advantage from the tax-exempt privilege. He also states that as Interest rates
increase as a result of this phenomenon, bond buyers. will get even greater tax
savings from their investments. He then calls on those interested in the financing
plight of state and local governments to consider whether new financing tech-
niques are available and appropriate to the needs of bond Issues.

This subject is of paramount importance to citizens and government oflials
alike, and I am delighted to be accorded the opportunity to respond to the ease
put forward by Mr. Surrey. Ile has been regarded by many as alniong the fore-
most opponents of the tax-exempt feature of state and local hand financing. lie
does not, however, understand the complexities of the market place for securities
is ued by the state and local governments, nor does he appreciate the intricacies
of intergovernmental finance which so clearly underlie discussions of )rol)osed
alternative financing methods as well as the basic rationale for tax exemption

CAPITAL FINANCING NEEDS IN PERSPECTIVE

State an local debt outstanding has increased by 89 per cent sietie 1900.
Unquestionably the greatest need for public improvement expendlture has
existed recently and will continue to exist at the state and especially at the
local level. While there does loom ahead a substantial increase in state and local
capital borrowing the Identifiable trend In this area does not warrant alarm.
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Mr. Surrey estimates that net additions to tax-exempt financing will, within
ten years, total two to three times the present net level of approximately 10
billion per year. He does not mention, however, that the present volume of
municipal financing Is, If anything, lagging somewhat behind the level projected
by the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress in 1960,1 certainly the most
comprehensive and most recent estimate available. Table 1 shows three sets
of actual and projected underwriting figures for the period 1960-1975.

TABLE I

[in millions

Growth at Growth at 10 Joint
at 8.7 percent Economic

percent (Surrey) Actual Committee

1960. ......................................... $7,23 $7,230 $7.230...........
1961............................................... 7,859 7,953 360 ..............
1962 ............................................... 8,543 8,748 ,558 ..............
1963 ............................................... 9,286 9,623 10,107 ..............
1964 ............................................... 0,094 10,585 10, 544 .............
1965 .......................... 0,972 11,644 11:084 .............1966 ............... I I............... !, 927 12, M0 Ito, 5" $14,200
1967 .............................................. 12 965 14,089 :12,988 14,900
1968 ............................................... 14093 15,498 '14,044 15,700
1969 .............................................. . 15.319 17,048 .............. 16,600
1970 .............................................. 16 652 18,753 .............. 17,600
1971 ............................................... 18,101 20,628 .............. 18,600
1972 ............................................... 19,676 22,691 .............. 19,500
1973 .............................................. 21,388 24,960 .............. 20,800
1974 .............................................. 23,249 27,450 .............. 21,800
1975 ............................................... 25,272 30,202 .............. 22,700

I Excludes $500,000,000 industrial aid financing.
I Excludes $1,300,000,000 Industrial aid financing.
a Excludes $1,600,000,000 industrial aid financing, and $730 000.000 anticip3tory financing to avoid provision of Revenue

sad Expenditure Control Act of 1968, Watson amendment in 6alifornia, and similar measure in Oregon.

As shown in Table 1, Mr. Surrey estimates a growth of new issues of 10 per
cent during the most recent period when, in fact, excluding industrial aid financ-
ing which for all practical purposes has now been terminated by the Revenue
Control and Expenditure Act of 1968, the true growth of the most recent period
is approximately 8.7 per cent, That does not at first glance seem to be a
major differential; but by 1975, assuming a base of $15.0 billion normal financing
this year, underwriting volume would be overstated by 7.4 per cent By 19WS
underwriting volume would be overstated by 14 per cent.

The Important point, as economist Sidney Homer has stated. is:
A basic rule of economics is that that "human wants are Infinite." Nobody thinks

of estimating next year's Gross National Product by adding up everything that
everybody will want. Similarly it can be said that "Capital requirements are
infinite," or that "State and municipal requirements are infinite." The determin-
ing factor of the volume of new facilities that will be created is not need; the
limiting factor always is somebody's ability and willingness to finance new facili-
ties and somebody else's ability and willingness to service the debt. Facilities
are very expensive. Taxes are already high. Construction on credit costs vastly
more than pay-as-you-go construction. Therefore, in explaining the moderate vol-
ume of state and municipal financing in recent years and in estimating its future
volume, a catalogue of needs or wants (while useful) is not as important am an
estimate of the future taxability of the community and the cost and availability
of credit.'

I State anid Local Publio Facility Needs inpd P(nancng, Study prepared for the Subcom-
mittee on Economic Progress of the Joint Economic Committee, 89th Congress, 2d Session,
Washington: Government Printing OMfee. 1966. The National League of Cities, in conjune-
tion with the Urban Institute. is currently engaged in updating data on anticipated capital
outlays of states and mnnlcipalltles through 1975. Data from this study are not yet available.I Ibid., Volume 2, pp. 270-. T
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Thus. capital expansion by states and lo(calities is tempered by the law of
supply and deJliand and by sound financial planning and establishment of prior-
ities by public officials. The plain truth of the matter is that. as has been true in
the past. the highest priority water pollution prublein, school building probleins,
housing problems, and other public service demands will be taken care of first
and the less vital projects will have to wait their turn. As we are learning to our
dismay, no nation is rich enough to fulfill all of its aspirations as opposed to all of
its necessities. Thus "enormotis in.reasc" in state and local capital needs, and
"vxiloding replacement needs" in schools, for example, are phrases which avoid
giving any weight to the substantial replacement which has already been part of
the post-war boo ni i school construction.

ironically, the chief tangible Item which would sul)port any drastic increase
iti state alld local debt relates to federal assistance programs such as water pol-
lution control, airport construction, and so forth. Pressures on the federal gov-
enitmint. to quote Mr. Surrey, have recently "caused attention to be focused on
tle lootentialitle of debt service grants to state and local governments . . . rather
than the lump-suni grants that have been more traditional." What this meang
is that tile federal government, in order to make a semblance of meeting unfilled
filiinial (olItnillts to states and localities, is really attempting to alleviate
its own budget problems and avoid increasing federal debt. This pushes an added
calital Iurden oin to state and local governments by forcing them to raise thr,
federal share of program costs in addition to their own share. Such a drastic shift
in the federal aid delivery system would indeed give those who wished. one an
opportunity to conclude that the market would have an insuperable problem.

What we need above all is the careful and painstaking approach manifested
in the 11)113 Joint Economic Committee study, certainly a landmark in the field.
True. some of the assumptions underlying that ploneerlng study may need to be
re-examined and l)ossibly revised in the light of recent inflationary economic
experience. A diversity of views exists among economists as to whether a sub-
stantlal increase in state and local government finantcing in the period ending in
1975 will be experienced and whether adequate investment funds will be avail.
able to meet these needs. Certainly the potential market behavior of the coni-
mercial banks during this period is of the utmost importance. since they are the
major buyers of state and local government securities. But hard facts and sound
economic theories based on those facts are the answer, not unsubstantiated
guesswork.

PRESENT COSTS OF MUNICIPAL BONDS

In discussing the present market, Mr. Surrey points to the "Inevitable" rise
iT tax-exempt Interest vis-a-vis corporate bonds of comliarable quality. This
prtKess is not proved by any statistical evidence. As lie himself admits elsewhere
in his discussion, municipal ri-tes have held remarkably steady at approximately
70 per cent of comparable taxable Interest rates for a considerable period. Even
now, it tht. fourth year of unexamlh-d high rates of Interest and un~ler the pres-
sure of monetary restraint, tile present ratio is only 75 jIer cent. If the Inflationary
veoilloint sittiationi cools and Congres4) stops talnlm-ring with tihe tax-exevint
status of inunlltCijpl bonds, this ratio should once agtain stabilize at about 70 per
c'nt andl(1 continue to offer Its usual econoili advantage to public I1on1d issetrs.

Since preparation of this artile, the ratio has narrowed to 81 pereent. mostly
InI response to market uncertainty caused by passage of the Tax Reform Act by
tile Hiouse of Representatives.

TIE EQUITY QUESTION

ln the ((urse of this discussion, Mr. Surrey says: "Tax-exenpt Interest ranks
second after capital gains taxation-i)erhaps third if we knew more about tiht
niugnitudte (f ui, celratted del)reci:ltion on Iuildings-a noig the factors elabling
high-incone taxpayers to reduce their effective rate of tax." This emoininvt gives
an InprsIon that tax-exeipt interest is it ill(lmh Iimmrt inlortolnt factor lIn tax
reduction for high-income taxpayers than'is actually tht, ase. The, ta le ('ited
by Mr. Surrey as the basis for Ills stateimit i, in it study prepared fit tihe
Treasury Deiartinent and covers aggregate figures for taxpayers with adjwuzttd
grosA invokes of $100,000 or more, 1907 level.

33-865-69-pt. 4- 27
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TABiE 2
(In millions)

Amended adjusted gross income ...- $16, 720
Less--personal deductions (taxes, interest, charitable contributions, etc.

but not including the unlimited charitable contribution --------------- 2, 3-A)
Amended taxable income --------------------------------------- 14,370
Less :

One-half of capital gains on assets actually sold ------------------ 3, 775
Exempt interest on State and local bonds ------------------------ 44)
Deduction for unlimited charitable contribution ------------------ 105
Farm "tax losses" -------------------------------------------- 70
Excess percentage depletion ------------------------------------ 60

Taxable income ----------------------------------------------- 9, -k7o
Tax -------------------------------------------------------- 4, 715

Tax as percent of taxable income ---------------------------------- 47. -
Tax as percent of amended taxable income -------------------------- 32. -
Tax as percent of total income ------------------------------------ 2. 2

Source: Tax Reform Studies and Proposals, U.S. Treasury Department. Joint Publication,
Committee on Ways and Means. U.S. House of Representatives. and Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, Goveinment Printing Office, IC69, p. 83.

It shows (a) "amended adjusted gross Income," defined as adjustedl gross in-
come after deductions for "proper business expenses," and increased by "the ex-
empt part of capital gain, exempt interest, and excess pereontage deletion." then
(b) "amended taxable Income" after taking out personal deductions i taxes, in-
terest paid, charitable contribution, etc.), and (c) taxable Income. The sinall Ole-
ment of truth in his statement depends upon highly selective statistical definition
of the phrase "effective rates of tax," the particular definition being the ratio of
tax laid to "amended taxable income." The deductons are eliminated from the
comparison although they, too, are "factors enabling high-income taxpayers to
reduce their effective rate of tax." Deductions totaled $2.350 illiou. and even if
one-quarter were attributed each to contributions and hitercst paid, this woild
be $,.0 million each, compared with the $440 million interest on state and local
bonds. Looked at in this way, Interest on state and local bonds Ils probably no
higher than the fourth or fifth largest factor Instead of second or third.

nthe tabulated figures, If accurate, (1o disclose the relative importan-ce of state
and local interest as a factor of tax reduction to the individuals with Incomes (if
over $100,000 a year, and its importance may be honestly computed by its rela-
latlon to the total aggregate reduction in tax bas-nil factors-of $(l,950 millim
($16,720 million "amended adjusted gross Income" less "9.870 million taxable
Income). State and local bond interest of $440 million is only 6.0 per cent of the
total for all factors, and less than 12 per cent of the most Important item. i.e..
capital gains. To bill this as the "second" or "perhaps third" largest factor is lit
best to exaggerate beyond the bounds of ardent advocacy, and at worst to falsify
the record.

EQUITY ISN'T EVERYTHING

Going to the guts of the matter, we are dealing with an issue far more con-
plex and important than the role tax-exempt bond Interest plays in tax avoid-
ance. Attempting to tax income from municipal bonds automatically raises tlw
complexities of :

1. Structural problems of the federal system Itself and the allocation of lK)wer.
and duties imong three levels of governments-federal, state and local :

2. Complicated economic market relationships which involve the proper fiume-
tioning of both the public and private sectors of the entire capital market:

3. Important legal problems which certainly would lead to protracted litiga.
tion ending In the Supreme Court; and

4. The problems of making the total tax structure--federal. and lvirticularly
state and local-function as fairly and effectively as possible by not further dt-
pressing financial resources of states and localities.

It is on the latter point, especially, that the so-called quest for equity falls on
its face. As Nashville Mayor and National League of Cities President C. Beverly
Briley stated recently, "It is the height of irony that an effort to tax a very few
individuals receiving income from municipal bonds will boomerang against hun-
dreds of thousands of Jocal property taxpayers and users of municipal services
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who will have to be r the hurdent of lier ased debt .erVice co.4ts." ks ili'e.-tors
lose coiti(Iince ill the integrity of tax exelliptioll :tiI the goo'd faith of iwi federal
,goveriienlt, their waning conitidence wvill Ihe relile'ted in higher iliterest rI ti.s bid
for new lr(ed issues,. higher interest costs aided to all ;ilheady liavi ly strain d
property tax systein. a system known to b( regressive, will neither contribute to
t1 l ayer CIllity rior help l1iaiiciil y h(-R-)re.-Vd citis meet iiomiting capital and

01K, ra ting revenue needs. Even if interest rates rise only I percentage polnt, it
would cost on the order of an additional $150 million annually for I single year's
villilie of $15 billion. Over a 14 year period. the average life of long-erm general
Iiiligatiolr hond issues, this coils to about $2 billion.

I slall not (l~vell oil the uiConstitutional Issue involved ill the taNatio of 11) terest
front municipal bonds. This is an issue which. I am confident, will lie forced into
the courts if the legislation proposed by the Hollse Ways aInd Means Commnuittee
is enacted. Regardless of the outconie, lengthy litigation will cost a fu ther
stigma (o1 intinicilal bonds which could even haft Investnlent inotil tihe isslie is
resolved.

Mr. Surrey, however, has referred in his article to a statement inade In 1942 by
the Department of Justice before the House W'ys aind Means Committee to the
effect that a tax on state and local bond interest wouldd be constlttitional" aad
then makes the categorical claim that "'certainly nothing has happened in the
Intervening years to cause lawyers to believe that such a prediction would, to
say the least, he any less valid today." Presumably, Mr. Surrey meannt to say
that the l)epartment of Justice in 1942 took the view that the Supreme Court
would luphold all attellilt to subject the Iniconme front ninicipal boonds to taxation
)l1 that nki decisions li ve heei rendered in the intervenIlng years to (hange this
prediction. Obviously, since there has been no direct attack on the tax status of
itMunici1)111 101d Interest which has beei the suiliject of litigation, "nothing las
haloened," to use the author's own words, to clmage this. Im short. Mr. Srrey
Is stating only that the 1)epartmenCs opinion of 1942 bas not [)eell tested lit c4olt.
The statement is really ineaniigless, lint it has the effect of giving the reader the
Impression that it Is all over liut the shouting. Mr. Surrey only cites a "contrary
argument" (of the t attorney General of Marylanid il a footliote, an1d lilake., 1 io
further reference to comments Iby attorneys (el1y involved ii thit municil)al
Ilood h1usi ess. holding similar views. Without better ilforniatlol, the reader must
ftel that the only valld viev'lmlnt Is thi:1t set forth in the main ll of the article
and that contrary~" argiilments are not to lie considered seriously.

The facts, of course, are different. There is a substantial body of reslietutalle
legal oplini111 hollig that aii attack (in the concept of intergoverinmrntal fll-
imunity would be defeated In the Stireilne CourII. In fact. the present Adtnihils-
tratIon. it propoosing its "lIniit oi1 tax preferences" program, recommended that
the interest front munilpal 1 bond14 not Io, included 10 e.auus( of the inarket il)(t
and iouulitful constitutionality of slich it move." Ali attempt to emOlleal or lown-
grade the existence of such a vlewpoint is misleading, particularly when the

issue h:s already ben clouded with nilsinformatilol and(1 emotional appieals to
"tax equity."

The reelprocal iinnimulty doctrine Is served frmn the (onstitutiowal foutldi-
flows of our federal system of government. The federal systeii Is it reiti':rk: liIly
(illrable system beet'1lse ech level of government hiis exercised a1 degree of
lehlpenldence of action within the framework established by the United States

ConstItution and the constitutions of the various states. This does i101 niaen the
actions of one level are Isolated front or unaffected by those of another. Never-
theless, integrity of local po!' making imust be respected and maintained in order
that estate an(] local governments (all fulfill their primary res l it les to ti,
Ieeds and dettiands of lmal citizens. If the federal government interferes with
loval fiscal decisions through federal taxation or sulervtIsIon of local (Ielt 1n111-
hngei(ent, it Interferes with the independe'ev of Judgment that local agenlul,
iuist exercise in determining their own policies and programs whi(h are de-
Isndent up1n capital financing. Officials of local government will zealouly pre-
serve and protect the Indeioendence of Ioal polieymaking.'

4 See the statement of th honorable Churls H. Walker, Under Secretary of the Treasury.
before the Committee on WayF and Means. U.S. ioune of Repretientatlves. April 22. I9119.

A For an excellent brief on the constitutional lss8e, see the Statement of Northcutt EY.
General Counsel, American Public Power AssoclatIon. In Hearingiu on the subject of tax
reform before the Committee on Ways and Means. U.S. House of RepresentatIves. 91st
Congreqq, 1st Session, Washington : Government Printing Offce, 1909, Part 8, pp. 2195--202.
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PROPOSE ALTERNATIVES FOR CAPITAL FINANCING

This brings us to the central oboj.ctive of Mr. surrey's article and of thii'
article. the neted, and, do we know enough about siclh alternatives to adopt wit,
at the present time?

To simplify, while differing in viehatnics, most of these proposals revolve
basically around an offer of a federal government subsidy on municipal lmimd
interest rates in return for a waiver of tax exemption by state and local IHid
Issuers.

Alternatives for capital financing should le viewed constru-tively. States and
localities have utilized a relatively stable -irep of capital funds in the past
and will continue to depend upon the tax 'xt .,ipt tsl1( iniarket In the future f(or
an adequate supply of capital funds. W ,,le evidence suggests that thi source
will continue to meet the foreseeable needs of states and lwalities. it is the only
source of capital financing availalile aside from the luxurious ly-a1s-yo-gj
method.

In my opinion, any proposed alternative system of capital financing would
have to meet the following criteria :

1. First. it must preserve the present federal system and protect the state and
loca I governments from federal domino tion.

2. The state and local governments mu,st preserve their freedom to act, iulte-
pendent of federal control, on matters of purely state and local concern.

3. Any federal subsidy must be ot leas-t as generous as the present financing
advantage which the states and municipalities enjoy by virtue of tax exemption.

4. The federal government's obligation to provide a subsidy in lieu of tax
exemption must be atutoinatic and irrevocable.

5. The states and municipalities must have unrestricted access, at their owin
option, to both tax-exempt and taxable markets.

6. Financing precedures must not be subject to delay by federal red tape which
might inake state and local governments miss their best markets or Involve them
in increased capital costs as construction costs keep rising.

REAL COSTS OF rAX EXEMPTION

Mr. Surrey states in his article: "Thos interested in the federal tax structure
deplore the method of achieving this effect because of both the tax favoritism
and the inefficiency or wastage involved In resorting to the technique of favorit-
ism, in that more federal tax revenue is lost than the local governments obtained
In aid." Again he states: "'That exemption is a way of supplying federal ail--
presently amounting to about $1.2 billion annually (at a revenue cost of $1.
billion-to those governments through the lower interst rates."

The facts are quite otherwise. According to the United Xtates Department of
Commerce. gross state and local debt outtstandling in tile three most recent years
an interest pmid on that debt are estimated as follows:

TABLE 3

1966 167 1968

B innin&...................................... $104, 700,000,000 $111,600. 000,000 $122,000,000 000
El.......... . .............. I II, 6100, 000, 000 122. 000,000,000 132, 300,000.000

Total .. ............................... 216. 300,000,000 233, 600, 000, 000 254,300.000,000
Outstandint debt ................................ 108, 1 0, 000,000 116,800. 000.000 127,150,000,000
Interest pill ................................. 3,451,000,000 3.813,000,000 4, 437. W0, 000

Interest cost percentt) ........................... 3.19 3.26 3.46

Let Its Illake the Simplistic aLsuniptiohi that the unitedd States Treasury make.-.
which we believe to be partially In error, but which probably represents their
best case. Briefly stated, it is that present holders of tax exempts have a weighted
average marginal tax rate of 42 per cent and that the federal government, there-
fort,. losses the atnount of increa.d tax revenue It would derive from those
bulders, if they should be forced, or had been forced, to purchase taxable securi-
ties instead.

It is ridiculous to atisume. as Mr. Surrey apparently does, that. the states and
municipalities would ever have surrendered the 30 per cent financing advantage
derived from tax exemption it the past or would ever surrender It In the future
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unless they received in exchange an Irrevocable subsidy at least eijiual to tihe
aIdvantage surrendered. This Is recognized by the iprol)sal of Senator William
lPrxnire (1). WVise.) and Congressinan Wright Ilatian 1). Tex.) for a Munici-
pIl Capital Market Expansion Corporation, and the Urban Development Bank
proposal offered by former President Johnson, both of which offered a subsidy
of 331/j per cent. From the point of view of the state and local governments, It
would be foolish to yield a financing advantage of 30 per cent irithout Jcdcral
control for a subsidy of 33/ per cent writh fcdcral control inerely because they
are told there may l-e soie hypothetical advantage by way of iii.reased tax
revenues to the federal government.

Indeed there is little economic inducenlent under hernial conditions for pub-
lie isuers to shift markets and they are unlikely to do so unless they receive
a better quid pro quo than a subsidy of 33% l'r cent. Tli. is recognized by the
tenrgenve froiti the National G(overnors ('onferenc of the so)-.alled double-
couponl proposal which envisa-,ges an Irrevocable olen-end 50 per cent subsidy to
be paid by the federal Treasury. Actually, a good case can be made for a 50
per cent subsidy on grounds of equity. As pointed out by Sidney iloiiier inI tile
I160 JIC -study:

The fact that the gross interest rate usually paid oin tax exenipts Is well below
other Interest rates is often misinterpreted as an inducement to borrow large
siting. However, when municllalities or states borrow they often have to find
additional revenues to meet debt service--imniedlately, not 30 years hence. And
they cannot deduct their interest payments as corporations can so that Uncle
Sain pays half. They pay it all.'

In all fairness, it must be l)oilted out that froin all economic point of view
the state and local governments would benefit substantially fronill antoilatic
Irrevocable 50 per cent federal subsidy. It could scarcely be otherwise since they
would be trading a 30 per cent financing advantage for a 50 per cent federal
subsidy.

Mr. Surrey's analysis leaves the illpresslon that the Treasury would gain a
substantial amount of revenue if the present tax exemption for lnuticlpial Se-
vuritles were terminated and the federal government subsidized states and lo-
calities for the higher interest payments that they would have to make. It is
not at all clear, however, that when the dust settles, this would In fact be the
result. For termination of the exemption would result in vast upheaval in pres-
eit financial markets. Many investors now drawn to ilunlclial securities would
no loilger be attracted to then. These would tend to be taxpayers with high
marginal tax rates. Individuals, in particular, would desert the municipal nlar-
ket in favor of equities. That is, individuals who now find illullcilml securities
attractive because of the tax exemption would seek out investmnents with the
next best tax advantage. They would probably turn, therefore, to investilelts
which offered capital gains.

Other investors would be drawn ito the iluniciml market by the increased
yelhls which would be available If the tax-exenlipt status were terlinated. These
Investors would be the ones who are themselves exempt froin federal taxation,
such as pension funds, foundations, and university endowment funds. Because
they are tax exenlpt, these institutions would purchase fixed incoine securities
which had a high yield relative to other securities offered in tile market.

As a result of these shifts, taxable inunliipal Issues would not Ie taxed at an
average rate as high as 42 per cent. Tle rate would be much lower, probably
lno higher than 2.5 per cent. It would be unrealistic to assunle, ili other words, that
the ('ontlllbsit loll of 11 taxable luiclpal ilarket would be tile( sainot a1s thtit of the
tnx-exelvt munliillml market.

If the average tax rate applied to interest oin state and local goverlnient se-
(urities were less than the rate of the subsidy-whiclh we tllhlk is th only
rtalsolable asslllptioll-thel the cost of tile subsidy to tile Treasury wvold
exee, the Increased revenues due to tile ternlinlation of tax exenlltio.

Let us for a nlonient assunne thlt the marginal tax rate is 42 per cent. Tanbie
4 shows calculations which denlonstrate that if tlle iost realistic subsidy rate
of 5) ler cent were utilized, the federal government would carry a net revenue
loss oin its subsidy prograit. Table 4 also shows that tile federal government
would realize a very serious loss if, as our studies show, the marginal tax rate
of investors was 25 per cent. Only in the one instance of a 33% per cent subsidy
based oil the Incorrect assunliption of a 42 per cent nlargilal tax rate would
there be any federal revenue gail. But such a small subsidy would not be attrac-
tive enough. in light of potential dangers of the plan, to attract bond Issuers.

State a6Lool PacUt~y Need. anid Fancting, op. ctU., Volume 2, p. 275.
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Table 

Savings to State and Joeal governments because of tax exemption:
$127,150.000,000, at 5 percent (taxable) ---------------- $, 357, 500, 0K0)
$127,150,000,000 at 3, percent (tax exempt) --------------. 450, 250. (KXI

Savings to State and local governments ---------------- 1, 907. 250, (NMI
Range of subsidies:

331/2 percent of $6,357,500,000 -------------------------- 2.119, 167, 000
50 percent of $6,357,500,000 ---------------------------- 3, 178, 750, W0)O

Federal revenue gains (no tax exemption-'nereased tax reve-
nues):

Increased revenue, at 42 percent of $6.357,500,000 ---------- 2, 670, 150. f 0X)
Increased revenue, at 25 percent of $6.357, 500,000 ---------- I, 5s . ;175. I0NN

Case 1:
Increased revenue, at 42 percent ------------------------ 2. 670, 150, INN)
Subsidy, at 33/, percent ------------------------------ 2 119. 157. IKN)

Federal gain --------------------------------------- 550, 983, 000

Case 2:
Increased revenue, at 42 percent ------------------------ 2, 670, 15-), 000
Subsidy, at 50 percent------------------------------- 3, 178. 750. 100

Federal loss --------------------------------------- 508, 600, 000

Estimated property, the so-called revenue lo.ss to the federal governinent
dwindles to a loss of $551 million, the aniount of the federal government's net
gain after taking into account the federal subsidies In lieu of tax exemption it
would have been compelled to Iay. That is the most favorable case for the fed-
eral government.

A.Nsume that it has to pay instead a subsidy of 50 per cent. It Is now benefiting
from past tax-exempt financing to the tune of $509 million, or the net lots It
would otherwise sustain after accounting for federal subsidy in lieu of taxation.

The basic principle Is that even using the United States Treasury's assump-
tions, the federal government is bound to lose if the subsidy rate on the taxable
obligations Is above the marginal average tax rate of those who presumably
would be forced into the taxable market.

Let us see how this works out with current financing as calculated in Table 5.
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Ta ble 5

J're ,iit annual savings to State and local governments because
of tax exemption:

815,00(.00,000, at 8 percent (taxable) ------------------ $1,200, 000, 000
$15.(KIfIN1.,000, at 5.0 percent (tax exempt) ----------------- t0, 000, 000

State nid local government savings_------------------ ,0, 000. 000
Range of subsidies:

331,3 percent of $1,200,000,000 ---------------------------- 400, 000, 000
50 lwrcent of $1,200,000,000 ----------------------------- 00,000,000

Range of Federal revenue gains or loses as ,uming no tax ex.
eruption:

lm'reased revenues, at 42 percent of $1.200.000,000. -------- 504. 000. 000
Dich-ased revenues, at 25 percent of $1,200,000,000 ---------- 300, 000, 00(

('ast 1 :
liI.reast(1 revenue, at 42 percent ------------------------- A)4, 000, 000
Sfllsidy. at 331/1 Ixrcent------------------------------- 400, 000. 000

Annual Federal gain -------------------------------- 104.000, 000

(' )t- 2:
Increased revenue, at 42 percent ------------------------ 504.000, 000
Subsidy. at 50 percent --------------------------------- 00, 0). 060

Annual Federal os_ 9--------------------------------- 96. 000. 000

Case 3:
lmreaned revenue, at 25 percent ------------------------- 300, 000, 000
Sulsidy, at 331/ percent ------------------------------- 400,000,000

Ammal Federal loss --------------------------------- 100, 000. 000

Case 4 :
Increased revenue, at 25 percent ------------------------- 300. 000. 000
Subsidy. at 50 percent -------------------------------- - 000, 000

Annual Federal loss --------------------------------- 300,000,000

Thiis, the maximum benefit to the federal government on the most favorable
assumpWAon shows an annual gain of $104 million. If it pays a 50 percent subsidy,
it wll ' oe $96 million.
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The following table *hows the cumulative effect:

lIn millions of dollars

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulali.e
Annual annual annual gains annual losses

financing financing case I cases 2

1970 .............................................
1971 ...............................................
1972 ...............................................
1973 ...........................................
1974 ...............................................
1975 ..............................................

16,652
18,101
19,676
21,388
23,249
25,272

16,652
34,753
54,429
75,817
99,066

124,338

115,400
240,900
377,300
525,600
686,800
862,800

106, 600229,4On

348, 30
485, 20n
634, 00)
795,70n

The point Is that the federal government's subsidy plan111 may Iot te all that
it i.4 cracked Ul) to be.

Furtheribore, Tr asury costs would be increased In another wiy. Terminatiun
of tax exemption for nmunllipal securities would narrow the market for lung-
term issues In ge eral. Thus Interest rates on Treasury bonds would be higher
thfpn they otherwbUe would be. The general increase in Treasury borrowing costs
might be as high as 50 basis points. Applied to the very large total. of federal dlit
held, such an interest cost increase would clearly be very significant. This higher
Interest cost might be incurred only gradually as new issues of taxable niuniel-
pals replace outstanding tax-exempt issues, but it would be Important )V,,metlh-
less.

A general increase in long-term borrowing costs would also affect corlrate
borrowing and Individuals.securing a home mortgage. A strict accounting would
take these added costs into consideration.

Mr. Surrey's implication that termination of tax-exempt status for munieilpal
seeuritles woulJ Involve a net saving to the Treasury is, therefore, clearly unw
realistic If we consider the shape of the world after an adjustment In been made
by the new law. Furthermore, in the Interim period in which this t,.iju-tinent
was being made. there would be heavy added cost,; as underwriters struggled to
discover the new configuration of the financial marks.

A MORK CONSIDERED APPROACH NEEDED

We would have hoped that the idea proposed by Mr. Surrey and the legislh-
tion prepared by the Ways and Means Committee could have awaited the reuits
of a study currently under way by the Advisory Commission on Intergoveri-
mental Relations. This study is exlmsted to be completed by December. It in-
volves a detailed examination of all tte proposed alternatives and their effect on
traditional capital financing, their relationship to tax reform, and their possible
benefits to states and localities. This Cominislon, composed of' representatives
from all three levels of government-federal, state, and municipal-as well as
distinguished representatives from the private sector, could render an important
ptubllc service by Impartially investigating the problems 1in this area and pro-
viding a rational and enlightened basis for their solution.

It seems Icredibly ill-considered and hasty to make fundamental changes, 11s
the Ways and Means Committee has l)roposed, in a system that has endured
shice the beginning of tile Republic and served states and local governlnelits well
through many difficult times, merely on the basis of one day's hearings, very
nearly the total extent of the House Ways and Means Committee's public (,on-
sideration of this vital problem. The Investment Bankers Association, im its
testimony before the Ways and Meanwi Committee on March 11, 1969, raised im-
portant econonih and market question to which, as It candidly admitted, tl.-re
were as yet no satisfactory answers. Nevertheless, no further Investigation by th,
(mmittee of these questions has. to our knowledge, taken place, and virtually
all consideration of proposed legisli tlon has proceeded behind closed doors. Such
a method of procedure does Uttle to inspire confidence that legislation emerging
from this committee is based on a deliberate and impartial weighing of all the
factors Involved. On the contrary, it seems to bespeak a panic haste to shoot first
and ask questloni later. We hope the Senate will move more carefully when It
begins consideration of these matters.

- Aft.

N,
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if the Issuance of taxable municipal bonds ill signfitant innomits does evnII-
tually prove necessary and desirable, Nve believe it extremely ulwise it the In-
lWrlin to throw sand in the gears of the present tax-exempt market through the
itltroduetion of either the "limit on tax preferences" or the "alloation of deduc-
thins" lprO )isls until such time its the proper legislative bases have been estab-
lisld lit the various states and the Initial prol)lems (if marketing such taxable
securities have been worked out. It is foolish to hurn down the old house before
the new ole is ready to live in.

ltrthermore, if such proposals are Intended to render the functioning of the
present tax-exempt market difficult or Impossible in order to force it revourse
to the taxable markets, this immediately raises grave doubts about the "volun-
tary" nature of the new taxable tlnaneing device and the credibility of those who
say they have no wish to destroy the institution of tax exemptltio as such.

-CONCLUSION

The linanclng needs \wbvch state and local governments wl '"filce in the years
ahead are admittedly seat. Let us have careful Investigationi of fikese needs, up-
dated regularly If essary, and the prlorilfes'theyv will command. lin the hier-
archy of all our ne ds as a nation, andbalanR'e agaibstthenk the iot unued

national economic / strength that-Oan tie mobilized. Wt"; will then 1)0operatIng
rationally as to p ie need for a'iiajor nw capital flnativmng n1v(hlahiisnl. \

Certainly it 1/ not all thtt clear tht thebs iusidy pllns proposed thus ar are
well enough U1 ders.tood to work its fayorably-a4 their propolie)its suggests Most
fail to account for the large and gtomw l1.ut!sIde.w Nvhich the feral governml:ent
must provide to make a system of t g.ufe IQute an1 mumlpclil'lbonds wor~ultlt.
Second, no w eight is given to the " c (~s-thl(-b(mrd' risq'in inte-est rates i jhe
taxable mar et which will result tr i the jarge-sc lOf lntrodu ttlon of' tax Ie
municipal b ds into thr' taxaie s8ct, Ti developtnilt, from the federal kov-
ernument's po nt of vlew,will be 'au favoRb1e Rh,1c1"{e lncr&'a.rd tnx revenues will
not compens 1te for the I dded it test costs AiPd)thelnecessary federal subsIdies
Il lieu of ta exeptlonAnd las ch o us be known about the In Act
of such l)ropo als on tratonaltntei overnplntal 'al-relationships.

TAT E \ o p C . ,, ...... -, / ,," NI-'F-../

PR VESI ENT A'AOos. X. .... o

The etlUs of the nat qi ar vitally (oneernd with the provliSo4 Off IR. 13270
which affect municipal b614 interest because they woull inrcstk the cost of city
government and threaten th6',hysleai rejuvenation of oury4fles. Tax exemption
iu important to cties because jtro.!lcts the integrty,'ini Independence of fs-
ml 1 policy-making by cities, it provIdW-n--Rtnbti, adequate independent source
o' eal)tal and -ves states and cities billions of dollars In interest costs and taux
dollars.

The market impact of mere House passage of I.R. 13270 has been great:
Increasing interest costs an average of ',I to 1 percentage point' which in turn
hes added millions of extra dollars to local debt service costA The actual and
the ps'ychological Impact of the ADR and LTP will very severely curtail the
market for municipal bond,

The large extra cost of this action to local taxpayers and the very small return
to the Federal government, coupled with the fact that extra costs must be paid
through regressive property taxes hardly is equItable. Congress must take full
responsibility for any increase in local property taxes. This action would really
cause a taxpayers revolt.

The interest subsidy provisions do not meet certain criteria of acceptability
established by bond issuers and would pose critical problems for both the federal
an the local governments.

'Ihe cities call upon this Senate Finance Committee to delete provisions which
Include bond Interest It the Limit on Tax Preferences and the Allocation of
Deductions rule. They urge deletion of the Interest subsidy program from the
bill for consideration at a future time.
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I am C. Beverly Briley, Mayor of Nashville, j'emuessee nud ilresIdhi t orf the
National I League of Cities. I am speaking oil behalf of inore thatn 1-l,0N)o ilivs
of all sizes throughout the nation.

R'uSon for Concern
In early Aignst, the howse of lhvplresetntwIv., lussud il. 13270 whhch vi'co.

talked provisions to tax directly id lullrectly tlt hter. st from Iim'iiiuI
liondm. 'his actlon hits iicren.sed Interest rate,s sIgitewitly oin all sIate il hial90NIO11l111MIellt bonild- antd will cost -tille alld hxiilllocal. 111ill , (if :,dditlui

tax dollars over the next tn to twenty years. If lt, Senate eotltuirs with tht
llouse action, the effect on niunilipal capital lnanelig will be dvasati lar.

Surely no other issue has concerned city ofhItials over the past seve-ral ntionthit
to the (legre4' that thil hts. The reason Is slile. This action strikes at ithe very
fiscal stability of our cities. This an insidious threat because tih, l) rovislillis
of 11.1t. 13270 couhl increase taxi'1( and add addtlllal strain to aIlready tight
Iudgets. It will delay or perhaps hal altogether pulblih works projects which
are vital to the )leysh'al rejuvenation of our elths--in fact, our ent ire phys-hal
evilr'onment. We thus atach the greatest imlportanve to thes-, liearings for the
8enateU11 ust 1undo the damagee contained In 11.11. 13270. The iilternatl\v' is to
face a taxlyers' revolt of naiullnouth proportions thilt wollld put tio cnrr'2t
"revolt" to shaie.
Importance of tao exemption

Tax exemption of municipal bonds Is importaitt for these reaisols . First. it
represents a clear determination on the part of those who designed our federal
system and of succeeding governmental officials to protect the tiseal policy
Integrity and independence of each level of government. It is a huands-off policy
which enables local officials to be fully responsive to local conditions and neciloS,
not to the policies of another level of government. Second, the principle of tax
exemption has created a special, independent source of capital upon which cities
('all rely without concern for competitive capital demands from the private re(tor
or from the federal government. Third, and perhaps most important, tax
exemption has kept the cost of capital relatively low, saving states till(] lea
governments billions of dollars in interest costs and tax dollars. The legis-
lation before you Jeopardizes all of these benefits.

It is obvious that the actions of one le,?el of government are not isolated front
or unaffected by another in our "imarb'e cake system." But the Integrity of
local polieymaking must be respected and maintained in order that state and
local governments can fulfill these primary responsibilities to the needs and
demands of local citizens. Interjecting the Federal government into local fiscal
decisions through Federal taxation or any other form of influence on local debt
management, the both of which are almost answered by IH.R. 13270, interferes with
the independence of judgment that local officials now exercise in the important
area of capital financing.

Abandoning or severely constricting the tax exempt money market as el-
visioned through the interest subsidy provisions of the bill suggest serious
political implications. When we consider that taxable local government bn0ds1
would have to compete with corporate securities and securities of the Federal
government for available funds. we must ask, under such conditions, would
local government bonds be well received by the investor? The clear answer
Is that the private sector competition could well place the collective needs of our
communities, as determined by governmental processes, secondary to the interest
of a corporate board of directors or the motivation of economic gain of an
individual investor.

Tile economic return from the construction of a school or sewer project may
not be as great as that from a steel mill or automobile plant. hut the social
Importance Is another matter, To require needed public projects to compete for
the investor's dollar on equal economic terms Nith say, General Motors and
AT&T is fiscal folly.

Market 4rapaot
I will return to the interest subsidy plan later. What has been and will be the

specific market impact of the inclusion of bond interest In the Limit on Tax
Preferences and Allocation of Deduction rules?
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The tax t'xemipt honil market, like all other sgmellltits of tilt, e'ollolly. has felt
flie feldwts of illflatioll unld tight 111lolt4111y Iolcis 1111h)le( by lilt- Ftderal govern-
ment to cool off inflation. Commercial banks, the largest single investor groulp ill
the market, have curbed their imntiipal bond investment programs and in fat
have been liluhitIng porti Lts (if lhi r bomod holdings to maintitin rvserves
and lending capaelty. However, extral)olating the effects of tight mnonttary Id iCy,
hased roughly on1 ho1 l I)rice trends in lierhiols prior to the House action :mdii c)in-
parlson to tilt 'tfets of the 19116 credit crunch on lnuni('illll bonds, shows that
tile prospective action of ConMgress has hal(d it 111i(eile efT'ct oil interest rates.
This tfftM, h1a1s lii't| (-st11t1(41 comsrvaT I VI'ly tit Ieast Itt lil average 1t, iif ole
liercent ln'nease in bond yields aund is more likely on tilt, order of oil(, leirt-mtage
jioliit. Wle t)I1 only t(911(ll1le from tills that the investors' faith Im tile trailhional
soculrit y of muimilial bond tax eXellxifljlt lits i'tleii breached and lie Is reletilig
to It.

If Congress enacts the spelfic provislois of 11.R. 13270 which affect bonds (i.e.
hIclusion of bond interest im the allocation of deductions aiid tile limit on tax

treferences) It would Probal)ly reno'e imlividual investors from time 1arkel for
tax exell)t bonds altogether. Moreover, this actloun could have a irprelmralble
psychological effect oil I listItutional investors, iunlktly tilt" liullk, 1111d ftr alld
cal"llilty insil'uillce collllmlies. ()'nce lilt, luIiieilie of tax ext'illllton i, t.rt t'1V hd.
iet' investors inl mnakitg lomng term investunutits ill 11n1lthlil Itonds. woild

have to anticipate, tile day when soe future Congress might al)ply tilt, rules of
II.R, 1'270 against the bond( Invest mmemmi pratt ives.

Time situation Is 11111(11t, iu, dflicult by tite threat of itMgAtion to test the
'olnstitutioality of bond interest incluslon in illt(, lnilt on Tax l'reftereiuvcs.
Lengthy litigation 41l the wiay through the Sulireme Court, taking is nme'h is
1hre, yea1r, would leave time slatils of tax exeunipt ion Ill totill douit illid (411114l

very well discourage investment in muilpl bonds altogeth(,r.
Cost impact

Ilk dollar, tilt' cost of fhe Imnse, acthi)1 is itmlmimemse. Assullimg that tfilal at.ii)l
oil thik 1ill did not mucveir until next y'a r aid that tilt, effect oil inter('st rates of
lowtse passage, of 11.1t, 1:1270 is imimtcl ai average of one kerceutaige Iolit hil(reluse,
tht a(litioiial (ost o1 all annal volume of $15 billion of bonds Is $1i0 million.
Time effect of actual enactmeit over tile life of future bonds would lie more ad
of course. cuimulntive. rhose Ilgures are lmirtihuhrly striking when one consdrs
that tile Treasury Departnment will reei\v less than $8,0 unlllon it year Ill tax
reveamue as a result of aillplyilg "AI)It" an111 "7P" to munlcillal hnd Interest.
This is ludfthd a 'sad price to have to pay for very little accomplishment in either
tax.revenue or making the Federal income tax system more "equitable."

Wh'ore i# tie real equtty1'
This equity question rises continuously. Our studies show that based on tile

li, st estimates, interest from minutcipal bonds rate a very iner fourth or fifth
ii terms of till factions eontributg to tax avoilance. In I3Kr(entage terms, bastd
on Treasury )epartment figures, it accounts for only 6.0% of all such factors
and oilly 12% of tile largest factor--.apital gains.

Moreover, we have found from conversations with market experts that. those
few individuals now buying munlelpal bonds (less than 2% of new bond issues
have been mught by individuals in recent years) are more likely to be in lower
tax brackets-older persons seeking retirement investments, school teachers an(l
so forth-not high tax bracket individuals who are naturally more interested
in growth for their investments. Thus, your action would tax "the forgotten
American" as he has been -alled, who may own 5 or 10 bonds.

On the other hand, local agencies would have to increase already strained tax
rates on the regressive property tax to meet the additional costs. The diversion
of additional scarce local funds to debt service would further aggravate the
shortage of funds needed to finance other essential local services. Moreover,
further aggravating an already regressive tax system is hardly equitable. ,.

To tax a very few rich Individuals, m6st of whom do not now view nincilpal
bonds as good investments anyway.

-risks complicating the structural problems of the Federal system itself.
-rlsks unbalancing highly complex economic market relationships in the
entire capital market,
-raises important legal and constitutional questions which would lead to

* protracted litigation,
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-and makes more difficult the problems of making the total tax structure-
federal, state and local-function equitably and effectively while not further
depressing local resources.

To us, it Is unthinkable to -take these risks which will boomerang against hun-
dreds of thousands of local property taxpayers and users of municipal services
who will have to bear the burden of increased debt service costs and whose gov-
ernments will have to suffer the other consequences. This is not equity and we
who are the first to feel the taxpayers revolt will be hard put to explain why the
Congress of the United States took action which causes us to increase taxes.

The interest 8bsidy plan
The House has proposed in H.R. 13270 that the Federal government undertake

to subsidize municipal bond Interest In turn for a waiver of tax exemption on
the part of the local bond Issuer.

Alternatives to capital financing need not be viewed unconstructively. States
and localities have enjoyed a relatively stable source of capital funds in the past
and will continue to depend upon the tax exempt bond market In the future for
an adequate supply of capital funds. While strong evidence shows that this
source will continue to meet the foreseeable needs of states and localities, it is
the only source of capital financing available aside from the luxurious pay-as-
you-go method and, of course, is dependent largely upon future activity of
Institutional investors and the expectation that Congress will not attempt to
tamper with the principle of tax exemption. To this end, the "alternative"
adopted by the House is not really an alternative In that the other applicable
provisions of the bill do much to curtail the tax exempt status of bonds.

Criteria for alternatives
Any proposed alternative system of capital financing would have to ineet

the following criteria:
1. First, It must preserve the present Federal system and protect the state

and local governments from Federal domination.
2. The state and local governments must preserve their freedom to act.

independent of Federal control, on matters of purely state and local concern.
3. Any Federal subsidy must be at least as generous as the present financ-

ing advantage which the states and municipalities enjoy by virtue of tax-
exemption.

4. The Federal government's obligation to provide a subsidy in lieu of
tax-exemption must be automatic and Irrevocable.

5. The states and municipalities must have unrestricted access, at their
own option, to both tax-exempt and taxable markets.

6. Financing procedures must not be subject to delay by Federal red
tape which might make state and -local governments miss their best markets
or involve them in increased capital costs as construction costs keep rising.

We feel the interest subsidy program falls short of meeting these criteria and
agree with the Administration in recommending that it not be enacted. This
provision of the bill, we believe, was hastily constructed without consultation
with public issuers, bond attorneys and market experts and presents problems
for both the Federal Government and states and localities. Among its more
serious question marks are:

-strong evidence that the program will cost the Federal government
substantial amounts of money rather than add any profit to the Treasury.

-the marketability of taxable municipal securities.
-the fact that taxable municllml bonds will be directly competitive with

Federal securities and corporate securities and will not bear the guarantee
of the Federal government or the magic name of a powerful corporation.

-an impact of a large volume of taxable securities on the taxable bond
market in terms of Interest costs.

-state legal barriers.
I include for the record at this point an article written by Patrick Healy, Exec-

utive Director of the National League of Cities, entitled "The Assault on Tax
Exempt Bonds," appearing in the July/August issue of Tox Policy. The article
deals extensively with the so-called capital financing alternatives and will
serve as detailed explanation for our opposition.

Allow me to expend on a subject I also'referred to earlier when I used the
word "manipulation" in connection with the subsidy arrangement embodied in
HR. 13270. As stated in the bill, the purpose of the subsidy Is ". . . to encourage
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states and their political subdivisions voluntarily to relinquish the privilege of
tax exemption ..." In other words, the Secretary of the Treasury is em-
powered to offer an interest subsidy great enough to entice municipal issuers to
sell taxable securities. Obviously, if no, or very few, tax exempt bonds were
issued-as would probably be the case in the event of a 40% subsidy-the tax
exempt market would soon shrink and perhaps dry up completely. After that came
to pass, would the Secretary of the Treasury still feel obliged to continue
offering a 40% subsidy? Unlikely. If there were no genuine tax exempt market
against which to gauge a true yield differential-and therefore the size of an
equitable subsidy-it is unlikely that the Secretary would feel obliged to offer
more than the minimum subsidy of 25%. Carrying this to the next logical step,
a case could be made in some future Congress that there is no need for any
subsidy, inasmuch as there would no longer be any visible difference in tax
exempt and taxable yields. But, even if the present subsidy arrangement were
left unchanged and the proposed minimum of 25% left in effect, state and local
governmenLs would still have lost a goodly portion of their present "market"
subsidy of 30-35%. This seems ironic when one considers that the Federal
government is talking about "revenue sharing" at this same time. Perhaps even
more harmful than the economic penalty which can be perpetrated under the
present bill, is the very real prospect that the Federal government, through its
ability to set the subsidy rate and the power that any such discretion inher-
ently carries with it, would be in a position to exert real influence over policy
matters heretofore considered the domain of local government.

The answer to the problem lies not in dismissing the subject of alternatives
outright but in postponing its consideration until this committee and its House
counterpart can fully study and understand its ramifications.

Prior to closing, I should like to address myself briefly to the i , of
"arbitrage." The House bill contains a provision designed to bar state amid local
governments from issuing bonds and investing the proceeds in U.S. obliga-
tions. In those few cases where such investment was attempted for the purpose
of obtaining revenue from the difference in interest cost between municipal and
United States bonds, the legal officers of the states concerned have stepped in and
halted the process. The provision is unnecessary and dangerous, particularly
because it contains no definitions of or standards relating to arbitrage. Rather,
it leaves this whole question to the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury.
We recommend Its deletion.

To summarize, we are convinced that the inclusion of any of the provisions
affecting municipal bond interest will have a disastrous effect on the fiscal
well-being of our states and cities and will serve to seriously impair the phys-
ical development of our cities. It Is truly incredible how much damage so little
a stroke of the legislative pen will wrought. This must not come to pass. The
interest from municipal bonds should be deleted from the Limit on Tax Pref-
erences Rule and from the Allocation of Deductions Rule. The interest subsidy
program should be deleted and deferred to future hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. Mayor Davis.

STATEMENT OF HON. ILUS W. DAVIS, MAYOR OF KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mayor DAVIs. I appear here today not only as mayor of Kansas City,
Mo., but as president of the Missouri Municipal League. I have been
authorized to appear here on behalf of the cit of Kansas City by the
city council, and on behalf of the Missouri Municipal League by the
board of directors of that organization. I am here to register a strong
protest to any effort by the Congress of the United States to levy a
tax on the income of municipal 'bonds.

At a time when local government is confronted with its hour of
greatest financial need to provide not only essential public services
but capital needs for various essential areas of local government re-
sponsibility, we are confronted with this proposed legislation, which
in our opinion could destroy our ability to proceed with and plan any
bond financed capital programs. The people of our areas are looking
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to local government for the development of streets, sewers, and air-
ports, the financing of urban renewal, development'of pollution cou-
trol facilities, as well as the construction of schools, hospitals, parks,
waterworks, and other basic. facilities for expanding urban areas.

There is no doubt, as has been indicated by the. bond market for the
past several weeks, that due to the threat, of taxation of municipal
bonds, coupled with high interest rates, and the uncertainty which
surrounds the purchase of those scurities, the capital market for
municipal facilities has almost been destroyed. If the interest front
municipal bonds becomes taxable, there must be a complete reappraisal
of the municipal bond as an instrument of financing by the market.
There is little question that municipal bonds would then be competing
directly with the vast requirements of private enterprise in its financ-
ing of corporate expansion. In view of the small size of most munici-
palities in this country, there is little question that the cost of debt
financing for city government would exceed the cost of debt financing
of private corporations. This is especially true when we are in the
period of history where the cities are confronted with monumental so-
cial, economic, and political problems. The best estimate we can get in
this area is that municipal bonds of good quality would require
roughly 2 percent more interest rate than is being paid now, which if
extended over a period of time to include all debts of Kansas City,
would bring about a real estate tax increase of 6 to 8 percent to fi-
nance the additional interest cost. In the field of revenue there would
be little doubt the net interest increase would amount to about 21/2
percent.
. Over a period of time, if this increase were extended to the present
debt of Kansas City for water and 3ewer facilities, the water and
sewer rates of this city would need to be increased by 10 percent to
accommodate additional interest costs. It is quite apparent that in-
stead of putting the burden of taxation onto the rich-which is the
appealing but unrealistic political basis for this change-4he ultimate
result would be that real estate taxes and water rates and sewer rates
of the poor and rich alike would undergo a substantial increase. And
I can't emphasize too much, gentlemen, that nstead of taxing the rich
in this proposal by one of the phenomena of financing in this country,
if this proposal goes through you are ending up increasing real estate
taxes and the water rates and the sewer rates of the poor and the rich
of this whole country.

Now, we are aware that a proposal has been made to temper this
result by giving a subsidy by the Federal Government for the addi-
tional interest costs which would result from the taxation of municipal
bond interest. This proposal does not appear to be sound. We feel that
if the Federal Government starts payig some substantial share of the
interest on municipal debt that the next step would be for the Federal
Government to exercise control over the issuance of that debt. History
tells us that the man who pays the fiddler calls the tune, and certainly
it should not be unexpected for the Federal Government to step in ana
attempt to exercise some control over the amount, the purpose, and
the type of debt instrument that might be issued by local government
if the Federal Government were paying part of the interest cost. In
addition, there is a question as to what the financial market might
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think of a debt instrument which had an interest coupon tlat was
payable by two governments. A division of resl)onsil)ility for the pay-
nient of interest on a debt. instrument could create. much additional
expense and confusion in the administration in the issuance of this
debt instrument and could create market confusion concerning the
%-alue of that interest.

At a time when the Federal Government has announced publicly
that it is going to pursue a policy of decentralization, as has been evi-
denced by its action in establishing regional centers in various areas;
and at a time when the Federal Government has announced that it is
going to rely more and more on our Federal policies of separating re-
sl)onsibility for various areas of Government action, it would appear
that this proposal to bring all of the interest of local debt instruments
into the purview of the Federal Government flies in the face of these
policies. This country has enjoyed a long tradition of a division of
labor and responsibility, as between the National Government and
local government. This tradition has led to well-defined areas of re-
sponsibility in the construction of capital facilities and has promoted
well the financial markets in the sale of debt instruments. This pro-
posed legislation would immediately place the Federal Government
in a stance to exercise control over the issuance of any local debt in-
strument in the United States and would reduce the capacity of local
government to meet its obligations in the construction of capital fa-
cilities.

It is with considerable irony that I note that while the Federal
Government is ready to step in and levy taxes on the income of the
debt instruments of local government and thereby increase substan-
tially the cost of local government, that the National Government has
said nothing about letting local government levy real estate taxes
on facilities of the Federal Government so that additional money
could be raised to meet the additional financial burdens. If we are to
abandon the principle of separation of responsibility in the field of
taxation, I say that it should be done on both sides and that local
government should be l)ermitted to levy the ordinary real estate taxes
on the market value of the Federal Government property that enjoys
all of the services now provided by local government without making
any contribution therefor. Indeed the Congress might well consider
the net financial results of such a breakdown in the laws and tradi-
tions that now exist before it proceeds further with this proposal.

No one has questioned the fact that if such legislation, as is proposed,
were to be adopted, it would be immediately challenged 'M the courts
on the basis of the Constitution and the case law that now exists on
the books. Certainly, such litigation would take time to be considered
and resolved, and in the meantime, there is no question but that the
municipal bond market would be in a state of limbo due to the un-
certainty of both the legal and the financial aspects of the taxation
of municipal bond interest. This litigation would continue for many
months at a period when there has never been a greater need for mu-
nicipal and school facilities than there is todawf

It is incredible that local government wory, which is suffering from
lack of understanding and operational support at the State level,
should now find itself battered by the National Government in the
field of its capital financing, to the point where such financing is now
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almost impossible. Here at, the peak of the urban crisis, when the
major population centers of this country are seething with unrest,
part of which can be attributed to a lack of facilities to meet the needs
of the times, the Congress has stepped in with a proposal which has
completely disrupted the capacity of local government to undertake
capital financing. This lack of understanding by the National Gov-
ernment on the practical functioning of local government at a time of
crisis reflects no credit on this proposal. The continuation of discus-
sions and hearings on this proposal will effect a moratorium ou the
construction of badly needed capital facilities by local government
across this country. An immediate decision should be made to abandon
the efforts to levy Federal income taxes on the interest of local gov-
ernment debt instruments so that local government from coast to
coast can continue to meet and carry out its obligations.

Gentlemen, we thank you very much for the opportunity to appear
before you.

The CHAMItAN. Mayor Davis, you used a word that appeals to me.
You used the word "incredible." To me it is absolutely incredible that
the House of Representatives would send us something that is opposed
by 50 Governors in 50 States, by every State legislature, by every
mayor, by every county commissioner, by every little board of educa-
tion by every governing body in the entire United States other than
the Kederal Government itself. That to me is utterly incredible.

I suppose this is as good a time as any to put in communications
we have received from State legislatures, cities, county governments,
all over the whole country, and I will ask those be provided for the
record and printed. It costs money but while we are dealing with this
thing it ought to be made available. I am also going to ask we
print a list of outstanding people from the width and breadth of this
country, Governors, mayors, legislators, outstanding lawyers, port
authorities, about everybody you can think of throughout the entire
Country who asked to testify and we just can't hear because we don'.
have time, we just can't hear all these fine people, and every one crf
them had the right to be heard, at least. have their views presented,
and some of these are outstanding people. Just to pick out a few of
them, for example, some people ve just can't hear, here is the mayor
of Albany, N.Y., or here is the city comptroller of Chicago, here is
a man speaking for the Michigan Association of Counties, 'ust to pick
off three in alphabetical order. It is utterly fantastic to this Senator
to think the House would send us something that.*

Mayor BRiLEY. Mr. Chairman, we who have been dealing with this
problem for many years recognize the great importance of this and
we were really amazed that this did get into the House version.

The CRAIRMAX. To me it is utterly fantastic that it got this far.
As I say, I will never be surprised again at what can happen in Wash-

ington. [Laughter.]Senator AXDERSON. Wasn't-there quite a substantial vote in the
HouseI

Mayor BRILEY. Yes, sir; it was under the closed rule, and this ques-
tion itself was never really put to the House, this particular point of

S*The Commuieations received by the Committee expressing an interest In the subject
of municipal bonds ampears as appendix C of this volume, p. 8597. The list of persons
requesting tO testify before the Committee on this matter aVpear at p. 3602.
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the question, because the House considered the bill under the closed
rule.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question but I would

like to associate myself with the remarks you just made. I think you
are absolutely right. I have had communications from the Wyoming
Association of County Assessors, and the county commissioners. Yes-
terday there were three representatives of my State here, the presi-
dent of the Wyoming Stockgrowers Association, the vice president
and a representative of the county commissioners association were ali
on hand, and they agree with exactly the sentiments you express.

If I may, I would like to have this telegram put in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. By all means.
Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate your testimony

here today. It is a very fine presentation on behalf of the mayors of this
entire Nation.

(The telegram referred to by Senator Hansen, Mayor Ilus W.
Davis' prepared statement, and a statement of Rollin F. Agard, Finan-
cial Consultant, Aviation Department, city of Kansas City, Mo.,
follows:)

[Telegram]

WORLAND, WYo., Septcm ber ?2, 1969.
Hon. CLIFFORD P. HANSEN,
Sen ate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Be alerted that Wyoming County Assessors' Association as a group and in-
dividually go on record as opposed to the exemption being removed on local bonds
as pending in Senate hearings scheduled to begin September 23.

FORD M. WELCH.
President. Wyotning County Assessors Association

STATEMENT OF MAYOR I1US W. DAVIS, KANSAS CITY, MO.

SUM MARY

1. I appear in opposition to the levying of a tax on Income of municipal bond-,
on behalf of the City Council and the Board of Directors of Missouri Municipal
League.

2. In hour of greatest financial need, this legislation could destroy ability of
local government to finance capital programs.

3. This proposed legislation has now almost destroyed the municipal bond
market. If municipal bond interest becomes taxable, there must be a complete
reappraisal of these bonds as an Instrument of financing.

4. The cost of debt financing for city government would exceed the cost of
debt financing of private corporations, municipal Interest costs would Increase
rou ghly 2 to 2 % resulting in 6-8% increase In real estate taxes and about
10% increase in water and sewer rates.

.5. Instead of putting taxation on the rich (an appealing but unrealistic political
basis). it would substantially increase taxes and water and sewer rates of the
poor and the rich.

6. The proposed federal subsidy of a portion of interest eo,4s provides oppor-
tunity for Federal Government to exercise control over amount, purposRe, and
type of debt issued by local government.

7. The subsidy would provide division of responsibility for payment of Interest
on these bonds creating much additional expense in administration.

8. The Federal Government has in recent months pursued policy of decen-
tralization. This legislation files in the face of such it policy.

a-865--6--pt. 4- 28
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9. This legislation levies taxes on income of local government bonds at stab-
stantial cost to those governments but is silent about letting local government
levy real estate taxes on facilities of Federal Government to meet local financial
burlens.

10. This proposed legislation would be immediately challenged In the Courts
constitutionally and on basis of case law now existing. This would take time,
thus further contributing to the state of limbo in the municipal bond market.

11. At peak of urban crisis, the Federal Government proposes to step in and
completely disrupt capacity for local government to undertake capital financing,

STATEMENT

Gentlemen: I appear here today as Mayor of Kansas City, Missouri and as
President of the Missouri Municipal League. I have been authorized to appear
here on behalf of the City of Kansas City by the City Council, and on behalf of the
Miss.ouri Municipal League by the Board of Directors of that organization. I
am here to register a strong protest to any effort by the Congress of the United
States to levy a tax on the income of municipal bonds.

At a time when local government is confronted with its hour of greatest finan-
cial need to provide not only essential public services but capital needs for
various essential areas of local government responsibility, we are confronted
with this proposed legislation, which in our opinion could destroy our ability to
proceed with and plan any bond financed capital programs. The people of our
areas are looking to local government for the development of streets, sewers and
airports, the financing of urban renewal, development of pollution control fa-
cilities, as well as the construction of schools, hospitals, parks, water works and
other basic facilities for expanding urban areas.

There is no doubt, as has been indicated by the bond market for the past
several weeks, that due to the threat of taxation of municipal bonds, coupled with
high interest rates, and the uncertainty which surrounds the purchase of those
securities, the capital market for municipal facilities has almost been destroyed.
If the interest from municipal bonds becomes taxable, there must be a complete
reappraisal of the municipal bond as an instrument of financing by the market.
There is little question that municipal bonds would then be competing directly
with the vast requirements of private enterprise In its financing of corporate
expansion. In view of the small size of most municipalities of this country, here
Is litle question that the cost of debt financing for city government would exceed
the cost of debt financing of private corporations. This is especially true when
we are in the period of history where the cities are confronted with monumental
social, economic and political problems. The best estimate we can get in this
area is that municipal bonds of good quality would require roughly 2% more
interest rate than is being paid now, which If extended over a period of time
to include all debts of Kansas City, would bring about a real estate tax increase
of six to eight percent to finance the additional Interest cost. In the field of
revenue bond financing, which Is the basic means of financing water works and
pollution control facilities, there would be little doubt the net interest increase
would amount to about 2/%. Over a period of time, If this increase were extended
to the present debt of Kansis City for water and sewer facilities, the water
and sewer rates of this City would need to be Increased by 10% to accommodate
additional interest costs. It is quite apparent that instead of putting the burden of
taxation onto the rich (which is the appealing but unrealistic political basis for
this cange) the ultimate result would be that real estate taxes and water rates
and sewer rates of the poor and rich alike would undergo a substantial Increase.

We are aware that a proposal has been made to temper this result by giving
a subsidy by the federal government, for the additional interest costs which
would result from the taxation of municipal bond interest. This proposal does
not appear to be sound. We feel that If the federal government starts paying
some substantial share of the Interest on municipal debt that the next step
would be for the federal government to exercise control over the issuance of that
debt. History tells us that the man who pays the fiddler calls the tune, and
certainly It should not be unexpected fo'r the federal government to step in and
attempt to exercise some control ov te amount, the purpose, and the type of
debt instrument that might bc issucu uy local government if the federal govern-
ment were paying part of the Interest cost. In addition, tbexe is ti question as to
what the financial market might think of a debt instrument which had an in-
terest coupon that was payable by two governments. A division of responsibility

BEST AVAIIBLE COPY
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for the payment of interest on a debt instrument could create much additional
expense in the administration In the issuance of the debt instrument and could
create market confusion concerning the value of that interest.

At a time when the federal government has announced publicly that it is going
to pursue a policy of decentralization, as has been evidenced by its action in
establishing regional centers in various areas; and at a time when the federal
government has announced that It is going to rely more and more on our federal
policies of separating responsibility for various areas of governmental action,
It would appear that this proposal to bring all of the interest of local debt instru-
ments into the purview of the federal government flies in the face of these
policies. This country has enjoyed a long tradition of a division of labor and re-
sponsibility, as between the national government and local government. This
tradition has led to well-defined areas of responsibility in the construction of
capital facilities and has promoted well the financial markets in the sale of debt
instruments. This proposed legislation would immediately place the federal gov-
ernment in a stance to exercise control over the issuance of any local debt instru-
ment in the United States and would reduce the capacity of local government to
meet its obligations in the construction of capital facilities.

It Is with considerable irony that I note that while the federal government is
ready to step in and levy taxes on the income of the debt instruments of local
government and thereby Increase substantially the cost of local government, that
the national government has said nothing about letting local government levy
real estate taxes on facilities of the federal government so that additional money
could be raised to meet the additional financial burdens. If we are to abandon
the principal of separation of responsibility In the field of taxation, I say that it
should be done on both sides and that local government should be permitted to
levy the ordinary real estate taxes on the market value of the federal government
property that enjoys all of the services now provided by local government with-
out making any contribution therefor. Indeed the Congress might well consider
the net financial results of such a breakdown In the laws and traditions that now
exist before It proceeds further with this proposal.

No one has questioned the fact that if such legislation, as Is proposed, were to
be adopted, It would be immediately challenged in the Courts on the basis of the
Constitution and -the case law that now exists on the books. Certainly, such
litigation would take time to be considered and resolved, and in the meantime,
there is no question but that the municipal bond market would be In a state of
limbo due to the uncertainty of both the legal and the financial aspects of the
taxation of municipal bond interest. This litigation would continue for many
months at a period when there has never been a greater need for municipal
and school facilities than there Is today. It is incredible that local government
work which Is suffering from lack of understanding and operational support at
the State level, should now find itself battered by the national government In the
field of its capital financing, to the point where such financing is now almost im-
possible. Here at the peak of the urban crisis, when the major population centers
of this country are seething with unrest, part of which can be attributed to a lack
of facilities to meet the needs of the times, the Congress has stepped In with a
proposal which has completely disrupted the capacity of local government to
undertake capital financing. This lack of understanding by the national govern-
ment on the practical functioning of local government at a time of crisis reflects
no credit on this proposal. The continuation of discussions and hearings on this
proposal will effect a moratorium on the construction of badly needed capital
facilities by local government across this country. An immediate decision should
be made to abandon the efforts to levy federal income taxes on the interest of
local government debt instruments so that local government from coast-to-coast
can continue to meet and carry out its obligations.

STATEMENT BY ROLLIN F. AGARD, FINANCIAL CONSULTANT, AVIATION DEPARTMENT,

CITY OF KANSAS CITY, M1O.

SU31MA'aY

I. This legislation destroys the market for securities now tax-exempted.
2. Any subsidy granted by Federal Government must be tax supported from

local residents and business.
3. Revenue derived from taxing this bond interest will not offset cost of

subsidy and higher rate costs.
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4. Raise serious question concerning claim that there will bi no federal revivNw
of local projects financed by taxable bonds.

5. Subsidy could be. in effect, a blank check on U.S. Treasury and by controll-
Ing this, U.S. Government controls local financing.

6. Cost of administration federally and locally woull he substantial.
7. Prospects of passage of this legislation has effectively destroyed the mar-

ket, both primary and secondary.
8. Twenty-four states limit interest rates to 6% or below on General Obliga-

tion Bonds, six states limit interest to 7%, and twenty states limit interest to
6% on Revenue Bonds.

9. There is a question in some states whether taxable bonds can be legally
Issued.

10. No time to be tampering With the right of 1 ?al government freedom to)
finance its needs.

STATEMENT BY ROLLIN F. ABOARD, FINANCIAL CONSULTANT, AVIATION DEPARTMENT,
CITY OF KANSAS CITY, MO.

While the bill before this committee permits states and mnunicipalities to con-
tinue with the issuance of tax-exempt bonds, the same act practically destroys
the market for a tax-exempt security. The alternative of a Federal interest sub-
sidy holds no assurance that such a plan will continue to exist. It will only be
a matter of time before the legislation is changed in the press of events that no
further subsidies will be granted on future municipal issues.

I think it Is well to point out that any subsidy granted by the Federal level
for municipal bond interest must be supported from taxes which originate from
local residents and business. I believe very strongly that the cost of financing
under the proposed legislation will be substantially greater than before. The
income to be derived by the Federal Government from the taxable securities will
by no means offset the subsidy and the higher rates that the municipal portion
of the bond package would require.

Proponents for this legislation have advocated that there would be no Federal
review of local projects. I find it difficult to accept thi viewpoint. This has the
effect of writing a blank check on the Federal Treasury for the sum of the
subsidy to be provided from that source. The Federal Treasury Is not a bottom-
less pit, and each session of Congress must, if this legislation is passed, appro-
priate the needed sums for the subsidy payments. There is little question but
that eventually all local initiative would be a thing of the past. The cost at the
Federal level for administration of such a program will be substantial as well
as less effective than now exists. Also, the administrative cost at the local level
will be much greater.

Events of recent months reveal the seriousness of impairment of the munic-
ipal market resulting from congressional action to this date. Hundreds of imunc-
ipal bond i..ues have been grounded because of interest rates which would
exceed legal limits. For those issues which could be marketed, the cost to the
taxpayers will run Into many millions of additional dollars. Each week many
bond isues have failed to obtain voter approval. Only recently the voters of Texas
refused to approve an increase In the interest ceiling.

The August 25, 1969, issue of the Daily Bond Buyer pubdshed information
showing that In twenty-four states, statutes set Interest rate ceilings at 6% or
below for general obligation bonds. Six other states have a limit of 7%. For
revenue bonds twenty states have a 6% ceiling. Moreover, the charters of many
cities establish interest rate ceilings as Is the case In Kansas City. Ordinarily,
charters can only be amended by a vote of the people.

The impact of this legislation has thrown the secondary market into a state
of chaos. This chase of the municipal bond market has become increasingly
important, with the municipal debt now at about $130 billion. Thousands of
bond holders, many of whom do not fall in the wealthy levels of our society,
are seeing their lifetime savings being depleted by as much as 25 to 30%. This
Is destroying the faith of investors for municipal bonds. It is one of the major
factors that have caused the interest rates to spiral in recent months to levels
never before experienced.

If this bill is approved in its present form the Federal Government may find
itself in the bond businen, thus destroying another phase of this nation's private
enterprise system.
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There could also be a question in sonie of the states as to whether any inunic-
ipality has the authority under the constitution and laws of the state, to issue
taxable bonds without an amendment of the state c.onstitutton and the bond laws
of the state.

In light of the serious need-for local iinpro,%l(nents to provide essential facili-
ties for an expanding nation, this should not be the time for tampering with the
local financing systems. America is great because it has had local freedom. If
this is traded for a powerful central government we are doomed for destruction.
If the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds Is removed, a long period of litiga-
tion is inevitable. This, too, will stifle progress at the local level and could
endanger the National economy.

(The committee subsequently received the following telegram, re:
Mayor Da vis' statement :)

[Telegram]

LEES SUMMIT, LIo., kScptcmbcr 19, 1969.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Financec,
U.S. senate Biilding,
WasI ington, D.C.:

Please consider Mayor Davis as representing the city of Lees Summit, Mo.,
when he appears before your committee concerning the taxing of inunieii)al bonds.
Mayor Davis and I have discussed this matter at great length and I am in full
concurrence with him.

ALFRED (1. JOHNSOx.
Ma yor of the city of Lecs summit.

The CHAIRINIAN. Now we will call the Honorable Ivy Baker Priest,
if you please, California State treasurer, and I believe she will be
accompanied by George Htairington, bond consultant.

VotcF'. Mrs. Priest understood she was to be last. She has left her
hotel but she is not in the room at the moment.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, we will call the next witness, the Honor-
able Louie Welch, mayor of Houston, Tex.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOUIE WELCH, MAYOR OF HOUSTON, TEX.

Mayor WELCH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, you have before you
what, we conceive to be a well-written statement in the hope that it
could be well read but we find upon our appearance that most of it is
repetitious of what already has gone before.

I would like to join with the concurrence of Governor Preston Smith
of Texas, those who lave preceded me in the testimony in urging the
earliest possible indication from this committee in an official way what
has been stated here so beautifully unofficially.

I would like also to point out what we consider to be one of the
extreme fallacies of the subsidy program for tax-exempt, bonds. This
merely tells the man who is not. paying any tax, "We will pay you a
higher interest with which to pay the tax!' You are just giving him
money out of the Federal Treasury to pay you back a lesser amount,
and to me this is absolutely inconceivable.

I am concerned because 5 years ago when I first became mayor,
people in good faith bought, bonds of'the city of Howton, that theycannot today recover $70 for each $100 investment, because of the
impact of this House legislation.

Senator ANDERSON. Is that the quotation ?
Mayor WELCH. Yes, sir; between 65 and 70 percent of face value is

all the 20-year bonds we sold are selling at today. If they become tax-
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able under any guise, limitation of tax preference, or ADR, any way,
they won't be worth 50 cents on the dollar.

Now, this will not be because the people of Houston have breached
the faith with the people who bought these bonds. It will be because of
the acts of this Congress.

We believe that instead of looking to a limiting factor as this legis-
lation would do, on State and local bonds, that this body should con-
sider the broadening of the market. There is an exhibit that you have
before you included in my testimony which shows that the allocation
of deduction requirement, which is ah'eady applicable to life insurance
companies, has since 1960 reduced their percentage of investment in
State and local bonds from 5.2 percent of their total outstanding to
only 2.3. You just put. them completely out of the market. They no
longer buy our bonds, which means that that removal alone gives us a
much more limited mq.rket than we previously had because they were
holding 5.2 percent of all of our outstanding bonds and they are not
buying any more.

There is also, I think, the most substantive suggestion for subsidy
that I have seen anywhere, which was prepared by the Urban Institu-
tion and it is incorporated as a part of my testimony. If a subsidy must
be paid, we suggest that it be paid only to the pension funds of State
anl local governments, and that would take them out of the A.T. & T.
market and let them buy the bonds of the States and the local units
of government and would free another $5 million a year for the pinr-
chase of tax-exempt securities.

Gentlemen, I have a 10-minute speech but I will just let you have it
there.

Thank you.
The CAIR IAN.. Mayor, you made a fine statement. Of course, your

entire. statement will appear in the record and your addendum will be
added to it.

Senator ANIDERSON. I just think your market prices is probably
l)retty low. I was in the House when we started World War I and
were told by a man from Treasury who came down and testified that if
we do this with a $109 billion budget we would close every bank, every
insurance company, and all these other people, and I didn't see any
one of them close. I can't believe that this bond of 50 percent is
accurate.

The CHAIRMAIN. Would you mind giving us those quotations and
making them available?

Mayor WELCTI. We sold bonds slightly in excess of 3 percent.
Senator WILtTAt US. I think part of it is attributed to this action by

the Congress and nart of it would be attributed to the fact that in-
terest rates in the last. few years, and particularly the last 3 months,
have advanced so much and has affected the rice of the honds and
many AAA bomds are selling at, 20, .30-percent discounts, and I am suire
the s ame tl'ing is true of lonr-ferm Stete bonds and municipal bonds.

3'ravor W1VucY. That is correct, sold all over.
Senator Witmt.s. Sold a few years ago at a coupon rate, probably

attributable to both nroblenis.
Mayor WELCH. That is right but tbe fact the municinalq Nove ad-

vanced more rapidly than the industrials is attributed to the loss.
The CwA1RM A,-x. Any further questions?
Thank you. t
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Mayor W LChi. Thank you.
The CHIIRx31I.N. You light, if you would, (locumnift the statement

what your bonds sold for and what they are selling for now.
Mayor WEiLCH. I would be happ to.
The CHAIm1.xAN. We will then aTd that to your statement at a proper

place in the record.
(Hon. Louie Welch's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF lION. LOUIE WELCH, MAYOR, CITY OF HoUsToN, TEX.

Senator Long and gentlemen: Thank you for the opportunity to appear before
your committee. I shall attempt to be as brief as possible here, taking the time
which you have granted to emphasize the significance of the legislation which
you are considering. For your later contemplation I also am providing copies of
detailed statistical and analytical studies which support these points.

Gentlenient, the proposals now before you will directly and seriously increase
the cost of living of your constituents. They will do this by adding measurably
to the cost of public education and every state. They will do this by increasing
significantly the cost of local government in every community of every state.
Furthermore, they will irreparably damage the traditions of state and local
government independence from federal control.

These effects, lest you hear in your minds the cry of "Wolf" from the imagina-
tive shepherd, already have been felt. They are demonstrated currently by the
serious problems of the bond market under only the threat of this bill.

Now, we are referring here specifically to the provisions which include interest
from state and local bonds in the limited tax preference and the allocation of
deductions rule.

To the taxpayer, the costs of these proposals will add up to some $1.32 billion
per year. Details on this staggering impact are shown in Exhibits A and B to this
presentation. What is not shown in these figures are the unpleasant facts which
this must involve, as these unnecessary costs are Incurred by cities and school
systems In every state.

Reflect for a moment, if you will, on the problem to be faced by mayors and
school system leaders each time they place new bonds on the market under this
proposed system. It will be Incumbent upon them to explain to their constitu-
ents--who are your constituents, too-the reason why local government is costing
more. And that reason, as the public will be told time and time again, will be
because this Congress passed the law which costs them more to borrow money
for their school buildings, for their sewers, for their water, for their streets . . .
for every essential Item of local government.

Make no mistake about it. There will be no choice for local officials, for they
must tell the public the facts. And in this case, they will find it necessary to tell
them the facts often, for when $1.32 billion dollars are incurred in extra costs
each year, scarcely a day will go by that does not see some community being
reminded of the cause for its rising cost of living.

I refer you again to Exhibits A and B, the sources of this estimate. You will
see that It is a low estimate, not a high one. It Is based on facts already estab-
lished. In particular, Exhibit B shows that since this legislation was proposed.
the Interest rates on state and local bonds--which are the cost to the public-
have Increased more than one-half of one percent beyond increases on comparable,
taxable bonds. This one-half percent, translated into the extra dollars which this
is costing the public, amounts to $1.32 billion per year. And this, I remind you
again, is the Impact from the mere threat of the law. Passage undoubtedly would
make It more severe.

The Interest subsidy proposal would have further dire effects. The tradition of
our nation since its founding has preserved for the people the right to determine
their own destiny in local matters. Imposing this new thinking on local govern-
ments now would severely restrict the right of a community to meet Its own
challenges on such strictly local matters as construction of school buildings and
paving of streets. This, with the cities of the nation so much larger and so much
more complex, with the tremendous shift of population to urban centers, would be
a crippling blow to the very system of life which has made the United States
what it is today.

And for what? What will really have been accomplished by this measure, in-
tended for the much-needed purpose of tax reform?
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The Committee already has reeived testimony which shows the answer. From
the office of the Secretary of the Treasury you have been given the facts
and figures which show that, at best, this bill would recapture some $80 million
annually. And that "best" will not be achieved for ten full years--years during
which the cost to local government and to the taxpayer will be more than 16
times as much each year.

Of course, it also should be recognized that the buyers of municipal bonds,
from whom this money is to be taken, already have paid their taxes when they
buy the bonds. This, after all, Is the simple effect of accepting a lower return
on their investments than would be available in fully taxable securities. They are,
in effect, to be penaized by this legislation for supporting their local govern-
ments, Y nd the psychological Impact of this punishment can only further damage
the market for municipal bonds.

Local governments have been pleased at the concern of this Congress with the
need for lower, not higher, costs for local government. Attachments 1, 2 and 3
to this testimony, which have been prepared by the Urban Institute, Washington,
D.C., are submitted as a more effective and acceptable alternative to the in-
terest subsidy proposals thus far put forth.

The proposals of the Urban Institute should prove most attractive to this
Committee because they accomplish the desirable purpose of broadening the
market for state and local bonds through inducing new types of investors to
purchase these securities. This approach, by offering a subsidy to state and local
retirement funds for example, would lower local government borrowing costs by
opening the door to a substantial, new and rapidly increasing source of funds. It
would preserve the Integrity of tax exempt bonds and the independence of local
governments to finance capital improvements.

I urge the Committee to examine the Urban Institute proposals thoroughly,
for they provide a method which will not require federal permission for state
and local borrowing and will thereby preserve rather than diminish local
autonomy.

I further urge this Committee to provide itself with adequate time to ex-
amine other alternate proposals which you will receive. In particular, we are
told that the Treasury Department during these hearings will present an al-
ternative plan and I am sure that you will agree that there is not adequate
time for you to make an informed judgment prior to the end of your hearings
in October.

Gentlemen, the discussions now under way before you In regard to HR 13270
cover far-reaching and decisive matters. Your actions can permanently alter
the traditional sovereignty of the states and their political subdivisions. Indeed,
It Is within your power in these measures to make virtually every local govern-
ment dependent upon the federal government for its capital improvements
programs and. thereby, for its economic health and its very future.

As the representative of the citizens of Houston, and with the concurrence of
the Governor of Texas, the Honorable Preston Smith, we urge you on behalf
of all citizens of our state to drop all references to state and local bonds from this
legislation.

Specifically, we urge the following changes in HR 13270:
Deletion on income from state and local bonds in

Section 301-Limit on tax preferences for individuals, estates, and trusts;
Section 302-Allocation of Deduction;

Deletion in entirety:
Section 601-Interest on certain governmental obligations;
Section 602-United States to pay fixed percentage on yield on taxable

issues.
We further urge you to permit this subject to receive the proper time,

attention and consideration which It deservies. We pledge to you our cooperation
in this essential study.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969 (H.R. 13270) AS PASSED BY THE
HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES ON AUGUST 8, 1969, As IT
PERTAINS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCING

(By Loule Welch, Mayor, Cit* of Houston, Texas)

An Analysis of the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 (H.R. 13270) as passed by the
Houe of Representatives of the United States on August 8, 1969, as it pertains
to Local Government Financing.
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By Loule Welch, Mayor, City of Houston, Texas.
Tax reform is vital and badly needed in our Nation today. Many facets of this

legislation are important and necessary to the equality of taxation in our system
of government. Portions of this legislation deal with State and Local goverrnnwnt
tiiancing of capital improvements through municipal bonds.

As the Mayor of Houston, I have examined these portions of the legislation
which affect our city (and all local government throughout the United States) and
find some of then to be so costly to the average taxpayer that I feel that I must
speak out in an effort to warn members of Congress and the people themselves
of the consequences of this little understood portion of this legislation.

The portions of the legislation to which this paper is addressed will be dis-
cused as two separate matters:

FIRST DISCUSSION

Section 301-Limit on tax preferences for individuals, estates and trusts.
Section 302-Allocation of deductions.
It is the inclusion of Interest from local government bonds in these two sec-

tions to which the.'e comments are directed.

SECOND DISCUSSION

Section 601-Interest on certain governmental obligations.
Section 602-United States to pay fixed percentage of yield on taxable issues.
I advocate total elimination of these provisions as being costly to taxpayers

of both the Federal government and local governments, and because it adversely
changes the traditional relationships between Federal, State and Local govern-
nents.

FIRST DISCUSSION

Section 301-Limit on tax preferences for Individuals, estates and trusts (here-
after referred to as LTP).

Section 302-Allocation of deductions.
Both of these sections place a tax on previously tax-exempt obligations of

local governments.
The basis for the inclusion of interest from state and local bonds in LTP and

allocation of deductions is set forth on page 9 of The Report of the Committee
on Way8 and Means dated August 2, 1969. The Committee reported that it had
examined 154 tax returns from the year 1966 of Individuals who had adjusted
gross income in excess of $200,000 and who paid no income tax. It continued:

Your Committee examined these 154 returns (along with other tax cases in-
volving low effective rates) in detail n order to find out the, reasons for their
nontaxtable status.

The analysis showed that In most eases the nontaxtable status arose from a
combination of several factors. The most important single cause of nontaxability
for this group was itemized deductions which totaled over $130 million or 116
percent of adjusted gross income. Another group of these taxpayers benefited
most from the unlimited charitable contribution deduction (49 cases). In fact
the single most important itemized deduction for the nontaxable group was the
charitable contribution deduction, amounting to nearly $79 million, of which $55
million or 70 percent was property, the bulk of which represented untaxed ap-
preciation. Another group benefited primarily from the deduction of interest paid
(72 cases), which was the second most important itemized deduction for the
group as a whole. Most of this interest paid was on loans which were presumably
for the purpose of acquiring appreciating investment assets held for capital gain
purposes and was frequently deducted from earned Income. Others benefited
from such items as real estate depreciation, the excess of percentage over cost
depletion and intangible drilling and development expenses, and farm lowes.
Many were nontaxable because they were able to exclude one-half of capital gains
from their income and offset all their itemized deduction against the remaining
income subject to tax.

Your committee also examined the returns of taxpayers who .were taxable but
paid low effective rates of tax. The most important reason for the low effective
tax rate paid by these taxpayers was the combination of the excluded half of
capital gains and itemized deductions which were offset against their income
subject to tax.
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Note tltit 114) l ni'otll Is nldo of Itl rest fronl sIit 114i loca1 govrtllt'ilt
lmnld-,tl it flict, there voitld he ito ecollolilh, Justiliclithtl for ownershI ip of tax-
vxelliut, tll'Ili,5 by those Iilllxptyers }tw'eals1' tlix-oxe'ljtt itlctInco (it's not lit\'(
ouxiImut nt tuafter tax be~neit when a taxpayer's tax rate is 0%.

The1  next liaragralili of tho report contains :
It Iq hlhclevvd that still other lgh.iioe lhhllviiitials Itld Io tax an dild ilot

ovell tile tax rettlirll since virtually their entire Iucom, was fromt tax-extipt
Itate and timunilipal bontds,

No evidence is found lit the report to support thi. stateittent. 1Ia fact, the word
tt' iiwthd" .1-4-03114 to spe ak for itlf. We would support legislhtivt that would
require thl(, rprtxing of interest on state and local bn1ds on federal income tax
rtullls s that the congress tcoldl know whether or not Ill statelet is 1rcorrect.

W it AT WILl II4 1TAXEI UNDER IT1P AND AI..OCATION OF IEDhU(TIONS ?

Th'e oly nilipal bonds to he taxed as it result of this legislatlon would 1Iw
tho.o ld l-y Indlviluals, estates nid trusts. tte dlstrlhrilon of omitrshlip (t
tie atd local bonds Is stet forth below.

Olecrolhip of 111111nlvipl) homd,,
'rum t

individuals, estates and trusts ---
Banks - - 3S
Iisurann e vomp anles ............................... 17
Pension fuluds, sinking funds, and all others ..... 13

Further, only those obligations held by individuals whoso tax preferences are
an anioult greater than one-half of their adjusted glkss Income would e taxed
In iny manner by TTP.

The alloation of det actions formulas apply only to Interest on local govern-
menit bonds Issued after July 12, 199.

lUnder the transition rule, only one-tenth of such Interest would he taken Into
consideration for allocation purposes in the first year, two-tenths it the school
year and so on, until after 10 years, 100% of the Interest on only new Issues of
ta x-exemnt bonds would be Included.

It must bIo apparent to even the casual observer that the federal government
is not In i lxoltion to tax any more than a minimal percentage of outstanding
tonds as a result of these proposals. Indeed, under the formula It will be many
years before any significant percentage of bonds can be affected.

It Il my opinion that much of the damage which has occurred to the market
for munilipil bonds over the past sixtv days Is a result of fear-the fear of a
su~t~equent, extension of this formula.

I olnderstand the attitude of those Senators on this Committee who commented
In tess hearings on 1,ptemher 4, 1960 to the effect that the lilmet of this legis-
lation on the market for tax-exemp. bonds over recent weeks Is difficult to
ulderstand.

EFFI CT ON U.S. THICASUJIIY AND LOOAT OOVERINNT

rhe Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, the Honorable Edwin S. Cohen. testi-
fied on Septenher 4, 1%19, to the effect that the total animal tax collected after
the 10-year phase-in period as a result of State and Lo,al Jiond Interest would he
only $80,000,000. lie estimated revenue of only $45,000.000 as a result of the
inclusion of municipal bond Interest In the Allocations of Deductions rule and only
$3.000.0 0 as a result of the inclusion of this Intcrest In IMP.

Exhibit A at the conclusion of this report demonstrates the additional cost to
state and local government as a result of higher Interest rates on their securities.
The study refleets that an Increase In local government borrowing next year,
1970, In the amount of Y% would cost states and local governments $1.32 billion
over the life of those bond&r

-ol' 8retary (lotion has testified that the return of taxes to the IT.. Treas-
ury After 1979 would only be $80 million, the vast dlifferonee in these two figures
IA difficult to understand.

However, fear, sentiment, opinion and attitudes are all important factors tli a
free market. Although It seems to be far out of proportion to reality, the facts
are that average yields on state and local bonds have risen In excess of %0 more
than yields on compnrable government and Corporate Bonds during the past
sixty days. Exhibit B demonstrates these faets.

I
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Stattvd in itiotlhrr itiuotnr, if th litntreast-ed viv'ds oi state att ivbat l'oild,
,tnillin lit the lighlw. lt-vel (1 %) thot las revvittly heti a ttitllied, a tid tilt 1lti-

1111tv ( It)Te) lax i't' urit to tlo U.S. 'Trvit.411s1y Is tol isit~de'd its a voilstlltit figure,, at
iilllitc lit 10 l(oss to till tliXl.tris Is the, result.
'ost to iwok govt''rliiitts of' . (" Igher I i'v'st tatlis -..- $1' 320, m , 000

Uittit to 'Vr'lsiry fromii LTI nind Aliovation of ])eduel oiis... -O, (0), 000

Net aimmI loss to till taxpa --yci .......................... 1. 2.10, 000, 000
It Is lipalrelit froil ttveso tiletilaitloits thint the, tax).\tyers would still stiffer

evei If the Inreaise lit lInterest rate to loal gover'ltnits was redotitd to as little

O'st lo hrat 5 go'ertttietts f ..),% higher hitmtest Irat- x.--- -- $1,, 000, (000
]4it lto 'it, silry fiit I,'I'P aid Alloevition of | tidrivt 14 s ------- 80, (0), 000

Nt. ammalTI loss to till taxpayers ------------------------- 2, 000, O

EXHIBIT A

DOLLARS LOST TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AS A RESULT OF HIGHER INTEREST RATES ON MUNICIPAL
BONDS

tj percent in.
Volume of new crease results in I percent Increase

new debt Issued I loss of- results in loss ot--

1970 . ................................... $17,600, DOO $1,320.000.000 $2,640,000,000
1971 ... . 1, 48 '000, 00 1. 385, 000,O00 2,790,000,000
1972 ................................ 19, 500, 000000 1, 462,500,000 2,925,000,000
1973 - . ........................... . 20, 800,000,000 1, 560,000,000 3, 120,000,000

ISource: JIC study.
Average maturity: 15 years. EXHIBIT B

RELATIVE CHANGES IN BOND MARKETS--YIELD COMPARISON (JULY 2, 1969, AS RELATED TO SEPT. 4, 1969)

lin percent)

Bond Buyer
Moody's averages

Corporate U.S. State and
Bond IndeK Treasuryk local bonds a

S,4, 1969...................................... 7,44 6,21 6.37
July 2,1969........................ 7.33 6,17 5,68

Net Increase In yield .................... +.It +,04 +.69

1 20, sar maturity used for Illustration,
, 0-nd average as complIed by the Daily Bond Buyer using representative yields oil tax-exempt bonds of 20.year

maturity,

Source: Daily Bond Buyer,

SECOND DISCUSSION

ectlon WI -- lnterest on verta ln governmental obligations.
Section t102-Untted States to pty fixed percentage of yield on taxable issues.
The Treasury Department Ini Its testimony of Septembetr 4, 1969, before the

Senate Fmnane;i Committee did not recommend the interest subsidy provisions
set forth above and we presmve that this decision was based upon an analysis
of the cost of these provisions to the United States Treasury, and therefore, to
all taxpayers. Several important considerations In this matter are discussed
below,

The impact tipon markets for fairablo eocerUto--'-!-he Investment Bankers As-
soclation reports that ti 1968 their members underwrote atd distributed ap-
proximately $3 billion in corporate, state and local bonds. Approximaely one-
half or $16 billion was in tax-exempt state and local bonds, It would seem that
any substantial infusion of more taxable securities Into that market would trend
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interest rates on taxable securities higher thus Increasing corporate aid federal
government interest rates on its direct borrowing as well as on Federal agency
borrowing higher than those relative levels presently attained by taxale debt
securities.

'hanging o nmer8hip pattern8 of otate and local bonUIS a8 a result of ta(xatbl
interest rather thaut tax cx'en! t intcrcSt-Taxable securities over the p1eri1d
11K00-67-68 (see Exhibits 3 and 4) were held by investors whose aggregate tax;'rate was only 13.4%. It is logical to conclude that this percentage would be
reached on taxable federally subsidized local government bonds. In fact, lair-
chase of their own securities by local governments at higher taxable yields wotld
be a natural result and could easily cause the tax return to the federal govern-
nient to drop below the 13.4% level which exists for other taxable securities.

Obviously, any federal interest sulsily of the magnitude of 30% to 40%
would create a substantial drain on the Usnited States Treasury and at heavier
federal tax burden on all taxpayers.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF OPTIONAL TAXABLE STATE AND LOCAL BONDS, 40-PERCENT INTEREST SUBSIDY

Annual Interest
Annual increment Interest rate cost in dollars

JA) S16,000,000,000 ..................... 8 percent (taxable) ............................ $1,280,000.000
C 16,000,000,000 .......................... 3.2 percent (Federal subsidy) ................... 512,000,000

$16,000,000.000 ........................... 4.8 percent (local participation) ................. 768,000,000
$16,000,000,000 ........................... 5.6 percent (tax exempt) ....................... 896.000.000

Savings to local government (D)-(C)- ..................-.............................. 128,000,000

Federal Government revenue gain (or loss):
Taxable income (A) ..................................................................... $1,280,000,000

Tax recovery at 13.4 percent ................................................. 171,520,000
Less Federal Interest subsidy (B) ............................................ (512, 000,000)

Loss to U.S. Treasury .................................................................. (340,480,000)
Savings to local government .............................................................. 128,000,000

Annual net gain (los) to all taxpayers ................................................... (212,480.000)

30 percent interest subsidy Annual interest

Annual increment Interest rate cost

A ......................... $16,000,000,000 8 percent (taxable) .......................... $1,280,000,000
B-------------------16,000,000,000 2.4 percent (Federal subsidy) ................. 384,000, 000
C ........................ 16,000,000,000 5.6 percent (local participation) ............... 86, 000, 000
......................... 16,000,000,000 5.6 percent (tax exempt) ..................... 89, 000, 000

Note: Savings to local government (D) $896,000,000 minus (C) $896,000,000: None.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REVENUE GAIN (OR LOSS)

Taxable income (A) ......................................................................... $1,280,000,000
Tax recovery at 13.4 percent ................................................................. 171,520,000
Less federal Interest (subsidy (B)) ............................................................ 384,000,0000
Gain (loss) to U.S. Treasury .................................................................. (212,480, 000)
Savings to local government ..................................................................
Annual net gain (loss) to all taxpayers ...... ............................... ................. ($212, 480, 000)

Keep in mind that these figures are for one year only. The average life of state
and local bond issues approximates 15 years. The total cost on this basis for
using this device, for Just one year could thus approximate $3,187,200,000. In
ad"ion to the above figures one can mentally add the unestimated cost of
administering such an undertaking. The basic principle underlying this discussion
rests on the foundation that the Federal Goierninent is likely to have a net drain
on the Treasury as a result of this approach.

Since local citizens are also Federal Taxpayers it Is the citizen who will suffer.
The wealthy will merely seek another investment which will offer a better "after
tax" return on Investment dollars, than taxable state and local government
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EXHIBIT

Net purchases of corporate and
foreign bonds (in millions) Efftive

1968 Percent Effective taxable
esti- 3-year contribu- Federal contribu-

Investor group 1966 1967 mate total tions tax rate lions

State and local government.... $4.4 $6.7 $7.0 $18. 1 44.7 0 0

Private pension funds ...................... I.i 1.0 1.5 4. 4 10.9 0 0

Subtotal No. 1. .......................... 22.5 55.6 0

Mutual savings bank ......................... .3 2.0 .2 2.5 6.2 18 1. 1
Life insurance companies .................... 2. 2 3.7 3.2 9. 1 22. 5 20 4.5

Subtotal No. 2 ...................... .................. 11.6 28.7 .......... 5.6

Other Insurance companies ................... .1 .8 .4 1. 3 3. 2 48 1.5
Commercial banks........................... . 1 .8 0 .9 2.2 48 1. 1
Other finance ................................. .4 -.6 .3 .1 .2 48 .1
Households .................................. 1.2 1.8 -. 9 2.1 5.2 50 2.6
Rest of world ................................. 1.2 .8 0 2.0 4.9 50 2.5

Subtotal No.3 ..................................... 6.4 15.7 .... 7.8

Grand total ............................. 11.8 17.0 11.7 40.5 100.0 .......... 13.4

Source: 1966 and 1967 net purchases are from Board of Governors, Fedei,; Reserve System; "Flor.of-Funds" Jan 31
1968, p. 16. 1968 estimate is SB & H projection.

NET FUNDS INVESTED IN CORPORATE AND FOREIGN BONDS BY INVESTOR GROUP
ARRANGED BY TAX BRACKET

Dollar amounts In billions]

Net volume of pur-
chases of corporate
and foreign bonds Percent

1966, 1967, and 196 contribution

Zero tax bracket:
State and local governments ..................................... $18.1 ....................
Private pension funds ........................................... 4.4 ....................

Total in zero tax bracket ....................................... 22.5 56

1- to 20-percent tax bracket:
Mutual savings banks .... ------------------------------........... 2.5
Life Insurance companies ....................................... 9. 1

Total, I. to 20.percent tax bracket .............................. 11.6 29

21- to 50.percent tax bracket:
Other insurance companies ....................................... 1.3 ....................
Commercial banks .............................................. .9
Other finance --------------------------------------------- . . .............
Households ..................................................... 2. ..............
Rest of world .............................................. .---- 2.0 ---_-------------_

Total, 21- to 50.percent tax bracket ........................... 6.4 - ---------- 16

Grand total -------------------------------------------------- 40.5 100

Note: Average tax bracket: 13.4 percent.

NOTES ON Til. URBAN INSTITUTE MUNICIPAL M AKKT EXPANSION I'ROPOSALS

l1riefly stated, tle Urban Institute plans to seek to expand the 811)lply of
funds avalible to munticipal borrowers by opening Ul) State and local savings
to support that sector's Investment proganis. To do this, the proposals circum-
vent tile obstacle of tax-exemption that makes these Investments now unprofitable
for state and local lenslon funds by payig them a subsidy to neutralize the pre-
tax yield differential between taxable ald nontaxable securities. In the case of
the Unemployment Trust Fund, it Is proposed that State and local securities be
made legal Investments and also that this fund be paid a subsidy. These subsidies
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should be largely self-supporting since the taxable security inconies given III) by
these non taxpaying investors will be held by taxpaying investors. That is, the
diminished supply of tax-exempts to taxpaying investors will channel their hol-
Ings into taxable investments and the tax revenues from these would approxi-
mate the subsidy required to induce the State and local pension funds to hold
tax-exempts.

Altogether, the State and local funds could supply from $4 to $8 billion a year
to the municipal bond new issue market. Moreover, these inflows would be larg-
est in times of stringent monetary conditions when municipal yields soar above
their traditional relationship to those on taxable instruments. The cost of such a
subsidy schenie would be, for $4 billion in State and local securities with 5 per-
cent coupons, $80 million dollars with a 40 per cent coupon subsidy. This coi-
pares to the $7.5 billion that the Federal government dispenses in grants to
State and local facilities alone.

Some specific notes on the proposals:
1. The UI proposals do no violence to the principle of tax-exemption. They

rather expand the supply of funds in such a way as (1) to increase the efficieii-
cy of tax-exemption qua-subsidy to State and local borrowers and (2) to reduce
the extent of tax shelter available to high income-tax bracket investors.

2. Communities and states would continue to issue bonds in the same manner.
Underwriting would still be in the hands of private investment bankers. The
Federal government or any agency of it would have no interest in a control over
the amount or timing or nature of any state and local borrowing. The market
mechanism would remain the same in all mechanical details.

3. But a new investor group, that of the State and Local Pension Funds, would
now be purchasing State and local bond issues. For example, if the subsidy rate
were 40 per cent, pension funds would acquire municipals on the basis of a 40
per cent markup on coupon yields to be covered by a Federal government sub-
sidy. Thus, if municipal bonds were selling at 6 per cent, a pension fund buying
this bond would receive a post-subsidy yield of 8.40 per cent. Today, that would
be above the yield available on the highest grade corporate issue.

4. The pension fund would receive the subsidy routinely on the presentation of
a copy of the coupon to the Treasury. Although there might need to be soue
provisions to protect the Treasury against intra-governmental transactions and
to Insure "arms length" transactions, there would be no restriction as to the na-
ture or maturity or purpose of the municipal bond. The buying decision is left
strictly up to the pension fund.

5. State and local pension funds are growing at a rate of about 10 per cent
or $4 billion a year. Their total assets are $45 billion, the majority of which
are invested in corporate bonds. Given that the average investment life of their
fixed income securities (93 per cent of the total) is 10 years, they have a roll-
over of $4 billion as well as net new funds of $4 billion to invest each year.
If roughly one half (or $4 billion) of this were to be invested in State and local
securities, it would be sufficient to absorb about 40 per cent of the $10 billion
annual net increase in State and local securities. A 40 per cent expansion in net
available funds would not only allow for more borrowing but would lower the
cost of the borrowing done. And the market would be greatly stabilized. Addition
of Just the net growth in the Unemployment Trust Fund would add another
$1.0 billion of support to the market. The selection process of which bond to buy
for the Federally administered fund could be solved by tying their purchases
to Federally guaranteed tax-exempt notes and bonds such as those emitted by
HAA and UAA.

. How does the subsidy pay for Itself? The subsidy pays for itself by (1) keep-
ing tax-paying investors from holding tax-exempt securities, and (2) keeping

non taxpaying investors from holding taxable securities. Of course, this re-

arrangement is not brought about by fiat or purposeful exclusion, but is an
outcome of removing the barrier which tax-exemption forms to the investment

flow of certain non-taxpaying institutions-in this case, the State and local pen-

sion funds--into the tax-exempt market.
While -the final outcome is a complicated thing, the essential idea can be

expressed as follows: Given a fixed supply of tax-exempt bonds and investor

resources, the pension funds woqld absorb part of the supply of tax-exempt

bonds. High taxable income investors, that now demand a high discount to hold

municipals, would acquire taxable investments instead. (A simple way of look-

ing at It is that they would purchase the corporate bonds that otherwise would
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have been held by the pension funds.) Taxable investors would pay taxes where
now taxes are avoided-both by their holding of tax-exempts and by the pension
funds holding potentially taxable securities. These taxes would probably cover
most if not all of the subsidy since the average marginal rate on tax-exempt
investors is approximately 40 per cent.

There are other costs and savings to consider. Federal government borrowing
costs might go up somewhat, but it is primarily a short-term market anl State
and local pension funds make only a small contribution in support. On the other
hand-and this is very important-the broadened municipal market would
be able io absorb a greater volume of financing and at a lower cost. This type
of surport would cheapen the borrowing of governments, especially in times of
tightness when the taxable to non-taxable yield ratio drops off precipitously.

A PROPOSAL To ALLOW THE UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND To INVEST IN STATE AND
LOCAL SECURITIES

Over the past 12 years, the total volume of state and local obligations out-
standing has grown by over 250% (Table 1). Yet, despite the substaitial growth
In this source of financing capital outlays, our society has not been able to keep
pace with the increasing needs for educational facilities, sewage disposal plants,
hospitals, and the like so as to maintain, let alone improve, the quality of public
services in these areas. Therefore, we may reasonably expect the demand for
capital funds to continue to grow at least as rapidly over the next decade, and
the question arises: Who will be the leaders of these funds?

To provide a perspective, Table 2 presents the stocks of state and local securi-
ties held by various institutions for the years 1960 and 1965-6 as well as the per-
centage distributions in those years. Several facts emerge from this table. First,
over the 8-year period, commercial banks have become the mainstay of the state
and local securities market and have Increased their holdings of the total stock
from 26% in 1960 to 45% in 1968. (As will be seen below, this proportion is
projected ,to rise to over 50% in 1975.) This development has been accompanied
by a decline in the proportion of municipals held by households, which in 1160
were the most important suppliers of funds to states and localities. Fire and
casualty Insurance companies classified in Table 2 as "other insurance" are the
other major lenders to state and local governments. State and local government
holdings of their own securities through pension funds have fallen both relatively
and absolutely since 1960. The expanding role of commercial banks in the munic-
ipal market may be demonstrated by the fact that 68% of the change in stocks
from 1960 to 1968 were absorbed by these institutions.

Table 1.-State and local securities outstanding

[Dollars in billions ]
Stock

End of year: outstanding
1956 ----------------------------------------------------- 49.4
1960 ---------------------------------------------------
19 ----------------------------------------------------- 101-2
1', ------------------------------------------------------------ 107. 2
1967 ----------------------------------------------------- 117.3
1968 ----------------------------------------------------- 128.5
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TABLE ..-4OLDERS OF STATE AND LOCAL SECURITIES

(in billions of dollars and percentage distributions)

1960 1965 1966 1967 1968

Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

Total -------------------------------------

State and local governments ------------
Dow ------------------------

Corporate business .......................
Commercial banks -------------------------
Mutual savings banks ----------------------
Li. insurance -----------------------------
Other - - --nN ..........................
Oum institution ..................

68.7

7.2
61.5

28.7
2.4

17.6
.7

3.6
8.1
.4

100.0

10.5
89.5

41.8
3.5

25.6
1.0
5.2

11.8
.6

101.2

4.8
96.4

38.4
3.6

38.6
.3

3.5
11.3

.5

100.0

4.8
95.2

37.9
3.6

38.1
.3

3.5
11.2

.5

107.2

4.5
102.7

40.6
4.4

41.0
.3

3.1
12.7

.5

100.0 117.3

4.2 4.0
95.8 113.3

37.9
4.1

38.2
.3

2.9
11.8

.5

40.6
5.1

50.0
.3

2.9
13.7

.6

100.0 128.5

3.4 3.6
96.6 124.8

34.6
4.3

42.6
.3

2.5
11.7

.5

42.0
5.2

58.1
.4

3.0
15.6

.6

100.0

2.1
97.1

32.7
4.0

45.2
.3

2.3
12.1

.5
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The dependence of municipalities upon commercial banks as a source of funds
has at least two consequences. On the one hand, the considerable resources of
commercial banks are increasingly available for financing much needed capital
facilities in our urban areas. On the other hand, when financial markets tighten,
commercial bank resources become severely squeezed, forcing states and munici-
palities either to look elsewhere for funds (usually to individual investors) at
considerably higher Interest rates or to revise their borrowing plans. Thus, com-
mercial banks, while at times quite a large source of financing, are also an ex-
ceedingly volatile source. It is not coincidental that 1966 was both a year during
which the net increase of municipals fell by about 20% relative to 1965, and also
a year during which commercial banks absorbed only 40% of the net Increase. We
should be quite concerned, then, about the near-term outlook for the municipal
market in view of the preliminary data for the first quarter of 1969 which shows
commercial banks adding municipals to their portfolios at an annual rate of only
$1.5 billion after averaghig $8.5 billion the previous two years.

In terms of the longer-term prospects, unpublished financial forecasts at the
Federal Reserve Board assume that commercial banks will be in a position to
coNtinue to absorb the bulk of future state and local borrowings. Table 3, which Is
based on these forecasts shows estimated holdings of the stocks of municipals
and the percentage distributions for the years 1970 and 1975. The 1975 estimates
of total stocks are quite close to those of Diamond In Statc and Local Public Faoil-
ity Needs and Finanoing (U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Cominittee, 89th Cong.,
2nd Sees., December 1966, p. 50). It should be noted that this is an equilibrium
projection in the sense that the stocks represent a balancing of demands for and
supplies of funds. The public facility needs of state and local government are
not projected to be completely satisfied in this projection. Heather, the estimates
represent what may be reasonably borrowed, given present institutions. In as
much as the 70% growth in the outstanding stock over the 8-year period 1981-
1968 failed to raise the quality of public services, it is unlikely that a 63% Increase
from 1908-1975 will do much more. Hence, it is desirable -to broaden the market
for state and local securities from two points of view:

(1) to develop new sources of financing beyond what present financial lnstitu-
tions can provide so as to allow a faster growth in the rate of public facility
construction ;

(2) to move away from the present heavy reliance on commercial bank re-
sources which display a high volatility in response to changes in financial market
conditions.

One possible source of additional financing has already been referred to--state
and local pension funds-and they will be the subject of a later memorandum.
Sumce It to say that the tax-exemption feature Is of no value whatever to the
pension funds, and the lower returns which result are the major reason for their
declining role in the municipal market

Our Interest In this memorandum is in the federal trust funds of the original
Social Security legislation, and specifically the Unemployment Trust Fund, which
recommends Itself as a possible source of state and local government financing on
several grounds.

,(1) The Unemployment Trust Fund (UTF) holds primarily the states' own
funds. The federal government Is merely the trustee on behalf of the ieneficlare
within the individual states Over the period fiscal 1960-68, 76% of the total
receipts of the UTF (net of Interest and profits on Investments) consisted of de-
posits by the states. Therefore, the case can reasonably be made that what are
essentially the state funds should be used for purchasing their own obligations.

33-865--6--pt. 4- 29
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TABLE 3.-ESTIMATES OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURITY HOLDINGS

IDollar amounts in billions

1970 1975

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Total ........................................ $146.9 100.0 $209.3 100.0

State and local governments ......................... 3.1 2. 1 2.3 1.1
Other than State and local governments .......... 143.8 97.9 207.0 93.9

Households ...................................... 44. 7 30.4 59.9 28.6
Corporate business ................................. 6.6 4. 5 11.5 5.5
Commercial banks .................................. 70.7 48. 1 106.4 50.8
Mutual savings banks ............................... . I . 1 .3 .1
Life insurance ..................................... 2.8 1.9 2.0 1.0
Other Insurance ..................................... 180 12.2 25.4 12.1
Other flnanci institutions ............................ 8 .5 1.4 .7

(2) The UTF represents a large and growing source of investible funds. At the
end, of calendar 198, Its portfolio was over $12 billion and, if invested in state
and local securities, it would have Just equalled the combined holdings of state
and local pension funds, business corporations, life insurance companies, and
mutual' savings banks. Furthermore, this portfolio has doubled from fiscal 1961-
68 and may be expected to continue to grow.

(3) The rate of return on state and local obligations is not greatly different
from that currently earned in the UTF portfolio. At the end of 1968, 78% of the
UTF portfolio was invested In special Issues at the average Intrest rate of 4.397%.
These special issues are non-negotiable obligations of the U.S. Treasury which
are required to yield a return to the fund equal to the current average rate of
Interest,'on all Interest-bearing securities of the United States (rounded to the
nearest.125% ).. Table 4 shows, for six-month Intervals over the period 1960-68, the rate of
return on the U.S. interest-bearing debt and the state and local rate as given
by the Bond Buyer 20-bond Index. The average divergence In rate over the period
was only 6 basis points, and the maximum was 52 basis points in December 1964.
In the last few years, the state and local rate has exceeded the rate on the debt
and, in fact, as Interest rates In general rise over time, the average rate on the
debt tends to lag behind other market rates. Thus, investing in state and local
sectiritieS rather than' special Issues will not significantly affect the return on
the U0TF Portfolio.

We shoUld notignore the issues that are likely to arise in connection with
a prQposal tQ allow.the UTF to invest its portfolio in state and local securities:

(1 'The legal provisions governing the UTF's Investments must be changed to
kuak th inicipal securities eligible. Although the eligibility question has been a
subject of some controversy (see Temporary income in Debt Oeling, Hearings,
U.S., Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Ways andiMeans, 90th
'Cong., ift Sess., Japiuary 1967, pp. 31ff.), eligible investments are currently de-
fie direct 0bligatQnsof the United States 'or securities which are guaranteed
-by the UnIted States as to principal and Interest. We would recommend a broad-
ening 'of these' provisions to Inc€lude state and local obligations explicitly.(2),'GlIn the Volume'of mntcipal securities issued each year-$10-$11 bNl-

lioi" in recent years-the UTF 'buld face a decision as to which particular mui-
cipal securities to purchase. There are two ways out of this situation. First, if
the proposal of this memorandum were adopted in connection with the pending
URBANK proposal, the UTF could purchase URBANK obligations and pass the
selection problem on to the bank. Secondly, and this would also satisfy the logic
of the present eligibility requirements, the UTF could purchase PHA and URA
securities which are now guaranteed by the federal government. The gross issues
of these securities in 1968 were $5.4 billion. Also with the new federal guaranteed
programs in the areas of college housing and water pollution, this type of se-
curity is likely to show substantial growth. Furthermore, if liquidity is still a
consideration In the investment decisions of the UTF, there Is available for pur-
chase an outstanding stock of 8-month to one-year PHA and URA notes of $3.9
billion. It should be noted, however, that the guaranteed obligations are likely to
carry yields somewhat below the Bond Buyer series of Table 4, perhaps by 25
basis points or more.
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(3) This proposal is likely to have some impact on the present interest rate
structure. Assuming in the first instance that the total volume of securities held
by the public Is unchanged, this proposal will result in more Treasury securities
and fewer municipals in individual and institutional portfolios. This change in
relative supplies would cause Government rates to rise somewhat and municipal
rates to fall. The major impact on the Treasury, however, will result from the
fact that the greater quantity of Governments held by the public (rather than
the UT)F) will be at market rates and not at the substantially lower special is-
sue rates. Furthermore, If we drop our original assumption of no change in the
volume of securities held by the public in favor of the more likely and desirable
occurrence of some significant increase in municipal issues under this proposal,
then the general level of interest rates will be forced up somewhat for all
borrowers.

TABLE 4. RATES OF RETURN ON THE INTEREST-BEARING DEBT AND STATE AND LOCAL SECURITIES

Interest State and
Period rate on debt local rate

June 1960 ............................................................. 3.30 3.52
December 1960 ......................................................... ..... - 3.14 3.39
June 1961 ...................................................................... 3.07 3.54
December 1961 ................................................................. 3.14 3.37
June 1962 ....------------------------------------------------- - 3.24 3.24
December 1962-- -.-..... -----------------. ---------............ 3.30 3.05
June 1963-------------------------------------------------. 3.36 3.22
December 1963................................................................ 3.49 3.26
June 1964 ............................................................. .. . 3.56 3.20
December 1964 ................................................................ 3.59 3.07
June 1965. .................................................... 3.68 3.30
December 1965 ................................................................. 3.76 3.53
June 1966 ....................................................... 3.99 3.90
December 1 966 ........................................................... 4.22 3.76
June1967 ........................................... .. ............ 4.04 4.07
December 1967 ................................... .- -...-- - - -.-- - - -... 4.29 4.38
June 1968. 4.50 4.48
D member 1968 ................................................................. 4.63 4.85

SUBSIDY PROPOSAL TO INDUCE STATE AND LOCAL RETIREMENT FUNDS TO
INVEST IN STATE AND LOCAL SECURITIES

In our other memorandum on the Unemployment Trust Fund, we demon-
strated the need for broadening the market for state and local securities in
order to finance the large and growing demands for public facilities. Under
present arrangements, the character of this market is determined by the tax-
exempt status of municipal securities. Participants in the market are confined
to those individuals and institutions for which the tax exemption privilege
represents an economic gain relative to taxable securities. Thus, high-income
individuals, fire and casualty insurance companies, and especially commercial
banks constitute the principal lenders, and by year-end 1968, they together held
90 percent of the total stock of municipal securities outstanding. This situation
affects the municipal market adversely In two respects. First, the market is
unnecessarily narrow, and secondly, municipal borrowers, as residual claim-
ants on commercial bank resources, and extremely vulnerable to changes in
both monetary policy and business demands for funds.

It is against this backdrop that a series of proposals have been put forth
which are designed to open up new sources of capital funds to state and local
governments--proposals such as the Patman-Proxmire subsidy plan, URBANK,
and the like. Our approach to the problems of municipal financing is of a some-
what less general nature and is based on the premise that, as a minimum,
state and local own funds should become available to the state and local se-
curity market. This consideration led to our earlier recommendation that the
state reserves In the unemployment trust fund be authorized to purchase mu-
nicipal securities. In this present memorandum, the state and local retirement
funds (SLRF's) will be examined.

In both cases, the Issue of the determinants of the portfolio investment de-
cision is paramount. Inasmuch as the returns on municipal securities are
below those on taxable securities, institutions which are not subject to tax-
ation themselves derive no benefit from the tax exemption feature of mutci-
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als. In the case of the unemployment trust fund, the rate of return on U.S.
treasury special imues, which compose the bulk of the portfolio, is sufficiently

low that little or no net loss to the trust fund would result from investment
In state and local securities. In the case of the SLRF's this is not the case.
Some form of subsidy Is, therefore, required to Induce these retirement funds
to acquire securities of state or local governments.

The dimensions of this potential source of demand for municipal issues are
shown in Table 1. In June, 1968, the latest date for which these data are avail-
able, total asset holdings of SLRF's were $44.5 billion. Of this total, $38.0
billion (85 percent) was composed of U.S. Government securities, corporate
bonds, and mortgages. Although corporate stock holdings are growing both
absolutely and relatively, fixed interest market securities are clearly the major
assets of these funds.

The rate of growth of the SLRF's has been substantial. Their portfolios have
,doubled since 1961 and have Increased almost sevenfold since 1952. In recent
years. the increment to their asset holdings have amounted to about $4.5
billion per year and have been increasing. Thus, the SLRF's seem Ideally suited
as a potential source of investment in public facility financing.

Moreover, these funds historically have held state and local securities, and
through the late 1950's municipals consisted of over 25 percent of their total
-Asset holdings. Since then, a combination of more flexible investment regula-
tions and the desire of SLRF managers for higher yields has led to the de-
dlining position of municipals In SLRF portfolios. By June 1968, only 5.3
percent of total asset holdings consisted of state and local securities.

Table 2 demonstrates the extent to which an increase in earnings has par-
olleled the decline In state and local security holdings of the SLRF's . Since
1959 when the proportion of municipal security holdings fell below 25 percent
of the total portfolio, the Increment In portfolio earnings as a percentage of
the increment In portfolio size has almost always been above 4.5.percent.

There. Is an obvious lack of economic Incentive for the SLRF's to Invest in
municipal issues. The remainder of this memorandum Is devoted to the pres-
entation of a subsidy device which would provide this Incentive.

A subsidy mechanism ideally should possess the following (haracteristies:
(1) It should provide a clear incentive for SLRF's to Invest in municipal

securities as opposed to their present asset holdings.
(2) It should be simple to administer and free from federal regulation and

control.
(3) It should be relatively inexpensive In terms of cost to the U.S. Treasury.
The subsidy plan which we are proposing satisfies these criteria.



TABLE I.-STATE AND LOCAL PENSION FUND ASSET HOLDINGS, YEAREND

:[Amounts in billions of dollars

1952 1957 1960 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 19681

Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per-
Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent

Total asset holding ------------ 6.9 100.0 13.7 100.0 19.7 100.0 27.2 100.0 30.2 100.0 33.5 100.0 37.2 100.0 41.9 100.0 4.45 100.0

U.S. Government securities ------------ 3.4 49.4 5.2 37.7 5.9 30.0 6.9 25.2 7.4 24.6 7.8 23.3 8.0 21.5 8.2 19.5 8.6 19.2

State-localsecurities ------------------ 1.9 27.4 3.5 25.9 4.4 22.4 3.3 12.) 2.9 9.6 2.6 7.8 2.5 6.7 2.4 5.7 2.4 5.3
Corporate bonds ---------------------- .9 13.3 3.8 27.9 6.7 34.1 12.3 45.2 14.2 47.0 16.3 48.7 18.9 50.8 22.3 53.2 24.3 54.5
Corporatestock------------------- .1 .8 .2 1.5 .4 .2 1.0 3.6 1.3 4.2 1.6 4.8 2.1 5.7 2.8 6.6 3.1 7.1
Mortgages ---------------------------. 1 2.1 .5 3.9 1.4 7.4 2.6 9.6 3.1 10.2 3.7 11.2 4.5 12.2 5.0 11.9 5.2 11.6
Other ------------------------- .5 7.1 .4 3.0 .8 3.9 1.2 4.3 1.3 4.5 1.4 4.1 1.2 3.1 1.2 3.0 1.0 2.2

1 As of June 1968.

Source: Federal Reserve Board.
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Table 2.-Increment in portfolio earnings a8 a percentage of the increment

Year:' in portfolio size Pet
1954 ------------------------------------------------- 2.68
15 -------------------------------------------------- 3.19
1956 ------------------------------------------------- 285
1957 ----------------------------------------------- 27
1958 ------------------------------------------------- 3.49
1959 ----------------------------------------------- 4
1960 ------------------------------------------------- 4.61
1961 ------ --------------------------------------- 96
1962 ------------------------------------------------- 45
1963 ---------- -------------------------------------- 4.67
1964 ------------------------------------------------- 4.24
1965 ------------------------------------------------- 4.76
1966 ------------------------------------------------- 445
1967 ------------------------------------------------- 4.89
1968 ------------------------------------------------ 5.16

1 From 1958 to 1963 calendar years ; from 1964 to 1968, fiscal years.
Source: Bureau of the Census.
It is similar to suggestions that have been put forth for subsidizing the entire

municipal market although we are applying it here only to SLRF's (and also
to the unemployment trust fund as will be considerd later). Our proposal is
that a subsidy be given to holdings of municipal securities by SLRF's on all such
securities-general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, and short-term notes--
issued after a predetermined date. The subsidy would be a fixed percentage of
the coupon rate on the municipal securities Issued after that date and would be
paid by the U.S. Treasury upon receipt from the state and local retirement
funds of a copy of the coupon. As a precaution against misuse of this subsidy,
the individual state and local governments would certify to the Treasury that
their respective retirement funds are bona fide institutions established for the
purpose of providing retirement benefits to their employees. The Treasury would
maintain a list of such certified funds. Under this plan, administrative work
would be kept to a minimum. The subsidy would be paid automatically and
would require no federal supervision.

To make the plan operational, decisions must be made concerning (1) the
issuance date after which municipal securities acquired by the SLRF's would be
eligible for the subsidy and (2) the amount of the subsidy as a percentage of
the state and local Interest rate.

To aid in this latter determination, Table 8 has been prepared. This table pre-
sents quarterly data on the municipal rate, the U.S. long term rate, and the
corporate rate from 1960 to mid 1969 along with the ratios of the two other
rates to the municipal rate. The table Indicates that for much of the period,
a subsidy equal to 25 percent of the municipal rate would be a sufficient In-
centive to retirement funds to acquire municipal as opposed to long term gov-
ernment securities, and a subsidy of 50 percent of the municipal rate would
induce retirement funds to prefer municipals to corporate issues as well. There-
fore, in this memorandum, we shall examine the consequences of four alterna-
tive subsidy percentages between these ranges-25 percent, 33% percent, 40
percent( and 50 percent of the state and local rate. The higher the subsidy, of
course, the greater the incentive to acquire municipal securities.

The cost to the Treasury will also vary with the subsidy percentage. This
subsidy cost is a product of the percentage subsidy, the municipal interest rate,
and the dollar volume of municipal securities acquired by the SLRF's. If S=the
subsidy cost, s=the percentage of the municipal rate subsidized, rc=--the mu-
nicipal rate, and Dthe dollar volume of securities held, S=srD.
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TABLE 3.-QUARTERLY INTEREST RATES

U.S. rate/ Corporate rate/
Municipal U.S. long. Corporate municipalrate municipal rate

rate I term rate 3 rate# (2)/(1) (3)j(1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1960: I.......... ...... ........ .

II ...-.-............-.
it... .........--- -..........
IV ------------------------

1961:
I----------------------------

III........................
Ill.......°... ...... .......-------------------------

1962:
I...°.... ...... ........... .
III .........................
Ill.° ..... .............. °...l...............---------

1963:
...............................

II ..............................
IVl ..............................
IV ............... ....... ..o

1964:
........ ...... . ........... ..
i........ -......................
I ..............................
IV ...............................

1965:
I...........................
III ..............................
IV ............ . ................

1966:
I............................

. ............................
III ..............................
IV.................... ..

1967:

I..............................
II.............. .........
IV ........................

1968:
I............................
. ......... ..............

il ..............................
lV°.° .................. °.

1969:

1.......................
Averages 1960-1969 II ..................

3.65
3.43
3.58
3.44

3.39
3.47
3.51
3.43

3.22
3.14
3.21
3.06

3.10
3.15
3.16
3.27

3.22
3.23
3.20
3.18

3.12
3.19
3.30
3.47

3.64
3.71
4.06
3.88

3.55
3.85
4.05
4.34

4.33
4.45
4.32
4.64

4.22
4.11
3.83
3.91

3.83
3.80
3.97
4.01

4.06
3.89
3.98
3.88

3.91
3.98
4.01
4.11

4.16
4.16
4.14
4.14

4.15
4.14
4.20
4.35

4.56
4.58
4.78
4.70

4. 4
4.71
4.93
5.33

5.24
5.30
5.07
5.42

4.87 1.1562
4.78 1.1983
4.64 1.0698
4.64 1.1366

4.59 1.1298
4.59 1.0951
4.72 1.1311
4.71 1.1691

4.69
4.60
4.63
4.55

4.48
4.47
4.50
4.54

4.56
4.59
4.57
4.58

4.56
4.58
4.66
4.77

4.98
5.21
5.52
5.67

1.2609
1.2389
1.2399
1.2680

1.2613
1.2635
1.2690
1.2569

1.2919
1.2879
1.2938
1.3019

1.3301
1.2978
1.2727
1.2536

1.2527
1.2345
1.1773
1.2113

5.43 1.2507
5.58 1.2234
5.92 1.2173
6.34 1.2281

6.42 1.2102
6.59 1.1910
6.43 1.1736
6.60 1.168i

5.07 5.88 6.98 1.1598
5.43 5.92 7.18 1.0902

......................................... 1.2124

1.3342
1.3936
1.2961
1.3488

1.3540
1. 3228
1.3447
1.3732

1.4565
1.4650
1.4424
1.4869

1.4452
1.4190
1.4241
1.384

1.4161
1. 4211
1.4281
1.4403

1.4615
1. 4357
1.4121
1.3746

1.3681
1.4043
1.3596
1.4613

1.5296
1.4494
1.4617
1.4608

1.4827
1.4809
1.4884
1.4224

1.3767
1.3223
1.4138

I Bond Buyer 20-Bond Index.
2 Federal Reserve Bulletin, various issues.
I Moody's Investors Services; Includes all classes of bond ratings.

The net cost to the Treasury is less than this subsidy outlay, however, since
taxable securities that would otherwise be acquired by the SLRF's will, for
the most part, now find a taxable investor and will, therefore, generate tax
receipts for the Treasury. These receipts will be a product of the marginal income
tax rate of the new holders of these securities, the interest rate on these
securities, and the dollar volume involved. If R=tax receipts, t=the marginal
income tax rate of the new holders, ro=the interest rate on these securities,
and D=the dollar volume.

R=t ro D.
The net cost (NO) to the Treasury is S-R=s r. D-t ro D.
NOz-D(s r--t ro)=D[s-t(rorm)1.

Thus, the net cost varies directly with the dollar volume, D, and the subsidy
percentage, s, and inversely with the marginal tax rate of the new holders, t,
and the ratio of the rates on the securities sold by the SLRrs to the municipal
rate, (ro/rP).
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For the Treasury to break even under this plan, S=R, or
a r D-=t r, D, or t=s/(r/r).

Thus, the higher the subsidy percentage and lower the ratio of the alternative
interest rates to the municipal rate. the higher the marginal tax rate required
for the subsidy to yield no net loss to the Treasury.

This information is summarized In Table 4. The left hand column lists the
four alternative subsidies as a percentage of the municipal rate. The top row
presents five r,/r. ratios which may be compared with those calculated in
Table 3 for the U.S. long term rate and the corporate rate. Moving along a
row for a given subsidy percentage, we see that the higher the ro/rm ratio, the
lower the break-even tax rate. Similarly, for a given Interest rate ratio, the
higher the subsidy percentage, the higher the break-even tax rate.

The entries In the table marked with an asterisk are those combinations of
subsidy and Interest rate which would put the portfolio manager on the margin
of indifference between acquiring the subsidized municipal securities and buying
alternative assets such as corporate or Treasury bonds. Thus, if the subsidy
is 40 percent of the municipal rate, retirement fund managers would be in-
different between buying municipals and another asset yielding 1.4 times as
much as the current municipal rate. For this reason, all space to the right of the
entries marked with an asterisk arc, left blank since they represent combina-
tions that would be unattractive to the retirement funds. A subsidy of .40 per-
cent of the municipal rate, for example, will not induce the retirement fund
investors to buy state and local securities If rates on alternative forms of
investment are 50 percent above the municipal rate.

As Table 8 indicates, from 1960 mid-1969 Treasury long term rates, on
average, were approximately 20 percent above the municipal rate, and corporate
rates were about 40 percent above the municipal rate. If a subsidy of 40 percent
were put into effect, then a marginal tax rate of 33% percent would be required
from the new holders of Treasury long term securities and 28.6 percent from
the new holders of corporates for the Treasury to break even. Since the Insurance
companies, that are the largest holders of corporate bonds, and the commercial
banks and other financial institutions, that are the main holders of U.S. securities,
naa tax rates above these levels, a 40 percent subsidy would not involve much

any net cost to the Treasury.

TABLz 4.-BREAK-EVEN MARoINAL TAX RATES, t

(in percent]

Alterative interest rate/municipal rate (r./r.) ratios

SubsMy as percent of municipal rate (r) ............... 1.1 1.26 1.33 1.4 1.b

....................................................... 22.73 -0.00 ..............................
38% ..................................................... 30.30 X.67 125.00 ------------------
40 ....................................................... X836 32.00 30.00 128.57 ---------
50 ....................................................... 45.45 40.00 37.50 3,5.71 133.33

1 Subsidy puts investor on margin if indifference between acquiring subsidized municipal securities and
acquiring alternative assets.

Therefore, we would make the following recommendation as a miniumum
position:

(1) A subsidy of 40 percent of the municipal coupon rate should be paid to
state and local retirement funds on their holdings of such state and local securi-
ties Issued after a specified date, e.g., January 1, 1970.

(2) This subsidy would be paid automatically by the U.S. Treasury to
public retirement funds established and managed by public officials upon receipt
from them of a copy of their coupons.

In this way, SLRF reserves could be made available to state and local govern-
ments for the financing of needed public facilities. As in the case of the un-
employment trust fund proposal, benefits will accrue to the State and local
governments In three important respects:

(1) To the extent that credit availablltg limits municipal borrowing, opening
up an additional source of funds can ease this constraint somewhat,

(2) As a stable and growing source of funds, SLRF's can partially insulate
state and local governments from the effects of changes in the available resources
of commercial banks.
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(3) Municipal rates may be expected to decline to some degree. This would
occur because a smaller volume of municipal securities would have to be held
by individual investors to absorb the total supply, and the municipal rate would
no longer have to induce individuals in lower tax brackets to enter the market.

Several additional points should be made concerning the above analysis.
First, the calculations of Table 3 on the ratios of municipal interest rates to the
rates on alternative assets are only suggestive and do not reflect the relative
returns on a specific municipal security as compared to a specific corporate or
Treasury issue. The subsidy we have proposed would apply to all categories of
state and local securities-short-term notes and revenue bonds as well as general
obligations-and SLRF asset holdings also include a variety of Treasury and
corporate obligations. Hence, after the subsidy had been put into effect, SLRF
managers would still have to make portfolio decisions among competing assets
to achieve their investment objectives.

Secondly, in addition to the gross subsidy cost (which as mentioned may be
completely offset by additional tax receipts) the Treasury may incur some-
what higher Interest cost to the extent that the subsidy succeeds in causing
SLRF's to acquire municipal rather than federal government securities. A
higher Interest rate on governments would then be required to induce other
Investors to hold more of these issues.

On the other hand, this proposal could go some way towards achieving another
Treasury objective, that of distributing more equitably the income tax burden.
By reducing the volume of tax-exempt securities in the hands of the taxable
public, this proposal would narrow this avenue of tax avoidance.

In terms of the administration of this subsidy plan, it may be desirable to
re-trict the subsidy to SLRIF holding of securities issued by governments other
than their own. Enforcing an arm's length transaction in this manner would
avoid conflicts which may arise between the state or local government and its
employee retirement system and would allow portfolio managers to make invest-
ment decisions solely on the basis of lit ,adity, yield, and other objectives.

One final matter remains for consideraton. In the earlier memorandum on the
unemployment trust fund (UTF) the point was made that the return on the
trust fund portfolio was sufficiently low that trust fund investment in the tax-
exempt state and local securities would not impair its earning position. It Is,
nonetheless, still true that investment of UTF reserves In municipal securities
would not carry out the trust type obligation of the Treasury to the state whose
funds are held in the UTF. Higher yielding market Instruments consistent with
the liquidity requirements of the UTF would appear more appropriate. Thus, In
terms of the responsibility of the Treasury to the state, we would recommend
consideration of a subsidy on state and local securities acquired. and that the
plan outlined above be applied to UTF investments In municipal obligations.

The results of such a program would be the following:
(1) The Treasury would not be able to borrow from the UTF at below market

rates and would borrow more from the general public Instead.
(2) A smaller volume of state and local securities would be available to the

public.
(3) The UTF would hold the state and local (subsidized) securities rather

than the special Treasury Issues.
The subsidy would involve some net cost to the Treasury. The increased tax

receipts resulting from the public holdings of governments rather than tax-
exempt municipals will not cover both the higher rates that the Treasury must
pay for its own borrowing and subsidy on UTF holdings of municipals. But this
situation results only from the fact that the states through the UTF have his-
torically been subsidizing the Treasury. There appears little justification for
continuing this practice.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Austin J. Tobin, execu-
tive director of the Port of New York Authority.

Be seated, sir.
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STATEMENT OF AUSTIN . TOBIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE
PORT 01F NEW YORK AUTHORITY

Mr. ToBmN. If the Senators please, in the limited time which we must
all observe here, I will try not to be repetitious of the points that have
been inadc by the witnesses who have preceded me, and I will talk about.
a diffe-ont aspect of State and local government and that is the fact
which we seldom think of, that the whole American transportation,
public transportation sy stem, in all of its elements, is built and financed
by State and local government.

The port authority, a bistate instrunmentality of the States of New
York and New Jersey, has invested $2 billion 'raised through the sale
of its revenue bonds to develop a comprehensive network of transpor-
tation and terminal facilities in the Port of New York. It, is specifically
denied the power to levy taxes or pledge the credit of either State to
finance its capital programs. It. is rvquired and has been able to do so
on the basis of its own cLredit.

The financial capability of the authority to develop this complex of
transportation facilities has depended in large part upon the exelmp-
tion of the interest on its bonds from Federal taxation. These public
transportation facilities include three major airports, ioderii docks
and marine container ship terminals, six interstate vehicular bridges
and tunnels, bus and truck terminals, and a trans-Hudson commuter
railroad.

We simply would have been unable to provide these vital public
services for our area and to provide them without any burden to the
general taxpayers of our two States if the bonds we issued to obtain
the necessary capital funds had to be marketed at interest rates 40
percent higher to make them competitive with those offered by private
industry.

But the issues precipitated by these attempts to tax State and
municipal bonds are not restricted to their destructive economic
consequences.

As the witnesses before me have emphasized and as the committee
has emphasized they raise most serious constitutional questions.

As executive director of a bi-State agency I will focus principally
on the concwjuences of these new proposals to our national and re-
gional transportation prograras. Last year some $2,800 million in
municipal bonds were issued by State and local government solely
for transportation, public transportation purposes.

The enactment of any of these proposals would mean at least a
1-percent increase in the interest rate on the bonds to be sold here-
after and would drastically curtain the ability of our States, counties,
and cities to meet their transportation needs. On the basis of future
annual bond issuances equal to the 1968 volume there will be at least
$28 billion of transportation bonds issued during the decade from
1970 to 1980.

The additional interest cost imposed upon State and local govern-
ment as a result of these borrowings, the additional costs would
amount to the staggering total on these public transportation bonds
throughout the country of $3 800 million over the life of those bonds.
These amounts will have to be raised, as has been pointed out here-
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tofore, largely from regressive State and local real estate property
and sales taxes which would fall most heavily upon our already over-
taxed middle income and poorer people,

The States of New York and ew Jersey alone have committed
themselves to issue $3,100 million in bonds for transportation im-
provements in our two States over the next few years.

If the now tax proposals are approved our two tates will have to
levy an additional $420 million in taxes to meet their increased bor-
rowing costs on these issues.

Turning to the problem of capital financing requirements of airport
development, and I will deal just with that and I will leave port, devel-
opment to my colleague of the Port of New Orleans who I think will
follow me on the program, but "Just as to airport development it. is
estimated that more than $14 billion of public funds will be needed in
the next 10 years to finance the absolutely esential expansion of our
national airport system. Historically 80 percent of the funds expended
on our Nation's airports have been derived from State and local
sources. In the case of New York-New Jersey metropolitan airports,
96 percent of the cost has been bome by the two States throu gh their
agency, tile prtt authority. Even assuming increased Federal assist-
ance in the rut ire, it, probably will still be necessary for as much as
$10 billion to bo expended by the States and local government for es-
sential airport, construction, and this borrowing over the life of the
bonds to be issued would involve more than $1,300 million in additional
interest costs as a result of these new tax proposals if these plans and
necOssary aviation program are to be carried out.

The borrowing capacity of State and local government will also be
severely tested by the Nation's mass transit needs.

Our present transit systems have projected capital needs of $20 bil-
lion over the next 10 years of which at least $10 billion will have to be
raised by State and local governments also at a total additional bor-
rowing cost if the tax proposals before you are enacted of $1,300 mail-
lion over the life of those bonds.

So with respect to these two aspects of public transportation, our
airl)orts and our mass transit requirements, these tax proposals would
impose upon State and local governments the frightful burden of rais-
ing more than $2,600 million of additional revenues with the regressive
tax impact that the Governors and the mayors have been stressing here
before me. -3

Lest I 1)e accused of viewing with undue alarm, I need point only
to the chaos that, exists in the municipal bond market today. Even the
threat of this attack on the immunity of municipal bonds has brought
in its wake a market reaction whichlhas required State and local gov-
ermuents in many cases to pay the highest borrowing costs in their
history. Many units of government have been unable, because of eon-
stitutional and statutory interest rate limitations to borrow at all.
Many municipalities have deferred borrowings, although tie futility
of postponements in anticipation of better days was demonstrated most
forceful on September 0 when the city of Newark was obliged to
accept a 7.68 percent interest rate on its general obligation bonds after
it had earlier rejected a 7.43 percent rate. Ironically, the earlier bid
was rejected as excessive due to the uncertainty of the market attrib-
utable to these pending proposals to tax municipal bonds.
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In the past few weeks the State of Hawaii and the cities of Chicago,
Houston, and Jacksonville, among others, could not find a market
for bonds valued in ,total at over $100 million.

There is no sign that the deterioration in the market is slackening.
If these new proposals are enacted in any form, the result will be to
insure the continuance of chaotic market conditions for years to come,
-xntil the constitutionality of these proposals is reviewed by the Su-
preme Court.

To summarize other points made in my full statement submitted
to the committee holders of municipal bonds pay very substantial
taxes now since they agree to take an interest rate 30 percent lower
than the rates they could obtain by investing in private obligations.
I have also noted that many workers in the building and construc-
tion trades and the industries that will support them Mil l)e grievously
affected by the cancellation or postponement of State or municipal
bond issues.

In that statement, the longer statement, I have set forth my op-
position, also expressed here by the Secretary of the Treasury, as I
understand it, to the suggestion contained in I.R. 13270 that Federal
payments be made to States and cities to soften the blow of increased
interest costs.

Ironically, it appears that, the ultimate result of these new tax pro-
posals could be a reduction in the amount of revenues flowing into the
Treasury itself. This loss would derive from the increased deductions
for State and local taxes taken by Federal taxpayers who will have
to pa increased Stte and municipal borrowing costs and who
wouldbe permitted to deduct those increased taxes. Thus, the rather
amazing results of these new proposals would ultimately be to produce
losses for everyone concerned: for the Treasury, for State and local
government, and for State and local taxpayers.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir, for a very good state-

ment. Any further questions
Thank you, Mr. Tobin.
(Mr. Austin J. Tobin's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF AUSTIN J. TOBIr EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE PORT OF NEW YORK
AUTHORITY

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

I. The Port of New York Authority could not have developed its complex of
terminal and transportation facilities in the Port of New York. in which it has
invested $2 billion, if Its bonds had been subject to federal taxation. And the
Authority's contribution to current and future transportation requirements
would, because of punitive borrowing costs, be substantially curtailed if the
House or Treasury proposals were enacted.

II. These proposals squarely present a fundamental constitutional issue, for
their effectuation would permit ultimate federal control of the powers reserved
to the States under the Constitution.

I1. Capital expenditures throughout the nation for essential transportation
services and facilities, which are developed and financed primarily by state and
local government, would be sharply cut back as a result of these new taxproposal&

(IV. Based on future annual issuances for tinsportatlon purpo" equal to the
$28 billion borrowed by state and local government in 1968, these proposals
would generate additional costs which would total $3.8 billion after ten years.
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V. The States of New York and New Jersey have committed themselves by
referendum to issue $3.1 billion in bonds for transportation. Their additional
interest costs would total $420 million. These costs must be passed on principally
in the form of regressive property, sales and other taxes.

VI. Even with increased federal assistance, state and local government must
spend some $10 billion for airport capital requirements over the next 10 years.
These new tax proposals would generate additional interest costs of more than
$1.3 billion.

VII. The construction of the vitally-needed $000 million fourth jet airport for
the New York/New Jersey metropolitan area on a self-supporting basis would be
critically jeopardized if additional financing costs were to be added to the
obstacles already delaying it.

VIII. State and local government also must contribute $10 billion in capital
funds for mass transit in the next decade. An additional $1.3 billion in borrow-
Ing costs would be incurred should any of the nev proposals be effectumted.

IX. Even the threat of impaired tax exemption has thrown the bond market
into chaos. Many state and local governments have not been able to borrow at all,
or have done so at punitive interest rates.

X. The enactment of any form of these proposals would ensure the continued
disarray of the market for years to come, until their constitutionality was
reviewed and conclusively determined by the U.S. Supreme Court.

XI. There is no reform in tax proposals that would impose staggering burdens
on state and local government solely to capture a meager $45 or $S0 million
annually from wealthy taxpayers. Five years after the enactment of these pro.
posals, state and local governments would be taxing in amounts of $540 million
annually to pay increased borrowing costs.

XII. Inasmuch as these taxes are deductible from federal income tax returns,
the Treasury will probably suffer a net loss if any of the new proposals are
effectuated.

XIII. Mumcipal bond holders have in fact paid substantial taxes to state and
local government by accepting interest rates 30 to 35% less tian those available
on comparable corporation obligationis. Based on the 191Nl issmmuaeeA of $16 billion
alone, this represents "tax" income to state and local government averaging
more than $200 million annually.

XIV. The provision in the House bill for a federal payment to recompense
state and local bond issuers for additional interest costs is unacceptable both to
the Treasury and to our states and cities. The Treasury is given too wide a
discretion to fix the size of the payment, and the statutes authorizing this pay-
ment would be subject to amendment or repeal at any time.

XV. Banks, corporations and other institutional investors in municipals. al-
though exempted from the operation of the present tax proposals, are on notice
that they may be taxed in the future on their current holdings. The dismal state
of the bond market now is attributable largely to the substantially higher returns
demanded by those investors.

XVI. The Committee on Firance should therefore reject those provisions of
H.R. 13270 and of the Treasury plan, and any other proposal which would tax,
directly or Indirectly, the interest on municipal bonds.

STATEMENT

I am Austin Tobin, Executive Director of The Port of New York Authority. I
appreciate the courtesy of this Committee in affording me the opportunity today to
submit my views on the proposals to tax municipal bond interest recommended in
II.R. 13270 and again in the Treasury Department plan which was outlined to
this Committee at the commencement of your hearings.

The Port of New York Authority is the bi-state instrumentality of the States
of New York and New Jersey, created in 1921 to develop public terminal and
transportation facilities In the Port of New York and to promote the commerce
of the Port. It has no power to levy taxes or to pledge the credit of either State
to finance its capital programs. Yet, over the past half century, it has been able
to finance, construct and develop, at a cost of $2 billion, a comprehensive network
of public airports, piers and docks, public bus and truck terminals, a commuter
railroad and vehicular bridge and tunnel facilities, almost exclusively on the
basis of its own credit, with Federal and state grants representing less than 3%
of its total Investment. Its outstanding bonded indebtedness at the end of 1968
was $1,180,000,000.
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This complex of New York and New Jersey's public transportation facilities
includes, among others, Kennedy, LaGuardia and Newark Airports, the modern
docks and contalnership terminals at Ports Newark and Elizabeth and along the
Brooklyn waterfront, the George Washington Bridge and the Holland and
Lincoln Tunnels, the Manhattan Bus Terminal, and a trans-Hudson commuter
railroad linking the Cities of New York and Newark.

It would have been quite impossible for us to have financed this complex of
public terminal and transportation facilities if our bonds has been subject to
federal taxation. Even with this advantage, we were practically bankrupt in the
early 1930's. Practically every one of our facilities in their very nature, go through
a development period of annual losses from five to ten years after they are
opened. During this time they are rather marginal credit risks. This is the reason
that under the laws of our two States, we are allowed to pool our revenues from
all Port Authority projects and pledge these pooled revenues In support of our
bonds. But we could never have financed these terminal and transportation
facilities at interest rates which were economically practicable if our bonds had
been taxable, which would have imposed a 40 per cent increase in our Interest
costs.

In other words, many of the public works which are so important to the basic
economy of our region would not exist today if their financing had required the
payment of Interest rates which had to compete with those offered in the private
sector. Not only would the residents of New York and Northern New Jersey be
unable to construct the piers and docks, the airports, the terminals and other
transportation services we have been able to provide over the past fifty years on
a self-supporting basis (Le., through revenue bond financing), but the prospects
for financing the current and future transportation needs of the people of the
Port of New York District would be gloomy indeed.

But the issue precipitated by these attempts to tax state and municipal bonds
is not one of economics alone. The constitutional Issue squarely raised by these
proposals is of even greater consequence and Importance, for these proposals are
an attack on the basic structure of our government. When a similar proposal
was advanced many years ago, Senator William E. Borah said that It would
"wrench the Constitution from Its harmonious proportions." Without any ques-
tion, if the central government has the power to tax the financial operations
of the States, it has the power to control every exercise of the governmental
powers that were expressly reserved to the states under the Constitution. That
would mean that the future form of our federal system of government will have
been radically changed.

You have already heard extensive testimony from representatives of state and
local government describing the destructive consequences of these proposals to
the flscal condition of our states, counties and cities. I understand that the Gov-
ernors of some forty of our great states asked your Committee to be heard in oppo-
sition to the House bill and the Treasury's proposals, as did also some 200 elected
and appointed state and local officials. While I fully share their shock and their
forebodings of the incredible fiscal consequences of these proposals, I will try to
avoid reiterating the points they have made. Rather, in my capacity as -the
Executive Director of a bi-state transportation agency, I would like to address
myself to the consequences of the House bill and the Treasury recommendations
to our national and regional transportation programs.

Under our federal system of government, our transportation services and facili-
ties are in the main developed by our State, county and municipal governments.
They are financed-for the most part-through those State, county and municipal
governments. They are designed and financed and built to meet local and regional,
as well as inter-regional transportation requirements. Yet the sum total of them
locally and regionally developed facilities is a vast national transportation
network that is not only vital to each region of our country, but also to the
nation's whole economy, its defense, and its standing among nations.

The Port of New York typifies the dual stake which the peoplle of the United
States have In their transportation system. The primary purpose of the transpor-
tationk facilities of the Port of New York is to meet the transportation needs of
the civilian population during times of peace. At the same time, the existence of
these facilities is an Inherent part of our defense structure. And in time of war,
their existence and operational efficiency Is critical. During World War I, three-
quarters of our overseas troop movements were through the Port of New York.
And during World War II. one-half of all our armies overseas and one-third of all
our material moved through New York. I
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As you may now be aware, state and local governments in 1068 Issued more
than $16 billion in municipal bonds. Of this total, some $2.8 billion were h'sued
solely for transportation purposes. It has, I think, been amply demonstrated
that the enactment of any of the tax proposals recommended in the House bill
or by the Treasury Department would generate at the very least an average
one ler cent increase in the interest rate on municipal bonds, which Is to say
an increase of from 20 to 25 per cent over the historic levels of state and mu-
nicipal interest rates. Even assuming no increase in the $2.8 billion of future
annual tinancing for transportation purposes, the effect of the proposals under
consideration by this Committee would be to increase interest payments by state
and local government by a total of $380 million for the life of each year's bor-
rowings for transportation purposes. In other words, after a ten-year period,
the total liability for additional interest costs Imosed by these Treasury pro-
posals will have reached the staggering total of $3.s billion and this final impact
on state aimu local borrowing would relate only to public financing for trans-
portatlon purposes.

Only recently, the Port Authority's parent States of New York and New Jersey
have by referendum committed themselves to the issuance in the next few years
of $3.1 billion in state bonds for the development and improvement of trans-
portation facilities in both states. A one per cent increase in interest rates on
these transportation bond issues alone would require the two states to levy an
additional $420 million in taxes to pay increased borrowing costs.

The amounts the States of New York and New Jersey are committed to ex-
pend in capital funds for their transportation requirements, together with the
Port Authority's capital requirements over the next few years, reach the for-
midable total of $4.85 billion. All of the projects on the drawing boards for
which these funds are allocated are in some measure jeopardized by the new
tax proposals. The financing and construction of these projects depend entirely
upon the fiscal and political ability of the two States and their public transporta-
tion agencies to pay these tremendous increases in the cost of their financing.
Unfortunately, these increased costs would have to be derived primarily from
relatively regressive property, sales, and other taxes or charges assessed with-
out respect to the ability to pay.

Turning to the problem of capital financing requirements for aviation develop-
ment, it is estimated that more than $14 billion of public funds will be needed
in the next ten years to finance the absolutely essential expansion of our national
airport system. Historically, 80 per cent of the funds expended on our nation's
airports have been derived from state and local sources. In the case of New
York-New Jersey metropolitan airports, 96 per cent of the cost has been borne
by the two States through their agency, the Port Authority. Even assuming in-
creased federal assistance in the future, It probably will still be necessary for
as much as $10 billion to be expended by the states and local government for
essential airport construction; and this would Involve more than $1.3 billion in
additional interest costs if these planned and necessary aviation programs are
to be carried out.

I am sure you are all aware of the critical necessity to upgrade the nation's
air transportation system. In 1968, the American aviation industry transported
over 150 million air passengers, representing an increase of 110 pe'r cent over
passenger volume just five years earlier. Those of you who regularly fly In and
out of the New York metropolitan area have more reason than most to appreciate
how essential it is that we proide additional airport capacity and reconstruct
our existing airports. The new 300-passenger jumbo Jets will be coming into ser-
vice in a few months, and in New York, as in other urban areas, we are at work
on the formidable problem of providing adequate mass transit (rail) connections
between Kennedy Airport and Manhattan, The financing of these vital airport
programs will be severely disrupted by these proposals---even by their considera-
tion by the Congress.

One of the moat critical needs of the metropolitan region of New York and
Northern New Jersey is the provision of a fourth airport to meet the demands
for air service to and from our area. Such an airport Is not just a regional :wv-
cessity; it is essential to the flow of air traffic across the nation. The cos' of
such an airport is now estimated at $600 million, and the assumption has valldly
been made that such an airport could, nevertheless, be developed on a self-
supporting basis. However, the massive additional interest costs which would be
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incurred as a result of these proposals would most certainly jeopardize the pros.
pect of constructing such an airport on a self-supporting basis. It would be
nothing lesIa than a tragedy, not only to New York and New Jersey, but also to
our national air transport system, if these additional costs were to be piled on toll
of the formidable obstacles which are already delaying the construction of this
vital facility.

The needs of the nation's mass transportation systems are equally impressive.
These systems, which transport more than 8 billion passengers a year in our
metropolitan areas, have projected capital needs of $20 billion over the next
ten years.

Adequate mass transportation, by itself, will not solve the urban probleiii.
However, without good public transportation, the urban problem cannot be solve(].
Workers must get to their jobs and back. Poverty pockets must have access' to
employment. Children must be able to get to school and people of all ages must
have a means to get about.

With most urban rapid transit systems operating at heavy deficits even before
considering capital costs, It Is apparent that the $20 billion of capital needs must
come from government sources. As you know, President Nixon has proposed a
$10 billion federal aid program for mass transportation. If we assume that the
proposal is enacted, there will still be the need of local and state governments to
provide an additional $10 billion.

The proposal to tax state and municipal bond interest would increase the
total borrowing cost of these bonds by another $1.3 billion. This increased cost
would, of course, be reflected in higher fares to the users and increased taxes to
the residents of the metropolitan areas. More importantly, the increased costs
could very well cause the deferral or absolute abandonment of many urgently
needed mass transit projects.

To recapitulate, just in these two vital areas alone-airports and mass transit
-the additional fiscal burdens which these new tax proposals would impose on
our states and cities would amount to the enormous total of $2.6 billion.

Lest I be accused of viewing with undue alarm, I need point only to the chaos
that exists in the municipal bond market today. Even the threat of this attack on
the immunity of municipal bonds has brought in its wake a market reaction
which has required state and local governments in many cases to pay the highest
borrowing costs in their history. Many units of government have been unable,
because of constitutional and statutory interest rate limitations, to borrow at all.
Many municipalities have deferred borrowings, although the futility of post-
ponements in anticipation of better days was demonstrated most forcefully
on September 9th when the City of Newark was obliged to accept a 7.68 per
cent Interest rate on its general obligation bonds after it had earlier rejected a
7.48 per cent rate. Ironically, the earlier bid was rejected as excessive due to the
uncertainty of the market attributable to these proposals to tax municipal
bonds. In the past few weeks, the State of Hawaii and the Cities of Chicago,
Houston and Jacksonville, among others, could not find a market for bonds
valued in total at over $100 million.

There is no sign that the deterioration in the market is slackening. If these
new proposals are enacted in any form, the result will be to insure the continu-
ance of chaotic market conditions for years to come, until the constiutionality of
these proposals is reviewed by the Supreme Court. In the meantime, a market
which has been developed over the years to the point where it can now readily
absorb the capital requirements of our states, cities and counties approaching
$20 billion annually Is crumbling, and its rehabilitation-even if the Congress
of the United States rejects these proposals-will be achieved only at great
cost to the taxpayers of the nation.

I can perceive absolutely no "reform" in tax proposals designed to capture a
few dollars from the rich which have as their primary consequence the imposition
of debilitating economic burdens on state and local government-burdens which
must be passed on to our already over-taxed middle-class and poorer people.
Actually a large majority of outstanding municipal bonds are held by public
and institutional investors and only a fraction are In the hands of the very
wealthy. Moreover, the recovery by the Treasury of even the $45 million, which
the Secretary of the Treasury estimated in his testimony a week or so ago
before this Committee, is comparatively a very small sum when placed against
the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars in increased Interest costs that would
be sustained by the states and cities. The ultimate fact is, however, that these
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proposals would probably result in a net loss for the Treasury itself. The.
municipalities' increased borrowing costs could only be met by increasing muni-
cipal real estate taxes or state Income or sales taxes. These are deductible items
on the federal tax returns of state and local taxpayers.

Assuming that the level of state and local borrowing remains constant at $16
billion a year, in but five years it would be necessary for state and local govern-
ment to rcJse an additional $540 million annually. With deductions from federal
income tax returns, it Is apparent that the $45 million return to the Treasury
estimated here by the Secretary of the Treasury from the allocation of deduction
proposal, or the -W million return estimated by the Treasury from the limited
tax preference proposal, would be offset by the loss In revenues due to increased
deductions. Just on the basis of economics alone, these proposals should be
rejected.

Moreover, the Treasury and the proponents of the House bill apparently refuse
to recognize that the holders of municipal bonds are now paying very substantial
taxes Indeed. Those taxes are being paid not to the federal government, but to
state and local government whose financial situation is so desperate that the
Administration is, under its "New Federalism" policy, now proposing to share
federal revenues with them.

The holder of municipals has historically agreed to take an interest rate of
30 to 35 per cent lower than the rate he could obtain by investing in comparable
private obligations. The difference in interest rates between these two types of
obligations-municipal and corporate-now represents real "taxes" for the bene--
fit of state and local government. For example, using the $16 billion issuances in
1968 alone, these "taxes" average well over $200 million a year. The new tax
proposals would serve only to deprive state and local government of a very sig-
nificant financial advantage and, instead, divert negligible gross revenues to the
Treasury. The rather amazing result ef these proposals will ultimately be to
produce losses for everyone concerned: for the Treasury, for state and local
government, and for taxpayers generally.

Also badly hurt would be workers in the building and construction trades and
in the Industries which support them. Higher borrowing costs must inevitchly
result in a sharp deceleration of public works programs, causing layoffs, reduced
work opportunities and consequent economic hardship. In the last year alone, more
than 300 bond issues valued close to $2 billion were cancelled or postponed in the
face of soaring Interest rates.

The House bill includes a provision for federal payments which would allegedly
save state and local governments harmless from increases in interest costs if
their bonds were to become fully taxable. The Secretary of the Treasury opposed
this provision of the House bill when he appeared before your Committee. I also
oppo,;e It. The wide discretion afforded the Secretary of the Treasury In fixing
the size of the payments would in itself make this proposal unacceptable to, the
states and cities. Moreover, the payment provisions may be amended or Indeed
repealed by any future Congress. The confidence of investors In municipals will
be restored only as the result of a clear indication by this Congress that the
immunity of state and local bond Interest from federal taxation will not be
Invaded.

Although both the House bill and the Treasury would exempt banks and other
corporate and institutional holders of municipal bonds from taxation, these cor-
porations and institutions realize full well the Implications of the proposals now
before you. Both the Ways and Means Committee and the Treasury have put all
investors on notice that the holders of municipals may be subject to some form
of taxation even with respect to investments they have made prior to the enact-
ment qf new tax legislation. If this can happen to Individual investors, corporate
buyers ,vould be apprehensive that It might happen to them. In fact, the amount
of -return corporate and Institutional Investors demand In the present market
from Invetsment In municipals clearly reflects their apprehension and concern.

Therefore, I respectfully urge rejection by this Committee of all the provisions
of the House bill and the Treasury plan and of any other proposal which would,
directly or indirectly, tax the interest on municipal bonds.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, now the next witness will be Mr. Eads
Poitevent who will speak for the Port of New Orleans, Commissioner
of the Port of New Orleans.

83-865---69--t. 4--o
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STATEMENT OF HON. EADS POITEVENT, COMMISSIONER PORT OF
NEW ORLEANS, LA.; ACCOMPANIED BY COL. WILLIAM LEWIS

Mr. PoITVENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. I see you are accompanied by Col. Bill Lewis who

did a very fine job for us at one time in protecting us from floods down
there. So far as I know, nobody had the water come over the top while
he was in charge.

Mr. POITEVENT. Bill is my gun bearer from New Orleans. I would
like to add, before I start, one word. You seized on the word "in-
credible" that was used. I think another appropriate word in this
situation is "appalling'-the appalling consequences of the possible
action that could be taken with the approval of II.R. 13270 bill.

The CHAIRMAN. I think, the record should indicate that in addition
to being a commissioner of the Port of New Orleans you are also
president of one of the major banks-

Mr. POITEVENT. Right.
My naune is Eads Poitevent, a member of the board of commissioners

of the Port of New Orleans, and I am testifying in behalf of the board,
an a-ency of the State of Louisiana.

Te CHAIRMA.N. But your other hat is that of a banker, you are the
president of a bank.

Mr. POITEVEN-T. Yes; in private employment and where I derive my
income, I am president of the International City Bank & Trust Co.,
a New Orleans bank, and I live in New Orleans.

My testimony here is in opposition to certain provisions of H.R.
13270, specifically sections 301,302, 601, and 602. Much of what we have
prepared apparently has been done in concert with others who have
testified, and I am going to attempt to telescope the repetitious part
because I have heard muh of this before.

However, we have a very good case in point as to what will happen,
and is happening now, to the development of the agency of which I
am a member.

The board of commissioners of the Port of New Orleans is charged
with the responsibility of constructing and maintaining wharves and
other public port facilities, and of administering the affairs of the
port and the harbor of the Port of New Orleans. The board owns and
operates public wharves for handling of cargo having a total frontage
of over 54,000 lineal feet and affording an area of 10,845,000 square
feet. In addition the facilities of the port include a public grain ele-
vator, public commodity warehouse, Foreign Trade Zone No. 2, a
public bulk terminal, and the Rivergate, an international exhibition
and convention facility. The Port of New Orleans is a major world
port handling foreign trade cargo valued at $2.7 billion annual and
generating custom collections of $76 million annually.

The port is Louisiana's largest single industry and the mainstay
of economy of the metropolitan area of New Orleans.

The port is directly responsible for 36,500 jobs and $201 million in
annual wages. The total impact on the Louisiana economy is $1.6 bil-
lion. Earnings on cargo handling account for $6.7 million in city sales
taxes and $18.9 million in State income and sales taxes.

In the past 15 years the board has spent over $130 million on major
port improvements. These have been financed by direct reinvestment
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of operating revenues, and by bond issues secured by the full faith
and credit of the State of Louisiana.

Extensive additional investments are now needed to upgrade exist-
ing port facilities, to construct new facilities to meet the demands of
growth, and to acconunodate revolutionary changes in the shipping
industry.

This hoard has initiated a planned 4-year program for the rehabili-
tation and construction of needed public port facilities which program
will require $60 million in capital funds to be obtained by the sale of
State bonds. The prompt commencement and orderly prosecution of
this rehabilitation and construction is absolutely essential if the Port
of New Orleans is to meet the pressing needs of the Nation's world
commerce and trade.

New construction is needed to accommodate new logical advances
in the shipping industry, including containerization, LASH, CB ves-
sels, and other new and efficient methods of cargo movement.

The Louisiana Legislature, in its 1969 regular session, authorized
the State Bond Commission to issue $106 million in bonds, including
$31 million to be applied to the facilities program of the Port of New
Orleans in the next '2 years. The issuance and sale of the first phase of
this issue, $15 million in principal amount of bonds, has been author-
ized by the bond commission with a limitation on the interest rate of 6
percent. Now, from the figures we have heard today, in going to the
marketplace on September 30, you can imagine our apprehension and
concern. We are apprehensive to say the least. We are apprehensive
that no bids will be offered at all; or, if those that are offered will allow
us to sell our bonds at the maximum rate of 6 percent.

The CHAMAN. You just heard the city of Baton Rouge witness
testify that they can't sell theirs at 6; didn't you?

Mr. POITmENT. That is correct, and it is very realistic and reason-
able to assume that we will not be able to.

The CHAIMAN. That has the full faith and credit of the city of
Baton Rouge behind it.

Mr. POITEVENT. Right.
The CHAIrMA. And if the city of Baton Rouge can't sell.
Mr. PArTEVENT. There is very little reason to believe we can.
The CHMRMAN. Is the Port of New Orleans in any better position

to than the city of Baton Rouge?
Mr. PorrvENT. No; ovs is full faith and credit of a State; theirs is

a municipality; but ihe differential in the credit risk is not that great
to justify a large differential in interest costs.

So we feel, in quick summation, that the provisions of sections 301,
302, 601, and 602, as have all been covered very ably by the gentlemen
who preceded me, will have appalling consequences not only on the
market as it is today, creating uncertainty and chaos, but they will
also have tremendous consequences in the future. There is the question
of the constitutionality of the entire proposal which will take years to
litigate. There is the creation of an atmosphere of apprehension con-
cerning the future of municipal bonds. If one step is taken it is logical
to assume that others may be taken in the future to destroy the tax
advantage of municipals.

Municipals themselves, and I am speaking more as a banker now
than as a board commissioner, will be taken out of their hitherto pri-
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vate niche in investment thinking and will not receive the investment
reception that they have had in the past. They will be thrown in direct
competition with the mass of other issues having broader scope and

possibly more glamour, as opposed to the individual consideration theyhad before.
Embedded deeply in this is the Federal subsidy question which

implies that the approval or disapproval of each individual project
will not necessarily be on the basis of local need but may be on other
considerations.

In cutting through all of the statements and arguments I think we
come to two bedrock inescapable facts: First, municipal bonds financ-
ing, as we have known it in the past, is the very lifeblood of public
and capital improvement programs. Second, the lifeblood of munici-
pals in turn and their real attraction in the investment market, is their
tax exemption; vnd any legislative action changing this, these basic
decisions, will court disaster, and must be judged against the rather
minimal possible improvement in tax savings to the U.S. Government.

This completes our statement for the Board of Commissioners of the
Port of New Orleans, and with your kind permission, I would like
to file with the committee a statement from the American Association
of Port Authorities indicating the dependency of the entire U.S. public
port system upon tax-exempt bonds for investment capital. Any deter-
rent placed upon the marketability of such issues will have a serious
effect upon the Nation's entire port industry. We thank you for allow-
ing us to present this testimony, and the submission of the statements
for record of hearing.

Thank you, gentleman.
(Statement of American Association of Port Authorities follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICqAN ASSOCIATION OF PORT AUTHORITIEs

(By Paul A. Amundsen, Executive Director)

Public marine terminals have never been attractive to private capital. With
a few exceptions they have been developed by city or state governments or agen-
cies thereof.

Local government has been able to provide such facilities at low investment
rates because of the marketability -of fully tax exempt general obligation or
revenue bonds.

Historically, the total local public investment in marine terminals had reached
$861,000,000 by 1941.

As attachments show, Investment by city and state port agencies for 1964-65
has been $2,127,464,000. An additional $692,789,000 is being spent in the 1966-70
period, bringing all-time expenditures to almost $3.7 billion.

While minor portions of this total investment stem from direct appropriations
by state and city governments, and from direct reinvestment of operating reve-
nues, almost the entire dependency of the U.S. public port system is upon the
fully tax exempt revenue bond or the general obligation bond for investment
capitaL

For this reason the member ports of The American Association of Port Au-
thorities are opposed to any direct or indirect Federal taxation of interest on
State and Municipal bonds. The effect of any such taxation on the bond market.
already brought out by other witnesses, is, on the nation's seaport system, total
and direct. Consider that system.

State port agencies apply In Maine, Massachusetts, New York and New Jersey
(bi-state), Philadelphia, Pa.-Camden, N.J. (bi-state), Maryland, Virginia, North
and South Carolina and Georgia as well as in Alabama. New York, Philadelphia.
Nortoik, Havannah and others also have City agencies. Wilmington, Delaware
is a city Port Commw1lon. The Louisiana ports of New Orleans, Lake Charles
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Nnd Baton Rouge are administered by agencies deriving their powers from the
State. The Port Commissions of Mississippi are agencies of the State's Board of
Agriculture and Industry. In Florida, a system of county port agencies applies
(not unlike Navigation Districts). Well defined and more autonomous port au-
thorities exist in Jacksonville and Tampa.

As the United States developed westward, from the Mississippi River, it Is
notable that port development began in local public hands and then remained
so, there being very little private operation of commercial waterfront facilities
in the West Gulf, and almost none in the states of California, Oregon, Washington.
Texas ports are governed by Navigation Districts deriving their powers from
the State. The port cities of California were given "commerce and navigation"
responsibilities by the State and hence the California pattern has been one of
City development primarily. San Diego has within the last several years changed
from a City agency to a regional Port Authority. San Francisco, long the lone
State agency, within recent months has become a City agency.

Oregon h'as City agencies generally and a State agency identified with the
Columbia River and airport structure. Washington has a system much like that
of Florida, involving districts and elected commissioners, emanating from State
powers.

Turning to the Great Lakes, the City harbor departments there in many
cases have been replaced by port authorities Including Duluth, Toledo, Cleveland
and Buffalo. In Chicago there is both a City port department and a Chicago
Regional Port District under State auspices. Milwaukee remains a City depart-
ment whereas Detroit Is a port commission under County auspices.

livery one of the port agencies has developed in an atmosphere of local self-
determination. As each port area evolved, protection of the public interest of
that area, from the standpoint of waterborne commerce and harbor development
has resulted in a port agency particularly tailored to that area's needs. As a
result, no two of the agencies are alike as political structures. Nor are they alike
am business entities.

Competing for a fair share of the nation's export-import tonnage is a large
part of the Job of protecting the local public Interest, and this competition is
very keen among ports in the cargo producing centers here and abroad.

Competing for industrial locations is likewise very keen, for this is "captive
cargo" which is built into the port physical plant.

Seaport competition for cargo, given equal freight rates and frequency of
sailings, really boils down to the provision of port facilities which offer efficiencies
to the shipper and steamship line. This competition has resulted in the finest
national port system on the globe.

It consists of 2,121 deepwater cargo terminals of all types (bulk as well as
general cargo)' of which 1,254 were constructed since 1940. The average age of
the total plant is 24.6 years, well under the typical amortization period of 35
years.

In general cargo terminals, where the competition is very keen, 720 of the
above terminals were built since 1946, their average age being 11 years.

Of these. 49 are container terminals built since 1965, average age 4 years.
Another 24 container terminals are under construction and another 45 are in
the planning stage.

Almost the total Investment in this system has been by local public agencies
through fully tax exempt bond issues.

The Federal investment in ports has been mainly in the form of deepwater
-channels, the U.S. Engineers being responsible for navigable waterways.

The all-time Federal investment in channels since 1824 totals almost $1.5
billion, including maintenance. Comparing this to the historic local public invest-
ment in marine terminals ($3.7 billion) means that port authorities have invested
more than $2.00 for every Federal dollar.

Customs collections at marine terminals for fiscal 1969 totalled $3 billion
(excluding air cargo). The Federal deep channel appropriation for fiscal 1970
will probably be $35.5 million.

Thus on ports alone, the Federal Government has a very advantageous arrange-
ment here. A 10,000% annual cash flow return on its dollar of annual investment
as the minor partner in the Joint venture.

The technology of world shipping is undergoing rapid change. Thanks to the
competitive public port system of the United States, the nation's world gateways
are keeping pace and indeed assumed an early leadership position in urging new
technology.
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The Senate Finance Committee should very carefully consider that a major
national asset, totally dependent upon local tax exempt issues for its progress. is
being destructively dealt with by those provisions of H.R. 13270 which directly
or Indirectly hamper marketability through taxation.

The CHAMrMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Poitevent, and we are
pleased to have Bill Lewis here with you. We are proud of what you
have done to help Louisiana and in your community in particular.

Mr. PormvEwT. Thank you.
The CHAUIMAN. May I say just as one member of this committee I

don't want to vote for anything that will defeat anything that you and
Col. Bill Lewis are doing down there to help New Orleans.

Mr. POITEVENT. This is a very vital thing. We must change dras-
tically and dramatically the tremendous revolution of cargo handling
which is thrown on the top of normal maintenance and rehabilitation
programs.

The CHARMAN. You are doing your best to try to modernize a port
that had a lot of old docks and wharves that needed improving.

Mr. PorrEv1r. Right.
The CHAMIAw. And I hope you can find some moiiey somewhere to

build some facilities along that new tidewater channel that Bill Lewis
built for you down there when he was with the Corps of Engineers.

Mr. PoITEvlN. Yes.
The CHAMUMN. But you are not going to be able to do that if you

can't sell those bonds.
Mr. Po vrxr. That is right, without money we are dead.
(Mr. Eads Poitevent's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT Or EADS PorrEvENT, COMMISSIONER, BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF

THE PORT OF NEw ORLEANS

SUMMARY

Th' Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans is charged
-with the responsibility of constructing and maintaining wharves and other
public port facilities. The Port of New Orleans Is a major world port, handling
foreign trade cargo valued at $2.681 billion and generating customs collections
of $76 million yearly.

The Port is the mainstay of New Orleans' economy, directly responsible for
86,500 Jobs and $201 million In annual wages. The total impact on the Loulsi-
ana economy is $1.6 billion. Earnings on cargo handling account for $6.7 Inil-
lion In City sales taxes and $18.9 million'in State Income and sales taxes.

Capital investment Is needed to upgrade existing port facilities, to construct
new facilities to meet the demands of growth and to accommodate revolution-
ary changes in the shipping industry. The port facilities program calls for
expenditure In the next four years of $60 million, to be financed by general
obligation bonds of the State.

We oppose the provisions of H.R. 13270 which place taxation on municipaI
bonds and impair the tax-exempt bond market. The threat of taxation has
already created chaos. Interest rates have Increased sharply in the past four
months. Passage of H.R. 13270 would cost the Issuer two additional percent age
points of interest, placing an additional burden on the local taxpayer. 0on-
struction of urgently needed port improvements are being delayed and may
have to be abandoned.

We oppose the elimination of tax exemption on interest of "arbitrage bonds".
We oppose the provisions fnr tho Is.suaile of taxabl, bonls witt" in Iln-"rost

subsidy by the Federal Government. Thesr place the polices and the prograims
for local development entirely under Federal control.

Taxation of municipal bonds violates the doctrine of Intergovernmrental in-
munity, raising substantial issues of constitutional law which will Involve pro-
tected litigation.
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We urge the Senate Finance Committee to defeat the provisions of H.R.
13270 which impair the marketability and increase the cost of tax-exempt mu-
nicipal bonds, and other provisions which place the control of State and local
investment capital under the Federal Government.

The Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans, created by the
constitution and statutory laws of the State of Louisiana, is empowered and
charged with the responsibility of constructing and maintaining wharves and
other public port facilities, of regulating the commerce and traffic of the port
and harbor of New Orleans, and of administering the affairs thereof in such a
manner as may, in the Board's judgment, be best for the maintenance and
development of the port. The Board is composed of five members prominently
identified with the commerce and business interests of the port. The Commis-
sioners of the Board are appointed by the Governor of the State of Louisiana,
each to serve a term of five years.

The Jurisdiction of the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans
embraces the Parishes (Counties) of Orleans, Jefferson and St. Bernard in
Louisiana.

The facilities and activities of the Port of New Orleans are centered on the
banks of the Mississippi River approximately 120 river miles from the Gulf of
Mexico. Port facilities also extend along the Inner Harbor-Navigation Canal and
the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet, the latter being a Federal seaway project
providing a deep-water link with the Gulf of Me:dco over a distance of 70 miles.
The extensive inland waterway system of the Mi.iRssippi River and its tribu-
taries provides for a major transportation network connecting the Port of New
Orleans with the mid-continent area of the Nation. The Gulf Intracoastal Water-
way crosses the Mississippi River in the Port of New Orleans, extending east
and west from Florida to Mexico.

The Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans owns and controls
public wharves for the handling of cargo having a total frontage of 54,525 lineal
feet and affording an area of 10,845,000 square feet. In addition, the facilities of
the port include a Public Commodity Warehouse, Foreign Trade Zone No. 2, a
Public Bulk Terminal and the Rivergate, an international exhibition-convention
facility.

The Port of New Orleans is a major world port, second largest in the Nation
in the value of its foreign trade and in the volume of its total waterborne com-
merce. It is the largest port in the Gulf of Mexico area in all categories.

Within the reporting area covered by the statistics of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, the Port of New Orleans recorded 113,511,000 tons of waterborne
commerce during 1968, shattering all previous tonnage records. This represents
an Increase of more than two million tons over the previous year. Foreign
traffic In and out of New Orleans totaled 27.8 million tons, an increase of 400,000
tons over 1967, with exports accounting for 21 million tons and imports 6.7
million tons. Coastwise traffic was 28.1 million ton, in 1968. Barge movements
totaled 55 million tons, up about 5 million over 1967. Local traffic accounted for
2.7 million tons.

Within the reporting area of the U.S. Department of Commerce, the value of
foreign trade cargo in the Port of New Orleans for 1%8 was $2.681 billion, for an
increase of 13% over 1967. Exports accounted for $1.615 billion and imports for
$1.066 billion. Duty collected by U.S. Customs on cargoes passing through the
Port of New Orleans in 1968 amounted to $75,960,000, an increase of 31% over
1967.

During the past 10 years the foreign waterborne commerce of the Port of New
Orleans has shown an average annual gain of 7% per year, exceeding the aver-
age growth of foreign trade in the United States of 5%.

The Port of New Orleans Is Louisiana's largest single industry and the main-
stay of the economy of the Metropolitan Area of New Orleans. The Port is di-
rectly responsible for 36,500 jobs and more than $201 million in annual wages.
It Is indirectly responsible for 19,800 other jobs in Louisiana agriculture and
10,700 other jobs in Louisiana industry. The total impact on the Louisiana econ-
omy of this payroll money, earned directly by individuals from port activities,
is a staggering $1.6 billion.

Earnings on cargo handling operations in the Port of New Orleans accounts for
$0.7 million in City sales taxes and $1&9 million in State sales and income taxes.

For many years the Port of New Orleans has consistently plowed back gains
from its operating revenue into construction and modernization of port facilities.
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'In the past 15 years alone the port has spent $130 million on major improvements,
with $58 million of these funds coming from port earnings, $62 million from tax
exempt bond issues supported by port income and $10 million from tax exempt
bonds supported by a portion of the State gasoline tax.

The outstanding bonded debt of the Board of Commissioners of the Port of
New Orleans on June 30, 1969, was $71,205,000. Maximum annual bond service
requirements for payment of principal and interest, occurring in 1973, is $4,396,-
300. All bonds issued by the Board are secured by the full faith and credit of
the State of Louisiana, representing general obligations of the State, the interest
on which, under present laws, are exempt from Federal taxation. As previously
stated, the outstanding bonds of the Port of New Orleans are serviced largely
from the net revenues of the Port, and additionally from the proceeds of a portion
of the State gasoline tax.

Despite the huge sums spent on port improvements in recent years, the Port
of New Orlenas today has great need for additional capital funds to upgrade its
.existing port facilities, to construct new facilities to meet the demand of growth
in traffic and to accommodate technological changes in the shipping industry.
In the history of the port the need for additional and improved facilities never
have been more critical than it is today. This condition exists because of the
advanced age and obsolescence of many of the port's cargo handling facilities,
'Coupled with revolutionary changes in modes of port transportation and cargo
handling techniques. The latter includes the growing practice of containerization
'and unitization of cargoes, intermodal concepts of transportation, the rapid
development of containerships, barge carrying vessels and other innovations.

The containerization phenomenon is having a revolutionary effect on ocean
transportation. Ports, as never before, find that they must quickly develop and

.adapt to reap the benefits of the "container revolution". Adaptation to contain-
erized facilities presents unprecedented economic complications.

Special consideration must be given to the construction of highly sophisticated
port facilities for the accommodation of LASH (Lighter Aboard Ship) and other
'barge carrying vessels which are now entering the shipping industry. Such re-
-quirements are highly important in the future development of the Port of New
Orleans.

Two major steamship lines have announced the introduction at an early date
of services operating between the Port of New Orlens and the North Atlantic
Ports of Europe alid the United Kingdom, utilizing such barge carrying vessel.
Central Gulf Lines will initiate the LASH system with its vessel the "Acadia
Forest" In October 1969, with a second vessel entering the service in early 1970.
Lykes Bros. Steamship Company. Inc. has placed under construction three
specially designed vessels for the SHABEE system, another version of the barge
carrier. The first of these vessels will be placed in service late in 1971, with
'the other two vessels to be in service within six months thereafter. Holland-
American Lines has invited tenders for two LASH ships, tailored for U.S. Gulf
Ports service. Other steamship lines are also entering this field of transocean

,carrier.
Never has there been such a rapid change in ocean transportation as there has

-with the switch to containers, creating a massive requirement for new port facili-
:ties. Market researchers estimate that 1970 will be the year of the greatest growth
-with an estimated 70 new containerships delivered. As of April 1, 1969, there
-were 199 containerships under construction and on order in the United States
:and other shipyards. With the advent of the containership there are heavy pres-
sures on the ports to construct new and improved facilities.

In addition, the Port of New Orleans, being a very old port, is faced with the
problem of modernizing existing facilities. General cargo faculties which are
-deteriorated and obsolete and require replacement represent cargo handling ca-
pability 2 million tons per year. Vie Port of New Orleans is confronted with
the pressing need to replace these facilities, while at the same time adding ca-
pacity to accommodate gains in port traffic and to meet the technological changes
Keen competition from ports in the Atlantic, Pacific and elsewhere in the Gulf,
where modern port facilities are going up at a rapid rate, emphasizes the urgent
need for new and improved facilities in the Port of New Orleans if It is to survive
as a viable force in the port industry and in the State's economy.

The facilities program of the port calls for the expenditure in the next four
years of $60 million. Contrary to the past conditions, the Board of Commissioners
of the Port of New Orleans does not have within its means the financing of such
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additional capital expenditures. Accordingly, the funds for thfs program must
come from the State of Louisiana through the Issuance of general obligation bonds.
supported by the entire resources of the State.

The Louisiana Legislature in its 1909 Regular Session authorized and directed
the State Bond Commission to issue general obligation bonds of the State of
Louisiana in an amount not to exceed $106,985,000, including $30,827,000 to be-
applied td the facilities program of the Port of New Orleans.

At a meeting of the State Bond Commission held on August 1Z 1969, resolutions
were adopted to implement the bond Issues as authorized by the legislature, and
particularly authorized the issuance and sale of $15 million principal amount of
bonds to mature within 30 days from the date of sale, at an average net Interest
rate not exceeding 6%. No bid will be accepted for a price less than par.. The sale
of said bonds is scheduled for September 30,1969.

The prompt commencement and orderly prosecution of the rehabilitation and
construction program, to be. financed by the present and subsequent bond sales as
authorized by the legislature for the benefit of the Port of New Orleans, is essen-
tial if the Port is to meet the needs of its commerce and trade.
H.R. 13270, if enacted into law, will be destructive to the ability of the Port of

New Orleans to commence and prosecute its rehabilitation and construction pro-
gram by placing in Jeopardy the ability of the State of Louisiana to finance its
capital programs.

Certain provisions of H.R. 13270, particularly Sections 301 and 302 thereof,
directly and adversely affect the ability of the State to market tax-exempt bonds.
It Is apparent, in fact, that the threat of taxation of interest on State and local
obligations by including the interest from these bonds in the limit on tax prefer-
ence and allocation provisions of the bill has already created an extremely chaotic
situation in the bond market. The potential financial impact on State and loeal
government, should the provisions of the bill affecting tax exempt bonds be,
enacted into law, Is appalling.

Analyses by the Conference on Intergovernmental Relations Indicate that con-
parable municipal and corporate bonds historically have had a relationsfiip as to'
yield in the vicinity of 70%; that is, municipal yields have been generally running:
at about 70% of those on comparable corporated (e.g., if a corporate bond was
selling at 8%, a comparable municipal bond would yield about 5.60%). This 70%
relationship has now increased to about 80%; or the municipal bond comparable,
to an 8% corporate bond is selling at a yield of 6.40% rather than 5.60%.

During 1967 and 1968 the differential between yields of taxable and tax exempt
securities generally averaged in the range of 2%. The difference in July 1969 was
1.39%. Should H.R. 13270 be enacted into law, a substantial further narrowing,
or even complete disappearance, of this differential could be. expected. Accord-
ingly, bond analysts are of the opinion that the provisions of the bill would cost
the issue of tax-exempt bonds up to two additional percentage points of interest.

If the additional two percentage points is assumed the issuance of $60
million principal amount for needed port improvements involves additional
interest cost of $24,840,000 over the 'assumed 80-year life of the bonds, thus
adding 41.4% to the cost of the facilities. This is a small but typical example
of the manner in which taxation of municipal bond interest will increase borrow-
ing costs and wreak havoc with the capital improvement programs of the State
and local governments.

Interest rates on municipal bonds have sharply increased since January.
The increase in the past four months has been drastic. Bond Buyer's Index shows
an average yield of 4.97% in January, 4.09% in April, 5.93% in July, 6.26%
in August and 6.37% in September 5, 1969. Although there is reflected in these
rates strong inflationary pressures and the monetary restraints imposed as
counter-inflationary measures, a large portion of the increases are attributable
to expectations respecting tax exemption of municipal bond interest. This appre-
hension has spread in the past four months.

State and local governments presently are unable to finance projects at
reasonable interest levels, or at interest rates within legal limits, as demon-
strated by the fact that tax exempt municipal bond issuances for 1969 are run-
ning at an annual rate 40% below that which would reasonably have been
expected this year. This substantial forced reductions in bond issuances in 1969
are delaying the financing of essential public works at State and local levels.
The provisions of H.R. 13270, if enacted into law, will compound the situation,
further delaying urgently needed public works and creating a backlog of require-
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-meats which can be met in succeeding years only by adjustments in State and
local tax measures to meet higher borrowing costs so that the crushing need for
public facilities may be fulfilled despite the additional financial burden on the
local taxpayer. Of necessity some meritorious capital improvements would be
limited in scope, others abandoned altogether.

H.R. 13270 would deny tax exemption in certain cases to interest on State
and local government "arbitrage bonds" issued for the purpose of purchasing
U.S. Government obligations, the interest on which is used to pay debt service
on municipal bond. These provisions likewise are detrimental to the 'ability of
the Port of New Orleans, the State of Louisiana and other public agencies to
Anance capital improvements.

Sections 601 and 602 of the bill provide for the Issuance by a State or political
subdivision to issue taxable bonds in exchange for an interest subsidy by the
Federal Government. The Secretary of the Treasury would determine the sub-

,sidy percentage which would apply in the case of each bond issue. This Is ap-
4parently designed to impair and ultimately eliminate the tax exemption of
municipal bonds, to coerce State and local government to adopt a voluntary tax
subsidy of their obligations, and to intrude the Federal Government into State

.and municipal financing.
Interest rates on municipal bonds issued without the benefit of the subsidy pro-

visions will climb so drastically as to make the election of taxable subsidized
,bonds mandatory. It will only be a matter of time before the Federal Govern-
ment would possess complete control of State and local financing.

The port industry of the United States is the product of competitive independ-
ent action by the various local and State port authorities without the Interfer-
.ence of Federal control and regulations. The independent status of the State and
local port industry would be destroyed in this process. The Federal government
will inevitably exercise control over the funds. This will shift the decision% as
to what is to be construed, when and how, from the local level to the Federal
lewl.

The exemption of State and local bond interest from taxation stems from the
constitutional mandated doctrine of inter-governmental immunity which is de-
signed to permit the continued functioning of the Federal system of government.
Because of diversity of legal opinion upon this point, no one could be certain
of the outcome until a decision was reached by the U.S. Supreme Court. In the
meantime, the municipal market would be in a state of apprehension and un-
-certainty, and the net effect would be to diminish sharply the acquisition of
State and municipal bonds until this question was settled. Under these circum-
stances, banks and other institutional Investors in tax-exempt bonds may assume
that the next change in the tax law could directly reduce the value of the tax
exemption to them. Any municipal financing that could be done at all will be at
sharply higher interest rates, the cost of which would be borne by the local tax-
payers. In the Interim, needed port improvements and other public works will
be at a standstill.

In the particular instance of the program for the Port of New Orleans as
presently authorized by the legislature of Louisiana the Issuance of bonds on
September 30, 19t9, is definitely compromised. The threat of taxation has created
a sharp upturn in the yield of municipal bonds to the point that the sale of
bonds at an interest rate of 6% or less is highly improbable. The Constitution
and laws under which general obligations of the State may be issued makes no
provisions for the issuance of taxable bonds with or without a Federal subsidy.
New legislation enabling the Issuance of taxable bonds must await an additional
session of the legislature and possibly a referendum vote which may be scheduled
at the earliest in November 1970.

The Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans considers that the
provisions of H.R. 13270 which Impair tax exemption of State and municipal
bonds as well as those which make allowances for the issuance of taxable bonds
under Federal subsidy arrangements are highly prejudicial to the development
and expansion of the Port of New Orleans. We urgently request that the Senate
Finance Oommittee defeat the provisions of the bill which pertain to the taxa-
tion of State and local government bonds, as well as the provisions which tend
to place the control of State and local financing under the Federal Government.

Presented herewith is a certified true copy 'of the Resolution adopted by the
Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans at its Regular Meeting held
in New Orleans on September 11, 109, setting forth the position of the Board
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in this matter and authorizing my appearance before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee to submit this testimony in opposition to the enactment of said provisions
of H.R. 13270.

Attachment.
CEBTIFICATION

I, Emero S. Stlegman, Assistant Secretary of the Board of Commissioners of
the Port of New Orleans, do hereby certify that the following is a true and cor-
rect extract from the minutes of the Board adopted at a Regular Meeting held
In the City of New Orleans, State of Louisiana, on September 11, 1969:

"Whereas the House of Representatives of the United States of America did,
on August S. 1969, pass H.R. 13270, a bill to reform the income tax laws, to be
cited as te 'Tax Reform Act of 19069': and

" , as certsi!, provisions of said bill will limit the Income tax exemption
ol jS . earr.., on state and municipal bonds, thereby conflicting with the
",. .li.shcd decisions of the United States Supreme Court relating to the

do"'- of intergovernmental immunity from taxation; and
reas the limitation on preferences on minimum tax plan and the alloca-

i, ,deductions as are set forth in Sections 301 and 302 of said bill would seri-
I . prejudice the state. and municipalities in exercising control over their
fiLtncial resources and in the carrying out of their governmental functions; and

"Whereas the requirement to allocate deductions will have the effect of re-
ducing other deductions which are otherwise allowable merely by reason of a tax-
pay er earning interest on state and municipal bond holdings and will further
dLscourage the sale of such bonds and thereby make It impossible for a state to
obtain the finances necessary to carry out its legal functions and purposes; and

"Whereas, Sections 601 and 602 of said bill provide for an election by states
and municipalities to Issue taxable bonds in exchange for an interest subsidy
by the Federal Government, and would repeal the exemption from Federal in-
come taxation of so-called arbitrage bonds, thus destroying the constitutionally
tax exempt status of state and municipal bonds, as well as destroying the his-
torially lower Interest rates on state and municipal bonds; and

"Whereas, the purchaser of state and municipal bonds is actually paying a so-
called 'minimum tax' by accepting a lower interest rate than if the bonds were
taxable; and

"Whereas, the exemption of Interest from federal taxation is the result of the
constitutional right under the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity from
such taxation, designed to permit states and municipalities to carry out their
respective governmental functions; and

"Whereas, the provisions of said bill as they relate to the taxation of Interest
on state and municipal bonds will drive interest rates thereon to such exorbitant
heights as to make mandatory the election by states and municipalities to issue
tax;ible bonds in order to obtain such federal subsidies: and

"Whereas, it can be reasonably expected that legislation will follow to pro-
vide federal criteria for the granting of such subsidies in the future, thus placing
complete control in the Federal Government of state and municipal government
financing; and

"Whereas, notice to the public of said bill has already affected the sale of state
and municipal bonds at the highest rates of interest ever made applicable to
such bonds, and will continue to prejudice states and municipal governments from
financing their governmental functions as the result of such tax-free bonds be-
Ing made less attractive by the relatively high rates of interest being quoted;
and

"WVhereas, if many state goverments are compelled, by virtue of such Increase
in rates, to issue taxable bonds under provisions of Sections 601 and 602 afore.
said. Interest rates will generally be forced upwards, to such extent that state and
municipal governments will be forced into competition with private corporations
and with the United States Government for available funds from investors; and

"Whereas, the demand from such source of funds becoming greater, from time to
time, the higher the whole interest rate structure will become, thus making it
impossible for state and municipal governments to finance their public obliga-
tions; and

"Whereas, the enactment of the aforesaid provisions of said bill will cer-
tainly bring about the institution of suits to establish the unconstitutionality of
said provisions: Now, therefore, be It and it is hereby
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"Reeoled by Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans that certain
provisions of said bill, H.R. 13270, insofar as they relate to the taxation of the
interest on state and municipal bonds, all as more particularly set forth in Sec-
tions 301 and 302 and in Sections 601 and 602 cf the said bill are detrimental to
the State of Louisiana, and to said Board as an agency thereof, in that they will
seriously prejudice the ability of said Board to obtain the necessary finances
for the construction of required port terminal facilities and improvements for
the obvious reasons aforesaid; and, that said Board is opposed to the enactment
of the said certain provisions of said bill: "Be it and it is hereby further

"Resolved, That Eads Poitevent, Commissioner, of the Board of Commissioners
of the Port of New Orleans, be and he is hereby empowered to present a copy of
this resolution to the Finance Committee of the United States Senate, and to the
members of the Congressional Delegation of the State of Louisiana, and the said
Eads Poitevent, Commissioner, is further authorized and empowered, on behalf
of said Board, to appear before said Senate Finance Committee for the purpose
of offering testimony in opposition to the enactment of said certain provisions of
H.R. 13270, at any hearing or hearings that may be called in the consideration of
said bill, and to take such further steps and procedures as may be appropriate
toward the end of procuring the ultimate defeat of the enactment of said provi-
sions of said bill: be it and it is hereby further

"Resolved, That the Acting Director of the Port of said Board is hereby en-
powered and directed to take such additional steps and procedures, to attend such
public hearings as may be called in consideration of said HR. 13270, to offer
testimony therein and take any and all other actions that may be appropriate
and necessary, all in furtherance and in aid of the aforesaid efforts of said Oom-
missioner Eads Poltevent, toward the end and purpose aforesaid."

Witness my hand and the seal of this Board, on this 12th day of September,
1969.

EMEnO S. S IEOMAN, Aesiatat geeretarl.
The CHAIRMAN. I have had a request for two additional witnesses.

One was from Senator Stennis and one from a member of the commit-
tee. I would like to call Mr. Ed Khayat, if he is here. Will vou colme
forward, Mr. Khayat. Mr. Khayat is secretary of the Mississippi As-
sociation of Supervisors. Senator Stennis requested he be heard today
because I don't believe he could be in town tomorrow. Mr. Khayat,
your other distinction is that you are the father of the defensive line
coach of the New Orleans Saints.

UJATEMNE OF ED KHAYAT, SECRETARY, MISSISKIPPI
ASSOCIATION OF SUPERVISOR

Mr. KIAYAT. Yes.
The CAIMAW. What I want to know what was the matter with that

secondary last Sunday?
Mr. KIAYAT. We are looking at that matter this week.
The CHAiRMAN. It was just that Jurgensen throws those passes so

accurately.
Mr. KIHAYAT. His accuracy was unfortunate for us. He threw a long

bomb to Charley Taylor and that was the end of the day. But we
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are very happy to Le with you, Senator, and we are very thankful for
your allowing us to appear.

The CHAIRMAN. If you talk to your son, I would recommend they do
something for the pass defense in the secondary.

Mr. K1AYAT. I will see that he gets the message. I will give it to
him this afternoon.

Thank you very much, Senator. Thank you for the privilege of al-
lowing me to appear before this distinguished committee. Much of
what has been said already would be what I would say but I will not
say it because I would be repetitive. All of these things the previous
witnesses have mentioned, the Governors, the officials from the Port
Authorities, and others, are all in my prepared testimony for the
county supervisors of Mississip)i. There are one or two points I would
like to make, Senator, that have not been brought out.

The CHAUMAN. May I say, Mr. Khayat, that is what we hope to
:get from witnesses, not just repetition of what has been said.

Mr. KHAYAT. Yes.
The CHAIRmAN. Because we know that, we have heard it before, we

have read it before as well. We want to know what you are going
to add to.

Mr. KHAYAT. Thank you, sir.
In addition to the information given, I would like to respectfully

-call to your attention the fact that, millions of dollars in bonds issued
by the State of Mississippi, city and county governments have built
industries which cause the employment of several thousand people. We
emphatically state that these buildings and equipment and this em-
ployment have created for the Federal Government a new broad tax
ase Yet at the same time counties and cities grant 10-year ad

valorem tax exemptions to industry on the assumption that other
tax benefits come from these industries. And in order to serve the
people who are employed at these new industries the counties and
cities are called on to construct new schools, water and sewer systems,
roads and bridges and recreation facilities as well as hospitals.

We, therefore, feel that we are sharing a burden withI the Federal
Government at the same time the Government is a direct recipient of
tax income, 10 years prior to any income which may come to the State,
county and city.

For example, the Standard Oil Co. of California merged into a
company called Calky that has built in Pascagoula, Miss., a $130
million refinery. One of the major reasons they came to us is because
we.had a 40-foot channel built up the Pascagoula River financed a $2
million local bond issue. Now these people from California did not
close their plant in California. They built a new one in Mississippi

ith an additional 700 employees plus the building and equipment
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which has created for the Federal Government, Senator, some addi-
tional tax money it didn't have.

Subsequently, the State of Mississippi issued $130 million in bonds
to build a modern shipyard owned by the State of Mississippi, and
operated by Litton Industries. But when this installation was built
those bonds were bought because they were municipal bonds and we
had that tax exempt feature which helped it, but consequently 12,000
people are at work in this shipyard. We are saying that the income
that comes from these people, the income tax as well as the construc-
tion of buildings and tle manufacture of equipment owned by Litton
Industries brings to the government something new.

In addition to that, you all have been most compassionate with us
in this hurricane thing. You have come across with help. We can build
back most of the gulf coast and part of Louisiana and Alabama. You
are putting up matching funds, you put up half and we are putting up
the other half. The other half comes from bonds wib have to issue, we
have io funds in our Treasury, the only source of taxation for coun-
ties are ad valorum taxes and some others. Whatever we have to match
comes from bonds issued. We have to sell bonds in this market, and
they just have told us stay off the market. It is just as plain as that.
That is my testnMony and thank you very much for giving me this
time.

The CHAIRMAN. May I wish you all the luck in the world in rebuild-
ing after that hurricane hit Mississippi. We have had experiences like
that in Louisiana. We had the full effect of Hurricane Betsy which
did about a billion dollars damage. I don't wish you bad luck, but I
am just as happy that it didn't go a little bit more to the west and
hit us again. We have had about all we can take from those disastrous
hurricanes. The previous time, when the disastrous hurricane de-
stroyed all your sea walls and your front property improvements
along that Mississippi gulf coast you did a magnificent job of rebuild-
ing and by the time you were through what you had was better than
what you had when the hurricane hit. I hope very much that the bill
we pass will be of some help to you in doing as fine a job as you did
the time before.

I hope by the time you are through with this disaster, poorer
though you may be, you will have an even more beautiful gulf coast
to show for it.

Mr. KHAYAT. I would also like to thank the Senator for the fin
support you gave to Senators Eastland and Stennis and Congressman
0o1mer, the tremendous support, and we appreciate the compassion-
ate support by good Americans as you are.
* The CHAM MAN. They helped us to pass the Betsy bill and-

Now, Mrs. Priest is here and we will call Mrs. Priest to present
her statement. We are pleased to have you here.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. IVY BAKER PRIEST, CALIFORNIA STATZ'
TREASURER; ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE HERRINGTON, BOND
CONSULTANT

Mrs. PRIEST. Thank you, Senator Long, and Senator Bennett, Sena-
tor Curtis, 'well, Senator Williams, and Senators Anderson, it is so,
nice for me to be back here.

The CHAIRTrAN. We are pleased to have you, and I think Senator
Bennett would be pleased.

Mrs. PRIEST. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce George Her-
rington, our bond counsel for the State of California. He is a partner
in the firm of Orrick, Herrington, Rowley and Sutcliff.

The CHAMMA . We are happy to have you.
Mrs. PRUEST (continuing). Who is here for any technical information

you might need.
The CHAMIA-N. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNErr. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Priest is a product of my

State of Utah. She was Treasurer of the United States during the
Eisenhower administration, and the people of California know a good
thing when they see one, so she is now treasurer of the State of Cali-
fornia. Maybe she has more money out there than she had-

Mrs. PRMST. Oh, Senator Long you still have money with my name
on it. It is wonderful.

Senator BENNETT. Unfortunately it won't buy as much now as when
you signed it. [Laughter.]

Senator BENN.TT. That is one of the reasons we are meeting in this
hearing to see what we can do about it. I am very happy to have the
privilege of welcoming you to these hearings.

Mrs. PRIEST. Thank you, Senator Bennett, and I am most happy
to be able to appear before this distinguished connittee. You referred
to how much money we might have out there, I understand that, in
our bond operations, we are second only to the U.S. Government. So
we do have a big setup and I would like to tell you a little about it,
Senator Long and distinguished Senators. "

Thb CHArMAN. We have a telegram, Mrs. Priest, from Governor
Reagan saying thiit you are speaking for him. So you are speaking
for the Governor of California.

Mrs. PRMST. Well, I am very glad, because I like to feel that he
thinks I could speak for him. He is doing a great job out there for u.s.
We do have our problems, too, and the bond problem is one of thebigger ones. I would like to tell you a little of our problem for your
consideration here today. In the interest of time, I think you Senators
have a complete brief which we sent in, but in the interest of time
I have some of the highlights of that I would like to review with you
today.
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The C11rRtMxN. We have your statement. It has been printed and
it will appear in the hearings and in addition to that we will cariy
-whatever summary you wish to add to that.

Mrs. PRIEST. Thank you, Senator.
Our State of California which I have the honor to represent be-

fore this committee opposes the provisions of 1-1.R. 13270 whicl, as
presently written, would tamper with the existing Federal-State re-1ationship concerning tax-exempt municipal bonds. We contend that
the so-called tax reform law would cause far more harm than good
in. attempting to solve some of the existing inequities, would jeop-
ardize Federal-State relationships of all kinds and touch off a bitter
round of litigation or bitter rounds of litigation might he better.

In this summary statement we seek to point out as concisely as
possible what we 'believe would be some of the adverse effects on
California of this proposed legislation. These, together with some
of our views on the principles involved, are as follows:

1. We believe the proposal to tax State and local bonds, commonly
referred to as "municipals," is unconstitutional, regardless of whether
the Federal Government subsidizes all or only part of the increased
interest costs resulting from State or local issuance of taxable bonds
instead of the traditional nontaxable bonds.

2. Federal taxation of "municipals" will immediately and auto-
matically increase market interest rates to compensate investors for
the altered status of such bonds. The inevitable result must be in-
creased State and local taxes to pay for the increased interest costs.
The low- and middle-income taxpayer thus would bear an even larger
share of the burden than he now does.

3. Once the principle is breached, there would be no fixed stop-
ping point. Once Congress takes the first step away from tax exemp-
tion on municipal bonds, it can always take another step whenever
circumstances make it expedient to do so. Federal subsidy of the
extra interest costs involved in issuing taxable municipals can be
withdrawn just as easily as it was first offered.
, 4. The very fact that Congress has been seriously considering leg-
islation of this type already has had adverse effects upon the-bond
market. The fears and uncertainties surrounding current proposals
to tax these bonds have led to (a) a shrinking of available money sup-

y and demand for investments of this type because many would-be
vestors shy away entirely from the muncipal bond market until

congressional intentions solidify, and (b) further increase in interest
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rates on those municipal bonds which do manage to attract bidders in
these unsettled times. Selling prices of stocks and bonds are affected by
such intangibles as investor confidence and optimism, or the lack
thereof, fuy as much as they are by earnings records, credit ratings
and the caliber of management. This is as true with municipal bonds as
with corporate bonds. Investor buying patterns are influenced very
markedly by any threat or suspicion of threat such as presented by
current congressional actions toward State and local bonds.

5. Greater dependence upon the Federal Government as the source
of major public works funding for State and local needs will be the
inevitable result of any tampering with the historic status of tax-
exempt bonds. If the States and their political subdivisions no longer
can sell their bonds without having to pay extremely high interest,
cannot find buyers at all because of Federal interference with the
orderly marketing processes of the past, or can't raise taxes enough
to fund a pay-as-you-go policy, then the only other major source of
funds for State and local capital outlay projects has to be the Fed-
eral Government itself. That would be in direct contradiction to cur-
rent efforts to bring about better working relationships between the
National and State governments and would force the States to rely
almost completely on Washington to solve their fiscal problems involv-
ing capital outlay projects. I doubt that any of us want that to occur.

6. California at present is unable to sell general obligation bonds
in the normal manner or volume at the present time because inflation
has boosted interest rates above the State's legal limit (5 percent). In
June, 1970, with voter approval, the limit on interest may rise to 7
percent. However, even if this does occur, the entire matter may be-
come moot if, through Federal taxation, national bond interest rates
are forced to remain above the new ceiling. Our problems would be
just as intense and just as severe.

Administration efforts to curb inflation's effects on the bond mar-
ket may be nullified if the Congress through action which we con-
sider most unwise brings about a condition of permanent fear and
uncertainty regarAing investments of all types, including municipal
bonds.

7. Those who will be most hurt in California if our bonds are made
taxable will be the young people now reaching college age who will be
denied the new buildings and facilities they need for their educa-
tion. It will be the youngsters now in school or about to be enrolled
in our public school system who will lack the classrooms they need.
It will be the California veterans who depend on bond funds to pro-
vide the loans they deserve for buying farms and homes. It will be
the growing millions of people who use and enjoy our State parks and
historical sites made possible by bond financing. Perhaps most urgent
of all at this point in time, those millions of Californians who are de-
pending on the State water project to deliver to them the surplus
waters of the north, as promised. In short, most of our 20 million
population would be adversely affected by the taxation of State and
local bonds as proposed under II.R. 13270.

We feel that all of these are very strong reasons for our belief that
taxation of State municipal bonds is not only undesirable but per-
haps even tragic for Calif6rnia.

33-5-0--69--t. 4-81
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Also you know, Senator, our State is second only to the U.S. Glov-
ernment itself in the annual bond sales. We have, in the complete
brief, Senator Long, a record of our complete bonded indebtedness.
There are something over $4 billion worth of bonds already sol
outstanding. There is perhaps $1,300 million to be sold, authorized,
but yet to le sold. I gave you in the summary a complete breakdown
of our bond program and t-he various departments of State government
using the bond financing so you would have that factual information.

We do urge you gentlemen to give this serious consideration, as I am
sure you will, in your deliberations because to our State of California
it is of vital importance. Not to being able to sell our bonds in a
market. like today's is already posing many, many problems and
we feel it would be disastrous.

The CHAIRMAN'. You get hold of Governor Reagan and be sure
that lie makes sure your two Senators understand it. I believe Sen-
ator Cranston was the comptroller of your State, was he not, or
some such thing?

Mrs. PRsT.Who was that ?
The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't Senator Cranston the comptroller or some

such th*ng?
Mrs. PirEs. Yes, he was, he was State comptroller. I had a letter-
The CHAIRMAN. He handled the money of California at that time

and he knows what the problem is.
Mrs. PRIEST. Yes, he understands it thoroughly. I had a letter from

Senator Cranston pledging his support and saying l, would do what
he could because he understands it as thoroughly-

The CHAMMAN. I th;nk you will make out as well with the two
Louisiana Senators as the two California Senators because they under-
stand the problem.

Mrs. PimsT. I felt that way, Senator Long, because I knew all of
you from years past and I knew it would be a pleasure to come here.
Any questions you have to ask or any information you need I was sure
if I couldn't supply it Mr. Herrington, our bond counsel, who has been,
incidentally, the counsel for many years, and knows the history of our
bonds, could do so.

The CHAIRRmA. Any further questions, Senator?
Thank you very much, Mrs. Priest.
Mrs. PIET. Thank you so much. May I say it has been a pleasure

even though I am on this side of the table, to at least greet you again
and wish you well.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now that the Republicans occupy the White
House we will be glad to have you again.

Mrs. PRIEST. Well, my family is living out there.
The CHAnMAN. Washington hasn't improved since you left.
Mrs PIT. Thank you again, Senator Long. If anything brings

you to our great State please come up there to see us; we would be
appy to see you. Give my regards also to Mrs. Bennett.
(Ron. Ivy Baker Priest's prepared statement follows:)

STATEIZ or Hom IVr BA.RM PalsM, OATinouNI STATi TRsEABUE

The, 8tate of California, which I have the honor to represent before this
committee, opposes those provisions of H.R. 18270 which, as presently written,
would tamper with the existing federal-Etate relationship concerning tax-exempt
municipal bonds.
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We oppose also any changes in charitable trust provisions of tax law which
would cause unintended but seriously adverse effects oni California's and the
entire nation's educational Institutions. Any action which shuts off or diinilislies
the flow of gift funds to private schools will yield only added burdens to the
public tax structure.

It is our contention that H.R. 13270, the so-called tax reform law, would
cause far more harm than good In attempting to solve Somie of the existing
inequities. It would open a Pandora's box of horrors, jeopardizing federal-state
relationships of all kinds and touching off bitter rounds of litigation. For the
most part, however, we will restrict our testimony to the proposed taxation of
state and munlclpal bonds.

From this nation's earliest days these bonds have been considered as tax-
exempt without serious question. We have not attempted here to present the
full weight of data and expert opinion available to support our views, but
instead seek to point out as concisely as possible what we believe would be some
of the adverse effects of this proposed legisla tlon.

This committee's goal of tax reform is a most desirable one. However, because
California would be so seriously affected we must oppose II.R. 13270 in its present
form on the following grounds:

1. We believe the proposal to tax state and local bonds, conunonly referred
to as "municipals", Is unconstitutional, regardless of whether the federal
government subsidizes all or any part of the increased Interest costs resulting
from state or local issuance of taxable bonds instead of the traditional non-
taxable bonds. We believe that it really wakes no difference whether the inter-
ference Is direct or indirect on this point.

2. Federal taxation of municipals will immediately and automatically in.
creasp market interest rates to compensate investors for the altered status of
such bonds. The inevitable result must be increased state and local taxes to
pay for the increased interest costs. The low and middle Income taxpayer thus
would bear an even larger share of the burden than he now does.

3. Once the principle is breached, there would be no fixed stopping point. Once
Congress takes the first step away from tax exemption on municipal bonds, it
can always take another step and yet another whenever circumstances make
it expedient to do so. Thus, a federal subsidy of the extra interest costs hivolvei Ii
issuing taxable municipals can be withdraiwn just as easily as It was first ordered.

4. The very fact that Congress has been seriously considering legislation
of this type already has had adverse effects upon the proposals to tax these
bonds have led to (a) a shrinking of available money supply and demand for
investments of this type because many would-be Investors shy away entirely
from the municipal bond market until congressional intentions solidify, and (b)
further increase in interest rates on those municipal bonds which do manage
to attract bidders in these unsettled times. It must be recognized that selling
prices of stocks and bonds are affected by such intangible factors as investor
confidence and optimism, or the lack thereof, fully as much as they are by
earnings records, credit ratings and the caliber of management. This is as
true with municipal bonds as with corporate bonds. Investor buying patterns
are influenced very markedly by any threat or stspicoa of threat such as
presented by current congressional actions toward state and local bonds.

5. Greater dependence upon the federal government as the source of major
public works funding for state and local needs will be the inevitable result of
any tampering with the historic status of tax-exempt bonds. If the states and,
their political subdivisions no longer can sell their bonds without having to
pay extremely high interest, or cannot find buyers at all because of federal
interference with the orderly marketing processes of the past, then the only
other major source of funds for state and local capital outlay projects has to
be the federal government itself. That would be in direct contradiction to.
current efforts to bring about better working relationships between the national
and state governments and would force the states to rely almost completely
on Washington to solve their fiscal problems involving capital outlay projects.
I doubt that any of us want that to occur !

a California, along with other states, finds herself unable to sell general
obligation bonds in the normal manner or volume at the present time because
inflation has boosted interest rates above the state legal limit-in our case,
five percent. Steps are under way to alleviate this situation through referendum
in June, 1970, so that, with voter approval, the state's legal limit on interest
may rise to seven percent. However, if and when this does occur, the entire
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matter may already be or soon afterward become moot if, through federal tax-
atioA of our bont, inerest rates are forced to remain above even the new ceiling.
Administration efforts to curb Inflation's effects on the bond market may be
nullified if the Congress, through action which we consider most unwise, brings
about a condition of permanent fear and uncertainty regarding investments of
all types, including municipal bonds.

7. Those who will be most hurt in California If our bonds are made taxable
to investors will be the young people now reaching college age who will be
denied the new buildings and facilities they need for their education. It will
be the youngsters now in school or about to be enrolled in our public school
system who will lack the classrooms they need through 12 years of schooling.
It will be the California veterans who depend on funds from the sale of state
bonds to provide the loans they deserve for the purchase of farms and homes.
It will be the growing millions of people who use and enjoy our state parks and
historical sites made possible by bond financing. Perhaps most urgent of all at
this point in time, those who will be hurt will be the farmers and cities of Cali-
fornia who are depending on the State Water Project to deliver the surplus
waters of the north, as promised, two years from now. All of these groups of
people-probably most of the 20 million population-would be adversely affected
by the taxation of state and local bonds as proposed under H.R. 13270.

At this point, I would like to present some specifics about California's popu-
lation, geography, economy and state financing policies. These are germane to
your understanding of why we believe so strongly that taxation of municipal
bonds would be not only undesirable but perhaps even tragic in its effects on
California.

FACTS ABOUT CALIFOINIA SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

According to a researched feature article in the San Francisco Examiner
and Chronicle for September 7, 1969, approximately six million of a population
totaling approximately 20 million were expected to be in California schools this
month. That's a school enrollment equal to an entire nation the size of Switzer-
land. Add to these students some 600,000 school employees and you have more
Californians involved in some phase of education than in all other Jobs and
professions combined. As a state, we spend $4.5 billion a year to run our schools,
about what It costs each year to put men on the moon. We are the most college-
oriented political entity on earth: nearly one million of us, 50 out of every
1,000, now attend college, which Is half again as many as in New York and
three times as many as in Illinois.

Our investment in school property Is more than $17 billion, according to a
study by Crocker-Citizens National Bank economists. The biggest part of our tax
dollar goes for education, a large share, of course, paying for the three million
youngsters In elementary school and the 1.3 million in high school. We have had
to build 150 new classrooms each week to house our growing public school popu-
lation. We have the largest and most extensive adult education program in the
nation; each year 1.8 million adult Californians take courses in some 500 loca-
tions around the state. Our extensive junior or community college system at last
count totaled some 80 two-year colleges throughout California.

Between 1955-1967, California's population increased 47 percent-but at the
same time, enrollment in all colleges and universities increased 160 percent and
in the state college system 222 percent. The incrca8e in college enrollment in our
state has been averaging about 50,000 a year.

These facts and figures are cited to stress that education in California is,
indeed, big business. To guarantee good schools for all of Its people wherever
they happen to live, the state provides its share of school support according to
district need. For many years a state program of loan-grants has assisted local
school districts with their building needs. These state funds are provided through
the sale of bonds authorized by popular vote. In turn, local matching funds also
are usually provided through local bond Issues.

The University of California has an enrollment of about 100,000 on its nine
campuses and the State College system has an enrollment of about 200,000.
Buildings for these college and university campuses are financed largely through
state general obligation bonds. Any action which would disturb California's
ability to sell such bonds, or which would greatly increase the interest which
state taxpayerS would have to pay on such bonds, can only work to the detriment
of higher education in California.
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FACTS ON STATE WATER PROJECT

Planner, builder and operator of a $2.8-$3 billion project which will transfer
surplus waters from northern California to thirsty lands and cities throughout
the state, the State Department of Water Resources is at a crucial stage of
construction in its timetable. Water already is flowing through the aqueduct
system as far south as the Tehachapi Mountains, which separate the great San
Joaquin Valley from southern California. Contract deliveries are being made to
northern California, the San Francisco Bay area and to the San Joaquin Valley.
However, getting the rest of the contracted supplies through and over the moun-
tains to southern California by means of the world's greatest pump lift and diffi-
cult tunneling across earthquake faults still present a challenge before the end
of the 600-mile water route is reached in 1972. Water is scheduled to reach Los
Angeles County in 1971 and nearly to the Mexican border the following year.

Contracts for water service provide that costs of construction, operation and
maintenance of the facilities will be paid lor by the users, with interest. Until

j completion of the project, however, the largest proportion of the revenue cannot
start flowing back into the state treasury to meet principal and interest payments
on the general obligation bonds which have been issued in series as needed to
finance construction. Thus, it is imperative that no unnecessary and controllable
factor intervene to disrupt the sale of California water bonds or to cause extra
interest charges to be assessed against all contracting parties.

Approximately $600 million of the initial $1.75 billion in water bonds remain to
be sold to complete the project as presently planned. Taking a long-range look,
however, the project will have to be extended to tap new sources of surplus water
from California's north coastal rivers, making further bond financing a necessity.
It would be an unnecessary burden to carry on the back of California water users
who pay for these projects if the federal government were to enact tax 'legislation
which would increase the cost of bond financing, as would H.R. 13270 or any other
similar bill.

FACTS ABOUT CALIFORNIA'S BOND SELLING PROGRAM

At the end of fiscal 1M"8-69. California's bonded indebtednes.4 (general obliga-
tion bonds only) totaled $4.7 billion. Bonds already authorized by the voters but
still unissued as of September 1, 1969, totaled $1.34 billion. The state ranks
second only to the United States government itself in the dollar volume of bond
sales. Under normal market conditions, our bond sales in recent years have been
totaling $500-0 million per year.

There is a direct link between California's unusually rapid population growth
and the need for public works on a large scale. There is no letup in sight. Because
the need Is so great (the population increase each year being comparable to
adding a city of 500,000) bond financing has been the only feasible ineans of keep-
ing up reasonably well. It is the fastest way to obtain large sums of money for
capital outlay beyond the scope of pay-as-you-go financing. It also is a matter of
principle and fiscal common sense that long range benefits should be paid for by
future beneficiaries and future taxpayers as well as present ones.

California's general obligation bonds are used, for example, to finance capital
outlay needs for:

1. The Cal-Vet farm and home loan program.-This has been successfully
funded for decades in this manner. A total of $2.285 billion in bonds has been au-
thorized during that period. Ending of the Viet Nam involvement will result In
increased requests for loans from returning veterans.

2. Public school construction.-Tbe public school system's building needs are
aided by the state through bond sales. State aid is of a loan-grant type, partly
repaid with interest. Since 1946 the state has approved applications for approxi-
mately $2 billion in state funds to help in constructing facilities for approximately
two million students.

3. Junior college Con8truction.-Authorized in 1968, the $65 million in bonds
for this purpose is another type of bonding program in California which is directly
affected by national bond market conditions. At the beginning of this year, there
were 89 community colleges operated by 69 separate junior college districts. These
are required to match state building construction funds. Last November, the first
series of these bonds was sold; no more have been sold since then because of
prevailing high interest rates.
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4. Park, recreational and historical 8ite facilities.-In 1964, California voters

approved a $150 million bond issue for expanding the state park system, for local
parks and for additions to Wildlife Conservation Board hunting and fishing Im-
provement facilities. In a state of 20 million population, augmented in the sum.
mer by visitors numbering in the hundreds of thousands, at least, it has become
imperative to provide more parks and recreational facilities. Bonds meet these
capital outlay needs.

It should be noted that these have been examples, not an all-inclusive list
Authorized but unissued state bonds as of September 1, 1969, Include: $600

million for the water project, $60 million for construction of state buildings, $80
million for university and state college construction, $75 million for the state
park system, $275 million for public school system building aid, and $50 million
for junior college construction.

VIEWS ON TAX IMMUNITY UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

The question of tax exemption of municipal bonds may be phrased as follows:
Does the right of states and their political subdivisions to borrow by means of

bonds whose interest is exempt from federal taxation stem from the permissive-
ness of a beneficient central government, or is this right a part of the very nature
of our republic's political partnerships?

California contends that Congress by itself cannot abolish by statutory enact-
ment that which has been recognized as a constitutional right by the U.S. Supreme
Court and which, therefore, can be changed only by amending the Constitution.
This principle has been reiterated by the Supreme Court since adoption of the
Sixteenth Amendment (the income tax amendment). Since California's presenta.-
tion here today is not Intended to be a legal brief, we will not set forth the cita-
tions in case history which substantiate our position. In Our view, they are
solidly based.

We contend that the federal government has no right to tax municipal bonds
even indirectly, or by offsetting such taxes through the device of Interest subsidy.
To extend this point, if the states are to be required to yield their Immunity in
this matter, the federal govcrrnmnt should reciprocally givc up its ozwn immunity,
thus opening the way for counter taxation of its bonds by the states. It should
work both ways if it is going to be brought into the picture at all. No one would
gain by such a chaotic scheme. We merely suggest that a cutting sword usually
has two edges!

California contends that any alteration of the principle of reciprocal Immunity
from taxation could pull down the entire framework of federal-state relationships
and would destroy the principal means open to the states to finance their major
capital outlay projects. Once any exception is made to the principle of immunity,
immunity no longer exists!

VIEWS ON CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

The proposed changes in the treatment of charitable contributions suffer from
the same weaknesses as those dealing with tax-exempt bonds. The House Ways
and Means Committee, V i trying to eliminate abuses of present regulations, has
proposed changes whlc, in our opinion will lessen the flow of charitable con-
tributions.

Although California would not be affected as much as her sister states by such
changes because our private Institutions carry only about 11 percent of the total
enrollment in higher education, we nevertheless are concerned about the negative
impact that this proposal would have on gifts to private educational institutions.
They already are at a competitive disadvantage relative to public institutions.
This move to tighten regulations on charitable contributions would heighten that
disadvantage at a time when private schools need all the help they can get If they
are to remain a viable part of our educational framework

Every enrollment gain by private institutions lessens the burden which other-
wise would fall on our taxpayers. Moreover, we feel that the increased compe-
tition between public and private schools helps to achieve our goal of excellence in
higher education.
For tbese reasons, therefore, only summarized here, the State of California re-

speWfully urges the Congress to take no action In developing a tax reform bill
which would tend to diminish the ability and willingness of contributors to support
private colleges as In the past.
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NEWS CLIPS: LOCAL COMMENTS ON AND EFFECTS OF TAXING MUNICIPAL BONDS,

SACRAMENTO BEE, SEPT. 4, 1069

From a story describing a meeting of the Los Rios Junior College District board
of education:

"The board rescinded its action of two weeks earlier, awarding a $1,875,400
contract to Harbison and Mahoney for construction of the American River College
library. Assistant Superintendent George Rice explained the district bad been
unable, in the current confused bond market, to sell the bonds needed to finance
the project. Rice said proposals in. Congress, to remove the taz-cxcnpt statI1s from
such bonds and to alter the capital gains tax, have combined with high interest
rates to dry up the bond market.. ." (emphasis added).

Sacramento Bee, Sept. 5, 1969
From a story reporting proceedings of a Sacramento City Council meeting:
"... Christensen (City Councilman Walter Christensen, former Mayor) warned

that 'the community center is down the drain' if Congress passes a tax reform
bill which eliminates or reduces the tax-free status of municipal bonds, thus
making some or all interest on such bonds taxable to investors."

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, SEPT. 4, 1969, FINANCIAL EDITOR SIDNEY P. ALLEN'S
COLUMN

Bonds go begging, more than ever.
"Here's fresh evidence of it. The Bond Buyer Index, the major gauge for the

tax-exempt bond sector, topped six per cent 10 days ago, and currently has shot
up to a new high record at 6.26 per cent.

"Right here at home, to be more specific, the California Municipal Bond Index
of Glore Forgan, Win. R. Starts Inc. topped 6.21 per cent. That, too, was up a
whopping 21-100ths in one week!

"Obviously investor confusion and fear regarding possible tax reform that
might eliminate or reduce state and municipal bond tax exemption has knocked
the final prop from that sector. It's a punch to the solar-plexis (sic) for
California . . ."

SACRAMENTO BEF, SEPT. 7, 1969

"DAVIs--Failure of the Davis Joint Unified School District to market $330,000
in bonds has prompted a warning that taxpayers may face increased taxes because
of the current condition of the money market.

"The Davis bonds, authorized by voters in 1963, failed to attract any bidders
at the legal maximum interest rate of 5 per cent.

"The business manager of Davis district, Melvin H. Keubnhold, said, 'The
money market is like a yo-yo at the moment. No one's buying bonds--particularly
at the interest rate of 5 per cent.

'O1ne of the major problems is the tax reform discussions in Washington (em-
phasis added). At present interest earnings on bonds are tax-free. But the indi-
cations are that they will become taxable--with -taxes being applied retroactively.
So no one is buying.'

"... The Davis bonds were to finance a new gymnasium and shop at Holmes
Junior High School, a project considered 'top priority' by officials."

The CHAIrMAN. We will next call Mr. Lanford Jorgensen of North
Platte, Nebr.

Senator CuRTiS. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jorgensen is city administra-
tor at North Platte. There are here in Washington, many of them in
this room, 20 officials or attorneys from Nebraska representing various
municipalities that, for whom, Mr. Jorgensen is speaking, many of
whom have already submitted their statement, isn't that correct?

Mr. JORGENSEN. That is correct.
Senator CuRTis. Mr. Chairman, I ask that entire list of the delega-

tion be printed in the record.
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(The list referred to follows:)

NEBRASKA REPRESENTATIVES TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON H.R. 13270

City Representative Title

Millard ........................ Harry P. Anderson ............. Mayor-MAPA (Metropolitan Area Planning Com-
mission of Douglas, Sarpy Counties In Nebraska
and Pottawattamie County, Iowa).

Fromont ....................... Bill Buch ..................... Mayor.
Hastings........ ........ Bill Gettman .......... Mayor and school district
South Sioux City ........... Ernest Albertson .......... Mayor (chairman of the Siouxiand Area Planning

Commission, Sargent Bluff, Iowa; Sioux City,
Iowa; South Sioux City, Dakota City, North
Sioux City, S. Dak.; Woodbury County, Iowa,
Dakota County, Nebr.; Union County, S. Dak.).

Ogallala ........................ Paul Cassel ................... Mayor.
Grand Island ................... John Ditter ................... Do.

Do ........................ John Carpenter ................ City manager.
Belivue ....................... John Rice ..................... City attorney.
Lincoln ........................ Ralph Nelsonp ................ City corporation counsel.
North Platte .................... Lanford Jorgensen ............. City administrator.

Do ........................ Patrick H. Rensch ............. (Special counsel) North Platte schools-North
Platte Vocational Technical schools and member
State School Board Association.

Kimball ........................ Don DeBoot ................... Mayor.
Gering ......................... Bill Hackman ................. President school board and also representative city

of Gering.
Norfolk ........................ Paul Harm .................... City administrator.

Do ........................ Bob Otte ..................... City attorney, Norfolk city schools.
Batle Creek ................. do ....................... Schools and village of Battle Creek.
Hadar and Oakdale ............. do ....................... Village of Hadar, Oakdale.
South Sioux City ........... Wayne Body .................. City attorney.
Village of Homer ............... do ....................... School district counsel.
Village of Dakota City ........... do ....................... Do.
School districts of South Sioux

City, Homer, Allen, Winnegabo:
Chadron ................... Harry Dutrow ................. City councilman.
Do ........................ Chuck Poore ................. Special adviser.

Metropolitan utilities district ...... Cecil Brubaker ............... General counsel.
Nebraska League of Municipalities- Del Rasmussen ................ Ex secretary.

The CHAIRmAn. I would like to ask that they stand so we can
recognize them. I am happy to see Nebraska is so well represented here
today.

Senator CuRTIS. Now you know where the cheering came from.

STATEMENT OF LANFORD L. 30RGENSEJ, ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT TO MAYOR OF NORTH PLATTE, NEBR.

Mr. JORGENSEN. Chairman Long and our distinguished Senator
Curtis and other 'Senators, I represent the city and school district of
North Platte, the junior college of North Platte, and the Mid-Plains
Vocational and Technical College.

First of all I would thank you for allowing me to speak to you. We
were set for a hearing on Thursday, and because we were in town you
have been gracious to allow me to appear here today. I thank you very
much.

You have our official statement. To save time, I will not read our
statement as I am sure the distinguished Governors and mayors have
covered the points far better than I could.

I would only like to bring out two points that I think have not been
mentioned before.

Most of the people you have heard so far represent our great States
across the country and our major cities. I have the responsibility and
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the privilege of representing the smaller cities and towns, and often
they are the backbone of our country. This brings me to 'my first point.
You were very courteous in allowing these men to stand up but I believe
this is a point that should be brought out and I am sure you are aware
from the testimony brought out today o1 the general concern of those
officials who are responsible for taxation in our municipalities. These
gentlemen, on their own, and without any chance of any hearing, took
the time out of their busy schedules, many of them mayors and council-ei on a p art-time lasi's, to come back to Washington D.C., just to
have this chance to stand up and be counted. I think this is an impor-
tant point for you gentlemen to consider-that they thought enough,
and are concerned enough, to come back here.

I would like to make a second point. I am sure many of you Senators
get the feeling many times that cities large and small have their hands
out for grants in aia programs. Maybe this is so. There is only so much
money to go around. At times we have to come to you to get certain
things done. But nothing has been said about self-help and pride in
our cities, whether it is the city of New York or the city of North
Platte, and I would bring this out as an example only gentlemen, to
make my point.

In the city of North Platte we have organized a steering committee
composed of a member of each of the governmental units in that region,
and the sole purpose of the steering committee is to organize our com-
munity completely, down to the block level, for one thimg-for a self-
help program. In other words, we realize that even a community of
20,000 has its slums, has its poor, has its needs to be fulfilled, and we
would like to see what we could do on a self-help basis. As one of the
Governors pointed out, the markets for municipal bonds, even at their
very best, are slim, and believe me, when you gget down to a town of
20,000 competing with even our major cities in Nebraska, Lincoln and
Omaha, it is difficult. I am sure you can see what will happen if our
municipal bonds are taxed.

When we come out of a study that shows the priorities in our com-
munities in the area of North Platte, I am sure there will be minimum
housing for the elderly, there will be a new civic center to help promote
the tourist industry, there will be many other things. Our town is
growing and we ill have to have new schools and new roads, and the
only place we can turn to have new schools and new roads, and the only
place we can turn is to bonds. For 1 minute, if you could put yourself
in our position in the smaller community, and there are many towns
that are smaller than North Platte, I am sure you can appreciate in
what position we will be if this bill is allowed to be passed. I have
heard many words to describe it, such as incredible. But, gentlemen,
we will just 'be out, that is it. I can't appeal to you too much.

So, on behalf of the smaller towns, without this privilege of having
tax immunity on municipal bonds we stand little or no chance.

I thank you very much for the privilege of appearing before you
here. I have a lot of talent backing me up in the audience here. If there
are any questions you might wish to ask I would be very happy to find
the answers.
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Senator ANDERSON. We appreciate your testimony and we would be
glad to-

Senator Cuirns. I want to express my gratitude not only to Mr.
Jorgensen but to these men of the delegation who have come here. I
mentioned to them earlier today that we have a very systematic way of
getting their testimony before the members at the actual time that they
vote. We feel very strongly that you are right in this, and for the
record and for the benefit of the committee, I want to say something
about North Platte.

During World War II a great portion of the troop trains carrying
members of our Armed Forces from the East to the West passed
through North Platte. The people of North Platte had a program.
Their slogan was that no servicemen would go through North Platte
without being greeted and given something. And, night or day, 24
hours a day, for the 5 long years of the war, every member of the
Armed Forces who went through North Platte was awakened, offered
some refreshments, some homemade cookies, writing material or any-
thing else he wanted. If it wasn't late, I could make a nice speech
about the communities these other gentlemen represent but I could
not fail to say this about your fine city Mr. Jorgensen. We still receive
letters from veterans across the country on the North Platte canteen.

Mr. JORGENSEN. I appreciate your comment, Senator.
Senator Ctmn s. I believe that the statement you presented and those

of the Governors, and others, have made a very good case
Senator ANDr.RSOx. Thank you very much.
Mr. JORGENSEN. Thank you very much.
(Prepared statement submitted by Mr. Jorgensen follows:)

STATEMENT 1Y PAT x ]EL Rm eloH, SPEoiAL COUNSEL FOR THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL
OF NORTH PL ATr NEBRASKA; AND LAwOFORD L. JORGENSEN, ADMrNISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT TO THE MAYOR or NORTH PLATTER, NEBRASKA

All provisions of H.R. 13270 relating to taxation, direct or indirect, or under
subsidy and tax waiver agreement are opposed. Results will be increased financing
ccsts, loss of local governmental interest and economical operation; local taxes
and the costs of utilities paid by most tax-payers will be increased; confusion
caused by threat of taxation; lack of confidence due to taxation of outstanding
bonds and anticipation of court litigation pose long-term uncertainties compound-
ing the results of anticipated tax; and taxation of bonds is not tax reform but
political, social and Constitutional reform. The subsidy provision is part of this
reform, and unwise and costly.

We believe in the principal of the sovereign state as a partner with the Federal
Government, not Its tool, and the taxation of municipal bonds is the key to this
independent action. We ask you to strike all references to tax and subsidy.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
The Mayor and Council of the City of North Platte, Nebraska, have gone on

record as strongly opposed in principal to any language In H.R. 13270 or any
other Bill which would in any way directly or indirectly tax the Income of any
bonds or obligations of any 'State, or any governmental subdivision of any State.
They also have gone on record opposing any language in H.R. 13270 or other leg-
islation which would in any way establish voluntary relinquishment by a State
or subdivision thereof of the tax exemption for any reason, whether it be subsidy,
aid grant or control. They have also gone on record as being opposed to any
language in H.R. '18270 which might relate to the subject called arbitrage which
in any way would give the federal government a Tight to question legitimate fi-
nancing plans or programs, whether required to be in the form of advance re-
funding or other programs where the only logical investments, or the only legal
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investment, might be an interim investment in United States government bonds.
This written statement is a brief summary of these objections -and some of the
reasons for the objections.

This statement is made not only on behalf of the City of North Platte, but is
authorized to be and is presented as the official expression of the School District
of North Platte and of the Mid-Plains Area Vocational Technical School, a multi-
county vocational technical school district is Western Nebraska, and that refer-
ence hereafter to the official body of North Platte, we refer also to the other
political subdivisions above mentioned.

First let us say that we do not believe that the inclu.4ion of the taxation of the
income of municipal bonds in H.R. 13270 is tax reform. We consider it to be more
in the nature of the political or constitutional reform under the guise of tax leg-
islation. We feel it is unconstitutional and we feel that it is politically and fiscally
unwise in that its consequences, in addition to being ,P more costly method of
financing municipal improvements, involves a threat to the whole concept of the

Separation of the powers of the federal government and the States and their
subdivisions.

We believe in the principal of the separation of the powers between the Federal
Government and the States as provided for in our constitution and as they have
developed under the laws of the United States Government and the decisions of
the United States Supreme Oourt. We recognize that the present ability of States
to sell bonds at a rate which is competitive with the cost of financing of the fed-
eral government is probably the biggest single factor today in retaining the
principal of the separation of the powers of the federal government for those of
the state local government We feel that any change in the nature of this relation-
ship will only lead to more and stronger centralized federal control over matters
which are rightly within the prerogative and the concern of the State and local
governments. We feel that the right of taxation of municipals is politically and
financially unsound and will ultimately lead to chaos in the municipal bond mar-
ket, will lead to higher financing cost and ultimately to the assumption by the
Federal Government of the function of financing of the local Improvements result-
ing in the low. of local control and decision making.

We feel that the passage by the House of Representatives of H.R. 13270 shows a
lack of understanding of this concept not an intent to change our constitutional
birthright which is subject to ultimate termination by the logical extension of
this legislation. We know that the impression which has been given by publicity
in the national news media from statements made by those espousing the taxation
of municipals are misleading and that the true picture of the problems involved
has not been recognized, possibly because of this. You should recognize that our
bonds are purchased by those in an income tax bracket which makes the purchase
of our bonds advantageous to them-the margin Is thiu. To say that the pur-
chaser of a municipal bond does not pay a tax is grossly in error. When an Investor
buys a North Platte bond with a tax free rate of 4%, whereas he could buy a
taxable bond of similar quality for 6%, he pays directly to the city whose bond
he purchases a tax of 33% since his return is one-third less, The treasury depart-
ment In their proposals acknowledge that this difference may be between 30%
and 40%.

We have here an ingenious system for the return of tax dollars to municipalities
which preceeds and complements announced plans for returning tax dollars to
cities and states. In one sense the city whose bond is purchased receives a tax
from the purchaser In the form of reduced interest. Without developing a bureauc-
racy or creating other problems we have one solution, the return to the local gov-
ernment of federal income taxes, which should be expanded, not curtailed. The
publicity concerning about 150 to 200 millionaires who do not pay taxes was un-
fortunate and Inaccurate as it relates to municipal income.

Title III, Section 301 of H.R. 13270 makes possible a direct income tax on the
income from municipal bonds owned by individuals, estates and trusts in that tax
preference income will not be permitted to exceed one half of the total Income and
the taxpayer will be required to pay tax on the remaining half (in case of tax-
payers with total tax preferences in excess of $10,000). This applies equally to
outstanding bonds as well as new bonds and is hereafter referred to as "limited
tax preference".

Title III, Section 302 H.R 13270 would In certain instances deprive taxpayers
of their present ability to deduct fully the amount of personal income tax deducti-
ble against their taxable income. This does not apply to bonds issued prior to the
specified date. This will hereafter be referred to as "allocations of deductions".
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Title Vi, Sections 601 and 602 H.R. 13270-There is provision for a State or
political subdivision to elect to issue bonds the interest from which will be tax-
able, and the United States will pay an interest subsidy so as to reduce the inter-
est payments made by the State or a local subdivision. This will be referred to as
the interestt subsidy provision".

Ample testimony will be presented to show the fiscal impact on municipal
financing and to support our feelings as set out above; that no need for a federal
subsidy will be shown by those involved and objections come from all levels of
government of the States and subdivisions as well as citizens (other than those
attempting to justify their political, social and constitutional reform program) ;
to show the wiseness in our present system; to show that the actual result of such
a tax will be an increase in the tax of those with lower incomes; to show the
legislation will complicate unduly the income tax provisions relating to bonds;
to show the extent to which such legislation will be resisted in court causing ad-
ditional continued market uncertainty and therefore higher costs to municipali-
ties; that feasible projects will not be financeable thus increasing the demand for
grants and aids and federal expenditures and be an impetus to further inflation-
ary trends.

We feel the Federal Government Is physically unable to fill the void. Con-
sider the multi-agencies involved with grants and attempts to aid smaller com-
munities in financing improvements for water, sewer and recreation. The lack of
success of the loan program is Indicative of the general lack of needs of govern-
mental involvement in financing. Where costs exceed ability to repay, grant in aid
programs have been useful to obtain desired results.

Public housing financed by municipal corporations has been succes-ful because
the United States Government iswilling to guarantee payment of bonds and pay
all deficiencies of rentals set low for income groups. This would not work where
bonds are payable from taxes or from assessments on a local level. Tax legislation
will take municipalities out of federal housing or raise financing costs. For the
United States Government to have all States and local municipalities as a partner
In this program independently financing, planning and executing is one of our
Federal Government's major assets and this is one sane approach not, to be
tampered with.

We feel the Subsidy Provision is absolutely unnecessary and Is as conducive to
higher costs and uncertainty as is taxation of the bonds themselves. We do not
agree that a compromise enactment of these provisions is possible. The confusion
created by conflicting interpretations and controls which would develop together
with governmental promotion of their program would be costly, cause delay and
Increase costs.

Our Governor, before the Ways & Means Committee proposed a detailed study
of the problems. In this we concur. We do not concur in any inference in his
other testimony or any testimony before this committee, that a subsidy system
for higher interest on bonds Incurred where taxation immunity is waived by
States would be useful in any way-but rather harmful as outlined above.

Senator ANDFiRSON. Is Mayor Tate here? We will be here at 9:30
tomorrow at this place.

(Whereupon at 12:35 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene,
Wednesday, September 24, 1969, at 9:30 a.m.)



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9: 15 a.m., in room G-308,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Clinton P. Anderson, presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Anderson. Talmadge, McCar-

thy, Harris, Byrd Jr. of Virginia, 'Williams of 1)elaware, Jordan of
Ida'ho, and 'F annin.

Senator A.NDERso.. The first witness this morning is Mr. William
Simon, who is the municipal director, Investment Bankers Association.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. SIMON, MUNICIPAL SECURITIES

COMMITTEE, INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. SimoN. I am chairman of the Municipal Securities Committee of
the Investment Bankers Association, Senator Anderson, and we are
deeply concerned about the implications of the current proposals for
indirect taxation of the interest on State and local government secur-
ities. The complete text of our testimony has been submitted and, with
your permission, I would very briefly like to summarize this testimony.

We expect to continue to serve as bankers for these States and muni-
cipalities, whether their bonds are wholly exempt from income taxa-
tion, wholly taxable or partially taxable. Accordingly, we can be objec-
tive in appraising the effects of the dispute about tax exemption and
tax equity.

Nevertheless, we feel a heavy responsibility to offer you our opinion
as to the market effect of the proposed infringement of the existing tax
exemption. Th4is market effect is vitally important to the States, because
they must have the continued confidence and support of investors in
order to obtain the huge sums of capital needed for public projects.

To the degree that investment interest is alienated, State and local
governments will pay more than necessary for their future borrowing.
That added cost can be met only by raising the rates of income and
sales and local property taxes. Thus the Federal tax aimed at investors
in municipal bonds will be passed along to the average taxpayer and
especially to homeowners.

In our testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on
March 11, we warned that any impairment of the income tax excmnp-
tion of State and municipal bonds would drastically increase the cost
of future local government financing.

This prediction has been fully realized in the cumulative reaction of
in vestors to H.R. 13270, and specifically to section 301 (the limit on tax
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preferences) and section 302 (allocation of deductions). By late Au-
gust, the market for municipal bonds had become almost completely
demoralized. Many local governments were unable to issue their bonds
at rates within the maximum limits fixed by their controlling State
fiance laws. It was difficult to get realistic bids for municipaJ bonds
which investors wanted to sell.

For many years new issues of municipal and local government bonds
had commanded interest rates about one-third lower than the rates on
comparable quality r-rporate bonds. This favorable ratio held through
the credit crunch of 1966. However, by late August of 1969, States and
municipalities were paying 80 to 85 percent of corporate rates. The
increase in relative cost is at least 1 percent at today's interest rate
levels; and we believe that at least a half of 1 percent of this is attrib-
utable to the threat that municipal bond interest will be partially taxed.
And this higher cost relationship is obviously only anticipatory. The
actual enactment of legislation assessing Federal income tax in relation
to ownership of State and municipal bonds, in our opinion would
further increase the interest penalty on local government.

We believe that if the treatment of municipal bond interest proposed
in H.R. 13270 is enacted into law, investors will want "tax exempt"
rates closer to taxable rates than anything we have seen to date. From
the minimum of one-half of 1 percent already indicated, we fear that
the resulting penalty on municipal bond costs could easily rise to a full
1 percent or more, at current levels of long-term interest rates.

Even if the threat is limited to allocation of deductions, investors
must conclude that the wall of reciprocal sovereignty has been brcacio(d,
and their psychological reaction would surely exceed the actual re-
duction in the income value of tax exemption. If the rules of the game
can be changed in relation to outstanding bonds, investors will demand
a margin of protection against further deterioration.

The allocation of deductions would affect many more taxpayers than
would the limit on tax preferences, and the definition recommended
by the Treasury is much harsher than that in H.R. 13270, in that the
full amount of interest on municipal bonds, both outstanding and
future issues, would immediately be a factor in the allocation of
deductions.

Furthermore, commercial banks and other institutional investors
would have to infer that the allocation formula with some modification
could easily be extended to them; and that prospect would be abso-
lutely catastrophic to the market for municipal bond issues, because of
its prime dependence on bank support. Hundreds of small commercial
banks, heavily invested in municipal bonds, should not be subjected to
the possibly serious capital consequences of tax-imposed further de-
preciation of their portfolio with subsequent economic effects.

In testifying before the committee on September 4, the Treasury dis-
closed the estimate that the inclusion of municipal bond interest in the
base for allocation of deductions, according to its proposed formula,
would yield revenue of only about $45 million a year. In contrast, the
minimum increase of one-half of 1 percent would add $75 million in
additional interest cost burden on State and local governments. Where
is the saving?
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Furthermore, within 5 years, the cost to the State and local govern-
ments would be in excess of $300 million or about five times the Trea-
sury's annual revenue estimated by projecting the $45 million figure.

The initial reaction of investors to the tax proposals affecting State
and municipal debt was one of incredulity that Congress would or
could legislate such a drastic change in the mutually soverign relations
of the State governments and the Federal Government, established by
the Constitution as hitherto interpreted by the Supreme Court of the
United States. Particularly incredible was the proposal that the in-
terest on outstanding bonds be included in the computation of tax
liability; because investors had believed that the interest rate advant-
age obtained by offering tax exemption was in effect a contract con-
sideration assuring them of exemption throughout the terms of their
loans. Putting it another way, the investor who accepted an interest
rate which was 70 percent of a comparable taxable rate, in effect is
paying a 30-percent tax on the higher gross income which he might

ave had.
The sudden breaching of this longstanding exemption, even though

it is indirect, has caused a major reduction in the market value of all
outstanding bonds by an amount we estimate to be $5 billion.

More serious from the viewpoint of the State and local governments,
this breach of what was believed to be a constitutional exemption will
permanently deter many investors from buying municipal bonds. The
acceptance of Statu andlocal government bonds is based on belief in
the good faith of government at all levels.

The Treasury understandably opposes the House plan for a Federal
subsidy to compensate the States for their added cost if they will
voluntarily convert their financing to fully taxable form. Such a con-
version, if comprehensive, would put State and local borrowing into
direct competition with bonds of the Federal Government and its
agencies, with private industry borrowing, and with mortgages. In
sum, the effect of the carrot an stick campaign to drive local govern-
ment out of the tax exempt form of financing would be a general rise
in the level of interest rates on taxable securities, both those of Federal
Government and those of private industry.

A comprehensive study of institutional investorM conducted by Dr.
Sally S. Ronk, well known as an authority on the flows of funds in
the capital markets, shows that the participants in the study expect an
across-the-board increase of three-quarters of 1 percent on all long-
term fixed income investments, and it could well be more. The result-
in.y annual cost to the Treasury is estimated at $121 million.

The mortgage market especially would be further diminished, as
State and local pension funds diverted their buying power from mort-
gages to the bonds of their own municipalities.

To us it is inconceivable that at a moment of unprecedented restraint
on money supply, when the bond markets are already close to disorder,
an attempt is made to revolutionize the status of municipal bonds for
the sake of getting at a handful of presumed tax avoiders, who if they
ever did invest in municipal bonds must wish most heartily that they
had not.

We respectfully urge upon this committee that interest paid on
State and municipal bonds should be exempted from both the limit
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on tax preferences and the allocation of deductions. In our opinion, the
indirect taxation proposed in H.R. 13270 would cost the States much
more than it would yield in revenue to the Treasury. This would mean
a heavier tax burden falling mainly on the middle-income homeowner.
The efficiency of the municipal bond market must be preserved if we
are to supply the capital requirements of the States and their political
subdivisions. That market cannot function efficiently if it is to be
harassed by complex applications of indirect taxation of municipal
bond interest.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity of presenting our
case. It is a very complex subject, and rI hope we have genuinely helped
you in your thinking on this matter. We would be delighted to spend
whatever time you could spare to answer any questions either from this
witness table or in another area. We are at your disposal, sir. Thank
you.

Senator WILLIANS. 'Mr. Simon, would you agree with some prev-ious
witnesses that the problem confronting the market today is not so
much the adverse effect as proposed under the House bill or the Treas-
ury recommendations but rather the uncertainty that is created in the
minds of the investors as to what this Congress or some other Congress
may do once we take this step in the direction of taxing municipal
securities?

Mr. SiMON. I agree with that; yes sir.
Once Congress directly or indirectly taxes municipal securities, how-

ever small, it has put doubt in the investors' mind and it sows the seed
of the ultimate destruction of the municipal market.

Senator WILLIAms. And it is this element of doubt that causes prob-
lems in the market. And as soon as we can answer this question and
get it settled once and for all the better it will be for all concerned?

Mr. SILmo. Senator Williams, this doubt is already in the market
as expressed in the minimum of one-half of 1 percent of additional
interest costs that all States and municipalities are paying today. It
is not the tight money and the commercial banks being per se out of
our market as some officials have said. In 1966. during the credit crunch,
the interest spread between "tax exempt" and taxable bond issues was
maintained at the historic ratio of 65 to 70 percent. Today municipal
securities bear interest rates close to 85 percent of comparable quality
taxable securities of private corporations and this is only anticipatory.

Senator WiLLIAmS. And that those who have bought these bonds
heretofore have already paid a sizable tax as a result of the depreciated
prices ?

Mr. SIroN. They most certainly have.
Senator WILLIAMBS. Mr. Chairman, I have no other questions but I

would like to make this observation both to this witness and to pros-
pective witnesses who are coming, who will be appearing here a little
later this morning. I am going to have to leave, and it will be noticed
that the Republican membership of this committee will not be here
this morning. We are having a caucus for the purpose of selecting a
leader, and we have to be there in person to vote. The fact that ihe
minority members will not be present this morning should not be in-
terpreted as lack of interest on our part in your problem, and I am sure
you understand why we will not be able to be with you for a short
period.
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Mr. SImoN. Yes, sir.
The CHARMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Let me just ask a question about one item which does concern me

and which has become a serious problem. When we talk about some
154 people who made a large amount of money and paid no Federal
income tax one of the big tax evasion routes is through the purchase
of tax exempt securities. Now, some have suggested that we ought to
have a very modest tax on municipals for individuals who make a large
amount of money and have no tax liability.

Suppose we left out the banks and the insurance companies and sim-
ply applied to individuals some type of a municipal tax concept in the
event that a person made more than $100,000 and paid the Federal
Goveriunent no income tax, do you think that would work havoc on the
municip als market?

Mr. SimoN. It already has, Senator Long. Our commercial banking
system is now well aware of the fact that if you tax individuals hold-
ing municipal bonds, however modestly, that they could be and prob-
ably would be next in future Congresses and, as a result, they are not
buying our commodity.

The CHAIMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADGE. No questions.
Senator ANDERSON. I had a letter announcing the transference of

some bonds and the offering of 8-percent notes, 7-percent notes, and
71/-percent notes. Those are unheard of yields, I would think,
especially for tax exempt securities.

Mr. SIMoN. Yes, sir; they certainly are.
Senator ANDERSON. You will see the effects for a long, long time,

would you not?
Mr. Sn[mON. Not since the Civil War have we had interest rates thishighl.
Senator ANDERSON. I was absolutely amazed.
Mr. SimoN. This is a major point about the tax reform bill. If it

passed with these encroachments on municipal bonds you are legislat-
m higher interest rates right down the line.

senator ANDERSON. It will affect the schools and everything else.
Mr. SnIoN. Everything sir.
The CHAMAN. Well, there is just no escaping the fact that no mat-

ter how small a tax you put on these municipal bonds if we are going to
pat a Federal tax on them at all the interest rate must go up. There isjust no way around it. That just has to happen, we can't avoid that
because making them subject to a Federal income tax in whatever
respect whatever means the interest rate on those securities will have to
go up, and people would have less confidence in buying them.

Mr. SIMoN. That has already happened, Senator.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. S oN. Thank you.
(William E. Simon's prepared statement, and a supplemental letter

from Paul S. Tracy, follow:)

STATEMENT BY THE INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION

My name Is William E. Simon, and I am Chairman of the Municipal Securities
Committee of the Investment Bankers Association of America. In order to answer
any questions you may have, I am accompanied by several associates experienced
In this area.

33-865---69--- pt. 4-32
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I am authorized to -represent the more than 600 investment firms and banks,
members of our Association, who underwrite and make secondary markets for
bonds of the fifty states and -their counties, municipalities and special districts.

Many of our member firms have participated in this financing for fifty years. In
light of that experience, we are deeply concerned about the wider Implications of
the current proposals for indirect taxation of the interest paid on bonds of state
and local governments.

We expect to continue to serve as bankers for these states and municipalities,
whether the interest on their bonds is wholly exempt from income taxation,
wholly taxable or partially taxable. Accordingly, we can be reasonably objectives
in appraising the capital market and economic effects of the tax reform proposals
embodied in H.R. 13270 insofar as they relate to state and municipal bonds. These
comprise (1) the limited tax preferences proposal, (2) the allocation of deduc-
tions proposal, and (3) a Federal subsidy in aid of municipal borrowing in
taxable form.

This proposed alternative financing method, which provides for the Issuance of
taxable state and municipal bonds with a Federal subsidy to the Issuer of between
25% and 40% of the Interest, represents an attempt to induce state and local gov-
ernments to convert their financing to taxable form, voluntarily surrendering tax
exemption.

We shall deal in detail with the wider economic and market implications of all
three of these proposals today.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION

Differing opin!ons are expressed as to whether tax exemption is implied by the
Constitution as a part of reciprocal immunity In the Federal-state relationship.
There is no doubt, however, that the origin of tax exemption is Constitutional,
and that it was placed in the first Revenue Act following the adoption of the 16th
Amendment because the Congress then believed that the Constitution required
this provision.

Because of this history and background It is improper to bracket consideration
of tax-exempt bond Interest with those other exclusions and deductions which
Congress has adopted from time to time in order to stimulate certain types of
economic or social activity, or with those provisions of the Code which have
inadvertently created "loopholes." Nevertheless, much of this year's discussion
has linked municipal bond financing in the public's mind with these other devices,
and we believe quite unfairly.

RECENT MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: THE IMPACT OF TAX REFORM

The year 1969 has been a difficult one for the municipal market. Measured by
Moody's Aa municipals, the average yield has risen from 4.60% in January to
5.93% at the end of August.

During the twenty-five years 1944-1968, state and local governments had been
able to borrow capital funds at tax exempt rates averaging about two-thirds of
the interest cost of long term taxable bonds issued by private corporations of
comparable security quality. This interest cost relationship held at about 70%
despite the rapid Increase of total state and local borrowing from $11 billion In
1966 to more than $16 billion in 1968.

In the first eight months of 1969, the ,amount of new municipal bond issues was
25% less than in the same months of 1968; this meant that the underwriting and
distribution load was $2.5 billion lighter. Yet, the interest rate spread between
"tax exempt" and taxable bond issues has narrowed significantly. Instead of the
long-prevailing 65-70% of taxable rates, bond issues offered in late August by
state and local governments bore interest rates approximating 80-85% of those
on comparable quality new issues of private corporations. Some part of this rise
In the exempt/taxable ratio has been caused by the progressive Increase in the
intensity of credit restraint affecting especially the commercial banks' ability to
buy municipals. But let us look at very similar monetary conditions governing
banking in the Summer and -Fall of 1966. At that time, commercial banks sold
municipal bonds out of their portfolios in greater volume than in 1969. New issue
volume was comparable. Yet the ratio of tax exempt to taxable borrowing costs,
using the same indices for comparison, In 1966 did not rise above 75%, and then
only for a single month. In 1969's higher ratio, by 7 or more percentage points,
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easily represents, at today's level of Interest rates, a half of 1 per cent per annum
of added local government borrowing cost attributable to the threat that munici-
pal bond interest will be partially taxed.

As a result of the disclosure in late July by the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee of its intention to apply both the limit on tax preferences and the alloca-
tion formula to tax exempt bonds, it was necessary to restructure and reword
notice of sale, underwriting agreements, and legal opinions in order to put pro-
spective investors on notice that tax exemption is threatened. Both individual and
institutional investors have shown sharply diminished confidence in the municipal
market because of these changes and the uncertainty thus created.

Sonle dealers and at least one bank announced their intention to withdraw
from bidding on new municipal issues uratil their tax status was clarified. The new
issue bidding on Tuesday, July 29th revealed unmistakably that the municipal
market was on the brink of chaos. The $65.0 million "Aaa" rated State of Ohio
issue was sold to the winning bidders at 5.94% net interest cost, an increase of
nearly _ of 1% over that which would have prevailed only two weeks earlier.
The second bid represented nearly V of 1% higher net interest cost over the first
bid, an unthinkable bidding spread in any normal market. On that same day
two cities, Chicago, Illinois, and Newark, New Jersey, were able to secure only
one bid each. No bid at all was received for the $7.4 million E& .tern Kentucky
University issue. The municipal market, which has continued to function, al-
though with understandably reduced efficiency under the tightest money con-
ditions ever witnessed in modern times, was on the verge of collapse directly
owing to the tax proposals under construction by the House Ways and Means
Committee.

We think it likely that these proposals, if enacted into law, could cost states
and local governments a minimum of 1% per year additional interest on their
"tax-exempt" financing. That means an increased financing cost of at least $150
million per year, all of which hard pressed states and municipalities will be forced
to raise from taxpayers already groaning under the burden of state, local, and
Federal taxation.

LIMITED TAX PREFERENCES (MINIMUM INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX) PROPOSAL

As we stated before the House Ways and Means Committee on March 11th,
the inclusion of the interest on state and local government obligations In gross
income, for purposes of computing a limit on tax preferences or a minimum in-
come tax, would do significant and lasting damage to existing and future state
and local government bond markets, without achieving any appreciable increase
in tax equity. In view of the demonstrated gravity of the market consequences,
we feel compelled to draw to the attention of your Committee the following
considerations.

Our confidence in the capability of the tax-exempt market to provide for grow-
ing state and local capital needs is predicated on continuance of the present un-
qualified tax exemption provided in Section 103 of the Revenue "ode, for obliga-
tions of the states and their political subdivisions. The proposal for a minimum
income tax comes to you under the name of "equity" and "fairness" in the
application of the individual income tax. Equity and fairness in taxation are
standards which we all support. In looking at tax exemptions, weight must be
given, however, to the policy and historical considerations upon which a particu-
lar exemption is based. Furthermore, the question of the presumed greater equity
resulting from inclusion of interest on state and local bonds in the expanded base
for this proposed alternative tax computation must be weighed against its adverse
effect on the value of tax exemption to state and local governments in maintaining
a preferred market for state and local borrowing.

Individuals, together with trust departments of banks, and investment counsel
acting on their behalf, are important factors in the municipal market, although
annual additions to their holdings vary widely in amount. (See Exhibit 2.) The
role of individual investors on the municipal market increases in relative Im-
portance when the buying by banks and casualty insurance companies is reduced.
This phenomenon occurred in 1966 when individuals purchased 40% of net new
issues. There is no doubt that inclusion of tax-exempt interest in the alternative
minimum tax would significantly reduce municipal bond purchases on behalf of
individuals. Those unaffected by the initial minimum tax would only wonder
how soon the next step in this direction would affect them.
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Undoubtedly there would be a legal test as to whether a law taxing interest on
state and municipal bonds would be Constitutional. Because of diversity of legal
opinion upon this point, no one could be certain of the outcome until a decisioii
was reached by the U.S. Supreme Court. If the Atlas Life Insurance Company
case is any precedent, at least three years could elapse before a decision by the
U.S. Supreme Court. During that period, tax-exempt bonds through sheer uncer-
tainty and apprehension would sell at only slightly lower yields than taxable
securities of comparable quality, because the intermediate and long term market
would In effect have become a game of chance In which the few remaining buyers
were merely betting on the outcome of the litigation. Furthermore, some individ-
uals would undoubtedly sell their holdings in fear of an unfavorable decision.

Banks and other institutional investors in tax exempts are fully aware that
a minimum tax applying to them was weighed by the House Ways and Mean,
Committee and eliminated at the last moment. Under these circumstances, they
could only assume that the next change in the tax law would directly attack the
value of tax exemption to them. Their natural reaction would be to reduce their
purchases sharply, and, if they bought at all, to confine their buying to the
shortest maturities. Any municipal financing that could be done would probably
be at sharply higher interest rates, the cost of which would be borne by the
general taxpayers in the borrowing states and municipalities.

Putting this matter in proper perspective, tax exemption Is not simply a gift
from the Federal Government to certain investors. It is a quid pro quo for the
acceptance of lower rates of return than the investor could obtain on alternative
investments. An Investor in tax-exempt bonds has accepted close to one-third less
income than he could receive from taxable obligations-this is what he has paid
for the tax exemption. Thus In a very real sense, and certainly in terms of equity,
the investor in tax-exempt bonds has already paid the equivalent of a minimum
income tax and has paid it in advance.

For this reason especially, the application of either the limit on tax prefer-
ences or the allocation of deductions to interest derived from outstanding munici-
pal bonds, creates a real shock wave for investor confidence.

In our opinion, there is no such thing ns a limited exposure of municipal bonds
to Federal taxation. Either the interest is exempt or It is taxable to the same de-
gree as private corporation securities. If the U.S. Supreme Court rules that Con-
gress can Impose a conditional tax based on the circumstances of the bondholders,
then investors must assume that some future Congress may go all the way to
direct taxation. See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of the effects of the limit
on tax preferences (minimum Income tax) treatment of tax exempt Interest.

THE ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS PROPOSAL

The proposal for allocation of deductions, in theory would increase the taxes
collected from taxable Income rather than collect a tax on tax-exempt bond
Interest. But as It would reduce the net Income value of such interest, Its effect
actually would be that of an indirect tax on tax-exempt Interest. The allocation
of deductions would lit many more taxpayers than would the limit on tax pref-
erences. Section 302 of H.R. 13270 provides that only tax-exempt interest income
received from obligations issued after July 12, 1969, be included, and this inclusion
Is phased in over a ten-year period. In testimony before this Committee, the
Treasury has advocated that allocation be applied retroactively to outstanding
Issues as well as future, and that the full amount of interest received on munici-
pal bonds would immediately be a factor in the determination of tax liability.

For either concept, the extent of the effect of allocation depends upon the rela-
tionship of certain defined preference income to total income, applied to the aggre-
gate of allocable non-business deductions. The larger the relative amount of such
deductions, the greater the impact. A study of the effect of allocation on typical
Investors (attached hereto as Appendix B) suggests that allocation would reduce
the net yield of tax-exempt income by 1/ to % of 1%, the averaging being about
% of 1%. This would mean that a 5A% tax-exempt yield would be worth only
about 5% to the Investor.

If tax-exempt income is made less attractive, more individual investors will
be persuaded to follow the present trend toward heavier concentration In com-
mon stocks or other investments. With substantial losses already suffered in his
bond portfolio, an individual Investor Is certainly in no mood to absorb this added
blow. As a result individual investors would require substantial leeway in tMe.
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form of greater yield on tax-exempts, as protection against changes in his indi-
vidual exposure to allocation.

The application of allocation to individuals would raise serious questions for
institutional investors, particularly commercial banks, who must fear that they
might be next in line for an extension of this proposal. It is well known that
H.R. 13270 at one point contained an extremely harsh provision applying this
loroposal to commercial l)anks; and that this provision was deleted only at the
last moment. Given the banks' important lc.-,ltion as buyers of tax-exempt bonds,
their warranted fears can be absolutely catastrophic to the market.

The municipal market has already experienced the results of an allocation ar-
rangement, contained in the Life Insurance Tax Act of 1959. The Atlas Life In-
suirance Company contested these provisions in litigation which lasted from May
1962 until May 1965. There was one victory along the way in the Circuit Court of
Appeals, but the Company finally lost in the U.S. Supreme Court.

The attached Exhibit 3 shows what actually happened to the life insurance
coil)anies' share of the tax-exempt market during this period as the result of
the allocation of income formula. In 1961, state and local holdings of life Insur-
ance companies were $3.9 billion or 3.07% of total assets, and acquisitions were
$506 million or 2.01% of total acquisitions. By 1968, municipal holdings were
down to $3.2 billion or 1.69% of total assets, and acquisitions were down to $278
million or 0.58% of total acquisitions. The results speak for themselves. The life
insurance companies' sector of the municipal market was severely constricted.
Since 1962, life insurance companies have been net sellers of state and local
bonds in every single year, as shown in Exhibit 2.

Furthermore, many life insurance company acqusitlons of state and local se-
,curities are motivated by other than purely Investment considerations such as
yield and quality. For example, insurance companies derive Important advan-
tages from the purchase of municipal 'bonds of certain states in order to reduce
the rates of taxation on their premium income from those states. Although other
assets within the states may be similarly used, municipal bonds are satisfactory
for this purpose in all of such states. Also, it should be noted that a considerable
share of life insurance company municipal bond acquislt'ons are of discount bonds
at low percentage of par value ith coupons as low as 1,'4, 1/10, and 1/20 of 10/.

As far as these bonds are concerned, the tax-exempt interest feature Is of mini-
mal significance, and attention is focused on the capital gain aspects of the trans-
action.

As we look at this precedent and contemplate the possible application of allo-
cation of deductions to individuals, we should note that individual investors are
a factor in the tax-exempt market some ten times as large as were the life com-
panies at their peak.

THE FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF THE LIMITED TAX PREFERENCES AND ALLOCATION OF
DEDUCTIONS PROPOSAL

In tes-tifying before this Committee on September 4th, the Treasury disclosed
the estimate that the inclusion of municipal bond interest In the base for alloca-
tion of deductions, according to its proposed formula, would yield revenue of
about $45 million a year.

We submit that this estimate proves our contention that if this indirect tax is
imposed, the states and their municipalities will pay far more in Interest costs
than the Treasury will ever gain in revenue. On the basis of a presently indicated
bond rate increase of at least % of 1% per annum, impairment of the tax immunity
of municipal bond interest would impose an added cost of $75,000,000 a year on the
$15 billion of state and local borrowing which is the minimum annual amount
necessary to maintain the present rate of construction of public projects. Whereas
the tax yield to the Treasury would grow very slowly at the rate of a few million
dollars a year, the cost to the states and their agencies would mount rapidly.
Within five years, their cost would be in excess of $300 million a year, or about
five times the Treasury's annual revenue estimated by projecting the $45 million
figure.

In our opinion, this estimate of added cost to state and local governments is
conservative in that It measures only the already demonstrated harm to the
municipal market. We believe that if the treatment of municipal bond interest
proposed in H.R. 13270 Is enacted Into law, Investors will want "tax exempt"
rates closer to taxable rates than anything we have seen to date. From the 1/2 of
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1% already Indicated, we fear that the resulting penalty on municipal borrowing
costs could easily rise to a full 1% or more, at current levels of long-terms interest
rates. This would double the estimate of annual cost increase, to $600 million,
without yielding any significant addition of revenue to the Treasury.

On these comparisons, any fiscal purpose of the proposed tax law amendments
appears to be self-defeating. There remains the question whether tax equity is
improved. On this score we assume that the purpose is to discourage a very small
number of individuals in high income brackets from minimizing thefr taxable
income through ownership of municipal bonds.

There Is reliable evidence that most wealthy persons do not Invest heavily in
tax exempts; (see page 12) and that an extremely low percentage of taxable
estates was invested in state and municipal bonds. Finally, the Treasury has
never demonstrated that the famous 154 individuals having incomes in excess of
$200,000 on which they paid no Federal tax, ever relied to any significant degree
on investment in tax exempt bonds.

PUTTING STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCING IN PERSPECTIVE

In order to establish the basic facts related to the financing of state and local
government, we offer brief discussions of the distribution of municipal bond
ownership, the cost of tax exemption to the Federal Government, the recent
growth and projected growth in state and municipal bond Issues, and the size and
composition of the new issues of long-term fixed-income obligations.

Outstanding State and Local Debt and its Ownership
Outstanding state and local debt, and the interest paid on It Is as follows:

TABLE I

1966 1967 1968

e jinnlng ................................... $104,700,000,000 $111, 600,000, 000 $122,000,000,000
111,600,000,000 122.000,000,000 132. 300,001, 000

Total .................................... 216, 300,000,000 233,600, 000,000 254, 300,000,000
Average outstanding debt ...................... 108,150,000,000 116, 800,000,00 127,150,000, 000
Interest paid ................................... 3,451,000,000 3,813,000, 0C0 4,437,000,000

Interest cost (percent)........................... 3.19 3.26 3.49

Exhibit 4 shows the total outstanding debt each year since 1946, who owned it,
and in what proportions:

Looking at the principal classes of ownership, It is readily observable that the
holdings of commercial banks increased from 25% of the total in 1945 to 44%
in 1968, and that the holdings of fire and casualty insurance companies increased
from 1.5% in 1945 to 11% in 1958 and have since stabilized at that level. The
holdings of individuals declined from 46% in 1945 to 32% in 1968.

Since the current hearings have emphasized individual ownership, it is of
especial interest to examine the relationship of municipal bond ownership to in-
come brackets. Contrary to popular belief, a survey made by Professor Benjamin
Okner, using results gathered by the Michigan -Survey Research Center" from a
sample of high income persons, concluded that most wealthy persons do not In-
vest heavily in municipals. Based on 1964 data, he estimated that only 10 per cent
of the persons with Incomes of over $10,000 owned any municipals and that only
1 per cent of them derived as much as 25 per cent of their income from such
securities. While 65 per cent of those persons in the highest category, those with
incomes of $315,000 or more, held some municipals. only 18 per cent of them de-
rived as much as 10 per cent of their income from this source, and only 6 per
cent derived as much as 25 per cent from this source. (See Exhibit 5)

Affording corroboration of this survey, the estate returns filed in 1966 with the
Internal Revenue Service (the most recent year for which a report is available)
demonstrated that an extremely low percentage of taxable estates wag invested
in state and municipal bonds. Investments in corporate stocks were 17 times as
large as investments in municipal bonds.

1.nome Ditr4bution and the Federal Income Tao Michigan Governmental Studies No.
47, Institute of Public Administration, University of ifichigan, 1966, Appendix A.
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Only 4 brackets of decedents' total estates held more than 5 per cent of their
assets in muiclpal bonds. These were the $2 to $10 million estates in which al-
most 800 estates held an aggregate of $234.1 million of such bonds which consti-
tuted 7.3 per cent of the assets of such estates. The percentage of assets invested
in municipal bonds reached no higher than 8.63 per cent, which was recorded for
the $5 to $10 million estate bracket. Estates of the larger and smaller size brackets
held a smaller part of their assets in municipal bonds. The average of the munei-
pal bond holdings of all taxable estates reported on a total estate basis was 2.7
per cent of total assets. (See Exhibit 6) Recent Growth in State and Municipal
Fina ncing Volume and Project Growth.

As can be seen from Column 1 of the following table, municipal bond financing
has been growing at a compounded growth rate of 8.7% in the period from 1960
through 1968, after deleting the industrial revenue financing which was an ex-
traneous and foreign element in the market and which has been terminated for
all practical purposes by the provisions of the Revenue Control and Expenditures
Act of 1968.

TABLE I

[In millions)

Joint Economic
Growth at Committee

8.7 percent Actual estimate 1

1960 ............................................................ 7,230 7,230 ..............
1961 ............................................. 7,859 8,360..........
1962 ..................... ........................ 8,543 8,558 ..............
1963 ............................................................ 9,286 10,107..........
1964 ............................................................. 10,094 10,544.........
1965 ..................................................... 10,912 1,084.........
1966 ............................................................. 11,927 '10,589 14,2001967 ............................................................. 12,965 '12,088 14,900
1968 ............................................................. 14,093 414,044 15,700
1969 ............................................................. 15,319 ............. 16,600
1970 ............................................................. 16,652 .............. 17.600
1971 ............................................................. 18,101 .............. 18.600
1972 ............................................................. 19,676 .............. 19,500
1973 ............................................................. 21,388 .............. 20,800
1974 ............................................................. 23,249 .............. 21,800
1975 ............................................................. 25,272 .............. 22, 700

I "State and Local Public Facility Needs and Financing," a study prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of the
Congress of the United States, December 1966. The National League of Cities, in conjunction with the Urban Institute
is currently engaged in updati.g data on anticipated capital outlays of States and municipalities through 1975. Data from
this study are not yet available.

2 Excludes $500,000,000 industrial aid financing.
$ Excludes $1,300,000,000 Industrial aid financing.
4 Excludes $1,600,000,000 industrial aid financing, and $730,000,000 anticipatory financing to avoid provisions of Revenue

Control and Expenditures Act of 1968, Watson amendment in California and similar measure in Oregon.

Furthermore, in its December 1966 study, the Joint Economic Committee Indi-
cated that capital outlays through 1975 could be handled by the present market
mechanism. The Joint Economic Study estimates at present are well ahead of
actual financing volume, considering that much of 1968 new issue municipal bor-
rowing can be attributed to anticipatory borrowing (California, Oregon and
Port of New York Authority) and industrial development financing. Other studies
of the fiscal outlook of state and local government financing through 1975 3 came
to a similar conclusion.

Size and Compo8ition of the Capital Market
Tables A and B show the gross acquisitions of long-term fixed-income obliga-

tions, averaged for the period 1965-1968 by categories of borrowers, also a per-
centage distribution of such acquisitions by investor groups. This study for the
first time gives a comprehensive picture of the new-issue market. It was con-
structed by Dr. Sally S. Ronk, Vice President of Bankers Trust Company, New
York. This demonstrates how state and municipal bonds fit Into the total market
of fixed income obligations.

s'iscal Outlook for State and Local Government to 1975, Tax Foundation, inc. 1966
Fiscal Tssues in the Future of Federalism, a CED Supplementary Paper, Committee for
Economic Development 1968.
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Inflation and the Capital Market8
The major difficulty experienced by state and local governments in raising

long-term money in the capital market today Is part of a general problem faced
by borrowers in all sectors of the market for fixed-Income obligations in an infla.
tionary environment.

The bear market trend in bonds since 1946 and the severe decline in bond prices
over the past four years have left many investors disillusioned with fixed-Income
obligations. In many cases, declining bond prices and the erosion in the purchasing
power of the dollar have resulted in a negative return on an investor's funds in
recent years. In the face of this experience, the financing of many essential social
programs at supportable interest rates depends critically on investors' expecta.
tions about the future course of Inflation.

Appendix C depicts the comparative performance of investments in (a) munici.
pal bonds of 20-years maturity, ;average quality, (b) high grade corporate bonds,
and (c) common stocks represented by Standard & Poor's 500-stock average.

The appendix demonstrates that investment in municipal bonds has been any-
thing but profitable over the past 10 years, despite the complete exemption of
income from Federal taxation. In view of this record, it is easy to understand
why investors prefer stocks. The comparatively poorer showing for taxtible
corporate bonds indicates why individual investors of upper Income brackets
would be unlikely to invest in taxable municipal bonds.

Inflationary expectations are already reflected in the portfolio decisions of
institutional investors. This is shown by the preference for common stocks. Net
purchase of common stocks by non-bank financial Institutions gained momentum
only gradually in the past 20 years, but have sharply accelerated during the lfist
four. In the period from 1948 through the early 1960's. whenever non-bank finan-
cial institutions occasionally stepped up their purchases of stocks. they also in-
creased their net investment in bonds. Since 1.963, net acquisitions of mortgages
and bonds have been on a plateau of around $27 billion annually, with the ex-
ception of the credit crunch year of 1966 when net new bond investments fell
sharply. Thus, in contrast to earlier years, in which annual net new Investments
in both bonds and stocks increased irregularly, the annual commitment in bonds
has been held in check lately while the acquisition of stocks has Increased sig-
nificantly. (See Exhibit 1)

If inflationary expectations are not retarded, this trend may well persist.
Public retirement funds are continuing to liberalize their portfolio policies in
favor of equities, although a large percentage of net funds is still invested In
bonds. Corporate pension funds are allocating an Increasing proportion of new
money to equities. Life insurance companies are stepping up their equity pur-
chases.

During the next decade, much of the cost of new capital facilities will have to be
financed by flotation of debt securities, which will be made much more difficult if
inflation does not abate.

ECONOMIC COSTS OF ISSUANCE OF TAXABLE MUNICIPAL BONDS WITH A FEDERAL
SUBSIDY

The proposal that the Federal Government Subsidize state and local govern-
ment borrowings by paying the differential between the tax-exempt and taxable
interest rate is based partly on the assumption that the Federal government could
recoup the subsidy through taxing all of the interest on municipal bonds. This
would be true, of course, if purchasers of taxable municipal bonds had an average
effective tax rate equal to or higher than the percentage required for the subsidy.

The contention that the Federal government would end up without loss under
this proposal appears to reflect the belief that the buyers of taxable municipal
bonds would be the same as the buyers of tax -exempt municipal bonds. Since
:he marginal tax rate of the buyers of the average volume of new issues of tax-
exempt municipal bonds. 1965-419, was 44.7 per cent, the subsidy could be quite
high, if this were so. However, the assumption that taxable municipal bonds could
continue to be sold to the previous buyers of tax-exempts is not valid.

In order to ascertain what the shifts in the flows of funds through the credit
markets might be if only taxable municipal bonds were Issued, the Investment
Bankers Association sent out a questionnaire to 1,500 leading institutional in-
vestors and investment advisers. The results of 350 replies have been tabulated,
and turned out to represent past experience for each investor group very satis-
factory.
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New issues of tax-exempt bonds in 1965-68 averaged $13.3 billion annually.
This was 13% per cent of total new issues of long-term fixed-income obligations
including mortgages (Tables A and B). The average yield on high-grade munici-
pal bonds over the same four years was 3.87 pre cent, so the interest cost to state
and local governments of this borrowing at that average yield would be $515 mil-
lion each year. The average yield on high-grade corporate bonds was 5.68 per
cent, so that state and local governments were able to save 181 basis points, or
abGut 32 per cent of the corporate rate, because of tax exemption; this amounted
to about $241 million a year.

The actual averages for 1965-68 of the net flows of funds through the credit
and equity markets, by major type of fund-long-term fixed income investments,
short-term obligations and corporate stock-are shown in Table C. In Table D,
the breakdown of long-term fixed-Income obligations into mortgages, corporate
bonds, etc. is given.

On the basis of the questionnaire results, we have taken what investors said
they would do with their funds, if only taxable municipal bonds were issued, as
the best method of showing how the flow of funds would be redirected. The
results are shown In Tables E and F. Finally, we have translated the net flows of
long-term fixed-income obligations shown in Table F to gross acquisitions (Table
G). The changes from the actual 1965-O8 averages are dramatic and would in-
volve greatly Increased upward pressures on long-term interest rates.

In the case of municipal bonds, not enough Interest was expressed on the phart
of buyers to take up the same volume of taxable issues as was issued in tax-
exempt form in 1965-68. The assumption was made, therefore, that $2 billion
of former bond financing by state and local governments would he shifted to the
short-term market.

Since savings institutions, with fairly low tax rates, indicated that they would
be somewhat more Interested in taxable municipal bonds that they have been in
tax exempts, and since commercial banks, fire and casualty insurance companies
and individuals indicated that they would be less interested, the average marginal
tax rate on gross new issues of taxable municipal bonds would fall to 33% per
cent, as shown in Table H.

However, changes in the flows of funds and shifts among buyers in various tax
brackets would also affect the average marginal tax rate on the gross volume of
all new long-term taxable obligations. This rate averaged 23.2 per cent In each
year 1965-68. The average marginal tax rate of buyers ot tax-exempt bonds in
1965-68 was 44.7 per cent, so that if the same buyers should buy taxable munic-
ipal bonds, the average marginal rate on all new long-term Issues of fixed-income
obligations would rise to 26.1 per cent, an increase of 2.9 percentage points. Be-
cause of the interest of lower tax-bracket buyers in taxable municipal bonds,
however, the marginal tax rate on the redirected gross flow of long-term fixed
Income obligations would rise only to 25.1 per cent, an Increase of 1.9 percentage
points. Thus, It Is erroneous to compute a gain to the Treasury as arising from
the excess of tax revenues on municipal bonds over subsidy costs which is based
on current buyers of tax exempts.

When the redirected flows of funds and a minimum subsidy are accounted for,
the Treasury would actually come out with only a minimal net gain; a more real-
Istic subsidy at the 40 per cent rate contemplated in HR 13270 would change this
to a loss, and, in either event, as noted below, other indirect results would produce
an even larger loss. The figures are as follows:

Millions
New issues of taxable m '1 icipal bonds under assumed conditions

(Table G) ------------------------------------------------ $10,700
Interest at average high-grade corporate rate, 1965-68, of 5.68% --------- 608
Interest at average high-grade municipal rate, 1965-68, of 3.87% --------- 414
Taxes returned on Interest of $608,000,000 at marginal tax rate of 25.1%... 153
Taxes returned on interest on other taxable obligations for which margi-

nal tax rate rises from 23.2% to 25.1% ------------------------------ 60

Total taxes returned ---------------------------------------- 213
(a) Minimum subsidy required (1.81%, or 32% of corporate rate) ------ 194

N-t Gain to Treasury with 32% Subsidy ---------------------------- 19
(b) Subsidy at 40% of corporate rate ------------------------------- 243

Net Loss to Treasury with 40% Subsidy ---------------------------- 30
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Incidentally, the subsidy might yre to average substantially higher than 40
per cent. Many municipal bond issues are relatively small and in order to be
marketed would, In the judgment of many observers, need to carry higher Interest
rate than the generally larger corporate Issues of comparable quality. Further-
more, since any loss to the Treasury reflects only one year's bond financing, the
Treasury's losses would mount year after year.

In addition to the above loss, the Treasury, as well as state and local govern.
ments and all borrowers, would lose as a result of the permanent rise in long-
term interest rates above what they would otherwise be caused by the shifting of
municipal bonds to the taxable market.

The Investment Bankers Association included a question in its questionnaire
regarding the anticipated change in Interest rates if only taxable municipal bonds
were issued. The answers from 329 respondents in the financial community-port.
follo managers and investment advisers--indicated that the average rise expected
was in 'the neighborhood of 75 basis points. (fable I)

Such a rise would mean an additional cost to the Federal government on its
$7.1 billion of gross new long-term issues (T0able G) of $53 million, making a total
loss to the Treasury of $83 million a year.

In addition, the Treasury would have to pay more because its 40 per cent sub-
sidy on taxable municipal bonds would have to rise; this would amount to $32 mil-
lion. Thus, the total cost to the Treasury would be $115 million, while state and
local governments would Incur additional costs of $48 million 30 per cent of
75 basis points higher interest on $10.7 billion of new Issues).

Not only would costs to all levels of government rise, but homeowners and busi-
ness too would' be required to bear higher interest costs on mortgages and
corporate bonds. A 75 basis points rise In interest rates on gross new mortgages
alone Would be $434 million.

These more or less direct costs of shifting municipal bonds to the taxable mar-
ket (including higher interest on corporate bonds of $129 million) total $726
million, a not inconsiderable figure.

Not all of the costs would be direct, however; there would be side effects
because business would attempt to pass along its increased interest costs in higher
prices. The inflationary effects would be enhanced if the rise in long-ter-m Interest
rates were transmitted to the short-term credit markets, where we have already
assumed Increased pressure from larger state and local government borrowings

Finally, the average marginal tax rate of borrowers in the credit markets Is
higher than that of lenders. Since borrowers may deduct their interest cost and
this lowers their taxes, while lenders who receive this interest pay taxes at vary-
ing rates on it, this means that, when interest rates -rise, the Treasury loses money.
Business, with high marginal tax rates, accounts for a large proportion of total
net funds raised, while savings institutions, with relatively low marginal tax
rates, loom fairly large in the total of net funds supplied. The average marginal
tax rate of borrowers, at 32 per cent (Table 3), exceeds that of lenders, at 28.9
per cent (Table K), by 3.1 percentage points. Because short-term funds, included
in these totals, may turn over several times a year, It is not possible to calculate
accurately the loss to the Treasury on this score, but It could be significant.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, our studies indicate strongly that the issuance of taxable municipal
bonds will Involve an across-the-board interest Tate increase of about % of one
per cent. When all of the economic nnd capital market side effects are taken into
account, the U.S. Treasury will be poorer by $115 million. At the same time, home-
owners, states and municipalities and business together with the Treasury will
suffer increased interest costs amounting to $726 million. These results do not
bear out previous contentions that the issuance of taxable municipal bonds is
cost fre^.

Furthermore, we respectfully urge upon this Committee that Interest paid on
state and municipal bonds should be exempted from both the limit on tax prefer-
ences and the allocation of deductions. In our opinion, the indirect taxation pro-
posed in H.R. 13270 would cost state and local governments much more than it
would yield in -revenue to the Treasury. This would mean a heavier tax burden
falling mainly on the middle-income homeowner. The efficiency of the municipal
bond market must be preserved if we are to supply the capital requirements of
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the states and their political subdivisions. That market cannot function effi-
ciently if it is to be harassed by complex applications of Indirect taxation of
municipal bond interest.

NET NEW INVESTMENTS OF NONBANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN BONDS AND STOCKS

[Dollar amounts in billions)

Stocks as
percent of

Years Total Bonds I Stocks total

1949 .............................................. $8.8 $7.7 $1.1 12.5
1950 .............................................. 9.6 8.4 1.2 12.5
1951 .............................................. 10.7 9.6 1.1 10.3
1952 .............................................. 13.8 12.1 1.7 12.3
1953 .............................................. 14.7 13.6 1.1 7.51954 ..................................... , . ..... .182 14.5 •3.7 20.31955 .................... 1" 16.1 3.0 15.5

1956 ......................... *0 4 .................. 17.2 "- , 15.0 2.2 12,8
1957 ....................... ........... ........... 17,4 - 14 7 2.7 15.5
1958 .................... 6......................... 20.2 Nl7:2  3.0 1,.91959 ................ 4....

.... ........................... " 22.2 13. 3.4 15.3
1960- .......... /. ............................ 21.8 18.1 \ 3.7 17.0

192:----- 27.9 23.6 4.3 15.4
1963. _:::: : ............. ..... 28.9 1 26.8 2.1 7.3
1964 .. .... 28.9 27.0 \ 1.9 6.6
1965 .... ......... . ......... 32." 26.6 \5.7 17.619 . . . . .. . .. . .----- ................. . ., 20.7 6.5 2 .

1967 .3.5 :266 6.9 20.6....... .. 370............. .... 00 1' 0 27.0

SANNII#L AVERA ES /

199 ... ........ _ 1 3 41949-53 1'. 10.'3 1:i 10.,4
1954-58.... . ... . 1 155 2. 15.7
195943 ............. ' 2.3 -- 216 3. 7 14.6
1964- ................. ..... .... ... .. . 2 256 5. 18.6

I Inclu s mortgages. I / / /2 Estima ed. I .J " I
L ... STATE ANDVGC AGOVENM NT FINANIING'l I

th'/billins of doll rsl i

98/ 1
1961 i962 1963'-1964 1965, 1966

- J
1967 estimated

Construction put in place (able 32) 2 ........ 13.3 14.0 15.4 16.5 18.0 20. 0 22.1

Increase in debt: "-. I I-
New long-term offerings... ........ 8.4 8.6 104 - .11.1 11.1 14.3

Less:
Refundings .. ................. .- .4 .3 .4 .2 .2
Retirements and other adjustments. 3.8 3.7 3.5 4.9 4.6 5.4 5.3

Increase in long-term debt ............. 4.5 4.6 6.2 5.4 6.1 5.5 8.8
Increase in Federal Government loans

(table 29) .......................... .3 .6 .3 .4 .4 .8 .3
Increase In short-term debt ......... .4 .4 .5 .5 " 1.3 .4 1.3

Increase In gross debt (table 2) ....... 5.2 5.6 7.0 6.2 7.8 6.8 10.5

projected

24.2 26.5

16.4 14.5

.2 .1
6.1 6.0

10.1 8.4

.3 .4
_-.1 .7

10.3 9.5

Increase in ownership:
SavinLgs institutions:

Life Insurance companies (table 15) ..... .3
State end local government retirement

funds (table 17). .. ........... -. 1
Fire and casualty insurance companies

(table 18) .......................... .q

.1 -. 2 -. 1 -. 2 -. 4 -. 1 .......... .1

-. 6 -. 4 -. 4 -. 3 -. 1 ...... -. 2 -. 2

.6 .7 .3 .2 .6 1.5 1.5 1.7

Contractuatltype savings institutions. 1.0 .1 .2 -. 2 -. 3 .1 1.3 1.3 1.6
Mutual savings banks (table 20) ..........-. 2 -. 1 ...... -. . I ..........................

Total savings Institutions ......... 1.1 ...... 1 -. 2 -. 4 .1 1.3 1.3 1.6
Commercialbanks(table25) .............. 2. 8 4.4 5.2 3.6 5.1 2.4 9.0 8.3 5.0
Nonfinancial corporations (table 27) ...... -,2 -. 4 .9 .2 .7 .8 .7 .1 .8
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STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCING --Continued

[In billions of dollars]

1968
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 estimated

1969
projected

Other investor groups:
Federal agencies (tabte 29) .............. 3 .6 .3 .4 .4 .8 .3 .3 .4
State and local governments (table 29).. .1 -. 3 -. 3 -. 1 -. 1 -. I ...... --. 2 ..........

Total other investor groups --------. 4 .3 ...... .3 .3 .7 .3 .1 .4
Residual: individuals and others (table 31).. 1.1 1.3 .8 2.3 2.1 2.8 -. 8 .5 1.7

Total .............................. 5.2 5.6 7.0 6.2 7.8 6.8 10.5 10.3 9.5
Memorandum: New industrial bond offerings$ ........ . 1 .1 .2 .2 .5 1.3 1.6 .3

11961-67, construction put in place from Construction Review, U.S. Department of Commerce (new series beginning in
1963); new long-term offerings from the Bond Buyer; data or changes in debt based on flow of funds accounts, Federal
RMeserve; ownership data based on book values.

2 Financed by Federal grants-in-aid as well as by State and local funds.
1 1961-67, based on the Bond Buyer; excludes advance refundings.
4 Residual. Includes adjustments for Issues offered in the calendar year before issuance.
I Includes revaluation of book assets of some holders.
0 1961-67, Investment Bankers Association data.

U.S. LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY HOLDINGS AND ACQUISITIONS OF U.S. STATE AND LOCAL BONDS, 1959-68

IDollar amounts in millions

S. & L. holding as
State and local percent of total

Year holdings Total assets assets

1959 ----------------------------------------------- $3,200 $113,650 2.82
1960 ------------------------------------------------ 3,588 119,576 3.00
1961 . . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------- 3,888 126, 816 3.07
1962 ............................................... 4, 026 133, 291 3.02
1963 ................................................ .3852 141,121 2.73
1964 ................................................ 3,774 129, 470 2.52
1965................................................ 3 530 158,884 2.22
1966 ................................................. 3260 167,455 1.951967 ................................................ 3 145 177,832 1.77
1968 ................................................. 3 194 188,663 1.69

S. & L. acquisitions
S. & L. Total as percent of total

Year acquisitions acquisitions acquisitions

1959 ................................................. $670 $20,022 3.35
1960 ................................................. 466 20, 354 2.29
1961 ................................................. 506 25, 150 2.01
1962 ................................................. 486 28, 558 1.70
1963 ................................................. 371 32,167 1.15
1964 ................................................. 365 33, 959 1.07
1965 ................................................. 296 39, 451 .75
1966 ................................................. 215 36,955 .58
1967 ................................................. 212 43,447 .49
1968 ................................................. 278 47,970 .58

Source: Institute of Life Insurance.
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OWNERSHIP OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, END OF YEAR 1945-68'

[In millions of dollars]

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies ................ 722 614 609 872 1,052 1,152 1,170 1,153
Fire and casualty insurance companies..-- 240 229 301 490 723 1,026 1,387 1,784
State ard local government retirement

funds ................................ 1,110 1,000 1,090 1,210 1,410 1,585 1,665 1,800
Mutual savings banks .................... 84 58 57 73 93 96 140 335

Total savings institutions ............... 2,156 1,901 2,057 2,645 3,278 3,859 4,362 5,072

Business:
Nonfinancial corporations ................ 300 300 400 400 500 500 600 700
Commercial banks --------------------- 4,000 4,400 5,300 5,700 6,500 8,100 9,200 10,200

Total business ........................ 4,300 4, 700 5,700 6,100 7,000 8,600 9,800 10,900

Government:
Federal agencies ........................ 500 500 500 600 500 600 800 1,100
State and local governments .............. 1,500 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,700 2,000 2,100 2,200

Total government .................... 2,000 1,900 1,900 2,000 2,200 2,600 2,900 3,300
Residual: Individuals and others .............. 7,544 7,599 7:943 8,855 9,922 10,241 10:938 11,728

Total debt outstanding --------------- 16,000 16,100 17,500 19,600 22,200 25,300 28,000 31, 000

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960

Savings institutions:
Life insurance compar,ies -------------- 1,298 1, 846 2,038 2,273 2,376 2,681 3,200 3 588
Fire and casualty insurance companies.-...- 2,523 3,337 4,092 4,726 5,307 6,019 6,909 7,871
State and local government retirement

funds ------------------------------- 2,075 2,385 2,725 3,115 3,535 3,950 4,235 4,370
Mutual savings banks ------------------- 428 608 646 676 685 729 721 672

Total savings institutions ............... 6,324 8,176 9,501 10,790 11,903 13,379 15,066 16,501

Business:
Nonfinancialcorporations ................ 800 1,000 1,200 1,300 1,500 2,000 2,600 2, 400
Commercial banks ...................... 10,800 12,600 12,700 12,900 13,9 0 16,500 17,000 17,600

Totalbusiness ........................ 11,600 13,600 13,900 14,200 15,400 18,500 19,600 20,000

Government:
Federal agencies ........................ 800 500 500 700 600 1,000 1,200 1,500

State and local governments .............. 2,200 2,300 2,400 2,500 2, 500 2,600 2,700 2,800

Total government ..................... 3,000 2,800 2,900 3,100 3,200 3,600 3,900 4,300
Residual: Individuals and others ........ . 14,076 15,624 18,999 21,910 24,097 24,321 26,334 29,399

Total debt outstanding ................. 35,000 40,200 45,300 50,000 54,600 59,800 64,900 70,2t0
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OWNERSHIP OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURITIES END OF YEAR 1945-681-Continued

[In millions of dollars

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies .......... 3,888
Fire and casualty insurance com-

panies ---------- --------- 8,723
State and local government retire-

ment funds -------------------- 4,225
Mutual savings banks .............. 677

Total savings institutions --------- 17,508

4,026

9,333

3,775
527

17,661

3,852

10,073

3,315
440

17,680

3,774

10,378

2,915
391

17,458

3,530

10,612

2,640
320

17,102

3,260

11,261

2,490
251

17,262

3,145

12,735

2,450
219

18,549

3, 194

14,200

2,200
194

19, 789

Business:
Nonfinancial corporations --------- 2,200 1,800 2,700 2,900 3,600 4,400 5,100 5,200
Commercial banks -------------- 20,300 24,800 30,000 33,500 38,600 41,000 50,000 58,100

Total business ---------------- 22,500 26,600 32,700 36, 400 42,200 45, 400 55,100 63,300

Government:
Federal agencies ----------------- 1,800 2,400
Stateand local governments ------- 3,100 3,000

Total government -------------- 4,900 5,400
Residual: Individuals and others -------- 32,392 35,239

Total debt outstanding --------- 77,300 84,900

2,700
2,700

5, 400
34,920

90,700

3,100
2,400

5,500
38,342

97,700

3,500
2,200
5,700

39,698

104,700

4,400
2,000
6, 400

42,538

111,600

4,600
1,700
6 ,300

42,051

.122,000

4,900
1, 500

6,400
42,812

132,300

' Total from U.S. Department of Commerce, "Gross Public and Private Debt," Survey of Current Business, May 1969;
ownership from various sources, as follows: life insurance companies, Institute of Life Insurance, "Life Insurance Fict
Book"; fire and casualty insurance companies, Best & Co,, "Aggregates and Averages"; State and local government
retirement funds, Bureau of the Census, "Employee Retirement Systems of State and Local Governments' (based on
data for fiscal years); mutual savings banks, National Association of Mutual Savings Banks, "National Fact Book";
commercial banks, nonfinancial corporations, and Federal agencies, Federal Reserve, "Flow of Funds Accounts"; State
and local governments, U.S. Department of Commerce total for State and local governments (or difference between gross
and net debt in source cited above) less holdings of retirement funds.

2 Preliminary.

WORK SHEET FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST-BY ADJUSTED
GROSS INCOME CLASS

$10,700 $16,400 $31,000 $73,000 $165,000 $315,000
Under to to to to to and

Item $10,700 $16,400 $31,000 $73,000 $165,000 $315,000 over Total

1. Did not own municipals
(percent) ............. 100.0 97.1 93.0 77.4 53.3 51.7 35.3 89.8

2. Owned municipals,
Interest as percent of
Income ......................... 2.9 7.0 22.6 46.7 48.3 64.7 10.2

3. Under 10 percent .................. 2.7 6.1 15.9 22.6 37.6 47.0 7.7
4. 10 to 24 percent ................... .2 .4 5.0 7.8 7.2 11.8 1.4
5. 25 percent or more .......................... .5 1.7 16.3 3.5 5.9 1.1

6. Total, percent....- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0

7. Average Interest as per-
cent of income, for
those with ...................... 2.6 9.0 7.5 17.1 6.7 8.5 8.4

8. Total number of returns
(thousands) ........... 56,336 4,542 1,275 466 83 4 4 62.711

9. Number of returns with
interest(thousands) ............. 131.7 88.6 105.4 38.8 2.4 2.6 369.5

10. Average amount interest,
for those with, unad-
justed---------------.... $319 $1,818 $2,784 $13,235 $15,664 $46,264 $3,159

11. Aggregate interest, un-
adjusted (millions) .............. $42. 0 $161.1 $293.3 $513. 2 $37.8 $119. 7 $1,167.1

12. Percentage distribution
of aggregate Interest ............. 3.6 13.8 25.1 44.0 3.2 10.3 100.0

13. Aggregate interest, ad-
justed (millions) ................. $36.0 $138.0 $251.0 $440.0 $32.0 $103.0 $1,000.0

14. Average amount Interest
for those with, adjuste ........... $273 $1,557 $2,382 $11,347 $13,256 $39,799 $2,706

Source: Okner.
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ESTATE TAX RETURNS FILED DURING 1966 BY SIZE OF ESTATE AND COMPOSITION OF ASSETS

[In millions of dollars)

Size of total estate

Amount
held in

State and
Number Total municipal

of returns estate bonds

$0.06 under $0.08 ------------------- 8,770 631. 2 0.9 0.14 23.74 76.12
$0.08 under $0.10 ................... 8,707 778.1 1.7 .21 26.52 73.27
$0.10 under $0.15 ------------------- 15,919 1,980.5 5.4 .27 29.28 70.45
$0.15 under $0.20 ................... 10,465 1,808.5 7.0 .38 33.44 66.18
$0.20 under $0.30 ................... 9,712 2.354.7 16.8 .71 38.15 61.14
$0.30 under $0.50 ................... 6.689 2. 543.4 33.5 1.31 44.63 54.06
$0.50 under $1.00 ................... 4,133 2,818.8 84.9 3.01 52.22 44.77
$1.00 under $2.00----------------.. 1,532 2,079.2 97.5 4.68 56.49 38.83
$2.00 under $3.00 ................... 400 964.7 60.8 6.30 55.72 37.98L300 under $5.00 .................. 23S 898.1 62.5 6.95 61.07 31.98
E-0l under $10.00 .........-...-.. 130 890.8 76.9 8.63 57.42 33.95
$10.00 under $20.00 ................. 33 449.8 33.9 7.53 65.40 27.07

0.00 or more ...................... 19 599.9 26.1 4.35 71.36 24.29

Total ........................ 66,745 18, 797.7 507.9 2.70 45.43 51.87

Note: Data presented here relate only to taxable estates. Total estate differs from gross estate by the inclusion of life
insurance at face value (before deduction of outstanding loans), and the exclusion of gifts made during the decedent's
life.

Source: Statistics of Income, 1965, Estate tax returns filed during calendar year 1966, U.S. Treasury Department, In-
ternal Revenue Service, Washington, D.C., Nov. 2, 1967, pp. 71-72.

TABLE A.-GROSS ACQUISITIONS OF NEW ISSUES OF LONG-TERM FIXED INCOME OBLIGATIONS,
AVERAGE 1965-68, BY INVESTOR GROUP'

[In billions of dollars]

U.S.
Govern-

ment Federal
Corpo- bonds agency Total Munici-

Mort- rate and secu- taxable pat
gages bonds notes rities issues bonds Total

Savings Institutions:
Life insurance companies ............ 9.4 5.3 ........... 0.1 14.8 0.2 15.0
Private noninsured pension funds-.. .7 2. 2 .......... . 1 3.0 ........... 3.0
State and local government retirement

funds ............................ 1.3 3.3 .......... .2 4.8 .2 5.0
Fire and casualty insurance companies ........... . .7 0. 1 .1 .9 1.5 2.4
Savings and loan associations ......... 20.8 .......... . 2 .1 21.1 .......... 21.1
Mutual savings banks ............... 7.5 .9 .1 .4 8.9 .......... 8.9
Credit unions .................... .. 2 .............................. . .2 .......... . 2
Investment companies ........................ . 4 ................... .. .4 .......... . 4

Total, savings institutions .......... 39.9 12.8 .4 1.0 54.1 1.9 56.0

Business:
Business corporations ............... .. .3 .......... . 1 .2 .6 .......... .6
Commercial banks .................. 12.8 .1 1.6 1.0 15.5 7.9 23.4

Total, business ................... 13.1 .1 1.7 1.2 16,1 7.9 24.0

Government:
Federal agencies .................... 3.9 .............................. 3.9 .......... . 3.9
State and local governments .......... .2 .9 ,1 .2 1.4 .2 1.6

Total, government ................. 4.1 .9 .1 .2 5.3 .2 5.5
Foreign investors ...................... I .................... . 1........... . .
Residual: Individuals and others ............ 2.9 3.4 .9 1.6 8.8 3.3 12.1

Total ............................ 60.0 17.3 3.1 4.0 84.4 13.3 97.7

1 For each instrument represents net change in holdings of each investor group plus estimated retirements and refund-
ings; data for U.S. Government and agency securities are for issues offered during the period with maturities of 2 years
or more; data for municipal bonds are for new issues of 1 year or more to maturity.

Percent
held in

State and
municipal

bonds

Percent
held in

corporate
stock

Percent
held in

other assets
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TABLE B.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS ACQUISITIONS OF NEW ISSUES OF LONG-TERM FIXED INCOME
OBLIGATIONS, AVERAGE 1965-681

[In percent]

U.S.
Govern-

ment
Corpo- bonds Federal Total Munici-

Mort- rate and agency taxable pal
gages bonds notes securities issues bonds Total

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companes-----.. .. 62.7 35.3 .......... 0.7 98.7 1.3 100
Private noninsured pension funds.... 23.3 73.3 .......... 3.3 100.0 .......... 100
State and local government retirement

funds ............................ 26.0 660 ....... 4.0 96.0 4.0 100
Fire and casualty Insurance companies ........... 29.2 4.2 4.2 37. 5 62. 5 100
Savings and loan associations ......... 98.6 .......... .9 .5 100.0 .......... 100
Mutual savings banks ................ 84.3 10.1 1.1 4.5 100.0 .......... 100
Credit unions ....................... 100.0 .............................. 100. 0 .......... 100
Investment companies ......................... 100.0 .................... 100.0 .......... 100

Total, savings Institutions ......... 72.1 22.9 .7 1.8 96.6 3.4 100
Business:

Business corporations ............... 50.0 .......... 16.7 33.3 100.0 .......... 100
Commercial banks .................. 54.7 .4 6.8 4.3 66.2 33.8 100

Total, business ................... 54.6 .4 7.1 5.0 67.1 32.9 100

Government:
Federal agencies .................... 100.0 ---------------------- 100.0 .......... 103
State and local governments .......... 12.5 56.2 6.2 12.'5 87.5 12.5 100

Total, government ................ 74.5 16.4 1.8 3.6 96.4 3.6 100
Foreign investors .................................. 100.0 .................... 100.0 ---------- 100
Residual: Individuals and others .......... 24.0 28.1 7.4 13.2 72.7 27.3 100

Total ............................ 61.4 17.7 3.2 4.1 86.4 13.6 100

1 For each instrument represents net change In holdings of each investor group plus estimated retirements and refund-
Ings; data for U.S. Government and agency securities are for issues offered during the period with maturities of 2 years
or more; date for municipal bonds are for new Issues of I year or more to maturity.
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TABLE C.-NET FUNDS RAISED AND SUPPLIED IN U.S. CREDIT AND EQUITY MARKETS, AVERAGE, 1965-681

[In billions of dollars)

Long-term fixed-income obligations Short-
Term term

Total loans and fixed
funds foreign income Corporate

Funds supplied by- raised Total securities Other 2 obligations a stock

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies ........ 8.3 6.8 0. 2 6.6 0.6 0. 8
Private noninsured pensions funds. 5.9 1.7 ............ 1.7 -. 2 4. 4
State and local government

retirement funds .............. 3.7 3.4 ............ 3.4 -. 3 .5
Fire and casualty insurance

companies ................... 1.8 1.8 ............ 1.8 -. 4 .5
Savings and loan associations.-... 8.2 7. 7 ............ 7.7 .5 ...........
Mutual savings banks ............ 4.0 4.5 ............ 4.5 -. 8 2
Credit unions ------------------- 1. 1 .1 ............ .1 1.0 ............
Investment companies, open end.. 1.8 .4 ............. .4 .2 1.2

Total savings institutions ....... 34. 7 36.4 .3 26.2 .6 7.6

Business
Business corporations ........... 10.6 .5 ......... . .5 10.0 ............
Commercial banks .............. 30.4 16.6 2.5 14.1 13.7 ............
Brokers and dealers ............. 1.2 .................................... 1.2 ............
Other consumer lenders ........ .8 ..................................... 8 ........

Total business ................ 42.9 17. 0 2.5 14.6 25.7 ............

Government:
Federal agencies ................ 2.9 2.9 ............ 2.9 ........................
State and local governments ...... 3.0 1. 1............ 1.1 2.0 ............

Total government ............. 5.9 4.0 ............ 4. 0 2.0 ............
Foreign investors .................... .3 -. 2 ............ -. 2 -. 1 .6
Residual: Individuals and others ...... 2.1 8. 1 .9 7. 2 1.7 -7.5

Total funds supplied .......... 86. 1 .55.4 3.6 51.8 30.0 .7

I Based on Bankers Trust Co., "Investment Outlook for 1969" except for U.S. Government bonds and notes and Federal
agency securities which are based on U.S. Treasury Department, Treasury Bulletin, "Treasury Survey of Ownership."

'Comprises mortgages, corporate bonds, U.S. Government bonds and notes, and Federal agency securities offered during
period with maturities of 2 years or more, and municipal bonris.

'Comprises other U.S. Government and agency securities, short-term municipal securities, open market paper, other
business credit (including bank short-term loans), security credit, consumer credit, other bank loans, and policy loans
of life insurance companies.

33-865-69-pt. 4-33
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TABLE D.-NET FUNDS RAISED AND SUPPLIED THROUGH LONG-TERM FIXED-INCOME OBLIGATIONS IN THE U.S.

CREDIT MARKETS, AVERAGE 1965-681

[In billions of dollars)

Taxable Issues

U.S.
Govern-

ment Federal
Total Car- bonds agency
funds Mort- porate and secur- Municipal-

Funds supplied by- raised Total gages bonds notes I ities I bonds

Savings institutions:
Life Insurance companies .......... 6.6 6.8 3.7 3.0 .......... . 1 -. 2
Private noninsured pension funds. - 1. 7 1.7 .3 1. 3 ............ I .......
State and local government retire-

ment funds ..................... 3.4 3.6 .6 2.8 .......... .2 -. 2
Fire and casualty insurance com-

panies ...... ......... . 1.8 .8 .......... . .6 .. . 1.0
Savings and loan associations ....... 7. 7 7. 7 7.4 ......... .... 2 1 1 .......
Mutual savings banks .............. 4.5 4.5 3.2 .8 .1 .4 ..........
Credit unions. ------------------- . 1 .1 .1 ........................................
Investment companies (open end)... .4 .4 .......... .4 .............................

Total, savings institutions ........ 26.2 25.6 15.3 8.8 .4 1.0 .6

Business:
Business corporations ............. .5 .5 .2 ..... 1 .2.......
Commercial banks ................ 14.1 8.0 5.4 .......... 1.6 1.0 6.1

Total, business ................. 14.6 8.5 5.6 .......... 1.7 1.2 6.1

Government:
Federal agencies .................. 2.9 2.5 2.5 ............................. . .4
State and local governments ........ 1.1 1.2 .2 .7 .1 .2 -. 1

Total government ............... 4.0 3.7 2.6 .7 .1 .2 .4

Foreign investors .................. -. 2 -. 2 .......... -. 2 ...........................
Residual: Individuals and others .... 7.2 6.1 .6 3.0 .9 1.6 1.

Total funds supplied ............. 51.8 43.7 24.1 12.4 3.1 4.0 8.1

f Besed on Bankers Trust Co., "Investment Outlook for 1969," except for U.S. Government bonds and notes and Federal
agency securities; excludes term loans and foreign securities.

s Based on U.S. Treasury Department, Treasury Bulletin, "Treasury Survey of Ownership"; comprises issues offered
during the period with maturities of 2 years or more.
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TABLE E.-NET FUNDS RAISED AND SUPPLIED IN U.S. CREDIT AND EQUITY MARKETS, AVLRA(3L ISE5-68-
ADJUSTED FOR SHIFTS RESULTING FROM ISSUANCE OF ONLY TAXABLE MUNICIPALS

[in billions of dollars]

Long-term fixed-income
obligations Short-

term
Term fixed

Total loans and income
funds foreign obliga- Corporate

Funds supplied by- raised Total securities Others tions' stock

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies .................... 8.3 6.7 0.2 6.5 0.6 0.9
Private noninsured pensions funds ............ 5.9 1.6 .......... 1.6 -. 2 4.5
State and local government retirement funds.. 3.7 3.3 ---------- 3. 3 -. 3 .6
Fire and casualty insurance companies ........ 1.8 1.7 .......... 1.7 -. 4 .6
Savings and loan associations ................. 8.2 7.7 .......... 7.7 .5 .........
Mutual savings banks ........................ 4.0 4.5 .......... 4.5 -. 8 .2
Credit unions .............................. 1. 1 .1.......... . .1 1.0 .......
Investment companies-open end ............. 1.8 .4 ---------- -. 4 .2 1. 2

Total savings institutions ................... .. 34.7 26.0 .3 25. 8 .6 8.0

Business:
Business corporations ....................... 10.6 .5 .......... .5 10.0 ..........
Commercial banks .......................... 30.4 14.8 2.5 12.3 15.6 ..........
Brokers and dealers ......................... 1.2 .............................. 1.2 ..........
Other consumer lenders ................... .8 ............................... 8 .......

Total business ............................ 42.9 15. 3 2. 5 12.8 27.6 ..........

Government:
Federal agencies ........................... 2.9 2.9 .......... 2.9 ....................
State and local governments .................. 3.0 1. 1 -......... 1, 2.0 ..........

Total government ......................... 5.9 4.0 ........... 4. 0 2.0 .........

Foreign investors .. .......................... .3 -. 2 ........... -. 2 -. .6
Residual: Ind viduals and others .................. 2. 1 7.5 .9 6.6 2.4 -7.9

Total funds supplied ....................... 86. 1 528 3.6 49.2 32.7 .7

I Based on Bankers Trust Co., "Investment Outlook for 1969" except for U.S. Government bonds and notes and
Federal agency securities which are based on U.S. Treasury Department, Treasury Bulletin, "Treasury Survey of Ownership".

' Based on results of Investment Bankers Association questionnaire.
I Comprises mortgages, corporate bonds, U.S. Government bonds and notes and Federal agency securities offered

during period with maturities of 2 years or more, and municipal bonds.
4 Comprises other U.S. Government and agency securities, short-term municipal securities, open market paper, other

business credit (including bank short-term loans), security credit, consumer credit, other bank loans, and policy loans
iof life insurance companies.
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TABLE F.-NET FUNDS RAISED AND SUPPLIED THROUGH LONG-TERM FIXED-INCOME OBLIGATIONS IN THE U.S.
CREDIT MARKETS, AVERAGE 19658 Z-ADJUSTED FOR SHIFTS RESULTING FROM ISSUANCE OF ONLY TAXABLE
MUNICIPALS

fIn billions of dollars
Taxable issues

U.S.
Govern-

ment
Total bonds Federal

funds Mort- Cor orate and agency Municipal
Funds supplied by- raised Total gages bonds notes' securities bonds

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies .......... 6.5 6 2 3.5 2.7 .................... 0.3
Private noninsured pension funds... 1.6 1.3 .......... 1.0 0.1 0.2 .3
State and local government retire-

ment funds ..................... 3.3 3.0 .7 2.1 .......... .1 .4
Fire and casualty insurance com-

panies ......................... 1.7 1.4 .4 .8 .1 .1 .3
Savings and loan associations ....... 7.7 7.6 7.3 .......... .2 .1 . 1
Mutual savings banks -------------- 4.5 4.4 3.2 .8 .1 .3 .1
Credit unions ..................... .1 . I .I ........................................
Investment companies--open end ... 4 .4-----------.0 . ......... ...............

Total savings Institutions --------- 25.8 24.4 15.2 7, 8 .5 .8 1.5

Business:
Business corporations ............. .5 .5 .2 ... 1....... 1 .2 ------
Commercial banks ................ 12.3 9.4 4.7 .1 2.9 1.7 2.9

Total business .................. 12.8 9.9 4.9 .1 3.0 1.9 2.9

Government:
Federal agencies .................. 2.9 2.5 2.5 .............................. .4
State and local governments ........ 1.1 1.2 .2 .7 .1 .2 -. 1

Total government ............... 4.0 3.7 2.6 .7 .1 .2 .4
Foreign investors ...................... -.2 -.2 ----------- -. 2 ............................
Residual: Individuals and others ........ 6.6 5.9 1.4 3.9 -. 5 1.1 .7

Total funds supplied ............. 49.2 43.7 24. 1 12.4 3. 1 4.0 5. 5

1 Based on Bankers Trust Co., "Investment Outlook for 1969," except for U.S. Government bonds and notes and Federal
agency securities; excludes term loans and foreign securities.

2 Based on result of Investenint Bankers Association questionnaire.
a Based on U.S. Treasury Department, Treasury Bulletin, "Treasury Survey of Ownership"; comprises Issues offered

during the period with maturities of 2 years or more.

Ito
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TABLE G.--GROSS ACQUISITIONS OF NEW ISSUES OF LONG-TERM FIXED-INCOME OBLIGATIONS, AVERAGE 1.465-68
BY INVESTOR GROUP I -ADJUSTED FOR SHIFTS RESULTING FROM ISSUANCE OF ONLY TAXABLE MUNICI PALS 2

[In billions of dollars]

U.S. Gov-
ernment Federal Total

Corporate bondsand agency taxable Municipal
Mortgages bonds notes securities irsues bonds Total

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies .......... 9.2 4.9 .................... 14.1 0.8 14.9
Private noninsured pension funds-.. .3 1.9 0. 1 0,? 2. 5 .3 2.8
State and local government retire-
mentfunds -------------------- 1.4 2.8 ........... 1 4.3 1.1 5.4

Fire and casualty insurance com-
panies ........................... .4 .9 .1 .1 1.5 .8 2.3

Savings and loan associations ....... 20.7 ........... 2 .1 21.0 .1 21.1
Mutual savings banks ------------- 7.6 .9 .1 .3 8.9 .1 9.0
Credit unions ...................... 2 ............................... 2 .2
Investment companies ....................... .4 ---------------------. .4 .4

Total savings institutions --------- 39.8 11.8 .5 .8 52.9 3.2 56.1

Business:
Business corporations ------------- 3 .......... .1 .2 .6 ---------- -. 6
Commercial banks --------------- 12.1 .1 2.9 1.7 16.8 4. 7 21.5

Total business .................. 12.4 .1 3.0 1.9 17.4 4. 7 22.1

Government:
Federal agencies ----------------- 3.9 --- _----------------------- 3.9 ---------- 3.9
State and local governments ........ .2 .9 .1 .2 1.4 .2 1.6

Total government ............... 4.1 .9 .1 .2 5.3 .2 5.5

Foreign investors ------------------- -----. 1 -------------- - -- -1 . .1
Residual: Individuals and others -"----------- 1.6 4.3 -. 5 1.1 6.5 2.6 9.1

Total ------------------------- 57.9 17.2 3.1 4.0 82.2 10.7 92.9

1 For each instrument represents net change in holdings of each investor group plus estimated retirements and re-
fundings; data for U.S. Government and agency securities are for issues offered during the period with maturities of 2
years or more, data for municipal bonds are for new issues of 1 year or more to maturity.

I Based on results of Investment Bankers Association questionnaire.
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TABLE H.-MARGINAL TAX RATES PAID BY LONG-TERM LENDERS IN U.S. CREDIT MARKETS, WITH AND WITHOUT
MUNICIPAL BONDS AS TAXABLE

[Dollar amounts in billions]

If only taxable municipal
bonds are issued

Gross Gross
taxable tax-exeript

long-term municipal Gross Gross
Marginal funds bonds taxable taxable

tax supplied, supplied, municipal long-term
rate average average bonds funds

Funds supplied by (percent) 1965-68 1965-68 supplied supplied

Savingp institutions:
Life insurance companies ---------- - 20.0 $14.8 $0.2 $0.8 $14.9
Private noninsured pension funds-.. 0 3.0 ............... 3 2.8
State and local government retire-

ment funds ..................... 0 4.8 .2 1.1 5.4
Fire and casualty insurance com-

panies ............... ..... 48.0 .9 1.5 .8 2.3
Savings and loan associations ....... 20.0 21.1 -------------- .1 21.1
Mutual savings banks .............. 20.0 8.9 .............. . 1 9.0
Credit unions ..................... 0 .2 ............................. 2
Investment companies, open end... 0 .4 ............................ .4

Total savings institutions ....................... 54. 1 1.9 3.2 56.1

Business:
Business corporations ............. 48.0 .6 ............................ .6
Commercial banks ................ 48.0 15.5 7.9 4.7 21.5

Total business ................................. 16.1 7.9 4.7 22.1

Government:
Federal agencies .................. 0 3.9 ............................ 3.9
State and local governments ........ 0 1.4 .2 .2 1.6

Total government .......................... 5.3 .2 .2 5.5
Foreign investors ............................... . 1 ............................ 1
Residual: Individuals and others:

Taxable debt securities and mort-
gages .......................... 28.5 8.8 .............. 2.6 9.1

Dividends------------------.. 36.7 ........................................................
Municipal bonds, tax-exempt ....... 42.3 .............. 3.3 ............................

Total funds supplied ........................... 84.4 13.3 10.7 92.9

Marginal tax rate on total long-term
funds supplied (percent) ........................... 23.2 44.7 33.5 25.1
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TABLE I.-ANTICIPATED EFFECT ON GENERAL LEVEL OF LONG TLCM INTEREST RATES Ir ONLY TAXABLE
MUNICIPAL BONDS ARE ISSUED HEREAFTER (IRRESPECTIVE OF ALL OTHER FACTORS)-INVESTMENT
BANKERS ASSOCIATION QUESTIONNAIRE, AUGUST 1969

Number anticipating Number anticipating, rise (basis points) Average
change

Total Stay Lese anticipated'
re- De- the than 50 to 100 to 150 or (basis

sponses cline same Total 50 99 149 more points)

Savings institutions:
Life insurance companies... 59 3 15 41 17 21 3 -------- 29
Private noninsured pnsion
funds ------------------- 49 1 2 46 7 24 9 6 80

State and local government
retirement funds ---------- 19 3 3 13 8 3 1 1 23

Fire and casualty insurance
companies -------------- 45 2 5 38 7 16 11 4 %

Savings and loan associ-
tions ------------------- 16 1 5 10 4 1 2 3 26

Mutual savings banks ------- 31 1 3 27 14 8 5 0 39

Total ------------------- 219 11 33 175 57 73 31 14 65
Commercial banks -------------- 56 --------------- 56 5 24 11 16 92

All institutions ----------- 275 11 33 231 62 97 42 30 70
Investment advisers to individuals- 54 1 3 50 6 25 13 6 83

Total ------------------- 329 12 36 281 68 122 55 36 72
Percentage distribution -------- 100.0 3.6 10,9 85. 4 20.7 37.1 16. 7 10.9 ----------

a Median.

TABLE J.-MARGINAL TAX RATE ON INTEREST PAID BY ISSUERS ON NET NEW ISSUES OF DEBT, 1965-68 AVERAGE

Net new Marginal
issues tax rate

Investment funds:
Home mortgages ............................................................ 13.4 23. 7
Multifamily and commercial ...................................... 8.5 48. 0
Farm mortgages ............................................................ 2.2 22.0

Total mortgages ..................................................... 24.1 ..........
Corporate bonds ....................................................... 12.4 48. 0
State arid local government securities ......................................... 8.8 ..............
Foreign securities --------------------------------------------- 1. 2.........
Term loans ................................................................. 2. 4 48 0

Total investment funds .................................................... 48.9 ..............

Short-term funds:
Stock market credit, except bank loans:

Brokers and dealers ...................................................... 6 48. 0
Customers ............................................................. 1.2 36.9

Consumer credit ............................................................ 8.2 23. 7
Policy loans ................................................................ 1.0 23. 7
Other short-term funds ...................................................... 19.8 48.0

Total short-term funds --------------------------------------------- 30.8.............

U.S. Government and agency securities:
U.S. Government securities, publicly held ------------------------------- 1.4.........
Federal agency net borrowing, publicly held ------------------------------ 4. 2..........

U.S. Government and agency securities, publicly held ------------------------ 5.6..........

Total funds ............................................................. 85.3 32. 0
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TABLE K.-MARGINAL TAX RATES PAID BY LENDERS IN U.S. CREDIT MARKETS-WITH AND WITHOUT
MUNICIPALS AS TAXABLE

[Amounts in billions of dollars]

Net munici- Net taxable
pal bonds funds

(excluding supplied
"et taxable municipal (if only

funds short-term taxable
supplied debt issues) municipal

Marginal (average average bonds are
Funds supplied by tax rate 1965-68) 1965-68 issued 1)

Savings Institutions:
Life insurance companies -------................ 20 8. 5 -0. 2 8. 3
Private noninsured pension funds --------------- 0 5.9 .............. 5.9
State and local government retirement funds ...... 0 3.9 -0. 2 3. 7
Fire and casualty insurance companies ------------- 48 .8 1.0 1.8
Savings and loan associations -------------------- 20 8.2 .............. 8.2
Mutual savings banks ............................ 20 4.0 -------------- - 4.0
Credit unions ---------------------------------- 0 1..1.-------------- 1.1
Investment companies-open end ................. 0 1.8 -------------- - 1.8

Total savings institutions ..................................... 34.2 0.6 34.7

Business:
Business corporations ........................... 48 10. 0 ..........---- 10.0
Commercial banks .............................. 48 24.2 6.1 28.3
Brokers and dealers ............................. 48 1.2 .............. 1.1
Other consumer lenders .......................... 48 .8 ............... 8

Total business .............................................. 36.2 6.1 40.2

Government:
Federal agencies ------------------------------- 0 2.5 .4 2.9
State and local governments ...................... 0 3.1 -. 1 3.0

Total government ........................................... 5.6 .4 5.9
Foreign investors .................................... 0 .3 .............. .3

Residual: Individuals and others:
Taxable debt securities and mortgages ............. 28.5 8.7 .............. 9.0
Dividends ...................................... 36.7 -7.5 .............. -7.9
Municipal bonds:

Tax-exempt ................................ 42.3 .............. 1.1 ..............
Taxable .................................... 28.5 ............................. 7

Total .......................................... ------- 1.1 1.1 1.8

Total funds supplied ......................................... 77.4 8.1 82.9
Marginal tax rate on total funds supplied ............................. 27.9 46. 7 28.9

I Excludes estimated tax-exempt short-term debt of State and local governments.

APPENDIX A

ADDITIONAL COMMENT ON LIMITED TAX PREFERENCE (MINIMUM INDIVIDUAL
INCOME TAX) TREATMENT OF TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST

In the arithmetic used in discussions of tax reform there is generally a failure
to consider one major point. This point is that a substantial price has been
paid by the investor for tax exemption in the form of acceptance of a lesser
interest rate.

(1) One way to look at this is in terms of capitalizing it in price. The follow-
ing table shows this by Indicating the value of 25-year bonds with a coupon
based on the level of the tax-exempt market at a yield based on the corporate
market. The relation between yields in the two markets is computed at 70%,
the approximate level which has held over a number of years. Given stability
in this relationship It will be seen that the price paid by the investor for tax
exemption goes up as yields rise. The outgoing Treasury minimum tax plan
overlooks this factor.
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Corporate Dollar
bond price at Price paid

yields corporate for taxTax-exempt coupon (percent) yield exemption I

5,J percent, at ................................................... 7Y 74.76 25.24
4,90's, at ------------------------------------------------------- 7 75.37 24.634.20's, at ........................................................ 6 76.84 23.16
3 's, at ................................................ .-------- 5 78.72 21.28
3.15's, at ------------------------------------------------------- 4,j 79.86 20.14

, It is assumed that the investor paid 100 for the tax-exempt bonds in each case.

The Inclusion of percentage depletion In oil and other minerals is "in excess
of capital Investment". Equal treatment for tax-exempt income would require
consideration of the price paid for it as above.

(2) One of the questions Congressman Byrues posed to witnesses during the
House Ways and Means Committee hearings was "doesn't the individual tax-
payer get much more out of the tax exemption than the borrowing municipality?"
One of the answers given him at the time was that the investor has to estimate
what his advantage will be because he cannot know his prospective tax bracket
10, 20, 30 years hence (and in the intervening years). Thus he needs a margin
solely to assure that he will come out even.

Computations of relative advantage must make some assumption as to future
tax rates and income brackets, and usually assume a continuance of the present
situation. Those which follow make this assumption. Statements of the most
extreme cases of tax sheltered income are based on instances where adjusted
gross income is large, but no tax is paid. Tax-exempt interest on municipal bonds
is not Included in these instances, because it Is not a part of adjusted gross
income. Because the minimum tax is designed to reach such persons, and because
some of them may also have tax-exempt Interest Income, we have prepared some
examples to show (1) relative benefit to the taxpayer and to the borrowing
municipality in such instances and (2) the Impact of the proposed minimum
tax. A later example shows this comparison for a taxpayer with at least $200,000
of taxable income.

Each example shows the alternative result If, instead of an investment in tax-
exempt bonds, the individual had purchased taxable bonds and was paying
annual income tax on the Interest from them. The 70% ratio of tax-exempt
income to taxable income is again used In these comparisons. The income tax
rates used are those for joint husband and wife returns. The surtax is not in-
cluded as It seems inappropriate to apply this temporary measure over the life
of a long-term bond. In computing the impact of the minimum tax it Is assumed
that tax-exempt bond interest amounts to only about a quarter of total Income.
This Is In line with investment proportions recommended by professional invest-
ment advisers, and very few Investors have a much larger concentration In tax-
exempt bonds.

in the first example (Exhibit 4) $50,000 tax-exempt interest income is received,
and any other income is protected by various exclusions and deductions. If
the investor had purchased taxable bonds Instead, he would have received $71,400
In taxable income (100 over 70 times $50,000). The tax on $71.400 would be
$28,490 (an average rate of 40%), and there would remain $42,910 vfter tax. By
having tax-exempt income the taxpayer has benefited $7,090 ($50,000-$42,910).
The borrowing municipality-assuming for simplicity that only one is involved-
has saved $21,400 ($71,400-$50,000) by being able to do its financing in tho
tax-exempt market Instead of having to sell taxable bonds. If the minimum tax
as proposed were applied to the $50,000 tax-exempt income and it became taxable
at as much as a 30% rate, the $15,000 tax would wipe out the taxpayers' benefit
In having bought tax-exempts, and in fact he would be penalized $7,910 net.

Three other examples with larger amounts of tax-exempt Income are shown In
Exhibits 4. 5 and 6. Those computations are based on approximate relation-
ships, but they do help to answer the question of who gets the larger benefit from
tax exemption, the borrowing municipality or the investor. It Is not until we
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get to a holding of tax-exempt producing $200,000 of tax-exempt. income that a
taxpayer's advantage begins to equal the advantage to the municipality. Even
with holdings producing one-quarter of a million dollars of tax-exempt income
the Advantage to the taxpayer Is only nominally more than the advantage to
the municipality.

Interestingly enough, jhen the minimum tax proposal is applied it would wipe
out the taxpayer's benefit in the first two examples and would take away most
of his advantage in the last two. The maximum advantage of tax-exempt inter-
est to the lndividul taxpayer occurs when it is on top of at least $200,000 of
taxable income Exhibit 8 shows how this works out. ,Hece the taxpayer does
gain more than the municipality, but only one-third more. If it applied, the
minimum tax would leave him some benefit, but less than 40%; it would
probably -not apply because of the large amount of income presently taxable.

What do these figures say about the minimum tax idea? They seem to say
that it would have no impact where the advantage to the taxpayer is greatest
(Exhibit 8), and that its Impact on present non-taxpayers (Exhibit 4-7) would
be so severe, as to reflect not equity, but a-kind of retaliation. A fuller realiza-
tion of this would further alienate individual investors, who would doubtless
diminish their putchases of tax-exempt bonds, with the resulting adverse effect
on the municipal market stressed in our previous testimony. Local government
borrowing would then cost more, and the ultimate burden would fall on
local taxpayers.

- EXHIBIT 1

BENEFIT FROM TAX-EXEMPT INTERESTS IMPACT OF LIMITED TAX PREFERENCES

(Minimum tax)

$50,000 from tax-exempts.
$50M X 100 over 70 equals $71,400 alternative taxable Income.

Alternative taxable income ---------------- -------------------- $71,400
Less tax (40 percent) ----------------------------------------- 28,490

Total 42,010

Distribution of benefit

Municipality ($71,400 less $50,000) ------------------------------ $21,400
Taxpayer ($50,000 less $24,910) ----------------------------------- 7,090

Total ------------------------------------------------- 28,490
Should the $50,000 tax-exempt income become taxable at as much as 30%

i.e., $15,000, the taxpayer's benefit would be wiped out and he would be penalized
$7,910 net.

EXHIBIT 2

BENEFIT FROM TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST IMPACT OF LIMITED TAX PREFERENCES
(MiNiMUM TAx)

$12,000 from tax-exempts.
$125M X 100 over 70 equals $178,500 alternative taxable income.

Alternative taxable income --------------------------------------- $178, 500
Less tax (46 percent) ----------------------------------------- 82,560

Total ------------------------------------- ------------------ 95,940

1L
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Distribution of benefits

Municipality ($178,000 less $125,000) - $53, 500
Taxpayer ($125,000 less $95,940) - 29, 060

Total -------------------------------------------------- 82, 560

A 30 percent ninmumn tax oi e125,000 equals $37,500, more than wiping out
taxpayer's gain of $29,060. (In iais cause 35 percent minimum tax is possible,
which would be $43,750.)

EXHIBIT ..............

ByNEFIT FRoMN TAX-EXEMiPT INTEflY5f IMPACT OF LiMfITEn TAX PJAEFERENCESi I ~fimum TAX)•"\ .

$200,000 from tax-exempts. ,f.... TAX)

$200M X 100 over 70 equal 285,700 alternative taxable ln Com . .
Alternative taxable Income ---------- $285,70
Less -tax (60 percent) -,_ ..... - .__,._ . _ ....... 170, 97M,

Total -------------- -------- ------- 114, 730,

D!,tribution of N4fA ,~
Municipality ($28,5,7 le,% $200,000) __--- -- ---- 700
Taxpayer ($200,000 e"s $s 4,7O) .... 84-): . 85, 270

Total ----- ------------------ ----- 170,970

Minimum tax of 3 preto $200~0 u UR e hft ftx
payer's advantage. At percent, he4s E !i kel ft ax0,000.-

EXHIBIT 4~ -'N -.- i /
BENEFIT FRom TAx-EXEh T INTEREST IiFACT OF LiITEXJ A~ PREFEBEC

$250,000 from tax-exempts. /
$250M X 100 over 70 equals $35 ,10 alternative taxable Income.

Alternative taxable Income ........... ---------------- $357, 100
Less tax (62 percent) -------- ------- -&". 950

Total ---------------------- 136,150

Di8tribution of benefit

Municipality ($357,100 less $250,000) ---------------------------- $107, 100
Taxpayer ($250,000 less $136,150) ------------------------------- 113, 850

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 220,950

Minimum tax of 35 percent on $250,000 equals $87,500, which would take most
of taxpayer's advantage.
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Exilsnr 5

BENEFIT FROM TAX-EXEMPT INTEUFST IMPACT OF LIMITEI) TAX PREFEI:ENCES
(MINIMUM TAX)

Gross income includes over $200,000 taxable.
$70,000 tax-exempt income.
$100,000 alternative taxable income.

Distrution o befi(t

Municipality ($100,000 less $70,000) - $30, 000
Taxpayer (70 percent) ($70,000 less $30,000) - 40, 000

Total --- 70,000

A 35 percent tax on $70,000 equals $24,500 which vould leave some 39 percent
of the taxlayer iidvantage.

But here. the minimum tax would probaldy not apply because of larger amount
of income presently taxable.

APiPENIX B

ADnITION AL COMMENT ON PROPOSAL FOR ALLOCATION OF 1)EDUCIONS

Further study of the allocation of deductions proposal indicates that this would
affect many more taxpayers and thus might have even greater adverse market
impact than the minimum income tax.' Investment in municipal bonds by indi-
viduals would be made less attractive, and more individuals would find In this
another reason to shift their investment programs even more heavily toward
the common stock area. This would risk a drastic reduction in the support for
State and local financing supplied by individual investors, particularly during
periods when buying by banks is reduced owing to credit restraint such as that
now being applied by the Federal Reserve System. Furthermore, institutional
investors might well anticipate a growing risk that the principle of allocation
would in time be applied to them, to the detriment of their programs for in-
vestment in tax-exempts. Accordingly, we believe that this allocation proposal
would also have a very serious effect on the municipal market.

The three principal categories of deductions which would be Involved in this
allocation are (1) contributions (2) State and local taxes, and (3) interest paid.
The allocation proposal might have an adverse effect on charitable giving as
well as on individual investment in the municipal market, risking major hard-
ships in both of these areas in return for an uncertain minor gain in tax equity.

With current revenue needs of State and local governments at an all-time high.
it would be unfortunate to downgrade in any way the present deductibility of
State and local taxes. To do so would make it even more difficult for States
and cities to raise taxes and hence tend to widen the gap between the taxing
power of the Federal government on the one hand and that of State and local
governments on the other; the need today is for moves in the opposite direction.

With respect to the question of interest deductions we note that this is not
a problem for the Treasury in relation to tax-exempt interest on State and local
bonds. Section 265 of the Internal Revenue Code and the regulations thereunder
already forbid the deduction of interest on loans to purchase or carry an invest-
ment in tax-exempt securities. Similarly disallowed are expenditures for invest-
ment management, or for custody or safe deposit box facilities insofar as they
are incurred in the production of tax-exempt income.

I Attached are some computations (Exhibits 1, 2 and 3) which indicate the reduction in
the value of tax-exempt interest to an individual investor if all of the resulting increase Intax is charged against the tax-exempt income. In each case tax-exempt interest is assumedat of total income including taxable income. It is assumed that there are no other ex-tud items in order to highlight the impact on tax-exempt interest. It will be noted thatthe impact rises as the ratio of deductions to income rises,
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ExHxIBIT 1

jFFFJCT OF ALLOCATION OF I)EDUCTIONS

$00,000 Taxable Incomi-before 1)eductions
$20,000 Tax-exempt Interest

A. $10,00 Deductions

$60,000-$10,000=-
$60,000- ($60,ooo X $10,000) =

Subect Tax (joint
Io 1, a* r turn)

$50,000 $17, 060
$52, 500 18, 32

($80,000)
$20,000 Exempt Interest effectively reduced to $18,735--

5% rate reduced to 4.68%
4 % rate reduced to 4.22%
4% rate reduced to 3.75%

B. $20,000 Deductions
$60,000-$20,000=
$60,000- ($60,000 X $20,0(

($200,000)
$20,000 Exempt Interest

5%

4%

$40,000
45, 000

effectively reduced to $17,580--
rate reduced to 4.39%
rate reduced to 3.95%
rate reduced to 3.51%

+1, 265

$12,140
14,560

+2, 420

Note referring to A. above: Using the method of computing benefits to borrower
and taxpayer used in the attached discussion of the minimum income tax, benelit
to the borrower was $8,570.00 and to the taxpayer was $6,880.00. Allocation of
deductions would reduce the taxpayer benefit by $1,265.00 to $5,615.00.

ExHIBIT 2

EFFECT OF ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS

$150,000 Taxable Income-before Deductions
$50,000 Tax-exempt Interest

A. $15,000 Deductions

$150,000-$15,000=
$150,000- ($150,000X$15,000)-

($200,000)
$50,000 Exempt Interest effectii

5% rate i
4 % rate ]
4% rate

B. $60,000 Deductions
$150,000- $60,000=
$150,000- ($150,000 X $60,000) =

StUectto Tax

$135,000
138, 750

rely reduced to $47,600-
educed to 4.76%
educed to 4.27%
,educed to 8.80%

$ 90,000
105, 000

($80,000)
$50,000 Exempt Interest effectively reduced to $40,900-

5% rate reduced to 4.00%
4*% rate reduced to 3.67%
4% rate reduced to 3.27%

Tax (Jointreturn )

$67, 180
69, 580

+2, 400

$39, 180

48,280

+9,100
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EXHIBIT 3

EFFECT OF ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS

Taxable income before deductions ------------------------------ $300, 000
Tax-exempt interest ----------------------------------------- 100,000

A. $30,000 dcductione
Tax (Joint

Subjct to tax: return)
$300,000 less $30,000 equals $270,000 ------------------------ $159, 980
$300,000 over $400,000 times $30,000 equals $277,500 ------------- 165, 230

Total ------------------------------------------------- +5, 250
$100,000 exempt interest effectively reduced to $94,750:

5-percent rate reduced to 4.73 percent
4 -percent rate reduced to 4.62 percent
4-percent rate reduced to 3.79 percent

B. $100,000 deductions
Tax (joint

Subject to tax: return)
$300,000 less $100,000 equals $200,000 ------------------------ $100, 980
$300,000 over $400,000 times $100,000 equals $225,000 ------------- 128,480

Total ------------------------------------------------- 17,500
$100,000 exempt interest effectively reduced to $82,500:

5-percent rate reduced to 4.13 percent
4 -percent rate reduced to 3.71 percent

NoTm.-Referring to B. above: Using the method of computing benefits to borrower and
taxpayer used in the attached discussion of the minimum income tax, benefit to the.
borrower was $43,000.00 and to the taxpayer was $57,100.00. Allocation of deductions
would reduce the taxpayer benefit by $17,500.00 to $39,600.00.

METHODOLOGY

Two different investment procedures were used for two different periods of
time. Roman numerals I and II represent investments made in the past ten years
and Roman numerals III and IV represent Investments made in the past five
years. In I and III the full Investment of $1,000,000 was made at the beginning
of the respective 10- or 5-year period. In II and IV an equal proportion of the total
$1,000,000 was invested at the beginning of each year.

For municipals, it was assumed that the bonds were 20-year bonds roughly
equivalent to a Moody A and they were purchased at par.

Column A is the Total Capital Worth (market value) of the municipal bonds
as of the end of 1968. For II and IV this figure is a total of the market values
of the bonds purchased in successive years.

Column B is the coupon rate for each of the bonds. It is based on a rounded Bond
Buyer 20 bond average for the first of each year. Column C is the total interest re-
ceived per bond at the appropriate coupon rate.

There is no tax on the interest income because municipal bonds ore tax-exempt
as to interest income, and no attempt was made to calculate the effect of state and
local tax consequences.

Column D is a calculation of the tax credit that would be applicable if the bonds
were sold. If these bonds were sold they would represent a capital loss. Assuming
other capital gains, these capital losses would act to offset the capital gain. In a
sense, there would be a tax credit at the same tax rate of 25%, to be subtracted
from any taxes on capital gains, and this would reduce the capital loss on
municipals.

Column P Is Net Profit (+) or Loss (-) and Is calculated by summing Columns
o And D.
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APPENDIX C

TABLE I.-MUNICIPAL BONDS

Total
capital Coupon Total Net profit

worth (as of rate interest () or
Dec. 31,1969) (percent) earned Tax credit loss (-)'

(A) (B) (C) (0)

10 YEARS
I. Investing$1,000,000at I time, Dec. 31,1958... $790,000 3.40 $340.000 2$-210,000 +$182,500

3+52,500

Total ...................................................................... d -157,000

II. Investing $100,000 each year, 1959-68:
1959 ................................. 79,000 3.40 34,000 2 -165,000 +63,750
1960 -------------------------------- 80,000 3.75 33, 750 a+41,250
1961 -------------------------------- 81,000 3.40 27, 200 ..............
1962 ................................. 82, 000 3.37 23,500 ..............
1963 -------------------------------- 83,000 3.00 18,000 ...........
1964 -------------------------------- 84,000 3.25 16,250 .............
1965 ......................... . 85,000 3.10 12,400 ..............
1966 -------------------------------- 86,000 3.50 10,500 ...
1967 ---------------------------- 87,000 3.75 7,500 ...........
1968 -------------------------------- 88,000 4.40 4,400 ..............

Total .............................. 835,000 ............ 187,500 '-123.750

5 YEARS

I11. Investing $1,000,000 at I time, Dec. 31, 1963. 840,000 3.25 162,500 2 -160,000 +42,500
3+40,000

Total ....................................................................... -120. 000

IV. Investing $200,000 each year, 1964-68:
1964 ................................ 168,000 3.25 32,500 2 -140, 000 -2,900
1965 ................................. 170,000 3.10 24,800 3 +35,000
1966 -------------------------------- 172,000 3.50 21,000 ...............
1967 -------------------------------- 174, 000 3.75 15,000...........
1968------------------------. 176,000 4.40 88.000

Total .............................. 860,000 ............ 102,100 1-105,000

'P=C+D.
2 Capitol loss
3 Tax credit,
4 Net loss

This table is similar in many respects to Table I. It was assumed that the
following bonds were purchased:

1. 1958: Aaa Philadelphia Electric, 4%'s Issued December 1958; due, 1986.
2. 1959: Aa Conn. Light & Power, 4%'s issued January 1960; due, 1990.
3. 1960: Aa Georgia Power, 4%'s issued November 1960; due, 1990.
4. 1961: Aa Commonwealth Edison, 4%'s issued December 1961; Due 2011.
5. 1962: Aaa Ches. & Pot. Tel., 4%'s issued January 1963; due, 2002.
6. 1963: Aa New England.Power, 4Y 's issued November 1903; due, 1993.
7. 1964: Aa Texas Electric Service, 4%'s Issued February 1965; due 1995.
8. 1965: Aaa Dallas Power & Light, 47's issued January 1966; due 1996.
9. 1966: Aaa American Tel. & Tel., 5Y2's issued January 1967; due, 1997.
10. 1267: Aa Central Power & Light, 6%'s Issued January 1968; due, 1998.
For I, $1,000,000 was invested in the Aaa Philadelphia Electric bond; for II,

$100,000 was invested yearly in successive bonds (bonds nos. 1-10); for III,
$1,000,000 was invested in the Aa New England Power bond, for IV, $200,000 was
invested yearly in five successive bonds (bonds nos. 6-10).
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Columns A through D are similar to the columns in Municipal Bonds, Table I.
Column E is the income taxes payable annually on the dividend income. The tax
rate was assumed to be a constant 50% over the period. The $100 deduction
allowable on dividend income was disregarded, and no attempt was made to
calculate the effect of state and local taxation.

Column P is the Net Profit (+) or Loss (-) and Is calculated by adding
Columns C and D and subtracting Column E.

TABLE Il-CORPORATE BONDS

Total
capital 50 percent

worth (as Total income
of Dec.31, Coupon Interest tax on Net profit

1968) rate earned Tax credit interest (+) or
10 YEARS (A) (8) (C) (0) (E) (-) 1

I. Investing $1.000,000 at l time, Dec. 31,1958. $737,500 4.375 $437,500 2-$262,500 $218,750 +$21,875
1+65,625

Total .............................................................. 4 -196,875

I1. Investing $100, 000 each year 1959-68:
1959 ............................... 73,750 4.375 43,750 s-242,641 21,875 -52,694
1960 ............................... 78, 030 4. 875 43, 875 a +60,660 21,938
1961 ............................... 76, 800 4.875 39,000 -181,981 19, 500
1962 ............................... 69,156 4.75 33,250 .............. 16,625
1963 ............................... 69,975 4.375 25,950 .............. 12,975
1964 ............................... 70,338 4.5 22,500 ------------ 11,250
1965 ............................... 69,558 4.5 18, 000----------- 9,000
1966 ............................... 74,293 4.875 14,625 ----------- 7,313
1967 ............................... 81,004 5.5 11,000 ----------- 5,500
1968 ............................... 94,451 6.625 6,625 3,312

Total ............................ 757,359 .......... 258,575 -----------. .3129, 288

5 YEARS

Ill. Investing $1,000,000 at I time, Dec. 31,
1963. .............................. 703,380 4.5 225,000 '-296,620 112,500 -109,965

'+74,155
Total .......................................................... 4-222,465

IV. Investin $200,000O each year, 1964-68:1964 ............................... 140,676 4.5 45,000 2-220, 712 22,500 -92,784

1965 ............................... 139,116 4.5 36,000 '+55,178 18,000
1966 ............................... 148,586 4.875 29,250. 4 -165,534 14,625
1967 ............................... 162,008 5.5 22, 000- ............. 11,000
1968 ............................... 188,902 6.625 13,250 ........ 6,625

Total ............................ 779,288 .......... I5,500 .............. 72,750

1 P-C+D-F.
:Capital loss.
'Tax credit.
4 Not loss.

h'Ue same Investment procedures were used here, again .or the 10- and
5-year period. Prices were based on Standard & Poor's indices for 500 common
stocks, while dividends represent the Standard & Poor's average yearly dividend
for this same group of stocks.

Column A Is the Total Capital Worth (market value) when the stocks were
sold at the end of 1968. Column B is the Gross Profit, or Column A minus the
initial investment of $1,000,000. Column C is calculated at the highest tax rate,
25% of gross profit for long-term capital gains. Column D is the additional
7.5% surtax necessary because the capital gains were realized in 1968.

Colunn E is cash dividends. The dividends paid varied each year as did the
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number of shares owned. The total dividend income (dividends per share times
the number of shares owned) is shown for each year.

Column F is yearly income taxes paid on dividend income. As in Table II,
the rate was assumed to be constant at 50%.

Column P is Net Profit (+) or Loss (-) and is figured by adding Columns
B and E and subtracting Columns C, D, and F from this total.

TABLE Ill.-STANDARD & POOR'S AVERAGE OF 500 STOCKS

50 per-
Total 25 1968 Cash dividends percent Net profit

capital percent surtax income (+) or loss
worth (as of Gross capital- (7.5 Year Amount tax on (

Dec.31,1968) profit ganstax percent) dividends
A B C D E F

10 YEARS

I. Investing$1,000,000atl $1,881,200 $881,200 $220,300 $16,523 1959 $32,602 $16,301 +$860,090
time, Dec. 31, 1958.... 1960 35,318 17,659

1961 35,681 17,841
1962 37,673 18,837
1963 40,028 20,014
1964 43,650 21,825
1965 47, 816 23,908
1966 51,438 25,719
1967 52,706 26,353
1968 54,517 27,259

Total .............................................................. 431,429 215,716

I1. Investing$100,000 each
year 59-68 -------- 1,460,375 460,375 115,094 8,632 1959 3,260 1,630 +445,135

1960 6,788 3,394
1961 10,248 5,124
1962 13,728 6,864
1963 18,089 9,045
1964 22,938 11,469
1965 28,243 14,122
1966 33,455 16,728
1967 37, 903 18,952
1968 42,324 21,162

Total .............................................................. .216,976 108,490

5 YEARS
Ill. Investing $1,000,000 at

time, Dec. 31,1963... 1,384,431 384,431 96,108 7,208 1964 32 125 16 063 +373,157
1965 35, 191 17: 596
1966 37,857 18,929
1967 38,793 19,397
1968 40,123 20,062

Total ............................................................ 184,089 92, 041

IV. I nvesfing $200,000 each
year, 1964-8 ........ 1,220,666 220,666 55,167 4,138 1964 6,425 3,213 +213,189

1965 13,269 6,635
1966 20,420 10,210
1967 28,169 14,085
1968 35. 347 17,689

Total ............................................................. 103,660 51,832

;P-B+C-D+E-F.

The same methodology was used here as that applied in Table III, only
equal investments were made in five growth stocks: Xerox, Kodak, IBM, Avon,
and Polaroid.

33-865-9-4pt. 4-34



TABLE IVJ.-FIVE GROWTH STOCKS

Total
capital
worth
(as of

Dec. 31, 1968)

25 percent 1968 Cash dividends 50 percent
Gross capital surtax income tax on
profit gains tax (7.5 percent) Year Amount dividends

p-A

Net profit
(+) or

loss(-)
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)

10 YEARS

I. Investing $1,000,000 at I time, Dec. 31, 1958 ($200,000 in each stock):
X erox --------------------------------------------------------
K odak -------------------------------------------------------IB M ------ -- ---- -- ------ -- ------ --- ----- --- ---- --- -- -- -- -- -- -
A vo n ------------- -- -----------------..- --- ------------- -- ...
P ola roid ------------------------------------------------------

$12,000.000
973, 309

1,016,190
2,822,194
1,887,093

$11,800,000
773,309
816,190

2,622,194
1,687,093

17,698,786 ------------------------------------------ 527,980 263,993Total ..-------------------

'1,424.697 $331,852 1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

+$13,206,224$12, 874
17,200
19,903
25,016
34,037
47. 407

81,093
104,087
123,904

$6,437
8,600
9,952

12,508
17, 019
2, 703
31,230
40, 547
52,044
61,952



II. Investing $100,000 each year, 1959-68($M-,000 each year in each stock):X erox --------------------------------------------------------
Kodak --------------------------------------------------------
IBM .........................................................
Avon ------------------------ - --------------- -----

5 YEARS

Ill. Investing $1,000,000 at 1 time, Dec. 31,1963 ($200,000 in each stock):
X erox --------------------------------------------------------Kodak ------. -.--------------------------------------------...

IBM ----------------
Avon id------- . ------------... ....Polaroid -------------------------- .. ---- -- .":------- ---- --------"

Total
IV. Investing $200,0W each year, 1964-68 ($40,000 each year in each stock):

X erox --------------------------------------------------------
K odak --------------------------------------------------------

IB M - --------------------------------------------------------.

A von ---------------------------------------------------------
Polaroid ------------------------------------------------------

2 846,160
476,836
538,335
877,316
907,686

630,588
503,448
477,273
564,444

1,114,286

2 646,160
276,836
338.335
677.316
707,686

430,588
303,488
277,273
364,444
914,286

1,161, 583 87,119

572,510 42,938

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

1,264
2,771
4,086
6,012
9,394

14.007
19,719
26,216
34,161
40,620

1964 11,288
1965 14,730
1966 18,082
1967 21,904
1968 25,280

2,290,039 ------------------------------------------

377,076
318,134
377,685
376,047
603,720

Total -- ---

177,076
118,134
177,685
176,047
403,720

91,284 45,642

263,166 19,737 1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

1.052,662 ------------------------------------------

2,258
5,506
8,814

12,813
16,454

45,845 22,923

I P=B-C-D+E-F.

+3,476.754

+1,720233

632
1,386
2,043
3,006
4,697
7.004
9,860

13,108
17, 081
20,310

5.644
7,365
9,041

10,952
12,640

+792,6811,129
2,753
4,407
6.407
8,227

4, 646, 333 158, 250 79,127
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INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMEIc,
Wl'ashlington, D.C.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

GENTLEMEN: We are filing this supplementary statement to emphasize certain
major points made in our testimony on September 24. 1969, and to challenge
directly certain contrary assertions made before your committee the following
day by former Asslstatnt Secretary Stanley S. Surrey. These assertions deal
largely with the market and investment impact of those sections of H.R. 13270
which concern the tax treatment of State and local bond Interest. Mr. Surrey's
statements, which we believe to be in error, include: (1) An insistence on the
claim that the Treasury would gain if State and local financing was shifted to
the taxable market, and (2) An attempt to downgrade the adverse effect, both
actual and potential, of H.R. 13270 on the municipal bond market.

Concerning the first point, Mr. Surrey claims: "Now the Secretary of the
Treasury could pay close to 50% of the interest on State and local bonds an(
the Federal Government would not lose anything on the matter." On questioning,
he admitted that this statement was based on calculations by "others more ex-
pert on this than I." We are familiar with the studies to which he refers, and
note for the record that they were made several years ago, and also that they
were deficient in that they did not deal with the resulting nmjor shifts In all
capital markets and major economic side effects such as across-the-board rises
in long-term Interest rates.

In our initial testimony, we described the up-to-the-minute study of this
matter made under the direction of Dr. Sally S. Ronk, well known as an author-
ity on the flow of funds in the capital markets. and based on the results of a
questionnaire which the Investment Bankers As-sociation directed to portfolio
managers and investment advisors of major financial Institutions in late August.

Mr. Surrey's statement that the Treasury could afford to subsidize the State
and local goverenments up to 45 per cent or even 50 per cent of the hiterest cost on
their taxable bond Issues and still not lose any money, assumes that the present
buyers of tax-exempt bonds would be forced to buy taxable obligations (or the
equivalent) to the same degree they previously bought tax-exempt. This assump-
tion is not realistic.

The Investment Bankers Asoclation study makes a number of points:
(1) Investors will probably nob acquire taxable municipal bonds to the same

extent as formerly. They will surely place some funds in other categories of
investment.

(2) Furthermore the investors likely to be most interested in the proposed
new taxable municipal bonds are pension funds and savings institutions, who
either pay no taxes or are in relatively low brackets and individuals in the lower
income brackets. Business corporations and commercial banks, on the other
hand, are more heavily taxed; they and high-income individuals would surely
be attracted much less to the new bonds than they are today to the tax exempts.

(3) The resultant shifts in acquisitions and new issues among holders in vari-
ous tax brackets would lower the average marginal tax rate on all fixed-income
issues acquired. This means that the increase in tax rates to the Treasury would
be substantially less than the 45-50 per cent Federal Government subsidy, and
indeed would be less than the 40% subsidy permitted by H.R. 13270. The Treasury
would be a net loser.

(4) Thus, it would become more difficult to place the new taxable municipal
bonds and since they would compete with corporate bonds, Treasury and Federal
agency bonds, and mortgages, the result would be to drive interest rates higher
and interest costs would rise for all borrowers, the Treasury, Federal Agencies,
Corporations, and home owner mortgages.

In sum, after taking into account all capital market shifts and economic side
effects, the IBA concluded that, even, if the Treasury were to subsidize the in-
terest cost of States and municipalities by no more than 32 per cent, the net
loss to the Treasury would be $66 million, and to all governments $114 million,
on each year's financing. And if the Treasury should subsidize at 40 per cent of
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the Interest cost as permitted in II.R. 13270, the net loss would be $115 million
for the Treasury and $163 million for all governments. These figures are for each
year's financing and would accumulate year after year.

With respect to market impact, Mr. Surrey argues that Inclusion of tax-exempt
bond interest in the limit on tax preferences and the allocation of deductions
will have only a modest impact on the holders of tax-exempt bonds, and from
this concludes that the eventual market impact should also be modest. He is
either unaware or unwilling to admit that the market regards a small en-
croachment on tax exemption as only a first step rather than the final step. In
our initial testimony we pointed out that there is no such thing as a limited
exposure of municipal bonds Federal Taxation, aid we indicated the reasons
why. The market has already reflected this in a substantial rise in the cost of
local borrowing. There has been a corresponding decline in the market value of
outstanding municipals, and we now present additional information on this
point.

THE IMPACT OF TAX REFORM PROPOSALS ON OUTSTANDING BONDS

In order to estimate the impact of tax reform proposals on outstanding state
and municipal bonds, it was necessary to reconstruct a model amortization sched-
ule based on assumptions derived from recent research. From Dr. Reuben Kessel's
studies,* it was known that the general obligations have an average life of 14
years and the revenue bonds an average life of 21 years, that the quality of
general obligation bonds' averages out to approximately a Moody's "A-i" and
the quality of revenue bonds to about a Moody's "A", that revenue bonds ylid
approximately 10 basis points more than general obligation bonds of the same
quality and maturity. From Bond Buyer data it was known that outstanding
bonds consist of approximately 60% general obligation bonds and 40% revenue.
bonds. On the assumption that all such bonds were being amortized on a level debt
service basis (an assumption which tends to over extend somewhat the retire-
ment of general obligation bonds), a model amortization schedule was developed
which corresponds with all the other known characteristics of the outstanding
bonds. (See Exhibit A attached.) The two separate portions of the outstanding
market, i.e. an average 14-year Moody's A-1 3.45% general obligation bond
and an average 21-year Moody's "A" 3.155% revenue bond were valued as of
early-January 1969 and again as of October 1, 1969 to determine the price de-
terioration during this period. The results are as follows:

OUTSTANDING AMOUNT, AVERAGE 1968

(in billions of dollars]

Value Value Market value
Par value Jan. 1, 1969 Oct. 1, 1969 decline

$76.3 G.O. 3.45 percent ........................................... 63.2 52.6 10.6
$50.9 revenue 3.55 percent ............................... 38.2 31.2 7.0

$127.2 Total ................................................. 101.4. 83.8 17.6

During the period January 1 to October 1, 1969, yields generally increased,
as measured by representative indexes-the Bond Buyer's 20-bond index, White's
Value of 100 and Moody's "Aa" average-about 150 basis points, of which we
ascribe between % and 12 to the negative effects of tax reform proposals and
the remainder to the effects of inflation and Federal Reserve tight money
policies. On this basis, outstanding State and local bonds are estimated to have
suffered overall market damage of between $5.9 billion and $8.8 billion as the
result of tax reform proposals.

*Bank Underwriting of Revenue Bonsd. Hearings before the Subcommittee on Financial
Institutions of the Committee on Banking and Currency, United States Senate, Ninetieth
Congress, First Session, on S. 1800. U.S. Government Printing Office; Washington, 1967,
pp. 192, 195.
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DAMAGE NOW, WINDFALL (?) LATER

Mr. Surrey justifies subjecting existing securities to the limit on tax preference
and the allocation of deductions proposals, because this Is "only a mild offset
to the windfall gains that are involved if tax-exempt securities tend to be
smaller and smaller in proportion to the volume of taxables outstandings"
Translated, this means that the Federal Government is Justified in inflicting a
sure loss on existing bondholders now because they might be benefitted at some
distant date in the future if a highly controversial scheme for issuing taxable
municipals is adopted, if it turns out to be workable, and if interest rates do
not further deteriorate. With over $130 billion now outstanding, and with nearly
$75 billion of these due to remain outstanding fifteen years from now, as shown
In Exhibit A, "windfall gains" owing to scarcity seem a long way off.

LEBENTHAL & CO. INC., SURVEY

We have important new evidence as to the reaction of the individual investor
to the direct and indirect taxes imposed by the limited tax preference proposal
and allocation of deductions proposal embodied In H.R. 13270. On September 5,
1969, Lebenthal & Co., Inc., of New York City, a municipal dealer firm specializing
in municipal bonds for the individual investor, mailed its own questionnaire to
6,500 individual owners and prospective owners of municipal bonds. 770 replies
were received by Lebenthal in the one week September 9th through September
16th. Lebenthal's questionnaire and its analysis of the results are set forth in
Appendix A.

Among the more important conclusions of the Lebenthal survey are the follow-
ing: 1. The answer to Question 6 of the survey indicates that 72% of the sample
received less than $10,000 per year in tax-preference items and hence would
be unaffected by either the limit on tax preferences or the allocation of deduc-
tions. 28% would presumably be affected by the allocation of deductions proposal.
As indicated in our previous testimony to the Committee, this is a substantial
portion of individuals who would be affected by the allocation of deductions pro-
posal and a much greater portion than would be affected by the limited tax
preferences proposal. The Lebentha survey indicates that only 5% of the sample
would be hit by the limited tax preferences proposal.

2. H.R. 13270 would severely damage the individual share of the present market
for tax-exempt bonds. 56% of those answering yes or no to Question 7 (42%
of the total sample) indicated they would not be willing to invest In municipal
bonds even though they were not personally affected by the bill, i.e., their total
tax-free income did not exceed $10,000. This was further substantiated by the
answers to Question 6, which demonstrated that the tax-freefeature of municipal
bonds was far and away from their most attractive feature.

3. The answers to Question 9 indicate clearly that substantially higher interest
rates will be required on taxable municipals than are presently available on
comparable corporate bonds. Furthermore, the response to Question 11 indicates
that the smaller non-rated communities and the big cities with difficult social and
economic problems will suffer the most severely. Although investors are willing
to buy such bonds as tax-exempt, they are unwilling to buy them a taxable
emurities except at prohibitive rates. Incidentally, preliminary results of an

extensive IDA research study presently being conducted by Robert King, Re-
search Director of IRA, indicate that smaller non-rated communities receive
satisfactory treatment as to interest costs under the present system. and appar-
ently have few borrowing problems.

Respectfully submitted 'on behalf of Municipal Securities Committee, Invest-
ment Bankers Association.

PAur S. TRACY, Jr.,
Chairman, Mufnieipal Special romnittce on Basic Rcscarch, !nrestment

Banker A ssociation.

*The Lebenthal Survey appears elsewhere in this hearing.
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EXHIBIT A

MODEL AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE FOR $127,200,000,000 PAR VALUE MUNICIPAL BONDS t

Par value maturing each year (in thousands)

$76,320,014
general obliga- $50,939,978

tion coupon revenue bonds Percent of par
3.45 percent; coupon 3.55 Par value out- value outstand-

average life percent; average $127,259,992 standing at end ing at end of
Year 14 yrs. life 21 yrs. total of each year selected years

0 ........................................................................ $127,259,992 ................
1 .......................... $1,972,509 $879,575 $2,852,084 124,407,908 ................
2 .......................... 2,040,561 970,800 3,011,361 121,396,547............
3 ..................... . 2,110,960 943,133 3,054,093 118,342,454 ................
4 .......................... 2,183,788 976,614 3,160,402 115,182,052...........
5 ..................... . 2,259,129 1,011,284 3,270,413 111,911,639 88

------- 2,337,069 1,047,185 3,384,254 108,527,385 ............
7------------------------2,417,698 084,360 3,502,058 105,025,327............
8----------- - ----------- 2,501,109 1,122,855 3,623,964 101,401,363............
9 .......................... 2,587,397 1,162,716 3,T50,113 97,651,250
10 ......................... 2,676,662 1,203,992 3,880,654 93,770,596 74
11 ......................... 2,769,007 1246,734 4,015,741 89,754,855............
12-............-......... 2864,538 1,290,993 155,531 85,599,324------------
13 ......................... 2963,365 336,823 4,300,188 81,29.136------------
14 ......................... 3,065 601 384,280 4,449,881 76,849,255 ..............
15 ......................... 3,171,364 ,433,422 4,604,786 72,244,469 57
16 ......................... 3,280,776 144,308 4765,094 67,479,385 ................
17 ......................... 3,393,963 537,001 4,930,964 62,548,421 ................
18 .................... . 3,511,055 591,565 5,102,620 57,445,801 ............
19-....................... 3632,186 648,066 5,280,252 52,165,549-- --------
20 ......................... ,757,496 1,706,572 5,46,068 46,701,481 3
21 ......................... 3,887,130 1,767,155 5,654,285 41,047,196------------
22 ......................... 4,021,236 1,829,889 5,851,125 35,196,071------------
23 ......................... 4,159,969 1,894,850 6,054,819 29,141,252 ............
24 ......................... 4,303,488 1,962, 117 6,265,605 22,875,647 ..............
25 ......................... 4,451,958 2,031,772 6,483,730 16,391,917 13
26 ........................................ 2, 103,900 2,103,900 14, 288, 017 ................
27 .................................- 2,178,588 2,178,588 12,109,429 ................
28 ............................----- 2,255,928 2, 255,928 9 853, 501 ................
29 ......................................... 2,336,013 2,336,013 7,517,488 ................
30 ......................................... 2 418,941 2,418,941 5 098,547 4
31 ......................................... 2,504,813 2,504,813 2,593,734 ........ ......
32 ......................................... 2 ,593,734 2, 593,734 ................................

1 $127,200,000,000 represents the average gross outstanding State and local government long-term debt in 1968.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, I would like to call I-Ion. Jack Williams,
Governor of Arizona.

Governor, we are pleased to have you -here. Senator Fannin is a
member of this committee and, as Senator Williams pointed out, he is
engaged with the other Republicans and in a caucus they are holding
today in order to elect their Republican leader of the Senate. It might
be a close vote so I am sure he would want to be there, and you can
understand his absence at this particular moment, I am sure.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACK WILLIAMS, GOVERNOR, STATE OF ARI-
ZONA; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS F. ALLT, MAYOR, YUMA,
ARIZ.; AND BUD TIMS, MAYOR, SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.

Governor WLLI[A3S. Thank you very much, Senator Long. I have
with me two mayors of the towns of Arizona for very brief statements,
and I will brief mine. One is Mr. Bud Tims, of Scottsdale, Ariz.
The other is Mayor Thomas Allt, of Yuma, Ariz. Also in the audi-
ence I have Joe Refsnes, Jr., and Fred Rosenfeld for any technical
matters I might run into.
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My name is Jack Williams and I am Governor of the State of
Arizona. As a Governor I am most concerned with the impact of cer-
tain provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Arizona is one of the fastest growing States in the Nation in terms
of population. Many new families move into the State every day.
Additionally, new businesses are developing within the State and
many manufacturers have seen fit to locate additional facilities in
Arizona. We welcome these individuals and firms to share our vision
of the good life and the future of our State. However, their arrival
creates a demand for additional public facilities and services.

In Arizona, as in many States, such major public facilities cannot
be constructed on a "pay as you go" basis. Existing operating revenues
of the school districts, the cities, the counties and the State are not
sufficient to permit this. Nor, if the example of major private enter-
prise may be taken as a guide, would this be sound management prac-
tice. Good financial management seems to involve the option in cer-
tain instances of borrowing to construct facilities as needs arise, and
amortization of construction costs over a period of years. Govern-
ments in Arizona can become indebted--can borrow money-only
through the issuance of bonds. The provisions of H.R. 13270 will have
a substantial impact on the marketability and costs of municipal
bonds. The interest subsidy program proposed under this legislation,
in our view, is "Too little, too late" an poses a number of problems,
some of which go to the very heart of our federal system.

Two provisions of H.R. 13270, the allocation of deductions rule,
and the limit on tax preference, will have the net effect of placing a
tax on municipal bond interest. We are advised that there are some
constitutional questions surrounding this matter. It may be assumed
that the constitutionality of this measure will be challenged in the
court, resulting in lengthy litigation.

During this time, the tax status of municipal bonds will be unclear
and investors will be either unwilling to invest, in these bonds, or will
demand high enough interest rates to protect themselves against tax-
ation. Turning aside for the moment from the question of the cost
and marketability of municipal bonds, legislation of this nature could
create an inequitable situation in which bond investors may reap a
substantial windfall at the expense of local property taxpayers. If
investors demand interest rates sufficient to offset possible taxation,
and such taxation is later declared unconstitutional, those individuals
who purchase municipal bonds will be receiving interest payments at
a rate which would normally apply to taxable securities. Yet those
payments will be nontaxable, thus resulting in a substantial gain for
the investor. Needless to say, this windfall will be subsidized by local
taxpayers across the Nation.

Aq I indicated a moment ago, there are serious questions about the
marketability of a taxable municipal bond. This is, in effect, a new
form of speuritv, apd certainly will be in competition with corporate
bonds. In the ease of States, larger cities, and some urban counties and
larre school districts, the competition will be between municipal se-
curities and top-rated corporate bonds. In our smaller cities, counties,
and school districts, however, and we have many of them in a small
State, the competition will be between municipal bonds and Fecond-
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ranking corporate securities. Few public agencies have a credit rating
and repayment ability approaching that of major American corpora-
tions. The point here is that a taxable municipal bond is a new and
strange entity in the marketplace, and will be in competition with
bonds of a well-known character issued by large corporations with
excellent credit ratings and established borrowing histories. We may
find that under these circumstances investors are unwilling to pur-
chase municipal bonds or will demand a very substantial premium for
such investments.

The cost of borrowing by State and local governments is already
high. In Arizona and in most Western States, there are statutory limits
on the maximum interest rate at which municipal bonds may be sold.
In my State, we have now passed those limits in many cases, and cer-
tainly, if municipal bonds become taxable, our statutory limits will
have to be revised. At best, this will result in the delay of needed pub-
lic improvements until such time as the various State legislatures may
act on the matter. And apropos I might mention we have a jail that
is falling down in Graham County which must be replaced. This can-
not be done without borrowing some money to do it.

Such legislative action can be delayed and will delay such action.
In any case it is obvious that the cost of borrowing at the State and

local level will be increased. Anticipation of future taxation has al-
ready had its effect. The bond buyer's index has shot up 70 points since
July 18 when the House Ways and Means Committee made known its
intention to tax municipal bond interest. These increased costs have
very significant and practical results for State and local governments.
Let me give you just two brief examples:

1. The city of Phoenix recently initiated a street improvement dis-
trict in the inner-city area. In the few months between the time of
initiation of the district and the final call for bids, estimaed costs of
the project increased 35 percent.

2. Maricopa County Junior College provides another example of
this problem. On April 1, 1969, the college sold $5 million of bonds at
an effective interest rate of 5.037 percent. A second issue was sched-
uled for sale on September 22; however, this sale could not be made
because of increased interest rates.

This increase in borrowing costs is recognized in H.R. 13270 and an
attempt is made to offset it through an interest subsidy program. In
order "to encourage States and their political subdivisions to volun-
tarily relinquish the privilege of tax exemption." H.R. 13270 provides
for the subsidy payable either to the issuing jurisdiction or to its pay-
ing agent, ultimately ranging from 25 to 40 percent with the exact per-
centare to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury on a quar-
terly basis. Although we understand that no review of the advisability
of local Projects or the ability of the issuing jurisdiction to repay is
contemplated, we feel that such an element of review at the Federal
level is almost inevitable. Action of this nature strikes at the very heart
of our federal system.

The matter is no less significant than that. Under our federal system
of government, the States and their political subdivisions exist as a
matter of right, and not for the administrative convenience of the Na-
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tional Government. Any action which weakens these entities-which
limits their ability to discharge their proper and legitimate func-
tions-weakens the federal system. Under the interest subsidy pro-
gram, States and their political subdivisions would be wholly depen-
dent upon the whim of the Federal Government in a number of ways:

1. State and local indebtedness is on the increase and as the demands
for new services and facilities increase, this indebtedness will increase.
Local bond issues are now coming onto the market at the rate of $15
billion per year and, as I have indicated, this rate is likely to increase.
There is no assurance that appropriations will be adequate to subsidize
all bonds issued.

2. When the demands for subsidy payments exceed the available
appropriations, someone somewhere will have to make a decision as to
which bond issues are to be subsidized and which are to be unsupported.
All of our experience with Federal aid programs, and the logic inher-
ent in this system, lead us to believe that the determinations will be
made by Federal employees, whose value judgments will supersede the
decisions of local citizens who, through the ballot box, authorize the
issuance of the bonds in question.

3. Given the above, the entire history of Federal-aid programs leads
us to the conclusion that a broad range of considerations and criteria,
certainly including national social policy, will be employed in making
such determinations. Thus, we foresee that ultimately the interest sub-
sidy program will become as hedged with restrictions as are the vari-
ous functional grant programs at the present time.

4. We have been told that the operation of the interest subsidy pro-
gram will be "automatic." Assuming that this is true, and given the
best of circumstances; that is, adequate appropriations by Congress to
fund all State and local bond issues subsidy payments, it will still be
necessary to instigate certain administrative procedures to obtain these
subsidies. Such procedures will, of necessity. be an added burden over
and above the present procedures necessary for bonds sales. This addi-
tional cost will be borne, in large part if not totally, by the State and
localities.

5. As I have indicated previously, State and local bond issues will
be in competition with corporate bonds, and will be viewed as less
desirable in many cases than corporate bonds. We are advised by per-
sons of considerable competence in this field that a normal spread be-
tween the prime interest rate and the interest rate of nontaxable
securities should be approximately 50 percent. H.R. 13270, however,
provides interest subsidy ranging between 25 and 40 percent. Thus,
the interest, subsidy will range from the marginally adequate to the
inadequate.

In summation tben, we are seriously concerned about the market-
ability of municipal bonds if H.R. 13270 becomes law, and about the
cost of such bonds if, in fact, they are marketable. Additionally, we
feel that the interest subsidy program, because of its implications for
modification of the -federal system, is an unacceptable solution to
this problem, The cure, in fact, may well be worse than the disease.

MY statement, and the concerns itexpresses, have the agreement and
endorsement of the Arizona School Boird Association, the supervisors
of Arizona's 14 counties, the irrigation districts, and municipalities.
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In support of the latter I have two of our prominent majors here. I
would like to introduce Mayor Thomas Allt who heads the Arizona
League of Cities and Towns. Mayor Allt.

Mayor ALLT. Thank you, Governor Williams.
Senator Long, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen. My name is Thomas

F. Alit and I am the mayor for the city of Yuma, Ariz., and president
of the League of Arizona Cities and Towns.

The cost and marketability of municipal bonds is a matter of vital
concern to the cities of Arizona. Cities in our State, like those in just
about every other State, are faced with the problem of increasing de-
mands for services and facilities in a time when the buying power of
revenues available is static or in some cases actually declining.
lmutlltlqoiest

The CHAIRMAN. May I just say this, we have a total of 18 witnesses
we are going to have to hear today. We will be glad to print your
statement, Mr. Mayor, in the record, but we are not going to be able
to hear others than those we scheduled. We did have the Governor
here and at Senator Fannin's request. Yesterday we had five Gover-
nors who were speaking for all the Governors. We will be glad to
have the entire statement and read it and we will have to get on with
the next witnesses unless we have some questions we want to ask the
Governor. Senator Anderson.

Governor, thank you very much. I may say that on yesterday, there
were five Governors here, Governor Love, Governor McKeithen of
my State, and three others. What they are saying is basically what
you are saying and they made a magnificent presentation. You have
honored them and they have honored you. They made a very fine
presentation on behalf 'of all 50 sovereign States of the Union.

We also had a number of mayors speaking for the mayors' confer-
ence. Mayor Tate was planning to be in on the afternoon meeting,
but we did not meet in the afternoon because we finished up the
morning. I will be glad to see your entire statement is included in
the record.

Governor WIILLAMS. Thank you very much, Senator.
(Mayors B. L. Timos and Thomas V. Allt's prepared statements

follow:)
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE B. L. TIis

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, my name is Bud Tims and I am the Mayor of Scotts-
dale and Chairman of the Regional Council of the Maricopa Association of
Governments (MAG).

The Maricopa Association of Governments (MAO) Is a council of governments
In the Phoenix metropolitan area. Our member jurisdictions account for two-
thirds of the population of the State, and we ore undergoing very rapid growth.
The ability to issue bonds at a reasonable cost Is vital if we are to continue to
meet the needs of our citizens.

I want you to know that on the behalf of Scottsdale and the Marlcopa Asso-
ciation of Governments, I concur wholeheartedly in what Governor Williams and
Mayor Allt have told you.

STATEMENT OF MAYOR THOMAS F. ALLT, YUMA, ARIz.

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen: My name is Thomas F. Alit and I am the Mayor
for the City of Yumia, Arizona, and President of the League of Arizona Cities
and Towns.

The cost and marketability of municipal bonds is a matter of vital concern
to the cities of Arizona. Cities in our state, like those In Just about every state,
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are faced with the problem of increasing demand for services and facilities In
a time when the buying power of revenues available is static, or in some cases,
actually declining. Major capital improvements can only be provided through
long-term borrowing, and in our state, bonding is a city's only means of bor-
rowing.

A tax, even an indirect tax, on the interest of municipal bonds poses two very
real problems for our cities. First, is the question of marketability of the bonds.
The second problem concerns the cost of bonds if they are, in fact, marketable.

I am not an attorney and certainly not an authority on constitutional law.
However, a number of persons who are knowledgeable in this field have raised
questions concerning the constitutionality of a tax on municipal bond interest.
If constitutional questions do exist, almost certainly we will face a law suit on
this matter at some point in the future. When this occurs, we may well find that
investors are unwilling to buy municipal bonds at reasonable rates. Certainly,
the investor will demand an interest rate high enough to provide an adequate
return on his investment. This rate could well be prohibitive for many cities and
towns. My point is that this legislation will create an uncertain situation with
regard to municipal bonds. Investors want, and have a right to demand, security
for their investment. When taxable municipal bonds-a new entity-are placed
in competition with corporate bonds of well-known quality, why should an in-
vestor purchase municipal bonds?

If municipal bonds are saleable, our next concern is their cost. Municipal
bonds are a good investment. They are usually paid promptly, and the interest
they earn is tax-free. If this interest is taxed, the investor will have to demand
a higher interest rate in order to recover the same return on his investment.
Higher interest rates will, of course, lead directly to higher costs of borrowing
and a higher cost to the taxpayer for needed public facilities. It is entirely pos-
sible that this increased cost will place some needed public improvements out of
the range of many cities and towns.

In my City, for example, the cost of construction of a downtown mall has risen
24 percent in the past two years, due in part to rising interest costs. The City
Council has recently had to increase the maximum interest rate payable on bonds
for this purpose from 5% to 8 percent. We are advised by investment bankers
that our bonds cannot be sold at lower rates. The cost of borrowing is now very
high-further increases, such as would result from this legislation, would place
needed public improvements beyond our ability to pay.

I realize that an Interest Subsidy Program is proposed to offset the increased
cost of municipal bonds, and that this program is intended to be automatic,
in nature, without review of the program for which bonds are to be issued.
My experience as a Mayor and as Presidert of the League leads me to believe
that Federal programs just do not work that way. The Interest Subsidy Program
will be expensive in the beginning and will become more expensive every year.
At some time we will find that the costs of the subsidy are greater than appro-
priations. Who then will decide which bond issues will be subsidized, and on
what basis will this decision be made?

If history is any guide, someone will establish "standards" for funding, and
we will have to "qualify" for subsidies. We will undoubtedly find ourselves in
the same red tape jungle that now surrounds all Federal assistance programs.
Even if adequate money is available, we will certainly have to go through a great
deal of effort to obtain subsidy payments, and this in itself, will increase our
costs.

In summary then, we are concerned about a period in which we would not
be able to sell bonds at all, pending a decision on the constitutionality of the
legislation now being contemplated; and secondly, that the cost of bond sales
would -be Increased by this legislatioa; and thirdly, that the Interest Subsidy
Program is not an effective answer to the problem.

Gentlemen, we urge you not to tamper with the tax-exempt status of municipal
bonds.

The CHARMAN. Thank you. The Governor and the mayors have
made a very fine presentation on this issue.

We expect to have a panel now for the National Association of
Counties. That will include the Honorable Conrad Fowler of Shelby
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County, Ala.; the Honorable William Conner, county executive of
Newcastle County, Del.; Hon. Dale Anderson, Baltimore County,
Towson, Md.; lion. john Brewer, Kent County, Mich.; Hon. George
R. Long, executive director, Virginia Association of Counties and
chairman of the Conference of Executives of State Associations of
Counties; Hill Healan, executive director, Georgia Association of
County Commissioners; and Arthur Sypek, first vice president of the
New Jersey Association of Chosen Freeholders.

Gentlemen, we have your statement here, and we hope you say here
to more or less summarize what you said in your statements.

Senator Williams explained why he couldn't be here this morning,
and he particularly wanted ime to address myself to you, Mr. Conner,
and explain that because the Republicans are holding their conference
to elect their minority leader, who they hope some day will be a major-
ity leader-we have some doubts about that on our side of the aisle-
they couldn't be here. Go right ahead.

STATEXFIET OF HON. CONRAD FOWLER, COUNTY PROBATE TUDGE,
SHELBY COUNTY, ALA., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COUNTIES

Judge FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee. I am Conrad Fowler, county chairman of the governing
board of Shelby County, and I also appear here as the president of
the National Association of Counties.

We wish to express a firm belief before this committee that the
House-passed bill, H.R. 13270, which would tax the interest on munici-
pal bonds would be extremely harmful to local government. It has, in
fact, already posed a tragic blow.

We have recently concluded our annual conference which was at-
tended by some 3,000 county officials throughout the land and this
conference adopted, sir, in unequivocal terms the offices, a statement
in opposition to any direct or indirect taxation on the interest on
municipal bonds.

We have for years argued with reference to intergovernmental rela-
tion matters that bonds of this nature should not be taxed by Con-
gress and in the past our pleas have been respected and heard, sir.

We feel that this latest effort of a quickly enacted House proposal
that would drastically affect local programs and projects throughout
the land depending upon municipal bonds such as schools, hospitals,
public housing, and other public facilities should be put to rest.

We believe the imposition of the proposed tax would precipitate
an irreparable damage to the local bond market. We have some. 3,049
counties throughout the land and their 70,000 elected officials join a
host of other organizations, States, cities, towns, authorities, special
districts, in expressing concern over the proposed tax on municipal
bond interest.

The Governors' Conference this past summer affirmed the basic be-
lief that "neither the Federal nor the State Governments without
inutdal agreement, have the authority to tax the other." I will explore
this a bit further, sir.

The Governors also strongly oppose the provisions of H.R. 13270
which impair the marketability of State and municipal bonds.
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Hon. Bev Briley, sir, he is the mayor of Davidson County Tenn.,
former president of the National Association of Counties, had this to
say recently in an appearance before the House Ways and Means
Committee:

The issues go to the heart of the ability of the three levels of government to
coexist and function effectively in our Federal system." So we have statements
from State and local governments in opposition to that which we consider today.

The impact of thebe proposals is already significantly affecting
efforts to borrow money and that, in turn, affects critically numerous
local projects throughout the land. Interest rates on new bond issues
are exorbitantly high. Bids from investors have not been forthcoming
on many issues. We feel strongly that action which directly or indi-
rectly taxes interest on local government bonds would precipitate fiscal
disaster for a county government. The size of the new issue market
available to local government is shrinking. Many county officials are
postponing or canceling bond sales because of the progressive deterio-
ration of the market. This has become to local governments, sir, a very
serious situation.

As long as this bill is before Congress, foreshadowing a possible tax
on the bond interest with a possible constitutional battle in the courts,
the market for municipal securities will remain uncertain. One reliable
bond counsel has stated that a rise of about $300 million in ti e borrow-
ing costs to State and local governments over the past 4 months is
traceable to a large extent, perhaps 60 percent, to the adverse effect
upon the market resulting from the treatment of this issue in the
House of Representatives.

In my home State, Alabama, and in many other States, local con-
struction of schools, hospitals bridges airports, and other vitally
needed public projects are vastly more difficult. In some States it has
become impossible to commence construction or continue construction
of these type facilities.

Our association receives information from our members indicating
that areas with local credit ratings or with unrated credit or with
statutory or constitutional interest limits are not able now to borrow
at all. Legal public financing is dead in those States.

In the final analysis then it will be the local property tax paying
citizen who will have to bear thesignificanty increased cost of local
projects or such citizen will be deprived of needed public facilities, can-
celed because of financing problems resulting from H.R. 13270.

It is particularly necessary to insure the continued rate of State
and local public works construction in view of the announced 75-
percent cutback in Federal construction projects, sir. The inevitable
result of taxing municipal bond interest will be a substantial curtail-
ment in scheduled construction on the State and local level. New and
higher taxes will be required and, unfortunately because of the rela-
tive regressive nature of such taxes, for example, the real property
and, te real property taxes and, the sales taxes, this increased tax
burden on the local level will fall most heavily upon the average
workingman.

Chanc-are that many who are employed in the construction indus-
tris and related trades will be without work in consequence of the
passage of the pending tax legislation and the Federal cutback in
construction.,
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We suggest that the House-imposed taxes on State and local bonds
are wrong on other counts as well. They are economically unsound.
They would obtain for the Federal Government a comparatively in-
significant tax return amounting at most to, we are told, $80 million
a year, and in so doing they threaten the fiscal integrity of local gov-
ernment. We cannot overemphasize this danger. The financial inde-
pendence of local government to us is the key issue in this matter.

Also at issue is the hope of decentralization, bringing government
closer to the people. This committee well knows that the President
and this administration are seeking to bolster the responsiveness and
responsibilities of State and local government. If the States, coun-
ties and cities are to have the real capacity to experiment, to innovate,
and to provide leadership, they must have adequate methods of
financing, especially the effective use of tax-exempt municipal bonds.
This must be-kept available.

There is a need to strengthen, not weaken, the fiscal process by
which local government responds to the needs of their citizens.

The demand for physical facilities at the State and local level is
overwhelming and unprecedented. There is a backlog of--on the
books over Nation of-almost $8 billion in demand for water-
sewage construction alone. The public housing programs and the ad-
ministration's plans for 500,000 units of low-cost housing are placing
an additional burden on our tax-exempt market.

Other federally stimulated programs, including such other expen-
sive areas as mass transit, airport development, and health and mental
health facilities construction, these also require a substantial outlay
of local funds. This is in addition to the expanding needs that we ex-
perience in the more traditional local functions such as city streets,
county roads, schools, hospitals, recreation facilities and so forth.

May I comment briefly, sir, on the constitutional aspects relating,
related, to the proposal to tax interest on municipal securities. As one
who has had a long interest in this issue, I believe that the proposed
tax, as enacted by the House, is unconstitutional. The body of our law
supports this now, as does the thinking of many outstanding legal
minds in our Nation. Under the Constitution the doctrine of reciprocal
tax immunity is implicit, it is a bulwark of our Federal system dating
back to the old decision MoCulloch vs. Maryland.

If the benefits of tax exemption are abrogated and disaster follows,
we may heLve to deliver to the Federal Government full control over
the determination of vital public projects in our home localities. This
is totally against what we need to do in the country at this time in our
history.

Let us not forget that everyone purchasing an exempt security pays
a tax to the issuing government since he accepts a lower interest rate
compared to more lucrative securities available to the investor.

In conclusion, I would like to reaffirm that the very heart of our
democratic process lies in how well we, the local governments of this
Nation, function as responsive servants of our citizens.

We have been criticized for years for not doing enough and now with
the consent of new federalism perhaps forthcoming, we find ourselves
stymied. That is the prime issue, and its resolution will not be helped
by these new tax proposals.
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The magnitude of our local financing requirements in the years
ahead will be treinendous. Some estimate $400 billion cf debt for State
and local government by 1975.

Living as we do in a society which demands more and better local
services the financial crisis confronting local government becomes
enormous.

The proposals to tax the municipal bonds are a major obstacle to our
continuing efforts to serve the local community, the State and the
Nation.

In sum, the tax on municipal-bond interest produces more problems
than solutions for the Federal as well as the local government.

Mr. Chairman, our organization hits had research done relating to
the experience in other countries where there has been a degree of
control of the Central Government on the power of the local govern-
ment to borrow. We ask permission of the chairman and the commit-
tee to include in the record the result of the study which has been
made by our organization, sir.

The CAIRMtA . Very well.
(The study referred to and Mr. Fowler's prepared statement

follow:)
T H ExPENsE or CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CONTROL OVEA LOCAL BORROWINGS FOR

THE UNITED KrINGDOM, FAN0E, ITALY, NEw ZEAI-ND AND TUE NrruRANDS

SUBMITTED BY THU NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES AS A SUPPLEMENT REPORT
TO ITS TE8TIMONY ON THE TAX REFORM ACT O 1069; H.JL 18270

Many leading State and local public officials agree that one of the local govern-
ment's great strengths is its relative independence, especially financial inde-
pendence, of which the tax exempt privilege is a part. It is believed that the
taxation of municipal bond Interest will have a devastating effect on local
government financing.

To understand, in more concrete terms, the possible repercussions on local
government financing, a review has been prepared of five other countries
describing their central government control over local financing. The review
should clearly show that, In light of foreign expense, the American local govern-
ment's fiscal integrity should be preserved. One way to preserve lociol govern-
ment financial Independence is to retain tax free municipal bond interest.

The Unite4 Kingdom
Because the present Great Britain was formed during the course of history

from a number of independent kingdoms, its Internal legal structure Is somewhat
complicated. It Is not possible to generalize about practices for the entire King-
dom. Therefore, the following discussion will confine itself to the history o'. local
government in England. Since England Includes London and most of thfo other
major urban centers, the major local administration problems are found within
this area.

The system of local government financing In Great Britain has been beset
with ever-changing rules and regulations imposed upon It by the central govern-
ment. Continually facing restrictions, reforms, limitations, re-phrising or re-fund-
ing the local governments have competed with the Bank of England and the
nationallzed industries in the long-dated gilt-edged market-a market managed
by tbe Bank of England also has direct control over all financing of local govern-
meat, the Bink of England. As the arm of the central government, the Bank of
England also has direct control over all financing of local governments in either
new bond ssmues, through the mortgage market, from Public Works Loan Board,
or wben borrowing sbort-term In the Euro-currency markets.

BSLae I4S, thO local authorities' techniques of obtaining capital have changed
a z nkiber of timec, as a result of changes in central government policy. From
1948-198 local authorities mainly financed their capital needs through Public
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Works Loan Board (1W1,B) whieh borrows from the Exchequer (the( central
(,ash account of tile government, kept by the Treasury at the Dank of England).
The rates for these PWI, loans were tlual to "gilt-edged" or governnivuat
security rates for the sanie maturities. Fron 1953 to 1955 they had the optinl
of borrowing either through PWI, or through issuing securities and ortgages,
but still tended to rely heavily on 1'W,13. Beginning In 1055, they were permitted
to borrow from PWLB (tit rates equal to an average or prevailing market rates
for local authority securities of the sante maturity) only If they could not raise
the money In the stock or mortgage markets.

The difficulties, however, of local governments raising money In the securities
market tire described in a report written by the Hadeliffe Committee it 1959):

"While somewhat more money hats leen. raised by local authority stock issues
since October, 1955, than In the previous porlod, given the conditions prevailing
In the gilt-edged market, it has only been possible for a very small part of the
funds required to be raised by this method. Local authorities who wished to
make an issue have bad to wait for a period of years before being allowed to
go t11 to the market; a long queue of would-be borrowers developed, dtespte the
monetary authorities decision in May, 1950, to shorten the queue by putting at
mininium of 3 million on the size of issues. Authorities whose issues wore post-
poned or frustrated by this diticulty of access to the stock market were forced
to turn extensively to the mortgage market, despite the higher rates ruling in
that market."

Thus, the local authorities begin to lie major users of Eurodollars; they bor-
rowed short, and Invested long, presumably on the expectation that long-term in-
terest rates would he lower or at least not higher in the future, and on the belief
that the Exchequer would conie to their relief if for some reason they were re-
quired to pay off the Eurodollar borrowings on short notice.

The tendency for local authorities borrowing to l.come too heavily weighted on
the ,Aiort side became a source of concern to the market and to the government.
After a period of discussions between the government and the local authoritlos
oin possible changes in financing arrangements, a government white paptr propoi-
lag new limitations and privileges for local authorities was issued in October,
19W. The ntew procedures caneo Into effect the following April placing restrictions
on temporary borrowing by local authorities, but giving them greater access to
the PWLB at government lending rates plus a small service charge.

According to the August, 196 Issue of the Midland Bank Review, new regula-
tions were effected to July of 1904. In order to ensure orderly marketing of bonds,
the terms and timing of bonds Issued "to or through the agency of any bank, dis-
count house, issuing house or broker" were made sub jceS to approval by the Bank
of England.

Most of the bonds received a Stock Exchange quotation, and were placed in the
market by stock brokers, but a few were issued without quotation. Some were
distributed by merchant banks among discount houses, thus providing them with
a new form of asset; but the Bank of England does not accept local government
bonds as security for loans, and the clearing banks do so only to a limited extent.
However, for both quoted and unquoted local issues a small market does exist.

In 1905 the year's total for local government borrowing reached a new record
level due to market conditions and changes In official policy. The queue of poten-
tial borrowers had been long In previous years so that presumably the larger
totals reflect the view of the local governments that the market could absorb the
increased volume. It also followed upon the changes in the channels for local au-
thority borrowing that came into effect in 1904 when short-term borrowing by
local governments was restr!cted but they were given readier access to the Public
Works Loan Board. But by the middle of 1905, local authorities wore borrowing
heavily from the PWLB, and so considerable was the rate of drawing that the
Chancellor Imposed some "re-plhasing" when Introducing further measures of
general restraint In July. Local gevernmnit were required to spread the re-
maluder of theW Permttted botrru'ng from the P'WII evenly throughout the rest
of the year, and those whioh had tsed more than half of their quota before ,h6l!1
twere required to wait utnitl October before they could make aiy further loons.

In the bank of Elngland Report for the Year ended 28th February 1966, these
measures are reported In the context of the national situation and illustrate pre-
eisely how the local government's finances are an Instrument of fiscal and mone-
tary adjustment of the central government:

83-85-09-pt. 4-35
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"Despite the measures taken in the budget, the pressures of demand remained
uncomfortably high and overseas confidence in sterling weak. Amcordingly, the
Chancellor acted on 27th July to reinforce his Budget. Further steps weie taken
to limit the growth of home demand. Public authorities were required to contain
their expenditure on building houses, schools and hospitals within existing pro-
grams; and to defer many other non-industrial capital projects for six mouths.
Local authorities (governments) were asked to limit their lending on mortgage
for house purchase to L 180 million in 1965/66. Loan sanction and grant would
be refused for non-essential local projects, and local authorities would be
required to phase their borrowing from the Publio Works Loan. Board more
ev"&dI during the remainder of the Jinaoial year. Public authorities were to re-
view their staff position, defer current purchases, and especially look closely at
expenditures overseas.

This central control of local financing is brought into sharp focus in a report
issued by the Committee on the Management of Local Government (printed by
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1967). The following quotation reflects the
essential points made in the study concerning local finance and borrowing:

"Local authorities are heavily dependent for their income on the central gov-
ernment. .. local authorities in England and Wales were dependent on grants
from the central government for over 52% of their revenue in the financial years
1962/68, 1963/64, 1964/65 and 1966/67. It was intended that the general grant
(which replaced many, but not all, specific grants) should increase the inde-
pendence of local authorities in the spending of their money, but there was little
change in the position. It is Bignfloant that the new rate support grant which.
replaces the general grant on 1 April 1967, has been designed to allow the central
grverlwnent for the first time to influence Ine expenditure on all local authority
servioes."

The study goes on to verify what has been alluded to above-that it is in the
sphere of borrowed money that the greatest control is exercised. Under an act
passed in 1933, local governments have a general power to borrow for acquiring
land, erecting buildings, executing any permanent work or any other purpose
for which they are authorized under any enactment to borrow, but permission to
borrow is required from the Minister of Housing and local government (fnd as
we have seen, subject to the monetary controls of the Bank of England.) This
takes the form of a loan sanction tvhioh is issued only after detailed sorfstiny.
Even the largest municipalities have to submit applications for individual
project&

Control of borrowing was originally instituted to prevent local governments
from entering into commitments beyond their means. Today, however, it Is used
for the purpose of economic control: to keep local investment programs in step
with national programs and ourient financial situations. The National and Local
Government Officers Association (NALGO) considers that if municipalities in
England are to have a large measure of independence from the central govern-
ment they must either have a larger degree of financial autonomy, or the ar.
rangements under which grants from central funds are made must be designed
to preserve or strengthen the independence of local governments should not be
regarded as necessitating a further whittling away of local independence. "There
Is a need for partnership with the central government-not overlordship by it,"
NALGO insists.

Professor Marshall's study commission concludes its report with this observa-
tion:

"Central government control should be used only for fiscal and economic
purposes and not to hamper the direction of local authorities in the development
of their services, nor to impose the will of the (central government) Department
on designs and technical or administrative considerations in schemes or proj-ects."
(It is our contention that central control of local finances for fiscal and eco.

nomic purposes is also wrong. There are ample tools at the disposal of the Fed-
eral government to control the national economy without interfering with the
financial p0otrams of State and local governments. rAter we shall illustrate the
adverse effects central control of local finances for fiscal and economic purposes
can have on local governments when we discuss the situation In New Zealand.)

Two conclusions are justified by the above discussion of the central control
exercised by England over its local sub-divisions. First, local government in
England has suffered significantly through its lack of financial independence;
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and, second, despite good Intentions, central government has proved insensitive
to local problems under the pressure of other concerns. It should be noted that, as
the eoniments on borrowing indicate. London attempts to watch local govern-
mentt activities closely through auditing procedures and that local governments
are also generally held subject to ultra vires doctrines which tend to discourage
innovation. In the following discussion, we will note the same situation existing
In France.
'ra n ce

More than either Britain or the niTted States, France has had a strong cen-
tralized administration dominated by Paris. Under the French Kings royal ap-
pointees governed the p)rovinces. The current governmental form dates from
Napoleon's time when the original provinces were redivided into 91 departments.
Each department Is governed by a Prefect, a high level central government
official actually located in Paris. This central control of local governments (tile
91 departments and their 37,000 communes) through the authoritative powers
of the Prefects have, In the words of John Ardagh in The New French Revolu.
tion, led to tn uneasy balance of power between State and commune.

There are over 37,000 communes including numerous small villages and towns
as well as cities such as Lyon and Marseille. Unlike the departments, they are
real traditional entities, often with strong local pride. Each has a mayor and
council, local men locally elected as In this country; but the mayor, once elected
becomes a servant of the State, responsible to the Prefect. The council's own
budget, and many of its decisions, require formal approval biy the Prefcct, who
also has the right to suspend Mayor or councilors from office or take over some
of their duties. The council derives its modest budget from local taxes and State
subsidies, and spends it on local services and public works. This system depends
on good relations between mayor and Prefect and there is no doubt that a
wealthy commune with a good mayor can initiate a great deal if he has the
Prefect's backing. But a great many local services, for which in Britain the
council is autonomous, in France require the collaboration and aid of the rele-
vant Ministry in Paris or of its local officials acting in liaison with the Prefect.
For instance, the coecl has to pay for building new schools, but the State ruiia
them. The same situation appears to be true of hospitals. Housing, highways
and bridges, and larger civic projects are usually built or maintained Jointly by
the commune and the State, and though the commune can In some cases go ahead
on its own, it will rarely feel it has the money for the luxury of forgoing State
aid. Thus, according to Mr. Ardagh, the local governments are dependent on the
endless delays and muddles of the bureaucratic Ministries, or on arbitrary last-
minute budget cuts by the Ministry of Finance. Even worse, if a local government
has demonstrated a political antagonism toward the central government, it may
even face Government vengeance or blackmail. .

Indeed, this practice Is true to some degree in this nation as evidenced by the
Federal government's ability to curtail grants and loans to states or municipali-
ties who fall to observe certain sections of the Civil Rights Bill and as further
evidenced by current threats to cut off Federal aid to universities and colleges
who fail to prevent student disorders. Under recent urban bank and subsidy-in-
lieu-of-tax exemption proposals, similar sanctions could be brought against local
governments for a number of political and quasi-political reasons. Similarly, as
is presently the case in France, states and local governments whose potential
value to the party in power is significant might receive preferred treatment,
particularly during a tight money situation when long queues for Federal as-
sistance prevailed. In terms of the LTP and Allocation of Deductions provisions
of the tax reform bill being studied by this Committee, the same danger exists
since many communities, unable to pay inevitably higher interest rates on new
bond issues, would find themselves at the mecy of the Federal government for
grants and subsidies

Under the French system described above, many local governments, continu-
ally under pressure from Paris, feel either powerless or resentful, and often will
In turn block State projects for their area. In this country, states and munici-
palities feeling equally resentful at having their local bonds taxed, might well
retaliate by Invoking heavy local income taxes on Federal government paper
and oppressive local property taxes on government installations located In their
respective sub-divisions--if the "power to tax Is the power to destroy," It can
work both ways.
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Turning again to the French situation, John Ardagh who we have referred
to previously, makes these observations:

"On the level of the department, a locally elected council generally acts as a
kind of enfeebled country council, with its own little budget for some services
such as secondary roads, public asslstawoe and drainage. It meets only twice a
year, its budget has to be approved by the Ministry of the Interior, and in prac-
tice, It usually does what the Prefect tells it. It is elected on a 'rotten borough'
basis, heavily weighted in favor of villages rather than towns, and its members
are usually elderly. If rejuvenated, it would have the constitutional power to
wield more influence than it does. As it is, people tend to forget about it.

"In terms of practical results, no less than of ideology, it is extremely hard to
draw up a fair balance sheet of the present French system. Though a town with
a vigorous mayor, like Rennes or Marseille, could certainly benefit from more
autonomy on the English model, yet In an area like Caen or the Languedoc all
the driving force and ideas seem to have come from the State; or rather, they
come mainly from a few dynamic individuals, prefects or others, who are serv-
ing the State without necessarily sharing the Government's views. Though the
Prefect is still the political servant of the Minister of the Interior, under mod-
ern conditions his daily functions are inevitably becoming more economic than
_political. Often his working relations even with anti-government mayors and
communes are perfectly good whenever they share the same aims of progress
AInd expansion."

We are told that the Prefects and mayors in fact are frequently victims of the
'same common enemy-a centralized State machine that despite some recent
reforms is still too slow and bureaucratic for modern needs. This is one of today's
two main problems of local government in France. The other is much more funda-
mental-a century and a half of State control over local affairs has sapped the
spirit of civic Initiative. Mr. Ardagh sums it up this way, "So long as the State
nanny holds it.s children tight, they will not break their legs-but they will not
learn to walk either, and they will not feel any incentive to try."

Time and space will not permit us to comprehensively evaluate the circum-
stances in numerous other foreign countries where the central government
controls the financing of local government projects. We will, however, briefly
summarize a few such situations wherein, in every case, a central bank or central
grants and subsidies are employed in lieu of the tax-free bond concept that exists
in this country.
Italy

Local government financing is virtually completely controlled by the central
government in Italy. For example, in 1963, bonds of local authorities represented
only 0.5 billion lire out of the 1,840 billion lire total net new securities. The
most important source of credit for local goyernments' capital expenditures are
the Treasury and the Cassa Depositi e Prestitl (Deposit and Loan Fund), a
Treasury agency.

Recently, literally billions of lire have been appropriated by the Italian govern-
ment for local schools, roads, hospitals and other public improvement purposes,
but owing to an almost unbelievably complicated network of bureaucratic proc-
esses and red tape, it is doubtful that the first school will be constructed in the
near future. Emilio Colombo, Minister of the Treasury, explains it this way:"The intense expansion momentum that has taken place in our productive
sector has made it possible to place a large and growing portion of resources at
the State's disposition for the undertaking of the task of satisfying the demand,
which is Increasing continuously, in the vast sector of special services: schools,
housing, hospitals, etc.

But while the political choices of expenditures have followed these Indications,
the technical capacity for spreading has not grown In the same proportion as
that which we have succeeded in placing appropriations at the disposition of the
various agencies. This is caused by the long itinerary that the Government's de-
cision to spend must follow before it becomes effective. Along this itinerary there
are the parliamentary discussions, the preparation of programs and the relative
technical projects by the agency involved, the complex administrative procedures,
continually more complicated, which become adopted through the laws, despite
all the declarations in favor of simplification. A few examples: the law on school
building was approved by the government on December 22, 1965-it became law
through publication in the Official Gazette on August 28, 1967. As yet nothing
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or practically nothing has been spent (lue to the length of time nooded for parlia-
mentary approval and due to the complex procedure that had been introduced
Into the law: the series of consultations and opinions by the peripheral and cen-
tral committees have resulted in the fact that the abundant financial means ap-
propriated for this purpose has still not been transformed into classrooms and
school equipment."

New Zealand
New Zealand has an urbank facility known as the National Provident Fund.

An article in the "New Zealand Herald" dated February 5, 1969, reads as follows:
"The New Zealand Minister of Finance, Mr. Muldoon, recently wrote to local

authorities informing them that the availability of loan finance for the current
financial year may be reduced. The Minister explained that the National Pro-
vident Fund might be able to finance only $NZ 52 million (US $58.2 million) of
the nearly $NZ 93 million requested by local authorities for financing. This com-
pares with estimates for the previous financial year, when requests amounted to
$NZ 78 million and available funds to $NZ 50 million. The Minister explained
that it was imperative that local authorities were aware of the tighter financial
position. He explained that the relative ease of financing In the previous year
was brought about by the improvement in the fluidity in the economy caused
partly by the improvement in the balance of payments. An expected Increase in
economic activity in the current year would result in some tightening of the
supply of loan finance, which would undoubtedly make raising loans difficult."

Netherland8
Because there was a shortage of funds on the capital market, the entral

government organized a system of centralized finance through the Bank for the
Netherlands Municipalities (similar In concept to the proposed Urbank) which
was begun to supplemcnt municipalities' borrowing on the capital market but
quickly evolved into one to prevent their borrowing on the capital market.

In addition to the ceiling which the central government placed on local govern-
ment borrowing at times of cyclical pressures, local governments as of December,
1905, were forbidden to borrow on the market and were only allowed to go to
the Bank for the Netherlands Municipalities for their capital expansion and
Improvements. This specialized credit institution acts as an intermediary to
centralize demand from local government and satisfies it by refinancing on the
capital market. The cost of the Bank's borrowing need not be reflected in the
interest rates charged the municipalities--market factors determining the cost
of financing have been replaced by central political decisions.

In short, the central government can control expenditures of the municipalities
not only by limiting their overall borrowing and bj dictating the terms of their
financing, but by directly controlling individual projects. This, I suppose we could
label "the foot in the door approach" wherein the central government, at a time
when money was tight, offered the municipalities access to a central bank, then
later demanded that they use only the central bank for all of their capital needs.

conelu8ion
Because of the speed with which Ve House acted on the highly complex and

comprehensive tax reform bill, little time was made available to us to prepare
a more thorough discussion of centralized government financing as it relates to
local independence and autonomy. Certain conclusions do appear to be valid,
however: The growth of local government is associated in time with the develop-
ment of the urban, industrial economy in the west. Serious observers of the
European situation in recent years have related the strength of local govern-
ment to economic potential in a very direct way and moreover have tended to
equate strong local administrations with financial Independence. Obviously, the
existence of more than one sophisticattel decisionmaking organization causes
conflicts of interest, but these observers are advocating Increasing the real inde-
pendence of non-central governments as a means of helping reduce internal eco-
noilc differentials.

The United States already has a system of local government with a tradition
of independent action. Except when the system is having difficulty, many citizens
are not fully aware of the complexities of local government operations. Never-
theless, if the recommendations of these foreign observers have merit, it may be
that this system is among our significant national assets.
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The tax exempt market as it now exists is an integral part of local govern-
ment's financial independence. Any proposal to change the present state of affairs
should be carefully evaluated in the light of foreign experience with other ways
of doing things.

PwARE STATEMENT OF JUDGE CoNRAD FOWLER

GENERAL ASPEOTS-NACO'S POSITION ON HR 13270

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance Committee: My name is Judge
Conrad Fowler, and I am here today as President of the National Association
of Counties. I come before you on behalf of the National Association of Coun-
ties to formally express its firm belief that the House-passed bill, HR 13270,
which would tax the interest on municipal bonds, would be extremely harmful,
and, in fact, has already posed a tragic blow to effective local government. A
resolution recently passed by 3,Ws0 members of the Association at our annual
meeting in July opposes, in unequivocal terms, any direct or indirect taxation of
the interest on municipal bonds. The Congress has heard our very strong argu-
ments on this "Intergovernmental" subject before, and through the years, has
for very good reasons rejected the various attempts to remove the tax exemption
from municipal bonds. We urge you now to reject this latest, ill-conceived,
quickly-enacted House proposal, so we can continue to proceed with the multi-
tude of desperately needed and essential local programs and projects which de-
pend on financing through municipal bonds-schools, hospitals, public housing,
etc.

The National Association of Counties, after lengthy discussion and review
of the problems growing out of the proposed tax on bond interest, believes that
Inclusion of the proposed tax has, and would, precipitate irreparable damage to
the present municipal bond market.

The nation's 3,049 county governments and their 70,000 elected officials join
a host of other organizations-states, cities, towns, authorities, special districts-
in expressing their concern over the proposed tax on municipal bond interest.
At its national conference last summer, the Governors' Conference affirmed the
basic principle that "neither the Federal or -State governments without mutual
agreement have the authority to tax the other"-a subject which I will explore
further. The Governors have already strongly opposed those aspects of the
tentative House Ways and Means proposal which would impair the market-
ability of state and local securities and thus retard the provision of needed
public services and facilities.

In our Joint statement before the House Ways and Means Committee with
the Mayors and Cities, Mayor Briley, our past president, referring to what is
at %take for all of us at the local level, said, "The issues go to the heart nf the

ability of the three levels of government to co-exist and function effectively in

our federal system."
The impact of these tax proposals is already significantly affecting efforts

to borrow necessary monies for critical local projects across the nation. In-

terest rates on new obnd issues are exorbitantly high on many issues, and bids

from investors have just not been forthcoming. We feel strongly that new action

which, directly or indirectly, taxes interest on local government bonds would

precipitate fiscal disaster for county government. The size of the new Issue

market in local government financing is shrinking as officials postpone or cancel

bond sales because of the progressive deterioration of the market. Senators, this

is really a most serious situation for us.
As long as the tax bill remains a matter of debate in Congress, foreshadowing

a possible tax on the bond interest, which if enacted would precipitate an ex-

tensive constitutional battle In the courts. the market for municipal securities

remains uncertain. The problem Is more costly for us than for you. One reliable

bond counsel argues strongly that a rise of about $300 million in the borrowing

costs to State and local governments over the past four months is traceable to a

large extent, perhaps as much as 60%, to the adverse market implications due

to the House of Representatives discussion and treatment of this issue.
In Alabama, and I know in many other states, local government construction

of schools, hospitals, streets, bridges, airports, and other vitally needed public

projects is already vastly more difficult. Tn some states, it is impossible. The in-

formation our Association Is now receiving from its membership indicates that
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areas with local credit ratings, or with unrated credit, or with statutory or con-
stitutional interest limits are not able to borrow at all. Local public financing is
dead in those states. In the final analysis, then, it will be the local property tax-
paying public which will have to bear a significantly increased burden for local
projects with increased or new tax programs, or suffer without needed public
facilities.

It is particularly crucial at this time to sustain at least a moderate level of
public services and facilities. The inevitable result of taxing municipal bond in-
terest will be a substantial curtailment in scheduled public construction of proj-
ects vitally needed on the State and local level. New and higher taxes will be
required. Unfortunately, because of the relatively regressive nature of such taxes,
particularly real property and sales taxes, they will fall most heavily on the aver-
age working man. Chances are most probable that many who are employed in con-
struction industries-and related trades-will be without work if there is a cut-
back in scheduled public construction due to the higher interest rate which could
result from passage of the pending tax legislation as well as the federal cut-
back in construction.

Gentlemen, It seems clear to us that the House taxes on state and local bonds
are wrong on many other counts as well. We feel that they are economically un-
sound, and they would obtain for the Federal government a comparatively in-
significant tax return-amounting at most to $80 million a year. In doing so,
they further threaten the fiscal integrity of local government. We cannot over-
emphasize this enough. The key issue largely remains the financial independence
of local government.

As this Committee well knows, the President and this Administration are seek-
ing to bolster, where possible, the responsiveness and responsibility of the states
and local governments. If the states, counties, and cities are to have the real
capacity to experiment and innovate, sufficient methods of financing, especially
the effective use of tax exempt municipal bonds, must be kept available.

There is, then, a need to strengthen, not weaken, the fiscal process by which
local governments respond to the needs of their citizens in finding a better, fuller
wpy of life.

The demand for physical facilities at the state and local level is overwhelming
and unprecedented. There is a backlog on the books over the nation of. almost
$8 billion in demand for water-sewer construction alone. The public housing pro-
grams and the Adm inistration's plans for 500,000 units of low-cost housing are
placing an additional burden on our tax-exempt market. Other federally stim-
ulated programs include such other expensive areas as mass transit, airport
development, pure waters, and health and mental health facilities construction.
These, too, require a substantial outlay of local funds. This is in addition to the
unprecedented need for more traditional local functions-city streets, schools,
hospitals, correction facilities, etc.

I want, as others will do or have done, to comment in broad terms briefly on
the constitutional aspects related to the proposal to tax interest on municipal
securities. As one who has had a long interest in this issue, I believe that the pro-
posed tax, as proposed by the House or the Treasury, is clearly unconstitutional.
The body of our law supports this now. as does the thinking of many outstanding
legal minds in our nation. Under the Constitution, the doctrine of reciprocal tax
immunity is implicity, and is a bulwark of our federal system dating back to
McCtillouoh. v. Maryland. If the benefits of tax exemption are abrogated, and
disaster follows, we might as well deliver to the Federal government full control
over the determination of vital public projects in our home localities. This is
totally against what we need to do in this country at this time in our history.

Let us also not forget that everyone purchasing an exempt security pays a
tax to the issuing government, since he accepts a lower interest rate compared
to other more lucrative securities available to the investor.

In conclusion. Gentlemen, I would like to reaffirm that the very heart of our
democratic process lies In how well we-the local governments of this nation-
function as responsive servants of our citizens. We have been criticized for years
for not doing enough, and now with the concept of new federalism perhaps forth-
coming, we find ourselves stymied. This is the prime issue, and its resolution will
not be helped by these new tax proposals. The magnitude of our local financial
requirements in the years ahead will be tremendous. Living as we do in a society
which demands more and better local services, the financial crisis confronting
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local governmental units becomes enormous. It becomes discouraging to those
elected local officials who carry the burden of providing the wherewithal for
necessary local public programs. Every year record levels of expenditure by local
governments are reached, and the end is not in sight.

The proposals to tax the municipal bonds are major obstacles to our continuing
effort to serve the local community, the State, and our Nation. In sum, the tax
on municipal bond interest produces more problems than solutions for the Federal
as well as the local governments.

Judge FOWLER. Now then, may I present, sir, Mr. William Conner?
He is a county executive of New Castle County, Del. He is an
officer in the National Association of Counties. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CONNER, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
NEW CASTLE COUNTY, DEL

Mr. _.'WNER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am
appearing today as vice president of the National Association of
Counties and on behalf of Delaware local government. I can't over-
emphasize the importance that county officials across the country
attach to this issue or the concern that all local officials of my State
feel with regard to these provisions of H.R. 13270 that would tax the
interest on municipal bonds.

Clearly, taxation of this interest, while initially beguiling to would-
be tax reformers, will inevitably expose our Nation to a series of trau-
matic economic shocks during the years ahead. In brief, it is our con-
sidered opinion that taxing the interest on local bonds through limited
tax preference and allocation of deductions strikes at the very key-
stone of financing State, county, and nmunicipal government; it poses
serious challenges to our federal system; ft will adversely affect con-
struction employment through the stoppage of essential public works;
and most importantly, and unemphasized by many, if this same tax
had been applied to the $16 billion of State and local bonds issued in
1968, those governments' local taxpayers would have a liability to
pay over $12 billion of additional interest costs during the life of 20-
year bonds.

That is figuring it, Mr. Chairman, at the rate of 1 percent, and if
the increase in interest costs had been 2 percent the increased costs of
the interest on those bonds would have been almost $41/ billion.

This would raise local taxes and rents for millions of citizens
throughout our land.

These are estimates that we would like to report to you.
Our National Association of Counties has consistently opposed

taxation on local bond interest, for its members across this landknow
only too well that such a tax would do more than clog county finances;
it might completely stop us from capital financing as has already
occurred in some States. Our counties are a key element in the over-
all pattern of local government finance. They account for one-fifth of
all government expenditures in the United States and participate im-
portantly in the $16 billion issued annually in the municipal bond
market. This market had been gowing steadily; the 1968 issuances
were 60 percent higher than 1903's, 10,. percent a year average. Coun-
ties have a current outstanding debt of $16 billion themselve', ind
the rate of increase even exceeds that of our Nation's cities.
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Unfortunately for counties across the Nation, since "tax reform"
became a popular byword in 1968, the municipal bond market has
been under a cloud, the turbulence of which is gathering force as
each day passes. The possibility of lost tax exemption has increased
interest rates to the point where many local government bond issues
have been rejected, postponed, or have not received bids on going to
market. During the past 11 months, throughout the Nation, some
316 bond issues bearing a valuation of nearly $2 billion have struck
out with investors as unremunerative, or have been placed in abey-
ance by the various potential issuing agencies, and this tempo is
increasing.

My prepared testimony shows you how this has worked out in
Lousiana which has fallen off by two-thirds. In Tennessee where only
one-sixth as many bonds have been issued this year as opposed to
last. In Iowa, sales are off by one-third. Counties, joined by the States
and cities, are having great, difficulty in funding rising capital costs.
Interest rates are now in the neighborhood of 61/2 percent, two full
points higher than offered as recently as a year ago. We are having to
have emergency legislation to allow the interest rates to rise in some
States, and in someStates they can't even do that until the constitution
is amended, it is even tougher.

This bleak outlook for county government comes at a time when
counties are faced with an expansion into functions and service areas
once cnsidered the exclusive province of municipalities--such fields
as hospitals, health services, utility systems, airports, libraries, and
so on.

We have been called upon by Members of Congress and many others
to awaken to the urban challenge in our county governments and now
we find ourselves being discouraged from acting to meet this chal-
lenge by the proposal that stands before you today.

Let me speak just a moment about my home State of Delaware. In
my own county of New Castle, Del., bond financing for capital
projects between 1968 and 1975 will exceed $56 million. If the interest
rate should rise 2 percent because bonds are made taxable, New Castle
County will pay an additional $15 million over the life of these
$56 million worth of bonds and we need them for all kinds of purposes
for varying lengths of time and we just can't afford that kind of an
increase in cost.

Let's take a brief look on the impact on the State of Delaware and
its finances. A 5-year projection of its capital requirements indicates
that it will need to sell approximately $300 million worth of bonds.
As a result of the rise in interest rates since the beginning of the year
in the neighborhood of 1 percent the taxpayers of Delaware will have
to pay $47 million more to support this debt than if this cloud had not
been placed on the market. If the differential in the rates reaches 2
percent then the added cost to Delaware taxpayers becomes $66,003,-
000 worth of bonds.

So we are certainly in sympathy with the widespread desire to see
nontaxpayers in the higher brackets pay their fair share. However,
tax reformers make a big mistake when they try to establish a direct
relationship between tax-exempt bonds issued by local governments
and the few rich men who pay little or no Federal income tax. I can-
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not overemphasize this. No no haa told me or you how many of our
bonds are held by these so-called millionaires.

The taxing of interest on government bonds issued not only in the
future, but in the past as well is unwise and imprudent at any time,
but I submit the fall of 1969 is a particularly inappropriate time to
tamper with traditional Federal-State tax relationships. igh-interest
rates and inflation are twin problems of all our constituencies across
the Nation. Clearly, a so-called tax reform measure that exacerbates
the average person's fight against thie high cost of living is certain
to be a most unpopular one, to say the least.

I would like to close by saying that it seems to me that in the name
of tax reform and an attempt to close loopholes affecting a few hun-
dred people, we are imposing increased financial burdens on millions
of small taxpayers and seriously impairing the efforts that have been
made in intergovernmental relationships to increase local responsibility
and ability to finance local projects.

I would like to call the committee's attention to the lead article in
this morning's Wall Street Journal which certainly spells out very
clearly the nature of our concern, and also on the editorial page of that
publication a very interesting article by Harry Lutz, professor emeri-
tus of public finance at Princeton, who makes this very brief com-
ment on our subject:

Final treatment of state and municipal bond interest to be neat and tidy should
await Supreme Court determination. The split level approach in the House bill
is neither neat nor tidy.

(William Conner's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CONNER

IMPACT OF LTP AND ADR ON COUNTY GOVERNMENT

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance Committee: I am William Con-
ner, County Executive of New Castle County, Delaware. I appear today as t
Vice President of the National Association of Counties. and on behalf of Dela-
ware local government. I cannot over-emphasize the importance that county
officials across the country attach to this issue or the concern that all local offi-
cials of my state feel with regard to these provisions of HR 13270 that would tax
the interest on municipal bonds.

Clearly, taxation of this interest, while initially beguiling to would-be tax re-
formers, will inevitably expose our nation to a series of traumatic economic
shocks during the years ahead. In brief, it is our considered opinion that taxing
the interest on local bonds through limited tax preference and allocation of de-
ductions strikes at the very keystone of financing state, county, and municipal
government; it poses serious challenges to our federal system: it will adversely
affect construction employment through the stoppage of essential public works;
and most importantly, and unemphasized by many, if this same tax had been ap-
plied to the $16 billion of State and local bonds issued In 1968, those govern-
ments' local taxpayers would have a liability to pay over $2 Billion of additional
Interest costs during the life of 20 years BONDS! This is startling but conserva-
tive. It will raise local taxes and rents for millions of citizens throughout our
land. These are estimates that we are reporting to you.

We hope you will consider the thinking of Mr. Justice Cardozo. who snid in
Interpreting the landmark decision in the Federal-State tax field. the P0l9ark
case of 1894, "an income tax, if made to cover the Interest on government bonds,
is a clog upon the borrowing power such aS Was condemned in MfColoch v.
Ataryland." Also see Hale v. Iowa State Roar#, 302 U.S. 95. 107 (1937).

The National Associatlon of Counties has consistently opposed taxation on
local bond interest, for its members across this land know only too well that
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such a tax would do more than clog county finances; it might completely stop us
from capital financing as has already occurred in some states.

Storm warnings are already up in the listening posts of the municipal bond
market. Ever since the House began consideration of this package, the interest
rate has moved steadily up at a frightful cost to county and other local govern-
mental units throughout the 50 states, and is now almost one full percentage
point over the level which would normally be expected at this time.

Counties are a key element in the over-all pattern of local government finance.
They account for one-fifth of all government expenditures in the United States
and participate importantly in the $10 billion issued annually in the municipal
bond market. This market had been growing steadily; the 1968 issuances were
60% higher than 1963's (10% a year average). Counties have a current out-
standing debt of $10 billion themselves, and the rate of increase even exceeds
that of our Nation's cities,

Unfortunately for counties across the nation, since "tax reform" became a
popular by-word in 1968, the municipal bond market has been under a cloud,
the turbulence of which is gathering force as each day passes. The possibility
of lost tax exemption has increased interest rates to the point where many local
government bond issues have been rejected, postponed, or have not received bids
on going to market. During the past eleven months, throughout the nation, some
316 bond issues bearing a valuation of nearly $2 billion have struck out with
investors as unremunerative, or have been placed in abeyance by the various
potential issuing agencies. That the tempo of such rejections is increasing can
be seen from the January through August attrition in sales of local bonds. During
the first two-thirds of 1969, there was a sharp fall-off of $2% billion, representing
a drop from $101/ billion to slightly less than $8 billion.

In Louisiana, bond sales this year are only 35% of those a year ago, recording
a fall-off from $75 million to $20 million. Tennessee also has been having a difficult
time with its bonds. So far (luring 1969, that state has marketed only one-sixth
of the value of bonds it sold last year--a reduction from $85 million to $14 nil-
lion. Iowa has also felt the impact of rising Interest and investor disenchantment,
since Its sales are off by one-third. With but few exceptions, the story is the same
throughout the country. The national financial outlook at the state, county, and
city level is bleak, indeed, with the various implications of HIR 13270. largely
responsible.

Counties, joined by the states and cities, are having great difficulty In funding
rising capital costs. Interest rates are now in the neighborhood of 0%%, two full
Pi)tnts higher than offered as recently as a year ago. Emergency legislation is
being enacted in many of these states to keep borrowing capability abreast of the
surging rates. Obviously, those states where the ceiling was as low as 5% have
not floated an issue for some time, and even those with new 7% levels may have
to resort to still another Increase. In some states, it is impossible to finance new
facilities until the state constitution is amended.

This bleak outlook for county government comes at a time when counties are
faced with an expansion into functions and service areas once considered the
exclusive province of municipalities--such fields as hospitals, health services,
utility systems, airports, libraries, and outdoor recreation. Entirely new areas of
county governmental responsibility, engendered by new federal and state statu-
tory programs, present further fiscal difficulties. Such pressing problems as water
and air pollution control, waste disposal, and highway safety are very much
county problems. Counties have been awakened to the urban challenge, only to
find themselves being discouraged from acting to meet it by the same Congress
which promised to help.

In my own County of New Castle, Delaware, bond financing for capital proj-
ects between 1968 and 1975 will exceed $56 million. With an expected increase In
the interest rate. New Castle will pay an additional $7 million in interest over
the life of Just these $56 million of bonds. We need over $16 million for sewer
construction during this seven-year period, and over $9 million to solve over-
flooding problems by storm water drainage projects. Also included in the $50 mil-
lion is $12 million for an addition to our water supply through the construction
of a reservoir. So you can see, Gentlemen, the impact on even a smaller county
can be and will be great.

A significantly increased tax burden is going to hit local taxpayers as a result
of these proposed measures. In fact, by the fifth year after enactment of the
application of the allocation of deductions rule, local taxpayers would be paying
about ten times the sum garnered by the U.S. Treasury.
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The widespread desire to see non-taxpayers In the highest brackets pay their
fair share Is understandable. However, the tax reformers are making a big
mistake when they attempt to establish a direct relationship between the tax-
exempt bonds issued by local governments, and a few rich men who pay little
or no federal income tax. I cannot over-emphasize this. No one has told me,
or you, how many of our bonds are held by the so-called millionaires.

Taxing interest of local bonds Issued not only in the future, but in the past as
well, Is unwise and imprudent at any time, but I submit the fall of 1969 Is an
exceedingly untimely period to tamper with traditional federal-state tax relation-
ships. High Interest rates and inflation are twin problems of all our constituen-
cies across the nation. Clearly, a so-called tax reform measure that exacerbates
the average person's fight against the high cost of living is certain to be a most
unpopular one, to say the least.

With regard to the proposed alternative to the current method of capital
financing, our citizens will be greatly concerned over the increased power granted
the Federal government under the proposed subsl(ly plan. It is wholly unreal-
istIc to expect the Federal government to make substantial subsidies available
to local governments to finance, on a taxable basis, all kinds of local capital
Improvements, without exercising some control over which subjects warefant
the subsidies. I cannot conceive that this Congress would approve a blanket
authority to all local governments to authorize projects at their own discretion
If It involves substantial sums of money.

It seems to me that In the name of tax reform and an attempt to close loop-
holes affecting a few hundred people, we are imposing increased financial burdens
on millions of small taxpayers and seriously Impairing the efforts that have
been made in Intergovernmental relationships to increase local responsibility
and ability to finance local projects.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you for your courtesy, and I would like to
introduce our next witness, Mr. Brewer, the chairman of the Board of
Supervisors, Kent, County, Mich.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BREWER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS, KENT COUNTY, MICH.

Mr. Bpxwm. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate committee, I appear here

today speaking as chairman of the Taxation and Finance Committee
for the National Association of Counties for the Michigan Association
of Counties.

rhe State of Michigan and its subordinate units of government-
cities, counties, and school districts-issued in 1968, $694 million in
municipal bonds and in 1970, they expect to issue $839 million. The
county of Kent and its subordinate units of government within the
county has a State equalized valuation of one and a half billion dollars
and a total bonded indebtedness of approximately $121 billion.

The citizens of Kent County, Mich., have already been adversely
affected by the bill before you. At this moment our county has some
very real requirements for increased water lines, storm drains and
expanded sewerage disposal systems. This is rather typical of the
counties across the country. However, when Kent County, whose bonds
have been rated double A and triple A, wished to sell bonds recently
to finance these projects, we were turned down. There were no buyers,
despite stated interest rates of 51/2 percent to 6 percent-the highest
permitted by our constitution. These projects are now being held in
abeyance while we consider the next move. The citizens are waiting-
not happy,For those who have no maximum ceiling on bond interest as we do

in Michigan, the interest on tax-exempt 'bonds has already jumped
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to record levels merely since this legislation was proposed. Like Kent
County, many States and local governments cannot even attract bids
for their board issues-and their projects are at a standstill, unable to
move ahead. Houston, Tex.; Jefferson Parish, La.; Hawaii; Jackson-
ville, Fla.; New London, Conn., are only a few unable to sell their
bonds.

I will now try to contain my remarks to talk briefly about the alterna-
tive so-called subsidy approaches which have been proposed in this
legislation.

The House-passed bill provides alternative capital financing ap-
proaches which would provide a somewhat automatic, but variable,
Federal interest payment to those local governments which waive their
tax exemption. State and local governments that voluntarily elect to
issue taxable bonds could automatically become eligible for an interest
payment, the amount of which would be governed by the difference
between the yields on outstanding tax-exempt bonds and comparable
taxable issues.

Several problems exist with the legislation before you. The first of
these problems revolves around who will determine the difference in
taxable versus tax-exempt yields. The bill gives the authority directly
to the Treasury Department and, in addition to having wide discretion
with respect to setting regulations and conditions for the payments, the
Treasury also has the authority to vary their amount.

In fact, the "subsidy" plan gives State and local government no real
options. The choice is to issue partially taxed bonds without a "sub-
sidy" or fully taxable bonds with it, when the bonds are now fully
exempt from tax.

Moreover, municipalities cannot exercise the "option" to issue tax-
able bonds since they have no power to trade away their immunity
from taxation which inheres in the sovereignty of their parent States.
Certainly Congress cannot grant them this power.

The crucial flow in the "subsidy" is, of course, its ephemerality.
There is simply nothing to prevent Congress from curtailing, or indeed
eliminating it at any time. The program would be a tool for further
Federal fiscal control over internal State and local affairs.

None of these "subsidy" pro osals p resent any real alternative to the
present tax-exempt system. Certainly none of them can be accepted
when offered in tandem. with limited tax preference" or "allocation of
deductions" proposals, which, in effect, destroy any option to disregard
them.

We should like to make this point very clear. If any form of a sub-
sidy is ever to be acceptable to county government, it must be allowed
to operate as an optional alternative and not under the pressures of
present tax reform proposals upon our present market.

Once Congress acts to tax the. interest on our bonds, either by an
allocation of deductions rule or by the limit on tax preference for-
mula, and with the resulting chaos expected from a conotititional
test, there is a danger we might very well be forced economic.ally into
accepting a subsidy. Our bonds would be competing with high grade
corporates and this very competition alone in a presently rising. mar-
ket would raise the vield that would have to be paid onl taxable mu-
nicipals to about 9 or 9 § percent. And the rising interest would, of
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course, increase the amount of Federal subsidy required to attract
municipalities, counties, and States into the taxable bond field.

A word of caution would be appropriate at this point. If Congress
did provide a permanent and unrestricted appropriation to subsidize
through taxable bonds-

Senator ANDERSON. Will you repeat that 9 and 91-2 percent?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, sir.
Our bonds would be competing with high grade corporates and this

very competition alone in a presently rising market would raise the
yield that would have to be paid on taxable municipals to about 9 or
9% percent.

What I was saying, Senator, is if the bonds were taxable the rate
would go to 9 and 91/ percent in today's market.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. BREWER. If Congress did provide a permanent and unrestricted

appropriation to subsidize through taxable bonds the projects of state
and local governments throughout the Nation, the level of subsidy
would be immense.

For example, if we assume that one-half of last year's $16 billion
bond market were financed by taxable securities rather than the tax-
exempt securities, and taking into account a conservative subsidy of
say the difference between 6 percent tax-exempt and 9 percent taxable
bonds, it has been estimated the Treasury would-be paying out $250
million worth of interest subsidy cost every year. This could generate
a possible revenue loss (not a tax gain) to the Federal Government
in the subsidy process, and if this were so, we fear that it would not
be long before restrictions and further Federal control would be im-
posed to somehow restrict the amount of projects qualifying for
subsidy.

If any capital financing alternatives are to meet the test, they must
be justified by their value to State and local governments, as well as
their effect on Federal programs. The climate created by tax reform is
definitely no place to scrutinize the immense impact of any capital
financing proposal on our markets, particularly the ill-considered
House-passed subsidy. Capital financing- alternatives should not be
developed as an instrument of tax reform.

We therefore urge that the question of subsidy be removed from the
emotional context of the tax reform and be the subject of further
hearings, including awaiting the results of the very significant study
being conducted by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations.

(Hon. John Brewer's prepared statement follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN BREWER

ALTERNATIVE FINANCING METHODS--THE "SUBSIDY" .'ROPOSAL IN HR 13270

My name Is John Brewer and I am Chairman of the Board of Supervisors,
Kent County, Michigan. I am speaking here today as Chairman of the Taxation
and Finance Committee of the National Association of Counties and for the
Michigan Association of Counties.

This is a critical hearing because, as my colleagues who preceeded me have
demonstrated, unless the sections Jeopardiiing tax-exempt bonds are deleted
from the proposed act, the financial capabilities of states, counties and munic-
ipalities throughout the country will be permanently damaged, essential projects
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necessary for the welfare of our citizens will be delayed or cancelled, and the
already staggering tax burden placed on our citizens will be further increased.

The Btate of Michigan and Its subordinate units of government: cities, counties
ond s.nool districts, issued in 1968 $694 million in municipal bonds and in 1970
they expect to issue $839 million. The County of Kent and its subordinate units
of government within the County has a state equalized valuation of one and a
half billion dollars and a total bonded indebtedness of approximately
$121,000,000,000.

The citizens of Kent County, Michigan have already been adversely affected
by the bill before you. At this moment our county has some very real require-
ments for increased water lines, storm drains and expanded sewerage disposal
systems. This is rather typical of the counties across the country. However,
when Kent County, whose bonds have been rated double A and triple A, wished
to sell bonds recently to finance these projects, we were turned down. There
were no buyers, despite stated interest rate of 5 % to 6%-the highest per-
mitted by our Constitution. These projects are now being held in abeyance while
we consider the next move. The citizens are waiting-not happy.

For those who have no maximum ceiling on bond interest as we do in Michi-
gan, the Interest on tax-exempt bonds has already jumped to record levels merely
since this legislation was proposed. Like Kent County, many states and local
governments cannot even attract bids for their bond issues-and their projects
are at a standstill, unable to move ahead. Houston, Texas; Jefferson Parish,
Louisiana; Hawaii; Jacksonville, Florida; New London, Connecticut, are only a
few unable to sell their bonds.

We have head here today numerous adverse impacts that the "limit on tax
preference" and "allocation of deductions" proposals have had and will have
on the citizens of state and local governments alike. I should like to talk briefly
about alternative so-called "subsidy" approaches which have been proposed.

The House-passed bill provides alternative capital financing approaches which
would provide a somewhat automatic, but variable, federal interest payment
to those local governments which waive their tax exemption. State and local
governments that voluntarily elect to Issue taxable bonds could automatically
become eligible for an Interest payment, the amount of which would be gov-
erned by the difference between the yields on outstanding tax-exempt bonds
and comparable taxable issues.

Several fatal problems exist with the legislation before you. The first of these
problems revolves around who will determine the difference in taxable versus
tax-exempt yields. The bill gives the authority directly to the Treasury Depart-
ment and, in addition, allows it to vary the "subsidy" from 25% to 40%. Thus, in
addition to having wide discretion with respect to setting regulations and condi-
tions for the payments, the Treasury also has the authority to vary their amount.

In fact the "subsidy" plan gives state and local government no real options.
The choice is to issue partially taxed bonds without a "subsidy" or fully taxable
bonds with it, when the bonds are now fully exempt from tax.

Moreover, municipalities cannot exercise the "option" to issue taxable bonds
since they have no power to trade away their immnnity from taxation which
Inheres in the sovereignty of their parent states. Certainly Congress cannot grant
them this power.

The c"uclal flaw in the "subsidy" is, of course, its ephemerality. There is sim-
ply nothing to prevent Congress from curtailing, or indeed eliminating it at any
time. The program would be a tool for further federal fiscal control over internal
state and local affairs.

None of these "subsidy" proposals present any real alternative to the present
tax-exempt system. Certainly, none of them can be when offered in tandem with
"limited tax preference" or "allocation of deductions" proposals, which, in ef-
fect, destroy any option to disregard them.

We should like to make this point very clear. If any form of a subsidy is ever
to be acceptable to county government, it must be allowed to operate as an
optional alternative and not under the pressures of present tax reform proposals
upon our present market.

Once Congress acts to tax the interest on our bonds, either by an allocation
of deductions rule or by the limit on tax preference formula, and with the
resulting chaos expected from a constitutional test, there is a danger we might
very well be forced economically into accepting a subsidy. Our bonds would be
competing with high grade corporates and this very competition alone in a
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presently rising market would raise the yield that would have to be paid on
taxable municipals to about 9%or 9%%. And the rising interest would, of course,
increase the amount of federal subsidy required to attract municipalities,
counties and states into the taxable bond field.

A word of caution would be appropriate at this point. If Congress did provide
a permanent and unrestricted appropriation to subsidize through taxable bonds
the projects of states and local governments throughout the nation, the level
of subsidy would be immense.

For example, if we assume that one-half of last year's $16 billion bond market
were financed by taxable securities rather than the tax-exempt se.-urities, and
taking into account a conservative subsidy of say the difference between 6%
tax-exempt and 9% taxable bonds, it has been estimated the Treasury would be
paying out $250 million worth of interest subsidy cost every year. This could
generate a possible revenue los8 (not a tax gain) to the Federal government in
the subsidy process, and if this were so, we fear that it would not be long before
restrictions and further federal control would be imposed to somehow restrict
the amount of projects qualifying for subsidy.

Obviously, there are serious disadvantages to the proposals on tax-exempt
bonds as set forth in the bill. We are talking here about a $130 billion bond
market growing, until last February, at a rate of more than 10% a year. Yet
there has been very little substantive review of the potential impact the bill
has on so sizable and important a market. The present lack of information as
to the marketability of a taxable municipal and its effect on the tax-exempt and
taxable markets requires that this matter be given far more study.

If any capital financing alternatives are to meet the test, they must be justified
by their value to state and local governments, as well as ther effect on federal
programs. The climate created by tax reform is definitely no place to scrutinize
the immense impact of any capital financing proposal on our markets, particu-
larly the ill-considered House-passed subsidy. Capital financing alternatives
should iot be developed as an instrument of tax reform. We therefore urge that
the question of subsidy be removed from the emotional context of the tax reform,
and be the subject of further hearings, including awaiting the results of the
very sigmiflcant study being conducted by the Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations.

Mr. BREWER. I thank you for the privilege of being here and I
would like to now introduce George Long, from the Virginia Associa-
tion of Counties and chairman of the National Conference of Execu-
tives of State Associations of Counties.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE R. LONG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

Mr. LoN(. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am
George R. Long, and I am the executive director of the Virginia Asso-
ciation of Counties whose membership embraces 93 of the 96 counties
of Virginia. I am also chairman of the National Conference of Execu-
tives of State Associations of Counties whose members are the execu-
tives of associations of counties in 46 of the 50 States of the United
States and, may I say, Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be here to see
the Longs doing so well.

The CHAMMAN. I suspect that you might find somewhere a couple
of hundred years ago we might have some kinship. There was a Dr.
Long, I think he was sort of a sawdust preacher who operated in
southern Maryland and Virginia about a couple of hundred years
ago, and after a while he moved on. Some people in the family seem
to have thought he got into some sor of a controversy with some of
the congregation and he finally wouxid up in Louisiana and I think
you may find we are some 50th yet cousins or some such thing.

Mr. LxO. I think that is correct, sir. I appreciate the opportunity
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to appear before you and to present the critical position of Virginia
and other county governments in the bond market as a result of the
consideration by the Congress to tax interest accruing on local govern-
ment bonds. Please note that the discussion pertains primarily to what
has already occurred and does not treat what is likely to occur if the
proposal for such taxation is enacted into law. Virginia's position is
described here because it is that State with which I am most familiar;
however, the position of Virginia is parallel to the position of every
other State.

To set the State, Virginia's Public Finance Act of 1958, is typical
of legislation of other States in providing that any county may issue
bonds to obtain revenues for capital construction projects. The statute
establishes a Commission on Local Debt to aid and assist local gov-
ernments in the issuance and sale of bonds, and it sets certain stand-
ards and specifications with which the issuing jurisdiction must
comply. One of the specifications is that the bonds shall not bear an
interest rate of more than 6 percent per annum. Such ceilings on interest
rates as you know, are set by legislatures the local taxpayers from
the additional costs of higher interest rates. Until very recently such
limitations have served Virginia and other States quite effectively in
obtaining the most advantageous financing of State and local public
construction.

In order to allow local governments to let contracts and commence
construction on capital projects without delay, Virginia's Public
Finance Act also provides for the negotiation of temporary loans in
anticipation of revenues from bond issues. Three restrictions are
placed on the county government in negotiating such loans: (1) the
revenues obtained from the temporary loan must be used for the pur-
pose for which the bonds were issued; (2) the amount of the loan may
not exceed the maximum authorized amount of the bond issue; and
(3) such loans shall mature and be paid within 2 years from the date
of issue of the original loan.

Against this background of standards and arrangements, your
attention is directed to the position of Virginia local governments in
the bond market. When the Ways and Means Committee of the U.S.
House of Representatives began seriously to consider the pro-
posal to tax State and local government bond interest, interest rates
in the bond market rose immediately. The competitive position of Vir-
ginia's local government in the bond market began to deteriorate
and has continued to deteriorate to this date. When the interest rate
on local government bonds soared about 6 percent, even before the
passage or enactment of the proposal, Virginia local governments
were barred from the bond market.

We made remarkable construction progress in Virginia county
government in recent years. Note that 3 years ago we floated some $19
million worth of bonds. The following year we floated $40 million
worth of bonds, the year following that, the last year for which
information is available, we floated $56 million worth of bonds, of
the $441,131,000 amount of bonded indebtedness, $255,396,000 of it
was for public school construction.

I want to point out I have in my hand here a copy of the minutes
of Montgomery County's Board of Supervisors in which they pro-
pose $7,500,000 worth of bonds to construct two high schools and two

33-865---69-pt. 4--36S
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elementary schools and make additions for other schools badly in
need which they will not be able to sell on September 30, the date for
which the bids were invited.

Now, the Virginia Association of Counties in view of this situation
canvassed all 96 Virginia counties to determine precisely what the
impact of the increase of the interest rate on general obligation and
revenue bonds had been on each county. Returns were received from
80 counties of which 35 revealed plans for issuing bonds during a
period beginning 6 months ago aid extending into the future.

Attached as table I herewith is a summary of the information
received from the canvass of tile Virginia counties. Note that due
to Virginia's city-county separation none of the data applies to
any city in Virginia and the bonded indebtedness and the rat.. at
which we issue bonds is about equal between cities and counties.

Thus the data pertains only to counties, only that part of Virginia
which lies outside the boundaries of a Virginia city.

The canvass shows in the past 6 months Virginia counties have
issued $25,200,000 in county bonds. Of this amount, $17,200,000 was
issued by the rapidly growing, most populous Fairfax County just
across the Potomac River in Virginia. And not only has difficulty
been encountered in marketing this $25,200,000 but during the period
preceding the last 6 months $19,280,000 were all sold for a total of
$44,480,000 with which there has been difficulty in marketing and
some have not been sold.

Now, further, there are outstanding temporary loans in anticipation
of bond revenues of $14 million, some of which have matured, payment
is due, and the county has defaulted on the loan and those which are
not in that position soon will be because the 2-ye.tr period contained
in the statute will soon be up and there is no possibility of the county
selling the bonds i~i order to pay the loans negotiated in anticipation
of revenue. One county has been in default for some 3 months now on
a similar type of arrangement, and in recent weeks only two bond
issues have been sold and they have been sold wholly with interest
rates of 5.9 and 5.99, and in one of these the loan was spread among
several banks in order to share the risk.

Now, the canvass reveals that Virginia counties continue to progress
and had :"ns for issuing $139,310,000 in bonds in the immediate
future. A m ority of those bond revenues were to be used to construct
and replace needed school buildings and facilities in Virginia counties.
The second large portion of the bond funds was planned for con-
struction of water and sewer facilities to stem the pollution of
Virginia's streams and provide adequate, safe facilities for growth
and development in the State and to cooperate with the Federal Gov-
ernment in cleaning up the streams of the Nation.

In summary, the impact of the consideration let me repeat, just
the consideration, not the enactment, to tax the interest accruing from
State and Government bonds along with the statutory interest rate
has worked to remove local government bonds of Virginia, and nearly
all States, from the bond market. The removal of such bonds from the
market resulting in the reduction in volume offered is reflected in the
slight decline in average interest rates in the past 3 weeks. The latest
advice is that new issues are selling at the highest rate.

The counties across the country agree with the Virginia counties
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that it is not the intent of this Congress to stein progress in county
government across the Nation. But, in effect, this is what has occurred.
or do the counties believe that the Congress intends to increase State

and local taxes upon those taxpayers whom it is seeking to relieve.
But that is what 1he enactment of the proposal to tax the interest of
State and local bonds would do.

Thus, the counties urge that action be taken by the committee to
delete promptly the proposal to tax State and local government bond
interest in House Bill 13270 known as the tax reform bill. Gentlemen,
if it is at all possible that the provision could be separated from the
bill and defeat it immediately this is what we would recommend, and
return the bond market in a condition of stability. Let progress not
be hindered further. Let us resume the task of solving the problems be-
fore us. Let us not compromise the obligations of focal governments
to pay their debts as they have contracted to do in good faith in their
bonds. And, gentlemen, we say we are against LTP, we are against
ADR, we are against any tampering with the bond situation as it
exists at the present time.

I thank you.
(George Long's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE LONG

ADVERSE EFFECTS OF H.R. 13270 ON THE COUNTIES OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee: My name is
George R. Long, and I am the Executive Director of the Virginia Association of
Counties whose membership embraces 93 of the 96 counties of Virginia. I am
also Chairman of the National Conference of Executives of State Associations of
Counties whose members are the excutives of associations of counties- in 46 of
the 50 states of the United States.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and to present the critical
position of Virginia and other county governments in the bond market as a result
of the consideration by the Congress to tax interest accruing on local govern-
ment bonds. Please note that the discussion pertains primarily to what has al.
rcady occurred and does not treat what is likely to occur 0* the proposal for such
taxation is enacted into law. Virginia's position is desc,:ibed here because it is
that state with which I am most familiar; however, th a position of Virginia is
parallel to the position of every other state.

To set the stage, Virginia's Public Finance Act of 1958, is typical of legislation
of other states in providing that any county may issue bonds to obtain revenues
for capital construction projects. The statute establishes a Commission on Local
Debt to aid and assist local governments in the issuance and sale of bond, and
it sets certain standards and specifications with which the issuing jurisdiction
must comply. One of the specifications is that the bond shall not bear an in-
trest rate of tnore than 6% per annum. (Code of Virginia (1950), Sec. 15.1-
200.) Such ceilings on interest rates are set by state legislatures to protect the
local taxpayers from the additional costs of higher interest rates. Until very
recently such limitations have served Virginia and other states quite effectively
in obtaining the most advantageous financing of state and local public construc.
tion.

In order to allow local governments to let contracts and commence construction
on capital projects without delay, Virginia's Public Finance Act also provides for
the negotiation of temporary loans in anticipation of revenues from bond issues.
Three restrictions are placed on the county government in negotiating such
loans: (1) the revenues obtained from the temporary loan must be used for the
purpose for which the bonds were issued; (2) the amount of the loan may not
exceed the maximum authorized amount of the bond issue; and (3) such loans
shall mature and be paid within two Iiears from the date of issue of the original
loan.

Against this background of standards and arrangements, your attention is di-
rected to the position of Virginia local governments in the bond market. When
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the Ways and Means Committee of the United States House of Representatives
began seriously to consider the proposal to tax state and local government bond
Interest, interest rates In the bond market rose immediately. The competitive
position of Virginia's local government In the bond market began to deteriorate
and has continued to deteriorate to this date. When the interest rate on local gov-
ernment bonds soared above 6%, even before the enactment of the proposal, Vir-
ginia local governments were barred from the bond market.

Now, Virginia counties marketed $19,715,544.01 in bonds in the Fiscal Year
1964-65; they marketed $40,938,722.67 in FY 1965-66; they marketed $56,096,-
033.32 in FY 1966-67. The total outstanding bonded indebtedness of Virginia coun-
ties at the end PY 1966-67 was $444,131,000.00. Of this amount $285,396,000 was
Issued for public school construction and equipment. (Virginia, Reports of the
Auditor of Public Accounts for FY 1964-65, FY 1965-66, and FY 1966-67.)

The Virginia Association of Counties canvassed all 96 Virginia counties to de-
termine precisely what the Impact of the Increase of the interest rate on general
obligation and revenue bonds had been on each county. Returns have been re-
ceived from 80 counties of which 35 revealed plans for issuing bonds during a
period beginning six months ago and extending into the future.

Attached as Table I herewith is a summary of the information receivf.d from
the canvass of the Virginia counties. (Note that due to Virginia's city-county sepa-
ration none of the data contained herein includes any statistics which relate to
Virginia's 38 cities. This data pertains only to those parts of Virginia lying out-
side the boundaries of Virginia cities.)

The canvass shows that In the past six months Virginia counties have Issued
$25,200,000 in county bonds. Of this amount, $17,200,000 was issued by the rapidly
growing, most populace Fairfax County Just across the Potomac River. Not only
has difficulty been encountered in marketing the $25,200,000 Issued in the past six
months, but a similar difficulty has been found in marketing some $19,280,000
issued in previous months.

REPORT ON BOND ISSUES IN VIRGINIA COUNTIES

[In dollars]

Temporary
loans in Amount of

Bonds issued Difficulty In anticipation of bond issues
past 6 months marketing bond revenues anticipated

Accornck .................................................. 300, 000 ................ 300,000
Albemarle .................................................................. 700,000 5,000,000
Amherst ................................................................................... 1,000,000
Augusta ............................ 3,500,000 . 3,000,000 ............
Buchaan ................................................................................. 11,000,000
Campbell .................................................................................. 525, 000
Chesterfield ................................ 4,000,000 .....................................
Dinwiddie.. ................................................................ 1,300,000
Essex .............................................. 1,000,000 250 ,00 1,000,000
Fairfax .................................... 17,200,000 ................................ 13,000,000
Fauquier .................................................. 3,000,000 3,000,000 3, 000,000
Frederick .................................................. 180,000 ---------------- 250,000
Gloucester ................................................. 350 000 300,000 350,000
Hanover ................................... 1,000,000 1,600,009) 300,000 1,000,000
Henrico .................................................................................... 20,035,000
Isle of Wight ................................................................................ 1,500,000
Loudoun -------------------------------------------------- 11,250,000 2,100,000 11,250,000
Louisa ..................................................................................... 2,000,000
Montgomery --------------------------------------------------------------- 75,000 2,500,000
Northumberland --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 500,000
Patrick ----------------------------------- 1,000,000 ................................................
Powhatan .................................................................................. 2,250,000
Prince George --------------------------------------------- 750, 000 ---------------- 750. 000
Prince William --------------------------------------------- 13,000,000 ................ 21,000,000
Pulaski ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 6,000, 000
Roanoke ................................................................................ 15,800,000
Rockbridge - ------------------------------------------------------- 1,900,000 1,900,000
Scott ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 2000,000
Spotsylvania ------------------------------------------------------------ 55, 00000
Stafford .................................... 2,0 0 ,O0 2,000,000 1,0 00, 000 5,000,000
Westmoreland ............................................................................ 700, 000
Wise ....................................................................................... ,000,000
Wythe .................................................... 950, 000 .... 950,000
York ...................................................... 6,500,000 400 ,000 3,750,000
Washington ................................................. 100,000 475,000 200,000

Total ................................ 25,200,000 44,480.000 14,000,000 139, 310, 000
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Further, there are outstanding temporary loans in anticipation of bond reve-
nues of $14,000,000, some of which have matured, payment is due, and the county
has defaulted on the loan. In recent weeks, only two counties have been able to
negotiate temporary loans and these were negotiated with local banks with
interest rates of 5.90% and 5.99%. One of these loans was spread among several
banks in order to share the risk.

The canvass reveals that there were plans by Virginia counties to issue
and market $139,310,000 in bonds in the Immediate future. A majority of these
bond revenues were to be used to construct and replace needed school buildings
and facilities in Virginia counties. The second large portion of the bond funds
was Planned for construction of water and sewer facilities to stem the pollution
of Virginia's streams and provide adequate, safe facilities for growth and de-

velopment in the state.
In summary, the impact of the consideration of the proposal to tax the interest

accruing from local and state government bonds along with the statutory interest

rate has worked to remove local government bonds of Virginia, and nearly all

states, from the bond market. The removal of such bonds from the market

resulting in the reduction in volume offered is reflected in the slight decline in

average interest rates in the past three weeks. The latest advice is that new

issues are selling at the highest rate.
The counties across the country agree with the Virignia counties that it is not

the intent of this Congress to stem progress in county government across the

Nation. But, In effect, this is what has occurred! Nor do the counties believe that

the Congress intends to increase state and local taxes upon those taxpayers
whom it is seeking to relieve. But that Is what the enactment of the proposal

to tax the interest of state and local bonds would do.
Thus, the counties urge that action be taken by the Committee to delete

promptly the proposal to tax state and local government bond interest in House

Bill 13270 known as the Tax Reform Bill, and return the bond market to a con-

dition of stability. Let progress not be hindered further. Let us resume the task

of solving the problems before us. Let us not compromise the obligation of local

governments to pay their debts as they have contracted in good faith to do.

Mr. LoNG. I should like to introduce my counter part, Mr. Hill
II-Tu, who is executive director of the Association of County Com-
missioners of Georgia.

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege for me to wel-

come an old friend and constituent, Hill Healan, executive director of

the Georgia Association of County Commissioners, whom I have
known a long time and he has performed outstanding service.

STATEMENT OF HILL HEALAN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ASSOCTA-

TION OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF GEORGIA

Mr. HEALAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will take the chairman's
suggestion, if I may, and ad lib from my prepared presentation, so
my remarks will be brief and I will attempt to merely highlight some
of the things I think are important in the paper.

First, of all, as all of you know without my stating it, that the tools
with which local government, in fact State government, have to work
for the development of this country are through the securities, that
is your general obligation bonds or revenue certificates, that is particu-
larly true of local governments.

Now, in our State, we have attempted as a State association of coun-
ties to determine whether or not the proposed legislation under con-
sideration has an adverse impact upon local government as it relates
to the bond market, and it has. Fulton County, for instance, needs to
sell $150 million in bonds for badly needed improvements in water and
sewage facilities. They are of the opinion it is impossible to do so
because of the current situation in the bond market.
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Now, for instance, in 1966 Fulton County had a substantial bond
issue, the credit rating, the interest on those bonds were somewhere
in the neighborhood of 3 percent. It is estimated now that it will be
in excess of 6 on a similar type issue.

Now, we hear a lot, and we read a lot, in this country today about
so-called1 as the news media put it, revolution of the taxpayers. I don't
know how it is in other parts of the country but in our State it is a
very serious situation, meaning, of course, that local governments have
to use the ad valorem tax as the basis for taxing most of the improve-
ment. You kno v what they are. We are talking about building school
buildings, we are talking about building roads, we are talking about
building city streets and-a lot of times it is even bond issues, general
obligation bond issues, for water improvements. However, municipal
issues usually are revenue certificates. But in any event if you tax the
interest rates on these securities, on so-called municipal bonds, in the
end what will happen will be simply this: Providing local govern-
ments will have an opportunity to market these issues, that will simply
mean that the ad valorem taxpayer, if it is a general obligation bond,
will have to come across once again on higher ta:.es.

Now, if we are talking about a revenue certificate, of course, it
merely means that the utility rates will be up. In the end the taxpayer
will get it.

So we are merely saying to you gentlemen this morning that look
at the problem that local governmenfts have. I want to reiterate some-
thing I have already said, the tools we have to work with at local
government are through general obligation bonds and revenue
certificates.

Now, particularly county governments which we represent, be-
cause there is very little other types of revenue available to them use
that tool. So then if any kind of legislation is enacted which will
make the increased-will increase the costs of financing this kind
of work, then you are faced with two issues. One, that you either
will do it at a considerable increase in cost to the local taxpayers, the
citizens, or you will just absolutely not get your bonds sold.

Now, in that case it is a catastrophe because if we develop America,
if we develop our States, if we develop our county and city govern-
ments it has got to be done through bond issues and programs that for
which you issue revenue certificates.

Now, in conclusion, let me state this, that over the years, I think
the records will show, that the credit rating of most municipal bonds
in Georgia, county bonds, city bonds. what have you, have had a good
credit rating. Now, we know that in the last few months that the
credit rating supposedly will have gone up, has gone up, and its effect
had the number of issues. Comparing 1969 to a comparable period,
69 to 68 quarter, you had last, vear about $88 million in volume Of
issues sold. Now about $45 million in 1969, and the total number of
issues have been compared for 68 where you had about 21 you have
about 11. So I am saying that the amount of issues and the volume
have decreased.

And then finally, in conclusion once again, we have this happening.
We have people, individuals who heretofore have purchased munici-
pal bonds, and I am sure this has already been told to you before, you
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have a lot of them trying desperately to unload. Well then, of course,
that affects the morale of the entire market buyers, and I think that
has an adverse effect.

I thank you sincerely for the opportunity of making my presenta-
tion.

(Hill Healan's prepared statement follows:)

EXPECTED ADVERSE IMPACTS OF HR 13270 ON THE COUNTIES OF GEORGIA

My name is Hill Healan and I am the Executive Secretary of the Association
of County Commissioners of Georgia. I come before you today as representative
of all the 159 counties In the State of Georgia whose membership within the
Association is unanimously and unalterably opposed to the legislation now being
considered by this Committee which adversely affects the principle of immunity
of municipal bonds from federal taxation.
- The counties of our state, like so many others throughout our land, have out-
standing general obligation bonds. In addition, because the Constitution and
statutes of Georgia are relatively liberal in the type of service and revenue which
may form the basis of revenue certificates, many counties have revenue bonds
for which certain revenues of the county are pledged.

It is a matter of common knowledge that many of the rural counties of
Georgia are sadly lacking in public improvements such as streets, libraries,
schools, water and sewer systems, and many other needed public improvements
which can be obtained only through the issue and sale of bonds. Furthermore,
the thickly populated areas, including the larger municipalities, have gigantic
problems of sewage disposal, insufficient water supplies, and solid waste disposal
which will require billions of dollars of financing if they are to be solved. For
example, Fulton County, which includes the City of Atlanta, and has a popula-
tion of over 550.000 people has a real and continuous need for sanitary sewerage
and surface water drainage, requiring a minimum outlay of $150,000,000. The
local government is prefectly willing to assume this burden and solve its
problem in its own way. But, it is literally beyond the power of local govern-
ments in our State to finance these much-needed projects involving enormous
sums of money if the principal source of financing, namely, generally obligation
and revenue bonds, do not find a ready market at reasonable rates of interest.

Due to the limitations imposed by the Constitution of Georgia, most of the
counties of Georgia have heretofore enjoyed excellent credit ratings, and as a
result, have paid remarkably low interest rates on their borrowings. Many of
the older outstanding bonds in our State bear very low interest rates. And why
is this interest so low compared with comparable private credits? Not because
of their high rating; not becouse of the assurance of prompt payment-but
primarily because the interest coupons are exempt from income tax. The prime
factor in the advantage over private bonds is always the exemption of interest
on municipal bonds from Federal income tax.

As important as is the willingness of the individual taxpayer to buy and hold
until redemption a tax-exempt municipal bond, it is equally important that these
bonds be made attractive to the big investors. such as local trust banks and
other institutions which, of necessity and partially as a gesture of civic pride,
invest a substantial part of their assets in state and local securities. The tax
exempt status of a bond is a controlling factor in its purchase by such
Institutions.

Normally, there has been a *,r. at deal of trading among financial institutions
in municipal bonds, as they cozistantly seek to upgrade the income from their
securities. This created a steady and active market until the present time.

Both attorneys and advisors who serve the counties of Georgia, and especially
the smaller counties who do not have fiscal officers trained and skilled in the
management of securities, have advised me not only that the imposition of
income tax upon the interest of municipal bonds will effectively impair their
market: but they have also told me that the mere threat of future taxation
possibly applied even to commercial banks has caused wide-spread alarm. Small
Individual investors, in many cases, are trying to unload their municipal hold-
ings at this time for fear the Congress will persist in the House bill's plan to
levy income taxes upon the outstanding issues. This "unloading" revenue is
killing our market for new issues because what is done for individuals today,
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can be done tomorrow for banks and institutions which hold % of the munic-
ipal bonds.

The threat of this proposed legislation has already adversely affected the sale
of millions of dollars of municipal bonds which would have financed desperately
needed schools, hospitals, sewage plants, and dozens of other vital projects.
These were not projects that were casually decided upon, for communities of
people throughout the country do not saddle themselves and, in many cases,
their children, with a financial burden to build marginal facilities. On the con-
trary, they were the subject of lengthy discussion, duly voted for and repay-
ment provided for by a majority of the people. Local public improvements are
needed everywhere, and unless the people are permitted to decide and provide
for their needs on a local level, as they traditionally have. then only atrophy or
stagnation will result, and initiative of local elected officials will be destroyed.

In Georgia, this year's sale of issues in the first quarter alone, are only half of
the volume of last year, from $88 million to $45 million, and the number of
issues has dropped'from 21 to 11. The pace of these financing failures has quick-
ened in recent months as Interest rates on local government bonds have risen to
their highest levels in American financial history. As long as this "tax reform"
bill remains a matter of Congressional debate, the market will naturally remain
extremely worried and chaotic. This will naturally keep interest rates at abnor-
mally high levels. For communities in desperate need of a new project, there is
no alternative but to pay the added cost and wallow in what one bank referred
to as the "disaster area in the financial world."

It is most unfortunate that obligations of such stable, high credit-rated gov-
ernments as Fulton County and the City of Atlanta are being offered at substan-
tial discount for early maturity because of the psychological effect of the pend-
ing tax measure.

Thus we are confronted not only with the real fact that a tax upon municipal
bonds will weaken or destroy the market, but we are also faced with the fact
that the threat of such taxation has had a bad psychological effect on the market
even before a tax has actually been imposed.

One does not have to be a financial wizard to come to the conclusion that this
measure does not provide "tax reform" as its title implies. Rather, the elimina-
tion of the Federal tax immunity, as it applies to municipal and state bond
interest, would force the demand for higher interest rates on these bonds--and
higher interest rates mean higher local taxes, Including property and sales taxes
whose burden rests primarily on those with the least ability to pay. Congress
would be merely shifting a considerable burden to local taxpayers, in the name
of tax reform.

In conclusion, let me urge the Committee to continue to seek and to study
alternatives to supply needed revenue, but to honor our Dlea to exclude the bonds
of local government from any form of federal taxation, whether by way of a
"limit on tax preferences" or "allocation of deductions" or otherwise.

The CIIATRXAN. At this time I would like to introduce Mr. Arthur
Sypek, who is the first vice president of the New Jersey Association
of Chosen Freeholders, Mr. Sypek.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR R. SYPEK, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT,
NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS

Mr. SYPRK. Chairman Long, and members of the committee, you
have heard the presentation of the NACO position by various repre-
sentatives. You do have my statement in the record, and I will simply
briefly summarize additional points, and. specifically, the impact of
thi, type of law on the coantie.i of Nbw JeIsey.

The State association of the counties of New Jersey has unanimously
passed a resolution opposing' the taxing of municipal bonds. New Jer-
sey is a population-growing State, and must provide through its coun-
ties the best level of government for regional solution of problems,
various services, and I would like to enumerate a few.
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The large counties, such as Bergen County and Essex County, where
services of our community colleges call for expenditures of $40 mil-
lion, county administrative building in Essex County of $20 million,
and in my own county, Mercer, where a community college total ex-
penditure is in the area of $20 million which was simply begun in the
last few years, the effect on the municipal bonds will be of such Inagni-
tude that it will simply increase the cost to the local taxpayer, and
our greatest source of income are real estate taxes; 80 percent of our
income in the counties of New Jersey are derived from local taxation.

Senator ANDERSON. Will you tell us what a chosen freeholder is?
Mr. SYPEK. It is a county commissioner, sir. We are the only State,

I understand, in the Union that designates the nomenclature of the
county supervisor, county commissioner, as a freeholder, and we have
not changed that nomenclature. Although some of our younger mem-
bers of the county boards would like to change it to a more modern
name we have not done it to date, sir.

We are elected officials. I am in my 10th year as a county super-
visor, if you will, freeholder, and also head of the Mercer County
government, the capital county of New Jersey.

In the area of education, if you will, I covered vocational educa-
tion, the community colleges are called upon in all the counties of
New Jersey, and the great impact if the interest is increased if the
moneys for these projects are dried up because of the taxation of
municipals.

In the area of transportation, we in New Jersey have found many
of our transportation systems are going under and the counties are
called uon tol salvage itlhe transportation, bus transportation, if you
will, and will call for additional funds.

The growth of airports, the need for airports in New Jersey. In
my own particular county we have the largest county airport in New
Jersey, but other counties are beginning to build airports, these de-
mand great amounts of money for expansion, acquisition of land, if
you will.

In recreation, the counties of New Jersey have taken advantage of
open space moneys provided by the Federal Government as well as
our own program of greenacres moneys, and before lands are acquired
the costs have risen as much as 6 to 10 percent a year. In my
particular county, our program called for $6 million, $3 million open
space funds and $3 million from greenacres from New Jersey. Today
we may have to raise an additional $2 million because of increase in
cost of lands. This is simply the acquisition of the land for recrea-
tional purposes.

We are a small State, our counties are small. We must set aside
lands now for future generations. Within the next decade or 15 years
we must provide millions of dollars for projects such as golf courses,
tennis centers, swimming pools and things of this nature.

We are thinking not only of today but the impact of this type of
legislation, entlemen, and just in short, summarizes the impact on
the State of ew Jersey.

I thank you for the privilege of appearing before you.
(Arthur R. Sypek's prepared statement follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR R. SYPEK

EXPECTED ADVERSE IMPACT OF H.R. 13270 ON TIE COUNTIES OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Committee, my name Is Arthur R. Sypek,
and I am appearing today as the First Vice President of the New Jersey Asso-
ciation of Chosen Freeholders. I am also the elected Director of the Mercer
County Board of Chosen Freeholders, the governing body of the capital county
of New Jersy.

You have heard statements of the National Association of Counties' position
against certain provisions contained in the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1969.
and the decidedly adverse impact which these proposals could have on an already
high interest rate bond market. I would like, however, to point out to the Com-
mittee the specific dollar impact of such changes on certain counties of Nei.
Jersey, as well as the deleterious effect on n' ny essential capital improvement
projects which could be placed in serious jeopardy if HR 13270 becomes law.

In my own county of Mercer, it is agreed among municipal financial experts
that the elimination of tax-exempt status of municipal bonds will result in in-
creasing the interest of municipal bonds by approximately 1.5--2% per year. Its
effect, for example, on Mercer County's recent temporary financing of $9.6 million
for Community College and general county improvements will be to cost the
hard-pressed county taxpayers an additional 1.6-2.1 million dollars in lnerest
costs over a twenty-year period. In addition, any future increase in interest
rates of municipal bonds, as a result of eliminating their trix-exempt status,
could well jeopardize the contemplate construction of $4 million areawide
county vocational school system and the new Mercer County Administration
Building.

One of Mercer County's newest and boldest Innovations-the proposed regional
solid waste disposal system, which would involve bond financing of incinerators
and/or regional sanitary land-fill projects-could also be jeopardized by sharp
increases in the Interest rates, thuj hampering the very kinds of regional de-
velopment projects to which the Foderal government Itself has been committed
for at least a decade.

In Essex County-the major urban county of northern New Jersey-capital
projects requiring municipal bonds will exceed $5 million for 1969 and will be
well over $7 million in 1970 and 1971. Included in the 1969 capital projects is
over $860,000 for construction of the Essex County College Urban Campus. The
same project will require over $'h million in 1970 and over $4 million in 1971.
In Newark, we are erecting a new county building including a new jail adjacent
to the Hall of Records, at an estimated cost of $2 million. From 1969 through
1978, approximately $1% million has been allocated for the construction or re-
construction of county highways.

Bergen County--one of the most populace counties in our state-needs about
$4 million in capital projects in 1969 and for 1970 and 1971, over $3 million and
$4/ million, -espectively. In Bergen County, they anticipate county needs of
$20 million starting in 1974 for construction of a community college. An addi-
tional $20 million needed for that $40 million project would be financed by the
State of New Jersey, presumably by municipal honds. The county also needs
between $1 and $2 million from 1969 through 1972 for roads and bridge con-
struction.

If the tax status of municipal bonds i changed, the county colleges, hospitals,
bridges, highways, vocational schools, court houses, welfare institutions, jails,
youth shelters and other projects and services could be seriously curtailed and ad-
ditional new tax burdens would fall on already over-burdened New Jersey prop-
erty taxpayers-the heaviest taxed of any group of home or property owners of
any state In the country.

The counties of New Jersey, and the counties of all the states, ask you to main-
tain the status quo of municipal bonds. To alter the status quo-regardless of the
sincere desire to improve the over-all tax structure-would severely hamper the
ability of county government In New Jersey to rsepond to the growing needs of
Its citizens.

Thank you for hearing me.
Mr. LONG. At this time, I wish to introduce the Honorable Dale

Anderson, county executive, Baltimore County, Md.
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STATEMENT OF DALE ANDERSON, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
BALTIMORE COUNTY, MD.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, since I am here to summarize some very pertinent fac ; I
will do so but I will try to do so as rapidly as possible.

I am Dale Anderson county executive of Baltimore County, Md.,
and a director of the Rational Association of Counties. I appreciate
this opportunity to summarize the drastic impact which the pending
taxation of municipal bonds is having and will continue to have on
county government finances.

As my fellow county officials have related, county governments all
across the country have been stretched to the complete end of their
fisc 1l capability and are reaching a point where revolt against over-in-
creasing rates of local taxation is not only possible but highly probable.
County expenditures have increased almost 50 percent since 1962, ris-
ing from $8.9 billion in that year, to $12.9 billion in 1967. The financial
plight of cities is well known and amply demonstrated in the halls of
Congress, but it is not generally known that county expenditures have
outstripped even those of the beleaguered cities in thelast 5 ycars. To
finance these expenditures, we must depend on a tax which is one of the
most regressive and one of the most inelastic in the entire lexicon of
painful taxes. According to the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations, some 93 percent of total county expenditures is
funded by the proceeds of property taxes. For every increased dollar
of county expenditures, 93 cents has to come out of some local tax-
payer's pocket in the form of propert taxes

In the 21 years from 1946 to 1967, State, county, and local property
levies increased sharply from $8 billion to $47 billion. As at exam-
l ie of how these tax increases strike most, cruelly at 1 hose with the
east ability to pay, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations has estimated that more than one-half of this tremendous in-
crease is directly attributable to new and increased taxes, with less
than half due to the response of old taxes to economic growth. I hope
you will pardon us, therefore, if we become somewhat frenzied at the
prospect of "reforming" the tax system by measures which will lead
directly to further increases of property taxes. You must do more to
help us. The Nation's domestic priorities cannot afford the injury the
House has proposed.

There is no question in our minds that. this assault on the historicimmunity of State and local government bonds from Federal taxation
represents a direct. and frontal assault on the local homeowner. Just
the discusion alone of the possibility of Federal taxation has shaken
the entire municipal bond market to its core. The amount of debt
floated so far in 1969 is 40 percent lower than the equivalent amount
in 1968, even though requirements for local capital improvements are
continuing to increase tremendously. Right now, in September 1969,
it has been estimated that. a county government floating a bond issue
will incur over 100 additional basis points in interests over the amount
it would have incurred to market the issue prior to House hearings on
this so-called tax reform legislation. It has been suggested that soaring
municipal bond interest rates are due principally to the current. cli-
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mate of inflation and only secondarily to possible Federal taxation of
municipal bonds. I cannot accept that, since, if this were so, yields on
similarly rated corporate and taxable bonds would have increased at
the same rate, but they did nothing of the sort. In fact, the increase
for similarly rated corporate bonds was only 10 basis points since July.

There is a limit to these rising municipal bond interest rates, but
I am not sure it is a limit which people in my county can afford. The
limit will be reached when local governments all over the country
postpone or cancel many vital public improvement projects which have
been anticipated and nurtured for years because they are unable or
unwilling to accept impossibly high ixtorest rates. This is not an issue
which is going tobe centered in one section of the country rather than
another. Rather, it has the capabilities of swelling into a public pro-
test the likes of which, I predict, has seldom been seen in this Nations
history. In the name of tax reform, you are considering legislation
now which will be felt unfavorably by every person no matter how
modest his means. If he owns a house, he will feel it in increased prop-
erty taxes. If he rents his home, the owner's increased taxes will be
reflected in the tenant's rent rise.

When one considers the relative pittance in increased Federal reve-
nues which will emerge from these tax proposals, it is almost impos-
sible to understand how these plans were successfully passed by the
House. For example, the Secretary of the Treasury estimates that
the allocation of deduction provisions would result in an annual incre-
ment of $45 million to the U.S. Treasury. This number is miniscule
in comparison to the additional interest costs which State and local
governments will incur if the Federal Government is permitted to
tax the interest on their obligations.

We have estimated that as a result of inclusion in the allocation of
deduction rule alone, State and local taxpayers will have to pay
amounts almost 10 times more than the money returned to the Treas-
ury in the 5th year of enactment. This provision seems even more
questionable when you consider that all of the increased State and
local taxes will be subject to deduction from Federal income tax
returns.

What is particularly objectionable to elected county officials like
myself about this current legislation is the fact that it is included
part and parcel in a package entitled "Tax Reform." This is a won-
derful catchword to build widespread public support since it conl-
veys the idea somehow or other, the end result of the legislation will
be a lower tax bill for the average citizen of this country. But the
provision relating to municipal bonds cannot and will not work that
way, and this is patently clear to every local government official if
not the local taxpayer at this time.

If our cost for selling bonds increases, our major source of funds
is in regressive property taxes and sales tax, the rates of which have
to go up accordingly. Throughout the history of this country, we have
p reserved under the Constitution, the immunity of the sovereign
States and their instrumentalities from Federal taxation. It is par-
ticularly repugnant to those of us who are struggling with terrible
financial burdens on the local level where the domestic ills of our
Nation are gathered to have our major revenue source jeopardized in
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the name of tax reform which promises to correct inequities. This is
not, tax reform; it is more like tax paralysis which will restrict the
fiscal capabilities of local governments.

When we raise the property tax, it doesn't mean the homeowner is
earning more income as it usually does when his income taxes go up.
It doesn't mean either that he makes a conscious effort to purchase
something and pays a sales tax. Nor even that he drives his automo-
bile and pays a gasoline tax. All of these taxes, of course, would have
the threat of being increased. The property tax is as high as it can go.
We must have some help, from the U.S. Senate particularly.

I don't have to tell you that the property taxes don't work with such
a direct relationship between the payer and the beneficiary. I can cite
case after case where a homeowner in Baltimore County has an in-
come today about the same as he had 5 years ago, and his property
taxes have gone up almost 40 percent. This increase in property taxes
has absolutely no relationship to his ability to pay. If Icn cite cases
in Balt imore County, I'm sure every county official across the country
can do likewise. So, when people who are for raising the interest on
municipal )onds talk about inequities, I'd like to know inequities to
whom. In Baltimore County alone, I could probably match every
millionaire who already may be avoiding Federal taxes because of his
municipal bond holdings with thousands of hapless and irate home-
owners who can't and shouldn't pay a dollar more in local property
taxes.

Just last month, this Federal administration announced a sweep-
ing package of welfare, revenue-sharing, mass transit, and housing
proposals which promises for the first time to increase substantially
Federal assistance to the hardpressed State and local governments.
The potential of a hopeful new federalism is particularly appeal-
ing to those of us whose citizens and resources have reached the end
of the line. President Nixon said:

After a third of a century of power flowing from the people and the States to
Washington, it is time for a new Federalism in which power, funds and responsi-
bility will flow from Washington to the States and the peoples.

How this kind of philosophy can be advanced at the same time that
the Federal Government is threatening to destroy the municipal bond
market is a puzzle for the future historians to decipher. The rhetoric of
the administration and many Members of Congress implies a commit-
ment to decentralization of government, while at one and the same
time, the Federal Government is seriously jeopardizing the ability of
State and local governments to meet their responsibilities. You can't
have it both ways.I Gentlemen, let me close for NACO by simply stating our overall
position. There must be no inclusion of municipal bond interest in the
limit on tax preference proposal or in the allocation of deductions rule
in any manner whatsoever. Further there must be separate hearings
on alternative methods of financing subject to further study. I thank
you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, you have made a very fine presentation
here today. If you saw a broad grin on my face during part of your
presentation it wasn't because of anything you said. I saw one of my
old friends, Robert Kennon, who was my opponent when I ran for
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Senator. If there were a change of 1/2 to 1 percent of the votes he
would have been here rather than me.

Since that day he served with distinction as Governor of Louisiana
and also as chairman of the Governors' conference. He became so
alarmed at the dangerous trend toward federalism that he supported
the Republican candidate for President since that date, and finally
his conscience required him to leave the Democratic Party and join
the Republican Party and I know he would be very much dismayed
to find that the Republican Secretary of Treasury is now advocating
a Federal tax on State and local bonds because Governor Kennon
has always been a great States righter and he found it necessary to
leave the Democratic Pa'ty because the Democratic Party, once hav-
ing been the party of States rights, left him. So I know he would
speak for a great number of others with that philosophy.

Now, one thing that, a point, Senator Talmadge made on yesterday,
I think, is worth noting. This year it looks as though we are going to
have 6-percent inflation or 61/2 percent, to be more exact, which would
be more than these State or local bonds outstanding are presently
yielding, so in real terms whoever is getting the interest on these State
and local bonds will really be making zero. He will actually be losing
money because the depreciation in the value of his investment will
offset any interest that he might make.

Now, at the same time one of the things, one of the big items, caus-
ing this inflation will be negotiation of these new wage contracts where
organized labor is in position, and I applaud them for doing all they
can for their members, but they are in position to demand and get
major increases which will outstrip productivity, and we have here a
revenue bill which undertakes to tax this fellow who in real terms has
made nothing, so we can redistribute his income to people who are
going to get a tax cut on balance by taxing the other fe low.

Now, in some respects it is very clear that this will impose a very
heavy burden on State and local. government.

Your testimony in general strikes me as indicating that most of
your revenue comes from property taxes, is that correct?

Judge FowLER. That is correct.
Mr. ANDERSON. Ninety-three percent.
The CHAIRMAN. With taxes being as high as they are, it would be

impossible to get people to vote for increased taxes on themselves.
That is what would have to be done, theT would have to vote it on
themselves. In some cases you can impose it but in most instances the
people have to vote on it. That is how it is in Louisiana and that is
how it is in most States.

And furthermore any assessor who goes out here and tries to raise
everybody's assessment will be voted out at the next election, isn't
that correct? If he goes out and raises everybody's assessment by, 6
or 7 percent to try to keep up with the increase in the cost of living
he won't be back after the next election, so you just can't very well
do that.

So the counties are pretty well frozen where they are in the income
that they have availab-e to them, and what we have been recommending
here will simply raise their expense so that we will be requiring them
either to reduce services or to try to raise taxes on their own people.
Isn't that about the size of itI
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Judge FOWLER. That is right.
The-CHAIRTAN. Rather than to do that it seems to me we would be

better advised to consider some, at least one, suggestion that was made
yesterday; this is, if the Federal Government really wants to help the
States-and this proposal would hurt the States and counties and the
cities-if we want to do something about this interest subsidy we might
just try to out by simply making up the difference to these State and
county trust funds that are set up for the retirement of their own em-
ployees so that they could afford to buy their own bonds or their own
State and county bonds and make u) th e difference in interest to them
if they borrowed their own trust funds and held some of their own
bonds.

That would be a better proposal, I would think, than what we have
here where you are going to increase the expense, on the one hand, and
hope to give it, back, on the other.

Now, with regard to all these ceilings that exist on what can be paid
in States and counties, would not Ihat require a great deal of legisla-
tion both at the State and local level to change all these ceilings so
that one could pay more and, hopefully, get some Federal subsidy
out of it?

Mr. CONNER. Not only legislation, Mr. Chairman, but even constitu-
tional amendment in many cases which is even more difficult.

The CHAIRMAN. If we are going to try these things then it would
seem to me we should try to do one more thing, see if we can amend
the State constitutions by an act of Congress by stating, notwith-
standing anything in the State constitution, you go ahead and borrow
money at 10 percent if need be to finance a project, but I can't see any
State could honor it except by an act of Congress that we have a right
to amend the State constitutions. You wouldn't advocate that and I
doubt if you would.

Mr. ANiDERSON. I would think, Mr. Chairman, it would be just as
dangerous as that assessor raising the assessments.

Mr. CONNER. In New Jersey it would make you an unchosen free-
holder.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Harris.
Senator HARmRIs. Mr. Chairman, I think you have expressed some

of the concerns that are in all of our minds. I just want to say that I
am impressed by the persuasive appearance here of all these gentle-
men, and particularly I am glad to see my old friend, Dale Anderson,
of Baltimore County.

Mr. ANDERsoN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator Bimw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This has been an interesting and informative discussion this mor-

ning. I see one old friend on the panel I have known a long time,
George Long. I know him to be an able and knowledgeable citizen
of Virginia, but he has also been recognized throughout the Nation by-
having been elected chairman of the Conference of Executives of
State Associations of Counties.

I want to ask Mr. Long this question: In your capacity as Chairman
of this conference have you found the local officials to be rather unan.
imous in their view that it would bx a mistake to change the status
of State and municipal bonds?
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Mr. LONG. Senator, this is precisely the situation. I found no com-
ment favorable to making this change whatsoever across the Nation.

Senator Bym. The feeling is then that this would be detrimental to
the localities and would increase the cost to the localities and the
citizens of those localities?

Mr. LoNe. In every State and every locality of the Nation.
Senator ByRD. May I ask Mr. Brewer a question? Mr. Brewer is, I

nckiced, chairman of the Taxation and Finance Committee, National
Association of Counties.

In your capacity as chairman of the finance and taxation com-
mittee you have studied, I assume, what you anticipate the interest the
localities would have to pay if the tax-exempt status were removed.
Did you indicate that that would be 9 to 91/2 percent?

Mr. BREWER. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. And that would be about 50 percent greater than it

is now ?
Mr. BREWER. That is right, Senator. This would be on a taxable

basis,.
Senator BYRD. It would b- v* c taxable basis?
Mr. BR R.iF. Yes, sir; this information is drawn from the rates on

high-grade corporate bonds today and the fact that counties, munic-
ipalities, and the States we-Uid be in the taxable bond market. This
would reduce the base of tie market forcing up even the rates as we
know them today on corporate issues which are running around
81 to 88/4 percent.

Senator BYmD. So instead of the localities paying roughly what
would it be, 6 percent now?

Mr. BimwER. Six percent now.
Senator BYRD. Six percent now, they would pay 50 percent more or

maybe more than 50 percent additional?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Of course, the proposal has been made that the Fed-

eral Government subsidize part of the interest. I think in considering
that proposal we want to be aware of the fact that the Federal Gov-
enment in this budget that the Congress is now considering is paying
$17 billion the taxpayers are now paying $17 billion, in interest, and
so far as i am concerned I am not very anxious to keep increasing
the amount of interest that the Federal Government is paying, the
Federal taxpayers are paying, above that gigantic figure of $17 billion.

Thank you, Mr. Brewer and Mr. Long and gentlemen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I am somewhat concerned that the House bill seems

to take the approach that anything that the Federal Government has
not yet taxed must be taxed. After this bill I understand the House
then hopes to go to work on inheritance taxes, gift taxes and matters
of that sort,

This bill reminds me of the statement by one of my favorite Loui-
siana orators who used to campaign with my Uncle Earl. He would get
up there and make the statement that the opposition went down to
the State Capitol and he said they taxed everything from bedbugs to
billygoats and would have had old nanny next if they hadn't stopped
theL h

(Laughter.)
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Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that you are probably
in the best position to prevent such a thing as that from happening
than anyone else.

The CHAIRMAN. Well I think we will stop some of it anyway. We
will consider your problems, gentlemen. Thank you very much.

1)o you have any further comment?
Mr. CoNNEMr. r. Chairman, I just wanted to say: sitting here and

hearing all this confusing mass of facts, and reading yesterday's testi-
mony and knowing that you have heard the testimony from the other
side, which was equally confusing, I have great sympathy for the
members of the committee.
The Wall Street Journal says today that whatever else you think

about the facts of the municipal bond issue, uncertainty is the real key
to this problem. So long as we have that uncertainty, we are going to
pay more interest on municipal bonds, whether you gentlemen legislate
or whether you don't. We must have certainty.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Now, Mayor Tate was to be on the panel yesterday, and he was not

able to be with us in the morning session. He was counting on us to
hold an afternoon session but I think the chairman intimidated mem-
bers not to ask any questions during the morning session so we got
through in the morning.

Mayor Tate, we are happy to have you back and we will be pleased
to hear your views on this problem.

Senator HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, if I could first say, Mayor Tate is
an old friend of mine. I don't think we could have a better spokesman
on this issue than he is, being vice president of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors and immediate past president of the National 'League of
Cities.

.Jim is a sincere and plainspoken man. He says what he believes and
believes'what he says, and I think we are fortunate to have him here
this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Mayor Tate, I hope you understand the Republi-
cans this morning are holding their Republican caucus to elect their
new minority leader, and for that reason they are not with us at this
moment but they will all undertake to read your statement in due
course.

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. 3. TATE, MAYOR OF PHILADELPHIA

Mayor TATE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to say to the chairman and especially my friend the national

chairman the great Senator from Oklahoma, all of you have been
most kind to allow me to come back before you this morning after the
unfortunate set of circumstances yesterday which prevented my ap-
pearingbefore this committee. I looked forward to it for so long be-
cause I believe sincerely in my message.

I know that you have listened to this repetitious recitation of prob-
lems, but we feel it, so strongly.

As you know, Senator Harris was very kind, and I wanted the
Senator to know I always enjoy going back to his hometown in Law-
ton where I have some friends as well as in Oklahoma City.
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Yesterday the chairman was very kind to listen to my plea over the
telephone and that is the reason I am here and for that reason I am
going to be very brief.

As you know, 1 am the. mayor of the city of Philadelphia and have
been since 1962. I am now the vice president of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors and the immediate past president of the National I.eague of
Cities and I do come with some experience with these problems.

We saw this in the offing 5 or 6 years ago. It is not something that
happened just yesterday.

On behalf not only of the cities but also of the States and the coun-
ties and school districts and all local authorities, I do want to express
my own firm opposition to the proposals to tax the interest on muni-
cipal bonds as contained in H.R. 1372 and the Treasury Department's
recommendation to this committee.

I very strongly appreciate the fact that the Senate committee, the
Senate Finance Committee, under your leadership has given us the op-
portimity to develop this dialog and real understanding of the prob-
lem. UnfMortunately we did not have that opportunity in the House.

Although there is an understandable desire by the Congress to close
all of the loopholes by which individuals escape taxation, I should
warn the members of this committee, as others have, that taxing the
income front municipal bonds to any extent or by any device at all will
create catastrophic conditions in America.

First, I do believe it will fatally undermine further the doctrine of
intergovernmental immunity, which protects the State and local gov-
ernments by subjecting them to coercive financial controls through
Federal taxing power.

Second, I do believe it will bring about sharp increases in local real
estate taxes, sales taxes, which fall most heavily on low- and moderate-
income people. This will generate a "taxpayers' revolt" vastly more
serious than anything prevailing today.

I was very much interested in your remarks about assessors. At one
time I was an assessor and perhaps that is what happens to old as-
sessors, they become mayors.

Third, I do believe it. will result in. litigation, long-term litigation,
which will ao all the way to the Supreme Court., causing utter chaos
in the municipal bond market while some $16 million of capital con-
struction projects grind to a halt throughout the country until a judi-
cial determination is niade.

I can assure you I am not overstating the effect that these proposals
would have on the fiscal condition of our States, counties, and cities.
Even the threat of Federal taxation has already thrown tie bond
market, the local bond market, into a state of chaos.

I want to relate what appears in the issue of September 16, and sub-
mit it for the record, of the Municipal Finance Officers Association
bulletin newsletter where they state:

Bond index again registers new high. For the third successive week the Bond
Buyers' Index of 20 municipal bonds reached a record high level. On September 4,
it was 6.347 percent, up 11 basis points from the previous week. The higher
grade 11 bond index also was at a new record high registering an increase of i2
basis points to that it was 6.270 September 4. The lowest level touched by the
20 bond index, 1969 was 4.82 percent recorded on January 23. The chaotic condt-
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ton of the municipal bond market is reflected in the Bond Buyers tabulation of
displacements. That is no bids received, bids rejected or issues postponed. Since
September 3, 1968 to September 5, 1969, 316 issues amounting to $1,800,000,000
have been displaced. Of these no bids were received on 153 issues totaling $816
million. Bids were rejected on 60 issues totaling $158 million, and 109 issues
amounting to $950 million were postponed. This period covers the tight money
span which began in the last quarter of 1968 and is highlighted by the discount
rate change made on December 8 of last year.

Prime rate increase occurred on June 9 of 1969 and reflect the market reaction
to the 1969 tax reform act approved by the House unfortunately.

I can go on and on and state this but only yesterday the esteemed
mayor of the city of Pitttsburgh, which is undergoing a great deal of
problems, Mayor Joseph Barr-

The CHAIRMAN. Might I just interrupt you for 1 minute?
Mayor TATE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that article itself make the statement that that

reflects what the House did?
Mayor TATE. Yes, sir.
The CHrAIMMN. That is both your opinion and also the publication

from which you are reading?
Mayor TATE. That is correct. That is correct, sir. Thank you very

much.
Mayor Barr of Pittsburgh told me they had a $9 million authorized

bond issue on which he could get no takers. He is in a status quo and
cannot move ahead, he is undergoing the trials and experiences of a
construction strike because of this particular problem. I would say this
is the experience of most. cities in the country today because of the un-
certainty and it certainly reflects what appears officially in this
publication.

Even in July of this year Philadelphia, for instance, incurred inter-
est charges of 6.43 percent. We were fortunate because we could go a
little high on issues aggregating $60,625,000. We didn't have this op-
portunity on the school bond issue which has been rejected by the tax-
payers in a campaign in the spring of this year but the city govern-
ment on municipal issues were all right. But this is the highest rate in
our history which runs back almost 200 years.

Incidentally, Senator Byrd, we had a very interesting presentation
before the Bicentenmal Commission. We are very glad to have your
support. I am very proud of what Philadelphia did for the Bicenten-
nial Commission when you were in New York.

Senator BYRD of Virginia. I wish I could be with you there.
Mayor TATE. it was very good and I wanted to tell you that.
In the last year there have been a total of 396 bond issues valued

at.over $1.9 billion rejected or postponed throughout the Nation, de-
priving our citizens of much-needed services and affecting workers in
many industries.

The city of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia School Board's cur-
rent program for the development of airports, piers, mass transit,
health, recreation, public safety, and school facilities will cost $1.4
billion and we can handle it if we don't have this restriction. But the
restrictions on our tax exemption will result in at least a 2-percent
increase in interest rates, and in order to absorb, of course, an increase
of that magnitude, it will require an increase of 25 percent in the city's
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real estate tax, and in Philadelphia we have the advantage of what we
call a wage or income tax which helps us to keep that rate down. But
we can't hold the line much longer if we have to go through with this
kind of a program.

State and local governments have bonds outstanding in the magni-
tude of $130 billion today, and a 2-percent reduction in interest charges
which the exemption provides would save the local governments about
$21/ billion annually. If they do lose this income they will have no re-
course but to tax locally to obtain it, and in such formidable amounts as
to cause real public outrage at the grassroots levels.

The final irony is that, while these proposals will impose a crushing
burden on local government, the Treasury will actually lose money
as a result of this particular program.

The U.S. Treasury Department estimates a meager $45 million gain
on the allocation-of-deductions plan and only $35 million under the
minimum tax proposal. Very heroic proposals but they don't produce
anything. It is like a lion producing a mouse.

However, breaching the historic immunity of State and local gov-
ernments from local taxation, and shattering the confidence of inves-
tors, will result in at least a 2-perent increase in interest rates on the
bonds. Of course, it is showing already.

Assuming that no increase in the current $16 billion annually of
municipal issues, State and local governments would be required to
levy an additional $320 million in taxes for the first year to offset a
gain of $80 million in the Treasury. After the post-1969 issues reach
the present level of $130 billion the local costs would jump to an
additional $2.6 billion a year.

However, the final absurdity really is this: All of these taxes levied
by the State and local governments are deductible on the Federal re-
turn. The amounts gained by the Treasury, U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment on the one hand, would be offset by a loss due to increased Fed-
eral Aeductions, on the other. The net result of imposing crushing tax
burden on local government taxes which fall most heavily on low-
income people would really be a loss to the Federal Treasury.

Id think we should be taken in by the bond interest subsidy
offer in H.R. 13270. Not only is the Secretary of the Treasury given
wide latitude in determining the subsidy but we would be completely
at the mercy of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees,
which could curtail or eliminate the subsidy at any time.

Finally, I earnestly urge you to reject these proposals which would
really cripple our cities, tax more heavily our already harassed local
homeowners, which is really the basic fabric of living in America, and
undermine control by local voters of the affairs of local government,
and I reiterate what was said by the final speaker on behalf of the
counties, that we should do something about this now. We should elimi-
nate this uncertainty in the bond market. An expeditious conclusion
of the program by your Senate committee would certainly hurry along
the day that the bond issues now on the boards and those which are
planned for later this year to fill depleted capital treasuries throughout
the cities of America can be sold at reasonable rates and certainly
w6dld bring about a' welcome news td the people of the cities of
America;-
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Thank you very much, Senator. I appreciate the courtesy, and I am
sorry I interrupted your procedure today. It has been very thoughtful.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mayor. I was very much
impressed with your statement, particularly the point that you make
about intergovernmental immunity. It is nothing new to us to hear
some southern mayor or southern Governor make that point, but some-
times it is just as important to a great city like Philadelphia as it is
to the cities of our part of the Nation.

Mayor TATE. Thank you, I respect it, sir, and I have always been
an advocate of that.

The CHAIRMAN'. Any questions?
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mayor, I think your statement was a very effective one and I think

it is summarized well in points 1, 2, and 3 on page 1 of your statement,
and I notice that you use the figure of $130 billion as the bonds out-
standing and my understanding is that by the end of this year it, will
be $140 billion.

Mayor TATE. A very modest estimate, sir.
Senator BYRD. Now, the proposal was made before this committee

several days ago that the Federal Government guarantee all State and
local bonds and that the Federal Government pay one-third of the
interest on those bonds. Would you care to comment on that proposal ?

Mayor TATE. Sir, I would comment on that by saying I have no
faith in it. We would be subject to the annual allocations system which
has already given us considerable trouble. I had been a member of the
city council in Philadelphia for 12 years before I became the mayor.
We are always worried about the allocations which, of course, reflected
the appropriations. I have no faith in it, and while I respectfully say
that those that have advocated it have a point, I think we are the losers.

Senator BYRD. You would not favor such a proposal?
Mayor TATE. No, sir.
Senator BYRD. And, as I understand your testimony, you do not

favor taking off the tax exempt, eliminating the tax-exempt status
but beyond that you will oppose putting municipal and State bonds
under the limited tax preferences and the allocation of deductions?

Mayor TATE. That is correct, sir, you read me correctly.
Senator BYrD. So you would oppose any change in the existing

status?
Mayor TATE. By any device.
Senator BYRD. By any device.
Mayor TATE. That is correct, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mayor. Thank you very much.
Mayor TAT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope to come and see the fine work you are doing

hi terms of renewing the heart of your city up there, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor TATE. You are welcome any time, sir. I always enjoyed going

to your State, too.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much.
Mayor TATE. Thank you.
(Mayor Tate's prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF MAYOR JAMES H. J. TATE, MAYOR OF PJIILADELPIIIA, PA.,
ON BEHALF OF THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

My name is James H. J. Tate. I am mayor of the City of Philadelphia. I
appear here today on behalf of the United States Conference of Mayors. The
Conference is an organization of chief executives of cities located in every part
of the United States. I anm here specifically to express their firm opposition to
the proposals to tax the interest on municipal bonds which are contained both
in HI.R. 13270 and in the Treasury Department's plan which has recently been
outlined to this Committee. The effectuation of either or any part of these pro-
posals, or indeed of any federal attempt to subject the financial obligations of
our cities to federal taxation would be, In the view of the Conference of Mayors,
unconstitutional and impolitic, and, from a fiscal standpoint, irresponsible and
regressive.

These proposals would fatally undermine the doctrine of reciprocal inter-
governmental immunity which has heretofore protected both the national gov-
erment, and the sovereign states and their political subdivisions, from
unwarranted and obstructive intrusion by either into the other's essential gov-
ernmental affairs. They would permit the federal government to begin to exer-
cise the most coercive form of dominion over state and local governmental
functions, by subjecting them to financial controls through the use of the taxing
power.

In thus contributing it) the further consolidation of authority in the federal
bureaucracy at the expense of state and local government independence and ini-
tiative, they move in the opposite direction from the Administration's an-
nounced concept of the "new federalism". That concept calls upoli states and
local government to assume full responsibility for regional and local affairs,
with federal assistance, to be provided through such programs as revenue shar-
ing and the funding of minimum welfare standards. We can only regard as self-
contradictory a federal policy which proposes distribution of federal revenue to
state and local government on the one hand while saddling themin with new and
tremendous financial obligations on the other.

The fiscal irresponsibility of these new tax proposals with respect to mun1ilpal
bond interest is conclusively demonstrated by their economic effect. The flinan-
cial liabilities they would impose upon state and local government would over-
whelmingly exceed any gross return to the Treasury in the form of income
taxes, and, in fact, the clear effect of these proposals would be to cause a net
los8 in tax revenues to the federal government. To achieve this dubious result
it would, nevertheless, be necessary for state and local government to impose
additional taxes in annual cumulative amounts which would reach a total of
one billion dollars a year just a few years after the enactment of any of these
new proposals. In other words, state and local government woui he taxing an
additional one billion dollars a year just so the Treasury can suffer a net loss.

'nfortunately, the additional revenues needed to pay the higher borrowing
costs compelled by these new proposals must be derived primarily front real
property and sales taxes which fall most heavily, and most regressively, upon
the middle and poorer classes. Yet, both the House bill and the Treasury's pro-
posal are characterized as "tax reform" measures with the professed objective
of providing tax relief for these very same classes of citizens.

I emphoslze that I cannot avoid overstating the effect of the enactment of
these proposals on the fiscal condition of our states and cities. In fact, even the
threat of federal taxation has thrown the municipal bond market into a state
of chaos. No municipality can now market even the most highly rated and
secured bond without paying an interest rate so excessive as to be lmuiltive. On
July 1st of this year my own City of Philadelphia incurred interest costs rang-
ing fromu 6.352% to 0.431% on issues aggregating $60,625.0W0. This was the highest
interest Fost paid by the City of Philadelphia on record, and there is no question
that the primary cause was uncertainty in the market as to the future tax exempt
status of our bonds. Yet, this borrowing took place even before II.R. 13270 was
reported out by the Ways and Means Committee and passed by the House.

The City of Philadelphia's current program for the development of its airport,
seaport, and mass transit system as well as the development of its traditional
health, recreation and public safety facilities will cost $903 million. The interest
on tax exempt debts to finance that program would be $43.2 million annually.

If the present exempt status of the bonds intended to be issued were Jeopard-
ized in the manner recommended by the House Ways and Means Committee,
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the interest on these bonds would increase at least 2% more than we are cur-
rently paying. On the $903 million capital program the extra 2% interest would
add $15.7 million to our annual interest cost. To absorb a cost Increase of that
magnitude it would be necessary to raise the city's real estate tax by 16%.

In addition the school board of Philadelphia has a capital program In excess
of $500 million. If the bonds to be sold to finance that program became taxable,
the additional Interest rate would require another 8% increase In the present
real estate tax. In other words, the net Increase to the real estate taxpayers of
Philadelphia, if municipal bonds are taxed in any form, would be a whopping
24% increase.

And the market has continued to deteriorate. We were more fortunate than
the City of Newark, which as recently as September 9th was obliged to accept a
net interest rate of 7.684% on a $20,461,000 issue of general obligation bonds.
Yet earlier, on July 29th, city officials rejected as excessive a bid for that same
issue which would have resulted in a lower interest cost of 7.439%. The basis
for the earlier rejection was the unsettled state of the market resulting from this
threatened tax legislation. The situation since has obviously gone from bad to
worse.

Newark was only able to borrow this money because the State of New Jersey
had temporarily suspended statutory limits on municipal borrowing interest
rates. The existence of constitutional and statutory interest rate limits (which
exist In 38 states), coupled with the unwillingness or economic Inability of
Issuers not subject to such limitations to pay punitive interest costs, have resulted
in a wholesale cancllatlon or postponement of borrowings. The cons uence will
inevitably be severe cutbacks in public works programs on the state and local
level which will not only deprive the average citizen of much needed services
but will also afflict workers in the construction trades and allied industries.
In all, since September, 1968, there have been a total of 316 bond issues valued
at well over $1.9 billion which have been rejected or postponed throughout the
nation thus depriving many communities work for their building and roads and
construction workers. In those cases where borrowings have been consummated
during this period, the issuers will have no alternative but to Increase local taxes
in order to meet the additional interest costs.

The passage of any legislation which would result, directly or Indirectly,
In taxing the interest on municipal bonds would only insure the continuing
chaotic state of the bond market for years to come. Litigation challenging the
constitutionality of any such legislation must inevitably follow and until a final
and conclusive opinion Is rendered by the U.S. Supreme Court, the market-
ability of municipal bonds will depend entirely upon the ability and the willing-
ness of issuers to pay outrageous interest rates. While I am confident that the
unconstitutionality of su.h taxes would ultimately be confirmed, the additional
cost to state and local government in the Interim would be staggering. These
additional costs soon would reach one billion dollars.

While both 11.11. 13270 and the Treasury proposal possess a superflcial
attractiveness, they cannot survive even a cursory analysis. Both proposals have
the laudable objective of preventing affluent persons front escaping income
taxation, although there has been no showing of the extent to which these or
any persons may have reduced or escaped income tax liability by investing In
municipal bonds. The proponents of so-called tax reform would nevertheless
require the holders of such bonds to pay a minimum tax to the Treasury. This
would be achieved by including a portion of bond interest in taxable Income
and/or by reducing otherwise available deductions because such Income hirs been
received.

What the proponents of these measures fall to realize or fully appreciate is
that the purchaser of municipal bonds is paying a very real and a very substan-
tial tax now, and he is paying It to levels of government which most urgently
require it. The holder of municipal bonds has accepted an interest rate some
30% or more lower than the rate on comparable taxable investments. This fore-
gone income represents a substantial net gain to state and local government and
Is the equivalent of the minimum tax so piously sought by proponents of tax
reform.

State and local governments have issued bonds now outstanding In the
amount of $130 billion. With the owners of those bonds accepting at least 2%
less. which Is the differential if the exemption is lost, state and local govern-
ment will In effect lose over $2% billion annually. If state and local govern-
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ments are to lose this real income, they will have no recourse but to tax lov.llly
to obtain it, and to tax in such formidable amoUNts as to precipitate pI'iilic
outrage at the grassroots level.

Tho economics of the new tax proposals make them even more incoinprtlhen.
sible. Under the allocation-of-deduction plan, the Treasury expects to realize a
relatively meager $45 million annually. The adoption of the minimum tax pro.
posal would produce in addition only $35 million more. There Is no question
that the effect of these proposals which would breach the historic Immunity of
state and local government from federal taxation and shatter the co lildence of
inestors In municipals, could result In at least a 1% increase In the interest
rates on the bonds. Assuming no growth in the $16 billion aggregate of new
annual mu:cipal bond issues, this means that the Treasury is willing to require
state and local government to levy, at a minimum, an additional $160 million
in taxes In the first year the legislation Is effective to produce intone to the
Treasury which can only be characterized as negligible. With each additional
year, the amounts required to be levied could rise correspondingly and cmmila-
tively. After post 1969 Issues outstanding reached only the present level of $130
billion the state and muniellml cost would be .. 3 billion a year.

However, the analysis does not end here. All of these taxes required to be
levied by state and local government would, of course, be deductible on federal
income tax returns. The amounts received by the Treasury as a result of these
proposals will thus quite clearly be more than offset by the loss of revenue
resulting from increased federal tax deductions. In other words, the Treasury
will lose revenue by virtue of these proposals but, nevertheless, would Impose
crushing local tax burdens on our states an(l cities, burdens which must fall
most heavily on the middle- and lower-income classes.

On the basis solely of economics, and that must be the overriding consideration
for our cities, these new tax proposals must not emerge in any form from this
Committee. We simply cannot afford them.

H.R. 18270 and the Treasury proposal, both by commission and omission,
would lull us into a false sense of security. Directing myself to the omission first,
I note that only individuals, and not corporations and institutions which hold
most outstanding municipals, are subject to the minimum tax and allocatlon-of.
deduction provisions. But we are not taken in and neither are the corporations
and institutions. If the Treasury and the proponents of the House bill believe
that they can now tax individuals on their interest on outstanding municipal
bonds, there is no question but that investors will assume that the same fate
ultimately lies In store for corporations and institutions. The current state of the
bond market clearly reflects this judgment.

Nor can we find any solace in the bond-interest subsidy provisions Included in
H.R. 13270. Not only Is the Secretary of the Treasury given wide latitude In de-
termining the amount of the subsidy, but the subsidy Is completely at the mercy
of Congress and may be curtailed and indeed eliminated at any time. The end
result will be a debilitating loss of independence by state and local governments
over their financial affairs, and ultimate fiscal subservience to the vagaries of an
over-centralized federal bureaucracy concerned only Incidentally with matters
of vital local concern.

The CHAMrMAN. Next we will have a panel of State and local offi-
cials. The Honorable Lewis H. Vaden, Virginia State Treasurer; Hon.
David B. Buckson, Delaware State Attorney General; Hon. Louis L.
Goldstein, comptroller of the treasury, State of Maryland; John Her-
bert, Ohio State Treasurer; William Summers Johnson, Honolulu
Finance Director; Hon. Elmer 0. Friday, Jr., Florida State Senator;
Thomas M. O'Connor, president National Institute of Municipal Law
Officers. accompanied by Brice W. Rhyne, assistant general counsel;
Daniel B. Goldbert, counsel, Municipal Finance Officers Association;
Hon. Grady Patterson, South Carolina State Treasurer.

Gentlemen, we hiave your statements here, and I would hope that
you could summarize these statements..

I believeyou are well aware of the fact that a very strong case has
been made for your position and I am sure you will sur~pvlement it.

Senator ByRn. Mr. Chairman, may I say just a word?
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The first witness will be Lewis H. Vaden, treasurer of the State of
Virginia. He is one of my closest and dearest friends. He is a malu of
unusual ability. He know s local government and he know!. State gov-
ernment. He was an elected official for many years in the urban county
of Chesterfield which surrounds the city ot Richmond, anI sicL e 19)2
he has been treasurer of Virginia, and I am glad to welcome him and
present him to the committee.

I am glad to see another old friend, Louis Goldstein from NMary-
land, who was State senator when I first met him.

Mr. Vaden.
The CAI.\I r\N. Gentlemen, we, of coilrse, unlelrtanld that if the

committee had time to hear them it would perhaps be possible to pre-
vail upon almost every State ofhcer to come before this conullittee
anl explain his concern about this proposal to tax State and local
bonds. It is very clear to us from what the Governors have said and
what has been testified at. this point, and I am sure that is your viewas I take it.

Mr. VADEN. Mr. Chairman, I am indeed grateful for the kind re-
marks of Senator Byrd in my behalf which f-appreciate greatly.

He made second reference to another friend who, mutually we
have agreed, will appear first on our panel, the IHTonorable Louis
Goldstein, comptroller of the treasury of the State of Maryland.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope you gentlemen understand that the ab-
sence of onr Republican members is bIecause they are holding their
caucus at this moment to elect their new Republican leader.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOUIS L. GOLDSTEIN, COMPTROLLER OF THE
TREASURY, STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Good morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I

thank you for the opportunity to appear here this morning and
testify with reference to II.R. 13270.

My name is Louis L. Goldstein. I am the comptroller of the State of
Maryland, and immediate past president of the National Association
of State Auditors, Controllers, and Treasurers.

I am also cochairman with the Honorable John D. HIerbert, State
treasurer of Ohio, of the National Association's Committee on Tax
Exempt Bonds. I also represent the Honorable Marvin Mandel, the
Governor of Maryland, and the Honorable John A. Leutkoneyer, the
State treasurer of Maryland.

We have, submitted a joint statement along with the Municipal
Finance Officers Association here represented by its counsel, Daniel
B. Goldberg, who is also counsel to our subcommittee.*

We ask the joint statement be included in the record, together with
the respective resolutions of our two associations on the subject of
Federal taxation of State and municipal bond interest which we
categorically oppose.

I would like to file the resolutions for the record.
In order to avoid repetition in our oral statements, Mr. Herbert,

Mr. Goldberg, and I, with Mr. Vail's consent, formed a panel along

*Mr. William Summer Johnson does not subscribe to the Joint statement and to making a
separate statement.
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with our fellow State and municipal finance officers, State Treasurer
Lewis H. Vaden of Virginia; State Treasurer Grady L. Patterson of
South Carolina, and Director of Finance William 8. Johnson of the
city of Honolulu; the Honorable Elmer 0. Friday of the Florida
State Senate, the vice chairman of the Council of State Governments;
Hon. David Buckson, attorney general of Delaware, representing the
National Association of Attorneys General; and City Attorney
Thomas A. O'Connor of San Francisco, president of he National Insti-
tute of Municipal Law Officers.

We shall each speak to separate aspects of the proposals of H.R.
13270 to tax State and municipal bond interest. But we do not wish
by our limited presentations to be understood to be any less committed
in our total opposition to the proposals to tax our bonds.

In a sense each of us speaks for all of us.
The National Association of State Auditors, Controllers, and

Treasurers and municipal Finance Officers Association between them
include the finance officers of all the States and the major political
subdivisions.

We have the responsibility for issuing the bonds to finance State,
county, and municipal capital improvements. Our ultimate position
is that the inclusion of interest on our bonds in the base for limit on
tax preference provisions under section 301 of the House bill and the
allocation-of-deductions section provisions of 302 can lead to only one
result. If enacted, they would increase the share of the cost of govern-
ment which is borne by persons of modest means, the average worker,
the average local taxpayer, and, in addition, in many communities,
local services to these same people would have to be cut back.

This, we submit, is not reform but is the very opposite. The goal of
reform, as we see it, should be a fair distribution of the costs of gov-
ernment based on the a!_-;itv to pay.

The proposals of this bill are not reform proposals because, when
their ultimate effect is traced, they impose greater burdens on those
least able to afford them.

The LTP and allocation provisions would impose taxes on the bor-
rowing by which our States, counties, and cities raise the money to
build our schools, our playgrounds, our highways, our parks, our
sewers and waterworks, and the other State and local capital improve-
ments which are most important to the average citizen.

The antireform effect comes from the inevitable chain reaction, taxes
on the bonds lead immediately to higher interest costs to the State
and the municipal borrowers. Higher interest, costs mean either higher
State and local taxes or reduced services or more probably both. Every
local citizen is hit in this way no matter how modest his means.

In the total distribution of taxing power the Federal Government
is best equipped for progressive taxation. Our local governments have
been consigned mostly to the use of regressive taxes which bear most
heavily, on those with the least ability to pay. Property taxes are still
the mainstay of municipalities. Fully 80 percent of local government
revenues come from this overworked source.

Sales taxes, which are growing in use, are also regressive, bearing
especially heavy on the poor. Even our State tax structures cannot
approach the progressive character of the Federal income tax system.
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When interest costs are forced up, we shall probably be required to
meet the increase principally with higher property taxes, which means
that every citizen is penalized. He must bear a higher cost of owning
or renting his home. If sales taxes are used, every citizen is penalized
by higher cost of purchases of even the bare necessities of everyday
life. Those taxes no one can escape.

Higher local costs and higher local taxes are not the whole story.
Sometimes municipalities are at the limit of what you can levy in
such taxes.

When a community is at the breaking point, what. would happen
is that more schools would be unbuilt, more hospitals would be de-
ferred, more water purification plants and sewer work would be put
off, and so forth.

In some communities where taxes simply cannot be raised, the harsh
choice will be faced between forgoing needed schools or other im-
provements or slashing the regular expense budget to provide less
police protection, less street maintenance, larger school classes per
teacher, and the like.

Gentlemen, please remember a taxpayer revolt is not limited to
Federal income taxes; it. has led to the defeat of many local bond issues
in l)Opi flar referendum. The local taxpayers reject referendums at
over 6-1)ercent rates because they mean higher property taxes. We
cannot pay 7-percent interest rates compelled by the so-called Tax
Reform Act.

1Wen traced to their final repressive effects on the average local
citizen, we submit that the so-called reform to tax State and municipal
bonds backfires badly. It. is no reform at all. It is a perfect case of
throwing out the baby with the bath water and we don't want to do
that.

As we shall show, the Federal gain from these provisions of the
bill will be much, much less than State and local losses. But even if
this weren't so there would be no excuse for these new taxes on State
and local bonds.

Ability to pay is a princi ple which should govern the distribution
of burdens as between the levels of government as well as between
individuals.

The Federal Government is a rich member of the federal system,
and the local governments are the poorest, with the lowest ability
to pay and the lowest ability to distribute their own costs on the basis
of their own taxpayers ability to pay. Thus even if the Federal Gov-
ernnent could derive somewhat larger revenues, the States and local
governments would lose from these provisions. This would not be
reform.

I know millionaires are supposed to be the targets of LTP and the
allocation plan. Another panelist will deal with the twin myths that
only millionaires hold State and municipal bonds and millionaires
hold practically nothing but State and local bonds.

Here I want to note that is not true that only millionaires would be
hit. by the House bill. A middle-income taxpayer who has very little
income from municipal bonds can nevertheless easily be caught, under
the House bill because the interest is thrown into a common pot. with
other items. These other items can trigger the additional tax on
municipal bondholders of modest means. A physician or small iner-
chant can reach the limit easily by the inclusion of accelerated de-
preciation, augmented by untaxed capital gains. If he sells a home
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he has held for 20 years and has a modest success in the stock market
he can be paying taxes on any municipal bond interest he receives
without having achieved the exalted status of the millionaire.

I would just like to take one-half minute and touch on a situation in
Maryland.

I hold irL my hand a list of the number of bonds that are authorized
by our general assembly in Maryland, and the bonds outstanding as ofSe ptemer 22. As of this datevwe hve authorization to sell 11,038
million worth of bonds. We have outstanding $459,180,000 worth. We
were supposed to go to the market on July 15. We couldn't get a taker.
Our ceiling is 5 percent. The last bonds. we sold in Maryland were last
February some $58 million worth. Our bond rate is AAA, the), sold
for 4.31. We are the second-fastest-growing State east of the hocky
Mountains. Our growth naturally is tied in with the Federal Govern-
ment. Those who work in Washington have to have a place at night
they can't all sleep in Washington or Virginia. Many come to the land
of pleasant living and we are-happy to have them in the land of pure
sunshine, pure water, and pure air.

Senator McCAlrriY. You are not talking about Chesapeake Bay?
Mr. GOLmSTEiN. Yes, Senator McCarthy, I live on the bay. I wish

you could come down home and be my guest and I will show you the
finest seafood and purest water in the world, the largest inland sea on
the Atlantic seaboard.

Here we have to give these services to all of these wonderful people
rowing by a hundred thousand people a year and we can't sell our

bonds.
Senator ANDERSON. What interest rate are you offering, 5 percent?
Mr. GOLwDTFN. Our ceiling is 5 percent, Senator Anderson. We now

have a case filed in the court this morning to see if we can't use a
5-year bond. We have some State deposits in banks, demand deposits,
and they are making a bit of interest on these. I feel some of these
banks will probably buy some of these bonds and some of the big
insurance companies that have their base in Varyland, U.S.F. & G.,
Safe Deposit and Trust, and Fidelity. However, we have to have a
test case to determine if we can issue such bonds.

The CHAIRMAX. If I understand what you are saying, the 5-percent
interest rate which you think you might be able to sell some of those
by depositing some money with the bank, or with an insurance com-
pany at no interest or at a low interest rate and then in consideration
of that they might be in a position to buy some 5-percent bonds from
you. Is that what you are saying?

Mr. Go sTmn4. We have around $25 million in open accounts in
big banks and Suburban Trust in Silver Spring; we have that money
on hand because I have to have money to pay all the bills because I
am revenue commissioner, and I have to pay the bills. We keep that
much money on demand deposits. We feel that our doing so would be
an inducement to these banks to buy these bonds. Short-term obli-
gations, we feel, would take care of the 6-percent inflation you were

* talking about this morning.
Senator AzmEwsoN. If you are offering these at 5 percent while a

building and loan pays 514 you wouldn't expect any business?
Mr. GoLwTsrz. These are tax-free bonds; that is the feature to get

people to buy, and most of these people are in the 50-percent bracket.
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It is the equivalent of getting 10 percent on the money. That is the
only inducement we have got to offer them, sir.

enator MCCARTHY. Why don't they buy them?
Mr. GoLDsTEiN. We have a test case filed in court this morning to

see if we can sell 5-year obligations. Our constitution provides for a
limitation of 15-year bonds and it is not clear that we can sell a 5-year
bond. We want to be sure that what we are doing is legal so that wo
can't be attacked in the courts after we do it.

Our next panelist is Mr. Daniel B. Goldberg, who will give you a
quantitative analysis of the increase in our interest rates because of
H.R. 13270 and the prospective Federal gains and losses.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of your commit-
tee, for the opportunity to appear before you.

In my more than 30 years in public life I can think of no more
important endeavor than this effort to allow my fellow panelists to
dissuade you from embarking on a course which I feel would be a dis-
aster, a disaster not only to t le governmental structure of our federal
system, a disaster to the average American, that little man, the work-
ingman whom this bill is supposed to protect. Tax reform should mean
more equitable distribution of the taxes of all levels of government, not
just the Federal income tax alone.

May I present Mr. Goldberg?

STATEMENT OF DANIEL B. GOLDBERG, COUNSEL, MUNICIPAL
FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, Chairman Long and members of the
committee, in the allocation of subjects covered by our panel, my as-
signment is to quantify the various financial factors involved in the
provisions of this bill limiting the value of the municipal bond tax
exemption.

The absolutely violent market reaction to the House proposals this
year gives a measure of the added municipal interest costs involved.

We have behind me-I hope you can see itr--we have behind me a
chart of the movement of interest rates over the past 2 yeam's of stand-
ard indexes of seasoned long-term municipal bonds of average grade
as compared with taxable corporate bonds, the red line at the top. It
also shows the rates on Federal Government bonds which is between
the other two lines.

You will notice that the State and municipal bonds represented have
consistently sold at lower yields than the taxable Federal Government
or corporate bonds. The difference between the municipal and corpo-
rate bond indexes is a rough measure of the average savings which tax
exemption has meant to the average State or municipal issuer, . I

The important thing to note is that, while all interest rates have been
increasing the gap between tax-exempt municipals on the one hand
and taxable Federal and private bonds on the other has been closing
since the program to tax our bon 1 q gathered momentum early this
year.

We have illustrated this closing of the gap by a separate chart which
plots the change in the ratio of tax-exempt bonds to corporate bonds,
trying to exclude the general market increase which, of course, has im-
pelled both of them to go up.
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This line shows the ratio. Two years ago, when this chart. begins,
municipal yields in the standard "Bond Buyer 20" index were just
about 70 percent of the yields of industrial bonds in the Moody's ind.x.
That is to say that States and municipalities were saving some 30 per-
cent, on the average, of what they would have paid at that time on fully
taxable bonds if that was the way they had t finance themselves.

This ratio fluctuated until this year between 64 percent, at its low
point, and 72 percent.

We think it is fair to say that the traditional ratio has been roughly
65 percent to 70 percent, meaning that the State and municipal saving
has therefore averaged 30 percent to 35 percent-and this is our first
critical quantity. We want you to have that in mind.

This State and municipal saving is, of course, also the exact measure
of the price which the lending bondholder has paid for his expected
tax exemption and we emphasize the fact that he hasn't gotten it for
nothing, he has paid for it. He has sacrificed 30 to 35 percent of his
potential interest.

As the movement to tax our bonds picked up speed early this year
the ratio of municipals to industrials leaped from the traditional 65-
to 70-percent level.

Where this chart stops at the upper right-hand corner as you face
it, at the end of August when this chart was made up, the ratio stood
at. 83 percent. We are off the chart now at 84 percent. Tht is where it
was by mid-September.

Altogether, between the end of 1968 and mid-September 1969, theratio of municipall to corporate yields jumped from 71 percent to 84
percent, the difference representing a. loss to the States and municipali-
ties of 13 percent of a comparable tax interest rate.

By simple multiplication, 13 percent of the typical taxable interest
rate of near 8 percent today produces a loss to the municipal issuers of
fully 1 percent, 1.04 is the mathematics of it. We feel we have proven
that, after isolating the general market increase, there is a loss of 1
percent that municipal issuers have suffered.

While this loss may be attributed in part to other causes, the prin-
cipal cause is the House bill. Letus remember, too, that not. everyone
is convinced that the House bill will be enacted in its present forl.
Actual enactment, dispelling the last, hope of retaining the exemption
intact, would produce additional municipal interest losses.

All in all, we judge that the full 1-percent interest rate increase al-
ready suffered this year is a quite conservative estimate of the average
increase which enactment of the House bill would compel in the present
market over what it would be if the provisions relating to municipals
were deleted. Of course, the lesser known credits would suffer much
more. We heard the gentleman from North Platte making that point.
The small school districts and villages and counties where almost the
sole attraction in the marketing of their bonds has been their tradi-
tional exemption will probably find themselves excluded from the
market completely. A 1-percent average interest rate increase is our
second critical quantity.

If we apply this increase of 1 percent to next year's anticipated new-
issue volume of $15 billion to $20 billion, we find the House bill penal-
izes State and local government taxpayers by $150 million to $200 mil-
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lion in the first, year of operation. Let's say $150 million, and that is our
third critical quantity-the first year's loss to State and local
government.

As I say, $150 million is only the first year's cost on the first year's
issuance. What would be the cost to States and municipalities on this
first year's issuance over the entire life of the bonds thus issued in 1970?
If we assume a 20-year term with equal annual debt servi. payments,
like a home mortgage, we get an average life per issue o a out 13
years, and so our 1970 issue alone would involve at least $2 billion in
future added interest costs to States and local government, all con-
tracted for in 1970.

At the back of our filed joint statement, which has been printed in
the committee booklet, there is a table distributing this added cost on
just, 1970 issues among the States. It assumes an aggreate new issuance
of $19.5 billion and that each State's l)roportionate share will be the
same as in 1968 when the aggregate was $16.1 billion. If you want a fair
approximation of what the House bill would cost your State and its
municipalities on only 1970 issues, take a look at that table. By the time
new issues replaced the present volume of our bonds outstanding, $130
billion, the aggregate annual-I am back to annual-the aggregate
annual cost toState and local Government taxpayers of the 1-percent
increment would be 1 percent of the $130 billion or $1.3 billion per year.
I ask you to keep that in mind. This is our fourth and most critical
quantity. In that year the amount of future payments contracted for
would have increased by $17 billion by multiplying out the 13-year
average lifetime, the $1.3 billion a year continuing added cost.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt just a moment?
Where is the table to which you referred? Where does one find the table
to which you just referred?

Mr. GOLDBIERG. Where does one find it? It is printed in the back of the
statement in the booklet, I can give you the page later.

Senator BYRD. This one?
Mr. GOLDBERG. Yes. The joint statement that Comptroller Goldstein

identified.
The CHIRwMAN. Where is that?
Mr. G OLDBERG. It is reproduced there.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a moment and we will find where it is.
Mir. GOLDBERG. The two charts of which you have seen the large

blowups on the easel are on pages 112 and 11"3 of the booklet, and the
breakdown by States is on page 114.

Now that we have these cost figures to State and local government,
it is time to compare them with the revenue expectation tlat the
Secretary of the Treasury has given you on September 4.

As against our $1.3 billion of loss every year once we reach present
outstanding volume on new issues

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just try to understand it. I am looking at the
table on 114. You are saying this is what you think the cost would be.
I am just looking at my own State, Louisiafna, on the chart on page 114.
Would yo-i mind explaining how I should read that chart, what that
means?

Mr. GOMB a. Yes, Senator Long.
We took an estimated 1970 volume of new total State and local gov-

ernment bond issues, in this case $19.5 billion. In 1968 it was $16
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billion, $16.1 billion. This year the volume is off because of the prob-
lems that you have heard about, particularly this bill, and the break-
ing through of the legal limits. We think realistically that 1970 will
be a year of catching up some. of that loss and the volume might well
go to the figure whieh we have assumed.

In breaking that down by States we assumed quite arbitrarily that
we could apply the same ratio to 1970 that did apply in fact in 1968.
•i know it isn't going to be right State by State but it is some measure.
Then we applied theil-percent increment over an assumed average
life of 13 years which is about right. for a 20-year bond.
. The CHAIRMAN. This means that in 1970 this proposal Would cost
Louisiana $6.4 million and over the life of the bonds that were issued
it would cost Louisiana only $83 million.

Mr. Gowammo. That is correct, Senator Long.
The CHAIRMAN. I can see why the State government would be very

much upset about that.
Mr. GOLDBERG. So far we have been talking, as I say, about our costs,

* and now we should turn to look at what may be expected to go into
the Federal Treasury in return for the costs that we would bear.

The Secretary testified that the Treasury would receive a relatively
insignificant $80 million against these costs, $80 million a year, $45
million from the allocation of deductions plan which he recommends,
and $35 million front the limit on tax preferences which he does not
recommend.

Incidentally, if the added $1.3 billion of annual State and local
interest costs is translated, as most of it must be, into State and local
taxes, these taxes are in turn deductible items on Federal income tax
returns. It is going to cost the Treasury something when those deduc-
tions are taken on individual income tax returns.

If we assume an average deduction, and only in the 14-percent
bracket, the Federal Government stands to lose up to $182 million a
year in this way, which would wipe out the $80 million. Even half of
it would wipe out the $80 million these provisions are calculated to

rakse.
This $80 million Federal revenue gain is many years off, if the pro-

posals are restricted to only new issues of municipals. The $80 million
would be derived right now from applying the provisions in full im-
mediately, but some people consider that to do so would be a- terrible
breach of faith in the provisions of the bond already outstanding.
But if restricted to n(%w issues, I would judge that, in 1970, the Federal
gain would be something like $9 to $10 million if you scaled it down
proportionately. No matter how you figure it, the House bill is bound
to cost the State and local governments far, far more than it can
produce in revenue for the Federal Government. Actually, we believe
the bill would provide no gain at all for the Federal Government but
an actual out-of.pocket loss, and particularly, as Governor Kirk said
yesterday, if the States were led by the, enactment of the bill to retali.
ate against Federal bonds.

We even think that the tax equity argument for the House bill does
not hold good. In the case of maximum application, the LTP plan
exacts tax at top. bracket rates applicable to half of total income, so.
called economic income. That means if an individual who has no
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municipal bonds is in the 60- or 70-percent bracket the most he is asked
to pay is one-half the top bracket rate or 30 to 35 percent. But
it will be remembered from our first critical quantity that this 30 to 35
percent is just what every State and municipal bondholder in recent
normal markets has already contributed to the cost of the government
by accepting that, mawt os.i test than he could have received from
comparable tapebt private bbnds. --

Since th d municipal bondholder, no ni'tt~er what bracket he is in, is
already ;ohtributing to the cost of governniept at the highest rate to
be apH Hed to the recipiant-ofQher tax prefer ce income, where, we
ask, i the argument iii. tax eq~ii y fqr taxing he municipal bond-
h er again? )Vh. sho ld he, o all the recipie ts of so-called tax
pi ference in ne, thu subjeeted to1t'\double ex action for the sup-
part of goy'rnment as she.price of his 0-called ta preference?,

Clearly(the bill's ack on nnicipal bonds woIr be an unmiti-
ated disaste' foit 'i* rnme t. ft is not justified ven by the so-

called tax equity a lents appi dto recipients of th other so-calledtax preferences, ai d~ljy ding oressv6 taxes at te local level it
forfeits "'nylaim[ t u e > x justice or true form.

Mr. CI irniain- ir neJxt aneis is the Honorable John D. Herbert,
hio Stat treasu .. !n D..Herbert,..
Senator Y"mz. r. Ch iall iy /I ask o ie question just at this

phit befoelwe l yve , G rg ?
mIcor 'in this as option nm from ie table on page

14 the localities and tieStat wil ill have Additional interest
cost f roughly $20 million t. the eerl G ernment will only
gain million?

Mr. WDBEm. That is exactly right; $200Aillion if the volume is
$20 billionihat is the first year.

Senator B TiaikJou.
Senator ANDES80N,,-X_L0X oto make certain assumptions all the

way through.
Mr. GOLDBERo. The assumptions, I think, are quite reasonable, Sen-

ator. The volume in 1968 of new issuances, it'is on new issuances that
Wre have to pay the additional interest, no matter what you do to the
taxpayer, who hold the old ones, the volume was $16 million. You
can safely assume that 1970 will not be less than that, which would
produce $160 million at the 1-percent figure for all State and local
government.

We think it could well be higher because of the shortage, the drop
in issuances in 1969 because of the distress factors of which you heard.
This table assumed an increase in issuances of 10-percent increments
for each of the years 1969 and 1970 yielding a total of $191/2 billion in
new issuances in 1970. That, on a 1-percent basis, has got to produce
nearly $200 million of added costs to State and local governments.
Senator AND RsoN. I hope they are. We assume thins is Wednesday.

You assume everything under the sun.
Mfr GOLDBERG. I didn't hear you, Senator.
Senator ANDERSON. You assume a great many things.
Mr. GoLDi (. I have-made only two assumptions, one which I think

I have proved from these charts that our interest costs will be 1-per-
cent higher than if the provisions, these provisions, were deleted from

.88-865P-69-pt. 4-----38
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the bill. That is assumption No. 1. Assumption No. 2 is the volume
issuance, and you may argue that the number shouldn't be higher than
the 1968 volume of $16 billion, but I don't think, I don't see how you
could expect it to be less.

If you want to assume a $16 billion issuance, then the 1-percent
figure would produce $160 million. I don't think I have made any
assumptions which are unreasonable and I think I have proved the
1-percent increase in interest rates by the charts that we have
introduced.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. HERBERT, STATE TREASURER OF
OHIO

Mr. HERBEirr. Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the
Senate Finance Committee, my statement today is made not only as
a member of this panel and in support of all else that has been said,
and for the National Association of State Auditors, Controllers, and
Treasurers of which I am an officer and co-chairman of the committee
on tax exemption, but also on behalf of the Governor of Ohio, James
A. Rhodes and the other officials of Ohio.

Our concern arises, the specific one I want to discuss, because of
the fact that when this bill was presented on the floor of the House a
number of Congressmen asked whether it would adversely affect the
State and municipal bond market and they were assured that it would
not affect municipal l)ond prices substantially.

At virtually the s ame time we were issuing a $65 million develop-
ment bond series in Ohio at a rate of 5.94 l)ereiit, nearly 6 percent,
when less than a year ago on the exact same kind of issue, the rate
was 4.29, or less than 4.3 percent, a difference of'over a percent and a
half in less than a year.

Certainly, I think those who gave the reassurances were sincere in
their representations because they didn't expect the impact that was
there. They judged the impact marketwise to be what they assumed
the impact taxwise would be.

From the figures submitted 1by the previoits panelist, it. must be
obvious that the market is reacting to much more than a limited pref-
erence tax plan vieldinm only a $35 million reveme, or an allocation-
of-deductions plal yielding only $35 million and applie( to only
outstanding bonds or even to both plans combined. I-low can such'a
small Federal revenle gain produce such mai+.et reperlussi5ms as to
cause State and local grovrenment so mucl more than proponents of
these provisions thought .0?

Quite plaiinly the investors are not just mathematically appraising
the immediate dollarr or tax loss to them of these specific new plans.
What they? are appraising is the consequence of basic constitutional
repldiation of the historic concept, of tax exemption of State and
municipal borrowing. When they are told these plans are small and
painless I hey react as if told that only a small cancer has developed in
an otherwise healthy body.

A bond buyer has only one chanc., to decide how much interest he
is willing to surrender in exc!uige for'tax exemption on a bond with
a 20- to 30-year life, and that time i, when he parts with his money.

At that moment he knows he will receive only the stated couple
rate no matter what Congress will do during those 20 or 30 years.
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Until this year that bond buyer had complete faith that Congress
would consider it unthinkable to tax these bonds. Ie has seen such
proposals turned back time and time again. He assumed that Con-
gress would consider it immoral to tax outstanding bonds after he had
paid for his exemption by accepting 30 to 35 percent less interest than
he would receive on corporate issues. And lie just could not bring him-
self to believe that Congress Avould disregard the kind of pleas which
State and local government officials are making to you now.

Right now that faith is badly shaken. The Ireastury has not only
recommended that the allocation plan be applied to municipals but
has even brought itself to urge that the )lan be applied to outstanding
municipals.

The House has actually passed the bill applying both limited tax
preference and allocation to municipals, and limited tax preference to
outstanding bonds.

The Ways and Means Committee had tentatively voted this spring
to apply a minimum tax to corporate holders of outstanding munici-
pals and an allocation-of-deductions plan to banks.

Against that background an investor would be foolhardy to assume
if Congress began by enacting the House bill or even only the Treasury
allocatic-, plan the matter would stop there for the whole 20- to 30-
year life of his bonds. Being unable to protect himself later he decided
to protect himself now when he parts with his money.

He concluded that, he has to treat these l)lans as first steps, cancers
if you will, that are bound to spread. If the bond buyer is a bank
it is too sophisticated to assume that the so-called "reform zeal" in
this field once sanctioned by Congress would not spread to financial
institutions n(1 other corporations.

If limited tax preference can be applied so as to tax disallowed
tax preferences at one-half their total this year then, he asks himself,
why not at three-quarters next year or in full the year after?

If Congress sets a $10,000 leeway figure this y ear, lie reasons, then
why not, $5,000 next year and no leeway at all the year after?

C'11 hel rely on the 10-year phasing plan to continue ? The Treasury
alre:mdy urges you to abandon it. I know that you gentlemen are
experts in keeping only the calmel's lose under the tent when you have
resolved to (1o so bit here the question is not what your 1)schologv
is '01t t lie nlarket )sycliology. This mrket l)syehology of svelf-defense
explains why Congress cannot eveii drop 1)bles into the hitherto
calm waters'of unimpaired State anld municil)al bond tax exemption
without causing tidal wave repercussions on State and local govern-
mlelits.

"llhe Treasury argued here on Sel)temnber 4 that the market did not
react when it first proposed the allocation plan to the House Ways
and Means Committee and, therefore, only limited tax preference a;'d
not. its plan must he the culprit.

But this overlooks two things. First, even those who understood the
plan last March were just not, ready to believe that Congress would
take it, seriously.

The Treasury has been recommending the curtailment of exemption
without success for over 30 years.

Second, the seriousness ol the plan was just not fully appreciated
'when it was first advanced.
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The market reaction since the Ways and Means Committee acted
is so violent that it just cannot be explained in terms of the limited
tax preference plan yielding only $35 million a year any more than
it can be explained in terms of a combined limited tax preference and
allocation plan yielding only $80 million a year. Excising the limited
tax preference plan will help very little in restoring market confidence.
That confidence can be restored only by eliminating all plans to curtail
the value of exemption.

The case for this boomerang reform becomes worse when we con-
sider that there is no evidence of excessive concentrations of munic-
ipals in millionaire hands. By now we all know how the Treasury
officials overstated the story of the 154 millionaires who pay no tax.
Assistant Secretary Cohen had to admit that here on September 4.

He said, "I think there was undue enthusiasm over the category of
154." This outstanding example of misleading propaganda is credited
by him as having fueled the taxpayers' revolt which led to this bill.

What became evident but was not stressed in the September 4 testi-
mony, was that, on the record, State and municipal bond interest had
absolutely nothing to do with these 154 persons not paying taxes. There
is no record knowledge that any of them held tax-exempt bonds.

Their nonpayment of taxes was attributed completely to other cir-
cumstances.

Senator ANDERSON. Would you read that last part again ?
Mr. HERBERT. What became evident but was not stressed in the Sep-

tember 4 testimony was that, on the record, State and municipal bond
interest had absolutely nothing to do with these 154 persons not pay-
ing taxes. There is no record knowledge that any of them held tax-
exempt bonds. Their nonpayment of taxes was attributed completely
to other circumstances, other deductions or what have you.

Senator ANDERSON. I thought the Treasury Department did testify.
Senator WIIJrAMS. I think he is correct because the Treasury did not

have access to the information as to what extent these 154 individuals
may have held State and municipal bonds.

Mr. HERBERT. They may have but there is no record that they held
them.

Senator WILLIAMS. I think that is correct. The Treasury did not
know to what extent these 154 people were involved in the State and
municipal bond.

Senator ANDERSON. Go ahead. Thank you.
Mr. HERBERT. Testimony before the Ways and Means Committee

shows that, in the highest adjusted gross income bracket of $315,000 a
year and over, fully 35 percent of the taxpayers did not own any
municipals- at all and only 18 percent of them derived as much as 10
percent of their income from this source, and only 6 percent derived
as much as 25 percent from this source.

Nor are millionaires the only investors who hold municipals. Indi-
viduals in all brackets hold only about 31.8 percent of the outstanding
volume.

Testimony before the Ways and Means Committee shows that munic-
ipal8 were held by 88,000 individuals in the middle-income class, be-
ing from $16,400 to $31,000 adjusted gross income, fully 7 percent of
allthose in this bracket.
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There is one documented case pointed to by proponents of the bill of
a millionaire old lady in her 90's who has all her wealth in municipals
and pays no income taxes. Of course, she has paid 11a yiL, uivalent of 30
to 35 percent tax by accepting lower interest rates but actually she is
more to be pitied than envied. She has seen her capital shrink over
the last few years by actually 30 percent as municipal bond prices
tumbled to offset skyrocketing interest costs. She has therefore lost
more in capital from her unique investment program than she received
in total interest during those years.

More typical are the 82 percent. of the top income class who receive
less than 10 percent of their income from municipal bond interest.
These individuals had an opportunity over the few years to partici-
pate in rising stock market prices and other forms of equity investors,
while the 90-year-old lady has had only losses.

One sometimes wonders whether the foibles of this one old eccentric
are going to be allowed to produce a breakdown in the legal fabric of
American constitutional government.

(The joint statement for the National Association of State Au-
ditors, Comptrollers, and Treasurers, follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE AUDITORS,

COMPTROLLERS, AND TREASURERS

SUMMARY

I. The National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers in-
,cludes all state finance officers; and the Municipal Finance Officers Association
includes the principal municipal finance officers, with ultimate responsibility for
issuing the public bonds taxed by H.R. 13270.

I. Our ultimate conclusion is that inclusion of state and municipal bond inter-
•est In the bill's tax plans produces in final effect, not reform, but its opposite.
This is because the provisions drastically increase state and municipal interest
rates and force these governments into curtailing services needed by the average
,citizen and/or increasing local taxes, principally property and sales taxes, which
fall with especial harshness on the persons with the least ability to pay.

III. Charts of recent market movements prove that the House program has
caused state and municipal interest rates to skyrocket. The traditional gap be-
t'ee~ ~.t exempts and comparable taxable bonds has narrowed--what used to be
'65% to 70% ratio (state and municipal savings of 30% to 35% of taxable rates)
has jumped this year to 83% for a state and municipal savings of only 17%.

IV. The current market action proves that the enactment of the House Bill
would cost fully one percent additional Interest rate.

V. On anticipated 1970 new issuance volume of $15 billion to $20 billion, the
added dollar cost to state and local governments for the first year's payments
on only the first year's issues would be $150 million to $200 million. The full life
cost of only the first year's issuance would be at least $2 billion to $2% billion.
The second year's new issuance at the same volume level would double these
figures. By the time new issuances had produced a level of post-1969 bonds out-
of the Bill, if enacted, would be $1.3 billion, the annual state fnd municipal cost
of the Bill, if enacted, would be $1.3 billion, and if that level were only main-
tained and not increased, the added cost over the life of those bonds would be
some $17 billion.

VI. These enormous extra burdens on state and local governments and their
taxpayers would offset many times over the mere $80 million a year which the
Treasury concedes is all that would be realized from applying both LTP and
the allocation plan to all state and municipal bonds, even those now outstanding.

VII. The enormous discrepancy between federal gain and state and local loss
itself makes the bill ludicrous and the opposite of reform.

VIII. The violence of the market reaction contradicts the Treasury assertion
that It results only from inclusion in LTP of state and municipal interest, which
the Treasury opposes, and not from their inclusion in the allocation plan which
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Treasury favors: An LTP plan yielding $35 million a year cannot possibly ex-
plain a billion dollar a year interest reaction; even an $80 million revenue n year
combined LTP-allocation plan cannot account for the loss.

IX. This enormous discrepancy results from the complete and reasonable .
of investor confidence in continued exemption, even such as survives in this III',.
once Congress, for the first time, brings itself to repudiate the basic concept of
intact exemption by "gimmick" plans to reduce the value of exemption.

X. Investors regard this bill, if enacted, as introducing a cancer into an other-
wise healthy body. They are not persuaded that there can be a small and safe
cancer. Investor confidence can be restored only by scrapping all the bill's plans
to curtail tax exemption of state and municipal bonds.

XI. There is no evidence of abuse of the exemption. The facts on the famous
154, non-taxpa.ving millionaires shows no holding of state or municipal bonds
by the group.

XII. In the highest bracket, adjusted gross income of $315,000 and over. 3. %
of the individuals had no municipals at all, only 18% of them derived as much
as 10% of their income from this source and only 6% derived as much as 25%
from this source.

XIII. Gains from tax exemption in recent years have been more than offset by
capital shrinkage of the market price of the bonds as interest, rates have risen.

XIV. Municipals are not concentrated in the hands of millionaires. Only 31.S%
of all such bonds are held by individuals of all income levels. All levels of in-
come above $10,000 a year include some municipal holdings. Seven percent of
those in the middle income bracket of $16,400 to $31,000 adjusted gross income.
hold municipals. Such middle income persons can easily be caught by the House
bill provisions.

XV. Enactment of the bill is bound to produce state retaliation in the form
of LTP and allocation plans made applicable to the $300 Iillion of federal bomds
hitherto exempt from state taxation. Even .015% (11/ basis points) resultant
rise in federal interest rates would wipe out the entire revenue gain from apply-
ing the allocation plan to muncipals. Only 3/100 of one per cent (3 basis points)
of increase would more than wipe out the $80 million which such the fTI' and
allocation plans would exact from state and municipal bondholders.

XVI. Municipal bondholders already pay 30% to 35% to the cost of govern-
ment by accepting that much less interest than comparable taxable bonds would
yield. Since 30% to 35% Is the highest level of tax proposed oim other "tax pref-
erence" Income, there Is no argument in equity for exacting it a second time
front the holder of munilepals.

XVII. State and municilml bond exemption is not a Congressionally created
"tax preference" like the other classes of income so labeled. It derives from the
con-etltutlonal form of our federal system which Congress is not free to change.

XVIIl. The House proposals are unconstitutional. They collide with precedent
and they fall afoul of the constitutionally interdicting rule that taxes may not be
applied to itate activities because taxation is, in the words of Justice Black and
Douglas, such a powerful "regulatory instrument." An example of abusive regu-
lation of state governmental activtity by exercise of fhe power to tax bond interest
already appears in the Revenue Code by last year' overkill mis-definitlon of inI-
dustrial development bonds and by the 196O Act's arbitrary selection for exemp-
tion of certain traditional governmental activities and the rejection of others.
Correction of this error would be accomplished by Congressman Wilbur Mills'
H.R. 12923 or Senator Baker's S. 2280.

XIX. The allocation of deductions plans is not constitutionally cleared by
United States v. Atlas Life Ins. Co., as Treasury claims. That case dealt with
the unique problems of taxing life insurance companies which, unlike individuals.
have the dual charactistics of owner of part of their apparent Income and cu-to-
dian of much the larger share for policyholders for ultimate payment to them as
death benefits. Allocation can be reasonable between such dual Interests without
applying to an individual, who has no such duality.

XX. Inevitable constitutional litigation over the validity of the House Bill
would produce market chaos for years, which would cost local taxpayers hun-
dreds of millions of dollars whatever the outcome.

XXI. The provision taxing "arbitrage ind" Interest is outrageous. It con-
tains no definition of the term. If properly defined there are no such bonds which
can be lawfully issued. The provision is probably aimed at the blameless prac-
tice of Investing declining balances of municipal bond proceeds until they are
applied to the capital improvement for which they were borrowed.
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XXII. The "tax-recompense" pln for Title VI is a travesty of a truly optional
plan combined with the inclusion of state and inuncipal bond Interest in See. 301
(LTP), and 302 (allocation). It is outright coercion. The bill leaves no tax-
exempt bonds to opt for. It is frightening to consider the Secretary of the Treasury
as the arbiter of what the rate of recompense should be. A 25% floor under the
recompense rate threatens a return to the issuers of less than tax exemption has
saved them. The plan would leave the states and municipalities helpless If the
recompense was withdrawn by a later Congress after the traditional tax-exempt
market had withered away. And, finally the dangers of federal control in the plan
are exposed by lhe fact that the hill starts off by niaking certain hands ineligible.

Tho National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers and
the Municipal Finance Officers Association, between them, Include the finance
officers of all the States and of the major political subdivisions of this country.

It is our members who have the responsibility for issuing the state and local
government olnld. which finance our country's public capital improvements at
the state, county and municipal levels.

REFORM IS THWAITED, NOT AIDED, BY 11OU'SE BILL

Tihe inclusion of state and municilxil bond interest in tihe base for the "limit on
tax preference" provisions of section 301 of the House Bill and the "allocation
of deductions" provisions of section 302 can lead to one result--to increase theshare of the cost of government which is borne by persons of modest -,eans the
average local taxpayers. This added burden will be vomplounded in niany co(mnu-
nities by reduced local services. This, ve submit, is not reform, but Its very
opposite.

Section 301 and 30'2 would impose taxes on the debt instruments by which our
states, olnties and cities raise the money to build our schools, our l)laygrounds,
our highways, our parks, our sewers and the myriad of other state and local
capital improvements which are closest to the average (itizen. These proposed
new taxes would produce their anti-reform effect by an obvious chainn reaction:
taxes on the bonds lead immediately to niore interest costs to the state and
municipal borrowers; more Interest costs mean either higher state and local
taxes or reduced services or both.

REGRESSIVE RESULTS

Every local citizen is hit in this way, no matter how mi(dest his means.
Our cities have been consigned mostly to the regressive taxes which bear iuost

heavily on those with the least ability to pay. Property taxes are still the main-
stay of Iuni(ilpalties-fully 80% of local government revenues come from this
one overworked source,. Sales taxes, which are growing in use, are also regressive,
bearing especially heavily on the poor. Even our state tax structures can not ap-
proach the progressive character of the federal Income tax system.

When you force up our interest costs you probably force us to meet tile increase
principally with higher prolrty taxes. This means that every citizen is lpenalized
by a higher cost of owning or renting a home. If we resort to sales taxes, every
citizen is penalized by higher costs of purchasing even the bare necessitles of
everyday life.

We submit that the House took a short sighted view of the very meaning of
"Reform." Tax reform should mean the more equitable distribution of the costs
of all government, not just the improved symmetry of the federal income tax
alone.

STATE AND MUNICIPAL LOSS FAR EXCEEDS FEDERAL GAIN

This would be reason enough for rejecting these taxes on gtate and municipal
borrowing even if the federal government were to gain more than the state and
local governments would lose. The federal government is the "rich" member of
the federal system. In the overall scheme of tax distribution between levels of
government, it is not "reform" to Increase federal revenues at the direct expense
of state and local government even If the federal increase happened to exceed the
state and local loss.

But here the error Is compounded. The federal gain would be far less than tile
state and municipal loss.

1 Canadian members of Municipal Finance Officers are not here represented.
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The Treasury testified here on September 4 that the inclusion of municipal
bond interest in the allocation of deductions plan would yield only $45 million
a year even if it were applied to the entire outstanding $130 billion of state and
municipal debt. If the plan Is cut back to future issues only then it's hard to see
how the first year's new issuance of an estimated $15 billion to $20 billion could
produce much more than $5 million to $7 million in federal revenues.

The Treasury also testified that including municipal -bonds In the I/TP plan.
which it opposes, would produce only another $35 million a year, again if applied
to all outstanding bonds. If not so applied, the first year's production works out
to a paltry $4 million to $5 million.

As against these insignificant federal gains, what would the state and local
government losses be?

HOUSE BILL FORCED UP STATE AND MUNICIPAL INTEREST RATES

The violent market reaction to the House proposals gives some measure of the
added interest costs involved.

We have charted the movement of interest rates over the past two years for
standard indices of seasoned long term municipal bonds of average grade as
compared with comparable taxable corporate bonds and federal government bonds.
You will notice on the accompanying chart that the state and municipal bonds
represented have consistently sold at lower yields than the taxable federal
government or corporate 'bonds. The difference between the municipal and cor-
porate bond indices is a rough measure of the average savings which tax exemp-
tion has meant to the average state or municipal issuer. Such a comparison
isolates the changing value of tax exemption from other market factors.

The important thing to note is that while all Interest rates have been increas-
ing, the gap between tax exempt municipals and taxable federal and private
bonds has been closing since the so-called "reform" program gathered momentum
early this year.

We have illustrated this closing of the gap by a separate chart which plots
the change in the ratio of tax exempt municipal yields to the tAxable corporate
yields. Two ye.rs ago, municipal yields on the standard "Bond Buyers 20" Index
were just about 70% of the yields of Industrial bonds on the Moody's average.
That is to say that states and municipalities were saving some 30%, on the
average, of what they would have paid at the time on fully taxable bonds. It
is probable that the saving would be more on new issues as compared with the
seasoned Issues In the index.

At any rate this ratio fluctuated, until this year, between 64% and 72%.
We think it is fair to say that the traditional ratio has been roughly 65% to 70%,
meaning that the state and municipal saving has therefore average 30% to
85%. This state and municipal saving is, of course, also the exact measure of
the cost which the lending bondholder has paid for his expected tax exemption.
We will discuss later the "equity" of making the bondholder pay a second 30%
to 35% "minimum tax" to the federal government after thus contributing 30%
to 85% of his interest potential to state and local government. But here let us
trace the impact on state and local government only.

As the so-called "reform" movement gathered momentum early this year. the
ratio of municipal to industrial yields leaped from its traditional levels, piercing
the 80% mark this July. By mid-September it stood at 84%. The greatest Jump
occurred in May as the market came to digest the true Import of the House
Ways and Means Committee announcements. And the market ratio has con-
tinued in the same adverse direction to date.

This means that only the threat of the House plan. which is far from enact-
ment, has produced a disastrous inc'rense in the cost of state and municipal bor-
rowing and has stopped many need projects.

THE MEASURE OF THE INTEREST INCREASE

Between the end of 1968 and mid-September 1969 the ratio of municipal to
corporate yields jumned from 71% to 84%, a loss to the states and municipalities
of 13% of the taxable intere'4 rates. 13% of the typical taxable interest of over
8% today produces a loss to the municipal issuer of fully 15. While this loss
may be attributed in part to other causes, let us remember that not everyone
Is convinced the House Bill will be enacted In its present form. Actual enact-
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ment, dispelling the last hope of retaining the exemption, would produce much
sharper mnicilpl interest losses.

All iII all, we Judge that one full per cent more interest is a quite conservative
estimate of the increase which enactment of the House Bill would compel in
the present market. Of course, the lesser known credits would suffer much more,
particularly the small school districts and villages and counties whose sole at-
traction in the distant bond market has been their traditional exemption.

THE DOLLAR COST OF TAXING MUNICIPALS

If we apply this increase of 1% to next year's anticipated new issue volume
of $15 billion to $20 billion, we find the House Bill penalizing state and local
government taxpayers by $150 million to $200 million in the first year of op-
eration under the "reform" plan. But this is only the flrat year's cost on the fir8t
year's issuance.

What would be the cost of this first year's issuance over the life of the bonds
thus issued In 1970? If we assume a 20-year term with equal annual debt service
payments of principal and interest, we get an average life per issue of 13 years.
And so our 1970 issues alone would involve some $2 billion to $2% billion in added
interest costs.

We have prepared a chart distributing this added cost on just 1970 issues be-
tween the states, assuming an aggregate new issuance of $19.5 billion and that
each state's share will be the same as in 1968 when the aggregate was $16.1 bil-
lion. (1969 issuances have been so curtailed by adverse conditions that it is rea-
sonable to assume that 1970 will "make-up" part of the 1969 drop from 1968, to
average out 1969 and 1970 to the 1968 rate).

And all this is just from the first year's new issuance! If 1971 sees a further
volume of new issues between $15 billion and $20 billion, -the cost of the House
plan to states and municipalities and their taxpayers would be $300 million to
$400 million in 1971, and the issuances of 1970 and 1971 would involve, over their
life, aggregate increased interest payments of some $4 billion to $5 billion.

And still we have priced out the effect on only two years of issuance, and not
those to be issued after 1971.

A BILLION DOLLAR ANNUAL STATE AND MUNICIPAL LOSS VS. $80 MILLION FEDERAL GAIN

By the time new issues had aggregated only the present volume of $130
billion, the annual aggregate cost to local government taxpayers at the 1%
increment, would be $1.3 billion dollars (and the amount of future payments con-
tracted for would have increased by some $17 billion dollars, on the assumption
of an average 13 years remaining bond life)-to be met for the most part
from regressive local taxes.

Now it's time to compare the federal revenue expectation with the resultant
local government cost. On ,the federal side the Treasury estimates $80 million a
year, $45 million from allocation of deductions and $35 million from the limit on
tax preferences.

In 1970 alone, as we have seen, the Treasury's estimated $80 million in revenue
would be accompanied by $150 million to $200 million in costs to the local tax-
payers. In 1971 the $80 million federal revenue would involve $300 million to $400
million in added local costs, and with each additional year the gap would increase
until the $80 million federal gain would involve $1.3 billion in state and munic-
ipal loss In the year when the newly issued municipal debt outstanding was as
much as the present volume of $130 billion.

Furthermore, if this $1.3 billion is translated, as it must be, into state and local
taxes, these taxes are, in turn, deductible items on federal income tax returns.
If we assume an everage deduction in only the 14% bracket, the federal govern-
ment stands to lose $182 million dollars in this way. Even half this loss would
more than wipe out the estimated $80 million revenue gain.

THE DESTRUCTION OF INVESTOR CONFIDENCE-THE CANCER EFFECT

From these figures it must be obvious that far more is involved than the rela-
tively limited application of an LTP plan which would yield the federal govern-
ment only $35 million a year or an allocation of deductions plan which would
bring In only $45 million dollars a year even if applied to presently outstanding
bonds. How can such a small federal revenue gain produce such enormous mar-
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ket repercussions as to cost state and local government taxpayers over fifteen
times as much as would be paid by the federal taxpayers, who. are the targets
of the LTP and allocation plans?

The answer Is plain to any student of the municipal market. Investors are not
just mathematically pricing out the immediate dollar tax loss to them of these
specific new plans. They are far more realistic. They are appraising the conse-
quences of a basic Congressional repudiation of the concept of tax exemption of
state and local government bonds. They are evaluating the consequences of a
break in the hitherto impregnable dike which has, till this day protected the
states and municipalities and their bondholders. When they are told that these
plans are small and painless, they react as if told that only a small cancer has
developed in an otherwise healthy body.

We must remember that a bond buyer has only one moment In time to decide
how much interest he is willing to surrender in exchange for tax exemption on
a bond with a 20 to 30 year life. That is the moment he pays for his bond knowing
he will receive only the stated coupon rate no matter what Congress will do dur-
ing those 20 to 30 years.

Until this year that bondholder had sublime faith that Congress would con-
sider it unthinkable to tax these bonds. He assumed that Congress would consider
It immoral to change the rules in the middle of the game and take away all or
part of the tax exemption for which he had paid to the state or local government
issuer by acceptIng 30% to 35% less interest than he could have received on a
comparable taxable bond. And he considered it implausible that Congressi would
not heed the plea of state and local government officers not to burden them further
when they were beset by the "crisis of the cities" and by ihe enormous burdens
of record high interest costs and almost runaway inflation in the prices of needed
capital improvements.

Right now that faith is badly shaken. The Treasury has recommnended to both
the House and this Committee that the allocation of deductions plan be applied
and that it be applied even to outstanding state and municipal bonds. The House
has passed a bill applying both the LTP and the allocation plans to municipal
bonds and applying the LTP plan even to outstanding bonds. The House Ways and
Means Committee had tentatively voted to apply a minimum tax plan to corpo-
rate holders of outstanding state and municipal bonds and an allocation of deduc-
tions plan to banks who, In recent years, have bought for investment fully 80%
on the average of al' new stat. and municipal issues.

INVESTORS MUST ANTICIPATE FURTHER INROADS ON EXEMPTION

Against this background an investor would be foolhardy to assume that if
Congress began by enacting the House Bill, or even only the Treasury-recom-
mended allocation of d(luctions plan against individuals, the matter would stop
there during the 20 to 30 year life of his bond. Being unable to protect hinwc;lf
later, he must protect himself now, when he parts with his money. Ile has to
treat these plans as first steps, cancers, if you will, that are bound to spread.
If LTP and allocation can apply to Individuals, he asks himself, why will the
next Congress not feel it "only fair" to extend them to corporations? If he is an
individual he wouhl suffer because the extension to corporations would hurt
the market in which he might have to resell. If the bond buyer is a bank, it is
too sophisticateA to assume that the "reform zeal," once sanctioned by Congress,
would not spread to financial Institutions and other corporations. And if LTP
can be applied so as to tax "disallowed tax preferences" at one-half their total
this year, then why not at three-quarters next year? And if Congress sets a
$10,000 leeway figure in both plans this year, then why not $5000 next year, and
no leeway at all the year after?

Obviously this necessary market psychology explains why Congress cannot
drop even pebbles Into the hitherto calm waters of unimpaired state and mu-
nicipal bond tax exemption without causing tidal wave repercussions on state
and local governments and their taxpayers, trapped as they are in their largely
regressive tax systems.

TIlE MARKET RESPONSE WAS NOT LIMITED TO LTP PLAN

This market reaction also contradicts one of the tenets of the Secretary of
the Treasury in his testimony here on September 4. The Secretary would have
you believe that the acknowledged violent market reaction of recent months is
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attributable solely to the LTP plan which he opposes and not at all to the alloca-
tion of deduction plan which he supports. Perhaps the Treasury feels a need
to explain away its failure to heed the warnings of the state and local govern-
ment officers who predlcted to the Ways and Means Committee exactly what has
hal opened.

It would be better if the Treasury faced up to the fact that the market's
confidence can be restored in only one way---complete elimination from the bill
Of all plans to curtail the value of exemption. Only then can investors feel secure
that the disease has not been Implanted and will not spread.

The Secretary argues that the market did not react when he first proposed the
allocation plan to the House Ways and Means Committee, and therefore his plan
cannot be the culprit. But lie overlooks two things. The most important is that
even those who understood the plan last March were just not ready to believe
that Congress would take it seriously; the Treasury has been recommending the
curtailment of exemption without success for over 30 years. Secondly, the
seriousness of the plan was not fully appreciated when it was first advanced.

RECOVERY OF MARKEr REQUIRES ELIMINATION OF ALL DILUTIONS OF EXEMPTION

The fact is that the market reaction is so violent that it cannot be explained
iii terns of reaction to an 1'[1 plan yielding only $35 million a year any more
titi it can be explained in terms of a combined UT1-allocation plan yielding
only $80 million a year. Excising the LTP plan will help very little in restoring
market confidence. Ex.lsing the whole "cancer" is what is needed.

REDITCED SERVICES THREATENED

Increased local costs are not the whole story. The "'taxplvers' revolt" is not
limited to federal income taxes. It has led to the defeat of many, many local
bhond issues. where popular referenda are required. If the local taxpayers reject
scho")l bond issues at 6%A, interest rates because they inean higher property taxes,
mu-t we not expect even more violent reaction to T% interest rates compelled i)y
a so-called "Tax Reform Act"?

MVien a community is at the breaking point, what will happen is no-.e s(.hool4
unbuilt, more hospitals deferred, more water purification plaints put off-ill
short less public service for the average citizen inl whose name this "reform"
is invoked.

When traced down to their final regressive effects on the average local citizen,
we submit that this "reform" to tax state and municil)al bonds thackflres badly-
it is no reform at all. It is a perfect case of throwing out the baby with the
bath water.

NO EVIDENCE OF ABUSE OF EXEMPTION I[AS BEEN SUBMITTED

The case for this boomerang reform becomes even worse because the damage
to be done to state and local government is without any evidence of excessive
eoncentration of municipals in the hands of the wealthy. By now we all know
how the previous Secretary of the Treasury overstated the story of the 154
u liIaires who paid no tax. This magnificent example of misleading propa-
ganda is credited by many as having fueled the "taxpayers' revolt" which led
to this bill. And yet Assistant Secretary Cohen had to adinit here on September 4
that "I think there was undue enthuiasn over the category of the 154."

What becam"e evident in the September 4 testimony was that state and municl-
pal bond interest had absolutely nothing to do with these 154 persons not paying
taxes. There is absolutely no record knowledge that any of them held tax-exempt
bonds. Their non-payment of taxes was attributed completely to other
circumstances.

The only testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on the
extent of millionaire holdings of municipal lx)nds shout ed only a very small
percentage of millionaire income derived from municipal bond interest. The
Investment Bankers Association submitted a study showing that In the highest
adjusted gross Income bracket of $315.000 and over, 35% of the taxpayers did
not own any municipals at all; only 18% of them derived as much as 10 per cent
of their income from this source and only 6% derived as much as 25% from this
source.
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CAPITAL SHRINKAGES OFFSET EXEMPTION BENEFITS

There is one documented case of a millionaire old lady in her 90's who has alf
her wealth in municipals and pays no taxes. Actually she is more to be pitied than
envied. Since she bought her municipal bonds more than three years ago she has
seen her capital shrink by fully thirty per cent as municipal bond prices plum-
meted to offset the skyrocketing interest costs which have plagued the economy.
She has -therefore lost more in capital than she received in total interest let alone
the lesser amount she has "saved" by tax exemption.

This phenomenon of capital shrinkage is, unfortunately a general condition,
affecting all bondholders. But the more typical investors are exemplified by the
82% of the total highest income class who received less than 10% of their income
from municipal bond interest. These Individuals had an opportunity to participate
in rising stock market prices and increasing prices for real property and 'other
forms of equity investment, while the 90 year old lady has had only losses.

MIDDLE INCOME PERSONS AFFECTED BY LTP AND ALLOCATION PLANS

'Millionaires are not the only individuals holding state and municipal bonds.
Individuals In all brackets hold only about 31.8% of the outstanding volume, and
this percentage has been steadily declining. The Investment Bankers Association
testimony before the Ways and Means Committee shows that 7% of the individ-
uals in the middle income class ($16,400 to $31,000 adjusted gross income) hold
municipals, and this percentage represented 88.6 thousand individuals.

Nor is it true that only millionaires would be hit by the House bill.
A middle income taxpayer can easily exceed his "limit on tax prefrences" under

the House Bill by capital gains. If he sells a home he has held for 20 years and has
a modest success in tMe stock market, he will be pay!rg taxes on any municipal
bond interest he -eceives, without having achieved the exalted status of
millionaire.

PROSPECT OF STATE RETALIATION

We have seen no Treasury figures as to how much It would eoct the Treasurr
if the States adopted similar "reforms" in their income tax structures.

We find it inconceivable, if these '"reforms" are enacted by Congress, that States
will refrain from imposing "limits on tax preferences" and "allocation of deduc-
tion" penalties on interest which their citizens receive on federal bonds. We would
expect federal interest rates to jump up in response to such moves just as state
and municipal rates have. On a $300 billion federal debt, interest rates would
have to Increase only a mifiiscule 1/ basis points (.015%) to ultimately wipe out
the estimated $45 million of gain from the Treasury's plan to apply allocation of
deduction to state and municipal bond interest. 3 basis points (.03%) on federal
debt would more than wipe out the $80 million which both LTP and allocation
would produce from this source.

The probability is that retaliation alone would cost the Treasury far more than
it would hope to realize.

THE MUNICIPAL BONDHOLDER ALREADY PAYS THE EQUIVALENT OF TOP LTP TAX

Even as to the top bracket municipal bondholder the "tax equity" argument
for the House bill does not hold good. In the case of maximum application the
LTP plan exacts tax at top bracket rates on only half of the excess of "tax
preference" income over adjusted gross income. If an individual who has no
municipal bonds is in the 60% to 70% brackets, the topmost brackets, then the
most he is asked tcp pay on his disallowedd tax preferences" is one half these rates,
or 30% to 35%.

But, it will 4e remembered, this 30% to 35% Is what every state or municipal
bondholder in recent normal markets has already contributed to the cost of
government by accepting that much less interest than he could have received from
comparable taxable private bonds. Since the state or municipal bondholder, no
matter what bracket he Is in. is already contributing to the cost of government
at the highest rates to be applied to the recipients of other "tax preference" in-
come, where is the argument in "tax equity" for taxing the municipal bond-
holder again? Why should he, of all the recipients of so-called "tax preference"
income be thus subjected to a double exaction for the support of government as
the price for his so-called "tax-preference?"
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We submit that even if you look at the matter from the viewolint of the
municipal bondholder alone and ignore the regressive repercussions on local tax-
payers, the House Bill "reform" In his case does "inequity" rather than "equity."

STATE Ai'.6D MUNICIPAL BOND EXEMPTION IS NOT A CONGRESSIONALLY-CREATED "TAX
PREFERENCE"

Frankly, we are disturbed by lumping municipal bond interest with other
situations as if they are alike. Each other item labelled a "tax preference" in the
House Bill is the creation of the Congress to foster a policy which it was com-
pletely free to embrace or reject and which it may. therefore, limit.

But this is not the case with the exemption of municipal bond interest. The
polity protected here goes far deeper than Congressional grace. It derives from
the unique nature of our federal system which includes sovereign states, eon-
stitutionaily immune from federal taxation just as the federal government is
consstitutionally immune from federal taxation by the states and local govern-
ments.

When Cordell Hull as the Ways and Means Committee spokesman for the first
income tax act in 1913 explained the exemption of municipal bond Interest, which
appeared intact in that and every successive Revenue Act ever enacted, he stated
that it embodied the constitutional doctrine.

Even were that not so, the policy preserved by this exemption goes to the very
structure of our government and its ability to survive in its federal form, not
wholly centralized and not wholly decentralized. This is not a matter of Con-
gressional preferences, like the treatment of "hobby farm losses" or "accelerated
depreciation" or "charitable contribution of appreciated property." It is far more
fundamental, bottomed on the constitutional concept of a federal system which
Congress is not free to change.

UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF HOUSE PROVISIONS

From this circumstance flows our judgment that the House Bill provisions to
tax municipal Iond interest are unconstitutional. The application of the LTP
provisions to such interest is admitted by the Treasury to be subject to grave

,constitutional doubts. We have more than doubts--we are convinced that such
application is unconsitutional. The unconstitutionality of taxing municipal bond
interest in full was unanimously decided in the only case in which the question
could have been raised, Pollock v. Farncrd Loan and TrlJst Co., 157 U.S. 429,
15S U.S. 601 (1895). Since Congress embodied this constitutional rule in every
revenue act, there has of course been no departure from its holding. When the
Treasury tried in the 1940's to break through, the courts turned them back in
Comnmssiowr v. Shamberg, 144 F. 2d 998,(1944), cert. den. 323 U.S. 792 (1945).

It used to be fashionable In the Treasury thirty years ago to argue that the
Pollock case was out of style because the Supreme Court had come to sanction
taxtion of municipal salaries. But the salary case and all the other cases cited
as weakening the Pollock case themselves distinguished Pollock.

THE UNCONSTITUTIONAL REGULATORY EFFECT OF TAXING MUNICIPALS

The distinction is clear. The burden of taxing municipal bonds Is direct ond
immediate upon the states and their local subdivisions. Moreover, the potential
for regulation by taxing bonds is enormous and does not exist in the taxation of
.salaries.

For example, Congress last year added, on a floor amendment rider to the Reve-
nue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968, a provision to tax municipal bonds en-

,compassed by Its definition of "industrial development bonds." Many bonds prop-
•erly so labelled are not true exercises of the municipal borrowing power but pure
conduits for private borrowing by Industrial tenants of nominal public property.
:Such bonds were proper objects for federal taxation.

But-and here's the rub-the definition enacted does not limit the tax to these
-conduit bonds. By a definition which far overshot the normal meaning of the
'term defined, the act taxes as "industrial development bonds" almost any bonds
.to finance a governmental facility which would have private occupants. (Some
,classes of such facilities, like public housing, public markets and public transpor-
.tatlon terminals must have private occupants to serve their public purpose.)
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But then the 1968 Act set ul) a category of "certain exempt activities." If the
purposes for which the bonds were issued made this "honor roll" of activities
preferred by Congress the onds were made exempt. But if the state cr local
government i)urI)oe failed to make the "honor roll," they were "black-listed"
and the bonds were made taxable. What makes the whole, exercise so alarming
is the utter irrationality of the statutory classification as between different
acknowledged governmental functions.

Thus the bonds are exempt if they are issued to finance a stadium for lea.e
to a professional baseball team but taxable if the facility to be financed and
leased is for cultural recreation such as concerts, opera, lectures and Shake-
spearean drama. The bonds are exempt if the purpose of issuance Is to construct
public housing for lea--e but not If the facility financed is a hospital or clinic for
lease to doctors practicing their profession for profit. The bonds are exempt if the
facility financed is a transportation terminal for aircraft or ships but not if it is
a terminal for railroads or buses; and even here there is an exception for rail
and bus terminals wholly devoted to commuter traffic but no exception for the
normal terminal which accommodates both commuter and long haul traffic.
Power and water systems can be financed tax exempt under this act if they are
for local distribution but not if for regional distribution.

Obviously this was an outright exercise of Federal control of state and local
government by the taxing power. If It is not amended as proposed in Congressman
Wilbur Mills' pending H.R. 12923 or Senator Baker's pending S. 2280-and that
would be a real reform-it will undoubtedly be challenged as unconstitutional.

THE VIEWS OF JUSTICES BLACK AND DOUGLA3

But here its importance is to give point to the 1946 opinion of Justice Douglas
and Black in New York v. United States. 326 U.S. 572. They said "A tax is a
powerful regulatory instrument. * * * And no more powerful instrument for
centralization of government could be devied." Therc was a reference in this
context to the fact that "Tomorrow it (a state) may issue securities," with the
obvious meaning that in such issuance a state must be free from taxation in order
to escape the unconstitutional application of this "powerful regulatory instru-
ment" and "this powerful instrument for centralization of government."

While this was in a dissent, the majority did not contradict the statement and,
what's more, the Justices who wrote those words are the only members of the
1946 court still sitting. Justice Black had voted to tax municipal salaries eight
years before and he obviously saw no inconsistency in thus distinguishing a tax
on the issuance of securities.

APPLICATION OF LTP TO MUNICIPALS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL

Is there any distinction in that LTP may tax half and not all of the municil).al
bond Interest? The question practically answers itself. If more is needed we in-
voke the classic language of United Statcs v. Railroad Co., 84 U.S. 322, 327,
where the Court said:

If they may be taxed lightly, they may be taxed heavily; if justly, op-
pressively. Their operation may be impeded and may be destroyed, if any
interference is permitted.

THE VITALITY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL IMMUNITY

McCulloch v. Maryland-4 1Wheat, 316 (1819) is the historic case which first
aiiounced that ringing truth "the power to tax involves the power to destroy."
While it used to be deenied quite smart to mew at this doctrine, it is hard to
deny current standing to its force in the light of last year's majority opinion,
by Justice Black, in First Agricultural National Batik v. Static Tax Commission,
88 Sup. Ct. 2173.

The case involved the right of a state to iml)ose sales tax on purchases by
a privately owned national bank. The statute involved, like the statute exempting
municipal bond interest, was shown by its Congressional debate to be based on
constitutional principles of governmental immunity. Justice Black quotes the
sponsors when they invoked Chief Justice Marshall's statement that "the lwer
to tax involves the power to destroy." The dissenters quoted the minimizers of
this doctrine, but they did not prevail.

The 1968 Supreme Court nuijority does, therefore, stand for this original
principle which underlies reciprocal tax immunity.
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THE UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF APPLYING TIlE ALLOCATION PLAN 'ro MUNICIPALS

We submit that there is grave doubt, therefore, that an allocation of deduc-
tion' dan which so dramatically raises the cost of state and municipal borrowing
wou, lirvive contitutional attack. The Treasury testimony was, we believe,
far tow cavalier in sayi-ig that its plan has been uneijuivo.'ally cleared by United
States v. Atlai Lifc In.arancc 'o., 381 U.S. 233 (1965).

That case i-avolved what the Treasury brief itself deseriled as the "unique"
situation of life insurance companies. Determining the income of these (cor-
panies has been a constant problem for Congress, resulting in a series of special
statutory provisions applicable to then alone. The l)roldem is that so much of the
nominal income of a lft, insurance compalpany is committed in advance to building
up the reserves from which policyholders' death benefits are paid.

Congress, in the 1958 Life Insurance Company Tax Act recognized this peculiar
situation by requiring the insurance company to allocate each item of income
partly to "policyholders' share" and partly to a "company's share", with no tax
being charged on the "policyholders' share."

This recognized the practical realities that th company is almost a trustee for
policy holders of the major share of 'its" income (85% in Atla.4' case), and that
Congress could therefore l)revent it from assigning all its tax exempt income
to the company's share.

The difficulty in applying this complex concept to the ordinary individual is
that the individual simply doesn't have this dual status of the life insurance
company as both owner of its own income and custodian of policyholders' income.
He is the absolute and sole owner of all his income in every sense of the world.

In Atlas the Court approved allocating income, taxable and tax exempt, to
different people who had ownership rights to it. What the Treasury proposes is
to allocate cxpcnses to different kinds of income of the same person where the
income and the expenses are utterly unrelated.

CONSTITUTIONAL LITIGATION WOULD PRODUCE MARKET CHAOS

Obviously it would take prolonged litigation to settle this point Such litigation,
whether limited to the allocation plan or covering also the IJTP plan, would
undoubtedly cause chaos In the municipal market for many years, costing states
and local governments millions In additional interest whatever the outcome
and postponing thousands of sorely needed public Improvements.

ARBITRAGE

One little noticed provision in the House Bill is Section 601(b) removing the
exemption of "arbitrage bonds" without a word of definition to inform what such
bonds might be.

Nor is there -a word in the Ways and Means Committee hearings to give any
basis as to why a "reform" Is necessary In this area. The Treasury, on Septem-
ber 4th, did not repudiate this section but did admit that a statutory definition
was needed, without offering such a definition.

The only legitimate definition of an arbitrage bond is that it is one issued for
the primary purpose of investing the proceeds in other securities at a higher
return. Since we know of no state in which such bonds are authorized, we have
reason to fear that something far more sinister is Intended.

States and municipalities often borrow at one time the total cost. of a capital
improvement which will take a few years to complete. After all, a bridge, for
example, Is worthless with the middle hundred feet uncompleted and so both the
issuer and bondholders feel more secure knowing that they do not have to depend
on a problematic market to -sell a second or third Issue for completion.

The prudent state or municipal treasurer, of course, invests their bond proceeds
pending application to land costs and contractors' bills. if the market Is favorable
he will try to Invest in the highest yielding secure bonds whose maturities match
his schedule of money disbursements.

We suspect that the authors of this sleeper tax provision on "arbitrage bonds"
are aiming at this blameless practice.

Whatever they meant, we have here another example of how the federal govern-
ment call, by taxing municipal bonds, embark on the dangerous waters of using
the tax as that "powerful regulatory Instrument" which Justices Black and
Douglas decried.

The effort should be repudiated by the Senate and Section 601 (b) should be
stricken.
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THE "TAX-RECOMPENSE" PLAN

Perhaps a truly optional "tax-recompense" plan would be constitutional what-
ever other merits or demerits it might have. If Congress truly gave each state an
absolutely unfettered option to issue its bonds on either the traditional tax-
exempt basis or subject to federal taxes, with agreed upon recompense, we would
find no constitutional blemish.

But Title VI of the House Bill is a travesty of such an idea. It must be read
with Sections 301 (LTP) and 302 (Allocation) which would destroy traditional
exemption. The option offered is to Issue taxable bonds under Sections 301 and 302
without federal recompense or taxable bonds under Title VI with some federal
recompense. The option to Issue tax-exempt bonds Is not to be found in the bill.

This LTP-allocatlon-"subsidy" package is simply not an optional plan. It is
transparently an exercise in coercion to compel the states to take whatever they
can get. It is therefore utterly unconstitutional and unworthy of Congressional
consideration.

Furthermore, the House Bill seeks to give municipal issuers the option to issue
taxable bonds. We note that municipalities do not have the constitutional power
to trade 'away an immunity which inheres on the sovereignty of its state and the
Congress can not grant that power by itself. It can do so if and only if the State
legislature consents in accordance with the State constitution.

The House "tax-recompense" plan leaves it to the Secretary of the Treasury
to decide the rate of recompense to issuers opting for taxable bonds. With all
due respect to the present Secretary and Assistant Secretary, too many of their
predecessors have shown such overt hostility to state and local government in
general and to tax exemption in particular as to make the holders of their offices
unacceptable as arbiters in this field. By merely proposing such "reforms" as
the present, the Treasury can close the market gap between taxable and "tax-
exempt" bonds and then invoke the lessened gap to justify cutting the percentage
of recompense. We would thus be squeezed between a tax plan that pushes mnii-
cipal interest rates up and a resultant basis for driving down the percentage of
recompense.

Furthermore, the House Bill places a 25% floor under the recompense rate
after five years. Under the bill's directions to the Secretary, we must always ex-
pect that only the floor percentage would be proclaimed. Why 25%, we ask, when
the market percentage has for years run 30% to 35%? Why not 50% when private
companies can in effect compel such a Treasury contribution by deducting the bond
interest from taxable income at corporate rates? And why less than the 42%
which last year's Secretary reported to Congress he could derive by taxing state
and local government bond interest?

What defense could the states and cities have, after the tax-exempt market
evaporated with universal opting for taxation, if a later Congress had a change
of heart and withdrew the offer of recompense?

Then finally, there is the sinister danger of federal controls over matters of
local concern. Let no one tell us that this is far from the intent of the pro-
ponents. They are contradicted by their very House Bill.

The Bill makes certain bonds ineligible for "tax-recompense" treatment. "Ar-
bitrage bonds", undefined, are one excluded class. And the spuriously defined "in-
dustrial development bonds" are another.

As we have shown, this means a baseball stadium bond, for example, can be
eligible and a cultural center bond ineligible. When the bill starts its "tax-
recompense" plan with such an arbitrary exercise in federal controls of and classi-
fication between legitimate governmental functions, states and municipalities are
understandably unwilling to see the plan enacted.

CONCLUSION

We strongly urge that the Senate delete from H.R. 13270 all provisions for the
Impairment of the exemption of state and municipal bond interest. This includes:

(1) Amendment of Section 301(a) (1) by deleting from the new Code Section
84 to be added thereby, subsection (c) (1) (C) and subsection (c) (5) ;

(2) Amendment of Section 302 by deleting from the new Code Section 277 to
be added thereby, subsection (c) (2) (B) and by deleting related technical amend-
ments to Code Sections 265 and 643(a) (6) (A) ;

(3) Deletion of Title VI in toto, including both the "arbitrage" and the "tax.
recompense" provisions.
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ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL COST TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ON 1970 ISSUES DUE TO H.R. 13270

[in millions of dollars

Additional Interest cost due to
Issuances Issuances tax at I-percent increment

1968 1970
State (actual) (projected) I 1st year Life ot bond;

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Alabama ........................................... 299.0 363.0 3.6 46.8
Alaska .............................................. 69.0 84.0 .8 10.4
Arizona ............................................. 90.0 109.0 1. 1 14.3
Arkansas ........................................... 36.0 44.0 .4 5.2
California -... .................................... 1,976.0 2,391.0 23.9 310.7
Colorado ........................................... 72.0 87.0 .9 11.7
Connecticut ....................................... 266.0 322.0 3.2 41.6
Delaware ............................................ 61.0 74.0 .7 9.1
Florida ............................................. 585.0 708.0 7.1 92.3
Georgia ............................................ 221.0 267.0 2.7 35.1
Hawaii ............................................. 90.0 109.0 1. 1 14.3
Idaho .............................................. 15.0 19.0 .2 2.6
Illinois ............................................ 553.0 669.0 6. 7 87. 1
Indiana ............................................ 216.0 262.0 2.6 33.8
Iowa .............................................. 165.0 200.0 2,0 26.0
Kansas ............................................ 108.0 131.0 1.3 16.9
Kentucky ......................................... 367.0 444.0 4.4 57.2
Louisiana ......................................... 531.0 642.0 6.4 83.2
Maine ............................................. 64,0 77.0 .8 10.4
Maryland .......................................... 512.0 619.0 6.2 80.6
Massachusetts ...................................... 369.0 447.0 4.5 58.5
Michigan .......................................... 694.0 839.0 8.4 109.2
Minnesota .................................. .. 299.0 362.0 3.6 46.8
Mississippi ......................................... 141.0 171.0 1.7 22.1
Missouri.--...................................... 452.0 547.0 5.5 71.5
Montana ........................................... 12.0 14.0 .1 1.3
Nebraska .......................................... 372.0 450.0 4.5 58.5
Nevada ............................................ 22,0 26.0 .3 3.9
New Hampshire ..................................... 34.0 41.0 .4 5.2
New Jersey ........................................ 472.0 571.0 5.7 74.1
New Mexico ........................................ 50.0 61.0 .6 7.8
New York .......................................... 2,197.0 2,659.0 26.6 345.8
North Carolina ...................................... 223.0 270.0 2.7 35.1
North Dakota ...................................... 9.0 11.0 .1 1.3
Ohio ............................................... 700.0 847.0 8.5 110.5
Oklahoma .......................................... 212.0 256.0 2.6 33.8
Oregon ............................................ 219.0 265.0 2.6 33.8
Pennsylvania ....................................... 1,187.0 1,437.0 14.4 187.2
Rhode IslarJ ....................................... 95.0 116.0 1.2 15,6
South Carolina ...................................... 146.0 177.0 1.8 23.4
South Dakota ....................................... 13.0 15.0 .1 1.3
Tennessee ....................................... 212.0 256.0 2.6 33.8
Texas .............................................. 775.0 938.0 9.4 122.2
Utah ............................................... 22.0 26.0 .3 3.9
Vermont ........................................... 54.0 65.0 .6 7.8
Virginia ............................................ 202.0 244.0 2.4 31.2
Washington .................................. . 320.0 387.0 3.9 50.7
West Virginia .................................... 52.0 63.0 .6 7.8
Wisconsin ............... ...................... 237.0 287.0 2.9 37.7
Wyoming ........................................... 37.0 45.0 .4 5.2

Total ........................................ 16,125.0 19,514.0 195.1 2,536.3

I Assume 1O-percent cumulative annual growth.
I Assume 13-year average life applicable to 20.year term with equal debt service.

Mr. Hnm11FIw'. Our next panel presentation will be given by the Hon-
orable Grady Patterson, State treasurer of South Carolina.

STATEMENT OF GRADY L. PATTERSON, JR., STATE TREASURER OF
SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, first
I want to express my appreciation to this committee for an opportunity
to be heard in opposition to the proposed legislation now pending be-
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fore this committee dealing with tax-exempt status of interest on State,
municipal and political subdivision bonds.

I am appearing on behalf of the State of South Carolina, the Muni-
cipal Association of South Carolina, representing approximately 256
municipalities in our State, and the Association of Counties, composed
of most county officials in South Carolina.

Let me say at the outset that we vigorously oppose all the provisions
in H.R. 13270 dealing with the tax-exempt status of State and munic-
ipal bonds, on the constitutional grounds which have been described
to the committee, and also on the grounds that these proposals would
substantially increase the taxes of almost every local taxpayer in South
Carolina and the Nation if they become law.

These provisions of this bill would do significant and irreparable
damage to the taxpayers of this country and to the market for public
securities. Proof of this fact can be seen today in the chaotic bond
market caused by just the threat of such legislation.

By limiting the attractiveness of capital gains the proposed treat-
ment of long-term bond profits will unquestionably restrict the willing-
ness of commercial banks to purchase intermediate and long-term
bonds. Bankers all over the State tell me that this, in effect, completely
destroys the secondary market in State and municipal bonds.

The interest on outstanding State and local bonds must remain tax
exempt. It is unthinkable that the U.S. Government would flagrantly
breach the faith with investors who have furnished billions of dollars
for State and municipal needs on complete confidence that they were
buying tax-exempt bonds.

Furthermore, such proposals strike at the very heart of the sov-
ereignty of the several States, for if the ability of the States to borrow
money is impaired, curtailed or destroyed by the Federal Govern-
ment, the States would be reduced to mere districts in a very short
time.

The minimum tax proposal as it applies to the individual taxpayers
has a single, very simple and disastrous effect. It destroys the tax-
exempt status of State, municipal and political subdivision bonds. If
a bond can be taxed in the hands of any investor, it is no longer a tax-
exempt security.

Another point that is very important in this matter, Mr. Chairman
and gentlemen of the committee, is the secondary bond market.

Investors' confidence in this market is an extremely necessary factor
in this whole matter.

In considering this problem, there are two types of securities, and I
think this is very important, tax-exempt securities and taxable
securities.

If our bonds are liable for $1 of Federal income taxes in the hands of
any investor, our bonds are no longer tax-exempt. 'Simply stated, they
are taxable, and when they are sold they will be sold at the taxable
rates.

The sale of our securities through the operation of the free enter-
prise scheme of things has paid big dividends to all the taxpayers of
this country. The free enterprise system has worked extremely well for
decades. I can see no valid reason for changing it at this time.

I have long felt that if the system is working well, why should we
disturb it.
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Another thought I wish to share with this committee, which has
already been alluded to this morning, concerns the business of tax
sharing with the several States.

I would submit to you that one of the best and most direct methods
of tax sharing with the several States is to leave the tax-exempt status
of State and municipal bonds as we know it under existing law.

In my judgment, the present law provides an excellent means of tax
sharing or consideration for the taxpayers of the several 'States.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, we hear a lot about
the States and political subdivisions, the local municipalities meeting
their own needs, and doing things for themselves. Well, here we have a
wonderful system of neeting our needs through the selling of our
bonds, and then the Congress comes along and is attempting to destroyit.

I just do not understand how a piece of legislation like this could
get through the Congress. It is frightening that such a piece of legisla-
tion could pass the Congress of the United States.

We believe in progress and we believe in tax reform, but we do not
believe in increasing the burden of our taxpayers in the process and
disrupting the financial stability of the several States.

Most people come up here wanting something. We do not want a
Zhing. All we want is just to be left alone and to leave the law as it now
exists in the statute books.

I have heard more criticism of the proposed legislation, in South
Carolina, than any other subject in recent history, and not by pro-
fessionals, not by bankers, not by municipal officials, and not by county
officials, but the man in the street, and I think these people are telling
us something, Mr. Chairman.

In conclusion, we respectfully urge this committee, the Senate and
the Congress, to reject all proposals relating to removing or tampering
with the tax-exempt status of interest on State and municipal bonds,
and to put an end to this detrimental legislation once and for all.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Patterson's prepared statement and a commnication received

by the committee relative to Mr. Patterson's statement follow:)

STATEMENT BY GRADY L. PATTERSON, JR., STATE TREASUREI OF SOUTH CAROLINA

PRINCIPAL POINTS OF STATEMENT

1. Objections to specific provisions of the bill.
2. Substantial increase in tax burden of local taxpayers.
3. Strike at the sovereignty of the State.
4. Tax exempt status destroyed by mininiuni tax proposal.
5. Allocation of deductions damagess tax exempt status.
6. Secondary bond market irreparably damaged.
7. Investor competence seriously jeopai'dized.
S. Breach of faith by U.S. Government.
9. Basic purpose of tax exempt status.

10. Free enterprise system has worked.
11. A means of tax sharing.
12. Paying tax by accepting lower yielL
13. Big print giveth and small print taketh away.
First, I want to express my appreciation to this Committee for an opportunity

to be heard In opposition to the proposed legislation now pending before this Com-
mittee dealing with tax exempt status of interest on state, municipal, and politi-
cal subdivision bonds.
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I am appearing on behalf of the State of South Carolina, the Municipal Asso-
elation of South Carolina, representing approximately 256 municipalities in our
State, tnd the S. C. Association of Counties, composed of most county officials in
South Carolina. We are grateful for an opportunity to express to you our pro-
found opposition to these detrimental proposals.

We urge this Committee to delete from 1t. R. 13270 all proposals that would
impair the exempt status of the Interest on state and local government bonds, in.
cluding the following provisiuns of IH.R. 13270:

OBJECTIONS TO SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF THE BILL

(A) The inclusion of such interest in the base of the limit on tax preferences as
proposed by Section 301.

(11) The Inclusion of such interest in the base for the allocation of deductions
as proposed by Section 302.

(C) The taxation of Interest on all "arbitrage bonds" without a statutory defl.
nition as proposed by Section 601 (13).

(D) The taxation of the interest on all otherwise exempt obligations in ex.
change for a preferred "federal subsidy" as proposed by Title IV.

SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN TAX BURDEN OF LOCAL TAXPAYERS

Under the guise of reducing taxes for almost every citizen, this so-called tax
reform I)i11 written by the House Ways and Means Committee and passed by the
U.S. Congress now lmding before this Committee will substantially increase the
taxes of almost every local taxpayer in South Carolina and the Nation if tle;e
proposals become law. These provisions of this bill will do significant and irrep-
arable damage to the taxpayer of this Country and to the market for public
s unities. Proof of this fact ean be seen today in the chaotic bond market caused
by just the threat of lii legislation.

STRIbr.' AT TiE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE STATE

Furthermore, such proposals strike at the very heart of the sovereignty of
the several States, for if the ability of the -States to borrow money is impaired,
curtailed or destroyed by the Federal Government, the States would be reduced
to mere districts in a very short time.

TAX-EXEMPT STATUS DESTROYED BY MINIMUM TAX PROPOSAL

The minimum tax proposal as it applies to the individual taxpayers has a single,
very simple and disastrous effect. It destroys the tax exempt status of state,
municipal and political subdivision bonds. If this provision Is enacted into law,
the tax exempt bond. we have issued and now outstanding will become taxable,
and any further securities we issue will be taxable. For if a bond can be taxed In
the hands of any investor, It is no longer a tax exempt security. The impact
this will have on the market for state and local bonds cannot be determined
with mathematical preciseness, but it will certainly be severe.

ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS DAMAGES TAX-EXEMpr STAIRS

The p)roposal relating to allocation of deductions between taxable and tax
exempt income for individual taxpayers will alo damage the sale of our securi-
ties. Although the proposed provision applies only to individuals, the principle
is very simple. When it has once been applied to individuals, corporate investors
are going to be very apprehensive that the same principle will be applied to
them. Once the camel's nose is under the tent, it's difficult to stop him. Agnin.
the impact of the proposed provision may not be great, but the real impact is
complete destruction of tax exemption and of the tax exempt market and the
confidence of investors in our securities.

This provision which proposes changing the tax treatment of realized gains
on bank bond portfolios from capital gains to ordinary income cannot be con-
sidered separately from these other two provisions. First, if there still are tax
exempt securities, this provision would apply to theni; and, secondly, slnve
there is a strong possibility that a large share of state and local borrowing will
somehow be done in taxable form, we will be very dependent on the market for
taxable government securities.
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SECONDARY BOND MARKET IRREPARABLY DAMAGED

What will be the effect of this provision on that market?
By limiting the attractiveness of capital gains the proposed treatment of

long-term bond profits will unquestionably restrict the willingness of commercial
banks to purchase intermediate and long-term bonds. Bankers all over the State
tell me that this, in effect, completely destroys the secondary market In state
and municipal bonds.

It will make no difference whether the securities are taxable or tax exempt
if capital gains are to be taxed as ordinary income. The risk of buying bonds
will outweigh the gain, and the gain will not be worth the risk.

The capital gains provision would also impair and curtail the functions of the
market by putting an end to tax swapping by commercial banks. I am told that
this accounts for perhaps 50% of the volume trading in U.S. Government securi-
ties, away from treasury bills and perhaps 40%/ of the trading in state and
municipal bonds. If this amount of activity is removed from the bond market,
a substantial amount of capital committed to our securities would be removed.
This would reduce the marketability of our securities.

These three proposals must be deleted front this bill if the vitality of 'the
market for our securities is to be preserved.

INVESTOR CONFIDENCE SERIOUSLY JEOPARDIZED

First, the interest on outstanding state and local bonds must remain tax
exempt. It is unthinkable tlat the U.S. Government would flagrantly breach
the faith with investors who have furnished billions of dollars for state and
municipal needs In complete confidence that they were buying tax exempt bonds.
But beyond this, if state and local governments are going to continue to issue
securities that offer Some tax exemption, the rate of Interest we pay oi these
securities is going to be directly related to the level to which outstanding issues
trade in the secondary market. If complete tax exemption is maintained on out-
standing state and municil)al securities, they will trade in the highest level, and
we will le able to nll new issues under most favorable terms in the market
11a ce.

BREACH OF FAITH BY U.S. GOVERNMENT

Conversely, If outstanding issues are taxed, investors' confidence will be so
heavily damaged that we cannot expect M, sell under any favorablfe terms new
issues of state and municipal bonds with whatever amount of tax exemption we
may have left. Investors' confidence in this market is an extremely necessary fac-
tor in this whole matter. There is no question in my mind that the confidence of
the investor is a key factor in this entire scheme of things.

As you gentlemen know, the tax balance is somewhat akin to the balance of na-
ture. One arbitrary action to relieve a so-c-lled tax inequity has a 'far-reaching
effect on many other aspects of the tax spectrum. Thus, by changing the tax laws,
these proposals which appear fairly simple on the face, the resulting effect is a
substantial increase in local taxes for almost every taxpayer in our State and in
this Nation.

In considring this problem, there are two types of securities, tax exempt se-
curities and taxable securities. If our bonds are liable for one dollar of federal
income taxes In the hands of any investor, our bonds are no longer tax exempt-
simply stated, they are taxable. They will be regarded by all investors as taxable,
and when we go to market we will borrow on these securities at taxable rates. If
we are going to retain the right to borrow effectively in the tax exempt market,
then state and local securities must be exempted from the minimum income tax
proposed for individuals in this bill.

BASIC PURPOSE OF TAX-EVEMPT STATUS

I think we should pause for a moment and consider the basic purpose of the
tax exempt status of state and municipal bonds in the first place. The purpose of
tile exemption was to sell these securities at the lowest possible cost to the given
political entity, thereby keeping to a minimum tie cost to the taxpayers. In order
to do this, these securities of necessity had to 1)e attractively priced so as to be
saleable and marketable. This arrangement has worked extremely well for
decades and I see no valid reason for changing it.
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FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM HAS WORKED

The sale of our securities to operation of the free enterprise scheme of things
has paid big dividends to all the taxpayers of this Country. The fact that it has
worked so well seems to upset some officials in high government circles. I have
long felt that if a system is working well, why disturb it. There are plenty of
areas in government which need far greater attention than this matter, I would
suggest that the government energies be directed toward those areas and leave the
tax exempt status of state municipal bonds alone.

A MEANS OF TAX SHAWRNG

Another thought which I would like to share with the Committee concerns tax
sharing in the several States. We have seen and read in the news media about the
mood of Congress concerning this matter. I would submit to you that one of the
best and direct methods of tax sharing with the several States is to leave the tax
exempt status of state and municipal bonds as we now know it under existing law.
What useful purpose could be. accomplished by the Federal Government's sub-
sidizing the cost of issuing taxable bonds? There are many, many reasons which
are quite obvious to most people for opposing any federal subsidy arrangement.
We know from past experience of all the red tape, unnecessary reports, unwar-
ranted priorities and controls which would result if such a system were adopted.
In my judgment, the present law relating to tax exempt status of state and muni-
cipal bonds, In effect, provides in a sense a tax sharing consideration for the
taxpayers of this Country.

PAYING TAX BY ACCEPTING LOWER YIELD

Moreover, investors who purchase state municipal bonds are, in effect, paying a
substantial tax by virtue of accepting a lower yield from investing in these secu-
rities. Conversely, these investors could invest the same funds in taxable securities
and receive a much higher yield. Thus, it can be argued with considerable merit
that by purchasing state and municipal securities, investors are, in effect paying
Income taxes by accepting the lower yield.

In order to support an alleged need for tax reform in this particular area, some
facts should be presented to prove the case. With all the discussion by the news
media and others, about 154 persons not paying any income tax on income earned
in 1967, not one scintilla of evidence has been shown to prove that one single state
or municipal bond was held by any one of these individuals. I submit to you,
gentlemen, that no case has been made to justify or warrant any wholesale
tampering with or modification of the tax exempt status of state and municipal
bonds. The devastating effect this helter-skelter, headlong rush by .the House
Ways and Means Committee and the Congress to remove or modify the exemption
on interest earned on state and municipal bonds has had on the bond market need
not be described in words. One has only to look at the chaotic bond market today
for proof 'of this fact. If this is not satisfactory evidence and proof to you, gentle-
men, then I do not know how to prove the case. The confidence of inve.9tors in
state and municipal bonds has been destroyed, and the only way to restore it is for
the Senate and Congress to reject all snippings at the tax exempt status of these
securities.

BIG PRINT GIVETH AND SMALL PRINT TAKETH AWAY

This is another case of the big print giveth 'and the small print taketh away.
The big news media headlines giveth tax reductions for almost all citizens, but
the small print In the tax bill relating to tax exempt status of interest on etate and
municipal bonds taketh away with increased tax burdens for local taxpayers.

We respectfully urge this Committee, the Senate and Congress to reject all
proposals relating to removing or tampering with the tax exempt statuss of interest
on state and municipal and political subdivision bonds, and to put ,.n end to this
detrimental legislation once and for all.

Respectfully submitted,
GRADY L. PATTERSON, Jr.,

State Treasurer, South Carolina.
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rMUNUIcrPAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
CHIE COU SELColtm ba, $.C'., Ncptember 11, 1969.

i ('l[IEF COUNSEL,

committee e on Finance,
Xc Sc)iatc Office Building,
11I'a~vhigton, D.C.

[ DE,% SI: I am enclosing with this letter at copy of the most ,cent Rensolutlon
adopted by the Municipal Association of ,South Carolina in conveloi assembled,
re "Taxation of Municipal and Local Bond Interest."

Needless to say. we are deeply concerned over the action taken by the House
Ways and Means Committee, and later the entire Ilou,e of Iepreentatlves, this
year in effect lifting the tax exemption on interest received from state and local
government iouls.

\Ve have disk'us-t.d the matter in detail, and indeo'd had even coisi(iered as-king,
the Chairman of our Federal Iegislative Cominnittee, Mayor John Nave, Greeji-
wood, South Carolina, to personally request an appearance before the Senate
Finance Committee during the course of its hearings, which I understand are now
in progress. ltowever, Governor McNair through his Coordinator for Iwa i Gov-
erinenits, Mr. Woody Brooks., approached us and the South Carolina As o.iatiui
(of Counties atnd asked that we join with State Treasurer Grady L. Patterson, Jr..
in presenting our case as a united front agnimLst the proposed legislation.

I have discussed this matter at length with our State Treasurer as well as
with Mr. James Sbipman, Executive Diector of the South Carolina Association of
Counties. We do desire that both the Municipal Association of South Carolina and
the South Carolina Association of Counties go on record as jointly endorsing
Mr. l'atterson'.s statement, which will represent all parties concerned in South
Carolina.

It is our mnderstanding front the office of the National League of Cities that
over 251 individuals have requested to testify oil this one point IMhig ' considered
by the Senate Finance Committee, and I think that alone illustrates how con-
cerned the state and local governments find themselves with this proposed legis-
lation as pased by the House of Representatives.

However, we do rmwuest that the interest of the Munilcipal Association of South
Caroliia joining with the South Carolina Association of Counties anhi Stat- Gov-
(,rnient be coordinated and l)resented in one statement through State TreisuIrer
Grady Patterson. whom I understand is scheduled to appear op there on Sel-
tember 623, 1969.

Thanking you iII advance for this consideration, and with best wishes, I am,
Sifiierely,

JT. N. CALDWELL, Jr.,
Executive Director.

Enclosure.
Whereas, in the lmust, the house Ways and Means Committee in the Nationl

Congress in Washington has received testimony to the effect that legislation
should be introduced which would lift de federal tax immunity upon municilml
bouds and municipal utility operations ; and

Whereas, eiactment into law of )respIi t l)roll mls to place an income tax on
the earnings from such bols would greatly endanger the sale of municipal boids
on the open market and municilpa government operation in general : Now, there-
fore, be it

RIrsolrcd, That the Municipal Association of South Carolina in 29th Convention
assembled. once again go on record and emphasize its opIo)sition to any such lro-
iiosals and that a copy of the Resolution be forwarded to the House Ways and
Means 'Conunittec Chairman. Wilbur Mills. and to each member of the South
Carolina delegation in the National Congress.

Mr. PATTERSON. Now, we will hear from Senator Friday from the
State of Florida.

STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER 0. FRIDAY, STATE SENATOR FROM
FLORIDA

Mr. FRIDAY. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee,
I would like to express my appreciation to you for this opportunity to
speak, and to my colleagues ,-,' this panel for allowing me to collie
slig tly out of order here because I do have a. plane to catch.
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I appear before ycia this morning as vice chairman of the Council
of State Governments, as well as a State senator from Florida, to speak
with you on recommendations and criticisms as they relate to the State
and municipal bond sections of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

The Council of State Governments, as you know, is a joint agency
of the 50 States established for the improvement of interstate rela-
tions. Federal-State relations, and the State executive, legislative, and
judicial functions of those States.

The Council of State Governments is opposed to the provisions of
the bill which drastically alter the tax treatment of municipal bonds.
This alteration is wrong in con',pt and goes far beyond any stated
need to attain tax equality. The structure of the bond market has al-
ready been disrupted by economic factors and your contemplated
action, and it may be many years before it again settled down regard-
less of the acts taken by this committee and the U.S. Senate as a whole.

On July 30 of this year the Wall Street Journal commented that
this was tie worst single day in the market's history as far as tax-
exempt bonds were concerned.

The communities of Florida, and the other 49 States, are in a time
of reAl financial crisis, and increasing bond interest rates poses a serious
threat to their fiscal ability to fulfill the needs of the people of our
State and local governments. The course of municipal bond interest
rates this year supports that judgment.

This Congress and the agencies of this body have, over the past
years, come to a growing awareness of the condition of the health
and economy of this Nation by pollution of its air and water. You, and
the people of this Nation, are determined to wage war on this im-
placable foe of society, which spawns it. In Florida, as in the other
States, the bulk of this danger springs from the dumping of raw
sewtgo into our waters by our cities and towns. You, at the Federal
level, and we at, the State leVel, have pointed to these matters and, we
have said, "You can clean it up."

Now, you would take away the only financing available to them.
Senators, the citizens of our Nation, should, and, I believe, would, rise
up in anger and despair and frustration if this happened. It is reliably
estimated that in Florida 60 percent or more of the pollution in Flor-
ida's waters is done by the cities and communities of that State, and I
am advised through my associates in the Council of State Govern-
ments and the National Ueislative Conference that this same condi-
tion prevails in most other States of the Nation. You lmuve donl Mu(ch.
But you have also, and rightly so, pointed to the responsibility of the
State and local governments in this field of antipollution activity.

I would like, now to address my remarks to you regarding the effects
a bill such as H.R. 13270 would'have on the State of Florida. Let ine
hasten to add, however, that its adverse repercussions would be similar
for all States and local governments, and only the dollar figures for
the affected governmental services would vary. If any new means of
taxation affecting these securities is enacted, mnicipal bond interest
rates will rise very significantly.

This will impair the ability of States to borrow money. It will add
to the now overburdened taxpayers responsibility. You and I know
full well that it takes $11 i to $2 sent to Wash'ngton to get $1 worth
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of service or money back at the local or State level. Under these con-
ditions I believe the States would have to do one of three things to
accommodate to this:

One, reduce the financing by bonds, but increase taxes to furnish
current services; two, pay tle imiroased interest costs, thus greatly
increasing the State debt anld cost to t axpayers; or, tree, re(uce iieeded
and necessary services to the people.

Florida would have been deprived of such projects as the $9 million
of )onding for the medical school at the University of South Flor-
ida. * * *Under the present system the bonding of tfis project barely
squeaked through.

It would not have been possible to attain the Fort Pierce $5 million
water and sewer project, the $13 million Dade County school bond issue.
and the $19 million Hillsborouigh County bond issue. It would have
placed in serious jeopardy the St. Lucie County beach erosion project-
in beach erosion you havt exhibited great concern around the Nation
and it would have placed and will now place, the $90 million city of
Jacksonville sewer project in a nearly impossible category.

Iet me add that the sole purpose of this $90 million issue is to clean
up the St. John's River. Senators the Federal Establishment has a
great interest in that river which is at present a river of raw sewage.
There are two major military, installations on that river, the Jackson-
ville Naval Air Facility, and'the Mayport Naval Yard.

The interest subsidy will be expensive to administer and could be
used to coerce local governmental units to turn even more to Washing-
ton. If the rate of subsidy is high, local governments will be forced to
abandon the present system entirely.

M[r. Chairman and Senators, bonds are one of our most effective capi-
tal outlay sources, and that source must not be damaged. During this
past year we have seen Federal cut-off of p)rogramed funds to the
States-Federal highway grants, and the present cutback on all capital
outlays b, this administration. Who is to say that this new subsidy
woult not 1)e wiped out or could not be wiped out by Executive order'?

Let me illustrate for a moment the effect of this ta'xation on Florida.
In 1968, we issued $585 million worth of bonds with an average interest
rate of 41/2 percent and an annual debt service of $4.5 million, with an
average maturity period of 20 years. Had there been a tax on municipal
1ond interest, tle rates might save been as high as 61o percent. This
ieans we would have had to reduce our issuance by approximately 15
percent--or to put it another way, about $78 million worth of projects
would not have been built.

T1o retire the 1968 debt of $58,5 million will require $900 million in
principal and interest payments. The same debt at 61/2 )ercent interest
would mean that principal and interest payments would be $1.06 billion
over the life of tie bonds, costing the taxpayers of that State an addi-
tional $106 million.

The other alternatives would 1)e to cut. back on much needed projects
and services or to raise taxes. I am opposed, as I know you are, to any
further tax burden being placed on the people of our States and cities.

An analysis requested by your committee's staff and prepared by the
staff of th'e House-Senate Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
points that this section of the bill "opens the way to complete repeal
of the State and local tax exemption."
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After House passage of this measure the municipal Bond Buyer's
Index soared to a historic high of 6.02 percent, rising 11 points over
the previous week, and as of today, I am advised, it has climbed to 6.3
percent.

Reflecting the apathy and uncertainty of the market, the placement
ratio dropped to 60.9 percent.

Since early July when the House opened hearings in the Ways and
Means Committee investment yields of new issues of local govern-
ment "Aa" rated bonds have risen about 70 points, while yields on
similar corporate taxable bonds have risen only 5 points.

I think, -Senators, it is clear that none of these proposal are accept-
able to the States. Our people cannot pay the higher taxes if interest is
taxed. It is difficult to finance needed projects from current taxes-
almost impossible. Most assuredly, we cannot cut back on necessary
services to the people. These services must 'be provided and they must
be financed by bonds at reasonable rates if the States are to be full
partners in our federal system.

In an effort to get at a handful of taxpayers who invest heavily in
tax-exempt bonds and thus pay little or no tax, you would have to
damage the ability of local governments to finance their growing needs
without seeking further dole from Washington.

Senators, and my fellow panel members, I apologize for having to
leave at this particular stage. I would respond to any questions I might
be able to. I have an airplane waiting that I have a problem with, and
if there are any questions before I leave, Senators, 1 would be glad to
answer. Thank you very much for your kindness and courtesy, you
gentlemen of the panel.

(Senator Elmer 0. Friday's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF SENATOn ELMER 0. FaIDAY, STATE OF, FL*tRIDA

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance Committee: I am Elmer 0.
Friday, State Senator from Florida.

I welcome the opportunity to come before you this morning to speak, as Vice-
Chairman of the Council of State Governments, on recommendations and critiism
as they relate to the state and municipal bond section of the "Tax Reform Act of
1969", (I-.R. 13270). The Council is a Joint agency of the fifty states established
for the improvement of inter-state relations, federal-state relations and the state
executive, legislative and Judicial functions.

The Council is opposed to the provisions of the bill which drastically alter tLe
tax treatment of municipal bonds. This alteration is wrong in concept and gres
far beyond any stated need -to attain tax equality. The structure of the !)ond
market ba already been disrupted by economic factors and yovr contemplated
action, 'and it may be many years before it again settles down :egardless of the
acts taken by this committee and the United States Senate as a whole.

On Tuly 30th of this year the Wail Street Journal commen ed that this was
the worst single day in, the market's history ,as far as tax except bonds were," ~concerned. ,,, . .. •- ...

The commt itte f Florida, ag4. the other 49 states, are in a time of real
fidianal crissa , a&Idh tiereadng bond interest rates poses a serious threat to the
46R6 i bU1ty to fulfill the needs of the Pe=0le by our state and local governmetits.

of urn J pO pQJ j bond intettte this year supports this opinion.
0hap oyhae vxteas&t qyeirs, come toag~q ~ t~on8~t~i f t -A~1h iano proo of this nation

I ~ eo4 ofi -h~ 7N n are deter-
W l~bet~~ o~~wt ~t It Xn loria

if ti dingbwaptigs f~th~upn g of rai4
~wa~h~t~ mwa tdt~aaid; ~I~~u. t~efedrallevel, and
we t t~.staeieei b~e o hed Q hes~ p~a~l it~Olan up!" NOW
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you would take away the only financing available to them. Gentlemen, our citizen.
should, and would, rise up in anger and despair. It is reliably estimated that 60%
or more of the pollution in Florida's waters is done by the cities and communities
of that - tate, and I am advised through my associates in the Council of State
Governments and the National Legislative Conference that this same condition
prevails in most other states of the nation. You have done much. But you have
also, and rightly so, pointed to the responsibility of the state and local govern-
ments in this field.

1 would now like to address my remarks to you regarding the effects a bill such
as H.R. 13270 would have on the state of Florida. Let me hasten to add however,
that its adverse repercussions would be similar for all state and local govern-
ments, and only the dollar figures for the affected governmental services would
vary. If any new means of taxation a nguries is enacted, municipal
bond interest rates will rise v ;lgnifioantly. ThisW41U impair the ability of
states to borrow money. It1 add to the now overburdeniNdtax-payers respon-
sibility. You and I know. 11 well that it takes one and one-li t o two dollars
sent to Washington to et one dollar back. I believe the states w ld have to do
one of three things to commodate: 1. Reduct *1pancing by bonds, ut increase
taxes to furnish cu ent financing an ervyc; 2. PaYae increased in rest costs,
thus greatly inere sing the state bt a J cost to tax-payers; or 3. Red needed
and necessary se ces to the Spe6ple.

Florida woul have bee"eprived o sudh IloJecjtas the million do ars of
bonding for tb medical school at the namitotkSouth F6r 0a . . . un r the
present yse the bonding wfisL lrelysueakedsthroigh. It wou not
have been po bible to attain the FoteP6 5 ml ion 9bllar Water and wer
project, the 1 million dollar Dade C y schol bondissue and t4e 19 milUlo dol-
lar Hillsboro gh County Qnd issue I o ld have p1 c1d in serious Jeopard the
St. 1 cie Coriny Beachn4 r15J n Pizoj ,t a dit would p lc e 90 million dollar
City of Jackonville s er pro 4 |n a Kl poible es y.

The intere subsidy 11 be exlAsive to adinitand could be used to corce
local govern ental units turn e more t shi on. If the rate of sulsidy
Is high, local vernmen will b fo ced to ndo e ent system ent ~rely.
Bonds, Mr. Ch lrman, a one our s e~etie c pital oute sources a d we
should not damage them. ftluing this p we ave seen federal cu toff of
programmed fu d to the states-federajiuig way s stems, an the preset cut-
back by this ad inistration. Who ito say that thi new s sidy w4,al~ not be
wiped out by Ex tive Order? V I

Let me Illustrate he effects o Ita nation on Forlda. 968 we Is W~d 585 mil-
lion dollars worth o nds with an average .terest rate of 4% peyent and an
annual debt service 4.5 million dollars, with an average mat Ity period of
twenty years. Had there en a tax on municipal bond Interes he rates might
have been as high as O p)c- nt. This means we would ha ad to reduce our
issuance by approximately 15 l z' nt . . . or to put it r way, about 78 mil-
lion dollars worth of projects would t. To retire the 1968 debt
of 585 million dollars will require 900 million dollars in principal and interest
payments . . . the same debt at 6% percent Interest, principal and interest pay-
ments would be 1.06 billion dollars over the life of the bonds, costing the 'tax-
payers an additional 106 million dollars. The other alternative would be to cut
back on much needed projects and services or to raise taxes. I am opposed to any
further tax burden being placed on the people.

An analysis requested by your committee's staff and prepared by the staff of the
House-Senate Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation points that this section
of the 'bill "opens the way to complete repeal of the state and local tax exemp-
tion.", After House passage of this measure the municipal bond buyer's index soared
to a historical high of 6.02 percent, rising 11 points over the previous week. It
has now climbed to 6.20 percent.

Reflecting the apathy and uncertainty of the market, the placement ratio
dropped to 60.9 percent.

Since early July when the House opened hearings in the Ways and means Com-
mittee, new Issues of local. government "AA" rated bonds have risen by about 70
74ofits, while yields on similar corporate taxable bonds have risen only 5 points.

I think, Members of this committee, it is quite clear that none of these proposals
-are acceptable to the states. We camot pay the higher taxes if interest is taxed.
~ths 'difficult.t? finance needed projects from current taxes. Most assuredly, we
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cannot cut back on necessary services to the people. These services must be pro.
vided and they must be financed by bonds at reasonable rates if the states are
to be full partners in our federal system.

In an effort to get at a handful of taxpayers who invest heavily In tax-exempt
bonds ani thus pay little or no tax, you would have damaged the ability of local
governments to finance their growing needs without seeking help from
Washington.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, I greatly appreciate your affording
me the opportunity to be heard.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. The next speaker will be Lewis I. Vaden, the dis-
tinguished State treasurer of Virginia.

STATEMENT OF LEWIS H. VADEN, TREASURER OF VIRGINIA

Mr. VADEN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I shall be
very brief in my remarks today, taking into account that I have filed
in detail my thoughts regarding the proposed elimination of the tax
exemption in IT.R. 13270.

I shall confine my remarks primarily to the distasteful part of the
proposed subsidy that is proposed in this bill.

As has been pointed out to you in many instances this morning vith
figures and charts, and what-lave-you, that there would be no savings
accruing either to the Federal or local or State governments by way
of subsidy. In fact, it would cost the Federal Government a considera-
ble amount of money to have the subsidy program, and nobody since
I have been here thiS morning has brought out the fact of the cost of
administering such a program as the subsidy would entail.

In my opinion it would greatly concentrate government in the
Nation's Capital liere in Washington, because every State, county,
city, town, and hamlet would have to come to Washington on bended
knee to get their particular financing worked out, whether it be for a
water system, a sewer system, or whether it would be for a schoolhouse
or any other public improvement that they may entertain the idea of
having. In that fashion the great concentration of all government would
be here in the Nation's Capital.

I think that if governmntal entities are going to incur debts, that
the debt should be as close to the people as it is possible to have it and,
as I would visualize a subsidy program and the determination of the
financingbeing done in one central point in the Nation's Capital, this
would take this about as far a way as one could imagine.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to come before you and express
my opposition to any change in the present laws relative to the tax-
exempt features that we now have for State and local bonds.

I also bring a documented statement from our Governor of the Com-
monwealth of Virginia, the Honorable Mills E. Godwin, Jr. In his
statement, he makes it clear that he feels the same way as I feel, that
no change should be made relative to the tax-exempt feature of State
and local bonds.

Again, let me thank you lor the opportunity of appearing. I will
attempt to answer any questions that you may wish to propound.

Senator ANDERSON. Your stat(,ment will be received in full. Any
questions I

Senator Bym. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions. I
think this has been a very informative and 'helpful session in the
comments and statements made by the panel.
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(The prepared statements of Gov. Mills E. Godwin, Jr., of Virginia,
and Mr. Lewis Vaden, treasurer of Virginia, follow:)

STATEMENT OF 'IILLS E. GODWIN, JR., GOVERNOR, COMMONWEALTH1 OF VIRGINIA

The changes proposed by H.R. 13270 in the Federal income tax treatment of the
Interest received on State and local bonds by the holders thereof are matters of
grave concernn to the Commonwealth of Virginia and its political subdivisions a3
well as to all other States and their localities throughout the nation.

Speclilcally, this Statement opposes the following provisions of H.R. 13270:
(a) The provision relating to the election on the part of State and local

governments to issue taxable bonds, with certain Federal subsidy payments
to the issuers.

(b) The provision to require inclusion of interest received on State and
local bonds as an item in the prol)osed "limit on tax preferences."

(c) The provision to require individuals to include State and local bond
interest in allocating deductions between taxable and non-taxable income.

Ever since the Federal income tax law was enacted in 1913, interest on State
and local government bonds has been exempt. This exemi:iplon finds its Justifica-
tion, not only on constitutional grounds of reciprocal tax immunity, but on other
grounds as well. For it is clear that the exemption Is provided not for the benefit
of the holders of the bonds, but for the benefit of the States and their localities.
Therefore, if any valid congressional legislation Is enacted to change the existing
policy now, or to presage a change in the future, this would constitute a heavy
blow to State and local governments by making it more difficult and costly for
them to finance needed capital outlays of large proportions.

1H.R. 13270, in the provisions above enumerated, does not undertake to do more
at this time than to impair the age-old exemption, but there can be no doubt that
many investors in State and local bonds would regard this legislation as the first
step toward later attempts further to impair the exemption and finally to deny it
completely. The pr-esent proposals, if enacted, would therefore lessen confidence in
the desirability of investing in these bonds and would cause investors to demand
considerably higher interest rates than now prevail to compensate them for a
reduced net yield under the present proposals, if enacted, and for taking addi-
tional potential risks respecting the future status of the bonds.

The election to issue taxable bonds is voluntary on the part of State and local
governments under the bill as it now reads, but it is quite difficult to believe that
State or local governments would willingly issue such bonds. Moreover, the bill's
provisions on 'subsidy payments out of the Federal treasury to States and their
localities would doubtless prove to be quite unworkable us a practical matter, and
continuation of thee subsidy payments indefinitely might well be open to question.

In a summary of this bill prepared by the staffs of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and the Committee on Finance, dated August 18,
1969, It is said that: "The tax -savings for individuals and corporations from the
purchase of tax-exempt bonds has been greater than the differential between the
Interest yields on tax-exempt and taxable bonds." This, In essence, is said to be
the principal problem.

Assuming the quoted sentence to be correct, it does not follow that this can
justify legislation which would be inimical to State and local governments.

'It appears that the provisions of the bill hereinabove referred to would produce
only a relatively small 'amount of additional Federal income tax revenue, and
that this woula probably be more than offset at the State and local levels by the
higher interest rates -State and local governments would be compelled to pay. The
real parties In interest in this matter are the States and their localities and not
the investors.

STATEMENT OF LEWIS H. VADEN, TREASURER OF VIRGINIA

SUMMARY

I The Damage to the $180 Billion Market
(a) Interest cost highest in history of municipal bond market.

II State and Local Bonds Are Tax-Exempt as to Income Tax Only
(a) The Issuer, in effect, receives the benefit In the form equivalent to

local taxation.
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III Proposed Federal Subsidy to Local Government Financing on Taxable BonIm
(a) Would result in excessive cost to the Federal Oovernment.

IV Greater Centralization of Government in Washington
(a) Proposed bill requiring all State and local financing to be approved In

Washington.
STATEMENT

The Damage to the $130 Billion Market
The mere statement of Congressional purpose to infringe the historic tax in-

munity of the State and local government financing function has Inflicted a
drastic setback to the going values of State and local government bonds In the
market; and, thereby, has brought about a rise of corresponding extent in local
government borrowing costs. By one trade estimate, a rise of about $300 million
in the borrowing costs to State and local governments over the past four months
must be traceable to a large extent to the adverse market implications of the
House of Representatives treatment of the issue.

Since early July, when the Ways and Means Committee opened hearings on its
final proposals, investment yields on new Issues of local government AA-rated
bonds have risen by about 75 basis points (from about 5.50 per cent to 6.25 per
cent), while yields on similarly-rated corporate taxable bonds have risen by only
about 10 basis points (from 7.95 per cent to 8.05 per cent). New York City had
to pay from 7.43 to 7.48 per cent in late August to borrow on notes due next
February and March. A long-term borrowing cost Baltimore, Maryland 6.35 per
cent.

Moreover, the size of the new-issue market in local government financing is
shrinking because of the decision of local officials to postpone or cancel bond
sales on account of the progressive deterioration of the market.

Displacements of this kind, mostly from municipalities that cannot afford the
costs of borrowing forced by the suggested removal of tax-exemption, have soared
as high as one-third of a week's total volume-or as much as $127,687,000 in a
single week-from a previous average of well below 21 per cent.

With this first adverse Impact likely to be compounded by the prospect of
prolonged litigation of the tax Immunity issue in the courts, the Congressional
move can be viewed as the start of a dismantling of market machinery that, since
the end of World War 11, has succeeded in broadening the outstanding float of
local government bonds from $13.7 billion to $130 billion. An endorsement by
the Senate of the Lower House's action would be a summary requisition on the
bond market to find new buyers for from $10 billion to $20 billion of new local
government bonds annually.

As things now stand, the uncertainties abounding in the stricken market are
raising questions not so much of price as of what the nature of local government
obligations may really be from now on. The investor Just does not know what
he is asked to buy: Is It something taxable instead of tax-exempt? Something
tax-exempt now but taxable later? Something marketable a't a price now, but
perhaps unmarketable at any price later?

As a result of the above effect on the municipal market, all State and local
capital outlay financing has come to an abrupt halt In the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia, as our present statutes do not permit the issuance of State or local bonds
having a coupon in excess of 6 per cent. Therefore, with the current market for
an A-grade 20 year maturity bond being 6.33% as of September 11, 1969, we are
unable to market any of our local bonds.
State an4 Local Bon,8 are Tax-Exempt as to Income Tax Only

The purchasers or holders of municipal bonds at the time of purchase elect
to receive a lesser yield than they would otherwise receive by procuring non-
Income tax-exempt securities. The smaller yield to the holder results in a lower
debt service cost to the issuer. Therefore, in effect, the purchaser or holder of
municipal bonds pays a local tax to the locality issuing income tax-exempt
securities. This situation exists for the full life of the bond; that Is, from the
date of Issue to the last date of maturity-so that during the full life of the bond
the holder, in accepting a lesser yield, Is in effect paying to the local government
a local tax.

It is obvious from the above that In the most technical sense, there Is no such
thing as a completely tax-free municipal security. The present tax exemption
applies only to 8tate and Federal income tax and the holder are in effect taxed
by accepting a smaller yield. i
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Proposed Federal Subsidy to Local Government Financing on Taxable Bonds
Buyers of such bonds will have to be found in great part away from the sources

of demand supporting the existing market for tax-exempt securities. Commercial
banks, a major buyer of local government tax-exempts, would be buyers of local
government taxable bonds only in short-term maturities, that Is obligations due
within a year, or-at the most-two years. Individual Investors, having been noti-
fied of the Congressional wish to do away with the tax-exempt market altogether,
may be buyers of the new local government taxable bonds due in one year or less,
but otherwise, their investment money will be attracted to equity securities or
to whatever tax shelters may still be around in other fields, such as real estate
or oil.

It must be kept in mind that the tax-exempt financing privilege enjoyed by
municipal or county governments or their subdivisions cannot be renounced by
such entities without the consent of the parent state, and that any unauthorized
moves to do so will likely be contested in the courts. The same goes on the etate
administrative front. No governor or state legislature has the right to waive the
right of the state community to borrow money on a tax-exempt basis; the author-
ization must come from a state constitutional convention. The legal complications
attending any waiver of local government tax exemption, therefore, are bound to
compound the uncertainties otherwise related to the founding of a new public
market capable to absorbing the $10 billion to $20 billion of new local government
securities annually.

The long-term borrowing of State and local governments financed through the
issuance of municipal bonds amounted to $10 billion during the calendar year
1968.

Under House of Representatives Bill No. 13270, it Is proposed that the Federal
,Government would subsidize the State and localities in an amount equal to 30 to
40 per cent of the interest cost for the first five years and 25 to 40 per cent of the
interest cost after five years. Assuming the interest cost required to be paid In
accordance with the current municipal market-that is, 6.33 per cent for an
A-grade 20 year maturity bond, the interest on $16 billion volume of %ales for the
calendar year 1968 would amount to $1,012,800,000.

Using the 40 per cent subsidy figure, this would require the Federal Govern-
ment to pay, In ;ubsidies, $405,120,000, which said figure would not include any
administration cost nor the co.st to the localities to journey to the Nation's Capitol
to present their particular case, and I am to understand that the Secretary of the
Treasury estimates that $45,000,000 would be derived from a tax on State and
municipal bonds.

'It Is absurd to think, taking into account the cost of the subsidy program, that
any Increased amount of revenue could possibly accrue to the Federal treasury.
Greater centralization of Government in Washington

In recent months, there have been many encouraging reports to the effect that
Congress is making an effort to decentralize government; however, the proposals
in House of Representatives Bill No. 13270, wherein said bill proposes to elimi-
nate Income tax exemption on State and local bonds and to subsidize the states
and localities as a result of tax exemption elimination would require every state,
city, county, town and hamlet in the United States to come to Washington on
bended knee for the approval by the Federal Government of its financing for any
project such as a water system, sewerage, school house or any public improve-
ment. Therefore, the Federal Government would be In the position to determine
the feasibility of any capital improvement contemplated by the localities and
would also determine the Interest coqt or debt service In the event the project
was ar proved by some governmental agency.

I am of the opinion that this would create the greatest centralization of gov-
ernment in the Nation's Capitol than any proposal that has come up in recent
times.

It is my firm belief and conviction that if debt is to be incurred In government,
it should be kept as close to the people as Is possible to do. The proposals as set
forth concerning State and local financing in House Bill No. 13270 would take
the matter about as far away from the people as one could imagine.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Our next speaker is the Honorable David P. Buck-
son, the distinguished attorney general of the first State, Delaware, and
who also represents the National Association of Attorneys General.

Mr. Buckson.
33-865-69-pt. 4-40
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STATEMENT OF DAVID P. BUCKSON, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
STATE OF DELAWARE

Mr. BuciisoN. Members of the Senate I appear on behalf of the Na-
tional Association of Attorneys General, having been a former presi-
dent of the national association. We are in the role somewhat of the
linebacker, in effect. If this legislation should slip through it will be
our duty, as the attorneys general of each State, to challenge the legality
of the constitutionality of the law, so it is to that aspect of this I will
address my remarks.

I will be joined in the oral presentation of the legal side of this by
the Honorable Thomas O'Connor, who is president of the National In-
stitute of Municipal Law Officers.

The House Ways and Means Committee report on this bill acknowl-
edged that-

There is a body of opinion to the effect that it would be unconstitutional for
the Federal Government to tax interest from State and local obligations without
the consent of the issuing governments.

But it then said-
This position has been disputed, and many authorities have indicated that the
Federal Government does have a constitutional right to tax the interest on State
and local seurities.

You will note that those who deem such a tax unconstitutional,
including 50 State attorneys general, and, we are told, the U.S. Attor-
ney General, are, to the Ways and Means Committee majority, merely a
body of opinion, while those who would sanction the tax are called
authorities. The identity and qualifications of these authorities are
not given but the report does thus reflect a bias in favoring a legal
opinion which, at best, is sharply contested and, at worst, is contradicted
by every Supreme Court decision on the subject.

Today's hearing might be a replay of the legal debate before this
honorable body 30 years ago but -for one enormous difference. Then the
contestants on one side were the U.S. Department of Justice and the
Treasury Department in their full official capacity and on the other
side the State attorneys general and the municipal law officers.

Today the cast is the same on our side, but no 'present Federal law
officer denies us; indeed, the Treasury acknowledges at least grave con-
stitutional doubts and, hen pressed, a negative judgment on the
constitutionality of taxing our bond interest, even under an LTP plan.

In 1940 it was the State view which prevailed in the Senate, and we
hope to prevail again.

It is hard to see why the Ways and Means Committee, almost cava-
lierly and with no analysis 'in its report whatsoever was willing to
,plunge this great unique federal system of ours into the ,maelstrom of
constitutional conflict, pitting the Federal Government acainst the
States and generating a confrontation which is the opposite of the
constructive federalism of which we hear so Tnudh.

Make no mistake about it. If sections 301, 302, and title VI were
enacted in their present form we, the 'State attorneys general, will
challenge them and resist their enforcement. And we would expect to
prevail in the Supreme Court.

I am amazed at the so-called authorities who dogmatically assert
the constitutionality of taxing State ana municipal bonds without State
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consent. They acknowledge, as they must, that the U.S. Supreme Court
flatly and unanimously held such a tax would be unconstitutional in
Pollock v. Farmers Loan & T u'.st Company, 157 U.S. 429, 158 U.S.
601. You have already heard Assistant Secretary Cohen explain that
the Court split 5 to 4 on other issues in that case, 'but was unanimous on
this point.

These alleged authorities also acknowledge, as they must. that the
Supreme Coiirt has never, to this (lay, challenged that opinion or sug-
gested it was ready for reversal. Even the Court of the late 1930's, the
high watermark of critical reexamination of the reciprocal constitu-
tioal tax immunity, always carefully preserved in the Pollock case
and its rule of bond exemption as specifically different from such
taxes as it sanctioned on salaries or contractor's profits, as set forth in
cases which we have cited.

In the contractor case, the opinion was by Justices Black, Brandeis,
Cardozo, Huighes, and Stone. and they too referred to the Pollock
case. rhey reaffirmed its validity in words prophetic of the market up-
roar produced by the House bill: They said:

That doctrine recognizes the direct effect of a tax which "would operate on
the power to borrow before it is exercised"-Pollock v. Farm ers Loan d Trwqt
Company, supra-and which would directly affect the [State] government's ob-
ligation as a continuing security.

These judges even went on to say what all the State and local gov-
ernment witnesses are here pleading with you to recognize. The court
said:

Vital considerations are there involved respecting the permanent relations of
the government to investors in its securities and its ability to maintain its credit.

Justice Cardozo also cited the Pollock case and said:
By the teaching of the same case an income tax, if made to cover the interest

on Government bonds, is a clog upon the borrowing power such as was condemned
in Mculloch v. Maryland.

McGudloch %. Maryland, thus cited, has renewed significance in view
of the readoption of its philosophy by the majority of the Supreme
Court only last year in First Ag icidtural National Yank v. State Tax
Commission (392 U.S. 339), McCulloch is remembered as the constitu-
tional landmark which first asserted the doctrine of constitutional
governmental tax immunity to avoid destruction of our federal system.
Its philosophy was expressed in the aphorism, "the power to tax in-
volves the power to destroy."

This should come as no surprise to those who have studied the only
case of constitutional significance to this subject which came between
the cases of the late thirties and today. This was the case of New York
v. United States (326 U.S. 572), where the Court split three ways in
1946. The tax involved was a Federal excise tax on the sale of bottled
mineral waters that the State of New York was engaged in selling. The
Court sustained the tax, Justices Black ar d Douglas dissenting, and
they are the only members of that bench still sitting.

These two justices while specifically mentioning State issuance of
securities, condemned all Federal taxes against the States because, they
said, a tax is a powerful regulatory instrument. t

To Justices Black and Douglas, according to that opinion of 1946,
a Federal system requires coexistence of the Federal and State part-
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ners Pnd the kind (f coexistence contemplated by the Constitution
does not allow for tha use by either against the other of such a "power-
ful regulatory instrument" as a tax.

To these Justices, a Federal system is the opposite of centralization
of.power in the Federal Government and so they went further in their
opinion and said of Federal taxation of the States, "And no more
powerful regulatory instrument for centralization of Government
could be devised."

You will recognize that this was really only an updated restatement
of the century-old pronouncement that "the 'power to tax involves the
power to destroy."

I fail to see where, in this history of the constitutional rule, there is
tho slightest basis whatever for the constitutional view espoused by
the Ways and Means Committee majority report.

As to title VI of H.R. 13270, I hear its plan described as a tax-sub-
sidy plan. I submit this is a most inaccurate label. A subsidy is a gratu-
ity-something paid without exacting repayment. Title "VI seeks to
exact a very substantial repayment from the States. It requires the
waiver of their valuable constitutional immunity, if the Federal Gov-
ernment is to make any payments to the States.

When my friend, Attorney General Burch of Maryland, testified on
this subject before the Ways and Means Committee, no bill had yet
been drawn. He said:

If a State consents, Congress may lawfully tax its bonds and those of its
municipalities. If, then, the proposals on 'the Committee's agenda under this sub-
ject are unequivocally kept optional for each State, It will avoid the stated
constitutional obstacle. ,

Unfortunately, the bill as passed by the House has not kept its tax
proposals unequivocally optional. What we have is a package plan with
mandatory LTP and ADR eliminating historic tax exemption and the
rebate plan coercively driving the States to take what they can to
escape the unacceptable issuance of bonds under LTP and AR.

In our opinion, the package is, therefore, unconstitutional in all its
parts and we, if it does become the law, will be compelled to challenge
it in all the courts which are available to us as the legal representatives
of each of our States.

(Hon. David Buckson's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT o DAVID BUCKSON, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

'I am Attorney General of the State of Delaware, and former President of the
National Association of Attorneys General which I represent here. Our Associa-
tion consists of the chief law officers of each of 'the 50 States as well as of the
Terri-tores.

Our Association is proud that In 1938 it fathered what is now the Conference on
Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations, which is the coalition of the national orga.
nivations of state and local governments and of the respective executive, fiscal
and law officers of the -States and local governments. They joined together at our
invitation te preserve the exemption ofstate and local government Institutions
from federal taxation.

Each time in the past three decades when attempts were made to withdraw the
tax exemption of state and local government Pond Interest, the Attorneys General
of the States have appeared here by one of their number and protested. We are
here to protest today the inclusion of state and municipal bond interest in the
"limit on tax preferences" (IiIP) of Sec. 301 of H.R. 13270 'and in the "allocation
of deductions rule" ('ADR) of Seec. 302 of the bill as well as the ill-conceived
rebate plan to Title VI and the "arbitrage bood" tax of Sec. 601 (b).
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We agree with the fiscal and economic objections of the Governors and other
state and local government officers appearing at these sessions. But as the chief
law officers of the States, our special competence is as to the legal aspects of pro-
posals in this field.

In 1939 the State Attorneys General of that day submitted a brief to this
Committee asserting the unconstitutionality of any federal tax on our bond in-
terest without state consent. (Incidentally, former Chief Justice Warren was one
of the signatories--he was then Attorney General of California). We commend
that brief to you and submit that nothing has happened in the intervening 30 years
to change its conclusions.

The House Ways and Means Committee Report on this bill acknowledged that
"there is a body of opinion to the effect that it would be unconstitutional for the
Federal Government to tax interest from State and local obligations without the
con.,nt of the issuing governments." But it then said "this position has been dis-
puted, and many authorities have indicated that the Federal Government does
have a constitutional right to tax the interest on State and local securities."
(House Report No. 91-413 (Part 1), p. 172).

You will note that those who deem the tax unconstitutional, including 50 State
Attorneys General, and, we are told, the United States Attorney General are, to
the Ways and Means Committee majority, merely a "body of opinion," while
those who would sanction the tax are called "authorities." The Identity and quali-
fications of these "authorities" 'are not given, but the report does thus reflect a
bias in favoring a legal opinion which, at best, is sharply contested and, at worst
is contradicted by every Supreme Court decision on the subject.

Today's hearing might be a replay of the legal debate before this honorable
body thirty years ago but for one enormous difference. Then the contestants on
one side were the United States Department of Justice and the Treasury Depart-
ment in their full official capacity and on the other side the State Attorneys Gen-
eral and the Municipal Law Officers. And the United States Senate of that time
accepted the State and municipal view. Today the cast is the same on our side, but
no present federal law officer denies us; indeed the Treasury acknowledges at
least grave constitutional doubts and, when pressed, a negative judgment on the
contitutionality .3f taxing our bond interest, even under an LTP plan.

It is hard to see why the Ways and Means Committee, almost cavalierly and
with no analysis in its report whatsoever, was willing to plunge this great and
unique feder il system of ours into the maelstrom of constitutional conflict, pit-
ting the fed ral government against the states and generating a confrontation
which is the opposite of the constructive federalism of which we hear so much.

Make no mistake about it. If sections 301, 302 and Title VI are enacted in their
present form, we, the State Attorneys General, will challenge them and resist
their enforcement. And we would expect to prevail in the Supreme Court.

Unfortunately, such an ultimate vindication of our opinion will not undo the
damage accruing during the years of the judicial contest. The financial status quo
cannot be preserved during our legal exercises. New schools will still have to be
built and bonds will have to be issued as we seek our final judgment. Investors
will have to protect themselves by assuming the worst and our interest rates
will stay at taxable levels until the day of victory. But the states and municipali-
ties who couldn't wait for that day will be paying the higher taxable rates on
the bonds issued during the years of litigation for 15-20 years after the Supreme
Court finally held this legislation unconstitutional.

I am amazed at the "authorities" who dogmatically assert the constitutionality
of taxing state and municipal bonds without state consent. They acknowledge, as
they must, that the United States Supreme Court flatly and unanimously held
such a tax would be unconstitutional in Pollock v. Farmers Loan and Trust Co.,
157 U.S. 429, 158 U.S. 601. You have already heard Assistant Secretary Cohen
explain that the Court split 5-4 on other issues in that case, but was unanimous
on this point.

These alleged "authorities" also acknowledge, as they must, that the Supreme
Court has never, to this day, challenged that opinion or ,suggested It was ready for
reversal. Even the Court of the late 1930's, the high watermark of critical reexam-
ination of the reciprocal constitutional tax Immunity, always carefully preserved
in the Pollock case and its doctrine as specifically different from such taxes as It
sanctioned on salaries (Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 405) or a contractor's
profits (James v. Dravo Contraoting Go., 302 U.S. 134).

In the salary case, for example, Justice Stone said that immunity was sustained
against a statutory effort "to tax income 'received from state bonds, and thus
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-threaten impairment of the borrowing power of the state (Pollock v. Farmecrs
Loan and Trust Co.)."

In the contractor case, the opinion was by Justices Black, Brandeis, Cardozo,
Hughes and Stone, and they too referred to the Pollock case. They reallirmed its
validity in words prophetic of the market uproar produced by the House bill.
"That doctrine," they said, "recognizes the direct effect of a tax which 'would
operate on the power to borrow before it is exercised' (Pollock v. Farmers Loan
and Trust Co., supra), and which would directly affect the [state] government's
obligation as a continuing security."

These judges even went on to say what all the state and local government wit-
nesses are here pleading with you to recognize. "Vital considerations," the court
said, "are there involved respecting the permanent relations of the government to
investors in its securities and its ability to maintain its credit."

Justice Cardozo, with his flair for the coinage of expressions, referred to Pol-
lock in Hale v. Iowa State Board, 302 U.S. 95, and said, "By the teaching of the
same case an income tax, if made to cover the interest on government bonds, is a
clog upon the borrowing power such as was condemned in McCuloch v.
Maryland."

McCudloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, thus cited, has renewed significance in
view of the readoption of Its philosophy by the majority of the Supreme Court
only last year in First Agripultural National Bank v. State Tax Coinmission, 392
U.,S. 339. McCulloch Is remembered as the constitutional landmark which first
asserted the doctrine of constitutional governmental tax immunity to avoid
destruction of our federal system. Its philosophy was expressed in the aphorism,
"the power to tax Involves the power. to destroy."

The significance of last year's First Agricultural case is that the majority and
minority locked horns, in final analysis, on the continuing validity, after 150
years, of John Marshall's conviction that the "power to tax involves the power
to destroy." The case wasn't even an income tax case; it overturned a state sales
tax on a privately-owned national bank. It wasn't technically, even a case of con-
stitutional interpretation, but rather of a statute passed in the light of constitu-
tional doctrine. But the majority opinion cannot be read without dispelling doubts
that today's Court still sees intergovernmental taxation as destructive and there-
fore repugnant to the federal system and the respective federal and state partners
in ,that system.

This should come as no surprise to those who have studied the only case of
constitutional significance to this subject which came between the cases of the
late '30s and today. This was the case of New York v. United States, 326 U.S. 572,
where the Court split three ways in 1946. The tax involved was a federal excise
tax on the sale of bottled mineral waters and It happened -that the State of New
York was engaged in selling, in the everyday market, bottled Saratoga Springs
waters. The Court sustained the tax with Justices Black and Douglas dissenting,
and I note that they are the only members of that bench still sitting.

Justices Frankfurter and Rutledge, while voting for 'the tax, were in another
minority, quite obviously willing to scrap the immunity doctrine. Tile four other
judges supported the tax on the conventional ground that a government can lose
Its immunity when it descends into the market place. That reasoning has no
significance to our present inquiry. What is significant is the reasoning of Justices
Black and Douglas in arguing the tax was unconstitutional.

In pleading for a reversal of the "market place" exception, these two sur-
viving Justices, after mentioning state issuance of securities, condemned all
federal taxes against the states because "A tax is a powerful regulatory instru-

To Justices Black and Douglas. according to that opinion in 1946. a federal
system requires co-existence of tie federal and state partners and the kind of
co-existence contemplated by the Constitution does not allow for the use by either
against the other of such a "powerful regulatory instrument" as a tax. To these
Justices, a federal system is the opposite of centralization of power In the federal
government and so they went further in their opinion and said of federal taxation
of the states, "And no mo powerful regulatory instrument for centralization
of government could be d ed."

You will recognize that this was really only an updated restatement of the
century-old pronouncement that "the power io tax Involves the power to de-
stroy." Whereas Justices Black and Douglas expressed their judgment alone In
New York v. United States, they formed part of the majority of the 1968 court
in First Agriculturai.

9
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If we repeat the cases which others have cited to you, it is because all "authorl-
ties" share the same limited repertory. What I fail to see, however, is where, iII
this history of the constitutional rule, there is the slightest basis whatever for
the constitutional view espoused by the Ways and Means Committee majority
report when it recommended taxes, however limited, on state and municipal bond
interest.

Certainly the Sixteenth Amendment, which first sanctJoned an unapportioned
income tax on all income, cannot be the answer. All the cases after Pollock that
I have cited are also after the Sixteenth Amendment. The history of that Amend-
ment and Its judicial interpretation both reject the view that it undid, in any
way, the constitutional prohibition against taxing tate and municipal bonds.

When in 1910, while the Amendment was awaiting state ratification, the New
York Governor suggested that possibility, and recommended against ratification
on that sole ground, his suggestion was specifically contradicted by the Senators
who were the champions of the Amendment and who had led the successful flight
for its adoption by Congress. The states ratified the amendment only after they
had been assured in the most solemn way on the floor of the Senate that it did not
contain authority to tax their bond interest. (45 Cong. Rec. 1968, 2245-7, 2539).

It is not too much to say that the good faith and credibility of the Senate would
be sacrificed if it were ever maintained that the Sixteenth Amendment sanctioned
the disputed provisions of H.R. 13270.

While more is not needed, the Supreme Court has held over and over that the
Amendment granted no such new power, but merely removed a need for appor-
tionment for Income taxes on Income from property. Brushaber v. Union P.R.R.
Co., 240 U.S. 1; Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co., 240 U.S. 103; Peck & Co. v. Lowe,
247 U.S. 165; and Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189. Among the justices in these
cases was a former Senator who had been a member while the matter was de-
bated. All the Justices were contemporary and fully understood the intent of the
Congress and the reassurances to the States which procured ratification.

This chronicle, I submit, leaves no question but that the LTP plan cannot con-
stitutionally Include state and municipal bond interest. And It persuades me also
that the ADR cannot constitutionally include such interest. The burdensome
effect of ADR Is at least as direct and serious as in the case of LTP. In fact our
finance officers advise that ADR Is the more burdensome of the two because it
would affect more people, not being limited, as is LTP, to individuals having
more "tax preference" income than adjusted gross income. And the Treasury has
testified that ADR would produce more revenue than LTP, which tends to con-
firm that it Is more burdensome.

I cannot accept Assistant Secretary Cohen's unqualified statement that all
constitutional obstacles to ADR were removed by U.S. v. Atlas Life Ins. Co., 3E1
U.S. 233. The case deals with a unique kind of taxpayer, a life insurance company.
The word "unique" is not just mine. The Treasury brief in that case used the
same word, "unique," -to characterize a life Insurance company's peculiar financial
structure. It is almost impossible to construct parallels to the ordinary individual
who alone is the taxpayer under LTP and ADR in the House bill.

Life insurance companies have never been taxed under the ordinary parts of
the Revenue Acts or Codes. They always required a special staute to meet their
unique situation.

The fact is that life Insurance companies are required by both actuarial neces-
sity and by law to treat by far the larger part of their receipts as "reserves"
accrued for the benefit of their policyholders, for ultimate certain distribution
on death. Thus, for all practical purposes, what the company receives cannot
fairly be taxed to it because so much of it (typically 80%) really belongs to the
policyholders from the moment of its receipt.

What Congress did In the 1958 Act was merely to give tax reality to this
practical reality. Every item of income was apportioned to a "company's share"
on which the company paid taxes and a "policyholder's share" on which it did not.
As the Supreme Court saw It, Congress simply forebade the company to assign
all its tax exempt income to its own share so as to artificially minimize or ex-
tinguish Its own tax liability. Rather, It required that the tax exempt income,
like all other income, be allocated proportionately to the two respective ownership
Interests, much as a trustee must do, the Treasury argued, as between trusts he
is administering.

Now, when you seek to apply this concept to ADR with regard to individuals, it
is obvious that essential elements are missing for any analogy. A life insurance
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company, for all practical purposes, can be deemed both an owner of its own
"company's share" and a quasi-fiduciary for policyholders. But where is the
second personality in the case of an ordinary individual? He seems to us one
and inseparable. He certainly has no Atlas-type community. of interests with the
people to whom he makes the payments which produce his itemized deductions:
his mortgagee with regard to interest deductions, or his school district with
regard to school taxes, or the auto mechanic who repairs his wrecked car, or
his church to which he contributes.

The relationship between the company and its allocated income in Atlas just
doesn't exist between an individual and the allocated expenses under ADR.

All these unique characteristics of lif insurance companies were stressed by
the Atlas court, all of which would h ve been unnecessary if the court were
ready to accept a stark plan like the I esent ADR under which the exemption
of an individual's exemption is devalue by disallowing otherwise allowable and
unrelated expense deductions.

Section 601(b) of the House bill seeks to tax certain state and municipal
bonds which it calls "arbitrage bonds" without bothering to define the term.
If the aim Is to tax bonds issued for the purpose of raising money to invest in
higher yielding bonds, then the provision Is absolutely unnecessary. I don't know
of a single state in which bonds could be lawfully issued for that purpose. If
the aim is something else, the tax would unconstitutionally violate the basic
immunity rule. In any event, the provision of the House bill is clearly an unconkti-
tuitional delegation of power to the Secretary of the Treasury to legislate.

As to Title VI of H.R. 13270, I hear its plan described as a "tax-subsidy"
plan. I submit this is a most inaccurate label. A subsidy is a gratuity-something
paid without exacting repayment. What Title VI seeks is to exact a very sub-
stantial repayment from the states in the form of the waiver of their valuable
constitutional immunity and to pay the states against their lo&s and presumably
out of the very moneys they would have lost by their waiver.

Whatever else this is, it is not a federal subsidy of the states, although it
may be vice versa. I shall call it a rebate plan.

When Attorney General Burch of Maryland testified on this subject before
the Ways and Means Committee, no bill had yet been drawn. He said, "if a State
consents, Congress may lawfully tax its bonds and those of its municipalities.
If, then, the proposals on the Committee's agenda under this subject itre un-
equivocally kept optional for each state, it will avoid the stated constitutional
obstacle."

Unfortunately, the bill as passed by the House has not kept its tax proposals
unequivocally optional. What we have is a package plan with mandatory LTP
and ADR eliminating historic tax exemption and the rebate plan coercively
driving the states to take what they can to escape the unacceptable issuance
under LTP and ADR. The package is therefore unconstitutional in all its parts.

When Govornor Tiemann first opened the possibility of a consensual double-
coupon plan before the Ways and Means Committee, he opened a possibility for
the practice of true cooperative federalism. The door was opened for negotiations
between the state and federal governments, as to ways in which a truly optional
plan might be made workable. As Chairman Mills said at that hearing, if the
Governors urged and the States really supported a plan, even a constitutional
amendment, if needed, could be readily ratified.

But instead of cooperative federalism, the Ways and Means Committee closed
itself off from formal communication with the Go6vernors or Attorneys General,
retreated to its executive session and concocted this parody of Governor Tie-
mann's idea, with an inadequate rate of repayment to the States and with the
Secretary of the Treasury, of all people, fixing the rate of repayment; with a
disqualification of selected bonds, thus boldly asserting the federal power to
regulate by this mechanism; with no requirement of state consent for municipal
waiver of what is a state immunity; and with no protection against federal pull
back or cut down on the provisions for repaying the states. Title VI is not only
unconstitutional but thoroughly wrong.

Mr. BUCKSON. The concluding remarks on this phace of it will be
given by the Honorable Thomas O'Cofinor, president of the National
Institute oJF Municipal Law Officers.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. O'CONNOR, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF MUNICIPAL LAW OFFICERS

Mr. O'CoNxoR. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
the city attorney of the city of San Francisco, and the 'president of the
National Institute of Municipal Law Officers.

I do not wish to repeat what Mr. Buckson has said except to add that
the city attorneys of the country will join the State attorneys general
as far as any attack is concerned.

We also believe that the proposal to tax interest on the municipal and
State bonds is unconstitutional.

We filed a statement on behalf of our association with the committee,
and, rather than summarize it here, I would rel)eat. only that we have
had resolutions before NIMLO on a number of occasions, the last in
1965, in which we petitioned the Congress of the United States to reject
all 'measures allowing direct or indirect taxation of municipal 'bonds.

As I said, I am not going to repeat Mr. Buckson's statements except
to say that the major tenet of our -legal -position is that McCulloch v.
Maryland, and Polloek v. Farmers Loan and Truztst Company are cen-
tral cases in connection with intergovernmental immunity f rom taxa-
tion, and that the Pollock case has'never been overruled by the courts to
this date-and not only not overruled, but the leading cases of the
Supreme Court sustained the validity of the Pollock case.

Our statement also points out that, as far as the legislative history of
the 16th amendment is concerned, the Congress had no intention to
change the Pollock rule of municipal bond exeMl)tion.

Our statement 'further points out that the Supreme Court's interpre-
tations of the 16th amendment demonstrate that it did not grant the
Federal Government the -power to tax municipal bonds.

Lastly, I would like to reiterate that the case of United States v.
Atlas Life Insurance Company, contrary to th statement made to
this committee by the Treasury, does not support the constitutionality
of the allocation of personal-deduction lprovisions of the bill. Atlas in-
volved only the taxation of insurance companies which are recognized
to be unique. It did not involve individuals.

Atlas involved an allocation of income. It (lid not involve an allo-
cation of deductions by individuals. The history of the 16th amend-
ment, the history of tle decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, in our
opinion, demonstrate that it would be unconstitutional for this part
of the bill to pass.

It is our hope that this committee and the Senate will reject both
on constitutional grounds and sound public policy these provisions of
H.R. 13270, which would unconstitutionally impose a clog on the bor-
rowing power of the Sjtates and their political subdivisions.

Gentlemen, I thank you for the opportunity to appear.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
(Thomas M. O'Connor's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF TiiOMAS 'N. O'CONNOR

S13 MMARY

My name is Thomas M. O'Connor. City Attorney of San Francisco and Presi-
dent of the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers (NIMLO).

I have filed a statement on behalf of our association with the Committee and
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I ask that it be made a part of the record. Within the time allotted to me, I will
summarize the points made in that statement.

The National Institute of Municipal Law Officers composed of 13.10 cities act-
ing through their chief legal officer hereby reaffirm their 1965 ResoluTion petl-
tioning the Congress of the United States to "reject all measures allowing direct
or indirect taxation of municipal bonds."

We submit that H. R. 13270 must be rejected for the following reasons:
1. The Bill is unconstitutional because it violates the constitutional doctrine of

Intergovernmental immunity enunciated in McCulloch v. Maryland. A specific ap-
plication of this doctrine resulted in a recognition in Pollock v. Farmers' Loan &
Trust Co. of the immunity of the interest of state and municipal l)onds from fed-
eral income taxation.

(a) The Pollock decision rests on the constitutional repugnance to any
attempt by one level of government to interfere with another level of govern-
ment's exercise of its sovereign power.

(b) The power to borrow Is an essential power of government and any
attempt to impose a clog on this power is unconstitutional.

2. The Supreme Court has never retreated from the Pollock decision:
(a) Hale v. Iowa°State Board (1937), by Cardozo, J.
"By the teaching of the same (Pollock) case an Income tax, if made to cover

the interest on Government bonds, is a clog upon the borrowing power such
as was condemned in MeCufloch v. Maryland."

(b) Helvering v. Gerhardt (1938), by Stone, J.
In Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 405, 417 (1938), the Court said that State

immunity has been sustained where the dttempt was "to tax income received
by a private investor from state bonds, and thus threaten impairment of the
borrowing 1)ower of the state (Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & T. Co. * *

(c) Jamcs v. Dravo Contracting Co. (1937), by Hughes, J.
"That doctrine recognizes the direct effect of a tax which 'would operate on

the power to borrow before it is exercised' (Pollock v. Farmers' Loan d Trust
Co., supra), and which would directly affect the government's obligation as
a continuing security. Vital considerations are there involved, respecting the
permanent relations of the government to investors in its securities and its
ability to maintain its credit * * *."

(d) First Agr,. Nat. Bank v. State Tax Commission (1938), by Black, J.
Reapplied the principle of McSulloch underlying Pollock.

3. Adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment did not have any Impact on the
Pollock decision holding municipal bonds tax exempt.

(a) The legislative history of the Amendment discloses that Congress had
no intention to change the Pollock rule on municil)al bond exemption.

(b) The Supreme Court's Interpretations of the Sixteenth Amendment
demonstrate that It did not grant the federal government the power to tax
municipal bonds.

(1) Brushaber v. Union Pacifo Railroad Company
(2) Stanton v. Baltio Mining Co.
(3) Peck and Company v. Lowe
(4) Eisner v. Maoomber

4. United States v. Atlas Life Insurance Co., contrary to statement made to
this Committee by the Treasury, does not support the constitutionality of the
allocation of personal deductions provision of H.R. 13270:

(1) Atlas involved only the taxation of insurance companies which are
recognized to be unique; it did not involve individuals.

(2) Atlas involved an allocation of income; It did not involve an allocation
of deductions by individuals.

STATEMENT

My name is Thomas M. O'Connor. I am the City Attorney of the City of San
Francisco, California, and President of the National Institute of Municipal Law
Officers.

I appear here today to oppose the unconstitutional proposal to impose a federal
tax on the income derived from state and municipal bonds.

The National Institute of Municipal Law'.Officers is an association of 1,340 of
the largest cities located In all the states, acting through the heads of their legal
departments, the city attorney. These city attorneys and their more than 5,000
assistants participate actively in our organization's work. In Washington, D.C.
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we maintain a national headquarters, which we utilize'as a clearing house for
municipal legal information and from which we send out publications on current
developmerts in the field of municipal law. We also carry out extensive research
in this field. Our primary reason for existence is to keep attorneys for cities
informed of what other cities have done, are doing, and plan to do, in the legal
field, so as to increase the information resources of our member municipalities
manyfold. All of our services are supported entirely by appropriations from the
tax funds of cities.

In 1965, the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers resolved as follows:

URGING RECIPROCITY OF TAX IMMUNITY BETWEEN FEDERAL AND MUNICIPAL BONDS
AND SECURITIES

(Adopted at Annual Conference, October 14, 1905)

Whereas the exemption of municipal bond Interest from federal income taxation
is critically important in enabling the cities to discharge their mounting burden of
responsibility at the lowest cost; and

Whereas suggestion has been made that Indirect federal taxation of municipal
bond interest -be sanctione~l by disallowance of a prorated portion of otherwise
allowable expense deductions of investors who receive part of their income from
municipal bond interest ; and

Whereas by Revised Statutes (Section 3701) Congress has expressly prohibited
such indirect taxation of federal bond interest by the states and cities; and

Whereas the exemption of public securities,--federal obligations from state and
local taxes and state and local obligations from federal ,taxes--has traditionally
been and of right ought to -be reciprocal: Now, -therefore, be it
Resolved by the National Intitute of Municipal Law Ohcore. That the Con-

gress of the United States is urgently petitioned to ,reject all measures allowing
direct or indirect taxation of municipal bonds.

We submit that both the minimum tax and allocation of deduction proposals
impose an unconstitutional tax upon political subdivisions of the states. No matter
how explained and no matter how clothed in bureaucratic double talk, the legal
effect of these proposals is crystal clear. Both proposals clearly violate the Con-
stitution of the United States by violating the constitutional doctrine of
Intergovernmental immunity.

Furthermore, I submit that no time could be more untimely for the Federal
government to attempt to impose such a new and devastating financial burden
upon city taxpayers. As it is city tax rates are enormously high. This Bill would
cause them to skyrocket. Every Senator who votes for this Bill will be voting to
increase city tax rates in nearly every city of his state. The economic experts
have estimated that a rise of $300,000,000 In the borrowing costs to state and local
governments over the past four months is traceable to the mere -threat that the
Senate would enact the proposals taxing municipal bond interest which were
passed by the House. However, I will not dwell upon the crippling economic impact
which H.R. 13270 would have on local governments since It is my understanding
that evidence showing the direct economic burden of the proposals will be pre-
sented to this Committee by other witnesses. My remarks will be limited to a
demonstration that the proposals violate the basic constitutional principles under-
lying our dual sovereignty form of government.

In considering any legal or constitutional issue it is essential that it be studied
in historical perspective. I therefore start with the founding of our Nation and
the principles agreed upon and written into our great constitutional charter as
they are so clearly stated by Chief Justice Marshall in the famous case of
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316 (1819). There, during the very infancy of
our Country, the basis for the doctrine of reciprocal sovereign immunity was
enunciated in clear and unmistakable language as the keystone for ot~r federal
system of government. This doctrine has stood as a rock of Gibraltar against the
interference, through taxation, by one level of government with the exercise of
essential sovereign powers by another level of -government. Indeed, just last year
the 'Supreme Court reapplied the doctrine of the McCulloch decision when It struck
down an attempt by the state of Massachusetts to impose a sales and use tax on
a national bank In First Nat. Agr. Bank v. State Tax Commis8ion,, 88 Sup. Ct.
2173 (1908).
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With this reference to the McCalloch case, we come now to the famous Pollock
case, 158 U.S. 601 (1895). In Pollock, a specific application of constitutional doc-
trine of intergovernmental immunity resulted in a recognition of the immunity
of the interest on local government bonds from Federal income taxation. The
Supreme Court has never retreated from this position.

The Pollock case involved three issues :-(a) the power of the Federal Gov-
ernment to levy an income tax without apportionment on income from the source
of professions or business, (b) the power of the Federal Government to
levy an income tax without apportionment on income from the source
of real or personal property, and (c) the power of the Federal Government to
levy an income tax on the interest on state and local obligations. The first two
questions involved interpretation of Article 1, section 2, clause 3 of the Consti-
tution, which provides that direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several
States according to population. It was finally decided that apportionment was
necessary for a tax on income derived from the source of real and personal prop-
erty, but not on income from the source of businesses and professions. This part
of the decision led to the adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment permitting a non-
apportioned income tax.

The third question, Involving the Federal power to tax State and municipal
obligations, however, did not concern the manner of levying the tax; it involved
no determination as to whether the tax was direct or indirect, from what source
it was derived, and whether apportionment was necessary. In the case of a tax on
State and municipal obligations, the question was one of power or absence of
power to levy the tax at all, whether -with or without apportionment. On this
third point, the Chief Justice said:

"We have unanimously held in this case that so far as this law operates on the
receipts from municipal bonds, it cannot be sustained, because it is a tax on the
power of the states, and on their instrumentalities to borrow money and conse-
quently repugnant to the Constitution."

The Supreme Court has often been confronted with proposed extensions of the
basic doctrine of reciprocal immunity of State and Federal Governments from
taxation, each by the other. Some of these extensions it has sanctioned. Some it
has rejected. But the Court has never once wavered from the simple proposition
that the Federal Government lacks the power to impose a tax upon State and
municipal obligations.

The reasoning of all the Justices on this point in the Pollock case was well
expressed by Mr. Justice Cardozo for the Court in Hale v. Iowa State Board,
302 U.S. 95, 107 (1937) :

"By the teaching of the same (Pollock] case an income tax, if made to cover
the interest on Government bonds, is a clog upon the borrowing power such as
was condemned in MoCulloch v. Maryland."

Similarly, Mr. Justice Stone, in Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 405, 417 (1938),
said that State immunity has been sustained where the attempt was "to tax
income received by a private investor from state bonds, and thus threaten im-
pairment of the borrowing power of the state (Pollock v. Farmers' Loan d T.
Co. * *)."

It will be seen, therefore, that the decision in the Pollock ease on this point
rested upon the conclusion of the Court that a tax on State and municipal bond
interest threatens a destructive burden on the exercise of the borrowing power
of the States and their agencies. This was a conclusion of fact. The Court took
judicial notice of what appeared to it an undeniable fact.

Throughout the three-quarters of a century during which the Polloek doctrine
has remained in force and been relied upon by State and local governments and
Investors in their securities, this factual basis of the Court's opinion was never
questioned-it was considered unquestionable.

In Jawme v. Dravo Contractitg Co., 302 U.S. 134, 153, the Court reasserted the
Pollook rule in the following words:

"T1hat doctrine recognizes the direct effect of a tax which 'would operate on
the power to borrow before it is exercised' (Pollock v. Farmers' Ioan d Trust
Co., suprA), atd which would directly affect the government's obligation as a
eontiliuing wcurity. Vital considerations arethere involved, respecting the per-
manent relations of the government to investors in its securities and its ability to
maaitein its credit ,*

Adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment had no impact on the portion of the
Pollack decision which held that the Interest on State and municipal bonds was
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Immune from federal taxation. This conclusion Is supported by both the legis-
lative history of the Amendnient and the case law interpreting it.

To allay the fears of those who believed that adoption of the Sixteenth Amend-
ment would permit the federal government to impose a tax on the interest of
State and local government bonds, Senator Borah of Idaho made the following
statement on the floor of the United States Senate on February 10, 1910:

"The amendment did not deal, does not purport to deal and was not Intended
to (leal with the question of power. . . to construe the proposed amendment so as
to enable us to tax the Instrumentalities of the state would do violence to the rules
laid down by the Supreme Court for a hundred years, wrench the whole Con-
stitution from its harmonious proportions and destroy the object and purpose
for which the whole Instrument was framed." 45 Cong. Rec. 1698.

On February 23, 1910, Senator Brown, the sponsor of the Senate Joint Resolu-
tion which eventually became the Sixteenth Amendment, stated:

".... the proposed amendment will not authorize any additional burden on the
several states In the exercise of their sovereign rights guaranteed by the Consti-
tution as it exists today."

And to evidence his desire to overcome only the part of the Pollock decision
which dealt with apportionment, he repeated:

"The proposed amendment has a single purpose and that Is to confer on Con-
gress the undoubted power to tax Incomes directly without regard to apportion-
ment."

Later, even more pointedly, he said: "The amendment does not alter or modify
the relation today existing between the States and the Federal Government.
That relation will remain the same under the amendment as it is today without
the amendment. It is conceded by all that the Government cannot under the
present Constitution tax state securities or state instrumentalities. Nor can the
State lay its taxing finger on Federal bonds or Federal agencies. Each is beyond
the reach- of the other as far as taxation is concerned. The proposed amendment
In no sense seeks nor can it reasonably be argued to suggest any change in the
independent or sovereign rights of either sovereignty as enjoyed and defined by
the courts ever since the Government was organized." 45 Cong. Rec. 2245-2247.

Shortly afterwards Senator Elihu Root of New York stated that:
"The objection made to the amendment Is that this will confer upon the

National Government the power to tax incomes derived from bonds issued by
the states or under the authority of the States and will place the borrowing
capacity of the State and its governmental agencies at the mercy of the Federal
taxing power. I do not find In the amendment any such meaning or effect." 45
Cong. Rec. 2539.

What clearer expositions of the true sense of the Sixteenth Amendment could
be desired? Particularly significant, moreover, is the fact that in the entire Con-
gressional consideration and debates there is not the slightest suggestion of a
contrary opinion. The Judgment of the contemporaries of that day could not
have been more overwhelmingly convincing as to the application of the Sixteenth
AmendmentL

Good faith with the states clearly dictates that since the states ratified the
Amendment to aid the Federal government in financing itself on such a clearly ex-
pressed understanding, the Federal government should not now attempt to violate
the understanding. The nearly sixty years which have elapsed have not eradicated
the record of the understanding. It is recorded in such unmistakable language
that none can misunderstand.

Assuming that the advocates of the proposals now before this Committee are
unwilling to accept the legislative background set forth above as conclusive-
although we believe it Is--I now examine several of the decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States since the adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment in
1918. Those cases firmly establish that the Sixteenth Amendment did not confer
upon the Federal government the power to tax city and state bonds which it con-
cededly did not have before this Amendment went into effect.

The first case coming before the Supreme Court followiug the adoption of the
Sixteenth Amendment Involving Its interpretation and construction was Bruehaber
v. Union Pacific Railroad Company, 240 U.S. 1 (1916). In this case the Court held
that the amendment did not extend the Federal taxing power to new subjects,
but merely eliminated the necessity for apportioning direct taxes upon income
derived from property.

Following the Brushaber case were other decisions which pointed out with
equal clarity the fact that the "provisions of the Sixteenth Amendment con,'erred
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no new power of taxation" but merely removed all occasion for an apportionment
among the states of taxes laid upon income. Stanton v. Baltic Mining Company,
240 U.S. 103 (1916), Peck and Company v. Lowe, 247 U.S. 165 (1918), and Eisner
v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189 (1920), all repeat the view that the Amendment did not
go any further than the decision expressed in the Brushaber case.

In view of the foregoing it is readily understandable why the Administration,
in its testimony before the Senate Finance Committee, readily admitted that the
inclusion of municipal bond interest, in a minimum tax calculation posed a grave
constitutional question. In fact, when pressed, Secretary Kennedy stated flatly
that such a tax would be unconstitutional.

However, with regard to the allocation of personal deductions, the Treasury
representatives attempted to convince the Senate Finance Committee that this
proposal raised no constitutional question. As support for their conclusion, they
cited the Committee to the case of United States v. Atlas Life Insurance Com-
pany, 381 U.S. 233 (1905). This reliance on the Atlas case, however, is clearly
misplaced. Atlas did not involve individuals, it involved insurance companies and
Atlas did not involve the allocation of deductions, it involved the allocation of
income.

The problems involved in the taxation of an insurance company are so different
from those involved in the taxation of individuals that a case involving one is of
little or no precedential value in a case involving the other. The equitable tax-
ation of an insurance company has always been a troublesome problem for Con-
gress and has resulted in Congress adopting a whole series of special statutory
provisions applicable to only Insurance companies. Part of the difficulty is caused
by the fact that an insurance company is required by law to set aside a very high
percentage of its income. This reserve or policyholders' share is allowed as a
deduction for purposes of company Income taxes. The federal government itself,
in Its brief to the Supreme Court in the Atlas case recognized the suV generic
nature of the taxation of insurance companies. Thus on page 30 of its brief the
government stated that "the policyholders' reserve of a life insurance company
Is unique."

The Insurance Tax Act which was in question in the Atlas case required Insur-
ance companies to divide each type of income which It received Into a policy-
holder's share (reserve) and a company share (company's income) according to
the percentage of total income which was allocated to each.

fIt was the allocation of income contained in the Insurance Act and that alloca-
tion alone which the Supreme Court held not to impose a constitutionally imper-
missible tax on municipal bond Interest income. The Court's decision was based on
its belief that to allow insurance companies an arbitrary assignment of tax exempt
income to the company share of income would bestow a benefit on insurance
companies which is not required by the doctrine of Intergovernmental immunity.

CONCLUSION

For reasons of both constitutional law and sound public policy we uTge this
Committee to reject those provisions of H.R. 13270 which would unconstitutionallN
impose a clog on the borrowing power of the states and their Political subdivisions.

iv'r. GOLDSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, our concluding witness is the Hon-
oreble William Summers Johnson, the finance director of the city and
county of Honolulu, the 50th State.

STATEMENT OF RON. WILLIAM SUMMERS XOHNSON, DIRECTOR OF
FINANCE, CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU, HAWAII

Mr. JonNsOx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
* I find myself in somewhat of a minority position this morning, and I

want to aplogize to the other members of the panel for not being able
to inform the chairman of bh3 panel that I cmuld not join in the joint
statement.: The statement was sent to me in Honolulu while I was in
New tork, but I would like the record to show that I do not subscribe
to the joint statement.
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I feel that the Ways and Means Committee and, indeed, the House
have done a rather good job of protecting the interests of the State and
local governments. However, I feel that the formula in the bill is not as
definite and as tight as it might be, and I would like to suggest a modi-
fication which, I think, will reduce the borrowing costs of the State and
local governments, return more revenues to the Treasury and, at the
same time, accomplish the equity purposes of including interest income
from State and local government bonds in the LTP, the limit on tax
preference provision of the bill.

For the record, my name is William Summers Johnson. I am director
of finance of the city and county of Honolulu.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on those features of the tax
reform bill (H.R. 13270) which would affect the debt obligations of
the State and local governments.

The purpose of the legislation, as I understand it, is to make the tax
system more equitable. While I am in full support of this purpose, I
have not tried to pass judgment on the questions of equity involved in
the individual features of the bill. I have given attention only to what
the practical effects would be on 'he borrowing costs of the state and
local governments.

There are several features of the bill which would substantially raise
these borrowing costs, relative to other borrowing costs-if there were
no other feature of the bill to offset this effect. These are, in the main,
four-really five:

1. Limitations on deductions of interest (sec. 221);
2. Increase in standard deduction (see. 801) and maximum tax on

earned income (see. 802) ;
3. Limit on tax preferences (see. 301);
4. Capital gains and losses on bonds held by financial institutions

(sec. 443).
I will elaborate on only two of these: The increase in standard de-

duction, section 801, and the maximum tax on earned income, section
802. These two reduce the maximum tax rate on individuals and re-
duce the effective tax rates on individuals in all income brackets. Conse-
quently, other things being equal, if you reduce taxes, you will raise the
relative borrowing costs of the State and local governments.

Passage of the surtax bill last year lowered those borrowing costs
relative to other costs. I am not opposed to the reduction in taxes, how-
ever.

In contrast to those features of the bill which would tend to increase
State and local government borrowing costs, there is an offsetting fea-
ture which is doubtless intended to assure that the State and local gov-
ernment will not incur higher borrowing costs than would be the case
if the bill were not passed. This is the feature which authorizes the
optional use on the part of the State and local governments of a new
type of debt instrument-one which would be fully taxable, but on
which the Treasury would pay directly a percentage of the interest cost.

The question is whether, on balance, the 'State and local governments
would be better off or worse off under the bill. The nub of my analysis
is that the answer is highly doubtful.

In the first place, the Secretary of the Treasury would be given dis-
cretionary authority-within a broad range-to set the percentage of
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the interest cost which the Treasury would pay, and to change the
percentage at the beginning of each quarter year. The range is between
30 percent and 40 percent of the interest cost of a bond issued within
the first 5 years after enactment of the bill, and between 25 percent
and 40 percent of the interest cost of a bond issued thereafter.

There is no indication as to the purpose of giving the Secretary this
discretionary authority and no certainty as to how the Secretary would
use it, or for what purposes. If he set the percentage at or near the top
of the range, the State and local governments would be better off than
in recent past years. If he set the percentage at or near the bottom of
the range, these governments would be worse off than they have fre-
quently been in recent years past. This is particularly so when the
minimum becomes 25 percent.

Further, there is a possibility that the Secretary of the Treasury,
any Secretary of the Treasury might use this discretionary authority
for extraneous purposes-such as influencing the level of State and
local government borrowing-and this clouds the issue.
. It is my belief, however, that this deficiency in the formula for
direct sharing of interest costs can be remedied in a way that will be of
positive benefit to both the State and local governments and to the
Treasury. Furthermore, this remedy will accomplish the purpose of
including interest income in the limited tax preference (LTP)
provision (see. 301). It would thus make such inclusion unnecessary-
make "taxing" State and local government bonds unnecessary.

The limited tax preference provision is perhaps the most contro-
versial of all the provisions affecting State and local government
bonds, and is the one about which all the constitutional and philosoph-
ical objections are being raised.

In brief, my suggestion is that the cost-sharing formula be set at 30
percent of the interest cost of the new taxable bonds issued in the first
year after they are authorized, at 31 percent in the second year, 32
percent in the third year, and so on, until the 40-percent level is reached
10 years later.
. This would gradually reduce borrowing costs of the State and local

governments, and it would involve no additional net cost to the Treas-
ury. On the contrary, it would robably bring about a net increase in
revenue to the Treasury, especially over the first 10 years.

The benefit of the tax exemption to the State and local governments
is never as great as the revenue loss to the Treasury, by reason of the tax
exemption. A study made by the Treasury on the basis of the 1965
experience indicated that, for each $1 of benefits which the State and
local governments derived from the tax exen-yption, there was $1.42 loss
of revenues to the Treasury, by reason of the exemption. I 'have made
a rough computatilon of what it would have cost the Treasury, net, if the
Treasury had subsidized directly the interest on the State and local gov-
ernmen t b6nds issued in 1965, $11 billion worth, at a rate of 50 percent
of their interest cost on fully taxabe bonds. The net cost tothe Treas-
uir~r wooldohave been only $i4 million annually; and if we applied the
San forulaias an illustration, to thq whole $130 billion of State and
Io'i bonds outstanding, as might be possible 10 years hence, it would
0o1t1theTrStiry- net about $1,000i800,000 a year.I If the costs to the Treasury were the only consideration, it would fol-
low that the Treasury could afford inned'ately to 'pay 42 percent of the

A'
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interest costs of the new taxable bond, not counting any additional
administrative expense which the Treasury would incur.

Comparing the Moody's reports, we may find that in 1945 the mar-
ket yields on triple-A municipals were only about 41 percent of the
yields on triple-A corporate bonds. By 1955, the municipal yields 'had
jumped to 71 percent of corporate yields. In other words, the benefit of
the tax exemption to the State and local governments had greatly
diminished, while the benefit to high-bracket taxpayers had greatly
increased.

Since 1963, however, the ratio of municipal to corporate yields has,
on a yearly average basis, ranged between about 72 percent and about
68 percent.

Thus, 30 percent seems about the right level to 'begin the direct pay-
ments on the new taxable municipals. This level would mean that State
and local government interest costs would be no more than 70 percent of
corporate borrowing costs. And, by the same token, yields on nontax-
able municipals would not be 'ry far from the 70-percent level.

Since 'present holders of munidipals could expect a declining advan-
tage in holding these bonds, they would tend to unload their 'holdings,
and market yields on nontaxable municipals would tend to rise.

Accordingly, the State and local governments would find it advan-
tageous to issue taxable bonds, rather than more nontaxables, and the
supply of nontaxables would disappear from the market about as fast
as investors wished to unload them.

This would not mean that nontaxable bonds would completely dis-
appear. Ten years hence, investors in tax brackets above 40 percent
would still find it advantageous to buy and hold nontaxables, but the
advantage-in terms of tax-preference income-would be greatly
diminished.

It could be argued, of course, that my suggestion would not elimi-
nate tax-preference income; but then neither does the limitation in
the House bill eliminate tax-preference income. I believe that my sug-
gestion would achieve the purposes of the House bill as well, or better,
than the limitation on tax-preference income and, if adopted, would
make inclusion of interest income from State and local government
bonds within the tax-preference limitation (LTP) unnecessary.

The proposed new taxable municipal bond would, in my judgment,
be a good addition to presently available borrowing instruments,
whether or not other provisions of the bill are passed. It would be a
better instrument with the substitution of an interest-cost sharing
formula such as I have suggested. Accordingly, I hope the committee
will consider substituting such a formula, without respect to what
it may decide concerning the other provisions of the bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Johnson's prepareO. statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM SUMV ERS JOHNSON, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, CITY AND
COUNTY OF HONOLULU, HAWAII

Mr. Chairman, my name is William Summers Johnson. I am Director of Fi-
nance of the City and County of Honolulu.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on those features of the Tax Reform
Bill which would affect the financing problems of the state and local govern-
ments. My statement is concerned with the problems of these governments
generally, rather than the particular problems of Honolulu. Like other cities,

33-865--49-pt. 4-41
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Honolulu sells its bonds by competitive bidding in New York, and its interest
costs are determined by the general level of interest rates on municipal bonds
and the credit rating which the rating services assign to the city's bonds.

Much has been said about the growing financial problems of state and local
governments, problems which are sometimes called a financial crisis. The de-
mands upon these governments for public capital improvements have grown
enormously over the post World War II years. In the 20 years prior to 1966,
these governments had spent some $*220 billion for capital outlays, about half of
which had been financed by borrowing.1 Between the end of 1950 and the end
of last year, the net debts of the state and local governments increased more
than five-fold, growing from about $22 billion to about $130 billion in 18 years.
In contrast, the net debt of the Federal Government has increased by only slightly
more than one-third this period.

Further, while the Federal budget has achieved a moderate surplus in the
fiscal year just ended, the prospects are that the debt burden of state and local
governments will grow at even larger increments in the years ahead. Enormous
amounts of capital will be required to replace old and obsolete facilities and to
expand facilities to provide for a growing population. And to meet these require-
ments, the public agencies will have to compete for funds against the rising de-
mands for housing and other private needs.

Accordingly, it is hoped that the tax reform legislation as finally passed will
not increase the borrowing costs of the state and local governments, or even
leave the matter in doubt, but will help to reduce these borrowing costs.

It seems to me the House bill does leave this question In doubt. Thus, at a later
point, I would like to suggest some modification of the bill which I believe will
serve the three-fold purpose of (1) reducing borrowing costs of the state and
local governments, (2) achieving the purpose of the legislation which is to make
the tax system more equitable, and (3) avoiding some of the philosophical ob-
jections to the bill as it is now written.

ROLE OF TAX-EXEMPT BODS

The fact that interest income from state and local government debt obliga-
tions is not subject to the Federal income taxation is of substantial benefit to these
governments. ,It has meant that such obligations--or what are called "munici-
pals"--could be Issued at a lower interest cost than taxable bonds of the same
maturity and credit rating-a relationship which carries through to bonds re-
sold in secondary markets.

For example, last December, before market rates were disturbed by this leg-
islation, market yields on triple-A rated municipals were quoted at 4.50%. In
contrast, corporate bonds of the same rating and U.S. Government bonds-both
taxable-were quoted at yields of 6.45% and 5.65%, respectively.

The differential between interest rates on taxable bonds and nontaxable bonds
of like maturity and credit Tating at any particular time is a measure of the
benefit of the tax exemption to the state and local governments. The greater the
differential, the greater the benefit.

It is not, however, the supply of tax-exempt bonds that determines the level of
interest rates on these bonds. On the contrary, between 80 and 90 per cent of all
new credit instruments being issued are taxable, hence the taxable issues play
the dominant role in determining bond rates. Rates on municipal bonds merely
adjust to these rates, depending upon the marginal income tax rate of the bond
investors.

To illustrate, an investor in the 50% tax bracket finds it advantageous to
invest in tax-exempt bonds, rather than in taxable bonds, where the yield on
tax-exempts exceeds 50 per cent of the yield on taxable bonds. Similarly, an in-
vestor in the 25 per cent tax bracket finds non-taxable bonds more advantageous
than taxable bonds only when the yield on the municipals exceeds 75 per cent of
the yield on taxable bonds--a point at which the benefit to the state and local
governments has greatly diminished and a bonanza has been created for investors
in the higher tax bracket&

Obangee in the ratio of the yields on the two types of bonds are influenced by
w1el -tadtors, including the supply of tai-exempt bonds outstanding relative

' at NIkEonomic Committee, State and Looal Pubflo Faclt Needs, Vol. 2, December
A",

ACE
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to the supply of funds available in the hands of Individuals, commercial banks and-
other Institutions that invest in this type of bond.

Changes In effective tax rates are also quite Influential In changing the bene-
fits of the tax exemption, 'both to the investor and to the state and local govern-
nents. In the 1900's, there was little If any difference beween the yields on taxable

and non-taxable bonds because income tax rates were then so low that there was
little advantage In Investors' seeking tax-exempt Income.

In contrast, passage of the surtax last year served to widen the spread be-
tween yields on non-taxable and taxable bonds. On the other hand, consideration
of this legislation has had a dramatic opposite effect.

Taking a longer look at the trends over the post World War II years, however,
It is evident that the benefit of the tax exemption to the state and local govern-
ments has substantially declined. A study prepared for the Joint Economic Com-
mittee in 1966 observed that "between 1946 and 19.54 the municipal-corporate
yield ratio jumped from 40 per cent to 80 per cent and then receded to around 75
per cent, where it has remained since." a

The question whether there has been a general tendency for the ratio to decline
since 1965 Is debatable. There is no precise statistical measure of this subject and
the generalized measures have been clouded by several changes In effective tax
rates and by two severe cycles In monetary policy which varied the investment
capacity of the commercial banks.'

GROWING SHORTAGE OF FUNDS FOR MUNICIPAL FINANCING

There have been s',me dramatic shifts in the flows of institutional funds over
the post World War II years which have doubtless influenced the earlier decline
in the benefits of the tax exemptions and seem to portend further difficulties for
the state and local governments in the future.

While state and local government borrowing has rapidly increased, the great
growth of Investment funds has taken place In institutions which, because of their
special tax status or the nature of their business, find it impractical to invest in
tax-exempt bonds. These include the government pension funds--state and local
as well as Federal-the private pension funds, the life insurance companies, sav-
ings and loan associations, mutual funds and the non-financial corporations.

As of the end of last year, only one of these groups had as much as three per
cent of Its total financial assets in municipal bonds. These were the state and
local governments, presumably those who invested their employees' retirement
funds in their own bonds only because they were unable to market the bonds
elsewhere."

Among institutional investors, only the commercial banks and the non-life insur-
ance companies are significant investors in tax-exempt securities. The total finan-
cial assets of these two groups combined increased by slightly more than 200 per
cent between 1947 and 1967, and amounted to $439 billion at the end of the latter
year.

6

More than this, Individual investors have added little to their holdings of
municipal bonds in recent years. Indeed, this market would appear to have be-
come pretty much saturated. Individual investors held some $40.6 billion of mu-
nicipals at the end of 1966, increased their holdings by only $0.2 billion during
1967, and, according to preliminary data, actually reduced their holdings by $0.7
billion last year.'

Commercial banks, on the other hand, have become the predominant Investors
In municipal bonds. Last year they increased their holdings in these instruments
by $8.1 billion and at the end of the year, held nearly half of all such bonds out-
standing. According to preliminary data, state and local government debt obliga-
tions outstanding at the end of last year were held as follows:

BLllo.9
Total -------------------------------------------------- $ .9

Commercial banks---------------------------8. 1
Individuals --------------------------------------------------- 40. 1
Nonlife insurance companies --------------------------------- 16.4
All others --------------------------------------------------- 10. 3

SOp. Cit State and Local Publio Paoility Need, and Financing, p. 12.
'Appendix C.
'Appendix B.
'Appendix D.
v Appendix E.
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No doubt many commercial banks have invested in municipal bonds when It
was not particularly profitable for them to do so-in order to advance construc-
tion projects in their local communities. However, such heavy reliance on com-
mercial banks as a market for municipal bonds poses some dangers, not the least
of which Is that this market may become saturated too. Commercial banks are
subject to a variety of laws and regulations which limit their investments in par-
ticular types of securities, and their investment funds have not been growing as
fast n s those of other financial institutions.

PROVISIONS OF THE TAX REFORM BILL AFFECTING MUNICIPAL FINANCE

Against this background of the problems of the state and local governments,
the provisions of the House bill affecting municipal finances will, I think, be
better appraised.

In an effort to make the tax system more equitable, the drafters of the House
bill have included several provisions which would make investment in state and
local government bonds less attractive, particularly to high income individuals.
The effect would be to raise interest costs on future issues of these bonds, relative
to the cost of Issuing fully taxable bonds.

As an offset, however, the bill provides for a new type of state and local gov-
ernment debt Instrument which seems intended to assure that the borrowing
costs of these governments will not be higher, relative to other borrowing costs,
than in past years.

Coming first to those provisions of the bill which would tend to raise municipal
borrowing costs, these are in the main four.
I. Limitations on deductions of interest (8cc. 221)

This limits the amount of the deduction which an individual may take for
Interest paid on funds borrowed to invest in or carry investment assets. An
Individual would be allowed to deduct such Interest payments, on a current basis,
only to the extent that the deduction does not exceed his investment income and
long-term capital gains by $25,000 ($12,500 in the case of a married individual
filing a separate return).

This will limit the advantages that high-income individuals can now enjoy by
borrowing funds at a low interest rate, net of the tax deduction, and investing
the funds in municipal bonds to receive a tax-free income.
t. increase in standard deduction (Sec. 801) and maximum tax on earned

income (Seo. 802)
The effect of these two sections is to reduce the tax rate on top income indi-

viduals and to reduce effective tax rates on individuals in all income groups.
Other things being equal, the effect will also be to raise municipal borrowing

cost-i relative to other borrowing costs. As effective tax rates are reduced, tax-
payers find Investment in bonds yielding a tax-free income less advantageous.
3. ,m !t on tax Preferences (Sec. 801)

This section defines tax preference income as tax-free Interest from state and
local government bonds, plus several other types of income now taxed at preferen-
tial rates or against which preferential deductions may be taken.

Under the bill, an individual will be allowed to claim the exclusions and deduc-
tions comprising tax preference income only to the extent that the aggregate of
such income does not exceed 50 per cent of his total income (adjusted gross
income plus tax preference items).

The excess of 50 per cent will be taxable at the individual's normal tax rate.
However, if the individual's aggregate tax preference income does not exceed

$10,000; the rule does not apply. Further, the bill provides a formula for bringing
interest income from municipal bonds under the formula only gradually. In the

yst year, one-tenth of such income is to come under the limit; in the second year,
t-tenths and so on until all such income comes under the limit ten years later.

n4. Oapital gain and losses on bonds held by flnanotal institutions (S e. 448)
Under present law, commercial banks and certain other types of financial

4 .. stitutions are taxed on their capital gains on bond transactions, like other tax-
payest, at the capital gains rate. But unlike other taxpayers, however, these
institutions are permitted to treat the excess of their capial losses over their capi-

. ?; , , : ,, , r 'r 1
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tal gains on such transactions as ordinary losses, deductible from ordinary
income.

Under the bill, the excess of gains over losses would be treated as ordinary
income, taxable at ordinary income tax rates, and the excess of losses over gains
would be deductible from ordinary income.

The principal investors in municipal bonds, the commercial banks, will find
these bouds less attractive under the bill. In the past, it has been a general prac-
tice of commercial banks to increase their holdings of municipal bonds--and other
securities--in periods of easy money, then sell these securities in periods of
credit stringency, frequently at a capital loss, in order to raise funds to meet their
loan demands.

However, this provision of the bill will not place municipal bonds at a disad-
vantage to other securities. All debt instruments are treated alike.

Furthermore, the commercial banks should find that the tax-exempt Interest
income available from these bonds will continue to make them quite attractive
investments. Commercial banks on a whole have recently been in the 48% mar-
ginal tax bracket, and are now thought to be in an even higher bracket. To a firm
in the 48 per cent tax bracket, an interest yield of 6.5% on a municipal bond is
equivalent to a yield of nearly 12.4% on a taxable security.

THE COST-SHARING MUNICIPAL BOND (SECS. 801 AND 602)

The provisions of the House bill just discovered would, taken alone, have a
substantial effect on the bWrrowing costs of the state and local governments. The
effect would be to raise these costs, relative to other borrowing costs.

As an offset, however, the House bill authorizes a new type of debt Instrument
which the state and local governments may issue at their option. The interest
income from this bond would be fully taxable, and would thus require higher
interest rates, but the Federal Treasury would directly share the interest costs.

The proposed new bond thus takes advantage of the fact that the tax exempt
feature of state and local government bonds is an Inefficient means of aiding these
governments. That is to say, the tax exemption involves a revenue loss to the
Treasury, as compared to taxable bonds, which is much greater than the benefits
derived by the state and local governments.

In its general form, the proposed new bonds contains some very attractive
features. First, its use is optional o the part of the state or local government,
and the governmental unit that issues it does so without giving up. its right to
issue also the traditional municipal bond.

Second, since the bond Is taxable, it will sell at Interest yields comparable to
other bonds and will thus give the state and local governments access to the
investment funds held by institutions that do not now invest in municipal bonds.

Finally, this bond would be marked In the usual way,, utilizing the already-
existing machinery of private financial services.

However, the formula for the Treasury's sharing in the state and local govern-
ments' interest cost Is deficient-and needlessly so.

The report of the Ways 'and 'Means Committee accompanying its bill states
that-

Historically, the ratio of yields on tax-exempt issues and taxable issues
has been as low as 60 per cent, but in recent years has been close to 75 per
cent."

Then, for reasons that are not clear, the bill provides a range of direct payments
to the issuer, the range being 30% to 40% of the interest cost of bonds Issued
within the first five years, and from 25% to 40% thereafter. Furthermore, the bill
gives the Secretary of the Treasury discretion to set the expect percentage within
these ranges at the beginning of each quarter of the year.

Add up the uncertainties which the bill poses for municipal finance and it is
easy to see why there has been a certain lack of enthusiasm for these features
of the bill.

Giving the Secretary of the Treasury discretion to set the sharing formula
within a range is puzzling and suggests

1. That the Secretary is expected to try to equate cost to the issuers of the
new taxable municipals with those of ordinary municipals, or

' House Report No. 91-418 (Part I) p. 72.
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2. That the Secretary is expected to shift the cost advantage one way or the
other for the convenience of the Treasury, or

3. That the Secretary might use his flexibility for general economic regulation,
reducing the subsidy at times when the Administration wishes to dampen de-
mands on credit markets and the construction industry and increasing the sub-
sidy at other times.

None of these purposes seems desirable. Certainly the purpose should not be to
maintain any particular relationship between the supply of the new taxable
municipals and the ordinary municipals; the purpose should be to increase the
supply of the n w taxable bonds and thus diminish the tax revenue losses flowing
from the ordinary municipals. Nor Is it comforting to think that the financing
ability of the state and local governments may be modified either for the con-
venience of the Treasury or for general economic regulations.

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF TAX EXEMPTION

A study made for the Brookings Institution in 1963 developed some advanced
techniques for estimating the benefit of the tax exemption to the state and local
governments and the revenue loss to 'the Treasury.

This study concluded that the benefit to the state and local governments
amounted to an interest rate savings of between 133 and 186 basis points below
the contemporary rate on comparable corporate bonds. A group of experts who
reviewed the study reached a conclusion that the more exact differential is 150
basis points.

Further, In 1966, the Treasury updated this study on the basis of the 1965 ex-
perience, with these calculations:

1. At the minimum differential of 133 basis points, the benefit of the tax ex-
emption to the state and local governments would amount to $1.9 in savings In
interest costs over the life of the bonds, and the Treasury's revenue loss would
amount to $2.9 billion.

2. At the maximum differential of 186 basis points, the benefit to the state and
local governments would amount to $2.6 billion, and the Treasury's revenue loss
would amount to $3.2 billion.'0

In other words, If the municipal bonds issued in 1965 had not been tax-exempt,
each dollar of increased cost to the state and local governments would have re-
sulted In increased 'revenues to the Treasury of between $1.23 and $1.52. At the
concensus dIfferential-150 basis points--each $1 of benefit to the state and local
governments costs the Treasury $1.42 in lost revenues.

This suggests that the state and local governments could be given the option
of issuing fully taxable bonds on which the Treasury would pay 42 per cent of
the interest cost, with no net cost to the Treasury omitting any additional ad-
ministrative costs.

TAXING MUNICIPAL BONDS UNNECESSARILY

This leads me to suggest the interest-cost sharing formula be modified in two
respects. First, that it be made definite and that It provide for gradually in-
creasing cost sharing.

Thus, it would seem appropriate to set the first year rate at 30%, and provide
for an Increase of one percentage point each year, until the 40% level is reached
10 years hence.

This would accomplish the equity purposes of the limited tax preference pro-
vision (LTP), not by taxing the tax-exempt bonds, but by causing them to largely
disappear. And at the same time, this formula would be of more certain benefit to
the state and local governments.

Additionally, it would bring about an orderly shift from nontaxable to taxable
municipals outstanding without serious capital losses. In view of -the certain

'Op. Cit., State and Local Public Facility, Needs, Note 7.10 Ibid, p. 832.
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rise in the Treasury payments, an investor would tend to shift out of the old
municipals and their yields would tend to rise relative to taxable bonds. Ac-
cordingly, 'the state and local government would find it advantageous to refund
by the new taxable bond, thus reducing the supply of the non-tax'ables as these
become less desirable to investors.

Finally, this method of accomplishing the purposes would avoid the objections,
hotly held, to the indirect tax on state and local government bonds or set out in
the LTP provisions.

Mr. Chairman, as one of many municipal finance officers who are being sorely
pressed by the recent rise in interest rates on state and local government bonds,
may I say that it is most important that the issues involved in the municipal
finance features of this legislation be resolved-one way or another-as soon as
possible.

Thank you.
APPENDIX A

NET PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEBT IN THE UNITED STATES

lIn billions of dollars

Federal State and
Government local

End of year and agency governments Private Total

1950 ............................................... 217.4 21.7 246.3 485.4
1955 ............................................... 229.6 40.2 391.6 661.4
1960 ............................................... 239.8 63. 0 565.7 868.5
1965 ............................................... 266.4 99.9 868.6 1234.9
19681 ............................................. 292.5 129.5 1103.8 1525.8

Percentage of 1950

1950 ............................................... 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0
1955 ............................................... 105.6 185.3 159.0 136.2
1960 ............................................... 110.3 290.3 229.7 178.9
1965 ............................................... 122.5 460.4 352.7 254. 4
1968- ............................................ 134.5 596.8 448.2 314.3

1 Preliminary,

Source: Economic Report of the President, January 1969, p. 296.

APPENDIX B

HIGH-GRADE MUNICIPAL AND CORPORATE BOND YIELDS, SELECTED DATES

State and local
governments Corporates(Aaa) (Aaa)

Yearly average:
1945 ......................................................... 1.07 2.62 40.8
1955 ......................................................... 2.18 3.06 71.2
1963 ........................................................ 3.06 4.26 71.8
1964 ......................................................... 3.09 4.40 70.2
1965 .................................... .................... 3.16 4.49 70.3
1966 ......................................................... 3.67 5.13 71.5
1967 ......................................................... 374 5.51 67.9
1968 ........................................................ . 4.20 6.18 68.0

Monthly average 1969:
January ...................................................... 4.58 6.59 69.5
April ........................................................ 5.00 6.89 72.6
July ......................................................... 5.60 7.08 79.1

Source: Moody's, as reported in Federal Reserve Bulletins to July 1969.
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APPENDIX C

ALL FINANCIAL ASSETS AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS HELD BY INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS, DEC. 31, 1968

[In billions of dollars

All State and local Col. 2 as
financial government percent of

assets obligations col. 1

(1) (2)

Buyers of tax exempts, total ........................................ 486.9 74.5 15.3

Commercial banks ........................................... 438.8 58. 1 13. 2
Nonlife insurance companies ................................... 48.1 16. 4 34. 1
Nonfinancial corporations ...................................... 352. 3 2.9 .8

Nonbuyers of tax exempts, total .................................... 1,388. 1 6.9 .5

U.S. Government .............................................. 189.6 ............................
State and local governments .................................... 113.9 3.6 3. 2
Life Insurance companies ...................................... 182.4 3.0 1.6
Savings and loan associations ................................... 152.8 ............................
Private pension funds ......................................... 94.7 ...........................
Mutual savings banks .......................................... 71.2 .2 .3
Finance companies ............................................ 50.7 ............................
Investment companies ......................................... 47.3 ............................
Credit unions ............................................... 12.3 ............................
Rest of world I ................................................ 120.9 .1 .1

Memorandum: Households ......................................... 1,713. 5 40. 1 2.3

1 Foreign persons, International agencies, agencies of foreign banks, and U.S. banks In possessions.
Source: Federal Reserve Board, Federal Reserve Bulletin, May 1968, p. A-67.10 at seq. and May 1969, p. A-68, et seq.

APPENDIX D

FINANCIAL ASSETS HELD BY INSTITUTIONS, 1947, 1957, AND 1967

[In billions of dollars)

1967 as
percent

1947 1957 1967 of 1947

Buyersof tax exempts, total .......................................... 145.6 219.1 438.9 301.4

Commercial banks .............................................. 136.8 197.0 393.9 287.9
Nonlife Insurance companies ..................................... 8.8 22.1 45.0 551.4

Nonbuyers of tax exempts, total ...................................... 303.6 608.0 1,277.4 420. 8

Nonfinancial corporations ........................................ 83.5 169.3 322.7 386.5
U.S. Government I ............................................... 80.9 110.3 171.3 211.7
State and local governments ...................................... 17.6 40.1 100.7 572.2
Life Insurance companies ........................................ 50.9 98.3 173.0 339.9
Savings and loan associations ..................................... 11.7 48.1 143.8 1,229.1
Mutual savings banks ............................................ 19.7 35.2 66.4 337.1
Credit unions ................................................... .5 3.4 11.2 2,240.0
Private pension plans ............................................ 3. 1 22.4 86.9 2,803.2
Finance companies .............................................. 5.1 19.6 46.6 913.7
Mutual funds 2 .................................................. 1.4 8.7 44.7 3,192.9
Others ......................................................... 27.4 52.6 110.1 401.8

I Includes "monetary authorities."
'Open-end Investment companies only.
2 Includes foreign and International agency holders of obligations of U.S.

dealers In securities and agencies of foreign banks.
persons and governments, plus brokers and

Source: Federal Reserve System,"Flow of Funds Accounts, 1945-67," February 1968.
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APPENDIX E

HOLDINGS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS BY INDIVIDUALS AND INSTITUTIONS, END OF
SELECTED YEARS, 1945-68

[in billions of dollars)

1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1966 1967 1968

Total ................................ 15.5 24.7 44.8 68.7 100.0 105.9 117.5 124.9

Individuals ................................. 7.2 9.6 18.6 28.7 37.2 40.6 40.8 40.1
Comfmerclal banks ........................... 4.1 8. 1 12.7 17.6 38.5 40.2 50.0 58.1
Nonlife Insurance companies ................. .2 1.1 4.2 8.1 11.4 12.1 13.7 16.4
Nonfinancial corporations .................... .3 .5 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.4 5.1 2.9
State and local goVernments .................. 2.6 3.6 5.1 7.2 5.0 4.6 4.1 3.6
Life Insurance companies .................... .7 1.2 2.0 3.6 3.5 3. 1 3.0 3.0
Mutual savings banks ........................ . .1 .6 .7 .3 .3 .2 .2
Finance not elsewhere classified .............. .3 .4 .3 .4 .5 .6 .6 .6

Source: Federal Reserve System, "Flow of Funds Accounts, 1945-67," and Bulletin, May 1969.

Senator WILLIAMIS. As I understand it, your proposal for a subsidy,
when it eventually got fully implemented, would cost about $1.8 billion
a year.

Mr. JOHINSON. No. I gave that only as an illustration. If there were,
10 years from now, outstanding some $130 billion of taxable munic-
ipals-that happens to be the amount of the nontaxable securities now
outstanding-if 10 years from now you have that many taxable bonds
outstanding, then the subsidy would come to a net cost to the Treasury
of $1.8 billion.

Senator WiLLIvA,.s. That is correct; if there would be more bonds, it
would cost more.

My question is this-
Mr. JOiiNSON. Senator Williams, that was at the 50-percent subsidy

level. At the 42-percent subsidy level the Treasury would break even,
not counting the additional administrative costs, and I am proposing
you go only to 40 percent and let the Treasury have the other 2 percent
to cover the additional administrative costs.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand.
My question is this: There is considerable sentiment here that it may

not be wise to start another subsidy program. My question is, if this sub-
sidy provision is eliminated from this bill, do you still stand by the rest
of your testimony that the interest on tax-exempt bonds should be
included in both the LTP and the allocation for deductions?

Mr. JoiNsoN. If we eliminate the subsidy proposal?
Senator WILLIAWINS. Yes.
Mr. Jo NsoN. I could not take a stand on that, Senator. Obviously, it

would raise the borrowing costs of the State and local governments.
Senator WILLIAMS. No question about that.
Mr. JOHNsON. But this is for the Congress to judge, whether the

need for creating equity is greater than to 'help the State and local
governments.Senator WxLLIA3S. Assuming for the moment that the Congress
decides to reject the subsidy, what I am asking is would your testimony
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be the same in relation to the tax, to including these in ?-that is the
important question.

Mr. JohiNsoN. It would raise the borrowing costs of the State and
local governments.

Senator WILLIAMS. We agree on that. But I ask for your position.
Mr. JoiiNsoN. But I cannot imagine the Congress would do that.
Senator WILLIAMS. Never be surprised at what Congress does.
But my question is if Congress-what I am trying to establish, Mr.

Johnson, is whether you are testifying primarily for the inclusion of
tax-exempt interest in these allocations or whether your testimony is
directed toward obtaining the subsidy for the States. I want to sepa-
rate the two because they are two separate questions, and we may reject
one and accept the other, and that is what I want to get clear. I think
that is the important point, and I would like to know your own posi-
tion as to where you stand on it.

Mr. JOHNSON. That seems to me a rather difficult alternative to put
to yourself, when you have here the opportunity of helping the State
and local governments, increasing revenues to the Treasury and, at
the same time, accomplishing the equity purposes of the bill; why
would you want to separate these?

Senator WILLIAMS. We have the same problem here, and that is why
I am asking you to help us solve it, because we will be confronted with
that question here in Congress and some future Congress. That is the
reason I am asking for your view.

Mr. JOHNSON. No; I would not want to make a judgment whether it
is 'better to increase equity in the tax system versus having the State
and local governments pay higher interest costs. That is a very large
judgment I would not wish to make.

Senator WILLmAMS. It is a large question, but it is an important part
of it, and what I was trying to determine is whether the interest item, in
correcting the tax-exempt status of the bonds now, or this other, which
you would favor.

I would like to ask a question of either Mr. Buckson or his associates.
In the event that Congess did adopt either the House provision or

the Senate provision, and it is tested in the courts, as it has been sug-
gested, suppose the decision is lost in the courts, and the Government
decides it is constitutional, would the next question not be whether or
not the States would tax the Government interest likewise; would they
not go together to a certain extent?

Mr. BUCKSoN. Do unto your brother as has been done unto you, I
think. We probably would conclude, Senator Williams, if it is consti-
tutional for the Federal Government to tax the State and municipal
bonds, that it certainly would be constitutional for the States to tax the
Federal, and I think there would be no question but that would follow.

Senator WLLAMS. That was the point I made.
I have one other question here. The point has been made about the

effect that this proposal has had on the marketability of new issues or
the price on the outstanding issues.

Is not one of the major factors in the marketplace today, both in new
issues and in the old issues, not so much the tax impact of what is pro-
posed in either the House bill or the Treasury's recommendation but
rather the uncertainty that is being created in the minds of the investors
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as to what this Congress or some -future Congress may do once we dealt
with the principle that we do have the right to tax them? Is there not
this uncertainty both as to what this Congress or some other Congress
may do that is creating the problem today and will, perhaps, create the
problem tomorrow until the issue is settled once and -for all?

Mr. HERBERT. Senator Williams, having spoken to that point, I, of
course, agree wholeheartedly with that analysis. It is a question of what
Congress might do in the future rather than what they might do in this
session or with regard to tax law that really 5 years from now, 10 years
from now, they can remove it, and this jars the confidence of the market
or any 'prospective purchasers in buying municipals today.

Senator WILLIAM31S. I have no further questions.
Senator ,JoRDAiN. In order to insure the marketability of low-grade

municipals, suggestions have been made to this committee that the Fed-
eral Government guarantee the payment of all future municipals that
can be issued throughout the country regardless of their grade, and
further that the Federal Government subsidize the interest. That has
been suggested.

Are any of you gentlemen prepared to support that ,point of view?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. In Maryland we would not, sir. We feel that the pres-

ent system of selling our tax-exempt municipal and State bonds has
worked to the benefit of our State and our 23 counties and 116 incorpo-
rated towns. In fact that is a revenue-sharing plan the way it is now
established, and we do iiot have to wait until the Federal Government
or the Congress appropriates money to pay us the subsidy you are
talking to us about.

The marketplace establishes the rate, and the facilities that are built
or requested, needed by the respective citizens. We have built sound
State governments, we have built sound county and municipal gov-
ernments through this Nation, and I would like for the record to show
that the statement ,made by the Honorable William Summers Johnson
of the city of Honolulu, Honolulu County, is not backed up by the
members of our panel. He 'made that statement, I think, on 'his own.

Is that correct, sir ?
I would like for the record to show that.
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. I would like the record to show that I am not a

subsc:rib.r to the joint statement.
Senator, you may want to consider that for your very small munici-

palities, those that do not know how to market their bonds and do not
have credit ratings. For the medium-sized, larger cities and counties, I
would not see any reason to disturb the present private marketing
system for these bonds.

I think-I am not an expert on it-but I have an impression that
the -present system is a low-cost way of marketing bonds.

I am speaking of the guarantee as to the interest subsidy; yes, I
think my statement made clear that I am all in favor of that without
respect to anything else, because the State and local governments
would gain and the Treasury would gain.

Senator JORDAN. I do not wish the panel to think I am supporting
the proposition of the Federal Government supporting municipal
bonds. On the contrary, I am opposed to it, but I wanted to get the
impression of the panel.
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Mr. PATrERSON. If the Senator please, the State of South Carolina
would be vigorously opposed to any such arrangement. There would
be all sorts of redtape, and like up in Washington to try to get these
unsold or try to get this subsidy, there would be all sorts of priorities
as to district, and as to a district in South Carolina, a small district,
for example, would want to issue a school bond and the Federal Gov-
ernment agency would probably say: "No, some district in California
comes before you, so, therefore, you have got to wait."

A district in South Carolina may want to issue, for example, hospital
bonds, and the Government would say: "No, we think you ought to
issue some sewer bonds instead."

There would be all sorts of redtape and unwarranted delays and
we are unalterably opposed to any such arrangement in South
,Carolina.

Mr. GOLDBERG. Senator, the Municipal Finance Officers Association
specifically considered the possibility of guaranteed plans and rejected
it for the reasons basically that Mr. Patterson just expressed.

Senator JORDAN. Thank you.
Mr. HuRF.RT. If I might make one comment, the gentleman from

Hawaii was talking about supporting the plan where the Government
would pay us 30 percent of interest cost to the State and local govern-
ment. Well, we have often been comparing municipal tax rates with
corporate rates. However, I think certainly in considering anything
like this it must be borne in mind that this is artificial, to begin with.
We really do not have any idea what, relatively, municipals would sell
for as a taxable municipal.

First of all, you would have been rating an entirely new market. I
think most experts would be of the opinion that it would be consider-
ably more than comparable in terms of rating, so I think what we are
really talking about is substantially more than 80 or 40 percent to
issue a taxable municipal security.

Mr. GoOLDSTEIN. Senator Jordan, to elaborate on what I said a few
minutes ago, in the State of Maryland we have a much better rating
than our counties and our municipallities so the State has sold the bonds
for the counties, and they, in turn, pay us back under our revenue-
sharing plan.

We have done the same thing with hospitals. We sold a $50 million
bond issue. The hospitals could not borrow money under 6 or 7 per-
cent, and the average bonds we sold for that $50 million issue were
around 31/, and we lend that money to the hospitals on a 40-percent
first mortgage and 1/ above the percent of cost, so the cities and coun-
ties get, their hospital facilities, the Stateis getting its money, and the
State does not have the responsibility of runningg it. It is a very fine
plan and it works. 0

Mr. GoLDmmo. Senator Jordan, that is a g. wing thing now. We feel
that for the poor, relatively unknown, credit ich may have trouble
marketing that the State really is the solution, , Comptroller Gold-
stein has mentioned.

; The State of North Carolina is doing it, too, and a bill in New
Jersey has been introduced to do so, and I would expect if you hold
off of any further Federal interference in this field there will be a
growing movement in the States to rescue the little-known credit from
that problem.
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Senator JORDAN. Thank you.
Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I commend you, gentlemen? I am certainly in agreement with

the philosophy that you have expressed of the independence of the
local municipalities and the States, and I think you feel, from what
I have heard, that if there is any change made that would place any tax
whatsoever on bonds that the constitutionality then would I)e jeopard-
ized, so I understand the gentleman from South Carolina to say, and
this would be a serious question where a contingency would arise any
time consideration was made if there was funding tor bonds? Is that
your position?

Mr. BuCKsoN. That is the position, sir, of the National Association
r)f Attorneys General, of whi.h I am a former president, and I appear
today on its behalf.

Senator FNNIN. I am sorry. I did not have the benefit of being
here, but I have read some of the testimony which is being presented
this morning, and I assumed was presented, and I am wondering, I
do not know whether this uestion was asked, it probably was, but
how does the allocation of deductions affect. the ability of a municipality
to finance its capital needs or its interest rates on financing?

The reason I ask that question is through reading some of the testi-
mony I understand you have had a witness here this morning who
testified that these factors would not be affected by the proposed legis-
lation, and you have also had witnesses who say that the municipali-
ties Would ho significantly affected. I wonder what is your view?

Mr. GOLDSTNI. I think Dan Goldberg ought to answer that question.
Mr. GOLDBERG. Senator, I think I speak for the other members of our

panel. I do not know about Mr. Johnson. We have a feeling that if you
accept either of the House proposals, and that would be the allocation
of deductions as well, that you will start the market down the path that
ir. Herbert 'has described. You may pull the plug in the bathtub and

the water is going to run out. You can tell thBe water not to rn out, but
it is going to run out.

The Treasury put a $45 million revenue yield price tag on that 'part
of the 'proposal, and we just do not see how the kind of market reaction
that these charts show which will lead up to over $1 billion a year in
State and local government costs, when we have as'many new bonds out
that we 'ave paid extra interest on as we now have, that is the $130 bil-
lion. One percent of that, which is our judgment, will give you $1.3 bil-
lion a year 'from then on. Now, you cannot explain $1.3 bilhon of added
interest costs in terms of a $35 million plan'LTP or a $45 million plan
which is the allocation of deductions or the combination of $80 million.
It is much more serious than that to the investor.

So we think that the allocation Vlan would do practically as much
damage as the combined plan would do.

Senator FANNIN. I do not know whether you 'heard the controversial
testimony this morning, and I am sorry that I did not have a chance to
be here to ask questions of the person who testified on that basis. I did
not read his testimony.

Mr. GOLDBERG. I did not hear any controversy this morning, Senator.
Senator FANNIN. Of course, I do not know, I was not here, but I do

not want to be repetitious.
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I certainly appreciate this chance, at least, of asking a couple of ques-
tions, and, as I say, I thank you for your position you take. I think it is
very realistic.

Ir. GOLDBERG. Could I add just one point there? In talking of that
Treasury estimate of what yields, of what they are losing by not taxing
our bonds, I have found them most unrealistic because they have always
assumed that the present holders or people in the present brackets of
those holders would continue to hold them.

Our judgment is that, if the exemption ever went, there would be
a massive 'eshuffling of who the holders would be. I have seen testi-
mony, I think the Investment Bankers put it in the Ways and Means
Committee, that if you look at the composition of the holdings of cor-
porate bonds and foreign bonds which are the principal taxable bonds
now on the market, you find hall of them are held by people who do not
pay any taxes, the foundations and the pension funds and the rest of
them, and they averaged up what the yield would be on all taxable,
what is now on all taxable bonds, and c:,me up with something like a
15 percent net collection of interest thf.t is paid on those bonds.

I think that is more likely what the Treasury could yield if total ex-
emptions were eliminated than the 42 percent fiat we have heard.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Mr. PATrERsON. Senator, if I may respond to that question, simply

stated you have two types of bonds, you have taxable bonds and tax-
exempt bonds, and if you can remove the exemption, no matter how
small it may be, and it you can tax the interest on rny bonds held by
any investor throughout the length and breadth of this Nation, then
you destroy the tax-exempt status of these bonds and when you do that
these bonds are going to sell as taxable bonds, there is no getting around
that point.

Senator FANNIN. I understand. Thank you very much.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. On behalf of the panel, sir, we say thank you for

your courtesy.
Senator JoRDAN. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Northcutt Ely.
Gentlemen, you have been very patient. We appreciate your sitting

through the long morning waiting your turn, and I would ask you to go
ahead at your own speed and convenience and present your testimony.

STATEMENT OF NORTHCUTT ELY, GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN
PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY
HOBART, ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER; RICHARD WILSON,
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON TAXATION; AND DON ALLEN,
ATTORNEY

Mr. ELY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Northcutt Ely. I am a partner in the law firm of Ely &

Duncan of Washington, D.C., general counsel for the American Pub-
lie Power Association.

This association speaks for about 1,400 local publicly owned power
systems in the 47 States and two territories.

I am accompanied by Mr. Larry Hobart on my right, assistant gen-
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eral manager of the association; Mr. Richard D. Wilson, chairman of
its committee on taxation, and my associate, Mr. Don Allen.

This bill would create, indeed is now creating, a crisis in intergovern-
mental relations. This, more than the Federal tax revenue involved, and
even more than the demoralization of the municipal bond market, is
the true significance of this bill. I shall speak also of the liability that
the bill would impose upon the Federal Government to substitute its
sui ppolt. of essential public local activities now locally supported.

The demoralization of municipal credit can be very readily docu-
mented in a way that I have not heard here otherwise.

February 5,1969, is the day on which the House Ways and Means
Committee published the Johnson administration's proposal to tax
municipal bonds. We can identify this, perhaps, as Black Wednesday
for the municipal bond market.

If 2 days before that date, February 3, a bank-and I use the word
"bank" deliberately and not individual-had bought $1 million worth
of the high-grade State and local bonds which compose the Weekly
Bond Buyers' municipal bond average, this portfolio would have
shrunk in market value to $835,1200 on September 4, 1969, the date
that Secretary Kennedy testified before you. This was a loss of 161/2
percent.

If you picked an earlier date you would have a larger loss, an earlier
date of purchase.

rhe yield on these top-grade municipal bonds had to rise between
these two dates of February 3, 1969, and September 4 from 4.91 percent
to 6.37 percent, some 146 basis points, to make such issues or new issues
like them salable.

By contrast, if the same bank on the same day had bought $1 million
worth of high-grade corporate bonds, composing Moody's corporate
bond average, that portfolio on September 4 would have dropped in
value to $941,000, a loss of only 6 percent.

The yield on corporates had to rise between these two dates from
6.87 percent to 7.44 percent. That is only 57 basis points to make it
possible to market corporate bonds of like quality.

The point is simply this: The cost of bond money to municipalities
has risen 2% times as much or 1463 basis points as the cost of bond
money to corporations-57 basis points-during, and only because of,
Congress consideration of proposals to tax municipal bonds.

Such are the consequences of this bill with respect to municipal
bonds held by a bank or other corporate holder, even though the bill
purports to tax only the interest paid to individuals, and even though
individuals have been buying not over 10 percent of new issues in the
last 2 or,3 years.

The market has recognized that, if this bill becomes law, no buyer
of the municipal bonds hereafter, whether bank, corporation, or indi-
vidual, will be purchasing a stable contract. If the value of the indi-
vidual's contract can be impaired retroactively, as this bill does, then,
so can a bank's contract with the same issuer in some future bill.

Every buyer, whether individual or corporate, consequently capital-
izes the ex ected tax and adds its consequences to the yield that :he
demands. The helpless municipality Ipays the price.

The price reckoned over the life of a bond issue is staggering. State
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and looaJ governments in 1968 issued just over $16 billion in bonds, tax
exempt under the then-existing Federal statutes.

It ,has been conservatively estimated in the figures submitted here by
the Governors that the debt service that the municipalities would have
had to pay if this bill had been law at that time would have been
increased by more than $223 million annually or by more than $4.4
billion during the life of a 20-year bond.

These are the consequences with respect to the municipal bond offer-
ings of a single year. But municipalities must issue increasingly greater
amounts of bonds each year to provide essential services for an
expanding population .

Consequently the total impact is not $4.4 billion but is that large
quantity multipl1ied -by whatever number of years you choose to take as
those in which this bill would be operative as it is now tendered to you.

By contrast, the Ways and Means Committee estimated that the
Treasury would collect aIded revenues of only $40 million in 1970, and
$85 million a year ultimately from all five of the limitations on tax
preferences lumped together, with no value at all assigned to the limi-
tation on municipal bond interest. This is burning down the house to
kill the cockroaches.

Moreover, it is no longer asserted ,by the proponents of this bill that
tax-exempt interest shelters a single one of the 154 wealthy nontax-
payers who are highly publicized targets of these five limitations on tax
lreferences. It is almost certain that the wrong house is -being burned

High interest costs inflated by the loss of the tax exemption result in
the inflation of the costs of essential 'public services not for 1 year or 2,
but for the whole life of tihe bond issue.

The ultimate burden for that protracted period of time is borne by
increases in ad valorem taxes and, therefore, in rents or in increases in
the cost of public services which the citizen has no option to forgo.

A 2-percent rise in interest rates from 6 to 8 percent, for example,
may necessitate a rise of 20 percent or more in rates for water, power,
sewerage, and other essential services. This is because these public
works are essentially highly capital intensive. A great deal of money-
borrowed money-must be invested for each dollar of revenue pro-
duced.

Consequently, an increase in the cost of money has a leverage effect
upon the rates and charges which must be collected in order to service
that inflated debt.

The inflation of the cost of living compelled by the bill will fall most
heavily on those of our citizens wo are least able to bear it-those to
whom the bills for rent, electricity, and water are serious problems.

-A Federal tax which directly increases the cost to the States and
their political subdivisions of borrowing money, imposing a burden
ott the borrowing power at the moment of its exercise, "is a tax on the
power of the States, and on other instrumentalities to borrow money,
and consequently repugnant to the Constitution."
I- am quoting from Pollock v. Famer' Loan and Truwt Company,

armed on rehearing 158 U.S. 601 (1895), and the argument is spelled
out in the brief which is annexed to my prepared statement.
So teO, both the limitation on tax preferences and the allocation
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of deductions as applied to municipal bonds are, in my opinion, un-
constitutional.

The limitation on tax preferences is a direct, undisguised tax. The
allocation of deductions is a more subtle but, in ways, more effective
and damaging burden on the States.

Although the Ways and Means Committee, for example, indicates
that the collections from the limitation on tax preferences will rise
from $40 million to $85 million, and from the allocation of deductions
from $260 million to an amount in excess of $400 million, it does not
indicate (how much of the total is to come from taxation of municipal
bonds. However, the Ways and Means Committee does disclose that
the increase that comes about is related to making the bill fully opera-
tive over a 10-year period. The only item of the five limitation on tax
preference items or the six allocation of deductions items which, by
the terms of the bill, carries a so-called phaseout, increasing the rate
of collection over time, is the one which applies to municipal bond
interest.

This, therefore, is a clue of the impact of this bill upon the munici-
palities.

Now, Senator Fannin asked a question about the allocation of de-
ductions. It works in this way: If a man has taxable income, and he
also has exempt income, the higher the amount of his exempt income,
the less the amount of deductions he may take from his taxable income.

For example, if a man keeps his capital in cash and all of his income
is taxable income, and he now switches from cash to purchasing munic-

Ipai securities, he will pay a larger amount of tax on each taxable
dollar and a larger total amount of tax by virtue of the fact that le is
now an owner of exempt securities.

This is the reverse o f the effect of the formula in the AtkIs case which
the Supreme Court characterized as meaning that a company which
had a higher proportion of nontaxable income would pay less tax on
the taxable dollar and a less total tax.

This, for the first time that I am aware of, is a flat-out effort to
diminish the deductions, and therefore increase the tax, on each taxable
dollar as a result of a man's election to own tax-exempt securities. He
would pay a lesser tax if he did not invest in the municipals but kept
that money in cash.

It will take years of litigation, much of which will be outside of the
control of the States and outside the control of the municipalities, to
decide the constitutional issue.

The issues which are sold during this period will have to pay interest
rates which are dictated by the buyers most pessimistic appraisal of
the outcome.

The bill proposes a cure for the injury it does to municipal credit
in section 601 and section 602. This is the proposal for the subsidy
to those municipalities which issue taxable bonds.

The cure is worse in some respects than the disease, which is in-
cubated in sections 301 and 302.

In my prepared statement I spell out four consequences; how-
ever, in this summary I shall mention only two.

If the House committee's assurance is sound that "there is no
review of the advisability of the local project or of the issuer's ability

3-865--- -- pt. 4-42
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to pay," then local governing bodies can commit the Federal Treasury
to incur long-term debt service obligations, the length of which will be
determined by the municipality, without concurrence by the Congress
and without review by any Federal agency.

To me, it is totally unsound to invest in local governments the power
to appropriate Federal money. Such is the effect of this proposal.

The bill proposes a permanent appropriation of the amount required
to meet these obligations, to be effected without Federal control, by
local municipalities and States, thus bypassing the Appropriations
Committees.

More likely, the House Committee's assurances against Federal re-
view of local projects will not last very long. A taxpayers' revolt would
be a certainty if billions were added each year to the long-term Fed-
eral debt loaA1 by nonreviewable decisions o? local governments. I mean
billions here because the consequence of the decision by a municipality
to issue a 20-year bond is reflected not in the Government's subsidy
for 1 year of interest but for 20 years of interest.

My conclusion, gentlemen, very simply stated, is that, to the extent
that local governments can and will carry their own burdens, it is in
the national interest that they be permitted to do so.

To the extent that their borrowing power is eroded, by Federal tax-
ation or by the threat of attempts at such taxation, whether constitu-
tional or not, local governments are prevented from carrying their
own burdens and they are driven to rely upon Federal assistance.

The House bill plainly contemplated this cause and this effect and
compels both.

We vehemently disagree. The Nation gets no 'benefit from disabling
any State with attempts to provide essential public services to its own
people at its own expense. We all suffer by such a process. This is true
not only of the State hospital borrowing power, which may be crip-
pled by Federal taxation or the threat of it but of the Federal taxpay-
ers who must ultimately pay for a greater sbare of local projects which
are thus priced out of the range of the State's borrowing power.

The Federal Treasury and the Federal taxpayer suffer from the
erosion of intergovernmental tax entities, whether Federal or State.
This creates a crisis in those intergovernmental tax relationships. This
is not tax reform.

Thank you, gentlemen. Annexed to my prepared statement is a brief
primarily on the constitutional issue and the text of proposed amend-
ments to restore municipal bonds to the status quo.

Thank you.
Senator JORDAN. Mr. Ely, your full statement and attachments will

appear in the record.
Mr. ELY. Thank you.
(Mr. Ely's prepared statement and attachments follow:)

STATEMtNT OF NORTHOUTT ELY, ELY & DUNOAN, ATTORNEYS, WASHINGTON, D.C.,

GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION

L INTRODUCTION: SUMMARY

My name is Northcutt Ely. I am a partner In the law firm of Ely and Duncan
of Washington, D.C. My firm Is General Counsel tor the American Public Power
Association. This Association speaks for about 1,400 local publicly owned electric
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systems in 47 States. I am accompanied by Larry Hobart, Assistant General
Manager of the Association, and Richard D. Wilson, Chairman of its Committee
on Taxation.

I am here today to testify on 11.11. 13270 as passed by the House of Repre-
sentati'es August 7, 1969. I shall discuss three of its provisions which directly
and adversely affect State and local governments. These are as follows:

1. Section 301. The Limitation on Tax Preferences contained in Section 301
would have the effect of directly imposing federal income taxes on a portion of
the interest paid by States and local governments to their creditors who are
individuals-but not, in the present bill, corporate creditors. If a taxpayer re-
ceives more than half of his income from municipal bonds, lie must pay income
tax on that excess. These taxes would apply not only to new issues, but also
to bonds outstanding, which were exempted from tax by federal law at the time
when they were sold.

2. Section 302. The provisions for allocation of deductions-such as interest
paid on a mortgage, or property taxes paid on a house--while continuing to
allow these deductions in full in the calculation of the income tax to be paid by
any taxpayer who does not own municipal bonds, would deny him a portion
of that same deduction if he receives tax exempt interest. The greater his tax
exempt income, the greater is the tax he must pay on each dollar of taxable
income, and the greater his total tax. The result is that a taxpayer who invests
capital in municipal bonds would pay more tax per taxable dollar and more total
tax than if he left that same amount of capital idle in his checking account.
This provision applies to future bond issues, but not to issues outstanding.

3. Sections 601 and 602. These authorize federal subsidies to induce State
and local governments to issue taxable bonds.

We offer amendments, annexed to this statement, to delete all three of these
provisions. The effect would be to maintain the current tax-exempt status of
municipal bonds, unchanged.

We are against Section 301, the Limitation on Tax Preferences, and Section
302, requiring allocation of deductions, because their combined effect would
be to cripple the borrowing power of the States and their municipalities. The
resulting Increase in the cost of money would impose long-lasting inflation (for
20 years or more, depending on the life of the bond issue) upon the local ad
valorem taxes which support such essentials as schools, and upon the cost of
essential public services which are supported by rates and charges, such as
water, power, and, in some cases, sewerage. This burden will fall with dispro-
portionate effect on poor people, because the increases in the rents they pay,
flowing from increases In property taxes, and increases in such unavoidable
expenses as electricity and water bills, are substantial factors In their cost ofliving. %

Beyond the policy questions, Sections 301 and 302, in our opinion, are unconsti-
tutional. Protracted uncertainty, with attendant high borrowing cots, would
continue to overshadow the financing of all essential local facilities for many
years, until such time as the Supreme Court resolves these doubts. The consti-
tutional issue Is discussed in our annexed brief.

We are against Sections 601 and 602, the subsidy scheme. Just as Sections 301
and 302 would largely deprive local governments of the power of self-help, Sec-
tions 601 and 602 would burden the federal taxpayer with the consequences. The
bill would transfer to the back of the federal taxpayer the consequences of local
decisions to create debts, on which the bill would require the federal taxpayer to
pay interest. The sequel, unavoidably, would be a tax revolt, which would result
in the transfer to federal bureaus of the power to make those local decisions.

The combined result of these provisions of the bill will be to create a crisis in
intergovernmental relations. This, more than the federal tax revenue involved, Is
the significance of this bill's demoralization of municipal credit, and its substi-
tution of federal liability for the support of activities that are essential functions
of State governments.

II. THE BILL CRIPPLES THE POWER OF THE STATES TO ISSUE AND SELL TAX-EXEMPT
BONDS

The devastating effect which the mere consideration and passage of this bill
In the House has already had on the borrowing power of local governments is
readily documented.
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The House Ways and Means Committee published the Johnson Administration's
tax reform proposals on February 5, 199, and suggestions contained in those
proposals threw the municipal bond market into a serious decline. If two days
before that day a bank-note that I say bank, not individual-had bought
$1,000,000 of the high-grade corporate bonds composing Moody's corporate bond
average, that portfolio would have been worth on September 4, 1960, $941,200. If
the same bank on the same day had bought $1,000,000 worth of high-grade State
and local bonds which compose the Weekly Bond Buyer's municipal bond average,
this portfolio would have been worth on September 4 only $35,20. The drop iII
value of corporate bonds reflects the general increase of the cost of money in
the market place. The yield on corporates had to rise 57 basis points, which is
a way of saying 57 one-hundredths of 1 percent, to make it posAble to market
new corporate bonds of like quality. But the yield on top-grade municipal bonds
had to rise from 4.91 to 0.37, some 146 basis points, or 1,46 percent to make similar
new issues salable. The difference between the rate of increase in the yield on
corporates and the yield on municipals, during the consideration of this bill
during that period, Is a fair measure of the market's appraisal of the effect of
this pending legislation on the tax exemption of municipal bonds. Cost of money
to municipals rose two and a half times as much (146 basis points) as cost of
money to corporations on their bonds (57 basis points).

September 4 was selected for analysis because it was on that day that Sere-
tary of the Treasury Kennedy testified before 'this Committee and recommended
against application of the Limitation on Tx Preferences to municipal bonds.
Since that date the municipal bond market has shown a marked improvement
while the corporate market has further deteriorated. The corporate portfolio
has dropped another $11,00 in value. The corporate yield has exnsequently risen
12 more basis points to 7.50, as of September 18, the last date figures were avail-
able. Xet the municipal bond portfolio has increased in value by $12,900 since
the date of Secretary Kennedy's statement opposing the inclusion of municipal
bond interest in LTP, with a resultant drop in yield of 12 basis points to 6.25.
These figures indicate alike the sensitivity of municipal financing to the ebb and
fiw of threats of federal taxation, and the continuing depression in the municipal
bond market occasioned by the overall impact of this bill.

Such are the demonstrated consequences of this bill with respect to municipal
bonds held by a bank or other corporate holder, even though the bill purports to
tax only the interest paid to individuals, and Individuals have been buying only
about 10 percent of new Issues in the last two years. The reason is obvious: The
domino effect. The market has recognized that If this bill becomes law, no buyer
of municipal bonds hereafter will be purchasing a stable contract. If the value
of th3 individual's contract can be validly impaired retroactively, as this bill
does, then so can a bank's contract with the same issuer, in some future bill. The
buyer consequently capitalizes the expected tax, and adds its consequences to the
yield that he demands. The helpless municipality pays the price.

The price, reckoned over the life of a bond issue, Is a staggering, both in the
cost to those municipalities which can sell their bonds, and, more ominously, in
the consequences to those municipalities which may be unable to sell their bonds.

State and local governments in 1968 issued $10.125 billion in bonds, tax ex-
empt under then existing federal statutes. It has been conservatively estimated
that the debt service they would have to pay on an average 20-year bond issue
would be increased, if this bill became law, by more than $220 million annually,
or by more than $4.4 billion during the whole life of the bond. These are the
consequences with respect to the bond offerings of a single year. But the Nation's
municipalities, as a group, must sell bonds every year, not Just one year, and do
so In increasing amounts to maintain essential services to an expanding popula-
tion, The true consequences of this bill in cost of money to States and local
agencies Is not just $4.4 billion, but an indefinitely large multiple of the costs
attributable to the bond offerings of any single year.

By contrast, the Ways and Means Committee estimated that the Treasury
would collect added revenues of only $40 million In 1970, and $85 million a year
ultimately, from all five limitations on tax preferences lumped together--State
and local bonds, capital gains, appreciations in value of property donated to
charity, excess depreciation, excess farm lossesl-wlth no value at all assigned to
th6 limitation vn municipal bond interest. This Is burning down the house to kill
the coekroaches Moreover, it is no longer asserted by the proponents of this bill
that tax exempt Interest shelters a single one of the 154 wealthy non-taxpayers
who are the highly publicized targets of these five limitations on tax preferences.
It Is almost certain that the wrong house is bing burned down.
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III. CONSTRAINTS ON TAX-EXEMPT FINANCING OF ESSENTIAL PUBLIC SERVE iCES RESULT
IN PERMANENT INFLATION OF THE COST OF THESE SERVICES, WITH THE BURDEN
FALLING DISPROPORTIONATELY ON THE POOR

The construction of public facilities to furnish essential public serrices--schools,
water, sewerage, electric power, fire and police protection, for example-cannot
be curtailed below the growth rate of the population, without consequences too
obvious and too serious to require argument. Indeed, such construction, and the is-
suance of bonds to finance it, ought to expand at a rate greater than the rate of
population growth, if the standard of living in the underdeveloped segments, the
ghettos, of our environment is to be improved.

Consequently, state and local governments must jo to market to finance their
public works whether they want to or not; they cannot wait indefinitely for the
market to improve. High interest costs, that is, costs of money inflated by the
loms of tax exemption, result inevitably InI the inflation of the costs of essential
public services for the whole life of the bond issue. For example, a city which
must pay, say $12 million in interest over the 20 year life of a tax-exempt bond
issue which it sells to finance schools will have to pty at least $18 million instead
if the bond interest is taxable, or if the market, rightly or wrongly, judges that
such interest will become taxable in the future. To pay the added $6 million, the
city must increase its ad valorem taxes, with a resulting escalation of all living
expenses affected by ad valorem taxes-rents, for example. This is a regressive
result. If the facilities so built are revenue producing, such as water or power
facilities, the city must raise its rates for these services. Note here that power
and water works require a large number of dollars of capital investment, that is,
of borrowed money, to produce each dollar of revenue. The ratio of investment to
annual revenue may be more than ten to one. Consequently an increase in inter-
est from a rate of 0 percent to one of 8 percent, an increase of 2 percent, may re-
quire an increase in rates for water or power of 20 percent or more. The ultimate
burden of the loss of a municipality's tax exemption on its borrowing is reflected
directly in the cost of essential public services which the citizen has no option
to forego, and thus falls most heavily on those of its citizens least able to bear it.
The inflation of costs of living thereby occasioned is near-permanent, coming Into
existence when the more costly money is borrowed to build the public works, and
lasting the whole 20 to 30 years of the life of the bond.

So much for the more fortunate municipalities which are able to sell their
bonds, at a price, even if they lose their exemption in whole or in part. The interest
rates they must pay will rise to equal the rate which corporations must pay. In-
deed, much of the spread between municipal and corporate rates has already been
eroded, commencing when this so-called tax reform scheme was made public early
this year. But some public agencies, if forced to issue taxable securities, would
find them unsalable at any acceptable price. For example, who is going to buy
a taxable bond of an obscure small school district or small town municipal power
system, in competition with the corporate bond of a large company, perhaps a
debt convertible into equity, except at a price greatly in excess of the corporate
rate? Indeed, experts say that many of the annual issues that small public bodies
customarily offer will be unsalable at any price if they are made taxable.

IV. TIlE BILL'S PROPOSED TRANSFER TO THE FEDERAL TAXPAYER OF THE CONSEQUENCES
OF THE DESTRUCTION OF LOCAL CREDIT IS BAD PUBLIC POLICY

The bill proposes a cure for the injury it does to municipal credit, in Sections 601
and 602. The cure is worse, in some respects, than the disease incubated in Sections
301 and 302. The remedy offered is a subsidy to be paid by the federal treasury to
any municipality which elects to issue taxable bonds. The subsidy is supposed to
equal the difference in yield between taxable and non-taxable municipal bonds,
fixed as a percentage of yield, within a stated range, the determination to be made
by the Seevtary of the Treasury. The report of the House Committee on Ways and
Means says "there is no review of the advisability of the local project or of the
issuer's ability to pay". Availability of the federal money would be assured
by a permanent appropriation, avoiding annual review by the appropriation
committees.

At least four things are wrong with this idea. In ascending order of importance,
they are these:

(1) The "fixed percentage" of the yield constituting the subsidy "is to apply to
all issues of taxable obligations" during the quarter of the year covered by the
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determination, nationwide. Manifestly, not all issues will fit this single Procrus-
tean bed. What is the upper limit of the new taxable yield? The corporate rate? A
small drainage district will have to pay more than that, if Its bonds become tax-
able, for no one will buy them in competition with bonds of, say, U.S. Steel. What
is the lower limit, to be subtracted from the upper limit to arrive at the spread
which is to be offset by subsidy? Supposedly it is the rate payable on tax-exempts,
but whose? Manifestly a subsidy required to make salable top-grade taxable
municipals, or even one determined by the average yield of all municipals, calcu-
lated as a percentage of the spread between taxable and non-taxable yields, will
not be enough to enable the poor and small sisters to sell taxable bonds.

(2) The federal government must raise the money to pay several thousand
municipalities many millions of subsidies each year. This federal obligation will
continue for the life of the bond issue, a period to be determined by the local gov-
ernment. The effect will be twofold. First, an obligation is to be imposed on the
federal treasury which is equivalent to a long-term federal bond, whereas current
federal policy is to Issue short-term securities. Second, the municipality's taxable
bond is expected, by this scheme, to foresake the shelter of the unique tax-exempt
market, and to compete in the market for the first time with corporates and fed-
eral securities. To the extent that the scheme works, the competition of this new
municipal entry may-well drive up the interest rates which the federal govern-
ment and corporations must pay. In six of the last ten years, the net increase in
municipal bonds outstanding was greater than -the net Increase In corporates or
in direct federal government securities.

(3) If the House Committee's assurance that "there Is no review of the ad-
visability of the local project or of the issuer's ability to pay" really comes true,
then the consequence will be that local governing bodies can and will commit the
federal treasury to incur long-term debt service obligations, with a consequent
increase In burdens on the federal taxpayer, without review or concurrence by
Congress or by any federal executive agency. It Is totally unsound to vest in local
governments the power to appropriate federal money. Such Is the effect of this
proposal.

(4) More likely, the House committee's assurances against federal review of
the advisability of the local project or of the Issuer's ability to pay will not last
very long. A taxpayers' revolt would be a certainty, If billions were added eachyear to the long-term federal debt load by non-reviewable decisions of local
governments. The alternative would be a super P.W.A. of federal agencies to re-
view the desirability of each of several thousand local projects each year, and the
capacity of their sponsors to pay for them. Local decisions, now policed by the
marketplace, would become national decisions, controlled by the policies and
politics of distant federal administrators.

V. THE BILL'S PROPOSALS FOR LIMITATIONS ON TAX PREFERENCES, AND ALLOCATIONS
OF DEDUCTIONS, AS APPLIED TO INTEREST ON MUNICIPAL BONDS, ARE UNCONSTITU-
TIONAL

The bi "s effect, as demonstrated in Part II of this statement, has been and
will be to impair the power of States and municipalities to borrow money, and
to Increase the cost to local governments of the money that they succeed in
borrowing.

It does so in two ways.
The limitation on tax preferences directly subjects to federal taxation the

interest paid by local governments on their obligations.
The allocation of taxpayers' deductions burdens the municipality's borrowing

power In a more subtle, but equally effective way. The effect is that a taxpayer
who owns no municipal bonds may deduct from his gross Income, for example,
all of the local taxes that he pays on his home and all of the Interest that he pays
on his mortgage. But if he has income from municipal bonds In excess of a stated
amount annually ($5,000 If single, $10,000 if filing a joint return), he may not
deduct all of that Interest, but only a portion of It corresponding to the ratio be-
tween taxable Income and total Income. In consequence, such a taxpayer would
pay more tax if he Invested money In municipal bonds than he would pay if he
left the same amount of capital Idle In his checking account.

The House Committee regards this allocation scheme as producing revenue to
the Treasury amounting to $205 million In 1970, rising to $460 million ten years
later, but it does not say how much of this relates to municipal bond interest.
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To the extent that it does, it constitues an added cost to municipalities which
issue tax-exempt bonds, because the bond buyer capitalizes his expectation of
taxation and adds that to the yield required to induce him to buy in competition
with other taxable bonds.

A federal tax which directly increases the cost to the States and their political
subdivisions of borrowing money, Imposing a burden on the borrowing power at
the amount of its exercise "is a tax on the power of the states, and on other in-
strumentalities to borrow money, and consequently repugnant to the Constitu-
tion" (Pollack v. Farmers' Loan and Tru8t Go., on rehearing, 158 U.S. 601, 630
(1895)). The argument is spelled out in the annexed brief.

So tested, both the limitation on tax preferences and 'he allocation of deduc-
tions, as applied to municipal bonds, are, In my opinion unconstitutional. Secre-
tary Kennedy agrees that there are "constitutional doubts" as to the former, but
not the latter. It will take years of litigation, much of it outside the control of the
States and their instrumentalities, to decide the constitutional issue If either the
limitation on tax preferences or the allocation of deductions includes municipal
bonds. For that same period of time all municipal financing will be chaotic. The
issues sold during this period will have to pay Interest rates which are dictated
by the buyers' most pessimistic appraisal of the outcome which Indemnify him for
taxes he must pay even though the tax Is finally declared unconstitutional. The
then holder, whoever he may be, will reap a windfall, taxable only at capital gains
rates.

VI. CONCLUSION

To the extent that local governments can and will carry their own burdens,
it Is in the national interest that they be permitted to do so. To the extent that
their borrowing power is eroded by Federal taxation, or the threat of attempts
at such taxation, whether constitutional or not, local governments are prevented
from carrying their own burdens, and are driven to rely upon Federal assistance.
This bill plainly contemplates this cause and this effect, and compels both. We
vehemently disagree.

The Nation gets no benefit from disabling any State from providing essential
public services to its own people at its own expense. We all suffer by such a
process. This is true not only of the State whose borrowing power may be crippled
by Federal taxation, or the threat of It, but of the Federal taxpayers who must
ultimately pay for a greater share of local projects thus priced out of range
of the State's borrowing power.

The Federal Treasury and the federal taxpayer suffer from the erosion of
intergovernmental tax immunities, whether Federal or State.

This is not tax reform.
Attachments.-Brlef: Taxation of the Interestpaid by States and their instru-

mentalities upon their obligations, as proposed in the "Tax Reform Act of 1969,"
would be unconstitutional. Proposed amendments.

BRIEF

1. PROVISIONS P;? H.R. 13270, 91ST CONGRESS (THE "TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969") TAX-
ING, DIRBk'LY OR INDIRECTLY, THE INTEREST PAID BY STATES AND THEIR INSTRU-
MENTALITIES ON THEIR OBLIGATIONS

Section 301 directly taxes a portion of the interest paid to individuals by States
and their instrumentalities on their obligations. Section 302 does so indirectly.

Limitation on tax prelerence (LTP)
Section 301 establisl-s a limit on tax preferences (LTP) which will apply to

five Items of Income (Infra). The House Committee Report ' explains the scheme
as follows: 2

"Under the limit on tax preferences provided by the bill, in the case of Indi-
viduals, estates, and trusts, a 50 per cent ceiling is to be imposed on the amount
of a taxpayer's total Income (adjusted gross Income plus the tax preference
items) which can be excluded from tax. In other words, an Individual Is to be
allowed to claim the exclusions and deductions comprising tax preference income
only to the extent that the aggregate amount of these preferences does not ex-
ceed one-half of his total income. In order to confine the operation of the pro-

1 Report of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives to ac-
company H.R. 13270, 91st Congress, let Session, a bill to reform the income tax laws:
House Report No. 91-413 (Part 1).

SId., pp. 78-79.
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vision to Individuals with substantial amounts of tax preference income, the
limit on tax preferences is not to apply if an Individual's total tax preferences for
the year do not exceed $10,000 ($5,000 for a married person filing a separate
return).

"The application of the limit on tax preferences may be illustrated by the 'ease
of a taxpayer with $50,000 of salary and $150.000 of tax preference amounts.
Under present law, such an individual Is taxed only on his $50,000 of salary.
Under the limit on tax preferences, he is to be required to pay tax on $100,000
of income (one-half his total income of $200,000)." 0

Section 301 designates five tax preference items. The description of Item (1)
below is quoted from the House Committee report, p. 79. The other four are our
summaries:

"(1) Tax-exempt interest on State and local bonds. For the purpose of the
limit on tax preferences, however, this tax-exempt interest is to be taken Into
account gradually over a 10-year transitional period, with one-tenth of such
interest taken into account in the first taxable year beginning on or after Jan. 1,
1910, two-tenths in the second taxable year and so on, until 100 per cent of the
interest is taken into account. The amount of tax-exempt Interest otherwise
taken into account for a year is to be reduced by the amount of any deductions
allocable to the interest which are disallowed (under Sec. 265(a) (1)) as expenses
related to tax-exempt income."

(2) The one-half of net long term capital gains which is excluded from income:
(3) Appreciation in the value of property donated to charity which is deducted

as a charitable contribution but which is not included In gross income;
(4) Depreciation claimed for real property in excess of straight line

depreciation;
(5) The amount by which farm loss computed under special farm accounting

rules exceeds the loss calculated under normal accounting rules.
The Report continues (p. 79) :
"The amount a taxpayer is required to include in income Is to be considered

proportionately derived from each preference item."
The result, insofar as municipal bonds are concerned, is the imposition of a

tax upon the interest paid by States and their instrumentalities to individuals,
but not that paid to banks or other corporations. Section 301 applies to all out-
standing bond issues, not merely to new ones.

The Report states the revenue effect of the Limitations on Tax Preferences
as follows:'

"It is estimated that the limit on tax preferences will increase tax liability by
$40 million in the calendar year 1970 and by $8,45 million a year when the pro-
vision is fully effective. About half of the additional tax liability will come from
taxpayers with incomes of $50,000 and over."

The Report makes no allocation of this amount among the five tax preference
Items, but, as we point out later, it is significant that the only items on which
the tax is less in 1970 than "when the provision is fully effective" is tax-exempt
Interest on State and local bonds, indicating that this item is a substantial con-
tributor to the increase of $45 million, and therefore probably a substantial
contributor to the initial $40 million.
Allocation of deductions

Section 302 provides for allocaton of deductions between exempt and non-
exempt income. The non-taxed items to which allocable deductions are to be
apportioned are six in number. They include the same five as the LTP, plus
(item 4), Intangible drilling expenses, and similar Items not involved here. The
allocation would include tax exempt interest on bonds issued after July 12, 1969.
Under a transition rule one-tenth of such Interest would be taken into account
for allocation purposes in the first year, two-tenths in the second, and so on,
"until 100 percent of the interest on tax exempt bonds issued after July 12, 1969,
would be recognyzed for allocation." " Note that, unlike the limitation on tax
preference (See. 801), which applies to past as well as future bond issues, the
required allocation of deductions (See. 802) applies only to new issues after
July 12, 1069.

*Id.. p. 7.
41d.. p. 80.
4% Id., p. 83.
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The Report of the Ways and Means Committee explains the allocation as
follows:

"The fact that an individual who receives tax-free income can charge the entire
amount of his personal deductions to his taxable income gives him a double tax
benefit. He not only excludes these tax preference amounts from his tax base but
he also, by allocating his personal deductions only against his adjusted gross
income, may reduce his tax payments on this taxable income .... I

"To prevent individuals with tax preference amounts from reducing their tax
liabilities on their taxable incomes by charging all their personal deductions to
their taxable incomes your committee's bill provides that individuals (and estates
and trusts) must allocate most of their itemized personal deductions proportion-
ately between their taxable income (adjusted gross income less nonallocable
expense) and their tax preference amounts. Only the part of these personal
deductions which is allocated to taxable Income is to be allowed as a tax deduction
and the per.qonal deductions allocated to the tax preference amounts are to be
disallowed. Tax preference amounts are taken into account only to the extent they
exceed $10,000 ($5,000 for a married person filing a separate return) . . . ."

". The bill essentially requires allocation of any itemized deduction where
it is reasonable to assume that a portion of the pertinent expense is met out of
nontaxable income . ... 1

The coordination between the limitation on tax preferences (See. 301) and the
required allocation of deductions (See. 302) is explained as follows:

"Under the bill, individual taxpayers may be subject to the limit on tax prefer-
ences, as well as being required to allocate their deductions. The bill provides in
effect that (1) such a taxpayer is to first apply the limit on tax preferences (that
is, to add back to taxable income that part, of nontaxable income In excess of
50 percent of total Income), and (2) he then is to allocate deductions between
gross income as modified in step (1) and the allowed tax preferen e items."'

A note to the Committee Report illustrates the last statement as follows:
"For example, suppose the individual has a taxable income of $30,000, a tax

exempt income of $70,000, and $30,000 of personal deductions. Applying the limit
on tax prefei-nces first results in adding $20,000 to the individual's taxable income
increasing the latter to $50,000 and decreasing tax-free income to $50,000. Deduc-
tions are then allocated on the basis of a 50-50 split between taxable and non-
taxable income, resulting in disallowing $15,000 of the total of $30,000 of
deductions. For simplicity, this example omits the effect of the $10,000 floor.$

From the foregoing, it is clear that the intended effect of Section 302, read in
conjunction with Section 301, is that a portion of the personal deductions which
a taxpayer might claim in full against gross income in calculating his taxable
income if he ,received no interest on State of local bonds will be denied him if he
does receive such interest. He thus pays a higher tax on his taxable income if he
invests money in municipal bonds than he would pay if he kept the amount of that
investment idle in his checking account.

The Ways and Means Committee Report calculates the revenue effect of
Section 302 as follows:

"It is estimated that the allocation of deductions between taxable income and
tax preference amounts will increase revenue by $205 million in the calendar year
1970 and $460 million a year when the provision is fully effective. Almost all of
this additional revenue will be collected from taxpayers with adjusted gross
income of $20,000 or more."

The Committee gives no breakdown of these amounts among the six nontaxed
items to which allocable deductions are to be apportioned, nor does it explain the
disparity between these figures and the much more modest amounts of revenue
expected from application of tax preference alone, $40 million to $, million. 11

It is notable, however, that tax exempt bond interest is the only item which is
stated on a graduated ten-year scale in either the list of tax preferences (Sec. 301,
p. 79 of the Report), or the list of items to which deductions are to be allocated

'Id., p. 80.
Id., p. 81.

'Id., p. 81.
SId., p. 8&,

'Id., p. 83.
'Old., p. 83.
11 Id., p. 80.
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(-See. 302, p. 82 of the Report). The inference seems clear, therefore, that re-
vision of tax liabilities occasioned by receipt of interest on State and local bonds
is alone accountable for the projected increase in tax revenues (1) via the limi-
tation on tax preferences from $40 million In 1970 to $85 million a year, 10 years
later (Report, p. 80), and (2) via the allocation of deductions from $205 million
a year In 1970 to $460 million a year 10 years later. It Is a fair inference, there-
fore, that bond interest, hitherto tax exempt, Is a substantial component of the
tax revenue of $245 million from the combined effect of Sections 301 and 302 In
1970, as well as the total of $545 million 10 years later.
Comments of thc Treasury Department

Secretary of the Treasury David M. Kennedy, on September 4, 1969, advised
the Senate Finance Committee:

"The House bill goes beyond the Administration's recommendations and in-
cludes Interest on State and local bonds in the LTP. The Administration opposes
this inclusion for the same reasons we gave on April 22-there are constitutional
doubts am to inclusion as well as the possibility of adverse repurcussions In the
market for State and local securities. However, we Tecommend as we did in April
that the full amount of tax exempt interest be included in the Allocation of De-
ductions rule, without the 10-year phaseout contained in the House bill."

We concur with Secretary Kennedy's conclusion that there are "constitutional
doubts"-in our view, doubts of the most serious magnitude-of the validity of
the proposal to include tax exempt interest in the Limitations on Tax Preferences.
In our opinion, there are equally serious "constitutional doubts" with respect to
the validity of including tax exempt Interest In the allocation of deductions. The
reasons for our conclusion, in both respects, are stated below.

As a preliminary matter, however, it should be observed that, on the House
Committee figures, the interest rate which States and municipalities must pay
on their bonds will be much more severely burdened by the inclusion of that
interest in the proposed alloc.,tion of deductions, which Secretary Kennedy favors,
than by its inclusion in the limitations on tax preferences, which he digapproves
because of constitutional doubts. Moreover, the Secretary would accelerate the
Impact of the burden attributable to the allocation of deductions, "without the
10-year phaseout contained in the House -bill." As to the "possibility of repur-
cussions in the market for State and local securities," this has passed from pos-
sibility to grim reality during, and because of, the pendency of this bill.

2. THE TEST OF CONSTITUTIONALITY OF FEDERAL TAX BURDENS ON STATES
AND THEIR INSTRUMENTALITIES

Neither the Federal nor State Governments can constitutionally impair the
other's power of the purse, i.e., the other government's powers to raise money by
borrowing or by taxation. These powers are essential to a government's existence.
Taxation of interest which either government pays on its debts, measurable in
the cost of money at the time the debt is incurred, is a direct burden on the power
to borrow money, a constriction of the sovereign power of the purse which is as
invalid constitutionally as a tax levied against the revenues which that other gov-
ernment receives from its own taxes.

So tested, both the proposed limitation on tax preferences and the proposed allo-
cation of deductions are unconstitutional, because their burden upon the State's
borrowing power is directly measurable in the added cost of borrowed money to
the State at the instant when that debt is incurred.

The cases which establish this principle are discussed below, as are the cases
which limit its application. None of those limitations or exceptions support the
taxes proposed here. We are not concerned here with peripheral and remote ef-
fects of federal taxation on a state's activities, such as federal taxes on the In-
come of state employees. Nor are we dealing here with federal taxation of capital
gains, or with federal estate taxes, which may properly encompass municipal
bonds because the effect of such taxation is too remote, in point of time, to be
measurable in the cost of money at the moment when the borrowing power is
exercised. The taxation proposed here would burden the borrowing power of the
State to a readily measurable and extreme degree simultaneously with the at-
tempt at its exercise. Indeed, during tte pendency of this proposed legislation the
cost of money to States and their political subdivisions has risen two and a half
times as much as the increase of cost of money to corporations In the same period.
Such is the direct and measurable impact of the proposed tax.
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3. THE CASES

The only attempt by the Federal Government to impose a tax on interest paid
by States and their political subdivisions was declared unconstitutional nearly
74 years ago, and the ease which so decided, Pollock v. Farners' Loan d Trust
Co.,' has been repeatedly cited as good law ever since.2

The classic statement of the constitutional basis of the immunity of the
States and their municipalities from Federal taxation of their bonds and in-
terest paid thereon, made in the Pllock case, was this:

"A municipal corporation is the representative of the State and one of the
instrumentalities of the State government. It was long ago determined that the
property and revenues of municipal corporations are ;iot subjects of Federal
taxation. Buffington v. Day, 78 U.S. 11 Wall. 115; United Statcs v. Baltimore

. 0.R. Co., 84 U.S. 17 Wall. 322, 332."
* S S , * ,*

"* * * It is contended that although the property or revenues of the States
or their instrumentalities cannot be taxed, nevertheless the Income derived from
State, county, and municipal securities can be taxed. But we think the same
want (of power to tax the property or revenues from the States or their instru-
mentalities exists in relation to a tax on the income from their securities, and
for the same reason, and that reason is given by Chief Justice Marshall in
Weston v. Charleston (27 U.S. 2 Pet. 449, 468), where he said: 'The right to tax
the contract to any extent, when made, must operate on the power to borrow
before it is exercised, and have a sensible influence on the contract. The extent
of this power depends on the will of a distinct government. To any extent, how-
ever inconsiderable, it is a burden on the operations of government. It may be
carried to an extent which shall arrest them entirely. * * * The tax on govern-
ment stock Is thought by this court to be a tax on the contract, a tax on the
power to borrow money on the credit of the United States, and consequently
to be repugnant to the Constitution.' Applying this language to these municipal
securities, it is obvious that taxation on the interest therefrom would operate
on the power to borrow before it Is exercised, and would have a sensible Influence
on the contract, and that the tax in question is a tax on the power of the States
and their instrumentalities to borrow money, and consequently repugnant to
the Constitution." 

And on rehearing in the same case, the Court said:'
"We have unanimously held in this case that, so far as this law operates on

the receipts from municipal bonds, it cannot be sustained, because it is a tax
on the power of the States, and on their instrumentalities to borrow money, and
consequently repugnant to the Constitution."

Every case since 1895 which has touched the problem has accepted the Pollock
case -as good law, and this includes cases which have invalidated various claimed
immunities of other sorts. Thus:

In Willcuts v. Bunn,5 which held a capital gain on the sale of municipal bonds
to be subject to Federal taxation, the Court said:

"In the case of obligations of a State or of its political subdivisions, the subject
held to be exempt from Federal taxation is the principal and interest of the obli-
gations. [Citing Pollock.] These obligations constitute the contract made by the
State, or by its political agency pursuant to its authority, and a tax upon the

1 157 U.S. 429 (1895), affirmed on rehearing. 158 U.S. 601 (1895).
"See Plummer v. Cooler, 178 U.S. 115, 117 (1900) ; South Carolina v. United States,

199 U.S. 437, 453 (1905); Farmers & Mechanics Savings Bank v. Minnesota, 232 U.S.
516, 526-527 (1914): Evans v. Gore, 253 U.S. 245, 255 (1920); Gillespie v. Oklahoma,
257 U.S, 501, 505 (1922). overruled on other grounds In flelvering v. Mountain Producers
Corp., 303 U.S. 376 (1938) G Greiner v. Lewellyn, 258 U.S. 384, 386 (1922) ; Metcalf &
Eddy v. Mitchell, 269 U.S. b14. 521, 522 (1926); Wllouts v. Bunts, 282 U.S. 216, 225.
226 (1931) ; Indian Motorcycle Go. v. United State., 283 U.S. 570, 577 (1931)., Chocteau v.
Burned, 283 U.S. 691, 696 (1931) ; Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 It.. 393, 400
(1932) ; overruled on other grounds in Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corp 303 U.S.
76 (1938) ; Trinityfarm, Construction Co. v. GrosJean, 291 U.S. 466. 471 (1934);

Ashton v. Cameron County Water Imp. District No. One, 298 U.S. 513, 570 (1936);
New York ex. rel. Cohn v. Graves, 300 U.S. 308, 315-316 (1937): Hale v. State Board,
302 U. S 95 107 (1937); James v. Dravo Contracting Co., 302 U.S. 104. 150, 153. 156
(1937) ; Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corp., 303 U.S. 376, 386 (1938) ; Helvering v.
Gerhardt 304 U.S. 405. 417 (1938).

a 157 U.S. 429, 584, 585-586 (1895).
' 158 U.S. 601. 630 (1895)
p282 U.S. 216. 226 (1931).
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amounts payable by the terms of the contract has therefore been regarded as
bearing directly upon the exercise of the borrowing power of the Government."

In Helvering v. Gerhardt,O which held salaries of employees of the New York
Port Authority taxable, the Court said:
"* * * It [the immunity] has been sustained where * * * the function in-

volved was one thought to be essential to the maintenance of a State government:
as where the attempt was * * * to tax income received by a private investor
from State bonds, and thus threaten impairment of the borrowing power of the
State. (Citing Pollock.]

* * * * * * *

"The basis upon which constitutional tax Immunity of a State has been sup-
ported is the protection which It affords to the continued existence of the State."

In Hale v. State Board,' Mr. Justice Cardozo said that the "teaching" of the
Pollock case was that:

"*0 * an income tax, If made to cover the Interest on Government bonds, Is a
clog upon the borrowing power such as was condemned In M'Culloch v. Mary-
land. * * *"

In James v. Dravo Contracting Co.,8 which upheld a 2-percent tax imposed by
the State of West Virginia upon gross receipts received by a contractor for work
performed for the Federal Government, Mr. Chief Justice Hughes (for Justices
Brandeis, Stone, Cardozo, and Black) said:

"* * * [The doctrine of Immunity with respect to Government bonds] recog-
nizes the direct effect of a tax which 'would operate on the power to borrow before
it Is exercised' [citing Pollock] and which would directly affect the Government's
obligation as a continuing security. Vital considerations are there involved re-
specting the permanent relations of the Government to investors In Its securities
and its ability to maintain its credit,* * *"

In New York exr -el. Cohn v. Graves,' the Court said:
"It is by a parity of reasoning that the immunity of Income-producing Instru-

mentalities of one government, State or National, from taxation by the other, has
been extended to the income. It was thought that the tax, whether on the Instru-
mentality or on the income produced by it, would equally burden the operations of
government. [Citing Pollock et at.]"

In Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corp.,10 the Court held that a lessee under
an oil and gas lease of State school lands was not entitled to immunity, as a State
instrumentality, from Federal taxation in respect of income derived from opera-
tions under the lease, overruling earlier cases. But then, citing the Weston and
Pollock cases, the Court said:

"* * * a tax on the interest payable on State and municipal bonds has been
held to be Invalid as a tax bearing directly upon the exercise of the borrowing
power of the Government. * * *"

The cases cited, other than the Pollock case, were decided after enactment of
the 16th amendment, and, we believe, tacitly reinforce the assurance In Peck v.
Lowe1 that this amendment does not extend the taxing power to new or ex-
cepted subJects."

What accounts for the durability of this doctrine, in a period which has seen
what one writer calls a "waning of intergovernmental tax immunities" 22 in other
areas?

The reasons are so fundamental as to have passed from the law Into everyday
speech :

"The Constitution, in all its provisions, looks to an indestructible Union, com-
posed of Indestructible States (Texas v. White)"

* * $ the power to tax Involves the power to destroy (M'Culloch v. Mary-la")."f U

*804 U. 405 417 421 (1938).
802 U. 95.107 11987).
802 U.S. 184,152-158 (195T).
o800 U, S. 808 8.1-16 (198?.
008 .876.886 (1988).

n 2 165. s,. 172 ational ,fe,urane Co. v.Uited State, 277 U.S.508 521 (928) ; s¢toOs V. 41t# Iing Co0., 240 V.S. 103, 112 (1015).. . .
1S-, * , The Constitution itself does not change. It Is merely occasionally misunder-

Sto~o4 often by lawyer and professors and occasionally even by Judgm, eope~cally earlier
udges." (Powell "The Waning of Intergovernmental Tax Immunities," 58 Harvard Law
Review 688, 642 5 (145)).

8 7 Wall. (U., 700.725 (1869).'
"4 Wheat. (U.. 316, 481 (1819).
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Although the Constitution contains no limitation upon the power of either, the
Federal or State Governments to tax the other, such a limitation is necessarily
implied, to invalidate any tax of either sovereignty which adversely affects the
continued existence of the other. (The immunity may be broader than this, but
that does not concern us in the resolution of the present issue.) In Chief Justice
Marshall's view, intergovernmental immunity was a constitutional necessity:

"* * * We are relieved, as we ought to be, from clashing sovereignty; from
interfering powers; from a repugnancy between a right in one government to pull
down what there is an acknowledged right in another to build up; from the
incompatibility of a right in one government to destroy what there is a right in
another to preserve." '

In considering the constitutional power of the Federal Government to tax the
interest paid by States and political subdivisions upon their borrowings, we are
dealing with a direct obstruction to the power to borrow money, a power essential
to their existence. The States' borrowing power is not only "clogged," but may be
made absolutely Impossible of exercise by increase of interest costs beyond cer-
tain points, because many projects' revenues from tolls or local taxes cannot be
increased in the ratio required to sustain the inflated debt service resulting from
loss of exemption from Federal taxes. The many cases which turned on the ques-
tion of whether or not the tax burden there involved fell upon a State or upon an
individual, or whether, even though it fell directly on a State, it was or was not
consequential in amount or did or did not affect an essential governmental func.
tion,"' are all peripheral to the problem now presented. The burden here is direct,
its consequences are crushing, the borrowing power thus obstructed is govern-
mental and essential.

Is Id. at 429-480.
a@ The indirect relation of the tax to any demonstrable burden on the public agency re-

sulted in sustaining taxes on shares of corporations holding Government bonds, 'n Van
Allen v. The Assessors, 3 Wall. (U.S.) 573 (1866) ; National Bank v. Commonwealth, 9
Wall. (U.S. 353 '(1870) ; Schuylkill Trust Co. v. Pennsylvania, 296 U.S. 113 (10l35) ; taxes
on franchises of corporations holding Government bonds or deposits, in Society for Sav-
ings v. Vote, s Wall. (U.S.) 594 (1868) ; Provident Institution v. Massachusetts, 6 Wall.
(U.S.) 611 (1868): Hamilton Mfg. (o. v. Massachusetts 6 Wall. (U.S. 632 (1868) : Home
Insurance Co. v. N ew York, 134 U.S. 594 (1890) ; Manhattan Co. v. Blake, 148 U.S. 512
(1895): Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U.S. 107 (1911) estate or Inheritance taxes on
transfer of Government bonds, In Plummer v. Cooler, 178 U.S. 115 (1900); Greiner v.
Lewellyn, 258 U.S. 384 (1922) ; Blodgett v. Silberman 277 U.S. 1 (1928) ; taxes on capital
gain from sale of Government bonds, In Willcuts v. Bunn, 282 U.S. 216 (1931). See alsoDenman v. Slayton, 282 U.S. 514 (1931). In all these cases, the impact of the tax became
perceptible for the first time long after issuance of the bonds, fell on a restricted number
of bondowners, and was thus Incapable of translation into any calculable direct burden
on the public agency at the time its borrowing power was exercised. The essential charac-
ter of the borrowing power was therefore not in issue.

Logically, the questions of (1) directness of the burden, and (2) essentiality of the
function which is burdened, ought to be considered in that order, because if the burden Is
so Indirect as to be inconsequential the question of essentiality is not reached. This was
the rationale of Helvering v. Gerhardt 304 U.S. 405 (1938) (sustaining a Federal tax
on income of employees of the Port of lNew York Authority), but Helvering v. Powers, 293
U.S. 214 (1934) (sustaining a Federal tax on salaries of trustees operating a street railway
for a riunlcipality), went at it in the opposite order.

In general, the directness of the burden was the Issue primarily considered in the follow-
ing cases; Helvering v. Gerhardt 304 U.S. 405 (1938) (supra) ; Helvering v. Mountain
Producers Corp., 303 U.S. 376 (1938) (sustaining a Federal income tax on mineral lessee
of State school lands, and overruling Gillespie v. Oklahoma, 257 U.S. 501, Burnet v.
Coronado Oil d Gas Co., 285 U.S. 303) ; Willcuts v. Bunn, 282 U.S. 216 (1931) (sustain-
Ign a Federal tax on capital gain resulting from sale of State securities); Metcalf v.

itchell, 269 U.S. 514 (1926) (sustaining a Federal income tax on consulting engineers
under contract with State) ; Greiner v. Lewellyn, 258 U.S. 384 (1922) (State bonds
owned by a decedent held properly included in the nei value of estate for Federal estate
tax purposes) ; Flint v. stone Tracy Co., 220 U.S. 107 (1911) (held that a Federal
franchise tax measured by corporate income may include Income from tax-exempt
municipal bonds). Similar rulings in the converse situation upholding State taxes levied
on Federal employees, contractors, or persons holding Federal property are United States
v. Detroit, 355 U.S. 466 (1958), Detroit v. Murray Corp., 855 U.S 489 (1958), United
States v. Township of Muskegon, 855 U.S. 484 (1958), Alabama v. King d Boozer, 314
U.S. 1 (1941), James v. Dravo Contracting Co., 302 U.S 134 (1937) (all upholding
various types of State taxes on Federal contractees) ; Esso Standard Oil v. Evans, 845
U.S. 495 (1953) (State tax levied on storer of gasoline for Federal Government) ; Graves
v. New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 306 U.S. 466 (1939) (sustaining a New York State tax on the
income of an employee of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, a Federal instrumentality,
overruling or limiting Collector v. Day, 11 Wall (U.S.) 143 (1871), Yew York exw rel
Rogers v. Graves 299 U.S 401 (1987) ("so far as they recognize an implied constitutional
immunity from comee taxation of the salaries of officers or employees of the National
or a State Government or their instrumentalities") and limiting Dobbins v. Commis.
.ionere of Erie County, 16 Pet. (U.S.) 435 (1842) ; llducatlonal Film. v. Ward, 282 U.S.

(Footnote continued on following page.)
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The proposed allocation of deductions is not saved by the insurance cases which
have dealt with formulas for allocation of Income and deductions between re-
serves and shareholders' equity.

The effect of the formula In Section 302 of this bill is that a taxpayer who has
both taxable Income and tax exempt income from interest on municipal bonds
pays a higher income tax than lie would If he had kept idle, in his checking ac-
count, the capital which he invested In municipal bonds. This is because, if he
owned no municipal bonds, he could claim the full amount of his Jrsonil de-
ductions, such as taxes he pays on his house and interest he pays on his mortgage,
theft and casualty losses, charitable contributions, medical expenses, etc., from
his gross income inI calculating his net taxable income, whereas if he buys munici-
pal bonds and receives interest thereon he can no longer deduct those same ex-
penses, but only a portion of them. The amount of deductions so denied him
would be determined by the relative amounts of his taxable income and his non-
taxable income. The portion of his expenses on which he is denied a deduction
increases as he buys more tax exempts. Since he pays taxes on his taxable in-
come in progressively higher brackets as either (1) his net income increases, or
(2) his deductions from a constant gross income decrease, the effect of decreasing
his deductions as a consequence of buying municipal bonds is the same to the
taxpayer as though a progressively higher Income tax were being levied directly
against each increment of the interest he receives from municipal bonds.

That this scheme will constitute a substantial tax burden on the buyer of mu-
nicipal bonds, hence a substantial deterrent to purchase by individuals of mu-
nicipal bonds is demonstrated by the Ways and Means Committee Report. At
p. 83 It projects a tax revenue for 1970 of $205 million annually in consequence of
the allocation of deductions, for 1980 a tax revenue from this source of $460 mil-
lion, the increase of $255 million being due in its entirety, apparently, from the
progressively greater denial over a 10-year period of deductions in consequence
of the income received from interest on municipal bonds.

This presents almost the exact reverse of the case of United Statc8 v. Atia8 Life
Is. Co." There a formula which required both taxable and tax exempt income
to be allocated between reserves and stockholders' equity was sustained. The
Court said (p. 250) :

"... Under the 1954 formula investing in exempt securities results in a lower
total tax than Investing in taxable securities and the tax rate per taxable dol-
lar does not increase."

At page 251:
.. . In the last analysis Atlas' insistence on both the full reserve and exempt-

income exclusions is tantamount to saying that those who purchase exempt se-

(Footnote continued from previous page.)
3 79 (1931) (State franchise tax based on net income of corporation including income from
Federal copyrights upheld) ; Plummer v. Cooler, 178 U.S. 115. 117 (1900) (State inheritance
tax measured by the value of U.,. bonds transmitted upheld). Snyder v. Bettman, 190
U.S. 249 (1903), and United States v. Perkins, 163 U.S. 625 (1896), sustained the
reciprocal right of the State and Federal Governments to tax legacies to the other.

The esentiality of the function affected was given primary consideration in the fol-
lowing: New York v. United States, 320 U.S. 572 (1940) (State sale of bottled mineral
waters subject to Federal excise tax); Allen v. Regents of the Unrtcrsity System, 304
U.S. (1938) (admission to State athletic contests subject to Federal admissions tax);
Brush v. Commissioner, 800 U.S. 852, 370 (1937) (New York municipal water system an
essential State function immune from Federal taxation) telveri"ng v. Powers, 293 U.S. 214
(1034) (salaries of trustees appointed by State to operate business enterprise (street rall.
way) subject to Federal income tax) ; Ohio v Helvering, 292 U.S. 360 (1934), and South
Carolina v. United States, 199 U.S. 437 (1905) (State owned or operated liquor bnsinets
subject to Federal excise tax); Weston v. Charleston, 2 Pet. (U.S.) 449 (1829) (in-
validating a city tax upon "stock of the United States '); United States v. Baltimore d
o R (7o 17 Wall. (U.8d 322 (1878) (supra). See also Commissioner v. Shamberg's
fetate, 144 F. 2d 098 (2d Cir. 1944), certiorari denied, 823 U.S. 792 (4945) (dictum
that New York Port Authority is essential governmental activity).

Another class involves State taxes which were struck down because of the paramount
character of the Federal function which they would have burdened: Osborn v. United
States Bank, 9 Wheat. (U.S. 788 (1824) ; Mloulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. (U.S.) 316
(1819) (invalidating a State tax on bank notes issued by a Federal bank).

A class of eases must be recognized in which a Federal tax was sustained as ancillary to
a delegated Federal power for example, relating to foreign commei'ce or the protection
of the national currency, Irrespective of the directness of the burden on the State or
the essentiality of the function of the State thereby affected : Trustees of Universitv of
Illi os v. United States, 289 U.S. 48 (1938) (denyi a State immunity from Federal
customs duties on Imports) ; Veasie Bank v. Penno, 8 Wall. (U.S.) 533 (1869) (sustaining
a prohibitively bh tax on State banknotes).

if as: . -1965).
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curities instead of taxable ones are constitutionally entitled to reduce their tax
liability and to pay less tax per taxable dollar than those owning no such se-
curities. The doctrine of intergovernmental immunity does not require such a
benefit to be conferred on the ownership of municipal bonds."

Here, no one contends that one who purchases taxable securities is entitled
to pay "less tax per taxable dollar than those owning no such securities." What
we find unconstitutional in Section 302 is its requirement that those who pur-
chase exempt securities shall pay morc tax per taxable dollar tlan those owning
no such securities who receive e the same taxable income. Such is the consequence
of allowing greater dtluctiong, in calculating the taxable dollar, to those who
own no exempt securities than to those who do own exempt securities.

Compare National Lifc Ins. Co. v. U.S.," which invalidated a formula which,
the Court said in Atlas, supra, had the result "that a company shifting its in-
vestments from taxable to non-taxable securities would have lowered neither
its taxable income nor its total tax." Section 302 would produce an even more
drastic result. If it becomes law, an individual shifting his investments front
cash to non-taxable securities will increase both his taxable income and his
total tax.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO II.R. 13270 By NoRTicUrTT ELY, ELY & DUNCAN,

GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION

TITLE III

Explanation of proposed amendments
These amendments delete provisions of section 301, Limit on Tax Preferences

for Individuals, Estates, and Trusts, and section 302, Allocation of Deductions
which would otherwise include in those sections the interest earned by a tax-
payer on bonds issued by state and local governments.

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE III

P. 166, line 24: Strike all commencing with "(C) Interest" through line 12,
page 16T.

P. 167, line 13: Change "(D)" to "(C)".
P. 167, line 20: Change "( )" to "(D) ".
P. 168, line 22: Strike all commencing with "(5) Transitional" through line 2,

page 169.
P. 171, line 9: Change "(D)" to "(C)".
P. 174, line 6: Strike all commencing with "(to" up to but not including the

colon on line 7, page 174.
P. 175, line 18: After "(B)" strike the comma and insert "and".
1'. 175, line 18: Strike the "and" following "(C),".
P. 175, line 19: Strike "(D),".
P. 175, line 21: Strike all commencing with "(B) Interest" through line 2,

page 176.
P. 176, line 3: Change "(C)" to "(B) ".
P. 176, line 20: Change "(D)" to "(C) ".
P. 178, line 6: Strike "s" making the word "amendments" singular.
P, 178, line 7: Strike all commencing with "(1) Section 265" through line

23, page 17).
P. 179, line 24: Strike "(2)".

TITLE VI

Explanation of proposed amctuimcnts
These amendments delete provisions authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury

to subsidize interest expenses of state and local governments electing to subject
their bond issues to federal taxation. They also delete provisions establishing
permanent annual appropriations to finance the deleted federal interest subsidy.

u277 U S. 508 (1928). See also Missouri In&. Co. v. Geher, 281 U.S. 313 (1030),
restricted in Detan v. Slayton, 282 U.S. 514 (1981), and Eelve rng v. Independent Lfe
In#. Co., 292 U.S. 871 (1934),
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AMENDMENTS TO TITLE VI

P. 317, line 19: Strike all commencing with "(a) Election" continuing through
line 14, page 318.

P. 318, line 15: Change "(b)" to "(a)".
P. 318, line 22: Change "(c)" to "(b)".
P. 319, line 5: Change "(d)" to "(c)", strike the "s" following "date" making

It singular, and strike all commencing with "The amendments" through "section"
in line 8, page 319.

P. 319, line 8: Change "(b)" to "(a)".
P. 319, line 10: Strike all commencing with "See. 602" and continuing through

line 14, page 321.
Senator JORDAN. I want to thank you for a very soundly reasoned

presentation. I have heard you before many committees, not this one
but other committees, and you always make a good witness, and you
have made a good witness today.

Mr. ELY. Thank you.
Senator JORDAN. Let me see if I understand you correctly. Did I un-

derstand you to say that in the time that the Congress has been consid-
ering changes in municipal bond rates and handling of municipal bonds
that there has been a tendency to close the gap between municipals and
industrials of the same grades

Mr. ELY. That is correct, Senator Jordan. Whereas 2 years ago, and
historically, there had been a spread on the general order of 2 percent
between the municipal yield, or the amount that municipalities had to
pay on their bonds, and on the corporate yield, more than half of this
spread has now been eroded.

There has been testimony here as to the effect of taxation on the mu-
nicipal yield. I have heard two figures presented here: one of the order
of 2 percent, one of the order of I percent.

The higher figure, in my judgment, is more nearly representative
because it represented the historic spread before taxation was threat-
ened. One percent more nearly approximates the current disparity after
the tax-threat has materialized.

Senator JoRDAN. Did I understand you to say that over a given period
the rate on municipals grew 2 times as fast as the rate on comparable
industrials I

Mr. ELY. The increase in the cost of money?
Senator JORDAN;. Yes.
Mr. ELY. This increase was 21/2 times greater with respect to munici-

pals than corporates in the period from February 3, 1969, to Septem-ber 4, 1969.
The statistics are that the yield on municipals had to rise 146 basis

points during that time to make top-grade municipals salable. The
yield on corporates had to rise only 57 basis points to make those issues
salable.

Senator JoRDAN;. And you identify that February 5 as being coinci-
dent with the time that the House committee started getting publicity
on this?

Mr. ELY. This is the date on which the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee published the Johnson administration's proposals which con-
tained essentially the limitation on ta*: preferences and allocation of
de dutions. Our measurement period begins 2 days prior.

I could have picked an earlier date in December, for example, when
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word of these proposals began to leak, and had I done that, the rise in
yield would have been much higher than 146 basis points.

In fairness, if I may, I must add one footnote.
After Secretary Kennedy spoke here on September 4 and opposed

the limitation on tax preferences there was a very interesting develop-
ment. The yield on municipals improved. It dropped 12 points in reac-
tion to the administration's opposition to the limitation on tax
preferences.

By contrast, the yield on corporates continued to worsen by 12
points. This indicates the sensitivity of the market to rumors and
changes in the threat of taxation, as well as the overall continuing
vulnerability of the market to the possible passage of this bill.

Senator JORDAN. Well, that is an interesting comment, that Secre-
tary Kennedy's statement before this committee had the effect of
stabilizing municipals even though industrials continued to rise.

Mr. ELY. To some degree and, perhaps, for a short time. But that
was the market reaction to the Secretary s testimony.

Senator JORDAN. Now, I was going to ask you, do you think the
market has fully discounted the effect that the enactment of this bill
would bring about I

Mr. ELY. No, Senator Jordan. I have no crystal ball, obviously but
informed experts with whom I have talked seemed to feel that if the
bill became law the situation would be worse than it is now under the
threat of the bill being enacted.

So long as there is substantial hope that this committee and the
Senate will decisively repel this effort to tax municipal bonds, the
battle is not over ana the ultimate crisis in prices of municipals has
not occurred.

If the protection of municipal credit should collapse and this bill
becomes law, I would expect much worse. The yield, they tell me, will
come veiTy close to the corporate yield, and more than that, the small
municipalities cannot market bonds even at the corporate yield. They
would have to offer much higher than that.

Who is going, for example, to buy the taxable bond of a small drain-
age district in Arizona or an unknown school district in Idaho, the
States that you gentlemen are so familiar with, if it is taxable in
competition with the bonds of United States Steel or a debenture which
is convertible into equity?

There is no true measure of the damage to be done to small munici-
palities by the destruction of their lending power.

Senator JORDAN. Of course, we have had recommendations, this
committee, that the Government guarantee of all municipals would
have a tendency to make those low-grade municipals that you have
mentioned in that order attractive to bond buyers inasmuch as the
Federal Government would be the guarantor.

Also that the Federal Government would subsidize the interest, the
difference in interest, and this would give them marketability when
they otherwise would not have it, be acceptable.

I think you answered that when you said that this would give local
government the power to invest in Federal money on a long-term
basis withoutproper scrutiny from anybody.

Mr. ELY. That is correct. FAther that or the alternatives, that you
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would have two Pentagons full of officials pressing on thousands of
municipal bond issues every year.

Senator JORDAN. Thank you.
Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ely, I want to commend you for a very sound, thoughtful, and

impressive statement. I appreciate the information you have given us,
and I certainly am in agreement with the chaotic conditions that have
been created, with what you say. I do not know whether you were here
when the Governors testified or not yesterday.

Mr. ELY. I was unable to be here, Iam sorry to say.
Senator FANNIN. They were emphatic in their position that turn-

about is fairplay. If the Federal Government decided to tax their State
and local bonds that they would have the right or would feel it fair
and equitable for them to tax Federal securities. Would you like to
comment on thatI

Mr. ELY. Well, Senator Fannin, certainly that turnabout would be
fairplay.

Senator FANNIN. But disastrous.
Mr. ELY. But, as a lawyer I would have to say I would have to dis-

sent from the constitutional possibility of that coming about. There
are Federal statutes which now prohibit State taxation of Federal se-
curities, and I think the supremacy clause of the Constitution would
sustain that statute.

Senator FANNIN. I understand that. But also, of course, the position
taken by the Governors that from a constitutional standpoint the Fed-
eral Government could not tax municipal bonds.

Mr. ELY. Well, I do not like to be the devil's advocate, but I think
there is separate constitutional support for a Federal statute that de-
nies powers to the States to tax Federal instrumentalities or Federal
securities-4he supremacy clause.

I think Congress does have the power to protect by legislation Fed-
eral securities from taxation by the State even though a Federal tax
on State securities should be held to be constitutional. I would hate
to see that result.

Senator FANNIN. I mean, I was just explaining what the Governors
stated. I was not taking a position one way or the other because I think
this would be disastrous ithis had to be fought out in the courts.

Mr. ELY. It might very well be, Senator Fannin. that u determined
effort would follow in the Congress by the States to do exactly this,
to withdraw the protection against State taxation of Federal bonds.
You might have Federal bonds going through the same uncertainty
that municipal bonds are now subjected to by the pendency of adverse
Federal legislation.

Senator FANNIN. Yes, I understand.
When you brought out about this allocation of deductions, because

of my question, the reason I asked that question was because we have
had many questions about the allocation of deductions, and also the
limit on tax preference, but I understood from reading some of the
testimony there might have been a difference of opinion is the reason
that I the question.

But I know that testimony of others has very much misled the
people of this country, that much of the concern today is because, I
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think, of the erroneous information which has been disseminated
throughout the Nation.

For instance, and I recall hearing the argument, that for every $1
saving to local government by these tax-free municipal bonds, that it
cost the Federal Government $2. Well, if you just take one particular
instance and cite that as an example of what can happen then you are
not following down two or three steps to see the overall effect, and
that has 'been brought out very forcefully, especially when we see what
the bond market is doing today, but unfortunately we are in the posi-
tion where timing is so essential. We wish that something could be
done to assist. Just like you were talking about what Secretary Ken-
nedy had said, if it meets the approval of the Finance Committee, do
you think it will be advantageous if the position were known by the
general public or by the bond marketing people what position this
committee will take?

Mr. ELY. I think your thought is excellent, Senator Fannin. I think
it is essential that the public and the market be reassured by an em-
phatic rejection by this committee of the proposals to tax municipal
bonds, both the limitation on tax preference and the allocation of de-
ductions, and I think it would have a salutary effect in restoring the
stability of local government financing if this committee did that.

I think an indecisive, indeterminate result perpetuates the uncer-
tainty. But what is essential is that Congress, particularly the Senate,
emphatically reject that, and I must say that I am impressed by the
care with which this committee is conducting its hearings.

Unfortunately, in the House, the Ways and Means Committee, with
all respect to that great committee, held 1 day of hearings on that
subject, and all the discussion after that was behind closed doors in
executive session.

This committee is giving to this subject the care it deserves, and I
hope you give the answer that it should have.

Senator FANNIN. I certainly agree we are ftaed with a very dra-
matic problem; that is, we would like to do that.. We would also like
to get an answer to the questions that we are facing, that the commit-
tee is facing, and facing the Nation in regard to what may be done,
and so we are just torn between these two problems. We certainly do
not want to rush through and carry through legislation that will be
troublesome from this time on, and still we do not want to delay to the
point that it is going to create greater problems in the financial market.

So I am just asking that question as to what you thought would be
the effect if we could, as we go along, perhaps come to some reasonable
conclusion perhaps on municipal bonds.

I am concerned about holding hearings, and giving great study to
many problems, many issues amid stimulations in this legislation.

Mr. ELY. I think we all want tax reform, and if this committee
should announce an interim decision that it had considered the pro-
posals to tax municipal bonds and rejected them and was going on to
other, more sigificant and constructive phases of tax reform pro-
posals, it would be a salutary thing to do without waiting for the final
report of the committee, which may be delayed.

Senator FANNIN. I certainly appreciate that, and I agree with you.
I do not -know exactly what can be done, but I realize the position we
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are in today so far as municipalities are concerned, and with all the
tax-exempt issues under consideration.

I certaimly appreciate your testimony, and I would be anxious to
read some of the other information that you have furnished to us.

Mr. ELY. Thank you, Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, gentlemen. Thank you, Northcutt Ely.

It is good to see you again.
Mr. ELY. Thank you very much.
(The statement of Richard Wilson, referred to previously follows:)

STATEMENT BY RICHARD D. WILSON, GENERAL COUNSEL, CONSUMERS PUBLIC POWE
Dsrawcr OF NEBRASKA ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER
ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

Provisions of H.R. 13270 regarding taxation of municipal bond interest will
increase the relative burdens of the lower income individual and will complicate
the Federal income tax system. Such provisions will increase the costs of local
governments, and those local governments will pass on the increases to their
inhabitants. Such services as water, bridges, electricity, toll roads, and other
public services will increase in cost. Those costs are significant to the lower in-
come individual, but they are insignificant to the individual with a high income.
These increased costs will not be balanced by increased Federal revenues because
bond buyers will increase the interest rates based on the possibility of broadened
Federal income taxation rather than on the narrow provisions of H.R. 13270.

Many local projects may cease to be feasible and this will increase facilities
that must be provided by the Federal Government or hurt the lower Income Indi-
vidual by taking away facilities he needs.

The new complications introduced by these provisions are pointed out, and a
Federal income tax subsidy is opposed because of the additional Federal controls
and regulations which will be required.

STATEMENT

Consumers Public Power District is a political subdivision of the State of Ne-
braska owning and operating electric generating, transmission and distribution
facilities extending to virtually all parts of Nebraska except the Omaha area. In
making this statement today, i am also authorized to state that Omaha Public
Power District, Loup River Public Power District, Central Nebraska Pullc
Power and Irrigation District and Nebraska Electric Generation and Transmis-
sion Cooperative Inc., all public organizations engaged In providing electric serv-
ice in Nebraska, concur In opposing provisions of HR. 13270 relating to taxation
of Interest paiP on State and local government obligations. My client, Consumers
Public Power District, sold $286,000,000 In revenue bonds to the public last year;
Omaha Public Power District, Loup River Public Power District, and Central
Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District have large amounts of revenue
bonds outstanding, and the financing of projects required for providing essential
public service In Nebraska will require additional bonds to be sold by some or
all of them in the future. In connection with this proposed legislation, I am also
chairman of a Task Force of American 'Public Power Association to advise it
on provisions relating to interest paid on local government bonds.

Provisions of H.R. 13270 which relate to taxation of interest on State and local
government bonds might be summarized as follows:

Title III, Section 301.-Provisions in this Section would result in the payment
of income tax on Interest received from State and local government bonds In
certain cases. Thbs may be referred to as the limited tax preference provision.

Title III, Section 302.-In this Section there are provisions which would re-
quire certain Individual taxpayers to allocate part of their personal deductions
against their income from State and local government bonds so that their receiv-
ing such income would result In their paying a higher income tax than if they
had not received that Income. These provisions are referred to as allocation of
deductions.



Title VI, Section 601 and 602.1- ere is provision for a State or political sub-
division to elect to issue bonds the interest from which will be taxable, and the
United States will pay an interest subsidy so as to reduce the interest payments
made by the State or a local subdivision. This has been referred to as the interest
subsidy provision.

We urge that the provisions for including interest paid on State and local
government bonds in the limited tax preference and in the allocation of deduc-
tions as well as the provisions for an interest subsidy should be eliminated
from this legislation. Why? Because the result of these provisions will not be
tax reform, but will be a shifting of the over-all cost of government from those
with higher incomes to those with lower incomes and will also be new tax com-
plications rather than simplifications.

There can be no doubt that passage by the Congress of a law that results in
placing a Federal income tax on interest from State and local government bonds
wil substantially increase the interest that will have to be paid by the State
and local political subdivisions, and the States and local government subdivi-
sions will, in turn, have to exact more from their local inhabitants This will
raise the cost primarily of services provided by local government, which cost
burdens the small taxpayer, not the large. For example, charges for electricity
supplied by local governments are an insignifiant item to the rich, but they are
a much more significant item in the budget of a poor person. These new tax pro-
visions would necessarily increase the charges for electricity made by local
political subdivisions. By the same reasoning they would also increase the
charges for water, parking, bridges, toll roads, parks, schools, fire departments
and other items financed by the issue of bonds. Amounts paid by the lower in-
come taxpayer for such local government services are substantial relative to
his income, but they are negligible relative to the income of a rich man. Thus,
the poor man is hurt.

Will the lower income taxpayer be helped by increased Federal income tax
paid by wealthy holders of local government bonds? No. First of all, the in-
creased revenue to the United States Treasury will be far less than the increased
cost to State and local governments. If the United States imposes the taxes now
included in H.R. 13270, thereafter every purchaser of State and local government
bonds, regardless of whether or not H.R. 13270 taxes him, will require a higher
interest rate due to the fact that if the United States has started the income
taxation of local government bonds on a narrow basis, it can be expected in
the future to broaden the scope of that taxation. Therefore the political sub-
division will be paying and passing on to its inhabitants a cost based on the fear
of what the United States will do in the future, and the cost will be far larger
than any possible increased tax -return to the United States.

'Second, increased interest rates paid by the State and local government subdi-
visions can be expected to force the United States to finance and construct some
of the .facilities which are now provided by local governments so that any in-
crease in Federal income tax will be more than offset by Increased Federal con-
struction expenditures For example, in my own experience, public power districts
in Nebraska have financed and constructed a large electric transmission grid
extending into all parts of the State, and the United States Bureau of Reclama-
tion uses that transmission grid to deliver electricity from its generating plants
rather than having the United States construct its own transmission grid in
Nebraska. The feasibility of financing, and therefore the ability to construct, some
of these necessary lines can be lost if interest rates must be paid on the basis of
interest subject to income taxation. In the same way the feasibility of financing
and constructing bridges, roads, other transportation facilities, sewage treatment
facilities and public buildings may be lost if interest rates on municipal bonds go
up to the rate necessary to sell bonds on which the interest is subject to Federal
income taxation. That hurts either the Federal Government, -who must step in
and supply the necessary facilities, or, if the United States doesn't do it, It hurts
the lower income taxpayer who needs and will not 'have the public facilities

The foregoing reasons why the limited tax preference with respect to municipal
bonds and the allocation of deductions hurt the lower inconie taxpayer all assume
that if Congress taxes municipal bond Interest, the penalty to the local govern-
ment will be only increased costs. 'However, in many cases the penalty may be the
elimination of ability of the local political subdivision to borrow at all. If an
investor has a choice between the bonds of an established national corporation
and of a local and perhaps small municipality, under the present laws some have
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chosen the bonds of the local municipality, but if the tax consequences are the
same, there is no reason to believe that the investor will buy any local govern-
ment bonds at feasible interest rates for many of the projects which are now
being constructed by political subdivisions.

At least ih part, the purpose of a tax reform bill should be to simplify the tax
structure. The municipal bond interest provisions contained in this Bill will
greatly complicate the tax structure. Take for example the provisions for alloca-
tion of deductions. The forms and taxpayer calculations will require these addi-
tional determinations and calculations:

1. Does taxpayer have "allocable expenses"?
2. Do the allocable expenses exceed the limits set In H.R. 13270?
3. What is the amount of taxpayer's allowable tax preferences?
4. Are some of the amounts included In 3 excludable as interest from obligations

issued before July 12, 1969?
6. What Is taxpayer's section 277 fraction?
6. In the particular tax yearT under consideration, what percentage of the

municipal bond interest is to be considered (this varies from 10 to 100 per cent) ?
In a similar way, the limited tax preference provisions will add great

complications and not simplification to the income tax laws.
It may be asked why local governments should oppose the option to issue taxable

bonds and have the Federal Government pay an interest subsidy. First, I would
like to point out that even under H.R. 13270 ,the election by the local government
must be made "at such time, in such manner, and subject to such conditions as the
Secretary or his delegate by regulation prescribes". Thus, the Federal Government
is commencing its control over State and local government financing, and as the
States and local governments continually increase Federal costs by increasing
their Issuance of bonds, It is certainly ,reasonable to expect increasing control by
the Federal Government. No need for a Federal subsidy of local government bonds
has been shown, such a subsidy will increase the Federal bureaucracy, and we
oppose it. A Federal subsidy will not help the Individual with a lower Income-it
will only increase Federal complications and controls.

'For the foregoing reasons, as well as the doubts as to constitutionality and many
additional reasons presented by others, we respectfully urge that provisions
relating to interest on municipal bonds be eliminated from H.R. 13270.

Senator JORDAN. We are in recess until 9:30 tomorrow, and the
hearings will be moved to the hearing room of the Finance Committee.

(Whereupon, at 1:40 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at
9:30 a.m., Thursday, Sept. 25, 1969.)



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1969

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMrrrEE o. FINANCE,

WVahington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m.,*in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Clinton P. Anderson, presiding
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Anderson (presiding), Ta-

madge, McCarthy, Byrd of Virginia, Williams of Delaware, Bennett,
Curtis, Miller, Jordan of Idaho, Fannin, and Hansen.

Senator ANDERSON. We will call the meeting to order.
We are honored to have as a witness today, the fine Senator from

Nevada, Howard W. Cannon. Senator, proceed as you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD W. CANNON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF NEVADA

Senator CANNON. Thank you, sir. As a Senator keenly aware of the
need for tax reform to correct the inequities that exist in the present
system, I am also concerned that in our efforts to improve the system
we may-if we are not careful-create worse problems than we are at-
tempting to alleviate.

It is for this reason that I feel compelled to bring to the attention
of the committee the inherent dangers and potential folly of weakening
the viability of our municipalities by removing the tax-exempt status
of municipal bonds.

The crux of the problem is that municipalities simply cannot sur-
vive if they are forced to pay the prevailing market interest rate on
taxable bonds. The outright elimination of the tax-exemption on in-
terest from municipal bonds would create such a financial burden on
the municipalities that they would either become insolvent or be forced
to levy huge taxes on their residents.

Let me remind the committee that we are talking about the well-
being, even the potential crippling, of such crucial services as police
protection water and sewage requirements, and the education of our
citizens. These are the responsibilities that have traditionally, and for
good reason, been placed upon local governments, who are most respon-
sive to the needs and wants of the local populace.

To endanger this time-tested theory of government would render
chaos to our cities and make a mockery of our tax reform.

Any freshman political science or history student can tell you of the
importance of financial power to any governmental organization. Mu-
nicipal governments are no exception. Caught between soaring interest
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rates, nationwide anti-inflation measures by the Federal Government,
and State statutory restrictions, municipalities are in a fiscal bind.

Many States impose statutory rate ceilings. Making municipal bonds
compete with taxable bonds in the area of interest rates offered would
either financially destroy the municipal unit put pressure on States
for possibly unwise rate ceiling increases--which would pour fuel to
our already overheated economy, or allow States without ceilings to
benefit over others.

The sum and substance of the matter is that there is no such thing
as freedom without financial independence. No municipality will have
truly local government unless it has financial solvency.

With respect to the suggestion that the financial problem could be
overcome 'by a Federal Government subsidy, let us remember the basic
purpose of having local municipalities supply their traditional serv-
ices. Such a subsidy would require local officials to make their decisions
in the shadow of decisions made by Federal officials.

While our Government agencies' provide a great service in further-
ing the governmental process, there is no reason to require bureaucrats
of the Federal Government to make such decisions with regard to cities.
We have trained and knowledgeable city managers, who are responsive
to the needs and wants of the people in their area, who can handle the
job much better.

It is not only unworkable, unreasonable, and needless, but it would
be unduly wasteful to take money from local taxpa ers, spend part of
it to pay salaries for the bureaucracy to collect and distribute, and then
send what is left back to the community as a so-called subsidy.

Another factor which must be considered is the possible excessive in-
crease of Federal expenditures in this area, resulting in the well-
organized, progressive, and well-functioning cities being burdened bytheir taxpayers having to foot the bill for ill-organized and ill-managed
cities, thus putting a premium on financial irresponsibility and dis-
couraging fiscal responsibility.

Denying the municipalities the right to issue tax-exempt bonds
would eliminate their financial base; without their financial base, they
cannot operate independently of the Federal Government. Without
the necessary financial independence, our cities, already encumbered
by statutory restrictions, would become political ghosts, without body
or substance.

I urge this committee to support the fiscal independence of our cities,
making them the viable and useful governmental unit they can be, by
retaining the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds.

Senator ANDUMON. Thank you, Senator.
Now, I am very happy to welcome back C. Douglas Dillon, former

Secretary of the Treasury and a very competent, highly regarded in-
dividual. We are very happy to have you.

TATENT OF 0. DOUGLAS DILLON, FO M')X SECRETARY OF THE
Tit AURY

Mr. DILLON. Mr. Chairman, before commencing, I would simply like
to say that I am still a strong believer in the principle of tax reform. I
believe that this bill provides an opportunity for major advances which
should be made in improving the equity in our overall tax system.
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However, in making such changes, I think it is essential that all
consequences of each change be carefully considered, and in particular
the effects on our general society of changes we may make.

One of the provisions in this bill seems to me to have very serious
implications for our whole social structure. This is the allocation of
deductions provision insofar as it affects charitable giving.

This provision will, I feel, have a very unfortunate effect on all
charitable institutions-schools, universities, hospitals, and cultural
institutions such as museums.

I will a little later tell you why the impact is so serious. The law is
very complex, and I do not think that these institutions, although they
realize it will harm them and have testified against it, yet fully realize
how devastating the impact of this provision will be.

Now, it is perfectly all right for Congress to enact such a provision
if they wish, but it should not be done without full consideration of the
social problems involved. It seems clear to me that this aspect was
never considered by the House or by the tax-writing authorities. They
looked at this simply from the point of view of tax equity. There is not
a mention anywhere in the House report of the effect of this provision
on charitable institutions, and in the very excellent summary of the
bill, prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation which very fairly sums up the pros and cons of each provi-
sion, there is again no mention whatsoever of the impact of this provi-
sion on charitable giving and on the institutions which live by such
gifts.

'So my plea today is basically that this committee and the Senate look
very carefully at the social impact of this provision for the allocation of
charitable deductions before they decide whether or not they will con-
tinue it in this bill. Personally, I think it should be removed from the
bill entirely insofar as it affects charitable institutions and charitable
giving.

Our country is unique in the world. Largely because of the tax bene-
fit which has been in the law ever since the income tax law was enacted,
allowing the full deduction of charitable giving up to some limit which
has been 30 percent for the last 15 years, we have built up a series of
privately financed, nonprofit institutions such as schools, colleges, hos-
pitals, museums, and symphony orchestras that is simply unparalleled
anywhere in the world. Their existence as privately financed institu-
tions without reliance on Government for their funds is a unique source
of strength to our country.

The great majority of the privately financed institutions of this
nature have to rely on large givers for the bulk of their funds. Any
money-raising expert who specializes in helping to raise funds for
charity will tell you that 70 or 80 percent of the money raised in large
campaigns has to come from large givers in amounts of $10,000 or up.

This situation is compounded today by the fact of the inflation we are
going through, the sharp rise in costs which ,has 'hit all charitable insti-
tutions, and all nonprofit institutions, and which is putting them in a
very difficult situation to continue. If at the same time we writhdraw a
substantial part of the tax benefits from gifts, particularly from large
gifts which provide the bulk of their receipts, they will be caught in
an impossible squeeze. They will face two choice.s-either going out of
existence gradually and maybe not too gradually, or relying on the
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Government to provide the funds that are necessary. These funds could
be very substantial, far in excess of amounts that are indicated as any
possible revenue pickup from this item.

The effect on givers of removing a substantial tax exemption which
has been in the law ever since its inception, is simply equivalent to say-
ing to them that the Congress no longer thinks that private giving to
charity is as important as it used to be, that it is substantially less
important and, therefore, presumably that the Government is prepared
to pick up the difference. This will -be very clearly understood by tax-
payers, and they are in a position, simply by reducing their gifts to
charity, to offset the impact of this provision, as an overall extra bur-
den on them. If these larger givers choose to reduce their gifts as I
think the great majority of them will, and many of them in very sub-
stantial amounts, they will -have no extra burden at all as a result of this
provision.

For that reason, the tax reform equity objective of this provision is
nowhere near as important as are its adverse social implications.

Now, why are they so bad?
I became interested in this because I devote about half of my time or

even a little more to nonprofit institutions. I am on the boards of many.
When I heard that this provision was in the bill, I though we ought to
get some facts. So I asked Price Waterhouse & Co. to prepare a hypo-
thetical -model to see what the impact of this provision for allocating
charitable deductions would be on large givers. I told them to prepare
this model using roughly my own income and my own charitable gifts
as a basis to start from. The model is hypothetical and bears no relation
to the figures in my own income return. They cannot be figured out in
any way from this model. Nevertheless, the impact of the bill in the
model is identical with the impact on me. I only say this to show what
the impact of this provision would be on an actual taxpayer.

They have written a 'letter which is attached to my statement with a
lot of tables and so forth in it-they made all the computations which
they stand by. These computations show that 40 percent of this model
taxpayer's gifts to charity would no longer be deductible under the
House 'bill. That is under the whole House bill.

If you simply look at this one particular provision some seven-
eighths ,.f this problem arises from this one 'provision. The overall tax
to be raid by the model taxpayer would be increased by 24 percent,
211/2 percent is due to this one provision allocating charitable gifts.

I then asked them what should be done if the taxpayer felt that he
wanted to reduce 'his giving, as a result of this congressional indication
that giving is no longer as important, so that he would be in the same
economic position after this tax bill as he would be under the present
situation. I was shocked and surprised by the result which came out
that he would have to reduce his giving by 87 percent to be in the same
position.

I then asked them if they could figure this in any different way to
somewhat lessen this impact, and they said, "Well, there is one possi-
bility. If the tax payer was willing to, disregard a substantial increase
in his unrealized appreciation and pay his increased taxes out of cash,
he would only have to reduce his giving by a little over 40 percent to
be in the same position as before. I leave it up to you to imagine the
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impact on all our charitable institutions throughout the country if be-
tween 40 and 87 percent of giving should be halted.

I do not think the figure would be necessarily quite that high because
some people will make gifts anyway even if it costs them considerably
more. But practically all will reduce their giving by some amount. I
would look personally for a reduction in charitable giving by indivi-
duals of something in the neighborhood of 35 to 40 percent if this bill
goes through and becomes law. And this-

Senator ANlDESoN. Mr. Secretary, is that light bothering you?
Mr. DiL DN. No; this is all right.
This, I think, would be catastrophic for our present system which

relies so heavily on private institutions to set the pace and to provide
particularly the cultural strength which we have in this country.

Now, I would like to say one thing about a modification which was
suggested by the Treasury. This would remove from the calculations of
tax preference income the appreciation on securities given to charity.
Certainly this is a step in the right direction, and it is a help. It would
reduce the increase in taxes on the model taxpayer from this one pro-
vision from 211/2 percent to 15 percent.

On the other hand, if one adopted the approach of putting oneself
in the same economic position after this bill as before it would actually
make no difference at all, and if one was willing to pay the extra tax in
cash it would require a reduction of 34.8 percent in giving as against
40 percent, which means that it removes a maximum of only about 131/2
percent of the taxpayer's problem.

The point of all this is the real problem is the provision for allocating
charitable deductions and not the provision for including capital gains
on such gifts, in tax preference income. That is only a minor part ofthe problem.

This is all I have to say on the subject. I simply plead that this com-
mittee carefully examine the impact of this provision on charitable
institutions all across the country.

I would just like to say two other relatively minor things. I fully
support the Treasury proposal to reduce the tax on foundations to 2
percent from 71/2 percent, because the principle of the rest of the pro-
visions regarding foundations which I support, will insure that they
give their money to charity, that they are properly regulated. There-
fore there is no reason to have a punitive tax on them.

The extra 51/2 percent would simply have to come out of the Govern-
ment or would again be taken away from charitable institutions.

I also am chairman of the Acquisitions Committee of the Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York. I have seen the tremendous prob-
lems that would be caused by the provision denying recognition for the
appreciation on works of art given to museums.

There was a problem in the taxation of these gifts and in their val-
uation when I was in Treasury. I took part in and initiated the idea of
setting up a group of art experts that could advise the Internal Rev-
enue Service. That was accomplished a year or two after I left the
Treasury, and Assistant Secretary Cohen has stated that this has
worked perfectly, and that there is no longer any problem. So I sup-
gort the Treasury suggestion that this provision be removed from the

Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN (presiding). I entered the room while you were tes-
tifying, Mr. Dillon. I am happy to see you here with us agin. It seems
like old times You did a fine job for this Government when you made
your services available, and we appreciate all you did for our Govern-
ment during that time.

I would not ask any questions at this time.
Senator AndersonI
Senator ANxDESoN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, I will still address you as Mr.

Secretary. You realize that under existing law it is mathematically
possible for a man making a gift to realize more cash at the end of the
year by making the gift thante would if he sold it, paid his taxes and
kept the process. Do you think that should be changed?

Mr. DrJoN. It is mathematically impossible for someone to make
money by giving to charity; is that what you are saying? I recognize
that. It should be realized by all concerned that it is not possible to
make money by giving something to charity under the 70- and 25-per-
cent capital gain rate or under the 65- and 32 -percent rate in the
proposed bill.

There was a time when theoretically, and it exists now, under the
surcharge, when if you figure the appreciated securities at zero and add
in full capital gain tax on that, that you could figure that one has a tax
benefit of more than 100 percent. That will disappear with the end of
the surcharge. I am not sure that it is valid anyway, because it assumes
the realization of the capital gain profit. Under present law that profit
need never be paid and never be taxed if the individual keeps his se-
curities until he dies and passes them along tax free. I think that is one
of the leading problems with our tax system, and I believe that that
should be corrected at some time in the future, and I understand the
Ways and Means Committee said they would address themselves to
that question later.

Senator WILLTAMS. Well, it is possible under existing law for-
Mr. DiLzN. With the surcharge, I think that is correct.
Senator WnIAMS. It would be possible without the surcharge.
Mr. DILLON. No. I do not think so. You can gain 70-percent tax

reduction and then you can gain 25 percent on your capital gain which
is 95 percent, and you lose the other 5 percent. I cannot see how you
would gain any.

Senator WILtIAMS. Perhaps in your State you do not have it, but in
many of the States we do, including mine-we have a State tax that
would run as high as 10 to 12 percent, and that, too, has to be paid.
When you add the State tax to the Federal tax,you can actually end up
ahead even with the 70-percent bracket. today. Iam just, asking you if
you do not think that is a situation that should have been corrected
Iong ago and certainly should be corrected now.

Mr. SlLLON. I do not think anyone should make money in giving to
charity. I quite agree with you, yes.

SenatorWILLIAMs. Do you think they should get the same treat-
ment, or do you think there should be some actual contribution made by
the donor?

Mr. DILLON. I think people should pay an equitable share of their
taxes, and I favor the elimination of the unlimited charitable deduc-
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tion which will reduce charitable giving, but I think that in this case
the improvements in tax equity outweigh that reduction. I do not think
that is the case in this across-the-board allocation of deductions
provision.

I also favor the principle of the limit on tax preferences so people
will pay a fairer share.

When it comes to an individual, I do not think anyone should make
money, and I would not object to a special provision in the law that
some costs should apply to every charitable gift. But I do not favor
this provision which says that 40 percent of a person's charitable giv-
ing would be disallowed. I think that goes too far from the point of
view of its social effect.

I do not care to argue on that, the tax equity problem. I think you
can make a very strong argument, and it has been made here, about the
tax equity, about this sort of a change. But I think you have to weigh
this against the social factor in destroying all our privately financed
nonprofit institutions. I think that social impact is far worse than any
improvement in equity.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think they should be permitted to break
even, or do you think there should actually be a cash loss to the man
who is making the gift?

Mr. DILLON. I think a gift should be a gift, and there should be some
tax impact.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. DILLON. In my State, you are quite right.. I probably was insensi-

tive to this because I come from New Jersey where we do not have a
State income tax.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, you referred to a prospective change in the
laws and the Ways and Means Committee dealing with it where there
are estates passing without any tax. If I recall correctly we have an
inheritance tax running up to 75 percent and it starts after the first
$60,000. What did you mean when you said we should correct the
present practice of where an estate can be-passed without taxes? Are
you referring to the establishment of a trust, or should they be added
to accumulation, or what were you referring to?

Mr. DILLON. No, I was referring to the absence of either the taxation
or carryover of basis on capital gains at death which I think should
be remedied. Under present law, as you know, there is no taxation of
capital gains at death, and the capital gains tax can be entirely avoided
if the gains are not realized prior to death.

Senator WILLIAMS. How about capital losses if an estate passes with
capital losses? Would you offset the estate tax with the capital loss
of the estate or would you just wash those out ?

Mr. DILLON. I do not understand that problem. I would think they
would probably be on the net basis, capital losses against capital gains;
yes. .0

Senator WILLIAMS. But suppose, just suppose, the question has been
raised, you have one estate that is passing on a million dollar estate,
and has a capital gains of a 'half million dollars, but you have another
estate passing on a million dollars and it has a cost factor of a million
and a half, you have a loss of half a million. How would you treat the
twoI
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Mr. DILLON. Just the same way as treated under present income tax.
Senator WILLIAMS. Under the present law you can carry forward

but you cannot carry forward with a dead man.
Mr. DILLON. That is right; I do not think you would give credit

for that.
Senator WILLIAMS. You would give no credit for the loss, but you

would tax the gain.
Mr. DILLON-. That is right.
Senator WILLIABS. Would you carry forward that same proposal

for banks today?
Mr. DILLON. Banks?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes; if they have capital losses this year they

can write off their capital losses against their regular normal income.
If a bank, for example, has a million dollars profit, they can establish
a million dollar capital loss in their bond sales, they can wash out their
taxable income. That is not extended to individuals.

Mr. DILLON. No; that is a special provision for banks.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is right. Do you want to keep that or would

you want to change it?
Mr. DILLON. Basically the House bill I think does change that, and

although I have a connection with some banks, I do think that in
principle that is a good change.

Senator WILLIA3Ms. You think it should be changed?
Mr. DILLON. Yes, I do.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think it should be changed so that they

can only write off their capital losses against capital gains?
Mr. DI LON. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. You think that should be changed and you would

recommend that this bill should be so amended.
Mr. DILON. I thought that was in this bill.
Senator WlLIAMS. It is not entirely, but it could be put in. Are

you recommending it?
Mr. DILLON. I K0 not feel that I am competent to go into the exact

detail of-
Senator WILlrAMS. You underestimate your qualifications.
Mr. DILLON. But I do think that bsically the special provisions

that have been available to banks have been larger than they should
be and should be reduced.

Senator WILLIAmS. To the extent that this bill does not do it, you
think it should be so modified.

Mr. DILL N. To the extent it does not do so equitably-this is the
detail-as I say, I do not pretend to be a complete tax expert, I do
not know all the functions of banks, but I do think they have certain
special privileges that go far too far, and I think many bankers would
be willing to realize that.

Senator WILLIAMS. No further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Secretary, it is good to have you back before

the committee agin.
Mr. DILLON. Thank you, sir.
Senator TALMADOE. As you know, the House-passed bill makes some

rather substantial changes in tax treatment of municipal bonds. For
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the last several days we have had a vast array of Governors, county
commissioners, mayors, and other representatives of municipal, county,
and State governments who testified I believe unanimously, against
those House-passed provisions. They stated that the House bill has
already thrown the bond market into a chaotic state of disarray and
advanced municipal bonds tremendously in price. In the final analy-
sis the excess cost of the municipals would fall on the taxpayers of
the various States and municipal governments and counties, largely
in the form of increased taxes on homes and perhaps sales taxes. The
increased tax would be far greater t'r7.n the increased revenue under
the House-passed bill.

I believe that you, as Secretary of the Treasury, on March 31, 1965,
held a press conference in which you proposed taxing municipal bonds;
is that still your view today?

Mr. DILL ON. Senator, that 'is a complex problem. From the -point of
view of tax equity I do not think there is any case for the exemption of
income on 'municipal or State bonds, and I have always felt that.

But this is a system that is embedded in our economy, it is the way in
which our municipalities and States have been able" on their own to
raise substantial sums of money. Any change in that of any substantial
character would have very severe effects on the -States and nunicipali-
ties and force them to turn even more than they are to the Federal
Government for funds.

It seems not very consistent, at a time when the Congress is consid-
ering some sort of revenue sharing with the States and municipalities
to improve their situation, to make it 'more difficult for them to raise
funds.

So, because of this I did oppose any tinkering with this provision
while I was Secretary of the Treasury, and I continue to do so today.

However, I would like to say one thing: the suggestion of a subsidy
which has been made by some that would be 'payable by the Federal
Government to States and municipalities if they sold 'fully taxable
bonds is a new and interesting one since I made my statement. The pro-
ponents of this system say that it might actually benefit the States and
cities. They could get their money cheaper. I do not know whether that
is true or not. I think the proof of the pudding is in the eating. So I
think that under present circumstances I would favor an experiment
which would provide a trial of this method,'but I would not couple that
with provisions which reduce the deductibility of the interest on State
and municipal bonds at the same time. I would wait and see if this thing
worked as an alternati ve, a free alternative that they could use, and if it
turns out that it is more attractive to States and municipalities, as some
say, well then we could think about legislation that would remove the
deductibility of i'nturest on future bonds because no one then would
care because they had shown that they preferred the other system.

But I certainly would not couple the two, and of course that is what
is done in this present bill, which has, as you say, affected the bond
market quite seriously. Yesterday I noticed that for the first time
municipalities trying to sell public housing bonds, which are tax free
and which are guaranteed by, in effect, by the U.S. Government, were
unable to sell these bonds because there were no bidders at the ceiling
of 6 percent for a tax-free U.S. Government-guaranteed bond-which
is something pretty difficult to contemplate.
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Senator TALMADGE. Am I to conclude then from your response,
Mr. Secretary, that you would recommend to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee that we strike the two provisions regarding the municipal
bonds, the limited tax preferences area and also the allocation of
deductions?

Mr. DILLON. These provisions have affected the bond market, and I
would certainly think this is a dangerous thing. It would be better not
to have them in the bill.

However, I would keep in the bill the alternative of a Treasury
subsidy for taxable State and municipal bonds and just see whether
this works. If it works as its proponents believe, then and only then
would I move on to consideration of the removal of tax exemption on
new State and municipal bonds. I do not, when I say keep it in, I do
not mean necessarily in the exact form it is presently in. It is a very
complex provision and maybe it could be improved in language. This
applies to many of the provisions in this bill, which was put together
much faster than has ever been the case before.

But I think the idea is worth trying and should be tried.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The ChAIRMAN. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, you mentioned the interest subsidy to the States on

the municipal bonds, State bonds. The Federal Government is now
paying in this year's budget $17 'billion in interest charges. Do you
feel the Federal Government can stand additional interest charges by
subsidizing State and local bonds?

Mr. DILLON. Yes, Senator, because, while this would be an extra sub-
sidy, it would only -be paid where the State and local bonds that had
been issued were fully taxable, and so the new tax revenue would pre-
sumably increase by an amount that was roughly equivalent to the sub-
sidy. So there should not be any net drain on the Federal Treasury.
This would just be handled in a different manner. That is why I am
not sure that this system will work because it sounds a little bit like
magic. It does not cost you anything, and you work out this better sys-
tem and everything is better for the States and cities, it is more equita-
ble taxwise and it does not cost anything, so I would like to see it tried
to see if it works. It sounds almost too good to be true, but if it did work
it would be as I say, an improvement.

Senator ByR). I feel like you. It sounds as if you get something for
nothing, and I do not believe you ever get something for nothing.

Now, Mr. Secretary, to get back to your testimony, did I understand
you to say that under the proposed legislation that 40 percent of chari-
table--of a charitable contribution would be disallowed?

Mr. DILLON. For this model taxpayer, which model was created by
Price Waterhouse, which, I think, is typical of most large-scale givers,
that would be the case, yes.

Senator ByR. If we might go to another area, could you indicate-
you are an outstanding and able businessman, you were an outstand-
ing, thoughtful public official-as to the appropriate depletion allow.
ance for o-1

Mr. DLLON. This is a complex problem. I would just say two things
about it. I think that it has become a symbol of tax preference. As sue,
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it probably is almost 'better for the oil industry, to have this symbol
removed or mitigated, tiis idea that they have this big tax preference.

As to the economic inipact of changing the depletion allowance I
think we have got to realize that that'impact will be borne largely by
the general public. Oil companies today do not make more on their
overall capital than other companies other industries, and so in effect
the benefits of 27.5 percent depletion have been passed largely along in
the form of lower gasoline prices.

I would think that now that this situation has arisen that it would
probably be better all around to reduce the depletion allowance some-
what, maybe not to 20 percent, but to reduce it so it is more in line
with other depletion allowances and let the economy adjust, which it
probably would through an increase in the price of gasoline to some
amount.

But we ought to keep clearly in mind, we are just doing this to
achieve a more general posture of tax equity, we are not attacking an
industry which is making exorbitant profits -because the oil industry
is not making such profits as a result of the depletion provision.

Senator Bunw. Your recommendation to the Finance Committee
would be that the oil depletion allowance be reduced below the 27.5
percent.

Mr. DmLoN. I would take a position which I understand the Treas-
ury has taken, which is that they are prepared to accept such a reduc-
tion. They did not enthusiastically recommend it. We never recom-
mended it when I was in the Treasury, although we did recommend
the removal of certain specific tax preferences which were not accepted
at that time by the Congress.

I do think that there are a number of such preferences that are
highly technical that should definitely be changed.

The depletion allowance has become a symbol, and, therefore, it is
important even though its economic impact will be primarily charged
to the purchasers of the end product.

Senator BYRD. Do you feel the holding period of capital gains
should be increased from 6 months to 1 year.

Mr. DILLoN. Yes, sir; I do. We proposed that when I was in the
Treasury. I still believe it. The opposition to this is that it reduces
the liquidity of the general market. I think that may be so to some
extent, but the market has been so liquid, and it has had such a tre-
mendous volume that there has been a problem of paperwork keeping
up with that. I think the 6 months' holding period has stimulated
overactivity of so-called go-go funds looking for very quick capital
gains, which is not healthy. All in all I think a 12-month period would
d no harm and would improve the health of our economy.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask just one or two

things about this overall bill which you have not testified to.
You were a big advocate of the investment tax credit during your

years as Secretary of the Treasury. The argument was that this would
help to stimulate the economy, and, to use John Kennedy's term-
you were his Secretary of the Treasury-to get the country moving
again, and it undoubtedly did. It stimulated tremendous amounts of
investments in new plant, in new equipment, and things of that sort.
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Now, we have a recommendation that it be repealed. In addition, the
accelerated depreciation advantages are reduced. The charts that
undertake to show how class by cias they get something on the one
hand and lose something on the other just do not reflect the fact that.
the people who are in the $25,000 and over brackets are, generally
speaking, the ones who hold the corporate stock and are going to lose
whatevc- is taxed away from these corporations in terms of investment
tax credit and accelerated depreciation.

I am trying to get the facts on that to try to make those charts re-
flect that., because there were about $4 million of additional taxes on the
investing class of the public which does not really reflect itself in the
charts wich have been made available to us.

Now, I would like to ask you if we are going to take out all of these
incentives to invest, and even increase taxes on some industries such
as oil and other natural resource industries, are wve not _roing to need
something more than we have in this bill to try to province some of the
incentive that is being removed for people to invest money on the
theory they can make something, they can keep some of it?

Mr. DILLON. Mr. Chairman, as far as the investment tax credit is
concerned, I am in a minority view. I felt that the investment tax
credit was necessary to put our country in a competitive position with
other countries around the world. All of them have such a credit. It
was needed to help us to modernize our equipment so that we could
better compete with them in world markets and in our own markets
against imports. I do not see that that situation is changed at all. In
fact, because of the inflation, our competitive position in the world is
worse today than it was at the time we suggested the investment tax
credit. I think that the need for continued modernizing of our plant
and equipnwid so that we can reduce costs is still highly important.

The long run effect of the investment tax credit is encouraging re-
duction of costs is certainly not inflationary. Quite the contrary. There-
fore, when this was put in, I took the position that so far as the Treas-
ury was concerned, this was permanent legislation and should not be
changed. I ',:gret very much that that feeling no longer holds. I think
we should maintain the investment tax credit. It is very difficult for
me to understand the logic of removing the investment tax credit and
trying to make up for it by a reduction of a couple of points in the over-
alltax on corporation income.

I think it would be much preferable to keep the investment tax credit
and center the incentives not just on all corporate income but on income
that is used to modernize our pip nt and equipment.

As I say, I am in the minority on this, but I have not changed the
view I had at the time it was enacted.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, this bill represents a heavy assault on capital
gains, not just this 6-months holding period but it hits capital gains in
five different ways. In addition to that, it eliminates the investment
tax credit and reduces substantially the advantages of accelerated
depreciation.

And of course it also taxes State and local government securities. It
appears that the general theory of the bill is that 'business people will
have no choice, that they are going to be taxed heavily on what they do,
and that they will have to invest their money somewhere, ,presumably
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in the United States. I am well aware of the fact that at least there are
somo business people who say if you are going to do this to us, we are
going to take our money out of this country as fast as we can and put it
in Canada where we do not 'pay a tax on capital gains for example.

Are you concerned at all about the possibility of the flight of ca ital
from this country in the event that taxes do get to thelpoint where gusi-
ness people feel that there is not adequate incentive to invest their
money hero,?

Mr. DILLON. Well, certainly if they should feel that, then this would
be a problem.

I do think that the great bulk of people will continue to invest their
money in the United States.

As to the increase in capital gains in this bill, again I ,have mixed
feelings. As I said, I am all for the change in the 'holding period. The
increase from the top rate of 25 'percent to 32.5 percent and tie simpli-
fication is involved in removing the alternative way of treating
one's income tax is a good simplification. I do not think that it would
necessarily 'have a major impact except for the fact that under our
present system, as I have -pointed out, one does not need to pay any
ca pital gains tax at all, if one holds securities until the time of death.

This 'has resulted, even with the 25 percent rate, in a 'freezing of
investment; particularly as individuaIs get older, they a"e unwilling to
pay that 25-percent tax. They do not sell, and that is obviously not good
for the economy.

The increase in the rate to 32.5 percent would obviously make that
situation worse. That was the reason that, when we made our recom-
nendations in 1963, we recommended that a tax be imposed on capital
gains passing at death and as some compensation for that recommended
a reduction in the rate of the capital gains tax, not an increase, with the
idea that this would make capital much more fluid because people
would know the tax was going to 'be paid eventually, and so, therefore,
would be willing to ignore it in investment decisions.

The Ways and Means Committee was not willing to consider that
at the time and thought it should be considered with the estate tax.
This was a very logical approach, and therefore nothing was done
either way.

The present bill, at least until such time as the estate tax is modified,
would decrease the liquidity of the market and, therefore, would be
bad from an economic point of view.

However, there are certain tax equity advantages, and personally,
taking all these things into accounts I would be perfectly satisfied
with whatever decision Congress decided to make. I do not feel very
strongly one way or another.

The CHAII AN. I felt we had to do something in capital gains, but
I did not have in mind hitting it five different ways as they do in this
bill. I think that is generally your impression about it.

Mr. DIL ON. YP. .
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis came into the room while we were

interrogating the former Secretary, and I will call on Senator Curtis.
Senator CuwTis. Mr. Dillon, it is good to have you back. I plead

guilty to being a little rougher in my questioning of Government wit-
nesses than I am taxpayers. In times gone by I might have been a little
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or two this morning.

As you view the House bill ,is it true there will be instances where
the tax incentive will be to not give to charityI

Mr. Dnwi. Well, I think that is the great-
Senator CUrrs. I mean based strictly on the tax bill.
Mr. DIuON. Yes. Basically that is the thrust of my testimony.
Senator Cu.is. Yes, I understand that.
Mr. DILLON. And I feel that this allocation of deductions provision,

as it applies to charitable giving, would be a clear decision by the
Congress that it no longer felt that giving to private nonprofit institu-
tions was as important as it has been for the last 50 years. The mere
fact of giving does increase one's taxes as this computation shows,
the-fact of giving increases taxes here by 21.5 percent. People will feel
that this is a tax on gifts and, as a result, there would be a very sub-
stantial reduction in giving to charity by large-scalegivers. This would
not apply to little gifts to churches which could still get along allright.But all these institutions such as universities, colleges, museums, and

hospitals that rely on relatively large gifts would be very seriously
hurt.

Senator Cuirms. That would be true to perhaps only a lesser degree
under the Treasury recommendations, too.

Mr. DILwON. Yes, only moderately lesser. The Treasury recornmenda-
tions are an improvement and as such I welcome them. But they only
handle a very small portion of the problem. The major problem is the
allocation provision.

Senator Crmrs. I am very pleased to have you say that, because I
am firmly convinced that a broadside attack upon givers and founda-
tions is going to change our way of life in this country. The burden
carried by contributors to our cultural institutions, our colleges, uni-
versities, our hospitals, and our research centers, is very great, and it
has its benefits far beyond the dollar amount.

I will ask you one or two questions about foundations. Do you feel
that the Congress has sufficient information that we ought to enact the
divestiture provisions of the proposals in the House bill in reference
to foundations at this time, especially when it brings in no revenue
at all? I am referring to those provisions that would require a foun-
dation to divest ownership in a company if it exceeded a certain per-
centage.

Mr. DmwN. Well, I think in a good and properly run foundation,
that it, does not make any difference what proportion they own of a
particular business.

However, there are many that have not been run in that way and
where some benefit has seemed to inure to the people who originally
gave to the foundation through the ability to continue control of a
corporation on a tax-free basis. Therefore, as a matter of principles I
see no reason not to pass some law limiting the proportion that a
foundation may own in a particular business, to some figure and the
20percent figure in the House bill seems unexceptional.

I have talked to a number of foundations that are affected by it, and
they do not seem to object to it, although I know there are a Tew that
object very seriously to it.

Senator Cumris. What about the foundation that has been run defi-
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nicely in the public interest, 'has given substantially all or we might
say all of their income to appropriate causes, and has not engaged in
any self-dealing or the other abuses but happens to have as its prin-
cipal asset quite a portion of the donor's company? That is what dis-
turbs me..

Mr. DILLON. I think they are getting penalized fQr the faults of
others, but that has happened be ore. f do not think the penalty is
really too serious on them, so Vwoildbe willing to accept it.

There is one thirngjtie House bill that I dtnk should be modified
in this connectio What is future 'ifts of seeui'ities of this nature,
according to tlHouse bill, would ave to be divested in a period of
5 years -whil resent holding s colalbe"t for 10 yes. I -do not see
any -logic ithat provision.' f we are going to encourage 'large-scale
giving to charity , I 6uld think, that i'lw 10-year pro n o

apply inothcases.--" tha 0- n s
enatr CunIs.2i[ am gladto swtht you cofncu with the Treasury

that we do not tax at .5Ie t butprobably go down to say Apepcent.
That wpuld enable the T ry t6do a c lete ai~diting of te foun-
dation 0o after a few yea o d hav Tore accurate information
to act isel in thi's--rea, Wil it nb o note reaoh all the problems
at one limeT \ ".

Mr. DILLON. That is ce ainly t ,a think a more careful and
more c Plete au it is d 1. ihi p figure whioh would
finance at seem proper and, ajd rstand it, he grea-t bulk of
foundati. s are petktly willing,' pay s ach a e.Any fdona#
tax seems yery unnecessary, jf We am goink to _ae sure Vtat founda-
tions use tleir funds prqperly and make s reiat they ps y out a rea-
sonable aioitit to charity y-every yeai It sedns no sense oadd to that
what is in effek a punitive level taxation which sihly reduces the
amount by which foundations can support other 9perating nonprofit
institutions. It mew'hathat those institutions wil thtve to get these funds
elsewhere, and there isno- elsewhere except1'ihe Government in one
form or another.

Senator Cums. I will not take any more time. I thank yau very
much.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Dillon. Do you -have any comment on the pro-

posal to include appreciated gift property in the limit on tax
preferences schedule?

Mr. DiLLoN. Well, I think that basically the limit on tax preferences
is wise. It cuts off at 50 percent, and I do 'not have any strong feelings
on what is done there because, while this would reduce giving to char-
ity somewhat, it would still leave 50 percent, and I do believe that
everybody should make a substantial contribution to Government
through paying taxes. I do not believe, important as giving to charity
is, that that should be a vehicle by which people give nothing to
Government, which was the case of the unlimited charitable deduction.

I think the limit on tax preferences just carries that question a little
bit further, and I favor the principle of it. ]. have not looked at exactly
how it would work in this case, and that is why I say I favor the
principle of it. I am not sure the way it is written in the House bill
is the best way. There have been other proposals for handling a limit
on tax preference, end there may be better ways of doing it. But I do
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not object to the principle, and if that means the inclusion of some
appreciation of charitable gifts given to charity in that particular
computation with 50 percent of it not included, I have no objection
to that. I do object to an across-the-board attack on charitable giving
or an across-the-board removal of incentives that have been in our
system ever since the income tax was enacted.

Senator MILLER. Well, to the extent that the limit on tax preferences
approach might impinge upon an occasional large giver, would not
or could not that be covered either by a carryover of the unused por-
tion or by some other means?

Mr. DILLON. Certainly it could, and I presume it should be; yes.
Senator MILLER. So you would advocate that as a means of softening

the-
Mr. DILLON. Yes; I think if there is no carryover-I have not studied

that provision carefully, but certainly if someone wants to make a
one-time, very large gift during his life, I think he should be allowed
the carryover. I thought there was some such provision in the bill.

Senator MILLER. But you run into the problem of what happens to
the person who makes the gift maybe with a very short expectancy
of life ahead of him, and then dies the next year or the year after, and
then the unused carryover is gone.

Mr. DILLON. I guess that is too bad.
Senator MILLER. Well, some of our educational institutions-
Mr. DILLON. You never like to die.
Senator MILLER. Some of our educational institutions are concerned

about that.
Mr. DILLON. Yes; I can see that.
Senator MILLER. But the point you are really making, Mr. Dillon,

is if you are going to try to strike a balance so that somebody will be
paying some tax-

Mr. DILLN. That is right.
Senator MILLER (continuing). That this would be a preferable way

to do it.
Mr. DILLON. That is right.
Senator MILLEr. Now, this is not directly related to your testimony,

but I think it fits with the general idea on this charitable giving
problem.

As you undoubtedly know, the House bill contains an increase in
the optional standard deduction from 10 to 15 percent and from a
maximum of $1,000 to $2,000.

The Treasury has come over and recommended a 12-percent and
$1,400 limit. Would you favor reducing those figures somewhat and
allowing both the optional standard deduction and charitable contri-
butions on top? I understand from a number of people involved in
charities that increasing the standard deduction will discourage rather
than encourage charitable giving, granted that it comes from the lower
income brackets, and they would prefer to see the optional standard
deduction increase reduced with the trade-off being an allowance for
charitable contributions in addition to the optional standard deduction.

Mr. DmLoN. It is very difficult, Senator, to figure out the figures on
that. I think when the standard deduction was first put in, the same
arguments were used. Obviously if people can have a standard de-
duction that they would take anyway, then they can take it and give
nothing away and get the full benefit of it. To that extent in smaller
gifts they do not have a tax incentive.
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However, I think my basic feeling would be that the simplification
involved in increasing the standard deduction is useful and helpful
and should not be further complicated. For most of the smaller givers,
the tax benefit of a gift is not so very great because their taxable rates
are not, so very high. So my guess is that the impact of that would not
be overly serious, and I think I would favor the simpler approach of
the increase in standard deduction.

Senator M rIA1. Well, we have to make a decision of whether or not
the simplification-

Mr. I)uoN.. That is right.
Senator M ILLER (continuing). Is more important, than a little addi-

tional work, to have a little schedule instead of a page 2 deduction-
Mr. DILLON. It is always a. question of choices and it is very

difficult.
Senator MxiL,,F. (continuing). For char 'iJble contributions.
Thank you v'ery much.
The CAIRMAN. Thank you very' much.
Senator WILLIAMS. May I have just, one question?
Mr. Secretary, I remember when you were Secretary of the Treasury,

and Mr. Bell. I think, was the Director of the Bud'get and you were
testifying before the committee, and at that time the chairman and
some'of us were expressing concern at, some of the deficits, and we were
given the answer that these deficits were deliberately planned in order
to create a planned inflation, but that you could control this inflation,
and the phu was to control this inflation, so that. it would never exceed
3 percent.

I remember the chairman of the committee commenting that'he ques-
tioned whether you could -have planned inflation and control it any
better than you could 'have planned pregnancy and control that.

Now, in the light of developments since that time, what is your
opinion on planned and controlled inflation?

Mr. DILLON. I still feel exactly the same way as I did before. When
you are in a position where the economy is operating way below capac-
ity, this is t:he only way to bring the economy up to capacity. The only
problem is that, Iegining in 1965, the obvious actions that were
required by economic reason werenot taken, and the inflation went out
of control. It had been moderate and up to that, point beneficial, and
'had not shown an increase in prices whici were absolutely level during
the period 100 through 1965. The wholesale price index in 1965 and
1966 began to shoot up in an uncontrolled manner. I believe that it is
far more difficult to control an inflation once it 'has started than to stop
it before it is begun.

Therefore, I muoh regret the policy that was followed in that period
of 1965 and 1966, which allowed this inflation to gain momentum. I
guess I am old fashioned enough to believe that the idea that we can
stop inflation and control it without any 'pain, which has been put forth
by a number of economists, 'is simply not trne. While it is vitally
important to stop it, that process will be somewhat painful.

Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, the chairman was somewhat
right, the abortion would be a little painful.

Mr. DiLLON. He was right in his consideration of human nature.
The CHAIRMAN. I do 'not recall what the chairman had in mind, but

it was not 'ne.
Senator WILLIAMS. No, the chairman at that time was the Senator

from Virginia.
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Mr. DILLON. He was making an observation that was based on 'his
profound knowledge of human nature which turned out to be right
because, faced with this problem, neither the administration nor the
Congress did the right thing in 1965 and 1966, and we wound up in a
very serious inflation.

Senator WILLIAMS. That was the point he was making, when the time
came to control it, there would be a reluctance on the part of both the
administration and the Congress to take the necessary steps, and by not
taking them too late-

Mr. DILLON. There would not have been on my part if Ihad still been
there.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. We very much
appreciate your statement. Each one of us would like to interrogate you
at length, but we 'have Mayor Yorty and others who are to testify this
morning, and we very much appreciate your coming here and giving
us the benefit of your views.

Mr. DILLON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Dillon's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE C. DOUGLAS DILLoN

I am here today to testify in opposition to the provision in H.R. 13270 regard-
ing the allocation of charitable deductions. This provision requires that deduc-
tions of charitable gifts be allocated proportionately between taxable income
and so-called tax preference income. The result would be that charitable deduc-
tions would no longer be fully deductible from adjusted gross income as at
present.

Our present system of full deductibility for charitable gifts has been in effect
for my entire adult life and longer.* It has led to a growth, unknown elsewhere
in the world, In privately financed schools, colleges, hospitals, museums, operas
and symphony orchestras as well as in other more specialized charitable organi-
zations. This, to me, is one of the unique strengths of our free enterprise system.
Over the past two generations it has produced results unparalleled in other
countries, where such institutions are almost invariably under the control of
governments. If provision for the allocation of charitable deductions contained
in HR 13270 were to be enacted, it would mean the end of the privately fi-
nanced aspect of practically all these institutions. Sooner or later they would
have to receive the bulk of their support from government or go out of business.

The provision for allocation of charitable deductions contained in H.R. 13270
is actually a major piece of social legislation directed against 2 1rivately fi-
nanced charitable institutions. It should be recognized as such, and could well
be known as the Death Sentence for privately operated charitable institutions.
This is strong language but I mean every word of it, and I feel certain that the
facts support my position.

I speak today in my capacity. as President of the Board of Overseers of
Harvard Oollege, as a Vice President of the Metropolitan ,Museum of Art, as
a Governor of the New York Hospital, as Chairman of the Brookings Institu-
tion and as a member of the governing boards of a number of other non-profit
Institutions. I do not speak as a complaining taxpayer for the Impact of this
provision can be readily avoided by any Individual merely by reducing or elimi-
nating his charitable donations. Thus this provision should not be thought of
as tax reform. For it does nothing to spread the tax bu o den more evenly. It
does not introduce greater equity into our tax system. It will raise little or no
revenue, and will not increase the tax burden of the wealthy, all of whom can
and most of whom will reduce their charitable contributions as necessary to
avoid or minimize any additional burden. As a result its impact on charitable
givi g is likely to be devastating.

01917-15% of taxable income computed without regard to charitable contributions.
1942-16c% of taxable income computed without regard to charitable contributions and

medical expenses.
1944-15% of adjusted gross income.
1952--20% of adiuated gross Income.
1954-80% of adjusted gross income.



Certainly it Is fully within the prerogatives of the Congress to enact legislation
of this nature. The Congress may feel that our social system should be radically
revised; that the government should take over the financing of all hospitals,
universities and cultural institutions. If this is the opinion of the Congress, then
this legislation is appropriate to carry out the Congressional will and should be
enacted. If Congress, however, feels, as I most intensely do, that our privately
financed, non-profit institution's are a vital source of strength to our society, and
should be preserved, this provision for the allocation of charitable deductions
should be stricken from the bill. Above all, such a far reaching social change
should never be made under the false impression that it is tax reform and there-
fore good.

In considering this matter, we should always be aware of two things. First,
charitable contributions are a voluntary matter, wholly subject to the donor-
taxpayer's control. Second, all gifts involve a reduction in the donor's net assets
even when taken as a deduction in determining taxable income. Thus, at the
present 70% rate on ordinary income and 25% rate on long term capital gains, a
gift involves a 70% direct credit against taxes and a minimum of 5% to a maxi-
mum of 30% reduction in the donor's net assets if both cash and appreciated secu-
rities are given. Under present law, where it is possible to avoid capital gains tax
entirely by holding appreciated securities until death, the reduction in the donor's
assets for a gift of appreciated securities is likely to be the full 30%. There is
simply no way that I know of that a taxpayer can improve his overall financial
position by giving to charity.

But this is not the only question involved. There is also the question of fair
shares. I firmly believe that all citizens who can do so, should make a fair contri-
bution to the cost of government. So I strongly favor putting an end to the
privilege of unlimited charitable deduction, and I also favor the principle of the
Limit on Tax Preferences. By measures such as these, we can make certain that
all citizens pay a fair share of the costs of government without any major damage
to the interests of charitable organizations.

Now a word as to why the provision for the allocation of deductions will have
such serious effects on privately financed non-profit institutions. It is a well
known fact that, -with the exception of churches and a few institutions that rely
on numerous small gifts, all large-scale, charitable money raising ventures must
obtain at least 70% and often up to 80% of their funds from large givers. It is
also a fact that some 70% of the total funds raised by our larger charitable
institutions are in the form of gifts of appreciated securities. Clearly anything
that shuts off this source of funds from non-profit institutions merits the title of
Death Sentence which I have applied to the provision for the allocation of
charitable deductions.

In order to illustrate the impact of this provision on large givers I asked a
leading auditing firm. Price Waterhouse & Co. to prepare a model tax return
for me. In preparing the model I asked them to choose a round figure of adjusted
gross income and then to divide the income in the model in accordance with my
own tax return. This means that the tax Impact on me of H.R. 13270 is exactly
the same as -that shown in the model. I fully realize that each individual taxpayer
would have a different situation, but I feel that the results shown in the case of
the model taxpayer would be essentially similar for the great majority of large
scale givers to charity. There is attached to this statement a letter from Price
Waterhouse & Co. with annexes giving detailed figures and explanations of the
working of the model. I will allude here only to the major results of applying the
provisions of H.R. 13270 to the model tax return.

First of all, under the provisions of H.R 13270, the model shows approximately
39% of total income in the form of so-called tax preference income. Of this total
27.3% is tax free interest from holdings of municipal securities, 30.9% is long-
term capital gains excluded from income, and 39.3% represents the appreciation
of securities given to charitable institutions--none of which were private foun-
dations. The remaining 2 5% represents minor amounts of other tax preference
income. If it were not for gifts to charity, total so-called tax preference income
would 'be reduced to 27.7% of total income.

The overall effect of the bill on the model taxpayer would be to increase taxes
by 24.2% over present law, provided he continued to make charitable contribu-
tions as in the past. Of this increase 88.8% represents the impact of the allocation
of charitable deductions together with the classification of appreciation on gifts
to charity as tax preference income. The model shows the full 30% of adjusted
gross income permitted under the code going to charity. Larger gifts are made in
appreciated securities; and make up 85% of the total. Smaller gifts are made
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in cash and make up the remaining 15% of charitable contributions. The model
shows that, under the allocation of deductions provision 40.1% of charitable
gifts would no longer be deductible. At the 65% top rate of income tax provided
for 1972, and with only 59.9% of each dollar given being deductible, less than
39% of charitable giving would be a direct tax reduction compared to 70% today.
In other words, after taking account of the potential capital gains tax not pres-
ently due on securities contributed to charity, the cost of making a gift will be In-
creased for the model taxpayer from &8% to 48.4%, that is, the cost of each gift
will be over five times what it is now.

When I realized the heavy impact of this provision I asked Price Waterhouse
& Co how much contributions would have to be reduced under this bill to leave
the taxpayer in an Identical financial position to that under present lIw with
30% of adjusted gross income going to charity. The answer was even more shock-
ing than I had imagined. To be in the same position under H.R. 13270 as at
present charitable contributions in the model would have had to be reduced by
over 93%.

When this answer was received I attempted to modify the result in every way
possible. First I asked that the computation be reworked to eliminate everything
except the net impact of the requirement to allocate charitable contributions. The
answer came back. To fully offset this one provision, contributions would have to
be reduced by 87%.

Let me make It clear that these computations were carried out by the account-
ants so as to leave the taxpayer In exactly the same position as under present law.
This involves raising the funds to pay the increased taxes through the sale of se-
curities that would otherwise have been donated to charity. This process involves
the realization of additional capital gains which In turn Increases taxes, thus re-
quiring the sale of still more securities.

If the Increased taxes were to be paid in cash and the taxpayer were willing
to Ignore a substantial increase in potential future tax liability on his unrealized
capital gains as compared to present law, the required reduction in contributions
would be considerably less. However, they still would have to be reduced by
40.1%. I leave It to you to imagine the impact on charitable institutions of a pro-
vision that would require a reduction of from 40% to 87% in large contributions
in order to offset the effects of a Congressional decision to substantially lessen the
incentives to private charitable giving.

I note that the Treasury Department in testimony before your Committee has
recommended that appreciation of securities given to charity be eliminated from
the classification of tax preference Income as defined in H.R. 13270. I welcome
this recognition of the problem. Unfortunately, however, the Treasury proposal
is far too modest. Its effect would, at least in the model, be minor. The accountants
have calculated that, on the basis of the Treasury proposal, there would be an
overall increase in tax of 17.8% of which 84.7% would be due to the allocation
of charitable contributions. Because of the complexities of the law the reduction
in contributions required to fully offset this allocation of charitable gifts would
be unchanged from that required by the House bill. However, If the taxpayer
were willing to accept an increase in his potential tax liability on unrealized ap-
preciation, the reduction In contributions would be 34.7% as compared to 40.1%
in H.R. 13270. In other words, at the best the Treasury proposal would only elimi-
nate 13%% of the problem; at the worst it would be no help at all. This is why
I must characterize it as well intentioned but wholly inadequate. What Is required
is nothing less than the total elimination of the allocation of dedutcions pro-
visions as far as it applies to charitable dedutcions. It must be recognized that
solely by reducing the top tax rate from 70% to 65%, the cost of charitable con-
tributions borne by large givers will be increased to a maximum of 35% from the
present 30%-an increase of 16%%. Because of the benefits from the reduction in
rates, this increase in the cost of giving can safely be ignored. But It should not
be forgotten.

Finally, I would like to stress what Is clear in all of what I have said. Tax-
payers can readily offset the burden of the allocation of charitable deductions by
reducing their giving. If .iuch legislation is enacted it would be a clear signal
that the Congress considers that the national interest is less well served than in
the past by the continuation of private financing for our major charitable in-
stitutions. Large givers could not fail to draw the conclusion that their giving
was no longer as essential as in the past. The result would be sheer catastrophe
for our privately financed charities, and a change of epochal Importance in our
whole social system. When it is realized what is involved it is most difficult for
me to see how the Congress can fail to strike this crippling provision from H.R.
13270. I strongly urge you to do just this.
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,Before I close I have two comments on other matters. First, 'I very much favor
the Treasury proposal to reduce the tax on foundation income from 7% to 2%.
This is enough to pay for an intensive policing of foundation activities. Anything
more merely transfers that much of the burden of charitable activities from the
private sector to the government budget.

Second, in my capacity as Chairman of the Acquisitions Committee of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, I strongly urge support of the Treas-
ury proposal to strike from II.R. 13270 the provisions which would disallow all
appreciation on works of art given to museums. When I served In the Treasury
I was instrumental in starting the process which lead to the creation of a special
advisory group of art experts to advise the Internal Revenue Service on prob-
lenis arising In this area. As Assistant Secretary Cohen has stated, this Advisory
Group, along with Improved audit programs, has substantially eliminated the
problems that once existed in this area. Therefore, there is now no need to kill
the goose that lays the golden eggs as would certainly be the cas;e for all mu-
seums if the provisions of H.R. 13270 on donations of works of art were allowed
to stand.

lPrICE WATERHOUSE & CO.,
New York, Scptnber 18, 1969.

Re: Effect of proposed tax changes on charitable giving
H011. C. DOUGLAS DULON,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR SiR: As you requested, we have analyzed the provisions of the proposed
Tax Reform Bill of 1969, as passed by the Hou-se of Representatives and herein-
after referred to as H.R. 13270, us they would apply to the taxpayer in the
accompanying "Taxpayer Model" which we understand is latterned after your
own ease but in which actual amounts have been proportionately disguised. Based
on this analysis we have determined the effect of:

I. H.R. 13270; and
II. H.R. 13270, modified only by the Administration's proposal to eliminate

long-term appreciation on contributed property from tax preference income.
on the amount of charitable giving if the taxpayer desired to remain in essentially
the game economic position, after taxes and charitable contributions, as he would
be in under present tax rules. There are other provisions in the Administration's
proposal which have been ignored for this model taxpayer.

On the basis of the information and assumptions stated in the "Taxpayer
Model" accompanying this report, we have determined that:

1. Federal income tax would increase by $90,000. (i.e., from $371,600. to
$461,600.) as the result of H.R. 13270 If charitable contributions were not
altered in response to the proposed changes;

II. Federal income tax would increase by $6,000. (i.e., from $371,600. to
$437,600.) as the result of H'.R. 13270, modified by the Administration's pro-
posal, if charitable contributions were not altered in response to the proposed
changes; and

I1. Charitable contributions would be reduced from $300,000. to $20,900.,
a reduction of $279,100., were the taxpayer to pay the tax increase imposed on
him by H.R. 1.3270 by reducing his gifts ,of appreciated securities to charitable
organizations and, instead, selling sufficient amounts of them to provide funds
for such payment. Our calculations show on this basis that this taxpayer
could give no appreciated securities to charities, and, in fact, would have to
'also reduce cash gifts. The identical result is nlso reached under H.R. 13270,
modified by the Administration's proposal, due to the differing effect of the
allocation of deductions fraction in this Instance relative to the H.R. 13270
case alone.

Also Included for your Information in the accompanying "Thxpayer Model" Is,
in our opinion, a complete analysis of the proposed tax law changes in comparison
with the present tax rules.

Yours very truly,
PRIcE WATERHOUSE & Co.

TAXPAYER MODEL
General

Under the present Internal Revenue Code. a married taxpayer has both taxable
and tax exempt income. The taxpayer who is in the highest tax bracket normally
follows the practice of making charitable contributions to the extent allowable
as a deduction for Federal Income Tax purposes.
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Being informed of H. 13270, the taxpAyer realizes that the provisions of
H.R. 13270 will result in an increase In tax when such tax is calculated on the
same income and deductions under both the present and proposed laws.

Since the tax Increase is substantially attributable to the required allocation
of charitable contributions and the inclusion of long term appreciation on securi-
ties donated to charity in tax preference income, the taxpayer is interested in
knowing by what amount he must reduce charitable giving to enable him to
maintain the same after-tax financial position.

The taxpayer is also interested in knowing the effect of the Administration's
proposal solely with respect to the elimination of long term appreciation on
contributed property from tax preference income with respect to the above
mentioned contribution reduction.
Maintenance of after-tax financial ,o8ition

To pay the increased Federal Income Tax through the reduction of contribu-
tions, the taxpayer must determine the point where the funds provided by a
reduction in contributions equals the increase in Federal Income Tax-

1. As computed under H.R. 13270 over the Federal Income Tax, which he
would expect to pay, as computed under the present Internal Revenue Code;
and

2. or as compared under H.R. 13270, modified by the Administration's proposal
as explained above, over the Federal Income Tax, which he would expect to pay,
as computed under the present Internal Revenue Code.
Criteria

To develop the formula required to mathematically calculate the payment of
the increased Federal Income Taxes noted above, it was necessary to satisfy
certain criteria. They are-

1. The maximum amount of desired contributions to be made.
2. The type of recipients of such contributions.
3. The form (cash and/or appreciated property) which the contributions

will take.
4. If aprpeciated property is to be given, the character of the gain which

would be realized had the taxpayer instead sold the property.
5. Precisely estimated amounts for all elements of income and expense

which have a tax consequence.
A8sumptions

The above criteria were satisfied by the following assumptions which apply to
the taxpayer:

1. The desired maximum amount of contributions to be made by the taxpayer
is $300,000. This amount corresponds to 30% of adjusted gross income as calcu-
lated under the present Internal Revenue Code and is consistent with the tax-
Da.ver's charitable giving practices as established in prior years.

2. The recipients of the gifts will be publicly supported charities which are
eligible for the 30% deduction under the present -Internal Revenue Code and the
50% deduction under proposed H.R. 13270.

3. The charitable contributions will be in the form of cash and appreciated se-
curities, Since many organizations promote a cause which is worthy of some
recognition, the taxpayer wants to make small grants of cash to them. Other or-
ganizations are more favored for various reasons and, therefore, large gifts of
appreciated securities will be made. The security contributions will be reduced
before the cash contributions. Of the $300,000. total desired contributions, the
taxpayer expects to make $45,600. in cash and the balance of $254,400. in appre-
ciated securities.

4. The securities donated will be !'ecurities which, if sold, would constitute a
long term capital transaction. Since the taxpayer's cost basis in the securities to
be given is negligible, it is assumed for this model that such securities have no
tax basis.

5. The estimated income and expense data, furnished by the taxpayer and de-
tailed on Schedule A, are considered sufficiently accurate estimates on an annual
basis.

(a) Except for the level of contributions which is adjusted appropriately in re-
sponse to the effect of the proposed changes in tax liability and the tax liability
itself, all of these other income and deductions are onsidered to remain con-
stant in amount and composition between a year under present rules and a year
under proposed rules.
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(b) Certain "transitional" rules contained in H.R. 13270 have ceased to be
applicable, and all of its provisions are considered fully in force for the purpose
of the tax computations. This affects primarily the treatment of interest on mu-
nicipal obligations. It is further assumed that all of these bonds owned by the tax-
payer were issued after July 11, 1969 and that municipalities have not elected to
issue taxable obligations.

(c) The present and proposed tax surcharge is ignored since it is considered a
transitory feature.

(d) No effect is given to the changes in any state and local income taxes paid
by the taxpayer which are attributable to the proposed federal changes.

Increase in Federal income tax
Based on the above assumptions, It was possible to compute the Federal Income

Tax under the present Internal Revenue Code. This, then, is the amount of tax the
taxpayer -would expect to pay in the taxable year notwithstanding any revisions
in the tax laws. This amount too, then, must remain constant In calculating the
point where funds provided through reduction in contributions equal the increase
in the tax computed on 'the proposed bases over the tax computed on the present
Code.

The computations of the Federal Income Tax at the maximum desired contri-
bution level of $300,000. with $45,600. in cash and $254,400. in appreciated secu
rities, zero tax basis, and detailed analyses of the effects of the proposals on sue
tax as compared with the present tax appear on Schedules B through B-7.
Reduction in contributions

The reduction in contributions was calculated on the basis of the assumption
that the securities, withheld from charity, were sold to provide money to.pay
Federal Income T ax in order to allow the taxpayer to remain in the exact same
economic position, after taxes and charitable contributions. The validity of this
assumption and the substantiation of the resulting reduced contribution level is
illustrated in Schedules C through C-4.

The calculation of the charitable contributions which the taxpayer could still
make to produce the desired reduction in contributions and corresponding pay-
ment of tax required the use of a complicated mathematical formula since the sale
of securities to produce cash, in itself, incurs additional direct tax and, further,
affects the allowability of the remaining charitable contribution and other alloca-
ble deductions under the proposed rules.

"be application of this mathematical formula, programmed for computer appli-
cations, produced the following apploable to both H.R. 13270 and H.R. 18270
Modified By Administration's Proposal:

Total Balance
desired Required for con- Percentage

contribution reduction tribution reduction

Cash ............................................. - $45,600 $24,702 $2D0,898 .............
Appreciated securities ------------------------------- 254,400 254, 400 ...........................

Total ........................................ 300,000 279,102 20,898 93.03

Computation of -cduccd, contribution level
Scehdule D shows the computer program used to calculate the required con-

tribution reduction and other supplemental information. This program was
developed from formulae, which have been reviewed and found reasonable,
provided by the taxpayer. It is unecrsfood that this program is primarily ap-
plicable to this partilctlar taxpayer since it incorporates the various provisions
of the proposed laws only as they apply to stch taxpayer.

However, it illustnites the fact that any particular taxpayer could have his own
situation analyzed and formulated to quickly determine the effects of his chari-
table giving upon his Federal Inc me Tax even though the prop%.d provisions are
extremely complicated.

Schedule 1)-1 illustrates the result of applying the computer program in ,this
taxpayer's situation.

Other assumptions with respect to contribution reduction
Schedule E 'sets forth the required contribution reductions should the taxpayer

avail himself of other alternatives available to him in reducing his contributions
to offset increased tax.
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SCHEDULE A

TAXPAYER MODEL

DETAILS OF INCOME, DEDUCTIONS. AND OTHER FACTORS
WHICH ARE ASSUMED TO REMAIN CONSTANT

(AS FURNISHED BY TAXPAYER)

I. Income items

Salary
Ordinary dividends (after exclusions)
Other interest
Partnerships, trusts and small business

corporations
Business income

Total ordinary income
Fifty percent of total long term capital gain

I. Nonallocable deduction items

Nonallocable deductions
Personal exemptions (husband and wife)

111. Allogable deduction items

Taxes and noninvestment interest

IV. Tax preference items

A - For limit on tax preference

Excess of accelerated over straight line
depreciation

Fifty percent of total long term capital gain
excluded from income

Met lax Exempt" municipal bond interest

B - Additional items for allocation of deductions

Excess of intangible drilling and development
costs over deductions allowable if capitalized

Statutory allowance

$ 12,800.
822,000.

600.

(45,900.)
10,500.

$800,000.
200,000.

45,800.
1,200.

23,600.

1,800.

200,000.
176,400.

14,600.
(10,000.)



ZAPMIF4z MOML

COMIPUAIIO OF FEDERAL IPCMH TAX

AT WAII4J DESIRZD (*30.000) COMTIKJTION LEVEL

H. R. 1327C modified

Present Internal by administration's

Revenue Code H. R. 13270* proposal**

Ordinary income $ 800,000. $ 800,000. $ 800,000.

Fifty percent of total long-term capital gain Z00,000, 222M- 200000.

Adulted &ress income computed without retard to

dIsa;lowe$ tax preference provision 1,000,o000. 1,000,000. 1,000,000.

Disallowed tax preferences from Schedule BI Not applicable P None

Adiusted gross Income $1,000,000. $1,000,000. $1,000,000.

Itemized deductions

Allocable:

Contributions 300,000. 300,000. 300,000.

Other 23,600. 73,622- Z3,600,

Total allocable Not applicable 323,600. 323,600.

Nona I Iocable 45,800, 45,822, 4580Q,

Total itemized deductions (369,400.) (369.0.) (369.40,

630,600. 630,600. 630,600.
ExemptionJ (1,200,) (1-200-) 01.200.)

Table income without allocation 629,400. 629,400. 629,400.

Disallowed allocable deductions Not applicable 129,667. 92,744
,

Taxable income 629,400. 759,067. 722,144.

Fifty percent of total long-term capital gain (200.000.) Not applicable Not applicable

Ordinary taxable income 429-40- S 752-0§7_

Tax per married taxpayers filing Joint return

Rate table on ordinary taxable income

$110,980. plus 707. of excess over $200,000. $271,560. Not applicable Not applicable

$228,180. plus 65, of excess over $400,000. Not applicable $ 461,574. $ 437,574.

Fifty percent of 50% of lon0-term capital gain 100OO. Not applicable No-picable

Total ax liability (without tax surcharge) L 371.U0 W

Increase over tax prepared on basis of present

internal revenue code 9

Percentage increase over tax prepared on basis of

present internal revenue code 2

* The compuLations under H. R. 13270 assume that all provisions are fully effective and that municipalities

have not elected to issue taxable bonds.

** The computations under H. R. 13270 modified by administration's proposal are identical to those under

H. R. 13270 except that long-term appreciation on securities given to charity are not included in

"Items of Tax Preference."
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SCHEDULE BI

TPAYER MODEL

COMPUTATZON OF DISLED TAX PREFERENCES AT
MAXIMUM.DESIRED ($300,000.) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

Items of tax preference
Long term appreciation on securities
donated to publicly supported
charities

Excess of accelerated depreciation
over straight line depreciation

Fifty percent of total long term capital
gain excluded from income

Net municipal bond interest

Total tax preferences

Adjusted gross income computed without regard
to disallowed tax preference provision from
Schedule B

Total

Limit on tax preferences - greater of $10,000.
or 50. of above-total

Disallowed tax preferences
Excess of total tax preferences
Over limit on tax preferences

Which is

H.R. 13270

$ 254,400.

1,800.

200,000.
176,400.

H.R.13270
modified by

administration's
Proposal

Not applicable

$ 1,800.

20 ,000.
176,400.

632,600. 378,200.

1,000,000. 1,000,000.

51.632.600. S1.378.200.

S 816.300. S 689.100.

$ 632,600. $ 378,200.
816,300. 689,100.

, None None
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SCHEDULE B2

TAXPAYER MODEL

COTRIBUTrIONS A? MAXIMUM DESIRED
($300.000.) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

Contribution base

Adjusted gross income from
Schedule B.

Allowable tax preferences from
Schedule BI
Excess of intangible drilling

and development costs over
alternative of capitalizing
such costs and using straight
line depreciation

Statutory deduction
Total tax preferences as defined

for this section and for
allocation of deductions

Contribution base

LLmitations on contributions deduction
Publicly supported charities:

At 30 of contribution base
At 507. of contribution base
At 30. of contribution base on

gifts of appreciated securities
which, if sold, would result in
long term capital gain

Contributions to publicly suported
charitable organizations
Appreciated securities which, if

sold, would result in long term
capital gain

Cash

1dB Total contributions

Present
Internal

Revenue Code

$1,000,000.

H.R.13270

H.R.13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

$l,000,000. $1.000,000.

632,600. 378,200.

14,600. 14,600.
(10,000.) (10,000.)

637,200. 382,.800.

1. 000.000. 91.637.200. S1.382.800.

5 818.600. $ 691.400.

" 491.160. S 414.S40.

$ 254,400. $ 254,400. $ 254,400.

45.600. 45,600. 45.600.

8 30.o000. S 300.000. 300.000.

33-865 0 - 69 - 45 (pt. 4)
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SCHEDULE B3

TAXPAYER MODEL

ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS AT
MAXIMUM DESIRED ($300,000.) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

H.R.13270
modified by

administration's
H.R.13270 proposal

Computation of "Section 277 Fraction"
(Disallowance Factor)

Allowable tax preferences as defined for this
provision (ATP) from Schedule B2 $ 637,200. $ 382,800.

Modified adjusted gross income:
Taxable income determined without regard to

this provision from Schedule B 629,400. 629,400.
Allocable deductions from Schedule B 323,600. 323,600.

Total modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) 953,000. 953,000.

Total ATP and HAGI $1.590.200. SI.335.800.

ATP4007 2866
ATP + MAGI

Computation of disallowed deductions

The lesser of allowable tax preferences S 637.200. _ 382.800.

or the

Allocable deductions of $323,600. multiplied by
the "Section 277 Fraction" S 129.667. S 92.744.

Analysis of disallowed deductions - H.R.13270

Gross allocable deductions

Percent Amount
of total Amount disallowed

Contributions 92.707% $300,000. $120,210.
Other 7.2931 23,600. 9,457.

100.O00% $323.600. S129.667.

Contributions disallowed as a percent of total contributions - 40.07%

Analysis of disallowed deductions - H.R.13270 modified by administration's
Proposal

Gross allocable deductions

Percent Amount
of total Amount disallowed

Contributions 92.707% $300,000. $85,980.

Other 7.293% 23,600. 6,764.

100.000% 9323.600- 92.744.

Contributions disallowed as a percent of total contributions - 28.66%
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SCHEDULE B4

TAXPAYER MODEL

ANALYSIS OF INCREASE IN
FEDERAL INCOME TAX H.R.13270

AT MAXIMUM DESIRED ($300,000.)
CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

Increase (Decrease)

Amount Percent

Federal income tax computed under H.R.13270
from Schedule B

Federal income tax computed under present Internal
Revenue Code from Schedule B

Total increase

$461,574.

371,560.

A 90.014. 24.23%,

Analysis of increase ***
Allocation of deductions between taxable and tax

preference income:
Cash contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($13,069. at 70%)
Appreciated security contributions at base

"Section 277 Fraction" ($72,911. at 70%)

Additional disallowance of cash contributions by
reason of giving appreciated securities
($5,203. at 70%)

Disallowance of appreciated security contributions
from base "Section 277 Fraction" to actual
"Section 277 Fraction" ($29,027. at 70%)

Other allocable deductions at base "Section 277
Fraction" ($6,764. at 70%)

Additional disallowance of other allocable deductions
by reason of giving appreciated securities ($2,693
at 70%)

Elimination of alternative capital gains tax rate
($200,000. at 20%)

Reduction in individual tax rate schedules:
Without regard to other proposed changes (on ordinary

taxable income of $429,400.)
Coupled with:

Elimination of alternative capital gains tax rate
($200,000. at 5%)

Allocation of deductions:
Cash contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($13,069. at 5%)
Appreciated security contributions at base "Section

277 Fraction" ($72,911. at 5%)

$ 9,148. 10.163%

51,038. 56.700
60,186.** 66.863%

3,642. 4.046%

20,319. 22.573
23,961. 26.619%

4,735.** 5.260.

1.885. 2.094%

40,000. 44.438%

(24,270.)** (26.962%)

(101000.)** (11.109%)

(653.) (0.726%)

(3,646.) (4.050)
(4,299.)** (4.776%)
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SCHEDULE B4 (Cont'd)

Increase (Decrease)

Amourst Percent

Allocation of deductions (cont'd):
Additional disallowance of cash contributions

by reason of giving appreciated securities
($5,203. at 3)

Disallowance of appreciated security contributions
from base "Section 277 Fraction" tc. actual
"Section 277 Fraction" ($29,027. at 5%)

Other allocable deductions at base
"Section 277 Fraction" ($6,764. at 5%)

Additional disallowance of other allocable
deductions by reason of giving appreciated
securities ($2,693. at 5%)

Totals

(260.) (0.289%)

(1,451.) (1.612.1)

(1,711.) (1.901%)

(338.)** (0.376%)

(135.) (0.150%)

* The net increase in tax resulting from the requirement to allocate
contributions between taxable and tax preference and to include
appreciation on securities given to charity in tax preference
income Is $79,887. Of the total increase in tax, this
represents 88.75. The increase over the present tax with
respect to the aforementioned provisions alone is 23.15% and
together with the rate reduction is 21.50.

The total of these item equeb the increase in tax under H.R.
13270 modified by administration's proposal. In addition each
individual subtotal may be agreed to their equivalent increases
under each proposal on Schedule B5.

*** In this analysis, the phrase "base 'Section 277 Fraction" refers
to the disallowance factor at zero level of contributions; as
cash is given to charities, this value remains constant. The
phrases "Disallowance .... from base 'Section 277 Fraction' to
actual 'Section 277 Fraction" or the "additional disallowance...
by reason of giving appreciated securities" means the additional
disallovance of allocable expenditures resulting from an increase
in the disallowance factor at zero (or cash) contributions to the
disallowance factor at the $300,000. contriuution level which
results from giving $254,400., zero tax basis, of appreciated
securities in this model.
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SCHEDULE B2

TAXPAYER MODEL

ANALYSIS OF INCRESE IN FEDERAL INCOME TAX
H.R.13270 MODIFIED BY ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL
AT MAXIMUM DESIRED (300.OOQ.) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

Federal income tax computed under H.R.13270 modified
by administration's proposal from Schedule B

Federal income tax computed under present Internal
Revenue Code from Schedule B

Total increase

Analysis of increase **
Allocation of deductions between taxable and

tax preference income:
Contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($85,980. at 70.)
Other base "Section 277 Fraction"

($6,764. at 70)

Elimination of alternative capital gains tax
rate ($200,000. at 20%)

Reduction in individual tax rate schedules:
Without regard to other proposed changes

(on ordinary taxable income of $429,400.)

Coupled with:
Elimination of alternative capital gains tax

rate ($200,000. at 5%)
Allocation of deductions:

Contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"
($85,980. at 5%)

Other at base "Section 277 Fraction"
($6,764. at 5%)

Totals

Increase (Decrease)

Amount Percent

$437,574.

371.560.

S 66.014. 17.777 (*)

$ 60,186. 91.172%

4,735. 7.172

40,000. 60.593

(24,270.) (36.765)

(10,000.) (15.148)

(4,299.) (6.512)

(338.) (0.512)

566.014. 100.O001

(*) The net increase in tax resulting from the requirement to allocate
contributions between taxable and tax preference income is
$55,887. Of the total increase in tax, this represents 84.6597.
The increase over the present tax with respect to the allocation
of contributions alone is 16.198% and together with the rate
reduction is 15.041%.

** The term "base Section 277 Fraction" referes to the disallowance
factor at zero contributions. Under this proposal, such factor
remains constant at all levels of contributions regardless of
form.
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$CHEDULE 96

TAXPAYER NOIL

ANALYSIS 2F INCOME
AT MAXM-M DESIRED (300,000) CONRIJUTION LEMVE

As defined by:

Adiust.d gross taxable income from Schedule B

Tax preference incg"e (for allocation of itemized deductions)
Long-term appreciation on securities donated to

pttblicly supported charities
Fifty percent of total long-term capital gain excluded from

income

%et municipal bond interest
Excess of intangible drilling and development costs over

alternative of capitalizing such costs and using straight-
Line depreciation

Excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
depreciation

Statutory deduction

Total tax preference incomeias defined

Total income

Total tax preference income
Less long-term appreciation on securities donated to publicly

supported charities
Total tax preference income without appreciation on

charitabeifts

Adjusted gross taxable income

H. R. 13270

Percent of
Percent of total tax

Amount total incme- Preference income

.000000. 61.0 -

254,400. 15.54% 39.93%

200.000. 12.22 31.39
176,400. 10.77 27.68

14,600. 0.89 2.29

1,800.

(10.000.)
637.200.

$ 637,200.

0.11

0_2 )38.92%

0.28

100 007.)

H. R. 13270 modified
by administration's proposal

Percent of
percent of total tax

A!mnt total Income preference income

$1.000.000, 72,327-

76,400. 12.75 46.08 wi

14,600. 1.06 3.81 M

1,800.
(10.000.)

0.13

(0. 72)

Sl-382287. 62 %

0.47

(20.60)

382,800. 27.68%

1.oo00,00 72.32

200,000. 14.46
I

52.25



TAXPAYER MODEL

COST OF GIVING COMPARISON

AT MAXIMI'M DESIRED ($300.000) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

Present Internal Revenue Code

Form of gift

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Form of gift

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Total

1i ft

$ 45,600
254,400,

Total

$ 45,600.

254,400

$300,000.

Direct reduction
in federal

income tax at 707

($ 31,920.)
(178,080

Capital gains
tax saved
at 25%

(063,600.j

H. R. 13270

Direct reduction
in federal

income tax at 65%

($ 29,640.)
(165,360.)

($195.000.

Capital gains
tax saved

ar 32-1127

(Q82,680.)

Net cosL as
a percentage

Net cos of total gift

$13,680. 30.000%

12,720. 5.00014

."

nI1.ll..-z hu eeapr~lon of 'Section 277 Fraction"

Cash Appreciated security Add'l. cash Add'l. other

contribution contribution only contribution deductions of

only at .2866* at.4007* at .1141l** $23,600. at .141*%

$13,069.

(82,680.) $13.069.

5101,938.

$101,9383.

$5. 203-

Net
c ost.

- $ 29,029.
52693. 116,194.

$2.03- $145.223.

Net cost as a percentage of total gift

Present Internal
Revenue Code H. R. 13270 Increase

§"- A"- a

H. R. 13270 modified by administration's proposal

Form of gift

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Total
WIt

$ 45,600.

254.400.

S300 000

Direct reduction

in federal

income tax at 65

($ 29,640.)
(165,360.)

($195,oo)

Disallowance by
operation of "Eection

Capital gains 277 Fractioi." -

tax :aved Contributions

at 32-1/2% at 2866*

- $13,069.

($82,680. 72,911.

($82,680) $85,980

Present Internal
Revenue Code

LAW 7

Net cost as a
percentage of

Net cost total Xil

$ 29,029. 63.660%
79,271. 31.160

$100.300. 36.100%

H R. 13270
modified by

administration's
proposal Incre

J3-- , 17
Percentage

age increase

Net cost as a percentage of total gift 36,19 U2

*Base "Section 277 Fraction" (Disallowance Factor at zero level of contributionS) - In H. R. 13270 modified by

administration's proposal, this remains constant at all Ievels of contributions regardless of form.

**"Section 277 Fraction" at $300,000. level of contributions.

***Difference between above "Section 277 Fraction" value-.

SCHMULE h7

Net cost as a
percentage cf

total gift

48 4(A%

Percentage
increase

n4q-11owanceS h o erati n of " %Pcrton 277 Fraction"

f t



ftWF OF IE&WOD CG IhIIBMIgg To $20.89

PresLnt code H. . 13270

ah Scurit Cash Jecurity

2 R. 4.4oo$5440N-lange - beginning of migr at mrkgg

Transact ons durng ear
Adjusted gross income
Municipal bond Interest
50% long-term capital gain excluded from

income

Totals

Contributions

Nonal locable deduct ions
Base allocable deduction!
Federal income tax

Totals

Balance - end Of Year

$1,000,000.
176,400.

1 -376.-400,

S45.,600.)
(45,800.)
(23.600.)

-(371560.)
($- 4§6.560.-)

s 8BgU.UL

H. k, 13270 modified by
adminttration's prov laa

gmah Stcurty

- 254400

$1,127,200. ($127,200.) $1,127,200. ($127,200.)
176,400. 176,400.

327.200.

2 .*, 11.630,800.

($254,400.) (0 20,898.)
(45,800.)
(23,600.)

($254A00.
) ($ -742,960,

(127.200.) 327.200, UZ20

51.6.80) $ 0 ($254-400

($ 20,898.)
(45,800.)
(23,600.)

(§5S0-662.)

- ( 740.960.)

L sg2~o L -
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TAXPAYER MODEL

COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL INCOME TAX
AT REDUCED CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20,898

H. R. 13270

INCOME
Ordinary income
Fifty percent of long-term capital
gain:
Original amount
On sale of securities previously

given to charity

Adjusted gross income computed.without
reward to disallowed tax preference
provision

Disallowed tax preferences

Adjusted gross income

Itemized deductions
Allocable:

Contributions
Other

Total allocable

Nonallocable

Total itemized deductions

Exemptions

Taxable income without allocation

Disallowed allocable deductions

Taxable income

Tax Per married taxpayers filing toint
return rate table on ordinary
taxable income

$228,180. plus 65% of excess
over $400,000.

$ 800,000.

200,000.

127,200,

$1,127,200.

None

$1,127,200.

$ 20,898.
23.600.

$ 44,498.
... 45,800.

(90.298.)

$1,036,902.
.(1.200.)

$1,035,702.

14.270.

239.72,

H. R. 13270 modified
by administrations

proposal

$ 800,000.

200,000.

127.200.

$1,127,200.

None

$1,127,200.

$ 20,898.
23,600.

$ 44,498.
45.800.

(90.298.)

$1,036,902.
A,1200.)

$1,035,702.

14.270.

L §5Q.§
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SCHEDULE C2

TAXPAYER MODEL

COMPUTATION OF DISALLOWED TAX PREFERENCES
AT REDUCED CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20,898

Items of tax preference
Excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight line depreciation

Fifty percent of total long term capital
gain excluded from income:
Original amount
On sale of securities previously
given to charity

Net municipal bond interest

Total tax preferences

Adjusted gross income computed without

regard to disallowed tax preference provision

Total

Limit on tax preferences - greater of $10,000.
or 50% of above total

Disallowed tax preferences
Excess of total tax preferences
Over limit on tax preferences

Which is

H.R. 13270
modif ied

by
administration's

H.R.13270 proposal

$ 1,800. $ 1,800.

200,000. 200,000.

127,200. 127,200.
176,400. 176,400.

505,400. 505,400.

1,127,200. 1,127,200.

$ 505,400. $ 505,400.
816,300. 816,300.

. None. None

ji
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SCHEDULE C3

TAXPAYER MODEL

CONTRIBUTIONS AT REDUCED
CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20,898.

H.R. 13270

H.R. 13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

Contribution base

Adiusted gross income

Allowable tax preferences
Excess of intangible drilling and

development costs over alternative
of capitalizing such costs and using
straight line depreciation

Statutory deduction
Total tax preferences as defined for

this section and for allocation of
deductions

Contribution base

Limitations on contributions deduction
Publicly supported charities:

At 50% of contribution base

At 30% of contribution base on gifts of
appreciated securities which, if sold,
would result in long term capital gain

$1,127,200. $.1127,200.

505,400. 505,400.

14,600. 14,600.
(10,000.)- (10.000.)

510,000. 510,000.

S1.63? .2o. Sl.637.200.

s 818.600. S 818.600.

S42110. 491,.160,
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SCHEDULE C4

TAXPAYER MODEL

ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS AT
REDUCED CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20.898.

H.R. 13270

H.R. 13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

Computation of "Section 277 fraction"
Allowable tax preferences as defined

for this section (ATP)

Modified adjusted gross income:
Taxable income determined without

regard to this provision
Allocable deductions

Total modified adjusted gross income (MAGI)

Total ATP and MAGI

,ATP
AT? + MAGI

Computation of disallowed deductions
The lesser of allowable tax preferences

or the

Allocable deductions of $44,497. multiplied
by the "Section 277 fraction"

$ 510.000. $ 510,000.

1,035,703. 1,035,703.
44.498. 44,498.

1,080,201. 1.080.201.

SI.590.201. A .590.201.

.3207 .... Z.

s 510O.OOO. $ 51o.00o.

S 14.270.. . 14.270.

I. -
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SCHEDULE 0

LOAD HR13270

READY

LIST

HR13270 16:14 09/15/69 MONDAY NYC

10 PRINt "THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE 'CPITICA. CHAPITDRLF"
20 PRINT "CONTRIBUTION' WHICH CAUSES THE DECREASE IN CHARITtBL COP-"
30 PRINT "TRIBUTIONS TO EOUAL THE INCREASE IN TAXES I;lEN THE PPOVISIYNS"1
40 PRINT "OF H.N. 13270 ARE APPLIED AND COMPARED WITH THE RESULTS"
50 PRINT "DERIVED FROM THE PRESENT TAX LAW."9
60 PRINT
70 PRINT
80 PRINT "ENTER MAXIMUM CASH CONTPIBUTION X1"j
90 INPUT Xl
100 PRINT "ENTER MAXIMUM TOTAL CONTRIBUTION X2"g
110 INPUT X2
120 PRINT "ENTER TAX UNDER EXISTING LEGISLATION";
130 INPUT TO
140 PRINT
150 PRINT "OPTIONS:'
160 PRINT
170 PRINT " DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ADMINISTRATIONN OPTION"';
180 INPUT N$
190 IF N$:'YES' GO TO 230
200 IF N$:'NO' GO TO 250
210 PRINT "ERRORI RETYPE ANSWER YES OR NO."
220 GO TO 180
230 LET Nrl
200 GO TO 260
250 LET N20
260 PRINT " DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTPIUU1TAnLE OP!LY TO"
270 PRINT " CONTRIBUTIONS"j
280 INPUT E$
290 IF E$zS'YES

t 
GO TO 330

300 IF ES:'NO' GO TO 350
310 PRINT ERRORSI RETYPE ANSWER YES OP NO."
320 CO TO 280
33D LET EI
340 GO TO 360
350 LET EtO
360 PRINT " 00 YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL";
370 INPUt C$
380 IF C$S'YES' GO TO 420
390 IF C$z'NO' CO TO 440
O0 PRINT "ERRORI RETYPE ANSWER YES OR NO.

n

010 GO TO 370
420 LET Cc1
430 GO TO 450 -
440 LET C:0
450 PRINT
46o PRINT
470 LET XAXl
*80 GOSUB 780
490 LET FPF
500 LET X:X2
510 GOSUB 780
520 LET F2zP
530 LET XZCX1NF2-X2KF1)/(F2-P1)
5A GOSUB 780
550 LET FO2F
560 LET XOvXNOLET SXNOXNI/FF)

GOSUB 780
590 IF ABS(F),1 4O TO 550
600 PRINT USING 610.
610 : CRITICAL
620 PRINT USING 630
630 : CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION
640 PRINT USING 650
650 : CONTRIBUTION H.R.13270 INCREASE DECREASE
66o PRINT
rO 10 PRINT USIN4 E80 iti-oT2-X

690 PRINT
700 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONSt;
710 INPUT OS -
720 IF OI:*YES' GO TO 760
3o rF tsz'N6l'CO Tb 770

740 PRINT ERRORI RETYPE ANSWER YES OR NO."
750 GO TO 710
760 GO TO 140
770 STOP
780. Lt T1UT0,1012ZXE+X2-X
790 LET O0u.Sx(1-N)X(X-Xl)x(1+SCNCX-Xl))
800 LET OI:(1-C)MC.25x(X2*Xl)X(1-SAN(X-Xl))*.25Nx2-X :(I+ rt'fX.xl
810 LET O:C3828004.0001)/(953000,382800,00,2XD1)
820 LET T22228180+.65N((953000-400O00),Dl.(X,2360)t(1-D))
830 LET TaTl
80 LET PsT2-TI
850 RETURN
860 END
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SCHEDULE D-i

RUN

HR13270 15:52 09/15/69 VONDAY NYC

THIS PROGRAM COKPUTES THE VALUE OF THE CRITICALL CH^°1TAnLE
CONTRIBUTION' WHICH CAUSES THE DECREASE IN CHARITABLE CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO EQUAL THE INCREASE IN TAXES WHEN THE PPrVISInNS
OF H.R, 13270 ARE APPLIED AND COPPARED WITH THE PESULTS
DERIVED FROM THE PRESENT TAX LAW.

ENTER MAXIMUM CASH CONTRIBUTION Xl? 45600
ENTER MAXIMUM TOTAL CONTRIBUTION X2? 300000
ENTER TAX UNDER EXISTINn LEGISLATION? 371560

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER $ADMINISTRATION OPTION$? NO
DO Y(XU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO

CONTRIBUTIONS? NO
DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE " TAX UNDER
CONTRIBUTION H.R.13270

20R97 650662

lAX CONTPIrUTIrN
INCPFASE PECPEPSE

279102 270102

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTI?.NS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER 'ADMINISTRATION 0OTIONI? YES
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO

!ONTRIBUTIONS? NO
DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATtER THAN SELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE

CONTRIBUTION

20897

TAX UNDER
H.R.13270

650662

TAX CONTRIBUTION
INCREASE DECREASE

27910? 279102

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

CPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER 'ADMINISTRATION OPTION'? NO
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIRUTIONS? YES

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES FATHER THAN SIELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE
CONTRIBUTION

39030

TAX UNDER
H.R.13?70

642656

TAX CONTPIBUTIPN
INCREASE DECREASE

271096 260969

00 YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER'OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

00 YOU WISH TS ENTER 'ADMINISTRATION OPTION'? YES
DO YOU WlSH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? YES

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHAR ITAILE

coNTRetUTION

39030

TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION
if.R.13270 INCREASE DECREASE

642656 271096 26090
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SCHEDULE D-1 (coft

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ADMINISTRATION OPTION? NO
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? NO

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? YES

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDEP TAX CONTPIRUTIOrN

CONTRIBUTION H.R,13270,,- - INCREASE P-C¢EAeF

163750 507809 136249 1362, q"-,

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENtER 'ADMINIStRATiON OPTION'? YES
DO YOU WISH/TO PAY TAX CEASEE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY d0TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? NO ASE .

00 YOU WItI1 TO RETAI'N'SECURITIES ATHE.R THAN SELL? YES,-,

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER , / / TAX CONTrIUT ION

CON RIBUTION ,,iR.13270 ASE DfCPEASE

i 176914 >9. ;J3o68 21o85'.-

oo WIS TO CONSI- ION S

OPTIONS:- -- / /

DO YOU WI 'H TO ENTER, ADMINISTRATIONN OPYTON'? O "'"
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTISUTrKBLE O tLYTO

CONTRIBU ,ONS? YES A R YES
00 YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES-RATHRL?

CRITICAL TAX--'
CHARITABLE\, TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION

CONTRiSUTiC*N "H.R.13270 INCREASE DECREASE

179752 " 4 130374 120247 7 "

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER'ADHINISTRATION OPTION'? YES
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? YES

00 YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? YES

CRITICAL -
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION

CONTRIBUTIO' ,W.13270 INCREASE DECREASE

195798 485088 114328 104201

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? NO

TIME 0 MINS. 1 SES.
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SCHEDULE E

TAXPAYER MOIEL

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Total
desired

contr ibut ion

Required
contribution
reduct ion

Ba lance
for

contribut ion

Percentage
contr ibut ion
reduct ion

Federal
income
tax at

balance for
contribution

Pay increase in Federal
Income Tax resulting
solely from the require-
ment to allocate
char table contributions
and assuming sale of
securities withheld from
charity (H.R. 13270 and
H.R. 13270 Modified by
Administration's
Proposal)

Pay full increase in
Federal Income Tax re-
sulting from proposed
changes but without sale
of securities withheld
from charity:
H.R. 13270
H.R. 13270 Modified by

Administration's
Proposal

$300,000 $260,969 $ 39,031 86.99%

30,000 136,250

.300,000 123,086

163,750 45.42%

176,914 41.03%

Pay increase in Federal
Income Tax resulting solely
from the requirement to
allocate charitable contri-
butions and without sale of
securities withheld from
charity:

H.R. 13270
H.R. 13270 Modified by

Administration's
Proposal

300,000 120,248 179,752 40.08% 501 ,934

195,798 34.73% 485,888

Assumpt ions

$642,656

507,809

494,645

300,000 104,202
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The CHAIRMAN. Now, the next witness is Mayor Sam Yorty, whom
we are pleased to welcome back here, a former member of the House
of Representatives. We recall you from those days, Mr. Mayor, and
some of us have followed the very fine record you have made as mayor
of the city of Los Angeles. We think you have done a fine job.

Senator CunTrs. Mr. Chairman, may I also point out that Mr. Yorty
is a native of Lincoln, Nebr., and has a family back there. The people
from Lincoln never cease to remind folks as to who is the mayor of
Los Angeles.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand, Mr. Mayor, that you are scheduled to
appear before another committee at 11 o'clock. I was at least so in-
formed. If that is the case we will try to ask questions after you have
explained your views.

STATEMENT OF HON. SAM YORTY, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF
LOS ANGELES

Mayor Yoirr. Mr. Chairman, I understand my friend Senator An-
derson likes to time the eggs there and I don't like hardboiled eggs so
if he wants to turn on the timer it is all right with me.

First of all, Senators, I want to thank you for this time and the cour-
tesy of inviting me, the city of Los Angeles, to express its views.

I won't presume to take up your time by reading the statement which
is already in the committee print anyway, at page 153. It begins, it is not
a very long statement, but I would like to point out to you that our
department of water and power in Los Angeles pioneered the revenue
bond system financing improvements for the future of our cit

As the circumstances stand now, we have planned that for the 5-year
period 1969 to 1974, and this ispage 156 of the committee print facili-
ties amounted to $1,650 million depending upon the currentiaw and our
ability to finance these improvements with tax-exempt bonds, and we
don't feel that it would be either wise or fair to interfere with our
ability to finance our own projects as we have been doing for a long
time in this type of project by now even threatening to change the
rules of the game, and I can tell you that already the very thieat of this
legislation has had a very serious effect on our ability to go forward
with our projects by marketing bonds.

When you add this threat to the tight money and high interest rates
we have very great difficulties, and so we would like, of course, to see
this legislation put not on a back burner but clear off the burners, and
we would like very much to see it done as expeditiously as possible,
because the uncertainty is going to hover over us until this great com-
mittee and the Senate makes its final decision.

The CHAMMAN. Well, you know, Mr. Mayor, just because we on this
committee vote against such a proposal and, may I sal, that a com-
pletely devastating case against the House provision on t~his subject has
been made by your associates as mayors of great cities, by the Gover-
nors of 50 States, by all of the local officials, the county commissioners,
the school boards, so far as I determine there is not an elected official
in America who represents anyone at the State or local level who is for
this thing and they are all adamantly opposed to this.

In addition to that all the banks are very much opposed to it, and it
is amazing to me that it has gotten this far. It is difficult to see how the

3&-M 0--49--Vt. 4-46
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measure could have gained as much support as it seemed to hav'e
gained, except the. House has a closed rule as you are familiar.

M11ayor YORTY. Yes; very familiar.
The CAIRr,%N. You have to take it or leave it on the whole thing,

and someone says there is tax reform so you must vote for it.. But we
can't give you any final answer on this until we hold a conference with11
the House.

Governor Kirk raised that point., coul(ln't we take a stand ofl this
thing as early as l)Ossible but even if we do there is no certainty what,
Congress willi do until we pass a bill and meet with the House, and
there is no sure conclusion on that.

Mayor Yowrv. I am certain of that. I just hope it, would happen soon.
We wish somebody in the House would decide they had better recon-
sider this provision sel)arately and get this threat away from over our
heads so the cities can go ahead with their rejectss.

And s peaking for the city of Los Angeles, I can tell you this is very
true with us. As yon know, we are definitely opening a great airport.
system which will serve the whole Western part of the United States,
as Senator Anderson well knows. It is really a great, regional airport
system, and all of this is being held up partly by the threat of this
legislation.

The CIrnMAN. Well, you are in a position now that you can't sell
your bonds, I would assume. Many mayors have so testified.

Mayor YORTY. That is right. It, is very difficult.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a coiling on the interest rate you can

pay on the new obligations, new issues?
Mayor YORTY. Well, when I first became mayor we were selling our

AA water and power bonds for about 2.9, and now it is up around 6
percent for these AA bonds, which our water and power department
has that rating so it is almost impossible to market them now even
without the legislation because of the high rate, but the legislation on
topof the high rate makes it impossible.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator AmmisoN. I am very happy to greet the mayor again.

What he stresses is completely right. The rates are so high that, nobody
can afford to sell them.

Senator WrrLr.ts. I have no questions, Mayor Yorty, except the
chairman stated the situation accurately, and all we can do is pledge
we will get the answer for you as nipidly as possible, but we cant do it
until we get a conference with the House and get the final decision.

Mayor Yoi Tr. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. 'Mr. Mayor. we are delighted that you are here. We

have a long list of witnesses and I will waive questions.
Mayor YORTY. I must say, Senator, you gave us a pretty rough time

down'at Lincoln a week ago, 10SC versus Nebraska.
Senator CUrTs. I am sorry I couldn't be there.
Senator BmD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mayor YORTY. I was down in your State yesterday, Senator.
Senator BR,. I am delighted.
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rho CII,.RMAN. We are very pleased to have you back.
Mayor Yowrrv. Thank you, N ,. Chairman.
(1ion. Sam Yorty's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT BY Tl E IIONORABLE SAM YORTY, NIAYOR OF TilE CITY OF Los AsOELES,
CALIF.

lro'isionis under Titles III and VI of 1IR 13270, which afflet the tax-exemlipt
sttus of inunilluil bnd1s, present it most serious financial threat to the City of
Los Angeles, and I strongly urge this ('onnittee to reject these , proliO.sals. These
lrOlx)sa ls constitute an unwarranted Interference with the functioning of locil
government which has ein given at voinstantly expanding role in serving the
leolole of th iiation. Furtheriore-, they conic at it thue when the larger urban
eliters are confronted with unprecedented demands for financing essential capi-

tit] ltroJects.
1 aim well aware that the motivation for this legislation WaS an attempt to

providt id nilore equitable Fteral inoile tax structure, but If such legislation

wil r, suilt, ats I 11rnily believe it will, in enlarging the local tax burden of the
leol)le of Los Angeles and ofl delriving their of needed public facilities, then I
1iiiist Ol)pO. it.

I will not. attempt, to cover -ill of the general and constitutional arguments
against the adoption of the.*, measures since these points have leen or will be
ably lre.,eited to you by others. My remarks will be directed at tie effect of these
proposals on the nearly three million people of Los Angeles (and the more than
eight million for whon Lros Angeles serves as the urban core and nerve center).
Ilopefully this view from Los Angeles will be relatable to other major population
centers tin the nation.

By way of background, let me state briefly that the City of Los Angeles has
relied hevily on the municipal bond market in its rapid development since the
(lose of World War I1, and has Issued over one billion dollars In general obligation
and revenue bonds in Just the pxist twenty years. With the assistance provided by
this source of financing, the (ity of Los Angeles has built the nation's largest
municiplally owned utility providing the total water and electricity nees of the
City, a new jet age airpot-now the second busiest in the nation, the nation's
foremost man-made harbor, a modern sanitation system, a world famous zoo, and
many other significant public facilities.

How important has the tax-exempt ftvttire of municipal bonds been to these
developments? In the case of several project,, lower interest costs available
through municipal bond financing provided the economic feasibility for projects
which otherwise would not have qualified.

Lower interest costs on outstanding debt are the only obvious break the local
property taxpayer receives. Local property taxes In Los Angeles have already
reached a level where we are constantly seeking alternatives to reduce the
burden.

Notwithstnding the volume of municlipl bond financing the City has engaged
in for development purposes, the practice has not been abluSd. The City's bonds
by virtue of sound financial management have earned the confident support of
bond rating agencies and are considered a prie credit in the mnnlelpal bond
market.

'I have seen statements emanating front Congres.ional and Treasury sources
that indicate that the legislation now before you will not significantly affect the
municipal bond market or raise Intere.t rates on new isues. This is simply not
true. As a matter of htct, the mere announcement by Chairman Mills early this
year that his committee was going to consider legislation in this area, proved
severely disruptive to the munielpal bond market. The uncertainty this generated
as to the course Congress might follow In this field, caused all outstanding bonds
in the municipal market to be discounted In value and drove many potential
investors for future municipal issues from the market place.

Indices of Interest rates on corporate bonds and nunlcipil bonds, which his.
torically tend to track one another, suddenly diverged. Acknowledging the diffi-
cult money market conditions that have existed this year, we Rtill observed that
the rate of increase In municipal Interest rates has been more than 3YA times that
in the corporate sector. The Increase In municipal borrowing costs in the first nine
months of this year, as reflected In the indices, has been 20.3%, while costs of
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corporate borrowing moved up 7.4%. One announcement by the committee chair.
man, In the course of the committee's hearings, resulted in an historic 25 basis
point rise In the municipal bond Index in one day. On a $30 million isue of the
City's water bonds such a rise in the bond Index, equivalent to %% on the interest
rate, would have raised borrowing costs on the issue by more than a million
dollars.

As further evidence of disruption In the municipal bond market, interest Tates
have now risen beyond statutory interest rate linilts for several classes of the
City's bonds. As a consequence, we have been unable to issue any airport bonds
this year, when It had been our intention to Issue approximately $170 million to
finance necessary expansion of airport facilities. Millions of dollars in vital local
improvement projects in the City have had to be postponed as a result of the
effect this legislation has had on Interest rates. The Department of Water and
Power, which does not have a statutory Interest rate limitation, has witnessed
interest costs on Its bonds increase 20% in the past nine months and Interest costs
on its short-term borrowing Jump almost 50% in the same period. Rates for water
and electrical service to the Department's 1,600,000 customers must eventually
reflect these higher interest expenses.

Looking to the future, our capital programs in Los Angeles were planned with
a heavy reliance on the municipal bond market to provide needed funds. In the
five-year period 1060-1074, the amount contemplated to be raised through munic-
ipal bond issues totals more than $1,600,000,000, broken down as follows:

Mi--on
Airport facilities ------------------------------------------ $710
Water and power facilities ------------------------------------ 35Recreation antd parks facilities------------------140
Library facilities ------------------------------------------- 35
Sewer facilities --------------------------------------------- 01
Parking facilities ------------------------------------------- 20
Harbor facilities -------------------------------------------- 14
Fire, police and general administrative facilities --------------------- 35
District Improvement projects ----------------------------------- 70

Total ---------------------------------------------- 1,650
Increased interest costs on municipal bonds, which would be brought about by

legislative changes governing the treatment of tax-exempt income in the Federal
Income tax structure, would obviously run Into the hundreds of millions of dol-
lars for the City of Los Angeles alone. This result, repeated in large cities through-
out the nation would, If totaled, provide a clear perspective on the crushing bur-
den to be added to the local taxpayer were the legislative proposals in Title III
of H.R. 18270 to be enacted.

The City of Los Angeles must get on with the indispensable developmental pro-
grams that are required to provide a liveable environment for its burgeoning popu-
lation. Title VI of H.R. 18270 purports to offer an offset to cities for loss of the
advantages of Issuing tax-exempt bonds should the cities elect to accept a Federal
interest cost subsidy for issuing fully taxable bonds. Gentlemen, I have spent
some time as a member of Congress and know well the requirements to hold hear-
ings, to examine evidence, to deliberate, and finally, to make a judgment on the
worthiness of capital projects before granting approval for the expenditure of
Federal funds. This proposal is simply not workable when consideration iB given
to the staggering volume of municipal projects which are needed and needed now.
Decisions on what city projects are to be built in Los Angeles, In what priority and
how financed, are decisions that must be made in Los Angeles, not in Washington,
D.C. This proposal runs counter to a growing awareness throughout the nation
that government must decentralize In order to become truly responsive to the
needs of its citizens,

The municipal bond market has been thrown Into an almost chaotic state by
Congressional actions relating to the treatment of tax-exempt bonds since the
opening of this 01st Congress. The restoration of traditional investor confidence
in municipal securities, will require a resounding rejection of the proposals before
you. To quietly vote these, proposals down or to refer them for further study,
will leave the municipal bond market in the shroud that It has worn throughout
this year.

The contention that proposals for legislation against the tax-exempt status of
municipal bonds are an appropriate response to taxpayers' demand for tax reform
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will, I assure you, not set well with the people of Los Angeles; not when the peo-
ple are made aware that the )rpI0)ols advaicned will significantly add to their
own local tax burden and set up roadblocks to the progressive development of
their City.

The CHAIRMAN. Next we will call the Honorable Stanley S. Surrey,
former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy.

Mr. Surrey, we are pleased to have you here, and I suppose that, for
lack of a better name, we might call this the Surrey bill, and we are
interested in knowing your views on it. [Laughter.]

Senator WILLIAMS. DRd you say Surrey or sorry ? [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF STANLEY S. SURREY, PROFESSOR OF LAW,
HARVARD LAW SCHOOL

Mr. SURREY. Mr. Chairman, I ain )leased to be here and also pleased
to be here on the same day that my former boss, Secretary Dillon, is
here.

I have a long statement. I am just going to summarize certain parts
of it, Mr. Chairman.

As you would expect, from what you said, I think the bill before
you is a very significant step forward in the ncconplishment of the
task of tax reform. It certainly is not the end of the road by any
means, but it is a major beginning. In the annals of tax reform a major
beginning is a major event and therefore, I am here really to expresss
strong support for the House bill.

Now, I will cover certain portions of the bill only.
One, very briefly, the treatment of low-income taxpayers. I think

the House approach to that treatment with its increased minimum
standard deduction or low-income allowance of $1,100 is the right
approach. It both removes the -income tax from people who are below
the pverty line--I see no reason why they should pay taxes-and
sub1t[Iktfiaily reduces the burdens of the people just above the poverty
line.

Pareinthetically, I would say that the Treasury recommendations in
that area to phase out that allowance are on the wrong track. They do
lhve iihe effect of relieving a person from tax, say, a single person at
the poverty level of $1,700, a single person. The Treasury proposal
would relieve that fellow from tax.

lut then as soon as he has any money above $1,700 the Treasury
proposal places a high tax on him, higher in effect than the starting
rates of tax.

For example, just to show what is the result. of a phaseout, policy,
under the House bill for the first year of phaseout the starting rates
of tax for people just above the poverty line are increased 150 percent.
While everybody thinks that the startiig rate will be 14 percent-and
that is the rte you find when you look at the income tax scale the
actual rate of tax on a fellow who earns a dollar of income above
$1,700 is 21 percent. It is 50 percent higher than the regular rate.

Now, it seems to me really outrageous to luivo a high rate of tax, 21
percent., onl a person who is just above the povertyy line. Under the
r reasury plhaseout, when the regular tax rates ae 1: percent, a person
just alXe the oxeml)t. level, a pIL'son who, i earning Cbov $1,700, will
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really be paying a rate of 161/4 percent. These are high rates to place
on people in those brackets. Yet the phaseout recommendation has
that result, because for every dollar he earns under the Treasury
reconnendation he has to pay tax on $1.25, and, quite obviously, that
increases his tax rate by 25 percent.

So I think the House bill when it finally finishes in 1971 by comi-
pletely giving a flat $1,100 minilnum standard deduction is the right

On the question of the middle-income taxpayers, in connection with
Senator Mifler's question, I would agree with Secretary Dillon tlat
the House approach of increasing the standard deduction on groullds
of simplicity and fairness is the best approach and it should he around
15 percent and $2,000.

When you get to the upper-income groups you really have a basic
problem of tax fairness. There is absolutely no question'that there has
ben a complete breakdown of the fairness of the income tax in the
upper income grounds. With some people paying no tax despite great
amounts of wealth and income, with others pa ying very small taxes
despite great amounts of wealth and income, no one can say that the
income tax has not broken down in these brackets. Whether you are
in the poverty level or whether you are a man in the $20,000, or$:30,000
or $40,000 group, you have cause to complain about the people witl
great income and great wealth simply not paying taxes.

Any changes in this situation are going to affect, some things in the
United States, because once you start asking people to pay tieir fair
share of taxes there are going to be consequences in the UnTited States.

One has to tolerate those consequences. You have been told that in
certain areas those consequences are too severe. But they may not turn
out to be too severe. There is no one so pessimistic in this world about
the future of the country or the future of anything as the taxpayer
or industry about to lose its tax preference. that is really what hIac
been said to this committee. There has been a wave of pessimism por-
trayed to you by the people who stand to gain from their pessimistic
predictions because they say their pessimism can only be countered by
keeping all the preferences we have today.

I think the wiser course would l)e to follow the path of tax reform
and then see if there are particular areas in which there really are
problems, if so, then see what has to be done in those areas by direct
Government assistance.

Now, let me illustrate, for example, by this matter of tax-exempt
securities. It is very difficult for me to sit here and talk about it, Mr.
Chairman, when you just said a devastating case has been made against
the House bill. But reallyI think, there has been a devastating amount
of misinformation on the ttouse bill.

The CITAIRMAN. Might I just say this, Mr. Surrey: If you have to be
elected from a State and you find that every elected official down there
is against what you are asked to vote for, you would be inclined to rec-
ognize the facts of life and not only do they make a logical argument,
they have the power to take you out of office if you cannot appreciate it.

Mr. SURREY. I cannot deal with that aspect of the matter, Mr. Chair-
man. Let me deal only with, say, the logic of the matter apart from
that. I talked recently to a very large group of local tax officials in
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Massachusetts about this matter. O(e ward there the question, "Our
taxes have to go u1) because our interest cost has to go up," and all the
like.

But let us look at this Itouse bill. Tne House bill does provide, as
Secretary )illon indicated, that in the future if State and local gov-
ernments issue taxable bonds the Secretary of the Treasury can pay 40
l)erceint of the interest on tlose bonds.

1IAA us assume tomorrow that the Secretary of the Treasury starts
i)ayng 40 percent of the interest on State and local bonds. Bonds would
then go out, at a lower cost to municipalities. The Secretary of the
Treasury could in fact, pay close to 0150 percent of tle interest on State
and local bonds and the Federal Goverimnent wouldn't lose anything
ol the matter. It would be made up by tile revenue collections on; bonds
that are, taxable wh ich used to be tax-exempt.

Let us assume then that this system is in effect and are over the diffi-
cult )eriod of transition that we are in now. We are in this turmoil
now. You are told it is due to the House bill. But a very large )art of it
is due to the interest market and the fact that the banks are net, sellers
of securities, which is not due to the tax bill. Banks are not subject to
tax on this interest under the Ifouse bill. But let us say we get through
this period, and taxable bonds are issued and there is ihis Federal pay-
ment of part, of the interest cost. When things settle down States and
localities will have lower interest costs than they have today and I do
not then see how their taxes go up and how their interest costs go up.

Let me carry this a step further. Let us assume we enter into a period
in which 'many future issues, the majority of future issues, are taxable
issues. What happens to the values of existing tax-exempt securities.
They become very valuable, because they will come to be a scarce con-
modity. The holders of tax-exempt securities would thus stand to have
windfall gains if future issues are going out on a taxable basis.

Now, to a considerable extent subjecting their interest on existing
-ecurities to the minimum Lax and to allocations is an offset. Subjecting
that interest to the limit on preferences and to allocation may indeed
be at best only a mild offset to the windfall gains that are involved if
tax-exeml)t securities tend to be smaller and smaller in proportion to
the volume of taxables outstanding. That could well be the case-it
should be tile case-if this Hlouse bill proposal on taxable bonds works.

Now, I haven't heard people tell you that it won't. work. All I have
heard is tha. this is the first step down the road to Federal control.

But there is nothing in the House bill that involves any Federal
control. It. is an automatic l)rovision. The Secretary of the Treasury
simply sends a check with no questions asked to any mayor who elects
to issue a taxable bond.

Senator WILLIA8s. Could I ask a question at that point? Would
that check be sent to the issuer of the bonds regardless of their rating?

Mr. Svmm.i. Absolutely no questions. Just as it is in effect today,
Senator, through the exeml)tion.

Senator WIuLAMs. Even if we have a community that is just in-
corporated for a new bond issue?

Mr. SuimRY. That, is right.
Senator WimaviAs. And it is not solid, the Government still guaran-

tees it?
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Mr. SURREY. No; I didn't say guarantee it. No; no guarantee.
Senator WILLIAMS. Guarantee the interest?
Mr. SURREY. No guarantee of interest, just as happens today. The

States and localities have a blank check today on the Treasury in the
form of issuing a tax-exempt bond. The check that the Secretary of
the Treasury would send under the House bill-an actual check will
be worth more than the blank check that they have today. There will
be no questions asked. It is automatic and it is permanent. Investors
have the same protection as to this amount as they have if they buy
a Federal bond.

Senator WILLIAMS. If the Government can get all of its money back
by paying 50 percent of the interest, suppose we advance it to a hun-
dred percent and pay it out, how much will we get?

Mr. SURREY. No; it is not that. As Senator lyrd says it looks like
magic. But it isn't if you look at the figures. If these bonds were
taxable that came out in the past, the Federal Government annually
would have gained about $2.6 or $2.7 billion-if the bonds had gone
out in the past as taxable bonds. The interest saving on tax-exempt
securities to State and local governments that occurred in the past as
against issuing taxable securities is only about $1.8 billion. There is
thus a tremendous wastage in this mechanism because the interest rates
have to be tailored to people lower than those in the top brackets.

So the Federal Government could simply take this difference today
between what it would get if the bonds were taxable, and the lower
rates of interest that the States now get, and pay that additional
amount to State and local governments and could stillbreak even. That
is why the Federal Government doesn't lose money and that is the an-
swer to Senator Byrd, with respect to paying this subsidy. It is just
taking away the commission that is paid today to high-income people
and the banks when they purchase these bonds. It is taking that com-
mission and it is handing it over to State and local government. Why
State and local government should not want this additional advantage
nobody has answered in any testimony before you.

I must say when I made this statement before the officials in Massa-
chusetts, a great many of them had never heard the case presented that
way. They had been subjected to a barrage of, I think, misinformation,
frankly, on this bill and that is one of the problems that your commit-
tee faces.

Now, to move on, I do favor the proposals in the House bill that deal
directly with the problems of the high-income groups, the elimination
of unlimited charitable deduction, the treatment of capital gains, the
cutback on real estate preferences-I think it could go further-and
a number of other matters.

I also favor the general backup provisions-which are the minimum
tax or limit on preferences and the allocation of deductions--to take
care of those situations where the other preferences have not been han-
dled directlT.

I would like to say one word on farm losses. I think on that matter
the House bill does a very poor job. Again, there is a lot of misinforma-
tion on farm losses. A person uses the term farm losses and it sounds
like people are losing a lot of money. They are not losing money. They
are investing money in farms which the tax system today calls a cur-
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rent expense, and that current expense is so large, because it represents
initial investment, that it exceeds the current income.

So what eo you do with that "loss"? You take that loss and you apply
it against your other income, not from farms, whether it is dividends
or brokerage commissions or anything else, and you don't pay tax on
that other income.

The net result is that for wealthy people the Government is in effect
paying them to have the farm by eliminating their tax on the nonfarm
income, and the wealthier you are and the higher bracket you are in the
more you get paid for having a farm.

The House bill fundamentally does not correct that. Its revenue gain
in this area is about $20 million whereas an appropriate revenue gain
would 'be $150 million to $200 million. Senator Metcalf's bill is along
the right track. But no one should get misled by this use of the word
"losses." It is investments that are being written off against other
income. Th result is it 'huge negative income tax for people with
nonfarm income wvho choose to own a farm.

Another weakness in the House bill is the 50-percent top rate on
earned income.

Now, it seems to me there are two problems with that proposal. It is
said that the limit is necessary in order to discourage people with
large amounts of earned income from looking around for tax shelters.
The difficulty with this is that you can have your 50-percent limit and
still 'have your tax shelter. There is nothing in this bill that closes down
all the tax shelters. Consequently, an executive will still 'have ways to
roam around and 'have 'his tax shelter and still 'have this limit put on
earned income.

Secretary Dillon pointed out the enormous tax shelter of holding
appreciated securities until you die. There is nothing that keeps an
executive from holding his appreciated securities until he dies, with
that appreciation year after year escaping tax, and still 'having a
50-percent limit on this salary.

The only way really to do this, if you wanted to do it, is the way Sen-
ator Long approached it. There are two differences between his
approach and the House bill. One, his approach was an effective rate
of 50 percent, not a marginal rate as in the House bill but an effective
rate of 50 percent. In other words, it was the rate on total income and
not just the top rate. And, secondly, he applied the 50-percent rate to all
of a person's income. What 'he said essentially was that looking at all
of the income of a person he shouldn't pay more than 50 percent of all
that income to the Government. If you are going to have any limits,
that is the right approach. The House approach which says we will look
at one segment of his income, put a marginal rate of 50 percent on that,
disregard what other income he may have that is untaxed, is completely
wrong. Therefore, it seems to me it is a serious defect in the House bilL

We are a long ways from starting in that fashion to seriousl reduce
the progression of the tax until we do more than the House gill does
about e-osing up the preferences.

My time is running out and let me just mention one or two other
places where I think the House bill is weaker-where other people will
not tell you it is weaker so, therefore, I would like to say this.

The House bill has the unfortunate effect of spending about a billion
dollars through tax incentives. What does it dO It has got a 5-year
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amortization provision for pollution control facilities. It is going to
cost a lot of money, about $400 million. It hasgot a 7-year amortization
provision for railroad cars. It has got a 5-year amortization for re-
habilitation of Federal housing. Put all those together and you have
about a billion dollars. I don't think there is a word in the House com-
mittee report, that says there is anything to show that this exl)endi-
ture--that is what it is, an expenditure of Government money-has
anything to back it up in the form of any studies people have made.

There is nobody who has said, so far as I know, that if the Federal
Government is suddenly to sl)end $400 million for pollution control,
that the $400 million should be spent in this way of amortization for
industrial facilities. If the States and municipalities are looking for
aasistance--and they really need assistance in pollution control-'here
is $400 million that ought to be going to them. Yet without any study,
without any question of what the priorities are in 1 minute the House
adds $400 million of Government funds to pollution control without
any regard to what is going on with regard to the rest of the pollution
problem.

The same way with rehabilitation housing. There is no study that
shows we should be spending as a top priority $300 million to $400
million on the rehabilitation of old houses. My guess is, if you ask hous-
ing experts if they were suddenly given $300 million to $400 million
to spend what is the top priority, it would not be in rehabilitation of
old housing.

So if you are looking for places to cut in this bill and to save money,
and not have an unbalancedbill, there is about a billion dollars in the
incentives in the House bill with no studies in back of it.

Finally, one word on the rate reduction. The rate reduction in the
House bill is large. I think they go about the priorities correctly. The
first priority is the low-income groups, the second priority the middle-
income groups with the standard deduction.

Then they do make overall rate reductions which I think are prob-
ably on the excessive side. I think the House bill perhaps was a better
bill before it was revised on the last day. But I think the Treasury
approach, which is to say that the across-the-board rate reductions
have the highest priority and that the relief of the lower-income
groups and the relief of those in the middle-income groups not using
itemized deductions have a lower priority is to put this'thing backward.

I also think it is wrong at this time to start cutting t lie corporate
tax on the ground that we may need incentives to investments.

Secretary Dillon indicated that the investment credit was adopted
as an incentive to investment. The Treasury feels apparently, and I
suppose most economists feel today, that at this time we don't need
such incentives to investment. It may be we may well need them a few
years from now, and then I think the question will be what is the
appropriate way of achieving that. But at this time I would not
suddenly decide that the most appropriate way is to cut the corporate
tax. I think in the final analysis the more appropriate way would be,
as Secretary Dillon says, to use the investment credit. But I think it
is too early now to start cutting the corporate tax, especially at the
expense of the low-income taxpayers in the country and the middle-
income taxpayers in the country.
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I did want to mention something on charitable contributions in
view of Secretary Dillon's testimony., but my time is out and maybe
it will be covered "in questions.

Thank you.
The CHAItm..N. Why don't you go ahead and say what you want

to say about charitable contributions?
Mr. SvLnniy. Well, I am. in a difficult position testifying with re-

gard to Secretary Dillon's testimony. Ie pointed out'in that testi-
iony that he is the president of the)Board of Overseers of Harvard
College. I am only a professor at Harvard College. [Laughter.]

And there is an interesting difference.
The CHAIRu1nAN. But you are entitled to academic freedom so you can

express yourself without fear of retribution.
Mr. SUREY. Secondly, he is my former boss and I have learned

from long experience he has a very good batting average for being
right.

I think he is not the best witness for his position-this is just an
aside-because I think he would not, knowing that man, not cut his
charitable contributions to the extent he indicates is involved in that
case.

But, I think what he is saying to you is that others may not act. so
rationally and they may look at this allocation provision and see that
it centers in their mind on charitable contributions. That, in a sense,
to them causes the problenm-the charitable contributions are allocated
to the other income and, therefore, the tax goes up-and they may look
on that and say, "That is the thing we have got to do. We have got. to
do something about cutting down our charitable contributions because
that has caused our tax to come up."

Secretary Dillon is saying they thus may look at the charitable con-
tributions as the only variable in the allocation problem.

The witnesses before your committee take a different view. If you
are a mayor or a local governor, you look at the allocation provision
and you say it is going to hit tax-exempt interest, and people will stop
buying tax-exempt bonds. They don't say people will cut tleir charity
to get out of this problem; they say they will stop buying tax-exempt
bonds. An oil man will say drilling will stop, and a farm man will say
there will be problems for farmers. Each points to what is his interest
and each says that that is the thing that will be hurt under this
allocation.

Now, they can't, all be right. What really would be the general effect
is that it will be spread all over, over all of these matters and not. con-
centrated on charity, as Secretary Dillon indicates, and not concen-
trated on these other matters.

Also in Secretary Dillon's example people could meet the problem
by using other assets. They do not have to cut their charitable contri-
butions. He says to cover te tax increase they might, have to cut char-
itable contributions by 80 percent or so. They could cover the increase
by using other assets or cash if they still wanted to contribute to char-
ity. It is a question of degree.

He points out. essentially that the charities have a vested interest in
the continuation of our present tax system that has a large number of
tax preferences. I am sure they would have the same problem before
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you if you suddenly closed all the preferences directly and increased
their taxes-they would have that same problem. They would also have
the same problem if you said, "Well, let's take out the preferences,
and reduce the tax rates." Charitable giving isn't then worth as much
and they would have the same problem as they present to you today.

In other words, the problem arises out of tlie fact that people are
able today to have large preferences, but then to take their charitable
contributions and allocate it against their taxable income.

Secretary Dillon said he thought and he was quite right on this,
there should be some cost in giving to charity, and people with sub-
stantial incomes should make substantial taxpayments. Without thisallocation provision however there will be people with large incomes
who will not make substantial taxpayments, because they will have
their preference income, on the one hand, and that is excluded, and then [
they have their taxable income and they allocate their charitable con-
tributions to taxable income and escape tax. The limit on tax prefer-
ences will not reach those People, only allocation will.

It is wrong to say that the person who has a lot of tax-free income
needs some further relief to give to charity. You gave him the relief
when you gave him the tax-exempt income, so to speak. He shouldn't I
have everything in this world. H is charitable deductions should be I
allocated between the two.

Charities used to object to eliminating the unlimited charitable de- I
auction. They no longer do that. Largely most of them now see it is
morally wrong that people should contribute all to charity and noth-
ing to the Federal Government. And in a sense that is what is happen- I
ing here, when a person does make these charitable contributions lie
is making a decision to pay his tax to charity and not the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. If I do say, Mr. Surrey, what irritates me is a situa-
tion where the people didn't really give it to charity themselves at all.
They gave it to themselves. They will take it out of one account and [
put it in another account. It is like John Jones finds we would owe
the Government some money, he would owe the Government taxes on
$200,000, so he takes $200,000 worth of stock out of a John Jones bank
account or John Jones personal account and lhe transfers that over to
the John Jones Foundation, he is still voting it. He still has control
of it, he gave it to himself and, therefore, lie owes the Government no
taxes. Those are the kinds of things that make people look upon this
unlimited charitable deduction as a complete farce. And, as you so
well know, the whole thing started with that Philadelphia nun up
there, and since that time every wealthy man in America has tried to
figure out how can lie be taxed like that Philadelphia nun. She was
actually giving her resources and her income to charity but these other
people ave been giving it to themselves, and that is what, I think, has
caused everybody to say, "Well, this unlimited charitable deduction
by those who are using it are in large measure at least in most cases.
a tax device." We haven't had another Philadelphia nun to so qualify
since the original case, have weI

Mr. SuaRry. Not so fur as I know.
That completes what I have to say, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. No questions.
The CHAIR AN. Senator Williams.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Surrey, I have been interested in your testi-
mnony. You started out and you said that the Tax Reform Act of 1969
is a very significant step forward in the accomplishment of the vital
task of reform of the Federal tax structure, and you gave it your
enthusiastic endorsement.

Then I noticed in your testimony you made a rather devastating
attack on the inadequacies of that bill and I am going to direct a ques-
tion to see if you like something in that bill.

Mr. SURREY. No, Senator, don't misunderstand me. I wanted to
single out inadequacies in the bill because I think others are unlikely
to single them out. But I said the bill was a good bill overall.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes; I want to single out some in which I am
sure we are in complete agreement, at leastI hope so.

Now, the bill proposes to roll the oil depletion allowances back to
around 20 percent; do you support those recommendations?

Mr. SURREY. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am delighted; I thought you did because for 7

years while you were Assistant Secretary I coiddn't get your endorse-
ment, and I welcome it today. I am glad I got it before I got out of
office, anyway.

One other question: The House proopses to extend the surcharge
for 6 months beginnnig January 1 at 5 percent. Do you endorse that?

Mr. SuPmy. rthirnk if everything else comes out all right,-
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, we are sure it will.
Mr. SuREY. I wish I were as sure. I probably would put a much

higher premium on tax reform than the extension of the surcharge.
Senator WILLIAMS. I think that you will agree that based upon the

quest-ions that I asked you many times when you were Under
Secretary-

Mr. SURREY. Assistant Secretary.
Senator WIWAMS. Assistant Secretary, that I would go about as

far on tax reform as most of the rest because I have been pleading
with the Treasury Department trying to get some support for many
of these proposals for years and I am delighted that we are getting
a little support on some of those points now, even though it is rather
late. But I am asking, So you would support the surcharge provision?

Mr. SuRREY. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMs. How about the section dealing with the repeal

of the investment tax credit?
Mr. SURREY. It is a difficult problem, Senator.
Senator WUAMs. They are all difficult.
Mr. SuRREY. That is right.
I think probably at this period of full employment the investment tax

credit may well become too costly from the standpoint of economics.
Now that is really only to say to you at this time that we probably have
to learn more about handling investment incentives, given our differ-
ent changes in the economy. I don't think the investment credit is a
bad thing. Quite the contrary, and I think it has its place, and I think
it might well be wise soon to restore it.

I would have preferred some suspension of the investment credit if
that rationally could have been worked out.

Senator WILIAMS. Well, it was suspended once and then reinstated
last year, as you know and, of course, we have had quite an inflationary
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spiral since. Do you think there was a mistake made when it was rein-
stated last year, looking back?

Mr. SuRREY. You can't say these things are mistakes. You have to
act on your best forecast of where the economy is going. On the fore-
casts that were then made the action was wise. Now presumably peo-
ple underestimated at that time the basic strength of the economy, and
more importanly, money became-credit became too liberal at the
wrong time, which was again an underestimate of the strength of the
-economy.

But given what one knew at that time in the sense of what people
were saying, I think the action was wise. In retrospect many of these
things may turn out to be wrong because the forecasts have been wrong.

Senator WILWAMS. But the point is it was reinstated last year, and
I understand you are concurring in the repeal.

Mr. SuRRE'. This was in 1967, wasn't itI
Senator Wiu.IAMS. Well, it was almost 1968.
Mr. Summy. 1967.
Senator BYRD. 1967.
Mr. Sumux. It was suspended in 1966 and reinstated in 1967.
Senator WILWAIS. Yes.
Mr. SuRaERY. Yes. ---
Mr. SuRREY. Athat4inm6i bably was the wise action.
Senator WTAMs. At the time that it was in effect there was an ef-

fort made to extend the investment credit by treaties on American in-
vestments in foreign countries and had that bn approved by the Con-
gress we would have a situation where we would not be able even to
rescind the investment tax credit.

Mr. SUmRY. No. My recollection is, Senator, as a result of your posi-
tion, the position you now state, and the words of admonition you gave
back then, that the treaties that were before you did contain a pro-
vision in them wherever whenever the credit was suspended or repealed
in the United States it would be ipso facto suspended or repealed in the
treaty.

Senator WmuAIMs. That is correct.
Mr. SuRRy. You brought that up.
Senator WILLIAMS. If it were suspended or repealed it would have

been an embarrassing situation.
Mr. Suigy. You are speaking if such a clause were not in the treaty,

yes, sir.
Senator WILLrAMS. You said on farm losses the House bill did not

tqt properly deal with it. What is your proposition: to just repeal
thecapital gams provision so far as livestock is concerned I

Do you think that would make a major step toward correcting it?
I think it was you who pointed out the mathematical possibility of a
mait operating a farm by converting his income over into capital gains
could even convert a losing proposition into a monetary gain, and I
am just wondering what is your position toward repeal of that provi
sion entirely. Wouldn't that be a major step toward really correcting
the situation ?

Mr. Sumay. Yes, to an extent, but I would have to go through the
mathematics. I have the impression it wouldn't do the job because the
baic problem here, is not only what happens at the end of the road but,
what happens at the beginning.
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For example, the problem at the beginning is that these investments,
which instead of being capitalized which they should -be, are treated as
expenses and at that point they offset other income, so at that point the
taxpayer is saving money.

Senator WILLAmtS I understand-
Mr. SURREY. I think the damage is done there, and that is what I am

indicating, Senator. The damage is done not at the end of the road pri-
marily. The damage starts at the beginning of the road and, therefore,
the proposal just to tax the sale as ordinary income would not com-
pletely do the job, because it would mean a deferral of tax for a rather
ong period of time in many cases, and that deferral is worth a great

deal of money.
Senator ILIIAMS. I am not suggesting that the repeal of the capital

gains would do it entirely.
Mr. SURREY. No.
Senator WILLrA3S. But you are speaking of the beginning of the

road and the end. I am speaking of it whi e we are going down this
road.

Mr. SURREY. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. What is your position toward the retention of

the capital gains provision on livestock I
Mr. SURREY. Well, to the extent that the livestock are just assets

used in business and sold as such they should be treated like other
inventory and be taxable as ordinary income.

Senator WILLIAMS. What other type of livestock is there that should
be subject to capital gains than that? I mean what other types are
there?

Mr. SURREY. There may be some isolated sales or such. I think on
the whole they are more ordinary income assets than capital assets
the way you indicate, yes.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am not quite clear, do you support the repeal
of the provision or not because I don't know how we can do it halfway.

Mr. SURREY. I would support it but I want to go further on the
treatment of the initial capitalization.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that. But I mean as far as the
repeal of the capital gains-

Mr. SURREY. Let me put it this way.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I was trying to get at.
Mr. SURREY. If all you gave me as a choice was ordinary income

treatment and Senator Metcalf's bill, I would prefer Senator Metcalf's
bill.

Senator WIUAMS. I was not suggesting this as a choice but suggest-
ing this as an isolated case with the other suggestion.

Mr. SURREY. Then I would, I think, go along your line. I would
like to think about it a little bit.

Senator WILLIAMS. Your suggestion on capital gains is that there
is a loophole there. I didn't quite understand your testimony on a gift
to a university of appreciable assets. Would you suggest the donor
be taxed on these gifts that are being made at that time?

Mr. Summy. The recommendations that we set up when I was in the
Treasury did not go that far.
. Senator WILLIAMS. I know that they didn't, but I am asking you
now that you are out of the Treasury, because that is when we got
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the most of your recommendations. We didn't get any while you were
there, we got those after so I am asking your position now.

Mr. Summy. I don't want to take the time to debate that point with
you, Senator.

I find it 'hard to answer because we have a very peculiar result today.
In other words, we say to people, "If you give cash you essentially get
a deduction of 100 percent of the gift. If you give appreciated property
you can essentially deduct 135 percent of what you give," and in any
rational treatment you would not have that result. In a rational
tax world, you would tax the appreciation in property. So from a tax
standpoint I would have to answer you "Yes," it is rational to tax the
appreciation of property.

I hink what influenced the recommendations that we made were that
the other provisions would have presumably some impact on charitable
giving and it might be the part of wisdom 'here in balancing off the two
problems to take this one step now, and see what happens. For that rea-
son that recommendation was not made, and I think that is where I
would be today. But if you ask me strictly from a tax standpoint I
would have to agree with you that the tax logic would 'be to tax the
appreciation.

Senator WILWAs. It is not necessary to agree with me. I am trying
to get you onion.

Mr. Screwy. In tax logic you would 'have to tax the appreciation. I
would not do it in the context of this bill.

Senator Wii~s. You would not do it in this bill but you are for it.
Mr. Sunu y. I would be for it over time. We would move in that

direction.
Senator WiLLT~ms. Suppose an individual dies and leaves a sizable

part of his estate or all of it for charity. Would you tax it at capital
gains before it is turned over to charity?

Mr. StuRiy. My recollection is that the proposal we sent up to you
did not do that.

Senator WIu~tIAs. Well, what would be your independent recom-
mendation now?

Mr. Summy. Let me put it this way: The treatment of capital gains
at death is probably the most important tax reform that can be made.
The treatment of capital gains at death by individuals is the most
important change you can make in restoring fairness to the system.

I think it is extremely difficult to accomplish that result. I think it
would be very difficult, probably impossible to accomplish it, if at the
same time you were to tax those gifts to charity. I think the most
important thing is to get that first ste of taxing gains at death and,
therefore, I would start with that only.

Senator WILLIA31S. DO I understand from you, if a man dies and
leaves two-thirds of his estate to his wife and part of it to charity
you would tax that part which goes to his wife more than you would
to the charity?

Mr. Sumay. No.
Senator WxumxAxs. The capital gains or make it more expensive .
Mr. Summr. No.
Senator WnxuxeS. What did you say I understood you to say if

he leaves all of it to his family you would tax it at capital gains on
appreciable assets.
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Mr. SURREY. Not to the wife, Seiator.
Senator WILLIAms. To his children?
Mr. Su-nREY. Yes, to his children.
Senator WILLIAMS. To his estate.
Mr. SURnEY. To his estate.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, but half of it is taxable to his wife now.
Mr. SURREY. What was said there, Senator, was that in a system

under which you had decided to tax under the income tax the appre-
ciation in value of property, and under a system in which it was also
suggested there would be no estate tax at the time of the transfer be.
tween husband and wife, there should also be no income tax on the
appreciation in the case of a transfer between husband and wife.
Rather it was thought it would be better not to impose either the es-
tate tax or any tax on appreciation on transfers between husband and
wife, but let the final tally be made on both of these at the time the
assets pass to the next generation.

Senator WILLIAMS. To the children.
Mr. SURREY. To the children, that is right.
Senator WILLIAts. But you would tax the children?
Mr. SURREY. Tax the estate.
Senator WILLIAMS. Tax the estate on that portion which goes to the

children at a different rate than you would if it goes to a university?
Mr. SURREY. Under that proposal, right.
Senator WILLIAMS. I expect that is going to be a little hard to ex-

plain that to a family man if we try to implement it.
Mr. SURRFY. That is right, but I have also a feeling in this world

we live in without that being done nothing will be done and we will be
in the same situation we are in today.

Senator WILLIAMS. But if it goes to a foundation or to a university
you think they are entitled to preferential treatment over the man sfamily?

Mr. SURREY. Well, it is going out of the family. You have to remem-
ber that. It is no longer wealth that this family has and there is that
difference. The crucial question in all of this is should a person give
this money to the Federal Government or give it to charity.

Now we have a system today that says you can in many cases decide
not to pay your tax but to contribute that same amount to charity at
really no cost to you, or as you demonstrated with Secretary Dillon at
even some advantage to you. That is the choice people have, and it is

I that question that we are really debating when we talk about charity.
Now, in this family situation, the person's choice would be to pay his

tax to the Government or to reduce it by giving those same funds away
to charity. He is giving it away. The family will no longer control this
wealth except in the foundation situation.

Senator WILMAMS. I find most of the representatives of the univer-
sities agree with you but the unfortunate part of it is when we proposed

I that tax we find most all of them have excellent suggestions to raise
revenue except on something they are connected with.

Mr. SURREY. I agree.
Senator WILLUAMS. And if we eliminate what each witness is per-

sonally interested in we don't have much left.
Mr. Summy. I agree.

33-865-60---Vt. 4---7
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Senator WILIAMS. I halve no further questions.
Senator TAJLMAD0E. Mr. Secretary, welcome back. It seems like old

times to have you here.
I do want to explore one thing with you and I want to make it as

brief as possible.
How many municipal bonds are issued in the United States Annit.

ally? By that I 'mean till tax-exempt bonds, States, authorities, count.
tie's cities, and so on.

Rr. SURREY. I have an impression it is around $10 billion of $11
billion net.

'Senator TALMADOF. I think it was $11 billion last year.
Mr. SuRRFY. Yes, that is right.
Senator TALMADOrE. And they anticipate that would increase each

year md certainly with the const of construction going up, the demads
for services, I think that seems logical.

Let us assume next year that these tax-exempt bonds are issued at
the rate of $16 billion. At a subsidy of 40 percent it would amount to
$640 million annually; is that not correct?

Mr. SURREY. I am lost in arithmetic. That $16 billion is the capital
cost of the bonds, not the interest. costs. That $16 billion figure is the
capital cost of bonds, not the annual interest cost on the bonds.

Senator TALM.ADOKC. I am using the 4-percent factor.
Mr. SURRE.Y. You took-
Senator TALMAIMXI. That would be the capital cost; yes. Four peir.

cent of $16 billion would be $640 million, but don't you pay the-you
pay the interest rate annually.
_Mr. SUEY. You pay the subsidy ainumdly. You don't pay it in one
lump sum to the State and local government.

Senator TALMADOP. What would it be, get the pencil and compute
it. You are very good in arithmetic.

Mr. SURREY. Let us assume they got out at, forget this present high
market, let us say it went out a 6 percent.

Senator TALMADqE. Let us use the present market, that is what we
have got to deal with.

Mr. SURREY. Eight percent.
Senator TALMADGE. Washingtoix Gas Light Co. had to pny about

8.80.
Mr. SuRREY. Let us say 8 percent.
Senator TALMADGM. This year.
Mr. SuRRzY. Eight percent tinmes $12 billion is what-about $960

million.
Senator TAIM., . How much would the subsidy be on that?
Mr. SuRv.Y. Let us say the Secretary puts it at 40 percent.
Senator TALMrmi.. That would be only $400 million.
Mr. SURRrY. But those bonds are going out as taxable bonds.
Senator TAILMAnDO. Yes.
Mr, Siriuv. And th. sushidy really rpr ts the. tax money that

the Treasury is getting on those bonds which they otherwise wouiidn't
get. They are simply taking it and handing it over.

Senator TMADOE. I want to explore thit with you. Now, that $400
million would be due the next year on the same bonds, wouldn't it

Mr. SURnty. That is right.
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Senator 'I'MA[,DOP. And assuming they isued another $18 billion
the second year, you would have an $,0O million subsidy then, wouldn't
you'?

Mr. suit imY. That is right.
Senator T.BIJMIX;E. By the 10th year then it would build up well

in excess of "4 billion a' yea.r, wouldiit it?
Mr. Svimvny. The Federal Government is paying this subsidy today

except we. don't see it in our accounts.
Senator TMIXIF That is what I want to et at, now. I am trying

to get to the point in just a moment. This subsidy would pyramid year
after year to reach a l)henomenai sun in 10 or 12 years, wouldn't it?

Mr. SuiuzF.Y. Yes-
Senator TlArAMx. But in excess of $4 billion or $5 billion. You

would agree with tlhat 2 wouldn't you?
Mr. S unm:y. I don t know about the arithmetic. Right today we

have about $124 billion or $125 billion of outstanding State and local
bonds. Each year on that State and local governments save about $1.8
billion. That is the subsidy the Federal Government is )ayingr today,
$1.8 billion, a year, to them. We lose however about $2.6 billion in
revenue today. So right today-

Senator TALMAMIXE. You are assuming by that conclusion that every
dollar of those bonds would be taxable, aren't you?

Mr. Suitimy. I am assuming they were taxable bonds.
Senator TALMADXF. All right. You are getting to my point now.
Don't you think if these municipal bonds were issued on a taxable

basis that they would also reach the level and sometimes exceed the
level of corporate bonds?

Mr. Suitimy. I think it is hard to say, Senator. Some may, some
may not.

Senator T,k,.IAW.. A little village with limited resources is trying
to put in a water system, and the Government isn't guaranteeing their
bonds. All they are doing is paying the subsidy so that bond might
reach an extremely high rate, may it notI

Mr. Sunmti. You are saying reach an extremely 'high rate because
of people's doubts as to the security of the-

Senator TALMADo.. Lack of resources and so on. You are familiar
of course with the rating of bonds; some of them high ratings and
some of them low.

Mr. SunnRY. Yes, that same--
Senator TATAIAM.E. The price range depends on the rating doesn't

it?
Mr. Svn ey. To some extent that would be true of their present

interest rate. Their present. interest rate would be higher than the
normal run of tax-exenipts.

Senator TmL r.MG.. What is going to happen? You are calculating
that, every dollar of this bond issue would be taxable to the Federal
Government. I)on't you think the pension funds and tax-exempt funds,
retirement for State and local employees, city and county governments
re going to come in and start buying up a lot of these bonds and your

taxable theory then is going to evaporate.
Mr. Sunitiy. No, if they start buying those bonds, they have got to

.,top) buying corporate bonds. Somebody else is then going to start
buying the corporate bonds.
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Senator TALMADGE. You figure the displacement value then would
make up for it?

Mr. SURREY. I am only giving you the calculations that others more
expert in this than I have given. The Treasury's calculations in this
-area estimated roughly about, as I recall a 40-percent tax rate applica-
ble on the average to these bonds. If you, just went through the
arithmetic, the calculations would show that today, if all the out-
standing bonds had been taxable--and they assumed a certain rate of
interest-the Treasury would have been collecting about $2.6 or $2.7
billion in revenue. If you look at the actual difference in interest rates
to the States, they only received $1.8 billion. There is thus a com-
mission being paid here. I would like to see this commission given
to State and local governments directly. I would like to see this waste
that goes on, this high commission we hand to the banks and this high
commission we give to wealthy people to buy these bonds-and we do
give a commission to them to do it because the tax-exempt rate is not
pitched to the 70-percent taxpayer, it is pitched at around the 30- or
40-percent taxpayer. The 70-percent fellow is getting a real windfall.
I would like to take this commission and give it to State and local
governments and that is what this 40-percent subsidy is. The Federal
Government would break even.

Senator TALMADG. You are dealing with a theory there.
Mr. SURREY. No.
Senator TALMADGE. As a fact I can see where the Federal Govern-

ment would be paying a subsidy here at a minimum of $4 billion a year
in about 10 years and if these bonds have 20-year average life, most of
them are longer than that, I can see where the subsidy can reach $8
billion a year, and then if these bonds start going into the hands of
pension funds, which are increasing astronomically year by year, you
are getting them into hands where you can't tax them and you might
wind up with a huge deficit by using this theory.

Mr. SURREY. Yes. But the only way a pension fund can buy these
bonds, Senator, is by not buying corporate bonds and somebody else is
buying corporate bonds.

Senator TALMADOE. Right now they are not buying any municipals
and the reason they are not buying municipals is because the tax on
them is exempt and the pension funds don't have to worry about taxes
because they are all exempt. They will start buying whatever pays
them the highest return.

Mr. SURREY. That is right.
Senator TALMADF,. And if you get a municipal bond which is tax-

able up into a very high bracket you are going to get a great many of
them in nontaxable hands in the pension funds.

Mr. Sumiiy. Let us assure the pension fund had only one bond for
the sake of argument, and it is a taxable bond because there is no point
in its owning a tax-exempt bond today. All right there is not partic-
ular reason for the fund to displace that bond. It has a taxable corpo-
rate bond today. There is no reason for it suddenly to throw that away
and buy another State and local bond. It might decide to buy the State
or local bond and because it may look more attractive, and it may want
to diversify my risk or it may do so because of its expanding funds,
this widens the market for State and local bonds. But if it does not
buy corporate bonds, somebody else, will then buy corporate bonds.

!0
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Banks will. Today they buy tax exempts. They have to do something
with their money. If the tax exempts are not there they are going to
have to buy taxables.

There will be this very large subsidy amount piling up. I don't dis-
agree with you but it will not be a loss to the Federal Government. It
will be offset and balanced by the increased taxes the Federal Govern-
ment gets when tax exemution goes out and taxability goes in. The
studies that people have made, these are studies of people who have
worked in this field, would show you could nearly go up to 45 percent
as a subsidy, somewhere between 45 and 50 percent and end up with no
net loss to tie Federal Government.

Senator T,%,%TADGE. I am not so sure those conclusions are correct.
Because I think a large part of that, with high premium bonds, would
wind up in funds that still were not paying the tax.

Mr. SuRFY. Let me say, Senator, ihe inquiry and debate and dis-
cussion should be along te lines of these questions of facing up di-
rectly to what would be the impact of this new method. Let us think
that through very carefully before we come to the conclusion that I
think the mayors and localities have done without even considering

Senator TALMADO. Thank you, Mr. Surrey.
what would be the consequences.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BF NF TE. I was not here when Mr. Surrey testified so I

have no basis for questions.
The ChAIRMAN. Senator Miller.
Senator MILLEr. Mr. Surrey, I have known you for a long time, and

you enjoy a reputation of being not only an outstanding tax authority
but a leader in tax reform, albeit sometimes a little controversial.

Now-
Mr. SuRREY. The two go together.
Senator MILLER. I realize that you were over with the administration

for 8 years, and I understand further that. a good many of the pro-
visions in the pending bill represent recommendations and ideas that
you had for a long time.

Now that you are no longer affiliated with the Government, I am
very curious to know why after your 8 years over there it was not until
after you left the Government that all of a sudden we have this, these
recommendations before us. Where did this thing stop? Why didn't
we get these recommendations before us 8 years ago instead of today.
As I understand it you felt very strongly about some of these tax re-
forms, and what I can't understand is why they took 8 years and after
you had left the Government service before we had these before us?

Mr. SuRFY. Well, that is not hard to answer, Senator Miller. A
number of the recommendations that you are dealing with are recom-
mendations that were made in 1963 and simply not adopted by Con-
gress. There were recommendations in 1963 dealing with the unlimited
charitable deduction, dealing with the depreciation on real estate, deal-
ing with farm tax losses anwi tho like. They were sent up here.

The Congress of the United States at that time chose not to adopt
these recommendations.

Senator MILLER. Well, nAw you mean the Congress or the committee?
Mr. SURREY. The tax corn inittees.
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Senator MILLER. In other words, the Ways and Means or FinanceCommittees did not see fit, to report them out but you made the
recommendations?

Mr. SURREY. That is right.
Senator MILLE.R. On behalf of the administration ?
Mr. SURREY. That is right. A lot of these recommendations were

made in 1963.
Now, we get educated as we go along. Let us go on now, on to 1967

and 1968. It was very clear that the Treasury was going to come up with
another tax reform recommendation in, *hopefully in 1967. It was
expected that it would follow upon the enactment of the 10-percent
surcharge. It was thought undesirable to push those two together
because the surcharge was needed immediately.

It was said that there would be a tax reform bill after the surcharge
and all the present material that 'had been made available early tlis
year was in the process of study at that time.

The timetable just got completely out of control. I think if that time-
table had not gotten out of control these recommendations could -have
come up to the Congress much earlier than they did. I am sorry that
that was the result. But the recommendations were being prepared.
Secretary Fowler said repeatedly in those years that there will be tax
reform recommendations to come up as soon as the stabilization aspect,
the 10-percent surcharge, was passed, and that these would be in the
legislative process.

I would add another thing. After the 1963 and 1964 recommendations
were not followed, we commenced in the Treasury an intensive study
of the tax returns of high-income taxpayers and an intensive study of
the corporate tax system to see essentially Nvhere the tax slip page was.
In other words, what are the reasons, the 'basic reasons, w liy people
don't. pay their fair share ;n taxes. I think that study was a good jo)
and I tlunk it has helped to explain ,more to the American people and
Con ess just where the problems are. I think that is something which
-has helped the present interest in tax reform. I azm sorry it wasn't done
earlier.

Senator MiLLER. You began the study in 1963?
Mr. SuRREY. Beg pardon?
Senator MILLER. You began the study in 1963?
Mr. SURREY. We began it essentially when we saw we were unable

to convince the Congress in 1963 and 1964 of tie need for some of these
reforms and we had-to go back and really see what was lacking in our
presentation.

Senator MILuR. And you didn't complete it until when?
Mr. SURREY. It was largely completed in the course of 1967 and so

on when we thought we were coming up at that time with a tax reform
bill.
Senator MILLER. There was another study on foundations, and my

rec olleetion is that that was a very comprehensive study that was com-
pleted in 1965.

Mr. Surmy. I think that is correct; yes that date is correct.
Senator Mmjm. And it contained numerous abuses in the founda-

tion area. Why wasn't that acted on?
-Mr. SuRtry. Well, I wish I knew. That was sent up and it was urged.

that there be action on it.
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Senator 'MILLER. Recommendations from the Treasury Department
that there be action?

Mr. SuRREY. Yes; the Treasury wanted action on that.. I might add
that there was a bill, for example, introduced dealing with charities,
churches and others, borrowing money to buy businesses. The Treasury
strongly supported that bill. It was introduced, I think, in late 1966 or
1967 but it didn't move in the committees.

Senator MILLER. By the committee you mean the Ways and Means
Committee?

Mr. SuRREy. Way and Means Committee. The material on the foun-
dations was sent to both tax committees. I think at that, time the inter-
est of the Congress lay in some of the other problems in the tax field.
It lay in the economic stabilization problems, and there we' n't this
dramatic interest in tax reform. I had hoped that the foundation rec-
omimendation would have been acted on much earlier.

Senator MILLER. Thank you very much.
Now, do I understand in your response to Senator Williams' ques-

tions that you would draw no distinction between breeding an dairy
livestock and ordinary livestock held in inventory and sae in the or-
dinary course of farming and ranching?

Mr. SURREY. No; I did say I wanted to think about that, Senator
Miller, and I haven't really thought enough about the direct approach.

What I was saying is that where you have inventory cattle and cattle
essentially being sold off currently year after year as a business, it
seems to me that is ordinary gain, and that-

Senator MILLER. You are talking now about a rancher who sells off
his young stock year after year, a certain number of them for feeding
purposes, and you are not talking about the rancher who sells off his
breeding bulls as they get older?

Mr. SURREY. You know much more about this business than I do.
That was the part I wanted to think about.

Senator MILLER. Well, I hope you will consult with ranchers in
Massachusetts before you reach a conclusion. [Laughter.]

Mr. SURR.Y. That is a part I wanted to think about. But I really do
feel, as I indicated to Senator Williams, that, the crucial thing in this
is, what Senator Metcalf is aiming at with resl)ect to deduction of capi-
tal expenditures.

Senator MILLER. Now granted this proposal to have tax-exempt
munici pals with a Federal subsidy-

Mr. SuRREY. Taxable municipals.
Senator MILLER. Made taxable, with a Federal subsidy.
Mr. SURREY. Yes.
Senator MILLER. IS an optionalprovision in the House-passed bill,

even though a municipality should elect that option, would the taxa-
tion be constitutional?

Mr. SURREY. Well, I am one who has not had any problem with the
constitutional aspect of taxation of State and municipal securities.
I therefore think certainly on an optional it would be constitutional.
I see no problem there.

Senator MHLER. I don't know. I am just asking.
Mr. SURREY. I see none.
Senator MILLER. Has that been researched out?
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Mr. SURnEY. I would put the answer this way: There are in the rec.
ord books opinions of the Department of Justice and opinions of the
Treaisur y Depaiment of long standing that it, would be constitutional
to tax te interest on State and local bonds. I have seen no govern-
mental opinion by the Federal Government that it would be
unconstitutional.

Senator MI mym. There was an interesting point raised by one of
the Governors the other day, and that was that if, for example, we
should seek to use the allocation of deductions approach or the limit
on tax )refereicee approach with respect to State and local bond in-
terest, that those States having income taxes, and most of then do,
could turn around and revise their State income tax laws to include
a limit on tax preferences and allocation of deductions approach to
Federal bonds. That could be done, could it not?

Mr. SURREY. I would have to think about. that, Senator. Without the
consent of the Federal Government its bonds could not be taxed di-
rectly by the States. Whether an allocation approach would cut across
that I would like to reserve judgment.

Senator MILLER. Would you care to furnish the committee with a
comment on that a little later on I

Mr. SuRREy. Yes I would like to think about it.
Senator MILLER. We would value your opinion on it.
Mr. SummY. Of course in the final analysis, if we had this subsidy

and State and local bonds took the taxable route, I think it would be
wise for the Federal Government to consent to the taxation of its bond
interest by State and localities.

Senator MILu. Now, in your comments you merely draw attention
to the action of the House bill on percentage depletion, indicating
that it roughly represents a 25-percent reduction. If I know you very
well, you have never favored a meat-ax approach in handling tax
matters. Doesn't this flat reduction of 25 percent across the boaid up
and down the line, according to various resources, doesn't that repre-
sent a rather meat-ax approach without getting at the real abuses that
exist I

Mr. SUmmY. Well. the difficulty, I suppose, is that any action taken
in the depletion areas has a meat-ax aspect because it is essentially
compromising among a lot of contending forces.

I happen to be in this position: The preferences as to depletion stand
along with all the other tax preferences in this light. The Government
is spending a lot of tax money in this area. To my mind the question
always is what is it getting in return for having spent this money.
When I was in the Treasury I really sought an answer to that ques-
tion and tried to get the best econometric judgments I could. Our
studies were made available to the committees and they show that for
one reason or another, whatever it may be, the Government was spend-
ing large amounts here and was not getting anywhere near commen-
surate returns. Now that seems wasteful, and I would like to see it
ended-just as I think we are spending large amounts of money in the
real estate area and not getting commensurate returns in the Kind of
housing we really need.

Senator Mrutm. When you say "we"-
Mr. SURRPY. I mean the people of the United States.
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Senator MiR.in I take it you are talking about the people of the
United States.

Mr. SunREY. The people of the United States.
Now, in the case of depletion, I stippose, if similar studies were made

of other industries we would find the same thing. The l)roblem is thus,
a tremendous amount of wastage in these areas and the funds could be
spent directly to far better iurl)oses. However, havingr erected this
structure in the past, if one is to reduce it, whether it should be done
scientifically or not, is very hard to accomplish.

I think all things being considered while the Ilouse approach, 25-per-
cent reduction across the board has the meat ax aspect you indicate,
still it, is using a rough and ready meat ax in an area where there is no
basic logic belhid the existing percentage. No one has ever carefully
indicated why one percentage is at one level and another is at another
level. The whole area has been treated in the -past that way. The House
approach is thus in keeping with what. you have to do when you have a
set of arbitrary numbers that 'have no basic study or rationality behind
them.

Senator MILLER. Yes, but in lie with your policy of looking at this
to see what is the benefit we receive from it, I am concerned about a
meat ax approach which could result in an increase in the cost to con-
sumers of all of the products involved in these various categories of
percentage depletion, and you may recall that Vice President Hum-
phrey in the Presidential campaign, and President Nixon, were opposed
to the meat ax approach, and Vice President Humphrey called atten-
tion to the concern over the increased cost to the consumers, and it
seems to me this fits in with your policy and that a meat ax approach
is one to 'be avoided as distinguished from a more sophisticated
approach in looking at where the abuses really are.

Let me give you one last example because I know my time is up.
Take two corporations. 'Let us just take petroleum corporations. Each

of them 'has a million dollars resulting from percentage depletion. Cor-
poration A takes its million dollars and plows it back into exploration,
development and drilling which is calculated to provide more resources
for the people of the country.

Corporation B doesn't do that. Corporation B takes the million
dollars and pays it out in dividends to the stockholders.

Do you think they should be treated alike?
Mr. SURREY. I would let their initial basic tax consequences be the

same. Then presumably one corporation that engages in drilling will
constructively move forward with perhaps a wiser investment of its
funds than the corporation that decides not to engage in constructive
drilling-

Senator MILLER. Your answer is that you would treat them exactly
alike from a tax standpoint?

Mr. SURREY. Except to the extent that I would allow deductions
over time for the expenses of drilling. That is the difference between
them and I would treat those drilling expenses in an appropriate way.

Senator MILLER. But they both are entitled to intangible drilling
development costs now?

Mr. StREY. Yes; but one is apparently drilling more than the other.
Senator MILLER. One dopsn't drill at all
Mr. StruREY. That is right.
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Senator MILLER. The other pays it out to the stockholders.
Mr. SuRREY. I say the one who doesn't drill at all wouldn't have any

drilling expenses under my approach. The one that does drill would
have expenses to amortize. That tax difference would recognize the
appropriate difference between those two cori)anies.
Senator MILLER. Thank you. My time is up.
The CHAIUMA.. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANINx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Surrey, when President George Meany of the AFL-CIO was

before us, he made a recomninendation that municipal bonds should
not only he guaranteed by the Federal Government but that the in-
terest be subsidized, and Nwhen asked a. question as to what would hap-
pen when they promiscuously issued bonds that would be guaranteed
and, therefore, salable on projects which would not be feasible, he
said well, that the Federal Government would decide that issue so they
would be in control.

What would your position be, first, on whether or not these bonds
should be guaranteed by the Federal Government and, second, what
control would you advocate?

Mr. SURREY. I do not think that I would guarantee the bonds of
State and local governments because that would involve at this stage
elements of Federal control.

As I see the virtue of the present system from the standpoint of
mayors and Governors, it is that they have full freedom to draw on
the Treasury Department without any questions asked.

When they issue a bond, it goes out tax exempt, regardless of the
character of'the bond or the nature of the municipality, and the Fed-
eral Government supports it through tax exemption. These Governors
and mayors and localities see that. as a positive virtue and I would not
differ with them on that in our Federal-State system.

So consequently I favor the House bill whMich does not involve any
element of control, because there is no guarantee. It is just correspond-
ence between the mayor and the Secretary of the Treasury. The mayor
says, "Our bond issue is going out tomorrow, the interest rate is so
much, we would like to have your check for 40 percent of it," whatever
the figure is. That is all it is. I would favor that.

Guarantees will get you into the aspect of control and I think that
would upset the picture. There may well be avenues of further assist-
ance such as an urban development bank which can go further and, if
it wants, lend moneys even at better advantages to State and local gov-
ernments on those projects that the bank approves. But I would leave
open to State and local governments the avenue of 'being able to issue
their bonds without the Federal control and with the subsidy in the
House bill. So I don't think I would be in favor of guaranteeing the
bonds.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Surrey. But the problem the Gov-
ernors expressed is they started out with subsidizing the interest, the
differential, then what is the next step, and that is their fear. Of course
we do not take into consideration the constitutionality but, as you pr)b.
ably know, "If you are going to tax our bonds, State and local mur ici
palities, then we will tax Federal securities."

I know we'don't want to get something started on that.
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Mr. SURREY. I said earlier I wouldn't object to State and local gov-
erninents taxing Federal securities. If State and local government
bonds go out on a taxable basis, I think the Federal Government ought
to consent to States and localities taxing its bonds.

Senator F. NIN. I know of course it is a constitutional question
which I won't get into but I know the Governors felt turn about is
fair play.

Mr. SURREY. Yes; I think so, too.
Senator FANIN. One item you know in your testimony, you talk

about as to higl-income taxpayers in that paragraph, the extension of
the 6 months holding period to a year, you recommend that, and we
have had a variance in testimony, we 1iave had one professor who
stated he did not think this would have over a 1 percent effect on at
number of transactions. We have had others testify that they though
that it would have a great effect in that it would reduce the revenue to
the Federal Government. There would be so many that would not
decide to go into an issue where--or would not go--yes, go into an
investment where they would have to depend on a year where they
would as to 6 months. What is our opinion?

Mr. SURREY. I think my opinion is the same as Secretary Dillon had
before you this morning, that this would not have a material effect on
investment. It is a sound change from the tax standpoint since 6
months is far too short. I was certainly reinforced in my judgment
when Secretary Dillon, who is far more experienced in these matters,
thought it wouldn't make any difference at all as respects investment.

Senator FANNIN. On the municipal bond issue you commented, you
talked about what would happen in the House bill if we went along
with it.

This is an important question because already we have had a tre-
mendous effect, by the testimony given us, on the bond market. I
realize other factors may be involved, higher interest rates. But the
$140 billion of municipal bonds outstanding that were tax-exempt it
was estimated that these securities have depreciated anywhere from
20 to 30 percent. Do you feel that is a fact?

Mr. SURREY. Obviously there has been a depreciation in existing tax-
exempt securities. But that has equally been true whether it is tax-
exempts or corporates or U.S. obligations previously held. They have
all depreciated because interest rates have gone up. It isn't limited to
State and local government bonds. Everybody' with a fixed invest-
ment has had a depreciation in the value of his obligation.

Senator FANNIN. That is one factor. Previously there hasn't been
that radical change in municipal bonds as compared to industrial
bonds, corporate bond, because they were tax-exempt. Hasn't that
always been a factor?

Mr. SURREY. No, their rates have been rising relative to corporate
bonds over the last few years.

Senator FANNIN. Until recently there hasn't been that differential.
Mr. SURREY. But, you see what nobody asks is this, and this is what

we have to get to. Let us assume this legislation passed tomorrow. We
are going through a transition period. But let us assume it passes to-
morrow. The interest rate on the issuance on future obligations will
be controlled not by a question whether tax-exempts are taxable or not.
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It will really be controlled by Vhe fact they will be taxable bonds, and
the net cost to the municipality will be controlled by the amount of the
subsidy that is paid. That will be the crucial thing.

Senator FiiNirN. Yes, you are taking into consideration the subsidy
Niill apply.

Mr. SvnnFr-. Yes, and then you will find also that if the $11 billion
or $12 billion of bonds previously issued annually as tax-exeiilpt were
to go out as taxable bonds, the value of the outstanding tax-exempts
will rise and inany people who have suffered losses in this period will
start finding their values restored.

Senator FA lNIN. Well, one problem: I)o you feel that, the imuicipal
bonds have been greatly-that is more-a frected by the possibility that
this legislation Will be a )proved than corponite bonds, industrial
bonds? In other words, we have had a big change.

Nfr. SurRFn-. Statistically I have not gone back and looked at that. I
think to the extent it has, part of it is the misinformation with respect
to the existing House bill and its consequences.

Senator FANNIN. Well, it has worked a great hardship already be-
cause they have not been able to sell their bonds, as we 1ave Ihaud re-
ports in tie last few days, that they have even tried to pull back the
issues that hatd been contemplated.

H r. SuRnm : . But again, let us assume this bill were to pass uti the
end of this year, ma ke that assumption. Every one of these people
who wanted to issue new bonds would on a taxable basis, get irn-
mediately 40 percent of that interest paia by the Federal Government.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I realize that.
Mr. Sussty. Then they would be able to issue them.
Senator FANNIN. This was one of the factors that was involved

in the dispute that they felt that this was a first step and what would
follow, and of course they stated that they did not feel that the Federal
Government should have control, shoildd not guarantee municipal
bonds. Of course others are advocating that that procedure be followed.

Mr. Sunnmr. I agree there should be no control.
Senator FANNIN. One last item, we have a great problem as far as

the competitive position of our industries with the other industries
of the world with some of the foreign countries, and some of the
countries are getting incentives. For instance, no capital gains tax in
Canada and many other countries, and the elimination of the invest-
ment tax credit is a factor involved. I asked Secretary Kennedy about.
this matter, and he state the Treasury is studying a program, per-
aps. increasing depreciation or some factor, that would be involved

for the encouragement of the investment in new machinery, moderniz-
ing of equipment. Do you have any suggestion, he said for a rifle
approach rather than a shotgun approach, for investment credit?

Mr. Sunt.r. I didn't get that, I am sorry.
Senator FANNIN. He said a rifle approach, as I remember it, rather

than a shotgun approach as the investment tax credit.
Mr. Suayu . If we come to the conclusion that after we pass through

this prent inflationary period our economy and our tax structure
will require some affirmative incentives to investments, my general
belief would be the same as Secretary Dillon's that the investment
credit Is the most efficient way to do it and that other methods such as
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depreciation and the like are unlikely to do it as effectively or as
efficiently as the investment credit. I would still keep that number
one on my list of appropriate encouragements to investment.

Senator FA;IN. And you would want that to be across the board ?
Mr. SURREY. I think, all things being considered, I would want it

to be across the board.
Senator FANININ. In other words, that is your recommendation, but

do ru think it is wise for an on and off basis on investment tax credit ?
Isn't it very difficult for firms to make, to do their planning, pro-
graming if they cannot depend on one method or another?

Mr. SUlJiEY. That is a very difficult matter you have put your finger
on. That will be true, I think, of any incentive to investment that we
work out. If we come to periods where the economy is starting to run
away with us, whether -its incentive is depreciation or anything else,
I thnk you will find economists will recommend let us start drawing
back at that ,particular time.

Now, unfortunately we have not yet worked out in this country
some method of handl-ing the accommodation of these investment incen-
tives to periods wlere investment is too strong. I think that is the task
we all ,have, whatever the nature of the investment incentive is.

I see yet no clear answer to it but I think it would equally be true
whatever the character of i, incentive.

To some extent business has those problems of adjustment because
of changes in interest rates. When we use interest rate changes as r fac-
tor everybody has to adjust 'because things -have to change if there is
going to be stabilization of the economy in this country.

In a sense taxes therefore will have to be in some way or another put
on the same basis and we will have to work our way through and learn
to do better there, as equally we have to learn to do better with handling
interest changes.

Senator FANNINq. I think the question was whether or not this stands
out as an easy way to make a change, so that the investment tax credit
has been, the history of the process to date, that it can be changed, it just
shines out just like the 271h percent depletion allowance, and so it
seems to be a target, and certainly it has been a target as far as the
House bill is concerned and it 'has been a target in the Congress, you
know, constantly. So I was just wondering if wemight devise a system
whereby industry could make their plans ahead and go ahead and'have
the confidence that they can expend the money necessary to modernize
equipment to compete with other industries of the world because we
are certainly losing our competitive position if we consider the total
dollar volume of the world business and the percentage that we are
receiving today.

Mr. SURREY. Yes, but I think the difficulty is that our competitive
position is much more hurt today by our high cost as the result of the
inflationary situation. If that could be controlled then we would be in
a much better competitive position and then we would, I think, again
face the problem you indicated, what is the general relationship of our
tax systern to systems of ofler countries.

Senator FANNIN. Yes, you touched on one of the great problems,
that we have had an increase in labor costs, without much increase in
productivity and it is a very serious problem and, of course, that gets
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us into the question if we are going to try to correct the tax inequities
what do you feel should be done as far as the investment money that-
the return on investment that unions receive that are tax-exemlt?

I mean on unrelated income the pay tax but when you get into in-\ vestments, as I understand it they O not pay tax.
Mr. SuRiEY. That is correct. They are put in the same category as

other nonprofit organizations that happen to have investments.
Senator FANNI,. But we are changing, for instance, on foundations,

and other organizations or other types of entities, why isn't this a
factor involved in tax inequity today, tax preference?

Mr. SURREY. No, I think there is a difference. In the foundation situa-
tion I would agree with Secretary Dillon, tUhat it would be unwise to
tax the investment income of foundations-just as it would be unwise
to tax the investment income of universities-if, ind let me add this
big if, if all the basic abuses in the foundation area are corrected. I
would put as one of the many serious abuses the control of businesses
by foundations. But if foundations clean their house, and are no longer
under the tax cloud and the general cloud that they are today-if they
get out from under that cloud largely as a result of many of the pro-
visions in the Treasury recommendations that have found their way
into the House bill-then I see no reason to levy a V/2-percent tax on
their income. In that sense they and the labor unions and other non-
profit organizations which have investment funds would pay no tax.

I think we should take a look at all of the nonprofit organizations
again, the whole list that we have in the Internal Revenue Code, go
throu h them again and see if they all should be on that nontaxable
basis.-ithout making judgments on any one of them at this time, I
think the whole list should be looked at.

Senator F.NNI.. I agree with that. But when you look at the labor
unions, the giant unions, the international unions and all, and their
income, and I think we must go these other steps along the line to
determine what is done with that money and how it is util sized in many
ways that I think certainly are detrimental to our whole systen t of
government.

Mf r. SURREY. If you look at them, my guess is they show no net in-
come for the year because of their outlays, and you have the very diffi.
cult problem when you decide to tax investment income, do you take
account of the expenditures.

This bill on foundations overlooks all that and levies a flat tax on
investment income.

Senator FAN.I,. But you think we should follow it down the line
with other steps to see just exactly what is the end result.

Mr. Suitn ". No; I have a feeling that it would not be profitable to
follow down along the lines you are suggesting in most of our major
nonprofit organizations.

'8#nator FXNN. I arm talking about unions.
Mr. Smuity. No; I don't think it would be profitable to follow that

Bl'ie, I really don't.
Senator FANNiN. You don't think thqt that revenue-
Mr.'. Stvmr. I don't think so. I would have to disagree.

hSenator FAxmz;. Thank you.
Senatbi A tinoN. Senator Byrd.

j,.



Senator BYRD. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Nice to see you again, Mr. Surrey.
Mr. SuRREY. Thank you, Senator.
S enator BYnD. You are certainly able and knowledgeable in the tield

of taxation and I am delighted you are here.
I noticed your comment it moment ago about the possible need in the

future for investment incentives, with particular reference to the in-
vestment tax credit.

I would like to state for the record some history in regard to this.
I am taking it from memory but I believe it is accurate.
When this proposal was tirst. enacted I opposed it on philosophical

grounds because it appeared to me that it was going in the opposite
direction to tax reform.

I think it worked ott well in practice and I think it helped business
to modernize itself, but from a philosophical point of view it seems to
me it goes in the opposite direction from tax reform because it gives at
spevia/ tax benefit to one particular group.

Now, in March of 1966 Senator Gore introduced an amendmett in
the Senate to repeal or suspend the investment tntx credit, and the
Treasury I)epartment vigorously opposed that. I was persuaded by
the Treasury Department that Senator Gore's amendment should be
defeated and I voted against it, and the majority of the Senate sus-
tained the Treasury.

Then we come 6 months later in October and the Treasury Depart-
ment then says now this has got to be repealed, it has got to be sus-
pended, -it. must be stlspended. But I had been so persuaded in March
I wasn't. going to c change my mind 6 months later. But the Senate did
follow the Treasury again and suspended investment credit for 9
months. Then another 4 months passes and the Treasury Department.
says no, we have got to put that. back now. We don't want it to continue
in suspension for the full 9 months. So we put it back in February of
1967, or thereabouts, approximately February of 1967.

Frankly,, I couldn't keel) up with the gyrations of the Johnson ad-
ministration on this investment tax credit. But what it dramatized to
me is that we are trying to run this great big country out of Wasbin-
ton, and although we have tremendous able men in Government, I don t
think that anybody is able enough or any combination of men here in
Washington is able enough to attempt. -by these changes in the tax laws
from month to month to kee l) our country on the right course. So I am
willing to vote to eliminate the investment tax credit but I would
think it would be very unwise to vacillate back and forth such as we
did during 1966 and 1967.

Now, let me get to this question of subsidy to the States on tax-
exempt. bonds.

The Chesalake Bay Bridge Tunnel bonds are now almost to the
point where the interest. will be defaulted on those bonds at 5% tax
exempt but the money is about to run out to pay the interest on those
bonds.

Now, under your proposal, would the Federal Government subsidize
the interest?

Mr. Svin=r. Under the proposal in the House bill, which I have
favored, as I understand its mechanics on a future issue of a bond, let
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us say if a bond goes out at a '-percent interest rate, taxable rate, the
Federal Government has entered into a contract to pay the locality
which issues that bond, let us say 40 percent of that interest. That
would be paid as each coupon falls due regardless of what the locality
itself did, even if it defaulted. It would seem to me there was a contract
with respect to that 40-percent payment and that that must be paid.

Senator BYRD. So then the bondholder of, just to take as an example
the Chesapeake-

Mr. SmuRim. If that were a new issue.
Senator BYRD. If it were a new issue, the Chesapeake Bridge Tunnel

bonds, the bondholders would have their interest up to 40 percent at
least guaranteed by the Federal Government at the time the bond is
issued;is that the way it would work?

Mr. SURuit'. That is the way I understand it. It is a flat call on the
Federal Government, no questions asked, for 40 percent of the bond
interest if the Secretary fixed the subsidy at that level.

Senator BYRD. Well in the present budget the taxpayers are paying
$17 billion in interest. That is what the Congress will be called upon to
vote for interest charges in this current fiscal year. If this proposal
goes through, it seems to me that the interest charges to the Federal
Government will go up very, very substantially, and the only place
that that money can come from is out of the pockets of the wage earn-
ers, and the middle-economic group mostly, because the middle-
economic group, those under $20,000, pay two-thirds of all the
individual income taxes that are paid into the Federal Government.

Mr. SURREY. I really don't think so, Senator. I think I have the same
feeling as you do, that the taxes should not be raised on low. and
middle-income groups, but I don't think that would be the case here.

In nearly total part as I indicated, in discussion with Senator Tal-
madge, the money to pay this interest subsidy is going to come from
higher taxation of people in the upper brackets and banks. It is not
going to come out of the wage earners. It is in a sense the commission
we are paying today to people because they buy tax-exempt bonds in-
stead of taxable bonds.

Senator BYRD. But if it increases the cost of the Federal Govern-
ment, it is going to come out of the pocket of the individual citizen and
out of the pockets of the wage earner.

Mr. SURREY. But it is going to come out of increased taxes of people
who presently largely are holding tax-exempt bonds and they are
vin to have to switch to taxable bonds. The average rate of tax that
the Treasury applies in its calculations as to the revenue it will obtain
from taxable municipals is a 40-percent rate of tax. In other words, it
assumes that these taxable bonds will go out and on the average,
counting corporate and individual taxation, be taxed at roughly 40
percent. That is not the bracket of the low-income and the middle-
income people. And it is from that 40-percent-bracket area that the
Federal Government is going to recoup the commission it pays today
to those who buy tax-exempt bonds. I

I would share your concern if this were simply a question of, let
us sy, tax sharing by the Federal Government with the State and
local government, That is an added expenditure for the Federal Gov-
ernment It has got to be met by some device if you are going to do it
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This bond subsidy is not, because this carries with it a recoupment in
regaining funds that are lost through tax exemption today, and lost
in the brackets that I say average around 40 percent.

I have your genuine basic concern, and I share that with you on not
having the low-income, middle-income people have higher burdens.
But as I have indicated the burden will be lower.

Senator Bmi. The burden can't be lower because the burden is going
up.

Mr. SURREY. It can on an allocation in the cost of government. This
bill has some allocations in the cost of government. It is a major
allocation in the cost of government.

Senator BYRD. I can't forget this figure, that is, two-thirds of all
of the individual income taxes are paid by those who earn $20,000
or less. So when we increase the cost of government, however we do it,
by military expenditures, by welfare expenditures, by whatever ex-
penditures we make, we increase the burden mostly on the middle
economic group, because there are simply more people in that group

Mr. SURREY. Yes, but look, however, at the figures in the House bill
on the .impact of this bill, and you will see that starting with the
very lowest income there is a major reduction in their taxes, and that
extends all through the middle-income groups. There is an increase in
the upper-income groups, and there largely is an increase in the
corporate tax.
But looking at this bill alone, this bill alone, and all the costs that

it involves, the shift is in the direction I indicated and not adverse to
the groups that you are concerned about.

Now, on future costs of government, future costs, that is a different
issue how they are going to be met. hem your general figures are
correct. You are correct on those future costs.

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. SuRnmp.. But not on the particular cost of this bill.
Senator IhiuN Let us just chaig," the subject for a moment here.

Could I get your view on this: Do you feel that there should be a ter-
mination date on foundations, that is, should they be perpetual or
should they be cut off 50 years, '5 years, a hundred years?

Mr. SURnR.Y. I do not feel that there should be a termination date.
I do feel, however, and this is indicated in the recommendations of the
Treasury report, that after a reasonable period of time there should
be a change in the character of the people who are controlling the
foundation. If a foundation wants to exist in perpetuity it should have
a group in control that is not so closely associated with the dominant
interests that formed the foundation as we do have today. These are
philanthropic funds for the use of the public, and I would rather see
boards that are not donor-dominated. Therefore, our recommendation
was that after a period of years the donor's position on the board and
those associated with him should be a distinctly minority position.
Under those circumstances I think the foundations should continue.

I feel that a well-run foundation without all the abuses we have
today without its involvement in controlling business and the like, is a
useful philanthropic institution in the United States.

Senator BYD. Froin your experience in the Treasury Department,
do you feel that there are adequate laws today to see that these founda-
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tions operate as they are supposed to operate? Is it lack of manpower
that prevents closer scrutiny of them?

Mr. StRRy. No, it is the undesirable present substantive rule, it
isn't lack of manpower. All the manpower in the world, I don't think,
would reach the abuses that exist today.
Senator BYRD. How do we get at the abuses?
Mr. SURREY. How do we get at them?
Senator BYRD. How do we get at the abuses ?
Mr. SuREY. Well, the House bill goes a long way in doing that,

Senator Byrd. Because the House bill-let us just take a minute-the
House bill says that a foundation cannot accumulate its wealth and

ive nothing to charity. It cannot invest in growth stocks or in land
that is appreciating with no income from it and nothing going to
charity. The House bill ends that substantively by saying the founda-
tion has to pay out its income or 5 percent of its assets.

Today many foundations serve two purposes in the United States.
One, the money may go to charity, but, two, and often the more funda-
mental purpose, is to protect the business that is lut into the founda-
tion-either lrotest the business with respect to the family controlling
it or to see that. this business is not gobbled up by another business in a
merger or something. That is not the function of philanthropy. It is
not a philanthropic function to protect businesses in this country.

Senator BYRD. I agree; how do we get at it?
M r. SURRE.Y. The House bill would say that foundations cannot have

more than 20-odd percent of the stock o'f any business. In other words,
tiey cannot be put there to control that business. This present control
of business is a substantive abuse that no manpower will reach. You
have to make a basic change in that and the House bill does. There are
other provisions with respect to self-dealing, provisions saying that the
donor cannot use the foundation as his pocketbook. Those are good
provisions and they were recommended earlier, as Senator Miller indi-
cated. When tlat has been done, I think you will see far less of abuses
because foundations will be devoting themselves to philanthropy and
not to the other things which they are being used for today.

Senator BYm. I think those provisions you mention, many of them,
are good ones and should be considered and utilized. But tlat doesn't
get to the other abuses as to the misuse of these tax-exempt funds for
political purposes and other purposes.

Mr. SuRREY. Yes.
Now let me come to that. That, I think, is in part a question of man-

power. I don't think the instances are large. I think it may need a re-
writing of some of the ground rules. I think the general rewriting in
the House bill on voter registration, for example, is in the right direc-
tion. I think reiterating that foundation fun ds are not to be used for
political purposes or for lobbying, reiterating that. and emphasizing
that, is useful although I think some of the language and mechanisms
in the House bill could stand clarity in that regard. But I think it
would be helpful just to reiterate as the House bill does that they must
confine themselves to essentially philanthropic functions.

I would not mean by that that they couldn't have useful x pe rimen-
tatlon in social and other activities because that is their real useful-
nesq. But such matters as thia voter registration change I think are
useful changes.
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Senator BYRD. One final question: As I understand it. you oppose the
House provision that sets a 50-percent limit on taxation, tax limit on
earned income. I am not clear as to your position, whether you would
favor a 50-percent limit, tax limit, on total income.

Mr. SURREY. The recommendations that I worked on and were sent
up to the Congress early this year, said that if all the reforms were
made, including, and this is really one of the biggest ifs, including tax-
ation of capital gains at death, then consideration could be given to
an overall effective rate of 50 percent of total income. By effective rate,
I mean to say that if a person had a million dollars of total income the
Federal Government would take no more than 50 percent. of that. The
House bill doesn't do that because 50 percent is just, the top marginal
rate after a lot of lower rates.

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. SURREY. And that recommendation was of a maximum effective

rate of 50 percent on all income-all income exempt and nonexempt-
and with taxation of capital gains at death. that reconunendation was
made, but, I would not come to that unless all these other if s were done
as it said in that Treasury Report.

Senator BYRD. The House bill taxes above 50 percent. It taxes un-
earned income at a rate higher than 50 percent.

Mr. SURREY. Yes, *but the trouble is-
Senator BYRD. But you are assuming that this tax-exempt income in-

volved may be for some individuals and not for other individuals.
Mr. SURREY. That is right. This amount of his taxable income may

be taxed up to 70 percent, rates but this much higher pile in many cases
of exempt income is not taxed at all. Also year in year out, his capital
assets are appreciating and that is not taxed at all. So that. if one ijust
looks at that 70 percent rate for the well-to-do in our country, it is
applied only to a very small amount of their income year in, year out.
That is the reason, if you look at the effective rate of tax, what ie is
actually paying to the Government-taking account of the 70 percent
rate and everything clse--what is he actually paying in tax in rela-
tion to his income for that year in the upper brackets, many people are
at zero and the average effective rate is generally around 30 percent.
If you counted appreciation in value of assets, the average effective
rate is around 11 percent a year. So this TO percent is very misleading
when you look at that in the tax table.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Surrey.
Senator Bennett?
Senator BEN NE'm-. We are not going to ask any more. Senator Byrd.

Senator Miller.
Senator MILILER. Yes, briefly.
You advocate the 6 months holding period, or 12 months holding

period I
Mr. SuREY. Yes, Senator.
Senator MILLER. The way the House bill provides it?
Mr. SURREY. Yes.
Senator MILLER. And the Treasury has come back and recommend-

ing going back to 6. I am sure you have given a lot of thought to
this. Why would you be opposed or why would you advocate a little
more sophistication in this holding period, for example, 6 months
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holding would give a certain benefit, 12 months would give more or
perhaps all or maybe even 2 years, so that you have a scaling down.

You know this has been talked about down through the years a lot so
that we have maybe three stages of holding periods with maybe one-
third of the benefit for the first and lowest and shortest holding pe-
riod, maybe two-thirds for the second, maybe all of it were held for
the maximum length of the period of investment. Do you have any
thoughts on this ?

Mr. SURREY, Well, I think that a sliding downward scale of hold-
ing periods is inadvisable. Secretary Dillon indicated today that we
have that in a :.ough way because now after the 6 months. holding pe-
riod we take 50 percent of the gain, and then when a person dies we
take zero. So we Ihave a graduated holding period in that regard, and
he indicated the serious inadvisability of that graduated holding pe-
riod. It tends to lock people in, which is one problem.

The other problem is that, many people do hold their assets for
a considerable period of time and you have a major question of equity
as to what is the rate of tax that is going to be applied to capital gains
which are a very large source of wealth.

A graduated holding period that decreased the tax on capital gains
as it went along would end up with far lower rates of tax on capital
gains than we have today which I think, would be a serious inequity.

Senator MILLER. On that point I am not suggesting lower rates,
please get me straight.

Mr. SURREY. I am sorry, I didnt get it then.
Senator MILLER. Well, let us say that if you want, just for ex-

ample, to get the maximum capital gains benefit of 50 percent on un-
recognized income you would have to hold the asset for 2 years. If
you only hold if for 1 year then maybe 40 percent can be unrecog-
nized. Then if you hold it for 6 months then 30 percent may be un-recognized.er. SURREY. I have a feeling that would end up too complicated. I

don't think the comp lications are worth it.
Senator MILLER. I am not suggesting we get terribly complicated.

We are just drawing a dividing lile between 6 months and everything
else.

Mr. SuRREY. I think the House did once try that. I would have to
go back and check, Senator Miller, in 1963 or so when they had several
so-called baskets and I think it did get pretty difficult when you worked
through that method.

Senator MULm. Even if you made two holding periods instead of
one, you would worry about complexityI

Mr. Sumim. Wefl, it is a question of degree. You are adding two
where I would be satisfied with one. But it is a minor question.

Senator MIUR. You get into the same argument, I suppose
over why we don't have more than one change in rtes in the corporate
tax structure.

Mr. SURR.Y. Yes.
Senator MILLER. Now, we received some very persuasive testimony,

I must tell you, from the horse breeders indicating if one gets into the
horge bieeing business ordinarily you can't expect to make a profit
any sooner than 3 years. As you know, under the Metcalf bill, there is
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a provision that farm losses can be carried back 3 years and carried
over for 5 years to apply against farm income.

However, if a person starts into let. us say a horse breeding business
and has not previously been in the farm business even, of course., the
3-year carryback is of nio benefit to him at all.

'Would it not seem feasible in a case like that to give him an 8-year
carryover to be applied against farm income?

Mr. Str-Rnn. To be app~ied against, farm income?
Senator 1MuaR. That is right. And these are real losses. We are

taIking about losses which are outside of the spectrum of drought and
disease and pestilence and abnormal situations or maybe even outside
of the area of sales which result in lower income due to market
conditions.

Mr. SJTRl.-Y. But are these, losses due to the tax expensing of other-
wise capital expenditures?

Senator MmLu,.n. Well, it wouldn't be capital. We. are talking about a
cash basis farmer who may just, simply have had very few sales or
wrobablv not been in the horse breeding l)usiness for 3 years, and he
ins, in tie meantime, his expenses of feeA, of property taxes.

Mr. SURREY. Let me ask you, just for my information, just to get
your question. If this were commercial accounting, if this were a
regular corporate business, would the expenses be capitalized or written
off annually?

Senator MILLER. Annually.
Mr. SURREY. Let us talk then about expenses under proper com-

niercial accounting, annual expenses. I see no-real objection to a carry
forward, I see no objection to that approach.

Senator MILLER But you would limit your application of those to
farm income?

Mr. SURREY. I think probably it would be safer here until I knew
more about the expenses; yes.

Senator MILLER. Now, you apparently are indicating approval of the
overall House approach to increasing the income taxes paid by com-
mercial banks, savings and loans and mutual savings banks and the
like.

Mr. SURREY. That is right.
Senator MILLER. I have the feeling that if such an increase as the

House bill encompasses went into effect, that inevitably the interest
rates paid by their customers would increase. What bothers me so much
is I think the timing is terrible on that. If we were in a normal interest
situation that would be one thing. But here we am today with the
highest interest rates in the history of the country and we come along
with a package which is going to have an effect on those interest rates.
Don't you think it would be prudent either to cut back some of the
impact of the House bill on these various institutions or perhaps not
take any action on them at this time and hold them in abeyance until
we have a much better climate for this?

Mr. SURREY. I am afraid I would have to answer the other way
around. In other words, it is very difficult to get improvements in the
tax system. The House has taken a step in the commercial bank area
and the like ending what is completely unwarranted tax favoritism to
these institutions. I would end that favoritism and then see what
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ha)ens. My guess is that the amounts invol Ved inr tax are really so
minor in relation to the economy as a whole that thely will have a very
little impact on interest rates.

Senator MuI.z. Well, I am not guessing on one case that was
brought into my office. Tuis involved not a particularly large savin,,s
and loan institution. I thought that a very persmw.ive argument was
made showing me how much tte officers' salaries -e and how much
the cost of operation is and how much of a tax impact there would be,
and there is no place to go except to pass it on to the mortgage bor-
rowers.

Mr. SURREY. Well, it may be in that bank that is so. But in the gen-
eral level of all depositors through the United Siates, I would think
the amounts involvA are s small in this bill in elationn to our total
amount of deposits and iterest, I would think it would have a very
minor effect. I would rather take n-y chances on that than putting oir
the day when they come under fair tax treatment.

Senator MILLER. I have no further questions, although off the record
if I could have a moment of your time in the back I would appreciateit.

Mr. SuRReY. Thank you.
Senator MILLER. Thank you.
Senator ByPi, Thank you, Mr. Surrey.
(Mr. Surrey's prepared statement follows:)

STATZIENT BY STANLEY S. SURREY

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee In the Hearing on
the Tax Reform Act of 1069.

The T x Reform Act of 100 Is a very significant step forward In the acon.
plishment of the vital task of reform of the Federal tax structure. It Is not the
end of the road, but It is a major beginning that takes us a considerable way
forward. In the area of tax reform, major beginnings are certainly major events.

Major tax bills are bulky, complex documents replete with technical language.
It Iv often difficult to obtain an overall perspective regarding the basic aspects of
such a bill-the significant changes that are Involved, the degree of progress or
retrogression In Improvement of the tax structure, the awing of the pendulum
toward tax simplicity or tax complexity. I believe it. would be helpful in obtaining
perspective on the effectiveness of this bill In achieving tax reform to consider
first the dimensions of tax reform-that Is, what are the problems or Issues of
tax reform-and then to see what the bill actually does In meeting those, lrol~ieis
and Issues.

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

I will start first with the individual income tax. A consideration of the dinlen-
slons of tax reform under the Individual income tax indicates that several dis-
tinet factors are involved. ,ome factors are paramount for one group of taxpayers,
while other factors predominate for the remaining groups. These different factors,
of course, call for different approaches. Hence, I will separate these consider.
tons Into three broad taxpayer clamx-s-low Income, middle income and high
Income-and discuss the factors that are relevant to each group end the pertinent
provisions of the House Bill.
Loi.v-omne taxpayers

The significant factor regarding low-income taxpayers Is that the individual
Income tax Is Imposed on people whose Incomes fall below the poverty line, and
also bears heavily on those close to the line. Since that line Is Intended to measure
the levels of, income, by family 91s, which are barely sufficient to provide the nec-
telties .of lfe, there Is Justiication for brncludyng that the Income tax should
not reach down below those levels. While poverty line definitions are to some
extent arbitrary, so also Is any cut-off utilized under the income tax, and the
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lsverty line classification can well be used as t presumlive point for fixing the
line of exemption from the income tax. Tile present income tax exemption levels,
based on the combination of the $600 per person exemption and the minimul
standard deduction, are considerably below the lxmverty line levels, especially for
single lwrsons and married persons with no or few children. Thus, it single lwr.on
with Income above $900 Is subject to income tax, and yet the poverty line for
single persons is around $1700; a married couple l wYs tax If their income is
above $1600, whereas the poverty line Is about $2.A0. There are about 2.2 million
families iii poverty who are now subject to tax.

The income tax change. best designed to relieve this situation is to Increase tile
present iniiium standard deduction. Revision [it the amount of that deduction
will concentrate the revenue Involved in the lowest income group and aonng sin-
gle is'rsons and married persons with sinall famnllles, where, as stated alcove, we
find the widest dispariths between the' present livtice tax exetmption levels and
the poverty lie. No other tax change-Inerease !in personal exemption, decreases
in tax rates, eta--will accomplish thi purpose with tile saine effectiveness. The
revenue cost dclnds on the nltoutnt of increase that is made in that deduction
nlnd the tanner of Its applleatlon.
The House liil fully meets this problem of tax reform for the iow-income tax-

payers. It raises the present mnilmun standard deduction from $200 (plus $100
for each ixr.-4)ial exemption) to $1100 per taxpayer, effective in 1971. (The natme
is changed from "minimum standard deduction" to "low iteone allowance.") The
effect of the change is to plate the stirt of the income tax at essentially the polv-
erty level-thus fully exempting those below that level-and to give substantial
tax relief to low-iocome families in tite area above the Iseverty level.

This approach Is far preferable to that contained in the earlier version of the
low-income allowance (i.R. 12290) which involved a sealing-down of that allow-
an(*, so that it eventually disappeared and only the present minimum standard
deduction remained. Such a scaling-down Is retained lit the current House Bill
for 1970 and a minlifled permanent scaling-down has been recommended to your
committee e by the 'i'reasury Department. But a sealing-down alqroach is de-
cidedly undesirable ili meeting the problems of low-income taxpayers. While the
Initial allowance does exclude those below tite poverty level from the income tax,
the scaling-down has the effect of providing less relief to those low-income fami-
lies above the poverty levels and far less overall relief to the lowest brackets
than does tle undiluted approach taken in the House Bill for 1971. Thus, that
Bill achieves $2.6 billion of tax relief for these low-ineone families as compared
with only $625 n:dilon under the scaling-down approach in 1970 (the original
Treasury approach) and only $920 million under tile latest Treasury scaling-dowil
proposal.

Tite sealing-down approach also has the decided disadvantage and unfortunate
effect of providing a high rate of trx for all low-Income taxpayers who remain
subject to tax. Thus, in 1970. i'n.der the general rate s"ale in tite House Bill
(which is the same as present law) the first bracket rate oA income above tle
exempt level Is 14% on the first $500, 15% ont the second $500, 16'% on tite next
$500X, and so on. Under the s-caling.do\'mt apiproach in the Bill, however. the
rates lit effect for 1070 are much hligher-for example, tite starting rate really
becomes 21% Instead of 14%. Thus. under tle new table for that year, a single
person Is exempt if his income is below $1700. As he earns income in exmcs. of
$1700 his tax rate is 21% oit the first $500 earned, '2 3/% on the next $500. and
24% on the next $500. The same effect exists for married l)ersomns. This is be-
cause the taxpayer not only Iays tax on each dollar he earns, but each smuch
dollar also adds $.50 more to his taxable income because his low-inconte allow-
ance is sliced $.50 for each $1 of income. These high ntes do not show up in
the law or tax returns because tile tax is stated only it table fornmtor are
they discussed in the House Cominittee's Report or the Treasury p)ro)poIsls. But
the disadvantage of very high marginal rates for these brackets exists under
the scaling-down approach. Fortunately, the House Bill in 1971 ellitinates tile
scaling-down and thus eliminates these high marginal rates for that year and
thereafter.

However, under the permanent sealing-down approach now recommended by
the Treasury, the aslct of high marginal rates would persist. The scaling-down
is slower-the low-income allowance would be sliced $.21 for each $1 of Income--
and the marginal rates would not be as high as In 1970, but they would be high.
Thus, in 1971, when the general rates are stated to be 13% on the first $500, a
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low-income person subject to tax would under the Treasury approach actually
have a rate of 16 % on him first $00 of taxable income: when the general rate
is 14% on the next V500, the tow-incom( person would actually have a rate of
17,C% and so on. Thus, for low-iuI'ome taxiyers, the tax tables under the
Treasury saling-down really Involve actual tax rates 25,% higher than the rates
used! in the general rate tables and which people prestualbly think are the rates
appllc.able.

It i right to exempt fronm tax completely those persons whose incomes are be-
low ithe jmerty level. It is not rigth--as the Treasury would do-to tax at high
rates those persons whose invomples are Just above the poverty levels. 'Te House
11111 il rejecting a permanent sealing-down is thus distinctly preferable to the
Treasury recommendation to use that device.

Middlc-ineon ta(payjcrx
In 1914 the ('ongres;s took a major step to improve the simplicity and fairness

of tile lndivilual in(ouie tax when It adolted the standard dedtellon-at 10%
of grosw ineone uI ) to a ]naxinium deduction of $1000. Tills standard deduction
was then uised on about 82% of the tax returns. This action had two conse-
quences: Fron the standlint of simplicity, for the great massi of taxpayers the
computation find record keeping under the Income tax were greatly simplitlhd.
From the standipoint of fairness, for tills group variations Ini deductions for
personal expense would miot affect tax liabilities so that the tax burden was the
same within the range of the average for these deductions. Only those taxpayers
with lwrsonal expenses above the average coul affect their tax liabilities
through those expenses.

Since 1944, however, these Important gains li simplicity and equity have
steadily eroded away. In 1969, It is estimated that only 57% of tax returns will
utilize tile standard deduction. In the intervening years, average deductions
have risen, making the 10% figure Inappropriate. and Incomes have also risen,
making the $1000 limit inappropriate; yet those two aspects of the standard
deduction have remained unchanged. The result is increased complexity for
taxpayers, and a greater spread of actual tax liabilities for taxpayers largely
similarly situated.

It mut be remembered that many taxpayers who actually bear the burdens
of these personal expenses cannot obtain the itemized deuctions for those ex-
penses since they do not directly pay the items, such as tenants who In their
rent bear the costs of property taxes and interest. In these cases, the purpose
of the standard deduction is to prevent serious unfair distinctions In tax burdens.
And even where there are actual variations in personal expenses, the precise
reflection of those variations In many cases would produce only small tax dlif
ferences, whose reflection in tax liability is out of all proportion to the com-
plexity Involved in keeping track of the items. This is especially so where the
deductible personal expenses themselves raise qualitative Judgments on which
people differ. In these cases, the standard deduction serves to prevent tax-
payers from being involved in excesive costs to obtain at best miner equity
advantages.

As a result, our goals of simplicity and fairness point in the case of this
grouD of taxpayers-those with incomes from about $7000 to $25,00--to a re-
vision which would restore, as far as po.ssible, the effectiveness of the standard
deduction. Thisstep requires both an increase in the 10% figure and the $1000
limit, and the revenue cost involved depends on the extent to which these
amounts are Increased.

Tile House Bill here also meets the problem of tax reform for this group of
taxpayers. It increases the standard deduction to 15% by 1972 and raises tile
limit to $2000. The effect, In combination with other changes in the Bill, would
be that about 80% of returns would again be using the standard deduction.
This is clearly a major gain In both tax fairness and tax simplifleation.

Tile Treasury recommendation to your Comrittee to Increase the standard
deduction only to 12% and $1400 Is a decidedly inferior approach and should
not be adopted.

A word as to revenue costs and the priorities for tax reduction may be appro.
priate here. The $1100 uniform minimum standard deduction or o'y-income
allowance with no scaling-down costs $2.7 billion tinder the House Bill. The
15%-$2000 standard deduction costs $1.3 billion. The revenue Is well spent,
however, and goes to the persons under the Individual income tax who held
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the top priority for tax relief when revenues for that relief becanie availalile.
as they do under this Bill. These are the lx4)ple who are first in line for tax
relief, for they are treated unfairly and less favorably thah other taxpayers
under the present law-the low-itwome groups who can least afford the Income
tax burden and the middle-income groups who do not benefit front Itemized
deductions.

The Treasury, however, seems to have an upside-down vlho of the priorities
for tax relief. It gives top priority to the across-the-board rate reduction tinder
the 11ouso Bill in the individual tax of $4.5 billion, stating that it "represents
reasonable, equitable tax relief" because it "does not discriminate between item-
izers and non-iteinizers, between homeowners and tenants" and so on-"it pro-
vides even-handed non.discriminatory relief."

But the task of tax reform and tax revision-when taxes are being redcleed-
is to see whether the present treatment is fair or unfair tid to correct Injustices
first rather than simply uniformly to change tax rntt-s. Such a uniform adjust-
meat is appropriate In a tempnorary measure adopted for elconomiL stabilization
reasons-a 10% surcharge (though even here the lowest Irackets were exempted)
or a 10% reduction to avoid a recession. There the task is not to change existing
relationships and niot to consider basic tax policy Issues-these are to he left to
permanent tax revision. But nowv we are engaged in just such a revision where
the task is that of examining just who is treated uwore favorably and who less
favorably under the tax system. To approach such a fundamental revision by
saying, as does the Treasury, that the first tax priority is across-the-board rate
reduction would mean we would never really ever deal with the basic issues in
an adceluate way. The Treasury approach is thus a is.,sstating of priorities and
a negation of the essential task of tax revision. The House Bill approaches the
matter properly by givin.r full relief to those 1irst in line for it.

Several additional maetors not in the 11ou- - Bill may be mentioned with reslKet
to the middle-income groups. Another step that can achieve simplicity, and also
is in keeping with tax fairness, would be to eliminate the deduction for state
gasoline taxes where the item is a personal and not a iusine,, expense. Like
the non-deductible federal gasoline ta;:, the state gasoline tax is essentially a
charge for the use of hl;chway focllitie-A iind, therefore, should not le deductilble.
This step is now recommended by the ;,onasury.

Himpliicatlon and falrni ' s fon this I:i 'ep aiw call for a complete revision in the
tax tr(atnlm'nt for ter cderly. The tir, it rules are a maze of complexity adding
up to a full page on the tax return. Tlt,u. ilso involve unjustifiable discrimination
among the elderly through differing tvi , treatment for different sources of ini.ome,
here hearing adversely on those eicrly who need to continue working after
reaching age 65. Further, they provide unneeded tax relief for those elderly who
are well-to-do. The February Treasury Propo ils involved a complete revi4on
of present rules, with a revenue cost of $,' O million.'

High-income group
Breakdown In ft.rncss.-The problem presented in the high-income group is a

complete breakdown In the fairness of the Individual income tax. A few examples
will illustrate this:

In 1967 there were 155 tax returns with adjusted gross Income above $200,000
on which no Income tax was elmd, including 21 returns with incomes above $1
million.

But theqe figures do not measure the full degree of tax escape at this level. If
actual incomes were used rather than adjusted pross incomn-so that items such

I Another desirble change, recommended in the February Treasury Propo.als, was in
the charitable deduction, tinder which that deduction would he allowed outside the
standard deduction (i.e. allowed together with the standard deduction), but would be
available only where the contributions exceeded 3.% of adjusted grott Income. This
threshold would apply to taxpayers using Fither the standard deduction or Itemized
deductions. These changes In thae charitable deduction, combined with the standard
deduction changes, would reduce significantly the number of returns requiring record
keeping and audit for perional Items. while maintaining for all taxpayers, even those
using the standard deduction, an Incentive for chanitaeble gifts abo- e routine giving. The
charitable organlzations apparently I pose such chauges. But they presumably overlook
or misjudge its advantages. Under the llouse Hill. with Its Increase in the standard
deduction, and no other change as respects charitable contributions, only about 15 million
returns would be left to use Itemized d,'du. *.ons and to claim a charitable deduction. Under
the above proposals, however, with the ability to claim a charitable deductloa whether
other deduetions are Itemized or not, even with a 3% threshold about 26 million returns
would claim a charitable deduction. These proposals would thuis provide a wider base
for charitable support than simply changing the standard deduction.
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as tax-exempt interest, full capital gains, excess percentage depletion, farm "tax
los-ses", excess real estate depreciation, and intangible drilling expense deductions
were included in the total amount of Income-the number of individuals with
incomes above $200,000 and $1 million who are paying notax would be higher. This
figure would provide a more accurate description of the escape from tax in this
group. Thus, some individuals who now show up in Statistics of Incmoe below
$200,000 and even in the $0-43W bracket or with a loss, and who are paying no
tax, would-if these excluded items were added to their adjusted gross income-
be in the above $200,000 group and even above $1 million--and still, of course, be
paying no tax. Present data, however, presumably do not permit a statistical
reclassification on this basis.

For those who pay tax, in the group with over $1 million of actual income
(before persoml expense deductions), the effective rate of tax for about 75% of
the group clusters In the area between 20% and 30%. This may be compared with
taxpayers in the group between $20,000 and $50,000 of actual Income, where about
60% cluster in the same effective rate area between 20% and 30%, yet the
$1 million and over group per taxpayer have probably over 50 times as much
Income.

For taxpayers tip to the level of $50,000 of actual income, -although there is dis-
persion within each group, the central ,range of effective rates moves upwards as
income rises; for groups above $50,000, this upward movement in effective rates
begin to flatten; and above $100,000 the central range of effective rate moves back-
wards to produce the results described for the $1 million and over group.

The obvious departure from the ability to pay concept and from elementary
standards of fairness Is self-evident in these statistics. Whether a person is below
the poverty line, whether he is in the group between $20,000 and $50,000, or
whether he is in-between, he Is certainly warranted in feeling that the income tax
is not working fairly.

Cau, es of Unfairness.-I would like to turn from these overall evidences of
unfairness to the causes of high incomes showing these low rates or complete
absence of tax, since the causes will point the way to possible approaches for
correction.

In overall effect, the causes lie in a combination of crcludcd income items and
the method of applying itemized deductions.

As to the exrclufdrd items, looking at the significant ones, the list covers:
The excluded half of realized capital gains.
Interest on ttate and local bonds.
Accelerated depreciation largely on buildings.
Deduction for unlimited charitable contributions (almost entirely of appre.

elated securities whose gain Is not taxed).
Farm "tax losses".
Excesa of percentage depletion over cost of investment.
Intangible drilling expenses of oil wells.

For many persons, the.e items singly or in combination bring the tax to zero.
Thus, for somewhere around 50 to 75 persons, the unlimited charitable deduction
benefit simply eliminates tax.'

For others, percentage depletion of intangible drilling expenses; real estate
deductions, mainly accelerated depreciation ; or farm "tax losses" are the fac-
tors that produce a zero tax.

For a Is rge group, the effect of these items while not completely eliminating tax
is to reduce the taxable Inconc -nnsIderably below the actual income. Then an.
other facto," enters-these persons u~tually have lorgc persaon'l e.rpene deduc-
tions which hey itemize. The',e Itemized deductions are offset against the re-
maining tarabiS,, income. and Ir no wa3 are allocated to the c.rcludcd income, al.
though excluded as well as tsxable items are a source for the itemized deduc-

'36.6% In the range 20%-215%, and 37.8% In the range 25%--30%. The $500,000-41
million group reflects a similar cluster. 64.7%. Even these figures are an understatement,
*Inc# the actual or total income data do not Include excess real estate depreciation, farm
"tax totem" and intangible drilling expenses.

845.$% In the range 20%-25%, and 13.5% In the range 25%-30%. 27.9% are It the
ranx 1%-20%.

8 "ee speelfie cases 1-4 in the February Treasury Proposals, pp. 90-01, Involving persons
with actual incomes of 010 million, $6 million, $8 million, and $0.5 million.

see uxpeelfic cases 8 and 9. p. 93. Involvngr persons with $1 million and $1.3 million.
* Bee specific ease 10, p. 94, Involving a person with $1.4 million, and table 1, p. 452.
'See specifte ease 11, p. 94, Involving a person with $700,000.
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fions. Hence, the full force of the iteinizcdI 4eductiona is concentrated against th
li.rablc income and the result Is a very low or even zero tax."Tihe Interest deduction, u..ually arising from loans to carry capital assts whith
result in excluded Income or no current income, is here an important factor. So
also is the general charitable contributions deduction, which for this group usually
involves not cash gifts but gifts of ,ecuritles whose appreciation is not taxed
though the appreciated value measures the deduction.

This steady deterioration of income taxation In the ease of high-income ndi-
viduals has been hastened tby the "institutionalization" of tax escapes. The "pack-
aging of tax shelters" by investment houses, brokerage organizations, and others
has made these shelters readily available to those with incomes high enough to
utilize their attractions. Just as in the case of the stock market, geography is
not a factor-the possessor of a tax shelter can live thousands of miles away
from his cattle or his oil well or his orchard or his post office and in fact may
never see them at all. It is clear that whatever may have bwen the origin of these
shelters, it was no one's intent-in the executive branch or in the Congress-that
this supermarket era of tax shelters was to e the end result.

These are the causes of unfairness-what are tile solutions adopted In theHouse Bill ?

HeIouv Bill solutlion.-Maltcra dealt with dirclly
Some of the Items permitting escape from tax are dealt with directly in the

House Bill.
Untiited Charitable Deduct Ion.p-The House Bill would, and properly so.

eliminate the unlimited charitable deduction after a transitional period. While
sulwlericially this deduction may seem to have a certain appeal when loosely de-
scribed-a person must give away 90% of his income-in actual effect the in-
dividual Is not. giving away income or assets but giving away his tax. The ass, ts
actually contributed are nearly always appreciated securities whose gain is
untaxed and the income made tax-free is generally dividend income otherwise
subject to a rate around 70%. I see no reason why one group of persons is per-
mitted to give their tax to any charity they choose while others are required to
pay their tax to the Federal Government. If all of us could chosXe either to pay
our income tax to the Government or glie it to our favorite charity we would
have tax anarchy. This being so, no special group should be permitted tells choice.
The question of how large a tax subsidy should be given to charitable organiza-
tions under the Income tax is one to be decided by the Congress. For most every-
one this Is controlled through the limit, now 30% of adjusted gross income. o1
tile charitable deduction. This limit can le changed; tile House Bill uses 5%,.
But the limit should apply across the board. All wilo have ability to piy should
pay some tax to the Federal government, rather than be permitted to select a
charity to tile exclusion of tile Federal government. Certainly, if only for tile
reason of tax morality, this should be true for our wealthiest persons. Tile House
Bill properly ends the unlimited charitable deduction.

Capital Gains.-The House Bill would reduce the tax preference for capital
gains by lengthening the holding perltI from six months to a year and elimi-
nating the 25% alternative rate. These changes are proper improvements ill the
treatment of capital gains and their justification in terms of tax equity Is clear.
Most economists have for years urged at least changes along these lines. Equally,
most. economists who have studied the matter would find unconvincing the as-
sertion that such moderate changes would have the calamitous effects oi invest-
meat that critics of the changes usually charge.

Tile Treasury's objection to these changes is also cast in terms of effects on
Investment: "These changes . . . impose too great a burden o1 capital Invest meant.
The effect of the Bill would be to remove a large measure of the Incentive for
private capital to engage in new and expanded business ventures. Present capitall
investments would tend to be frozen and the economy as a whole would suffer."
But these (lire forebodings are strange Indeed when placed alongside its actual
recommendations. For tile Treasury is obviously aware that the capital gain
preference is the single most important factor in permitting high income persons
greatly to reduce their effective rate of tax. so that the equity and fairness of the
tax system are markedly reduceL Hence, It recommends a complex limitation on

0 See specific eases 5, 6, and 7, pp. 92-93, Involving persons with $5.3 million, $035.000
and $1.3 million.
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the use of the 25% alternative rate which Is In effect a slecial miniilunil tax
applicable to capital gains. Under this approach the revenue gain In the capital
gain and loss area would be $425 milllou--or about 66% of the House Bill gain of
$15 million. It is hard to see how this $210 million additional gain uider the
House Bill-less than 1% of the present yield from capital gamins taxation of
individuals--can have the adverse effects on Investment painted by the Treasury.
In this light, the Iloui~e Bill approach, which is direct and far simpler, is to be
preferred.'

We should recognize that the most serious aspect of our present capital gains
policy is the permanent escape from tax of appreciation in assets transferred at
death. Correction of this defect remains e matter of top priority. The House Com-
mittee Report states that reform nicasures relating to revision of the estate and
gift tax laws and the related problem of the tax treatment of property passing
at death will be studied as soon as possible, with a bill to be reported In this
Congress, The accomplishment of this objective will move us considerably fur-
ther along the road of meaningful tax reform.

8tate asd Loal Bond Intercest.-The House Bill begins to come to grips with
the difficult matter of state and lotal bond Interest--diflfcult because of its history
and Its place i federal-state relationships. The Issue is clear: The preseilt exemp.
tion for interest on state and local bonds has the general effect of a blanket, no
strings att'wched, federal grant-in-aid to the issuing governments. It is achieved
by giving lax favoritism to high-bracket Individuals with conservative investment
instincts, ' o comroerckil banks, and it lesser degree to some other financial insti-
tutions. Te state and local governments clearly desire the general effect to col-
tinue. Those Interested in the federal tax structure deplore the method of achiev-
ing this effect because of both the tax favoritism and the inefficiency or wastage
involved in resorting to the technique of favoritism, In that more federal tax
revenue Is lost then the local governments obtain in aid. The federal revenue lost
annually through the exemption is about $2.63 billion. The aid annually obtained
by the states find local governments-the amount saved through the lower interest
rates on tax-exempt bond&--is about $1.9 billion. (Parenthetically, to put tis
form of federal aid In perspective, the total amount of grant aid to states anid
localities Is about $25 billion.)

The state and local governments carry no brief as such for the federal tax
windfalls and the wastage. Up to now, however, they have not seen any other
mechanism which can achieve for them the general effect that the tax exemption
produces. But the future heavy financial demands on state and local governments
will diminish for them the amount of the grant-in-aid that the tax exemption
mechanism produces. The restraint on the scope of the market for their bonds
that tax exemption involves will cause their interest rates to rise. At the same
time, the tax favoritism perversely Is increased.

The inefficiency Inherent In the use of the tax exemption mechanIsm to achieve
the grant-in-aid will thus hurt all the governments involved. They now have a
common Interest in finding a better path to the grant-in-aid.

The House Bill provides the solution of taxable bonds issued on an optional
basis by state and local governments. The federal taxation of these bonds would
remove the present tax unfairness. Since the Interest costs on taxable bonds
would be higher than on tax-exempt Issues, the Bill continues the aid to the
states and localities by authorizing the Treasury to pay from 30% to 40% of the
Interest cost (25% to 40% after 1975). The payments would be to the Issuing gov-
ernments periodically ans Interest falls due. The lmytnents would be automatic,
with no strings attached. Hence, the automatic noniFederal control of the present
aid would continue. The Issuance of taxable bonds would be optional, so that the
privilege still to Issue tax-exempt bonds would remain.

It Is difficult to see how states and localities can lose under this arrangement.
On the contrary, depending on the level of the Treasury's Interest payments, they
could readily gain much through actual Interest costs on their part becoming less
for most localities than the interest costs on their existing tax-exempt bonds.
The Treasury could even make Its payments around 45% or 50% of the interest
without losing any money. It would then simply be turning over fully to states

'lrbe deinitional ehanxes in the lIou. Bill in the capital gain art--as to collections
ot letters, papt., and memoranda ; the treatment of lump sum pension ditrlbutlion (still
IaalqUate n to appreciated propertY) ; franchises; casualty gains and losses: and saes
of li states (why Is thef Incomp a 11 considered capital sain?) are improvementss over
pre nt law, as are the changes in the capital loss rules.
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and localities the amount that today goes wasted-the difference between the
earlier figures of $2.63 billion federal revenue lost and $1.9 billion state and
local interest savings annually.

There can be improvements In the provision. perhaps fIxing on a definite per-
centage of aid rather than letting the Secretary vary the figure. There can be
problems of transition and adjustment. These are inevitable and all should work
together to meet them. Also the present difficulties plaguing bond issuers, growing
out of the unusually high Interest levels reflecting Inflationary forces and counter
measures, should not cause us to lose perspective on the long-run assets. Further,
while there may well be shifts in the traditional patterns of investment dealer
relationships and mechanisms, these shifts are hardly a matter on which to base
policy objectives. There can be other alternatives to pursue, such as an Urban
Development Bank. But these alternatives need not be competitors, but comple-
mentary solutions.

The matter must be kept In perspective. The House Bill offers a present,
rational approach regarding future issues of state and local bonds. It should be
accepted in this light and efforts made to perfect it rather than seek to tear it
alrt and strike It down. A solution of this character would both materially
lessen the federal tax unfairness as future issues go out on a taxable rather
than a tax-exempt basis and provide greater interest savings to states and locali-
ties without any federal control of their debt obligations.

Farm "Tax Losscs".-The Houe Bill unfortunately falters severely when It
comes to the matter of farm tax losses. The abuses in this area have been well
publicized. Essentially, Treasury regulations permit farmers to expense items
which are capital items and so treated under commercial accounting principles-
items such as the costs of raising livestock and the costs involved in the pre-
operation stage of orchards and ranches. (There are other departures from
financial accounting, such as the ability to use the cash method through inven-
tories are involved). The ability to expense items that are capital in nature
gives rise to current deductions that are in exes of the current income from
the catth or orchard or other activity. These excess deductlons-"tax losses"-
are quite valuable when other Inon-farm incoie Is present, since the farm 'losses"
can then shelter that non-farm inconie from tax and thus leave the non-farm
income--be It executive salary, Investment house or brokerage commissions,
dividends and so on-free of tax. The tax picture is nmade all the sweeter by the
statutory treatment of the sale of the products involved-the cattle or the
orchard-as a capital gain trausation, so that the end of the road can be 25%
tax rates end not ordinary income rates. And the main road of tax shelter need
have no end--one herd of cattle can be sold and another started, one orchard
sold and another planted.

Wealthy non-farmers have been made increasingly aware of the wonders of
this tax system, under which the Government actually pays the non-farmer
money just to own the cattle or orchard and the wealthier he is the more it pays
him. These farm rules are thus a "negative income tax" for well-to-do non-
farmers. The absurdity of the present rules Is disclosed by data that show that as
people rise in the income scale they would appear to have a remarkable propen-
sity to run their farm operations at a loss-the greater the Income from non-farm
sources, the greater the loss from farm operations. Since the data also indicates
that people with high incomes do not show losses on other business ventures, we
can hardly conclude that when they go Into farming they uniformly stumble
around and actually lose money due to mismanagement or bad Investment
decisions. Rather, when we observe the extensive literature which explains how
wealthy people can save after-tax dollars through showing "tax losses" on farm
operations, which really involve an actual net investment in the farm, and then
shielding other income with those "loss," it is obvious that the prevalence of
these "losses" Is evidence of extensive use of a tax abuse.

The House Bill essentially does very little about this-it raises $20 million
when an adequate approach would produce at least $150 million. Its defects are
two-fold: It continues to allow these artificial farm "tax losses" to be used
cumrreit"ty but then would recapture them (the "excess deduction account") on
any later sale of the assets by treating the gain on sale as ordinary gain rather
than captial rIn to the extent of the prior losses. The House Bill, by allowing
artificial loss curre"tly to be offset against and thus shelter non-farm income,
permits the tax on that income to be deferred until a later date. For people in
the upper brackets, tax deferral by itself Is a valuable asset-the Government
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in effect makes an interest-free loan of the tax amount and such loans in these
days of 99,v and 10% money are quite beneficial. In addition to this basic defect
of structure in its solution, the House Bill imposes severe limits on the use of
the solution: the farm loss must exceed $25,000 and the non-farm Income exceed
$M,000.

In contrast, Senator Metcalf and others have suggested a far better approach.
This approach would not allow these artificial "tax losses" to be used currently,
so that there would be no shelter of non-farm income. On any sale of the farin
assets, the losses could then be used to offset any gain on that sale. His bill uses
a limit of $15,000 of non-farm income, and this exclusion is phased out.'

The proper course in the farm is to reject the House Bill approach and follow
Senator Mtecalf's approach."

Real Reate.-In many respects the real estate area is like the farm area,
except that "real estate tax losses" are used as the shelter rather than "fariii
tax losses." The present tax laws grant excessively favorable accelerated
depreciation to buildings, Whlch provides far more rapid write-offs than stralilt-
line depreciation. This excessive depreciation deduction, on top of the other
expense deductions for interest and taxes, not only relieves real estate rentals
from tax, but is so large that it spills over and shelters non-real estate
income tax.

The investor is in many cases not interested in "cash flow" from the building
but in "tax flow"-how much by way of deductions for Interest on the mort-
gage, real estate taxes, and accelerated depreciation will the building generate
so that the resulting "tax losses" (deductions in excess of rental income) can
offset dividend income, profession fees, salaries, etc., and thus "shelter" the latter
from tax. The reel estate shelter i8 especially attractive because all these,
deductions belong to the equity Investor. Generally the equity Investor call
obtain a high leverage effect. Further, through deductions of interest and taxes
during the construction of a building, he can often recover his equity invest-
ment before the rental lease even starts, so that the deductions available during
the lease are all a return on investment. The rental under the lease will take
care of the mortgage and real estate taxes.

Tor these reasons, the real estate shelter-office Luildings, motels, shopping
centers, post offices, high rise apartment houses, industrial buildings and so
on-ha had a broad attraction. Thus the announcement of the Government's
decision to build a major poet office is also a major event in the halls of those
Institutions that packaoq tax shelters. Post Offices are privately owned and leased
to the Government, thus nicking the real estate shelter available to the syndi-
cate members who own the facility. The data, though not as complete as one
would like, point to a far wider-and still rapidly widening-use of the real
estate shelter than is generally realized. In fact, the use of this escape route
may rank Just after the capital gain factor in magnitude.

The House Bill makes a start on attacking this problem. It reduces accelerated
depreciation on all new buildings, except new rental housing, to 150% declining
balance depreciation instead of 200% declining balance and it limits used build-
ings to straight-line depreciation. It also applies the present recapture rules
of personal property to real property, so that depreciation in excess of straight-
line depreciAtion In recaptured on sale, by converting capital gain to ordinary
income to the extent of the excess.

The allowance under the House Bill of 150% declining balance depreciation
for new buildings is still on the over-generous side, and straight-line deprecia-
tion is more appropriate. Arother desirable step would be to require the capi-
talization of interest and taxes paid during construction. The present option
to expense these costs is at variance with proper accounting procedures and
operates to accentuate the real evtate shelter. The current deduction of these
capital coss often returns to the investor nearly all of his equity investment

% Senator Metcalrs biU could be strengthened by offsetting the disallowed losses against
the full gain on say sale, before the apllcation of the 5096 capital gain deduction rather
than after that application. s the bltmow ap earv to provide.

"'The House Bill provides for recapture of any excess depreciation deduction that may
-,how up on a sale. *a is done tinder present law with other tangible property generally.
and this change I desirable. The Bill also strengthens the "hobby los" provision (the
'Ttesauty sngg~lon ot Including snticipated increase In the veillp of the nroqprty niR An
Iodleation ofa Ao.bobiy would seem a wteakening of the Houoe Bill). But these prnARIrns
, re mot snbafttes for an adequate solution to the main problem; ther ae desirable
complements to 8enator )fetcalf's approach to the main problem.
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at the outset. With nothing in effect at risk, the benefits of excessive depreciation
are pure tax profit to him.

The House Bill does not change the depreciation provisions applicable to
rental housing, though no reason for the exception Is advanced. The Government
does have an interest In encouraging rental housing. Government non-tax pro-
grams to aid such housing, however, do not indiscriminately apply to all housing.
but focus instead on housing for low and middle income families. The House
Committee Report itself criticizes the use of tax benefits for luxury housing:

"In the housing field the tax stimuli are more effective for luxury- and
moderate-income rental housing where profitability and appreciation prohpect.t
relative to risk are inherently more attractive than In lower-income housing.

The "trickle down" supply effect for the lower income rental housing market
is slow and uncertain in a growing general housing market.

Capital and other resource demands engendered by the existing tax stimuli
tend to exland luxury housing, commercial, office, motel, shopping center, and
other fornis of investment, squeezing out lower income housing."

And yet the Bill retains tax benefits for all housing, including luxury hous-
ing. There is no Government expenditure policy to aid luxury, high cost hou.iiig.
Why, therefore, should we have a tax policy that in effect spends Government
funds for such housing instead of concentrating Government financial as.staliwe
where it Is needed. At the least, the benefits of accelerated depreciation should
be retained only for the type of rental housing that is assisted under direct
expenditure programs.

Even es to such housing it would be desirable to phase out the tax assistance
and allow the funds which that assistance represents to be used directly by
HUD in its programs. A termination date should therefore be put on this tax
incentive for such housing, and arrangements explored to achieve a transfer
of the funds involved at that date from the "tax expenditure budget" to the
regular Budget for housing.

The House Bill introduces a distinctly unwise tax policy when it provides for
five-year amortization of certain costs incurred in the rehabilitation of low-cost
rental housing. This Is an expensive tax incentive--the revenue -L'ost Is put at
$380 million. There is no discussion in the House Report, and no study refe.red
to, indicating that if the Government is suddenly to spend $330 million more
on housing, it should be spent in this fashion. There is no Indication that rehabil-
itation of low-cost buildings has this high a priority or that this type of program
and assistance is the most effective that can be devised. Because of the diffi-
culties involved in rehabilitation, HUD up to now seems to have given It a low
priority. Scarce funds must be allocated over many needs and apparently the
economics of rehabilitation are such that the money is better spent in new
construction. If HUD and the congressionall Committees concerned with hous-
ing have come to this conclusion, It would seem irrational for the Treasury and
the Ways and Means Committee suddenly to start spending Government funds
on a different basis. Surely with other established housing programs not fully
funded, a better use for this $330 million exists. It is one thing for IHUD to
accept money from any source and not turn down such gifts, but this Is hardly
a wise use of scarce Government resources.

The Treasury itself seems to have reservations on tax Incentives In the
housing area, for it states:

"We are concerned with the continued heavy reliance upon tax incentives
as a means of achieving our national housing goals, and believe that considera-
tion should be given in the near future to other additional methods of doing so."

Given this concern, it is difficult to perceive the wisdom of suddenly launching
a new tax incentive with no study behind it and In an area that seemingly
has been regarded by housing experts as having a low priority when it comes to
spending Federal funds.

Together with the continued accelerated depreciation assistance for all rental
housing, we presumably will be spending over a half-billion dollars through the
tax system on such housing. It would be far wiser to turn these funds over to
the non-tax expenditure programs of Government.

Natural Resource*.-I will discuss the matter of percentage depletion and
other natural resources tax changes in connection with consideration of the
corporate tax.

Other ltems.-The HMuse Bill in a number of areas has desirable corrective
provisions that will str, ngthen the equity of the individual income tax, which
I will here merely l1.4t:
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The requirement that corporate earnings and profits be computed on the
basis of straight-line depreciation, thereby ending the present system of
creating tax-free dividends to shareholders, especially in the public utility
area, through computing earnings and profits oni the basis of accelerated
depreciation.

The taxing of distributions to beneficiaries of accumulation trusts and
multiple trusts at the tax brackets applicable to tho.e beneficiaries rather
than, as at present, at the lower tax rates applicable to the trusts.

The tightening of the rules regarding restricted stock compensation plans.
The tightening of the rules regarding the treatment of stock dividends

when two classes of stock exist and the rules regarding stock dividends on
preferred stock, the changes In effect largely embodying existing regulations
in the statute.

The revision of the treatment of employee deferred compensation so as
to allocate Its consequences for tax purixoses to the years In which the
compensation was earned.

House Bill Solutions--Overall Approaches
In addition to the above direct approaches, the House Bill has two overall

approaches, or back-up provisions, designed to increase the fairness of the tax.
These two approaches are a minimum individual income tax or limit on tao
pre ereamo, and tho allocation of deductions.

Limit on Tao Prcferei ce.-Th limiit on tax preferences--or minimum Income
tax-Is premised on the position that whatever may be the merits of the major
tax preferences that are retained, of overriding importance is the principle that
every Individual with substantial income should pay a minimum tax toward
the coat of Government that itself bears a relationship to the economic income
involved. To achieve this, under the house Bill a 50% ceiling is imposed on the
amount of a taxpayer's total Income (taxable items plus tax preference items)
that can be excluded from tax. In other words, speaking generally, If the tax
preferences exceed 50% of total Income, the excess becomes taxable.u

The tax preferences covered by the House Bill are state and local bond Interest
(included gradually over 10 years); one-half of capital gains; appreciation in
value of property contributed to charity; excess depreciation on real estate; and
farm tax losses.

Two important items are missing from this list: percentage depletion and
Intangible drilling expenses. These omissions are serious aspects, since for those
engaged In natural resources activities, the effect of the limit on tax preferences
Is fully negated. There Is no reason to omit these Item!. The theory of a minimum
tax-or a limit on tax preferences-is not to pawv' Judgment on any particular
tax preference. The theory Instead accepts the view that for one reason or another
the particular preference Is to remain. But the theory asserts an overriding
concept of tax equity that there must be scope for the principle that each
Individual with significant amounts of Income must pay some tax to the Gov-
ernment Any preference, no matter how meritorious It Is considered by its
adherents, must make accommodation to this competing principle of tax equity.
In this light, percentage depletion In excess of capital Investment and Intangible
drilling expenses should be covered as preference Items. The Treamry so mig-
geets, though It would still exclude Intangible drilling expenses of Individuals
whose principal business Is exploraton for oil and gas. Obviously such an excep-
tion Is at variance with the principle of the limit on tax preferences and is
unadvisable.

The Treasury suggests three additions to the ilt of tax preferences: Interest
and taxes paid during the period of construction of a building: excess deprecia-
tion In the case of a lease of equipment and other personal property: and the new
five-year amortization of rehabilitation outlays for low-cost housing. The first
two additions are desirable assuming the matters are not dealt with directly,
which would be preferable-4he Interest and taxes should be capitalized as
stated earlier; the lease abuse could be handled, even administratively, by a
better delineation between what Is really a sale by tho purported lessor accom.

-ft* technique In oimllar to Senator Htrrs' ftlinum tax bill. except that Senator
Natts' bill would apply the regular tnx. rates to any part of 50% of capital gain
thI~At I;Ch4b1 the minimum tax, thus not taking the 26_?4 s. *atire rate applicable

t t. ThIs was the eff of the February Treasury Proposal for a minimum tax.
ros Bill version does not alter the 259& alternative rate. T*his i done under the

direct lbnei capital gaIns.
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panied by a loan, since many of these leases are essentially financing arrange-
ments, and what is a real lease. The third addition indicates the error of
embarking at all oil the new tax preference for rehabilitation.'

Allocation of Dcductions.-As stated earlier, income excluded because of tax
preferences provides In effect a double benefit-the income Is excluded and tile
taxpayer is then permitted to reduce his remaining income by the full amount
of his itemized (lefvctions. To eliminate this double benefit, the House 1111
contains an allo-otion of deductions requirement. Under this provision Itemized
deductions mu ie allocated between taxable income and excluded income.
Ti , portion Ullo,,i0 e to the excluded income would not be allowed as a tax
deduction.

The proposal is earlyy appropriate. The policy issue involved Is the content
of the tax preferences that are taken into account in determining the excluded
Income. The Hlouse Bill parallels the limit on tax preferences proposal by cover-
Ing the sate preferences, with two exceptions. It here does cover percentage
depletion and intangible drilling expwnses, which Is proper (and with which
the Treasury agree, without any of the exceptions as to intangible drilling
expenses of those engaged in the oil business). It here excludes, however, Interest
on c.ristng state and local obligations, which is wrong. The Treasury here
recommends existing obligations be covered, without any ten-year phase-in. Tile
Treasury here also recommends the additional three matters mentioned under
the limit on tax preferences.

The proper course is to make the two provisions, allocation of deductio-s
and limit on tax preferences, parallel in scope. Moreover the two provisions
should be given a wide scope, in keeping with their back-up objective to maintain
a degree of tax equity despite the various factors which require the continuation
of some tax preferences. Itence the proper course is to provide a parallel treat-
ment by including the wider coverage in each cau, where there is a difference
in the House Bill.

A word should be added as to two items. In the case of state and local bond
Interest, the Treasury urges that the interest not be covered under tbe limit
on tax preferences because of doubts as to the constitutional validity of that
step. No legal opinion has been provided by tile Treasury or the departmentt
of Justice stating that the inclusion would be unconstitutional. Moreover, both
Departments in the past have published opinions affirming the constitutionality
of the taxation of such interest. It would appear to be the proper course on this
record to at least allow the Supreme Court to render its judgment. Others have
urged that under both LTP and Allocation that interest on existing obligations
not be covered (and the louse Bill so provides as to Allocation), presumably
so as not to defeat expectations of existing holders. This argument goes too far.
for it would sanction the assertion of a vested interest in a tax preference and
in a situation even where full taxation is not involved.

Moreover, the argument overlooks the effect of the provision under the House
Bill for subsidized future issues of taxable state and local obligations. Under
that provision, if a significant amount of such taxable bonds are issued--atnd
there is no reason why this should not result-tax-exempt bonds will begin to
become a relatively scarcer commodity and the value of existing obligations
will accordingly rise. Thus a windfall benefit would be granted to existing
holders. The i'tclusion of existing obligations under the rTP and the Allocation
provisions is thus but an offset-and not too strong an offset-to this windfall
benefit. It is hard In this light to see any ground for complaint by existing holders.
There is also no reason for any slow phase-in, as under the House Bill. Further,
tile coverage of existing bonds cannot as such affect state and local governments,
for the bonds have been issued. Tile rates they must pay on their future issues
will be determined far more by the effect of the taxable bond option than by
inclusion of obligations, existing or future, under LTP and Allocation.

A second aspect concerns appreciated property given as a charitable contrlbu-
tlor. The House Bill treats the non-inclusion In taxable income of the appre-
ciation as a tax preference-which it Is-and therefore covers such appreciation
under the LTP and Allocation proposals. The Treasury now suggests that this
coverage be deleted because it believes it would unduly restrict public support
of charitable institutions. Such exclusion, however, would clash with the basic

19 The louse Bill applies a five-year carryover rule to the limit on tax preferences. This
seems unwise and to improperly dilute the application of the limit.

83-865--W9--pt. 4-49
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rationale underlying these two back-up provisions, for their operation as stated
earlier is not dependent on the reasons for the tax preference. In the final
analysis, all tax preferences exist because the Congress decides that financial
assistance is to be given through the tax system to the activities involved. Tile
LTP and Allocation proposals set up a balancing principle, that the financial
assistance be tempered by some adherence to the principles of tax equity. This
balancing principle Is applicable to appreciated property given to charity as well
as to the other tax preferences.

Moreover, there is no reason why donors of appreciated property should have
a greater opportunity to place Government resources at the disposal of
charities-which is the effect of the tax benefits given to gifts of appreciated
property-than donors of cash. I very much doubt that the Congress would
provide directly that If a person contributed $100,000 in fully appreciated prop-
erty he could deduct say 135% of the gift but if he contributed $100,00 in cash, he
could deduct only 100% of the gift-yet such a discriminatory result is the
general effect of our present rules. The existing law does discriminate in favor
of the donors of appreciated property and their value Judgments as to which
institutions and charitable functions to support. The issue is a troublesome
one, not because of its tax aspects because the tax answer is clear, but because
of the values we ascribe to our charitable institutions. But one can well fear
that an exception on this ground can lead to other exceptions in favor of tho.-
who will argue-and they will-that their tax preferences also serve worthwhi',
purpoeM and soon the LTP and Allocation provisions would be eroded away.
Other Provtiona i House BI

Limitation on Iltercat Deduction.-The House Bill contains a limitation on
the deduction of personal interest on funds borrowed for investment purposes.
The limit would be that of investment income including capital gains plus a
$25,000 floor. The limit would not extend to interest on funds borrowed for
business purposes or for a home mortgage.

Studies of the tax returns of high-income individuals underscore the im-
portance that the interest reduction plays in permitting these individuals to
achieve low or non-existent tax liabilities. Long ago it was recognized that the
interplay between deductible interest on borrowed funds and favorable tax
treatment of the activity in which the funds were invested would play havoc
with the fairness of the individual income tax. Present law thus disallows the
deduction of interest when it is connected with tax-exempt bonds. But to con-
fine the restraint on the interplay to this narrow area is obviously inadequate
to meet present day tax-escape sophistication. The House Bill approach is espe.
cially important in the case of growth stocks and other assets which appreciate
over time without a current cash flow. Our present law does not tax current
appreciation In value until it is realized by sale, and this deferment of tax is
in itself valuable. The denial of a current interest deduction would thus match
the deferment of the inclusion in income of the appreciation. Further, if the
asset is retained until death, the appreciation entirely escapes income tax.

The Treasury argument that the provision discriminates against the person
with earned income, no investment income, but borrowings invested in growth
assets is hardly an adequate reason to drop the provision. In a sense, in ternis
of the ratio of borrowings to tax-sheltered property, such a person has the
highest ratio, 100%, and in that sense is maximizing the use of the interest
deduction. Nor would such a person be hampered by the Allocation of Deduc-
tions proposal. In the case of the interest deduction, it has become clear that
a direct lnitation is needed, in addition to the Allocation provision, and the
House Bill provides this strengthening.

Barsed Imcome Maximum Rate.-The House Bill provides that the tax rate
on earned income shall not exceed 50%, so that this figure becomes the maximum
marginal rate for earned income. I believe this provision to be unwise and the
wrong approach to setting limits on the progression of the income tax.

A principal reason advanced for Its support is that It will cause executives
and self-employed persons to be satisfied with the lower tax result on their
earnings and not seek tax shelters. This does seem a peculiar way to reward
the Dit pursuit of tax shelters. Moreover, the top rate of 50% would remain
even if these individuals continue to pursue tax shelters. Under the House Bill,
for example, an executive can have his lower tax on earned income and also
bb tax Wbelte of depletion and Intangible drilling expenses, which are not
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covered by LTP, or of interest on existing state and local bonds under the Treas-
ury approach. More important, the executive or self-employed person can have
his lower tax on earned Income and also have securities which are appreciating
in value and which appreciation will not be taxed at his death.

If we are to set limits on the progression of the individual income tax, we
should at least follow two principles: one, the limit should be in terms not of
a marginal rate but an overall effective rate of tax; two, the effective rate should
be In terms of an individual's total economic income and not just in terms of
taxable Income without regard to his untaxed income. Nor should we rush into
limits on progression until we have really covered all the serious avenues of tax
escape. and that of appreciated securities transferred at death remains wide
open. We may when the serious escape avenues are closed be ready for a properly
tailored maximum effective rate on all income. But we are still a long way from
the point where we should so seriously blunt the progression of the tax as does
the House Bill and the Treasury proposal respecting earned income.
Suiiniary as to individual lncomc Tax

The House Bill is a major step forward in beginning to meet the problems of
tax reform under the individual income tax:

As to loic.inconi taxpayers, the Bill fully meets the problem of the present
system, that of taxing those below the poverty level and placing unfair burdens
on those low-income families above that level.

As to iniddlc-Income taxpaycr8, the Bill meets the major goal of restoring tax
simplicity and tax equity in the case of the personal deductions by significantly
increasing the standard deduction. The Bill could be Improved by revising the
tax treatment of the elderly, setting a threshold for charitable contributions
and allowing them outside the standard deduction, and disallowing the gasoline
tax deduction.

As to hfgh-incomc taxpaycr8, the Bill commences in a significant way to restore
tax fairness through its elimination of the unlimited charitable contributions
deduction; its removal of the alternative rate on capital gains and the extension
of the six months holding period to a year; its provision for future issues of
taxable state and local bonds; its partial cut-back on the tax preferences
accorded real estate-a cut-back which should be pushed further, and a number
of other slcial matters. Its adoption of the minimum tax or limit on tax prefer-
ences and allocation of deductions provisions provides a pfirtlal offset to the
remaining preferences that will, if properly Implemented, serve to prevent
the gross escapes from tax that are now prevalent. But these two provisions
as presently structured have serious omissions which should be corrected.

The Bill falter8 serou8ly In its treatment of farm tax losses and embarks on
an unwise approach in placing a 50 percent limit on the top marginal rate appli-
cable to earned income. It also unwisely introduces a new tax incentive in the
five-year amortization of certain rental housing rehabilitation expenditures.

TIIE CORPORATE INCOME TAX

The corporate income tax presents a different set of problems. We are not
dealing with a progressive tax and the ability to pay concept that underlies
such a tax. Nor, In the large, are the pressures for simplification so Intense,
though the less complex the tax, the better. The goal under the corporate tax
should be to apply its rate as uniformly as possible to all business net Income.
Departures from this uniformity will have the effect of pushing resources into
the favored areas. We should at all times be aware of these departures and the
revenue costs involved, so that we can determine whether the resulting alloca-
tion of resources is in the direction we want and, if so, it is being achieved
effectively with the least expenditure of Federal funds. For, as has been pointed
out many times, revenues lost through tax preferences for certain activities are
expenditures which should at least meet all the tests applied to direct budget
expenditures.
Departures from Uniformity

We can approach the question of the extent and nature of departures from
uniformity under the corporate income tax through an examination of effective
tax rates. The corporate Income tax can generally be regarded as requiring
corporations to pay tax at a 48% rate (Apart from the 10% surcharge) on their
total net income as net income is usually defined for business purposes. This
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is what would happen If there were no surtax exemption (under which the first
$25,000 of income is taxed at 22%), no investment credit, no special capital
gain rate, and no special deductions or exclusions. Without these items, the
effective rate under the corporate tax would be 48%. The actual effective rate
for all Industries on total net Income, however, is only 37.5%. The question is,
therefore, what factors reduce the actual effective rate from 48% to 37.5%?

Looking at all Industries together, if we consider only the effect of the surtax
exemption and the investment credit-matters of general application-the
expected effective rate would be lowered to 43.4%. For manufacturing, generally,
the expected effective rate would be 44.9%. The actual effective rate on total
income for manufacturing is 43.3%. This is so close to the expected rate of
44.9% that, as a general proposition, we can say that the tax applies with
reasonable uniformity to manufacturing activities. The cause of the reduction
from the expected rate of 43.4% for all industries to the actual rate of 37.5%
must, therefore, lie in lower effective rates on certain types of activltly. The data
show this to be the situation.

The effective rates for those activates that vary most significantly from their
expected rates are:

(in percent

Expected Actual
aelectiVe effective

rat* rate

Natural resources:
Petroleum .................................................................. 44.8 21. 1
Other mineral Industries ..................................................... 42.7 24.3
Lumber .................................................................... 41.2 29.5

Financial institutions:
Commercial banks .......................................................... 43.4 24.4
Mutual savings banks ....................................................... 42.4 5.3
Savlnls and W n associations ................................................ 40.4 14.5

The major aspects of unevenness of the corporate tax are bus primarily a
inatter of the tax preferences applicable to two industries-ii.itural resources
and financial Institutions.

House Bill Solutions
Financial Inetitutions.-The House Bill takes Important steps cutting back

on the tax preferences accorded financial institutions. It would ,liininate the
-existing excessively generous and artificial bad debt reserve grant d by Internal
Revenue Service rulings to commercial banks and instead apply the rule of actual
experience, which governs all other business activities. It would also eliminate
the present treatment of the losses of banks on bond sales as ordinary losses
while the gain are regarded as capital gains, by making both losses and gains
ordinary in character.

The Bill, however, still permits commercial banks to have full exemption from
tax of the interest on state and local bonds while also allowing full deduction of
the expenses involved in obtaining that interest. The retention of this tax prefer-
ence will permit commercial banks still to enjoy tax rates below those applicable
to business generally.

There is no persuasive reason why commercial banl:ing should have a lower
tax rate than other business activities. Certainly the arguments of banks that
they must have excessive bad debt reserves to mneet i possible serious decline
in the economy are without merit. Their pessimistic outlook for the future
should not be rewarded by tax favoritism. There are mechanisms at hand to
allow full scope to that pessimism without its providing tax benefits for bink
iliarholders year after year. Thus the Bill provides a ten.year carryback of bad

debt losses. The banks say that this is not a current asset for financial purposes.
The answer then for this problem Is to use the provision Congress adopted in
1907 to solve a similar assertion by the mortgage reinsurance companies (Code
Section 832(e)). The present law here allows the deduction of a larger reserve
than experience would dictate but requires that the tax benefit of that deduction
be invested In special Federal Government "tax and lom" bonds that are non-
Interest bearing. These bonds would be redeemable and the reserve restored to
Income In ten years and then taxed (unless It were earlier required to use the
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reserve). In this fashion, an asset-the Government bond-is available as all
asset on the balance sheet to meet the pessin~tstif, possibilities seen in tile future,
but that pessimism is not rewarded with a tax benefit.

The Bill reduces the over generous n; trtlflcial statutory lia! debt reserve
deductions accorded to mutual savings b.. ris and savings and loi nshoclations,
though leaving the deductions higher than tmose permitted commercial banks. It
gears these higher deductions to investments in certain types of assets, principally
residential real estate. Here it unduly favors mutual savings banks through a
lower investment requirement (72%) -the difference in treatment is not Justilted
and the mutual savings banks should be placed at the level of the savings and
loan associations (82%). Moreover, it would be appropriate for tax purposes to
place both institutions on the game bad debt actual experience reserve approach
applied in the House Bill to commercial banks. Studies in 1961 showed this to be
the proper course. Any requirements as to investment could then be handled in
non-tax legislation. And any assistance deemed needed for residential and inulti-
unit housing could equally be handled through the non-tax measures.

The Treasury recommends that all these Institutions should equally be limited
to a bad debt reserve based on actual experience. But it couples its suggestion
with a recommendation for a special deduction of 5% of tile gross Income oh-
tained from certain loans, including residential real property loans and student
loans. Here also, this resort to slxcial tax incentives for special purposes is
unwise. If these loans are to be assisted by Government funds, It should be done
outright-as In the example of student loans where the Government directly
meets part of the Interest cost. (Any aspect of high risk on certain loans Is ad,-
quately met through a bad debt reserve based on actual experience). The Treas-
ury recommendation is really the start of a percentage depletion system for
financial institutions and has all the potentiality for the development that has
intnrked such an approach in the natural resources area. t4

Natural Reource8.-In the natural resources area the House Bill reduces
by about 2.5% the present rates of percentage depletion. It eliminates the tax
abuses possible through the use of mineral production payments and ABC
transactions. It tightens the rules applicable to mining exploration expendi-
tures. It does not, however, change the present liberal treatment of intangible
drilling expenses for oil and gas wells. And it does not deal with the capital
gains tax preferences granted to timber, except as it increases the capital gain
rate generally for corporations from 25% to 30%.

This Committee has before it the results of a study prepared for tile Treas-
ury Department, the Consad study, relating to the effectiveness of the present
tax treatment for oil and gas. One would suspect that the results of that study-
which concludes that the present tax mechanism for assistance to these ac-
tivities, if assistance i needed, i.9 quite wasteful-would be duplicated in the
case of the percentage depletion accorded to other minerals.

The Treasury recommends a recapture rule on the transfer of an oil or gas
well under which any gain on the transfer would be ordinary Income to the
extent of Intangible drilling expenses previously deducted, and this reconimen-
dation is appropriate. It also disagrees with the provision in the House Bill
extending the cut-off point for percentage depletion on oil shale to include iion-
mining process. This disagreement Is well taken. Tax history has shown that
persistent efforts to extend the cut-off points for the various minerals receiv-
ing percentage depletion have been quietly effective In amplifying the depletion
advantage, and often more effective than any likely upward change In the de-
pletion rates themselves. A Treasury report to this Committee on the varying cut-
off points applicable today, and the differences In value (to which the depletion
rates apply) between those points and cut-off points more consistent with an
effort to stop at the mine would be quite constructive.

11 There are other problems with the proDosal. Thus, It would mean both lower taxes
and less assistance to housing In the ue of the Ravings and loan associations. It would
alnso permit stock sanvings and loan association to pay out the tax benefits to their
shareholders. which Is not permitted today In the ease of the artifleial bad debt reserve
1edirtions. Also. the amount of the deduction-and hence the assistance to the borrower-

depends on the extent to which the Institution has certain tax shelters. such ax tax
exempt bonds. Bat If the borrower needs assistance, why should he be dented the assistance
because the bank has a tax Phelter-It li a curious system that would deny a needy
student a loan because the bank has bought tax-exempt securities. Of course, tax equity
explains the connection But the result underscores the uudesirability of resorting to the
tax system at all as a mechanism to assist borrowers.
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The Bill changes the rules applicable to the treatment of foreign minerals,
some of the changes occurring through changes in the foreign tax credit rules.
The thrust of the changes is to Insure that U.s. companies do not, through de-
ductions for the development of mineral interests abroad and through excess for-
eign tax credits arising in the foreign mineral operations, reduce the 17.s. tax
on their U.S. income or the U.S. ta:x appropriate to other foreign income. The
Treasury has suggested improvements li the foreign tax credit provision, which
would make the determination of the excess credit turn on the effect of the
availability of the depletion deduction under U.S. law."

Multiple ('orporatios.-The Hou.se Bill would end, over an eight year tran-
sition period, the present tax favoritism granted to those businesses which o wrte
through the use of multiple corporations rather than a single corporate unit. The
result is sound, and long delayed. Whatever may be the reason why a business.
chooses to use multiple corporations, be it tradition, business reasons, state laws,
or pure tax avoidance, there Ls no tax justification for providing It with a lower
tax than an enterprise with similar total Income but fe..'Pr corporate units
The efforts to r.itionalize this tax preference, which efforts often are a tribute
ta the Imagination and resourcefulness of the legal and accounting professions,
have over the years reached new heights In the defense of this provision-a
provision which in reality has no sound argument for it at all. One would
think the beneficiaries of the provision would feel grateful that it has been kept
alive so long. Moreover, the 11ouae Bill is exceedingly generous in allowing a
phase-in of the intercorporate dividend deduction and i)re-eonsolIdiated return
loss benefits during the phase-out of the multiple corporation benefit; it would
be more appropriate to deny these benefits until the multiple corporation bene-
fits end.

Ncw Ta: lnccn$l(ve.-When one looks at the Ihouse Bill overall, one ses
that most of the reform efforts are directed at reducing the Impact of the var-
ious tax incentivet; that have entered our tax law gradually over time, either
through statutory provision or administrative action. There are relatively few
provisions in the Bill directed at remedying mistakes in tax structure, that Is
mistakes in which theie was no intention deliberately to confer a tax benefit
for incentive or other r.-asons but rather matters in which the technical tax
structure just didn't !- rk correctly. Examples in the Bill of such structural
repair are the corre:tiP : rules applicable to multiple corporations, accmnulation
trusts and multiple tuists, mineral production payments, restricted stock, tax
free dividends, deferred compensation and stock dividends.

The major part of the Bill, in substantive scope and revenue impact, relates
to tax provisions which, whatever their origins, are supported by their adherents
on tax incentive grounds. The fact that the task of tax reform today really
consists of a scaling-back of all these tax incentive provisions--because of their
ineffectiveness, their waste of Government resources, their misallocation of
Government resources, and their effect on tax equity-Is underscored by the
House Bill. Its major provisions relate to existing tax incentives for real estate,
financial institutions, natural resources, investment, state and local government
assistance, farm activities, and so on. These Senate Irnance Committee Hearings
indicate that once a tax Incentive takes root in the tax law it Is a very difficult
matter to restrict or ellitinate it, especially if it has the prospective coloration
of being cast in a tradi:ional jargon and structure indistinguishable to most
persons from the jargon and structure that mark most of our Internal Revenue
Code.

All this being so, it It indeed unfortunate that the House Bill opens up three
new tax incentives, and that the Treasury would also seek to adopt others. The
House Bill provides five-year amortization for pollution control facilities; five-
year amortization for rehabilitation expenditures on housing; and seven-year
amortization for railroad cars. It appears that "amortization" Is now the magic
word and we may be witnessing the beginning of a wide schedule of amortization
periods for various businesses and activities akin to the schedule of percentage
depletion rates

The Treasury deplores the railroad car amortization, probably doesn't want the
pollution facility amortization and would certainly cut It back in scope, and

NThese recommendations are similar to those made by the Treasury In 1063. The
Trtapury In its suggestion does not Include the availability of the deduction for Intangible
drillin expenses or other development coRts In the determination of -the excess i 'dlt.
It would seem this should be covered unless the interplay with the recapture provision
applicable to such expenditures provides suffllcient protection.
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seems responsible for tile rehabilitation amortization. As stated earlier, it
would Introduce a new type of tax incentive for certain loans by financial
inst itut ions.

In all. the House Bill in its amortization incentives has a revenue cost of
,.,0 million, If to this Is added the retained excessive depreciation for housing.

esipecially luxury and high cost housing, the Bill involves over $1 billion of tax
incentive expenditures. If one is seeking to reduce the net revenue cost of this
Bill, these are areas in which one could properly start. If funds of this magl-
tude are to be spent for social and other programs, they ought to be spent
directly as Government expenditures and in accordance with carefully selected
priorities in the various programs.

I have previously discussed the weaknesses of the housing rehabilitation pro-
vision. The Trueasury has described the weakne.ses of the railroad ear pro-
vision. As to tile pollution facilities provision, which will cost $400 million, the
Treasury has described some of its weaknesses in urging that it be cut back.
lit more can clearly here be said.

legislative cominittes have s;truggltd long and hard to find the most efficient
ways to exixind Government resources in the battle against pollution. There are
iany claiinaiant for Government dollars and those concerned about combating
pollution have found It difficult to secure the funds they desire. Interested
legislators Slk, ik of scrounging a few more dollars here or there to add to ari
inadequate Budget figure. Yet, now, at one stroke, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee decides to spend $400 million (by 1974) in the pollution control area
by allowing five-year tax amortization of the cost of Installing pollution con-
trol facilities. But the Committeel does not refer to any study which indi-
catos that--it the Government is to allocate an additional $400 million to pollu-
tion control-the psirticular device and particullar approach chosen by the
Ways and1 Meauas Committee would have top priority. Instead, $400 million Is
allocated to this purpose without any coordination with other planning or ex-
lpndltures In the pollution control area and without regard to what are the
p)riorlty need-s once it Is decided to add $400 million to pollution control expendi-
tures. It is quite likely that the top priority lies in assistance to municipalities
and not to industry.

If these tax incentive provisions are to remain, they should at least have a
deinite termination date and, as suggested earlier, arrangements made to trans-
fer funds Involved to the direct expenditure programs of the agencies concerned.

Fot ndations and Tax E.rcmpt Organizations.-The House Bill contains ex-
tensive changes in the treatment of foundations. A number of the provisions
deal with abuses that have been documented earlier by the Treasury Depart-
ment-self-dealing; failure to make adequate current distributions; ownership
of businesses; utilization of the foundation by the donor as an instrument to
facilitate control of a business- ani speculative investment of assets. Provilons
correcting these abuses are sorely needed. They would be of material assistance in
rescuing private forundations from the cloud that now hangs over them.

The financial assistance given foundations through the tax system can be
Justified only if their sole purpose is to function as genuine philanthropic Insti-
tutions. If the founda*Ions want to serve other purposes beside philanthropy.
then they should not receive that assistance and should not complain if the
Congress and the public regard them with unfriendly suspicion. Thus those
who urge that foundations are useful Institutions to perpetuate family business
or to keel) particular businesses from being absorbed in merger investments, may
perhaps be wisely serving the businesses involved, but they are not wisely serving
either the foundation as an institution or the purposes of philanthropy. These
purposes of protecting businesses are not the functions of philanthropy. Our
colleges and our other charitable institutions do not concern themselves with
these non-)hilanthropic goals. If our foundations wish to merit and fulfill a
useful institutional role in our society, they should and can do so only by func-
tioning solely as philanthropic institutions.

For these reasons the House Bill provisions concerning these matters should
not be weakened as many are urging. Nor should there be special exceptions for
any foundation, such as the provision in the House Bill allowing the Kellogg
Foundation to own over 50% of the Kellogg Company.

Other provisions of the House Bill in the foundation area deal with different
matters. One, the 7 tax on investment income, is unadvisable, if the provisions
countering abuses are strong enough to insure that foundations are functioning
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solely as philanthropic institutions. If it is determined that there should be a
modest fee to meet the cost of administration, it should be based either on asset
value or income distribution (including the 5% inininnum)-to use only net
investment income would favor the foundation that invests in nm-income pro-
ducing assets.

Other provisions deal with the operational activities of foundations and art,
designed to maintain a philanthropic posture as contrasted with political ac.
tivities, lobbying activities and the like. These provisions require careful artic-
ulation and drafting lest the pursuit of the goals involved, which in general
purpose are appropriate. does not in the day-to-day operation of the provisions
hamper the basic philanthropic functions of these institutions.

The provisions in the House Bill relating to other tax-exempt organization
problems, such as the strengthening of the unrelated business income tax and
the taxing of the investment income of social, fraternal and similar organiza-
tion, are all improvements.

Summary as to Corporate Tar
The House Bill is a significant step forward in beginning to meet the pro llems

of tax reform under the corporate tax:
With respet to the industries with the present lowest effective rates:

As to flsanoial institutions, the Bill brings the effective tax rates of the
commercial bank, mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations
closer to those paid by business generally, and also reduces the range differ-
ences within these institutions themselves.

As to natiiral resources, the Bill reduces the percentage depletion rates
by about 25% and endq the abu.s associated with mineral production pay-
ments. But It fails to deal with the aspect of intangible drilling expenses
in the oil industry and the tax preference accorded to timber.

With respect to other prefcrcncee:
The Bill ends the tax escape now provided for multiple corporation.
The Bill cuts back on the tax preferences accorded to real estate.
The Bill strengthens the rules governing foundations and other tax-

exempt organizations.
But the Bill has a ,erions tecaknr85 in the addition of new tax incentives:

The five-year amortization for pollution control facilities.
The five-year amortization for housing rehabilitation expenditures.
The seven-year amortization for railroad cars.

A WORD ON PESSIMISM AND TAX BF..EFITS

There is no one so pessimistic about the future of the country as an industry
or taxpayer faced with losing a tax preference. These Hearings seem replete with
industries and taxpayers who can see only gloom ahead. The correlation between
pessimism and tax benefits is indeed high. for these prophets of gloom assert that
their pec.simism for the future should be reflected in continued or increased tax
preferences.

Thus, the Stock Exchange sees a pessimistic future for Investment and asserts
that Its pessimism be met by keeping the preferences unchanged for capital gains.
The financial institutions are pessi mistic about a possible depression and there-
fore seek higher bad debt reserves---and higher tax benefits-to match that pes-
simism. The mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations are pessi-
mistic about the future of housing and seek tax benefits that reflect that pes-
simism. Wealthy non-farmers worry about the future for cattle and horses and
orchards, and seek to retain farm "tax loss" shelters to house their pessimism.
The natural resources Industry is alternatively pessimistic about national sec-
rity and the price consumers of gasoline will have to pay, and seeks tax benefits
to dispel that pessimism. And so it goes as to almost every provision in the House
Bill, even as to the "small businesses" housed in the multiple corporations of an
enormous multi-state enterprise.

Most of the pessimism is self-assertion, for there are few studies, if any, that
document the beliefs. No one wants to see if hs view of the future Is wrong, for
that course means the loss of tax preferences. All would prefer to be gloomier, for
that course could mean Increased benefits if their view of the tax system is
accepted. For all see the tax system as a device to pour out financial assistance
to industries and activities that do not want to trust to the marketplace. The
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at-cent is not on private enterprise, but on private enterprise plus tax asistance
None Is willing to pull back on the preferences so we can see if the pesshnism Is
rally warranted and to see If Government assistance is really needed. And then,
it the assistance Is really needed, to see it provided through direct expenditure
prog ram s.

It should be clear by now that this tax Incentive rationalization, this infusion
now of social goals into tax provisions adopted long ago without any thought of
inceittive or social programs or the like, can only be destructive of an 'aluitable
tax system and an efficient use of Government resources. It is the proper course
now to cut back these tax Incentives and await the future. The House Bill is a
good start and should be pushed forward. not stripped back.

RATES OF TAX AND REVENUE COST

My principal purpose is to discuss the structural tax reform provision- of the
House Bill and hence I wish to say only a few word-; regarding the rate structure.

As stated earlier, those first In line for tax relief when reduction Is condidered
feasible, are the low-income taxpayers. Those next in line are the mideie-hlcome
taxpayers not Itemizing deductions for personal expenises. The House Bill fully
meets those two claims for relief. It thmen goes on to reduce tax rates throughout
the rate schedule. The result Is a total long-run revenue loss of $2.4 billion.

Looking ahead to 1979, such a loss is hardly significant, considering the hazards
of revenue estimates. In all likelihood such i tax reform bill cannot provide a net
revenue gain, even though an appraisal of national priorities would Put more
eplhasis on expenditure prozranis than such a large tax reduction. The TIouse
Bill before the last round of tax reduction ad-led after the Bill was reported, was
in this respect a better balanced I)Ill--frowl' the expenditure-tax reduction
asiect-than the Bill as it finally passed the Iho'use. And even the Committee
Bill could be regarded as too generous in some ef Its rate reduction in the
brackets above the middle. But aside from these thoughts, the ia rgin for concern
about the revenue aspects, i.e. the $2.4 billion loss in 10 79 considered as an abso-
lute matter, is small. The Treasury appears to recognize thi,., for its changes
would leave a revenue loss of $1.3 liliion-the difference of $1 billion is hardly
cat use for major economic Judgments.

The important matter is the composition of the tax reductions. The Treasury
approach to the House Bill, as described earlier, Is to make the across-the-board
Individual reduction paramount and then to strip back the relief for low and
miller income faimilies.16

As a consequence, the tax liability reduction under the Treasury approach
showr, a large redue;ion in the $0-$c,000 bracket and then proceeds to a relatively
flat decline front &50 on to $100.000. In contrast, the House Bill shows slgiifi-
vantly larger reductions up to the $20,000 bracket than the Treasury approach,
and the slope of tie tax reduction Is fair from flat. There is no question but that
the llouse Bill has a fairer distribution of the tax reduction.

The Treasury approach, after cutting back the reductions in the low and
niddle-income brackets, is then to use the revenue so obtained to reduce the
eorpdrate tax rates by two points. Such a change is not defensible on tax equity
grounds or on economic stabilization grounds. The Treasury desire to remove the
investment credit was based on the ground that capital formation was at a high
level now and no general investment Incentive was needed. From a stabilization
standpoint there is no point in substituting a corporate rate reduction for the
investment credit.

As to future growth and the relative balance between consumption and invest-
ment, we can afford to wait a bit until the present Inflationary pace really wears
away to see if capital formation will then lag. If it does. a resort again to an
Investment credit can be more meaningful than corporate rate reduction. There
Is no point now in choosing weaker devices ozi the iissunuption that capital for-
mation Jay later need strengthening.

One could point out that if the various new tax incentive devices In the
Bill are not to be scrapped In favor of a resort to direct expenditures in the

U The House Bill has a considerable revenue loss-$650 million-through a change In
the treatment of single perons. I would not give this matter such a high priority,
especially since the relief for lower- and middle.income taxpaersawill to a very large
extent meet the problems of single persons In these brackets. If we are to give further
relief to Fin le persons, the Treasury suggestion In this area Is an Improvement over
the House Bill.
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areas involved, then a preferable course is to drop those devices and use tht
revenue to lower the corporate rate. Such a step, together with a furtlr
cut-back of accelerated depreciation for real estate and more tightening of
the remaining corporate tax preferences, would readily pro~luce the revenue,
to support two-point reduction In the corporate rate.

CONCLUSION

The Ways and Means Committee and the Ilou. have taken a significant step
forward to the goal of a fairer and simpler Federal income tax. It is now up
to this Committee and the 'Senate to make that step a declsive one. The House
Bill is a fine structure to build upon. It can be strengthened In a nmb1ler of
ways and these' weaknesses should be corrtted. But its many, many strengths
should be retained.

Senator ByRm. Ti committee will stanl in adjournment until '2:30.
(W lereulpon, 12:45 p.Im. the 'oinniittee recessed to recvovenle at

2:30 pan. of the same day.)

AI'ERNOON SE~I ON

The CIturMAN. Gentlemen, I would like to remind you that. we
have everyone's printed statement, which is available to all memblr-
of the committee. We also have a summary prej ared by our staff.

The next witness is Mr. David N. Mills, of Detroit, I ich.
Please summarize your pIrpared statement.

STATEMENT OF DAVID N. MILLS, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. MLuLs. I am a practicing attorney in Detroit, specializing in
tax matters.

Unlike the witnesses who will follow me, I am not here in behalf
of any client or organization. I am interested solely in the fairness,
workability, and simplicity in the law, and not on its economic im-
pact on an industry or any group.

My concern is entirely with what I regard as an unfairness of
section 302. That is the allocation of deductions section which Mr.
Dillon spoke of this morning.

Section 302 was, of course, intended as a companion to section 301,
the section establishing the so-called 50-percent income limit on tax
preferences.

While section 301 could only apply to these very rare individuals
only half of whose income is from preferential sources, some of whom,
as Mr. Surrey pointed out pay no taxes at v.11, section 30'2, on the
other hand, would apply to every taxpayer in any year with $10,000
or more preferential exempt income regardless of his total income on
which he is paying taxes.

So the section is going to have a very enormous impact on a lot
of people. It is going to apply to every year to at least tens of
thousands of taxpayers and possibly hundreds of thousands of tax-
payers.

.Now, the ratiomnale behind section 302 is, of course, the personal de-
ductions should be allocated pro rata between exempt and taxable
income, and that thus allocated exempt income should be disallowed
on the theory that they were paid out of the exempt income.

Gentlemen, the basic defect in this approach is that about half

rV "
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the classes of tax preferences which action :102 applies to, they do
not represent cash or property receipts at all, so that personal deduc-
t ions could never have 1ei paid out of these items.

For example, this is true of the farm 1m; items Mr. Surrey slxke
Of this morning. It is true of accelerated depreciatioi), it :s true of
intangible dril ing expenses on oil aid gas. These items .'el)resent
payments, they 111-C not receipts on which a man (oild pav Ils deduc-
tions. 'l'llv arxe regarded as tax i)rofrece's, hlut that is ;Ily because
the law ljermits them to be written off all at once or at some a-celer-
ated ite rather than through straight line delreciation h11t, to ill
effect, part, of it, from ever being ded actions at all wliiclh is exactly
walit Sctll 302, Ill 11Nv jU1(lirieilt, wo11hl( IKe terribly unfair.

Take as an xamile ii huilhiing. Il)uring the overallalife of a buihling
tile total der'eciatio1 will, of c, m-s,, be exactly the samne whether a
IkManI u s th avcelerated method or straight-line method. Ill other
words, untler ti accelerated metlhodie receives a1 larger de(luctiol in
tih earlier years and, correspondingly, a smaller oue in tile later years.

I submit there is absolutely no reason at all to linpose a secti,;n 30"2
lax penalty during certain years on a man using accelerated delireia-
tion whereas no such penalty will be required in any year for another
taxpayer with the siame building and with the saneldelrecialle life,
dep)reciating on a straight line method and giving hi tle sa l exact
amount of total depreciation over the years.

If accelerated del)reciation and these other tax preferences are
wrong, and maybe they are, then I would agree they should be re-
movel. But, if this is done it should be done directly, it should not
h)e done by the back door method of penalizing tle recipient of suci
(xeml)t preferences by disallowing perfectly legitimate deductions
for charitable contributions and medical expenses, and so one, which
are allowed in full to other taxpayem who do not have to--do not hap-
pen to have )referential income.

Now, direct taxation of exempt income would also treat. equally
differently taxpayers with the slune amount of such income or plref-
erences whereas the section 302 approach makes instead this amount
of indirect tax on the preferential income depend instead on the
amount of a man's preferential deductions.

Take another example. Take two taxpayers each with the same
amount of, exactly same amount of taxable income, each with the
same amount of income with l)efeivnees. I can frankly see no reason
at all why one of them has got. to pay a substantial 302 tax penalty
because lie has substantial deductions to itemize, whereas the other
one with exactly the same income and preferences must pay no tax
penalty at all because lie uses the standard deduction instead of item-
izing is deductions.
The two things are entirely unrelated.
I think that the allocation of deductions section also unfairly dis-

criminates between different types of taxpayers.
For example, it does not apply to I reptrtions at. all the way the

House worded the bill. In other words, no matter how much exemp-
tion, or preferences a corporation has got, it will still be permitted to
deduct, in full its charitable contr-ibutions, its mortgage interest. its
property taxes ane its other investment exl)enses.
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On the other hand, an individual can take such contributions and
investment expenses only as persona! deductions so that. he will be
subject to this section 30'2 disallowance.

Now, Secretary Dillon pointed out this morning the great hardship
which he felt section 302 would work on the fund-raising activities of
charitable and educational organizations, and he pointed out that, the
section is particularly unfair as applied to charitable gi, +s of ap-
preciated property.

Now, I wold like to add to his statement that., as applie., to these
items of gifts of appreciated securities, it, in effect, provides a double
penalty.

First, the unrealized appreciation itself is treated as one of the tax
preference items that requires section 302 allocation. But., in addition,
the appreciation is, of course, part, of the gift itself, which itself is one.
of the personal deductions that is subject to the section 302 allocation.

I would guess that the administration recognized the unfairness of
this when it recommended narrowing the scope of section 3042 by re-
moving unrealized appreciation of charitable gifts from a list of tax
)references subject to allocation which Mr. Dillon recommeiidedl this

norning
Now,S ir. Surrey-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you if this is not true, and I imagine

you would probably agree with this statement. Is it not true that to
the extent tiat you are collecting a substantial aiounit of taxes on in-
come which is being directed toward charitable and educational pur-
poses, you are going to reduce substantially the amount of contribu-
tions that people contril)ute to those things?

Mr. ,MiLl. No question about it, Senator.
The C1.,nT frMN. In other words, when someone tican go to a nan and

say, "What. you contribute to education, to charity, is wholly deductt i-
ble," that person is accustomed to the fact that lie can deduct this-

Mr. Mimls. No question about it..
The CHAIutM.AN (continuing). Once you start making it. only par-

tially deductible that is going to cause) Om to retrench some on what le
gives, is he not ?

Mr. Mi.Ls. I think there is no question about it.
Now, Mr. Surrey sort of sloughed this off this morning when he

said, "Well, this man can, instead of giving appreciated property or
securities, lie can give cash."

But, as Mr. Dillon pointed out., he still is going to give less when
he gives cash and lie is also going to give less not only because of the
tax effect but because he will still be subject to section 302.

lie will not be subjected to a double penalty, but lie will be subjected
to a single penalty because his gift will still be subject to allocation if
he has other exempt income.

The CinAIRMAN. Well, after you work over a peril of time to get
some person up to a certain level of giving, once you get him on that
basis, your chances are pretty good that you can kep him contributing
until s6me disturbing factor comes into the picture.
. But when you start, taxing him, that gives a man an excuse to back
off and take another look at the whole situation and not contribute or
only contribute half, something like that
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Mr. MIms. I think this provision would have such an effect.
None of us, I do not think really, would object to denying a per-

sonal deduction for expenses that are really attributable to tax-exempt
income. But we have already got. sections that do this, that is, sections
264 and 265 do, they disallow the deduction of interest and other ex-
penses that are attributable to tax-exeml)t income.

Maybe these sections ought to be expanded, but when the personal
deduction is not in any way related to tax-exempt income this section
302 is arbitrary an arhitrary pro rata assumption. To the contrary,
I think it is terribly unfair.

For example, it does not, even make an exemption in the case of per-
sonal deductions that are specifically attrihlita )e or paid out of i(en-
tifiable items of taxable income like interest expense, mortga, e inter-
est, and other investinent expense paid on money borrowed for .specific
pllrpoSes of investing in securities or other properties producing tax-
able income.

I just camot see any reason for this kind of allocation. In closing.
the last i to say is this: I would like to point out that we

who prepare returns are going to have a terrible burden. It will be a
terrible time-consuming burden on all tile taxpayers- who are going
to have to make many additional calculations calle(l for by this section.

For example, farmers., real estate investors, oil and gas investors
are going to have to kee l ) an entirely separate set of inventory and
diepreciat ion books, capitalizing or del)reciat g or treating the l)refer-
ent tial teams in quest ion.

In the case of the oil and gas investor the cost depletion compution
will be particularly burdensome since, as you know, to compute cost
of depletion you have got to determine the amount of oil and gas re-
serves in place at the beginning of the year. T1lhis cannot be done with-
out an up-to-date engineering rel)ort which is normally not available
unless the taxl)ayer goes to the extra expense of having one made just
for this purpose.

So to summarize. I think that section 302 will he a real administra-
tive headache, add a great deal of complexity to the law and to the tax
return forms at a time when the tax payers themselves are instead
clamoring for tax simplification, and whe n most of the rest of the tax
bill the Ihouse has prepared does give them some measure of that tax
sin lification.

T1hank you.
Thie C1ARMS, .x. Thank you very much.
Any questions, gentlemen "
Thank you very much.
(David N. Mills' prepared statement follows:)

STATI:ENT OF DAVI)D N. MILLS, DFTROIT, 311Cir.

SUMMARY

1. Since most of the "tax preference" items to which Section 302 would apply
do not represent cash or property received by the taxpayer during the year, they
cannot be regarded as the source front which any personal deductions could
have been paid.

2. Personal deductions should not be diallowed except to the extent actually
attributable to tax exempt income or preferences.

3. If the tax preferences in question should be eliminated or reduced, this
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should be done by directly taxing the same rather than by using such prefer-
ences as the basis for disallowing wholly unrelated and legitimate deductions.

4. Section W0.2 ulseriminates between different classes of taxpayers (a) by
applying to individuals but not to corporations with the same types of dedue-
tlions, and (b) by applying unequally to taxpayers allowed the same aggregate
amount of depreciation (or its equivalent) during the life of the same property.

5. Section 302 would have a serious adverse effect on charitable and educa-
tional institutions dependent primarily for their support on medium and large-
sized gifts from Individuals who measure their ability to give or the amount of
their gifts by the "after-tax" cost of such giving.

6. The allocation of deductions called for by Section 30"2 would unnecessarily
complicate the tax law and the tax return forms.

STATE ENT

INTRODUCTION

Section 302 of the Tix Reform Bill of 196) promisedd Cole Section 277) Is
designed to require pro-rata allocation of so-called "personal" deductions be-
tween taxable and exempt income and deny a deduction for the portion thereof
allocated to exempt income and tax preferences. In spite of the far-reaching
impact of this provision, it has received very little attention or publicity, pro-
ably because there is no single large business or other organized group which
would be peculiarly or particularly adversely affected by this Section.

Section 302 was intended as a companion to Section 301, which establishes
a 50% of income limit on certain exempt income and preferences. Section 302
relates to exempt income and tax preferences from the Miame sources as those
described in Section 301 (plus certain others). However, while Section 301 would
apply only to those exceedingly rare individuals over half of whose income is
from such exempt or preferential sources. Section 3002 on the other hand would
apply to every taxpayer who in any year has more than $10,000 of income or
deductions from the exempt or preferential sources in question. Thus nearly
every individual real estate investor with substantial accelerated depreciation
of one or more buildings or Investor with substantial gross income from oil and
gas or individual with a substantial total capital gain (or unrealized apprecia-
tion from a charitable donation in kind) for any given year would be subject to
the adjustments of Section 302 regardless of the relative or absolute size of sis
total income on which he is paying taxes. '

1. Since most of the "tax preference" items to which section 302 would apply
do not represent cash or property received by the taxpayer during the year, they
cannot be regarded as the source from which any personal deductions could have
been paid.

The basic rationale of Section 30'2 is that non-business or personal deductions
should be allocated po-rata between exempt and taxable income and that those
thus allocated to exempt income should be disallowed as deductions on account
of representing payments arising out of the production of exempt income or
paid out of the proceeds of exempt income.

The most fundamental defect in this approach is the fact that most of the
classes of tax preferences covered by Section 30"2 do not constitute cash or prop-
erty received at all and therefore personal deductions could never have been
paid out of such tax preferences--for example, (a) farm los*s to the extent
attributable to failure to use the inventory method of accounting of failure to
capitalize capital expenditures. (b) intangible drilling expenses and percentage
depletion to the extent that they exceed what would have wen allowed if a
taxpayer had capitalized such expenses and recovered the same by cost depletion
and depreciation, and (c) accelerated depreciation of buildings to the extent that
it exceeds straight line depreciation. Depreciation, acquisition of' farm Inventory
or capital assets, and Intangible drilling expenses never represent dollars or
income received (taxable or exempt) but rather represent money paid out or
spent (though in the case of depreciation it may have been paid out in a prior
year). One might well argue that such payments should be treated as capital
expenses (to be deducted gradually over the years by way of depreciation or
depletion rather than all at once when incurred) but to prevent part of them
frbm ever being deducted at all at any time would be grossly unfair. In any
event it Is clear that to the extent that during the year a taxpayer spends money
on intangible drilling costs of oil and gas wells (or buys a depreciable asset for his

t
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fera not required to be capitalized under his method of accounting) resulting
in a deducttlii of such costs in full when spent, he receives no net cash realiza-
tion front such expenditure such as might be regarded even in part as the source
Of any of his payments resulting in personal deductions.

2. Personal deductions should not be disallowed except to the extent actually
attributable to tax exempt Income or preferences.

Certainly nobody can fairly object to denying a personal deduction for any
expenditure actually attributable to or incurred in the production of tax-exempt
income or preferences. The existing law already recognizes this, however, and
denies, for example, a deduction of interest pail on money borrowed to pay
the premium on a single premium annuity or insurance policy (IRC Section
264), interest paid on any debt incurred or continued to acquire tax-exempt
state or municipal bonds (IRC Section 265(2) ), and expenses incurred in the
protuction of tax-free income (IRC Section 265(1)), such as trustee's fees and
other investment expenses attributable to tax-exempt state or municipal bond!.
If there are other examples of personal deductions which may with any fre-
lteicy be in fact attributable to the receipt of tax exempt income or tax pref-

erences (though I believe there are none), then IRS Sections 2M 1111d 265 should
be expanded to deny such deductions. But where the payments giving rise to
personal deductions are not in fact attributable to any item of exempt income
or tax preference (as Is, in the nature of things, never the case with respect, for
example, to the payment of a medical or dental expense) there can be no rea.,on
at all for making an ar-bitrary assumption to the contrary, on a pro-rata basis
or otherwise, by constructively attributing or ascribing a portion of all persoilal
deductions to exempt Income or tax preferences. After all, the inherent nature
of personal deductions Is such that in an economic sense they are almost never
traceable or related in any way to exempt income or preferences. Thus they
become "personal" deductions by virtue of not being business-related.

The proponents of Section 302 may reply that even if a personal deduction
cannot be identified as being attributable to or incurred in connection with the
production of exempt income, it may still in economic effect be deemed pro-rata
to have been paid out of such exempt income. This "source-of-payment" argu-
ment and its arbitrary pro-rata approach Is, I submit, wholly fallacious. Thus a
change might logically be made in the law to provide that personal deductions
are only to be allowed to the extent that they are paid out of taxablc income.
but Section 802 is not predicated on that rationale. Thus payments made out
of capital or principal (as opposed to exempt Income or tax l)references) would
of course remain allowable as personal deductions notwithstanding Section 302.

For example, if In a given year a taxpayer has 50,000 of ordinary income and
sells capital assets for $40,000 resulting in $25,000 of long term capital gain (since
the property cost him only $15,000 many years earlier). I fail to see why he
should have any more charitable contributions and other personal deductions
disallowed than an identical taxpayer with the ,Qitme $50,000 of ordinary income
but whose sale of the same property for the same $40,000 resulted in no capital
gain (since his original cost was $40,000 or more). It may be perfectly true that
in both cases the proceeds of sale of a capital asset may be said at least theoreti-
cally to constitute the source or subject matter of a pro rata part of the my-
ment of a charitable contribution or other personal deduction, but what lossible
reason can there be for making the availability and amount of the deduction
depend on the matter of how much (of such sale procceds happen to constitute
capital gain either than a retuni of capital costs?

It may be further noted that since personal deductions (11malike net operating
losses) cannot be carried forward or backward to a different year (with a
minor exception as to charitable deductions), no tax benefit can ever be had from
any personal deduction in excess of what otherwise would be the taxpayer's tax-
able income for the year. That Is to say, even under the present law personal
deduction; are in effect not allowable unless they at least could hare been
made from taxable (as opposed to tax-exempt) Income.

The theoretical pro-rata source of payment approach of Section 302 also ig-
nores the situation often prevailing as to personal deductions that are specifleally
attributable to or paid out of identifiable items of tazable Income; for example,
Interest on money borrowed for the specific purpose of Investing in (taxable)
Interest or dividend producing assets, or property taxes or mortgage Interest
paid on rental property held as an Investment. Such Interest and taxes, though
Incurred In conr~ection with the maintenance of property held for the production
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of Income (and not constituting purely personal expenses) would of course
be allowed to an Individual only as personal deductions If not incurred in a
"trade or business". But Section 302 makes no provision for excluding such
Identifiable personal deductions from the items subject to the artificial proration
called for by that section.

3. If the tax preferences in question should be eliminated or reduced, this
should be done by directly taxing the same rather than by using such prefer-
ences as the basis for disallowing wholly unrelated and legitimate deductions.

If a taxpayer who has tax-exempt Income or preferences should as a policy
matter be required to pay additional income taxes as a result of same, this
should be provided for either by eliminating the tax exemption feature or pref-
erence or a portion thereof directly (such as the House Bill has already done
by narrowing the definition of long term capital gains and removing the 25%
tax ceiling on same) or by directly taxing otherwise exempt Income at some
lower rate--and not by the "back-door" method of penalizing the recipients
of such income or preferences by disallowing perfectly legitimate deductions
(for charitable contributions, interest and taxes paid, medical and dental ex-
penses, etc.) which are allowed in full to other taxpayers who don't happen
to also have that particular type of preferential Income. Direct taxation of exempt
income or direct disallowance of a deduction of tax preferences would also
have the advantage of treating In identical fashion different taxpayers with
the same amount of exempt income or tax preferences, whereas the Section
302 approach differentiates between them by making the amount of the (in-
direct) tax on such exempt income or preference depend instead on the
amount of the taxpayer's personal deductions. I submit that if two tan-
payers, one using the standard deduction arnd the other having substantial
itemized personal deductions, have an identical amount of taxable income and
also an identical amount of exempt income and tax preferences, there is no
reason why one of them should pay no additional tax on such exempt income
and preferences (because of using the standard deduction in lieu of itemizing
his personal deductions) whereas the other one must pay a substantial tax
penalty as a result of having such exempt income or tax preferences.

If only such a direct approach could be employed, I am confident that Con-
gress would, for example, not even consider taxing interest received on state
or municipal bonds heretofore issued and which were bought at a price and
with an interest rate entirely predicated on the assumption of their being exempt.
Many also question whether Congress could constitutionally do so. I submit
that if it would be unfair to tax directly such state or municipal bond interest,
it would be even more unfair to attempt to tax it through the indirect method
prescribed by Section 302. Furthermore, the uncertain, unequal and unmeasure-
able effect of Section 302 on different taxpayers (or on the same taxpayer in
different years, depending on the varying amount of his personal deductions)
might seriously disrupt or disturb the municipal bond market and thus sub-
stantially increase the future cost of state and municipal borrowing.

4. Section 302 discriminates between different classes of taxpayers (A) by
applying to individuals but not to corporations with the same types of deduc-
tions, and (B) by applying unequally to taxpayers allowed the same aggregate
amount of depreciation during the life of the same property.

Section 302 Is worded so as not to apply to corporations. Thus under the
House Bill a corporation would continue to be entitled to deductions for all
charitable contributions paid (subject only to the applicable percentage of in-
come limitations), all interest paid, and all property, sales, gasoline, state and
local income tares paid--even though unrelated to its trade or business and
therefore constituting items which an individual could only take as "personal"
deductions. The fact that such corporation also has exempt income or tax
preferences of the type to which Section 302 applies will not cause it to be
deprived under Section 302 of any part of its deductions for charitable contri-
butions, interest and taxes paid.

Other forms of discrimination as between otherwise identical taxpayers would
also result from Section 302. For example, accelerated depreciation of buildings
in excess of straight line depreciation in any year is treated as a tax preference
requiring allocation of personal deductions under Sectiou 302. However, ac-
celerated depreciation in a given year can only mean that in certain subsequent
years during the life of the depreciable asset in question the taxpayer's de-
preciation will be less than what would have been allowed if the asset had been
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depreciated on a straight line basis throughout its life. But Section 302 proposes
no adjustment in any subsequent year to allow for such "reverse preference",
even though it in effect constitutes in economic effect a partial repayment of
a preceding year's tax preference. Thus two Identically situated taxpayers, one
using the sum-of-the digits method of depreciation and the other using the
straight Une method, will each have the same amount of aggregate depreciation
deductions during the full life of a given asset. Yet the one using the sum-of-the
ilgits method will be required to make a Section 302 adjustment on account of

the same during certain years while the one using the straight line method
will never be required to make any Section 3&2 allocation on account thereof.
Similar examples of unequal treatment of identical taxpayers could be demoni-
strated for the Section 302 adjustments called for as a result of failure to
capitalize Intangible drilling costs and certain farm expenses.

5. Section 302 would have a serious adverse effect on charitable and edu-
cational institutions dependent primarily for their support on medium and
large-sized gifts from individuals who measure their ability to give or tie
amount of their gifts by the "after-tax" cost of such giving.

While other types of personal deductions represnt for the most part involun-
tary payments and the amount thereof should accordingly not be appreciably
affected by the enactment into law of Section 302, charitable contributions on
the other hand are in their very nature voluntary. An independent school which
I represent advises me that well over 90 Ac of the dollar value of all gifts to
it consists of gifts of $100 or more each. The amount of charitable giving by
most donors above approximately this $100 level depends in large part on the
tax effect of such giving. Recognition of this fact and the impact of same on
hospitals, private colleges, universities, etc. resulted in the House's narrowing
the scope of Section 201 (c) and (d) of 11.R. 13270 (taxing the unrealized gain
from appreciated property given to charitable organizations) to the point where
it will only apply to a very small percentage of such contributions. But the House
then proceeded to do under Section 302 'what it was unable or unwilling to
accomplish under Section 201 (c) and (d), by partially disallowing the char-
itable deductions in question In all cases where such unrealized appreciation
(plus other forms of exempt income and preferences described in Section
302) exceeds $10,000. Certainly one result that could be fairly anticipated
from the enactment of Section 302 into law would be for the many individuals
whose substantial charitable donations in the past have invariably taken
the form of gifts in kind of appreciated property to simply stop making large
charitable gifts. I believe a l)revious witness, at these hearing-; has testified
to the effect that 56% of the dollar value of all gifts to a group of Massachu-
setts colleges are so made in kind rather than In (ash. Undoubtedly cash gifts by
foundations and charitable trusts made from the proceeds of sale of gifts in
kind made to them by their own donors comprise a very substantial portion of
the other 44%.

As applied to charitable gifts of appreciated property Section 302 provides
in effect for a double penalty. Thus not only Is the unrealized appreciation itself
treated as one of the tax preference items requiring Section 302 allocation; but
in addition such appreciation also represents part of a charitable gift which
constitutes one of the personal deduction Items subject to such Section 302
allocation. I would assume that it is for the above reasons that the administra-
tion has recommended narrowing the scope of Section 302 by removing unrealized
appreciation from charitable gifts In kind from the list of tax preferences subject
thereto.

96. The allocation of deductions called for by action 302 would unnecessarily
complicate the tax law and the tax return forms.

The adjustments called for by Section 302 would apply in every year to hun-
dreds of thousands of taxpayers who would have to hear the time-consuming
burden of making the many calculations called for by that Section, nearly all
of which apart from Section 302 would never even have to be computed by the
taxpayer (except as to some such items in the extremely rare Instances covered
by Section 801).

The necessary additional computations and record-keeping required under
Section 302 with respect to Intangible drilling expenses, straight line deprecia-
tion, cost depletion, and the keeping of a separate set of farm books using the
inventory method of accounting (including the taking of a beginning Inventory
each year) would be most complex. As an example, in order to calculate for
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a given year the amount of hlk accelerated depreciation in excess of straight
line depreciation (or, in the case of oil and gas wells and farm losses, the amount
of depreciation which would have been allowed if the taxpayer had capitalized
Intangible drilling expenses and certain farm expenses). the taxpayer will
have to make a separate determination of the salvage value of each item (a
determination which is not necessary under the 200% declining balance method
of depreciation) and if there has at any time been a change in useful life, he
will have to recalculate straight line depreciation on a year-by-year basis from
the time of his original acquisition of the property in question. Similarly with
respect to determining percentage depreciation In excess of cost depletion, he
will have to make a determination, from information not generally available.
of the amount (in barrels of oil and cubic feet of gas) of oil and gas extracted
and sold during the year and also of his oil and gas reserves In place at the
beginning of the tax year. In order to determine reserves in place for cost deple-
tion purposes, he must obtain a reasonably up-to-date engineering report, which
will not normally be available unless he goes to the expense of having one made
for this specific purpose.

In short. then, Section 302 would be an administrative headache, require
a number of exceedingly complex computations and tax return entries (never
heretofore required) to be made by a large number of taxpayers, entail additional
work by the IRS in auditing, checking and reviewing such additional compilta-
tions and the evidence necessary to verify the figures used in such computa-
tions. and be a step In the oppoctite direction of the objective of tax and reporting
simplifealion which so much of the rest of the House Bill (particularly Its pro-
posed Increase In the standard deduction) was so wisely designed to accomplish
and which the taxpayers themselves are so vociferously demanding.

The CHAIRMAN. The next. witness will be Mr. Robert .1. Johnson,
partner, Dawson, Nagel. Sherman & Howard, Denver, on behalf of
informal committee of Municipal Bond Council.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. ;OHNSON, ON BEHALF OF INFORMAL
COMMITTEE OF MUNICIPAL BOND COUNCIL

Mr. AJo.,soN,. Mr. Chairman, other members of the committee, I
have other bond counsel associated with ine from throughout the
Nation. I have Mr. Harold Judell from New Orleans: Bryce Ifuguenin
from )allas: Ray lutchison, from another bond firm ini Dallas; and
Gerard Giordano, from New York City.

We speak on behalf of a much wider number of bond counsel but,
at least, we wanted to have some of them present. to assist.

I am appearing before this committee in order to present the views
of members of several law firmiS which are nationally recognized as
municipal bond counsel with regard to the tax reform proposals
presently before this committee as they relate to treatment of the
in',eret on obligations of States and their political subdivision-herein
"municipal bonls" and collectively "Local Governments," respec-
tively.

My statement is directed primarily at setting forth our views on the
constitutionality of any attempt to impose a Federal tax directly or
indirectly on income on municipal bonds under the "Limit on "tax
Preference" (LTP) provision in section 301 of the tax reform bill of
19069, that is, H.R. 13270--herein the "bill"--constituting a direct tax
on such income, and the "allocation of deductions" provision in section
302 of the bill, constituting an indirect tax on such income. While
others, including Mr. Surrey this morning, have expressed their opin-
ion or I should say excluding Mr. Surrey this morning, have expressed
their opinion, that any attempt to tax such interest would raise a seri-
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ous constitutional question, this view has apparently not been accorded
much weight by some Members of Congress.

Further, others like Mr. Surrey, I have heard another attorney from
the Treasury, make the flat statement there is no constitutional ques-
tion. We wish to dispel here any notion that passage of the proposed
legislation would meet with no resistance by those who issue and those
who invest in municipal bonds.

It is the view of our group of bond counsel that a very serious con-
stitutional question is raised by the proposals, both with regard to the
right to tax either directly or indirectly the interest on municipal bonds
and with regard to the right of a l)olitical subdivision within any State
to waive the constitutional tax immunity under the waiver and Federal
suibsidy provisions in sections 601 and 62 of the bill, in the absence of
the State's authorization of action pertaining thereto by the political
subdivision at least by State act or possibly by State constitutional

mniendllneut in some States where they mv have an atypical consti-
tutional provision.

Under the Federal Constitution neither the Federal Government
nor the local governments can materially impair the other's power to
raise money by borrowing-incidentally or by taxation, which is a
point here irrelevant, in other words, they cannot materially impair
the so-calhd -overeign power of the pumse of the other governmental
body.

We understand that Secretary Kennedy recently conceded that the
LTP provisions in the bill posed a grave constitutional question, but
that lie indicated that the allocation of deductions provision did not
pose such a question, even though it related in part to municipal bond
interest, in view of Uited States v. Atlas Life lnuianCe Co., 381 U.S.
233, 1965.

Atlas actually concerned the allocation of tax-exempt municipal
bond income to the policyholders' reserve, which consisted of 85 percent
of the company's income, and which was not taxable because of the
peculiar business of an insurance company, and the necessity to protect
the policyholders' reserve, and to the shareholders' portion of income
the balance which consisted of 15 percent of such income and was sub-
ject to taxation.

This was under the Life Insurance Company Income Tax Act of
1959, and the allocation had to be made on the same prorated basis, in
that instance 85 and 15 percent.

The company, if this were not the case, by investing in a small
amount of municipal bonds, could completely avoid Federal income
taxes in the absence of such an allocation. The company contended that
the formula imposed a cost intionally impermissible tax on municipal
bond interest since its tax bill was higher than if it was permitted to
assign all of its tax-exempt income to the sharedolders' portion of
income.

The U.S. Supreme Court rejected the contention, and indicated that
the formula was equitable and the classification was reasonable, and
stated that "[a]s the taxpayer displaces taxable income with exempt
income, the size of the tax base, and the tax, are reduced: and that
"Rt]he burden per taxable dollar of taxable gross income does not in-
crease, but remains the same."
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In the Atlae case, however, the Court referred to the Natimial Life
mhurance Co. v. UnUe State case decided in 1928, the earlier case

holding that one may not be subjected to greater burdens upon his
taxable propwty solely because he owns some that is free.

Then in the Atlas case, of course, the Court said this is not the case
under t&s 1959 act.

While different in form, in substance, the company's contention was
actually the same as condemned, in Denman v. Sla./on case decided
in 1931 where the taxpayer attempted to de(luct interest on a loan to
him, and then he used the proceeds for investment in municipal bonds.
and he attempted also to deduct the interest received by hin on the
bonds. The interest on the loan was not deductible.

But under the present bill there is no factor similar to that in Atlas
justifying an allocation formula like that there upheld. There is just
no reasonable relationship between the deductions in qutStion and the
income in (piestion, that. is, the interest on municipal bonds.

Section 302 is merely an atteinI)t to subject certain taxpayers to
greater burdens upon ticir taxable property solely because they own
some tax-exempt municipal bond income, and I know of no decision
that has cut back'on the court's statement that that is improper.

Very frankly, I cannot understand Mr. Surrey's flat statement that
it is constitutional and there is no doubt about it.

We are not here trying to determine what the reults of the litiga-
tion would be, but there is a very serious question.

The LTP provision and the allocation of deductions collectively
clearly impose a material impediment upon the lrnrowinr power of
the local governments, particularly in view of the recent deterioration
of the municipal bond market isulting merely frin the considera-
tion bv Congress of the bill.

Probably each provision alone would constitute such an imiledinenit
to borrowing by local governments if the hill is adopted.

Incidentally, in the Atla8 case we are unaware of any attempt Io
prove that that act would materially affect interest rates finid create an
im edinient upon the borrowing po er by governments.

was recently informed by an ivestment banker that at the height
of life insurance corn panies buying tlry bought no more than one-tenti
of municipal bonds. Of course, here we are talking about. all municipal
bonds -old. The effet, of this act would affect the entire market. Cer-
tainly there is nothing in the Atlas decision to suggest that the Su-
preme Court felt. there was any such impediment.

As I indicated, of course, there is a divergence of opinion about
what the outcome of any litigation wznild be. My puilrpose is solely to
point out to this committee that a reputabe group of attorneys ex-
perienced in this field of law hold the view that the (piest ions presented
by the tax reform proposals are so serious as to pies it questions whiel
will unloubtedlv E the subject of long and protracted litigation.

As a result, the market. for municipal Ibonds during this period of
lit nation will probably count inue in a seriously d isrulpted condition
which lpvvails at tlie prenit tinme.

The committee is no doubt aware of the view that the doubts raised
by the tax reform proposals have been a major source of problems
prevalent in the niunicipal bond market today. The continued exist-
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ence of such doubts can only result in the continued disruption of this
important market, thereby making it increasingly difficult or impossi-
ble for public projects to be fi anced.

From October 2, 1968 to a recent date, September 4, 1969, the Bond
Buyer's Twenty Bonds Index rose to 2.01 percent, to an historic high
of 6.37 percent, and it is now about, the ame, just slightly better.

1)uring the 2-month period from July 10 to September 4, 1969.
when the money market for 'ort rate ecurities 1(l U.S. governments
was rlatively stl)le, tlsnfliie Twenty Bonds Indm%.q o about thr e-
quarters of I ercent,4citually, .7 percent. That'wasWesrnal)ly at-
trilutable solely to4he increasing congressional threat t tax exeml-
tion from a press^eleas of tIle II'ous W1va1til Means Com)klittee and
tie Iil's introduction and passage by the Iouspi ,,

I know of ub other factor tlTt iceounts for this rise in alf other-
wise stable m rket. -I I " , . 1 1

PreldictioHg as to thle hmgth of tiiiue-le1 to setle tlte 1.6rioils
legal questions that will he rnisl.rai.,, freun amnirum of 2 \Va1.S
time in theimost agreeable ciro' nstafices to "s long as 10) years.

I believe the Atlas decision ox'e, 5 veaiii tx) deid14, aid the t.S.
SUlpreme (turt decioTn was aI bt 0 Slis ftrim the time the act -as
adopted. i

As you eln see, even a miihnum peiiod o timi of 2 years dui'ing
which the ntunicipal lxnd mairk6 will be dir#tcd isjt" far too lon.

As bond umnsel, ni, colleagues iAnd I aie, Pf course deeply mter-
ested in the proposals jprently before thls committee. A'e shou)d like
to make it, cltir, however, that rvgar(llss offtlie legislatio1finally
adopted, local g.qvernments will continue th borrow fnoney ev A though
at a far greater 6\pense than , is emcssmry and. we will, inanv event,
be called upon to rider legmal opinions approving such ohfigations.

We think we are rMaivlv free of any adverse effectflrom the bill's
adoption, and believe ot- alialysis is objective and f1e- from any pos-
sible compromise from self-interest.

'We hope to impress upon this committee our strong view that the
pro)osals do, in fact, raise serious constitutional questions which un-
doul)tedlv will be the subject. of pl)rotracted litigation resulting in a
serious (isturbance in the conditions of the municipal bond market
for a period of up to 10 years.

While there has beeni, perhaps, during the finst lmlf of this century
a tenlency to cut back on exemptions, I know of no decision that. st -
azests that tile doctrine of reiprocal tax imunnity is (lead or dying.
The converse is the case in decision after decision.

Senator AN-MRSON. That, bell signals the end of your time.
Mr. .1oii.sox. I would he glad to answer any questions you have, sir.
Senator McCAmTHY. I have one question: If the support program

on interest rates were in effect, what would happen to the way in which
the bond market or the sales are now allocated ? Don't you have spe-
cial ists in municipal bonds as opposed to those who specialize in bonds
that are not tax-exem)t? What does your company deal in, for
example?

Mr. JohNsoN. I am an attorney, understand, Senator, not an invest-
mnet banker.

Senator MCCAMrJ[. I see. Yes.
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Mr. 1oiN4UN. (GenerIally speaking, a municipal bond is not market-
on it private market. without an al)proving opillon of i.mu municipal bonl
counsel. I would assume that that, situation would continue lKt'cause of
the strict tioctritio of powers which is; enforced in the field of local
government, and sometimes called D)illon's Rule, ani that this factor is
not materially affected 1)3' whether or not the interest oil the bonds is
except, from Federal income taxat ion.

If there was at Iederal guarantee, then that situation might Ix.
different and we may be gtting iuto an allied field in our legal prac-
tice. But a tere subsidy, do not. See why thlt should be a4ecte.

Senator MeC.%,n'liy. Xou 'woul still have the same allocation.
Mr. JollNsON. Same function, as I see ii ; yes, sir.
'I'le private investor wants lil opjinion-this has hecti the case since

the turnt of the century, and before that theL' were so many invalid
municipal bond issues outstandinlr in the market that investors just
demuan ed that. specialists get into th1is field.

Senator McC.rmri. Your position is that the alloation w'uld lt,
improper, unless there is a clear determination of the comstitutionality
in oider to curry through. i

Mr. JohNiso.. Yes, sir. We think tile A tois (ase is clearly' (istin-
gntishable On the two monts. There is no reasonal)le rtmlatiotiship be.
tweon the deductions and the income as there clearly wvas il that ease.

Second, here you clearly have a material iinpediiment. on borrow-
ing power that arguably was absent there, at least there was no Show-int of that.

Now, insurance companies do not, as a lmCtical matter invest
significantly in the municipal bond market any more, so witil hind-
sight you can say that with a little tongue in cheek but, at that time,
that was not shown.

Senator MCCArriKy. I have no more questions.
Mr. ,to miNsoN. We would like to reserve permission of the committee

to file additional statements on this, particularly since Mr. Surrey
made such a statement which is s) contrar' to our comment oil it.

Senator ICCAtTI IY. You have to remember Mr. Surrey is just an
expert, he is not a man with political power. ILaughter.] "You (o not
have to answer-as though lie were in the Treasury.

(Mr. Johnson's prepared statement follows:)
DAWSOX. XAOFI. , SFNIMAN & lOVARiD.

)enrer, Colo., Pcptcmbvr 19. 9!9.

Comments Upon Proposed Taxation of interact on Munivipal llonds Under The
Tax Reform Bill of 1900 (I.R. 13270)

SFNATF. 11NANCF. CowMnIrr31i
New SieRte Offc e Ruflding,
IVapihngton, D.C.

SUMMARY

Gentlemen: Serious questions exist as to the validity under the Federal Con-
stitution of certain provisions of The Tax Reform Bill of 1900 (Ht.R. 13270).
specifically:

(a) the "Limit on Tax Preference" (LTP) prosvisions in section 301 imposing
a direct IFeeral income tax on munlipal bond Interest,

(b) the "alloation of deductions" provisions 1 section 302 imposing an
Indirect Federal Income tax on such income by the reduction of other deductions
merely because of the recmipt of such income by a taxpayer, and
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tc) tile ledleral subshly and waiver of tax exelnlptionl provisions lit set.tions
110 anmti 02 1i1 tleir aItlicltin to tlit, liolitIal ';ullKlivil.oliS (of all" state iII tite
nb'l'iive of Its autllorization of action pertaining tiero by Its IKlitlell sulidivi-
stoat at least by state nct or lssibly by state voilst it ltlollil Iiielitilllt.

GENERAL COMMIN'r

I ant alarlng before this Cotantit tee ili order to present the views of me -
bers of several law firms which art- nationally rt-cogntzet.ed as munilpal liond coun-
sel with regard to th, tax reform proposals presently hefor, this Contmtmittee as
they relate to treatment otf the interest on obligations of states mitn their ldlitical
sulbdivislons ( hereitn "inutilelpal boitls" lid collect ively "JI.4'wI! Governiiiit'itts," rt-
slueetively). My statenituet Is directed primarily lit st-tting forth our views ol the
constItutionality of ally attempt to Iliose it Federal tax tlirectly or indirectly on
Income on lttlic0lilial bOtl1s tintler tihe -Linit otn 'Tax Ireference" (II'P) pro-
vision Ili sctioni 301 of The Tax Refori 11111 of 19699. I.e., M1.R. 13"70 hereinn the
"Bil"), constituting a direct tax on such inome, anl the "allocation of tleduc-
tions" provisions ili stilon 302 of the 11111. constituting it Indirect tax till stch
income. While others have' exlrssete Ittir opli that iny attellpt to tax stch
interest would raise a serious constitutional question, this viewh, ts itiaearently

iot. beI' accordeti much weight by some mienbers of ('oligrs. W' wish to lispel
hire any ntotion that it.tsita of (i't, lroIlr)sd legislation Wold ti tet with io
rt',sistallte by those who Issue all those who Invest itt :tnlllIil bolttlIs. It Is the
view of our group of bond counsel that a very erlotis constitutional question is
rai,, by the prolsals, both i ith regard to the right to tax either dirt-Oly or
Indirectly the Interest ontil ntulliil bols and with regard to the right of t
political suIlIvislon within an) mate to watve tite constitutional ttx ininullitity
illder the waiver and I\Mlerni subsidy provislonts in sections tl)l iMml 1102 oif tie

1111. in the alwenme of the state's authorization of action Iwrtaining thereto by
the political sulbdivision at least by state act or pomibly by state constitutional
amendment.

Under the Federal Constitution neither the federall Government nor tite Local
Governments can materially itnilmir the other's power to raise money by borrow-
Ing (or by taxation, a point here irreJevant), I.e., materially ImInpir Ihe so-called
"sovereign power of the pur.('."

We understand that Seretary Kennedy recently conceded that the 1oTP pro-
visions In the 1111 io-med a grave constitutional question, but that lie liiMiated
that the allocation of deductions provision dI not pIw it question, even though
It related in part to municipal bond interest, in view of 'nitcd Statca V. Atlfs
Life Ismurance Copany, 381 U.S. 233 (1ICK5). Atlas actually concern d the allo-
cation of tax-exempt nmunclpal bond Income to the policy-hitdde' reserve (which
consisted af 85% of the company's intlome, and which was not taxable) and to
the shareholders' portion of income, (which consisted of 15% of such incoine and
subject to taxation), under the LJife' Insuran e, ComiIny 1neolmi' Tax Act of
16i9, on the saite proratted hn: is. Thet company. by investing iln a relatively small
portion of nuniclipl bonds, could completely avoid Fleheral Income taxes iln the
ah) ,liee of such an allocation. The comlnlany c.tttqldetd that the formula Imposed
at constitutionally impernil."ible tax on municipall ild Interest since its tax bill
was higher than If It wits irinittet to assign all of Its tax exempt Income to the
shareholders' portion of I Itome. The '.S. Suprenmte court t reje.t-N lhe (olotelothbll
antl indileated that the formula was etquitabte an(d tile hlas.-iteatlon was reason-
able, and stated that "s[s the taxpayer tlisllats taxalt itt volnt with exempt
Income, tile size of Ithe tax base, ntIil the tax, aretlu'ed" and that "It] lit, burden
ler taxable dollar of taxable gr)ss Income dohs iot Increase, bitt remains the
,,ille." (381 U.S., at ..144.)

lit Atlas the Court stated that In Naltonul lifc Insurantce Co. v. Unitd Statca,
277 U.S. 508 (102 ), the "Court ruled that 'lo]n may not i' subjec-ted to greater
burdens upon his taxable property solel. 1we t' uie lit' owll so'. th lt I. free,' "
but "that this is not the case untler tite 11).0 At." (381 U.S.. at 2.14.) While (lif-
ferent In form. in substance the Collipilny's contention wm.a the sante as that .il-
demned in Denman v. .8idytoN, 282 U.S. 5114 (1931 ), where the taxpiyer attempted
to deduct interst on a loan to him for investment Itt nuniiplll bonds an t also
to deduct the interest received by him on the bonds.

UndTer the present Bill there is no factor slitlar to that in Atlas justifying all
allocation formula like that there upheld. Rather section 02 is merely an at-
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tempt to subject certain taxpayers to greater burdens upon their taxable prop-
erty solely because they own some tax exempt municipal bond income.

Further, the LTP provision and the allocation of deductions provision col-
lectively impose a material Impediment upon the borrowing power of Local Gov-
ernments, particularly in view of the recent deterioration of the municipal bond
market resulting merely from the consideration by Congress of the Bill. Probably
each such provision alone will constitute such an Impediment to borrowing by
Local Governments, if the Bill Is adopted. (We are unaware of any contention
in Atlas that the 1959 Act imposed such an impediment and the decision does not
indicate the Court felt that such was the case.)

There is a divergence of opinion on what the outcome of such litigation would
be. I am not here today to predict the result of this litigation. My purpose Is
solely to point out to this Committee that a reputable group of attorneys experi-
enced In this field of law hold the view that the questions pre.ented by the tax
reform proposals are so serious as to present questions which will undoubtedly
be the subject of long and protracted litigation. As a result, the market for
municipal bonds during this period of litigation will continue in the seriously
(isrupted condition prevailing at this time. This ('ominittee Is, no doubt, aware (of
the view that the doubts raised by the tax reform proposals- have been a major
source of the problems prevalent in the municipal bond market today. The con-
tinued existence of such doubts can only result in the continued disruption of this
Important market thereby making it Increasingly difflcut or Impossible for
necessary public projects to be financed.

From October 2, 1,)3., to a recent date (Septmler 4, DIM). The Bond Buyer's
20 Bonds Index rose 2.01% to a historle high of 0.37%, and Is about the same uow.
During the two-month period front July 10 to September 4, 10169, when the money
market for corporate securities and '.S. Governments was relatively stable. the
same 20 Bonds Index rote about l of 1% (0.72%), presumably attributable solely
to the increasing Congressional threat to tax exemption from a press release of
the House Ways and Means Committee and the Bill's Introduction and passage
by the House.

Predictions as to the length of time needed to settle the various Jegal questions
that will be raised range from a minimum of two years time in the most agreeable
circumstances to as long as ten years. As you can ,-e, even the minimum period
of time (luring which the municipal bond market would be disrupted is far too
long.

As bond counsel, my colleagues and I are, of course, deeply Interested In the
proposals presently before this Committee. However, I should Jlike to make clear
that regardless of the legislation finally adopted. Local Governments will con-
tinue to borrow money, even though at far greater expense than is necessary,
and we will, in any event, iK. called upon to render lega.1 opinions approving such
obligations. We are relatively free of any adverse effect from the Bill's adoption
and believe our analysis Is objective and free from any possible compromise from
self-interest. We hope to Impress upon this Committee our strong view that the
proposls do in fact raise serious constitutional questions, which undoubtedly
will be the subject of protracted litigation resulting in a serious disturbance in
the conditions of the municipal bond market for a period of up to ten years.

Thank you for your consideration of our views.
Yours truly,

ROBaRT M. JOHNSON.

The ('ur.unIr.. Next is Mr. Richard 11. Wangerin, president,
A merican Symphony Orchestra League.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. WANGERIN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA LEAGUE; ACCOMPANIED BY WENDELU
3. ASHTON, PRESIDENT, UTAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA BOARD;
AND KENNETH LILES, TAX ADVISER

Mr. NVANOEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENN-.oor. I wonder if the witness would introduce the

other men at t he table.
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Mr. WANGERuN. On my left is the president of the Utal Symphony
Orchestra Board, Mr. Wendell J. Ashton; and on his left, Mr. Kenneth
Liles, tie tax adviser for the American Symphony Orchestra League.
Senator M;Nr'r.M'. a(1irman, I dil tlht on purpose because I

am very happy to welcome my friend, Wendell Ashton, here today.
lie Fromised not to talk too long.

~r. ASuTON. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. WANOF RIN. We are grateful to have an opportunity to speak

orally on behalf of the symphony orchestras of the Tnited States.
Our written testinonyv indicated some of the statistics and the linan-

cial terms of the operate i;1 of symphlny orchest ra.
We had here earlier today, but. regrettably lie had to make an air-

.laneschedule, the d1istinuishIed music director of the. Washington
National Symlhony, )r. Hioward Mitchell, who will be writing yol
shortly.

We are asking him, however ill tie light of his experience as con-
ductor of many of the U.S. orchestras and as auditor to many others,
and as conductor in Europe, behind the Iron Curtain, and in South
America, t- document the artistic level that has been achieved by
syn phony orchestras in the United States un(er the pre-ent. privatee
philantrol)hy system that has been in effect.

lie was )repaired tn document, and will. as I say, in writing to' 'ou,that the level of artistic achievement of symphony orchestras of the
United States has no peer abroad despite-the fact that many of the
orchestras abroad are supported by massive funds, g oernmental funds,
from all levels, Federal, State, anti municipal.

Incidentally, also there tire virtually no individual gifts being given
to the cultural performing arts orgaiiizations aIbrOad, )ro))ablv due to
the fact that there is no tax incentive, no tax deductibility for such
gifts.

Very quickly, we would like to support the position that a tax on
foundations is' eallv a tax on the beneficiaries of foundations' largesse,
rather than on the foundation itself, an1 we favor instead a 2-percent
filing fee to make sure that there are funds to assist in the policing of
the foundation effort.
Ti Treasury Department reports that, taking all proposed tax

changes into account, there will be a revenue, increase to the Treasury
in the charitable contribution area in the iwighlllorho(od of $100 million.
But the Treasury does not indicate how charity call recoup that
amount.

Now, since symphony orchestras traditionally get the last few pennies
of the contributed dollar, a cut of $100 million in the charitable area
that is not replaced could spell the end of the operation of many of
tle U.S. symphony orchestras. We cannot daire to follow Pi-ofe ,ssor
Sulrrey.s stggestio'n that we try it out because therv, would not be
1ny time left, in our opinion, to restore the patient if the expi-riment
failed.

Also, as to the proposal to raise the standard dedueti',n. we
would hope that the committee could see lit to carve out the Charitable
gift for separate deduction in addition to the standard deductim.
We feel that this would have a positive psychological effect, rather
than necessarily a givat tax los,; to the Governelt, on Ibth thp soliei-
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tor and the donor, and would give the small donor, as well as the
solicitor, the idea that the Government is hand in hand with him in
his Support of these semiprivate or semipublic, if you will, organiza-
tionli.

You have heard a lot of theory already. So we thought maybe
someone should testify who has actually labored in the vineyard, and
doina a very good job, I iniflht add, hecanse the Utal symplnoy la
a Iiggher percentage of earned income, that is revenue from ticket
sales, than is the national average. So we have asked Mr. Ashton,
who Is its president, to give you a firsthand account of the difficulties
of raising money and financing a symphony orchestra.

Mr. Ashton.
Mr. ASIrTo.. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I asked Senator Bennett beforehand if he had any

advice for me when I appeared here, since it was my maiden attempt.
ie gave me all of his advice in three words, "Keep it brief."

So, if I may, I will just. read a short statement here that I think
might reflect the picture across the country as it is protrayed in our
Utah situation.

The ratio of operating costs for our Itah symphony which we must
obtain from contributions is climbing steadily, even tliough the number
of concerts and the total audience are gaining markedly.

Five years ago, for example, approximately 70 percent of our op "

orating costs were met from earned income, by the sale of tickets
primarily.

During our fiscal year which just ended, June 30 of this year, 61
percent of our operating costs came from earned income. As has been
indicated we do better than the national average. The national average
for symphonies is that 48 percent of total operating costs come from
earned income

Thus, our earnings-to-cost ratio has dropped 9 percent in 5 years.
Our decrease came despite an increase of over 50 percent in total audi-
ences this year compared with 5 years ago.

Our symphony like others, cannot trim our major costs, which are
for musicians sa aries, with technology. No one ias yet, figured out
how to replace a violinist with a computer.

All of this means we are constantly pounding, and I do mean pound-
ing, for more contributions-from" both the wealthy and those of
modest means.

Manvpeople in Utah continue to be generous, but we are also hitting
some stiffening resistance from givers. Despite the growing challenges
of this job of raising more money for symphonies, many of us still be-
lieve the effort is worth it. If for no other reason than what our sym-
phony is doing for youth, I sincerely believe the effort is worth it.

Yesterday, here in Washington, the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence, under the chairmanship of Dr.
Milton S. Eisenhower, reported that our American youth is getting
far too much violence in its entertainment. Symphony music gives
a positive answer to this problem.

Our orchestra this season is giving 40 school concerts in 31 different
school districts. We estimate that the orchestra's total concerts this
season will be attended by some 350,000 people. That will be approxi-
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lately 100,00( ilore s)QCtatilors tllan attended the honme football ramwes
of ITtah's there major universities list year, that is. the U niversitv
of ITtah, Utah State rnivel.sity, and lBrigham Young [Uni'lersity with
a spectator total of 266 000.

Senator ANDEFRSON. Of course, the new field house helped.
Mr. AsirroN. You said the new field house?
Senator A YR.uRox. Hlped it.
Mr. AsiITox. It will lie) basketball but. not football, Senator.
Senator YENN i:rr. lou are thinking of the Astrodome.
Mr. AsIITON. I think we will take care of New Mexico this year.

(Laughter.)
Senator BENNl.r,. Is that on the record?
1r. Asirrox. That is on the record.

Senator ANDERSNx. I almost asked! for that myself.
Senator BrN m-r. You walked into that.
Mr. ASTON. When school boys and girls attend a symphony ,.on-

cert, we find they comb their hair and strive to look their besi. The
orchestra's music seems to draw and motivate the loftier inner self.

This fact was underscored a year ago when we took our orchestra
to the State Penitentiary. The orchestra did not on that occasion play
rock and roll. The orchestra presented Bethoven, Bach, Brahms.
There were seven standing ovations, and the warden smid the concert
was one of the best. stabilizers that had come to the institution in
months.

For these and other reasons, we believe the Government. should not
discolirage, with tax revisions, volunteers giving to our symphonies.

If we cannot get our principal support from contributions, we must
zo to the Government as our prime source.

No thinking American, I believe, wants that. In the first, place,
we all know that too often dollars that go through the Federal Gov-
ernment, laundromat have a way of shrinking before they reach the
place of need.

Further, you will not attract, to the symphony cause the numbers
or the quality of dedicated volunteers you now have. Some of our lead-
ing Urtah citizens now serve as volunteers in raising funds and selling
season tickets for our orchestra, and they work hard.

Gentlemen, I appeal to you to use your best efforts to keel) our symn-
phonies Anierican. suj)ported prinifally by those who volunteer both
their time and their means.

Thank you very much,
Mr. WAN.OERl. Thank you, Mr. Ashton.
( Mr. Ashton s prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF WF.snEr, J. ARUTON, PRE8IDENT OF TIlE UTAII SYMPIIONY ()RClIES-
TRA BOARD, BEFORE TiE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF TIE UNITED STATES SENATE,
&ErTEMn ER 25, 1969

The ratio of operating costs for our Utah Symphony which we inust obtain
from contributions is climbing steadily, even though the number of concerts and
the total audience are gaining markedly.

Five years ago, approximately 70 percent of our operating costs were met from
earned income, principally ticket sales. During our fiscal year ending June 30.
1969, 61 percent of our operating costs caine from earned income. This was despite
an increase of over 50 percent In total audiences.
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Our symphony, like others, cannot trim our major costs (for musicians'
salaries) with technology. No one has yet figured out how to replace a violinist
with a computer.

All of this means we are constantly pounding, and I mean pounding, for more
contributions-from both the wealthy and those of modest means. Many people
in Utah continue to be generous, but we a e also hitting some stiffening resistance
of givers.

Despite the growing challenges of this job of raising more money for sym-
phonies, many of us still believe the effort is worth it.

If for no other reason than what our symphony is doing for our youth. I sin-
cerely believe the effort Is worth it. Yeserday, here in Washington, D.C., the
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, under tile
chairmanship of Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, reported that our American youth is
getting far too much violence in their entertainment.

Symphony music gives a positive answer to this problem. Our orchestra this
season is giving forty school concerts in 31 different school districts. We esti-
mate that the orchestra's total concerts this season will be attended by some
350,000 persons. That will be approximately 100,000 more spectators than at-
tended the home football games of Utah's three major universities last year
(University of Utah, Utah State University, and Brigham Young University,
with a spectator total of 266,000).

When school boys and girls attend a symphony concert, we find they comb their
hair and strive to look their best. The orchestra's music seems to draw and moti-
vate the loftier inner self.

This fact was underscored a year ago when we took our orchestra to our State
penitentiary. The orchestra did not play rock and roll. The orchestra presented
Beethoven, Bach and Brahms. There were seven standing ovations, and the
warden said the concert was one of the best stabilizers that had come to the
prison in months.

For these and other reasons, we believe the Government should not discourage,
with tax revisions, volunteer giving to our symphonies.

If we cannot get our principal support from contributions, we mu.wst go to the
Government as our prime source. No thinking American, I believe, wants that.

In the first place, dollars that go through the Federal Government laundroniat
have a way of shrinking before they reach the place of need. Further, you will
not attract to the symphony cause the numbers or the quality of dedicated vol-
unteers you now have. Some of our leading Utah citizens now serve as volunteers
In raising funds and selling season tickets for our orchestra. And they work
hard!

Gentlemen, I appeal to you to u.-e your best efforts to keep our symphonies
American, supported principally by those who volunteer both their time and their
neans.

All of us need to remember that the men who stood up and battled at Lexington
inld Concord were volunteers!

Mr. WIANcWRINx. Earlier this morning, there was it clergyman on a
local radio station who had as his text-I happened to hear it-
"Grive. But, if you are going to give grudgingly to the church, don't
give."

Well, we know the Lord loveth a cheerful giver, and certainly
svniphony orchestras do, too. All we can plead with you is that yol
(o all you can W give us the incentives for the givers to remain cheer-
fill in their support of symphony orchestras.

Thank you.
The CAIR3MAN.s-. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Any questions?
Senator fCCAwrirmy. The symphony would take gifts even from

tincheerful givers? rLaughtel.]
Mr. WANoFmJN. Yes, sir; and we do.
Senator MCCAR-mY. You do not. want to push this cheerfulness too

far. [Laughter.]
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I do not mind so much with music. I have always questioned
whether we ought to give a tax deduction to people who give to re-
ligion. It seemed to me it. kind of discounts the faith a little bit.

Air. AsuiToN. Thank you.
Mr. LII4 ES. We will take whatever we can get.
Senator MCCARTHY. Cheerful, tax deductible or undeductible or

not.
Mr. LiiAEs. Right.
Mr. WANGERIN. I think the symphony orchestra presidents try to

have their hands in every pocket to underwrite t he cause to which they
are giving voluntarily of their time and effort.

Senator l.3-E.Nn-r. M3r. Chairman, I am glad to be here when my
friend of long standing, Wendell Ashton, is here.

I appreciate the experience he and the Utah Symphony is going
through. Ile (lid not tell you that in addition to the gifts that they
have been receiving directly that they have been twisting out of citizens
of the State of Utah, they are just now prepared to match a founda-
tion gift of $1 million, or was it half a million?

Mr. AsmTo..x. No; is was $1 million.
Senator BENNEr'r. $1 million. So the citizens of Utah have raised

$1 million for the symphony.
Mr. ASHTONs. Not. quite, Senator, but we are almost there. We are

still accepting contributions. [Laughter.]
Senator BENNFq'-r. So they would be damaged in two ways if the

House text of this bill were to become law, and I am sure there are
other symphonies which have the same experience.

Mr. WANGOERIN. Yes, sir. About 20 cents on the dollar contributed
annually to orchestras comes from foundations.

Senator BENirr.-. When you are talking about the Washington
radio and television programs and the Commission on Causes and
Prevention of Violence, I thought you were going to say you wanted
to substitute violins for violence. [Laughter.]

Senator ,McC.,%wRji. I think you can get a good violin player if
you have the money, l)ut what do you do about French horn players ?

Mr. ASiiToN. It is a little harder.
Senator MCCAIRIY. That is harder, is it not? These fellows are all

right. They are pretty good witnesses.
Senator BENN'xrr. Thank you very much.
The Cil A RMAN. Any further questions, gentlemen?
If not, thank .you very much.
(Mr. Wangerin's prel)ared statement tlnd a resolution received by

the committee relative to the two preceding statements follow:)
8 TATEW11NT OF RICILUD It. WANGERIN, PRESIDENT, AMFRICAN SYMPI[ONY OR-

CIU1sTRA LEAGUE, ON lF..tALF OF THE SYMPHONY ORCHSTRAs OF THlE UNxrM
STATks

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Committee on Finance:
My name i. Richard 11. Wangerin. I appear before this Committee on behalf

of ti nation's more than 1,4100 Symplhony orchestras and In the capacity of
President of the American Symphony Orchestra League.

The league, chartered by the Congress, serves as the nonprofit, tax-exempt ed-
ucational, service and research membership organization of the nation's syni-
phony orchestras, and derives its basic support from dues paid by those organiza-
tions. The League's voting membership consists of nearly every one of the na-
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tion's leading symphony orchestras and hundreds of the lesser known symphony
orchestras established in the smaller cities.

Tho League maintains permanent national offices with profe.,slonal staff i
Fairfax County, Virginia.

In presenting the case of the nation's symphony orchestras we are, In effect,
presenting also the ease of other performing arts organizations-the ballet corn-
panlie, the opera companies, the chamber musie ensembles, the choral groups.
The basic eco moics of all these groups are similar. They share common concern
over the effects of certain provisions in the proposed legislation.

We know that the members of this Committee and of the Ways and Means
Committee, members of our Congress and of 'the Executive and Administrative
branches of Government have no intention of deliberately causing hardships for
the nation's cultural organizations, of curtailing the arts, or of reducing their
financial support.

But what apparently is little understood is that miany of the provisions under
consideration for Improving certain aspects of our tax structure will have
dL.sastrous side effects for symphony orchestras and all other organizations that
depend on charitable contributions for a large part of their support.

Cultural and arts organizations especially will be hard hit; they come at the
tall end of philanthropic giving. People generally make contributions to sym-
phony orchestras only after they have given to their churches, their colleges.
their hospitals, their community chests. Since this Is so, we feel certain that
symphony orchestras ,and other arts groups will bear even more than their
aliquot share of the reduced giving that inevitably will result from passage of
H.R. 1320.

If the provisions of the House Bill that adversely affect charitable giving are
adopted i toto ard without substantial modification, we are convinced the
ultimate result would be the demise of most of our symphony orchestras as we
know them today. They Inevitably would have to turn to government for direct
subsidy. We have little hope that at this tine government would give the
massive support required to finance the orchestras and other arts groups in
view of the already pressing and ever-growing demands upon government funds
to meet basic human needs.

We believe that our symphony orchestras are a vital part of our national life,
and we be.eech you most earnestly to continue the Federal Government's
present methods of stimulating private support of symphony orch-stras and
other cultural organizations through the incentives that the tax laws presently
provide.

I. SYMPIIONY ORCHESTRAS ARE VITAL TO TIE TOTAL. CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAl. .IF
OF TIlE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND THUS MERIT THE CONCERN OF Tills COMMITTEE

Symphony orchestras are part and parcel of our modern nation that operates
on the philosophy that the total citizenry should have equal opportunity to par-
take of the nation's total cultural activity. Gone are the days when great
music, great art, great beauty were reserved for the enjoyment of only the
affluent.

Today, there are over 1.400 symphony orchestras In operation In the towns
and cities of this nation; 382 of them exist in the home states of Just the 17
members of this Committee.

The nation's orchestras exist In large and Amall cities. They present con-
certs In hundreds of other towns and cities many of which are too small to
maintain their own orchestras.

Altccther, the nation's symphony orchestras play approximately 11,000 sym-
phony concerts a year (an average of over 30 concerts a day) to an estimated
gross audience of at least 20 million mien, women and children, plus a radio and
TV audience of uncounted millions. The orchestras play approximately 3,500
concerts for school children each year and hundreds of free concerts in the na-
tion's imrks and civic auditoriums.

Over a third of a million persons are directly Involved in the work of the.ze
orhestra.%--including over 80,000 mnusicians who perform In them, and over
250.000 men and women who serve on the orchestras' volunteer governing boards
and commiRtees. Invariably, the top business, industrial, cultural, educational
and religious leadership of each community is to be found on these boards and
committees. Frequently, the top political, governmental and labor leadership
also is represented.
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The presence In a community of highly trained symphony musicians enables
other sponsoring groups to organize local opera companies and chamber music
groups. The presence of these musicians strengthens the teaching resources of
the community and enriches the music of the lunches.

Tie nation's 1,400 symphony orchestras provide the only significant em-
ployment for musicians In this country who study and train for a career in
performance of so-called "serious" instrumental music. It is the orchestras that
provide the motivation for millions of young people to engage In the study
of music today.

Just as our libraries make available the world's literature to the total pop-
ulation, just as our museums make great art available to the people. the iat'on's
symphony orchestras bring to life the world's great music for the enjoyment
and cultural development of the citizens of their home cities.

This, then, is the role of the nation's symphony orchestras in the spiritual,
cultural and educational lives of our people-a role that goes back 127 years
to the founding of the nation's first symphony orchestra, now known as the
New York Philharmonic.

Today, the citizens of every town and city of significant size undertake to
establish and maintain their own symphony orchestra just as they support their
own local libraries as part of the total cultural and educational facilities of
their communities.

Ir. TIE BASIC ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF U.S. SYMPHONY ORCIIESTRAS AND OThIER
ARTS ORGANIZATIONS REQUIRES TIE SUBSIDY OF CHARITABLE OIVINO FOR THEIR
VERY EXISTENCE

You well may ask why, If symphony orchestras are so treasured throughout the
nation, if so many millions of people want to hear them play, If they serve
educational needs of so many children-then why shoud their financial support
have to be of such pressing concern to this Finance Counmittee?

The reason Is very simple and Is to be found In the basic economic structure
of symphony orchestras. Such orchestras are comprmcd of large numbers of
highly trained people-from 65 to over 100 musicians are required to play this
music. This means that symphony orchestras art very expensive to olerate-
so expensive that even the box office revenus from capacity audiences meets
less than half the costs. The remaining costs must be met through some form
of subsidy.

When we appeared before Congressional committees In 1903 relative to tax
proposals which at that time would affect symphony orchestras, we reported
that the nation's orchestras were operating on it gro,;s iintiial eXlnditure of
M30 million, of which they could earn 559l. or $16 million, and that they were
dependent on contributed income for the other 45%, or $14 million, of their annual
operating costs.

In the intervening six years, population increases and greater demandl, for
concerts for students have served to greatly expand the mugical and ,,du:lioual
p'uhlic services required of orchestras. Musicians' salaries have spiralled upwards
as have other tmasic operating costs.

Today, the United States symphony orchestras are operating on a gross
annual expenditure of $&W million. They are earning approximately $41 million
as compared to $16 million six years ago. Nevertheless, the current earnings
represent only 48% of total costs as compared to an earning power of 554% of
costs six years ago.

As a result of these changes, the nation's symphony orchestras must now
develop $44 million a year in contributed Income as compared to $14 million in1963.

The worsening financial condition of the symphony orchestras is clearly In-
dicated by these figures. The future looks even more bleak.

To understand the basic economics of the performing arts, It must he
remembered that:

1. Performances can be produced only through what might be termed "hand-
work" of each performer.

2. Each concert of a symphony orchestra, each performance of a ballet or opera
company ts an "original".

It still requires the same number of musicians to play the Beethoven Symphony
No. 8 as it did when Beethoven wrote it In 1812. It still requires the same length
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of time for the 80 to 100 musicians to learn, rehearse and perform that Beethoven
Symphony.

There is no way in which orchestras can take advantage of mass production
techniques and technological developments that have aided business in meeting
rising operating costs through savings in net unit production costs.

In other words, orchestras face the same spiralling costs faced by all other
enterprises, but orchestras cannot fset these costs through modern production
methods. Due to continued Inflation the need for subsidy with which to close
this gap between earned income and total costs increases each year. So far, the
private sector, encouraged by the Federal Government's tax incentives for giving,
has barely been able to keep up with symphony orchestras' needs for increased
subsidy-thus, any lessening of these incentives would be disastrous.

In this country, financial subsidies for orchestras have come traditionally from
voluntary contributions. In other countries, the subsidy comes directly to the
orchestras from their governments.

Under a Ford Foundation grant, our organization has just completed a study
of finances and operations of a number of orchestras abroad. The study was made
by Howard Taubman, the distinguished critic and writer of the New York Times.
The following is indicative of his findings:

(a) The Berlin Philharmonic, operating on an annual budget of $2 million,
receives $1.5 million from its federal and city governments.

(b) The Amsterdam Concertgebouw, operating on $1.3 million annually, re-
ceives $900,000 from its governments

(o) The Vienna Philharmonic, which serves also as the orchestra for the Vienna
State Opera, receives all of its support from Its government-an amount totalling
$6 million annually for both the opera and the orchestra.

Mr. Taubman goes on to report that "there is little or no private support of
orchestras abroad, by individuals or foundations or corporations. It may well be
that major reason is that there are no provisions for tax deductions for con-
tributors in most countries."

We want to point out that, today, it generally Is conceded that the world's
leading symphony orchestras are no longer to be found In Europe In spite of the
extensive subsidy given by their governments. Today, the world's leading sym-
phony orchestras are to be found In the United States.

The excellence of several of our American symphony orchestras is unsurpassed
by those of any other nation, and there is no counterpart in any part of the world
for the many competent symphony orchestras found in literally scores of Amer-
ica's le."er known cities.

The results of our Governmcnt's traditional policy of tax incentives for chari-
table giving speak for themselves and commend not only the generosity of our
people but the generosity of our Government.

Should this private support be reduced, the orchestras would have no choice
but to seek aid directly from government sources, or to abandon their operations--
and their music.

11r. WHY AR WE CONVENED OVEr H.R. 13270?

We ire by no means opposed to this proposed legislation in its totality. As
citizens, as representatives of responsible and distinguished civic organizations,
we applaud the work of our elected representatives in trying to achieve equity
and simplification of our tax laws, in trying to clarify provisions that lead to tax
abuses, in strengthening certain filing requirements for private foundations and
te.x-exempt organizations so as to protect those that are conscientiously trying to
do what is right and root out those that deliberately are trying to take advantage
of enlightened legislation.

But-
The Treasury Department reports that "taking all of the proposed tax changes

into account we estimate that there will be a revenue increase to the Treasury in
the charitable contribution area in the neighborhood of $100 million".

That is one reason we are concerned.
If this $100 million is channeled into tax revenues instead of to philanthropic

causes, then obviously something constructive must be done to offset this financial
loss to philanthropic endeavors in this country.

We already have shown why it is necessary for symphony orchestras to depend
on some sort of subsidy for half or more of their total financial support. The
provisions of H.R. 13270 cut into the ability of every form of voluntary giving
to continue to provide financial support of orchestras even at current levels.
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.4. Takc the iattcr of contributions from indiriduwia
Currently, symphony orchestras are receiving over half of their subsidy from

contributions made by individuals.
Among the 382 orchestras operating at a total annual expenditure of $17 million

in the home states of the members of the Committee, this form of support totals
$4.5 million annually.

The proposals of IR. 13"270 would reduce affluent donors' financial ability to
give away money as a result of repeal of the unlimited deduction, changed tax
treatment of gifts of appreciated property, and gifts of use of property, and pro-
posed changes in many aspects of the more sophisticated types of giving.

IUnder the Bill, gifts of appreciated property would be discriminated against in
several important respects. The tax preference items included in the so-called
"'Limit on Tax Preferences" (LTP) and "Allocation of Deductions" (AOD) pro-
visions include the appreciation in value of property contributed to charity. In-
evitably, this would substantially decrease important "leadership gifts" which are
usually in the form of appreciated securities or real estate. For this reason, we
heartily support the Administration's recommendation to delete the appreciation
element of charitable gifts from those provisions.

However, this still would leave charitable contributions as an item of deduction
subject to allocation under the allocation of deductions provision. This would have
the effect, we fear, of postponing many substantial gifts until the end of a year
when the effects of the complex allocation provision could be finally determined,
with the unfortunate result that many such gifts simply wonld not be made.

Moreover, gifts of appreciated property to public charities would remain subject
to the present 30% limitation rather than counting toward the extra 20% to be
allowed under the Bill for gifts of cash to "publicly supported" organization&. We
ee no reason for such discrimination against gIfts of appreciated property.

Furthermore, gifts of appreciated tangible personal property and future interest
gifts would be further discriminated against in that the donor would have to limit
his deductions to his cost basis or include the appreciation element in his income.

This change may or may not be Justified it the property is normally held by
the donor for sale to his customers in the ordinary course of his trade or business
and thus would produce ordinary income when sold.

However, it certainly is not justified with respect to capital items which. if
sold, would produce capital gains. To treat a gift of such items as a constructive
sale overlooks the fact that the donor Is not confined to a choice of selling or
giving away the property but can hold on to It until his death and pass it on
to his heirs without income tax consequences. It Is obvious that the proposed
treatment would discourage future gifts of such property to charity.

In the past for instance, symphony orchestras have been recipients of gifts
of rare musical Instruments such as a gift of a Stradivarius violin for use by
the concertmaster. There is no reason to discriminate against such gifts via-a-t8i
gifts of appreciated securities or real estate.

For those reasons we approve Treasury's position that gifts of tangible per-
sonal property should continue to be allowed the same preferential treatment as
gifts of !c..,curitles and real property would be afforded under the Bill.

Similar treatment should be extended to gifts of future interest.

R. Tak., e matter of the increased standard deductions
Thero no question that the process of itemizing contributions on individual

tax retuiis and claiming deductions from personal income tax for those con-
tributions provides a tax incentive for giving.

Eighty-Aght per cent of the total number of gifts made to symphony orchestras'
annual maintenance funds are in amounts of less than $100, averaging $37.
These small gifts account for approximately 40% of the total annual contributed
dollars received by symphony orchestras.

These percentages apply to symphony orchestras of all sizes-from the New
York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, and the Philadelphia Orchestra on down
to obscure symphony orchestras in small towns.

Now comes the proposal to raise the standard deduction. The Ways and Means
Coninittee portt estimates that 34 million more taxpayers will use the standard
deduction if these changes are enacted. Treasury estimates that at least 8 million
more tax payers would use the standard deduction If their version of the proposed
change were adopted.

33-N(15 -9-pt. 4. -51
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Be it 8 million or 34 million or someplace in between, the statistics Include
many modest contributors to symphony orchestras and millions of what we hope
are prospective contributors.

Under the increased standard deduction the taxpayer, in effect, will receive
deduction for charitable contributions whether or not actually made. So, the
orchestras face further shrinkage of contributed support as a result of thi,
provision. Again, no spokesman for Government has offered any suggestion what-
soever as to how these losses to philanthropic causes would be offset.

We strongly urge that charitable deductions be isolated from other personal
deductions for separate treatment, and that they be subject to continued item-
ization with deduction permitted even though the proposed Increased standard
deduction is used, thereby preserving this crucial incentive for continued support
of philanthropic endeavors. If this plan were adopted we would support adoption
of a requirement that receipts or cancelled checks be attached to the tax returns
to support claims for all contributions over a stated minimal amount.

We are not against the worthy aim of simplifying tax returns through
increased use of the standard deduction, but simplification should not be achieved
at the price of reducing support of charitable activities.

C. Take foundation aid to orchestras
Orchestras are receiving approximately 20%, of their contributed support from

foundations. Again, we cite the circumstances of the 382 orhestras operating
In the home states of the members of this Committee. Foundation aid to these
orcht-stras totalled 11.6 million last year, representing over 18% of their total
contributed support.

H.R. 13270 proposes to tax the foundations' investment income by 71/., ,1, and
Impose various other changes that would serve to reduce future support of
existing foundations and deter establishment of new foundations.

If the legislation were enacted, we can only conclude that the amount of money
foundations currently are giving to symphony orchestras would be reduced
Immediately by a factor of 7,% and possibly by a great deal more as the full
effects of proposed changes are felt. In other words, it would be the recipients
of foundation gifts that would bear the burden of the proposed tax.

We are strenuously opposed to the philosophy of taxing foundation funds for
the purpow) of adding to the Government's tax revenue, but we endorse Treas-
ury's prol'osal to substitute for the proposed 7',,i% tax, a 2% filing fee and use
the income from that fee to pay for Increased policing of private foundations
by the Internal Revenue Service. We are heartily In favor of such a program
so financed.

Treasury's viewpoint of the total effects of H.R. 13270 provisions concerning
foundations does not agree with past experience of recipients of foundation aid.

Air. Edwin Cohen, Assistant Secretary of Treasury, has this to say about
the ultimate effect of those proposals of the Bill designed to require current
annual distribution of foundation funds for charitable purposes:

"We estimate that because of adoption of a rule we reconm.nended to require
private foundations to distribute to public charity not less than five percent
per annum of the value of their assets, there will be an increase In funds flowing
out of private foundations into public charitable and educational organizations
on the order of $20 million"' . . .

Mr. Cohen cites the proposed forced distribution of foundations' funds as the
offsetting factor for anticipated losses of $100 million to charitable organizations
that would result from proposed changes in tax treatment of charitable
contributions.

This statement seems to be based on the assumption that the current charitable
contribution dollar will be exchanged for two foundation dollars on a quid pro
quo basis as far as the support of charitable organizations is concerned. Such
will not be the case.

Gentlemen, let us explain a little about operations of foundations from tile
point of view of the recipient organizations.

Foundations are vital to our work. But it mi st be remembered that founda-
tions become donors. As donors they have the r eight to choose to whom and for
what purposes their money shall be glven--witlu the framework of the law.

'Remarks delivered before the American Bar 'k. ocia fon, Section on Taxation, Aug. 9.
1969.
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,As you are so well aware, there are large foundations and small foundations.
It is the small local foundations that customarily contribute to annual operating
funds of symphony orchestras and other tax-exempt organizations.

The large foundations seldom contribute to the.,e on-going operating expenses
of organizations. Instead, their gifts usually enable an organization to experi-
nient with a challenging new idea, engage in much-needed research, uldertake
some project with foundation funds during the period that wore permanent,
on-going support is gradually developed for the future financing of that activity.

Indeed, the charters and/or trustee resolutions of many foundations expressly
forhMf. granting of funds to organizations for the purpose of meeting annual
operating deficits because this is a never-ending need. Foundation funds very
quickly cold become tied up entirely in commitments for organizations' annual
operating funds thereby leaving almost no resources with which to aid in experi-
mental work and expansion of programs and services.

Let me give you a few examples of how this distribution of foundation funds
cuslomarily works In the orchestra field.

Take the American Symphony Orchestra League itself:
In addition to dues paid by our flienibers, we must obtain about q40.000

annually in contributions to finance our on-going services to the orchestras. Last
year. foundation gifts accounted for approximately 251, of our annual main-
tenanco fund.

However, it has been through substantial gifts from the Rockefeller Foundation
and other Rockefeller philanthropic Interests that the League has been enabled
to :

Initiate and maintain a comprehensive training program for young coldile-
tors, composers, and orchestra musicians for the last 13 years.

Initiate and maintain the first formal, In-service training projects for orchestra
managers.

Make the first comprehensive study of the arts council movement.
Undertake the first comprehensive research on base legal documents of sym-

plhony orchestras, and publish the only manual In this basic aspect of their work.
To experiment in psychological testing of orchestra managers.
To make career grants to a few outstanding young American conductors some

of whom now are emerging as leading young conductors of our country.
Under a current Ford Foundation grant, we undertook the first comprehitisive

stiidy of operations of European orchestras that I referred to earlier, anl now
are engaged In a complete analysis of the bookkeeping an(d auditing practice of
symphony orchestras so that truly comparable statistics can be made available
when the U. S. Delpartuient of Libor, the U. S. I)elartnient of Commerce, the
State Department and Treasury call for such material-tas they frequently have
done In the past.

Tl'he League could not have done any of these important things frcal its regular
Income. Neither would we have been granted these funds by the large foundations
for the purpose of financing our basic, omi-going, day-to-day work. We have made
such requests and have been turned down.

The Ford Foundation's recent massive grants to 61 symphony orchestras are
another good example of foundation policies in selecting projects they wish to
support. These grants, totalling $SO million, were given for the express purpose
of aiding orchestras In establishing permanent endowments. The orchestras are
refluire(d to match the foundation funds on a 1-to-I. 2-to-I, or 3-to-I basis delend-
Ing on the circmnistances of each orchestra.

Another requirement for eligibility for these grants Is that the orchestras must
maintain their local annual contributed! suplxrt at least at former levels. In
other words, the enidownment grant program added a challenging new dimension
to symphony orchestra filnance and operations. b't it was Iot at stlstitmite for
continued local contributions toward the day-to-dhay work of the, orchestras.
Annual gifts from individual contributors contlitue to be absolutely vital to tlie
existence of the orchestras---oven those that recei't-d the enldowmnent fund grants.

Thvse examples are typical of the mainer lit which fotlidttitiomi ftmidls flow\" lilte
synlhony orchestras-funds from local founda liotis to help nivct anilal
expenlses--larger grants from th(, large foutldatlols for expansion of program .
research and exl'rimentat ion.

It is completely unrealistic to assume, tluerefore. tLat plans to force distri-
bution of foundation assets will result in replacement of losses suffered by tax-
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except organization as a result of changes in lax treatment of individual
cha ritable, cont ribut ions.

Yet, unrealistic as It Is, this is the only official release of the (overnnuiit ha\v-
lg come to our attention that offers ,iany statement of what ,night le put in place
of tile $100 1mll 11011 llow going to charitable organizations but slated to go to time
1'. S. Trea,-ury under 11. R. 13270.

Furthermore. even if the initial effect of forced (list ribmtion would be to add to
the amount of cash made available to charitable organizations, the long range
effect would be the shrinkage of capital funds for future support of charitable,
organizAtions. Of course, we are not opposed to distribution of private founda-
tions' annual income, but we are opposed to forced distribution of their capital.
In this proposal, wye can see only tile ultimante ItInidatioil of foundations.

In connection with the 1ill's provisions on foundations, we want to commend
the Htouse on its final action to make it possible for foundations to continue to
make grants to individual musicians, conductors, composers, etc. under IRS-
approved plans.

D. Total effect of the lo.,scs from rediteed ax in('cntircs for giving:
Wl'hei we total the dollitr loes In contributed Income that would result fromi

these ninny reduced tax Incentives for vltlritable giving as proposed in II. It.
13270, they spell life or death for symphony orchestras. But the dollar gains the
Government would reali,,k froini these tax changes would become only a statistic
in tile financial reports of the Unitedi States Treasury-a statistic that will not
produce music, a statistic that will not add one lota to the nation's cultural
development of the future, a statistic taint never can produce America's Beethoven,
another Isaac Stern, a statistic that never can he transformed into America's
next George Gershwin or next Tonard Bernstein.

If our Congress goes ahead with these proposed changes that will result in
withdrawing at least $100 million annually from support of tax-exeupt organliza.
tions-If this be the plan then, In all seriousness, perhaps we should propose the
following:

That there be included In the tax legislation a provision whereby a stated
percentage of the nation's Federal tax revenue le set aside for direct payment
for support of philanthropic organizations.

We realize it is not within the province of this Committee to Initiate appro-
priations. We are told over and over that the demands upon our Government for
financial solution of the problems of the cities, of the Vietnam war, of the space
program, of health and welfare needs. of public education, of the carc if the
aged-that these demands would preclude serious consideration of such a pro-
posal at this time.

If that be the case, we most earnestly be.eech you to protect what we already
have In the way of support by continuing the tax Incentives that encourage our
people to give voluntarily on behalf of the public good.

Without this continuing support through federal tax policies, the symphony
orchestras of this nation eventually will have only two alternatives:

1. To come to Congress year after year seeking direct subsidy In ever-increasing
amounts of money;

2. To disband.
In addition to our concern over these overwhelming financial problems the

proposed legislation poses for us, we are concerned also with some technical probe
lenis raised by the Bill.

R. Take the matter of the proposed ncw defluition of "private" formations:
First. we are concerned that the proposed definition of "private foundations"

for purposes of the new tax provisions may inadvertently cover many organizA-
tlons that should not be treated as "private foundations."

Many deserving organizations may fail to meet the second exception provided
for determining what organizations are not "private foundations," because of
unwarranted restrictions: (1) that gifts from substantial " contributors (i.e.,
those who contribute more than $.'i,(M0 in any one year) cannot count toward
the required % public support test: (2) that rlalted income receipts from any
"person" in excess of 1% of total support likewise do not count towards % "public
support"; and (3) that 'A of total support cannot come from gross Investlienut
income.

We point out that tinder the 1 % rule. it is only the amount in excess of 1% that
Is excluded from qualifying as "public support," whereas the entire amount of
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the over-$5,000 gift Is excludetd. We feel that at le-,st the first $5,000 of a large
gift should count as a part of an organization's public support.

t-ci'dly, tie irirase "any leri'soti' is too broad iii that it would subjc t to
the 1 r., rule paymints inade by goverrlnlent units a lid public chait it es. It is ridicu-
ImUs to exclude any lpart of support froin public funds from "public suplkrt".

Tliv third test should he (dropped. Since investminenit income al ready is included
ill total support indi more than i 1of total support must 1e derived from gifts,
con t rihut ions, Ielbership fees. aiiiissii'iis or other related inome iii order

to qualify the orgimizatioii as "'phliely" supmrted, ther e is no reason for hi'Vilg
i se rate lmitation ais to the amount of investment income. It serves only to
pelnalize those organizations which have receivedl substantial contributions from
generous diiors iii the lxist to blild lip eniiowliieitt funds.

Moreover, tlie third exceptit has a mitutiber of technical defects
( 1) It certainly c' ,uld not have Ween intended to lenalize a trust vhich now

mlust ho op -rated vn'i rely for charitable lrloses sipiliy h k'ause, as originally
constituted, part of the incolie wts reqilired to lie distributed to private tintuit-
allts for a term of years or for their lives.

12) It also shouldd lie made clenr that orgalnizations with defe-tive charters uiii y
amend them to satisfy tile organized " test.

(3) There is no reason why a separate orgatiizatlion which is operated "Il
c'011iRtitthn with" two or Iiiort, 4iualitiet( iristitutimois rather than one such llstitti-
tioln should not lie pritet-ted tinder tei third exception to tie definition of a
"private," foundati.ion

I'nless sulbstantially Inloditied. these provisions reltiflng to determination of
Mutt organizations are not "private" foundations are going to result Ili unending
work for the IHS aid vill place an esixs'elally unwarranted blurden upon pre-
domainaitely volunteer. sali budget charitable organizations that cannot afford to
employ irofesslonal staff and legal .ounsel.

.Iist within the sympbjllony orchestra world alne,, tile Service vill be besieged
with Ilquirhes, reqUests for exlpla nitiori . alid 30%," ciassilleation applications
front literally hunldreds of small budget orchestras and modestly financed women's
a ix11lar es of syIImphoiny orclestras.

F. 7'kv the .Mutter (if the .c\'w hequhir( ments on Diveloxuire of Information
We strongly support the provision requiring all tax-exempt organizations to file

i itill return.

loiwever. we challenge the proposed additional requirenlent that all 501 Ic) (3)
organizations ix- required to file listings of uimiJor cont ributors and amounts given,
and liles a tid stlh rlies of highly ('ollipellstted employetes.
lit mnany eases, contributors inike their gifts tusmt the contingent cy that the

gifts be atcordetd complete ionymity. Donors should have this right. And what
useful ilrise im)sibly ea Ilib served by the United States governlnent having
a list (if salaries ilud fees id to symlphony orchestra eonduc'tors, concert-

mias.ters antd first oboists?
These reqllirements are aln inilproler Invasion into the affairs of nongovernment

organizations, and the provisions tire not germaine to the enforcement of the
Internal reveuli' hltvs. We urge that they lw removed at least from the filing
reqluirvi tits (if "jlmbliely siUlirteti'" tax-exempt organtizatlolls.

nW. IN CONCLUSION

It milist be renenlbered that voluntary giving is a fragile thing. It has to be
t'llcou raged. nurtured, protereteil.

Vo:ltary gifts ('Jilultot te legislated into being: they cannot be piroduiitd on
dh'liaand. There is .a Ililt to (he giver's Villingness to give.

(overnuent otflchils had miuch to say last spring about an Impending tax-
payer'. revolt. Il the ionprolit world, we hear wiarnlings of at giver's revolt. ad
rumblings of the exhaistionl of the volunteer civic leadership required to keep
these contribution cam1aigis goig year after year.

As iperatilng costs sliral and force ciihairitmile and educational organizations
ealh Year to see-k more mtil lrger contri lutions than the year before, we fear

the day will Come when lhe givers will lapse Into a state of utter frustration and
ho,,elssnpe,'s over their ability to mcet the .halleges of private plllanthropy.

We nity |e elow enough to this point thnt enactment of these coiitpliatetd
strictures on1 tax treatment of conitrihutlions coupled with actiil cancellation of
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long established tax incentives for giving would prove to be the final push toward
a disastrous breakdown in the willingness of voluntary givers even to attempt to
continue to shoulder these charitable burdens.

America's record in private philanthropy is one of the things that sets it apart
among all nations. That record is due to courageous and enlightened tax polichvs
of our Government throughout its 193-year history.

We plead with our Government to continue searching for a solution that will
correct tax abuses but that will not induce paralysis of this nation's private
philanthropy.

RESOI.UTION AIOPTE[) BY TIlE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF TIlE ORE(;N SYNtIONY S('IrMY
AT ITS MEETING ON MARCH 11, 1969

Rcsolved, That the Oregon Symphony socety is strongly opjxsed to any change
in the Internal Revene Code adversely affecting the deduction of contributions
as suggested in the Tax Reform Studies and Propoals of the U.S. Treasury
Department.

The Oregon Symphony has for decades brought fine must, cultural improve-
merit and nuiisical training to the State of Oregon. This has only en i aeom-
plished through the generous contribution of monies. by publie-minded citizens and
a vast amount of volunteer effort by thousands of individuals. The contributions
received enable these many volunteers to provide the cultural enrichment to the
area at a far lower coqt than if operated ns a government function.

Our experience in fund raising has indicated that the Income tax dedlictioll is a
substantial factor In successfully raising the neceiry funding of the orchestra.
Much of the money that Is raised is in small to medium sized contributions. We are
tearful that' the suggested change would reiume the amount of contributions.
thereby threatening the continue existence of the orchest ra.

The Oregon Symphony Soiety urges our Repre, ntatives in Congress to recog-
nize that volunteer cultural, civic, educational and religious programs contribute
greatly to American life and at a cost substantially lower than comparable gov-
ernment projects and that any ehnmge in the tax laws (di.!,ouraging eontrilhiitirnn
will adversely affect our cominunitles.

The CHAIRIMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Osmon Springsted, presi-
dent, Springsted, Inc.

STATEMENT OF OSMON R. SPRINGSTED, PRESIDENT, SPRINGSTED,
INC.

Mr. SrNuST'rr,. Mr. Chairman and, members of the committee, with
me is Mr. Michael Doherty, a member of our firm.

We are municipal bond consultants serving currently approximately
118 government units in tie live States of Iowa, Minnesota, North
Dakota, South I)akota, and WN isconsin.

During the count of this year these clients will issue approximately
$90 million of lxds.

In August of this year there were 367 bond offerings in this live-
State area, totaling ill ex.ss of $452 million. Ihese bond issues pro-
duced the funds by which local communities were able to build schools,
streets, sewers, parks, and all of the other people needs of local
government.

Ass1uninig that test) communities which issues this $452 million of
bonds had done co at an average rate of 6 percent, with an average
maturity of only 115 years, and assuming that the 6-percent. rate is G0
percent of what a taxable rate would Te, these communities in tlis

hive-State area were able to ulertako this financing at a saving of
over $270 million to ti taxpayers of I hese local community ies.
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They saved their taxpayers this sum by being able to avail them-
selves of one of the oldest, if not the oldest, Federal subsidy programs
that there is, the tax exemption of municipal bonds.
We submit to you that it is a unique prograin. It starts and ends

entirely with lthe beneficiary.
There are no administrative costs. The recipients get, 100 percent

on the dollar. There are no protests that the local economy is being
infringed upon and, of course, there are no letters to the Senators
or the Congressmen.
In Our 01)' ni1, it is oe of the most efficient self-help progranis that

there is today. It is the program by which a l)reponderant l)art of the
local municipal cal)ital improvements of our country have been and
are continuing to be built.

In our area witlbout the benefit of tax exenl)tion, it is our opinion
many communities simply would not be ahlA to undertake their own
finaicing. If they had to resort to a taxable bond, it. is our opinion that
many of them that now are paying 7 would have to pay at least 14
percent, if they could sell the bonds at all.

Obviotzsly, even a 40-percent subsidy means that, instead of borrow-
ing money at the )resent, 7, they are going to pay over or almost 81/2
percent, because we must bear In mind that all communities are not
of the same credit standing, and we have many in our area that are not
AA or AAA rated, and they are going to have to compete for the in-
vestor's dollar with the corporate bond that is going to have a better
security behind it.

Now, of course, the munici pality call continue, if it wishes to, to issue
tax-exempt bonds. But we su nit'oto you that, if this happens it is going
to nean that only the poor commnunities will be left in the municipal
sector of the money market because with a 40-percent subsidy, the
better credits, perhaps, can come out as well, and l)erhaps even better
by is-suing a taxable bond. But tile poor ones cannot, and so this is going
to contract the municipal bond market, is going to contract the num-
ber of dealers that are left. in it, and as such we are going to have a,
smaller base for the offering of the bonds of local communities and
this, of course, is going to have an adverse effect. upon the rate which
they receive. We feel that really municipal bonds ought to be called
people bonds because it is )y these means or by the use of municipal
bonds of local communities that they tire able to take care of the needs
of their people.

Now, we are unwilling to concede that there is ever a timle to tamper
with tile tax exeml)tion of municipal bonds, but certainly now is not
the time.
Our conun cities are alreadyy sulfering with tile rest of tile k ,e[otioNl"

from the higll cost )f nioev, 1an(i te they are roing to he further
inOl)l)Ortlnd )y even tl higlr costs imposed hy the threat of the
present )roposeil legislation. Many comtinmleitics, as y'ou !miow, as Ihas
been testified to previously here, I iave not Ibten able t4o sell theli' bonds
on lte present Illark.r. 'liis Ileatls Ithat. they are going to have to
fu't her delay 1irgently needed calmal improvements, ai( thwy are
going to have to lwstl pmie Ilie sat is action of the needs of tihe|' POl Ae.

As a1 very practical iiiatler, many communities if they vannot within
tile statutory' limits that thmy 1mow have issue taxable bonds until the

OIL, 4 ' ' , L % '; , - - - - . , -I. "I" ,, * . ' - - , .$ . " . r P, 'r
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legislatures meet to remove the present statutory restrictions as far as
interest rates are concerned, this is going to 'cause a hiatus ill the
building programs throughout the Nation.

Now, some may argue that there is some benefit from this. But it to-
tally ignores the fact, of course, that the kids are waiting to enter
schools today even before the footings are poured and, of course, the
ooze of polluted rivers knows no moratorium.

We recognize that the l)roponents of the legislation make ever
positive statements that there will be little or no administration col-
neeted with the proposed subsidy program.

Well, this is a refreshing thought, but it certainly would lx a mnost
unusual Federal programm if this is the case. It is to tus very doubtful
that the village clerk of Evening Shade would sit (lown and drop a
handwritten note on a piece of tablet paper to the Secretary of lie
Treasury, which would inform him that Evening Shade has just sold
a bond issue and they have an interest payment (lite next week, and will
the Secretary 1)lea.se send a check by return mail.

It seems reasonably certain that this is a condition to which the
reflexes of Government lawyers just would never adjust, and it is most
difficult to accept the assertion that there will not be a great deal of
administ ration connected with such a program.

Local governments have little pros pect of gain in these proposals.
but they certainly have assurances of losing. At best, they con only
hope to borrow the money at about the same rate they are now, anl
it is far more probable that they are going to pay more.

The local community is lefi solely, or almost solely, to the property
tax to support. itself.The growth factors of our economy, income principally, are reortel
to by the Federal and State Governments, and so if tile local com-
munity in the financing of its needs for its people is going to have to
pay even more to satisfy those needs, the burden is going to fall en-
tirely upon the property tax.

We concede that the provisions of the bill which relate to the tax-
ation of income of municipal bonds directly or indirectly of themselves,
perhaps, do not perceive all the dangers that we foresee, but. there are
certainly warnings to the municipal investor. The investor who buys a
bond due in 30 years from the school district of Burnsville, Mi'nn..
has made a commitment by which lie must live. Ile cannot come back
to the school district, in future years and say that inflation has set in
and he should have a higher rate of interest, and please could they
pay his bonds sooner than its 30-year maturity.

lie has to live by his contract. He invested in the people of that
school district, and by reason of his investment they were able to give
their schoolchildren a little better education.

We think that lie is entitled to have his rights protected as well.
This is a day, actually, when the people who are willing to invest

in local communities should be encouraged to do so and not dis-
couraged, because unless they continue to make possible local commununi-
ties being able to finance their own needs, there is no other answer but
for the local communities to have to come to the Federal Government
to help them, because these are needs that must be sat isfied.

We wish to thank you for this opportunity, Mr. Chairman, of being
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able to appear before tis committee. If (here are any questions we
would be glad to answer them.

The ('rA.\i.I..x. Tank you very nci.
Any questions?
The ('1 I.\[.\.x. lThank you very much, Mr. Springsted.
Mr. SPiIN;STED. Thank vo.
(Mr. Springsted's prepai-ed statement follows')

T.;sriMoNY 0r OF OSMON R. Si'HiNGSIED . 'ITI REFEIENCE TO TilE PROVISIONS Or-
II.I. 13270, TAx RroRtM Acr OF 19t9, RELATING '10 TilE IMMUNITY or" TIHE YIEIAD
OF MUNICIPAL BONDS FROM FEDERAL TAXATION

Spri ngstetl Incorporated Is a municipal consulting firmi engaged principally
with municipal Iinancing. As such, it Is currently serving 118 units of government
in the live-State area of Iowa, Minne-ota, North Dakota, South Dakota and
Wis onsin. The firm will assist its clients with approximately 90 million dollars
of bonding this year. It does not buy or sell bonid. Its only concern is to assist
the munIcipalities it serves to accomplish tie issuance of their bonds as eco-
unihally aind expeditiouisly as possible.

Through August. of this year there were at least 367 bond offerings totalling
in excess of $4-52.000.000 by the local governments of this five-State area. The
average size of the offerings was $1,234,002 but they ranged In size from $14,000
to nmulti-million dollar sales.

The proceeds of these bond issues were used to build schools, streets, sewers,
parks and all of the other facilities required to meet the people needs of local
government.

Assuming an average rate of 6%, on average maturity of only 15 years and
that a tax-exempt rate of 6% is as much as 60% of a taxable rate, these com-
munities were able to give their people a better drink of water, a better school
at a cost of $271,000,000 less than If they had not been able to Issue tax exempt
bonds.

They saved their taxpayers this sum by being able to avail themselves of one
of the oldest, if not the oldest. Federal subsidy programs of our Country-the
tax exemption of municipal bonds. It is a unique program. It starts and ends
entirely with the beneficiary. There are no administrative costs. The recipient
gets 100 cents for each of its dollars. There are no regulations. There are not
protests of forfeiture of local autonomy. There are no legions of administrative
staffs. There are no letters to Senators or Congressmen. It's difficult to think
of any self-help program that has worked much better. It is4 the program by
which the preponderant part of our local municipal capital improvements have
been, and are being, built at the current rate of about $15 billion dollars a year.

Perhaps the program Is ahead of its time. Some of our FVderal Agencies
today are Just realizing the benefits of encouraging the local unit to undertake
all of the financing of a Federal-sharing program. Then the agency subsidizes
the Interest difference. So Instead of its borrowing Its full share at 8% to lend
back to the local unit at 3%, the agency borrows only a fraction of the amount
to subsidize only the rate difference.

Without tax-exemption many of the communities of our area, In our opinion,
could not provide for their own needs. Remove the tax exempt status from the
offering of a "Ba" rated community with a per capita debt of $1,100 for local
Indebtedness and place It in direct competition for the Investment dollar with
an offering of General Motor's bonds and the ratio of a tax exempt rate to a
taxable one will realistically be at least I to 2. In other words, If such a coni-
munity must now pay 7% for tax exempt money, it can expect to pay 14% for
taxable bonds. Thus, the maximum 40% subsidy of h.R. 13270 will leave It
paying a net rate of 8.40% or 1.40% more than it now is. And, of course. if
the subdy is ultimately lowered to 25%, as it may be, the Community Is then
left In the position of paying 10.5%. This assumes that It can find a buyer!

The municilmi[ty may still, under the provisions of the proposed legislation.
elect to continue to sell tax-exempt bonds. But It will be In a contracted market
If this legislation is enacted. For the good municipal credits It may be to their
advantage to elect to issue taxablesK This will then leave the municipal market
only to the poor. Like any other business, there has to be merchandise for the
underwriters of municipals. Reduce the supply and the quality and a natural
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concomitant must be a withering distribution organization. In our opinion
the underwriters of this Country have done an outstanding task of merchandising
the bonds of our local governments. They can not be expected to continue their
high performance If they are left only the drippings.

Really municipal bonds should be called "People Bonds" because the things
they make possible are evidenced fiom the time each of us turns on a faucet in
the morning until we fall asleep to the klaxon of a fire truck. The battle cry
of those who would impair these People Bonds is that the person who has in-
vested in people In preference to some purely profit-orientated venture has
committed a venomous crime upon society because he pays no income tax. But
he has. If he purchased a State of Massachusetts bond in 1960, with a coupon
of 3.10%, not only did he accept a lower rate of interest than if he had pur-
chased a taxable bond, but he forfeited any growth benefits. In fact, he has ex-
perienced the opposite result. He is still getting only 3.10% when the rate now
quoted for the bond is 7.00%, and his bond Is worth less than 71 cents on the dol-
lar. He doesn't need much encouragement to become discouraged with muni-
cipal bonds.

While we are unwilling to concede that there is ever a time to tamper with
the exemption of municipal bonds, certainly now is not it. Already suffering
with the rest of the economy from the high costs of money, our local govern-
ments are further inopportuned by the even higher costs imposed by this threat
to their major means of meeting their capital needs. Many have not been able
to sell their bonds within statutory rate limits. This has meant further delay
and cost in the efforts of these local governments to attempt to satisfy the needs
of their people. And, probably has served to Intensify the already clarion calls
for help to the Federal government.

As a very practical point, until State legislatures could meet to remove existing
rate limits, few municipalities could issue taxable bonds today. If then the
effect upon the municipal market is what we think it will be if the tax exempt
status of municipals Is in any way Impaired, we foresee a hiatus In municipal
building programs throughout the Nation. Perhaps there Is some economic merit
In this, but It totally ignores the fact that the kids are waiting to enter the
school even before the footings are begun, the ooze of the polluted river knows
no moratorium.

We recognize that assurances are being made that there will be little or no
administrative overlay for those bond issues which would be subsidized if an
issuer elects to float taxable bonds. Refreshing as it may be to believe this might
be the case-it will assuredly be different from any other Federal program. At
the moment a Wisconsin client has been waiting 60 days, and is nlow advised it
may be another 60 days, for the preparation of the regulations which will permit
it to issue Federally subsidized bonds. In the meantime, both interest rates and
construction costs have risen and the much-needed program delayed. It is to us,
frankly, doubtful that all that the Village Clerk of Evening Shade will need
to do Is to drop a handwritten note on a sheet of tablet paper to the Secretary
of tLe Treasury advising him that Evening Shade a few months ago issued
some taxable bonds and seeing as how there is an Interest payment due next
week will the Secretary please send a check for the Federal Government's share.
It seems reasonably certain this is a condition to which the reflexes of Govern-
ment lawyers could never adjust.

Local governments have little prospect of gain in these proposals but almost
certain assurances of losing. At best, they can only hope to borrow their money
at about the same rate they now are. It is far more probable they will pay more.
Already in the position of having the Federal and State governments having
taken the Big Boy's share of the real growth factor In our economy-income-
this means they must again add yet another layer upon the only major tax left
them-the property tax which comes from a source far less responsive to growth
than income. Less related to ability to pay, too, we might add.

We do concede that the provisions of H.R. 18270 which relate to the taxation
of income of municipal bonds directly, or Indirectly, of themselves should not
conceive all of the dangers we foresee. But they are truly warnings to the
municipal investor. If now the historic Inviolability of the income of municipal
bonds from Federal taxation Is in any manner impaired the investor must be
most apprehensive of what may follow, especially when it was announced by a
spokesman for the House Ways and Means Committee when the bill was intro-
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duced in the Ilouse that it was the avowed purpose of the committee to eliminate
the tax exempt status of municipal obligations. The buyer of a bond of the
Burnsville, Minnesota School District maturing in 1990 must live by his contract.
le can not come back for an upward adjustment of the rate or demand pre-
payment no matter how equitable his request may be. le invested in the people
of that School District accepting his contract and believing his rights would be
protected.

We urgently request that the proposals ot IH.R. 13270 which will infringe in
any manner upon the exemption of municipal bonds from Federal taxation
be conclusively rejected. To do otherwise, in our opinion, will be to add even
further costs to already tax bent local communities, will impose even greater
burdens upon local boards and administrations in their never ending search for
revenues and will further delay any hope of meeting the local needs of the people
of this country.

We've got a pretty good system. let's not mess it up!

The Cimi.nIxM . Dr. Edgar F. Shannon, Jr., president of the Uni-
versity of Virginia, is the next witness.

Senator B-viD. Mr. Chairman, mav I say that we in Virginia are
very proud of Edgar Shannon, and the outstanding g job that he is
doing as president of the University of Virginia. I am glad that le
is here today so that my colleagues ('an come to know him.

STATEMENT OF EDGAR F. SHANNON, JR., PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF VIRGINIA; ACCOMPANIED BY WALLER H. HORSLEY; AND
LEIGH B. MIDDLEDITCH, LEGAL ADVISER, UNIVERSITY OF
VIRGINIA
I)r. Sm.xxox. Aitr. Chairman and members of the committee-

tlank you, Senator Byrd.
I would like to say that I have with mne on my left Mr. Waller

H1orsley of the firm of inton, Williams, Gay, Powell, & Gibson of
Richmo'nd; and Mr. Leigh Middleditch is the legal adviser to the
university.

I would like to express my great appreciation for the opportunity
to appear before you to discuss this matter that is of vital concern, Y
think, to education in the United States, but especially to the Univer-
sity of Virginia in this context, and I do point out tlhat I have filed
a formal statement which appears on page 141 of the committee print
for today, and I would just try to briefly cover orally sonie high spots
and suniniarize the matter as it affects us.

In the very briefest form, the purpose of my testimony is to urge
the committee to amend or to delete the language prIposed in section
601(b) of I.1. 13270 to make clear that the definition of "arbitrage
bonds" will not a)plv to the university's bonds secured by mortgages
for faculty housing. IN

So ourconcern is with assistance in faculty housing at the univer-
sity, and I ask the commit tee to accept two basic premises.

IPirst, the privilege of issuing evidences of indebtedness carrying
tax-exempt interest now accorded to State-supported colleges and
universities extends to indebtedness incurred for faculty housing. and
in ,mr view at the mniver.;ity, a facult y lhome loan program is esSviitial
to the recruiting, the development of a high quality faculty at a collegeor univ-ersity.
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Ile 1,codl(1 point it tlat even though generality and !silnplivity ar1(
certainly desirable attributes of a tax statute, the tax law adopted
should not create uncertainties and confusion when exposed to the
light of real situations.

Now, the concrete example of the trouble that 601 of the I House
bill brings to us is this: for Inany yeans, the Uiniversit y of Virginia.
as a part of our overall program to 1)rovide housing for faculty and
students, has offered to its faculty assistance in obtaining mortga,,,
loans for their homes, both on anl off the grounds of the university,
and we normally have done this ly providiigr 20- to 25-year hole
loans at. I percentage point below the prevail ing local illortgagre rate.

The practicalities of such a program require the university to hav
interim funds for each mortgage apnpiication. 'i'he.e loans are mmally
made in tile $20,000, $25000, and $30.000 category. It is not practical,
obviously, for the university to issue its notes as each faculty mortgage
loan a )ica tion is )ro('essd, and for this reason interim funds have
been ob tained from the university's endowment funds.

Tie university at the present time holds some $8 million in mortgage
loans oft faculty homes. This spring it contemllated issuing bonds, as
authorized by the General Assemnly of Virginia, to raise funds to,
reimburse the endowment funds for these interim loans to the extent
that the tax-exempt bond market would allow.

The bonds issued by the university would be secured by and )ayable
solely out of the faculty mortgage loan portfolio.

Now, we were advised by int'lerwrifers 1)ond counsel that the )end-
ing arbitrage bound proposal included in the House version of the fax
reform bill of 1969 could be construed to deny the tax-exempt interest
privileges for the university's faculty cousin bond issue even though
from the university's standpoint the proceeds of the issue were to he
applied to only the faculty housing program, and even though the
current average interest rate in our -facility mortgage loan portfolio
is 5.8 percent, considerably lower than the anticipated coupon rate of
the university's bonds under present market conditions and, therefore,
resulting if atall in a negative-ari)itrage factor.

There was also concern that a superficial view of the endowment
fund's involvement through its interim loans, coupled with a strict
administrative construction of new arbitrage bond limitations, would
result in a clr- :ification of such bonds as within the generic group
of arbitrage bonds. An unfortunate and unwarranted application of
the so-called step transaction doctrine, which is familiar to tax prac-
titioners, could result then in the view that the university is issuing it'4

on(1s for the sole benefit of its endowment finds, whichil then would be
entitled to invest the proceeds in taxable obligations in the traditional
arbitrage context.

But this view completely disregards the trle purpose of tle univer-
sity's bonds issue, which is strictly to fund the faculty home loan
program, and the impracticality of isuing bonds to cover each indi-
vidual $20,000, $215.0i), and $30,000 home mortgage as it arises.

Senator AD)ERSON'. Will you explain what arbitrage bonds are and
how they compare with other bonds?

Dr. SmrN.wO,. Excuse me ?
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Senator AXEI)lsox. You referred to arbitrage )on1(ds.
Dr. Sii.xOx. Yes.
Senator ANDERSO',. What, variety is that?
)r. SHIANNON. Well, this is the issuing of a bond essentially to

make money. In other words, you are able to issue a )ond at a lower
cost to you and proceed then to buy other bonds that will give you a
higher return basically, and one of time l)roblems is that we do not
have a precise (lefinitio'n in tile bill as to wiiat is meant by all arbitrage
bond, but basically, as I will point out here, the university is not in any
way involved in the idea of trying to get in and out quickly by gaining
money that it can then invest to its advantage.

Senator AxNErtso.N. I)oes it seek to make a l)rofit ?
I)r. SHANNON. No. Tiis is not the purpose and, as we Sav, In time

market today or any time in the foreseeable future, we would nlot make
a l)rolit, aund this is not, I say is not, the mrpose of the operation. W e
are only trying to carry out the faculty tome loan program.

hli- was t point, ,as I mentioned, that. these mortgages have
been Minanced, and have been held in our endowment fund for an
average of several years. So, as I say, it is not a matter of short-terni
investment to raise money.

Senator ANDERSON. What is it on, is it a mortgage on a house?
)r. SIIANNON. Yes.

Senator ANiDERso.. What is involved there?
)r. ShN oN. We are providing the money for the mortgages to

the faculty members and securing these with our endowment.
We were now l)rOl)osing to sell bonds to support these mortgages

that would then be underwritten by the mortgages, and it appears-
it is not, certain but it appears-that the arbitrage provision of this
tax bill in its )resent form might prevent us from doing this, and
thus interfere with a sound proposal we feel for, a sound program
we feel for, assisting our faculty with their housing.

Senator ANDERSON. Have you i)laced a mortgage on each individual
dwelling?

)r. SHANNON. Excuse me?
Senator ANDERSON. Have you )laced a mortgage onl each individual

dwelling?
)r. SHA.N.No.. Do we place-yes.

Tile CI IAIRMAN. Proceed.
l)r. SHAN.NO'. Perhaps I can, if I go on with this, I may imake it, a

little clearer, and I will try to come back if I have not answered your
questions.

Senator ANDERSON. I only had one arbitrage experience. I bought
a railroad bond once, and 'what happened was after I made a few
thousand dollars I got hooked for many thousands of dollars. I won-
dered if you would have the same prob~em. [Laughter.]

Dr. SIHANNON. Vell, as I sy, this, as we stand now, there is uncer-
tainty, and it looks as though we could well be prevented from this,
and it seems ironical that the university would be prevented by present
legislation or really caused to curtail the faculty home loan program at
a time when other legislation in this field, both laws passed last year
and now pending, have made special exemptions to protect and pro-
mote residential housing programs.
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The other note that I have alluded to already, and the final note
that I would make concerning the realities in the tax-exempt bond
market is, as you are aware, the market has been in a highly volatile
state for several months now, and uncertainty that wouid lead us to
rely on administrative rulings concerning the status of a propelled tax-
exempt bond, as to whether or not it falls under the arbitrage pro-
vision of a proposed issue, which certainly takes several we.ks, sonie-
times months, to be clear, and no group of underwriters today would
accept such uncertainty, and the net effect is that having to request
administrative clearance, even if such clearance is obtainiable, would
substantially limit, the use of this badly needed source of funds for our
faculty housing program.

So, *entlemen, I feel that we must have certainty in the shtute. We
cannot leave the matter to tax administrators an4 the issu..s clouded
by vago'e purpose tests, and we ask that the definition mnusti'-i written
int, tie act itself, must be written into the legislation, to establish
cl !r and precise standards or, of course, a simple solution woul ' he to
strike section 601 (b) entirely. But either way, we certainly are asking
that the provisions in the bill will make it possible so that we can sup-
port a program for faculty housing, very vital to the University of
Virginia and to other educational institutions.

Senator WILTrrA31S. Was not one of the factors they were trying to
reach, was to stop a tax-exempt organization from floating a bond
issue which would be tax exempt, and then reinvest that in taxable
bonds with taxable interest, and use that as the spread for profit?
That is what they were trying to prevent, T think. Maybe they overdid
it.

Dr. SHANNON. Well, that is what we feel, yes, sir. We understand
that and hope that we can make provision here so that this won't
inadvertently destroy what we feel is t very important progiim.

The CHARMAN'. Dr. Shannon, you are well represented on this
committee, and I do not think you need worry about what you hear.
I think that the Senator from Virginia will see to it that nothing
of that sort happens when the bill emerges from this committee. You
might have to worry about the House, but I would not worry about
the Senate. I think yo.l will be all right on that side.

Dr. SInANON. Well, that is very encouraging.
Senator BYRD. It seems to me lie has a very fair proposal. I do not

fully understand Arbitrage bonds, I must admit, but I think your
proposal sounds to m, to be a reasonable and fair one.

Dr. SHAVNO.N. Thank you very much. I should say that I have
learned i lot about Ar)itrage bonds in the last few weeks.

Senator BYRD. Mr. chairman , could I ask Dr. Shannon a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BYRD. A faculty member who has a mortgage on his home

and desires to sell his home: can he sell it at a standing favorable rate?
Dr. SHAN oN. No, but-
Mr. Mm r=nrrjC. Perhaps I can answer that, Senator Byrd.
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We have a provision in our mortgage whereby the loan is callable
by the university if the faculty inember leaves tile eml)loymelIt of
the university, such that there is an assurance that the pool of mortgage
money remains available only for the faculty members, such that if
lie leaves to go, as an example, to another institution, lie sells his home
on the open market, and if it is purchased by a nonfaculty member it
would have to be purchased free and clear of the mortgage. The non-
faculty purchaser would have to get his own financing.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
The CHAmnMM.x. Thank you very much, sir.
(M r. Shannon's prepared statement follows:)

FORMAL STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE EDGAR F. SHANNON, JR.

PRESIUNT, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

SUMMARY

The University of Virginia desires to issue bonds secured by and payable out
of mortgages taken as security for loans made by the University for faculty
housing.

In the opinion of bond counsel, the interest on these bonds would be exempt
from Federal taxation under present laws. The arbitrage bond provisions of the
Tax Reform Act, as reported by thp Ihou.e Ways and Means Committee and as
passed by the House, appear to prevent these bonds from being issued by the
University as tax exempt bonds.

The University urges the Senate Finance Committee to amend the language of
proposed Section 601 of H.R. 13270 to make clear that the definition of arbitrage
bonds wili not apply to the University's bonds secured by mortgages on faculty
housing.

STATEMENT

The Un.versity of Virginia proposes to issue bonds pursuant to Virginia Code
Section 2-30.01 passed by the General Assembly of Virginia. That section
authorizes any State educational institution, with the approval of the Governor.
to issue bonds secured by and payable out of securities held by its endowment
fund where the securities are secured by a lien upon real estate or personal
prolperty.

The University now holds bi its endowments approximately $8,000,000 in notes
and mortgage 4 received Is security for loans on faculty housing. These mortgage
loans all der'tve from the Ur.iversity's overall plan to assist facculty and student
housing, and have been ;nade to faculty members to aid in the financing of their
homes at a rate of intere.it approximately one percentage point less than the
available market I'or mortgage loans.

Of necessity, the University cannot issue its bonds every time it proposes to
make an individual mortgage loan. It must rely on its endowment funds to make
the necessary ndvaucc s, accumulate the mortgages, and then fund the obligations
by issuing tk bonto "vhea sufficient mortgages have been accumulated.

It is the opinion of bond counsel that, under the present tax law, interest
on the bonds to be i, sued as discussed about would be construed by a court to
be exempt from Federal income taxes as interest on bonds issued by or on behalf
of an in.trumentality of the State of Virginia.

TilE HOUSE PROPOS %le

H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act, as passed by the House of Representatives
contains a provision on "arbitrage bonds" which, if adopted, would in all proba-
bility prohibit the University of Virginia from issuing tax exempt bonds curedd
by mortgages held in its endowment funds, as permitted by Section 23-3o1.01 of
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the Virginia Code. Section 601 of the Tax Reform 13111 contains the following
anitndwent to Sectlon 103 of the Internal Revenue Code (Section M.3 graiits
the exemption for interest on bonds of states and political subdivl.kIos) :

"(b) Arbitrage Obligationo--Section 103 is amended by inserting after Sub-
section (M) the following new subsection:

"(d) Arbitrage Obligations-Under regulations prescribed by the Secrettary
or his delegate, any arbitrage obligation shall be treated as an obligation not
de ,ribed in Subsection (a) (1)' ".

In the Act the effective date of this amendinent is July 11, 1969.
The report which accompanied the bill makes the following explanation of

the proposed amendment:
"Some state and local governments have misused their tax exemption privilege

by engaging in arbitrage transactions in which the funds from tax exempt Issues
are employed to purchase higher yielding Federal obligations whose interest is
not taxed in their hands. The tax exempt issue in these cases generally specifles
that the interest on the Federal bonds will be used to service the state and local
securities. An individual who purchases a state or local security under such an
arbitrage arrangement has the advantage of a tax exempt security with the safety
of a Federal security. The Federal government then finds itself in the position of
becoming an unintended source of revenue for state and local governments while
losing the opportunity to tax the interest Income from its own taxable bond Is-
sues. The Internal Revenue Service has announced that it will not rule on the
question whether such arbitrage obligations are entitled to tax exemption under
existing law." H. Rep. .o 418, part 1, page 173.

The Committee report correctly states the Treasury Department's current
problem, but the broad sweep of the language in the Act goes much further. The
Treasury Department has hen concerned about the issuance of tax exempt
securities the proceeds of which are reinvested In Federal securities required to
be held as security for the tax exempt security so that the holder has, in effect,
a tax exempt Federal security.

The language in the Act as passed by the House of Representatives would
permit the Internal Revenue Service to forbid the University front issuing its
bonds and reinvesting in new securities (e.g., United States or corporate bonds,
preferred stocks or equity stocks), whether or not these new securities were
pledged as security for the bonds. It also appears that the Act could be ex-
tended to prohibit the use of securities already held in the University's endow-
ment funds (e.g., existing mortgages) as security for the University's bond
Issue.

R LJANC~ UPON ADMINISTRATIVE ROULAVIONS

The administrative interpretation of proposed Section 601 would undoubtedly
extend its scope beyond the Treasury's problem in the ue of tax exempt securi-
ties o finance reinvestment in Vederal securities. When applied to the Univer-
sity'a use of bond proceeds to fund mortgages held in its endowment funds, tech-
niciAly, the mortgages held as security for the payment of the bonds constitute
see trltles the interest on which is taxable, while the interest on the boiids is
tmtx exempt.
bich an interpretation of the present House provision Nvould ignore the fact

U.ta: , inder current market conditions (and for the foreseeable future), the
coupon rate of the University's bonds would beAlgher than the current 5.08%
coverage Interest rate in the faculty loan portfolio, Thus, the. amount of bonds
which the Universitp could isue (perhaps $7,000,000) would be sufficiently less
than the amount which it has already inveeted, n the faculty mortgages (i.e.,
$8,000,000). This difference, represented by a discount from the principal balance.
of the mortpe collateral (i.)% money ah1ady.dvanced from the endowment
fundo), would continue as u subsidy by the UnIveralty for its faculty housing
and repeet f W *tto the Stat from the tax exempt financing The Univer-
1t7 do0s .uIn t buying and ea of mo t ges at a discount but

1w -4414014 10"'the fuln pric0104140nbunt of tlhe'tuottgagd. Therefore,
sic $vs tlow twm an 'k itae for the mortgage,
is..... o is the O the' Univeity'l40oft and'the proper standard for

t unlverIty d aet.y operate as an arbitag.
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It might also be argued, by one who overlooks the entire purpose of the trans-
action, that in view of the faict that tie bond issue will.free an equivalent amount
of endowment funds for investment in other securities, whether bonds, preferred
stocks, or equity stocks, the University's bonds would be issued for the benefit
of its endowment funr-rd' tdowiient funds will be entitled to invest
the proceeds.in tarfitle obligations even iif-t.e traditional arbitrage context.
$uch a view, J)vever, totally disregards th. tiht, purpose of the 1 niverity's
bond issue (rfaniely to fund the faculty home loan'li'ograin) and the Impracti-
(ability ofilssuing bonds to cqver each individual $20000, *25,00) and $30,000
faculty bme mortgage. N.

Further, the preseilt Jangu ge of Section 601 of 11. . 13270 grants such
broad I latitude to th( St cretar of the .Treasury that he could deny the tax
exellption for invest on ang b nds Isa'ied by JAe Universit', regardless of the
seX crity, so lorf' as the Univer ty Owns setirltles the in rest on which is
ta able. For instance, th $Kfeifdl'y could aritlie tlint the Uni ersIty should sell'
it endowment 5ecritt eJ build do'tlitor s, ratijer than Is .idng tax exempt
i) nds to finance their .0 ifructlon. lrkk hiimade',a sinilr a gument against
I dividuals and corpor t ps who hold tNvc exempt ecurities w ien they borrow

eoney for purposes un e a ted tytheir hddnK of th4 tax exempt securities. See,
Ig., IMlsCohkftP escaI"n..V. Urt(c4 Sat, "858 F. 2d 420 !(7th Cir. 1968).

Assstan ecreta dv 61iii, i statement to the Senae Finance Com-
Ittee on September recognize ttthe language in the 4ct on arbitrage

b ids as passd by the JJuse was tho br . Ift-stgted: /
"The bill w uld al o'de'ny tax kq~m atus to s'ROcalled 'arbjtrage bonds.' the

specific deflni on of which-4g Idt6 t regulatlops. We believe that this is
in eleral a pkpel' method ofDI ndling { at abusg(but we blieve the scope of
the. erm 'arbitrage obligati.n"sh iuld be descrild with so e further particu-
larit in the bill." (SenatFinane Com nitte'0 Committ Print, p. 85).

As Saturday, September 20, 1969, the secretary has ade no specific pro-
posal, a we underst4 nd that, ;nphgis will be placed ag n on an administrative
interpret on. Cf T.I.R. 840 (Augist 11, 1966), atta ed as Exhibit A hereto.
We strongl ,ecommend, however, that the language 'as passed by the House be
amended in tNA¢t to permit the University to Igsue tax exempt bonds to aid
in the financing of'4.faculty housing needs.

We cannot afford b-V.4eoye suel ex on to administrative regulation for
several reasons:

1. The present volatile state of the tax-exempt bond market is known to all of
you. Underwriters cannot maintain any kind of orderlymarket and wait the
weeks and sometimes months necessary to obtain. a ruling from the Internal
Revenue Service.

2. This delay factor is especially evident now when the regulations for tile
entire new bill are yet to be written. Any interim administrative regulations
would not permit bond counsel to avoid requests for ruling. Actually, such
requests would becone a necessity.

3. Any temporary administrative regulation keyed to a use of l)roceeds to
reinvest in taxable securities (as opposed to taxable Federal securities) to Ih
held as security for the tax exempt bonds would be unworkable because, techni-
cally, faculty mortgages are securities the Interest of which is taxable. The use
of the old rules (i.e., T.I.R. 840) would not ea.e the situation because the entire
context of interpretation would have changed; that is, T.I.R. 840 would now be
viewed as an expansion of specific legislation limiting arbitrage situations,
whereas under former law arbitrage bonds were permissible under the statute as
nl additional indirect subsidy to State and local go% ernmentsI

4. If the funding of the mortgages is indeed an arbitrage wider the statute, the
Treasury Would not have the authority to issue regulations which would exempt
a specific program such as aid to faculty housing.

£ In truth, what is so wrong with arbitrage bonds issued by instrumentalities of State
and local governments? If the Commonwealth of Virginia issues $86 million of its 6 per-
cent tax exempt bonds and uses the proceeds to purchase at the current market discount
$40 nllIon In 6 percent taxable Federal bonds, using the $4 milon arbitrage spread for
the construction of hospitals, housing or other pub lcly supported capital needs, why Is
tisao sinful? As pointed out below, the Federal Government actually encourages this
with respect to local housing authority bonds.

. 33-865-,6-c {t, 4----2$
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CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT OF HOUSING AID

There Is ample precedent in current Congressional policy for a statutory
exemption to permit the University to aid the furnishing of its housing needs
in this way. First, the Federal government guarantees payment of bonds on
all local housing authorities in the country. In effect, therefore, it gives to tle
bondholders, when housing is Involved, a tax exempt Federal security. Second,
the Congress last year, when adopting restrictions oii tax exempt industrial
development bonds, provided an exemption for bonds to finance "residential
real property for family units." Third, in the Act as passed by the House the
recommended changes in the deduction for depreciation do not apply to ziew
"residential rental housing." (Section 521 of H.R. 13270).

The needs of a university in the housing area are as important as the policies
underlying the need for these statutory exemptions. At the Univesity of Virginia
alone, the endowment funds already hold almost $8,000,000 in mortgages on
faculty homes. It is projected that by 1975-1980 there will be a need for
$7,000,000 more, or a total of $15,000,000.
. Last year legislation was introduced in the Sc-nate and agreed to by the

Treasury Department which would have addressed itself specifically to the
Treasury's problem with arbitrage bonds. S. 2636, introduced by Senator Ribl-
coff, defined "arbitrage bonds" in the bill and denied tax exemption for interest
on such bonds. The language of S. 2636, to a great degree, incorporated the
Internal Revenue Service's prior announcement in T.I.I. 840. The Treasury
Department supported S. 2,636 at that time. (Hearings before Senate Finance
Committee on Tax Adjustment Act of 1968, poge 90).

A statutory definition of "ar'bitrage bonds" such as presented in S. 2630
might not apply to the University of Virginia bonds. In any case, an amendment,
which would be only a clarifying amendment, could be added to the other
exceptions to the definition of "arbitrage bond" in that bill to make clear the
definition did not apply to faculty housing bonds. This would be only one
available alternative.

CONCLUSION

We, therfore, strongly urge the Senate Finance Committee to define arbitrage
bonds with some particularity and with a definition or an exception in the Act
which would permit the University to issue its bonds to aid in the financing
of its faculty housing programs. We base !this request on two basic premises:

1. The privilege now accorded to State supported universities to issue evi-
dences of indebtedness carrying tax exempt interest extends to indebtedness
incurred for faculty housing.

2. Even though generality and simplicity are desirable attributes of a tax
statute, the tax law adopted should not create uncertainties and confusion when
exposed in the light of real situations.

If this Committee accepts these premises, it should accept our request.
EDGAR F. SHANNON, Jr.,

President, University of Virginia.

(ExHinT A]

T.I.R. 840

TEOHNICAL INFORMATION RELEAsIz OF THE U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT, IN-
TERNAL REVENUE SERvIcs, PuBLIO INFORMATION DIVIsIoN, AUGUST 11, 1966

The U.S. Internal Revenue Service. today announced details of its policy of
deolining to issue rulings that the interest on certain obligations is exempt from
Federal income taxation under Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

The policy will continue in effect, pending the conclusion of a study to deter-
mine whether such obligations should 'be considered obligations of States, Terri-
tories, possessions, their political subdivisions or the District of Columbia. The
study will -be directed at obligations issued by these governmental units where
a principal purpose Is to invest the proceeds of the tax-exempt obligations in
taxable obligations, generally United Statps Government securities, bearing a
higher interest yield. The profit received by the governmental units on the
difference between the interest paid on the exempt obligations and the Interest
earned on the taxable obligations is in the nature of arbitrage. The study will
not affect obligations issued prior to the date of this release.

t
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More specifically, this ruling policy will apply to obligations falling within
either of the following two categories:

1. Where all or a substantial part of the proceeds of the lssue (other than
normal contingency reserves such as debt service reserves) are only to be
invested in taxable obligations which are, in turn, to be held as security for the
retirement of the obligations of tile governmental unit.

2. Where the proceeds of the issue are to be used to refund outstanding obli-
gations which are first callable more than five years in the future, and in the
interim, are to be invested in taxable obligations held as security for the sails-
faction of either the current issue or the Issue to be refunded.

The following are cranples of transactions with res pect to which no ruling
will be Issued:

First, a State may Issue obligations and invest the entire proceeds In U7nited
States bonds with similar maturitles bearing a higher interest yiehl. The United
States bonds are then placed in escrow to secure payments of Interest and prin-
cipal on the States obligations. The proltt on the interest spread ac,'rues to the
State over the period of thne that thee obligations are outstanding.

Second, a munlclllity may immediately realize the present value of the
arbitrage profits to be derived over the future by casting the transaction in the
following forn : It may issue obligations in the amount of $100 million, use $20
million to build schools or for some other governmental purpose, and Invest the
balance, $80 million, in United States bonds which bear a higher interest yield.
The United States bonds are escrowed to secure payment of Interest and princi-
pal ol the municipal obligations. The Interest differential is sufficiently large so
that the interest and principal received front the United States bods are suflt-
dent to pay the interest on the municipal obligations as well as to retire theimi
at maturity.

Third, a municipality may issue obligations for the stated purpose of refunding
outstanding obligations first callable more than live years in the future. luring
the interim before the outstanding obligations are redeemed the proceeds of the
advance refunding issue are invested in United States honds bearing a higher
interest yield, and such bonds are escrowedi as semurity for the payment of either
of the issues of niunicipal obligations. duringg that interim period, arbitrage
profits based on the interest spread inure to the nlicil)ality.

The Service made clear that this announcement covers only obligations falling
within the two categories described above. Thus, for example it does not cover an
issue of obligations where the proceeds are intended to be used to construct a
facility even though the proceeds are initially placed in a trust for the security of
the bond holders, and invested in taxable obligations, pending their use to meet
the construction costs as they occur. Nor does It cover an issue of obligations
merely because a portion of the proceeds is invested in taxable obligations and
held solely to meet interest payments on the obligations spending the availal)iity
of other revenues.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be J. Donald 1 eiily, execu-
tire vice president, Management Services, Airport Operators Council
International, Inc.

STATEMENT OF J. DONALD REILLY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AIRPORT OPERATORS COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL, INC.; ACCOX.
PANIED BY WARREN HAWES, VICE PRESIDENT FOR ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Mr. R1iwY. Mr. Chairman and members of the comlinittee, I am J.
Donald Reilly, executive vice president of the Airpoit Operators
Council International. Accompanying me is Mr. Warren Hawes,
AOCI vice president for economic affairs.

I would like to submit our entire statement for the record and mere-
ly highlight the principal portions, if I may, sir.

AOCI is the nonprofit trade association of the governmental bodies
which own or operate the principal airports in the 50 States, Puerto
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Rico, and the Virgin Islands. In 1968, U.S. member airports Vilplae!d
about 90 percent of the doillsti, anid V'irtuilzlly all of tile U.S. illteira-
tional scheduled airline passenger and cargo traffic.

We are grateful for this op ortunity to express the views of oiur
membership ini opposition to those pl)rovIsio!lS of II.R. 13 70 which.
if enacted, would:
1. Destroy the primary source of capital funds for airl)ort, develop-

inLnt-the tax-exempt ma rket-and
2. Ihave a demonstrably adverse effect on the development of our

national airports system "and, worse, our Federal system of Govern-
ment.
The local governmental body is the foundation of today's systelmi of

airports in the United States.
ram sure you are acutely aware as we are of the problems pres-

ently facing the local governmenta l)odies whicli operate these air-
ports. Air transportation in the Lnited States in recent years has
grown at such an accelerated pace that airport, operators have for
clearly identified reasons been unable to provide increases in capacity
as fast as required iii the public interest. Within the next 10 years,
airline passenger totals wil1 triple over today's level with a million
leo pie a day clogging airport access roads and arriving at terminal
buildings which may not be physically able to handle them.

This airport capacity problem is basically one of financing-$13 bil-
lion in new capital requirements are projected for public airports
served by the scheduled air carriers through 1979. Most of the money
to support. this development will have to he provided from local
sources with financing arranged through the tax-exempt market.

However, existing sources and levels of f muds cannot finance all this
development, even with the planned increases in local airport fees
and charges which have been reported to us.

Any congressional action which f further impedes the ability of local
,govertnments to obtain airport capital funds, such as that proposed in
11.R, 13270, will only compound these existing problems.

Previous witnesses have discussed in detail the reasons for local
government's objections to inclusion of bond interest in the limit on
tax preferences (LTP) and allocation of deductions rule (ADR) and
the interest, subsidy plan as )assed the House in early August. We
shall not repeat these technical arguments here. Suffice it to mention
that )ublic airl)ort operators fully share these concerns.

Each of these objections to LMP, ADR and the "voluntary" interest
subsidy plan has already had a. decided and costly effect on the bond
market-well bi advance of final congressional action. Interest costs
are up, with airport bond issues being withdrawn or withheld because
of these increased costs. Existing statuatory interest limits on general
obligation bonds in many cases cannot meet today's market require-
ments.

Increased interest costs on $8 to $10 billion of new airport issues
to be floated in the next decade would likely be astronomical over the
life of the bonds. We estimate that a 1-precent interest increase on this
amount of bonds over a 20-year amortization period could more than
equal the total costs of construction of two new major jetports. Wheth-
er these funds are to be utilized for construction costs or financing:
charges will largely be determined by this committee.
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We mwntioneo earlier t lat, fpart frolli tle tax-Vxe: 11t ,' ionue, lnw
Sources of clpital I'llilds will he retired if airpoti SP)I~lsOrs ae t )e
UI)I0 to 'get tile .ob (l101W il Ii t ltnely Ilnt tiier over tliv lvxt (I cade.
lhs additional 1'e(lirelleltit has Iveet revognized by the Inl1istra-

tioll in its )rOl)osal 110w wnting before the ('olutit(''ce (C'oilltitttes for
tww Federal prograills for airl)ort develo )niet.

I nuder the alhiliiistratioll's recon l l etid at ions, new eSOnr'(s for air-
)orts alu! airways imodernization wvolld conlie fro n increase( Federal

Iaxes on tile users of tle aviatioll system and prinlarily frol tile corll-
ltlbrcill a itlllue )aIssenger. Approxluatelv it 2-1iervent ill'rilse ill the
Vxist i g Federa tax rate on lmssenger firess would be ded icate(i to
i! if ,'t (.lopIlu nt p1ulrpI)oses itinder the adni ll ist rat ion's proposal, or
a)olt, $200 l million ainnualiv iveraged( over tl lt ext .5-year Iwriod.
'1Ile tax provisions of this legislation also are pending before this
Coillill)ittee.

We fear that affirmative action by this committee on both the tax-
exemption provisions of J1.R. 13270 and tie new user taxes for airport,
development as proposed by the administration would result in the
rigit band of Congress taking away the same amount of funds which
the left hand is making avaiitble, as the yields in question are about
the same. TIhey clearly would not fulfill the intentions of the Congress
as regards either piece of legislation and would stifle the orderly
growth of aviation system capacity.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Nation's airport operators seek
congressional recognition that continuation of the tax-exempt status
of municipal airport bonds is justified and necessary if the National
Airport System is to be ready to handle the traffic of the 1970's.

Thank you very much.
The CrAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator WLLIAmS. No questions.

STATEMENT OF TlE AIrPoRT OPERATORS COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL ox TAX .'TRAT-

MEkNIl' OF STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

SUM MAtY

I. rhe Airport Olerations Council International (AOCI), repretittng the gov-
e, rnmental boles which own or operate the principal public airports it the
United States, opposes those provisions of II.R. 13270 which would adversely
afft4-t the tax-exempt status of interest on bonds Issued by local governments for
ai report development purposes.

II. Airport development capital requirement for public airports served by the
seleduled air carriers are J)rojected at $13 billion through 1979. Approximately
$8 to $10 billion of this total will be financed through the municipal bond
market-the primary source of airport financing capital-and supported by
revenues generated locally. New sources of funds must be found to supplement
loal sources

111. Congressional action adversely affecting the municipal bond market will
intensify the capital financing problems facing local governments. Such provi-
sions as were Included in the House-passed version of H.R. 13270 relating to
Limit on Tax Preferences (TTP), Allocation of Deductions Rule (ADR) and
the interest subsidy jlAiai are opposed by airport operators for numerous reasons:

A. Increased Interest costs on airport bonds;
B. Chaos in et bond markets:
C. Federal Intervention Into local government revenue allocations.

IV. Concurrent Congressional action affecting municipal airport bonds and
approving new Federal user taxes for airport development would leave public
airport sponsors without additional resources for meeting system needs In the
1970's, and would not fulfill the Intent of the Congress on either isste.
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STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am J. Donald Reilly, Execu-
tive Vice President of the Airport Operators Council International (AOCI).
Accompanying me is Mr. Warren Hawes, AOCI Vice President-Economic
Affairs.

AOCI Is the non-profit trade association of the governmental bodies which
own or operate the principal airports in the fifty states, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands. In 1968, U.S. Member airports enplaned about 90 percent of the
domestic and virtually all of the U.S. international scheduled airline passenger
and cargo traffic. In addition, our Members operate many reliever and other gen-
eral aviation airports which supplement the larger airports in their communi-
ties and regions.

We are grateful for this opportunity to express the views of our membership
in opposition to those provisions of H.R. 13270 whi-h, If enacted, would:

(1) destroy the primary source of capital funds for airport development-
the tax-exempt market-and

(2) would have a demonstrably adverse effect on the development of our
National Airports System and, worse, our federal system of government.

The 'local governmental body is the foundation of today's system of airports
in the United States. Of our approximately 10,000 civil and joint-use airports,
about 8,600 are owned and operated by local governments of all kinds--municipal-
ities, counties, towns, special airport authorities, or a combination of these. This
public ownership u.nd public use Is particularly applicable to the 525 U.S.
communtles which receive service from the scheduled airlines and which form
the nucleus of the National Airport System.

I am sure you are as acutely aware as we are of the problems presently fac-
ing the local governmental bodies which operate these airports. The "Airport
Crisis" is a crisis caused by success. Air transportation in the United States in
recent years has grown at such an accelerated pace that airport operators
have for clearly identified reasons been unable to provide increases in capacity
as fast as required in the public interest. Within the next ten years, airline pas-
senger totals will triple over today's level with a million people a day clogging
airport access roads and arriving at terminal buildings which may not be physi-
cally able to handle them.

This airport capacity problem is basically one of financing. $13 billion In new
capital requirements are projected for public airports served by the scheduled
air carriers through 1979. Most of the money to support this development will
have to be provided from local sources with financing arranged through the
tax-exempt mark:,t. However, existing sources and levels of funds can not f1-
nance all this development, even with the planned increases in local airport fees
and charges which have been reported to us.

Any Congressional action which further impedes the ability of 'local govern-
ments to obtain airport capital funds, such as that proposed in H.R. 13270, will
only compound these existing problems.

Previous witnesses have discussed in detail the reasons for local government's
objections to inclusion of bond Interest In the Limit on Tax Preferences (LTP)
and Allocation of Deductions Rule (ADR) and the Interest subsidy plan as
passed the House In early August. We shall not repeat these technical arguments
here. Suffice it to mention that public airport operators fully share these
concerns:

Increased interest costs on airport bonds.-Less development and higher
financing charges would result. Needed projects would be delayed or cancelled.

Chaos in the bond markets.-Not only Individual.- but institutional investors
would be discouraged from the purchase of local obligations because of fear of
additional Federal action against these airport bonds. Litigation which would
follow upon enactment of the House's provisions would leave the status of tax
exemption in doubt' for years.

Federal intervention into local government resource allocations.-Our federal
system of government Is premised on separate levels of government with each
responsible for the allocation of its own resources. Under the pending legisla-
tion, the fiscal independence of public airport sponsors and other local public
agencies would be impinged upon by a greater Federal Government involvement
in strictly local matters of debt management.

Each of these objections to LTP, ADR and the "voluntary" interest subsidy
plan has already had a decided and costly effect on the bond market-well in
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advance of final Congressional action. Interest costs are up, with airport bond
issues being withdrawn or withheld because of these increased costs. Existing
statutory interest limits on general obligation bonds in many cases call not
meet today's market requirements.

Increased interest costs on $8-10 billion dollars of new airport issues to be
floated in the next decade would likely be astronomical over the life of the
bonds. We estimate that a 1% interest increase on this amount of bonds over a
20-year amortization period could more than equal the total costs of construction
of two new major jetports, so badly needed at many locations to handle the
traffic of the 1970's. Whether these funds are to be utilized for construction costs
or financing charges will largely be determined by this Committoe.

We mentioned earlier that, apart from the tax-exeml)tion issue, new sources
of capital funds will be required if airport sponsors are to be able to "get the
Job done" in a timely manner over the next decade. This additional requirement
has been recognized by the Administration in its propo.,qil now pending before
the Commerce Committees for new Federal programs for airport development.
Under the Administration's recommendations, new resources for airports and
airways modernization would come from increased Federal taxes on the users
of the aviation system and primarily from the cominercial airline pas.senger.
Approximately a 2% increase in the existing Federal tax rate on passeenger fares
would be dedicated to airport development purposes under the Administration's
proposal, or about $200 million annually averaged over the next five-year period.
The tax provisions of this legislation also are pending before this Committee.

We fear that affirmative action by this Committee on both the tax-exemption
provisions of H.R. 13270 and the new user taxes for airport development as
proposed by the Administration would result in the right hand of Congress tak-
ing away the same amount of funds which the left hand is making available, as
the yields in question are about the same. This clearly would not fulfill the in-
tentions of the Congress as regards either piece of legislation and would stifle
the orderly growth of aviation system capacity.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Nation's airport operators seek Congres-
sional recognition that continuation of the tax-exempt status of municipal airport
bonds is justified and necessary if the National Airport System is to be ready to
handle the traffic of the 1970's. The tax-exempt municipal bond is the only proven
method of financing local public projects yet devised. For these reasons we
respectfully urge this Committee to delete the provisions of the House-passed
bill which would include bond interest in the Limit omi Tax Preferences and
the Allocation of Deductions rule, and which propose a "voluntary" interest
subsidy plan.

'r CHAIRMAN. The next witness is the Honorable Paul J. Mana-
foA', Mayor of New Britain and President of the Connecticut Con-
feren- a of Mayors.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL 3. kANAFORT, MAYOR OF NEW BRIT-
AIN, CO TN.; ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD 3. McCANN, DIRECTOR OF
FINANCE, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Mayor MANAFORT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I have accompanying me Gerald J. McCann, director of finance of
the city of New Britain.

I am also chairman of the Connecticut Conference of Mayors, rep-
resenting the conference of mayors as well as my own town in
Connecticut.

I wish to go by my prepared statement. I know there have been
many of them here today, and I will try not to be repetitious, and
try just to pick out some of the highlights.

First of all, I would like to announce that our conference, the Con-
necticut Conference of Mayors, was unanimous in endorsing the
resolution that accompanies my statement here today.
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To give you a few highlights of what this taxing of the municipal
bonds would do, in ny community alone we have sold bonds, approxi-
mately 2 years ago for 3.85 percent. We have $7 million worth of bonds
to go out on the market, and our bonding experts and our financial
director feel the best. estimate they coul(get would be 61/2 percent
because of the fear that has been put in the bond market because of
the possible passage of the proposals now before you.

We in New Britain, as well as the $7 million bonds that go out
for bid, we have before us a $30 million school building program,
and if these bond interest, rates should go anywhere near the areas
that have. been suggested, which could be anywhere from 61/2 to 81/.)
percent, I know our community just could not afford this any more.

They seem to be debating whiat the cost of this would be at the in-
come tax level, but as mayor of a community I am deeply concerned
that the property owner, the man who owns the one- and two-family
house, has reached a saturation point, and this is the only l)tace
of revenue that a community has in which to take care of many pro-
granis that. we face in the cities, and the cities where the problems are
the greatest. We seem to be suffering the most.

Another point has come up about what might happen. I would
like to call to your attention, and this is not what might happen but
what has already happened. In recent weeks there have been com-
munities that have put out some bonds for bids. For example, there
were no bidders, no bidders on these bonds whatsoever.

Hawaii was trying to put out $30 million in bonds, and there were
no takers; Jacksonville Electric Authority, Fla., $22 million; Omaha,
Nebr., $9.5 million, and many others such as this, and there were just
no bidders there.

What happens if there are no bidders and we cannot sell our bonds?
What do we do? Do we stop building? We stop building schools,
sewers, many streets.

I say to you gentlemen that we on the city level in the towns, because
these problems will be reaching the suburbs, if they have not reached
them already, I can tell you as one who comes from an urban center,
that property owners have reached the saturation point. We have
applied to the State and to the Federal Governmnt for additionalhelpif this is passed, instead of getting additional help we will be

penalized.
The Mayors' Conference was very successful in trying to reverse

in our local general assembly the disruption to construction bonds,
from the State, as far as our school construction was concerned, and
we thought we had made inroads, but that was a drop in the bucket,
and if this thing passes, this issue now before you, I can assure you
that will wipe out everything we have gained, and then some.

The CIAMMAN. Mr. Mayor, were you in the committee room this
morning when Mr. Surrey testified?

Mayor MANAFORT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. You heard him explain that he did not think the

mayors and local officials understood what the scheme was at all,
and that when you fully understood what his subsidy plan was that
he felt that either your people would not be opposed to this House
proposal or -se that you would be in favor of it.
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Do you think you understand what the subsidy scheme is now?
Mayor MAINAFURT. Well, Mr. Chairman, it was not just the elected

officials. Our finance people, town managers, all collectively say that
this is going to hurt the community. I o not think the subsidy will
take care of it.

In my estimation of what my finance people have tried to break
down-they claim that by making these bonds taxable there could
be approximately $80 million coming in in income tax level. Now,
assuming that $15 billion worth of bonds are sold next year, a 1-
lercent increase is going to be an increase of $150 million. So it is
,osting the communities $150 million where the Federal Government
will be making $80 million, and this is only talking 1 percent. This
is talking now-this will go on and on and on, and it gets cumulative
as it goes along.

I think it is a false economy.
I think it is something that not only the local taxpayer, property

owner is going to be hurt by this, I honestly do not see even under
the subsidy program-many times I think the speaker this morning
stated that it looked like we would be able to break even at the 40-
)ercent subsidy. Well, I am sure that you gentlemen are plenty busy

down here not to look for projects that will have a break-even point,
plus he did take into consideration there was a 40 percent, assuming
that they decide it is only going to be a 25-percent subsidy, now who
picks up the difference?

rhe CHAIRMAN. Well, frankly, Mr. Mayor, I am not afraid of a
new idea. In fact, sometimes I have initiated what I thought were sonc
new ideas, threw them out, just to see what might happen to theni.

When Mr. Surrey testified this morning that he felt that if the
mayors and the local elected officials, including the Governors, had
heard his side of the argument that they would feel entirely different
about the overall prol)osal, and I eoul(l not hel) but think that in
my own part of it-I heard Mr. Surrey s proposal before I heard from
the Governors and it sounded extremely interesting to me when I first
heard that proposition, it sounded very appealing.

After I heard the other side of the argument, that is the side against
Mr. Surrey's side of the argument, I was then convinced that his is a
very poor argument. But on first hearing his, it sounded very good to
me until I heard the other side of the argument, and it would seem
to me that there may be quite a few of you among the mayors and
among the Governors and the State finance (irectors or those who
represent the people of the city and State level, who may very well
understand Mr. Surrey's side of the argument and just not agree
with it at all.

Mr. MCCANN. I would like to field that one, Mr. Chairman, if I
maz.

I first of all, I heard Mr. Surrey also this morning. There were two
things lie mentioned. He did mention that he had spoken to some
Massachusetts fiscal people and has expounded as to what the bill con-
tained and, as a result of that, they were much enlightened.

He did not go one step further, however, and say that they agreed
with what he was proposing. He said they were just more enlIghtened
as to what he was proposing. There is a vast difference in the two
areas here.
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I think if he had been a member of the fiscal family in Massachu-
setts and had heard his own presentation he would probably not have
been taken up too much himself by it, you see.

The idea Tat the subsidy is there--in fact, correspondence from
my office sometime back to the House at the time the House was
considering this same bill indicated that the proverbial carrot naturally
is always hung tbere, otherwise it would have no appeal whatsoever.
If you remove the subsidy from this bill you really have nothing at all.

So let us start there, and there is no guarantee it will ever remain.
It means it is there now, it does not mean it is going to stay there.

Second, it is subject to adjustment. There is, furthermore, if you
aet into the techniques and technicalities of the bill, you have a
$10,000 exemption now which may be dropped for a $5,000 exemption
later on, you do not know. This is something that would affect the
State and municipal level also. There are a number of areas, I mean,
that you could punch holes in Mr. Surrey's thinking along this line.

I am not talking about his comments on the bill in general. He
indicated there were special interest groups here of varying types.
I cannot get involved with those because naturally we are dealing
with one field, our field only. But we do sell bond anticipation notes.

For example, we anticipate we are going to sell these bonds some-
time in the future, and we proceed with the project we are construct-
ing. If we oret on the open market and we have to compete with cor-
porate bon&, and we cannot, let us face it, what is the only attractive
feature that a municipal bond has on the market today?

There is only one answer, tax exemption. This is the only source,
and the only reason why municipalities can project their own programs
right now.

The capital improvements programs, we have on paper for 5 years
in advance right now, is based on the sale of tax-exempt bonds in the
future through 1974, and we are not the only community doing this.
In ftct!, we are one of the latest communities doing it. So there are
many instances here that I felt, that as well as he presented the case,
there was no question that even if he did present it in its entirety to
all th people that he projected that he would propose this to, I do
n(t belikve lie would be convincing in his argument because, in the
final analysis, this is going to be a boomerang type of operation, and
the amount of money that is going to be realized-I am talking about
Federal money that is going to be realized-will nowhere ofset the
amount of additional tax burden which will be faced by the people
back on the local level, and that is going to be reflected on the local
level from the standpoint of mayors and, of course, governors, and
right down the line, and that is why you have had all these people
here, I am sure.

The CUAraIrAN. Well, the subsidy scheme just had a lot of defects
to it that the sponsors of the plan do not like to admit.

I can recall when I was in high school we were debating a subject,
"Federal Aid to Education," and I think those of us who debated the
affirmative side of the argument had the burden to prove that this Fed-
eral aid would not be accompanied by Federal strings.

I came to Washington prepared to advocate Federal aid without
Federal control. Well, we have got the aid to education. Do you see
the strings on it I They are all over it. You do not get any of that
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money unless you pursue certain important Federal policies or cer-
tain policies that the Federal Government thinks are important.
Maybe you agree with those string, but the point is that they are
there, and the whole burden of the argument 30 years before that
became part of the program was that this could be done without at-
tachgin Federal strings to it., and there it is.

The Federal strings are all over it,. So anyone who has devoted
enough to any program he has in mind, to say that the cities or the
States ought to (1o certain things, cannot resist the temptation to offer
his amendment and try to make them do it his way, so you get into that.

Then you get into this question that the Federal Government is
going to subsidize it, and it raises a question whether the Federal
Government should subsidize some of tiese bonds, whether the coin-
munity is, iln fact, making a wise investment anyway, or whether the
community can, in fact, afford it as, Senator Williams indicated,
whether it is a sound investment, so then you have to get into that part
of it.

Mr. MCCANN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So the Federal Government then has to pass judg-

ment on whether the investment is a sound investment.
Then you hai'e the third problem that comes into it, can the Fed-

eral Government afford the subsidy.
Over a period of time you find out the Government has a big deficit,

and then someone ofk'.rs one of these Williams amendments there to
say let, us just cut everything by 10 percent, and try to make the
cloth fit the pattern, so tie amenhnent carries, and everything is cut
by 10 percent, and there goes 10 percent of the subsidy, let us say.

Or someone makes an even more fervent, argument than that for
economy and says, Who should we, being more in debt than all of the
local governments put together, proceed to subsidize their interest
rate when we cannot afford to pay our own?

Once having established the right to tax the cities, then you set the
stage for someone to say, Wait a minute, this is a big subsidy where
those people are in better position to pay than we are. Do you think
they are in debt? Look how deeply we are in debt, so why should we
subsidize their bonds against ours.

So someone then, the liberal of tomorrow, let us say, makes the
argument that there is no reason why the cities and the communities,
States and others should not carry their own part of it.

So it would seem to me if you are going to try Mr. Surrey's proposal
there is only one suggestion I have hear5 here that makes good sense,
and that is, perhaps, it might be worth saying that with regard
to retirement fundshield by State and local governments for the retire-
ment of their own employees, it might be worth saying that if those
funds wanted to buy sone of their own State or municipal bonds or
the bonds of another State or municipality, it might be worth making
up the difference to them so they could afford to buy those types of
securities in their retirement funds.

Mr. Surrey's argument, as I heard it here today, would be that
insofar as they did that that would make a taxable bond available for
somebody else to buy rather than a tax-exempt bond available for
someone else to buy. That part of it, if you wanted to try it, would
not seem to me to work any particular mischief.
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Would you see atnything wrong with that )art of it ?
Mr. MCC AMNN. the only fault I see with that is the aspect of trying

it and, perhaps, what happens if it does not work type of answer"
Our problems are still going to be there. In fact, they aire going to I)e
compounded. We will no longer have the )ossibility of self-determina-
tion as to what we are selling our bonds for.

The CHA RMN. My only thought, about it was if tile Wanted to
have a try at subsidizing them, to say, you are subsidizing then so
that a tax-exempt fund can buy some of'tlese bonds whicht'otherwise
would not be an attractive investment for tax-exempt funds, if they
wanted to do that, I really do not see thit there would be any ]armr
in it, but I would not want to vote to tax these bonds because I think
that you have already hurt them badly enoufrh as to what has l)een
done, and I think we ought. to undo that miscilief as soon as we can.

What would your thought, be if we simply sai( in connection with
this legislation, if the funds for retirement of school teachers and
retirement of State and city employees, things of that sort, could be
invested in State and mnicipal bonds, and if they were that the Fed-
eral Government would make up the difference between what you
could buy a Federal bond for and what it would cost. you to buV a
State or local bond; what would your reaction to that 1e?

Mr. MCCANN. You are still talking about the subsidy aspect of
the bill?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, just the subsidy aspect.
Mr. MCCAN. The subsidy aspect of the bill, so far as I am con-

ecred- does not seem to have any value unless you are talking about
the removal of the tax exemption provisions. It is not really the
subsidy that is the problem here. It. is the removal of the tax exelpt ion
problem.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not here opposing the subsidy. What you
are here opposing is the taxation of these bonds.

Mr. MCCANN. They are interrelated. You cannot separate them.
Senator WJLLrJT.s. But there is a catch in the proposal to let these

pension funds, tax-exempt pension funds, and so forth, buy a State
municipal bond, and the Federal Government subdizes them for the
difference, which would be the equivalent of the tax which they would
have paid if they bought industrial bonds. It, seems to me it would not
be the answer because at the very next Congress this Williams or Long
could offer an amendment and say, why should we pay taxes to a
tax-exempt organization, pay the taxes they would have paid if they
were taxable. I mean it is a round robin, and sooner or later that
would be stopped, and I am just not too sure it would be practical.

Speaking of Mr. Surrey's ability to persuade his audience, I am
not, sure he has per.uadedhimself because it has been interesting to
me that during the 7 or 8 years that he was serving in the Treasury
Department he testified before this committee against practically
everything that he recommended this morning, and he never got re-
hi1 1on until after he got out of office. I wondered if getting him out
of office did him good or trod, because, now he is on record as stating
that practically everything that he has recommended since, in this bill,
as not being workable and not being practical.

So I am just at a loss. I am waiting to see what he says tomorrow.
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The Cji,\~t,% N. Any further questions?
Senator MI1iit. Thank you.
I would just like to ash this question: as 1 see, it, thei'e are foi,

poilitS in tifs House-passed bill which impine, on the municipal bond.
No. 1, this taxation subsidy approach. If it is any ('on-l4atiolI to you,
I lavo been opposed to thi Ps publicly ever since I first heard about it.
and Senator Long's oive, rnlor gave a very eloquelt statement against
it, the other day whenl the Governors appeared before us, and articu-
lated the reasons better than I have.

No. 2, taxation of the banks on their sale of these bonds so that
instead of getting capital 1ains they get. ordinary income. The banks
ate the largest purchas-ks of these bonds, so that impinges upon the
market.

No. 3, the allocation of deductions hitter, and as you probably
know, toe Treasury repesentatives recommended this, that. tax-
exem.t municipal bonds be included in the list of items for purposes
of allocation of deductions.

The fourth is the limit on tax preferences approach to include
tax-exempt municipal bonds in the list. of limited tax preferences.

Now, I do not know, blut it seems to me that the bank taxation
could run up in the neighborhood of $200 or $300 million, that is a
very substantial impingement on the bonds.

'The Treasury testified that they estimated that the allocation of
deductions item would bring about $45 million of revenue-

Mr. MCCAN.i. That is right.
Senator MILLER (continuing). From individuals. That is out of a

$2 billion annual payout to individuals.
The limit on tax preferences they estimated will bring in $35 million

out of $2 billion of payout. I have some reservations about the alloca-
tion of deductions item if for no other reason than the fact that is
$45 million as against $35 million.

Another reason here why I have a reservation on the allocation of
deductions item is because it does not get at the problem of some people
being able to have a large amount of income and not pay 1 red cent of
Federal taxation. But the limit on tax preferences is the only way I
know of in which we can say to the American people there is not going
to be anybody who gets a good chunk of income who does not pay
So t tax.

What I find out from the Treasury is that they tell me that use of
the limit on tax preferences means about $35 million of revenue out of
$2 billion of annual interest outgo to individuals and I find it hard to
believe that if that is the only item we are talking about that this is
going to have any particular impact on the bond market, because it
seems to me that it is such a small amount, out of $2 billion, that it
just would not have any impact.

The others could, allocation of deductions more, banks still more,
and God help us if we get into the 'taxation subsidy approach.

What is the answer to this problem I have of seeing this impact, if
this is the only item on the bond market?

Mr. MCCANN. Well, I am not a bxond expert, but I do know from
the local level what I feel the answer would be. I ftel that any in-
fringement of aay type under any circumstances on the removal of
the tax exemption provision on a municipal bond is going to have an
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adverse effect on the market. There is no question about it. I think,
as-

Senator MmLER. I have a question about it, and that is why I am
raising the question.

Mr. CCAN . I say I do not think there is any question.
Senator MmrR. And if somebody came along and said, now the

limit on tax preferences approach will bring in $35 million of reve-

nue-I am not trying to put you in a corner, you can understand-
but $35 million of taxation on $2 billion of payout seems to me to be
almost de minimis.

Senator WLiLIAMs. Would the Senator yield for a moment?
Senator MILLER. Yes, indeed.
Senator WILLIA31S. I think is not the problem this: it is not the $5

million or the $35 million tax that is being levied on this $2 billion
of interest, but if everybody knew for a certainty that is all that would
ever be done I do not think it would have much of an effect. But it is
the uncertainty that will prevail in the minds of the investors in the
months and the years ahead as to what this Congress or some future
Congress may do later, once we have taken the initial, step forward
and adopted the premise. I think that is the problem. It is the dis-
counting of the unknown which is bothering the people.

Mr. MCCANN. I also think, Senator, we are confusing two areas
here and I would like to straighten that out very, very carefully.

We are talking about $35 and $45 million of income. You are talk-
ing about Federal income from the taxation of these particular
securities.

The loss on the local level would far exceed that amount, so that I
cannot relate these two figures together.

Plus the fact, as you have just brought out, the fact that this could
be a changeable point first of all, and it is a historic first at this point,
to remove the tax exemption.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is the point, but the loss on the local
level to a large extent would be the reflection of this uncertainty in
the municipal bond market.

Mr. McCANN. No question about it.
Senator WILLIAMS. As to what some Congress may do later, not

what we do today.
Mr. MCCANN. That is right. The people paying $35 million or $45

million or $80 million in taxes may in no way at all be related to the
people who would have to foot the bill to make up the difference in
the interest rate on the local level, and, subsidy or not, let us put it
that way.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Senator MILFm. Well, of course, I think everybody is guessing on

this. Nobody knows what the psychology is going to bie. If the Ameri-
can people were told, if all of the cities and towns around the country
were told, ,'Well, now, look, this is a form of indirect taxation," most
people who hold tax-exempt municipal bonds are not going to pay
any tax on it anyhow, because they do not even get into the area of
the limit on tax-preference Iaximum, . great majority of them would
not, but those who get over the 50 percent will have to pay some tax,
but the total tax take is $135 million on a $2 billion payout, and the
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only reason this is being done is to satisfy the American people that
there are not going to be any citizens of this country with large
amounts of income who do not pay some tax.

I do not know how uncertain the bond market would get over that
because somebody might say, "Well, now, they have done this, and they
are going to do this," and 1 do not think it, necessarily follows, because
I, for one, would be very much opposed to this tax and subsidy thing
that just because I might incline toward this limit on tax preferences,
that does not force me to go any further at all, because I do feel that
there is a principle involved here that has caused concern to every
member of Congress, and that is the number of our constituents who
are concerned when they read articles that there are some people with
high incomes who pay no tax, and that is not good from the stand-
point of a general taxpayer.

We already have the reaction in the form of testimony by George
Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, whose members receive ', 'ges
taxable as ordinary income, and they are, some of them apparently
are, so unhappy about that that now the AFL-CIO comes in here
and tells Congress they think they ought to do away with capital
gains.

So my point is that the reaction from reading these articles and
from realizing that there are some people with large incomes who do
not pay any tax is something to be considered.

But to measure the fact that $35 million of taxation on $2 billion of
bonds is going to have a highly disturbing effect on the market, I
must tell you, although I am no psychologist, taxes my credulity.

Mr. MCCANN. Let me answer that in a little different manner,
Senator. The report out of the House Ways and Means Committee by
no means indicated a finality in this act, and that had a significant
effect on the market, so it is more than just a psychology.

Senator MMLR. Wouldn't that have an effect on the market with
all of these things in itI

Mr. MCCANN. Of course.
Senator MLER. Suppose the House Ways and Means Committee

report had come out with only the limit on tax preferences, nothing
else.

Mr. MCCANN. I feel very strongly that if the limited tax prefer-
ence had been incorporated as the only provision coming out of the
House, and there was any attempt made for an inroad onto the
municipal market itself that the effect probably would have been
exactly the same.

Senator MILLER. Well, of course, we have got a lot of conjecture.
I cannot agree with you that the effect would have been at all the
same.

I can understand how there might have been a little effect because
of the uncertainty, that maybe because the House had done this the
Senate Finance Committee might start horsing around with taxation
and subsidies and all that. But if that was all that was in it, I do not
think you would have had nearly the impact on it. Of course, there
is another thing that a lot of people are concerned about, and I share
their concern, and I do not know anybody on this committee that does
not share this concern, and that is another thing that has not been
particularly talked "bout, but I think that some economists will tell
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you this has had even more impact on the bond market than some ideas
advanced ill the form of a piece of paper known as a tax bill from the
House Ways and Means Committee in the House, and that is the
inflationary situation.

It has been driving down the value of bonds and really doing a job
on their salability in the market. So I do not think that this is all
attributable to the House Ways and Means bill.

Mr. MCCANN;. That may be true, Senator.
However, I think that evidence has indicated as late as this after-

noon that other market areas, being relatively stable, there was that
impact in that very, very short period of time and tshi, of coure,
is a clean' indication as the market goes as to what is taking pla c, and
you can examine it rather closely at that point to decide what has
triggered that change.

UMder these circumstances, and the people in the field more versed
in it than I am-I am only on the receiving end of the thing, but I
am concerned about it, don t get me wrong by any means-the people
versed in this field clearly indicate this was the underlying cause.

Senator MILLER. You are not going to tell us that before the House
acted on this bill over there that the municipal bond market was not
in deep trouble, are you d not

Mr. McCANN. Oh, no, I do not mean to indicate it was not in deep
trouble. Let us put it this way, it was not quite as deep.

Senator Mmzn. I'll agree with you, and what the House bill did
was to add insult to injury.
Mr. MCCANN. That is correct, no question about it.
Senator MLLER. I think we can agree on that.
I only point out, my only point is, that I feel rather strongly about

the reaction of the general taxpayer. I do not want to see that reaction
g0 to such an extent as to do away with capital gains, which some of
tem want to do. I do not want to see it go to such an extent that they
are going to have a tax on municipal bonds, as some of my colleagues,
especially over in the House on the Joint Economic Committee, have
advocated for some years, always over my vigorous protests, but you
have got a number of people thinking that way, and some of them
even talking about a subsidy and I do not want to go to the extent of
a taxation subsidy approach because of the potential, as the Governors
pointed out.

But I do not know how we are going to handle this problem. If you
have any suggestions on how to avoid taxpayers picking up the papers
and reading where some people hove got large incomes without pay-
ing any tax on it, I would sure welcome it because that is the question
posed here. It may be that the collective judgment of the Congress
may be that we will let them continue to pick up newspapers on that.
Mr. MCCANN. One answer I can give you, Senator, I can give you

the question of the several individuals that you have mentioned who
have been able to avoid taxation, and as to what is the exact break-
down, and I am talking from tile municipal end of it., nr to what ex-
tent do they have municipal holdings.

They may be insignificant, nonexistetit for that matter, and yet it is
the ideaof throwing out the baby with the dirty water, I'm afraid.

" .Senator M . I think Senator Baker made a good point on this
the other doy, you might have heard, him. He indicated" that he was
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questioning the hardness of the evidence of the Treasury backing up
its figure of $35 million. I do not know where they got it, and the
suggestion has already been advanced that we might include a box on
the tax return form where you have to show the amount of your
municipal bonds to permit the Treasury to get the hard evidence. So
there is merit to that.

I appreciate your responses very much.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAn. Thank you, gentlemen.
(Hon. Paul J. Manafort s prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAYOR PAUL J. MANAFORT

The Connecticut Conference of Mayors strongly opposes Federal taxation of
interest on municipal bonds. This exemption is essential, if municipalities are to
provide, badly needed public facilities and to prevent further deterioration of their
serious financial condition.

Municipalities in Connecticut, as in other States, are trying hard to meet the
pressing needs for schools, streets, sewers, and other public facilities. These needs
are greatest in the older cities, which are attempting to catch up with years of
neglect, and in the suburbs which must adjust to new growth.

Trhe interest on bonds for such facilities is one of the largest items of local
government expense. Interest on each million dollars of bonding costs us about
$500,000 over the life of our 20-year bonds. Every rise in the interest rate adds
to our local tax burdens, and impairs our ability to provide essential public facili-
ties and services.

Connecticut's cities and towns face mounting costs daily. Debt service costs for
urgently needed public facilities are already staggeringly high.

In Connecticut, for example, municipalities completed $60 million in school
construction projects last year-projects taking care of some 35,000 additional
children. The interest on these schools alone will be roughly $15 million to the
cities and $15 million to the State. Add to that the libraries, roads, police stations,
and other facilities we, have built and need to build, and the cost is immense.

These costs are difficult enough for cities to meet. Taxation of municipal bonds
will result in higher interest rates. Wall Street municipal bond experts advise
us that communities now paying from 5 to 6%.% will have to pay 8 to 81% inter-
est to compete with corporate bonds. Communities with weaker financial struc-
tures-including some of those with the most difficult problems--may have to pay
as much as 10 or 11%. Municipal bond experts advise us that fear of the legislation
before your committee has already caused a 1% increase in the rate at which
municipal bonds are now selling.

Higher interest rates will mean higher local taxes, bearing most heavily on
those who can afford it the least.

The situation is particularly difficult in Connecticut. Our municipalities are
straining to find adequate sources of revenue. Yet our cities must rely exclusive-
ly on the overburdened property tax. The State of Connecticut pays a smaller
proportion of our local costs than in 45 other states. The property tax bears
the rest.

The Federal and State governments should be helping cities solve urban prob-
lems, not adding to our burdens. It is unfair to single out municipal bonds for
"reform" while other tax loopholes continue to exist. We should be getting more
financial assistance, instead of being penalized.

We therefore strongly urge you not to include taxation of municipal bonds in
the bill your Honorable Committee will report.

A copy of the resolution passed unanimously by the members of the Connecti-
cut Conference of Mayors is attached.

RESOLUTION

Whereas, local property taxes are much too high, and as a result, municipalities
are unable to provide all the needed services, and

Whereas, increasing the cost of financing schools, sewers, streets, and other
very badly needed public facilities, through taxation of municipal bonds, would
aggravate the problem by leading to high property taxes and diminished municipal
services, and

B--865 O----t. 4--
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Whereas, the Connecticut Confe, nce of Mayors believes that every American
should pay his fair share of taxes, but

Whereas, taxation of muncipal bonds will add further to the financial burden
of all municipalities, and

Whereas, it is completely unreasonable to single out municipal bonds for
"reform" while many other exemptions, favorable tax treatments, and loop.
holes will continue to exist, now therefore

Bc it resolved that the Connecticut Conference of Mayors vigorously opposes
Federal taxation of interest on municipal bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Irwin Karp, counsel, the
Authors League of America.

STATEMENT OF IRWIN KARP, COUNSEL, THE AUTHORS LEAGUE
OF AMERICA, INC.

Mr. KARP. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have
submitted a statement for the record, and I will try not to repeat too
much in my presentation.

I appreciate very much this opportunity to appear before the com-
mittee, and I would like to discuss two aspects of the bill which are of
great concern to authors, composers, artists, and other self-employed
creative individuals.

The first is section 802, which would impose a 50-percent maximum
tax rate, and the second is section 301 dealing with the averaging pro-
visions of the Internal Revenue Code.

As to section 802, the authors league supports the section and be-
lieves it should be adopted, with one very strong reservation; namely,
that as the section is now written it does not apply to authors, com-
posers, artists and other individual taxpayers.

In my prepared statement, I have pointed out that this is probably
mere inadvertence. I think that we are simply the victims of semantics.
The purpose of section 802, as the chairman pointed out earlier in
discussing this with Mr. Surrey, was to apply the limit only to earned
income and not to income produced by capital.
I However, in drawing the distinction between these two categories
of income, the draftsmen of the bill borrowed a definition of "earned
income" from section 911 of the Code.

Section 911 deals with an entirely different problem, the taxation of
nonresident citizens. There "earned income" was very narrowly defined
to include only income from personal services, because in giving an
exemption to nonresident citizens in section 911, the Congress only
wanted to extend the exemption to those people who actually had to
go abroad to earn a living, who rendered services abroad.

Actually, personal service income is not the only type of earned
income, People earn their income by various means. Authors and com-
posers, for example, when they are self-employed, do not in the Treas-
ury's eyes receive personal service income but the Treasury recognizes
that their income is earned.

Consequently, if section 802 contains only the present definition, and
does not include an additional definition, authors and these other people
would be excluded from its benefits.

This'problem has been before the committee once before in connec-
tion with the prvisions of the Keogh Pension Act, now section 401
of the Code. There the right to participate was based on "earned in-
come," and the definition was originally borrowed from section 911.
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As this committee pointed out, it was not its intention to exclude
authors and others who earn their income, and it added a further defini-
tion to section 401. We respectfully urge the committee to adopt that
definition and add it to section 802.

I would like to say a word, if I may, as to wh I think the 50 rrcent
limit is important and should be added to the &de. First of al , as the
House committee report points out, and as former Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. Barr, pointed out, present rates are extremely high.
Mr. Barr terms them 'confiscatory." ' Speaking for authors, I take my
reference from a literary magazine, the Saturday Review of March 22,
1969, where at page 25, Secretary Barr said:

Quite possibly the 50-percent maximum rate proposal would be the most sig-
nificant aspect of tax reform. Ultimately, if the top rates could be reduced to 40
percent or 45 percent, with compensatory plugging of loopholes, then I think there
would be a good chance to meet Secretary Kennedy's goal-

And he quotes-
All Americans in similar circumstances paying approximately the same amount

of tax.
I think that the provisions of 802 are a great step forward in that

direction. As the chairman pointed out, because they are limited to
earned income, they do not benefit those taxpayers who have a large
amount of unearned income, and who are right now, according to the
Treasury's tables, paying much less than 50 percent in tax on that
income. They would benefit the comparatively few taxpayers who are
in the $100,000 and above bracket who actually pay tax at the effective
50- to 70-percent rate.

Authors are usually in that, group because they are particularly
exposed to high bracket taxati,-n in those few years when they are
fortunate enough to make a considerable amount of money. Because
they are self-employed, they car not avail themselves of the tax shelters
and deferment plans, that people who own businesses or who are
highly paid executives of corporations can take advantage of.

I also think that the application of the 50 percent maximum rate,
would remove a considerable obstacle to independent creativity. Actu-
ally, the high rates today serve to drive many creative people out of
doing independent work and into working as employees-doing the
same kind of work but subject to the control of an employer because
it is much easier, safer, and more lucrative to work for somebody else,
with the rates being what they are today.

The second provision of the act which is of concern to us is section
311 which would modify section 1301 of the Code.

When this committee approved section 1301 in 1964, its report
pointed out that the purpose of the section was to permit taxpayers
with fluctuating income to pay tax at a rate equivalent to that paid
by other taxpayers earning the same amount of income but receiving
it proportionately over a long period of time pay. Because authors,
athletes actors, and other people whose income fluctuates widely hap-
pen to have their income concentrated in a few years, it is taxed at
a much higher rate, and more of it is actually paid in taxes.

In 1964, the Code was amended to permit the averaging of this
excess income-to permit a taxpayer whose income in a given year
exceeded by a third his average of the preceding 4 years, to pay a tax
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on that excess income, according to a formula which, in effect, taxed
it as if it had been received proportionately over 5 years-the 4 years
of the base period and the current year.

This has helped a lot but it has not met the problem of the individual
(such as the author) who labors for many years, 6, 7, 8, or 9 years,
and produces a work which in 1 or 2 years earns a great deal of money;
nor the individual-the author or the athlete or the actor-who spends
many years at his profession or at his art, is not successful financially,
but suddenly has a period of 2 or 3 years where he earns a lot of money.

In the first instance the 4-year base period just does not spread the
income over the same period of time that in actuality he spent pro-
ducing it. We have proposed in our statement to the committee the
possibility of adding two alternative base periods so that such a tax-
payer could elect a longer period. WNe propose there be periods of 3, 4,
and 6 years, but we are not wedded to any particular number of years.

A taxpayer could elect the longer period if his income in the current
year exceeded the base period by a great amount. In other words, the
more that income in a current year exceeds the average income of a
longer base period, the more likely it is that it is the product of a
Iong er period of work.

Under our proposal, the taxpayer whose income in the current year
is at least 20 percent of the prior 3 years could average over those
years. The House committee proposed 20 percent for a 4-year base
period ;we suggested 33 1A percent.

At the other end of the scale if his income in the current year
were, say, 40 percent-a considerably higher amount-above the
average of the preceding 6 years, he could average over the 6-yearperiod.

We think this approach would more closely approximate the pur-
pose of averaging which is to have a tax rate on this kind of income
reach some equivalence with the income tax paid by individuals who
earn the same amount over the same period of time but receives it
gradually.

Those are the two proposals we submit for your consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me see, how many years do you want to

average across- now? Right now you can average over 5 years, as I
understand it?

Mr. KARP. Over years.
The CHARMAN. You take this year and average it with the four

previous ones; right?
Mr. KARP. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. How many do you want to put into that?
Mr. KmU. We propose 6 years plus the current year, which would

make a total of 7 years as the maximum period. But with a much
higher requirement to elect that longer period. The excess income in
the current year must be higher than the 20 percent-for the 5-year
period. It would have to be 40 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Now, give me your example, if you would, please, of the kind of

case that you think would require 7 years.
Mr. KARP. I can think, without actually knowing the gentleman's

personal financial problems, of an author like William Shirer, who
spent almost that much time writing the "Rise and Fall of the Third
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Reich," and who has now spent as much time writing a history of
the French Third Republic. Since the "Rise and Fall of the Third
Reich," which was almost 6 years ago, he has thus been at work on one
book, which will be published, I think, this year. If it succeeds lie
will have in 1 or 2 years the fruit of approximately 6 years of labor.

The CHAMMAN. Well, you could say, I guess, the same thing about
someone who is an inventor who works over a period of many years,
perhaps even longer than 7 years. Let us assume for the sake of argu-
ment some fellow-and usually this is done in a big research organiza-
tion-but if some individual person who was working on an invention,
suppose something, for example, he is trying to find a cure for cancer,
and he worked on it over a period of 15 years, and eventually he did
come up with it, it would stand to reason that he should not be taxed
all of that in 1 or 2 years, but that he should have it spread over a
longer period of time.

Inventors, I guess, would be an example, too; wouldn't they?
Mr. KARP. Yes; inventors would be covered by this, as they are now;

lawyers, doctors, any self-employed person or any person who is an
employee for that matter, who had this concentrated income. That is
how the law works today.

We are just suggesting a change to add two additional base periods.
It is not confined to authors or inventors.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I was trying to recall-I believe when I was
on the Interior Committee-a lawyer pleading one of these Indian
claims cases, was told if a lawyer is going to take one of these old
Indian claims cases he ought to be a young lawyer, otherwise he would
not live long enough to see it to a conclusion.

So that that type of thing justifies an even broader averaging than
just the 5 years.

Mr. KARP. Yes, sir.
The CHAIAN. All right.
Thank you.
Senator Miller.
I am going to leave this with Senator Miller.
Senator MILLER. I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller usually has a depth of intellectual

curiosity that makes him want to delve into some of these things more
deeply, so I thought he might have been intrigued by your testimony
here today.

Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I was impressed by the testimony,
and I think that this is the kind of testimony that we like to get where
not only do we receive some criticism of a bill but we receive some sug-
gestions, and not just one but we are given some options.

I was only going to make this point, and that is that it seems to me
that the longer we go back beyond the years the more difficulty we have
from an administration standpoint. The average taxpayer does pretty
well to save his tax records back 3 years, and he does wonderfully well
to save them for 5 years, but if we keep pushing it back we won't have
the kind of information we need to have to substantiate tax returns, and
my instinctive reaction, looking at the administrative side of it, would
be to go with the 3-year approach to it.

Mr. KARP. I think that could be possible, although, with an incentive,
I think many people would save their tax returns a little longer.
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Senator MILL R. Especially authors.
Mr. KARP. Especially authors.
Senator Mzwxu. Ye.
We appreciated your testimony very much. Thank you.
(Mr. Karp's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF IRWIN KARP, COUNSEL, TIE AUTHORS LEAGUE OF AMERICA

SUMMARY
See. 802-The 50% tax limit

1. The 50% tax limit would not apply to authors, dramatists and composers
under the present definition of "earned Income", which Is restrcited to income from
"personal service".

2 The 50% limit was intended to apply to income earned by a taxpayer's per-
sonal efforts--as distinguished from income produced by the use of capital. An
author's income is "earned income".

3. "Earned Income" should be defined to include income derived by an author
from the disposition of rights to use his works [as in Sec. 401(c) (2) (C) (IRC) ].

4. The 50% limit would provide a more equitable tax rate and would eliminate
a formidable deterrent to independent creative woric.
Sco. 811-Income averaging

1. Sec. 1301 (IRC) does not provide equitable taxation of an author when his
income from one or two works, resulting from the creative effort of several years,
is concentrated in the upper brackets of one or two tax years.

2. Section 1301 should be revised to permit the use of 3 alternative base periods
for "income averaging"; the extent to which current income must exceed the
average of a given period to increase in relation to the length of the period.

My name is Irwin Karp. I am counsel of The Authors League of America,
a national society of professional writers and dramatists and submit this
statement on its behalf.

The Authors League urges the Committee to extend the protection of the
proposed 50% tax limit to authors, composers and dramatists. It also requests
the Committee to consider revisions in the "tax-averaging" provisions which
are described below.
Se. 802--The ,50% limit

Section 802 would limit the maximum tax rate on earned income to 50%.
The Authors League believes that this maximum rate should be adopted.
However, the proposed new section od the Code (Sec. 1438, IRC) would not-
as written--apply the 50% limit to -writers, dramatists, poets, composers, artists
and persons in other creative occupations. They would continue to pay taxes
ranging up to 70%, if their earnings were substantial. These individuals should
not be taxed at higher rates than corporate executives and employees, lawyers
and doctors, actors or professional athletes. Yet that would be the result, un-
less 802 is amended to include a more reasonable definition of "earned income".

We believe that the exclusion of authors from the 50% limit was Inadvertent.
The limit was intended to apply to Income earned by a taxpayer's personal
efforts--and not to income produced by the use of capital. However, to draw
the line, a definition of "earned income" was incorporated from Sec. 911(b)
of the Code. But that definition was formulated to serve the particular purposes
of -See. 911 which exempts income earned by certain non-resident citizens from
tax. The Sec. 911 definition consequently limited "earned Income" to salaries
and other income from "personal services"-to confine the exemption to those
citizens who are required tolive abroad, I.e., those who earn their living by
rendering services in other countries.

The See. 911 definition does not include other forms of income earned by
a taxpayer's work and personal efforts, such as Income earned by writing,
eofposing end other creative occupatons, Thus, while the Internal Revenue
Service (and the Code) recognize that a sqlf-employed author earn* income by
creatig a book or play, it contends that this does not constitute income from
"personal services" as that term is used in See, 911. Consequently, if Sec.
802 only applies to income falling with the -Sec. 911 defintion, authors will not
be protected by the 50% limit.
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Congress resolved the same dilemma in 1966 when it amended See. 401
(IRC) which permits self-employed taxpayers to make deductible contributions
to retirement plans -based on their "earned income". That section originally
defined "earned income" by incorporating the definition of Sec. 911(b). As this
Committee noted, IRS took the position that a free-lance author's income was
not compensation for personal services and therefore not "earned income".
(Sen. Rep. No. 1707, 89th Cong. 2nd Sess.) The (Oommittee said:

The intent of the Congress in -adopting the 'earned income' concept wasg
to limit the applicability of these provisions to the portion of a self-employed
person's income which was a result of his individual efforts as distinguished
from a return on capital. Your committee does not believe that for this purpose
the classification of income from an author's writing (or an inventor's inven-
tion), which is so clearly a result of his individual efforts, as 'earned' or 'not
earned' should depend upon the terms of the contract under which the author
(or inventor) is to be onipensated."

Similarly, self-employed authors' income should be recognized as "earned in-
come" under See. 802. It as as much earned by his work and personal efforts
as are the fees paid to a lawyer or doctor, or the salary paid to a corporate
executive, or the writer who works as an employee. The only difference is that
the free-lance author translates his creative work into earnings by licensing
or selling -rights in his book or play, rather than by doing the work under a
professional retainer, or an employment relationship.

The Internal Revenue Code classifies an author's earnings as income produced
by his personal efforts; not as income derived from the use of capital. See.
1221 prohibits an author from treating his book or play as a capital asset; and
denies him the right to claim a capital gain on any disposition of his work.
Congress enacted this provision in 1950 on ground that an author's income was
the result of his personal efforts and should therefore be taxed as ordinary
income. (House Report No. 2319,81st Cong. 2nd Sess.)

We respectfully urge that Sec. 802 be amended to apply the 50% limit to
income earned by self-employed authors (and by composers, artists and other
creative persons)-i.e., the income they derive by licensing, selling or otherwise
disposing of the works they create. This could be accomplished by inserting in
Section 802 the additional definition of "earned income" contained in Section 401:

"(C)-Income from disposition of Certain Property.-For purposes of this
section, the term 'earned income' includes gains (other than any gain which is
treated under any provision of this chapter as gain from the sale or exchange of
a capital asset) and net earnings derived from the sale or other disposition of,
the transfer of any interest in, or the licensing of the use of property (other
than good will) by an individual whose personal efforts created such property."

The Authors League believes that the 50% limit should be adopted. The present
upper-bracket rates are "extremely high" and "unrealistic" (H. Rep. 91-413, page
208) ; and patently unfair to the individual who earns his income rather than
derives it from "capital gains" investments. The rates impose a particularly
heavy penalty on individuals such as authors and artists whose few years of high
income are the result of many years of poorly compensated work. The tax averag-
ing provisions of the Code, even improved as the Reform Act proposes (or as we
suggest) cannot, in many instances, mitigate the confiscatory effect of these
rates.

Furthermore, the present rates deter authors from independent creative work.
Writing a book or play requires the self-employed author to expend a great deal
of time (months or years) and money, to support himself and his family. If the
work fails he loses everything; he has no loss deduction. The odds against success
are high; free-lance writing is a high-risk occupation. Add to this the fact that
if the book succeeds, as much as 70% of its earnings will go to the federal govern-
ment in taxes (plus an additional slice for state tax), and it is understandable
that some very talented writers frequently decide not to enter the contest.

It is much safer for an author to hire out to a motion picture company, magazine
or other employer. He cannot write the book or play he would have created as
a free-lance. But his writing is guaranteed to produce salaried income, whether
the work succeeds or fails. And the money he would have used to finance a free-
lance work can be invested in securities. Even in today's market, the risk is less;
and any gain would cost him 25% (plus surtax) rather than 70%. What we
lose is the book or play be might have created had the tax rates not made risk
of independent work so e:.orbitant, a book or play that might have enriched our
culture.
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The Authors League believes that the 50% maxinium tax rate would remove
this formidable obstacle to independent writing and provide a more equitable
tax system.

See. 311-Income averaging
Section 1301 of the Code was designed to eliminate unfair taxation of indivi-

duals whose compensation for several years of work is concentrated in one or
two comparatively high Income years. For example, the author who spends years,
with little return, writing a book which produces substantial Income in the year
it is published. Or, the dramatist who creates several plays over a period of years,
sees some score artistic success, but only has one that produces substantial Income
for a year or two. When the return for several years of work is concentrated in
one or two years, it becomes high-backet income, taxed much more heavily than
If it had been received gradually over the period of work.

Section 311 of the Bill would liberalize See. 1301 by permitting current income
to be "averaged" when it was 20% (rather thai 33%%) greater than average
Income In the prior 4 years. However, this improvement would not reach two
areas of difficulty under the present section. The averaging formula imposes a
tax on an Individual's "concentrated income" which approximates the tax he
would have pald had it been received ratably during the previous four years and
the current year. But for some taxpayers, including many authors, the concen-
trated income represents the result of a much longer period of work. Limiting
"averaging" to a five year period still produces harsh results: it does not leave
such an individual with a fair share of "after-tax" income to compensate him
for his years of work. Had the Income been spread over the period of work, it
would have been taxed at lower rates (often much lower than the 50% maximum
of See. 802).

On the other hand an author may over a period of many years have only two
successful works; but be unfortunate enough to have the second success occur
within four years of the first. The income front the first work raises his four-year
average to the point where he cannot apply Section 1301 to the windfall income
of the second work and he Is taxed at the high-bracket rates of the year in which
the income was received.

To meet both problems, we respectfully suggest that See. 1301 be revised to
allow an individual to elect one of three alternative "base periods":

(i) If his current year's income exceeds his average annual income for the
three (3) previous years by at least 20%, he may compute the tax on the
excess as If it had been received ratably during the prior 3 years and the
current year;

(ii) if his current year's income exceeds his average annual Income for
the preceding four (4) years by at least 33%11%, he may compute the tax on
the excess as if it had been received ratably during the prior 4 years and the
current year; and

(ii1) If his current year's income exceeds his average annual income for
the preceding six (6) years by at least 40%, he may compute the tax on the
excess as If it had been received ratably during the prior 0 years and the
current year.

The length of the base period would depend on the extent to which current
income exceeded the average for prior years. Since a greater Increase is more
likely to be the result of a longer period of work, this formula would produce a
closer approximation of the tax that would have been paid had the income been
received ratably during that period. In each case, the method of computation
provided In See. 1301 would apply, adjusted for the number of years in the
applicable base period.

Other sections of the Internal Revenue COde allow a taxpayer to choose between
alternative methods of "receiving" income, and taking deductions, amortization
and depreciation-thus affecting the amount of tax to be paid. For Example:
under Section 167 a corporate or individual taxpayer may select various methods
of depreciation; under Section 451, they may report Income on a completed
contract or percentage of completion method: under Section 45, they may report
income In the year a sale is made or over a period of years, on an Installment
basis

We believe this change would provide more equitable taxation of self-employed
authors, composers and artists, athletes, actors, musicians and others engaged
In occupations where income fluctuates widely over a period of years.
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eec. 331-Minim um tar, on deferred corn penwa tion
Sec. 331 of the Bill would place a minihunm tax on deferred compensation for

personal services. By its terms, the Section does not apply to periodic payments to
authors under the "spread forward" revisionss of publishing contracts; nor does
the tax formula appear to have been drawn with any intention that it apply to
such payments. However, if nny changes are to tie made in the Section which
would effect payments under these contracts, we respectfully request the oppor-
tunity to submit a statement. The circumstances involved in such contracts are
quito different from those involved in provisions for deferred compensation of
employees; and imposition of the minimum tax on payments under these con-
tracts would produce substantial inequities.

(The following communications were received by the committee
expressing an interest. in the subject of income averaging:)

Tim AUTHORS LEAGUE OF AMEitICA, INC.,
New York, N.Y., July 31, 1969.

Hon. RUTSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Conimittce oni Finance.
U.S. Senate,
Waihington, D.C.

)EAR CHAIRMAN LONo: The, Authors League of America respectfully submits
the following suggestion for revision of the "tiveraging provisions" of the Internal
Revenue Code (Sec. 1301). We understand that changes In the Section are being
considered by the House Ways and Means Committee.

Section 1301 was designed to eliminate unfair taxation of individuals whose
compensation for several years of work is concentrated In one or two compara-
tively high Income years. For example, the author who spends years, with little
return, writing a book which produces substantial Income the year it is pub-
lished. Or, the dramatist who creates several plays over a period of years.
sees some score artistic success, but only has one that produces substantial
income for a year or two. When the return for several years of work Is con-
centrated in one or two years, It becomes high-bracket Income, taxed much
more heavily than if it had been received gradually over the period of work.

While Section 1301 has reduced this inequity, It has not produced fair tax
results In many Instances. The House Ways and Means Committee, recognizing
this, is considering various revisions to make the Section more equitable. We
understand that one contemplated change would permit an individual to compute
his tax under the "averaging" formula when his current Income Is at least 25%
above his averaging Income for the four preceding years. At present, "averaging"
is only allowed if current income is at least 33% higher than the average of
the prior four years.

While this is an Improvement, it would not eliminate Inequities In two areas.
The averaging formula of See. 1301 is designed to impose a tax on an individual's
'concentrated income" (the amount exceeding 138%% of his four year average)
which approximates the taxes he would have paid had it been received ratably
during the previous four years and the current year. But for some taxpayers,
Including many authors, the concentrated income truly represents the result of
a much longer period of work. Limiting "averaging" to a five year period still
produces harsh results; it does -not leave such an individual with a fair share
of "after-tax" income to compensate him for his years of work.

On the other hand an author may over a period of many years have only
two successful works; but be unfortunate enough to have the second success occur
within four years of the first. The income from the first work raises his four-
year average to the point where he cannot apply Section 1301 to the windfall
income of the second work and he is taxed at the high-bracket rates of the year
in which the Income was received,

To meet both problems, we respectfully suggest that Sec. 1301 be revised
to allow an individual to elect one of three alternative "base periods":

(I) if his current year's income exceeds his average annual Income for the
three (3) years by at least 25%, he may compute the tax on the excess as if it
had been received ratably during the prior 3 years and the current year.

(1) If his current year's income exceeds his average annual income for the
preceding four (4) years by at least 331,%, he may compute the tax on the excess
as If it had been received ratably during the prior 4 years and the current
year.
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(iii) if his current year's Income exceeds his average annual Income for the
preceding sx (6) years by at least 40%, he may compute the tax on the excess
as if it had been received ratably during the prior 6 years and the current year.

A taxpayer would be entitled to elect any one of the three alternatives, pro-
vided he met the requi'ements. In each case, the method of computation pro-
vided in Sec. 1301 would apply, adjusted for the number of years in the applicable
base period.

As you know several other sections of the Internal Revenue Code allow a tax-
payer to choose between alternative methods of "receiving" income, and taking
deductions, amortization and depreciation-thus affecting the amount of tax to
be paid. For example: under Section 167 a corporate or Individual taxpayer may
select various methods of depreciation; under Section 451, they may report in-
come on a completed contract or percentage of completion method; under Sec-
tion 453, they may report income in the year a sale is made or over a period of
years, on an installment basis.

We believe this change would produce more equitable taxation of free-lance
authors, composers and artists, of athletes, actors and musicians and of other
velf-employed individuals. It would not give them an advantage over other tax-
payers. As self-employed persons, in high risk vocations, they are now pay-
ing more taxes on their total income than do employees of corporations and other
businesses (often with much higher incomes) who have the advantage of con-
stant salary income, bonuses, stock options and deferred compensation-re-
muneration which is spread over a far longer period of time.

We respectfully urge your favorable consideration of this suggested amend-
ment.

Respectfully yours,
JEROME WEIDMAN, President.

ARTHUB ANDERSEN & Co.,
ilelago, Ill., September 18, 1969.

Re Statement Regarding H.R. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1960.
CoMuIrrER ON FINANCE,
New Senate Offie Buldfing,
Was1Ungto., D.C.

Da Sie: The primary reasons given for revision of the income averaging
provisions are simplification and equity, yet, the effective date for the new pro-
visions is for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1960. Apart from any
effect on revenue, there appears to be no justification for prolonging the com-
plications and inequities of the income averaging computation. We suggest that
the proposed income averaging provisions be effective for the calendar year 1969
as well.

This statement is submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with a
particular area or the proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments
and recommendations contained herein be made part of the record of testimony
relative to the legislative changes contemplated for Income averaging. We shall
be pleased to discuss these matters further with you or the Committee, either
In person or by telephone. Please call us collect at 812-464-6262 if necessary.

Very truly yours,
JOHN MENDzNnALL, Director of Taxee.

The CHAI^MAN. The committee will be in recess; we will adjourn
until tomorrow morning at 9:80.

(Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 9:30 am., Friday, September 26,1969.)
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Written Testimony Received by the Committee Expressing an
Interest in the Subject of Farm Losses

UPHAM, MEEKER & WEITIIORN,
New York, N.Y., August 25, 1969.

Re: Comments and Suggestions re Tax Reform Act of 1969.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Scnatec,
New S natc Offe Building,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: This letter comments upon several aspects of H.R. 13270 (as
passed by the House on August 7, 1969) 91st Cong., Ist Sess., i.e., Sections 211
(gains from dispositions of farm property), 213 (hobby losess, 221 (limitations
on deduction of interest), and 302 (allocation of deductions) All of the com-
ments concern the fact that the provisions in question are, to some extent, in-
consistent with the stated purposes thereof.

SECTION 211

The ordinary income treatment provided for by new Section 1251 extends to
situations beyond those apparently intended to be covered in accordance with
the stated purpose of the Section. Therefore, it is respectfully suggested that
Section 1251 be revised to limit its operation in conformity with such purpose, as
described below.

It is stated, at pages 62-66 of the Report of the House Committee on Ways and
Means (Part 1) ("House Report") that the abuse against which Section 1251
is directed is the conversion, under preset law, of ordinary income into capital
gain. Such abuse is effected by the deduction of farm losses under circumstances
where ordinary nonfarm income is offset. Since the farm expenditures so de-
ducted do not enter into the -tax computation of the tax basis of the farm assiet to
which they relate, the net effect is to increase the capital gain realized on the
eventual sale of such asset. Because the reduction of ordinary Income results
in a greater tax waving than the larger tax incurred due to the increased capital
gain, there is a substantial net tax benefit to the taxpayer. (House Report, at p.
63.) Section 1251 would diminish, or eliminate, such tax benefit by providing
ordinary income treatment upon the disposition of certain farm properties, which
disposition otherwise would result in capital gains, to the extent of the taxpayer's
"excess deductions account".

The tax abuse against which Section 1251 is directed, i.e, the conversion of
ordinary income into capital gains, does not occur where the farm loms is, in fact,
deducted against nonfarm long-term capital gains. However, while the determina-
tion of the amount of the "excess deductions account" under Section 1251 (b) (3)
(A) does require a reduction of such account "for deductions which did not re-
suit in a reduction of the taxpayer's tax . . . for the taxable year or any Ine-
ceding year . . .", no similar adjustment is required for deductions which were
applied against long-term capital gaits.

Whore farm losses have been deducted against nonfarm capital gains, Section
1251, in its present form, goes beyond its stated ptrrlxse to prevent the conver-
sion of ordinary income into calptal gain. It converts what otherwise would be
capital gain into ordinary income, even though the taxiayer haIs not enjoyed the
advantage against which the provision is aimed. Thus, in the name of preventing
taxpayer abuse, an apparently unintended inequity has been created.

It is, therefore, respectfully suggested that Section 1251 (d) (3) (A) be revised.
in order to eliminate the above described Inequity, to read as follows--

"(A) an amount equal to the farm net income for such year, plus the amounts.
(determined as provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-
gate) necessary to adjust the account for deductions which (t) did not result
in a reduction of the taxpayer's tax under this subtitle for the taxable year or
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any preceding taxable year (including such amounts which did not result in a
reduction of tax because of the application of section 84 (relating to limit on tax
preferences)), or (ii) were applied in the reduction of long-term capital gains,
and"

SECTION 218

The House Report states (sa 1. 71) that the new hobby loss provision, Section
270, as amended, reflects existing case law. As such, it is said to be preferable
to the tests of existing Section 270. If it Is correct that the new statutory pro-
vision is based on existing case law, it is not explained why a new statutory
provision Is necessary. However, there is a fundamental difference between
existing case law, under which the allowance of deductions is dependent upon
the taxpayer's Intention to earn a profit, and the rule of new Section 270, which
depends on the reasonablenes of the taxpayer's expectation of profit. Section
270, as amended, appears onerous and raises many difficult technical questions.
It is respectfully suggested that Section 270 be revised to correspond more
closely with present case law, or that the handUng of the hobby los pioblem
be left to the courts, which appear to have dealt adequately with it n the past.

The overwhelming ,majority of the courts have held that the taxpayer's inten-
tion or motive to earn a profit from an activity determines the allowability
of deductions connected therewith. See McGowan v. Commissioner, 347 F. 2d 728
(7th Oir. 1965) ; Lamont v. Commissioner, 339 F. 2d 877 (2d Cir. 1965) ; Howell
v. Commissioner, 332 F. 2d 428 (3d Cir. 1964) ; Hirsch v. Commissioner, 315 F.
2d 731 (9th Cir. 1963) ; Broderick v. Derby, 236 F. 2d 35 (10th Cir. 1956) ; White
v. Commissioner, 227 F. 2d 779 (6th Cir. 1955) ; Coffey v. Commissioner, 141 F.
2d 204 (5th Cir. 1944). While the reasonableness of a taxpayer's expectation of
profit may, in fact, -be evidence of his motive, we have found no case In which
such expectation was held to be the ultimate test. On the contrary, the Courts
of Appeals for the Second and Fourth circuits, and the Tax Court, have expressly
rejected the reasonable expectation -test. See the Lamont and Hirsch cases,
cited eove, and Valentine Howell, 41 T.C. 13 (1968), aff'd. per curiam, 332 F. 2d
428 (8d Cir. 1964).

The reasonable expectation test should not be used, primarily because it
penalizes honest business mistakes, re well as for the other reasons discussed
below. Many new businesses entered into solely for profit, as well as with high
exPectaions prove on hindsight, to -have been ill conceived. It is often difficult
to show, in retrospect, that the prospects for success of a business with a con-
tinuing loss history initially were, in fact, reasonable. Yet, if an entrepreneur
were Ill advised, his deductions would be denied under Section 270, as amended,
irrespective of his motive. We submit that such a result is fundamentally unfair.

The ultimate test of deductibility should be, as it Ins under present law (apart
from Setion 270, I.R.C.), the taxpayer's intent to make a profit. It may be con.
tended that such test Is difficult to administer, resting as It does on subjective
intent, end that a more objective oriterion would limit tax avoidance In this area.
It is doubtful that this is correct. The correlation between the existence of a
profit motive and a reasonable expectation of profit will vary greatly from case
to case. Moreover, even the House Report does not state that the application of
the intent test by the Courts has allowed substantial tax avoidance.

Indeed, It ppars that the Intent teft has been applied very effectively, and
without undue leniency, by the courts. This is indicated to some extent by the
fact that all of the cases cited above, except the Derby case, resulted in the
disallowance of loss deductions, including those cases in which the reasonable
expectation of profit test was expressly rejected. (The above cases were selected
on the basis of the fact that they appear to represent recent expressions of the
Courts of Appeals In question. There are dozens of cases In this area other than
those cited which also hold for the Government.) There is substantial reason to
doubt that the proposed statutory provision would more effectively prevent
avoidance than does present law, and the net result probably would be to disallow
losses resulting from profit-seeking ventures which went awry.

Moreover, the proposed form of new Section 270 seems inadequate and would
raise difficult interpretative questions (for example, whether "profits" corre-
sponds to taxable income or some other concept). To illustrate, suppose a busi-
ness is begun with assets having a high tax basis, In excess of value. Although
the enterprise is operated on a sound economic basis, tax losses may be expected
to result because of high depreciation deductions. Or, suppose the fairly common
situation of an operating business which has become unprofitable after years of
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success, and, although there is no substantial prospect of current profits the
business is continued in the hope of a future turn, which hope eventually proves
to have been unreasonable. Or, further, suppose an unprofitable business is con-
tinued for a period of time, without any expectation of profits, so as to permit
an orderly liquidation of assets which might minimize or prevent additional
losses. It appears that all of the above described situations, as well as other
similar situations, could or would undeservedly be adversely affected by the
proposed section.

The people of this Nation rightly taw. pride in their spirit of enterprise, and
most of our presently large and successful business organizations started small
and with dubious prospects. Many new businesses, with good prospects, do fail,
for a variety of reasons. To subject any substantial number of those entrepreneurs
whose businesses have failed to the burden of a hindsight examination of the
reasonableness of their profit prospects seems disproportionate to the problem,
and would, in some measure, discourage new enterprise.

It seems preferable, in view of the above described potential for Inequity, to
leave matters in their present state. If, as seems to be suggested by the House
Report, the continued existence of present Section 270 in the Code will cause too
much administrative reliance on its provisions, and insufficient use of the profit
motive test, then Section 270 should be repealed.

SECTION 2 21

There is a possible construction of the term "investment interest", as defined
in Section 163(d) (3) (D), as amended, which would disallow, as a deduction
against rents from real property, the interest on a debt incurred to purchase such
real property. According to the House Report, such a construction appears not to
have been intended. But, in the interest of certainty and clarity, Section 163(d)
should be revised to more clearly effectuate such intent.

Section 163(d) (1) disallows "Investment inteL _t" (with exceptions not here.
relevant) in excess of "net investment income." The latter term does not include
rents derived from a business. See Section 163(d) (1) (A) and (C), as amended.
But, under the possible interpretation here discussed, "investment interest"
could arise from property used In a business.'

The combined application of these rules would result in interest being dis-
allowed as a deduction against income front the very same property as gave rise
(via a debt incurred to purchase the property) to such interest.

Section 163(d) (3) (A), as amended, defines "investment income" to Include
rents, etc., and gains from the disposition of "property held for investment."
Income or gains "derived from the conduct of a trade or business" are expressly
excluded front "investment Income." As an original proposition, It might have
been concluded that the term "property held for Investment," without more, does
not Include property used in a business. But, the use of an express exclusion
in Section 163(d) (3) (A) results in a strong contrary implication.

Section 163(d) (3) (D) defines "investment interest" as interest on debts in-
curred to purchase or carry "property held for investment." Therefore, under
the above described mnplicatlon regarding the mening of "property held for in-
vestment" derived from Section 163(d) (3) (A), above, "investment Interest" mev
Include interest on debts incurred to purchase or carry property used in a bust-
ness. The interpretation of investment Interest as Including interest Incurred in a
business Is further strengthened by new Section 277(c) (1) (B) (relating to
"Allocation of Deductions"). That Section refers to "interest . . . Incurred in
the conduct of a ... businem (other then for investnt Interest, as defined in
Section 168(d) (3) (D) .. .)." Here, the express exception of investment interest
from interest incurred in a business implies that it Is possible for investment
interest to be incurred In the conduct of a business.'Despite the above described support for this interpretation, the Committee
Report clearly indicates that such a result was not intended. The Report states
(at p. 73), In explanation of the section, ". . . interest on funds borrowed in
connection with a trade or business would not be affected by the limitation." If
the above described interpretation of "investment interest" were to prevail, other-
wise valid interest deductions incurred in a business would be disallowed without
any reason.

"'Itt i clear that real estate held for the production of rental income, and which may
therefore be viewed as held for investment. may also be treated as property used In business.
See e.g., Gf5Iord v. Commi#stoter 201 F. 2d 735 (2d Cir. 1953) ; Fackler v. £'ommloafoower,
183 F. 2d 509 (6th Cir. 1948), and Rego., Section 1.855-1(d), example 4.
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Therefore, it is respectfully suggested that Section 163(d) (3) (D) be amended
to read as follows:

"(D) INVESTMENT INTEREST--The term "investment interest" means in-
terest paid or accrued on indebtedness incurred or continued to purchase or
carry property held for investment, but only such property as i8 not used in the
conduct of a trade or business."

SECTION 302

The possible interpretation of the term "investment interest", discussed above,
also affects the operation of new Section 277 of the Code. Such interpretation
would result in treament inconsistent with the stated purpose of Section 277.
Therefore, Section 277 should be revised in conformity with that purpose.

Under the possible interpretation of "investment interest," discussed above,
Section 277 would require the allocation of interest incurred in carrying on a
business. See Section 277(c) (1) (A) (I) and 277(c) (1) (B). That such an inter-
pretation of "investment interest" was not intended is indicated in the above
discussion of Section 221.

Moreover, allocation of interest incurred in a business would be inconsistent
with the avowed purpose of Section 277. It is stated (at p. 82 of the Report)
that allocation of a deduction is required only where it is reasonable to assume
that a portion of the pertinent expense is met out of nontaxable income. Such
an assumption is not reasonable in the case of any business expense, including
interest incurred in a business. Section 277 does not include business expenses
among the "allocable expenses" set forth in Section 277(C) (1).(A), and Section
277(c) (1) (B) expressly excludes from the operation of the Section all taxes
and interest incurred in a business, subject to the above discussed possible
exception with respect to investmentn interest." No reason is stated, nor does
any exist, why interest expense incurred in business should be treated differently
from any other business expense.

It is therefore respectfully suggested that Section 277(c)i(1).(B) be revised to
read as follows:

"(B) EXCEPTION-Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to interest and taxes
paid or incurred In the conduct of a trade or business."

Very truly yours,
RAYMOND RUiN.
STA .L Y S. WITHON.

NATIONAL WOOL GROwERs AB5OOLTION,
3att Lake City, Utah, September 15, 1969.

Honorable RussELL B. LONo,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.A.

DzA.a SENATOR LONG: The National Wool Growers Association is joining with
the National Livestock Tax Committee in opposing the following provisions of
the House-passed tax bill because of their potential for large-scale damage to
the livestock industry:

1. Excess Deduction Account (EDA)-EDA will tend to eliminate the use of
the cash basis of accounting utilized by ranchers and farmers throughout the
country. EDA could require sheepmen and cattlemen to switch to the impos..
sibly complex and virtually unenforceable strict accrual accounting system.

Also, under EDA, capital gains on the sale of ranch land would be abolished
to the extent of soil, water, and land clearing expenses claimed in the five years
prior to the sale.

2. Operating ranch without profit motive-This dangerous provision of the
Tax Reform Act would make the presumption that if a ranch showed losses of
$25,000 or more in three out of five consecutive years, then even a bona fide
sheepman or cattleman who has been in business all his life would legally need
to prove he was lu business to make a profit, and therefore could lose all farm
lose deductions unless he made such showing.

&. Limit on Tax Preferences (LTP)-LTP Is an attempt to limit the amount
of certain "tax preferences" a rancher could! claim in one year; such "tax prefer-
ences" could include the amount by which farm losses calculated on the cash
basis, exlusive of capital gains and losses on farm assets, exceed the farm losses
calculated under the strict accrual method. In other words, the rancher would
need to keep two sets of books--one on the cash basis, and the other on the strict
accrual basis. I
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4. Allocation of Deductions--In addition to the provision on LTP, the Act
would also limit certain personal deductions by non-corporate taxpayers which
are fully allowable under present tax rules, based on the amount of "tax prefer-
ences" which would include certain farm losses.

In lieu of these provisions, we strongly support the positive approach taken
bythe National Livestock Tax Committee which will be presented before the
Senate Finance Committee on September 22nd. The proposals of the National
Livestock Tax Committee would eliminate tax profiteering by a few iwthout
inflicting substantial damage to the livestock industry.

We would greatly appreciate your support of the Tax Committee proposals.
Sincerely,

EDWIN E. MARSH,
Executive Secretary.

S1EEP AND GOAT RAISERS AssOcIATION,
San Angelo, Tea., Septcmber 3, 1969.

Honorable RALPH YARBOROUOH,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR' YARBoRoUoH: The actual physical structure of the livestock
Industry may be partially at stake because of some of the proposed tax reform.
There are two particular reforms which we feel would be extremely detrimental
to the livestock industry. These are the abolishment of the cash basis of account-
ing, and the portion known as the Excess Dedutcion Account, which would under
certain conditions reduce or eliminate capital gains on livestock used for breed-
ing purposes.

As you are well aware, the livestock industry has long been on the cash basis
and has become accustomed to this type of accounting system. Under some of the
proposals, deductions could not be made for production and other costs until
the livestock is sold. Also, land clearing and soil and water conservation expenses
could not be deducted, rather they would be capitalized.

Senator Yarborough, we feel that all of this is totally unneeded, and we would
urge that you oppose this legislation. Further, we urge that you contact members
of the Senate Finance Committee and express the dissatisfaction of the Senate
Finance Committee and express the dissatisfaction of our industry tGward these
proposals.

Sincerely,
JOE YORK, Jr., President.

TEXAS AND SOUTHWESTERN CATTLE RAISEms ASSOCIATION,
Artnr1llo, Tex., September 29, 1969.

The Honorable RALPH W. YAIOROUoH,
U.S. Senate, Old Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR YARBOROUGH: Recently the Texas and Southwestern Cattle
Raisers Association presented statements regarding agricultural policies at the
"Listening Conference" held at Texas A&M University -by Secretary of Agricul-
ture Clifford M. Hardin and his staff. I am enclosing copies of my statement and
the statement given by Mr. Ben H. Carpenter, the immediate past president of
this Association.

Senator, I wish to call to your attention that there are certain provisions in
the Tax Reform Act of 1969, already passed by the House as H.R, 13270, which
would have disastrous effects on the cattle industry should they be enacted, and we
of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association are quite concerned
over this possibility. These proposals are now under review by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee and we urge your immediate attention to this matter which is
so important to the thousands of people engaged In livestock production in Texas.

In effect these provisions would segregate livestock producers into a special
class of taxpayers upon whom discriminatory and punitive restrictions would be
imposed which are not imposed upon any other taxpayers. It is obvious that
the authors of these particular provisions have no knowledge of the commercial
livestock Industry. In the past you have supported the livestock industry of
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Texas and we respectfully and urgently request your active leadership in pre-
venting these disastrous provisions from being enacted into law by the Senate.

We recognize that there have been a few wealthy individuals in the country
who have made investments in farm and ranch operations on a short term
basis for "tax profit" purposes. However, the solutions to this problem con-
tained in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 go beyond the correction of this situation
to the extreme detriment of the legitimate livestock producers of the country.
The livestock industry acting through the National Livestock Tax Committee,
has accepted a certain provision in the bill as appropriate and adequate to rem-
edy the abuses by the wealthy tax profiteers. However, an additional four pro-
visions, while they do not contribute significantly to additional deterrent to
abuses by these individuals, do constitute an outrageous mistreatment of the
legitimate livestock producers of the country, both large and small. Whereas, in
Texas we do have some of the largest ranches In the country, our industry is still
made up of many small and medium size producers. The great majority of the
ten thousand members of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association
fall into this classification. These additional provisions of the Tax Reform Act
of 1969 would result in disastrous effects upon the livestock industry of Texas.
I urge you to examine carefully the enclosed statement on the subject by the
Association's immediate past president, Mr. Ben H. Carpenter.

Texas is the largest livestock producing state in the country by a wide margin.
You are the Senior Senator from this important state and your consideration of
this industry and any assistance that you may be able to provide will be appre-
ciated.Respectfully yours, T. L. ROACH, Jr., President.

STATEMENT PRESENTED BY T. L. ROACH, JR., PRESIDENT, TEXAS AND SOUTH-
WESTERN CATTLE RAISERS ASSOCIATION, AMARILLO, TEX.

AT THE HEARING ON AGRICULTURE AND THE RURAL ECONOMY, COLLEGE STATION,
TElX., SEPTEMBER 18, 1969

Mr. Secretary, I am T. L. Roach, Jr., a rancher and President of the Texas
and Southwestern Oattle Raisers Association which has represented the cattle
producer in this area for more than 93 years.

Texas is the largest single beef cattle state in the nation with some 11 million
cattle of which some 5 million are cows. In addition, Texas is the fastest growing
feeding state. It is readily apparent the importance of cattle to Texas.

The cattle industry is dedicated to and capable of providing the nation an
abundant supply of beef. Its record of success is obvious in the growth.in the
per capita consumption of our product, now in excess of 109 pounds. This pro-
duefton of beef has been accomplished primarily through the initiative of
thousands of individual ranchers willing to risk their capital and labor in beef
production. This tremendous production of beef has come about without any of
the government supports or controls that have been the case in certain other
commodities.

The cattle industry has been willing to increase ts annual output without the
public burden of controls and supports. In fact given a reasonable price has tended
to overproduce to the benefit of the consumer. Those of us in the cattle industry
firmly believe that our interest and the interest of the consumer can best be
served under the System of private initiative and enterprise.

We are not anxious to have our industry burden other commodities of agricul-
ture. Equally, we strongly oppose efforts to solve other commodity problems at the
expense of livestock industry.

It has been the policy of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Associa-
tion to take a position only on those agricultural policies directly affecting the
cattle business. There have been comments and suggestions that a massive land
retirement program be put in effect and a large part of these retired crop acres
be turned to livestock production on what would amount to a government sub-
sidized basis.

Land retirement might be beneficial fortother commodities and we take no
iiosltion on that question. We most emphatically oppose the proposal to allow
grasing on retired crop acres or easements where production of beef would be
allowed on a subsidized basis. These proposals are unacceptable to the cattle in-
dustry and the short and long term effects will be contrary to the public interest.
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It would inevitably bring sharply higher meat prices on short term and chaos to
the industry on long term.

The result of government planning has brought other commodities to this
crisis and we submit there is no Justification in bringing the cattle business under
the same government planned scarcities and surpluses that have been disas-
trous to the other commodities which is apparent in these proposals -to use the
beef industry In an attempt to ease the burdensome surpluses in other com-
modities.

If land retirement must be a part of our nation's agricultural policy, it should
be handled in such a way that the land taken out of production of one surplus
commodity does not wind up producing another surplus of even greater
magnitude.

The cattle industry and the consumers, in summary, can best be served under
the atmosphere of open competition where the right to make a profit is associated
with the risk of going broke and certainly ndt where either result is brought
about by the effects of arbitrary rules or programs.

We feel that the USDA should carefully measure any changes in national agri-
cultural policy. We realize the delicate balance of responsibility that is yours,
Mr. Secretary. The Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers is willing at any time
to consult with you and your staff concerning areas of mutual interest. Thank
you for the opportunity this forum at College Station has provided us... and you.

STATEMENT PRESErqTED BY BEN H. CARPENTER, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT, TEXAS
AND SOUTHWESTERN CATTLE RAISERS ASSOCIATION, DALLAS, TEX.

AT THE HEARING ON AGRICULTURE AND THE RURAL ECONOMY COLLEGE STATION,
TEX., SEPTEMBER 18, 1969

My name is Ben H. Carpenter. I reside in Dallas, Texas, and operate ranches
in East Central Texas. My family has been in the business of raising cattle in
Texas since 1877.

My appearance at this conference is in my capacity as the immediate past pres-
ident of -the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association and as current
regional vice president for the southwest of the American National Cattlemen's
Association.

Mr. Secretary, during the political campaigns last year, I served as chairman
of the statewide Texans for Nixon Committee. In that capacity on several occa-
sions, I Shared the platform with President Nixon in his campaign appearances
in Texas. On those occasions in regarix to agriculture and livestock matters, he
repeatedly made one statement which was made in other parts of the country
as well.

That statement was to the effect that it was his intention that this administra-
tion would have a Secretary of Agriculture who would sound off and speak up
in behalf of the livestock and agricultural industry to the administration and
to the other agencies of the federal government rather than merely serving as
a mouthpiece for -the national administration to those who are engaged in the
livestock and agricultural business. This conference is evidence of your desire
to hear from representatives of agriculture as you develop the policies of your
department during the coming months and years, and I wish to express our
appreciation for your making this time available to us. I fully endorse the com.-
ment4 presented to you by the current president of the Texas and Southwestern
Cattle Raisers Association, Mr. T. L. Roach, Jr., with regard to future agri-
cultural policies.

However, Mr. Secretary, I wish to call to your attention a more urgent matter
regarding the well being and fair treatment of the livestock industry upon
which' thus far there has been only silence from this administration and your
department. I refer to the highly discriminatory penalties that would be im-
posed upon those persons engaged in the business of raising livestock by the 1909
Tax Reform Bill, already passed by the House and currently under study by the
Senate. Tragic consequences will result for the livestock industry if these dis-
criminatory and damaging provisions are enacted into law, and it wfll be an
even sadder situation if this is done while the Secretary of Agriculture remains
silent and does not speak out to the Treasury Department and to the Congress
in defense of the livestock industry of this country.

There are nine provisions in the 199 Tax Reform Bill which specifically and
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directly affect those persons engaged in the business of raising livestock. The
legitimate livestock producers of the country recognize that there have 'been
abuses of the tax laws by wealthy tax profiteers who have invested in various
relatively short-term cattle ventures, and the industry through tte National
Livestock Tax Committee has accepted and approves five of these nine proposals
as being appropriate and adequate to prevent these abuses. These five accept-
able provisions are:

1. Increasing the holding period to two years to obtain capital gains on breed-
ing animals.

2. Preventing tax free exchange of male and female calves.
3. Permitting the recapture of ordinary income of excessive depreciation on

breeding animals.
4. Providing for recapture as ordinary income land improvement expenses for

land held for a short period of time.
5. Requiring proof that animals are actually held for breeding purposes.
However, Mr. Secretary, there are four other provisions in the House passed

Tax Reform Bill which constitute an outrageous segregation of the livestocck
producers of this country into an Isolated category of taxpayers, upon whom
discriminatory restrictions and penalties are Imposed which are not placed upon
any other group of taxpayers in the country. When the full effects of these dis-
criminatory restrictions are understood and realized, the ultimate damaging
repercussions upon livestock producers and land values throughout the country
could become very significant and large.

I call upon you, Mr. Secretary, in your capacity as watchdog and spokesman
for the livestock industry, as President Nixon indicated you would be, to become
familiar with these four damaging provisions which discriminate against the
livestock industry of this country and I call upon you to urge the Treasury De-
partment and the Senate Finance Committee to remove these provisions from
the Tax Reform Bill.

Among other things, Mr. Secretary, these four provisions in effect say this: "If
you are engaged In the business of raising livestock, you cannot engage in or
invest in other activities for supplemental income except with certain penalties
and restrictions. On the other hand, If you are the butcher, the baker, the candle-
stick maker, the lawyer, the merchant, the restaurant operator, or are engaged
in any other business endeavor except agriculture, you are free to supplement
your income by other Investments without these restrictions and penalties." The
farmer and rancher are singled out as what might be described as "second-class
taxpayers" with special penalties imposed upon them alone and tax benefits
available to all other taxpayers removed from their use and reach. At a time
when the country is striving to eliminate "second-class citizenship" in all forms,
it would be ironic for the Congress to segregate the farmers and ranchers into
such a classification without any voice of protest in their defense by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

It is obvious that those persons who authored these four punitive tax reform
provisions have no realistic knov "edge of the range livestock industry. For
example, one provision is that if a farm or ranch operates at a loss of $25,000
or more for more than two consecutive years or any three years out of five con-
secutive years, it is automatically presumed to be a hobby and special penalties
are imposed and the rancher is denied the right to the deduction of his losses.
In the southwestern states, we are all familiar with the fact that droughts some-
times last for a period longer than two years, and in some cases, ranchers must
reduce and remove their breeding herds from their rangelands for extended
periods of time. Yet, under the House approved proposal, a rancher, while operat-
ing under the severest of conditions, would automatically be declared to be op-
erating a hobby by act of Congress and would be stripped of the normal tax
procedures with regard -to the handling of expenses.

Mr. Secretary, if this ridiculous provision had been in effect over the last
forty years, I would dare say that there would not be a single significant range
cattle operation in the southwestern United States that at one time or other dur-
Ing that period would not have been automatically, but erroneously, declared
to be a hobby.

The provision requiring all farmers and ranchers not on a strict accrual
method of accounting to establish an Excess Deduction Account is an outright
punitive requirement that would result in the denial to farmers and ranchers of
normal tax procedures available to other taxpayers. EDA would unduly penalize
the large number of farmers and rancher who owe several thousand dollars on
their property, since Interest and taxes, which are quite high, would Increase the
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size of losses. This would make it virtually impossible for persons to acquire a
farm or ranch and pay for it, and would, in effect, also deny the traditional
deduction in full of taxes and interest which is available to other taxpayers.

In addition to the proposed new definition of hobby losses and related penalties
and the EDA and its unfair pressure on small farmers and ranchers to switch
from a cash basis of accounting to the more complex system of accrual account-
ing, the other provisions which result in discriminatory treatment of farmers and
ranchers are those which by the manner of application of the limitation on tax
preferences and the alloca-tion of deductions single out farm and ranch losses as
tax preferences in spite of the nature of farm losses and their relation to uncon-
trollable weather conditions and the high risk of agricultural economic factors.

The livestock business receives no subsidy. In spite of the fact that they receive
one of the lowest yields of all businesses, livestock producers do not want any
subsidy from the government. However, they do expect and deserve fair treat-
ment from the government instead of the punitive and discriminatory treatment
singled out for the industry in the proposed Tax Reform Bill.

Mr. Secretary, I urge you to speak up and sound off to the Congress and to
the Treasury Department and demand fair treatment for the range livestock
producers of -this country. We look to you not only to prevent the tax mistreat-
ment of the ranchers and livestock farmers of the country, but also to prevent
the resulting damaging impact upon the economic stability of the industry in
subsequent years. Mr. Secretary, there is an old saying that "an ounce of preven-
tion is worth a pound of cure." In this instance, the time for preventive action
is NOW!

FLAT TbP RANCH,

Walnut Spring8, Tex'., September 30, 1969.
Hon. RALPH W. YARBOROUGH,
Senate Office Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR YARBOROUGH: I certainly appreciated your seeing L. E. (Sonny)
Nance, Jim White, Bryant Harris and me Tuesday morning, September 23. We
appreciated your consideration of our position on the provisions of H.R. 13270
that affect Farming and Ranching.

We believe that serious damage would be done to the livestock producers of
Texas by not taking the following provisions out of H.R. 13270:

1. Excess Deductions Account
2. $25,000.00-hobby loss
3. Limitation on Tax Preference
4. Allocation of Deductions
These provisions will adversely affect the small as well as the large -producers.

Also this will affect the many small towns that depend on livestock for income.
Very sincerely,

CHAS. CLINTON BOOTH.

SAN FRANCISco RANCH,
Marathon, Tex., September 29, 1969.

Senator RALPH YABBOROUGH,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SiNATOR: We wish to express to you our extreme opposition to the pro-
posed legislation that would so adversely affect the oil and livestock industries.
We are sure you are doing all you can to have these proposals eliminated from
the final bill that will be passed.

If only your fellow legislators could be made to understand that such severe
curbs to the oil and livestock industries will not only severely affect large
operators but will -be against the interests of all the consumers of petroleum
products, all the holders of small amounts of oil company stocks and in the
case of small livestock producers may be disastrous. The tax setup on top of
the normal difficulties of a small ranch or farm in this day of high labor costs
will remove the incentive and put many small operators out of business.

The purpose of this letter is simply to assure you of our support in your
efforts to serve the interests of Texas which in this case would seem to be also
the interests of all the Nation.

Yours truly,
MORGAN R. CHANEcY.
FRANCES H. CHANEY.
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DAvIs TRUCK & TRAoTOR, INC.,
Sweetwater, Tex., September 15, 1969.

Hon. RALPH YARBOROUGH,
U.S. Senate,
WasMngton, D.O.

DEAR SIR: I would like to ask you to support the National Livestock Tax Coin-
mittee and the American National Cattlemen's Association proposals.

These proposals would correct most of the tax abuses that Congress is trying
to correct, so far as farmers and ranchers are concerned. On the other hand. if
a plan is passed requiring the ranchers to go on an accrual basis, or to establish
an "IEDA" account, you are going to break a lot of small ranchers who are having
trouble keeping their heads above water now.

I have worked for thirty five years trying to pay for a ranch big enough to
make a living on and retire to. I still do not have it paid for and if these damag-
ing measures are passed, I doubt if I can ever pay for it.

Surely you don't have to pass legislation wbich would damage thousands and
thousands of people, Just to stop a few offend( rs.

There must be a better way!
Respectfully yours,

W. W. DAVIS.

BROWN, BEASLEY & AssocIATEs, INC.,
San Antonio, Tex., September 11, 1969.

Sen. RALPH YARD jROUdH,
Old Senate Office BDuiltng,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR YARBOROUGH: I represent companies that have many millions of
dollars invested in mortgage loans on farm and ranches throughout Texas as well
as in other states.

We find that the farmer and the rancher is being squeezed unduly from every
angle and that it is becoming more and more difficult for him to realize enough
return from his land to service the debt requirements, In many parts of our state
the state, county and school taxes themselves are now to a point where they are
equal or nearly so to the amount that a grazing lease qrill return.

Now, the farmer and rancher is faced with a new bill that if passed will be
very detrimental to everyone in that field. The "exessive deductions account"
is grossly unfair and singles out only the livestock breeder for this type treat-
ment. The "hobby loss" provision in a way seems fair BUT WHERE ELSE IS
OUR GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE going to get the funds necessary for
its preservation and improvement. The money going into this regardless of the
source is worth every penny of the tax revenue that is lost and is probably much
cheaper to our government than direct subsidies paid in other programs.

Please do not forsake the agricultural people by allowing new tax bill and/or
to Metcalf bill to be passed.

Very truly yours,
BROWN, BEAsLY & AssocrATwS, INC.,
EDwIN S. BROwN, President.
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STATEMENT OF KENNETH M. PLAISTED GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL BOARD
OF FUR FARM ORGANIZATIONS, INC.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committees

My name is Kenneth 4. Plaisted. I am the General

Counsel for the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations, Inc.,

a Minnesota Co-operative, with offices located at 152 West

Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Our association is

comprised of the 52 state, regional and marketing organizations

the approximate 3,500 members of which are farmers engaged in

the raising of domestic mink.

Our purpose in presenting this statement is to urge

this Comnittee to review in depth the provisions of the Tax Re-

form Act of 1969 that affect (1) the holding period for live-

stock for capital gain tax purposes, (2) the treatment of the

gain from the disposition of property used in farming, and (3)

the proposed recapture of depreciation of purchased livestock.

Thesc are all areas of the Act which, if adopted, will result

in placing new and unfair additional tax burdens on the nation's

mink farmers who are already confronted with increased produc-

tion costs and, as the members of this Committee are well aware,

Mr. Chairman, with the problem of competing with heavy import

competition and without the benefit of any regulation of mink

imports in any form whatsoever.
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The Change in the Required Holding
Period for Livestock to Oualify
for Capital Gain tax treatment
would result in Gross Xnequit.et
When Applied to Mink Farmers

Under present law the gain from th( ale of breeder

mink, or the pelts taken from breeder miik, queilii;i.es for capi-

tal gain treatment if the .umal has been held Iy the farmer

for I year or more. The proposed bill now before .our Committee

would increase the holding period to the extent that the animal

mist be held for at least 1 year after the animal would have

first been used for breeding purposes. In practice, when ap-

plied to breeder mink, this would actually increase the holding

period for an additional 12 months.

The mink animal is born in May, used as a breeder

(male an#j female) the following March and, if the animal is to

be culled from the breeder herd, is then pelted in late Novem-

ber of the same year when the pelt is in its prime condition

and when the mink would be approximately 17 months old. Pres-

ent law permits the capital gain tax treatment of the proceeds

of the pelts taken from the breeder animal when the mink has been

held by the farmer for more than 1 year. The proposed bill

would deny the farmer capital gain treatment on those animals

culled from his breeder herd after only 1 year's use for the

reason that from the time the animal was first used as a breeder

(in March) to the time the animal was pelted (in November) would

cover a period of only approximately 8 months. Therefore, if
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the mink farmer wanted to be in a position to treat the proceeds

from the sale of his pelts from his first year breeders as

capital gain, he would be required to carry these mink breeder

animals over to the next pelting season (November) which would

be another 12 months. This, of course, would not be economi-

cally feasible due to the high cost of feeding and caring for

the animal during this additional one-year period and at the

end of which period there would have been no increase in the

value of the pelt to be taken from the breeder mink.

Not all breeder mink are culled from the herd after

one season's use as a breeder. Some of the animals are used

for 2 or 3 years for such purposes. In many mink herds, how-

ever, depending upon the type of mink raised by the farmer, a

substantial nwAbor of the mink in the breeder herd are pelted

after only I breeding season. This is true particularly in

herds comprised of the so-called light color types. In fact,

if the mink farmer has a progressive breeding improvement pro-

gram, the quality of the fur of the young mink should equal or

excel that of its parents and the farmers would then retain

the kit (young mink) for use as a breeder the following year

and pelt the adult animal.

The enactment of Section 212(b) of the bill in its

present form as applied to breeder mink would defeat the legis-

lative purpose of the Congress in its adoption of the present

wording of Section 1231(b) of the Code. A review of the reports
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of the legislative clomittees which accompanied the enactment

of Section 117(j) (now Section 1231(b)) clearly indicates that

the adoption of Section 117(j) was intended to provide tax re-

lief and thus be an incentive to farmers to turn over their

breeder herds for improvement purposes and that the improvement

in breeder herds should result in subsequent higher farm profits

and, therefore, a more desirable economic condition within the

farm economy.

As was stated previously, this Committee is well

aware of the competition our meaars are confront-d with as a

result of the large quantities of mink pelts being improted

into the Ulnited States. One reason that our domestic mink

farmers have been able to stay in business at all is due to

their constant herd improvement programs which result in higher

quality fur pelts. For the reasons we discussed earlier, an

effective herd improvement program requires a relatively high

turnover of the breeder herd after the first breeding year, in

particular with the lighter color types of mink. in the past

our members have not been penalized, tax-wise, for these pro-

grams to improve their herds. 2he enactment of Section 212(b)

of the bill as presently worded would remove* any tax incentive

for herd improvement and penalize the progressive mink farmer

8. Rp. a o. 586, 82d Cong.. let Ses., p. 321 S. Rep. No.
781, 8d Cong., let Sess., pp. 41-42.
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who was striving to upgrade his herd and keep ahead of the

quality of the foreign imports which, in the last analysis,

is his only hope of survival.

The reasons for the proposed extension of the hold-

ing period for livestock as set forth in the House Report on

this bill are not pewsuasive and have no application whatsoever

to the operation of a mink farm. The intended change is ap-

parently designed to correct a few isolated instances where

wealthy non-farm taxpayers have invested heavily in certain

types of livestock for tax-motivated investment purposes only.

This specific proposed change, we respectfully submit, is an

overkill and can only result in cio.nmic hardship to the farmer

and defeat the basic intent of the Congress when it originally

enacted Section 117(j) in 1951.

We believe ahat ths ,r-ioent wording of Section

1231(b) of the Code should retain the law on the subject of the

holding period for breeder .ivestrcpk. In the event, however,

that Congress decides to amend the section as proposed in Sec-

tion 212(b) of the bill in order to correct what it may con-

sider to be certain abuses involving other types of livestock,

a further provision should be included in such amendment so

that livestock used as breeders on mink farms would qualify for

capital gains tax treatment if the animal had been held by the

taxpayer for I year or more which is the present law.

2/ H. Rep. No. 91-413, 91st Cong., let Sees. (Part 1), p. 70.
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Proposed Changes Relating to Recapture of
Depreciation on Purchased Livestock and the
Disposition on the Sale of Property Used in
Farming will add to the Tax Burdens of the Farmer

The bill before your Committee also proposes to

change the existing tax law affecting the recapture depreci-

ation on purchased livestock and the treatment of the gain

from the disposition of property used in farming.

The Souse Report on the bill states that the pres-

ent depreciation recapture rules as applied to most properties

are not applicable to farm livestock and that the House Comit-

tee could see no reason why livestock should be treated any

differently than other types of properties used in a trade or

business.V The Report further states the reasons the bill

provides for a change in the treatment of the gain on the dis,.

position of farm property is that the farm accounting rules

now applicable to farmers have allowed certain *high-income

taxpayers" who "arm as a sideline to obtain tax losses to off-S-
set their other business income.

The reason why many of the provisions of the tax

law relating to farming, and particularly livestock, are dif-

ferent from those related to other trades or businesses, we

believe, is relatively simple. Congress has always recognized

that in the raising of any type of livestock there are certain

H. Rep. No. 91-413, 91st Cong., lot Sees. (Part 1), p. 68.

4_/ pp. 62-63.
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inherent risks which are not present in the carrying on of

other businesses. The farmer is at the mercy of all of the

elements of nature in the course of raising his livestock

whatever the type of livestock may be. Because of these risks

taken by the farmer, he has been afforded tax allowances with

regard to depreciation and certain costs of raising his ani-

mals in the reporting of his Income from the sale of live-

stock. These risks which we have mentioned are still present

in every field of agriculture. The elements of nature still

affect the breeding habits of all farm livestock, including

mink. Any defect in a breeder animal is not discerned until

after it has been used as a breeder and the female has pro-

duced its young. The farmer may, therefore, have a substan-

tial investment in a breeder animal who will turn out to be

completely unproductive. This is hardly the case when a

piece of machinery breaks down in a factory and where the de-

fect can be immediately discovered and corrected.

For these and other reasons, we believe there are

sound justifiable reasons for affording the farmer certain

tax treatment on the sale of his breeder livestock and the

options of using certain accounting methods that are not

necessarily afforded other businesses.
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The changes in those areas of the tax law which

are the subject of this statement, as proposed in the bill

(H.R. l3270), are apparently designed to correct certain

abuses by taxpayers in the high income brackets who carry on

limited farming activities. in practice, however, as is often

the case with tax *reform" legislation, it will be the small

and medium sized farmers who will bear the burden of addL-

tional taxes, if this legislation is adopted in its present

form. We earnestly urge this Comittee, Kr. Chairman, to

explore other ways to correct the alleged farm tax abuses

referred to in the Report of the House.

The domestic mink industry in the United States

is fighting for its very survival at this moment under a

government policy that is apparently omitted to free trade.

During the past 2-year period, one-half of our members have

been forced out of business. During this ame period our

domestic production has declined from 6-1/2 million pelts to

S million pelts. The market today is at the lowest point in

the history of the mink farming business. Tax reform may

w ll be needed in many areas, but we plead with this Comit-

toe to thoroughly review the proposed reforms and to take

action by eliminating those "reforms* in the bill that will

increase the tax burden of the domestic mink farmer.
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STATEMENT OF HERRICK K. LIDSTONE, NEw YORK, N.Y.

I am Herrick K. Lidstone, 280 Park Avenue, New York, New York, and I am
a member of the law firm of Battle, Fowler, Stokes & Kheel.

I am appearing before you on behalf of Spencer & Spencer, Tacna, Arizona,
of which IV. E. (Sam) Spencer and C. V. Spencer are members, DVR Corpora-
tion, Main Street Plant, Yuma, Arizona, and Sierra-Pacific Distributors, Inc.,
Nogales, Arizona. I am also appearing before you in my individual capacity.

Spencer & Spencer are specialists in the care and management of citrus groves
and, through Mr. W. E. (Sam) Spencer, have been engaged in citrus operations
in Southern California and Arizona for more than 60 years. They are responsible
for the management and cultural care activities of more than 7,000 acres of
citrus groves, primarily on the Wellton and Yuma Mesas in Southwestern
Arizona.

DVR Corporation owns and operates a citrus fruit packing house In Yuma,
Arizona and supplies citrus fruit picking, hauling, storage, packing and market-
ing services primarily to the groves managed by Spencer & Spencer.

Sierra-Pacific Distributors, Inc are constructing a warehouse and fresh fruit
and vegetable packing and shipping facilities in Nogales, Arizona.

In both my prepared statement for, and my oral testimony on March 10, 1969
before, the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives on
the farm loss problem, I agreed with the conclusion of the February, 1969 study
of the Treasury Department of President Johnson's administration that there
were abuses in the use of farm loss deductions by the so called "Investor-
farmer", but I pointed out that the relatively narrow area of abuse and the
small amount of revenue loss did not justify the shotgun approach proposed in
the Treasury's February, 1969 Report. I emphasized that, contrary to the Treas-
ury's arguments, the reports and studies conducted by the Committee on Agri-
culture of the Section of Taxation of ithe American Bar Association led me and
other persons who have had broad experience in advising farmers and "investor-
farmers" that the proposals of the Treasury Department of President Johnson's
administration would create serious advantages In favor of the wealthy farmer-
Investor as opposed to both the ordinary farmer and the less wealthy farmer-
investor. Specifically, wealthy farmer-investors can always buy the farm income
to offset excess farm losses as they have done in the past to eliminate the con-
sequences of present section 270 which requires recomputation of loss deductions
if losses from any business exceed $50,000 per year for five consecutive years.

Rather than repeat in any further detail the substance of my testimony before
the Committee on Ways and Means, I am annexing to this Report a copy of my
prepared statement to the Committee on Ways and Means.'

ANALYSIS OF FARM LOSS PROPOSALS OF H.R. 13270

The proposals to limit farm loss deductions now contained in sections 211,
212, and 213 of H.R. 13270 represent an Interesting but complex solution to a
problem which is really not of sufficient importance to the tax revenues to justify
the complexities of the solution. The question, therefore, is whether the com-
plekities of the solution and the added bookkeeping burden which are placed
on.America's already overburdened taxpayers can be justified on the grounds of
equity.

Let me answer the question by stating, as I stated to the Committee on Ways
and Means, that, if the Congress desires to eliminate or to reduce equitably all
tax advantages obtained by all groups of taxpayers, no one can properly object
to any approach that would apply across the board to all forms of investor-
participants In business. In other words, if the so called passive investor in real
estate, In oil and gas, in the theater and In the other forms of American business
were subjected to the same type of limita ion on deductions and required to
maintain the same type of bookkeeping as that proposed by section 211 of H.R.
13270, no objection would be proper. But, even though H.R. 13270 proposes cer-
tain limitations which would affect passive investors in the petroleum and real
estate industries, none goes so far in the attack on deductions as the excess deduc-
tion allowance (EDA) proposal goes in the case of farm loss deductions. In the
legitimate theater industry, for example, the accounting treatment of applying
first income against the costs of the production has not been affected. The differ-

'his statement Is made a part of the official files of the committee.
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ence in structure and scope between the passive investor in the theater and
the investor-farmer is comparable, because, in both instances, development costs
are, in effect, deducted currently.

If, in spite of the lack of equity inherent in the desire to limit farm loss deduc-
tions, it is the sense of Congress that the investor-farmer is utilizing the cash
basis to create future capital gains out of current operating loss deductions, the
EDA approach of section 211 of H.R. 13270 is perhaps the most equitable way to
attack the problem and clearly represents a method and a technique which cannot
be properly objected to by either the opponents or proponents of legislation to
limit farm loss deductions.'

The requirement that the EDA be recaptured out of first income is appropriate
because it clearly meets the stated objective to prohibit (or at least to reduce)
the opportunities for wealthy investor-farmers to convert current deductions into
capital gains. In my opinion, based on personal surveys of lawyers and account-
ants who represent numerous full time and investor-farmers and also based on
my own experience with crop farming in Kansas, commercial cattle operations in
Colorado and Wyoming, citrus operations in Arizona and row crop and orchard
operations in Mexico, the EDA approach is fair and should not trouble anyone
who is engaged legitimately in farming. Furthermore, neither I nor my clients
can see any legitimate grounds for objecting to the proposal of Hon. Edward S.
Cohen, Assistant Treasury Secretary for Tax Policy, in his statement to the
Senate Finance Committee on September 4, 1969, to apply the EDA rules "to any
taxpayer with non-farm adjusted gross income in excess of $25,000 whose farm
losses exceed $15,000."

Subject to congressional awareness of the imposition of inequities of report-
Ing parties and tax treatment on the so called investor-farmer as opposed to the
more liberal rules applied to other forms of business enterprise, I heartily endorse
the novel and imaginative, albeit complex, approach to the farm loss problem
embodied in section 211 of H.R. 13270.

Section 212 of H.R. 13270 adds an unnecessary complicated rule to the Internal
Revenue Code in connection with the determination of livestock used in trade or
business. Before commenting on this problem, let me express my general agree-
ment with the concept of depreciation recapture in the case of livestock, except
that, in order to eliminate a very heavy administrative burden both on the In-
ternal Revenue Service and on the owners of livestock, I recommend that the de-
preciation recapture provision with respect of livestock apply to livestock ac-
quired after December 31, 1969 and not to depreciation taken after December 31,
1969 on livestock which might have been acquired before January 1, 1970. The
revenue loss of such a modification would be very small while the administrative
convenience of such a change to the Internal Revenue Service and the country's
farmers would far outweigh the disadvantage of any revenue loss.

With respect to subsection (b) of section 212 of H.R. 13270, relating to property
used in trade or business, the concept of extending the required holding period
for 65 days after the animal "normally would have first been used for any of
such purposes" does not take into account the differences in the optimum breed-
Ing periods of various animals. For example, in the case of hogs, it is quite
clear that the optimum breeding period commences when a sow is considerably
less than a year and that after one or two litters, good commercial hog opera-
tors dispose of the sow in order to reduce feeding costs. Sows of an older
age have a tendency to consume excess food and thereby reduce the profitability
of hog operations. A somewhat similar but less rigid practice is in effect in the
case of sheep, where, except in the case of the better ewes most ewes are disposed
of well before a year after the first normal breeding.

While the purpose of section 212(b) of H.R. 13270 is commendable and should
be supported by most commercial livestock breeders, (just as it will be objected
to by most breeders and associations of breders of prize livestock), it is sug-
gested thL tWe proposed changes included in section 212(b) will result in very
considerable administrative complexities. Therefore, unless the Congress desires
to add to the burden of both the Internal Revenue Service and the farmer tax-

1 Since as to farm land there is only a five-year recapture rule (proposed new Section
1261(e) (5), a limit should be considered for the recapture period for other farm property.
The primary purpose of such a limitation is to reduce the burden on the taxpayer to keep
records for all of his life or face the possibility that all of his gain on- a sale of all or a part
of his farm property will be taxed as ordinary income. A ten-year potential recapture
period would seem to be more than adequate.
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payer, it is suggested that the complicated rule contained in section 212(b) be
abandoned and that the current rule be continued. In the alternative, it Is sug-
gested that separate rules be stated for different types of animals, for example,
a 365 day holding period in the case of hogs and sheep, 18 months to 2 years
in the case of cattle; 2 years to 3 years in the case of horses, etc.

As a lawyer I welcome the provisions of section 213 of H.R. 13270 which amend
the hobby loss rules from the present provisions of section 270 (5 consecutive
years of losses exceeding $50,000 per year) to a presumption of hobby activities
if the loss exceeds $25,000 in any 3 of 5 consecutive years. As a lawyer I can
visualize participating as an attorney in an increasing number of interesting
cases such as the professional footkull case, J. M. CollL, 34 T.C. 592 (1960), and
the farming case of Arthur Vfnig Davi8, 29 T.C. 878 (1958). However, I am
troubled, and I suggest that the Committee on Finance should be troubled, by
the drastic change which has failed to take into account the Inflationary trends
in this country since the enactment in 1943 of the predecessor of present section
270. If a $50,000 limitation was appropriate in 1943 it determining what con-
stituted a hobby loss, it is difficult to Justify in 1969 the reduction of the limitation
to $25,000.

iSince the provisions of section 213 o H.R. 13270 relating to hobby losses, ex-
tend far beyond the farm loss deduction problem, I recommend that the Con-
gress, and particularly the Senate Finance Committee, consider raising the re-
buttable presumption limit of $25,000 contained in subsection (b) of the proposed
new section 270 to $50,000; otherwise, there will be an unnecessary deluge of
cases to be decided by the Tax Court and the various District Courts. Indeed, be-
cause of the nature of the problem, the present Inequities of approach in the
Judicial administration of the tax law In many District Courts will be accentuated
because taxpayers residing In Federal District Court areas outside of metropoll-
tan communities have historically been -treated in one way, while those who reside
In eastern metropolitan communities have been treated in another way.

CONCLUSION

As is increasingly apparent, the margin of profit In form operations is at best
small. To increase the administrative costs of farmers, whether they are full-
time farmers or investor-farmers, will result in a great disservice not only to the
farming community, but to the great consumer community in which we all must
live. The particular burden of the administrative complexities imposed by the
farm loss provisions of H.R. 13270 will fall on the people who do not deserve it-
the operators of profitable farms in the rural communities of the United States.
Nevertheless, if the requirements of tax reform are deemed to be sufficient to
justify the imposition of additional administrative and bookkeeping burdens and
expenses on the farming community, the EDA approach adopted by the House of
Representatives In H.R. 13270 should be enacted into law.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH M. PLAISTED, GENERAL CoUNSEL, NATIONAL BOARD OF FUR
FARM ORGANIZATIONS, INC., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: My name is Kenneth M. Plaisted.
I am the General Counsel for the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations,
Inc., a Minnesota Co-operative, witP offices located at 152 West Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Our association is comprised of the 52 state, regional and
marketing organizations the approximate 3,500 members of which are farmers
engaged in the raising of domestic mink.

Our purpose in presenting this statement is to urge this Committee to review
in depth the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 that affect (1) the
holding period for livestock for capital gain tax purposes, (2) the treatment
of the gain from the disposition of property used In farming, and (3) the
proposed recapture of depreciation of purchased livestock. These are all areas
of the Act which, if adopted, will result in placing new and unfair additional
tax burdens on the nation's mink farmers who are already confronted with
increased production costs and, as the members of this Committee are well
aware, Mr. Chairman, with the problem of competing with heavy import
competition and without the benefit of any regulation of mink imports in any
form whatsoever.

. 3,-865 0----Apt. 4-55
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The Change in the Required Holding Period for Livestock to Qualify for
Capital Gain tax treatment would result in Gross Inequities When Applied
to Mink Farmers

Under present law the gain from the sale of breed r mink, or the pelts taken
from breeder mink, qualifies for capital gain treatment if the animal has
been held by the farmer for 1 year or more. The proposed bill now before your
Committee would increase the holding period to the extent that the animal must
be held for at least 1 year after the animal would have first been used for
breeding purposes. In practice, when applied to breeder mink; this would actually
increase the holding period for an additional 12 months.

7he mink animal is born in May, used as a breeder (male and female) the
following March and, if the animal is to be culled from the breeder herd, is
then pelted in late November of the same year when the pelt is in its prime
condition and when the mink would be approximately 17 months old. Present
law permits the capital gain tax treatment of the proceeds of the pelts. taken
from the breeder animal when the mink has been held by the farmer for more
than 1 year. The proposed bill would deny the farmer capital gain treatment
on those animals culled from his breeder herd after only 1 year's use for
the reason that from the time the animal was first used as a breeder (in
March) to the time the animal was pelted (in November) would cover a
period of only approximately 8 months. Therefore, if the mink farmer wanted
to be in a position to treat the proceeds from the sale of his pelts from his
first year breeders as capital gain, he would be required to carry these mink
breeder animals over to the next pelting season (November) which would
be another 12 months. This, of course, would not be economically feasible due
to the high cost of feeding and caring for the animal during this additional one-
year period and at the end of which period would have been no increase in
the value of the pelt to be taken from the breeder mink.

Not all breeder mink are culled from the herd after one season's use as a
breeder. Some of the animals are used for 2 or 3 years for such purposes. In
many mink herds, however, depending upon the type of mink raised by the
farmer, a substantial number of the mink in the breeder herd are pelted after
only 1 breeding season. This is true particularly in herds comprised of the so-
called light color types. In fact, if the mink farmer has a progressive breeding
improvement program, the quality of the fur of the young mink should equal or
excel that of its parents and the farmers would then retain the kit (young mink)
for use as a breeder the following year and pelt the adult animal.

The enactment of Section 212(b) of the bill in its present form as applied to
breeder mink would defeat the legislative purpose of the Congress in its adop-
tion of the present wording of Section 1231(b) of the Code. A review of the
reports of the legislative committees 1 which accompanied the enactment of sec-
tion 117(J) (now Section 1231(b) ) clearly indicates that the adoption of Section
117(j) was intended to provide tax relief and thus be an incentive to farmers to
turn over their breeder herds for improvement purposes and that the improve-
ment In breeder herds should result In subsequent higher farm profits and, there-
fore, a more desirable economic condition within the farm economy.

As was stated previously, this Committee is well aware of the competition our
members e v confronted with as a result of the large quantities of mink pelts
being imported into the United States. One reason that our domestic mink farm-
ers have been able to stay in business at all is due to their constant herd improve-
ment programs which result in higher quality fur pelts. For the reasons we dis-
cussed earlier, an effective herd improvement program requires a relatively high
turnover of the breeder herd after the first breading year, in particular with the
lighter color types of mink. In the past our members have not been penalized
tax-wise, for these programs to improve their herds. The enactment of Section
212(b) of the bill as presently worded would remove any tax incentive for herd
improvement and penalize the progressive mink farmer who was striving to up-
grade his herd and keep ahead of the quality of the foreign Imports which, In the
last analysis, is his only hope of survival.

The' reasons for the proposed extension of the holding period for livestock
as set forth in the House Report on this bill are not persuasive and have no
application whatsoever to the operation of a mink farm. The intended change is

f. Rep. No. 586, 82d Cong., lit Bess., p. 32; S. Rep. No. 781, 82d Cong., lot Sess., pp.
41-42.

ff. Rep. No. 91-413, 91st Cong., lit Sess. (Part.l), p. 70.
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apparently designed to correct a few isolated instances where wealthy non-farm
taxpayers have invested heavily in certain types of livestock for tax-motivated
investment purposes only. This specific proposed change, we respectfully submit,
is an overkill and can only result in economic hardship to the farmer and defeat
the basic intent of the Congress when it originally enacted Section 117(j) in
1951.

We believe that the present wording of Section 1231(b) of the Code should
remain the law on tbe subject of the holding period for breeder livestock. In
certain abuses inv ,ilug other types of livestock, a further provision should be
the event, however, thlt Congress decides to amend the section as proposed
In Section 212(h) of' tbe bill in order to correct what it may consider to be
included in suc," amendment so that livestock used as breders on mink farms
would qualify -t,)r c*,pital gains tax treatment if the animal had been held
by the taxpayer for 1 year or more which is the present law.

Proposed Vhanges Relating to Recapture of Depreciation on Purchased Live-
stock and the Disposition on the Sale of Property Used in Farming will add to
the Taxr Burdens of the Farmer.

The bill bei'ore your Committee also proposes to change the existing tax
law affecting the recapture depreciation on purchased livestock and the treatment
of the gain from the disposition of property used in farming.

The House Report on the bill states that the present depreciation recapture
rules as applied to most properties are not applicable to farm livestock and
that the House Committee could see no reason why livestock should be treated
any differently than other types of properties used in a trade or business The
Report further states the reasons the bill provides for a change in the treat-
ment of the gain on the disposition of farm property is that the farm accounting
rules now applicable to farmers have allowed certain "high-income taxpayers"
who farm as a sideline to obtain tax losses to off-set their other business income.4

The reason why many of the provisions of the tax law relating to farming,
and particularly livestock, are different from those related ro other trades or
businesses, we believe, is relatively simple. Congress has always recognized
that in the raising of any type of livestock ther are certain inherent risks
which are not present in the carrying on of othei t businesses. The farmer is at
the mercy of all of the elements of nature in the N.,urse of raising his livestock,
whatever the type of livestock may be. Becau9, of these risks taken by the
farmer, he has been afforded tax allowances with regard to depreciation and
certain costs of raising his animals in the reporting of his income from the sale
of livestock. The risks which we have mentioned are still present in every
field of agriculture. The elements of nature still affect the breeding habits
of all farm livestock, including mink. Any defect in a breeder animal is not
discerned until after it has been used as a breeder and the female has pro-
duced its young. The farmer may, therefore, have a substantial investment in
a breeder animal who will turn out to be completely unproductive. This is
hardly the case when a piece of machinery breaks down in a factory and where
the defect can be immediately discovered and corrected.

For these and other reasons, we believe there are sound justifiable reasons
for affording the farmer certain tax treatment on the sale of his breeder live-
stock and the options of using certain accounting methods that are not neces-
sarily afforded other businesses

CONCLUSION

The changes in those areas of the tax law which are the subject of this
statement, as proposed in the bill (H.R. 13270), are apparently designed to
correct certain abuses by taxpayers in the high income brackets who carry
on limited farming activities. In practice, however, as is often the case with
tax "reform" legislation, it will be the small and medium sized farmers who
will bear the burden of additional taxes, if this legislation is adopted in its
present form. We earnestly urge this Committee, Mr. Chairman, to explore
other ways to correct the alleged farm tax abuses referred to in the Report
of the House.

The domestic mink industry in the United States is fighting for its very
survival at this moment under a government policy that is apparently com-
mitted to free trade. During the past 2-year period, one-half of our members
have been forced out of business. During this same period our domestic pro-

Sff. Rep. No. 91-413, 91st Cong., lot Sees. (Part 1), p. 68.
' Ibid., pp. 62-63.
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duction has declined from 6% million pelts to 5 million pelts. The market today
is at the lowest point in the history of the mink farming business. Tax reform
may well be needed in many areas, but we plead with this Committee to thor-
oughly review the proposed reforms and to take action by eliminating those
"reforms" in the bill that will increase the tax burden of the domestic mink
farmer.

STATEMENT OF J. HENRY SEARS, CHAIRMAN, AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
COMMrrIEE, WEST TEXAS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, TO SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE
CLu'om M. HmamrN AT TEXAS A. & M. UNIvERrrY

Background: During the final months of the previous administration, a detailed
tax reform program, prepared by the Treasury, was presented to the President.
Mr. Johnson, however, declined to make specific recommendations as desired
by the Treasury. Instead, the Administration left office in January with the
proposal, made up primarily by Mr. Stanley Surrey, unacted upon. Two of the
principal recommendations in this reform tax package dealt with lowering per-
centage depletion on oil and gas and a drastic revision of the statutes having to
do with agricultural taxation. This memorandum will deal with the agricultural
taxation matter. In rather brief form we will try to set out the following:

A. What agriculture and the livestock sector mean to our economy;
B. The principal area of change being discussed by both the Treasury and

the principal tax writing committee of the House, Ways and Means; and
C. What the forementioned changes might mean to the Industry and the

nation as a whole.

L WHAT AGRICULTURE AND THE RELATED LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY MEAN TO THE NATION

If we can visualize agriculture as a giant wheel touching every American
daily, either in his eating, buying, or selling habits, then looking closer we find at
the hub of this giant industry the livestock sector, a mental picture of American
agriculture emerges.

Agriculture, then, as a whole, and the livestock industry in particular, are a
finely tuned part of this well balanced wheel. Each American farmer and rancher
is presently feeding twenty of his fellow citizens on a high protein diet of 109 lbs.
of red meat per capita that is the envy of the world. At the same time, enough
grain is being produced to not only convert a vast amount of lean beef to fine
steaks, but on top of this, a grain surplus is available as one of this country's
most valuable foreign exchange earners. On this point it is vital to remember
that were it not for overseas agricultural sales, this country would be in even
more serious trouble than it is, in its balance of payments. Many times when we
consider agriculture, it is assumed we are speaking about an isolated sector of the
economy; this Is far from the truth. Agriculture is one of the best customers of the
energy, machinery, and chemical industries. Modern day agriculture also utilizes
vast amounts of short and long term credit from the nation's banks and in-
surance agencies. In brief, then, what some might picture as a shrinking industry,
is far from It, yet Its own efficiency of production and lessening use of labor, make
it unobtrusive.

1IL THE PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE TAXATION OF AGRICULTURE BEING CONSIDERED

As of this date the House Ways & Means Committee has held lengthy hearings
on contemplated changes in agricultural taxation, and the Administration has
also presented its views along with its other recommendations for tax reform.
It is important to realize the context In which the recommendations have been
made. It has been widely stated in the Press and by certain members of Cn-
gress that there has been considerable abuse of some agricultural tax features.
These so-called "tax loss farmers" have used certain features of the Code to
shelter other outside Income. The fact of the matter is that there probably have
been some abuses, but when taken in the context of the industry as a whole, they
are miniscule.

What changes then have been recommended to correct these so-called abuses?
The principal changes would literally force agriculture to utilize the accrual basis
of accounting instead of the traditional cash basis, or face the consequence of
having a ceiling placed on agricultural losses that could be deducted. The second
major change would deal with the capital gains treatment accorded to breeding
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livestock. It has been recommended that the holding period would either be
lengthened, or in some cases capital gains would be disallowed. Lastly, certain
types of land improvement that have been traditionally expensed, would have
to be capitalized instead of being expensed in the year incurred.

The cash basis of accounting and the capital gains treatment of breeding
stock, it should be pointed out, are not tax gimmicks. They are essential tools
to the farmer and rancher who, in many cases, does not have adequate account-
ing help to keep books on the accrual basis. Secondly, the capital gains treatment
for breeding stock is the way the rancher replaces his "machine tool"; or, in
other words, his production unit must be replaced when It reaches a certain age,
and this tax treatment enables him to do so, much like any other manufacturer.

II. WHAT WILL THESE CHANGES MEAN TO THE INDUSTRY AND THE NATION AS A
WHOLE?

There are several important consequences that could result, 1) There could be a
curtailment of new funds coming into the industry, at a time when they are
needed most. 2) We could well see a depression of farm land prices that could
effect the entire economy, especially in the rural areas. 3) Agriculture has not
been an industry characterized by a high rate of return, and these tax changes
could well force a great number of small and medium-sized operators out of
existence. 4) Lastly, we might well see higher prices for basic agricultural com-
modities to the American housewife, with a good chance of less available produc-
tion for export.

Certain questions, then, should be asked-why is Agriculture being singled
out for this harsh tax treatment that is not being applied to any other industry?
What other industry is not allowed to charge off its developmental expenses, or
must have a limit set on losses? Are these contemplated changes in the best in-
terest of the American farmer, the housewife, and our nation's economy? Is this
new Administration ready to recommend tax changes before its own Department
of Agriculture has settled on a Farm Program?

In conclusion, to draw a parallel, there is considerable debate going on in the
country and in Congress concerning the so-called ABM missile system and its
supposed superiority to the Russian delivery system. In this context, there is no
question about America's food industry-it has been delivering on time for gen-
erations, and is the envy of the world. The question really is, then, is the Con-
gress prepared to make drastic changes in the tax structure that regulates the
nation's most important delivery system-food!

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY ROBERT C. GUENZEL, ON BEHALF OF THE NEBRASKA Co-
OPERATIVE COUNCIL, LINCOLN; GOTHENBURG COOPERATIVE OIL Co., GOTHENBURG;
FIRTH COOPERATIVE COMPANY, FrTH; FRENCHMAN VALLEY FARMERS COOPERA-
TIV, INC., IMPERIAL; AND COOPERATIVE GRAIN AND SUPPLY Co., ROSELAND; ALL
IN NEBRASKA

This statement is in opposition to the proposed amendment of the Internal
Revenue Code concerning itself with the procedures for the taxation of Farmer
Cooperatives.

FARMERS ARE NOT CAPTIVE CUSTOMERS OF COOPERATIVES

Since no public hearing was held upon this proposal by the House of Repre-
sentatives Committee on Ways and Means the arguments in favor of this legis-
lation are difficult to anticipate unless we can be guided by the Summary prepared
by the Staffs of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the
Committee on Finance published August 18, 1960. In reading the arguments ad-
vanced therein in favor of such legislation it would appear that at least some
of the proponenl-t are under the misapprehension that a cooperative serving
farmers operates in some unique territory with captive customers and no com-
petition. In fact, even though in Nebraska such cooperatives operate almost en-
tirely in rural areas in very small towns competition from non-cooperative
businesses does exist. A survey was conducted by the Nebraska Council of
Farmers Cooperatives through a questionnaire sent to a state-wide sampling of
its members. attached hereto as Exhibit A is a map showing the location of the
towns frown which replies were received. Of 135 replies 70% of these cooperative
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businesses had a non-cooperative competitor within a distance of 1,000 feet and
the greatest distance to a competaor was 12 miles. In a state of the character
of Nebraska even a distance of 12 miles is no barrier to competition. (Exhibit B,
attached hereto, is a tabulation of the replies, and the distances involved.) The
origluals of these questionnaires have been deposited In the office of the Senator
from Nebraska who is a member of this Committee.

FARMER CONTROL PATRONAGE REFUNDS

In listing the arguments in favor of such legislation your Staff Indicates that
farmers "have little dominion over the treatment of patronage dividends" and
yet the foregoing figures show that the farmers have no need whatsoever to be-
come involved in a situation returning to them a patronage refund unless they
choose to do business with the cooperative. Regardless of any other factor of con-
trol the farmer can vote against the retention of partonage refunds, if he disap-
proves of such retention, by simply doing business with a competitor of the co-
operative. If the farmer does not, in fact, vote in such a fashion and chooses,
instead, to do business with the cooperative he certainly cannot be considered to
have "little dominion" over his own financial affairs as he makes such free choice
with full knowledge of the policies of his cooperative.

Regardless of their ability to "vote with dollars" by doing business with a
competitor such patrons have absolute voting control over the policies of the
cooperative and the retention of patronage refunds. The author of this statement
has personally represented in excess of 150 farmer cooperatives in the middle
west and states, without qualification, that in each instance such cooperative was,
In fact, controlled by those members who patronized or intended to patronize the
cooperative. Such control, in each instance, under local law could be exercised,
without notice, at any annual meeting where such members desired to change the
policies of the cooperative. After attendance at literally hundreds of annual meet-
Ings over the last 20 yeass the undersigned can state that he has never seen a
meeting at which the farmer-members were prevented by any technical means or
legal rules from a free exercise of their collective will in the matter of patronage
refunds.

THIS AMENDMENT IS NOT "TAX RElORM"

That such amendment as herein proposed would have an adverse effect upon the
financial structure of cooperatives and that this was, in fact, its intention is
patent. Not one dollar of revenue will be produced for the Treasury of the United
States by this "reform". The financial consequences to cooperatives will lie in two
areas. First, there will be the effect upon existing contracts relating to loans and
existing policies relating to redemption of members equities. All present loans to
cooperatives have been made upon the basis of repayment projections premised
upon current cash flow potentials. This change in tax policy w121 ha a dtrl-
mental effect upon the cash flow position of the cooperatives oy diverting un-
antlciptaed amounts of cash to equity redemption and will thus effect the ability
of the cooperatives to repay existing loans. In the area of existing policies relat-
ing to redemption of patrons equities most cooperatives have programs to redeem,
in total, the equities of patrons upon retirement or upon the patron terminating
his farming activities In the community and moving elsewhere. Such policies have
the effect of insuring that the investment In the facilities of the cooperative are
in the hands of its current patrons. If cash must be used to repay the current
patrons such cash can, of course, not be available to repay the equities of retir-
ing patrons whose total investment should be redeemed as they are no longer
utilizing the cooperatives facilities. Surely such a program of total repayment of
the investment of retiring members is preferable to increasing the cash return to
current patrons.

The second area In which this amendment will have an adverse effect upon the
financial structure of cooperatives Is in the reduction of the equity interest In
cooperatives. In order to obtain a broad picture of the effect of the amendment we
have caused a survey to be made of the accounting records of 32 of 36 cooperatives
in the counties of Lancaster, Hamilton, Dodge and Seward in Nebraska and such
balance sheets have been totaled and averaged and projected from the year 1968
to the year 1984 based upon such amendment being in effect. The average balance
sheet appears attached hereto as Exhibit C. The equity section of the balance
sheet has been reduced from $3W,000 to $129,000 as a result of the payout require-
ments. The difference has been transferred to the liabilities section and the effect
upon the ability of the cooperative to do business is immediately apparent.
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COOPERATIVES ARE NEEDED TODAY

Substantially all of the members of this Committee are from states with suf-
ficient rural areas to be aware of the problems of farmers and of the need of
such farmers for all of the economic belp that we can be made available to them
but two examples, dealing with actual cost figures, might demonstrate the need
to maintain strong cooperatives to contribute to such economic help. In 1954 in
Gothenburg, Nebraska, there were several non-cooperative dealers in anhydrous
ammonia, selling the same to the farmers in that area for fertilizer at a cost
of $229.60 per ton. The cost to such dealers of anhydrous ammonia delivered to
Gothenburg was $102.50 per ton. The gross margin, therefore, on such sales was
$127.10 per ton sold. In that year the local cooperative installed facilities for
the handling of anhydrous ammonia, and the price to the farmer began to drop
rapidly. (Of course, as such usage has increased, the cost of anhydrous ammonia
to the supplier has also gone down.) In this year the cost has decreased to
$41.00 per ton, delivered into Gothenburg, but the price to the farmer decreased
to $58.00 per ton, giving a gross margin of $17.00 as opposed to the gross margin
of $127.10 per ton which existed prior.to the entry of the cooperative into this
field. There has been no change in the competitive situation In the town except
the addition of this cooperative fertilizer supplier. Nor has a similar decrease in
price occurred in areas where no cooperative supplier exists. In many parts of
Nebraska which lack a cooperative competitor such fertilizer is still selling for
$190.00 to $200.00 per ton.

The same situation can be found in an examination of the cost of liquefied
petroleum gas for the operation of farm equipment. In this same town of Gothen-
burg, the cooperative went into the LP gas business in 1963 and found that it
was making a gross margin of 55 percent while selling its gas at the same price
as the competitors in the area. In the intervening years the gross margin has
declined to 35 percent. In view of the experience of this farmer-owned enterprise,
it is interesting to speculate as to whether these price decreases would have
occurred without the existence of its activities. The evidence from other areas
indicates a negative answer. The increased cost of doing business that must
result without such reductions in gross margins of farm suppliers must neces-
sarily be reflected in either higher food costs to the consumer or increased bank-
ruptcies of farmers engaged in such production. If the objective of Congress is to
increase the cost of food to our people or to bankrupt farmers without any in-
crease in tax revenues then this is desirable legislation.

COOPERATIVES DO NOT NOW HAVE A "TAX ADVANTAGE" AS AGAINST COMPETITORS

A further argument in favor of this legislation, according to the Staff Report,
appears to be that cooperatives enjoy an unfair tax advantage as against their
competitors. The Staff Report refers to a reduction in "the amounts they can
retain tax-free for expansion of facilities in competition with fully tax-paying
businesses . . ." This argument may sound valid when the examples are held
before this Committee of a few large regional cooperatives that exist in the
United States. However, such arugment has no validity as regards the hundreds
of farmer cooperatives in the State of Nebraska, or the thousands of such coop-
eratives that exist for the service of farmers throughout the United States. The
competitors of these cooperatives are not businesses that stand at any tax dis-
advantage to the cooperatives. Such businesses are sole proprietorships or part-
nerships or small corporations with the Subchapter S Option, all of which pay a
single tax, annually, upon their net income whether the same is used to expand
the business or whether it is distributed to the owner. Returning to the eown of
Gothenburg, Nebraska, noted supra., the Gothenburg Cooperative Oil Co. appears
to have 17 competitors divided among the products it handles of petroleum,
liquefied petroleum, and anhydrous ammonia fertilizer. Of those 17, only a single
one is not clearly a sole proprietorship, a partnership, or a small corporation
qualifed to elect under Subchapter 8. (As to that single competitor information is
unavailable, publicly, to make a determination.) It is simply a misrepresentation
in by far the vast majority of the competitive *Otuations to state that a cooperative
holds a tax advantage over its competitor. It is simply a misrepresentation of
facts to state that cooperatives can "retain (amounts) tax free for expansion
of facilities" that its competitors cannot retain. In the area where farm coopera-
tives operate, for all practical purposes, all of the businesses are on an equal
footing of paying a single tax upon their net income whether the same is dis.
tributed or retained for expansion of the business.

Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT C. GUi'ZEL.
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EXHIBIT B

Distance to competitor
1,000 feet or less -------------------------------------------- 96
1 mile ----------------------------------------------------- 3
2 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 1
3 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 0
4 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 3
5 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 5
6 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 9
T miles ---------------------------------------------------- 9
8 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 4
9 miles ---------------------------------------------------- 3
10 miles --------------------------------------------------- 1
12 miles --------------------------------------------------- 1
Over 12 miles ----------------------------------------------- 0

EXHIBIT C.-COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET, 1968 AND 1985

1968 1985

ASSETS
Current assets .................................................................. $284,986.20 $284,986.20
Investments .................................................................... 105,054.12 105,054.12
Fixed assets .................................................................... 233, 506.28 233,506.28
Other assets .................................................................... 1,260.98 1,260.98

Total assets .............................................................. 624,807.58 624,807.58

LIABILITIES AND EQUITIES
Current liabilities ............................................................... 164,137.79 164,137.79
Current patronage payable ..................................................................... 42,002.88
Long term liabilities ............................................................. 64,363.85 64,363.85
Long term patronage payable ................................................................... 225, 302.68
Deferred Income ................................................................ 1,092.39 ..............

EQUITY
Common stock ............................................................... 155,709.21 38,0925.0
Preferred stock .............................................................. 714.06 ..............
Certicates of participation ............................................ 12,546.82..........
Cwtilcates of Interest ................. . _................................... 3,080.45 ..............
Equity reserve ........................................................ 40845.39..........
SbW'ck credits ........................................................ 1......... 9
Revolvn8 fund ...................................................... 3848.82..........
Deerred refunds .................................................... 13,179.80..........
W PM ...................................................... 69.08094 69,030.94IVM ........................................ ......... : 42,002. 88 21,001.44

Total equity .............................................................. 395,213.55 129,007.38

Total liabilities and equity .................................................. 624,807.58 624,807.58

STATEMENT SUBMITTED FOR THE NATIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION BY
DON '. MAODANS, EXEC. SECRETARY, OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Mr. Chairman, and members of this distinguished Committee: The Tax Reform
Act of 1969 now pending before the Senate of the United States Is unquestionably
a comprehensive piece of legislation. In general we can compliment its purposes
and intentions which are to make certain revisions in the Internal Revenue Laws.
Without question, some modifications are essential in order to close what have
commonly been called tax "loopholes" whereby some taxpayers have discovered
ways of taking unreasonable advantage of existing laws and thus reduce, or even
eliminate, their tax liability even though they might have high annual net income.

We fully agree with the necessity of taking away these advantages which are
absolutely unfair and unjust. No one with income In reasonable proportions or
above, should be able to relieve himself of tax liability, nor to take advantage of
tax procedures which have been accorded to other taxpayers because of the
peculiar nature of their business.

We submit to the Committee that one of the real dangers when making neces-
sary adjustments is that those persons who are not intended to be affected may
be caught up in the corrective procedures aimed at taxpayers who are taking
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undue advantages. Some of the provisions of the bill before this Committee do
Just that.

ORGANIZATION OF THE NLFA

Though the members of the Committee are well acquainted with the National
Livestock Feeders Association, please allow us to insert briefly for the record
that ours is a trade organization of persons engaged in the business of feeding
livestock.., cattle, hogs, and lambs. Though our membership extends into many
more states it is most prominent in the north-central and plains area of the
country, a region that feeds about 65% of the cattle and raises about 75% of the
hogs produced in the United States. It is also well known as an abundant farming
and agricultural region contributing immeasurably to the plentiful food supply
of this nation as well as parts of the world.

THE PROBLEM WITH FARM LOSSES

In our discussion we address ourselves primarily to the Farm Loss Sections of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969, and related sections dealing with limits on tax pref-
erences and allocation of deductions both of which materially affect the treat-
ment of farm losses.

It is common knowledge that certain taxpayers with considerable non-agri-
cultural Income have been taking advantage of accounting procedures allowed
for farmers and using these privileges for an eventual tax profit. Though there
are variations, a customary procedure has been to deduct expenses of a capital
Improvement nature while building assets, and thereby reduce Income taxes at
regular rates on non-agricultural income over a period of years. At the con-
clusion of a given period, the grossly appreciated assets may be sold to recover
the expenses deducted, and possibly additional revenue, and the tax on resulting
income Is computed at capital gains rate.

This procedure can result In considerable tax advantage particularly to per-
sons whose non-agricultural income Is sufficient to place them in a high tax
bracket. Such an opportunity was not Intended under existing laws and clearly
should be modified to the extent possible.

However, It seems only logical to direct corrective procedures toward those
persons who are taking such advantages of the tax laws. By the same token, it
is illogical to Involve many persons engaged in agriculture for Intended profit
and their livelihood in requirements and procedures aimed at correcting a prob-
lem currently involving a relatively small number of taxpayers.

DEPRECIATION RECAPTURE AND HOLDING PERIOD FOR LIVESTOCK

Certain provisions in the Farm Loss Section of the bill are such that the live-
stock and agricultural Industry can survive them without unreasonable Impact.
Furthermore, they would take away some of the advantage currently enjoyed
by persons with large non-agricultural income who are taking advantage of
the cash method of accounting in their agricultural activity for obviously In-
tended tax savings.

We refer particularly to those provisions which would eliminate the exemption
for livestock from the depreciation recapture rules, and extend the required
holding period for livestock before it could qualify for long-term capital gains
treatment upon Its sale. Persons primarily engaged in livestock and agricultural
business endeavors would be somewhat affected by these provisions, but the
degree Is not considered to be serious

On the other hand, they would tend to discourage persons not primarily en-
gaged In agriculture from entering the livestock business for the Intended purpose
of offsetting high non-agricultural income at regular tax rates with capital
expenses In the development of a breeding herd, for example, and eventually
regaining these offsetting amounts on which they would pay only at capital gains
rates. Beyond these two provisions, we point out the dangers and threats to
genuine and bona fide agricultural operators which are contained In the other
requirements ofthe Farm Loss Section, and the sections dealing with limitations
on tax preferences and allocation of deductionL

AGRICULTURAL ACCOUNINO PROCEDURES

For many years those engaged In agriculture have been exempt from general
rules pertaining to methods of accounting required of those taxpayers involved
in the production or sale of merchandise They have been permitted to use the
cash accounting method and disregard inventories of crops, livestock, etc.
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While it is a fact that this privilege serves to ease the bookkeeping respon-
sibilities for farm taxpayers, many of whom do not have ready access to trained
and experienced accountants, nevertheless the very nature of the agricultural
business clearly justifies this privilege and it is of the utmost importance that it
be continued.

Farmers and livestock operators are subjected to many business hazards which
are peculiar to the Industry. Just some of these include abnormal price fluctua-
tions, drought, disease, hail and other weather factors. In addition there is the
fact that agricultural production cannot be regulated or controlled once It is
begun In a manner similar to manufacturing, processing, or merchandising of
other commodities.

Agricultural production activities are entirely within the realm of growth
which, once having been started, must reasonably be carried to completion. These
and other factors make it extremely difficult to profitably operate agricultural
industries should the accrual method of accounting be required.

Generally, we have not seen or heard statements to the effect that proponents of
tax reform are intent upon eliminating the cash accounting procedure for agri-
culture and imposing the requirement that accrual methods be used by all farmers
and livestock operators. Yet, certain provisions in the Tax Reform AA t of 1969
appear to be clearly aimed at so doing, and open the door for such a requirement
eventually if not now. Should it occur, and we submit It Is entirely probable and
likely, those persons who are feeding the nation, and often have low profit returns
would enter a dark era indeed.

Lending merit in our suspicions are statements by officials in the Treasury
Department containing reference to the cash meth, d of accounting as unrealistic,
generous, Inaccurate reflection of annual Income, liberal deviations from good
accounting practices, etc.

EXCESS DEDUCTION ACCOUNT

The Excess Deduction Account contained in the bill is an innovation at least as
far as farm operations and farm losses are concerned. On the surface, and with
the limitations included in the bill, it might appear to be relatively harmless to
actual farmers. On the other hand, it does open the door for pushing farm cper-
ators toward the accrual method of accounting and thus can be a threat to
genuine and bona fide farm operators.

Admittedly, very few primary farm operations would be affected by the terms
contained in the bill; namely, farm losses in excess of $25,000 would need be
entered in the EDA, but only if the taxpayer had non-agricultural income of
$50,000 annually or more. Not very many, if any, farm operators would qualify
for this requirement in the amounts so specified.

However, we point to the recommendations made by the Treasury Department
In its Tax Reform Proposals dated April 22, when it was stated, "We recommend
that a taxpayer with farm operations be required hereafter to keep an 'Excess
Deduction Account' (EDA) in years in which his farm loss exceeds $5,000.'
There was no mention of any amount of non-agricultural income to qualify a tax-
payer for this requirement.

Since the Tax Reform Act of 1969 has been passed by the House of Repre-
sentatlves, containing the figures of $25,000 In losses, and under conditions of
$50,000 in non-agricultural incomes, the Treasury Department now makes another
recommendation. It Is stated, "We now recommend that the EDA rules apply
to any taxpayer with non-farm adjusted gross income In excess of $25,000 whose
farm losses exceed $15,000."

Of course, those farm operators who elected to use the ,ccrual method of
accounting would not be subject to the EDA rules. These attitudes and recom-
mendations plus the descriptive terms used by the Treasury Department add
authenticity, to our strong feeling that an effort Is underway to withdraw
from all agriculture the ute of the cash accounting method.

Even though the final act should contain the figures of $25,000 in farm losses
provided a taxpayer had non-agricultural income of $50,000 or more, it would
be much easier to prevail for a change In the figures to lower amounts in both
cases and thus eventually force agricultural operators to abandon the cash
accounting procedure and move over to an accrual basis.

For these reasons we object to including provisions for an Excess Deduction
Account In the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and strongly recommend its ellmina-
tion. The handwriting, in our opinion, Is on the wall and we hope this Committee
and the United States Senate will concur.
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HOBBY LOSSES

Section 213 (, the bill would replace the so-called Hobby Loss Provision of
the present lavv, known as Section 270. The new rule would disallow the
deduction of losses from any activity carried on by a taxpayer, including
farming and livestock feeding, where the activity is not carried on with
reasonable expectation of profit.

However, the bill itself is not clear, nor are statements made by the Treasury
Department. We presume the meaning to be, it would be deemed, unless shown
to the contrary by the taxpayer, that a taxpayer was not operating an activity
with a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit from that activity if he
sustains a loss in excess of $25,000 in each of any three out of five years. Here
again, if such is the case, very few primary and genuine farm operators would
be affected.

However, the language in the bill reads, "$25,000 of loss or more from any
three of five consecutive years ending with the taxable year." Thus, it can be
interpreted to mean that a farm operator, for example, would be deemed to be
a taxpayer not operating with a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit If
his total losses in three of the past five years accumulated to $25,000 or more.
This could envelop many farm taxpayers, whose farming activities are clearly
for profit and livelihood. A farmer so involved would be denied the privilege
of deducting the loss from any non-farm income he might have. This would
be a most unrealistic and unfair treatment of the nation's food suppliers.

While it is unlikely that even livestock feeders, who are subject to rather
serious price fluctuations at times, would sustain as much as a $25,000 loss in
each of three of the past five years, it would be entirely possible for many of
them to have losses in three of the past five years, which losses in the aggregate
would amount to $26,000. If the privilege of using these losses is denied a genuine
agricultural operator as a deduction against any non-agricultural income he
may have, he would sustain a serious financial blow that could seriously affect
his financial condition.

In this discussion we have not ignored the phrase "... unless the taxpayer
establishes to the contrary" contained in lines two and three on Page 154 and
under Section 213 of the bill. The rebuttable presumption, however, would place
the burden of proof upon the taxpayer, and even though his historical activity
clearly eliminated him from the Hobby Loss arena, he could be forced to prove his
innocence in court thus sustaining not only gross inconvenience, but unnecessary
and unreasonable expense. We submit it would be very unfortunate to subject
genuine farm operators with such possibilities.

LIMITATION ON TAX PREFERENCE

The provisions of the section pertaining to a limit on tax preferences is most
disturbing and undesirable for agricultural people. Not only would it seriously
complicate an already complex tax law, but there is a strong suggestion of a trend
toward taxing gross income rather than net income.

Beyond this, a taxpayer's net amount of farm loss for the year as determined
under the F)DA rules is considered to be a tax preference, but only to the extent
it exceeds what would have been the taxpayer's farm loss for the year if he
had used the accrual method of accounting and capitalized capital expenditures.
Under these grossly involved provisions, we suggest that any genuine farm
operator having non-agricultural income would find the need to employ the
services of an expert accountant and tax adviser. Furthermore, any farm
operator who might find himself caught in the web of this involvement, could
face the necessity of maintaining an accrual system of accounting along with
his regular set of records in order to determine what his tax preference actually
may be.

Furthermore, under the LTP procedure, a regular and genuine farmer who
had non-farm income would find it necessary to add part of his legitimate farm
loss to his adjusted gross income in the same manner he would have t, add
income from tax-exempt interest or the excluded one-half of capital gains sales.
While this may be a satisfactory device for catching so-called tax farmers,
who with large non-agricultural income are taking advantage of farm accounting
rules, it imposes an unfair and unrealistic burden on genuine farm taxpayers.

The bill does provide for a five-year carryover of disallowed preferences which
carryover can be used in succeeding years at any time the tax preferences claimed
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fall below the 50% limit. However, for the actual farmer who may be involved,
this amounts to pushing him toward the use of the ace - method of accounting
and abandonment of the cash rules allowed for agriculture.

ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS

The requirement that itemized personal deductions must be allocated between
taxable income and tax preferences presents a uificult task as related to agri-
culture. Only the personal deductions which can be allocated to taxable income
would be allowed, while those allocated to tax preferences would be disallowed
as tax deductions.

It is argued that the provision for allocation of deductions is justified on the
grounds that personal deductions are paid for by an individual's entire economic
income and not just his taxable income. Therefore the deduction should be al-
lowed for these items only to the extent the income to which they relate is in-
cluded in an individual's tax base.

However, for a genuine farmer the tax preference item of a farm loss can in no
way be considered as part of his economic income. Thus, the disallowance of part
of his personal or itemized tax deductions clearly amount to unfair treatment of
the actual farm taxpayer.

CONCLUSION

We believe the arguments set forth in this analysis of the Tax Reform Act of
1969 clearly establish the gross undesirability of certain provisions as they would
apply to those farmers who are engaged in business for the purpose of profit
and livelihood. Furthermore, we believe it would be fundamentally wrong to
move toward withdrawing from agriculture the privilege of continuing the cash
method of accounting.

Needless to say, perhaps the agricultural Industry is complicated enough with-
out subjecting it to such far-reaching ramifications as are contained in the sec-
tions of H.R. 13270 to which we have addressed ourselves. We trust the Com-
mittee can give favorable consideration to the views and recommendations
we have made, and we express appreciation for the opportunity to present them.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co.,

CJhicago, Ill., September 18, 1969.

RE: Statement Regarding H.R. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1969 Farm Losses
Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

DEAR Srns: The relationship between present Section 270 and the proposed
Section 270 should be clarified by means of transitional rules.

BASIS FOR COMMENTS

No reference is made to the interrelationship between the old and new Section
270 in the proposed law as presently drafted. For instance, in computing the
$50,000 limitation for years ending through December 31, 1969, will the same
rules apply in determining the $50,000 limit on years after December 31, 1969?
Also, will the $25,000 loss measure in new Section 270(b) originate in years
before 1970 for purposes of testing years beginning in 1970 through 1973? It
the answer to these questions is affirmative, then the years 1970 through 1973 will
necessarily be subject to two separate tests, one under the old law and one
under the new law, to determine the disallowance for a particular year. None
of this is clear in the present proposal.

In a separate statement regarding limits on tax preferences, we have pointed
out that the combined effect of this Section and Section 301 will apply to work-
Ing farmers, and have recommended that farm losses not be considered as "tax
preference" items under Section 301.

SUMMARY

The foregoing comments are no intended to indicate approval or disapproval
of the remaining portions of the Act; instead, they are only Indications of tech-
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nical areas or unintended effects upon unsuspecting taxpayers. This statement is
submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with a particular area of the
proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments and recommendations con-
tained herein be made part of the record of testimony relative to the legislative
changes contemplated for farm losses. We shall be pleased to discuss these mat-
ters further with you or the Committee, either in person or by telephone. Please
call us collect at 812-848-262 f necessary.

Very truly yours,
JOHN MENDENHALL,

Director of Texas.

DYKEMA, WHEAT, SPENCER, GOODNOW & TRiGo,
Detroit, Mich., September 22, 1969.

Re: Tax reform bill of 1969.
Hon. RUSzLL B. LONG,
Ohairmn Senate Finance Committee,
New S o/e Offle Building,
Washington, D.C.

DrAs SzNATOz Loio: We would like to submit our comments regarding the
provisions of the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 that affect farmers in general and
the horses breeding industry in particular. We are submitting these comments at
the request of a client who Is the owner of an outstanding herd of quarter horses
and who has devoted a substantial amount of his time, effort and money to the
creation; of this herd.

We acknowledge the proper concern of the Treasury Department and of Con-
gress over the trend that has manifested Itself In recent years for persons who
have excess funds for investment to direct those funds Into the so-called "tax
sheltered investments," a term that has come to include investments in livestock
and farm& We feel, however, that the provisions of the Tax Reform Bill that are
aimed at removing the tax advantages from a passive Investment In farms and
livestock have gone beyond that legitimate goal and will serve to strike down
and destroy the genuine operator who has made a substantial commitment of
his own personal and financial resources to the active management of a farming
or breeding operation.

We believe that the Reform Bill will discourage the serious Investor from en-
tering the industry; It will cause the industry to shrink; and it will drive the
established farmers and breeders out of business. No segment of our dynamic
society ever stands still-it either grows and prospers with its growth or it
withers and dies. If the Reform Bill becomes law in its present form, livestock
and farming will begin to die.

We believe our client Is typical of the active entrepreneur who makes a perma-
nent commitment and becomes a genuine and legitimate part of the breeding
industry. He has made a substantial direct Investment In land, buildings and
other Improvements and equipment used In connection with the land, and he has
acquired a large herd of animals, which is one of the finest, if not the finest,
quarter horse herds in the United States. He Is simply not in the same class as,
nor does he sell to, the person who buys a herd of cattle described In a prospectus
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission, who has nothing to
do with their management and care, and who never even sees the animals he
buy& The legitimate operator of a breeding herd Is actively engaged In the day
to day operations of the business. He has employees, to be sure, but he oversees
the operation and is In active control of It.

The creation of a herd of animals such as the one we describe Is not an easy
task Nor is it one that Is Immediately profitable. Indeed, the early years of
building such a herd are inevitably years of financial losses. Eventually, how-
ever, the properly managed breeding operation becomes profitable; and as the
gross receipts from the sale of animals, stud fees, and purses from racing opera-
tions increase, the taxable Income of the operator increases, and the taxes he
pays to the federal and local governments Increase.

We believe that the provisions in the Tax Reform Bill that affect the breed-
Ing and farm industry are most unrealistic. The breeding industry In pdrticn-
lar relies heavily upon the Influx of new capital, and the persons who possess
such capital must expect, as did our client, when they enter the field that there
will be losses for a period of several years. It is the expectation that these
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possess will later be recouped, so that a reasonable return may be achieved over
the years, that makes such an iLvestment economically feasible in the first place.

The provisions of the Reform Bill penalize the person who incurs such lossess,
even though he may incur them in good faith and without tax avoidance motives.
They remove provisions that Congress has previously determined to be necessary
and desirable to encourage the growth of this industry-and they are removed
not because the industry no longer needs such encouragement, but because of
the abuses of a few greedy non-farmers.

The proposed changes will deter persons from entering the industry and will
cause many persons who have made recent commitments to it to get out of the
industry. This will cause a general downturn in the industry and begin a cycle
that will feed upon itself. As new investors are kept from or driven out of the
industry, the owners of established herds, such as our client, will experience a
drop in revenues because the persons who would otherwise be paying them stud
fees and buying animals from them will no longer be there. This will, in turn, con-
vert the now financially successful operations into loss operatio, s and wreak
a financial disaster for the established, successful breeders. The lost Income
from the destroyed ventures will, in turn, result in lost tax revenues to the federal
and local governments.

We submit that the proposed changes are akin to going after a fly with a
sledgehammer. They would go far beyond the desired goal of getting rid of
the pesky tax manipulator and would destroy the entire structure of a highly
desirable industry.

We believe that the limited abuses that have arisen as a result of investments
by persons who are not genuinely committed to farming or livestock, but who
think their Investments are enhanced in yield because of the tax laws, can best be
dealt with administratively by the Internal Revenue Service. We believe the
Service has all of the tools it needs for this purpose. We have observed how it
has in recent years successfully attacked a number of Investors who were not
genuinely In the business of farming or livestock, and we are convinced that
these successes alone have served to keep many would-be hobbyists off of the
farm.

If legislation is really needed, it should be refined to a much greater e-ztent so
as to be aimed at the person who is abusing the present tax laws. The shotgun
provisions of the Tax Reform Bill would indiscriminately Injure farmers and
breeders whom Congress has sought for many years to encourage, and would be
a major step backwards for the farming community and for the country.

Very truly yours,
U. JAMEs GAMBLE.

LANGEOCK & SPERRY ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
Middlebury, Vt., September 10, 1969.Hon. GEORGE D. Axxua,

U.S. Senate,
We1hington, D.C.
DEA SEMATOs AIKEN: I have written you before in connection with the pro-

posed tax bill pending before Congress. Personally, I am In agreement with the
concept thmt many of the so-oalled "loop-holes" of the tax law should be closed.
I am however afraid that some of the proposals passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives create more problem than they solve.

My main obJecion deals with the socaliled hobby losses where deductions are
only allowed where such activity was caried on with a "reasonable expectation
of realizing a profit" This provison is especially pertinent to farms and farm
losses tbat are Incurred in many years by Vermonter&

I personally am very much concerned with the potential effect this will have
on the racing industry. There are three other provisions which also effect the
racing industry principally Involving the attempt to stop the conversion of
ordinary income Into capital gsin through depreciation of livestock. While the
latter provision will hurt farmers, objectively, it would appear to be much more
reaonble and have much less dWastrous effects than the changes involvingthe bobby loseI -The problem with 9pMlying an objective test which this new section attempts
to do to a subjective area Is that It fails to leave a potential taxpayer with any
der of certainty as to his potential tax liabitikd. It in fact allows for an
attitrary determination by an internal revenue agent which at a very minimum
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can cost a taxpayer tremendous time and trouble and expense in litigating the
podnt.

I am sincerely worried that this element of the lack of certainty more than
the potential tax consequences of the other changes will drive people out of the
horse raising and racing business. It would also appear to me that the States
require the revenue raised from parimutual racing and that they will not
tolerate the racing business to be shut down entirely. You would therefore have
a transfer of ownership of horses from many small private and honest owners
to organized groups determined to make a profit. In many Instances this profit
can only be realized by illegitimate uses of the parimutual windows themselves
together with the other Incidental activities concerning the horse races them-
selves. Basically If the small owner Is forced out a void will be created atid this
void is ripe for the extension by organized crime into this field.

I do not ask for any special favors to horse men, but I believe a person should
be allowed to enter this business venture under the same rules as if he were
going into a manufacturing or some other business venture. I do not believe that
it is to the benefit of the taxpayers throughout the U1.S. to segregate out this
type of business for special rules as compared to other businesses.

There well may be a few abuses within this industry but the proposed rules
rather than stopping these abuses will tend to destroy the industry.

It may seem an overstatement to say that it will destroy the industry, but
statistically the horse racing Industry is based upon a large number of small
owners and if they are faced with the uncertainty of an adverse determination
by an Internal revenue agent after the fact of their potential expectations of
realizing a profit, then the great bulk of these will not be able to afford to take
the chance and proceed. For most people In the business this is not their primary
source of livelihood but a second or third business and thus It Is easier for them
to get out of the Industry than it would be in most other cases.

It Is hard to fully express my feelings In this matter without making this
letter Inordinately long. I do feel quite strongly about this matter and would be
willing to come to Washington to appear before any committee which might be
considering this matter and to talk realistically of what effects this has on the
small horse breeder with a small racing stable.

Sincerely yours,
PETER F. LANGROCK.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES DAVENPORT

SUMMARY

I appear in my own capacity as a citizen interested in equitable tax laws and
represent no other person In making this statement.

Farm tax losses raise a problem of tax equity and foster unfair competition
for many of America's farm families which must rely on farm income for a
living.

The farm -tax loss problem arises from the combination of (1) a unique admin-
istrative dispensation permitting the reporting of farm Income and expenses on
a cash basis and (2) the conferring of capital gain treatment on some farm
assets.

This benefit Is available to a taxpayer who (1) has a "farm tax loss" which is
not an economic loss and (2) substantial non-farm Income against which to ab-
sorb the "farm tax loss." There is no benefit to one who has only the farm invest-
ment Thus, high bracket non-farm taxpayers enjoy a competitive advantage
over farmers.

There are three proposals to deal with this problem:
(1) The authority to use cash accounting and to deduct some expenses which

are capital expenditures could be revoked, I would urge this solution.
(2) Section 211 of H.R. 13270 proposes an excess deductions account which

would convert certain sales of farm assets from capital gain to ordinary income.
This proposal does nothing to prevent the offsetting of artificial farm losses
against other income. It thus permits a deferral of tax on current Income and Is
a wholly Ineffective means of dealing with the problem.

(3) If the solution set out in paragraph (1) above is not adopted, I urge
adootlou of S. 500, herein called the Metcalf Dill. It Is structured to reach only
artificial farm losses, and it denies current deduction of them.
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The present scheme is highly inequitable since it permits many high bracket
taxpayers to shield their ordinary income from tax. More importantly it sub-
sidizes by reduction of taxes on other Income the "tax farmer" and puts him at an
unfair competitive advantage over the "legitimate" farmer.

The Metcalf Bill should be adopted by Congress to solve the "farm tax loss"
problem.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This statement discusses several pending proposals for changes in the income
tax treatment of income from certain farm investments. Before returning to the
substance of this discussion, permit me to identify myself.

I teach Federal income tax law at the School of Law, University of California
at Davis, California. I represent no client nor organization in writing this state-
ment. I am writing it solely in my own capacity as a citizen with special knowl-
edge of taxation and an interest in an equitable tax system. I have had what I
think Is unique experience working with the taxation of farm investments. From
1960 to 1967 I was in practice in San Francisco, California, with a firm that
represented many farm Investors and operators. During that time I was a men-
ber, Vice chairman, and Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture of the Tax
Section of the American Bar Association. From May 1967 until August of 1969
I worked in the office of the Tax Legislative Counsel in the Treasury Department.
During the time I was with the Treasury Department, I participated in the con-
sideration of many and In the development of two proposals concerning the farm
tax loss problem, including that contained in "Tax Reform Studies and Pro-
posals," which was published by this Committee and the House Committee on
Ways and Means, and including the proposal recommended by the Treasury when
it appeared before the House Committee on Ways and Means in April of this
year.

THE PROBLEM

There is a general consensus that there Is a farm tax loss problem. The House
Committee on Ways and M3leans devoted an entire day to the discussion of this
subject. The hearing record runs 183 pages. The Committee heard presentations
from at least 15 different groups and printed In the record innumerable letters
and comments from persons who did not appear before the Committee. All of
these persons agreed there was some difficulty in the farm tax area, but there
were differing opinions as to the nature of that difficulty. The purpose of this
statement and to discuss the various solutions now pending.

The farm loss problem arises from two different provisions of the Federal tax
law. One of them is an administrative decision made as early as 1915 which pro-
vided that farmers could Teport their Income on either -the cash or the accrual
method of accounting, whether or not such method accurately reflected income.
It also permitted farmers to deduct their livestock raising costs even though these
were capital expenditures. Subsequently, in regulations promulgated in 1919, the
Treasury also authorized farmers to write-off capital expenditures Incurred in
the development of orchards and ranches. Thus, very early In the administration
of our tax law, farmers were accorded liberalities not accorded to any other
industry. They could use cash accounting and expense capital expenditures even
though these dispensations violated proper accounting rules and distorted the
reporting of Income.

At the time that these rules were developed, they may have been defensive on
the ground that the identification of specific costs attributable to particular prod-
ucts on hand at the end of the year would have been difficult. Furthermore, the
aclountin4g principles then available were unsophisticated and probably not pre-
pared to deal with the problem of segregating and capitalizing costs associated
with livestock and assets such as farms end orchards. In addition, there seems to
have been some notion that the average farm did not represent the type of financial
investment usually found in other business operations. Thus, farming was looked
at as a way of life rather than as a business, and it seemed inappropriate to re-
quire the vse of highly developed accounting techniques even If they had been
available.

It is nteresting to note that these rules developed before there was any concept
of capital grain. They were also developed by an administrative agency which was
charged with prescribing accounting rules which would properly reflect income.
Expediency undoubtedly was their chief Justification, and there seems to have
been no consideration as to their impact on investment and farm assets. Indeed,

3-865 0-6--pt. 4---6
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such consideration would have been improper by an administrative agency
charged with the collection of a tax on income. But even so, it is doubtful that
they had any such impact at that time,

In 1942, Congress expanded the category of assets entitled to capital gain treat-
inezt to include property used in the trade or business where there was a net
gain for the year on such assets. After some period of controvensy, the law was
clarified to make clear that livestock held for draft, breeding or dairy purposes
for a period in excess of 12 months qualified under this provision. The controversy
then moved to a determination of whether the particular animal had been held
for one of these purposes The courts inoterpreted the section very favorably to
taxpayers and conferred capital gain in a number of circumstances which may
not have been within the lntendment of the law. The result is that a substan-
tial part of the farm profits realized in certain types of farming operations are
now reported as capital gain while the cost of assets yielding that capital gain
have been fully written off.

The onsequences of this interaction of fully deductible capital loss and the
reporting of proceeds as capital gain have been fully explored and cogently sum-
marized by the National Livestock Tax Committee in a leter to Honorable
Wilbur D. Mills, Chairman, House Committee on Ways and Means, dated March
28, 196G. (This letter appears in Tax Reform, 1960, Hearings Before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 91st Congress, ]A Session,
at page 2056 and following). The illustration there assumes a "typical com-
mercial cattle operation" which yields an economic profit of some $22,600 over a
five-year period. However, after application of the present income tax laws which
create "farm losses" which also taxing the sales proceeds at capital gain rates,
there is a total net reduction of taxes on other income (derived by subtracting
the net capital gain tax from the savings in tax resulting from the "farm tax
lose") in the amount of $56,844 This is referred to as a "tax profit," i.e., a pay-
ment from the U.S. Treasury to the taxpayer through the tax system. Thus, ths
taxpayer's overall gain is approximately $79,000.

There are two striking features about this overall gain. First the "tax lose"
generated from the raising of the livestock is of no value to one who has no
other income. If the taxpayer Is engaged In no endeavor other than that of rais-
ing livestock, the "tax loss" Is of no benefit Thus, the "tax profit" is available
only to those persons who have substantial other income. Secondly, although
there has been a "tax loss" there also has been a true economic farm profit of
nearly $28,000, and the taxpayer who has this outside source of income has paid
no tax on that farm profit Instead, this taxpayer has received additional pay-
ments in the form of reduced taxes on other Income in the amount of nearly
$57,000 from the Federal government. On the other hand, a taxpayer who had
only the livestock income would have paid some taxes on the $23,000 farm
profit earned over the five year period. The exact amount would depend upon
the taxpayer's personal exemptions and itemized deductions Thus, the taxpayer
having non-farm income has a competitive advantage over the taxpayer who had
oply the farming Interest. This advantage, arising solely by reason of the tax
law, is $57,000 on an investment which yielded an economic profit of only $23,000.

Contrast this also to a taxpayer engaged in the grocery business If he earned
$28,000 over a five year period, he would also pay some tax. Thus, taxpayers hav-
ing both (a) non-farm Income and (b) certain kinds of farm investments which
produce "farm tax losses", also have a substantial advantage over taxpayers
engaged in other businesses.

Thus, the taxpayer who has the happy combination of large non-farm Income
and certain farm investments which produce "farm tax losses" is granted an
inequitable advantage over (1) those farm taxpayers who have no other income
and (2) those taxpayers who have only non-farm income In the former case,
this advantage is also an unfair competitive advantage which permits the ,"tax
farmer" to obtain higher profits on lower prices The "tax farmer" thus is in a
position to drive the "legitimate" farmer out of business. Any change in the tax
Uaw, then, should ave the purpose of removing the unfair competition between
farming interests having outside income as compared to those farming interests
which have no outside income In addition, uch change should remove the In-
equity between farmers and non-farmers.

P OSnIJ SOL ONS

irOin time to time there have been sugg stions for changes which would ac
compUsh the goals Just described. Perbapd the simplest of these would be the
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outright revocation of authority for taxpayers having farm Income to use the
cash method of accounting where it does not accurately reflect income and also
to deny to them the right to expense certain capital costs such as the cost of
raising livestock or developing orchards, vineyards, and ranches. There are a
number of practical problems In this approach, but none of them is insoluble.
This approach has much to commend it and is theoretically the correct one.
If this Committee should decide to move in that direction, it certainly would be
taking a proper action which would. be a substantial reform of the income tax
law. It is the action I would recommend. If this Committee does not, however,
desire to adopt such a sweeping reform, It undoubtedly will go to consider two
other pending proposals. The first of these is embodied in section 211 of H.R.
1327W. The Treasury Department has recently made recommendations to modify
this provision. The other proposal is that contained in the bill introduced by
Senator Metcalf on January 22 of this year, S. 500.

The solution adopted by the House is a four part solution. The first is to require
that to the extent that the. "farm tax loss" exceeds $25,000 it be entered Into an
excess deductions account if taxpayer's non-farm income for the year is in excess
of $50,000. Second, the House voted to extend the holding period on livestock
receiving capital gain to one year beyond the time from which such livestock Is
placed In service by the taxpayer. Third, the bill provides for a recapture of de-
preciation on livestock so as to place it on an equal footing with other personal
property. The second and third actions are appropriate and should bo taken re-
gardless of any other provisions which this Committee may chose. They do not,
however, solve the farm loss problem. Fourth, the House revised some of the so-
called hobby loss rules. They apply to all businesses of any kind. Since their ap-
plication is not limited to farming, there is no reason to discuss them in the con-
text of the farm loss problem. It seems appropriate thus to exclude them from
our present discussion. This leaves us with the excess deductions account, which
certainly is the major plank in the farm lose program. We shall compare it to
8. 500.

The excess deductions account (herein referred to as EDA) adopted by the
House would appear to be a most ineffective tool because it falls to recognize that
the major difficulty In the farm tax area Is the ability to deduct currently,
against non-farm income, expenses which are capital expenditures. By so doing,
the "tax dodge farmer" continues to create artificial farm losses which reduce his
taxes on current non-farm income. Now under EDA it is true that at some later
date, he may be required to include in ordinary income the receipts from the
sale of certain farm assets which, absent the FIDA provision, he would return as
capital gain. But the subsequent returning as ordinary income amounts deducted
in prior years permitei the taxpayer to defer taxes on current income earned from
sources other than farmilng. The consequence of all this is that in an Industry
where profits are relatively low, and I understand that in livestock farming total
economic profits are often claimed to be as low as 3%, the ability to defer taxes
on the income earned in the other endeavors is an extremely valuable benefit.
Indeed, the ability to defer taxes may be more valuable than a complete exemp-
tion from tax. A simple example will illustrate this.

For the purposes of this illustration, the income and loss limitations contained
within the bill are ignored because they are given special consideration below.
Thus, we can assume that in the first year the taxpayer incurs a $100 raising cost
on a breeding animal which he will ultimately sell at capital gain rates. He In-
curs the same expense in the second year, and in the third year he sells the
animal for $210. His economic profit thus is $10 (or 5%). If he had been re-
quired to capitalize the raising costs and to pay a capital gains tax on the profit
element only, his tax would be but $250. Under present law and under EDA, how-
ever, the taxpayer may deduct the raising costs of $200. Assuming a 70% tax
rate, in the first year he would reduce his taxes on other income in the amount of
$70. The same would be true for the second year when he would reduce his taxes
on other income im the amount of $70. These reductions In tax are In essence an
interest free loan. Under ODA, the taxpayer would be required to repay the In-
terest free loan uton sale of the animal in the third year when E)A would re-
capture the prior deducted expenses at a $140 tax cost, just equal to the total of
the taxes on other income saved In the first two years. In addition, there would be
a $2.50 capital gain tax on the profit. The net tax cost thus is the capital gains tax
on the profit. But in addition, the taxpayer has had the benefit of an interest free
loan from the government. The value of this loan, assuming an interest rate of
8%, ridiculously low at current borrowing rates, is $1160. The net benefit is the
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value of this loan ($1260) reduced by the capital gains tax ($2.50) or $10.10.
This may be contrasted to $2.50 benefit which the taxpayer would have realized If
he had capitalized his costs and not been required to pay a tax on the profit.
Clearly, then the value of deferring taxes on Income earned in other endeavors
may exceed the value of entirely exempting farm profits from tax. Any EDA pro-
posal, or any other proposal, which operates on the basis of permitting taxpayers
to continue to defer current taxes by the deduction of capital costs Is excessively
generous and does not handle the farm tax loss problem, Finally, since the re-
payment of the interest free loan from the Government depends upon a sale by
the taxpayer, he has within his own hands the ability to decide when the loan
should be repaid, certainly a strange position for a debtor.

In addition, the bill as it came from the House, had two further difficulties.
One of them seems to be irremediable. When farm assets are transferred In non-
taxable transactions, there either must be a transfer of EDA to the transferee,
or the transferee Is in a position to sell the assets at capital gain rates while
the transferor will have deducted the capital cost of the assets against ordinary
Income tax rates. Due to the myriad kinds of transactions, it Is impossible to
devise a single workable rule which will adequately prevent this kind of manip-
ulation. Thus, the bill has a hodge-podge of rules which are neither national
nor curative. They may, however, be the best that can be devised to deal with an
insoluable problem. Secondly, the Income and loss limits of the bill are such that
it would operate on approximately 3,000 tax returns. As far as can be ascertained,
this would be about .1% of one percent of all farm tax returns and less than one-
half of one percent of farm tax returns showing a farm loss. The long run revenue
estimate Is something less than $20 million. The almost negligible effect of these
estimates undoubtedly led the Treasury to recommend that the outside income
limit on the bill be reduced to $25,000 and that the farm loss be reduced to
$15,000. The Treasury estimated that as so modified, the bill would affect 9,300
taxpayers and In the long run raise $50 million of revenue.

In concluding the discussion of EDA, let me point out that however modified
EDA will be ineffective. It is premised on the belief that the payment of taxes
one, two, or ten years from today is the same as the payment of taxes today
as the income is earned. We all know this is not so, and deferral of paying taxes
Is now the "name of the game" for many highly skilled tax practitioners. Even if
every dollar of farm loss were entered into EDA by every farmer in America,
the substantial period of deferral and the benefits to be derived therefrom would
render EDA Ineffective to solve the farm tax loss problem. Thus, even if modi-
fied as suggested by the Treasury EDA will remain an Inappropriate tool to deal
with this problem.

In contrast to this rather ineffective proposal, Senator Metcalf has Introduced
S. 500, which is now pending before this Committee, I believe, as Amendment
No. 139 to H.R. 13270. That bill would achieve the objective of removing the tax
subsidy from tax loss farming by limiting to $15,000 (or the amount of the
"special deductions" mentioned in the bill, whichever Is higher) the deduction
for a farm loss which the taxpayer could use to offset non-farm Income. Generally
speaking, a farm loss would be the amount by which farm deductions exceeded
farm Income. For these purposes, the untaxed one-half of long term capital gains
attributable to farm property would aot be included in income. Farm deductions
will include all deductions attributable to the farming business. If the taxpayer's
non-farm adjusted gross income exceeded $15,000, the limit on his deductible
loss would be reduced by $1 for each $1 of such excess. On the other hand, this
limit would be raised to the amount of the taxpayer's "special deductions" if it
were higher. The special deductions are (a) taxes, (b) Interest, (e) abandon-
ment, theft, fire, storm or casualty losses, (d) drought losses and expenses, and
(e) losses on the disposition of assets to the extent they are attributable to
farming. If the farm loss of any year is greater than the allowable amount, it
would be reduced by the untaxed portion of farm capital gains in that year and
then be available to be carried backward three years and forward five years to
offset farm income In other years. Partners and shareholders in corporations
electing to be taxed under sub-chapter 8 of the code would then be treated as
engaged in the farming operation of the partnership or corporation. It also pro-
vides that If a taxpayer is engaged in farming and one or more businesses which
are directly related to this farming and conducted on an Integrated basis with
his farming, the taxpayer could elect to treat all such businesses as a single
business of farming.
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Finally, a taxpayer who elected to report income using inventories where signify.
cant and to capitalize capital expenditures would not be subject to the foregoing
rules limiting the amount of this farm loss but could deduct it in full if there
were no other provisions of the law which would disallow the deductions. It does
not require anyone to adopt accrual accounting. As is mentioned below only
15,000 (out of 3,000,000 farmers) taxpayers would be faced with the choice of
non-deduction of the farm tax loss on the use accrual accounting. The purpose of
the bill is to .reserve cash accounting for those farmers who have not made ex-
cessive use of the liberal accounting rules.

This bill offers as good a solution as can be devised short of requiring that
all farmers use accrual accounting and be denied the right to deduct capital ex-
penditures. By exempting all losses of less than $15,000 from the operation of the
bill, it assures that the small farmer who must supplement his income from other
sources or take part time or seasonal employment will not be subject to its pro-
visions. However, this $15,000 limitation is not a blank check to all taxpayers to
make deductible investments of $15,000 per year. Instead, as the adjusted gross
income exceeds $15,000, the amount of the allowable loss is reduced so that at
$30,000 of non-farm adjusted gross income, no farm loss is allowable. This seem
clearly appropriate and is a necessary tool to render the bill fully effective. Also,
any so-called legitimate farmer who satisfies the reasons for the special account-
ing rules will not have as much as $15,000 to $30,000 of non-farm adjusted gross
income. The bill thus is a cleverly devised bill for which Senator Metcalf is to be
complimented. If this Committee is not prepared to require accrual accounting
and full cost capitalization where necessary to reflect income properly, I cannot
urge too strongly that this Committee adopt the Metcalf Bill as a reasonable
solution to the farm loss problem. Let me add, however, that there are a few
changes which you may want to consider. They are discussed in the Appendix.
They merely improve what would be a good tool.

One might take a look at the bill's operation. It would probably affect about
15,000 taxpayers and would raise as much as $200 million in revenue. This is only
about one-and-one half percent of the total returns showing farm losses, but this
group obviously are the taxpayers who are taking excessive advantage of the pres-
ent tax law. The deferral of taxes on current income would be denied to this group,
but if they, or for that matter any other farmer, have any sort of catastrophic loss
that could not be absorbed by curent farm income, it could be carried over and
carried back against farm income of other years. Additionally, most deductions
which produce true economic losses are special deductions which are allowed
even if they exceed the $15,000 loss limitation. They are taxes, interest, aban-
donment, theft, fire, storm and casualty losses, and drought losses and expenses
and losses on the sale of assets. Thus, the charge that this bill would operate in
any arbitrary fashion so as to disallow economic losses cannot be established.
Rather it operates only after allowance of the enumerated deductions. It attacks
the farm loss problem directly, and it tends to disallow only those artificial
losses which would arise from the deduction of capital expenditures that is now
permitted under present law.

The amount of revenue raised and the number of taxpayers affected by these
various bills are not, of course, the sole criteria by which to measure the effect-
iveness of provisions dealing with the farm loss problem, however. Obviously,
they do, however, go to the question of whether the proposal reduces the Fed-
eral subsidy going to taxpayers who have the kind of farm investment which
produces a "farm tax loss" which is not an economic loss while also having other
sources of income. It must be remembered that this subsidy does not provide
any benefits to those who have only the farm investment producing the "farm
tax loss," Thus, the purpose of any proposal in this area would be to discourage
some investment in farm assets by placing those taxpayers who have substan-
tial outside Income on the same ground as those who have only farm income.
When measured by this criterion, there Is no doubt but what the bill passed by the
House even if amended as recommended by the Treasury would be wholly in-
effective while the Metcalf Bill at least would have a substantial impact which
would appear to be effective. On the other band, EDA would continue to permit
a substantial deferral of taxes on current Income for a large number of taxpayers.

CONCLUSION

A number of arguments defending the present provisions of the tax law were
raised In the hearings before the House Committee on Ways and Means. To a
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large extent these are economic questions which claim that the present system
yields a large "incentive" to invest in farm assets. It is doubtful that tls in-
centive is desirable in light of our other farm programs designed to assist those
most harmed by the tax subsidy. In addition, the "incentive," or more properly
the "subsidy," questions the Integrity of the tax law and perverts our concept
of tax equity. Reduced to its barest form, the argument for this tax incentive Is
that persons having substantial non-farm income should be induced to invest
In certain farm assets and receive the Federal subsidy described above. They
are thus accorded a substantial competitive advantage over persons who must
rely on only farm Income and who therefore do not receive the tax subsidy.
To anyone seriously Interested in the family farm and its economic well being,
It seems clear that the tax law should be amended to reduce this unfair competi-
tion. One must, then, view these statements by the defenders of the present
system with somewhat of a Jaundiced eye. They can be made only to defend
a system which is highly Inequitable in its operation and which benefits only
those who have very high taxable incomes.

The Metcalf Bill would reduce, if not eliminate, this unfair competition. The
capital which remained in farming could compete on equal terms whether it is
supplied by one having large non-farm income or is supplied by one who must
rely on the farm for his sole livelihood. The overall result should be a healthy
re-introduction of the unsubsidized free enterprise system in the farm area.

It seems to me that we would all applaud such action and that this Committee
would receive the thanks and commendation of millions of farmers throughout
the country who today are struggling against Federally tax subsidized competi-
tion by high income taxpayers who need not rely on the farm to produce a profit,
but rather can look to the Federal Government to supply a profit on the farm
investment through the reduction of taxes on other income. There is no justifi-
cation for the present system, either in terms of equity in the tax system or
prv i* iu leam oi iuducing or strengthening tne family farm.

OPPENHIUMER IzcUSTix, INC.,
Kansas Ot$J, Mo., September 29, 1966.

U.. Senate,
Washington, DX.

D A SENATOzS: At the hearings last week, quotations from myself and my
books seemed to form a major element of the testimony of Senator Metcalf and
others opposed to the entrance of outside risk capital into the agricultural indus-
try. While our group testified extensively before the House Ways and Means
Committee on March 10, we felt that our position was adequately covered by the
American National Cattlemen's Association and did not want to tie up the time
of the Senate Committee by appearing separately. On the other hand, we had
no idea that we were going to be singled out by Senator Metcalf for so many
adverse comments with no chance for rebuttal.

It Is my feeling that there was a conscious attempt to confuse the Senate
Finance Committee by several of the witnesses and I hope that you have an
opportunity to review the following enclosures:

1. My rebuttal to four specific errors in Senator Metcalf's testimony.
2. Copies of resolution from the Montana Stockgrowers Association and the

New Mexico State Legislature. These were selected at random from ninny
similar documents since they come from two states where the Senator claims
to have the suplp)rt of all of the agricultural organizations.

3 By separate mail I am sending you a reprint of our group's testimony
In March stressing the serious consequences to the agricultural credit system,
the under capitalized smaller rancher, and many marginal rural areas if out-
side risk capital from urban areas was suddenly cut off from the agricultural
industry. This entire subject was carefully avoided by Senator Metcalf and his
proponents.

Sincerely yours,
H. L OPPENUFMER.
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REBUTTAL TO SENATOR METCALF'S TESTIMONY BEFORE SENATE
FiNANoE CoMITTErE, SEPTEMBim 22, 1969

This past Monday, September 22, 1969, hearings were held by the Senate
Finance Committee on the 'farm losses" aspects of H.R. 13270. Although I at-
tended those hearings as a spectator, neither I nor any of my direct associates in
the livestock industry requested the opportunity to testify at that time. The
reason for this was that; we had given extensive testimony on March 10, 1969 at
hearings of the House Ways and Means Committee when this bill was being
developed, and since there has been no change In our position we did not want
to take up the Senate Finance Committee's time with duplicative effort.

During the course of the testimony occasional reference was made to me and
to my company, Oppenheimer Industries, Inc., and it Is primarily for this reason
that I am writing you on the matter.

To identify for you our Company and the nature of its business, we are the
nation's largest ranch management and rural real estate brokerage concern,
having been so involved for the last 17 years or so. Although our company last
year managed feeder or breeding cattle herds aggregating well over 200,000
in number, our company has no corporate "position" in either livestock or ranch
property. We act solely as management agents.

From the inception of our cattle management operations, our aim has been
one of concentrating entirely on commercial (or grade) beef cattle, the type
that is raised by the preponderant number of good professional ranchers in this
country. Although we use registered bulls for herd improvement, we do not
otherwise deal at all in such registered cattle, involving enormously inflated
purchase prices, which you will find to be the case in some of the more widely
advertised purebred cattle "gimmick" operations. We, incidentally, never ad-
vertise. Cattle used in our programs are sold to our clients by ranchers or other
w 4iei at a pi oe based enitirely on he curreaL 1air market values established
by the regular livestock authorities. One of our good cows for instance, would
be valued at probably $220 to $240, in contrast to a registered cow of not much
better real worth which might be bought in a "gimmick" operation for as much
as $5,000.

Generally, we do not run any ranches but seek out competent ranchers of
proven experience to run our client cattle on a contract basis. They are level-
headed native ranchers--"legitimate" farmers, to use the word bandied around
at the recent hearing-who realize the benefits which accrue to them by main-
taining cattle on contract as a supplement to running their own. This procedure
frees their own capital for ranch improvement and expansion. Our Company
can point with some pride to at least 5 distressed farm communities where we
have entered the picture with our programs, to provide outside venture capital
for the expansion of livestock operations, and where the results have been com-
pletely visible and noteworthy. The influx of those "high velocity" dollars from
our clients into a needy farm community does much to rejuvenate it. We can
provide specific examples of this.

In the course of our activities, we have voluntarily registered as dealer and
as market agent with the Packers and Stockyards Administration of the USDA.
Such action, done on a not required basis but a voluntary basis, reflects our
willingness to be openly controlled by the regulations of that Agency. Further-
more, in fact, we have formally offered our services to assist that agency in
the enforcement of its laws (at no cost) where they believe they are being vio-
lated by livestock operators of the "gimmick" type.

With that discussion of our Company's background, I would like to pursue a
couple of specifics related to the testimony of Senator Metcalf last Monday.

Another Senator on the Committee posed this question to Senator Metcalf.
"Would the elimination of the exemption for depreciation recapture, as proposed
in the current House bill, stop the 'gimmick' operator?" I contend that Senator
Metcalf then attempted to confuse and mislead the Committee with an ob-
viously prepared lengthy quotation from m.y book Cowboy Economics, selected
out of context. The quotation concerned the ordinary commercial breeding
cow costing around $200 with a salvage value for slaughter purposes of around
$90. Here depreciation comes to approximately $14 per head per year and is rela-
tively insignificant whether recaptured or not.

On the other hand the questioning Senator was referring to the tax abuse
group dealing in $8,000 to $5,000 cows (which incidentally still have the same
$90 salvage value for meat) in which depreciation Is highly significant and to
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which the imposition of depreciation recapture would be a most significant
item. Obviously, with the study that Senator Metcalf and his staff have giren to
the subject, they were clearly aware of the difference and were also aware that
the section of my book which they had ready to quote referred to the former
situation and not to the latter.

At another point during Senator Metcalf's testimony he indicated that his
amendment to this tax reform bill (S-500) enjoys the support of all the farm
organizations In the country. That this was patently incorrect was seen from
the negative reaction of the many actual cattle ranchers then in the audience,
most all of whom belong to at least one farm organization or association. Addi-
tional evidence tbat this is not at all true can be seen from the enclosed com-
munication from the Montana Stockgrowers Association (Senator Metcalf's own
state) and the Joint Resolution of the New Mexico State Legislature in this
regard.

At another point in Senator Metcalf's testimony lie was asked a question by
Senator Byrd concerning whether farm losses caused by a market decline would
constitute an exempted loss under his bill. His affirmative answer, which could
not be true, further served to mislead the committee.

Finally, during questioning by Senator Miller who asked the question as to
whether a farmer with off-farm income of $25,000 could deduct the $15,000 loss
limit provided for in his bill, Senator Metcalf-or his assistant-several times
stated that this would be allowable. Finally the correct answer came out that
only $5,000 loss would be so atlowed, and not the $15,000.

These several discrepancius in the testimony of Senator Metcalf have alarmed
me and many associates in the livestock industry, and have prompted my writing
to you and the other members of the Committee. I hope that the full story on
so-called farm tax loss will be made completely clear to you before you vote on
any finally proposed bill.

Recognizing that we did not testify in front of your committee, I am taking the
liberty of providing you a copy of the testimony which a cross-section of wit-
nesses in the livestock business gave on this matterr before the House Ways and
Means Committee. I earnestly hope that you and/or your staff can find time to
read it. Also, I am sending you under separate cover a copy of my book Cowboy
Economics, from which book a part of Senator Metcalf's testimony was quoted.
I believe that when you find time to pick it up and read it, you will find it very
interesting and informative.

MONTANA STOCKGROWERS AsSOCIATION, INC.,
Helena, Mont., March 5, 1969.

Hon. Wnnuu MILLs,
Chairman, House Ways and Means Committee,
L'ongworth House Ofce Building,
Waahltigton, D.C.

CHARMAN MnL8s: Your committee has H.R. 4257 under consideration which is
intended to correct abuses of present tax laws permitting deductions for farm
and ranch losses against ordinary income. On the surface this proposal purports
to protect bonafide farmers and ranchers from competition from "tax dodge"
operators and halt the much-publicized take over of agriculture by giant cor-
porations. Obviously, many react favorably to what the bill is for.

On the other hand, this is a complex piece of legislation and tax experts knowl-
edgeable in the livestock and ranching business can see serious implication for
legitimate farmers and ranchers. They stand to lose time-honored tax rights. The
results can work severe hardships on some of the most important segments of
ranching and farming. The young man trying to get started will be handicapped
in building and developing a new enterprise. The multi-generation ranching and
farming families will be penalized for prudent diversified investments over the
years and discouraged from enlarging or developing their present holdings.

As a matter of fact all taxpayers engaged in the business of farming or ranch-
ing will be restricted in the amount of deductions attributable to their opera-
tions which can be claimed ou their income tax returns Even the costs of raising
breeding animals and raising crops will have to be capitalized. Thts would
prevent deducting these expenses in the year paid or incurred and virtually
eliminate from the Internal Revenue Code, Section 175 (dealing with soil and
water conservation expenditures), Section 180 (concerning fertilizer costs), and
Section 182 (regarding land clearing expei)ses). It took years of work to get
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these provisions added to the Internal Revenue Code, and it seems unjust and
unnecessary to deny them to legitimate farmers and ranchers to attempt to get
at a few who abuse their rights.

It is acknowledged, of course, that there is concern about the adverse eco-
nomic effects of "tax gimmick" operations have on the legitimate business, but
also that promotion of such operations have attracted the criticism of the Treas.
ury Department which in turn is jeopardizing the tax equities which have been
gained for the legitimate livestock industry over the years. But in spite of this.
farmers and ranchers should not be singled out for discrimination, even if the
purpose of the crackdown is to get the relatively few 1)ersons who are in the live-
stock business for "tax gimn-ick" purposes.

'Furthermore, it appears that the Internal Revenue Service already has broad
authority to deny the deduction of losses if a livestock or any other operation
is inot a trade or a business being conducted with the expectation of making a
profit. Attempting an "easy" way to halt abuses can hardly be condoned if it is
to work hardships on all others involved.

Under the circumstances, it will be sincerely appreciated if you will care-
fully examine all of the facts of this proposed legislation and act accordingly.
If it is found that present laws adequately enforced cannot correct the problems
now clearly apparent, then only legislation which can deal with the situation
without penalizing an entire industry could be sought.

Thanks for your interest and consideration of these matters.
RALPH IRACLE. Necretarpi.

APPENDIX

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN THE METCALF BILL

The operation of the bill could be improved by the following changes:
(1) Losses on ordinary absets (as distlngui.hcd from section 1231 assets)

might be included in the category of specially treated deductions. Such losses are
true economic losses, and there is no reason to disallow them.. The failure to in-
clude them would appear to be mere inadvertence. Such losses probably would not
occur in many cases, for most of the farm assets producing ordinary income either
have no basis or are held in an inventory. In the former case, a loss could not be
realized on the sale, and in the latter case the taxpayer probably would not be
subject to the bill in any event because lie would qualify under the provision
excepting taxpayers using inventories and capitalizing capital expenditures.

(2) The provision permitting a taxpayer to treat a nonfarmn business as a part
of his farming operation if it is related to and on an integrated basis with the
farm business raises a definitional problem in determining whether the two
operations are related on an integrated basis.

This problem could be cured by providing that a business would not be con-
sidered, as related and conducted on an integrated basic; with the farming opera-
tion unless It consists of the procesing of a product raised in tlle farming opera-
tion. Furthermore. the sale of such processed product should produce a substantial
portion of the total receipts of the over-all operation. In addition, the provision
should make clear that treating the two businesses as a farming operation would
be for the purposes of this bill only. i.e., measuring the size of the "farm loss" to
ascertain whether certain deductions are allowable. The bill should clearly pre-
clude the treating of the other business as a farn operation for the purpose ef
adopting accounting methods, the filing of estimated tax returns, the filing of
final returns, and the like.

Even with this modification, however, the bill might fail to achieve its goal and
would permit the offsetting of some "farm losses" arising from the farm tax
accounting rules against income earned in other business. For example, a tax-
payer might be engaged in processing frozen orange concentrate from an orange
grove on which large expenditures and consequent "farm losses" were Incurred
because a part of the grove had not. yet reached full reductionn. The grove, as a
whole, presumably would meet all the tests set out above. Thus, the special benefit
of deducting "farm losses" against other income would be continued for those
taxpayers who have the capital and resources which would permit them to
operate in a business related and integrated with their farming operations. Thus,
with respect to such taxpayers the bill would not accomplish its objectives even
though they would not appear to be the type of taxpayer for whoni the special
accounting rules were devised.
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Thus even if modified as suggested, the bill might not accomplish itu purpose.
Yet, the treating of separate businesses as a single operation departs from the
usual practice in administering the tax law and may raise problems neither
foreseen nor foreeeable at this time.

(8) A number of taxpayers may purchase breeding herds, depreciate them for
a short period, sell the herd and realize substantial capital gains on the excessive
depreciation. While this practice appears improper, there may be an enforcement
problem arising from the inability of the Internal Revenue Service to audit all
taxpayers. The enforcement problem could be solved automatically by including
livestock In the recapture provisions under section 1245. Logically, there is no
reason to exempt livestock, and it would prohibit finagling with depreciation even
though the taxpayer elected accrual accounting in order to avoid application of
the bill.

(4) Under the bill the farm loss would be permitted to offset other farm in-
come, and it may also be carried over to other years. In neither case does farm
income include tbe untaxed portion of capital gains. A loss of $50 may thus con-
tinue to offset $100 of capital gain Income in either the year of loss or when used
as a carryover. This difficulty could be removed by requiring the loss to first be
applied against ordinary Income, and any balance then applied against capital
gain income before the section 1202 deduction or before application of the alter-
native capital gain rate. The same treatment would be prescribed for carryovers.
Thus, in the case where the farm capital gains in the curremt year are $100 and
the farm los ti $50, the capital gain would be reduced to $50 on which a tax
would be paid. If there were also ordinary farm income of $20, the farm loss
would be reduced to $8, and the farm capital gain would be $70. Exactly the
same treatment would be accorded carryover For example, if the current loss is
$50 with no capital gain until the following year when $100 of farm capital gains
are realized, the $50 loss carryover would reduce the capital gain to $50 on which
a tax would be paid.

An alternative to the suggested treatment would be to require that the farm
loss be an adjustment to the basis of asset& This would necessitate deciding
whether to adjust the basis of ordinary income or capital gain assets. It could
also raise administrative problems if depreciable property were involved by pre-
senting a new depreciation base each year. If, however, the alternative of a basis
adjustment were chosen, presumably the adjustment would not be permitted to
create losses but only to reduce gains to zero.

(Telecraml

NASHWvLu, TiNx., September 18, 1969.
Senator Russxu. B. Logo,
Chairman, Sensate Fdisoaso Committee,
Senate Ojloe Building,
Washlwgtox, D.O.

As Governor of Tennessee, I submit this statement to you in opposition to the
farm tax law changes as proposed In H.R. 13270. If adopted, these restrictive
measures will have a stifling effect on the livestock industry in my State and
drastically discourage future growth in a segment of our agricultural economy
that is having such a positive and greatly needed impact in rural areas.

As one who was farm born and farm-reared in the rural South, I feel I am
qualified to give testimony on this matter. I know and appreciate the farmer's
problems and the very real and serious threat created by the provisions of this
bill which are so harmful to his Interests.

The State of Tennessee has many beautiful mountain ranges, but it also has
great farmland areas. These rural areas have historically been the home of men
and women of Independent spirit, who have made the soil the source of their rive-
lIthood. We all want to preserve the time honored and basic occupation of farm-
ing. We all know that the technology of this age, and the rapid changes in farm
production have brought depression to many formerly thriving areas of crop-
lands. It has forced many of our citizens from the land, to seek jobs elsewhere.
In recent years, there has been a decided development In new uses of this crop-
land, through production of horses and cattle. Livestock raising has always been
an Important part of the Agricultural Economy of Tennessee, but it has expanded
into even greater significance In recent years. Tennessee-raised cattle are known
throughout this land, wherever quality cattle are produced. And the famed Ten-
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nessee walking horse has become nationally popular, while other horse breeders
are finding Tennessee's attractions encouraging to horse farming. The livestock
industry in Tennessee amounts to an annual sum in excess of $372 million. The
future of cattle and horse raising is bright in my State, unless it Is discouraged.
Growth of livestock production has expanded the Job opportunities in rural areas
where Jobs are most nueded.

We all know the problems of the crowded cities, made worse by the flow of
the rural unskilled to the urban areas. Certainly, we should not discourage enter-
prise that has a tendency to bring jobs and opportunities to those rural resi-
dents, in their own environment

My region of the United States, the South and Mid-South, Is undoubtedly more
sensitive to the effects of laws which discourage rural development because they
affect more of our area, more of our people, and more of our economy, we are
necessarily becoming more mindful of preserving farm areas, not only for the
sake of conservation but because of the urgency of the economic situation. We
need these rural lands for watersheds, for rec ieergforamiting pollution, and
for our own future. We should not discurfke In any way tlr.development as
cattle and horse farms, for this forpilif agricultural pursuit Is mbst compatible
with sound conservation. The 9binges in this tax bill affecting fact taxes
will discourage that development more, I believe, than many realize.

My concern, as Governor, pf Tennessee, Is that thOpp farm tax chiges
will discourage capital intent so vital t the health an -gowth of the llye-
stock industry in our 8t: I have per ll seen\what new interest and ne*
capital Invested In cattla'and horse f can o to r~vlve deIning agricultural
economics. In particular, horse brc Ing, ho trhinip_ , S nfhorse shows have\
opened new areas and have injected fresh cap taltand 'vital ingrediei~t Into our
rural economy. We netd this income forlmur ei whoeed th Jobsk I We need
the markets created f agricultural products,/ ? .

I appeal to this .imittee, to the Congr to consider arfully changes i n
tax laws that can have a profoundly detrim, I* efeqt on ou a"lcultural Indus-
try. I, too, favor ta reform adbeeve abso he farm !taxdaws should becorrected. ]" " : :- =

But we cannot ffa d the pri of threapIng the pn lq health of an entireindustry which conit utes so mh to our nomy, pron s so much for the

future. I urge you t abolish oA amend th discri'I ato ailr tk proposals
contained In H.R. 132 0. BUVO"I... / N TON,

UFOK6E NOONGov~pmor.

PETITION Sunmirr 7.HoLT S. McKINN&, GBOvE WN, T..AK A

This Petition pertains to the provision -of- 8ection '13 of tbe Tax Re m
Bill of 1969" (H.R. 18270), a passed by the Waysain-d Means Committee the
House of Representatives,-wh~lc provides: 7

(See exhibits A and B attached... 7
Purportedly, this section is inten to deal with so-called "Uco6by Losses",

and is so designated In the Bill. But by Its-e ms It is mgd-ttrapply to one of
the basic Industries of the Country, namely farming; id it Includes within its
scope industry and research of vital economic benefit to the whole Country and to
various States and sections In particular.

Under Section 213 any "aoft~ivty" that is carried on at a loss in excess of
$25,000 In 8 out of 5 years, shall be deemede" (unless shown to the contrary by
the taxpayer) to be operating without "reasonable expectation" of profit. This
Section Invites unending litigation, and In every case (regardless of circum-
stances or conditions) places the burden on the taxpayer of proting beyond all,
reasonable doubt that the "activity" was engaged In, not simply with the "hope
and expectation" of profit, but what, according to some Revenue Agent's particu-
lar views, might be or might not be "deemed" a reasonable expectation of profit.
TAtigation Is made almost mandatory; and the decision in any one case will not
be controlling or authority In another case. What one Judge or one Court might
hold in one case was a "reasonable cxpectation" of vmklng a profit, might just
as well be considered by another Judge In another case as being unreasonable.
The administration of the tax law should not be left to such tenuous and uncer-
tain administration; and the taxpayer should not be forced to contend with
lnterminable and expensive and tme consuming litigation. The proposed law
is itself an open Invitation to harassment and enforced litigation.
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Former President Woodrow Wilson use to say: "There are two basic require-
ments in any tax law, -namely:

1. Certainty of the amount of the tax due, and
2. Ready and easy determination of that amount.

Certainly the present provisions of Section 213 of the present House bill do not
conform to these "basic requirements". Not only are they fundamentally unsound
and unjust, but as Congressman Utt, a ranking member of the Ways and Means
Committee Itself, recently said regarding the whole bill, it is "fiscally irrcspon-
siblEY. Moreover, as Congressman Utt further pointed out:

"It is time for the Congress to realize that true tax reform can only be
achieved through slmplifoatim.

"In addition to adopting the wrong approach to tax reform, the committee's
bill fails to take sufficient account of the adverse impact that several of the pro-
posed changes will have on our social and coonomic structure."

ECONOMIC EFFECT

Not only should the major goal In the tax field today be tax simplification,-
not litigation, but the application of Section 213 in the House bill will, I submit,
have far reaching effect on our cronomie structure. This is clearly evident from
the Orange Grove industry, with which I am particularly familliar. In the
development of an Orange Grove in Florida, it is an established fact that it will
take at least 7 or 8 years from the time the grove is set out before it will begin
to show a profit; and if you have a Hurricane or severe freeze (which are not
uncommon in Florida) during that period, it will likely take longer than that.
During the development stage of grove (7 or 8 years), it is not expected to make
a profit; and if a person has a 2,50 or 275 acre young grove, he can very easily lose
$25,000 a year for the first 6 or 7 years. Yet the economic effect of the growth and
production of orange groves in Central Florida (which is its principal industry)
is not only vital to the economy and well being of the State, but it is important
to the diet and well being of the whole Country.

Over 90% of all the Orange Concentrate sold and consumed in the United
States is produced in Central Florida. If the owner of a 250 acre Orange Grove in
Central Florida could not deduct his losses (if they exceeded $25,000 annually)
during the first 6 or 7 years of the groves development, he would have to quit
business. This would not only effect the business itself, but it would seriously
effect the local economy, because the grove employees and their families would
most likely have to go on Public Welfare, as other industry in this section is
very limited.

In this connection, it should be noted that the development of Citrus Concen-
trate, when it first started, was a source of heavy losses for many years, and it
was only after steadfast research and development and the expenditure of large
sums of money that it was finally brought to a profitable stage. Without Citrus
Concentrate today the economy of Central Florida would be bankrupt. Yet in the
early years of its existence its future looked very dubious and large sums of
money were lost.

This is not uncommon in the development of new products or patents, and it is
only by the steadfast determination of the inventor and often after the expendi-
ture of large sums of money that the product or patent is perfected. In one
instance that I know of involving the patent and perfection of the process for
making gasoline by what is now known as the "catalytic process". the owners
of the patent spent 10 years and over 10 Million Dollars in perfecting it. In each
of those 10 years, losses were many times in excess of $25,000, and at times it
looked very doubtful whether success could ever be achieved. But had this proce."
for refining gasoline not been perfected (at great expense and time) the price of
gasoline In the United States today would probably have been dould, what it Is at
present. Don't ever permit the laws of this Country to discourage in/ant industry.
The future of this Nation depends on it.

LEOAL EFFECT'

Not only is Section 213 of the House bill unjuvst and a serious economic danger
(or as Congressman Utt says: "fiscally irresponsible"), but its legal status is, I
respectfully submit, of doubtful validity, both as a matter of practical application
and as a matter of Constitutionality.
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1. Practical application of section 218.-As regards the practical application
of Section 213, take, for example, the case of a man who may engage in drilling
for oil. His activities are dominated by the "hope and crpcetation" of profit. But
if for 3 years during a 5 year period, he has lost money on his "activity" In
excess of $25,000 a year, he is "deomend" as a matter of law under Section 213,
to have had no "reasonable expectation" of profit and his losses are disallowed
completely, even though in the fifth year he lits a Million Dollar oil gusher.

In this connection, I have In mind a specific Instance of a fellow who went
down to Texas some years ago and started drilling for oil. After 4 or 5 years he
went broke. But his creditor, who took over his bankrupt organization, decided
as a final effort, to extend the drilling on one well which had already been started
but not finished, and in doing so the creditor hit one of the largest oil fields ever
discovered In the United States. Which one of these two men would you say was
operating with a "reasonable expectation" of profit, the bankrupt driller or the
creditor who took a long shot on a partially drilled well?

What is a reasonableo expectation" of profit, and what guide lines are to be
applied in that determination? How many men 5 years ago would have thought
there was e. "reasonable expctation" of finding oil in the ice covered region of
North Alaska?

In the grove business, a severe freeze or Hurricane (which are not uncommon
in Florida) can destroy or severely damage an orange grove, so that its produc-
tion or "reasonable expectation" of profit can be destroyed for several years. And
during this period, Its expenses of restoration and maintenance are materially
increased and prolonged. Section 213, however, takes no cognizance of this fact,
and if during any 3 of the next 5 years after the freeze or Hurricane, the grove
owner has annual losses and expenses in excess of $25,000, they are disallowed
in full (not Just the amount of the loss in ercess of $25,000), even though the
owner continues to carry on the business and undertakes to restore the grove at
considerable expense (which in itself Is clear evidence that certainly the owner
"expects and hopes" to obtain an ultimate profit).

As a practical matter, business ano industry (particularly Infant Industry)
can not operate to Its best advantage in such a restricted and litigious atmos-
phere. For many years, in its beginning, Television was a loosing industry, and
at one time one of the largest companies in the industry was threatened with
Bankruptcy. The Railroads of this Country lost money for many years (and some
are still losing money), but It would be foolish to say these losses were mere
"Hobby Losses" and not entitled to be deducted by the Railroad from its taxable
income.

2 Constitutionality of section 213.-Section 213 raises a basic Constitutional
question namely:

Whether Congress can in a tax law discriminate against one group whne
permitting another group to carry on the samo kind of activities with im-
ptulty and free from liability.

Certainly the rule of equality under the law would, it seems, make it difficult
for Congress to tell one taxpayer he will not be entitled to the same benefits and
privileges under the law as that granted to another taxpayer,-simply because,
due to circumstances beyond his control (e.g., because of crop failures, hurri-
canes, floods, fires, etc.), he has had losses in his business for the past 3 years
in excess of $25,000 a year.

Moreover, for Congress to enact tax laws granting to one taxpayer the right
to deduct in full his losses of $25,000 a year, suffered in business during each of
3 years In a 5 year period,-and at the same time deny to another taxpayer, en-
gaged in the same kind of business, any part of his losses amounting to $25,001
a year, during the exact same period, Is, I submit, not only discriminatory but
oonfiscatory. Yet that is exactly what Section 213 of the House bill provides for.

Section 213 of the House bill (H.R. 13270) undertakes to classify "Hobby
Losses" not according to nature and type, but according to pure Dollar and cents
gain or loss from operation. Such yard-stick can only Iead to untold harassment
and litigation for farmers and for infant industry In particular.

P.O.-In its Summary Report on the "Tax Reform Bill of 1969" (H.R. 13270),
prepared by the Staffs of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and
the Committee on Finance, some of the "Argunents Against" the proposed Sec-
tion 213, as passed by the House, are concisely set forth as follows, namely:

"1. The bill fails to recognize that farming generally is a risky operation and,
that substantial losses are frequently incurred in early years.
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"2. The discouragement of risk capital in this Industry would Impair animal
husbandry, and the development of new and better crop strains and farming
technique.

" By restricting the application of the presumption that an activity Is not
carried on for profit to cases where the loss from the activity exceeds $25,000,
the effectiveness of the provision in dealing with hobby loss situations may be
unduly limited.

"4. The provision will result in farmers who experience losses (e.g., because
of crop failures) being harassed by revenue agents seeking to apply this pro-

ExHnrr A
S~eo 218. Hobby losses.

(a) Section 270 (relating to limitation on deductions allowable to individuals in
certain cases) is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 270. LIMITATION ON DEDUCTIONS IN CERTAIN CASES
"(a) GrjumuL RuLm-Items attributable to an activity shall be allowed only

to ,the extent of the gross income from such activity unless such activity is car-
ried on with a reasonable eapectation of realizing a profit.

"(b) REsUTTABLE PhEsuMmIrON.If the deductions attributable to an activity
exceed the gross income from such activity by $25000 or more for any 3 of 5
consecutive years ending wtth the taxable year, then unless the taxpayer estab-
lishes to the contrary, the activity shall be deemed to have been carried out with-
out a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit."

(b) (1) Section 6W4 (relating to cross references with respect to limitations
on assessment and collection) is amended by striking out paragraph (8).

(2) The table of sections for part IX of subchapter B of chapter I Is
amended by striking out-
"Fec. 270. Limitation on deductions allowable to individuals in certain cases."
and inserting in Ueu thereof the following:

"Sec. 270. Limitation on deductions in certain cases."
(c) The amendment made by this section shall apply to taxable years begin-

ning after December 81, 1969.
ExHiBrr B

4. Hobby losses (section 213 of the bill and sec. 270 of the code)
Present l4ao.-Preseat law contains a so-called "hobby lu*s" provision (section

.10) which limits to $50,000 per year the amount of losses from a trade or busi-
ness carried on by an individual, that can be used to offset other income. This
limitation only applies, however, where the losses from the business exceed
$50,000 per year for a period of at least 5 consecutive years. In computing the
amount of a loss for purposes of this provision, certain specially treated deduc-
tions are disregarded. These deductions are taxes, interest, casualty, and aban-
donment losses connected with a trade or business, farm drought losses, net
operating loss carryovers, and expenditures which may be capitalized or currently
deductedL

General reason- for change.-The hobby loss provision generally has been of
very limited application. It is often possible for a taxpayer to slightly rearrange
his income and deductions so as to break the required string of 5 years. In addi-
tion, the exclusion of certain specially treated deductions from the loss computa-
tions means that a number of expenses are not considered to give rise to a loss
even though they a-e in fact, deducted. Moreover, in the few cases In which the
hobby loss provlsio.i has applied so as to disallow the deduction of the loss, the
taxpayer has been faced In 1 year with a combined additional tax attributable
to a 5-year period.

In addition to the hobby loss provision, some court cases have provided another
basis on which the loss can be denied: namely that the activity carried on by the
taxpayer from which the loss results is not a business but merely a hobby. Your
committee believes that this basic principle provides a more effective and reason-
able basis for distinguishing situations where taxpayers are not carrying on a
business to realize a profit, but rather are merely attempting to utilize the losses
&rm the operation to offset their other income.

Explanation of provision.-For the reasons discussed above, your committee's
bill would replace the so-called hobby loss provision of present law (section 270)
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with the following rule. A taxpayer would not be allowed to deduct losses (to the
extent attributable to business deductions) arising from an acivity carried on by
him where the activity was not operated with a reasonable expectation of real-
Izing a profit from it. The determination of whether an activity carried on by an
individual was being operated with the expectation of realizing a profit would be
made on the basis of all the facts and circumstances.

Where an activity has been carried on by an individual at a loss in excess of
$25,000 in 3 out of 5 years, it would be deemed, unless shown to the contrary by
the taxpayer, that the taxpayer was not operating the activity with a reasonable
cxpctation of realizing a profit from it. In computing the amount of the loss
arising from the activity for this purpose, all deductions attrib'ltahle to the
act!-Ity would be taken into account. As under present law, the I, "- would be
det,.inined separately with respect to each activity carried on by an individual.

Effective date.-This provision is to be effective with respect to taxable yeams
beginning after December 31,1969.
5. Revenue effect

The revenue increases under the farm loss provisions of the bill are estimated at
$5 million in 1971 and $20 million in 1979.

ALFRED GWYNNE VANDERBILT,
New York, N.Y., October 8, 1969.

Hon. RussELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Sena te Offiee Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: It is my understanding that your Committee Is now con-
sidering the so-called 1960 Tax Reform Act (HR 13270) which has been passed
by the House. While I would be affected by various provisions of that Act, if
finally enacted and signed by the President, I have some particular concern about
proposed Sections 211, 212 and 213 which relate to farm losses, recapture of de-
preciation on live stock and hobby losses.

For many years I have been in the business of breeding and racing horses as
an individual. My stable is known as "Sagamore Farm" and is situated in
Glyndon, Maryland. My mother owned it before I did and in 1931 the Board of
Tax Appeals in Amory v. Comissioner ruled that the operation of the stable was
a business and not a hobby.

From the experience at "Sagamore Farm" over more than thirty-five years It
seems apparent that in some years such an operation is at a profit and in some
years it is at a loss. Such a net profit or loss ha8 always been taken into account
with my other income. It is my understanding that under the complicated pro-
visions of the proposed new law this will not necessarily be possible in the future.
It is my understanding also that on sales of horses the tax treatment would b.
different in the future than it has been In the past.

Many individuals are, like myself, in the operation of breeding, sale and racing
of horses. I think it would cause overall economic harm to the country if the tax
laws were changed so as to discourage this form of operation. We employ a sub-
stantial number of people. Last year my payroll alone was nearly $200,000. I take
no salary. Moreover, the horse racing tracks at which the best of our horses are
entered employ thousands of people and they produce very substantial revenues
for the States through pari-mutuel taxes and for the localities through other
forms of tem I do not think that individuals, like myself, can continue to operate
in the future as we have done in the past, if the tax laws single out our form of
business operation and treat It differently than other forms of business.

It may be suggested that the matter of breeding and racing of horses is a hobby.
I think that this is not the case in the majority of situations, particularly with
the larger stables like mine which employ so many people and have so many
entries in horse races We are in It as a business. It is a type of business that
requires the investment of substantial sums of money and careful economic
planning. We think It should be taxed as an ordinary business.

Very sincerely yours,
A. G. VANDERILT.
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MEMORANDUM SuBMITTED BY LYBRAD, Ross BROS. & MONTOOMERY IN OPPOSITION
TO PROPOSED LEoISLATIOx DEALING WITH FARM LOSSES

JULY 24, 1969.

The stated concern of the Treasury with respect to farming operation is that
"excessive advantage" of farm accounting rules Is being taken by wealthy Indi-
viduals in high tax brackets, who deduct, as ordinary losses, large farm losses
which, In actuality represent capital Investments, and which losses are later
recouped by sale of the investment at capital gain rates. (See official statement
of Edwin S. Cohen.) However, the proposed legislation goes far beyond its objec-
tive of preventing such "excessive advantage."

The 'Ireasury does not contest the fact that farm accounting rules have a
legitimate purpose for their existence; farm accounting rules stem from the
difficulties and Impracticality of using traditional inventory accounting methods
in connection with farming operations. Accordingly, the mere fact that a few
wealthy Individuals may be abusing farm accounting methods should not result
In the imposition of the expense and complexity of the new EDA (Excess
Deductions Account) upon all the rest of the legitimate farm operations. As pres-
ently proposed, EDA Indiscriminately applies not only to the high-bracket
"hobby" taxpayers to which it is actually directed, but also to small, low-bracket
farmers, as well as all corporations. Clearly, the abuse sought to be eliminated
has no application to corporations, since corporations do not fall Into the cate-
gory of high-bracket taxpayers. Similarly, the abuse sought to be eliminated has
no application to low-bracket individual taxpayers.

Accordingly, It is submitted that the legislative approach of an EDA is both
unnecessary and unwise, since it will Impose substantial expense and incon-
venience to the vast bulk of the farming taxpayers who are not guilty of the
evil to which the legislation is being directed. Adequate protection against the
evil Involved can be achieved through the utilization of the "hobby" loss provi-
sion of the Code, Section 270, which is specifically designed to accomplish this
task through provisions which are exclusively aimed at high-bracket individual
taxpayers. Accordingly, if it is desired to use the concept of an EDA, it is sug-
gested that the concept be part and parcel of Section 270 of the Code, since
neither corporations nor low-bracket individual taxpayers would be affected.

As to corporations, it Is believed that the proposed legislation Is particularly
Inappropriate, since the corporate tax rates are not sufficient to provide an
incentive for the abuses which are the subject of the legislation, and the corpo-
rate taxpayer Is legitimately in the business of farming, and should not be
penalized because of abuses by a limited number of wealthy individual taxpayers.

Assuming, however, that the proposed legislation were to be applied, as pres-
ently proposed, to corporations and low-bracket individual taxpayers, it is
believed that the following aspects of the problem have not been considered in
making the proposal:

(1) The only unusual aspects of farm accounting rules pertain to the right of
the farmer to expense on a current basis the costs of capital Items. However,
the proposed concept of EDA is applicable to the entire excess of ordinary farm
deductions over ordinary farm income. It is submitted that if the concept of
EDA is to be created, It should extend only to a limited class of expenditures
which represent capital costs whicii have been deducted on a current basis. By
way of example, Interest costs, taxes, and general overhead costs would be
deductible by a normal manufacturing concern which conducted no farming
operations, and certainly farmers should be no less entitled to a current deduc-
tion of these expenses However, under the current proposal, such expenditures
are deemed to be as tainted as any other types of expenditures.

(2) No thought has apparently been given as to the effect of several farming
operations being conducted by the same taxpayer. In the case of an individual,
he could be operating non-contiguous farms, or he could be operating contiguous
farms in different types of farming operations. In the case of a corporation, it
Is likely that separate farming operations would be conducted either through
separate divisions or through separate subsidiary corporations. No provision
has been made in the proposed legislation to permit taxpayers, in computing
their EDA, to offset the profits of one farming Operation (including an operation
conducted as a separate division or a separate corporation) against losses of
another farming operation. Clearly, in the absence of such a provision, the
provisions will discriminate against separate farming operations, as compared
to farming operations which are accounted for as an Integral operation.
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(3) No indication has been given in conection with the proposed legislation as
to how to allocate costs and expenses where a taxpayer conducts both farming
and non-farming operations. Obviously, substantial difficulties will arise in at-
tempting to allocate general expenses as between the two operations, and these
difficulties reinforce the conclusion expressed above that (i) the proposed legis-
lation should be confined to purely "hobby" loss situation, and should not be
applied to the legitimate business operations of corporate taxpayers and low-
bracket individual taxpayers, and (i) in any event the proposed legislation
should not apply to any expenditures other than a limited class of expenditures
which fall into the category of capital costs which would not be currently
deductible by other types of business enterprises.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED IRC SECTION 49(d), AS CONTAINED IN
SECTION 4 OF H.R. 12290

JULY 24, 1969.
Proposed IRC Section 49(d), as contained in Section 4 of 11.R. 12290, pertains

to an adjustment of the investment credit where property which was acquired
prior to April 18, 1969, is placed in service after December 31, 1970. The proposed
section provides that in such event, the investment credit is reduced by Y/0 of
1% for each month which elapses between November 30, 1970 and the date on
which the property is placed in service (except that for property placed in
service after December 31, 1974, the investment credit is eliminated).

This provision of H.R. 12290 differs frovm and is more restrictive than either
(i) the Administration Draft Bill, which provides, in Section 4, for termination
of the investment credit, but does not reduce the credit as to property acquired
prior to the cut-off date, but placed in service thereafter, or (ii) the present
Section 48(h) of the Code, dealing with suspension of investment credit as to
property acquired on or after May 24, 1967, which contains no limits on invest-
ment credit based upon when the property is thereafter placed in service.

It is not understood why H.R. 12290 chooses to limit the investment credit
based upon when the property is placed in service, instead of basing it, as was
done in connection with the present Section 48(h) of the Code and the Adminis-
tration Draft Bill, solely upon the date of acquisition of the property.

It is submitted that, if the property was acquire,1 in reliance upon the exist-
ence of the investment credit, the investment credit should properly be allowable
irrespective of when the property is actually placed into service. Moreover, even
assuming there were merit in limiting or denying the investment credit to certain
types of property placed into service after December 31, '970, it is submitted that
no merit exists in applying such a provision to farmers. In accordance with
Rev. Rul. 65-104, 1965-1 C.B. 28, orchard trees qualify for the investment credit
only at such time as they are commercially bearing, and trees which are too
young to be commercially bearing at the time of acquisition qualify for the
investment credit at such later time as they become commercially bearing. Of
course, it may take a number of years before a tree becomes commercially
bearing, and the effect of the proposed provision in H.R. 1290 is to limit or deny
the investment credit as to trees which were acquired prior to the cut-off date,
Apill 18, 1909, and as to which no further costs are being incurred, but none-
theless will not reach the stage of being commercially bearing until after
December 31, 1970. As stated above, no reason exists for denying the full invest-
ment credit in such circumstances.

STATEMENT ON TAX REFORMit ACT OF 1969 AS PASSED BY I.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES IIY LouISIANA CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committee, we members of the Louisiana
Cattlemen's Executiv( Committee do assure you of our full and complete support
of the position being taken by the American National Cattlemen's Association on
the Tax Reform Act of 1969 presently being considered by you.

We are concerned about many provisions of the House-passed bill but we will
not go into detall as this will be more ably handled by representatives of the
AXCA. Ve do feel that the application of the many damaging features of the
measure would in due time force many dedicated and experienced cowmen out
of business. The bill has been heralded as a most comprehensive tax reform effort'

33-865--69-pt. 4 -57
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but we see It as it applies to the, cattle and livestock industry as a headache for
the operator and a complexity in general.- Cattlemnen do not have the time or the
accounting ability to properly invev.,('ily the cost and values going into the devel-
opment of animals kept for breeding purposes. The present tax laws governing
the livestock industry were designed to minimize the bookkeeping problems of
cattlemen and other livestock producers by permitting them to keep their books
on a "cash" basis. We think this is as it should be.

Great progress has been brought to all agriculture by people with outside non-
farm income enthusiastically engaging in the development of farms and ranges.
These developments extend far beyond their tenure and they add value to their
communities. We are informed by a representative of a Federal Land Bank that
eighty seven (87) percent of their loans are made to people with nonfarm income.
Forcing these many dedicated citizens out of agriculture will certainly adversely
affect land values. Almost every rancher needs some outside income and he needs
capital gains to generate capital. There is a definite shortage of needed capital
in most livestock operations. Our costs have advanced out of proportion to our
income.

The Excess Deductions Account as passed by the House of Representatives
will be very difficult to maintain. Certainly beyond the ability and training of
many operators.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

DivisioN OF THE STATE RACING COMMISSION,
Yew York, N.Y., October 1, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: In our capacity as Commissioners of the New York State
Racing Commission, the agency having responsibility for supervision of Thorough-
bred racing in this State, we are impelled to communicate to you and to your
honorable Committee our views concerning the effect upon the revenues of New
York State from pari-mutuel taxes of H.R. 13270, the provisions of which are
receiving the Committee's study.

The Importance of the revenue from pari-mutuel wagering to the economy of
New York State may be appreciated when it is realized that the pari-mutuel tax
in 1968 amounted to $155,695,563--over $80,000,000 from Thoroughbred racing
and close to $75,000,000 from Harness racing. This amount is almost $100,000,000
more than was received from this source by the next closest State. It represents
over 30% of the pari-mutuel taxes received by all of the States receiving revenue
from this source.

Any situation which would adversely affect this source of revenue is of vital
concern to New York. If the provisions of H.R. 13270 which affect racing were
calculated to increase the revenue accruing to New York State, they would be
gratefully endorsed by a State which is terribly pressed to meet the demands our
present-day problems impose.

But the fact is that H.R. 13270, in its present form, would seriously reduce the
revenue New York receives from racing. It would impose upon an already hard-
pressed citizenry the obligation of finding new sources of revenue to replace the
los., the full impact of which would be felt within the next few years.

New York has always been unique, as far as Thoroughbred racing is concerned.
New Yorkers have been conditioned to expect the best to perform in New York-
in racing and in all sports-and when the high standard to which they have been
accustomed is lowered, or abandoned, public support falls off, sometimes to the
point where the faltering organization has to quit altogether or move elsewhere.
This has been the history of baseball, football, basketball and hockey teams in
New York.

Racing in New York, on the other hand, has been consistently first class because
the owners of the best horses in the land realize that triumphs in New York are
necessary If their horses are to be recognized as champions. Such horses confirm
breeding theories. Such horses make money for their owners and breeders. Such
horses bring out the crowds, increase pari-mutuel wagering and increase the
revenues of the State. In 1968, of the 42 leading horses in the seven recognized
classes in Thoroughbred flat racing, 39 raced In New York and all of the seven
national champions raced in New York. Should the production of such horses
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be threatened or their numbers curtailed, New York racegoers would lose in-
terest and the economy of New York State would be seriously impaired. The
stars get the publicity and bring out the crowds, whether it be racing, football
or baseball.

11.1t. 13270, as presently constituted, threatens the future of the outstanding
horse. Such horses cost comparatively large sunis of money whether they be
purchased as Individuals-privately or .in the yearling inarket-or bred and
raised by breeders who race their stock. The mares who produce such horses are
expensive and the stu( fees of the stallions to whom such mares are sent are
high. The better stallions who sire such horses are very valuable animals.

In short, the men who produce and race the outstanding horses which bring
out the crowds at Belmont and Aqueduct, and help to provide the pari-mutuel tax
revenues so needed by New York State, are men who have invested large sums
of money in those horses in the expectation that those horses will win more than
they have cost. With these men the racing of horses is a business and the profits
to be realized Justify the huge capital investments made.

On the racetrack nine horses have made over a million dollars in the last
twenty years and for the breeder of highclass Thoroughbreds there was the ex-
cellent prospect of making a profit on the sale of his yearlings. In 1968, at the best
yearling marts-Keeneland and Saratoga-the averages for yearlings were
$30,671 and $24,425 respectively.

For the most part, the people who make the huge investments In good horses
derive income from other businesses as well. Diversification of business interests
is a common practice for both individuals and corporations. As matters stand,
money is to be made by those who risk capital in exl)ensive horses even though
there is-and has been-a good deal of discriminatory legislation on the books.
For many it Is a touch-and-go situation but the prospect of profit has kept their
at it. And In keeping at it they have provided the stars of the horse world-the
animals which have brought out the crowds and replenished the coffers of States
scratching for revenue.

As matters stand now the losses permitted investors for a brief period of years
are meager but they can be lived with. But consider the situation if the provi-
slons were tightened, as is contemplated in those sections of H.R. 13270 having
to do with horse ownership. Already the impact has been felt. The mere prospect
that H.R. 13270 might be passed has reduced the average yearling price in 19)09
at Keeneland by over 16% and at Saratoga by 25%-after ten years of steady
growth.

Good horses-the stars who bring out the crowds-cannot be developed over-
night. A man who decides to go into breeding good horses with the intention of
racing them must gather a band of good mares. The following Spring he breeds
the mares to first class stallions. The next year the foals arrive but they cannot
he raced for two years-not until the youngsters are two-year-olds. But the
early racing of horses is a dangerous procedure: the owner may wait until they
are three-year-olds. Already six years have passed. But if the breeder is seeking
to develop a stallion, or to confirm a breeding theory which could eventually be
very successful, he must produce several crops-and nine years at least is
required in the process.

Yet thi expenses have been there since the beginning-the cost of main-
tenance -ares and foals, the stallion fees, and all the other expenses which
must !,,e -ne if eventual success is to be attained. Success is attained, fre-
quently, but the prospective investor-and even the one who has been in the
business--is going to be very hesitant If there is no incentive for him to invest
a sign!flcant amount of capital and to sustain losses until his product may be
successfully marketed. In no otaer field of business, to our knowledge, are there
compiarable restrictions.

That the provisions having to do with horse ownership-in the proposed
H.R. 13270--would seriously decimate the ranks of those who would other-
wise enter the ranks of owners and breeders must be apparent. And not
only will It affect the decisons of those who buy the best stock and provide
the best hor-es-the effect will be felt all along the lile.

New York's welfare-as far as the maintenance of its revenue from pari-
mutuel taxes is concerned--depends on the steady flow of first class horses. With
their number curtailed, interest in race-going in New York will be confined to
what may be called the occasional player. No longer will New York racing attract
those who honestly love and appreciate good horses. No longer will the great and
traditional names in racing make New York their headquarters, for the savor will
have disappeared, to a great extent.
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Wiat Nill it Ilea to New York State in dollars -Ind cents? lhilcilig not par-
ticutl rly distiilglislhed racing-is Iresented at (Iiiite i ftew tracks outside Ncw
Yoirk. It Is thit kind of raving wvhih' New York will lave if its stundartls li:i ye
to h lowered, as they undoubtedly will be if II., 13720 dhiletes tli, sllplply (if
investors In good st ock anld the supply of' superior horses.

Iln it i8, Mle dally per capital bet at llmoit 'ark wa..Is $105.65. At Aqlueditit it
wns $111t;.20. The average for (tie two tracks was slightly over $106. At tracks like
Nil rragaiisett, Rlockiligham, SIuffolk Downs, 'hurclill )owns and )ttD Iit -

h.ose standards of racing are comparable with what New York's racing would
he under th, pro) osed regulations, the average per capital betl is $86 -1 !)'; Ic's,
thrill nNve Yori,.

Ill 19G, ,. lt'llzItt 11111 Aquedlict c-ontrilbuted to New York State $71 I56..l1t'
Ii lalii-IlitlluNl taxes 1il11 ur1eahunlige. Should the Ilew--anld 1a nhlippy- situation
develop, and New York's pri-i ittiel play were reduced by 1 it, tle State wOuld
reei\v $57,971.226 Iin pari-mutuel taxes, a redluctlou of $13,59S,1t)0, assuinhig
thlit -ttilidallve letd 111 to ie 19lk hvel.

In 110S. at Santa Anlita and I llywood oi ile west ctost, tracks whose
-th41 rd of racing is lower than New York's but higher thai that of the Ivc
tracks aniiitioned above, the average dally per capita beu for te two tracks \vas
$ 5..17- .... 0 les than lit New York. Should tie fates lie lIlnet und tli'a ri-
illi i lay iii New York he reduced by only 10'j- , tile State would recti\'e
$7.1 74;.11 hess tiIin It received iI 19l68.

The loss of $13.IX),(X.) ili tax reveiIe- or (ven $7,00t),(00--woild oe ata-
sti 1phie, as far i1s New York is concerned. Vhit tlthe federal government exl5tpis
tie ftaivi taN provision s of 1I. it 13270 to yield is not known. It has I enu
est Iilated :11 , )A the first year int it would le tragic if lihe FendrI yield
was $a1).0n) 411( New York's loss were $7,X)),0(X0 to $13,(),000. Nor wov'uld
tle sil tit lu Ie lilonined to New York. If the Investors In good bloodstock and
Ilie towo tit ion of good horses were discouraged, the ramliiatiols would extel'd
to every ,'or.r of this contilly here tle lireeding 111141 rac ing (if lhorses is a
business. ''le illiatt. would lot41 fell Iti other States which ispire to New Yor'k's
staidilrds States wihIcht depend, to) . lesser Ilt sigitiilcant extent* oil lite (c-
c.isioiill 1 41r Pll'4 ll tce of first class horses. States like Flhrida, .Mauryi ad, Ne.
Jersey. l)e\lavare and llinois.

The racing and bree(ling Indiustry Is iot an Idustry of ii prlvleged fewv.
Tlhorougllbred horses are, l red ilk I9t of tlie 50 Staih(e, Alaska being the lone
excepitioll.

Race horses, as distinguished from other livestock, art the Instruneitv" which
iuohvide huge sums ill taxes to mocre than half the States. It is in the public
itnterost to preserve the revenues from racing: There is o (v0lnl)arable public
littrst ill the cast' of other livestock.

1b'A'1ng, an1d raving 11loe, should hi, idlenilled Us tilit' provider of these
t'1'Iiually needed reventies, Breellng and racing art, mutually Inter-deptnd'iil.

If it Is it actcorI with your prwvl'dures. the Ilsertion of this commnie:ittion
lit tile record of the Connittlee's lieurings on II.1. 13270 would lie deeply
appreciated.

Siitl'erely yours.
ji.]¢ ,ll .A. C M\I,(hairman~.
]EDlMONiD M. IIANtAiIAN, COM ll tiNs',ifill'T'.

\VIIIIAM ] . ~ CI In',.I.F / ( tlit issionctr.

TilHol Nt-c'oy ,, ItUN'FlO A55Jt'IAd')N,

l1'Wa.h inqton, D.('.
])l,.\R SiENAoIoil tOxNu: I a1ll enclosing u colpy oif a lhesoll t 101 adopted iy Ilile

) rte,tors of the Natioiliil lliffalo ,As.oei n tl lit a li eeting Ill evere, ('oloril'di
on August 1I, 196) making it reqlest that lt ffalo he excluded from any changes
li ur tax laws relalvte to livestock. I fu-el lhat the lesolutililo pretty well sets
out lit' rt'asons for nakilng this request,.

1 11111 IlIso eiitlosliix a t'opy of ii story by Uis, eli Kirk. which \wIlt further
enlighteni yetl as to the research work v',' the p'dstlity of a break-throu.-h
hellellhil to ii tumas ill the control of t 1 vL" and tther related diseases.
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Ally cmisidul-ation yoll ('1111 give oill. Association portailling (to this re(IlIv.st
will liv grently "II)III-echtted.

Slilverely youl-S,
L. It. lloucli, Pre -Nidunf.

Wholvas the 11111Y.-II(I ill tho I'llitt-d Stlle" nvv vvi-y few ilk 11111111wr. nild

Whvro:is muny individmils who air(, intvi-ested ill pi-est-i-ving ind
the bliffillo ill mll. cottiltry 1111vo lissocilltoll tholliselves together and ol--allized
the Nationni MATAilo, Assovintioll fill. lit(- (of .11111 pl-41111441lig

buty"llo alld bliffillo 111-ollucts .111d through reso.11-ch I ry t4) flild ull 'n-villit's wherv

I immtio cni, lit. or ftirthvi- v.0m, it) mmiLind. -ind

Wilvi-ells this is dolle .11 expellst, 14) the Ill-didlic(.1", \01(i n1v denlili",

with \\.till .1111111211s, Inaking it Vjqy -11141 -Itillr tili, I f X-

pellsive olillipliw ill. IIINC) lillist develop ]Its gl\\'Il 111211-ki't fol, the hiltY.11(l .11141

buffillo pi-millcls. alld
Wilvi-clis (III-oligh the wfwk bvill- dolle by the Ruselli-ch Comillittev of the

Nationtil 10111),04) Assm-hilloll, it IS 1'( Il 111,It 111iffit](1 11111y 11)

111,111kind 011-migh .1 semill) that may lit, developed lit lit(- voittrol and prevvifliott
of vnilcer. Tilviv 1-, .1 Imssilillity 11111t till-oligh tills rosenn-11. control nild viijill-
nation illaybormind Now. thvv 40n-.Iw it

hYxo1rcd, That the Directm-A of the Natimull BuMilo Associ.ition at -.I inveling
lit Donver. Colorado cnIlvd till Aiigust 11. 1911'M rvsIxvtfIIII.,, lit,,

of lit(- United 'Staitt's 14) cm-111(h. litiffillo from ally changf-, that fully liv 4-m-tcled
Ill ()Ill* llix laws to livvslock and becallsv of Me costly iii.ograll) fit(,
Astivilitioll Is villbarkilig, lipon rvlativo too rese.,11-ch. flint lilt, mviwi-s ()f ImMilf) be
gl*.Illt(.(l it 25",( dt-11101A 1111mvillicv.

I Frinn I he 111micor. .1 ill.%- 1 T, 19019 1

To -u I I I.: Pm -\ I, - --WI [.I, I, I I r. B Isox I Ir .\ I I F,.% I'T"It or ) h x

BY Itussell Kirk)

Although 1111111 Shilighten'd almost to extillclioll the bliffillo tif the (;I.(.:It Plains,
a time appronelies wben lilt, Allivi-icall imly till-11 his check -Illd
ivIniy with kindness , (]its crilelty or his allwit-lit fliv. Fm- cI IlIcewn bly lilt' hisoll
11my 1w IIsvd to, 111-4)(111(v "Illiffliho sel-11111", an mititoxic zig-olit for Sill 1111-t's'sing
flxsut-rvj wl ion lit tho transphinting (it' Imman m-galls.

Indeed, it Ilmy he po":S11111, 14) th"Vi"101V Ilk atilt it-OlItYr V.IC-Cillt- fl-0111 11111T,110 S(Tilin.
to .111(igt, t'l-()Iil wIllit I-esezil-ch tills I1(q1lI lilldvi-tallwil. ( Uillike dollit-stic cAtiv, Ilisolk

he imillilike front villivor. )
Nowmlnys there exi.-.4 some 20AK) lpilffillo scilltered ilcl-tiss this coillill'3', tilld

- oml 11WIll -OW will he "Intightvred for meni manually. The hidv.s. too. nre
valmilliv. Bill the henelit (if nivdic.-il igvnts derived from Illsoll Illight 111% aventor.

jllwtq)11, Dr. 1)\V:Iill 0111111011gs. lmss- ,.,;Svs a ill-rd 40, Some
11) bislill :11141 is tho 111-hile 1114wel. ill this Illvdical I)r4)jt,(.t. Also), lit, is .1 11mver ill

111v Illiff"114) As--44whktiml ( 111)x Ilivriv. SmIth Dnkot.l).
Dr. ('11111111111gs believe,; llint 1111n)-lb) S11111111 \VoIlld I)-.- 811perim. 11) lim-se svi'llill-

whicil :111-emly is ll vd t(I 41111illodit's that (.411111ter tissill-roicctiml ill
filim.-tils. For it decade. Dr. Cummings Ims AmIled bison, yak vitd musk-ov

He Ims foIlll(l thill the 1111111ife"t. 11 high degi-tv of re"Istallev tc olis-vase.
vXcvIl( 1,411. illti-Oilwl 11.1 n[siles. No vnsvs Illive livell folilld ill whivil bulfillo lmvt
sliccullillml ti) 4-:111cer. S,-vonll Illeflicol 4-viltv)-s hi lit(. I'llited Stales and 0111.141.1
.1n, hitore:4(.0 in tho ('11111111ing'. pro.11-0.

Ordinary cattle arv sitscelitible to imiligmint Ivskins. or soros '. (if eyt, and flank.
But though bisoll suffer. Ille sjjjlj( IIIIII(q1ti(ill.s. tll()st. ()f tissjlt (joll't tilm
11111lignallt lit hisoll. Buffallo. Dr. 01111111111gs fields. IM)"Sess it very high glIIIIIIIII
glolmlin Itivel lit their W(mid and apparviltly Illive it Single Illood tylw (.ws voil-
trasted \\.till Soille 50 diffelvilt Illood lype.s 1111long dollit-stic cattle). Mill't-over.
applirently livilll."S Ili-v not aillvi-gic tip litifiAlf) hair. flosh (it- hlomt : some
allvi-gists linve prom-ritied bliffalo Invalt for pntjvnl , alIvrgic to d-miestic livef.

lit sdwrt, this hiteresthq- Imijo-cl Is midertaken Ili the iiopp tliat the hartly
And cancer-resisfinit hison itilght he superior to (lie liorse wid other animals w4

a source for vacclues tipplicable to 111111wilts. Tllv 111soll's Illillbodles

(blood sill is I it ncv-4 that dvstroy or wt-akvii maligimut baclorla and toxitim) might
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be employed in a -serum to fight the viruses and white corpuscles hostile to
transplanted human organs, or to contend against the mysterious malignalcy
called cancer.

Of all places, this research was commenced at little Mecosta Memorial Ilfs-
pital, Stanwood, Michigan: a struggling rural hospital that at last is making
headway against adversity. Dr. Cummings' buffalo ranch is next door to that
hospital. and he operates there and at a Muskegon hospital.

"The Buffalo Doctor," as some of his patients call lin, has borrowed $5,000
to carry on his research. He has his troubles: Sometimes people throw rocks
at his bison or even shoot them with small-caliber rifles, and later the aninials
die of abscesses. Should a buffalo used to produce vaccine for organ transplant
or for cancer-resistance be so destroyed, the larni to research would be ii.l-
culable.

The second weekend of this August, as every summer, Mecosta Memorial
Hospital will hold a grand Buffalo Barbecue. a benefit for the institution; thou-
sands of people turn out. The versatile and humorous Dr. Cunimings--who was
born on an Indian reservation in S. Dak.-will he on hand, as will his wife,
Jean, who has written a book (soon to be published, I trust) about his research
and his lively experiences as a rural surgeon and his adventures with buffalo.

Like other members of the National Buffalo Association, Dr. Cummings may
slaughter animals from time to time, but he cherishes and honors the bison.
The Buffalo Association is petitioning the federal Department of the Interior
to restore the image of the buffalo to its official seal. Also, they're asking the
Treasury Department to mint once more a buffalo nickel (with that Indian on
the other side, I hope).

Members of the association think that the Department of Agriculture dis-
erlininates against bison by requiring that these creatures be tested and
slaughtered for brucellosis, as are domestic cattle. Buffalo being wild animals,
It is most difficult to corral and test them ; inany are hurt or killed in the
process; and there is a calfhood vaccination process that apparently checks
brucellosis in bison.

Anyway, if the buffalo has some potential talent for healing us hunimas, we
had best be tender with him. The Plains Indians revered the bison even while
they hunted him, and we devastators of this species owe the buffalo reparation.
Nothing could be more fitting, if surprising, than the discovery of "buffalo serum,"
antibiotic and antitoxic, on a private buffalo range right beside a hardscrabble
little country hospital.

GMR IPOLLED) IIEREFORDJS,
Scnatobia, JiIs., ,Sptcmbcr 3. 1,106'.

Hon..To1x C. STENNIS,U.. ,$cnutc,"
$enat(e Offie B0"ding,
ii"a.lhigton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JOHN Mi 'M (I and Mississippi's greatest future in Agriculture
and Livestock. is at stake In the new proposed tax bill.

To show you Mississippi's opportunities, I am enclosing some clippings. showing
you where the beef-cattle Ierds are. and our idle acres, whose future is ivef
cattle. and the fact that I produce the top beef cattle in the world.

Then you vill also find Bill Tarver's recoliendations to me. aad he has been
my CIA for many years. and I doubt that there is a man in America that has thlv
experience and knowledge of the cattle business as lie does, because he has i nr
my CI'A, and Keady and ('ampbell my attorneys, in the two cases that I have
had with the IRS in the Ta:: Court and in Federal Courts, both of which I won.

You see Mr. Tarver's recommendations and facts, and it simply means li(Niiln-
tion of my herd. I furnish seedstock to forty-three states and fourteen foreign
countries, and there are iany, many of the leading herds that delK'lnd oil ('MIt
as a source of seedstock for improvement.

I hope the whole Congress realizes that from the commercial industry up. is
dependent on breeders who research and furnish Inproved seedstock today, as
this is the only source available, and when you destroy the seedbeds. whichll the
industry has improved as It has. and which millions of our beef cattle trace to,
then it Is a serious blow to our economy. And more particularly. when In 1967 wve
imlprted I billion 324 million pounds of beef into this country, about I %, million
pounds wr day, and 55-15 uiillo dollars for the year. Let me emphasize that this
is most important, and definitely more lWportant to Mississippi.
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Then another point for serious consideration, is whether this bill will niot loose
inore than it will gain. I lxersonally think the bill, will lose more than it will
gain.

I know you realize that Buik Newman has dispersed his herd, on August 241
ani 30, and I understand that Colonel E. Brooke Lee is dispersing In November of
this year, the Ken-Al Ranch herd. So it looks like, as it stands today, unless
something is done. that three (mit of four of the better PH herds ili i.-idlpi.
are g(ing to be liquidated.

Many more of these herds over the land are going to be dispersed like tile
her(i of the Director of the American Polled Hereford Association. Frink
Crosslin in Tennessee; and one of the real old foundation herds of Stitflet of Red
Rock. Oklahoma. are both setnip to be liquidated in October and November.

All indications at the present, looks like there will be a mass dispersing.and
liquidating, and the beef industry will sink in (quality and volume.

Any consideration you can give this proposed tax bill to save the purebred ili-
dustry, and particularly Mlississippi's great opportunity in the future, as well as
contribute to me, will be appreciated.

With best wishes, I am,
Yours very truly,

3. P. MOORE.
En closures.

TAR'vER. KIRBY. BRADILEY & T.,RvEat.
Green rille. Miss., August 29, 1969.

Re Proposed Tax Bill.
Mr. M. P. MomRE,
Senatobia, Miss.

)EAR 31R. 'MOORE: This has reference to the four items, or sections, which we
discussed and which are identified for this lmrlwse as follows:

1. Fann Losses
2. Depreciation Recapture
3. Holding Period for Livestock
4. capital l Gain and Losses

Item 1. Farm Los.ies. As I understand it. I do not consider this section inequi-
table nor do I believe It to be aimed at taxl)ayers like yourself whose princil)al
efforts and investments are and have been dedicated to research in a continuing
program of improving dairy and beef cattle. I believe this is aimed at those per-
smis with very substantial non-farm income (and who may never have seen a
live cow) who are using the present law as a tax scheme. The provisions of ad-
justed non-farm iIncome in excess of fifty thousand dollars and of farm losses
in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars appear to be an effort by the Committee
to differentiate between bona fide farm oriented livestock breeding progranls and
non-fariners who are attempting to use the present tax law as a tax avoidance
scheme. If lily understanding of this section is correct, it is entirely reasonable.
Itcm. 2. I)cprceiation, Ilce¢apture. Tills section, also, appears to me to be entirely

tquitable.
Item 3,. "loldin! Period for Lire.tok. It is this section which should give you

fte gravcst concern for It is here that the proposed legislation almost completely
rejects and repidiates the reasoning behind prior legislation. It is this section
which, ill l11y opinion, would he an economic dis ster to you and to other persons
who have long standing and major commitments to breeding research programs.
Not only does this proposed section contemplate tile denial of tie tax incentive as
to future olwrttions but it occasions and inlnediate devaluation of your herd.
This is for the simple reason that you have what is known as a "seed herd." that is
you Supl)y breeding animals to other breeders engaged in herd and breed hl-
pr0v'ement programs. Tie denial of tile tax incentive, whliclh provides a flow of
funds necessary for such an operation, obviously makes their Investment of funds
in seed sto(ck much less attractive and therefore substantially detracts from thie
value (of the herd which you have already built up. This section strikes squarely
at breeders like yourself who mave relied primarily not oil purchased animals but
o1 a long range program of improved breeding st4wk animals developed from the
incase of your own herd. I think that the intent of the present law Is most
clearly expressed il the phrase "regardless of age" and It Is mily ophliion that the
repudiation of the "regardless of age" provision will have disastrous effects on
major livestock breeding and research programs. Also. I believe a secondary result
vill he ti idling of tholsanids of acres of land presently devoted to livestock
operations.
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I believe that the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in McI)onald vs. Cominis-
sloner, 214 F. 2d 341 analyzed correctly the true intent of existing legislation
when the Court stated as follows:

"When Congress undertook to amend S. 117 (j) (1), it vas made fully coglIi-
zant of this situation by representatives of livestock and reelingg asso(ciatins.,
Hearings before Committee on Finance on H.R. 4473, Revenue Act of 1951, l'art
3, pp. 15M38. 1837, 23196; Sen. Rep. No. 781. 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 41-42. And it is
manifest that the section was drafted with an eye to the breeders' coml)Iaints.
Thus in defining property 'used' in the business the amendment speaks of live-
stock 'held' for an appropriate purpose, and adds the further proviso that it
apply 'regardless of age.' The intent to repudiate the Commissioner's view is
obvious, even without the specific statement in the Report of the Senate ('Co-
mittee on Finance, supra. And it is equally clear that the animal need not lIe
mature and need not have been put to its intended use.

Hence we cannot accept the Tax Court's ruling that the animals must le 24
months old, the age at which they have presumptively had offspring. Equally %A',
disapprove the view that an animal is held for breeding purposes only if there is
an expectation and intention that it produce offspring. Life is replete with situa-
tions (advertising, war, reproduction) where many are employed in the hope
that one will succeed. Yet the purpose subserved by the many is clear. This does
not mean that every farmer can obtain the benefit of the capital gains l)rovisiJun
for his entire calf crop merely by selecting one of the better looking animals
every time lie needs a replacement for his producing herd. This taxlayer, hiw-
ever, has made a thoroughly convincing record that his retention of calves wl-aI
a necessary factor in building his champion herd. lie is entitled to the benefit of
I.R.C. Sec. 7(J) (1) in Its new and revised form."

Scction 4, Capital Oain8 and IAsscs. To a livestock hroeder this section is sig-
nificant only in that it is another blow to the capital gains incentive extend
to those persons undertaking the hazards of research and exploration.

Summary. You have asked me for my opinion as to the effects of this proojqsed
legislation upon your future program. If this legislation is enacted and I wvere
ill your position, I would salvage what I could from my investment 1by a comi-
plete dispersal. It would be helpful if you had a nmininiumn of two years before
the proposed provisions would become effective. Such a delay would afford soie
relief to those persons who like yourself have very substantial investments in
large experimental and producing breeding herds.

I hope this is responsive to your inquiry.
Very truly yours,

J. W. TAvEF.
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1968'AGRICULTURAL CASH RECEIPTS

,s~oI,s6%,ooocn~ - .7

18.4% is-5 million acres. ' NO C -RECEIPT$
5 million acres producing $50"

per tacre is 250. million dollars I 11M ACREAU I .,1 .

rIBE. -45.6%

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL
LAMb AREA IN STATE:

27 295,539 ACRLS 40

CATTLE HERDS 'MOVING EAST

The cow-calf business, traditionally associated wit'a the West of ranching fact
and cowboy fiction, now seenis to be moving Eastward, according to a provocative
report from 'Merck & Co.. Inc.

The migration was disclosed to feedlot operators. The report was based on

interviews with dozens of animal scientists, agricultural economists and large-
scale cattle operators.

Texas is still the dominant ranching state, with almost 5 million beef cows in

130),()O herds. But, according to a noted animal scientist quoted by Merck, "States

like Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Florida, Alabamia and Louisiana will imove

up fast as major producers of feeder calves."
Mississippi ranks lth in Nation. 1st East of the Missis-sippi.
Whatever the reasons for the Eastward trend, it will have profound iinplica-

tions for the feedlot industry, which must (eltII( on nIyraids of individual c 'OW-

calf men for the replacenient animals it needs to feed a beef hungry nation.
Americans now eat an average of 109 lounds of beef annually, compared with

90 pounds a decade ago, while the beefealfing humnn population itself is rising.

As a result, the feeder cattle population las been doubling every decade-from
3 nillihin cattle on feed in 1949, to 6 million in 1959. to 12 million today.

Need approximately 7% increase per year thru 1975.
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JJ-CMR PICNIC SALE-Augult 11, 1969

CMR's 29th ANNUAL SALE - Feb; 16, 1970

U. P. Mo", Owner 1969 Picnic Sale Heifers:
S" ~a, Miss. 3"". 3 by CMR Masterpiece

PICK " 5 by CMR Larol Lamp
CMR's Breeding Program 2 by CMR Superfactor
Save Time, Expense, and Reeer,chl 2 by CMR Master Lamp

1969 Picnic Sale Bulls: 1 by CMR Rollotrend 5
3 by CMR Masterpiece i by CMR Super Domino
2 by CMR Laro Lamp. I by CMR Super Perfect
2 by CMR Superfactor I 1 by CMR Super Mischief
2 by CMR Super Domino 83 1969 Picnic Sale Heifers Bred to:
1 by CMR Super Domino 2 bred to CM.R Masterpiece
1 by CMR Advance Lamp. 1 Bred to CMR Larol Lamp Jr
1 by CMR Lamp Superol" 3 bred to CMR Superol

(Summer Yrl. Show Herd) 3 bred to CMR Superolrend
I by AAB Superol -, . 2 bred to CMR Super Larolto

.. (Dam by CUR Super Dom 79) 2 bred to CMR Super Donno Jr
2 Four-year-old Herd Sires 2 bred to CMR Advance Mesa
* Selling one-fourth interest 1 bred to CM1R Benefactor

* Top Polled Hereford U. S. Breeder Sale for 28 years.
* The only beef breeder ever to have 28 consecutive sales.

d' Record-CMR's 28 Annual Sales. 14U 32 4 lots Avi. $411[ worlds 8 ecord-umm produced te top )erefords and World's Top
Beef Cattle for at s. 15-16 c9 4 282

World's Record sale Average $7,965. (Feb. 18, 1963)
* World's Record Bull Average $13,956.
* World's Record Female Averaye $3,921.

World's Record Bull, CMR Rolltrend 5th.
- , World's Record Heifer, CMR Blanchetrend 83rd.

.CMR, BREEDING HERD A SALE RING PERFORMANCE
17% ot the top Polled Hereford. selling In 1361 were CUR-bred or carried CUR breeding
7% ot the top Polled Heretfords selling In 19 6? were CUR.bred or carried CMR breeding
76% of tWe top Polled Hererorda selling In ir were CUl.tbred or carried CUR breeding71% of the top Polled Hereforda eelln tI 165 were CUR-bred or carried CUR breeding
73% of the top Polled Herefords selling in 14 were CUR-bred or carried CUR breeding

- 7%'of the to Polled Hereford@ seUlIn 11163 were CUR-bred or carried CUR breeding
73% of the top Polled Herefords selling In 1398 were CUR-bred or can'red CUR breeding
S '•,(Above record for bl. 1,O00 and over, for females $3,000 and over)

The True Meaure of greatness Is performance.
BUY PERFORMANCE TO BREED PERFORMANCE

"5-MCUR'breedinir was responsible for or contributed to the top 0. and 20 of the top
-. 2513. X. Polled Hereford areeder sals.

1367-CUR breeding was responsible for or contrIbuted to the top 16, and 11 of the top
-. So V. S. Polled Heretor i Breeder Sales.

- 13M-CUR breeding wus responsible for or contributed to the top 14 U. S. Polled
- Hereford Breeder Sales.-

-UR breeding %as respoqalbie for or contributed to the top 14 U. 8. olled
- Hereford Breeder Sales.

16*4-CUR breeding wae responsible' for or contributed to the top 10 U. S. Polled
Hereford 3reedW lSals.

lee--CUR breeding wu respalfbte for or contributed to the top 16 V.8. Polled
I '. Hereford Breeder Sales.

130-CmR breeding was reonsible for or contributed to the top 10 3. S. Polled
. Hereford Breeder Sales.

1-1-CUR breedig was responsible for or contributed to the top 14 V. 8. Polled
Hereford Breeder Salee.

Make Your Plans to Atend: Bring.Your Family and Friends
JJ.CMR PICNIC SALE-August 11, 1969
1. Sunday, Aug. 10, a:30 p.m. - Preview of CMR Show Herd and 1970 29th

. . Sale Offering at CMR
2. Sunday, Aug. 10, 7:00 p.m - Rtefreshments and Buffet at Sandman
3. Monday, Aug. I1, 12:30 p.m. - Picnic & Sale at Double JJ Ranch
4. Tuesday, Aug. 12, 8:30 P.m. - Psture tour at CMR ('Those attending guestb

ofrCR for Lunch at Sandman)
.You will have the opportunity to see 18.year.-old SV Benefactress 52, the
on future Polled Herefords. She might mike 20 and she might not be here
Milli i Dollar -World's Greaest Cow whose influence will make an imprint
next &or. GREATS GO DOWN IN HISTORY, see her while yeu cantli

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT CMR - WRITE FOR CATALOG

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STOCKMAN.FARMER

•
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of Cooperatives

STATEMENT OF I1oN. JOSEPH Y. IIESICK, FORMER REPRESENTATIVE FRoM NEW
YORK

SEPT)EMBER 109.
Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Senate Finance Committee,

in the early years of tie 20th century, the United States Congress. conscious of
the changing face of the American lai'lscape and anxious to preserve something
of the agrarian past, used the first income tax laws as a device to assist the
American farmer. By exempting agricultural organizations and farmers' coopera-
tives from the tax bite, the Congress was announcing a wise legislative policy.
The self-sufficient, humble yeoman who had made America great had fallen
on hard times: he had contracted debts through deflation; he had trouble meet-
lug the high cost of credit and insurance; and he was forced to pay discrimina-
tory railroad rates and unreasonable elevator and storage charges. The only way
to insure that in the future the farmer could compete on more even terms with
the large corporation, the labor union and the political machine was by encour-
aging him to organize. Thus the tax breaks for farmers who banded together
for their mutual advantage.

I have prepared my testimony today, to make it perfectly clear that these laws
have not had the effect intended by the drafters. Rather than fostering organi-
zations which would improve tme bargaining position of the farmer and make life
more pleasureable for him, the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code have
been used by some so-caliled farm organizations to develop business complexes
so diversified that they boggle the imagination-all at the expense of the Amer-
ican farmer, the American taxpayer, and our free competitive economy.

This accruing of vast profits unrelated, and even antagonistic to the needs of
the farmer is most blatant in the case of the American Farm Bureau Federation,
which boasts over 1.8 million "lpaid-upl member families." For almost two years I
have conduted an ad-hoc investigation of this rural colossus which, while claim-
lug to speak for the American farmer, has managed to develop an empire of 92
interlocking Insurance companies with over $1.2 billion In assets and over $6
billion of insurance In force, the profits of which are plowed into such farm-
related businesses as shopping centers, hotels, a fleet of barges. rent-a-car, gaso-
line and tire companies.

The Farm Bureau has preserved its tax-exempt status by arguing that its in-
surance companies are independent of the farm organization and that its insur-
ance companies pay taxes like all others. My investigation, however, proved this
argument to be a fraud. The Farm Bureau and its Insurance companies are
separate entities In name only; they share the same offices, they use tile same
staffs and they have the same phone numbers. In some states, the salaries and
expenses of the Bureau's board of directors are paid by the insurance companies.
In others the insurance companies use the facilities and employees of the Farm
Bureau to develop and lobby for Insurance bills. In still others, state Farm
Bureaus combine to form new Farm Bureau insurance companies (which now
distribute roughly $3 million annually in tax-free dividends to the state Farm
Bureaus).

The granting of membership in the Farm Bureau is simply a device to sell
insurance: how else do we explain the fact that its members now include bar-
bers, refrigerator salesmen, union leaders, ministers, townships, school districts,
ban];s and bowling alleys. or that there are seven time, as many Farm Bureau
members In Cook County, Illinois as there are farms, or that Mr. Roger Fleming,
secretary-treasurer of the Farm Bureau, told me that 25% of its members were
not farniers-in spite of Its sworn statement to the Internal Revenue Service that
each of Its member's is "engaged In carrying on a farm or farms or has a major
agricultural interest."

The Farm Bureau, in the bluntest of terms, is a tax-exempt insurance coin-
pany. using Its profits to fund its other business enterprises while it nia:zqucr"ades
as a farm organization on Capitol Hill-all the time enjoying an unfair advantage
over competitors who do not have the good name of the Farm Bureau as a spur
to sales.
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Shortly after launching iy inquiry, I asked and the Internal Revenue Service
agreed to investigate the tax-exempt status of the organization and its state
affiliates. My arguuient for revocation of tax-exemption was simple. The inter-
locking relationship of the Farm Bureau and Its insurance companies belied
the claim o separateness. The two were participating in a joint venture in
which membership dues were merely an insurance initiation fee and in which
the dividends It received from Its ownership of insurance company stock were
not returns on investment, but earnings subject to the unrelated business in-
come provisions of the Code. None of this income was being used for the tax-
exempt purpose, since these dollars were being reinvested in the insurance com-
I)anies or other businesses unrelated to farming. Under these circumstances, tax-
exemption for these dollars seemed unjustified. As of this day, however, the In-
ternal Revenue Service has not seen fit to act.

In the absence of regulatory action, I respectfully suggest that the Congress
attend Section 501(c) (5) In such a way that organizations like the Farm Bureau
be made to choose between continuing its profit-making ways-and pay the tax
consequences-or becoming a farm organization pure and simple, and preserving
its tax-exempt status.

This can be done in at least two ways. First, adopt language defining an agri-
cultural organization In terms of the occupation of its membership; for example,
it could exclude from membership those not engaged in farming. Second, adopt
language limiting the business activities of the farm organization; for example,
it could prohibit the facm organization from owning or operating in whole or in
part, a business inconsistent with or irrelevant to the interest of the American
farmer.

These changes would not, of course, prohibit farm organizations from pro-
viding needed services to its members. It would not prohibit farm organizations
from offering low cost crop and hail insurance to its farmer members. Nor would
it prohibit farm organizations from organizing feed and seed companies, for the
benefit of its members.

What changes zuch as these are geared to do, In short, is to take the Farm
Bureau out of the general Insurance business: For many years, the insurance
companies have been parlaying the name and the tax-exempt status of the parent
organization into unfair competitive advantages over taxpaying insurance com-
panies, the same time that they have been distorting the purposes of tile farm
organization exemption.

A past President of the state Farm Bureau once said that his organization
could be a good farm organization or a good insurance company, but not both.
The reforms I have suggested should hell) the Farm Bureau make its choice;
if its insurance businesses win out then Congress will have closed the tax loophole
and eliminated an unfair competitive advantage; if the Bureau chooses otherwise,
it is the farmer who will profit.

Another area deserving of the Committee's attention is that of farmers' coop-
eratives. The co-op movement is over 100 years old in this country. Having grown
up on a farm, I would be the last person to be blind to what It did for many of us.
Born in response to the need of farmers to find an efficient method of marketing
their crops and purchasing their supplies, coops have had remarkable success in
improving the farmers' role In our economy. In 1921, in recognition of their
contribution to the agricultural population and its non-profit nature, the co-ops
were granted tax exemption by the Congress.

Since that time, co-ops have become big business in this country. There are now
better than 5574 tax-exempt farm Cooperatives with an annual volume of busi-
ness of more than 9 billion dollars. In 1915, there were 650,00 members; today,
there are over 7,000,000 members.

My investigation of the Farm Bureau and other cooperatives makes it perfectly
clear that this transformation from a simple buying or marketing agent for a few
farmers Into a large organivation making large profits like any other successful
organization has not been without its unsatisfactory consequences.--pither for our
competitive economy, or for the patron of the cool).

The Internal Revenue Code provisions have actually encouraged this rapid
growth. The availability of large sums of untaxed income has had the effect of
converting many cooperative.4 from local farm organizations into gigantic blusi-
ness monopolies which are swallowing up their members and competitors. Many
Farm Bureau coops, for example, are using this vast source of tx-free capital to
(Irive independent millers, supply houses, warehouses and grain elevators out
of business. In one part of Ohio, I found tile coops competing with (and, in fact,
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undersellihg) their owii members. Iii other parts of tile country. these coopera-
tives are expanding into contract farming-a system which destroys the farmer
as an independent businessman and in effet makes him the captive employee of
the contractor.

This fantastic growth would perhaps be justifiable if it were benefiting the
hard-pressed farmer. But, too often, as the coop has swelled in size, the basic
premises that distinguish it from any other corporation-one-man, one-vote and
prolt-sharing-have been subverted. The co-ops have too often become self-
serving, inanaguinent-dolninated businesses offering none of the special advan-
tages to its customer-members that originally justified a favored tax status.

In too many cases, the farmer-patron has lost all control. By issuing voting
stock to a controlling organization, such as the Farm Bureau organization, and
by obtaining farmers' proxies with very inadequate disclosure, the basic decision
faced by any corporation-how much of the profits to plow back into the business
and how much to distribute to shareholders or patrons-has fallen into the hands
of corporate managers who are interested solely in the growth of the business
entity. A very strange and tragic scene has developed. At the end of the year,
some of the coops surplus is retained, the rest is distributed to patrons. Unlike a
regular corporation, the coop can deduct from its Income the entire distributed
surplus. But it is presently only required to distribute 20% in cash. The other
80% of tax free income Is plowed back into the coop.

Meanwhile, the farmer is required to pay taxes on all of the patronage refund
he received-on the 80% stock certificates as well as the 20% cash. Until 1962,
when Congress enacted the 20% cash requirement, the farmer had to dip into his
other income to pay thetax.

The real shock to the farmer cones, however. when he tries to redeem these
certificates. Over a period of years, many farmers have accumulated thousands of
dollars of these stock certificates. In many cases they have no fixed maturity date
and when the farmer has tried to redeem them, he has found them worthless. At
least one court-in Ohio-has upheld that characterization. He cannot trade then
at the marketplace, they cannot be given as collateral omi loans, and they cannot
even be used by farmers to pay their debts to the Farm Bureau coops that issued
them. The farmer often does not come to this realization until a time of financial
difficulty, when lie especially needs the money. and resulting cases of hardship
are not uncommon. In my investigation of the Farm Bureau, I found stock
certificates issued more than thirty years ago that have not yet, nor can not be
redeemed.

After many years of these abuses, the House of Representatives has addressed
itself to their correction ill 111t 13270. Included in the House bill are two pro-
visions which, although I do not believe they go far enough, at least begin to
restore to the embattled farmer some of the investment he has made In his coops,
some of his hard earned capital that has created the fantastic growth of the coops.

These two provisions are Included In Section 531 of the House bill. They
would:

1. Raise the required percentage of the annual patronage refund that the COOl)
must return in cash from 20 to 50%.

2. Require that the patronage refunds issued by cooperatives in the form of
stock certificates be revolved within 15 years of their issuance.

The first of these provisions would begin to rest-ore a competitive balance
between coops and their private competition. The 80% plow-back provision has
converted my Image of the cool) from that of the grist mill at the fork of the
creek to that of the modern corporation. The net profit of the cool) is the same as
the net profit of the corporation operating next door. Both are interested in profits
and expansion. Both have an existence quite apart from those who make tip the
membership. But the cool) has the considerable advantage of being able to shift
the tax burden for Its surplus to its patrons while not losing the use of this money
for recapitalization. Requiring the coop to return 50% of its patronage refunds
iii cash will both restore a competitive equity with private business as well as
place in the hands of the individual farmer enough money to pay his tax and
still begin to realize some of the profits of his cool).

The other provison-to require a cool) to revolve outstanding stock certificates
within 15 years-would, at long last, put an end to the intolerable abuses I have
describedd. Coops have a legitimate concern im retaining some reasonable reserve
for the purchase and installation of machinery and equipment, or to redeem
outstanding p)atronage dividends. But coops are now fluid enough so that this
liberal 15 year requirement would not impose a harsh burden on them. Indeed,
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many diligently operated coops already revolve their certificates within 5 years,
and I urge this Committee to consider an even iore stringent requirement than
the proposed 15 years.

Let me quickly add, that the abuses I have described are certainly not universial
to cooperatives. They are, on the other hand, not isolated cases. They seeLtm
particularly endemic to Farm Bureau coops, especially the Mid-Western variety.
But as long as these practices, until now sanctioned by our tax laws, continue, a
shadow will be cast over all cooperatives, those greatly benefiting the farmer as
well as those exploiting him.

My conclusion, in brief, is that by legislative and regulatory inertia, organiza-
tions created to protect the farmer and given favorable tax treatment to do so.
have been allowed to use the Internal Revenue Code for p)ueposes never cou-
(.ived of by the draftsmen. I hope that this Committee will niot overlook these
farm organizations which literally have their cake and eat it too. The IIouse
version of the tax reform bill has made a start. I am hopeful tl'att the Senate will
endorse the effort to eliminate this double dealing.

M 0NTANA COUNCIl. OF Ct OPERATIVES,
Helena, Mont., Neptc bt'r 3, 1960.

lie section 531 (cooperatives), Tax Reform Act 1969.
lon. MIKE MANSFIELD,
Nenutor front Montana,
lWashington, D.C.

DAR SENATOR 'MANSFIELD: I have received a copy of the statement prepared
jointly by counsel for several cooperative groups including our own F armers
Union Grain Terninal Association and Farmers Union Central Exchange mailed
to you August 28, 1969.

Since enactment of the 1962 amendments to the Internal Revenue Code, I have
heard no accusation or allegation that cooperative patron-nieiibers or cooperative
corporations are not paying full taxes on all patronage rebates. Section 531 would
not change the rate or classification of property subject to tax; thus. although it
is included in the tax reform bill, it is not actually a taxing measure and would
produce no new tax revenue. It is l)riluarily an effort to destroy farm marketing
and supply cooperatives through restrictive and ol)pressive regulation.

Certainly there is a grave need for major tax revisions and our nieibershlip
supports honest tax reform. However, insertion of non-revenue l)roducing, dis-
criminatory and crippling business regulations in the reform bill serves only to
defeat the basic purpose of the broad reform act, and embroil it in irrelevant
side Issues.

Since Section 531 Is not revenue producing and would further complicate
Internal Revenue Service collection procedures, it would aplear it-s' proponents
are not people interested in basic tax reform or simlplification of tax collection.
Obviously the section wits inserted In the bill as a decoy and an albatross merely
to involve a great number of taxpayers in opposing at lIeast one section (and
hopefully the entire bill) of the much needled reform measure.

Ve sincerely hope you will be able to delete this punitive regulatory section
from the Act without jeopardizing the Acts' many other tine qualities.

Very truly yours,
iUBERT J. MASSMAN.

Legal Comisel and clingg Exccutive Secretary.

STATEMENT OF GEOROE FOGEL, M1ANAGP, MACOUPIN SERVICE CO.. CARLINVILLE, IL...

I would like to register the following reasons for being in opposition to the
Section of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (I.R. 13270) as it pertains to Cooperatives.

A. The Macoupin Service COIipany is a loally owned and locally controlled
Cooperative. The local membership yearly elects their Iloard of Directors. The
stockholders, at their annual meeting have an opportunity to amend the Articles
and By-Laws of the cooperative, if they so desire. If at any time, they wish to
change twe method of flnancing of this Cooperative, they may do so by amending
the Articles and By-Laws. The law as sent from the House of Repre.sntatives
denies the stockholders of the Cooperative the right to determine how their
C )operative will be financed.
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B. The local Coolprative is a tool utilized by iany of the farmers ill Macoupin
County. This is one method of self-help which has not solicited, nor does it desire
any help from the Federal Government. Tie ipas;ing of the tax reform act would
seriously weaken the financial strength of the Cooperative and jeopardize its
ability to continue to serve this forming community.

C. To my knowltlge, the Governument does hot set any liititatioii. on the
nlethods of payment of stock dividends by other corporations. I can st, n( legiti-
niate reason for applying a different set of rules for cooperatives.

1). It is often erroneously assinned that ('ooleratives do not pay ilconi tax.
The Macouli)if Service Coflnuy last year paid al|Proxinlately $40.1JH) sto.k
dividends. It added approximately $50.00) to surplus and paid over
Federal Income taxes. We ask no special favor. however. we dlo) not exic't to he
discriminated against.

F. In no way, I repeat, in no way will the tax legislation, as it presently
stands, increase the amoiount of income tax we will pay to the ,'edt'ral ;overn-
nient, In fact, I Call see a possibility whereby the ilollt of lhioney paid to the
Federal Government will actually be less should we he required to rotate our
patronage stock every fifteen (15) years.

I ask you to consider with an open mid tile statement that I am subilittil -.
I hol that after all of theq-e facts have beetl colIsidered the Snate Commnittee
on Finance will delete from their tax reform legislation the portions dealing with
mandatory revolving of lxitronage stock by Cooperatives as well as the, sectioi
dealing with the cash versus non-cash portion of patronage reftnds.

FORT ATKINSON, WIS.
k'cpteniber 18, 1969.

To ll'honm It May Concern :
In a time, such as the present, when businesses are growing through ititerimal

and external improvements and financing charges are increasing at a fantastic
rate, it becomes particularly hard for smaller orgnizations to keep up. At this
*,ame ime, larger corporations meet these growth costs by raising their prices
and paying smaller dividends on the capital they are using from individual
invest ,rs.

Cool eratlves, run for and by farmers, are also financed by farmer through their
limited capital investnients. For this reason it is necessary for coolerl-tives to get
the maximum use out of the capital they can use from retained patronage
refunds. If the proposed legislation Is pased Into law, the ability of cooleratives
to grow and adequately serve the nIeeds of farmers will be severely limited. To
my knowledge, no such provisions exist for noncooperative corporations and
therefore is a dlseriminat,)ry action directed toward further limiting the strength
of farmers In favor of corporations.

I am strongly opposed to such danprous anl undemocratic legislation.
Sincerely,

CI.REs ("OOK.

BERKS-LEIIGii COOPERATI\'F, FRuIr GROWERS, I NC.,
Flectfrwnd. Pa.. $('pte'wber M1, 1969.

COMMITTEE: ON ,' NANCE,
U.S. Scnatc,
Wash ington, D.C

GENTLE.MFN : Yol have before you house Bill 13270 for your consideration and
action. This small hut growing Farmers ('ooperative is certainly atuazed that
Section 531 of that Bill was allowed to pss almost without ;mliy aplpreciabl,
amendments. This section strikes at the heart of small Farner Cooperatives lik,'
Berks-Lehigh Coolprative Fruit Growers. Iiic. Pet ks-Lehigh st:rted ill tlie early
1940's with a iiodest cash investnlent by its ('ha rter Membenrs of 15.10t).00. Froll
that point on with additional out of lmieket investments anid aplpreci;Ilele Patron-
age Capital our net assets as of the enid of our lst fiscal year were approximately
$1,884,OO.00. This growth certainly would not have thexi possible without the
Patronage Capital used for the growth of this Cooperative. Our growers certainly
have no opposition to this method of tinalncing the activities of Imrs-lthigh.
The Board of Directors of this Cooperative has constantly made efforts on a
yearly basis to revolve outstanding lpatrotage stock. As of this date wve are in a
position to recall most of the inactive out of pocket money invested in Berks-
Lehigh.

33$569-t.4 5
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However, it will ite a few years until we are in a position to start revolving
Patronage Stock. The value of this Stock on our books as of this time is in excess
of $600,000.00. To put the tremendous 'burden of revolving this Stock in 15 years
will certainly create tremendous hardships on us. It would hinder our continued
growth as an outstanding small processing Cooperative, and also greatly impair
our ability to borrow money from the Baltimore Bank for Cooperatives. I ask you
as members of this committee to seriously consider Section 521 in its entirety.
I rest assured that after careful consideration of this Section you will logically
reach a decision that it has no place in the Tax Reform Bill before you.

Sincerely,
JOHN F. KLEIN,

Execu tive Vice president.

Re section 531 (cooperatives, HR. 13270).
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairnmn, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

FELCO,
September 15, 1969.

DE A SENATOR LONG: I am writing in opposition to section 531 of HR .13270.
We would like to encourage your efforts to eliminate this section referring to
cooperative patronage refunds. The provisions of section 531 as adopted by the
House do not affect the amount of revenue which the Govermnuent will receive
on cooperative patronage. Since it Is not a revenue producing section, its effect
then Is to control cooperative financing. We feel local cooperative members and
boards of directors should continue to determine their method of financing. If the
act is passed in its present form this means the Federal Government is making
a basic financial decision for local cooperatives. We do not feel this is a good
precedent to set for cooperatives or for any other type of business. Since coopera-
kive members can control their organization through the adoption of policies or
b; changing their board of directors at their annual meeting, we see no. reason
why 0M.4 provision should be enacted especially at this time when re-financing
would be difficult.

It would be unfortunate If farmers would be required to change their fiuanc-
Ing now, with the current money shortage end high interest rates. Some of the
newer and/or smaller cooperatives could be forced out of business, and their
farmer/members would suffer as a result. Cooperatives have based their financing
on the 1002 Revenue Act, and the 20% cash payment. Section 531 was inserted
without an analysis of cooperative financing changes since 1962, and without
any testimony to determine the effect of the new proposal.

Farmers own and control their cooperatives. Outwslde Interests cannot gain
control due to the requirements of Internal Revenue Service. Government funds
are not a factor. Farmers have invested their own money and shouldn't they,
through their democratic process of electing directors at -annual meetings deter-
mine how to distribute their earnings and how to finance their own organization?
These annual meetings 200 to 1,000 farmers gather together to heor the operat-
ing results for the past year and elect their neighbors to directorships. Coopera-
tives are, in essence, a self-help progi am, a method of supplying their production
needs sit cost and marketing their products. Isn't this what Congress and the
people want-more self-help programs and less financial assistance for agricul-
ture?

Section 581 would certainly work a hardship on farmer owned and controlled
cooperatives it it Is enacted. Since it is not a revenue producing section, we
strongly urge that the entire section on cooperatives be deleted from the Tax
Reform Actot 1969 .. .... 1"

Very truly your,
RALPH HOFSTAD.

;MENT OFr#LE $-MAI) RAISN qowE
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For almost two decades Sun-Maid, along with other coJperatives, Ias suffered
through the various changes in tax laws affecting cooperatives and their mem-
bers. The distinguished members of the Senate Ffnance Committee do not need
to be reminded of the changes In position and inconsistencies that have occurred
with respect to this matter over the recent past.

As a result of Congressional action in 1963, we felt that the issue of coopera-
tive taxation had been settled, However, during an executive session of the
House Ways and Means Committee, that body inserted Section 531 into the Tax
Reform Act of 1969. This action was taken without any opportunity for testimony
to be presented on either the revenue consequences (if any) or the Impact upon
cooperative operations.

The Senate Finance Committee now has the opportunity of removing Section
531 from the bill, and we would urge that this be done.

Our opposition to the provisions relating to taxation of cooperatives and their
members is based on the uncertainty thalttr gMIM tton 1) again create for
cooperatives and their farmer membe~rwThis perhaps should no- a controllifig
factor if there were a significant tPrrevenue to be accomplished Iy"a proposed
changes. This, however, is not IM case, and therefore it would seem.thbtkSection
531 would result simply inof'arthzr harassment o . ooperatIves with any
countervailing benefits 7. o o"- tvsa

STATEMENT OF THE I DIANA FA9"UREAUCOOPEkATIVE A OCIATION, INC.

The Indiana Farm ureau C6lperatlve Asocjati o.In., a fedora lon of5
local cooperatives ser Ing approximately-ae'u'hdred usand Indaria farmers
Is strongly opposed t the cooperative section 8" fiibhe use-pgased Bill 13270, \

for the following Ju ifiable reasons:
1. For manyear , farmers mye been rIg to improve t lir econo~uic post-

tIon by using a self- elp prograhi, &cimon y oop irs a coolrtive. Their efforts
to sell farm produce and buy suppli~sth o itihur thefatm,busioiess have
been encouraged by aech admiistrationl Whether orc or Rei-tiblican. In
fact, President Nixop recently paade the allowing tjteffInt in connection with
Co-op-Month-1969.

"Because I have s n the prog ess people hqve n.e by ,ting gather, I have /
pledged assistance to ooperativ programs fo tTn rfd rralpeopleI believe /

cooperative self-help e ort is a vital element in iioving the eeonom!# position /
of farm families and e endingg opportunity. y- oug out ru al Amera." /

Over the years, on th basis of thisklfid of encoi~ragemnnt, an the benefit,
both direct and indirect that tre derived from tieir c atives, Indigna
farmers have seen fit to in st more thai -fghty-. milon doll s in their In ana
F arm Bureau Cooperative sy(em. Most of these funds have come from pa onage
refunds which the farmers hai chosen to leave in their businesses so tjdt neces-
sary goods and services could be pi'owjded by their cooperatives.

The proposed legislation would jebprdize the financial statjmsif many local
cooperatives, and could subseqently causemany Indlanifam rs to lose much of
the investment they have in their off-'the-farm s tiiss, at a time when they
are already under a severe cost-price squeeze. Furthermore, farmers would lose
their instrumentality that provides price protection In the market place.

2. The proposed legislation would Indicate that the farmer needs protection
from financial decisions made by his cooperative. In actuality, the cooperative Is
controlled by a board of farmer-directors elected by their rural neighbors. During
the ten-year period, 1959-1908, the board members of the Indiana Farm Bureau
Cooperative system have deemed it advisable to return to the farmer-owners.
$20,488,500 in cash patronage refunds, dividends and common stock redemptions.

Cooperative boards of directors are capable of deciding, and should continue to
have the authority to decide when earnings should be used to modernize and
expand facilities, and should not be restricted by law under what conditions they
make such decisions.

3. The proposed legislation would seriously limit a cooperative's ability to
borrow. Presently non-cash patronage refunds are considered as equity capital
rather than long-term debt. Thus the proposed legislation would make it very

,difficult for the cooperative to borrow from banks, insurance companies and the
Viarrm Credit System because it ltcked necessary equity capital. Potential lenders

.would have little, if any, interest In making a loan to a cooperative under such
coditions.

4, The proposed legislation is discriminatory. It is not tax reform, but a
mandaiory'liandat plan."Cooperatives would be forced to pay up to 50% of their
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patronage dividends in cash whereas other cor'poratlons are not told when and
in what forii their dividends are to paid. They are free to pay thein wholly or
Inirtly in stock if they so choose, or to pay no dividends at all.

Furthernmore, under the provisions of the proposed leglslation it would be
mandatory that the non-rash portion of the patronage dividend be revolved in
fifteen years or less. In effect, this would convert aill non-cash patronage refunds
to long-term debt and make it difficult if not iliossible for cooliratives to expand
or provide needed new facilities. Today the coo i'er'tive hiay sehIvt whether the
ntn-cash refund will be capital stock or debt. Congress does not impose this
restriction on other corporations.

5. Fi12ily, tih propoJsed legislation covering cooperatives is not true tax reform.
It will not provide any more nor any less revenue to the Treasury. The (.-opQerative
would still 1ie allowed a deductions for patronage refunds and the farmer would
continue to pay tax oi his 1)atronage refund regardless of the per cent of cash
either (ist ributed or received and regardless of the mandatory revolving date.

It is for these reasons we believe that cooperative section 531 of ILIR. 13270
should be eliminated front the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Submitted by DeMain Warner, president, 11diana Pa rm Bureau Cooperative
Association. In.

SWIo COTTON,
El Paso, Tcx., September 16, 1969.

Io1. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Nciv Senate O0ce Building,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: Our association, representing more than 2,000 cotton
growers in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, is opposed to Section 531 (cooleral-
tives) of II.. 13270, The Tax Reform Act of 11969.

This section on cooperatives does not produce any additional revenue, and could
seriously reduce the ability of our association to increase its financial strength as
needed to adequately serve our producer members in tile difficult time ahead for
these cotton producers.

Our Board of Directors, and nenli)ers, feel that decisions on what percentage
of dividends should be paid in cash, and when to to retire equittles, should lie
made by our members, and not by sonie regulation sponsored by those who seek to
destroy cooperatives.

Will you please include this letter In the printed record of the hearings on 11.11.
13270 to be held by your committee on September 22, 199.

Respectfully,
ED\vArn BEIiIrAN,

Secretary.

STATEMENT OF TIlE IDAHO COOPERATIVE COUNCIL, 1OISE, IhAIIO

Farmer-owned cooperatives are an extension of the operation of farms. They nre
non-profit business arrangement by which groups of farmers collectively obtain
supplies and services, and transport, grade, process and deliver their produce to
market. As in other phases of fnrnl operation certain anlounts of capital are
necessary to finance these functions, hence farmer-nienlbers of cooperatives all.,
thorize their cooperatives to deduct marketing fees or retain a portion of the
proceeds from the sale of their produce to pay the cost of oeritllng (Including
financing) the cooperative activity. Savings accruing to cooperative corporations
after day-to-day operating costs are pald provide all important source of equity
capital which Is necessary to finance any business activity. Customarily owner-
ship equities in the cooperatives are denominated by the Issuarnce of certlileaten
or letters of advice to farmer-members according to their respective shares of the
services performed. Under existing revenue laws 20 percent of such savings or
margins are paid to niezibers in cash annually, monies which obviously a-e avail-
able to the farmer to pay whatever inconle tax liability he incurs as operator of
his business. It should be clearly understood that the farmer pays the tax on the
gross amount (100 per cent) of the equltles and that such gross alnounts of
farmer-owners' equities are evidenced to the Internal Revenue Service each fiscal
year.

Subsequently It is customary to repay the farmer-member of the cooperative
for the remaining 80 per cent of his equity-capital investment in the cooperative,
thus revolving the ownership of the assets of the organization so that it is always
held proportionately by active participants In the cooperative enterprise.
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The proposed reg-ulatlon of cooperalltve capitall Ive.stment and repayment clii-
taned in the Tax Reforn Act of 1969 clearly wcill vot inercasc the tax inconte of
the/ federal government one fota. ()n the other hand, the regulations, if enacted,
will destroy an inprtant method by which farnier-owners of cooperatives ii-
Ilan(e their own olpratlons.

It has long been considered the policy of the federal government to reeogize
the merit and desirability of coo)perative activity in Agriculture as a contributtion
to the efficiency and economy of American business. In fact, the adoption of
cooleration h1s lwen one of the miethods by which American farmers have been
able to provide an abundant supply of food and fiber at relatively low cost to the
ultimate consumers, a record that Is probably umnatched In any other industry.

Much criticism has beenu leveled at Agricultural l)roducers because tly must
depend on various federally-linanced programs for their existence. Regardless of
the merits of arguments about subsidies and other assistance provided by tho"
government to farmers, and the effect on social and cKoiionile problems such
payments made by the federal government have on Agriculture and consumers
of agricultural products, we contend liat the regulations proposed under the
guise of tax reform !it the act now before you are unworthy and pernicious
ble.a Use-

(1) They disturb a reasonable concept of taxation worked out in the past
between legislators, treasury officials and faruied-owvned cooperatives.

(2) No gaii or loss of tax revenue to the government will result If Iphe pro-
posed regulations are adopted.

(3) The only foreseeable result of the regulations would be the destruction of
the )rincilple of ,elf-help In oil industry whose distress has long been a matter
of ~iraulouit concerns.

We strongly urge that your committee strike the provisions relating to coop-
eratives from the act as being extraneous, inapprolriate and contrary to tile
national interest.

Very truly yours,
IDAllO COOPERATIVE COUNCIL,
CECIL L. ("HIoS, Sccr't'ry.

MFC S~m%*acEs (AAL),
Jaclkson, Mi ,,., september 18, 1969.

l1i. RUSSELL 1B. LONG.,
('hairnian. Senate, Finance ('oninittee,
Senate Office Buildiiy,
TVasliington., D.C.

DEAlt SENATOR ,o0o : I have aOttlched a statement in Oplosition to the cOOl wra-
tive taxation amendment of tlz Tax Reform 11111 of 1969, which I hope you will
niake a part of the record.

I am sure that you are aware of the damage the above named amendment
would do to the free enterprise cooperatives, not only of Louisiana but of the
entire nation. We know that cOolp.ratives are a vital business tool for farmers
and they should not suffer from punitive legislation now after niany years of
national support.

MIFC Services, with Its nienhbershll) of 106 local farmer-owned cooperatives
and some 70,000 farmers in Louisiana, Mississipp and Alabama, offers Its entire
support to you In any effort you can niake to remove this cooperative-damaging
amendment from the Tax Reform Bill of 1969.

Thank you for your continued efforts and consideration in behalf of farmer
cooperatives and of agriculture.

Respectfully, E. E. REALm.,

Genira Manayer.
Attachment.

STATEMENT OF MFC SERVICES (AAL) IN OPPOSITION TO TIE COOPERATIVE TAXATION
AMENDMENT TO TIE TAX REFORM BILL OF 1901J

The farmer leadership and management of MlFC Services are strongly opposed
to the cooperative taxation amendment of tile Tax Reform Bill of 1969 because
it is an Improper invasion on tile part of the federal government on the right of
cooperative members to direct the affairs of their businesses. It is our belief
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that this section has been promoted by groups lobbying in opposition to farmer-
owned free enterprise, who seek to destroy their ability to serve members and
their ability to compete. The proposed restrictions are contrary to the long-
standing policies of Presidents and Congress in regard to cooperatives, policies
which have recognized them as an important contributor to a healthy, competi-
tive, and free economy.

Many cooperatives would be destroyed by being forced Into paying out 50%
of their margins In cash, Just as millions of proprietoriships, partnerships and
corporations who now pay no patronage refunds would be destroyed by such
stringent requirements. No type of business can operate soundly without operat-
ing capital. No cooperative should be forced to pay out a large portion of Its
operating capital and jeopardize its very existence and the long-term welfare
of its members, especially since funds would often have to be borrowed at high
interest rate to replace those paid out.

The proposed cooperative restrictions would also severely hamper cooperatives'
borrowing power and the terms by which money could be obtained.

To all of this can be added the fact that the amendment is not designed to add
any new tax dollars to the treasury but appears, instead to be essentially puni-
tive in nature. The principal group who would be punished are small farmers
who work through cooperatives--moluntary farmer organizations-to effect sav-
ings in their farm programs. These farmers are already far below a parity
income and are actually In need themselves of some positive legislation to help
them survive while their costs are outpacing their net incomes. Every recognized
farmer organization recognizes the grave threat of this cooperative taxation
amendment and all are opposed to It.

MFC Service urges you and members of your Senate Finance Committee to
carefully consider the consequences of this amendment and vote to strike it
from this 1969 Tax Reform Bill.

STATES ENT OF OPPOSITION TO SECTION 531, It.R. 13270, SEPTE.JIBER 19, 196C)

To: United States Senators serving on the Senate Finance Committee.
From: Gerald R. Pepper, Executive Director, Iowa Institute of Cooperation.
Subject: Opposition to See. 531, H.R. 13270.

ASSUMPTION

I assume the purpose of H.R. 13270 is to provide additional and more equitably
derived income for carrying on the business of government. If this is correct, then
Sec. 531 of this bill s81old not be Included. The section is neither relevant nor
pertinent to the purpose of the bill. Should the section be retained as part of this
bill, it must be concluded that the intent of the Committee is to place so great a
burden on self help cooperatives of all types that they will be forced out of busi-
ness, for the only way additional revenue could be produced by this section would
be to break cooperatives, allowing competitors a pr.-ition of near monopoly and
taxing higher unjustified profits.

CAPITAL

If cooperatives are good (Government has acknowledged they are; all of our
Presidents have said so; most Governors and Senators have said so) It Is inherent
in their organization that they have some way to finance themselves. They have
found the revolving fund method capable of providing member equity which can
be provided no other way. Without this opportunity of flexibility in the revolving
fund they cannot function. Section 531 would in effect JI.4. Y(E THIS ME1fRER
EQUITY TO DEBT CAPITAL by establishing a due date. It converts, in fact,
an asset to a liability and no lending agency would seriously com'.tder supporting
a business entity to any degree on that basis.

PATRONAGE DIVIDEN DS

Section 531 establishes the amount of patronage refund which must be paid in
cash. Obviously, should a cooperative beforced by legislation to comply with such
a requirement its hope of Improving the members' situation over time L% destroyed.
Coupled with the due date section you would have, in fact, forced all cooperative
business out of business over relatively few years.
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DEMOCRATIC CONTROL

One of the principless of the cooperative businesses is (enilocratic control by the
members. The members currently have the right and responsibility to determine
through representative government the disposition of patronage dividends and the
form which they take.

Why should the United States Government. which usually encourages self help
and Democratic principles, impose such damaging restrictions on a group of its
citizens-particularly in a revenue lill-which obviously does not l)ro i(le addi-
tional revenue-and is completely out of context with other sections of the ill?

It should he apparent to you that the section was included, not as a tax reform
measure, but as something you must. Justify if you pass it. I cannot. But it is not
right and should not be included in the bill !

Would you, the trustees of the greatest democracy of all, have such little faith
in that system to dictate (that's another system) to tile menihers of democrat-
ically controlled cooperatives tile decisions they must make'!

Should you not be the prime defenders of the representative government that is
basic to a cooperative? Would you not leave the internal operation deeisiols to
the members through their elected directors? I certainly hope so.

I strongly urge the deletion of Section 531 from this bill.

STATEMENT OF SUNKIST GROWERS, INC., LS ANGELES, CALIF., SUBMITTED BY
D. M. ANDERSON, GENERAL MANAGER

Pursuant to announcement of the Conmlnittee, this statement is submitted oil
behalf of Sunkist Growers, Inc.. in lieu of personal appearance of 1). M. Anderson,
General Manager, in opposition to the retention of Section 531 as a part of the
pending bill.

Sunkist Growers is an agricultural marketing cooperative organized under the
Agricultural Code of the State of California and is engaged in the marketing of
citrus fruits produced in California and Arizona and the processing and market-
ing of citrus products. Its members are growers anld district or local cooperative
associations of growers and in the aggregate Sunkist and its member organiza-
tions and growers market a substantial proportion of all citrus fruits produced
in California and Arizona.

COOPERATIVE CAPITAL MUST BE OBTAINED FROM MEMBERS

In considering Section 531 of the pending bill. it is necessary to understand the
conditions under which farmer cooperatives must obtain needed capital.

Farmer cooperatives are limited by most cooperative corporation laws and by
federal and state tax legislation in what they may pay for use of capital. Usually
they may pay no more than 8% (sometimes less) as dividends or interest omi
capital. And because earnings must be distributed to patrons on a patronage basis,
there is no opportunity for increase in value of equity capital such as exists in the
case of common stock of the usual business corporation.

So cooperatives do not have access to the investment market where most cor-
porations obtain their equity capital. The cooperative must rely on its menibers
to furnish the equity capital 'needed and it is the obligation of each ninemier to
furnish his proportionate share.

In obtaining such capital, the long-established practice has been to collect the
capital contributions of each member through retaining l)ortions of a patronage
dividend or a part of the proceeds of marketing (per-unit retains) due to the
member. This is the only practical way to collect capital contributions in the
case of large mexnbershlps, sometimes numbering in the thousands. It Is also the
most economical form of operation in all cases.

The member is rewarded for his capital contribution-not by a return on the
Investment-but by an increased return from proceeds of marketing.

SECTION 531

Section 531 is drafted apparently on the theory that all cooperatives are fi-
nanced by revolving funds. The provisions with respect to the proportion of
patronage dividends that must be paid in cash to qualify a revolving fund retain
and the requirement that capital contributions from retained proceeds must
be repaid within 15 years are at least understnadable, although needlessly bur-
densome and unfair, in their application to revolving funds.
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However, cooperatives are not financed solely by revolving fund methods of
capitalization. Sunkist itself and some of its members have permanent capital
in the form of non-revolving capital funds (without capital stock) ; some mem-
bers use revolving fund methods; other members issue capital stock in various
forms equivalent to the comnion stock of the ordinary business corporation.
When the rstqulrenients of Section 531 are applied to permanent capital struc-
tures or to common stock financing, they become incomprehensible and incre'-
ibly discriminatory and prejudicial against cooperatives as compared with
ordinary business corporations.

Section 531 of the pending bill would substantially and adversely affect the
operation of Sunkist and its members, particularly In the important function of
acquiring and maintaining the substantial amounts of capital required for their
respective marketing and processing operations.

ADVERSE EFFECT ON SUNKIST PERMANENT CAPITAL

The balance sheet of Sunkist Growers, as of October 31, 1968, the end of the
last completed fiscal year, shows "members' capital equity" of approximately
$18,000,000. Some $15,000,000 of this amount represents capital fund credits held
by members (or former members). These capital funds constitute a permanent
investment in facilities, inventories and working capital, to maintain the process-
ing and marketing operations of Sunkist. These capital funds are maintained
by requiring each member to maintain his proportionate share of the capital
fund requirements based on the volume marketed through Sunkist during the
preceding six seasons. New members contribute capital in proportion to their
respective marketings for the first si,.- seasons. Old members who have retired
or withdrawn receive refunds of their capital investments over a period of six
years following termination of mc-mbership. Members who continue from year
to year after the first six years need make no further capital contributions
(except in the case of increased volume of such member) and therefore receive
their share of marketing proceeds in full in cash. Sunkist thereby maintains its
total capital fund credits at the required level.

Section 531 of the pending bill would require that the capital fund credits of
a member, although intended as a permanent investment as long as the member-
ship continues, must be retunded in full 15 years after investment. Thus, if a
particular membership continued for 45 years, the "permanent investment"
would have to be refunded three times and fully re-invested three times during
the course of the membership. The objective of permanency of capital invest-
ment would thus be destroyed and the record keeping and accounting details
would become needlessly complex, confusing, and expensive.

The modern cooperative needs permanent capital Just as much as does the
modern Industrial or commercial corporation. To require a cooperative to repay
in full its capital each 15 years after such capital is contributed, would be
equivalent to requiring the United States Steel Corporation or Dupont to redeem
each share of capital stock 15 years after its original Issue.

In addition, to meet the requirements of Section 531, a cooperative endeavoring
to maintain permanent capital investment, must label every dollar of such
intended permanent investment as a debt maturing 15 years from date of issue.
Could capital credits carrying such an obligation for repayment within 15 years
be carried as "members' capital equity"? Or would it be necessary to describe
them as notes payable or long term debt? Is it the intention of the Congress that
cooperatives shall not be permitted to have permanent equity capital? Such is
the result of Section 531 and such result is certainly most unjustly discrimina-
tory and prejudicial against cooperatives as compared with ordinary business
corporations.

ADVERSE EFFECT ON REVOLVING FUNDS

Some of the cooperative associations members of Sunkist continue to use
revolving funds for financing their capital requirements. The period of revolution
is usually from five to ten years.

In some cases the revolving funds are financed through redemptions of por-
tions of patronage dividends; and others through per-unit retains.

To the extent that patronage dividends are issued in the form of revolving
fund credits, the requirements of Section 531 regarding the proportion of the
dividend payable in cash, varying from year to year, will cause execessive and
burdensome record keeping, greatly and unnecessarily adding to operating
expenses; and in some cases will disrupt financing plans and commitments
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The further requirement of Section 531 that all such retains be redeemed or
paid within 15 years also adds greatly to the expense of record keeping and ac-
counting. More importantly, it converts what should be equity capital to indebted-
ness, with a definite maturity date. This will impair the ability of many co-
operatives to obtain credit not only from banks but in trade channels as well.

To the extent that capital credits are issued as per-unit retain certificates, the
objections of the preceding paragraph also apply.

ADVERSE EFFECT ON CAPITAL STOCK FINANCING

Some of the cool)erative associations )resently members of Sunkist are capital
stock corporations. The California Agricultural Code periiits cooperatives inI-
corporated thereunder to issue capital stock of a character and in a manner
similar to ordinary business corporations organized under the General Corpora-
tion laws. In such cooperatives, the capital stock issued performs the same func-
tion as common stock of the ordinary business corporation. It represents
permanent capital investment and may also represent voting rights.

By all the rules of corporation law, common stock is equity capital redeenlable
only upon dissolution. But Section 531 of the pending bill a)l)arently requires that
capital stock issued as patronage dividends or in consideration of per-unit retains
must be repaid within 15 years. Section 531(a) (amending Code Section 1388(c)
(1)) requires that a qualified written notice of allocation be covered by a bylaw
provision of the cooperative requiring that the amount represented by such notice
of allocation be paid in money within 15years after date of issue.

Elsewhere in Code Section 1388 a "written notice of allocation" Is defined as
meaning "any capital stock, * * *". (§ 1388(b) ).

Common stock, having a due date of 15 years after issue, is certainly an
anomaly In corporation law. Is it the Congressional Intention by the enactment of
this provision of Section 531 to prohibit the issuance of common stock by a co-
operative corporation In consideration of patronage dividends or per-unit retains?
Or is the Congressional intention that cooperative corporations should have a new
kind of common stock which carries a mandatory redemption date of 15 years
after issue? Would such redemption be free from the usual corporation law re-
(luirements relating to redemption of stock? These are some of the many questions
that should be answered before a provision of this character is enacted as a part
of the Internal Revenue Code.

SECTION 531 SHOULD BE REJECTED

The Section 531 amendments cannot possibly produce any additional tax reve-
nue. The amount of capital contributions through patronage dividends or per-unit
retains is taxed now to the member who receives a written notice of allocation-
in whatever form it may be-whether a revolving fund certificate. a permanent
capital fund credit, shares of capital st.-ek. or any other form. This has been true
ever since the 1962 Act with respect to patronage dividends and the 1966 Act with
respect to per-unit retains. When such amounts are redeenmed. they are capital
transactions and do not constitute taxable income. If the member is not called
upon to make a capital contribution in a given year because he has already ful-
filled his capital obligation, he gets that much more in cash return of proceeds
and his taxable income is the same as any other member having the same volume.

The enactment of this legislation will discourage the formation of new co-
operatives and the expansion of existing cooperatives. This is doubtless a result
highly desired and intended by those who initiated the present proposals. Such
a result, however, Is In direct conflict with long standing Congressional policy of
encouraging farmers to organize cooperatives to increase their bargaining power
In the market place and to improve their economic status.

In keeping with such long standing Congressional policy, Section 531 should be
rejected and eliminated from the pending bill.

Respectfully submitted,
SUNKIST GROWERS, INC.,
D. II. ANDERSON, Gcncral Manager.
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0111 WOOL GROWERs COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION,
Columbus, Ohio, Septernber 18, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
lVa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LON: The National Wool Marketing Corporation by board of
director action at a regularly scheduled meeting Sept. 15, 1969 pas.ed a resolution
as follows:

"We support the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives in their stand ill
opposition to Section 531 (Cooperatives) H.P, 13270 in its present form."

The National Wool Marketing Corporation (a cooperative) is a marketing
agency for the several local member associations assembling wool from the grow-
ers. We are operating In a business climate of declining sheep numbers, hence
declining wool volume. It is our effort to get for the wool grower what we can for
him for his wool. By so doing, it is our hope and objective to encourage the pro-
ducer to reverse the trend and increase sheep numbers.

A farm cooperative is a democratic and a partnership method of self help.
It is an effort on our part to solve our own market problems. We believe by re-
moving the method of using our own organizational income for future financing
it will severely hamper our growth and usefulness to help solve some of agri-
cutures desparity of economic party.

I was authorized to forward this information to you by the National Wool
Marketing Cooperative board of directors and trust that you will give it your
fair consideration.

Very truly yours,
NATIONAL WOOL MARKETING CORP.,
Ej.wIN C. NEWCOMER, V. Pres.

RANCHERS COTTON OIL,
Fresno, Calif., September 18, 1969.

Re public hearings on section 531 (cooperatives), H.R. 13270--Monday, Septem-
ber 22, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNO,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR Sin: At a meeting of our Board of Directors held Wednesday, September
17. 1969, they registered unanimous objection to the inclusion of Section 531 on co-
operatives in H.R. 13270 as being restrictive and punitive.

Our method of capitalization is controlled entirely by our farmer board of
directors. Any retain capital whether on a per unit base or a patronage base is
considered constructive receipt and reinvestment. Therefore, these amounts are
reported by our members currently as income to them. Although the length of
time of repayment of this capital is far less than that suggested In Section 531,
we feel that this suggested legislation become discriminatory because there is no
law which requires corporations to pay out their equities at any time.

In regard of setting a percentage of pay-out in the current year, they feel that
this becomes punitive and upsets our methods of not only capitalization but re-
stricts our borrowing power. When and how much is paid out to our members Is de-
termined solely by our Board of Directors who are farmers and, therefore, It is
not necessary to have legislation to tell them when to pay money to themselves.

We strongly urge that this section be removed from H.R. 13270.
Very truly yours,

RANCHERS COTTON OIL,
C. It. RATITBONE, General Manager.
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SCOTT COUNTY SERVICE CO.,
Winche8ter, Ill., September 19, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am writing in regard to tax reform bill H.R. 13270.
I feel the passage of this bill would be a deterrent to cooperatives, and a bill
that would provide no added revenue to the federal government.

As manager of a smaller local cooperative, this bill would hinder our financing
program, and would take the financing of our company away from the users who
hold equity capital, and the control and financing through debt capital.

I ask your support in discouraging the passage of tax reform bill H.R. 13270.
Please include the enclosed statement in the printed record of hearing on H.R.

13270.
Thank you for your support.

Sincerely yours,
SCOTT COUNTY SERVICE Co.,
JOSEPiH BERNARDINI, Manager.

SUPPLEMENT TO ScoTT COUNTY SERVICE COMPANY LETTER OPPOSING H.R. 13270

1. The proposed tax reform bill H.R. 13270 would put no additional funds in the
treasury as this would not change the basic tax structure for cooperatives.

2. This bill could possibly make it very hard for cooperatives to provide both
the equity and debt capital to finance the growing farmer demand for facilities
and services.

3. Since a majority of the conventional -sources of acquiring capital that are
available to competition of cooperatives, the cooperatives must look to its mem-
bers and users for its financing. The passage of this bill would not allow this
and could force many smaller cooperatives out of tie picture or left to be taken
over by a large conglomerate type corporation.

4. The proposed bill would not be in accordance with the national policy of
supporting and promoting self-help programs to relieve local rural poverty.

SUNSWEET GROWERS I: c.,
San Jose, Calif.

STATEMENT OF SUNSWEET GROWERS INC., SUBMITTED BY C. D. OwENS. EXECUTIVE

VICE PRESIDENT

INTRODUCTION

1. Relevant information regarding Sunsiwect Growers In.
Sunsweet Growers Inc. ("Sunsweet") is a non profit agricultural cooperative

engaged in processing and marketing dried fruits produced by its 2400 Grower
Members. Sunsweet markets approximately one-half of the prunes ind other
dried fruits produced In California. Most of the Grower Members of Sunsweet
are also engaged in the production of agricultural commodities other than dried
fruits and in many instances these other commodities are marketed through
other agricultural cooperatives.

A substantial cash advance is made to Sunsweet members at the time of
delivery of their product. Additional cash advances are made during the course of
the fiscal year as permitted by the financial condition of the association. As soon
as possible after the end of the fiscal year final payments in the nature of a
patronage dividend are made to growers to account for the excess of net pro-
ceeds from marketing members' products (gross sales less expenses of processing
and marketing) over advances previously paid to the Grover Members. A pgr-
tion of the patronage dividend is retained to provide capital, Each Grower Mem-
ber is notified of the amount of this retain by a qualified written notice of alloca-
tion, which the Grower Member has agreed to take into income at the face amount.
This non-cash allocation Is normally less than 50/% of the amount of the patronage
refund. Amounts retained in excess of the current capital needs of the association
are used to repay the oldest credits. Sunsweet has an unblemished record of
repayment of these credits within a period' of le,;s than ten year. In recent
years the revolving fund cycle h as been six years.
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Sunsweet is In excellent financial condition and has a relatively stable member-
ship.

2. Scope and purpose of statement.
The purpose of this statement Is to indicate the immediate adverse effect

of Section 531 of HR 13270 on the members of Sunsweet. To avoid redundancy
with other statements which will be submitted, this statement wvill comment only
on the specific adverse and unjustified effects on a mature, financially sound
cooperative whose practices fully comply with the letter of the proposed legisla-
tion and which seemingly would be least affected by the proposal.

STATEMENT

At first blush, it would seem that the provisions of Section 531 of HR 13270
would have no effect on a cooperative such as Sunsweet. This is not correct.

1. The proposal would tend to delay rather than accelerate the flow of cash to
the grower members of Sunsweet.

In almost every year at least 50" of the patronage dividend paid to Grower
Members of Sunsweet after the end of the fiscal year has been in cash. However,
if the non-cash portion of the patronage dividend (paid in the form of a qualified
written notice of allocation) would be entirely non-deductible unless an equal
or greater amount was paid In cash, the practical effect would be to require
Sunmveet to reduce the amount of cash advances during the crop year in order
to provide a greater reserve for cash payment after the end of the year. This
would clearly be inconsistent with Sunsweet's policy of getting the cash to the
growers as quickly as pos,ible. It would also tend to place Sunsweet at a coi-
petitive disadvantage with respect to the independent handler who purchases
dried fruit on a fixed price basis rather than a nonprofit cooperative basis.

2. The proposal would adversely affect ,unsweet's financial condition even though.
it normally repays non-ca8h, allocations within six years.

The Grower Members of Sunsweet provide the necessary capital in proportion
to their patronage as described above. The amounts retained to provide capital
are taxable to the Grower Members in the same manner as If the amounts were
paid out and reinvested In the capital of Sunsweet. Since the credits do not have
a fixed maturity date and are subordinate to the claims of creditors generally,
they are treated as member equity by financial institutions In establishing the
highly favorable lines of credit available to Sunsweet. These lines of credit are
essential to the financial well being of Sunsweet.

If the amounts retained to provide capital are required to have a fixed matu-
rity date, as contemplated by the proposed legislation, this would effectively
convert the retains from member equity to long-term Indebtedness. This would
unfairly Impair the financial condition of Sunsweet by reducing its attractiveness
as a credit risk to financial Institutions.

3. The harmful effects on Sunsweet would be accomplished without increase in or
acceleration of tax revenues.

Sunsweet is operated on a nonprofit basis to maximize the income of Its Grower
Members. All of the income from marketing members' fruit less expenses Is
taxed currently to the Grower Members. A portion of the amounts so taxed to the
Grower Members are effectively reinvested in the association to provide necessary
capital.

As Indicated above, the proposed legislation would tend to delay the flow of
cash to the Grower Members and would adversely affect the borrowing ability of
the association, but the changes necessary to comply with the proposal would not
result in one additional dollar of income being taxed at an earlier time than
under the present legislation. Indeed, by requiring a greater proportion of the total
payments to Grower Members to be Included in the final payment, the realiza-
tion of income will In some instances be deferred to a later taxable year of the
Grower Member than otherwise.

CONCLUSION

We respectully submit that Section 531 in its entirety should be deleted from
HR 13270. The proposal meddles with the basic policy of agricultural coopera-
tives and their relations to their Grower Members without any redeeming
Justification in terms of the tax revenue or tax fairness.
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FULTON SERVICE CO..
Lewistown, Ill., September 19, 1969.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
2227 New Senate O1ice Building,
lVashington, D.C.

)EAR Sin: Please find enclosed a statement expressing the feelings of the Board
of Directors and Manager of a local farmer owned and controlled co-operative.
The Board of Directors represent the stock holders who are also the patrons
and owners of this co-operative.

We ask that this statement be included in the printed record of hearing on
II.R. 13270.

Very truly yours,
GORDON DENISON, Manager.

Enclosure.

Subject: Statement of opposition to Section 531 of 1.R. 13270.
As the Board of Directors and Manager of a farmer co-operative representing

the interests of 1500 patrons and members, we wish to state our opposition to this
bill that will have an adverse effect on co-operatives.

Our reasons are as follows:
1. Farmers need all the help they can get through their co-operatives to help

them buy their supplies at lower prices and market their products for better
prices. Both administrations have agreed to this. This bill If passed would stifle
the growth of co-operatives.

2. Large corporations who are evidently pushing this legislation have the
privilege of distributing their earnings in the same way if they so desired.

3. If this bill were passed it would gain little if any new revenue for our gov-
ernment. Farner co-operatives would sell to their members at cost and ask them
to finance their co-operatives by the purchase of stocks.

4. This legislation, i enacted, would surely destroy some co-operatives who are
small businesses and it would strengthen the large corporation or conglomerate.
This is the food consuming public does not want.

FARMLAND INDUSTRIES, INC.,
Kansas City, Mo., September 19, 1969.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
2227 New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: On behalf of the half-million Midwestern farmers
and ranchers who are its owners and beneficiaries, Farmland Industries registers
strong opposition to Section 531 (Cooperatives) of Ih.R. 13270.

Farmland Industries Is a regional cooperative, headquartered In Kansas City,
Missouri, and owned by some 2,000 local, farmer- and rancher-owned cooperatives
in 15 Midwestern states. Farmland manufactures and distributes farm supplies
through the local associations to about a half-million agricultural producers.

There are three broad reasons for opposition to Section 531. The proposal
(1) produces no revenue, (2) imposes additional government regulations on busi-
ness and (3) injures cooperatives and the farmers and ranchers who own them.

The primary purpose of Section 531 seems to be to limit the flexibility of coop-
eratives by imposing a rigid formula for their payment of patronage refunds.
It presumes that Washington can run cooperatives better than the co-ops' owners.
It reduces cooperative directors' ability to adapt financial policies to their asso-
ciations' unique problems. No other form of business is forced to operate tinder
such restrictions. Therein lies the proposal's wide-spread danger to business gen-
erally. If such restrictions can be enforced upon one typo of business, they can,
in the future, be applied to others.

Section 531 would hurt different cooperatives in differing ways and to differing
degrees.

The proposed refund regulations would be especially damaging to new associa-
tions that are still deeply in debt or to cooperatives that have recently expanded,
merged or had some other reason to borrow interest-heavy funds.
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These regulations, and anything else that hurts cooperatives, also lrt the
farmers and ranchers who own the cooperatives and depend on them to provide
production supplies or to market farm product.,. Herein lies the subtle but par-
ticularly injurious feature of Section 531. The proposal implies that members
must be protected or helped to benefit from their cooperatives. The simple truth
is that cooperatives, as much as or more than any other type of widely-held hlsu-
ness, are controlled by their owners.

Farmland Industries' structure and pollices are good illustrations of the fact
that cooperatives are controlled by and operated for the benefit of the farmers
and ranchers who own them. Every one of the more than 2,000 local associations
that make up Farmland's membership has one vote in the election of directors
and the conduct of 'business. Farmland's 22-man board of directors includes 15
farmers and ranchers and 7 men who manage farmer-owned cooperatives.

A copy is enclosed of a letter signed by all the directors and already sent to
Finance Committee members from states in which Farmland affiliates are located.

A proponent of Section 531 has 'attempted during testimony before the Com-
mittee to convey that too many cooperatives are becoming too large. He reported
that five cooperatives, all farmer-owned and including Farmland Industries, are
listed by Fortune Magazine among America's 500 largest industrial firms. In
an era In which farmers and ranchers clearly need economic strength, it is per-
haps one of their industry's major weaknesses that only five of their cooperatives
qualify among the country's .500 biggest firms--and not one of tile five is in the
top 100.

Farmland Industries is one of the nation's largest cooperatives, it is one of the
five on the Fortune list. However, its size is modest compared to the larger indus-
trial firns in this nation. In fact, the annual sales of the largest firm in the
United States exceeds the total volume of all farmer cooperatives comb-ned. The
implied danger of large cooperatives is a myth. Large cooperatives are needed to
render effective service to farmers and ranchers.

Section 531 of H.R. 13270 is a direct attack on farmers and their cooperatives.
We respectfully request that it be eliminated in its entirety.

Sincerely,
ERNEST T. LINDSEY. Pre8iden t.

Enclosure.
FARMLAND INDUSTRIES, INC.,

Kansas City, Mo., August 26, 1969.
Hon. CLINTON P. ANDERSON,
Hon. CARL T. Cuaris,
Hon. T. W. FU--BRIOHT,
Hon. Fimz R. HARRIS,
Hon. EUOENIqE J. MCCARTHY,
Hon. EvME'rr MCKINLEY DIRESEN,
Hon. JACK MILLFR.

GENTLEMEN: This letter is sent to you as Senate Finance Committee members
representing states in which there are farmer cooperatives affiliated with Farm-
land Industries.

Through Farmland Industries, these cooperatives, some 2,000 in number,
manufacture for their farmer-members petroleum products, fertilizer, feed, steel
buildings, batteries, paint and other farm supply lines.

Some of our members are mature and financially strong. Some are relatively
new and heavily in debt. Some have been involved in recent expansions and
mergers and have had to borrow large sums. They serve almost the complete
range of prclucer Interests. In countless rural communities the farmer coopera-
tive ts the center of economic strength.

As members of the board of directors of Farmland Industries, the signers of
this letter are deeply concerned as to what would happen to many of our coop-
eratives if Congress should include in the pending tax reform bill those provi-
sions relating to cooperatives that are now in the House version.

These provisions will not provide new funds for the federal treasury. They
were conceived by interests whose primary aim is to find ways to cripple farmer
cooperatives at a time when farmers and ranchers need these home-based
services more than ever before. They would Impose on all cooperatives a rigid
formula for payment of refunds.

Such legislation is unrealistic. It disregards the individualistic nature of
farmer cooperatives. It would make it difficult for many to meet their loan obliga-
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tions. It would take away from boards or directors the right to develop financial
policies tailored to the particular conditions of their respective cooperatives.

We know we speak for all of our member associations in urging you as nem-
bers of the Senate Finance Committee, to take whatever steps are necessary to
eliminate the anti-cooperative provisions from the tax reform bill.

Sincerely yours,
Ernest T. Lindsey, Liberty, Mo., President; John L. Schulte, Beloit,

Kansms, Chairman of the Board; Roy Chelf, Scottsbluff. Ne-
braska; Roger Clark, Brady, Nebraska; J. B. Cooper, Jr., Roscoe,
Texas; Troy Dillinger, Brewster, Kansas: J. M. Fuser, Jr., Afton,
Oklahoma; Loren Garretson, Haxtun. Colorado; Maurice 1lappel,
Palmyra, Missouri; Claus Kuehl, Selby, South Dakota: Les
MeGohan, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa; Edmund McGough, Ackley, Iowa;
Oscar Miller, Carrollton, Mo.; Harold Ostermann. Ocheyedan,
Iowa; N. B. Schmitz, Andale, Kansas; Albert Schramm, Winner,
South Dakota; Vaughn Sinclair, St. James, Minn.; J. G. Stratton,
Clinton, Oklahoma; Ted Sutter, Eaton, Colorado; Byron Tore)],
Gresham, Nebraska; Roland White, Aurora, Nebraska; Howard
Young, Dodge City, Kansas.

STATEMENT OF TRI-VALLEY GROWERS, SUBMITTED BY PHILIP N. MARK, VI0F
PRESIDENT, INDUSTRY RELATIONS

Tr-Valley Growers Is a farmer owned cooperative with a membership of over
500 fruit and vegetable producers. It has been In existence since 1932. It markets,
on a world-wide basis, products processed In canning plants located In Northern
California.

Those portions of the subject bill if adopted by Congress would literally destroy
conventional means of capitalization by cooperatives and would effectively
thwart the farrier's desire and the cooperative's need for permanent capital
investment.

We request the Senate Finance Committee to completely eliminate from the
bill under consideration language involving cooperatives. Following are the more
important reasons supporting our request.

First, we shall summarize in non-technical language the changes that the bill
(Section 531) if finally enacted into law would make in the tax treatment of
cooperatives.

(1) The present minimum 20 percent required to be paid in cash of patronage
refunds by all cooperatives and non-patronage distributions by "exempt" coop-
eratives in order to qualify the total patronage refunds and non-patronage dis-
tributions for deduction by the cooperatives would for taxable years beginning
In calendar 1970 and for ten years thereafter be increased 3 percent annually.
Thus for taxable years beginning in 1979 and thereafter the required total cash
payment would be 50 percent of the total patronage refunds of all cooperatives
and non-patronage distributions for "exempt" cooperatives instead of the present
20 percent in order to qualify the total patronage refunds and such non-patron-
age distributions for deduction by the cooperatives.

(2) for taxable years beginning in calendar 1970 and thereafter, (a) that
part of patronage refunds of all cooperatives and non-patronage distributions
of "exempt" cooperatives not paid currently in cash and (b) per-unit retain
allocations, in order to be qualified and thus deductible currently by the coopera-
tive must be payable in money within a 15-year period beginning with the close
of the taxable year. This requirement may be met by appropriate By-Laws pro-
visions of the cooperative as described in the statute requiring such payment or
by an unconditional written evidence of indebtedness issued for the remainder
not paid in cash which matures within the 15-year period.

The requirement under (2) would change the very nature of a member's
investment in his cooperative from equity to debt capital. This significant change
could have serious effects upon the cooperative's ability to obtain adequate lines
of credit from lending institutions to carry on its operations.

The proposal for cooperatives can neither be appropriately characterized as
"reform" nor revenue producing. Its objective can only be looked upon by
farmer cooperatives as punitive without availing any additional tax revenues to
the United States. By thus singling out cooperatives In compelling retirement of
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equity capital by arbitrary federal edict, the proposed revisions would greatly
restrict or cause abandonment of beneficial services historically provided by
cooperatives to farmer patrons and the national economy. This is in complete
conflict with Federal policy (reflecte, in congressional enactments such as the
Copper Volstead Act, Agricultural Marketing Act and Motor Carrier Act) of
fostering farmer cooperatives and the supporting platform commitments by both
National political parties.

Traditionally, farmer cooperatives have generated needed capital from their
own operations. Sale or issuance of securities to the ivesting public has not
been feasible or practicable for cooperatives. Limited permissible return on
securities and lack of opportunity to appeal to growth minded investors have
resulted in farmer patrons', in effect reinvesting moneys otherwise payable to
them from operations of cooperative corporations that require substantial
amounts of capital for facilities, operations and as a basis for credit:

Under present law cooperatives are permitted to deduct from or exclude from
gross income amounts retained for capital, if appropriately evidenced to their
patrons. In addition, in the case of patronage dividends (related to earnings),
twenty percent of the total patronage dividend must be paid in cash. With respect
to so-called per unit retains (not related to earnings), there is no requirement of
a current cash disbursement. Under the asst(mcd facts the patron is required
currently to pay Federal Income tax on the stated dollar amount of the "appro-
priately evidenced" noncash distributions.

It is obvious that the increase in the required cash disbursement would not pro-
duce any Federal revenue. A "qualified written notice of allocation" of a retained
patronage dividend is no less taxable to the patron than the cash portion thereof
whether the latter be twenty percent or fifty percent. As above indicated, the per
unit retain evidenced by a "qualified per unit retain certificate" does not, because
of Its very nature, require any concurrent cash payment.

The second phase of the proposal would inflict upon cooperatives a requirement
for compulsory redemption of equity capital which is not imposed on any other
kind of American corporation. It would require that any capital represented by a
"qualified written notice of allocation" or a "qualified per unit retain certificate"
be redeemed within the fifteen-year period indicated. The redemption process
would produce no Federal revenue because the tax on the retained amount has
already been paid by the patron. Payment of the retained patronage dividends or
per unit retains would only result in a nontaxable return of capital.

Why may not farmers and their cooperatives agree to needed investment by the
farmers In their farmer owned and controlled organization? What policy is served
by the compulsory redemption at a specified time?

The Revenue Act of 1962 in dealing with the taxation of cooperatives imposed
for the first time the requirement that retained amounts would be currently
taxable either to the patron (if evidenced by "qualified" paper), or to the co-
operatives (if not so evidenced). Section 531 does not change the basic concept
and tenet of the 1962 Act. It rather proposes to lay down two rules which cannot
bo described as other than penal and which bring no added revenue to the United
States.

Contrary to the cooperatives' experience and that of others in presenting views
to the Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee in respect to
the Revenue Act of 1962, the decision of the Ways and Means Committee was
reached in executive session without the subject of cooperative tax treatment
ever having been referred to publicly by the Committee directly or indirectly.

The Banks for Cooperatives, a part of the Farm Credit System, would be
adversely affected by both of the proposals described in this statement. The 13
banks obtain practically all of the funds loaned to farmer cooperatives from the
sale of debentures to the investing public. Confidence in these debentures could
be seriously impaired if the major portion of the present net worth of the banks
had to be classified on their balance sheets as a liability rather than equity
capital. This could result in a substantial reduction in the volume of money avail-
able to loan to cooperatives. Tri-Valley Is a major borrower and stockholder of
the Berkeley Bank for Cooperatives. It is dependent solely upon this bank for lines
of credit to finance Its operations, which this year aggregate approximately $70
million.

t
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STATEMENT OF THE FARM CREDIT BOARD OF COLUMBIA, SUBMITTED BY EDWARD L.
YOUNG, CHAIRMAN

The Farm Credit Broad of the Third Farm Credit District which is head-
quartered in Columbia, South Carolina, acts as the Board of Directors for the
Federal Land Bank, the Bank for Cooperatives and the Federal Intermediate
Credit Bank, all of Columbia. The Third Farm Credit District encompasses the
states of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. It Is on behalf of
our Farm Credit Banks and affiliated Production Credit Associations that we wish
to state our opposition to Section 531 of H.R. 13270 as approved by the House.

It appears to us that the intent of Section 531 is the reduction or elimination
of competition from farmer-owned cooperatives by those businesses whose inter-
ests are furthered by farmers remaining economically weak. There will be no
change in tax revenues generated by passage of Section 531, but the capital avail-
able to farmers for development of their marketing, purchasing and farm busi-
ness service cooperatives will be seriously diminished.

For over a quarter of the century, the Columbia Bank for Cooperatives has
provided the major source of credit for farmers' coopeatives in the Third Farm
Credit District. During that time It has made over $1,574,000,000.00 in loans to
legally qualified cooperatives.

With the retirement of all government capital in the Columbia Bank for Co-
operatives on December 31, 1968, the Bank, being itself operated on cooperative
principles, became subject to the same Federal Income Tax provisions as are
applicable to its cooperative borrowers, that Is, subchapter T of the Internal
Revenue Code. Thus, the proposed Section 531 would be directly applicable to
operations of the Columbia Bank for Cooperatives. In like manner. Production
Credit Associations of the Third Farm Credit District, which provide short and
intermediate-term credit to farmers, are operated on coopreative principles and
would be directly affected by passage of Section 531 as they are also taxed under
Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code.

The major source of loan funds for the Farm Credit Banks is from the investing
public through purchase of consolidated debentures of the different banks. Addi-
tional capital is provided by members buying stock and by retention of a portion
of earnings as equity capital. In the Banks for Cooperatives and Production
Credit Associations earnings in excess of required loss reserves and operating
expenses are returned to borrowing members in the form of patronage refunds.
Generally, patronage refunds are distributed 20 pecent in cash with the remaining
funds being retained on an allocated basis in proportion to the amount of the
business done between the parties during the income period. Total patronage re-
funds including those not paid in cash are subject to normal income tax rates to
the recipient. The funds thus retained constitute a second source of operating
capital for the cooperatives.

With this background, we believe adoption of the proposed Section 531 would
have very adverse effects upon operations of our Columbia Bank for Cooperatives
and district Production Credit Associations. The section's payout requirement
increasing the percentage of cash required to be paid out annually, in order to
qualify patronage allocations for the income tax deduction by the cooperatives,
would reduce the Bank for Cooperatives and PCAs available cash for working
capital by the percentage of cash in excess of the current 20 percent required to be
paid out in each successive year. The Impact of such a provision upon the Bank for
Cooperatives and PCA operations would be to force increasing reliance for its
working capital upon funds borrowed or obtained by issue of consolidated
debentures.

N4,-o, the impact of the section's so-called 15-year payout requirement may well
be to reduce acceptance by the investing public of these consolidated debentures.
This is because the requirement will result in removing a substantial portion of
a bank's capital from the equity section to the liability section of its balance
sheet, thus impairing a bank's net worth. The weakened net worth position may
well force Farm Credit Banks to pay more in the form of interest for loan finds.
The burden of Increased money costs would obviously be passed on in the !orm
of higher interest -rates to the borrowing members of a Bank for Cooperatives
and POAs.

As ever greater demands have been placed upon the nation's money markets,
the natural forces of supply and demand have already forced the cost of money
to unprecedented heights. To add the potentially crippling burden of Section 531
coul4 significantly impair the ability of these farmer-owned Farm Credit organ-

Wz-865--09--pt. 4----9
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Izations to continue, effectively serving major segments of the nation's agricul-
tural economy-namely, its farmers and its farmer-owned cooperatives.

It hardly need be pointed out that the weight of this Section 531 would fall
heaviest upon small farmers and upon newly formed, small cooperatives who are
in greatest need of funds.

We do not wish to dwell upon the contributions that cooperatives have made fit
the past to the improvement of the economic lot of American farmers, hut allow
us for a moment to defend the role of cooperatives in agriculture today and in the
future.

Cooperatives are tools of the farmer devised to meet an economic situation
peculiar to the farmer. The farmer sells his products in a producer or wholesale
market and makes his purchases in a retail market. In an attempt to correct this
condition, farmers created cooperative associations to market their products at
a price nearer retail and to make their purchases at wholesale. The need for
strong cooperatives has never been greater than it is today. The weak bargaining
position of the individual farmer is accentuated in today's economy, character-
ized as it is by increasing concentrations of eenomic power. The bargaining posi-
tion of the individual farmer becomes increasingly weakened as the marketing
mechanisms for agricultural products fall into the hands of fewer and fewer
buyers, processors and distributors, and as the cost and importance of agricul-
tural inputs increase. Cooperative ownership by farmers of the businesses related
to agriculture is the one way in which the economic imbalance in which the
individual farmer finds himself can be corrected. Legislation, such as that now
proposed, which impedes the development of strong agricultural cooperatives can
only result in detriment to the farmer.

We hope your committee will eliminate Section 531 from the Tax Reform Bill
of 1969.

STATEMENT OF MARVIN H. WALKER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, FLORIDA CITRUS
CANNERS COOPERATIVE, LAKE WALES, FLA., IN OPposmToN TO SECTION' 531 OF
H.R. 18270

My name is Marvin H. Walker and I am Executive Vice President of Florida
Citrus Canners Cooperative, Lake Wales, Florida. We are a non-exempt federated
farmers' cooperative, organized in 1934 to process and market oranges, grapefruit
and tangeries produced by our 10 member associations, who serve approximately
2,000 growers,

At the time of our organization citrus fruits which could not be shipped fresh
were worth nothing to growers. With the development of processing methods and
better market practices citrus fruit for processing has become worth a great deal
to them. In the 1968-69 season we processed 80 percent of our members' grape-
fruit, 73 percent of their oranges and 50 percent of their tangerines. We pack all
major citrus products, and in the past fiscal year had sales of $42,000,000.00.

We oppose Section 531 of H.R. 13270 because it would force us to retire in a
stated number of years the Revolving Fund Certificates we issue to members for
the capital retains we collect on fruit handled for them. Our members hold about
$8,000,000.00 of these Certificates, which, but for $180,000.00 in common stock,
Is the only capital we have. Each member pays our capital retains until it has
$1.60 in Certificates for each box of fruit handled for it. If a member retires his
Certificates are redeemed.

We expect to have a line of credit with the Columbia Bank for Cooperatives
of $12,500,000.00 in 1969-70, for commodity and seasonal operating loans,
payable within a year, to finance our operations. We also owe this bank about
$2,500,000.00 for facility loans, payable over a period of years. With the Increase
in Florida citrus crops we are forced to expand our facilities almost every year,
and we are spending approximately $1,600,000.00 for this purpose this summer.

All of our members have paid Federal income taxes on the Revolving Fund
Certificates received from us in recent years, and many have paid such Federal
taxes on all Certificates they hold. They are continuing to pay Federal income
taxes on Certificates they receive from' us each year. Legislation forcing usl to
redeem these Certificates in a speeifled number of' years would not increase
Federal income taxes, though it would hasten the payment of taxes on some
Certificates issued prior to enactment of the Treasury Act of 1962, which would
be potnparatively small.

From. ourpoint of view, the most serious feature of Section 531 of HR. 13270
iS 9th p .for&d ietlrement of these Cert1f.eates. These Certiflatft'esa the
basis of almost our entire capital structure. They are equivalent to stock in a
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corporation. We see no practical method of financing our operations If the Federal
government tells us we must retire these Certificates. Since our members are pay-
ing Federal income taxes on these Certificates each year as they are issued, the
government gains no tax revenue by forcing us to retire them.

It would Tbe impossible, in my opinion, for us to borrow the large amount of
money we need to finance our operations from the Columbia Bank for Coopera-
tives, or any financing institution, without the equity capital our nienibers have
in this business as represented by the evolving Fund Certificates they hold.

We do not have patronage refunds, but most of our member associations do
have patronage refunds on such things as fresh fruit packing and fruit produce
tion charges. The proposal that more than 20 percent of patronage refunds be paiid
In cash would most seriously affect their operations.

We are amazed that the House of Representatives passed Section 531 of 1I.R.
13270, without public hearings or any opportunity to express our views. Se.tion
531 is purely punitive legislation, certainly not tax reform, and is designed to hurt
farmer cooperatives. We hope the United States Senate will recognize the
importance of farmer cooperatives to agriculture in this country and will strike
Section 531 of the House bill in its entirety from any tax reform bill.

MoDoNoUGiI F 5, INC.,
Macomb, Ill., September 20, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Commtittee on Finance,
New Senate O/jce Building,
Washington, D.C .

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am enclosing a statement for the consideration of your
committee In their deliberations on Section 531 of the Tax Reform Bill of 1909.
My statement is in opposition to the section as It deals with treatment of patron-
age refunds of cooperatives.

I have served In management positions with local cooperatives for over twenty
years. My comments In the enclosed statement are based not only on my knowl-
edge of the operation of local cooperatives but upon my convictions as a result of
my study of the cooperative as a business form and Its place In relation to
agricultural policy and programs.

I have discussed this pending legislation with our Board of Directors which is
made up of nine local farmers and with other local farm people and I believe
that my statement correctly reflects their point of view as well as my own.

We respectfully solicit your support in opposing the provisions of the Tax
Reform Bill that would place further restrictions on patronage refund payments
by cooperatives.

Very truly yours,
HAROLD S. STIFFLER, General. Manager.

SEPTEMBER 20, 1909.
Hon. RussELL B. LoNre,
Chairman Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Waslington, D.A.

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO SECTION 531, 11. R. 18270, AS IT AFFECTS TAX TREATMENT
OF PATRONAGE REFUNDS OF 00OPERATIVES.

1. Section 531 as now written will create serious survival problems for local
farmer cooperatives. Investment capital is not readily available to farm coopera-
tives either from the farmer-users or from outside sources. Individual farmers
face such large capital requirements for their own farming operations that they
have readily agreed to accept portions of their patronage refunds from their
cooperatives in stock or other investment certificates knowing that this creates
capital funds for their cooperatives to use in providing essential farm services.
Without the capital funds so provided, the corporate growth of farm cooperatives
will be curtailed to the extent that many small cooperatives will not be able to
compete with lomal branches of large, conglomerate organzations to whom un-
limited capttal funds are available.

2. Farmers individually and the agriculture industry in general are concerned
about the economic problems that they must solve for survival. Vast government
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programs have expended large amounts of money to alleviate rural poverty and
to improve the lot of the farmer. Farmers, through cooperatives, have been able
to work out the solutions to some of their problems dealing with the cost of pro-
duction supplies and improved marketing of farm products. The significance of
farmer cooperatives In these fields is large as far as farmers are concerned but
rather insignificant as far as the total business community of the nation Is con-
cerned. It is Indeed regrettable that the opponents of cooperatives have resolved
to exploit their own personal interests and to fail to recognize the importance of
cooperatives to the agricultural community.

3. It Is possible that the anti-cooperative interests niny be successful eventually
in destroying the right of cooperatives to pay any form of patronage refunds to
patrons. If this should occur, cooperatives will be forced to plan operations in
such a manner as to virtually eliminate net margins. First, this would be a pre-
carious type of operation for the cooperative and, secondly, the cooperative would
be in the position of a price-cutter and, as such, would be a much more formidable
foe for the non-cooperative business than is now the case. I believe that the
opponents of cooperatives have failed to give proper consideration to the disorder
that would result in the market place if cooperatives are forced to eliminate
patronage refunds and to adjust their day -to day operations so that net margins
are reduced to a minimum. I understand that the act under consideration does
not eliminate patronage refunds but it does place further restrictions on the
patron-users' rights to adapt the patronage payment method to forms that gener-
ate capital for the cooperative. Furthermore, I believe that the advocates of such
revisions as outlined In the bill are aiming not at tax reform but at the ultimate
destruction of farmer cooperatives.

4. The proposed legislation would not result in additional tax revenue to the
federal government. Such regulation, therefore, has no place in tax legislation.
The purpose of such legislation Is to regulate and to restrict a traditional form of
doing business and it should be studied and considered in this light.

5. Farmer Cooperatives provide an orderly and legitimate vehicle for the
Improvement of the farm economy. T1hey should be encouraged since they operate
within the basic principles of the free enterprise system and they require no
expenditure of public funds. They are not a threat to the econowlc well-being
of the remainder of the business community but they do serve as a much needed
check on the large conglomerate private corporations that are of sufficient size
to exploit Individual farmers who have no other means of countervailing power
than their cooperatives.

6. Cooperatives are democratically organized and are controlled by the farmers
who own and use them. Both local and regional cooperatives encourage and
receive a high degree of participation in the corporate decision making process
by the owner-users. Farmers participate In the affairs of their cooperatives to
a much higher degree than do shareholders in most ordinary corporations. Of
course, not all farmers agree with all corporate policies of their cooperatives.
However, they live close to the management people and they engage actively
In the election processes whereby directors are chosen. The bill under considera-
tion will restrict the right of these individual farmers to decide basic issues which
will seriously affect the future growth of their cooperatives. Such regulation by
government is not desirable nor Is It within the spirit of the free enterprise
system which spawned the farmer cooperativos In the first place.

7. I respectfully urge that your committee oppose any further restriction on
the right of cooperatl';es anl their members to determine the manner in which
patronage refund payments may be made.

HAROLD S. STIFFLER.

STATEMENT OV THE NEw 3MERZsY COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES, INC., TMENTON,
N.J., SUBMITTED By ROBUaT SOLUSKi, PRESIDENT

The New Jersey Council of Farmer Cooperatives wishes to express their
opposition to the provision In Section 531 of H.IR 13270, Tax Reform Act of
1969, that will require cooperatives to pay at least 50 percent of their dividends
in cash each year and the balance due In 15 years

.There are 88 cooperatives licensed to operate in New Jersey under existing
State laws and these changes In the cooperative tax laws will cause untold
financial problems. Several cooperatives in New Jersey are in the process of
dOV0oplng new programs that will Involve capital expenditures. They will need to
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borrow money for these capital improvements, however, these new proposed regu-
lations will seriously impair their ability to do so. Lending organizations will
be wary of this 15-year limitation on patronage refunds and especially will they
be wary of the 50 percent patronage refund. If the cooperative does not show a
sizeable profit each year, loans long or short, will become almost impossible to
obtain.

State Cooperative organizations have already gone on record by resolution,
letters, and telegram to their Senators, opposing these changes that will com-
pletely disrupt the capital structure of cooperatives in this State and all across
the land. We urge the committee to consider this situation very carefully and
see to it that this section is deleted from the bill.

STATEMENT OF TIE OKLAOM A AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL, SUHNMrrTE)

nY DON BECKER, PRESIDENT

The 1962 Revenue Act clarlfles the tax treatment of cooperatives. Its provisions
assure that 100% of the income of cooperatives is taxable.

Cooperatives pay taxes at the corporate rate on the portion retained by the
cooperative and the members pay taxes at the Individual rate on any allocation
to them. This method of distribution is made pursuant to the By-Laws of the
Cooperative-Corporation and these By-Laws are the sole responsibility of the
members of the cooperative. If a person does not wish to continue patronage of
the cooperative or become a member under these terms or conditions, he is not
required to do so.

The memberships of many cooperatives have democratically voted to provide
facilities for their use anticipating that payment would be made from the amount
of patronage In excess of the 20% cash required under present law.

The tax reform bill of 1969, HR 13270, Section 531 contains provisions which
cause serious concern to farmers and members of cooperative organizations. This
house bill would require that at the end of a 10 year escalation period the
cooperative will bI rivluired to pay 50'/4 of its earnings as a cash allocation and
that the remaining allocations be retired within a 15 year period. The provision
of this new bill very tragically ring the death knell for many farm coopera-
tives at a time when the need is so great by the farmer for strength in the
market place. This bill would change the nature of a patron's Investment from
equity to debt capital thus Impairing the cooperative's borrowing power and
reducing Its operating capital.

Section 581 of HR 13270 is not tax reform and is not designed to inOreasc rere-
nue for the U.S. Treasury, but rather to impose harmful restrfctions on ooopera.
tive.9 and farmers.

This legislation is opposed by all farm organizations.
Therefore be it resolved, that the membership of the Oklahoma Agricultural

Cooperative Council in annual meeting September 11, 1969, strongly opposes Sec-
tion 531 of HR 13270 and we urge and solicit the aid and support of all friends
of the farmer, in the Interest of agriculture, to help remove Section 531 of
HR 13270.

VET.CO,
September 15, 1969.

Re section 531 (cooperatives, H.R. 16, '1.
Hon. RuSS L B. Loo.
Chafrmarn, Committee on Finance,
Nerg Senate Oftfce Builditng,
Wahington, D.C.

DEAn SENATO Loxo: Section 581 of HR 13270 as it appears in the Tax Re-
form Act of 1969 passed by the House will be deh'imental to former cooperatives.
If a due date is placed on all retained savings, this will immediately hurt coopera.
ties. It will change what is now risk capital--an asset--to a debt obligation-
a liability. It will reduce the borrowing capacity of n cooperative, and will at the
same time add to Its debt position. This would drastically affect the borrowing
capacity of many farmer cooperatives. Thus, the first to be hurt would be the
local farmers who are members of these cooperatives. Farmers are having a diffi-
cult enough time without this additional burden being placed on them. This, along
with mandatory pay-out provisions, is a regulation which would be placed on the
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earnings of no other business. Since it is not a revenue producing measure, it
constitutes unfair and punitive interference with the affairs of farmer coopera-
tives. Cooperatives are presently working within the 1962 Revenue Act, which
was passed after much deliberation and consideration. It would be unfortunate
for the farmers of our country if the method of financing were to be changed as
drastically as proposed in the Tax Revenue Act of 1969.

Sincerely,
VERN MOORE,

Director, Administrative Services.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED Tile 34THi ANNUAL 'MEETING, NATIONAL SOCIETY OF Ac-
COUNTANTS FOR COOPERATIVES, SUBMITTED BY MARTIN L. BLACK, JR., SECRETARY-
TRF.ASUaEI

Whereas, the National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives is an organiza-
tion consisting of over 1,000 professional accountants serving principally in tech-
nical and administrative capacities for or in support of cooperative organizations,
and

Whereas, the Society's membership, by virtue of its preponderantly professional
and administrative posture and as a matter of lp)licy, does not customarily ex-
press a position on the merits or demerits of policy questions arising in connection
with the imposition of Federal income taxes on cooperatives, but

Whereas, the provisions of H.R. 13270 entitled "Tax Reform Bill of 1969", and
particularly Subtitle I) (Section 531) thereof, would impose technical and
operating burdens on cooperatives, unrtiated to revenue effects, which the Society
believes Inappropriate and unintended,

Now Therefore, be it resolved by the National Society of Accountants for
Cooperatives, duly assembled at its annual meeting in Seattle, Washington on
August 22, 1969, that:

(1) Without expressing a position on the merits of the concept embodied
in the proposed amendments to Section 1388(e) (1) of the Internal Revenue
Code. the Society believes that subparagraph (it) of new paragraph (C)
should be revised to read as follows if the proposed amendment is ultimately
adopted:

"(I) or in redemption (to the extent allocated by the payor to such
patronage dividend for the purpose of meeting the requirements of this
clause, if not allocated to any other patronage dividend) of any qualified
written notice of allocation, or patronage allocation issued for a taxable year
to which Subchapter T was not applicable, previously paid as a part of a
patronage dividend, or such payments, for any taxable year, and" (new
material italic)

(2) A copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Executive Vice President
and the General Counsel of the National Council of Farmer Cooperstives.

By way of explanation, the Society points out that many cooperatives organiza-
tions have adopted by-law provisions or other systematic plans for redeeming or
revolving their equity capital and that the enactment of the proposed amendment
to Section 1388(c) (1), passed by the House of Representatives, would impose
hardships and inequities for the following reasons:

(a) "Qualified written notices of allocation" were first introduced into the
Internal Revenue Code by the Revenue Act of 1962, and therefore many
presently outstanding patronage equities represent neither "qualified written
notices of allocation," nor "non-qualified written notices of allocation", as
these terms are used in the Internal Revenue Code. As an extreme, it should
be noted that the various Banks for Cooperatives did not become subject to
Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code until recently, principally 1969,
and that "qualified written notices of allocation" could not have been issued
by Auch banks prior to that time. i

(b) In order to avoid an adverse tax impact from the proposed amendment
to Section 1388(c) (1), those cooperatives with outstanding patronage equities
issued before Subchapter T became effective, would be compelled to pay out a
greater than normal percentage of cash as patronage dividends to their
current patrons or else to redeem recefit patronage allocations (namely, those
constituting qualified written notices. of allocations), to the detriment of
patrons whose funds have been retained by the cooperative for a longer
period of time.
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(o) The enforced discrimination against longstanding patrons would
create internal operating problems, and probably dissension among the co-
operatives' patrons, with no compensating benefit to the Federal tax revenue,
the cooperative community, the general business community, nor society In
general.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM 0. DALEY, C.P.A.

TAXATION OF COOPERATIVES

SUMMARY

The fifteen year redemption provision of section 531, respecting taxation of
cooperatives, is, for the following reasons, inadvisable and should not be adopted
by the Committee:

(1) It would tend to make it more difficult for cooperatives to finance
their operations adequately.

(2) It would present cooperatives with an arbitrary redemption require-
ment unrelated to business realty.

(3) It would force cooperatives Into increased borrowings and, thus, make
their financial situations less stable.

The statute should be amended to permit payments in cash as well as qualified
per-unit retained certificates, so that the cash payments, in common with the
certificate payments, are deductible during the taxable year if made within 8/.,
months after such year.

STATEMENT

My name is William 0. Daley. I am licensed as a Certified Public Accountant in
the states of Florida and Arkansas and am the senior member of W. 0. Daley &
Company, Certified Public Accountants, with offices in Orlando and Vero Beach.
Florida. We specialize in cooperative accounting and tax practice, and represent
approximately 80 percent of the cooperatives in Florida as well as some sizable
cooperatives outside of Florida. Our office in Orlando, Florida, was established
In 1N4.

1 would like to place befor-, the Committee, on behalf of my firm and our co-
operative clients, our considered Judgments respecting H.R. 13270's section 531
which proposes certain changes in the taxation of cooperatives.

A. Fifteen year redemption requirement
The proposal requires that written notices of allocation and per-tult retain

certificates be paid in money within fifteen years after issuance. We believe that
the proposal, if enacted, would create a particularly hazardous situation for
most, if not all, cooperatives.

1. Financing difflcultie8
The fifteen year pay-out requirement would cause a transfer of the coopera-

tive members' investment (represented by the notices of allocation and per-unit
retain certificate) from the equity section of a cooperative's balance sheet to the
long term liability section. Thus, the provision would make It almost impossible
for these organizations to obtain proper financing. This difficulty woud exist
even for those cooperatives which may follow a practice of revolving the certifi-
cates over a ten or twelve year period. It is quite certain that financing institu-
tions, such as the Bank for Cooperatives which makes sizable loans to coopera-
tives, would require a subordination of the fifteen year paper by each cooperative
member holding such paper. Without 6such subordination, It Is exceedingly likely
that long term loans will not be made. In fact the subordination may often be
required for short term loans. Considering the fact that cooperatives have normal
changes in membership, the task of obtaining subordinations from a majority of
members can often be insurmountable.

2. Arbitrary effect of forced redemptions
The fifteen year pay-out requirement would present particular difficulties for

cooperatives that have wide variations from year to year in the amount of
patronage dividends (notices of allocation), and/or per unit retains distributed.
My firm has a number of farm cooperative clients in which the unit volume and
dollar value of products marketed fluctuates as much as 50 percent from year
to year. This fluctuation, which can be caused not only by the normal variation in
the size of the annual crop but can be accelerated by the presence of hurricanes,
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freezes, dry weather, wet weather, short labor supply and other factors, may,
thus, force irrational redemption requirements on a cooperative during a year
whew that cooperative is experiencing wholly different business conditions.

Under the present procedures, without the abritrary fifteen year pay-out
requirement, a cooperative will redeem its paper if, as and when its financial
condition permits. In addition, under current conditions a specific year's certif-
Icate may be redeemed in segments over a period of years. The current rule
therefore fits snugly with the economic conditions as they exist and change from
year to year. Cooperatives are not strait jacketed but may exercise reasonable
Judgment in securing their economic positions.

3. Forced borrowing
The mandatory fifteen-year redemption provision is not only abritrary in that

it does not adequately recognize the year to year variations in a cooperative's
performance and experience, but operates in a similar arbitrary manner in that
it does not recognize the fluctuations in general economic conditions. For exam-
ple, in many cases in order to meet redemption obligations, cooperatives will
doubtless be forced to borrow additional monies from other institutional sources.
In effect, such cooperatives will be placed at the mercy of the money markets
and may be required to incur Increasingly high interest rates and other unpalat-
able restrictions sinpl , because of a statutorily directed redemption of their
certificates. The net result of the higher cost to the cooperative will be a further
reduction In the relatively low return to the farmer for his farm product.

Of perhaps more serious consequence is the fact that farmers' cooperatives
today have difficulty in obtaining long-term financing from any source other
than Banks for Cooperatives. If the cooperatives, by virtue of the fifteen year
redemption requirement, put excessive borrowing demand pressure on the Banks
for Cooperatives, such institutions may find that they do not have the resources
to make all loans that may be necessary. Thus, certain cooperatives may be
placed In the impossible position of being required by statute to redeem their
paper and not have any reasonable possibility of obtaining the funds with which
to make such redemption. The resulting condition would be no less than chaotic.

In view of the difficulties as described above, which may be caused by the
enactment of section 531, we urge upon the Committee that the fifteen year
redemption provision be struck from the bill which will be reported to the floor
of the Senate.
B. Cah, payments in Uet of per-unit retains

Moving, if we may, from the fifteen year redemption situation to a condition
that exists under current law, we invite the committee's attention to a matter
which we feel has a sizable arbitrary effect and needs immediate correction.

Under existing law, a marketing cooperative operating on a pooling basis can
distribute to its members qualified per-unit retain certificates and receive the
benefit of a deduction against ordinary income in the face amount of such cer-
tificates. At the same time the recipient member reports the face amount of the
certificate in taxable income in the year In which he receives it.

The statute contains no specific guidance on the question of when such a quali-
fied per unit retain certificate must or may be redeemed. It would appear that
such a certificate may be redeemed by the payment of cash at any time on or after
issuance. The cash might, conceivably, be paid to the member simultaneously
with the issuance of -the certificate or soon thereafter.

Alternatively, although the statute would seem to permit this quick redemp-
tion and conversion of cash, it does not permit an immediate direct payment
of cash In lieu of a qualified per-unit retain certificate in a manner which would
have the same retroactive deduction consequence, i.e., deductible in the prior
taxable year if paid within eight and one-half months after the end of the year.
This inconsistency is not merely arbitrary, as measured against a standard of
pure logic, but results (1) in a totally unnecessary administrative burden
(through the issuance of the interim paper) and, in most cases, (2) in the placing
of a liquidity squeeze on the member.

The development of such a squeeze can be illustrated as follows: For technical
reasons, the per-unit retain certificate for a given year cannot be distributed until
the completion of the audit of the pooling cooperative's books and records for that
year. This normally does not occur, at its earliest until 60 to 75 days after the
conclusion of the year. Then it becomes necessary to prepare and mail to members
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the per-unit retain certificat(. Following this step, the cooperative may redeem
tht certificates for cash.'

This entire process of audit, i,"uance of certificate and redemption for cash
may often not be completed until four or five months following the end of the
taxable year. During that time the member is deprived of the funds represented
by the certificate and must obviously use alternative and much less favorable
sources of financing in his farm business.

In order to avoid this anomaly and the unnecessary difficulty which it entails,
we would urge that the statute be amended to permit the deductible issuance, at
any time within the eight and one-half month period, of not only qualified per-
unit retain certificates, which will subsequently be redeemed for cash, but also
direct cash payments in lieu of such qualified certificates. Under this procedure
cash could be distributed to members (in lieu of the certificates) immediately
following the end of the taxable year. We are attaching to this statement an
exhibit showing suggested statutory language to accomplish this proposal.

Thank you.

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ATTACHMENT TO STATEMENT OF WaLIAM 0.
DALy,, HEARINGS ON H.R. 13270

Section 1382(b) (8) (relating to the determination of the taxable income of
cooperative organizations) is amended to read as follows:

(3) as per-unit retain allocations, to the extent paid in money, qualified
per-unit retain certificates (as defined in section 1388(h) ), or other property
(except per-unit retain certificates (as defined in § 1388(g)) which do not
constitute qualified per-unit retain certificates) with respect to marketing
occurring during such taxable year; or

Section 1388(f) (relating to the definition of per-unit retain allocation) is
amended to read as follows:

(f) Per-Unit Retain Allocation.-F'or purposes of this subchapter, the
term "per-unit retain allocation" means any allocation, by an organization to
which part I of this subchapter applies, including payment in money, per-
unit retain certificates, or other property to a patron with respect to products
marketed for him, the amount of which Is fixed without reference to the
net earnings of the organization pursuant to an agreement between the
organization and the patron.

AMERICAN COTTON SHIPPERs ASSOCIATION,
Memphis, Tenn., October 6,1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG.
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Old Senate Office Bulding, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DER CHAIRMAN LONG : On behalf of the American Cotton Shippers Association,

I wish to express our views on the legislation pending before the Senate Finance
Committee which would institute certain tax reforms.

The American Cotton Shippers Association was founded in 1924, and is basic-
ally comprised of merchants, shippers, and exporters of raw cotton who are
members of six federated associations, located in fourteen states throughout the
cotton belt :

Arkansas-Missouri Cotton Trade Association
Atlantic Cotton Association
Oklahoma State Cotton Exchange
Southern Cotton Association
Texas Cotton Association
Western Cotton Shippers Association

The 678 member firms of the A.C.S.A. handle over 70% of the domestic cotton
crop and 80% of the export market. Our members are tax-paying corporations,
partnerships, and companies who compete on an equal basis with each other for
this business.

On this occasion we desire a further balancing of the competitive structure.
and we respectfully request that the Committee on Finance adopt the original
recommendations of the House Ways and Means Committee, which would require

IAlthough the statute does not direct itself to the point, the Internal Revenue Service
has taken tho informal position that redemptio of such certificates may not occur at any
t~me prior to 80 days following Issuance.
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that cooperatives disburse a minimum of 50% of their annual patronage divi-
dends, and that the remaining patronage dividends be paid within five years.

It is our opinion that section 531, as enacted by the House of Representatives in
H.R. 13270, would only serve to prolong the protective status that cooperatives
presently enjoy. These tax advantages originated at a period in our nation's
history when cooperatives basically consisted of small groups.

At their Inception, and even today, true cooperatives perform a service to their
producer members. However, the conditions which existed at the time when the
federal government extended tax and anti-trust exempt status to cooperatives.
are no longer present.

Cooperatives are now a vibrant force competing in an agrossive fashion with
tax-paying businesses in similar fields of endeavor. The Farmer Cooperative
Service of the USDA announced on July 16, 1969, that for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1968, farmer. cooperatives showed a total business volume of $17.1 bil-
lion. (This figure does not include business transacteri among the cooperatives or
inter-cooperative business.) Immunity from federal taxes affords them a com-
petitive advantage, which is obvious on its face.

The American Cotton Shippers Association strongly supports the provisions of
section 5 of S. 2646, introduced by Senator Abraham Ribicoff on July 17, 1969,
which would require cooperatives to be taxed to the full extent on their income.

Under existing law, cooperatives are permitted to make mere paper allocations
of earnings to their member patrons, and unlike business corporations, the co-
operatives pay no federal income tax whatever. A cooperative achieves this result
despite the fact it has possible earnings of several million dollars and retains up
to 80% of those earnings for expansion and other business purposes.

In an unprecedented era of high money cost, the farmer cooperative members
can borrow money at 3.5% from the Commodity Credit Corporation while the
CCC cost of borrowing is 7%; R.E.A. loans are available at 2% to the co-ops; and
the cooperatives can borrow money from any of the regional cooperative banks at
rates from 7.5% to 8,5% while the private sector in direct competition with the
cooperatives must borrow money at rates from 9.5% to 11%.

Capitalizing upon their ability to generate tax-free earnings, cooperatives have
become permanent large-scale institutions, separate from and in large measure
independent of, their patrons, Many have developed complex corporate structures,
closely resembling the parent-subsidiary organizational pattern of large cor-
porations in the private business field.

Present tax law contains no satisfactory provision for the taxation of profits
earned by cooperatives. For many years cooperatives and their owner-patrons
were able to deal with each other and with the general public without, in many
circumstances, the inconvenience of having to pay tax either at the cooperative
level or at the owner-patron level.

The measure which was adopted, however, aimed only at securing a single tax
from the cooperative and its owner-patrons. Thus, where the prescribed steps
are taken to shift the tax to patrons, it is still possible for cooperatives to engage
in broadscale business competition, earn large sums of income, and retain the
major part of those earnings without paying tax on them.

We strongly recommend that the fundamental two-tier system of taxation now
applicable to corporations and shareholders be extended to cooperatives and their
owner-patrons. Cooperatives should be made fully taxable on income which they
earn. No basic difference in the operations of cooperatives and corporations can
be found, and it is only proper that their tax structures should be least closely
parallel.

The American Cotton Shippers Association respectfully requests that this letter
be included as part of the official proceedings in the Finance Committee hearings
on tax reform.

Sincerely,
N FkAL P. GILLEN,

Vice Pre8ldcnt and Gencral Counwwlc.

STATEMENT OF FEED V. HEINKEL, PRESIDENT, MissouRI FARMERS AssoCIATIOr AND

MIDCONTINr NT FARMERS AssociATxoN, COLUMBIA, MO.

My name is Fred V. Heinkel; I am president of Missouri Farmers Association
GAd MidAt41lneit Farmers Assciatlon representing our many farmer members
In the great midwestern part of the country. I wish to present this statement
to the committee because of the most seriops implication of certain proposals
set fozt in H.R. 18270, The Tax Reform Act of 1989.
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Several provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 are well conceived and are
deserving of the support of this committee.

However, among the provisions of the proposed act is a matter relating to the
Internal operations of farmer owned and controlled cooperatives, which has no
relation to the subject at hand and has nothing to do with the Internal Revenue
of the United States Government.

I feel confident that most of the members of this committee and most of the
members of the Senate will recall the year 1962 when the question of the tax-
ation of cooperatives and its patrons came before the Congress of the United
States. It was the feeling of the Congress, as demonstrated by the passage of the
Revenue Act of 1962, that there should be some assurance that the net margins
of a cooperative association would be taxed currently, either to the cooperative
or to the patron. For the most part, this was accomplished by the Revenue Act
of 1962. Very importantly in connection with the passage of this act was a certain
feeling among the members of the United States Congress that this issue had to
be finally resolved and thus the principal of current taxability, either in the
hands of the member-patron or in the hands of the cooperative, was established.

Included within the provisions of the Revenue Act was one additional concept
which really has nothing to do with the imposition of the tax, and that is the pro-
vision in the law that If patronage distributions are to be deductible a specified
amount of the distribution must be made in cash. The theory behind such a pro-
vision was that if the farmer was to include the gross amount of the patronage
distribution in his income, then a minimum payment In an amount sufficient to
cover his basic tax liability therefor should be made. It is granted that the reason-
ing behind this appoach was paternalistics and was actually an interference in
the farmer's operation of his own business. We would most respectfully remind
the committee that even the mandatory 20% pay-out as contained in the Revenue
Act of 1962 really has relatively little to do with the principle of taxability
of current margins.

We would also like to remind the committee that the question of the taxation
of farm cooperatives and their member-patrons was before this committee
again in 1966 when the committee had before it the specific question of the tax
treatment of per-unit retains. Once again the Senate affirmed the principle of the
collection of a single tax currently.

In adopting this principle in relation to per-unit retains, the report of the
Senate Finance Committee stated in part as follows:

"The patronage dividend provisions of the Revenue Act of 1962 were designed
to assure that the amounts received by cooperatives in the course of their business
activities with their patrons are Included In computing the Income tax of either
the cooperative or the patron, thus subjecting these amounts to a single current
tax. To accomplish this, the 1962 act provided detailed rules which specified the
treatment which patronage dividends are to receive from the standpoint of both
cooperatives and their patrons. It was hoped that these provisions would bring
to an end the uncertainty that existed in the area of cooperative-patron income
taxation and consequently bring to a halt the litigation that the uncertainty
engendered. In this regard, the Revenue Act of 1962 has not been completely
successful because of the uncertainty which continues to exist with respect to
per-unit retain certificates. To remove this remaining uncertainty, the bill
amends the provisions of present law dealing with patronage dividends to make
them applicable, generally, with respect to per-unit retain certificates." * * *

We quoted the above langauge to indicate that the principle sponsored by the
Congress has been that of a single tax, and this goal has been achieved.

The legislation pending before the Senate is not of this character. These pro-
posals would use the Internal Revenue Code to regulate the internal affairs
of a cooperative association and to limit the management of those affairs by the
members. It is not tax reform at all. As a matter of fact, it is not even properly
classified as ,tax legislation. This legislation seeks to impose these restrictions
without regard to the needs of the cooperative or its members and without regard
to the fact that the members of the cooperative own and control it. It is the farmer-
members and their cooperatives who are going to be hurt by this legislation.
The United States Government and certainly the Internal Revenue is really not
affected one way or the other.

If this proposal could be characterized as anything, it must be classified as
punitive legislation aimed at further limiting the ability of cooperative associa-
tions to serve their membership,
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The impositon of these further restrictions and limitations on cooperatives
is unwarranted, unnecessary, and unduly burdensome to cooperatives and their
members.

We sincerely believe that the members of the Finance Committee of the United
States Senate are completely knowledgeable in this area of the taxation of co-
operatives and its members, because this matter has been before the committee
repeatedly throughout the years. The members of this committee understand the
operations of cooperatives and they also understand that tile members have full
control of those associations. I think the committee is well aware that any
reference to "tax-free income" is plainly and simply false, because these net
margins are currently subject to tax.

We are confident that this committee with its full understanding of this prob-
lem will take a proper course of action.

The announced goal of Congress in this area of tax legislation should be re-
garded as settled. These taxes are now being imposed, and I don't honestly believe
that the Congress really wants to interfere in the internal affairs of cooperatives
through the use of the Internal Revenue Code. Yet, that is what this legislation
does in regard to these particular provisions

We appreciate the opportunity to present this statement to the committee and
also thank the committee for holding hearings on this matter. We regret that
the House of Representatives saw fit to include these provisions in the Tax Re-
form Act without hearings.

We respectfully urge you to reject this portion of the proposed legislation
and to delete these provisions in reference to cooperative associations and their
patron-members from H.R. 13270.

CALIFORNIA CANNERS AND GROWERS,
San Franosco, Cali., September 16, 1969.

Hon. Russr.L B. LONG,
Ch~irmna Committee on Finanve,
New Senate Office BuildiNg,
WaahintoM D.C.

DEAn SwqATOa LONOG: I ain writing on behalf of our 1200 members in California
and Wisconsin. To further identify California Canners and Growers, our coopera-
tive is the largest grower-owned fruit and vegetable canning cooperative in the
world. We market in this country and in 39 countries abroad. We are the largest
exporter of California canned fruits. Our cooperative was organized in answer
to the urgent economic need of growers and, in serving their interests, has also
contributed strength and stability to agriculture and the nation's canning indus-
try. The type of growth that we have exhibited is evidence of the need for asso-
ciations such as ours. 'We are quality processors and aggressive, progressive
marketers.

I would be derelict In my duty to our members if I did not protest as vigor-
ously as I know how the pernicious Section 531 of H.R. 13270 now before your
Committee. Its intent clearly is not "tax reform" but simply to impose damaging
restrictions on the ability of agricultural cooperatives to generate working capital
through their own efforts or to obtain additional capital from lending agencies.
This is obviously a punitive measure. It originates with those who have long
sought to curb the ability of farmers and ranchers to meet their economic prob-
lems through cooperation.

The provision requiring that all patronage dividends be repaid within 15 years
would act to alter the entire character of a cooperative's capital funds, changing
them from "equity capital" to debt and throwing a shadow on cooperative's
financial stability so far as lending institutions are concerned. This is not only a
damaging proposal but one which, so far as I can see, would raise no additional
revenue, close no tax loopholes, and, in fact, have no effect to penalize
cooperatives.

The provision which would require annual Increases in the percentage of
patronage dividends paid to members, until it reached fifty per cent, is again
totally unnecessary if the object is tax reform, but would take from the hands of
the duly-elected directors of cooperatives their right to determine repayment
policy in the best economic interest of their 2hembers The law already requires
annual rertyment of a generous portion of annual earnings. The additional
requirement proposed would be a serious handicap particularly to smaller coop-
eratives which find their sources of working capital restricted and must depend
to a large extent on their own resources. I can see no way in which this provision
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would contribute to tax reform. I can see that it would be harmful to farmers
and ranchers who are attempting to use their own initiative and abilities coopera-
tively to secure their economic future.

I .respectfully ask that you and the members of your Committee consider, with
all objectivity, the point of view I have expressed. It is one that is shared by rural
people throughout this country who can see in the two provisions mentioned
above nothing but an attempt to handicap their cooperative efforts. I also request
that this statement of our position be made a part of the printed record of your
hearings on H.R. 13270.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT L. GIBSON, Jr.,

President.

FS SERVICES, INC.,
Bloomington, Ill., September 17, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LO.
Chairnmn, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Bilding,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: FS Services is a regional cooperative furnishing farni
production supplies to 150 local cooperatives in the States of Illinois. Iowa, and
Wisconsin. These local cooperatives are serving approximately 300,000 farmers in
these states. PS Services and its 150 member companies are opposed to Section
531 of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13270) concerning the change In tax-
ation of cooperatives on the following grounds:

1. The proposed legislation provides no additional revenue for the federal
government.

2. The proposed legislation would jeopardize the financial status of many local
cooperatives, and subsequently of farmers' income, at a time when farm income is
already under a severe price-cost squeeze.

3. The proposed legislation purports to protect the farmer from the financial
decisions inade by his cooperative, when in actual practice the farmer makes the
decisions in his cooperative.

4. The proposed legislation is discriminatory: it would force the cooperative
to pay its dividends and finance its operation in a manner prescribed by ('on-
gress. Congress does not impose this restriction on other corporations. This seems
to be an additional encroachment of federal power at a time the administration
is advocating a new federalism.

5. The proposed legislation, by weakening the small cooperative, will put more
economic power In the hands of the large conglomerate-type industrial corpora.
tions which Is not in the best interests of either farmers or the general public.

6. The proposed legislation seems to be contradictory to the national policy of
supporting and promoting self-help programs to alleviate rural poverty.

7. The proposed legislation will make it extremely difficult for the cooperative
to provide both the equity and debt capital to finance the growing farmer demand
for facilities and services.

For the above reasons, we urge your support in eliminating Section 531 of
H.R. 13270. The attached supplement supports the seven points we have delineated
above. We request the attached statement be included in the printed record of
hearings on H.R. 13270.

Sincerely,
H. V. STEVENSON.

Re public hearings on section 531 (cooperatives), H.R. 13270.

STATEMENT

FS Services is a regional cooperative furnishing farm production supplies
to 150 local cooperatives in the States of Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin. These
local cooperatives are serving approximately 300,000 farmers in these states. FS
Services and its 150 member companies are opposed to Section 531 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13270) concerning the change in taxation of coopera-
tives on the following grounds:

1. The proposed legislation provides no additional revenue for the federal
government. Although H.R. 13270 has been dubbed a tax reform bill, the section
affecting cooperatives is not tax reform. The cooperative would continue to be
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allowed a deduction for patronage refunds and the farmer wold continue to pay
the tax on said patronage refund regardless of the percent of cash either dis-
tributed or received and regardless of the mandatory revolving date. The coop-
erative section of H.R. 13270 would more aptly be described as a mandatory
financial plan.

2. The proposed legislation would Jeopardize the financial status of many local
cooperatives, and subsequently of farmer's income, at a time when farm income Is
0iready under a severe price-cost squeeze. The proposed lgislation would convert
the nion-cash Itronage refunds from equity capital to debt capital and substan-
tially increase the cooperative's already difficult job of financing its operations.
(This will be covered in more detail at a later time.)

This weakening of the cooperative's flnnncial structure will have the effect of
weakening the cooperative, reducing the cooperative's income, and reduce g the
cooperative's effectiveness as one of the farmer's off-fa rm tools.

This income becomes part of the farmer's total income and any action taken
that would Jeopardize this prtion of the farmer's income contributes to his
already severe price-eost squeeze. It has historically been the policy of both
Democratic an( Republican administrations to help the farmer achieve his fair
share of our economic prosperity. This legislation seems to run counter to that
policy.

3. The proposed legislation purports to protect the farmer from the financial
decisions made by his cooperative, when in actual practice the farmer makes the
decisions in his cooperative.

An excerpt from House Report No. 91-413 (Part I) of the House Wayst and
'Means Committee to accomlany H.R. 13270-Tax Reform Act of 19)9--would
seem to describe the committee's reasons:

"General reasons for change.-Qualified patronage allocations and qualified
per-unit retains may be considered as amounts distributed by the cooperative
to Its patrons and reinvested in the cooperative as capital. However under the
methods of consent described above, the patron often does not have an independent
choice between Investing each patronage allocation or per-unit retain allocation
in the cooperative or retaining It for his own use. This choice is frequently
made by the members as a group, and it may govern the use of a patron's funds
even though he Is not a member, or became a member after the cooperative's
practices in this regard were established. Nevertheless, he is taxed as though lie
had full dominion over the entire patronage allocation or per-unit retain.

"Your committee believes that patrons should be given assurance of a larger
share of the patronage allocations that are included In their taxable income, and
that amount retained by the cooperative which have been Included In a patron's
Income, whether patronage allocations or per-unit retains, should be paid to him
not later than 15 years after the close of the taxable year with respect to which
the allocation is made or the retain certificate is Issued."

The basic premise expressed by the Committee seems to be that the patron
does not have an independent choice between reinve.ting his patronage refund
allocation in the cooperative or retaining for its own use. We believe this premise
to be incorrect for the following reasons:

A. The farmer makes the ultimate choice when he patronizes his coopera-
tive or does not patronize It. By continuing to patronize his cooperative he
says, "Even If I receive a non-cash patronage refund, this is better than my
next best alternative." We would contend this is free choice.

B. The farmer has an additional choice--convince the majority of his
fellow farmers that the patronage refund policy followed by the cooperative
should be changed. He can make these changes by voting a change In the
articles and by-laws of the cooperative or by electing directors that believe
changes in the cooperative practice should be followed.

Only to the extent that an individual farmer is not in agreement with
the practices desired by a majority and continues to feel that the use of his
cooperative is advantageous to him In spite of the patronage refund prac-
tice with which he does not agree Is the farmer given no choice.

The Committee further states that the patronage refund policy followed
by the cooperative might have come Into effect prior to the farmer becoming
a member. The present tax laws require the cooperative, prior to the patron
becoming a member, to inform him of the patronage refund practices of the
cooperative. If a farmer is not a member and still receives a patronage
refund, the law requires that he give his consent to the patronage refund
practices followed by the cooperative. If this practice Is not advantageous
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to the noon-member and he refuses his consent, tile cooperative must pay
federal income tax on the full amount of the patronage refund for which
that inember was eligible.

Additionally, this Committee seenis to want to grant a right to the cooperative
shareholder that is not granted to any other shareholder. There is nothing that
forces a corporation to pay all or a portion of Its dividends in cash and the
corporate shareholder is given no right to have his stock redeemed at Iome
specific point In time.

The cooperative is run on a democratic basis in the best American tradition-
majority rules. The members of the cooperative must provide the basic equity
capital needed by the cooperative. The cooperative Is investing money in fixed
, . t- to serve the farmer's needs and the life of many of these fixed assets

exceeds the fifteen-year revolving Iperiod sumggestedi by the Coimmnittee. 'his requires
Ihe iMOoorative to have a source of capital that extends beyond fifteen years.
Other corlporatinns couldn't operate If they were forced to return the stock-
holders' money in fifteen years.

Some have argued that the ability to issue part of its patronage refund in stock
gives the cooperative an advantage in raising capital. In many respects, however.
the cooperative already is at a disadvantage in raising capital. The proposd
legislation would place the cooperative at an even greater disadvantage.

A cooperative has little, if any, way to attract equity capital other than from
its members. It is limited to a dividend rate not to exceed 8 percent which In
today's money markets cannot attract investment capital. It cannot offer a
"growth stock" to investors. Except for dividends, the earnings of the cooperative
belong to the customer, not the investor. For this reason, there Is no wily for a
eo, xrative stock to increase in value. Because of this, the cooperative is at a
substantial disadvantage in raising equity capital.

Nonivoolperative corporations have access to major public markets to seek new
equity capital if needed. Tiey can offer growth stock and convertible debentures
to the investlng public and as an incentive to enUployees. 'T.hey use the growth
stock, warrants, convertible debentures, and other securities, sonmetimes quite
tvXo: 1', to acquire other colmlitlnieF.

The majority of the conventional sources of acquiring capital that are available
to the cooperative's competition are not available to the cooperative; hence, the
cooperative must look to its members, the users of the cooperative, to provide
this Capital.

4. The proposed legislation is discriminatory. As was indicated earlier, the pro-
posed legislation is not tax reform but is a mandatory financial plan-a finan-
cial plan that would force the members of a cooperative to follow the practices
selected by 11.R. 13270 rather than a financial plan the owners of the cooperative
might select. This legislntiou would force the cooperative to pay up to 50 percent
of ts patronage dividends in cash. Congress does not dictate to other corpora-
tions in what forin they will pay their dividends. They are free to pay them
wholly or partly In stock if they so choose, or to pay no dividends at all.IThe second part of the proposal may be more harmful. This portion of the pro.
posal would make it mandatory that the non-cash portion of the patronage divi-
dend be revolved in fifteen years or less. The effect of this is to convert all non.
cash patronage refunds to long-term debt. Today the cooperative may slect
whether the non-cash patronage refund should be capital stock or debt. Congress
does not impose this restriction on other corporations. This is a double restriction.
It forces the cooperative to issue long-term debt rather than stock and additionally
dictates the period the long-term debt may be outstanding. In no Instance that
we are aware does the federal government force a corlwntate issuer of debt sevu-
ritles to have their securities mature In fifteen years or less. There are numerous
examples of corporate debmntures with maturities of more than fifteen years.

IS. The proposed legislation, by weakening the small cooperative, will put more
economic power in the hands of the large conglomerate-type industrial corpora-
tions which is not In the best interest of either farmers or the general public.
As a whole, it will be the small local cooperative that will be most dramatically
affected by the proposed legislation-not the regional cooperative. It Is these small
cooperatives that are competing for the farmers' business with the largi, con-
glomerate-type corporations. There has been a great deal of misinformation On
the size of farmer cooperatives and their share of the market. Based oin the latest
figures available from the Farmer Cooperative Service, a function within the
Department of Agriculture, cooperatives have 28 percent of the marketing vol-
time and 16 percent of the farm production supplies volumne, based on 1966 figures.
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These are the latest figures published by the Farmer Cooperative Service.
The Farmer Cooperative Service report for 1965-66 indicates aggregate coop.

erative marketing volume of $12 billion, and farm supply volume of $3 billion.
These are impressive figures. Before drawing conclusions as to the size of farmer
cooperatives, some evaluation and comparison is needed.

This volume Is divided among 8,300 cooperatives. On a straight arithmetic basis,
this'would mean an average volume per company of $1.4 million In marketing
and about $360,000 in supplies. If viewed on an average basis, cooperatives would
be very much in the "small business" category in today's economy.

Averages are not too meaningful, however. Farmer cooperatives cover a broad
range in size, in diversification, and in degree of Integration. Ninety percent are
classified by Farmer Cooperative Servlce as "local" organizations. The other 10
percent are classified as "regionals". The smallest local may involve only a few
thousands of dollars per year. A number of the regionals exceed $100 million in
annual volume. The largest single regional has a volume of about $500 million-
made up of both marketing and supply volume.

We occasionally hear comments about the "huge" farmer cooperatives. Size 4s
a relative thing, however. The largest farmer cooperative would rank in 175th
place on FORTUNE's list of 500 industrials The combined supply volume of all
8,800 farm cooperatives is exceeded by each of the top 12 Industrials, and by eaoh
of the top three merchandising firms in the FORTUNE list.

Twenty-six of the top 50 industrials in FORTUNE's list are now competitors
with cooperatives for the farm market. Some have been in this market for years,
but many of them are relative newcomers in the farm market. These twenty-six
companies have combined sales of $79 billion, combined assets of $87 billion, and
combined net income of $6 billion. The after-tax net income of these twenty-six
companies is nearly double the total 8upply salcd volume of the 8,300 farmer
cooperatives. When people say farm cooperatives are getting too large, we are
inclined to say, "Compared to whom"?

From the above information, it is obvious that cooperatives are a relatively
small diversified portion of the businesses that serve farmers and that an inordi-
nate amount of economic power is not In the hands of the cooperatives. Any
action taken by Congress to weaken the cooperatives has to have a converse effect
of strengthening these twenty-six industrial corporations. In light of the country's
stated anti-trust policies, it would appear that weakening cooperatives is not in
the public interest.

6. The proposed legislation seems to be contradictory to the national policy
of supporting and promoting self-help programs to alleviate rural poverty. Co-
operatives were one of the early forms of self-help programs developed by the
rural community. The substantial weakening of these cooperatives can only con-
tribute to a further siphoning-off of resources and self-sufficiency from the
rural community.

The cooperative employs the non-farm rural resident. Its facilities are generally
located in or adjacent to small towns and attract the farmer to these rural
communities. Construction of the cooperative's facilities is generally done by
small contractors. The profits or savings from the cooperative stay In the rural
community, rather than being drawn to the major financial centers as is the case
with the cooperatives' large corporate competitors.

Cooperatives have made, and continue to make, a substantial contribution to
rural America, and help to reduce the problem of rural poverty. r" he weakening
of cooperatives will Just further contribute to an already difficult rural problem.

7. The proposed legislation will make it extremely difficult for the cooperative
to provide both the equity and debt capital to finance the growing farmer de-
mand for facilities and services.

Based on the proposed legislation, it would no longer be possible to use non-
cash patronage refunds to provide a portion of the equity capital needed by the
cooperative. Non-cash patronage refunds would have to be considered long-
term debt rather than equity. This feature would make it very difficult for the
cooperative to continue the use of long-term debt from other sources--banks,
insurance companies, and the Farm Credit System-because the cooperative
would have little if any equity capital. Financial institutions lend money based
on the borrower's ability to repay and the security of the loan. Potential lenders
would have little if any interest in making a loan to a cooperative that had little
if any equity capital and a large amount of long-term debt coming due in a short
period of time.
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Today cooperatives that religiously follow the practice of revolving their stock
in a stated period of time are able to attract long-term debt capital from In-
stitutional lenders because a cooperative is not under contractual obligation to
resolve. The long-term lender If afforded protection in the event the cooperative
suffers financial reverses. This would no longer be true if H.R. 13270 is passed.
Sources of capital available to the cooperative would become extremely limited.

A PoSrIoN PAPER CONCERNING THE HAS'DLINO OF PATRONAGE DISTRIBUTIONS BY
TAX EXEMPT AGRICULTURAL COOPERAIIVES PREPARED BY CRANBERRY CORPORATION
OF AMERIOA, 367-MAIN STREET, WAREHAM, MA SSAOHUSETTS

INTRODUCTION

The Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives,
on the Tax Reform Act of 1V39 (H.R. 13270) has suggested changes in the han-
dling of certain patronage distributions by cooperatives. (Section 531 of the Bill,
and Section 1388 Internal Revenue Code, 1954.) The major change concerns cer-
tain amounts defined under the general heading of "Patronage Dividends" which
are, In fact, retained by the cooperative entity for Its own use, although the
patron assumes as taxable income at the same time the stated dollar value of
such retained amounts. These amounts are usually referred to as "Patronage
Allocations" or "Per-Unit Retains" and in many instances the cooperative issues
capital stock to the patron in consideration of retention of such amounts. The
patron then assumes the stated value of such stock as taxable income at time of
receipt. (These amounts together with patronage dividends paid in cash usually
comprise the patron's annual gross income.) The Committee on Ways and
Means has proposed that such allocations and retains be paid back to the patron
not later than 15 years after the close of the taxable year wherein the allocation
is made, or the retain certificate issued. The Committee has stressed that under
the methods of consent currently available to the patron for inclusion of such
amounts as income that,

. . . the patron often does not have an independent choice between in-
vesting each patronage allocation or per-unit retain in the cooperative or
retaining it for his own use. This choice is frequently made by the members as
a group, and it may govern the use of a patron's funds even though he is not
a member, or became a member after the cooperative's practices in this re-
gard were established. Nevertheless, he is taxed as though he had full
dominion over the entire patronage allocation or per-unit retain.

This corporation, a patron-member of an exempt agricultural cooperative.
agrees fully with the reasoning of the Coninittee, and suggests two related cor-
rective actions by which cooperative patrons would be assured "full domin-
ion" over the handling of their own income. These would include the reduction
of the period available to the cooperative for repayment of retains from 15 years
to 5 years, and the Imposition of restrictions upon the cooperative regarding the
funding of such repayments to eliminate possible use of excessive additional
retains for this purpose.

IMPLICATIONS OF COOPERATIVE GROWTH

Federal Income tax policy regarding agricultural cooperatives has historically
taken Into consideration the important role played by the cooperative as a
marketing agent for the farmer, and as a stabilizing economic element In the
affairs of Its grower-patrons. This premise was well stated by the Internal
Revenue Service in Its statistical survey of cooperative Income tax returns for
the year 1963.

In a sense the cooperative acts as an intermediary between the agricultural
and non-agricultural sectors of the economy concentrating the buying and selling
power of the farm community In a way intended to equalize its competitive
position. (IRS Publloation No. 386, November, 1966)

Agricultural cooperative organizations have been given specific exemption from
Federal income tax if they operate on the basis of turning back to their patrons
the proceeds of sales less necessary marketing expenses. (Section 101, IRC 1939;
Section 521, IRC 1954.) It is in the area of "necessary marketing expenses" that
the greatest transformation in cooperative structure has occurred in recent times.
The larger cooperative organizations have evolved along lines very similar to
the larger public and privately-owned corporations. Where the cooperative has

83-865--69--Tpt. 4-----40
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combined the functions on handling, processing, and marketing the particular
commodity, of necessity It has had to allocate resources to areas requiring the
use of sophisticated marketing techniques for the creation and sustenance of
consumer demand. Increased sales have generated the need for heavy capital
allocations for new facilities. Growth has. in turn, produced a trend away from
farmer management of the cooperative. In the words of one long-time student
of the cooperative movement and related areas, R. L. Kohis of Purdue University,

The technology and knowledge that Is needed to run an effective business.
cooperative or non-cooperative. in the United States today, however, Is highly
developed and specialized. The talented amateur has given way to the highly
trained specialist. The 'good farmer' can no longer be expected to bring to
the board room the prerequisites of a highly effective board member.

Where, In some instances, a board composed of members of predominantly
agricultural background has been required to serve as guide and counselor to a
technically oriented management, there has, in fact, developed an information/
understanding gap, whereby the cooperative's board of directors is unable to
assess the full import of management's decisions. The trend in this situation hn4
been toward the board's serving as a rubber-stamp for management, as long as
increased sales are generated. In such circumstances, there has emerged a
divergence in attitude and program, reinforced by the lack of direct knowl-
edge by the patron. during which the patron, willingly or not, has abdicated much
of his control. Furthermore, the very policies designed by the Federal government
to enhance management responsibility, at this point may serve as a catalyst
rather than a constraint on this development. For example, the exemption from
taxation allows a freedom of operation and allocation at the management level
not to be found In the orthodox corporate structure. The term "necessary mar-
keting expenses" contained in IRC Section 521 can cover a wide latitude in
the absence of precise definitions. Ultimately, the patron must bear the financial
burden of management's decision making, and to understand the full Impact
of these decisions upon him, it Is necessary to examine briefly the nature of
cooperative distributions.

PATRONAGE DISTMUTIONS

While the concept of cooperative patronage dividends derived from earnings
is fairly simple, its application has frequently produced some confusion. Gen-
erly, a distribution made by an exempt cooperative organization qualifies as a
patronage dividend if it meets 8 criteria set forth in IRC Section 188. First. it
must be paid to the patron on the basis of the quantity or value of business ione
by the cooperative in his behalf. Then, It must be based upon a pre-existent pay-
ment obligation executed between cooperative and patron. Finally, it must he
determined with reference to the net earnings of the cooperative from business
done with or for the patron. Prior to the Revenue Act of 1962 (Public Law
87-834), some courts had held that where a portion of patronage dividends was
iid in non-cash allocations, such allocations were not includable In the taxable
Income of the patron, although they could be deducted by the cooperative. The
Revenue Act of 1962 clarified by statute the position that qualified noncash
allocations. including per-unit retains, were to be taken into the patron's
income at face value.

The current bill before this Committee has recognized, In part, the potential
inequity Inherent in a policy of unlimited, unrestricted use of the patron's income
by the cooperative. It has included the 15 year pay-out requirement referred
to at the outset of this paper. Yet It does nothing to Insure that such pay-outs
will not be funded by means of the same mechanism through which the initial
allocation was retained by the cooperative. In other words, under the proposed
statute, a per-unit retain could conceivably be paid back to the patron at matur-
ity by creation of an additional retain derived from the monetary portion of the
current patronage dividend paid in the year of redemption. The short-run tax
onsequences of this Peter-Paul mechanism would be similar upon the patron:

he is taxed whether the dividend Is received as money or in the form of the
-per-unit retain. However, the intent of the reform Is frustrated if the co-
operative is allowed to pyramid allocations in satisfaction of prior indebtedness.
The long-rn tax consequences to the patron could be disastrous to the needs
of his own working capital: the indefinite postponement, year after year, of re-

pdeiptfon of per-unit retains upon which he pays a tax annually. Cleary this
c&0n6t be the intent of the measure, if one accepts at face value the importance
attched by the Gommittee on Ways and Means to the theory of 'full dominion"
quoted In the Inuvdueflon

- ::! :; ..
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The relationship between the exempt agricultural cooperative and its patrons
to the farming economy in general furnishes additional evidence of the impor-
tance of the corrective measures contemplated by the Ways and Means Coin-
mittee. Perhaps this can best be illustrated with reference to material presently
before this Committee for consideration. House Report No. 91-413 (Part 1)
deals in part with the problem vf offsets to non-farm income derived from farm
losses. (Pages 62-65 of the Report.) The Committee on Ways and Means com-
mented in the following manner on the general problem of farm losses from
the point of view of their attractiveness as an investment offset:

In addition to the increasing promotion of tax-motivated investments in
farming operations, there Is other evidence available to indicate the mag-
nitude of the problem. Data prepared by the Treasury Department indicates
that in the farming business, as distinguished from other types of business,
it appears the trend toward losses increases as the taxpayer's adjusted
gross income increases. In other words, it appears that the more adjusted
gross income a taxpayer has, the more likely it is that there will be a loss
on his farm operation.

The report then presents a table of Income averages for farm returns for the
years 1964 through 1966.

Unfortunately, the Report did not extend its analysis to the causes of this
uncharacteristic result of economic growth. Had it done so, it would have
found that in the progression from small farm to large agricultural enterprise,
there enters a higher degree of cost awareness and a more accurate use of
precise accounting methods. Frequently, the small farmer does not assess his
own labor nor that of his family (assuming they work the farm) In his final
computation of profit and loss. The result is a distortion of Income on the high
side. The larger enterprises, in more orthodox corporate style, assess a cost
factor to every phase of the operation, and the inescapable conclusion emerges:
farming In the United States, in the absence of internal or external support
mechanisms, Is a losing venture.

The cooperative is, in theory, an internal, voluntary mechanism designed to
introduce economic viability into this situation. Regrettably, the smaller patron,
like his counterpart in the non-cooperative sector of agriculture, Is not usually
a knowledgeable cost accountant. The larger patrons find themselves attempting
to serve as the watchdog of cooperative management expenditures wherever
possible. But it is obvious in this situation that prudence is not Institutionalized,
and what is designed as an association of equals has frequently become a tyranny
of cooperative management. Such is the situation we feel the Committee on
Ways and Means has glimpsed, but has not pursued to an effective solution.

This corporation feels that the pay-out period should be reduced from 15 to
5 years In which to repay the so-called "patronage allocations" or "per-unit
retains," and further suggests that the cooperative be prevented from using the
"pyramid" technique described above. The necessity of repayment over a 5 year
period would constrain management from unbridled capital expansion and cur-
rent expense which In at least one instance (documented in the Appendix) has
resulted in the diminution of the stated par-value of stock by 50% as a result
of the expansion of the debt to equity ratio. The "pyramid" technique could
be prevented by insertion into IRC, Section 1382(b) or in Section 1388 wording
to the effect that written notices of allocation, qualified or non-qualified, may
not be used by the cooperative to redeem amounts described in Section 521, II.R.
13270, as patronagee allocations" or "per-unit retains."

APPENDIX

The following tabular information Is derived from a 6 year consolidated balance
sheet of Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc., Hanson, Massachusetts, an exempt
agricultural cooperative, of which this corporation is a patron. The ratios are
provided as documentation to the position taken vby this corporation on the
question of patronage allocations and per-unit retains, and is meant to suggest
that the problems raised In our position paper are not hypothetical.

While stock In the cooperative Is nominally available only to patrons, and
-only at $25.00 per share (and reportable In gross income by the patron at that
figure), it has been possible to establish the market price of such stock offered

'by'brokerage houses during the 6 year period. From time to time, blocks of
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Ocean Spray stock have found their way into the hands of non-patrons due to
the sale and resale of cranberry properties without the accompanying stock
transfers. This has had the effect of allowing an objective appraisal of par
value by financial experts, and it striking to note how the price of this stock
has proportionately decreased from $25.00 per share as the patrons' debt/equity
ratio has increased. Quotations have been furnished by David H. Brill Co.,
52 Wall Street, New York, New Yor'k.

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES, INC.-.CONSOLIOATED BALANCE SHEETS, 1963-68

[In thousands of dollarsJ

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Assets:
Current .................................... 5, 889 4,737 6,920 9,448 13,612 13.984
Investments ................................ 214 245 230 260 247 499
Accounts, patrons ........................... 74 64 179 238 ....................
Plant ..................................... . 893 5,734 6,745 8.622 16,985 20,736

Total .................................... 11,070 10.780 14,074 18,568 30,844 35,219

Liabilities:
Totil debt (current, mortgages, other) .......... 3,000 2,983 5,516 9,701 22, 405 25, 808
Undistributed proceeds ...................... 880 598 1,961 2,009 1,237 (370)
Capital stock:

percent preferred ...................... 2,527 2,561 2,534 2,421 1,976 1, 675
4 percent preferred (2d) ......................................................... 55 1,150
Common ............................... 4,663 4,637 4,063 4,437 5,170 6,956

Total ................................ 11,070 10,780 14,074 18,568 30,844 35,219

Stockholders equity ............................. 7190 7,198 6.597 6.858 7.201 9.781
Debt-equity ratio ................................ 512 5-12 11.5-12 18-12 37.4-12 32.1-12
Stock quotations:

April 1968, $1 5.50.
May 1968, $14.25.
February 1969, $13.50
September 1969, $12.50.

AGRICULTURAL CoUvrcm 1Oi OALTnoRNrA,
Sacramento, Calif., September 15, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Committee on Finaoe,
New Senate Office Building,
WaoMngton D.C.

DEa SENATOR Lo.NG: Your Senate Finance Committee is currently holding
hearings on the Tax Reform Bill, H.R. 13270, and, I understand, will soon be
considering the sections affecting the taxation of cooperatives. I should appre-
ciate It very much if you would make this letter, indicating our opposition to the
inclusion of amendments to Setion 531, a part of the record of your Committee
hearings.

The Agricultural Council of California Is an association of farmer.owned coop-
eratives engaged primarily in the marketing of California's wide variety of food
and fibre products. Our farmer, through this association, have been actively
engaged in working with the United States Congress in developing equitable tax
treatment for cooperatives and their farmer owners. We feel that the Revenue
Act of 1962 and the subsequent changes in 1965, which were all made after
extensive hearings and debate, settled the question of taxation of cooperatives
for some time; that cooperative management now could go about its business of
operating the association in a manner which could help Improve the farmer's net
income. Then, without warning or opportunity for debate, the House of Repre-
sentatives included in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 a section adversely affecting
farmer cooperatives.

Title V, Subtitle D, Section 531 of HR. 13270 affects farmer cooperatives in two
basic ways. First, it Increases the final cash payout on patronage dividends from
the current 20% to 50% over the next ten years. The adoption of this change does
not in any manner increase the amount of tax that would or should be paid.
Under present law the patron pays all of the tax currently on any allocation of
patronage dividends. The 20% cash figure was placed in the law in order to assist
the taxpayer in actually paying the tax. The addition of 3% per year to this
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amount will not be of any economic significance to the individual farmer but
will To very detrimental to the farmer's efforts to help himself through financing
the cooperative lie owns and controls.

If this section of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 is allowed to remain, farmers
will be severely handicapped in starting or supporting new cooperatives. The very
heart of farmer ownership financing will be pierced.

Secondly, Title V, Subtitle D, Section 531 of H.R. 13270 would place an
unrealistic 15-year time limit on all per-unit retains. Again no additional taxes
will be paid 'by farmers because already they are paying taxes currently on all
allocations. However, cooperative financing will be adversely affected because
equity capital contributed by the farmer-owners to their cooperatives will be
transformed into debt capital. This will have an unfortunate inipact upon the
ability of a cooperative to borrow funds. The effects of this action will also be
adversely felt by the banks for cooperatives and other farmer credit agencies.

The sections concerning cooperatives proposed in H.R. 13270 will not increase
any taxes flowing to the Federal Government. The proposed changes will not
"plug any loopholes" because all of these areas are now subject to taxation in the
current year of allocation. The proposed changes are obviously "anti-cooperative"
by design and can not be considered "tax reform."

On behalf of the membership of the Agricultural Council of California I thank
you for including this letter In the record of the hearing by the Senate Finance
Committee on the Tax Reform Act of 1909-H.1. 13270. I urge that the Committee
delete from the proposed Act the sections pertaining to cooperatives.

Sincerely yours,
RICHARD JOHNSEN, Jr.,

Executive Vice Preaident.
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of State and local bond interest

STATEMENT OF HoN. Tom BEVIL,, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF

ALABAMA

Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members of the Committee, I appreciate the
opportunity of appearing before you today to express my opinion with regard to
Title VI of H.R. 13270 which passed the House on August 7, 1969.

As you know, state and local bond financing has long been granted tax-exempt
status. With this assistance, state and local governments have been able to attract
more favorable interest rates from investors, making it easier for them to move
forward with many improvements; improvements such as new and expanded
water and sewer systems, more and better streets, additional recreational facil-
ities and improvements to hospitals.

Although I voted for passage of H.R. 13270 in the House, I am on record as
opposing that portion of the bill dealing with state and municipal bonds. It is
my best judgment that if this House-passed provision is allowed to remain in the
bill, it will critically damage the ability of state and local governments to finance
improvements at rates they can afford to pay.

It is also quite possible, that should H.R. 13270 be enacted with Title VI intact,
there would be, for state and local governments, long periods of litigation placing
the municipal bond market in jeopardy.

A great deal of attention has been focused on the need to eliminate glaring
loopholes in our present tax laws which allow individuals or groups to escape
paying any taxes despite the fact that they have sizable incomes. It has been
implied that many wealthy individuals avoid paying taxes by investing in state
and municipal bonds.

This assumptio, was clearly disproven by Mr. W. E. Tinsely, Executive
Director, Municipai Advisory Council of Texas, writing in the August, 1969 issue
of the Alabama Municipal Journal.

Mr. Tinsley declares that the public is being misled. The fact Is that relatively
few persons with large incomes who escaped paying any income taxes in 1967, the
year in which most of the instances occurred, held more than relatively small
amounts of municipal bonds.

Over the past several months, I have received thousands of letters from respon-
sible state, county and municipal leaders expressing their deep concern and
forceful objection to the removal of the tax-exempt status which is now afforded
these bonds.

At this particular time in our history, most state and local governments are
severely pressed to provide adequate services for their citizens. Any disruption
of vital programs could only be detrimental to their growth and development.

It is my earnest hope that some long-overdue tax relief for our low and middle-
income families will come from this legislation. I respectfully submit, however,
that removal of the tax-exempt status on state and local bonds can only add to
the burden of the average taxpayer.

Thank you!

STATEMENT OF HoN. ALBERT P. BREWER, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF ALABAMA

Honorable Chairman Long, distinguished Senators of the Committee on
Finance:

I am Albert P. Brewer, Governor of the State of Alabama. I thank the Chair-
man and the Senators for the opportunity to file with the Committee a Statement
of Position on those sections of HR 18270, A BiW to Reform the Incwm Tax Law8,
affecting State, County and Municipal financing. It is my privilege to present this
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Statement of Position in behalf of the overwhelming majority of public officials at
every level of government in Alabama. In support of this Statement of Position.
a delegation of Alabama public officials were recently in Washington to attend
your Committee's public hearings and to meet with Alabama's Senators and
Congressmen. The names of and offices held by these gentlemen are listed in
Exhibit "A" to this statement.

We wish to assure the Committee that State and Local Governments in
Alabama endorse and suport the efforts of the 91st Congress to achieve meaning-
ful tax reform; however, we respectfully submit that the ability of State and
Local Governments to Issue tax-exempt securities for the financing of capital
improvements, and investor participation in such securities, have been wrong-
fully included in those abuses which the Congress is striving to correct.

Therefore, we call upon the Committee to recommend to the Senate elimina-
tion of those sections of HR 13270 that damage the integrity of the tax exemp-
tion privilege historically, granted to State, County and Municipal obligations.
It is the total preservation of this tax exemption privilege that we seek before
you today, for any alteration of the existing mechanisms through which State
and Local Governments have financed their capital improvement programs will
result in higher interest cos-ts to Local Government borrowers. Each citizen must
ultimately pay his proportionate share of these increased borrowing costs, a
situation that can hardly be regarded as providing relief or equity to the average

taxpayer.
There is absolutely no question that the market for State and Local Govern-

ment obligations-already under considerable stress from the inflationary psy-
chology that has turned many investors away from fixed income securities to
common stocks-has been weakened further by Section 301 (Limit on Tax
Preferences) and Section 302 (Allocation of Deductions) of HR 13270, both of
which ,gnificantly decrease the attractiveness of State and Local Government
obligations to the individual investor. During the first six months of this year,
as investment funds of commercial banks became increasingly limited, active
participation by individual investors was the only sustaining factor in the mar-
ket for State and Local Government obligations.

Chaotic conditions in the municipal bond market have forced Local Govern-
ment borrowers to either postpone badly-needed capital improvement programs
or to accept interest costs that will cut into revenues intended for operating pur-
poses. Many Local Government borrowers have been unable to obtain bids for
their obligations within Qonstitutional or Statutory limitations. This was experi-
enced by two County Boards of Education in Alabama, prompting the Legislature
of the State of Alabama to raise the interest rate ceiling for this type obligation
from 6% to 8%.

Had our legislature not been in session, neither Board would have been able
to permanently finance construction of additional classrooms. On September 4,
1969, Dale County, Alabama, which is in the Congressional District of the Honor-
able George Andrews, M.C., awarded $600,000 hospital bonds at an effective Net
Interest Cost to the County of 7.14%, almost 2% higher than any previous bid
accepted by the County or any of its agencies. A continuation of these high
interest rate conditions is injurious to State and Local Government borrowers,
and we entreat the Committee to act,decisively against those sections of HR 13270
that have created a disruption of the market for State and Local Government
obligations

Should the individual Investor continue to withdraw from the municipal bond
market or to lessen his participation therein, the obligations of States, Counties
and Municipalities must inevitably offer higher rates of return in order to com-
pete for the institutional (banks and insurance companies) investment dollar.
Such a pattern of withdrawal has been demonstrated previously by the life insur-
ance companies, whose aggregate holdings of State and Local Government obliga-
tions have declined from $3.9 billion in 1961 to $3.2 billion in 1968. Because of
litigation that resulted in the application of an Allocation of Deductions formula
to the life companies, that industry, as a group, has been a net seller of State and
Local Government obligations in every year since 1962, with the exception of
1968, when net holdings of State and Local Government obligations increased by
only $49,000. Purchases by life companies of State and Local Government obliga-
-tions In 1968 represented 0.58% of total new Investments, down from 3.35% in
1959. To fully appreciate the potential impact of a sustained withdrawal by in-
dividual Investors from the municipal bond market, it should be noted that
individual holding of State and Local Government obligations are currently ten
times that of the life companies at their peak.
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The consequences of applying a Limit on Tax Preferences and Allocation of
Deductions to interest income earned from State and Local Government obliga-
tions goes considerably beyond the individual Investor; for should these pro-
visions be enacted into law, what assurance can commercial banks and other
financial institutions have that similar action will not be taken against their
investments at some future date?

In the tentative proposals first announced by the House Committee on Ways
and Means, banks and insurance companies were to be included among those tax-
payers to whom a Limit on Tax Preferences and an Allocation of Deductions
would be applicable, so institutional investor concern is both realistic and sub-
stantial. Should this concern be translated into a withdrawal from the municipal
bond market of similar scope to that of the individual investor, there would be
no competitive capital market in which State and Local Governments could
finance their capital improvement programs. Thus, State and Local Governments
would have to depend upon an overburdened Federal Government as the only
remaining source of capital improvement funds.

Rather than a tax loophole, we respectfully submit that issuance of tax-exempt
securities by State and Local Governments--and the purchase of such obligations
by individual investors-halve (onstibud k rearive force In building a greater
and better America. We are convinced that a continued withdrawal by individual
investors frcom the municipal bond market would seriously impair the ability of
State and Local Governments to Independently finance their capital Improve-
ment programs. Therefore, we reiterate our opposition to the Inclusion of munici-
pal bond interest in a Limit on Tax Preferences or Allocation of Deductions as
provided by Section 301 and 302, respectively, of HR 13270.

Our next area of concern involves Sections 601 and 602, which propose a direct
Federal subsidy of interest payments to those State and Local Governments that
voluntarily elect to issue taxable obligations. We submit that this proposal is
totally incompatible with the best interests of State and Local Governments and
in contradiction of the Nixon Administration's announced objective of establish-
ing priorities In Federal spending. Our principal arguments are threefold:

1. It is an absolute necessity that States, Counties and Municipalities preserve
the complete integrity o the tax exemption privilege and the separateness of the
market for State and Local Government obligations-We feel that those State
and Local Governments who are able to avail themselves of this fully taxable
finoucing vehicle, i.e., the proposed Federal Subsidy Program, will be thrown
Into direct competition with Federal and Corporate borrowers. This unnecessary
and self-defeating competition would come at a time when Federal, Corporate,
State and Local Government borrowers are burdened with interest rates at his-
toric highs. Alabama and the various State Authorities through which many of
our major capital Improvement programs are financed, I can assure you that we
have no desire whatsoever to compete with Federal and Corporate borrowers for
the fixed income Investment dollar.

I believe, of course, that there would be a market for "taxable" State of
Alabama hoi -and probably those of our Authorities, metropolitan counties
ond municipal. ; however, the majority of our counties and municipalities
would be unable to market their securities as "taxable" obligations except at
prohibit ive interest rates--even with the Federal subsidy.

2. If the market for State and Local Government obligations is seriously fin-
paired, the Federal Subsidy Program will become the only available financing
mechanism, and its constantly increasing cost can only lead to eventual Fedcral
control of all capital improvement financing by State and Local Governments.

Turning now to the cost aspects of the FSP, the bill states that the subsidy
percentage shall be not less than 30% prior to January 1, 1975. My Financial
Advisors have provided me with what they consider to be a conservative com-
putation of what the Federal Subsidy Program would cost during the period
January 1, 1970-December 31, 1974:

Sate-County-Municipal Bonds issued in 1968: $16.0 billion
Assume 50% of this amount would elect FSP ($8.0 billion)
Assume that in order to compete with Federal and Corporate offerings, FSP

Issues would sell at an average Interest cost of 8%
8% interest cost X 80% Federal subsidy=2.4% subsidy rate $8.0 billionX

2.4$ subsidy rate=$192.0 millionXflve years. $960.0 million In 1974.' Total esti-
mated outlay, 1970-1974, Inclusive: 2.88 billion.'

I Assumes no repayment of principal during the 1970-1974 period. Many State and Local
Government financings incorporate some deferral of principal repayment.
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Several Congressmen have voiced their support for a rigidly-fixed subsidy rate
of 40%. It should be emphasized that the $16.0 billion figure (which my Financial
Advisors have, arbitrarily halved) represents only those issues that were adver-
tised for public bidding and does not include negotiated financings. I am also
informed that very few political subdivisions could expect to market "taxable"
obligations at 8%. I cite these points to support the contention of my Financial
Advisors that the above computations represent a conservative projection of
the potential costs of FSP to the Treasury.

3. No Federal A&sUtance or Sub8idy Program of this magnitude can long
remain free of Federal controls. As Governor of Alabama, I am an ex-officio mem
ber of most of our Authorities, which have historically financed their respective
programs through the issuance of tax-exempt revenue bonds. Should one of our
Authorities voluntarily elect to receive the proposed Federal subsidy, I must
ask, "How 'automatic' will this subsidy be, If, by the end of the fifth year, FSP is
costing the Treasury approximately $1.0 billion per year?" The obvious require-
ment of control for such an expenditure will entail the additional expense of yet
another Federal Bureau or Agency; and the control by State and Local Govern-
ments of their financing programs will Inevitably gravitate to Washington-and
just as inevitably, it Is the average citizen, the very individual HR 13270 purports
to help. who will pay his proportionate share of an unnecessary Federal expendi-
ture. This Is not our conception of "meaningful" tax reform.

In your deliberations, I ask that you weigh carefully the potential effects of
this legislation upon the future of State and Local Government. I Join with my
fellow Governors, and with public officials at every level of State, County and Mu-
nicipal Government, in respectful but determined opposition to those sections of
HR 13270 that would threaten our independence. I again thank the Honorable
Chairman, Senator Long. and the distinguished Senators of the Committee for
the privilege of presenting this Statement of position for your consideration.

ALBRnT P. BREwER,
Governor of the State of Alabama.

ALABAMA PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERS ATTENDrNG PUBLIC HEAR-
INGS HELD BY THE SENATE CoMMITTrE ON FINANCE, SEPTEMBER 23 AND 24, 1969

FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable E. Mark Ezell, Judge of Probate, Choctaw County
Honorable J. C. Davis, Mayor, City of Chickasaw
Honorable William B. Crane, President, Mobile County Board of School

Commissioners
SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Mack McWhorter, President, Montgomery County Board of Revenue
Honorable Robert B. Gentry, Commissioner, Montgomery County Board of

Revenue
Honorable Earl D. James, Mayor, City of Montgomery
Judge Winston Stewart, Executive Director, Association of County Commis-

sioners
THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Otis W. Taff, Chairman, Russell County Commission and President,
Association of County Commissioners of Alabama

Honorable M. M. Dudley, Commissioner, Russell County Commissioner
C. Neal Pope, Esq., County Attorney, Russell County
Honorable E. H. Graves, Jr., Mayor, City of Eufaula

FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Hoyt B. Hamilton, Judge of Probate, St. Clair County
Honorable John Gaither, Mayor, City of Heflin
Mr. John F. Watkins, Prattville, Alabama and Executive Director, Alabama

League of Municipalties
Dr. George Layton, Anniston; President, Alabama Association of School Admin.

Istrators
Mr. John S. Casey, Heflin, Legislative Coordinator, AEA
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FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Conrad M. Fowler, Judge of Probate, St. Clair County and President,
National Association of Counties

Honorable William Tuck, Mayor, City of Eutaw
Mr. Lewis McCray, Director, Tuscaloosa Area Council of Governments

SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Thos. B. Pinson, Commissioner, Jefferson County Commission
Honorable George Seibels, Mayor, City of Birmingham
Honorable M. E. Wiggins, President of the Council, Birmingham

SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Woodrow J. Stephens, President, Etowah County Board of Revenue
Honorable Les Gilliland, Mayor, City of Gadsden
Honorable Guthrie T. Smith, Mayor, City of Fayette

EIGHTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Honorable Lawrence W. Cobb, Commissioner, Madison County Board of Com-
missioners

Honorable John T. Reid, Mayor, City of Scotteboro and President, Alabama
League of Municipalities

Honorable Joe Davis, Mayor, City of Huntsville
Mr. Robert Gunn, Coordinator, Madison County Intergovernmental Relations

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN DEMPSEY, GOVERNOR OF CONNECTICUT

Certain provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 appear to represent a
culmination of a series of recent proposals threatening the traditional immunity
from Federal taxation which state and local government activities enjoy.

I refer to such proposals in recent sessions of Congress as the one which would
have ended the exemption of state governments from the Federal excise tax on
domestic air travel; or the one which would, in certain instances, have applied
Federal taxes to the interest on state and local bonds issued to finance the con-
struction of public waste treatment plants.

Now we are confronted with provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 which
would 'tend to discourage the purchase of state and municipal bonds because:

(1) A minimum tax would be assessed on the income derived from such
bonds.

(2) A bondholder's deductions for Federal income tax purposes would be
lessened, and

(3) State and local government bonds would become taxable, with a percent-
age of the interest paid by a Federal subsidy.

The interest subsidy provisions, apparently included to avoid the question
of the constitutionality of taxing state and local bonds, by themselves do not
appear to affect the market for these bonds adversely.

However, when these provisions are coupled with those which assess a mini-
mum tax and which reduce the Federal income tax payer's deductions, the
result is to destroy the market for these bonds.

The cost of financing public works construction will increase. The ability of
states and municipalities to sell their bonds will be lessened drastically.

House passage of the Tax Reform Act in its present form already has had a
4sastrous psychological effect on the municipal bond market.

Should these provisions be enacted, it is obvious that states and municipalities
will face the alternative of foregoing certain publIJ works or seeking new
sources of revenue.

New revenue sources can only mean leaving new or increased taxes, an action
to which almost all states and municipalities already have had to resort.

I endorse attempts to reform the Federal tax structure so as to eliminate
tax shelters for upper income investors and to provide for a minimum tax.

Reform will be of no benefit to lower income taxpayers, however, If it simply
shifts their burden from Federal Taxes to state and local taxes.



It is interesting and significant to note that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee found that the tax returns of 154 millionaires who paid no income tax in
1966 included little income derived from state and local bonds.

In his message proposing a plan of limited revenue sharing, the President in-
dicated that his purpose was to strengthen state and local government. He would
do this by providing financial support which, to some extent, would allow states
and municipalities to allocate their fiscal resources as they see fit.

By some of its recent actions, the Congress has indicated the same intent.
I submit, however, that enactment of these provisions of the Tax Reform Act

of 1969 will have consequences on state and local government that are opposite
to what the President and the Congress intend and to what the states and local
government desire.

I would also add my belief that there is a serious question about the constitu-
tionality of legislation allowing the Federal government to tax the interest on
securities issued by state and local governments for public purposes.

The Immunity of state and local governments to such taxation is a time
honored principle.

Any challenge to it deserves the most serious and careful consideration by your
Honorable Committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD J. HUGHES, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

State and local government are faced with enormous capital needs in the
areas of housing, education, transportation and health. These needs are pri-
marily financed by the issuance of tax-exempt State and municipal bonds.

- H.R. 13270 would greatly increase the cost of local borrowing. Even with
the proposed subsidization of borrowing costs, the net effect will be an increase
In State and local taxes. Thus, in the name of increased equity, in the Federal
Income tax system, local taxpayers would have to pay the Increased cnats through
State and local tax systems which are often inequitable. Moreover, this measure,
along with others, would aggravate the already existing imbalance between
private and public capital expenditure

- Failure to meet these immense capital needs will hit the urban areas of
our country hardest If, In fact, we are to give a first priority to the crises In
our cities, we should not deprive State and local government of the traditional
means of capital financing. Federal legislation too often gives with one hand
what It takes away with another. The effect of numerous Federal programs in
aid of local government would be greatly reduced by the operation of HR 13270.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I come before this Committee as
the Governor of this nation's most urbanized State. New Jersey's cities suffer
from lagging economic growth and a sadly deteriorated physical plant. These
problems have been aggravated by rural legislative interests long neglectful
of urban needs. The roads of our State are clogged with traffic; our commuter
railroads are near bankruptcy. Concentrated industrialization has brought pol-
luted rivers and noxious air.

Despite recent efforts of great magnitude, our response has not been sufficient
to cut the backlog of public need. If the record is to be improved, all levels of
government must jointly raise the monies to renew and rebuild.

The proposals incorporated in H.R. 13270 regarding a limitation on tax prefer-
ences and allocation, of deductions strike a serious blow at the capacity of State
and local government to meet the needs of our times. I do not feel that the
present terms of H.R. 18270 to subsidize the borrowing costs of State and munici-
pal government are adequate to remedy the harm done. Moreover, when the im.
pact of this measure is taken in conjunction with other recent events, the Impact
of all of these measures Is truly appalling.

This bill must be weighed Ini the context of other steps recently taken or pro-
posed by the Federal government. I aip referring particularly to the combined
impact of the monetary and dscal policies that have been adopted to control in-
flation. These diverse and separate actions appear to me to reflect a fatal blind-
ness on the part of too many public officials to two fundamental facts.
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-First, we persist In neglecting public needs in capital construction, a neglect
which has resulted in overcrowded schools, housing, roads and pollution of air
and water. There is a serious imbalance between this nation's capital expendi-
tures for public goods and services and its expenditures for private consumption.

-Second, our cities represent a particularly acute manifestation of this lack
of Investment in public facilities, and their deteriorated capital condition is such
that some cities are faced with physical collapse of antiquated sewer systems. We
need new schools, hospitals and housing, if the attendant social consequences
created by physical decay and stagnation are to be dispelled.

On the other hand, the Federal Reserve Board has adopted a sound and
necessary policy of tight monetary controls. The impact of this policy, however,
has fallen more severely upon the public sector than on the private sector. V'aile
interest costs have risen for all borrowers, the interest costs of local govern-
ment have risen at an even greater rate. Perhaps this is inevitable, given the
nature of the monetary tools available to the Federal Reserve Board. Nonethe-
less, the cost of this increased borrowing cost for the municipalities and school
districts for the nation is borne by the local taxpayer through a regressive prop-
erty tax structure.

No such effect, however, is inevitable as regards the fiscal policies of the Fed-
eral government. Instead of proposing that additional funds be made available
to local government through revenue-sharing, we are offered across-the-board
tax cuts, such as are contained in HR 13270, with $1.4 billion of the tax cuts
for persons with incomes over $15,000. Instead of incentives to public investments
in schools, hospitals and roads, we are offered a cut in corporate tax rates, which
will cost $1.6 billion in lost revenues, revenues that could go to meet urgent urban
needs. And what will we get in return? An incentive to produce a third car for
overcrowded roads; color televisions instead of schoolbooks; and medical insur-
ance plans for corporate executives instead of hospitals.

The effect of these proposals and the continued inversion of our public prior-
ities is, in turn, aggravated by the decision of the President to slash Federal
capital construction and proposed restraints on State and local capital projects.

In short, we are faced with public capital needs on an enormous scale, and
HR 13270 represents an attack on the only mechanism which State and local
government can be sure provides any hope of meeting them.

The Joint Economic Committee of this Congress concluded in 1966 that State
and local government annual capital outlays of $40.7 billion between 1965 and
1975 would be required if basic needs were to be met. Yet, in the 1967 fiscal year,
State and local government had a capital outlay of only $24.5 billion. The total
debt outstanding in the same year equaled only $114.6 billion. In short, we are
coming nowhere near meeting our needs.

Last year, we established a distinguished Commission to Evaluate the Capital
Needs of New Jersey. It was composed of businessmen, bankers and attorneys,
The Commission estimated that New Jersey's capital needs exceeded $1.95 billion
for State government programs alone. It made no attempt to estimate the capital
needs of county and municipal government, although indicated that they would be
proportionately greater. Despite this estimate from a respected and conservative
body of men, our State Legislature felt free to authorize only a $1.25 billion
program of capital construction. "Half a loaf" is better than none, but we have
been giving the public sector "half a loaf" far too long.

The effect of taxing income from presently tax-exempt State and municipal
bonds will be to compound these miseries. HR 13270 gives State and local
government the option of issuing tax-exempt bonds or taxable bonds with a
federal subsidy. I am advised that the option is illusory. Even if we bypass all
of the substantial problems of constitutionality, administrative difficulty,* and
financial soundness, we are still confronted with t'.e basic problem: this proposal
will raise enormously borrowing costs for our units of local government. Some
estimates have placed the average increase at at least one percent

But, unfortunately, we are not dealing with averages. In New Jersey we are
dealing with 1,363 local bond-issuing units, many of which have no bond rating
or a bond rating below Baa. Whatever may be said for the interest-subsidy pro-
posal when we are dealing with the AAA issues of the State of New Jersey, or the
Port of New York Authority, it is certainly true that the same cannot be said for
the Newarks and Oamdens of New Jersey; nor can it be said for the even smaller

*In New :ersey, the Treasury Department will be confronted with a creaky and
inefficient machine for raising capital, composed of 1,808 units of local government
legally entitled to issue bonds, The picture is not much different elsewhere. . I
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municipalities with no bond ratings. I am advised that the present terms of
Sections 601 and 602 of HR 13270, which provide for a subsidy of interest
charges for State and municipal bonds, will not cover completely the increased
costs of borrowing resulting from the issuance of taxable bonds. In other words,
even with the subsidy, local government's borrowing costs will be increased. The
reasons for this conclusion are technical, and I will leave them to the technicians
to elaborate. They have to do with the small amount, low-credit rating, and ma-
turity structure of local government issues. Documentation will be provided in
a statement to be submitted to this body by the New Jersey Department of the
Treasury.

State and local government are repeatedly confronted with legislation which
gives with one hand, what it takes away with another. If it weren't so serious, it
would take on the humor of a huge shell game.

For example:
-This bill is directed at increasing the equity of the Federal tax system. It

concludes, and I share completely in the conclusion, that every possible loophole
must be closed. But then it proposes an indirect means of taxing State and local
government bonds, which even with the subsidy proposed, will increase the
burden borne by the local homeowner. That burden must be paid through the far
more inequitable tax structures of State and local government, by people who are
hardly millionaires.

-This tax reform bill also proposes to confer sizable benefits upon low and
moderate-income persons, yet it Indirectly takes away some of these benefits.
Moderate-income housing built through revenue-bond financing must add $19 per
unit per month to their rent for every one-percent increase in their interest costs.
Almost $200 million worth Of public housing may not be built because interest
costs have exceeded statutory interest ceUings

-A program of revenue-sharing is proposed which will eventually distribute $5
billion to State and local government. Yet, in the first year, New Jersey will
receive $15.5 million, of which $6.2 million will be passed through to local govern-
ment An increase of only one-half of one-percent in local borrowing costs will
consume $1,000,000 of the amount to which local government is entitled during
that first year. In the case of a city like Camden, which will receive $70,000 under
revenue-sharing, revenue-sharing will not even cover one-quarter of the increase
in debt-service due to H.R 13270 on a relatively small $3 million issue.

We declare our Intention to eliminate water pollution. Indeed, even HR 13270
provides a tax incentive for pollution control devices. With full congressional
appropriations, 45% of the cost of pollution control must be financed through
local and State government by the issuance of bonds. The cost of these projects
may, of course, be increased by the taxation of the Interest of tax-exempt
municipal bonds which, in itself, is bad enough. But then the Congress authorizes
appropriations which give New Jersey less than one-fifth of the amounts author-
ized. In fact, New Jersey voters will probably approve In November more funds
for anti-pollution projects than the Congress has appropriated for the entire
nation. Finally, Insult Is added to injury if these projects must fall within the
75% of all federally-aided construction that the President would ask us to
delay.

Lack of effort is not Tesponslble for the backlog of problems I have described.
State and local governments simply do not enjoy the taxing power of the Fed-
eral government. The per capita debt and tax burden imposed by State and local
government has grown at a much more rapid pace than is true of national debt
and taxes. While Federal tax reform is essential and laudable, it should not be
achieved at the price of weakened local governments.

The first step is to allow State and local government to continue to use the time-
tested device of tax-exempt bond financing. It is their constitutional right; It is
their only escape from deterioration and disaster.

Thank you for having allowed me to share these views with you.

Tnih STATE OF WIScoNsNr,
Madison, September 09, 1969.

HoN. Russ=u. B. Loo,
Ohafrmat% Se.ate Finanee Committee,
New Senate O1oe Building,
Washington, D.C.
,Dra SXNATOx Lozos: In lieu of my personal appearance before your committee.

I wish to have the following statement inserted In the record In opposition to
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the provisions of H.R. 13270 (the Tax Reform Act of 1969) relating to federal
tax treatment of state and local government bond interest:

I admire the efforts of Congress to create tax reform legislation designed to
improve the fairness of the federal income tax laws. However, when such efforts
result in proposals which appear to have the potential to be highly damaging to
state and local government by creating a tbreat of an even greater burden upon
the average taxpayer, I must strongly object to such proposals.

The provisions contained in H.R. 13270, specifically sections 301, 802, 601 and
602 have the capability of adversely effecting the ability of states and local
governments to finance programs and projects by means of public borrowing.
Sections 301 and 302 propose changes which can seriously undermine the con-
fidence of sophisticated investors in the tax exempt municipal bond market and
ultimately force borrowing costs to levels current on fully taxable debt securities.

The federal interest subsidy provisions contained in sections 601 and 602 do not
provide assurance sufficient to instill long-term investor confidence. In addition,
these sections seem to propose a new level of federal control over state and local
financing which is totally in opposition to the concept of the federal system.
States require greater flexibility and freedom of program selection, not the
restrictions and controls which could result from enactment of these sections of
the bill.

Wisconsin and its local governmental units are proud of a long history of prud-
ent and cautious use of public debt. Our financial posture is sound and national
credit ratings excellent. We recognize the necessity for judicious borrowing when
the needs of our citizens and progress demand. I strongly support the present tax
exempt status of state and local bond interest and urge that this full exemption
be retained.

I cannot believe that Congress in its efforts to write a progressive federal
income tax law more related to persons ability to pay, would want to force states
and localities to lean over more heavily on sales and property taxes-both of
which tend to be regressive.

Sincerely,
WARREN P. KNOWLES,

Governor.

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND & PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS,
Providence, September 28, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: As Governor of the State of Rhode Island, I would like
to submit for consideration by the Senate Committee on Finance my views on
H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Since H.R. 13270 indirectly but very effectively limits the tax exempt status
of state and local bonds and notes, we in state government believe that it will
result in a considerable increase in our costs of borrowing money. This, in turn,
could adversely affect the marketability of the notes and bonds issued by our
cities and towns.

Historically, the current tax exempt status has proved extremely beneficial
because it has enabled us to obtain the funds necessary to provide public services
of greater number and better quality in areas such as education, sewage facili-
ties, and roads. Unfortunately, this situation is endangered by H.R. 13270, which
would place state and local bonds into direct competition with the private sector,
thereby threatening our ability to secure sufficient funds for these public service
efforts.

To be more specific, placing state and local bonds and notes on an even footing
with corporates would result in a 43% increase in debt service costs to our
governments. For example, Rhode Island currently has unissued bonding author-
ity amounting to $71,743,000. When the State sold longterm bonds last spring
(i.e., 15 and 20 year maturities), the interest rate was 5.2%, the highest rate
on our current records. Without the benefit of tax exempt status, this rate would
have been 7.43%, thereby producing a debt service increase of 42.86%.

Applying this kind of increase to the spring issuance, the state would have
incurred debt service costs of some 15 million dollars more than under the tax
exempt status now in effect.

33-865--69-pt. 4--61
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To offset this cost increase, H.R. 13270 includes a system of subsidies. Under
these provisions, the range of subsidy assistance would go from a minimum of
80% to a maximum of 40%. On January 1, 1075, however, the 30% minimum
would drop to 25%. Of particular concern to me is that the minimum subsidy
will be dropping, while the maximum will not be Increasing.

Also, the maximum rate of 40% Is below the anticipatd-43% increase in debt
costs. Consequently, from the preceding illustration, even with a subsidy, the
added cost to the state would run anywhere from $1 million to $4,600,000 more
than under the current conditions of tax immunity,

If the state were to be adversely affected by this legislation, It appears that
our local governments, because of their smaller size and their more limited
resources, would be even more acutely affected. It might even be nuticilated that
because of these factors some local governments might not be able to compete
at all in the market for money.

In conclusion, H.R. 13270's effort to close one particular tax loophole will
actually result in a substantial increase in state-local tOx burdens. Thus, while
I heartily endorse both the objectives and so many of the particulars of the tax
reform legislation, I must take exception of those provisions adversely affect-
ing the tax exempt status of state and local securities.

Sincerely.
FRANK LIc1IT,

Governor.

TUE. STATE oF NFVADA,
CareoI City, Nev., Auugust 15, 1969.

Hon. RusSnm.L B. LoN,
Chufrnian, Comm ittee on Finance,
Senate Ooc Bnilding,
WoshiNgton, D.C.

DEAR SEsNATOR LONO: I am informed that your committee will conduct hear-
ings on the Tax Reform Bill comnenclng September 4, 1969.

While I will be unable to attend the hearing, I do want to express my oppo-
sition to any proposal to eliminate the current exemption from tax of the interest
income from state and local bond issues.

Such action would cause the interest rates on state, county, school district
and municipal bond issues to skyrocket and this drastic Increase in cost of needed
improvements would be immediately passed on, in the main, to the already
overburdened lower and middle income taxpmyers.

While the basic equity of having governmental utits compete on an equal
footing with commercial and industrial concerns for available capital may not
be subject to question, the hard fact remains that, due to the regressive nature
of the property tax, the bulk of this increased financial burden will not be
shared proportionately by those individuals and corporations in the higher
income tax brackets.

Any change in the exemption status would necessitate revisions to countless
statutues on the State and local levels which now limit'the interest rate pay-
able on bond issues. The dislocation stemming from this alone is. self-apparent.

In addition, In Nevada, tit those areas of the State, such as Tis Vegas, where
we find an extremely rapid economic expansion, and planned aud authorized
issues total in the area of $59 million for additional school construction alone,
any change in the exempt status could well create financial havo(.

In the light of these considerations, I can only voice my strong objections to
any proposals to eliminate the current exemption of interest ip ome on bovid
issues.

I an well aware of the desire for tax reform that exists ibroughout the
country. I strongly support such reform. However, in weighilg such reform
against the possible consequences stemming from drying up tbr public bond
market, I find I must express my concern.

Thank you for the opportunity of expressing myself on this vital matter.
Sincerely,

PAUL."IAXALT,
Governor 'of Nevada.

STAT ENT or HoN. WILL AU 0. MnmK'EX, GOViRNO, STATltOrI MTCHIAN

The minimum tax and allocation of deduptlons provisions of, AR. 13270 have
already had a substantial averse Impact on the ability of Mkhlgan and its
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local units to finance needed capital improvements. These provisions, which
threaten the traditional tax exempt status of state and municipal bonds, have
created uncertainty and chaos in the bond market and have caused interest rates.
to rise above Michigan's present legal limit for state and municipal bonds.

The final enactment of these provisions would be disastrous to Michigan's
"clean water" bonding program designed to eliminate pollution from the state's
waters. Elimination of the tax exempt status of these bonds would greatly
increase the cost of Michigan's reczeatJon and housing programs and the public
improvement programs of local units throughout this state.

Congressional attempts to destroy the traditional immunity of state and local
bonds to federal taxation would result in prolonged litigation on the constitu-
tional issues involved and would cause further chaos for several years.

There are presently authorized bond issues in Michigan totaling nearly one
billion dollars. The failure of Congress to continue the tax exempt status of these
bonds could 'osL Michigan and its municipalities hundreds of millions of dollars
in interest costs over the life of these bonds. These costs would be borne by
Michign citizens in the form of higher property taxes, income taxes, sales taxes&
and utilUty charges.

I agree fully with Michigan Congressman Charles E. Chamberlain, a member
of the Ilouse Ways and Means Committee, who stated :

"This fundamental alteration of our Federal system is wrong In concept, I%
proposed at the worst possible time, goes far beyond any proposals that are
needed to achieve tax equity, and is essentially irrelevant to the purposes of this
legislation."

Prompt action by the Senate to restore the tax exempt status of state and
municipal bonds is urgently needed.

Thank you for this opportunity to present Michigan's position on this critical
matter.

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Frankfort, Kr., Sephmber 25, 1969.

lion. RUSSE.T, B. Loxo.
Chairman, Cominittee on Finanec,
Old Secate Off ce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR S.NATOR Loo: This letter is written to express to your Committee my
strenuous opposition to any tax, direct or indirect, on municipal bond interest. I
am opposed for the following reasons:

(1) In my opinion, such a tax is unconstitutional.
(2) It would increase state and local borrowing costs and thus require an

Increase in state and local taxes.
(3) It must ultimately lead to greater demands on the Federal Treasury and

to centralized control of local financing and capital investment functions.
You are no doubt aware of the constitutional question raised by the municipal

bond income taxation provisions of 11.B. 13270. Permit me to emphasize by
reiteration.

Taxation of the states' seeurities or the income therefrom strikes at the very
heart of the dual sovereignty on which our Federal system rests. The United
States Supreme Court as early as 1819 (McCullough v. Maryland) recognized
"that the power to tax involves the power to destroy; that the power to destroy
may defeat and render useless the power to create; that there is a plain re-
puigniance In conferring on one government a power to control the constitutional
measure of another ..

Again in IS in Pollock r. Farmers Loan and Trust Co. (15T U.S. 429). the
Supreme Court sald about a Federal income tax on the interest from state,
county and municipal securities:

..... it is obvious that taxation on the Interest therefrom would operate on
the ixnwer to borrow before It Is exercised, and would have a sensitive influence
on the contract, and that the tax in question is a tax on the power of the states
and their instrumentalities to borrow money, and constquently repugnant to
the Constitution."

The Sixteenth Amendment, which became effective 1913, states: "The Con-
gress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on income from whatever source
derived .... " The hroxid language of tis amendment notwithstanding, every
case which has touched ol the problem has accepted the Pollock case as good law.
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In case after case after ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment, the Court
has recognized that any taxation on interest from state and local securities would
adversely affect the borrowing power of the issuing government As in Willcuts v.
Bunn when speaking of the obligations of a state, the Court held:

"These obligations constitute the contract made by the State, or by its political
agency pursuant to its authority, and a tax upon the amounts payable by the
terms of the contract has therefore been regarded as bearing directly upon the
exercise of the borrowing power of the Government."

In Helvering v. Gerhardt, which held salaries of employees of the New York
Port Authority taxable, the Court said:

1..... It (the immunity) has been sustained where.... the function involved
was one thought to be essential to the maintenance of a State government: as
where the attempt was . . to tax income received by a private investor from
State bonds, and thu3 threaten impairment of the borrowing power of the State.
(Citing Pollock)

"The basis upon which constitutional tax immunity of a State has been sup-
ported is the protection which it affords to the continued existence of the State."

From the above, it would appear that the objective of the taxation of munici-
pal bonds--to establish equity among taxpayers-will not be realized. To say
that the holder of a tax-exempt bond is evading all tax is not completely true.
He pays a penalty in the form of a lower yield on investment than he might
get from competing non-exempt securities. The difference In this lower interest
cost and the higher rate which will be demanded for non-exempt bonds accrues
as a savings to the local government.

Reliable estimates indicate that about $10 billion in state and local bonds are
Issued each year. The current Bond Buyers Index is 6.25 per cent. Assuming
a 43 per cent interest cost increase if exemption is removed, the new interest
rate would be about 8.90 per cent. Annual interest cost would amount to approxi-
mately $890,000,000. The interest subsidy proposed by H.B. 13270 would require
payment of up to 40 per cent of this total interest cost or $356,000,000 Reports
on the Bill have made It appear that this subsidy would be paid to states and
local governments each year without questions or controls. Can you believe
that? Nor can A.

History has taught us that when the Federal government participates to any
extent In a local project, it will establish and require, as a condition of Its
participation, strict controls over all phases of the project. This means that
when any one of the estimated 80,000 state, county, city, town, school district,
water or sewer district Issuers of municipal bonds determines at the local level
that a given project is needed, it will be told whether, what, when and how it
will build. I am unalterably opposed to this continuing encroachment upon the
prerogatives of the local taxpayers.

In addition to the taxation of municipal bond interest, there are two other
provisions in H.B. 13270 which will adversely affect the borrowing power of
state and local government.

First Is the proposal to tax net gains from the sale of bonds by financial insti-
tutions as ordinary income Instead of as capital gains. Commercial banks now
hold about 38% of the outstanding municipal bonds and therefore, comprise the
largest single category of bond purchases. If the tax treatment of capital gains
from Investment in bonds is changed, the banks will obviously turn to other
long-term investments or to short-term investments with greater yield. Depriv-
ing state and local governments of 38% of their potential bond market must be
considered to "operate on the power to borrow before it Is exercised".

The second objectionable provision is the one that gives the Secretary of the
Treasury the right to declare "arbitrage" bonds of a state or political subdi-
vision fully taxable. The bill does not define "arbitrage bond" but past actions
of the Treasury Department indicate that It will include advance refunding
bonds in such a definition. Advance refunding bonds are bonds which are issued
In advance of the first call date of an outstanding Issue with a high interest
cost. The issuer invests the proceeds of the bonds at a profit and holds the money
in escrow until the first call date of the refunded bond issue. This permits the
Issuer to sell in a good market rather than forcing him to sell In the market at
the call date. If adopted, this provision can cost local governments millions of
dollars. The bonds which have sold in today's high-interest market could not be
refunded in advance of the first call date even if and when the market is more
advantageous to the issuer. Since this proposal Is of little consequence in today's
market, it has received little attention. However, the Committee should give It
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a careful study because of its implications for the future. Again, I insist that
any tax on the income from municipal bonds, either an initial issue or a refund.
ing issue, is a violation of the constitutional immunity of the sovereign states.

The proposal to tax municipal bond interest must be decisively defeated-
a defeat which will reassure the municipal bond market that the Congress of
the United States continues to respect the sovereign immunity of the states.

Sincerely,
LoulE B. NuNN,

Governor.

In James v. Dravo Contracting Co., Mr. Chief Justice Hughes said:
... (The doctrine of immunity with respect to Government bonds) recog-

nizes the direct effect of a tax which 'would operate on the power to borrow
before it is exercised' (citing Pollock) and which would directly affect the Gov-
ernment's obligation as a continuing security Vital considerations are there
involved respecting the permanent relations of the Government to investors in
its securities and its ability to maintain its credit. .. ."

Why has the Court been so consistently concerned with protection of the
states' borrowing power? It is obvious that the Court understands what the
Congress ought to understand and that is that any abridgment of the states'
power of the purse (ie., the power to borrow and the power to tax) is a threat
to their existence.

The power to borrow money is almost as essential to the existence of both
the Federal and State Governments as is the power to tax. Witness a Federal
debt in excess of $359 billion and a debt of States and their political subdivisions
in excess of $125 billion, each immune to taxation by the other sovereign. These
twin powers of the purse are essential to every sovereign's existence.

That the tax as proposed in H.B. 13270 would impair Kentucky's power to
borrow is beyond doubt. Kentucky's state, county, municipal, and other subdi-
visions such as school districts are controlled by a statutory maximum interest
rate. The threat to municipal bond purchasers posed by the legislation under
consideration has already forced interest rates above this ceiling, prevented
the sale of bonds, and necessitated the delay of construction projects which
are vital to the welfare of citizens of this state.

The only question remaining is the extent of the increase in borrowing costs.
Research by economists indicates that states are normally able to borrow at
about 30 per cent less interest costs because of the exemption. This means that
removal of the exemption would increase financing costs about 43 per cent.
This higher cost would require an increase in taxes if the money were borrowed
through general obligation bonds or an increase in tolls, rents or rates if the
debt were in the form of revenue bonds.

If the market for long term municipal bonds is not destroyed- completely, it
is only logical to assume that the bond buyer will demand a higher interest rate
or a greater discount at the time of purchase in order to achieve his old rate of
return on his investment and to pay the new tax. This higher rate must be paid
by the local taxpayer. Since state and local taxes are primarily based on the
sales tax and property tax, the impact of the new tax will fall on the lower
income groups-the very people for whom both the Federal and State govern-
ments are now trying to provide tax relief! In effect, revenue to the Federal
government from the taxation of municipal bonds is taken from the local
taxpayer.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
Concord, September 17, 1969.

Ho.. Ru8SELL B. LONG,
(Ohairman, Senate Finance Comn ittee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOa LONG: The effects of certain provisions of H.R. 13270, the so-called
"Tax Reform Act of 1969," are of great concern to me, and my main concern is
directed towards the provision that would alter the tax exempt status of state
and local government bond issues. State and local government officials are dis-
tressed by this proposal for several reasons:

1. The United States Supreme Court has said that the taxation of the states
by the Federal government constitutes a powerful regulatory instrument and
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-ebould, therefore, be rejected as an unconstitutional subversion of our Federal
System.

2. If H.R. 13270 is enacted into law as passed by the House of Representatives,
the provisions for the taxing of state and local government bonds will mean
Increased interest costs to local governments, which must then be passed on to
the general citizen and taxpayer In the form of higher property taxes, other
taxes, or as a reduction in local services.

The problem of the much publicized 154 millionaires who paid no taxes in
1966 has been suggested as the basis of the rationale behind the recommenda-
tion to tax municipal bond interest, but I doubt that Congress has received any
evidence to indicate that millionaires in general have invested in state and local
government bonds to escape Federal income taxes. The minimum income tax
proposal appears to be an attempt to reach tax sheltered income -at roughly one
half the regular income tax rates, that is, up to thirty or thirty-five percent.
Over the years an investor in tax exempt bonds has accepted close to one third
less in income than he could have received from taxable obligations; thus the
investor in tax exempt bonds has already paid his minimum income tax and has
paid It in advance.

Without the assurance,,that the tax subsidy will continue in the future, the
bill gives an option to state and local government issuers to receive a tax sub-
.sldy If they agree to issue their bonds on a fully taxable basis. In the past the
Federal government has passed legislation and then not provided sufficient funds
with which to finance the new law. A case in point is the Clean Water Act of
1965. At the present time the State of New Hampshire is in the process of Issuing
bonds so as to prefinance the Federal government's share of Sewer Pollution
'Control Grants. There Is the question as to whether or not the 92nd Congress
'will eliminate the tax subsidy plan and thereby throw on the laps of local gov-
ernments the total cost of the Increase from the elimination of tax exemption.

When the Congress first passed legislation imposing a Federal income tax, it
excluded the interest earned on municipal bonds. With this a part of the tax
laws ever since 1913, such Interest is regarded as exempt from Federal taxation
under the constitutional doctrine on reciprocal Immunity. If passed, this proposal
would undoubtedly be tested in court, and while awaiting the outcome of a
court ruling on the constitutionality of this proposed legislation, the municipal
bond market would be in chaos.

To prevent the intervention of the Supreme Court and to preserve the Federal
System, I would urge the Congress not to pass this legislation.

Most sincerely,
WALTER PETERSON,

Governor.
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STATEMENT OF HON. NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK

The interest on State and local bonds has long been exempt from Federal in-
come taxation, but intergovernmental immunity in this area is not just a matter
of traditional tax principle or technical constitutional theory. It is one of the
cornerstones of sovereignty which enables state and local governments to fill
their vital roles in our Federal system.

On April 10, 1968, before the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of the
Senate Committee on Public Works, and again on April 24, 1968, before the Sub-
committee on Rivers and Harbors of the House Committee on Public Works, I
expressed my unalterable opposition to the blanket denial of this traditional ex-
emption on obligations which deeply affect the public interest. My concern, then
and now, is that the withdrawal of this exemption, in whole or in part, would re-
sult in a dangerous unsettling of the delicate balance in our Federal-State-Local
relationship.

I recognize that those who suggest elimination or modification of the exemp-
tion are motivated by concern over either Federal revenue not realized from
exempt interest or the alleged disproportionate tax advantage which may accrue
to holders of state and local obligations. But eliminating or altering the Interest
exemption, while alleviating the burden on the Federal taxpayer, would increase
the burden of the state and local taxpayer as a result of the higher interest rates
involved.

I realize, of course, that the pertinent provisions of H.R. 13270 do not involve
a blanket elimination of the tax exemption. However, in addition to their in-
herent weaknesses and to the havoc they can wreak upon an already badly
shaken municipal bond market, I am fearful that these proposals are a major
first step toward total elimination of the exemption.

Apart from this general concern, I should like to make some observations con-
cerning the specific provisions of H.R. 13270 affecting municipal bond interest.

LIMIT ON TAX PREFERENCES AND ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS

Two provisions of H.R. 13270 directly affect the individual bondholding tax-
payer, as well as estates and trusts. First, under the limit on tax preferences pro-
vision, no more than 50 percent of a taxpayer's total income (adjusted gross in-
come plus tax preference items) can be excluded from tax. The tax preference
items include tax-exempt interest on both old and new issues of state and local
bonds to be accounted for over a 10-year period at a rate of one-tenth of the
interest per year. Second, the allocation of deductions provision requires that an
individual allocate his personal deductions between his taxable income and his
tax preference items, to the extent that such items exceed $10,000. The tax pref-
erence items include tax-exempt interest on state and local bonds issued after
July 12, 1969.

As contained in H.P. 13270, the combination of the limit on tax preference
and allocation of deduction provisions seems certain to increase the cost of issu-
ing municipal securities. There are. two basic reasons, in my view, for the pre-
dicted increase.

First, there will undoubtedly be a legal test of the constitutionality of taxing
municipal bond Interest, at least under the limit on tax preference provision. In
all likelihood the final constitutional decision will have to be made by the U.S.
Supreme Court.

During the interim between the initial court test and the Supreme Court ruling,
the municipal bond market would be in a state of uncertainty and the net effect
would be a reduction in bond purchases by individuals. There may even be disin-
vestment in anticipation of an unfavorable court decision.

Banks and other institutional investors may also curb municipal bond pur-
chases in fear that they may be next in line to have bond interest taxed.

Marketing bonds in the face of such uncertainty would necessitate higher inter-
est rates to overcome the investor's reluctance to invest.

Secondly, a combination of the limit on tax preferences and the allocation of
deductions provisions would reduce the net income from municipal bonds. This
means that the after-tax interest differential between municipals and other forms
of investment would also be reduced.

Individual investors will evaluate the differential In terms of whether or not
it is great enough to warrant further purchases of municipals. In many instances,
the decision will be to forgo buying state and local bonds. The market for munici-
pals would b-) reduced and state-local government interest costs Increased.
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As John F. Thompson (Vice President of Morton and Co.. Inc. of New York)
said before a MnnicipMl Finance Officers Association meeting In Toronto last
May:
. . . tax exemption Is not simply a gift from the Federal Government to cer-

tain investors. It is a quid pro quo for the acceptance of lower rates of return
than the investor could obtain on alternative investments.... An Investor in tax-
exempt bonds has accepted close to one-third less Income than he could receive,
from taxable obligations-that is what he has paid for the tax exemption. Thus.
In a very real sense, and certainly in terms of equity, the Investor in tax-exempt
bonds has already paid his minimum income tax and he has paid It In advance.

71o sum up, the impact of the two proposals,. one directly taxing municipal bond
interest income and the other indirectly affecting the after-tax yield from such
bonds, is to:

(a) Penalize the Individual municipal bond investor;
(b) Reduce individual, and possibly some institutional, Investment In

municipals;
(C) Increase the cost of borrowing to state and local governments: and
(d) Pass on the increased cost of borrowing to state and local taxpayers.

ELECTION TO ISSUE TAXABLE BONDS AND INTEREST SUBSIDY

A third provision of H.R. 13270 grants state and local governments the option
of Issuing -taxable obligations. The resulting higher interest costs would be offset
by a Federal subsidy ranging from 30 to 40 percent of the interest yield on bonds
issued up until 1974, and from 25 to 40 percent thereafter.

Such a subsidy scheme, however, would give to the Federal government a
dangerous degree of control of state and local bond financing. For Federal ap-
proval of a bond Issue would be necessary In order for that Issue to win a Federal
subsidy.

Much of the support for a direct Federal subsidy on taxable municipal bonds
rests on the argument that the revenue loss to the Federal Treasury stemming
from the exemption of state and local obllgatoils exceeds the Interest saving on
them and, hence, the present system is inefficient. For example, the House Ways
and Means Committee Report accompanying H.R. 13270 estimates the annual in-
terest saving in interest charges to state and local governments a $1.3 billion,
while the estimated annual revenue loss to the Federal government has been esti-
mated at $1.8 billion. It is then said that a more rational system would tax the
interest.

Stnce Federal tax collections would exceed the increased Interest cost, ad-
vocates of this proposal further contend that the Federal government could afford
a subsidy and everybody would be better off. This is questionable.High-bracket taxpayers, individuals, commercial banks and fire and casualty
insurance companies, currently benefiting from tax-exempt bonds, might very
well shift to other investment alternatives if some municipal bonds were made
taxable and the offerings of tax-exempts were to become more limited and less
attractive. Lower-bracket taxpayers, many life insurance companies and savings
institutions, as well as Individuals and non-taxpayers, such as pension and retire-
ment funds and foundations, would be indifferent between taxable state and local
bonds and other equivalent taxable investments. They might purchase the newly
taxable municipals, or they might continue to buy tax-exempts, as dictated by
their self interest& In effect, those interested in the tax-exempt market would be
able to play a "heads-I-win: tails-you-lose" game with the Treasury. The resulting
taxes collected might well be less than the subsidies paid. Furthermore, the
administrative and fiscal problems Involved in an optional approach would be
enormous.

Such an arrangement would be unlikely to meet with Congressional or Treas-
ury approval for too long. The temptation would be great to eliminate the optiolm
entirely and, perhaps, the subsidy as well.

Posmow PAPER SuMr m y Hoy. ROBERT D. RAY. GOVERNOR OF IOWA, ON
PwPosED STATE AND MuxCcWA BOND TAXATIoN

Our position on taxing earned Interest op state and municipal bonds, as pro-
posed In a Congressional Tax Reform proposal (HR13270) is identical with that
expressed at the National Governors' Conference at its late-summer meeting
in Colorado 'prings. This opinion was forwarded to Pvenlat N4xoa on Sep-
tember 2, 1900, It reads an follows:
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"The National Governors' Conference affirms the basic constitutional prin-
ciple that neither the federal nor state governments without mutual agreement
have the authority to tax the other. The Conference therefore asserts that state
and local bonds issued for general governmental purposes must remain tax
e~empt. The Conference also strongly opposes those aspects of the tentative
House Ways and Means proposal announced July 11, 1969 which would adversely
affect the market-ability of state and local securities and thus the provision of
needed public services and facilities."

The bill, as passed by the House of Representatives of the Congress, will
drastically increase the cost of financing such local facilities as schools, hos-
pitals, sanitary facilities and all other necessary public improvements-because
of the proposed removal of the tax-exempt feature of municipal bonds.

Iowa State Treasurer Maurice E. Baringer estimates that taxable municipal
bonds will cost Iowa cities and towns about one-third more in interest charges
than they now pay on issues of tax-exempt bonds. Local bond issues that have
been sold by Iowa governmental units within the last few weeks have required
interest payments nearly forty percent higher than those sold less than a year
earlier. Further, Treasurer Baringer emphasizes, such increased interest costs
must be passed along to the citizens of Iowa in the form of higher property
taxes, sales taxes and other local taxes or in reduced local services. Thus, the
proposed tax reform bill is regressive. It will hurt the very persons It purports to
help: lower and middle-income citizens, and the higher cost to these citizens
will extend over the long period during which the bonds are outstanding.

Further, the so-called Federal subsidy proposed by the bill permits too much
discretion on payments to municipalities by the Federal government. Uncertainty
throughout the Investment community is at a maximum, both among bond dealers
and investors. The result thus far is a complete breakdown of local financing. It
threatens to grow worse, if the bill passes.

Within the week of September 14, 1969, proposed bond issues of three Iowa
communities failed to attract any bidders. The current market is such that Iowa
municipalities soon will be forced to reject any bids that are forthcoming because
of our 6 percent statutory limit on municipal and school issues.

Another adverse effect for small governmental units is their probable inability
to compete with corporate and governmental issues should municipals become
taxable, whereas now many of the municipal and school issues are intermediate
between relatively short term Federal government fiscal needs and long term
commercial requirements for capital investment funds.

It is our observation that there is a wide disparity in figures used to denote
ownership of government bond portfolios. Unofficial estimates range from 80 per
cent ownership by banks-to 80 percent ownership by individuals. The most offi-
cial reckoning we have been able to find comes from a U.S. Treasury report on
estimates of ownership published in The Bond B-.ger on March 14, 1968:

Amount Percent

Individuals ..................................................................... $39,800 35.12
Commercial banks .............................................................. 45,600 40.24
Insurance compni ............................................................ 15, 500 13.68
State and local funds ............................................................ 4, 200 3.70
Corporation .................................................................... 4,800 4.23
Miscellaneous Investors .......................................................... 2,100 1.85
Mutual savings banks ............................................................ 300 .26
U.S. Government investment accounts ............................................. 1,000 .92

Total .................................................................... 113,000 100.00

We believe any major tax revision by the Congress should be aimed at Increas-
'ing the ability of state and local governments to finance their own needs. There-
lore, we strongly advise retention of the tax-exempt state and municipal bond
-program, which has served well for many years as the basic mechanism for

wetlng those needs.
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STATE OF UTAH,

Salt Lake City, September 11, 1969.
Mr. ToM VAuL,
Counsel,
U.S. Senate Committee on Finanee,
New State OfOioe Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. VAIL: I quite agree with you that it would serve no useful purpose
to have the Governors of 40 States appear before the Senate Finance Committee
In regard to the proposal to make interest on municipal bonds subject to the
federal income tax.

I am sure that position of all Governors is substantially the same, and much
of what we would say would be repetitious. I understand that there will be a
representative group of Governors appear before the Committee to represent
the position unanimously adopted at the recent National Governors Conference
in Colorado Springs.

It is my opinion that it does not represent good judgment for the federal
government to tax the interest from municipal bonds at the same time the
national government io making substantial grants to the states for many pro-
grams, including those relating to capital improvements.

I would appreciate it, therefore, if you make this letter a part of your record.
Sincerely,

CALVIN L. RAM PTO.N, Governor.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,
Raleigh, September 19, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LiONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate OOlee Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Please accept this written statement In lieu of my
appearance before your Finance Committee in opposition to certain portions of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (HR 13270).

I strongly oppose any action by Congress which would impair the tax exempt
status of State and local bonds, and advocate early resolution of the provisions
of the Act relating to the taxation of interest from securities Lssued for bona fide
public purposes.

As Governor of North Carolina, I have been highly encouraged by the Adminis-
tration's stated purpose of strengthening State and local governments; however,
the proposals which would remove the tax exempt status of bonds issued by these
governments proceed directly away from this stated purpose. It is apparent that
the recent dramatic increases in interest rates have been accelerated by the
proposals before the Congress to remove the tax exempt status and to retrc-
actively tax the interest which has been earned by investors. The confidence of
these investors has been seriously shaken, and the ability of State and local gov-
ernments to secure acceptable financing for capital Improvements has resulted
in a greater tax burden being passed to the tax-payers at the local levels. I have
serious doubts regarding the constitutionality of such retroactive tax measures,
and a great concern for the financial plight in which our cities and counties find
themselves because of investor apprehension over this proposed Congressional
action.

North Carolina has made it a habit to have good government. We have kept
our fiscal house in order at the State level, and have promoted and encouraged
strong and self-sufficient governments at the municipal and county levels. My
administration is dedicated to positive and responsible action in support of strong
local government. Maintenance of responsible and effective local governments
will be possible only to the extent that the Congress preserves the independence
of fiscal policies at each level of government The proposals to remove tax exempt
status from these State and local bond issues will weaken the foundation of local
government financing.

We are deeply concerned about the effect of proposed changes with respect
to the reduction In the allowable deduction of charitable contributions to educa-
tional Institutions and charities. Our Institutions of higher learning, as well as
our charitable organizations, depend In large measure upon such contributions
for thair operating revenue and their building programs. Recent figures show
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that private institutions are receiving in the neighborhood of 8% million dollars
annually from contributions. Public four year colleges and universities are
receiving about one-half that amount. Our General Assembly has recently appro-
priated $350,000 for the current biennium for additional support in the medical
schools of two private universities. Wake Forest University and Duke University.
Even with all of the support that can be given from the various levels of govern-
ment the need is increasing, and the removal of inducements to contributions
poses a serious blow to the hope that public and private colleges and universities
will be able to continue their mission at the present levels of operation. Elimina-
tion of the present tax advantages, particularly those relating to unlimited contri-
bution deductions, transfer of income to charitable organizations by means of the
two-year trust, use of present market value in determining the amount of deduc-
tigns for donations, and permitting deductions for the use of property, will neces-
sarily curtail the flow of funds to these institutions from private sources. Loss
of such substantial sources of funds, in many of our private institutions, would
be disastrouss; it would cripple our effort to provide a wider and more comprehen-
sive educational base for our citizens.

We join in the concern that our growing needs require ever increasing govern-
mental support. However, in keeping with the President's statement that cooper-
ation of all levels of government in partnership with private enterprise Is essen-
tial to our effort to meet these needs, we suggest that removal of tax exemption
on local governmental bonds, and removal of the inducements for contributions
to institutions of higher learning will result not in cooperative partnership, but in
increasing the importance of local governments, and the enlargement of federal
direction over local governmental affairs. We urge that degree of cooperation of
which the President has spoken; we suggest that it will he possible only if local
and State governments are left with independence of fiscal policy sufficient to
meet their share of the cooperative endeavor.

Cordially,
ROBERT W. ScoTT, Governor.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
Harrisburg, September 23, 1969.

Hon. RUOSELL B. LONG,
Chairman. Senate Finance Committec,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DE.a CHAIRMAN LONG: You have given me the opportunity to submit a State-
ment for the Record concerning certain provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
I thank you for this opportunity. All of us are aware of the need for reform in
many areas and it should be a comfort to all Americans that the depth, back-
ground, and acknowledged expertise of your full Committee Is being brought to
bear on this important issue.

I can say unequivocally that I support all measures which will bring about
equity of tax -treatment for all our taxpayers. It is the achievement of this
purpose, tax equity, which must be paramount in our thinking when recommen-
dations for reform are considered. It is my conviction that one of the elements
of the tax reform proposals will not achieve this purpose. I am referring specifi-
cally to my opposi Jon to those provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 which
will alter or modify the present tax-exempt status of State and municipal bonds.

I am not alone in my contention that these provisions are not In the public
interest. The Nixon Administration as well as elected officials and public-minded
organizations throughout the country have also registered their objections. Why
has such a response been forthcoming on such a broad front?

At the present time, we are rapidly approaching an important juncture in our
Federal system. One the one hand, we have an enlightened Congress diligently
working to devise means to allow State and local governments to solve their
problems at their own levels, where the problems are best known. On the other,
we have a constantly increasing capacity and willingness at the State level to
assume our proper burdens, and a virtual renaissance In local government in
developing solutions to the problems which face us, particularly in urban areas.
A significant source of financing for many projects designed to meet these prob-
lems has been State and municipal bonds. This effort is fundamental to a concept
of Federalism which views Federal, State and local governments as partners
in serving our people, and this concept must remain intact
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The National Governors' Conference In 1968 stated that "the reciprocal freedom
of the states and the Federal government from taxation from each other is
essential to the survival of our Federal system of dual Federal-State authority."
The Conference went on to declare that "this freedom necessarily encompasses
the immunity of State and local government obligations from Federal taxation."
. This statement was based on a long history of Supreme Court decisions and a
realization that any Federal mechanism that tampered with the tax-exempt
status of State and local bonds, whether it be subsidies, guarantees, or taxation
on interest, would weaken our Federal system and perhaps violate the Constitu-
tion interest, would weaken our Federal system and perhaps violate the
Constitution.

It is also important to realize that this provision will produce inequities for
those whom the Tax Reform Act Is designed to help. The impact of this proposed
legislation has already had a damaging effect on the market for all local govern-
ment securities. Prices have dropped and Interest rates have Increased. The
State of Ohio, for example, recently was forced to market its bonds at 5.94
percent. If these securities had been sold prior to the proposal of the legislation,
It Is estimated that the taxpayers of Ohio would have been saved approximately
$1 million In interest over the time the bonds will be outstanding. This Is one
example of one small issue in one State. Nationally, the passage of this provision
could result in the almost total collapse of the municipal bond market. Locally,
the slack will have to be taken up by the average tax-paying citizen.

State and local governments have often been criticized for their lack of a
stable tax base. We have been called regressive because we have had to rely
principally on property and sales taxes. On top of these, several localities have
enacted so-called nuisance taxes, such as occupational privilege and head taxes.
We are, however, taking steps to establish a more stable and equitable tax base.

If the tax exempt status of bonds is changed and the market for these securities
disappears, any steps that we may take to alleviate regressive taxes and to
eliminate nuisance taxes will be thwarted. Another source of financing will be
needed at State and local levels. What I am saying Is that the effect of this
provision on State and local government will be regresive. Ultimately, the
Individual taxpayer will have to pick up the tab, and not necessarily our wealthier
citizens

It should also be noted that our wealthier citizens are not escaping most of
their Federal taxes by investing in State and local bonds. The fact Is that these
bonds constitute ten percent or less of the holdings of millionaires as a class.
Banks, insurance companies, and other institutions, which do not pay a graduated
Income tax at all, hold twice as many of these bonds than do individuals.

We must also bear in mind that those individuals who hold the minor propor-
tion of available municipal securities do so at a price. They could invest In
comon stocks and other issues which provide a greater hedge against inflation
and have the possibility of higher yields. They do invest In municipals because
they believe that the lower Interest rates which they accept are offset by the
tax benefits which accrue to these securities. In effect, they find a small but
Important advantage In helping to underwrite the costs of government and the
economic development of our communities.

This partnership between public leadership and private enterprise must be
encouraged and strengthened. We at State and local levels have difficulty financ-
ing our present needs without any new burdens by loss of tAx exemption. Some
have described our present predicament as a fiscal crisis. If local securities are
attractive because buyers obtain a net advantage, we mi~t realize that the price
is worth It If some Interpret this arrangement as a subsidy, let us regard it
as a subsidy to State and local government, awl not as, a tax shelter for a few
Individuals

In conclusion, let me reiterate that my opposition to modifications in the tax-
exempt status of State and local bondss is based not on a desire to perpetuate
the status quo, but on the belief that it will not achieve its purpose. If we are
striving to provide tax equity for all our citizens, as we must. then we must
preserve the ability of State and local governments to finance much needed public
projects from other than regressive and nuisance-type taxes.

I oppose this provision because I feel it could damage our system of Federal-
Ism nd possibly violate the Constitution.

I oppose It because I believe that solutions to many of the problems which
face us can better be found at the State and local level, and not at the Federal
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level. The formulation of these solutions requires imagination, initiative, and
financial resources. There is, perhaps, too little of all these to do the Job that
must be done. However, we are making progress and anything that impedes our
progress, such as this provision of the Tax Reform Act, must be labeled as such-
and defeated.

It is my hope that these remarks will assist you in making your judgments. I
reognize the Importance, and the difficulty, of your task in devising tax reform
proposals, and I think you for allowing me to submit my views on this subject.

Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND P. SHAFER, Govertor.

STATEMENT OF HON'. PRESTON SMITh, GOVERNOR OF TEXAS

The objectives of those provisions of H.R. 13270 which treat with bonds of
state and local government can be more accurately described as spiteful and
coercive than as reformatory.

Spite is obviously directed towards a handful of investors who, in lending
money to state and local government at a much lower rate of return than could
have been realized elsewhere, have minimized their Federal income tax liability
and stand accused of taking advantage of a loophole.

Coercion is aimed at states and their political subdivisions In what amounts
to a surtax on their borrowing to the end that they will be driven into involun-
tary dependence upon the monster of bureaucracy.

It is patently clear that the architects of this plan had in mind Sections 301
and 302 as agents of destruction--destruction of the market for state and local
government bonds--while Sections 601 and 602 were designed to provide an agent
of rescue: the Federal bureaucracy as the sole remaining source of capital funds
for state and local government. If HR. 13270 is enacted into law in the form
passed by the House of Representatives, I say that eminent but deplorable success
will be attained by those who conceived this scheme. Centralism will have at long
last prevailed over local home rule.

An emergency exists in my State of Texas today-an emergency brought on
entirely by the passage in the House of Representatives of H.R 13270. The only
remedy is the deletion of those four sections from the bill. Even then recovery
will be slow. We shall bear the scars for months and years to come.

Texas is endowed with a combination of rich natural resources and an
energetic and resourceful citizenry, which has resulted in a rate of economic
development somewhat above the national average. For this we are grateful,
although it produces an ever growing problem for those who are charged with
providing capital funds for the myriad public works and facilities demanded by
an expanding population and a standard of living whose course is progressively
upward.

In the year 1968 the agencies of state government, our state supported insti-
tutions of higher learning, and our local governmental units issued bonds in
the aggregate of almost $1 billion. Still we lost ground in the race to meet our
needs for expanded educational plants, water resources development, water pol-
lution control, hospital facili~jes, airport construction, roads and streets, and
all of the other purposes for which state and local bonds are issued. (With only
about 5% of the nation's total population, we do, year after year, account for
7% to 8% of the annual volume of long term financing by state and local govern-
ments in the United States.)

The march of inflation together w!th a general tightening of credit had steadily
pushed the cost of borrowing for capital improvements upward; then came Viet
Nam, and we truly began to learn the meaning of high Interest costs on bor-
rowed capital. Money for schoolhouses which formerly cost 8% had moved up to
5%g and 6%. Hospitals, built during the earlier part of this decade at reason-
able interest costs, were being financed at interest rates which had more than
doubled. All but the larger cities, the counties with major population centers,
and the school districts with unusually large tax bases, found themselves in a
position of being unable to sell bonds--because of restraints in our statutes on
maximum interest rates which could be paid legally.

In my message to the 61st Texas Legislature which convened in Regular
Session in January, 1969, I submitted one, and only one, emergency recommev-
dation: corrective legislation to increase the maximum legal interest rate on all
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'bonds, where governed by statute, to 6%%. The Legislature responded quickly.
We soon had a statute on the books which permitted local governmental units
to proceed with the financing of their badly needed construction programs.

But the efficacy of this remedy was short lived. Within six months there were
delegations representing some of the largest municipally-financed projects in our
State calling at my office imploring me to submit to a called session of the
Legislature, then in session, additional legislation designed, this time, not to
increase interest rate limitations again, but to remove them entirely.

Our prolonged economic boom has produced an inflation of all costs, including
the cost of borrowing money, and the strain on our economy resulting from the
Viet Nam conflict has exacted its toll. These things, though, we could have
coped with. We tightened our belts, and we tackled the necessary-if un-
pleasant-chores of increasing assessment ratios of taxable property, of in-
creasing tax rates, and of boosting user charges for those projects financed
with revenue bonds.

We could have met the crisis, and we could have survived except for one
thing: so-called tax reform measures under consideration by the House Ways
and Means Committee. The bad publicity, the misleading propaganda, and the
half-truths which have come out of these machinations (there were no hear-
ings), have virtually destroyed the market for bonds of state and local govern-
ments.

The only course left open to us was to remove all limits on local governmental
bond interest rate, and this we have now done in Texas. The municipal bond
market has become so utterly shattered, and the morale of investors so under-
mined by actions of the Federal government, that state and local government
must now compete with private industry for capital. There are worthy projects
in Texas which must be financed regardless of borrowing costs; hence the
removal of limitations on interest rate.

But this is not the answer. There remain those public facilities which can be
financed only through a pledge of user charges, and which become economically
Infeasible when the sponsoring governmental agency is obliged to pay 7%, 8% or
more in annual interest rates. Consider also the plight of units of local govern-
ment with a rigidly limited debt service budget. To illustrate: a small school
district which needs a $1 million school building can finance it with a debt
service budget of $66,050 per year if it can sell 30-year bonds at an interest rate
of 5%. The total final interest cost is $981,500.

Increase the interest rate to 6%, and that same $66,050 debt service budget
requires an amortization period of 45 years on a $1 million bond issue and an
ultimate interest cost of $1.972,250. But what happens when the bond market
reaches such a chaotic state that an interest rate of 7% is required to make the
bonds on our hypothetical district saleable? Interest alone on a $1 million 7%
school bond issue is $70,000 per year. Of what help to this district is a statute
which removes the legal limit on interest rate?

The securities industry in this country is in the hands of some of the most
-astute persons within the business community, and the same is generally true of
those who invest in state and local government bonds. The industry and the
community which it serves has kept an apprehensive eye on the Washington
scene for several years, particularly since the Supreme Court's ruling in the
Atlas Life Insurance Company case in which the Court, in interpreting the Life
Insurance Company Income Tax Act of 1959, denied the right of full exemption
on interest income from municipal bonds held by a life insurance company.
Within a span of about six years the percentage of investments of all life
insurance companies represented by state and local government bonds has shrunk
from, more than 6%- to less than 1%.
* Apprebenion grew Into alarm as the tax-exempt bond sector of the securities

market saw the handwriting on the wall with such unfortunate happenings as
the testimQny given to the House Ways and Means Committee In November, 1968
concerning 154 individuals in the country who, despite annual incomes in excess
of $200,000, paid no Federal income taxes; the impression was allowed to spread
abroad that this was accomplished with interest income on tax-exempt municipal
bonds. No publicity at all was given to later testimony before the same committee
showing that there was not a single person out of thesQ same 154 who used

.miuicipal bond Interest as the principal tax reducing factor.
, IThe market for state and local government bonds has been, for all practical
purposes, destroyed. We in Texas are confronted with such problems as the plight
of America's sixIh largest city, Houston, which, in an attempt to secure $24 million

I
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in capital funds for emergency enlargements and extensions to its waterworks
system. was unsuccessful in receiving a single bid for its bonds notwithstanding
a - ?rmissible interest rate of 6 %. For all of this we can thank the House of
Representatives for its passage of H.R. 13270 and its inclusion of Sections 301
and 302.

Proponents of the measure point, of course, to other provislas of the bil, the
rescue device, the free money subsidy afforded by Sections 601 and 602. ','n view
of the enormity of the problem, the extent of the emergency, It would appear
at first blush that there is really no other alternative but to walk into th.'s trap
which the architects of the scheme have provided.

Even if we were willing to go to this extreme to meet the real emergency
which exists, and even if we were willing to transfer the whole local decision
making process to the Washington bureaucracy, would it work? The answer is
no. We have not yet really seen any chaos In the area of state and local govern-
ment capital financing until an attempt Is made to set that scheme in motion.

Myriads of legal questions immediately present themselves, as well as some
very practical ones such as enabling legislation in each of the fifty states,
et cetera. A snarl of gargantuan proportions will be the inevitable result; a
paralysis In the market where the private sector is afraid to proceed and where
the bureaucracy is enjoined from operating is bound to occur. This must r-ot be
allowed to happen.

Aside from the inconvenience and the actual endangering of human life and
property resulting from a shutdown-or even a major slowdown-in the con-
struction of public works and improvements financed with state and local govern-
meut bonds, there is to be considered the cost, the economic loss, direct and
indirect.

This threat to the tax-exempt status of state and local government bonds has
been in the making for at least a year. In my state we have issued bonds during
that year to the extent of about $1 billion. The most conservative estimate I have
had from reliable sources is that the additional interest rate resulting from this
disturbing factor In the bond market is at least 1%: and most estimates are
higher. But with the addition of only 1%, the proponents of this measure have
already cost the State of Texas and its political subdivisions not less than
$1.50 million In ultimate interest charges. The corresponding figure for the
country as a whole would be about $2.4 billion, and please bear in mind that
this is just one year's borrowing.

Not ,n.y is the self-reliance of local governments in meeting their own needs
at stake, but also confideljce in governments . . . the credibilllv of governments
which already have sold tax-exempt bonds.

I urge the Committee to delete Sections 301, 302, 601, and 602 of the bill.
PRESTON SMITH, Gorernor of Texas.

SENATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

Harrisburg, Septembcr 25, 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
S nate Office Building,
Washington., D.O.

M1Y DEAR SENATOR LONG: I wish to protest the changing of the tax-exempt
status of State and municipal bonds, as proposed by the Congress of the United
States.

Yesterday, the Pennsylvania Senate Banking Committee had a meeting with
respect to raising interest rates on State municipal bonds. We had present three
nationally known representatives of the banking profession. We are absolutely
amazed to hear the chaos facing State and municipal bond, due to the move by
certain people in the Congress to make such bonds taxable for income tax
purposes.

If these bonds are made taxable, there will be a partial collapse in the con-
struction of highways, hospitals, schools, public housing and other public con-
struction. Sewers so necessary for clean streams can be forgotten.

The Congress of the United States has already done great damage to the In-
terest rates of State and municipal bonds. The banxkcrs are demanding more
interest because there is now a calculated risk of Federal taxability.

This is a vicious situation that can benefit no one.
Very sincerely yours,

CLARENCE D. BELL, Senator.
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SMEMBED 18, 1969.
Mr. Tox VAI ,
Chef Oounuek Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Wastngton, D.C.

DzA M. VAIL: As Mayor of the City of Providence, I am deeply concerned
with the effects of the proposed tax on the interest received from holders of
municipal bonds. I had our finance department do a preliminary study of the
Impact such a tax would have upon the tax rate in the City of Providence. On
the basis of this study the following conclusions were arrived at:

The City of Providence currently has authorized but not yet bonded 80 million
dollars in new issues.

On the basis of projection of these figures over the next five year period end-
Ing in 1975, the tax rate increase to (the Providence tax payer resulting solely
from the effect of the tax on interest from municipal bonds would be approxi-
mately $.63 the first year, $1.86 the second year, $3.02 the third year, $4.11 the
fourth year, $5.15 the fifth year and $6.00 by the end of the fifth year.

These figures were derived at simply by considering the 80 million dollars
already authorized and not yet Issued. This does not take into consideration any
new future issues. We allowed merely for the differential In the interest pay-
ments which would have to be made up to holders of these bonds. Therefore, by
using an interest rate of 10% rather than the present 5%. return, the net result
would be to raise the tax rate In the City of Ptovidence by the amounts listed
above. Such a tax increase to the residents of the City of Providence would come
at a most inopportune time when additional and increasing demands are being
made by the teachers, police and fire and the municipal employees; and the costs
of municipal services as a whole are Increasing. Since most cties are experienc-
ing the same demands for increased services at higher casts, the added burden
of additional interest payments to holders of municipal bonds would cause our
local tax rates to sky rocket. This in turn would most -llely affect the low in-
come and middle Income tax payer. Also, the City would have to turn more and
mort. to the federal government for alternative means of financing which would
mean shifting more local control to the federal level.

I urge you to carefully consider the potentially dire effects such a tax would
have on local governments before approval Is given.

Very truly yours,
JosEPH A. DooBLEy, Jr.,

Mayor of Providence.

CrrY or GRAND ISLAND,
Grand Island, Nebr., September 30, 1969.

Senator RusszuL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Offlie Building, Waahngton, D.O.

DzA SzATOR LoNe: The City of Grand Island, Nebraska, objects to these
three specific provisions in H.R. 18270:

1. To Include the interest from municipal bonds in an allocation of
deductions rule.

2. To include interest from municipal bonds in a limit on tax preference.
8. To establish a bond interest subsidy program for bond Issuers who

waive their tax exemption.
The passage of this bill by the House has already demoralized the present

holders of and the prospective purchasers of municipal bonds
We have some $20,000,000 plus of bonded indebtedness at the present time.

Most of this was issued for water and electric operations. Ironically, our citizens
voted approval for $1,425,000 bond Issue this Spring. This was the first bond
lam approved for municipal purposes since 1938, in our City. This issue Is the
City's share of matching funds for a HUD grant for a storm sewer project. Storm
sewer proposals have been defeated three times prior to this election.

Now we cannot sell our bonds because of a maximum state interest ceiling and
ER 1827a The first reason will be rectified in late December, when the new legis-
lation removing the ceiling, becomes effective. You hold the reins on the latter.

The Senate Finance Committee should, in our opinion, take a stand to oppose
the retention of the above three provisions immediately. his would help to sta-
billse the municipal bond market and reduce interest rates again to make them
sleable. Please request this of your committee.

We respectfully urge that no change be effected in the present tax exempt
bond law for governmental issues.

Sincerel yours, ,JoHN Dmu Mailer.
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STATEMENT OF HON. CLYDE DOYAL, MAYOR, PASADENA, TEX.

Hon. Russell Long, members of the Senate Finance Committee, gentlemen, I
make this statement as the chief elected representative of more than 100,000,
Americans and, I believe, on behalf of cities with small and medium populations
throughout Texas and across the Nation as well. The provisions of the "Tax
Reform Act of 1969", H.R. 13270, affecting the tax exempt status of municipal
bonds spell disaster for the financial structure of local government, if not for the
entire concept of local government as it functions today. I urge you to eliminate
all reference to municipal bonds in the tax reform bill and to do so promptly in
order to ease the turmoil already evident in the bond market

It is not my intent to cite an interminable list of statistics showing the detri-
mental effects of H.R. 13270 upon interest rates and the bond market, should
you adopt it in its present form, nor do I wish to discuss the constitutionality of
taxing the instruments of a governmental agency. Undoubtedly, you have re-
ceived, or will, volumes of testimony and technical data on these Issues. I choose
to leave discussions of economics to economists, of constitutional law to con-
stitutional lawyers and of bond markets and interest rates to fiscal experts.
I speak to you as one experienced in local affairs; as one who deals in local
problems on a day to day basis; as one who is concerned for the local taxpayer;
and I say to you that the proposals contained in H.R. 13270 with regard to
municipal bonds pose a threat to the cities of this country potentially greater
than any they face today.

Certainly you, and all of us, are aware of the many problems of substantial
magnitude challenging our urban areas. Problems in health, housing, crime,
streets, education, race relations and pollution to name but a few. You in the
Congress and we at the local level are working diligently to solve these pro-
blems. Some problems have their roots in the precepts upon which our society
was founded and their solution requires time. and education. Others are not so
difficult to solve. All that is needed is money.

A shortage of funds has always been the city's particular cross to bear. Most
cities are dependent upon the property tax for the bulk of their revenues. A
substantial amount, if not a majority, of property tax revenues are contributed
by the homeowner. And the homeowner (read: electorate) has very nearly
reached the saturation point with regard to increased taxes of any kind and in
particular, the property tax. If favorable interest rates on municipal bonds are
lost, then property taxes must necessarily be increased in order to meet increased
debt service requirements. I sincerely believe that the people (your constituents
and mine) would balk at paying increased property taxes while levels of muni-
cipal service remained the same. The results of this condition can be foreseen
to be (1) property taxes will remain basically unchanged and municipal ser-
vices drastically curtailed, (2) property taxes will be increased and municipal
services will remain unchanged or (3) property taxes will remain basically un-
changed and no bonds will be sold. None of these predictable results could be
considered progress by any stretch of the imagination.

It is my understanding that a provision of H.R. 13270 provides for the Federal
Government to pay to local governments a certain subsidy to offset the increased
interest rates anticipated to result from the elimination of the tax exempt status
of municipal bonds. I simply cannot see the logic of this procedure. Will the
revenue gained from taxing our bonds be used to pay this subsidy? Will it be
adequate? If the revenue from the proposed tax Is used to subsidize the in-
creased Interest upon municipal interest, what has been gained? If the revenue
from the proposed tax Is not sufficient to pay the interest subsidy, what has been
gained? Subsidies suggest guidelines and controls. Who is to determine the con-
trols upon which the subsidy would be contingent? Most bond issues are ap-
proved by election. Would the Secretary of the Treasury be able to reject the
will of the people by rejecting a subsidy?

Let me close by stressing one final point. Local government is the government
closest to the people. Local government provides the most services to the people.
Local government is the most responsive to the needs and demands of the people.
As a local official, I meet and talk with the people every day. I do not get infor-
mation second or third hand. I am not bothered by lobbyists and special in-
terests. Every local public official experiences the will of the people at first hand.
Citizens rarely call Washington, but they frequently call City Hall. We respond
to the will of the majority and it is this will that I am attempting to relay to
you. The people oppose anything which will adversely effect local tax structures

83-865--4--t. 4----e2
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a-4 certain provisions of H.R. 13270 will. Certainly, each of us would like for
everyone to pay his fair share of the taxes necessary to support this great
country. But the question of what is fair can be exceedingly complex and in this
instance the elinination of a small Inequity afforded by tax exem)t bonds would
result in an enormus injustice to the millions of Americans living in cities. I ask
you to work with us in solving the problems of urban America, not compound
them through the adoption of those provisions of H.R. 13270 effec.ting the tax
exempt status of municipal bonds.

Respectfully submitted.
CLYDE DOYAL,

Mayor, City of Paxadena, Tc'.

PRESENTATION BY 11ON. MILTON 1I. GRAHAM, MAYOR OF PHOENIX, ARIZ.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am submitting these remarks
to express my deep concern at the impact that certain provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 109 will have on my City, and ind'ed on all local and state gov-
erniments in our country.

The City of Phoenix is a rapidly growing City which has made every effort
to meet the service needs of its citizens. In order to build streets, parks, police
facilities, water systems, libraries and deliver other essential services, we h'nve.
In accordance with sound management practices, borrowed-that is. turned
to the issuance of bonds to meet the needs as they arise.

To build needed facilities now, and enable future residents to help pay for
them, we have incurred bonded debt that now totals $131) million. We have plans
to issue additional bonds totaling almost $200.000,00 over the next few years.
However, certain provisions of H.R. 13270, if passed, will have a critical effect
on the marketability and costs of municipal bonds. As a matter of fact, these
effects are so serious that just the threat of removing the tax exempt status of
municipal bonds, as implied by House passage of the bill, has been disastrous to
many American communities.

I refer specifically to the section of H.R. 13270 which includes the Allocation
of Deduction Rule and the Limit on Tax Preference. Local governments have.
up to now. enjoyed one great advantage in keeping down their costs and there-
fore the taxes of our citizens while supplying needed services. As you know,
the interest on municipal bonds is not subject to the Federal Income Tax, per-
mitting these bonds to be sold at much lower interest rates than taxable corporate
bonds. The allocation of Deduction Rule and the Limit on Tax Preference is,
in effect, an indirect tax on municipal bonds that will eliminate the favored
position of these bonds.

After careful study and deliberation, the City Council and I find that strong
opposition to these measures is our only alternative.

Aside from the grave Constitutional question posed by these provisions, the net
effect will be the creation of a new form of security which will compete with
corporate bonds, if it can compete at all. I am sure that other opponents of this
provision have pointed out that it will increase the interest rates paid by state
and local governments on bonds by at least 50%, or 2 to 3 percentage points on
the rate itself. Anyone who has bought a home recently can tell you what such
an Increase does to the monthly payments on a home. It does not take much
imagination to project such an effect to the cost of municipal capital Improve-
ments--already at an all time high because of increased construction costs and
presently high interest rates.

To Illustrate the effect in more meaningful terms, our research staff computed
the additional interest costs, from Just a 2% rise In the Interest rate, on our
presently authorized bonds.

They found that our citizens would be faced with additional taxes or service
charges totaling $50,432,000 to pay for this Increase in the rate, of the bonds can
be sold at all because of constitutional limitations on Interest rates pair by state
and local governments. This Increase of almost $2 mlllioin per year In the costs
of local government can hardly be called tax relief.

The total'of $185,000,000 in authorized bonds analyzed by our research staff
includes bonds for practically every municipal purpose--polce and fire facilities,
storm and sanitary sewers, airports and water system Improvements, municipal
office and maintenance buildings, sanitary landfills, and park, library and civic
center improvements. Most of these bonds were authorized this year by over two-
to-one margins, Incidating the urgent nee4 for the facilities.
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It is interesting to note that the additional interest costs annually caused by
removal of the tax exempt status of municipal bonds would be more than we have
been able to receive from existing categorical grant-in-aid programs. This is not
the kind of help our cities need from the Federal Government.

Of course, the increased cost of borrowing that would result from ending the
traditional tax exemption status of municipal bonds is recognized in H.R. 13270.
A feeble attempt is made to offset it with the inclusion of an Interest Subsidy
Program. At first glance, this proposal appears to be a harmless method of trans-
ferring a portion of the added costs of borrowing from the local municipalities
to the Federal Government. This would seema to make everybody happy except
the taxpayer who reputedly benefits from the tax-free interest on municipal
bonds.

The Secretary of the Treasury would administer the provision utilizing monies
from annual appropriations provided by the Congress. and therein is a major
objection to this provision. What will happen when the Secretary of the Treasury
finds himself unable to cover the increased interest of all future state and local
bonding programs as a result of inadequate appropriations or other critical
Federal needs?

The answer is quite clear. Well-intentioned Federal bureaucrats will be forced
to set priorities in order to determine what bonding programs they will fund, in
much the same way as they now do with existing grant-in-aid programs (none of
which have ever been adequately funded). If this provision is retained in the bill,
the result will be that local bonding programs voted upon by the people will, in
effect, be nullified.
Even if congresional appropriations are adequate to meet the borrowing needs

of the 90.0(0 cities, counties, school districts, states and special districts in the
United States, how could such a program be administered? Any one who has ever
been involved in a Federal program knows the paperwork, confusion, indecision
and countless delays that are inherent in each program. And these programs each
involve only a few hundred cities. But virtualy all local governmental units
borrow money through bonding, many every year.

It is difficult to imagine how the Secretary of the Treasury could ever admin-
ister such a program in such a way as to meet the needs of local government. Each

-bond sale requires months of planning and consultation with financial advisors
and bond attorneys, wec'ks of actual preparation, legal advertising, and countless
details. A delay or mistake in any one of these areas could void theale.

It would be unthinkable to superinpose another uncertainty-whether or not
the Federal subsidy is applicable, and how much it is--on this complicated
process.

Some may say that this would not happen. To me. it is a certainty, and not a
possibility. I have found no one that even understands the subsidy provision
as it is written. I cannot believe that a provision that cannot be understood can
be effectively administered.

The tprovisilon in H.R. 13270 which removes the tax exempt status of municipal
bonds should be removed immediately. Our financial advisors indicate that just
the threat of this bill becoming law, as caused by House passage, has caused in-
terest rates to rise by %%. Because of the already high interest dates caused by
Inflation, this increase has destroyed the bond sales of hundreds of local govern-
ment units with 6% interest rate limitations.

Unless the threat Is removed immediately. it will destroy a sale scheduled
In Phoenix for late October. This' is a small sale-only $4,000,(00-but it is
urgently needed to construct needed improvements for the remainder of this
fiscal year.

CONCLUSION

The problems of Amerca's cities are well known, as are the promises of Federal
officials to help solve them. It will be ironical if the Federal Government. which
has not yet faced up to its obligations to the cities, intensifies these problems by
passage of this bill as it Is now written.

Thank you for your considerationn of my continents.

STATEMENT BY GORDON L. LARSON, MAYOR, CITY OF CIIADRON, NEBRASKA

SUMMARY

We oppose all provisions of HR 13270 relating to taxation, direct or Indirect.
or subsidy and tax waiver agreement. Results will be loss of local governmental
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interest and control, and freedom of choice; loss of economical operation and
increased financing costs.

Taxation of municipal bonds is not tax reform but constitutional reform, and
is unwise. The subsidy provision is part of this reform, and is opposed as not
necessary and confusing and costly and unwise.

Pure arbitrage is wrong, but seldom a problem. Most legitimate financing
programs of revenue bonds require investment in U.S. Government securities and
refinancing oftentimes required for equal lien or economical issuance of subse-
quent revenue bonds. Be cautious in this area.

'Publicity relating to municipal bonds, probably from misleading statements
of the Treasury Department, tend to lessen objections which would otherwise
be strongly in opposition. Any legislation in this area will cause higher interest
rates out of proportion to any possible value to the U.S. Government.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: By a resolution unanimously
adopted, the Council of the City of Chadron, Nebraska went on record as being
opposed to the inclusion in HR 13270 of any provision which would directly or
ndirectly tax bonds of a state or any municipal subdivision thereof, and opposed

to the Inclusion in said legislation of any material which In any way would pro-
vide for a waiver of the tax exemption of the income on bonds of any such munici-
pality or state in return for a subsidy or supplement to cover higher interest,
whether paid to the city or to the investor. The City also objects to any provision
whlch in any way would deny the right of cities or municipalities to Invest
proceeds of the issuance of bonds issued for legitimate purposes in Government
Bonds on an interim basis, commonly referred to as arbitrage.

I was also authorized by the Mayor and Council on behalf of myself and the
COuncil to send Harry Dutrow to Washington, D.O. to appear at the Nebraska
Congressional Breakfast on September 23, 1969 to present to the Senators and
Representatives of the State of Nebraska our strong feelings. Mr. Dutrow did
appear and was presented to your Committee with other Nebraskans attending
the session by ,Senator Curtis when North Platte made their presentation. Thank
you for this appearance.

We feel that self-government on the level of the state and municipality is as
important now as it was when our constitution was drawn, and has been the
major factor in the growth and prosperity of our nation.

We fell that the inclusion of the matter of taxation of the income of municipal
bonds is constitutional reform or political reform, rather than tax reform. If
proponents want this reform, it should be in the form of a constitutional amend-
ment rather than in the form of legislative enactments. We feel that the con.
sequences of this type of legislation and the true content of the bill as it relates
to taxing municipal bonds was not understood by our representatives In the
House. Otherwise, even though it was a closed vote with no right of amend-
ment, they would not have voted In favor of the legislation as they did.

In our discussions with school officials, and with county officials at all levels
in our area and elsewhere, we have found universal acceptance of this idea, and
universal rejection to the taxation of municipal bonds. We have, however, found
that the misleading publicity in connection with the overall aspects of the bill,
in particular in relation to the taxation of municipals, implies that the bill only
gives the city the right to waive or not to waive immunity and be taxed in return
for compensation for higher rates. When in Chadron, Representative Martin gave
this explanation as his reason for voting for the bill. As you know, this is only
one provision in the bill, and under the allocation of deductions and the minimum
preferred income provision the income of the bonds is taxcd directly or indirectly;
and its Impact has been felt here for some time in the form of higher rates.

Treasury statements regarding the problem and solution are misleading. They
state the situation as:

Pro iem L---Municillities benefit approximately $1,300,000,000; Federal Gov-
ernment loses $1,800,000,000; loss of $500,000,000.

Problem 1L--Municipalities sell bonds to invest in Government Bonds at a
higher rate for profit, involving arbitrage.

Solutio--Give the municipalities the voluntary power to waive their tax ex-
emption and the Federal Government will pay the Increased interest costs as
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury.
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You have to go to the foot notes for references to sections of the bill involved
in order to know that taxation on a non-voluntary basis is included in the bill.
This misleading statement of the problems and solutions has apparently been an
excuse for approval of the bill. We trust that your committee knows the full
impact of this bill and pray you will eliminate all provisions referred to above.

To is.tue bonds only to invest in Government Bonds at a higher rate is wrong
and probably illegal in most states. This abuse should be curbed. Caution must be
exercised, however, since almost all legitimate financing programs require the
issuance of bonds in anticipation of construction programs, and investments In
U.S. Gcvermuent Bonds may be the only logical or legal or safe investment of
funds landing progress payments under contracts. Many times market conditions
dictator early or timely issuance of bonds, prior to construction. Refunding of
bonds prior to option is another abuse, but In many instances is required for
equal lien and. economical financing of revenue bonds, where outstanding bond
convenants are too restrictive or outdated. It would seem that any cure in arbi-
trage should be restricted to specific areas of complete blatent abuse, and exclude
from the arbitrage restrictions financing plans with legitimate and logical ends.

Others have given the economic effect of this attack on the governmental sub-
division's immunity from taxation. This we leave to the experts. But we wish to
lend our views in opposition to this legislation, of the idea of self-government on
tie state and local level.

Thank you.

:STATEMENT BY HoN. HARRY P. ANDERSEN, MAYOR CITY OF MUIJA.A, NERB& ON
BEHALF OF CITY OF MILLARD, SCHOOL DISTRICT OF MILLARD, AND AIRPORT
AUTHORITY OF M.LLABD

SUMMARY

The City of Millard, Nebraska, School District of Millard, Nebraska, and the
Airport Authority of Millard, Nebraska, in the written statement of which this is
a summary, go on record as objecting to all provisions of H.R. 13270 relating
-directly or indirectly to the taxation of state or municipal bonds, to all references
in the law relating to plans for waiver of constitutional immunity of taxation and

related Federal Government assumption of excess costs in interest, and finally as
-objecting to restrictions on investments in Government Bonds or any penalties
in relation to its tax exempt status in connection with such investments.

The City feels the legislation relating to municipals above referred to is con-
stitutional reform rather than tax reform; is unwise; will involve higher financing
-cost to the municipalities, forcing dependence on the Federal Government and the
Loss of independent self-governing status.

It is also argued that the system as we enjoy it is efficient, economical, time-
-saving, and can be a means of solving problems which cannot be solved by the
.Federal Government.

STATEMENT

Gentlemen: I have been the Mayor of the City of Millard since it was a small
-village and have been involved with the financing necessary to have it grow into
a city approaching 10,000 people, a large city for Nebraska. I have been involved
in the appointment of an airport authority for the construction of airport facilities
to serve the City of Millard and Suburban Omaha, and have watched the school
-district grow from a small district to one of the largest in the State of Nebraska.
The growth has been orderly; it has been done economically, within our ability
to pay, and financed from the issuance of municipal bonds for P.ll utilities, street
improvement, recreational facilities, airport improvements, school buildings, etc.
All work has been under the supervision of competent consulting engineers and
architects many times used by the State and Federal Government. All improve-
ments have been of a standard required by the State of Nebraska or the Federal
Government aided projects, have been without red tape, when needed, and without
,delay.

We are just one small community, but this ability to organize and grow and to
develop and to finance in an orderly manner the necessary mundane ordinary
Improvements can be multiplied a million times over our nation. We feel that the
United States Government has shown by Its development of bureaus, by its red
tape, by Its complications, by its multiplicity of programs and by every other
measure, that it would be completely incapable of duplicatin what has a44 q41%
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be (lone with local self-government. We think this Is proven by the excess of
bureaucracies in England, France, Italy and other nations with a strong na-
tionalistic centraI ly-cont rolled government.

In addition to this orderly, efficient method of acquisition of needed capital
improvements on a state , ad local level, we feel that the cost to the taxpayer of
improvements timely made has been greatly reduced, not only from the standpoint
of inflationary influences but from the standpoint of lower construction costs
because of local control, lack of red tape and efficiency. The taxation of municipal
bonds will raise the interest cost to a point which will be substantially higher than
the borrowing costs of the Federal Government. If such a tax were in effect, l(al
governments would have no other place to look for financing or money than to the
Federal Government. We know from experience that either guarantees or grants
or loans from the Federal Government ultimately entail Federal Government
requirements, priorities, and controls, and other requirements many times not
related to the problems involved. Many times priorities are political and delays
have sound reasons, but more often delays and priorities can be traced to bureau-
cratic inefficiency. Taxation of our bonds, we feel, would not only destroy self-
government and the tremendous free contributions of those involved in local
government, but because of bureaucratic Involvement would be either a major
inflationary Influence or would restrict the construction of facilities, and is
unwise.

The governmental subdivisions which I represent go on recoi in opposition
to all provisions In H.R. 13270 including all references in Title III Section 301
and 302 and Title IV Section 601 and 602, and any other provision which might
relate to arbitrage or the taxation of municipal bor.ds. We believe in local -eIf-
government. In addition to being opposed to the taxation, we strongly oppose any
statute which would Involve a waiver of the constitutional Immunity from taxa-
tion and with a resiiltant responsibility of the Federal Government in connection
with local financing, whether it be by Interest subsidy or guarantee or otherwise.

There are many problems today facing all cities, particularly large metropolitan
areas, which involve areas of national concern and involve expenditures far in
excess of the ability of the localities to pay, and where Federal aid is recognized
as necessary-such as poverty and %Ium areas, deterioration of care areas of
cities, air pollution, water pollution, mass transportation, highway construction.
With grants in aid and a working relationship between the Federal Government
and state and local governments, these can be solved, and tax exemption for the
cities' share will be an asset rather than a hindrance.

We do not argue against aid where the problem Is national and ability to pay
is insufficient. We know where aid and grants are made, control follows; and on
national problems It is logical. We do argue about the taxation of our securities
or the control of legitimate areas of self-government, and the furnishing of re-
quired facilities and services authorized by state constitutions and state laws,
and the loss of which would result from such taxation.

1 appeared on behalf of the City at the Nebraska Congressional Breakfast on
September 23. 1969 to express our views to our Senators and Representatives,
and was privileged to stand and to be introduced to your committee at the time
North Platte gave their testimony. Thank you for your consideration.

TnE CITY or Now YORK
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR,

New York, N.Y., September 23,1969.
H~jn. RUSSELL LONe,

Ohalrman, Committee on Finance and Taxation,
Setato OPce Building, Washkiton, D.C.

DEa M. CHAIRMAN: I want to plate thr City of New York clearly on the
record as being strongly opposed to the proposals now before your committee to
tax the Interest on municipal bonds.

The proposal to tax interest on municipal bonds would damage the cause of
the nation's cities and states far more than It could possibly benefit the U.S.
Treasury. Nor will this unwise measure achieve equity among taxpayers.

I estimate that the cost of the proposed measure--at a minimumi-wJ amount
to an extra $5 million per year for New York C'ity alone, or the cumulative effect
will be such that it will cost $50 million more a year in ten years. This would
be the result if it caused only a 1% rise in our interest rates: the actual cost
could turn out to be far higher.
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This costly penalty will not be paid by the higl-income individuals whose tax-
free status the Congress is justifiably trying to end. Instead, it will be paid by
the hard-pressed middle-income taxpayers of this city. This is early shown in
the testimony given by the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury on April 22.
1969: the much-publicized cases of high-income individuals who pay no taxes
did not come about through the use of tax-exempt municipal bonds to avoid
taxation.

This City, and the other great urban centers of the nation, are in urgent need
of more, not less, help from the Congress. I urge you to oppose ending tax
exemption on municipal bonds and thus bring to a stop the uncertainty that has
already forced up interest rates on municipal bonds in the market There are
many steps that can be taken to assure greater equity for all Americans through
tax reform. Thc ending of tax exemption on municipal bonds is not one of them.

Sincerely,
JOHN V. LINDsAY, Mayor.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES H. NOPICK, MAYOR OF OKLAHOMA ::TY,
OKLA.

Gentlemen: The City Council of tWe City of Oklahoma City has authorized me
to file for record and consideration a statement setting forth the unalterable
opposition of the City of Oklahoma City to all those provisions of II.R. 13270
which have to do with the Taxation of the Interest on Municipal Bonds or
attempts to ameliorate the effect of any such tax.

Members of the Oklahoma City Council attended the hearing before you gentle-
men on September 23, 1969 and the printed testimony and additional statements
received on that date have been examined.

In the interest of brevity I wish to express our general concurrence in the above
testimony and statements. We particularly concur in the statements, made by the
several Governors and Mayors, and join them in urging immediate action.

Whether through design or by inadvertence the proponents of this phase of
H.R. 13270 have proceeded from a concept that Is both unwarranted and untena-
ble. Tax exempt interest on Municipal Bonds does not constitute a loop-hole in
the tax laws. It cannot be used to reduce the tax on income earned from other
sources. It is not a deduction nor a tax credit. It stands apart from all other ex-
clusions on its historical basis as a recognition of the continued existence of the
Federal System. There is no "loss" to the Federal Treasury by reason of its
existence. To assert such a "loss" is to assume that there is a legal compulsion on
investors to invest and that all such investments will be profitable. The absurdity
of such ideas Is self evident.

Oklahoma City, as a matter of policy, has elected to participate in many of the
Federal programs which have for their purpose the making of urban life more
tolerable. We have voted general obligation bonds and through our established
Authorities, are prepared to issue Revenue Bonds to accomplish these purposes.
Due to the combination of Inflation and the threat of this Legislation our bonds
cannot be marketed and these projects must soon come to a halt unless relief
is granted.

While to some it appears to be politically appealing to talk of making everyone
pay some tax, punitive legislation rarely proves sound and sooner or later, back-
fires. Inevitably, this will prove true unless the historical tax exemption of
interest on Municipal bonds remains unchanged.

The additional costs (amply illustrated in other testimony) will fall on the
ad valorem tax payer and the user of the publicly owned services and utilities,
the vast majority of whom are the small taxpayers. The glee with which one
might momentarily greet the idea that the rich have been soaked, will soon be
gone when his ad valorem tax statement and his water and other utility bills
let him know that he has been drenched.

The testimony of others on this subject in pointing up the chaos which has
resulted from the threat to remove this tax exemption has illuminated a path to
an area of true tax reform which will redound to the benefit of the small tax-
payer. Just as we have seen that the possible narrowing of the market for
Municipal Bonds has increased the demanded interest rate thereon, so would a
broadening of this market reduce the Interest rate on such obligations. Regardless
of size, this Interest is paid by most of the small taxpayers.
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This would seem to commend Itelf to all members of Congress as a matter for
ILgislation. We would respectfully urge that the suggestions heretofore made to
this Committee, that a way he found to permit Municipal Bonds to compete with
corporate bonds in the Pension Find market. We would further urge that a new
look be taken at the, Life Insurance Income Tax Act of 19-159 In light of the fact
that Industries Investments in Municipal Bonds have fall from 6% to 1% of its
Investments Without a doubt, study will show other markets now closed which
could be opened.

In oncluiton and summation, we urge Inmedinte consideration lm given to the
almost universal opposition to these provisions of FIR. 13270 so that the breath
of life will again come to the Municipal Market. We further urge immediate
consideration to Legislation broadening the Municipal market so that a new
source of money at a reasonable price to the taxpayer will become available for
the construction and development of those projects undertaken as a part of the
overall Federal Program of Municipal and Environmental Improvement, as well
as other Capital needs.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

JAMES H. NORICK, Maior.

OFFICE OF 'rTE MAYOR,
Lake Oharles, La., September 29, 1969.

Hon. RxtssrL LoNO.
CITAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMIrrE,.

In my capacity as Mayor of the City of Lake Charles. LTuisiana, and as Presi-
dent of the Louisiana Municipal Associatlon, I file this statement in strong
opposition to the provisions of H.R. 18270 proposing to limit and restrict the
exemption afforded municipal bond interest under the current income tax laws
of the United States. Passage of H.R. 18270. as presently written, will cripple
the municipal bond market and will financially hurt most of the very people the
prorponents of this legislation are trying to help.

The major argument being made is that the principal benefieiarine of the
present interest exemption are the wealthy, who by Investing in municipal bonds
can reduce their federal Income tax liability. In point of fact. however, the true
beneficiaries of the exemption are the millions and millions of lower and middle
income property owners. The very purpose of the exemption was to enable state
and local governments to borrow money to finance roads, schools, hospitals,
recreational facilities, ete. for considerably les total cost than they could if the
interest paid on the money they were borrowing was subject to Federal Income
Tax. Since in large measure, these facilities are paid for by local homeowners
through property taxes, twse are the people who truly reap the benefits of the
exemption.

If the tav reform bill Is enacted In its present form and ths Interest exemption
Is either limited or eliminated, costs of local public improvements are going to
be very substantially Inereaged-and our people will either have to assume larger
property tax bills--or do without much needed capital facilities, many of which
are being fostered by Congress.

It Is important, too, that the Committee keep in mind the fact that Individuals
and Institution.q that Invest In municipal %ecurlties pay for the Income tax
exemption the bond afford. They pay for It by accepting considerably lower In-
terest yields than they could obtain by Investing In other types of securities.

Recent studies, moreover, Indicate that the number of Individual Investors
who derive any appreciable amount of Income from tax exempt securities Is ex-
tremely small. One recent study, conducted by the Michigan Survev Research
Center, indicated that of persons surveyed In Income tax brackets of $815,000 and
more. 65 per cent held qome municipal bonds. but only 18 per cent derived as
much as 10 per cent of their revenue from that source and only 6 per cent
derived as much as 25 per cent,

I fully agree that the upper Income people in this country should bear their
fair Income tax burden, hut subjecting state and local bond interest is not the
way to go about acconolishing this There are numerous, other ways that the
federal government could tax the tneomem of these people. In view of thls. It
would be very wrong for the Congress to penalize the vast majority of the
American pople. which limiting the state and local bond tax exemption would
do, Ju t to get to a handful o? the extremely wealthy and to provide the federal
government with a few more dollars (which s ,d0htftul).
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In view of these constructions, I strongly implore the members of this Corn-
mitee to delete the provisions of this bill which would bring this about. Municipal
governments today already have more problems than they can effectively produce
solutions for, and this Congreat and those of the last two decades have recognized
this fact and have seen fit to Institute numerous grant-in-aid programs to help
the Cities with these problems; so please do not permit a financial barrier to be
built, over which none of us could climb. I plead with you to bury these proposals
and lay them to rest forever.

Thank you.
R spectfully submitted,

JAMES E. SUDDUTH,
Mayor of Lake Charles, President of the LMA.

CITY OF BOSTON, OFFICE OF THE MAYOR,
Boston, October 2, 1969.

Senator Russ.L B. LONG,
Ohafrman, Finance Commission, U.S. Senate,
New Seniate Oflce Building, Was8hngton, D.C.

DEAR MR. CnAiRmAN: Although I was hopeful that your schedule might permit
me to testify before the Committee, I fully understand how the large number of
such requests made such an opportunity impossible. I would. however, ap-
preciate your making this letter a part of the Hearings record so that my concern
regarding the tax status of municipal bonds be a matter of public record.

In brief I am opposed to any proposal which would involve the taxation of
municipal bonds in the absence of a reliable alternative to the financial loss re-
sulting fromi, such a measure.

I am of course aware that interest subsidies have been considered. Un-
fortunately, subsidies which must survive the annual scrutiny of the appropria-
tions proces.q are not the answer. An interest subsidy which would pledge the
long-term obligation of the U.S. Treasury (for the maturity iXried of the bond)
is the type of substitute which alone can compensate the already hard-pressed
cities for the loss of their tax free status.

Many of the devices being considered such as minimum tax, etc. are not
satisfactory answers to the plight all local officials will encounter when their
citizens are asked to carry additional tax burdens caused by higher interest rates
from municipal bonds that are no longer tax exempt.Sincerely,

KEviN H. Wnrrm, Mayor.

STATEMENT OF G. T. BLANKENSaIP, ATTORNEY GENEL, STATE OF OKLAHOMA

This is a statement for the consideration of the United States Senate Finance
Committee on certain aspects of the tax bill currently under advisement. I
wish to thank the Chairman and members of this committee for the opportunity
to express my views.

To give an Indication of the extent to which Oklahoma would be affected by
certain of the proposals, consider the following:

Oklahoma has an annual appropriated budget of approximately $20.000.
000.00. During the years of 1967 and 1IS the State and its various political
subdivisions issued in excess of $250,000,000.00 in bonds for building schools,
public health facilities, court houses, water and sewage systems, college. school
buses, other public buildings, and myriad other public works projects which
amount to more than 62% of our appropriated budget each year.

This type of financing is definitely increasing because of the problems a
state or political subdivision continually faces in raising an ever-increasing
amount of revenue to meet the need and demand for an ever-increasing number
of services. It Is then quite proper to project that within relatively few years
the bond finaLcing technique will equal or exceed in amount appropriated
expenditures.

No one can seriously doubt that the effective removal of the tax exempt
feature of municipal bonds would have a catastrophic effect on the financing
of public works in my state. The mere consideration of this bill by the Congress
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has already caused Increased interest costs to the states, and in some instances
bhas apparently caused bond offerings to fail for want of a single bid from
a buyer.

In many states, and in my own, the legislators are having to give consideration
to changes in legislation to raise the established maximum interest rate, with
all the attendant delays, because in many instances the chaos resulting from
concern over this tax bill makes present interest limitations totally unrealistic,
and renders it unlikely that the bonds could be sold. We are thus already in fact
suffering the effects of the tax bill.

There are many philosophical, political, and policy considerations which
mitigate against these tax proposals.

The first is that our Senators and Congressmen are elected by the people of
their states to be the people's representatives in Washington, and have the
attendant duty to represent the interests of their states. To pass such a measure
with such drastic adverse effects on the states, especially without any signifi-
cant monetary gain (but with substantial increase in the national government's
power) is contrary to the fundamental tenets of federalism.

It cannot be seriously advocated by any student of government that the
projects imperiled by this bill in 50 different states with significant variations
In laws, institutions, geography, and economies, can be better administered on
a national level. Local administration is axiomatically more responsive to local
needs. It would be extre .ly impractical to implement the interest subsidy
proposals for the simple reason that to determine the amounts of subsidies
within the proposed percent ges allowable requires either arbitrary, or practically
administratively impossible, evaluations of "micro" government on the "macro"
governmental level. The effect then is an effective step toward the crippling, or
destruction, of a highly responsible (local) and correlatively more efficient
and effective municipal financing system grounded on 100 years of experience.
The proffered substitute is an untried, unproven, briefly considered proposal, the
expressed intention of which is to "get" some tax avoiders, most of whom are
taking greatest advantage of other tax preferences, rather than mainly exploiting
the exemption on income from municipal bonds.

Let us consider alternatives facing the states. The most drastic possibility
is the potential collapse of the present municipal 'bond market, forcing states
into competition with corporate bonds at a correspondingly higher interest cost,
at a time when we can least afford it.

Another is initially an indirect Federal subsidy (i.e. reimbursement) followed
eventually by direct Federal subsidy (for the project itself) with the attendant
bureaucratic interference with local programs, the net result being that state
and local government will be less rather than more responsible, which is not
desirable.

Another alternative is the concept of advance funding, forcing the states to
operate on a cash-in-hand basis. The states would then be placed in a position
of curtailing services for years to accumulate enough cash to finance projects
in a time of spiraling inflation, and labor and material costs.

There are legislative alternatives available for the Congress. Among these are
the so-called Urbank, and the proposed Municipal Bond Guarantee Corporation.
Evaluation and criticism of these proposals have already been made. A serious
and critical suggestion was offered by the Honorable Norbert T. Tiemann, Gover-
nor of Nebraska, that any proposal In this area be studied carefully. I think that
proper evaluation would necessarily involve the private as well as governmental
sector. The considerations are too significant to lack proper thorough examination.

The inclusion of municipal bond Income in gross income to determine a mini-
mum Income tax or for the limit on tax preference would seem ultimately to
work a tremendous hardship on local government without necessarily removing
any inequities In income tax assessment That is, a persuasive argument can be
made that the buyer of tax exempt bonds takes them with less interest cost to
the issuing government (then less tax dollars) in exchange for the reduction
in his income tax liability; if the tax exempt feature Is removed, such bonds will
not be sold without increasing the income to the purchaser (to offset his tax
liability) and thereby directly increasing the amount of tax money needed to
be spent to pay the higher interest costs, thus placing the increased tax burden
on the middle-income taxpayer who supplies the vast bulk of tax dollars. The
effect, then, of removing the tax exemption feature of municipal bonds is to place
another indirect tax on the ordinary taxpayer.
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There -re significant constitutional questions to be raised concerning the
attempt to place an income tax on municipal bond interest. Our United States
Supreme Court has thwarted one such prior attempt in the Pollack v. Farmers'
Loan 4 Trust Company case.

The Court maintained that position in National Life Insurance CJo. v. United
States. See also Macallen v. Massachusetts.

If this proposal is adopted the states will be forced into an unwanted posture.
If the national government could constitution ally abrogate state sovereignty by
taxing municipal bond income, cannot the states in turn tax the income on federal
securities? Will the effects of this proposal work so drastically on the states that
they will be forced to bring about explicit constitutional protection? The implica-
tions of this legislation are too profound to warrant adoption without extensive
inquiry being made Into methods by which the hardship would be worked upon
the states and the taxpayers could be avoided, and the interests of the people
be protected.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS B. BURCH, ATTORNEY GENERAL, STATE OF MARYLAND, ON
BEHALF OF NATIONAL AssOcIATIoN OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL

I am Attorney General of the State of Maryland. I am a member of the Execu-
tive Committee of the National Association of Attorneys General which I repre-
sent here. Our Association consists of the chief law officers of each of the 50
States and also of the Territories.

Our Assoclation is proud that in 1938 it fathered the Conference on State
Defense, which is the coalition of the national organizations of state and local
governments and of the respective executive, fiscal and law officers of the States
and local governments. They join together at our invitation to preserve the
exemption of state and local government institutions from federal taxation.

Each time in the past three decades when attempts were made to withdraw the
tax exemption of state and local government bond income, we have appeared here
by one of our number and protested. We are gratified that the announcement
of the present hearings contains no proposal for the withdrawal of this exemption
on a non-optional basis. We are committed to resist any such attempt.

We agree with the fiscal and economic position of the other state officers' asso-
ciations represented on this panel. But as the chief law officers of the States, our
special competence is as to the legal aspects of proposals in this field. In 1939
the State Attorneys General of that day submitted a brief to this Committee
asserting the unconstitutionality of any federal tax on our broad interest without
state consent. (Incidentally, the present Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court was one of the signatories--he was then Attorney General of
California.) We commend that brief to you and submit that nothing has happened
in the intervening 30 years to change its conclusions.

I know that law is a prediction of what a court will do in fact and that some
good lawyers do not predict as we do. But we submit that any retreat from the
doctrine of the reciprocal constitutional immunity from the federal and state
governments' taxation of each other reached Its high water mark in 1938. From
then on the trend has been toward increasing reaffirmation of reciprocal consti-
tutional immunity.

It remains true that the Supreme Court unanimously held unconstitutional any
federal taxation of state and local government bond interest in Pollock v. Farmer's
Loan & Triist Co., 157 U.S. 429. From that proposition the Court has never
retreated.

Cases in the 1030's imposed a qualification on the general doctrine of immunity,
when it was sought to apply it to the profits of construction contractors and
tenants and the salaries of public officers. (James v. Dravo Conitracting CJo., 320
U.S. 134: Helrerinp v. ifouitain. Producers Corp.. 303 U.S. 376; Helvering v.
Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 405). The qualification, in the case of governmental functions,
is that the immunity cannot be claimed unless the tax in question threatens to
burden the conduct of state and local governments unduly. As for bond interest,
it is unquestionable that income tax would constitute such an undue burden.

Indeed, I must note that for that reason, among others, we will be supporting
a modification by the Congress of its mislabeled definition of industrial develop-
ment bonds in the Revenue and Expenditures Control Act of 1968. That matter,
we understand, will be the subject of separate hearings and we will be back with
our suggestions at that time.
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You will note that as I stated our legal opinion it was that state and local
government bonds may not be taxed by the Federal Government without State
consent. Conversely, If a State consents, Congress may lawfully tax its bonds and
those of its municipalities. If, then, the enumerated proposals on the Committee's
agenda under this subject are unequivocably kept optional for each state, it will
avoid the stated constitutional obstacle.

We have one qualification, however. It Is addressed to any proposals which
might make It optional to individual municipalities to trade the exemption of
their bonds for a promise of a federal interest subsidy. For that to be legally
possible the 8tate of which the municipality is the agency must give Its authoriza-
tion by state statute.

The constitutional immunity inheres in the sovereignty of the States. In the
case of political subdivIsions, it is derived from their nature as state instrumen-
talities. Thus the cities may not themselves yield the immunity unless their
respective states consent.

This is illustrated by the two Federal municipal bankruptcy act cases, which
involved the bonds of political subdivisions. The first municipal bankruptcy act
was held unconstitutional because it did not call for state consent to federIl
adjustment, in bankruptcy, of municipal obligations. Ashton v. District No. 1,
298 U.S. 513. When the act was amended to require state consent, it was upheld.
United States v. Bekins, 304 U.S. 27.

It is difficult to exclude policy considerations from legal appraisals. That is
why we caution you against the dangers of federal control of state and local
policies in the area of exclusive state and local responsibility. The two proposals
identified by your press release can hardly avoid these dangers.

They both call for taxation of our obligations, directly in the first proposal
and indirectly in the second, with the Federal Government paying the additional
cost of borrowing on a taxable basis.

With the Federal Government called on to make annual appropriations for
this purpose, no one can be certain that sooner or later conditions will not be
attached, and that these conditions reflecting the Federal policy of the moment,
would not displace state and local government policy In matters that tht, Tenth
Amendment to the Constitution reserves to the States.

We also frankly fear lest any plan subvert state and local governments free
access to the conventional tax exempt any market. Any option to the Statles in a
tax proposal will be a real option only if the private tax-exempt market continues
viable and strong.

We note that the states' constitutional Immunity rests upon a policy judgement
by the Supreme Court that taxation of state and local government borrowing
can weaken the States as independent sovereignties and as the repository of
local self-government in this country, and that such weakening violates the con-
stitutional framework of our federal system.

That policy is at least as valid for you gentlemen, as legislators. The Congress
is well advised to stop far short of the line of rupture which forces the Court
to intervene to preserve the federal system.

As we appraise these two identified substitutes for or supplements to tax
exempt borrowing, we ask if they are worth the risk. As to the first proposal-
direct taxation with federal subsidy-we are convinced the risk is too great.
As to the second proposal-indirect borrowing through a subsidized federal in-
stitution-you must understand that we continue skeptical. The proponents
have an uphill fight to avoid the dangers I have mentioned. If they cannot avoid
those dangers, the plan would be unacceptable.

In marketing our obligations through these conventional channels we have
had a minimum of delay. For example, in Maryland, our 1968 First Series was
approved by the Board of Public Works (consisting of our Governor, Comptroller
and Treasurer) on July 3, 1968 and the sale was held only 13 days later on July
16 with the settlement held on August 14. Our 1969 First Series was approved
December 17, 1968 and the sale was held January 21, 1969 with settlement on
February 19. We cannot expect such expedition if Federal administrators must
be added to the processing of our bond issues particularly if we have to negotiate
differences in viewpoint.

Delay at best postpones the realization of needed public works. Sometimes it
can be very costly In money as well. For example, the 1968 issue I mentioned
produced a net interest cost to the State of 8.9491% in the July, 1968, sale. The
1909 issue, only six months later, cost us 4.3254%.
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STATEMENT OF MAoDONALD GALLON, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF ALABAMA

Those provisions of the tax reform bill pending before the Finance Committee
of the United States Senate which changes the tax exempt status of municipal
bonds can cause economic havoc and place an additional burden on the already
overburdened individual taxpayer. Removing the tax exemption on municipal
bonds will automatically shift the extra cost to local taxpayers in the form of
additional taxes. To call this "tax reform" is a cruel hoax in attempting to
mislead the American people into believing such legislation will help the "little
man." Not only must the increased cost be met by higher property taxes, but
citizens can expect to pay higher water bills, public hospital costs and all public
facilities which have been financed by the issuance of municipal bonds. On the
other hand is a stagnation of progress in public projects direly needed in almost
every municipality, both large and small.

As Attorney General of Alabama I am strongly opposed to a change in the
existing Federal law. The tax-weary people of Alabama can hardly bear addi-
tional tax yokes hung about their necks. This is the inevitable result of the
contemplated action of changing this law.

STATEMENT OF Louis J. LEFKOWITZ, ATrORNEY GENERAL, STATE OF NEW YORK

This statement is addressed to the provisions of H.R. 13270, now being consid-
ered by this honorably body, which drastically alter the tax treatment of interest
on state and municipal bonds.

As Attorney General of the State of New York I wish to state my strong
opposition to these provisions on the following grounds:

1. Taxation of the interest on state and local bonds operates on the power to
borrow before it is exercised. However this tax is imposed and whatever guise
it takes, it is a tax on the power of the states and their instrumentalities to
borrow money and is consequently repugnant to the United States Constitution.
The power to tax, as our Supreme Court stated early in our history, I- the power
to destroy. Any impairment of the direct execution of the powers of a state, in
particular, of the power to raise monies required for the fulfillment of sovereign
obligations and the exercise of sovereign functions, is in my view clearly uncon-
stitutional. Furthermore, it is my opinion that any infringement of the prefer-
ential nature of state and local debt would undermine the traditional and
undoubted power of the states and their municipalities, reserved to them by the
10th Amendment to the Constitution, to deal independently with state and local
policies and problems and the needs of their citizens.

2 In addition, this altered tax treatment would impose an intolerable burden
on the ability of states and local governments to finance capital programs. Since,
under such legislation, the State and its agencies, as well as the municipalities,
would be in direct competition with private, non-exempt bond issue, it is appar-
ent that the interest rate on public bonds would rise to the level of that com-
manded by the private issues. Clearly, such an eventuality would frustrate
billions of dollars of local and State capital projects except at a doubling or
tripling the cost. Such a result, in the face of the existing financially straitened
circumstances in which the State and its cities are already operating, would
inevitably bring about the cancellation of many necessary programs. Our
citizenry evince an unwillingness to pay more in State and local taxes than they
now pay; we are already faced with what amounts to a tax revolt. Both on the
State and local levels we are presently operating under austerity budgets. To
create a situation in which even more of the burden Is thrown upon the State
and its cities Is inconceivable.

3. As a practical proposition I suspect that the additional income tax which
would inure to the federal government would be less than the additional costs
which would be imposed upon the State and cities, so that if the federal govern-
ment were to assume "in lieu" subsidies to cover the differential in cost, it would
find itself paying out a greater sum that the amount it receives as a result of
the altered tax treatment of tax exempt interest. Moreover, if consideration be
given to the costs of administering such an "in lieu" program plus the inevitable
frictions and delays wilch relate to such a program, it is apparent that any
"net" revenue to the national government would be questionable if not non-
existent. I must note also that such subsidization implies a greater and greater
centralization of power in Washington and less and less freedom in local and
State control over what are essentially non-fedcral projects.
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In summary, federal incursions of this character into the area of state and,
local powers are constitutionally unjustifiable. Of equal importance, is the
inescapable fact that they would render raising of funds by the states and
municipalities even more difficult, if not impossible, at a time when the require-
ment for such funds is almost overwhelming. For all of the foregoing reasons,
I respectfully suggest that the provisions relating to the tax treatment of interest
on state and local bonds should not be enacted.

This statement will be supplemented by a memorandum of law dealing with
the constitutional aspects of the proposed legislation. Our memorandum will be
filed on or before October 1, 1969.

Dated: September 19, 1969
LOUIS J. LEFKOWITZ,

Attorney General of the State of New York.

MEMORANDUM PRESENTED TO U.S. SENATE IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSAL TO TAX STATE
AND MUNICIPAL BOND INTEREST-THE CONSTITUTIONAL IMMUNITY OF STATE AND
MUNICIPAL SECURITIES

This memorandum, submitted in opposition to the enactment of the local bond
interest provisions of H.R. 13270 and in supplementation of my statement pre-
sented to the Senate Finance Committee on September 22, 1969, deals with the
absence of power in the Federal Government, under the Constitution of the
United States, to impose such a tax.1

The fiscal and economic effects of Federal taxation of interest upon bonds
issued by the State and its local subdivisions were presented by Governor Nelson
A. Rockefeller of New York State and by me by written statements filed with
the Senate Finance Committee on September 22, 1969.

Such effects, it has been shown, would be to add staggering amounts to the
cost of State and municipal financing. The additional cost would be so formidable
a burden upon the people of the State that the certain, inevitable effect would
be to put a halt to the provision of essentially necessary facilities for the people.
by the State, is counties, cities, towns, villages. school districts. improvement
districts, fire districts and Authorities. Public housing, the elimination of'
water pollution, the building of State hospitals, State highways and other
public projects could not go on. The local communities-many desperately requir-
ing new facilities because of growth In population and urban deterioration in
recent years-could not provide the schools, hospitals, streets, transit, sewage,
water supply and fire fighting facilities that they so urgently need. Not only
could the increased cost not be absorbed but the tax exempt feature, gone, the
municipals particularly and the State bonds as well, would lose their sales
appeal, and the source of State and local funds by borrowing would be vastly
and seriously limited.

Thus, it is indisputably clear that such a tax would place a burden, actual,
substantial, direct and tangible, in nowise merely conjectural or uncertain, upon
the State in the performance of the functions which in the very nature of our
constitutional system of government are those .f the State and local units of
government. It Is a Judicially recognized fact that the imposition of such a tax
which would cut off the ability of State and localities to provide these facilities
for the people, both by making the cost burden one that cannot be met and by
impeding the power to borrow, could spell the end of State and municipality as
vital units of government.

Under the Constitution of the United States, such a tax may not be levied.
The Supreme Court of the United States so holds.

Immimity has it8 source in ba.sic constitutional provisions and principles
Proposals to tax State and municipal bond interest have been before the

Congress recurringly during the last several decades. but the Congress has
either declined to consider such measures or rejected them after consideration.

The invalidity of such a tax is implicit in the basic framework of our Federal
system of government. Our government was formed of a "union" of states
(Preamble to the Constitution; cf. Mr. Justice Frankfurter In Graves v. New

I For an authoritative and exhaustive review of the subject see the brief prepared under
the aegis of the Attorneys General of the United States and Counsel for Certain of Their
Munictpal Subdivisions entitled "The Constitutional Immunity of State and Municipal
Securitles-A Legal Defense of the Continued Integrity of the Fiscal Powers of the States'"
(1Q39; 420 pages).
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York er rel. O'Keefe, 306 U.S. at p. 488; Mr. Justice Douglas in New York v.
United States, 326 U.S. 594, 596-597). It was not a central government in its.
origin, divided into units by a central power. It was the States through which
the people spoke in ratifying the Constitution. The National G,)vernment is one
of delegated powers. The people and the States which united to form that
National Government retained all powers except those which they surrendered.
to the Federal Government (10th Amendment). Governmental power over
internal affairs is, by the Constitution, distributed between the National Gov-
ernment and the several States (United States v. Belmont, 301 U.S. at p. 330).
Each is sovereign In its own sphere.

From this basic concept the courts have drawn and developed the principle
that taxes may not be Imposed by the Federal or State governments, the one
upon the other, which would burden and obstruct the operations of either.
In order that this Federal system, to include the states, cities and other units

of government shall endure, in order to protect "the continued existence of the
state" (Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U.S. at p. 421), no taxes by the Federal
Government may be levied which would straiten them by depriving them of
the means of performing those functions which it is their province to exercise
for the people (Mr. Justice Douglas in New York v. United States, 326 U.S. at
p. 598).

The immunity of the States from Federal taxation, which would hamper
them from performing their essential functions, flows from the same basic prin-
ciples as the Federal Government's immunity from State taxes whici would have
the same effect. The necessity of that immunity to the National Government,
as essential to permit It to function, is one of which the Congress is acutely
aware.

I

To preserve our dual system of government, Congress has the responsibility
not to enact a law which would hamper and ultimately destroy the ability of
the States to exercise the powers expressly and deliberately reserved to them
in the Constitution (10th Amendment).

The responsibility of the Congress to preserve our dual system of government,
particularly to preserve and maintain the Integrity of the States and their
governmental subdivisions, is profound. It Is a responsibility which is primarily
that of the Congress. Only if the Congress has not fulfilled that responsibility,.
is it, the province of the courts to declare its action unconstitutional. The United
States Supreme Court approaches the construction of statutes which present the
issue of encroachment of the Federal Government upon the States, on the
assumption that the representatives of the States in the Congress would decline
to surrender the independence of the States. So in Hclvcring v. Gerhardt, 304
U.S. at p. 416, the Court said:

"The very fact that when they [representatives in Congressj are exercising
it [the national taxing power] they are taxing themselves, serves to guard
against its abuse through the possibility of resort to the usual processes of
political action which provides a readier and more adaptable means than
any which courts can afford, for securing accommodation of the competing
demands for national revenue, on the one hand, and for reasonable scope
for the independence of state action, on the other."

See, also, New York v. United States, 326 U.S. at p. 582.
Thus, the courts point to the initial duty of the Congress to abide by the

declaration of the Constitution (10th Amendment) that those powers not granted
to the government of the United States are reserved to the States and, abiding by
that constitutional declaration, not to enact any law which would render that
reservation meaningless by stripping the States of the wherewithal to exercise
the powers which the people declined to surrender to the National Government
and were deliberate in reserving to the States.

"The ultimate touchstone of constitutionality," said Mr. Justice Frankfurter
in the O'Keefe case (306 U.S. at p. 491) is "the Constitutfon Itself." It is the
constitutional duty of the members of Congress to refrain from the imposition
of taxes which would render the States powerless to function by making the
cost so excessive that it cannot be met, and by reducing dangerously the ability
to raise money through sale of bonds. For so the existence of the States as free,
Independent units of government which the Constitution intended and provided,
could end. The United States Supreme Court has said:
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"It rests on the law of self-preservation, for any government, whose means
employed in conducting its strictly governmental operations are subject to
the control of another and distinct government, exists only at the mercy of
the latter." (Ambrosini v. United States, 187 U.S. 1, 7)

That is simple fact for the Congress to consider carefully and seriously.

It

The United States Supreme Court ha3 never departed from the principle that
the Congress may not enact a law which will obstruct the functioning of State
government.

The several opinions of the United States Supreme Court In New York v.
United Stale., 826 U.S. 572 (1946), make it indisputably clear that the Court
deems the States immune from Federal taxation where such taxation would
impede or curtail them in the performance of their sovereign functions.

In one of the prevailing opinions, Justices Reed and Burton concurring, Chief
Justice Stone unmistakably forecast that the Court would disapprove any Fed-
eral tax which would:

"so affect the State, merely because it is a State that is being taxed, as to
interfere unduly with the State's performance of its sovereign functions of
government. The counter-part of such undue interference has been recognized
since Marshall's day as the implied immunity of each of the dual sovereign-
ties of our constitutional system from taxation by the other. Mculloch v.
Maryland, 4 Wheat. 816."

The issue in that case was considered and determined by the Court on the
premise that a tax is invalid which "unduly interferes with the performance of
the State's functions of government" (p. 588), and declared it "plain" that a tax
is invalid which "Infringes" "in some manner" upon the State's performance "of
its functions as a government which the Constitution recognizes as sovereign"
(p. 588), continuing (pp. 589-590) :

"'The problem is not one to be solved by a formula, but we may look to
the structure of the Constitution as our guide to decision. * * neither
government may destroy the other * * * or * * * seriously * * * Impair
• * * the appropriate exercise of the functions of the government affected
by it. Metcalf d Bddy v. Mitchell, Supra, 523-524."

Another opinion in that case said squarely (p. 584).:
"All agree that not all of the former immunity is gone."

The dissenting opinion in the case, written by Mr. Justice Douglas, in which
Mr. Justice Black concurred, was strong in its emphasis upon the sovereignty-ef
the States in our scheme of government and upon immunity from Federal taxa-
tion as an essential concomitant of that sovereignty. He said (taking as granted
that the Constitution gives to the States "immunity from a tax on the issuance of
securities" [p. 591])

(p. 592) :
"* * * the sovereignty of the States * * * has been understood throughout
our history."

(p. 592) :
"Woodrow Wilson stated the starting point for me when be said that 'the

States of course possess every power that government has ever anywhere
exercised, except only those powers which their own constitutions or the
Constitution of the United States explicitly or by plain inference withhold.
They are the ordinary governments of the country; the federal government
is its instrument only for particular purposes.'

(p. 592) :
"it Is antagonistic to the very implications of our federal system to say that
the power of Congress to lay and collect taxes, Article I, 1 8, includes the
power to tax any state activity or function so long as the tax does not dis-
criminate against the States."

Going back to earlier decisions of the Court, he quoted.
(pp. 592-593) :

"As stated in United States v. Railroad (o., 17 Wall. 322, 327-328, 'The right
of the States to administer their own affairs through their legislative, execu-
tive, and judicial departments, in their own manner through their own
agencies, is conceded by the uniform decisions of this court and by the
practice of the Federal government from its organization. This carries with
it an exemption of those agencies and instruments, from the taxing power
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of the Federal government. If they may be taxed lightly, they may be taxed
heavily; if Justly, oppressively. Their operation may be impeded and may
be destroyed, If any Interference is permitted.' "

Specifically, State and Municipal securities were to him a fortiori constitu-
tionally immune from Federal taxation:

(p. 593) :
"Can it be that a general federal tax on the issuance of securities would

be constitutional if applied to the issuance of municipal securities or of
state bonds or of the securities of public utility districts organized by the
States?"

(p. 592 footnote)
"As stated in United States v. California, 297 U.S. 175, 184, 185, the im-

munity of state instrumentalities from federal taxation 'is implied from the
nature of our federal system and the relationship within It of state and
national governments, and is equally a restriction on taxation by either of
the instrumentalities of the other.'"

He cautioned:
(pp. 593-594):

"A tax is a powerful, regulatory instrument. Local government in this
free land does not exist for itself. * * * Local government exists to provide
for the welfare of its people, * * *. If the federal government can place
the local governments on Its tax collector's list, their capacity to serve
the needs of their citizens Is at once hampered or curtailed. The field of
federal excise taxation alone is practically without limits. MaIny state
activities are in marginal enterprises where private capital refuses to ven-
ture. Add to the cost of these projects a federal tax and the social program
minay be destroyed before it can be launched. In any case, the repercussions
of such a fundamental change on the credit of the States and on their
programs to take care of the needy and to build for the future would be con-
siderablL. * * * the power to tax lightly is the power to tax severely. The
power to tax is indeed one of the most effective forms of regulation. And no
more powerful instrument for centralization of government could be devised."

(p. 594) :
"The Constitution was designed to keep the balance between the States

and the Nation outside the field of legislative controversy."
He recalled:
(pp. 594-595):

"The immunity of the States from federal taxation is no less clear because
it is implied. The States on entering the Union surrendered some of their
sovereignty. It was further curtailed as various Amendments were adopted.
But the Tenth Amendment provides that 'The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to le people.' The Constitution
Is a compact between sovereigns. * * * If the power of the federal govern-
ment to tax the States is conceded, the reserved power of the States guar-
anteed by the Tenth Amendment does not give them the independence whleh
they have always been assumed to have. They are relegated to a more servile
status. They become subject to interference and control both In the functions
which they execs and the methods which they employ. They must pay the
federal government for the privilege of exercising the powers of sovereignty
guaranteed them by the Constitution * *

Worthy of particular note is his view that a tax which would curtail State
acivity In many fields would have an adverse effect on the Federal tax burden:

(p. 598) :
"There is no showing whatsoever that an expanding field of state activity

even faintly promises to cripple the federal government in its search for
needed revenues. If the truth were known, I suspect it would show that
the activity of the States In the fields of housing, public power and the like
have increased the level of income of the people and have raised the stand-
ards of marginal or submarginal groups. Such conditions affect favorably,
not adversely, the tax potential of the federal government."

See also : pp. 594, 596-597.
Thus,, the United States Supreme Court maintains the sovereignty of the States

and the attendant principle of Immunity from Federal taxation as an indis-
pensable essential of that sovereignty and, indeed, of their continued existence.

33-865--69-pt. 4-63
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Between Chief Justice Marshall's statement of this unalterable truth as aris-
'thg from the fact that "the power to tax is the power to destroy", and Mr.
Justice Douglas' statement of the reason as that "the power to tax is indeed
one of the most effective forms of regulation. And no more powerful instrument
for centralization of government could be devised" (326 U.S. 594), have been a
long succession of decisions affirming and reaffirming the doctrine of immunity.

The argument of those who urge a tax by the Federal or State government
is based on a mistaken or wishful theory that the Supreme Court in recent years
has eroded the immunity doctrine to the point of extinction. It is not so.

Following New York v. United States, from which we have quoted at length,
.8upra, the Supreme Court In Wilmette Park District v. Campbell, 338 U.S. 411
(1949), affirmed the principle that a tax does not offend the principle of im-
miunity only "'when the burden on the state is so speculative and uncertain
that If allowed it would restrict the federal taxing power without affording
any corresponding tangible protection to the state government'" (p. 419). The
opinion (p. 420) also indicated unmistakably that a tax which would cause
"the volume of its [the State's] revenues" to suffer, would be unconstitutional.

In United States v. Allegheny Co., 32"2 U.S. 174, it was held distinctly that
"the trend of recent decisions" was not in the direction of "impairing the im-
munity of the state or nation itself" (p. 186; see also p. 194).

In Alabama v. King i. Boozer, 314 U.S. 1, in an opinion in which, of the present
Court, Justices Black and Douglas concurred, Mr. Justice Stone made clear
his acceptance of the doctrine that a tax would be invalid where "the economic
burden" thereof would fall upon the Government (p. 12) or where it was "an
infringement of the Government immunity" (p. 14).

Going back to 1938, and 1939, to Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 405, and
Graves v. N.Y. ex. rel. O'Keefe, 306 U.S. 466, the cases which held that the
salaries of State employees are taxable by the Federal Government and the
salaries of Federal employees are taxable by the States, the opinions in those
cases leave unimpaired the Immunity of the States from a Federal tax, where
the burden upon the State function is "actual and substantial" (Helvering v.
Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 421). The Court in the Gerhardt case recognized that "tihe
basis upon which constitutional tax immunity of a State has been supported
is the protection which it affords to the continued existence of the State", and
that a tax is invalid which "precludes or threatens unreasonably to obstruct
any function essential to the continued existence of the State government" (304
U.S. at pp. 421,422; see also p. 424).

In the O'Keefe case, the Court was again explicit in expressing its continued
acceptance of "the doctrine of immunity. At pages 477-478 it said:

"The theory of the tax Immunity of either government, state or national,
and Its instrumentalities, from taxation by the other, has been rested upon
an implied limitation on the taxing power of each, such as to forestall undue
interference, through the exercise of that power, with the govermental
activities of the other."

See also page 480 where the Court recognized "tile Purpose" of the immunity
as one "to avoid interference with the functions of the taxed government", and
page 481 where the Court pointed out that the argument for constitutional
immunity would be "that the economic burden of the tax is in some way passed
on so as to impose a burden" "tantam(6unt to an interference by one goverfmit, iiL
with the other In the performance of its functions". At pp. 483-4 the Court
again said that the "purpose of the immunity" is "to prevent undue interfereve
with the one government by Imposing on it the tax burdens of the other".
Finally, at page 486, the Court accepted the principle of immunity where the
effect of the tax is that a "tangible or certain economic burden is imposed on
the government concerned." Justice Black concurred In the majority opinion
in this case.

The concurring op)inion declared (p. 488) that:
"neither [the State nor Federal government] through its power to tax can
be allowed to cripple the operations to the other. Therefore state and federal
governments must avoid exactions which discriminate against each other
or obviously interfere with one another's operations".

Shortly before the decision in the Gerhardt case. the Court in ielvering v.
Moutain Producers Corp., 303 U. S. 376 (1938) tested the validity of a tax by
whether it was "a direct and substantial Interference" with State government
(303 U. S. at pp. 384, 387). See also, Helvering v. Therrell, 303 U. S. 218, 233.
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That the principle remains unchanged and is as viable today as the first day it
was judicially uttered is attested by a decision rendered but two years ago. In
State of Maryland v. Wirtz, 269 F. Supp. 826 (D. Maryland, 1967), the Court
said (at pages 848-9) :

"Limitations on the taxing power have been recognized when the exercise
of that power would unduly interfere with the governmental activities of the
States. This principle is implied from the independence of the national and
state governments within their respective spheres and from the provisions
of the Constitution which look to the maintenance of a dual system."

And the Court added (at page 849) :
"The limitation on the taxing power-under interference with a State's

)erformance of its sovereign functi os of government-responds to Chief
Justice Marshall's famous dictum. The power to tax involves the power to
destroy. * * * The potentially destructive power of taxation lies In the
ability of one sovereign to impose an economic burden upon the functions
of the other too great to be borne, thereby, curtaining or eliminating a
particular activity."

The foregoing decision was affirmed by the Supreme Court in 392 U. S. 183
(1968). Although the cited case involved an extension of the Federal power
over interstate commerce, Mr. Justice Douglas, in dissent, reiterated the long-
established views of the Court as to taxes. lie said (p. 204) :

"In the area of taxation, on the other hand, the Court has recognized
that the constitutional scheme of federalism imposes limits on the power
of the National Government to tax the States. E.g., New York v. United
State, 326 U. S. 572. The Court will not permit the Federal Government
to utilize the taxing power to snuff out state sovereignty, Metcalf & Eddy
v. Mitchell. 269 U. S. 514. recognizing that the power to tax Is the power
to destroy. M'Culloeh, v. ilaryaiand, 4 Wheat. 316, 431."

He added, in holding against the proposed extension of the commerce power
(p. 205) :

"If all this can be done, then the National Government could devour the
essentials of state sovereignty, though that sovereignty is attested by the
Tenth Amendment. The principles whi.h should guide us in this case are
set forth in the several opinions In New York v. United State8, supra. As
Mr. Chief Justice Stone said there, the National Government may not 'inter-
fere unduly with the State's performance of its sovereign functions of
government.' 326 U.S., at 587. It may not 'Impair the State's functions of
government,' id. at 594 (dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Douglas, Joined
by Mr. Justice Black). As Mr. Justice Frankfurter observed, thereee are,
of course, State activities * * * that partake of uniqueness from the point
of view of intergovernmental relations.' Id. at 582."

Thus, it is abundantly clear that in the last fifty or more years. through
depression years, defense years, war years and the uneasy post-war years, on
examination and reexamination of the theory underlying immunity (Gravc8 v.
New York ex rel. O'Kcfe, 306 U.S. at p. 483) by a Supreme Court of changed
personnel, there has remained the basic doctrine of immunity of the States from
taxation by the Federal government, where that taxation will interfere with
the performance by lhe States of their functions. There has remained the
alpui.ieuaioii by t!i* Sh ireme Court that such interference would endanger the
very existence of the States as such. There has remained the cognizance by
the Court that the Constitution designed a role for State government as well
as for the National government. There has remained the respect by the Court
for the role of the States in our constitutional scheme of government.

No serious question exists in any mind a.s to the strength of the doctrine of
immunity prior to 1938. Therefore to keep this memorandum within temperate
bounds, we merely list without discussion or quotation some of the numerous
cases, never overruled, that have sustained it:

Trinityfarm Co. v. Grosjean, 291 U.S. 466. See especially page 471.
Indian Motorcycle v. United State8, 283 U.S. 570. See especially page

475.
Willcuts v. Bunn, 282 U.S. 216. See especially pages 224-225.
Metcalf f Eddy v. Mitchell, 209 U.S. 514. See especially )ages 521, 522,

523.
Ambroslni v. United State8, 187 U.S. 1. See especially page 7.
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316. See esl)ecially pages 4-9-430, 431.
Brush v. Commissioner, 300 U. S. 352. See especially page 354.
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South Carolina v. United States, 199 U.S. 437. See especially page 452.
Pollock v. Farmers' I '.a~n and Tiust CJo., 157 U.S. 429. See especially pages

583-854, 603.
United States v. Railroad Co., 17 Wall. 322. See especially page 327.

See also the decisions cited in Point III infra.

III

A Federal tax on State and municipal bond interest is, under express deci-
sions of the United States Supreme Court, an unconstitutional direct burden on
the States.

The United States Supreme Court has consistently held, from its earliest
decisions on the subject to the l)rese. ,7ay, that to tax the interest on government
bonds, Federal, State and municipal, would be to disastrously affect the borrowing
power of these governments, and thus under the Constitution to be mutually
prohibited.

The power to borrow money is so indispensable to government that it is
expressly provided for the Federal Government in the Constitution of the United
States (Article 1, § 8) and like provision is made in State constitutions. It Is
that power which a tax upon State and municipal bond interest would endanger.

In Smith v. Davis, 323 U.S. 111 (1944) the Supreme Court in a unanimous
opinion noted that interest-bearing securities of the government are tax exempt
and this for the reason that they would "diminish" "the market value or the
investment attractiveness" of the obligations issued to "secure necessary credit"
(p. 117). The Court cited cases reaching back to early decisions of the Court
sustaining such tax immunity (p. 115). See also Mr. Justice Douglas' opinion
in New York v. United States, supra, 326 U.S. at pages 591, 593.

Smith v. Davis was In turn cited in N. J. Ins. Co. v. Div. of Tax Appeals, 338
U.S. 665 at page 675.

Decisions by the United States Supreme Court holding government bond
interest tax exmnpt hooblma of the , ,O,,g,,.,-,....iz cfc 3 .......... ' ,
power are legion.

An opinion which enjoys high prestige with the Court, James v. Dravo Con-
tracting (,o., 302 U.S. 134, held (p. 153, Chief Justice Hughes) :

"That doctrine recognizes the direct effect of a tax which 'would operate on
the power to borrow before it is exercised' (Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Go., supra), and which would directly affect the Governments' obligation as
a continuing security. Vital considerations are there involved respecting the
permanent relations of the Government to Investors in its securities and Its
ability to maintain its credit, * * *."

In Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corporation, the Court pointed out,
303 U.S. at p. 386:

"* * * the interest payable on state and municipal bonds has been held
to be invalid as a tax bearing directly upoh the exercise of the borrowing
power of the Government (Weston v. Charl stone, 2 Pet. 449, 468, 469;
Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429, 586)."

In prior cases, whose authority, as we have seen, is undiminished, the United
States Supreme Court has repeatedly voiced this view. We quote from just a few
of the very many cases that are in accord:

Indian Motocycle Co. v. United State.q, 283 U.S. 570 at pages 576-577:
"It has been adjudged that bonds of the United States issued to raise

money for governmental purposes, and the interest thereon, are immune from
state taxation, because such a tax, even though inconsiderable in amount
and imposed only on holders of the bonds, would burden the exercise by the
United States of its power to borrow money. Weston v. Charleston, 2 Pet.
449, 468; The Banks v. Mayor, 7 Wall. 16; Howw Savings Bank v. Des Moine8,
205 U.S. 503, 513; Northwestern Ins. Co. v. Wiscomsin., 275 U.S. 136, 140.
* * * It also has been adjudged that bonds of municipal corporations in the
several States Issued to raise money for public municipal purposes, and the
Interest thereon, are immune from federal taxation, and this on the ground
that * * * under the implications of the Constitution the governmental
agencies and operations of the States have the same Immunity from federal
taxation that like agencies and operations of the United States have from
taxation by the States. Pollock v. Farners Loan & Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429,
584-586, 601, 652, 653; a. c. 158 U.S. 601, 618, 693.0
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Wilcuts v. Bunn, 282 U.S. 216 at pages 225, 226--7:
"~ * * a tax upon the obligations of a State or of its political subdivisions
falls within the constitutional prohibition as a tax upon the exercise of the
'borrowing power of the State. Pollock v. Farmers' Loan 4 Trust Company,
157 U.S. 429, 584-586; id., 158 U.S. 601, 618; National Li/e Insurance
Company v. United States, 277 U.S. 508, 521.

* * • * * * *

"In the case of the obligations of a State or of its political subdivisions, the
subject held to be exempt from federal taxation is the principal and interest
of the obligations. Pollock v. Farmers' Loan d Trust Company, supra. These
obligations constitute the contract made by the State, or by its political
agency pursuant to its authority, and a tax upon the amounts payable by
the terms of the contract has therefore been regarded as bearing directly
upon the exercise of the borrowing power of the government. In Weston v.
Charleston, 2 Pet. 449, 468, 469, where the tax, laid under an ordinance of
the city council upon United States stock which has been issued for loans
made to the United States, was held invalid, the principle was thus stated
by Chief Justice Marshall: 'The right to tax the contract to any extent,
when made, must operate upon the power to borrow, before It Is exercised,
and have a sensible influence on the contract. The extent of this influence
depends on the will of a distinct government. To any extent, however
inconsiderable, it is a burden on the operations of government. * * * The
tax on government stock is thought by this Court to be a tax on the contract,
a tax on the power to borrow money on the credit of the United States, and
consequently, to be repugnant to the constitution.' This language was applied
by the Court In Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Company, supra (157 U.S.
at p. 586) in holding Invalid federal taxation 'on the Interest' from municipal
securities."

Lf'o 0t ?r?.  ? 0?c,,., 291 L.S. 313 "t ;agez 2- 321:
"It Is elementary that the bonds or other securities of the United States

may not be taxed by state authority. * * * The power of Congress to borrow
money on the credit of the United States would be burdened and might be
destroyed by state taxation of the means employed for that purpose. As the
tax-exempt feature tends to Increase and is reflected in the market prices
of such securities, a state tax burden thereon would adversely affect the
terms upon which money may be borrowed to execute the purposes of the
general government."

The Macallen Company v. Maetachusetts, 279 U.S. 620 at pages 624, 629:
"Of course, in respect of United States securities, the statutory exemption
is superfluous. A state tax, however small, upon such securities or Interest
derived therefrom, interferes or tends to interfere with the constitutional
power of the general government to borrow money on the credit of the United
States, and constitutes a burden upon the operations of government, and
carried far enough would prove destructive. The principle set forth a century
ago in Weston v. Charleston, 2 Pet. 449, 468, has never since been departed
from by this Court:

" 'The right to tax the contract to any extent, when made, must operate
upon the power to borrow before it is exercised, and have a sensible influence
on the contract. The extent of this influence depends on the will of a distinct
government; to any extent, however inconsiderable, it is a burden on the
operations of government. It may be carried to an extent which shall arrest
them entirely,' Home, Savings Bank v. Des Moines, 205 U.S. 503, 513.

* $ * * * * *

"In the consideration of such legislation, the controlling principle, con-
stantly to be borne in mind, Is that the state cannot tax the instrumenta'ities
or bonds of the United States, or, what Is the same thing, the income derived
therefrom, directly or indirectly-that is to say, it cannot tax them in
any form."

National Life Insuranec Company v. United 'tates, 277 U.S. 508 at page
521:
"It Is settled doctrine that directly to tax the income from securities

amounts to taxation of the securities themselves, Northwestern Mtual Life
Ins. Co. v. Wisconsin, 275 U.S. 136. Also that the United States may not tax
state or municipal obligations. .fetoalf & Eddy v, Mitrh dll, 269 U.S. 514, 521."
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Farmers Bank v. Minnesota, 232 U.S. 516 at pages 526-7;

"But we deem it entirely (lear that a tax upon the exercise of the function
of issuing municipal bonds is a tax upon tile olwrations of the government,
* * *. And to tax the bonds as property in the hands of the holders is, inl the
last analysis, to impose a tax upon the right of the municipality to issue them.
(Quoting front Westcrn v. City Cotucil of Charleston, 2 Pet. 449, 466, 468;
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316.)

"It is on this ground that United States bonds have always been held
exempt from taxation under authority of the States. By like reasoning it has
come to be recognized that bonds issued by the States are not taxable by the
Federal Government, und it was upon this ground that this court held in
Pollock v. Farmers Loan. & Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429, 584, that the Income tax
provisions of the act of August 15, 1894, were unconstitutional in that they
imposed a tax upon the income derived from municipal bonds issued under
the authority of the States."

Hibernia Savings & Loan Society v. San Francisco, 200 U.S. 310 at page
313:

"The efficiency of the Government service cannot be impaired by a taxation
of the agencies which it employs for such service, and, as one of the most
valuable and best known of these agencies is the borrowing of money, a tax
which diminishes the slightest degree the value of the obligations issued by
the Government for that purpose impairs pro tanto their market value."

It Is unnecessary to qnote from the pioneer cases holding that government bond
interest may not be taxed because of its burden and inevitable effect upon the
power to borrow the necessary funds for the operation of government, even to the
point where it could "arrest them entirely" (Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trist Co.,
157 U.S. 429, 586. See also pages 585, 601, 052, 653; s. c., 158 I'.S. 601, 018, 693).
Their frequent citation in the later cases has made them and the well-known sub-
sequent cases familiar, e.g.. Weston v. City of Charleston, 2 Pet. 449; Banik of
Commerce v. New York City. 2 Black 620; The Banks v. Mayor, 7 Wall. 16:
United States v. Railroad, 17 Wall. 322; Pollock cases, supra; Home In .urance
Co. v. New York, 134 U.S. 598: Home airings Bank v. Des Moines, 205 U.S. 503,
Smith v. Kansas City Title Co., 255 U.S. 180, 213; Metcalf & Eddy v. Mitchell. 269
U.S. 514, 522: Northwestern Ins. Co. v. Wisconsin, 275 U.S. 13.5, 140; Hate v. State
Board, 302 U.S. 95. 107.

It is thus clear beyond doubt that the United States Supreme Court has held
and holds that to tax the interest on government bonds is to tax "the means"
(Janws v. Draro Contractinzg Co., 302 V.S. at p. 153) by which government raises
the money without which it cannot function, because such tax would not only
increase the cost of government but would inevitably curtail the market for the
bonds. The disaster that would be the product of such tax Is one that the National
Government may not constitutionally visit upon the States and their suhdivi-
siong-the partners in our govermmnital system as created by the Constitution.

CONCLUSION

This memorandum Is but a summary of the principles under which a Federal
tax upon State and municipal bond interest is unequivocally unconstitutional. An
extended study developing these principles and citing other principles supporting
the conclusion of unconstitutionality would but he laboring the point, and we have
therefore confined the length of our discussion.

There is not a member of the Conzress who would forfeit the existence of his
State, his county, his city, town or village. If he were to impose the proposed tax
he is on the way of doing just that. le is imperiling the highways, schools.
hospitals in his home State and community. the needed fire fighting facilities, the
public housing development-all the essential and enterprising activities of his
home State, his home city or village. He is stopping their progress and growth on
the day he votes for this tax. For by imposing vosts that he knows full well his
State and community cannot meet. by taking away the ability of his State, his
county, his school district to market their bonds holding out the attraction of free-
dom front Federal tax on the very modest interest rate which the purchaser
receives, he is drying up the funds of his home State and community without
which they cannot continue to progress.
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The framers of the Constitution recognized that such is tile danger is surrender
of State power to the National government, and reserved therein the powers of the
States. The Courts translated that princi)le into immunity of the States from
National taxation which actually and substantially places a burden on the States'
functions. Holding that immunity essential to the independence of the States-
and the independence of the States the essence of our form of government-the
Courts have to this (lay held a Federal tax constitutional only when its impact
upon the States is merely "conjectural" and uncertain. They have held it invalid
and unconstitutional when the impact upon the States would be to hamper them
in the exercise of their powers as the vital units in our system of government
that they are.

"* * * the very nature of our constitutional system of dual sovereign
governments is such as impliedly to prohibit the federal government from
taxing the instrumentalities of a state government, and in a similar manner
to limit the power of the states to tax the instrumentalities of the federal
government.

"* * * recourse may be had to the reason upon which the rile rests, * *
• * * it rests on the conviction that each government, in order that it may
administer its affairs within its own sphere, must be left free from undu(
interference by the other. * * * neither government may destroy the other
nor curtail in any substantial manner tiu exercise of its powers."

(.iletcalf &. Eddy v. Mitchell, 269 U.S. 514, 521, 523.)
Dated : September 29, 1969.

Respectfully submitted,
Louis J. LEFKOWITZ,

Attorney General of the State of New York,
The Capitol. Albany, N.Y.

RUTH KESSLER TOCH,
Solictor General

JULIUS L. SACKMAN,
Assistant Attorney General of Coinsel

STATEMENT OF CRAWFORD C. 'MARTIN, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF TEXAS

Texas is one of the states in which bond issues of state and local government
are examined as to legality by the attorney general. During 1968 my office al)-
proved approximately 700 separate bond issues, the principal amount of which
aggregated more than $950 million. So I am acutely aware of the grave threat
to the financial welfare of local government which is the inevitable result of any
Congressional tampering with its historic right to issue bonds which are exempt
from Federal income taxes.

Aside from the practical and economic handicap on capital financing by state
and local government, H.R. 13270 presents two gravely disturbing aspects when
viewed from the standpoint of the Attorney General of Texas.

1. The myriad of legal questions so obviously Inherent in the bill makes certain
that prolongedd litigation, extending over a number of years, will be an unavoid-
debt service charges in relation to legal limitation on generation of revenues by
the courts, the examination of new bond issues must be suspended while hard
pressed local governmental units are denied access to capital funds to meet their
ever increasing needs.

2. Even in those instances where the obstacle of litigation might be overcome,
it can be confidently predicted that because of the threat of loss of tax exemption,
interest rates on state and local government bends will soar to the point that
debt service charges in relation to legal limitatiouL on generation of revenues by
many governmental units will preclude the approval of their proposal bond issues.

Texas has many classes of bonds which are payable from limited rd valorem
taxes; bonds of cities, county bonds for a number of purposes, hospital districts
and other districts. These all have rigidly limited budgets for payment of bond
interest and principal. The seriousness of just the threat to tax exemption on
bonds of these governmental units is illustrated by the case of ,i hospital district

- -. . -. - -~ ~ - . -'~A~'~- ~4- ~
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,which, for example, might have a taxing power which fixes the liilt on its debt
service budget of $3250,000 annually. This will amortize a $5 million hospital
bond issue provided bonds can be sold at a 5% interest rate. But increase the
rate of interest to 7,% (the Second Called Session of the 61st Texas IAgisla-
ture has just enacted a bill which removes all statutory limits on Interest rate
of local governmental agency bonds), and the maxinuuu amount of bonds which
cnn be amortized within the same period with this same $325,000 annual debt
service budget is automatically reduced to $M,940,00. This Is the maxiniuni
amount of bonds which can be legally issue. Where is the missing $1,060,000 to
coimme from?

Tie "tane principle applies with respect to hundreds of revenue bond issues
examined by my office annually. The various. types of lpublic projects which are
finaned in Texas by the Issuance of revenue honds are numbered in the dozens:
water supply, sewage treatment, college dormitories, hospitals, transit facilities.
recreation facilities, and many others which are essential. under conditions of
economic expansion such as we are experiencing in Texas. Since )roJects financed
with revenue bonds are secured by a l)ledg(, of the net operating income of time
project, established usually by past experience, then any Increase in interest rate
operates to reduce the amount of principal which can be paid within the limits of
available income. This condition is; aggravated, of course, by the (ontiling in-
crease in construction costs.

During the first eight months of l9k1 my department had examined and
approved bonds of state and local governmental agencies in the aggregate of
$(145 million. ring the corresponding period of 1961) this volume amounted to
only $40Y9 million, a reduction of 34%. I am informed by authorities in this field
that this failure on the part of local government to finance public facilities at a
rate at least equal to 1968 (all other economic Indexes in Texas are up) Is directly
attributable to a declining bond market brought on, in the municipal sector, at
least, almost entirely by Congressional activities centering around Ih.R. 13270.

I consider It entirely safe to predict that should this bill be enacted in its
present form, or with any provisions which attack the historic right of states
and local governmental agencies to accomplish their capital financing with tax
exempt bonds, that fmiancing of public facilities esemtial to tile health and wel-
fare of the citizens of Texas will shrink for at least a period to an annual volume
which Is not more than 10% of that experienced in 118.

The ultimate threat in this measure is the triumph of the forces of centralism
over local home rule, and the transfer of the local decision making process to the
Washington bureaucracy: it endangers the democratic principles inder which
our federal system has operated for almost 200 years. The more iumnediate threat
is equally as serious. Through interference with the ability of state and local
government to provide the essem:tlal needs for public facilities, it endangers the
health and welfare of the citizens of our State.

STAT.MFNT OF HON. Jomnr A. KERvxcx, TREASURER, STATE OF NEW JERSEY

I wish to express my thanks for the opportunity to testify concerning the tax
reform proposals that have been submitted to the Senate Finance Committee for
consideration and, in particular, to the provisions of 11.11. 13270 which will affect
the ability of the State and its mnincipalitles to obtain the capital needed to
finance the construction of schools, hospitals, highways and similar essential
facilities. I have read the explanation given by Mr. Mills, Mr. Kleppe, and Mr.
Byrnes of the effect of 11.R. 13270 as it pertains to State and municipal bonds.
relrted in the Congressional Record (House) on August 7, 1969, and with (i11
respect for these gentlemen wish to suggest to you tlt there i.- a lack of umler-
standing concerning the mechanics of the bond market and the manner In which
the capital required by the State and nmunicipalities i,, obtained. The theory of
public finance suggests that State and ' val governments should employ issues
of bonds for one basic purpose: to final capital projects. In fact, In New Jersey
the State Constitution and State Laws limit the issuance of bonds to that pur-
pose and require that State and school district bond issues must be submitted
to referendum and approved by the voters.
On February 5, 1968 Governor Richard 3. Hughes convened a Commission
composed of its citizens of the State of New Jersey to study and evaluate the
capital needs of the State. The introduction to the report of this Comumission
contains the following statement:
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'Nev Jersey has not been as progressive in its capital expenditures as
have been its sister urbanized states. There his been no capital program
because there has bven little or no long terit capital lhmincing. Given the op-
portmilty to provide for sufficient capital construction to keel) New Jersey
a first, class State, the cholee was m1iade to keep State levied taxes at a mini-
mum. The price of these years of inactivity iii capital appropriations Is now
very large. lit it must be paid if we are to prevent further atrophy and
create a viable and progressive State.
Everywhere that this Commission looked, it saw the tragic results of years
of neglect. Passenger rolling stock is on the verge of collapse. Railroad sta-
tions are dark and dilapidated. Highways at-re choked. A severe drought
brought is to the brink of real peril. Prisons and mntal health institutions
ore, patcled mid worn, with niy l)ositively inhumane facilities. Secondary
and elementary sel1ols are overcrowded and many of the older ole,, are
.-Llly in neied of repair or replacement. Our colleges and universities can
accommodatee only a fraction of our applicants, forcing most of them to go
out of our state. Our rivers are polluted and our cities are pockmarked with
crumbling ghettos.
These conditions are all very serious in themselves, but they are also
serious beyond themselves. Lack of adequate capital funds has undoubtedly
contributed heavily to our racial problems and to the decline of our cities
as centers of industry and culture.
Our Commission foresees a serious weakening of the economic and social
stature of New Jersey If this regressive fbcal l)hiIosophy continues. We are
deeply disturbed to see one of the wealthiest states in the nation apparently
condoning conditions which would ultimately destroy it.
The people of New Jersey have two great responsibilIties to fulfill now.
First, we must eliminate the enormous backlog of capital deficiencies. See-
ond, we must buili toward the future. We must guarantee for ourselves a
a growth which wvill keep pace with our future obligations. Prudent ex-
pansion and preventive maintenance illust be substituted for virtual stagna-
tion in new construction and a massive accumulation of deferred main-
tellInee."

The Commission reported that the immediate capital requirements for State
projects alone amounted to $1,948.9 million itemized as follows:

Recognized Capital RcqnlrcmWnt8- (Financing required in addition to
projected Federal aid and. State appropriations) MWilo;is

Education (Elementary and Secondary, Including Vocational) --------- $227. 5
Education (Higher) -------------------------------------------- 492.4
Educational Broadcasting Network -------------------------------- 17. 4
Institutions --------------------------------------------------- 100. 0
Water Pollution Control ----------------------------------------- 190. 6
Conservation -------------------------------------------------- 121.0
Tran ,ortatlon ------------------------------------------------ 800. 0

Total ------------------------------------------------- 1,948.9

On November 5, 1968, the voters of the State alppoved the sale of $990 million of
bonds to finance the construction of facilities recommended by the Commission
in the areas of transportation and school and hospital buildings construction.
In November 19419, the voters will be asked to approve the sale of $271 million
of bonds to finance water pollution control and the (levelopteMnt of additional
water supplies. The construction of the above facilities will take place over
the next five years and it is expected that the Rtate will sell approximately
$250 million of bonds each year to pay for the construction cost. State tax
dedicated to relayment of the principal amount of tim bomds and the interest
,on the bonds are the motor fuels, emergency transportation. and sales taxes.

There is no report available concerning the eal)ital requirements of the
municipalities and school dlstrlets within the Stiate. It is- probable that. some
munieilpalities have been more progressive than the State in the construction
-4f schools and other necessary municipal facilities; however, many others have
not. There are a total of 1.30 Jurisdictions within tim State. each with its own
calital needs( and each able to issue bonds to Ilnance its mieeds.
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These Jurisdictions are classified as follows:

Counties - 21
Municipalities .... 335
Townships ---------------------------------------------------- 232
School Districts --------------------------------------------- 593
Special Districts

(Garbage, 'ire, Light, Sewer and Water) ------------------------- 71
Authorities 1----------------------------------------------------1

Total -------------------------------------------------- 1,36m

Gross Local Debt, including authorized, issued and unissued obligations, totals
$2,369.9 million as shown hereunder:

GENERAL OBLIGATIONS ONLY

[in millions of dollars

General
As of Dec. 31- municipal School County Total

1 8.............................................. . 585.4 1,393.4 391.2 2,370.0
1967 ............................................... 530.4 1,291.6 336.8 2,158.8
1966 .............................................. 466.0 1,196.3 291.4 1,953.7

The typical debt instrument is a serial bond with an approximately equal
principal amount maturing each year for 25 to 30 years. During the twelve
months period, August 1, 1968 to August 1, 1969, hampered by rising interest
costs and poor market conditions, a total of 131 issues were sold in the total
amount of $195,117,000. The average size of each issue was $1,489,000 and, by
actual count, there were 97 Issues below $3,000.000 in size, and only 4 Issues ex-
ceeding $10,000,000 in size. The credit rating of the issues sold is summarized
as follows:

timbher
of is8sue

No rating ------------------------------------------------------ 51
Ba ------------------------------------------------------------ 15
Baa ------------------------------------------------------- 5
A ------------------------------------------------------------ 19

a ------------------------------------------------------------ 11

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 131
It will be seen that the average New Jersey municipal issue is approximately
$1,500,000 in size and carries a credit rating below Ban in quality. Also, it will be
seen that gross local debt has been increasing at the rate of approximately $200
million per year and the probability is that this rate of increase will continue for
some time into the future. Revenues needed for the repayment of thiF debt and
the Interest on the debt are derived from local property taxes.

The combined capital needs of the State and Its municiIalities require the
sale of $450 to $500 million of bonds each year. In marketing such a supply of
bonds it is in the State's best interest for the Congress to consider legislation
which will stimulate investment in tax exempt bonds rather than to propose
changes in the tax laws which remove the incentive for such investment. In
considering the manner in which the tax changes incorporated ia II.R. 13270
remove the Incentive for such investment, it is helpful to keep in mind the various
types of investors In tax exempt securities and the proportions of the total
supply which each has purchased in the past. The following analysis published
on August 29, 1969 by Salomon Brothers & Hutzler shows the net purchase.4
of State and local securities during the first half of each year for the period
1966 through 1969.
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(In billions of dollars]

1966 1967 1968 1969E

Nonbank financial institutions:
Savings banks ......................................... 0 0 0 0
Life insurance companies ................................ -. 3 -. 1 0 .2
Fire and casualty companies ............................. . 1 .6 .9 1. 0
Public retirement plans ........................... -. I -. 1 -. 1 -. 1

Subtotal ............................................. -. 3 .4 .8 1. 1
Commercial banks .......................................... 2.9 5.7 3.0 .1
Business corporations ........................................ 4 .4 0 .1
Residual: Individuals and other ................................ 4 -. 9 .6 3.9

Net increase publicly held I ............................ 3.4 5.6 4.4 5. 2

I Excludes small amounts purchased by sinking funds and U.S. Government accounts.

This table shows that during the years 1966. 1967, and 1968, over 80% of all
tax exempt issues were purchased by commercial banks. In 19, due to credit
restrictions, the commercial banks were unable to purchase tax exempt securities
and it was necessary for interest rates to be raised sufficiently to induce indi-
viduals to return to the tax exempt nmrket and absorb the available supply.
Sales of Sta :' of New Jersey obligations are in sufficient size so that the effort
required oni t..o part of the underwriters to achieve distribution to individuals
can be accomplished without great difficulty. The interest cost on State issues
did rise from 4.49% on Jan. 7, 1,969 to 5.70% on August 19, 191. but the
marketability of the bonds was never in question. However, the situation with
respect to the bond issues of the municipalities is quite different. The size
of the average Issue, $1.5 million, and the relatively poo - credit rating tends to
restrict the sale of such obligations to local banks and individuals within the
State who are ac(qluainted with the community. In fact, many local banks pur-
chase the obligations of the local community or school district as a service to
the community.

One provision of H.R. 13270, and one which I consider harmful, is the pro-
posal to make both the profit and loss transactions of commercial bank invest-
ment portfolios answerable to the sane tax liability-the corporate incoome tax
rate. It is my belief that if this provision is enacted and becomes law, the corn-
niercial banks will limit investments to short-term securities on which no loss
need be sustained and avoid the purchase of long-term obligations of the local
community. I wish to express my strong opposition to any change in the tax
laws which will have that effect.

There is general agreement that the limit on Tax Preferences and( allocation of
deductions provisions of H.R. 13270 have added a minimum of i/ of 1% to
the interest cost of State and municipal borrowing. This estimate is based upon
the sale of bonds of excellent quality such as tile recent State (of Oregon issue.
The fact is that the borrowing cost of municipalities of relatively poor quality
has probably increased more than 1,/ of 1%. For examl)le, an interest cost of
7.20% was incurred by the Piscataway S(1hool District in selling $6,0(N).000 of
school bonds rated Baa on September 3, 1969. An interest cost of 5.35% was in-
curred by the Cherry Hill School District in slling $1.5 million of similarly
rated bonds on May 5. 1967. This represents an interest rate increase of I.,S5%/
wl(,reas the Bond Buyer Index of 20 bonds increased 1.20% during the namne
P'"iod.

This increase in interest cost is not related in any wvay to the amount of ad(li-
tional tax which will be- paid by the purchaser of municipal obligations if the
two provisions become law. On the contraryy . it is a premium required by the
purchaser to compensate for the new element of risk concerning the future value
of his purchase. Obviously, if the present Congress can alter the value of tax
exempt income, some future Congress can alter the value further. Typical of the
reaction of individuals to this new risk factor is the following letter received in
connection with the recent sale of State bonds:

2675 RED OAK LANE,SMOKE} IIsE Bu'T.El, N.J., .I riyu.st 2!1, 1969.
TREASURER,

State of Nev Jerscy, Trcnton, N.J.
DEAR MR. TREASURER: I live in New Jersey. My capital is invested in state and

municil)al bonds, mostly of New Jersey. I would have subs.rihed for this newv
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issue of 37% m.d. except that I fear being whipsawed-i.e., buy the bonds at
relatively low interest rate, because they are said to be tax-free, then find the
Feds. taxing them anyhow. Can you not make Senators Case & Williams see this?

(signed) Lyle T. Alverson.

An increase of % of 1% in tax exempt interest rates will add $6,250,000 per
year to the cost of financing the State's present construction program. On the
basis of an average life of 15 years this will add $93,750,000 to the debt service
charges which must be paid by New Jersey taxpayers.

An increase of % of 1% In interest cost will add $1,000,000 per year to the
cost of municipal financing. Assuming that New Jersey municipalities will con-
tinue to sell $200,000,000 of bonds each year, the additional interest post will
build up to $15,000,000 per year before new bond sales and old bond maturities
reach equilibrium. Revenues to cover this additional cost must be obtained by
increasing real estate taxes through the State. In other words, the impact of
H.R. 13270, if it should become law, upon the taxpayers of New Jersey. will be
to increase motor fuels, sales and real estate taxes by at least $21,000,000 per
year and some experts predict the increase will be double that amount.

The option, provided by H.R. 13270, to issue a taxable bond and receive a
compensating interest subsidy payment from the Federal Government is illusory
:and without real substance. The fact is that,

1. The acts adthorizlng the sale of State bonds which were approved by the
voters in November 1968 limit the interest rate to 6%. It may be necessary to hold
a new referendum before bonds can be sold at the higher rates applicable to
taxable issues.

2. There is no present market for taxable bond issues of the size and credit
rating offered for sale by the average New Jersey municipality. There are only
five or six municipalities within the State that can offer bonds for sale in suffi-
cient size to compete with corporations in the taxable bond market. For the
average New Jersey municipality the option provided by H.R. 13270 is
meaningless,

I wish to reaffirm my contention that the capital requirements of the State and
its municipalities are so great that new devices and new incentives for invest-
ment In State and municipal securities are needed and that the Congress should
consider constructive measures as opposed to the destructive provisions of
H.R. 13270.

One constructive measure which might be considered by the Congress is reve-
nue sharing so conceived that the total amount of municipal financing is reduced.
The present volume of municipal financing is approximately $16 billion per year.
A reduction of $5 billion in this amount would provide a powerful stimulus,
reducing interests costs and enabling the average municipality to market its
bonds with far less difficulty. This could be accomplished by channeling the
shared revenues through the State Departments of Education for the construc-
tion of schools in those communities demonstrating the greatest need, with the
proviso that the entire cost of construction must be paid and bond indebtedness
avoided.

The State of New Jersey is attempting to assist the smaller municipalities
within the State in marketing bond issues by the creation of a State operated
Municipal Bond Bank. Legislation providing for the establishment of such a
bank has been introduced in the Senate with the expectation that it will be acted
upon favorably when the Legislature reconvenes in November. The purpose of the
bank would be to combine a number of small municipal issues in one package
so that an Issue of sufficient size to attract wide interest can be marketed with a
consequent reduction in the interest cost paid by each municipality.

Also, the State is considering a proposal for the sale of State and Local bonds
in small denominations through payroll deduction plans. At the present time, such
bonds can be offered for sale at interest rates which would be competitive with
the rates paid on the Series E bonds offered by the U. S. Treasury. The market
for any substantial quantity of small denomination bonds is problematical. How-
ever, there is evidence to support the contention that many residents of the State
would welcome an opportunity to invest in the obligations of the State or of
their municipality if a small denomination bond was offered to them.

In conclusion, I wish to restate my opposition to all of those provisions in
H.R. 13270 which affect either directly or indirectly the tax. exempt status of
State and municipal obligations. The effect of the provisions will be to increase
State taxes and local property taxes. This is not a desirable result.
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,
DEPARTMENT OF TILE STATE AUDITOR,

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo, Raleigh, N.C., Septem ber 28, 1969.

Chairman, Committee of Finance, U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
Subject: H.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Please accept this written statement if lieu of my appear-
ance before your Committee in opposition to the portion of the Tax Reform Act
of 1969 which relates to the tax exempt status of state and local bonds.

The levy of a Federal nneta*6iftheinterst received from state and local
bonds would unquestlopa y curtail the ability oftate and local governments to
finance necessary p611c facilities. Direct, open marik-it tax exempt financing
is essential to re Ifonslble and efficient local administration. The level of govern-
ment that Is giy n the responsibility 9f rising revenues wih fassdme the privilege
of determinip priority of expendia'res and the role of thialocal official will
become mhi *it-rial only.

I therefore reaffirm Wy' position of long standing that Cong ss should take
no actor which woujd'removej the. tax exempt status of state a d local bonds
or in an manner .upsettle or destroy the fullctioning ,of he tax exe pt market as
an Ind dent source of cap).i -fb rl I improvements. Also, I elect to rely
upon e presentations~aild-bfr f% oth s having ha.'ing a comilon interest
that e proposed tax levy l$zcoi't itutio al. / \

Nor Carolina and Its co,x t s and cities ay6 historically follow d the prin-
ciple pay-as-yowg.o, using owedfunds o lY as and When absolut ly needed.
Whil I person ly- lore, a q1m 1 x-xe'npt privilege, I ta e pride in
defen Ing the po ties a act' 16soi u;tQtes' legislature in actin as guard-
ian of ublic credit In Nort arolina.

er the assistance of)hay office l$-iroytding you with further procedural
and st tistical infdTmatioR"upn request.

ncerely yokirs, // . /
.. I1UNRY L. BAIDGES,

State Auditor.

\TAE OF NORTH /tAROLINA,

Hon, RussEL. .LONG Raigh, N.C., September 18, 1969.

Chairman, Comt, tee of Finance, U.S. Senate, 7
New Senate Oftce Riplding,
Washington, D.C
Subject: H.R. 13270, Tax R'foL o senate Finance Committee Hear-

ings Beginning September 23, 1969

DFEa SENATOR LONG: This statement is an opposite to that portion of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 relating to the tax exemption presently afforded state
and local bonds under Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code. Said opposition
is based primarily upon the following contentions:

1. That the principle of tax immunity of the states and local governments is
vital to the preservation and continuation of their capacity and ability to serve
the people of their community.

2. That the proposed amendment is contrary to the long and well established
policy of Congress to uphold the reciprocal freedom of the states and the Federal
government from taxatiton by each other.

3. That the fear of the investor that Congress will remove or modify the tax
exempt status of state and local bonds is a plague to the municipal bond market
and is serving to Increase disproportionately the cost of using borrowed to
funds in providing the public facilities so critically needed.

4. That the State of North Carolina through its self administered program of
fiscal responsibility is providing for Its people the best po*.ible government at
the lowest possible cost.
We mention with pride the well established objective of the State of North

Carolina as to promote and encourage strong and self-sufficient local government.
We think the North Carolina way of provldhIg funds for valid public purposes
is unique and far superior to the proposals that heretofore have betn submitted
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to the Congress. We think the North Carolina approach supports the new direc-
tion of strengthening Federal-state relations and we therefore take the liberty
of presenting a brief description of the State's program of public finance.

The Local Government Act of 1931 gives the State of North Carolina through
the Local Government Commission, which functions as a division of the Depart-
meit of the State Treasurer, the responsibility of approving and supervising tli
issuance (,f bonds or other evidences of indebtedness by the local units of gov-
ernment. This responsibility involves working with the representatives of the
Iocal units and other agencies of the State and Federal governments in planning
the projects o be fianced and finally serving as issuing agency for the bonds and
notes.

In administering the provisions of the Local Goverennient Act, the Commission
examines the necessity and expediency of the local b.nds or notes as proposed,
the adequacy of amount and the ability of the issuhig unit to make repayment.

The Commission's supervision assures investors that correct proc(edures have
been followed and that the fiscal data presented In the offering circular is Iased
upon reliable sources. The local units benefit through lower interest costs that
result from the undervriter's knowledge of Commissilon standards and the uni-
formity of offering procedures.

The Local Government Act carefully spells out the procedural requirements
to be followed in the issuance of bonds by a local unit. Briefly, tie Act provides
that before any local unit may issue its bonds or notes, the unit's governing board
must file an applicatiton with the Local Government Commission requesting its
approval of the issuance of the proposed bonds or notes. In the event the bond
proposal is required by the Constitution or by the statutory law to be submitted
to the voters of the unit for approval, such application must be filed at least forty
days prior to such election. Notice of the unit's intent to file the application must
be published at least ten days before filing the application with the Commission.

The law provides for objections by private citizens and public hearings by the
Commission on )rolsed bond issues, but under the law no bond or notes is, valid
unless it bears a signed certificate to the effect that its issuance has been approved
under the provisions of the L-al Government Act.

North Carolina, being one of the thirteen original states, has a tradition of
local self-government. It Is believed to be unprecedented for the General Assembly
of North Carolina to have adopted a measure centralizing in Raleigh the degree
of authority over the financial affairs of its counties, cities, towns and other
lplitical subdivisions. In fact North Carolina is among four states--along with
Michigan, Louisiana and Virginia-that assists or oversees the borrowing opera-
tiis of its local units. The Virginia Commission does not offer aid or advice
unless requested by the locality, but in North Carolina the units are required by
law to proceed through the Local Government Commission.

The local governmental organizations in North Carolina having authority to
issue bonds and notes Include 100 counties, 425 municil)alities and 203 special
taxing districts for a total of 788 units of local government. As of June 30, 1969
the bonded indebtedness of the local units exceeded $1 billion while the bonded
indebtedness of the State of North Carolina was almost $500,000,000 making the
combined indebtedness of the State and its local subdivisions in excess of $1.5
billion.

The states and local governments throughout the nation rely heavily on bond
issues to finance capital improvements. In North Carolina, the state and local
governments have generally followed the practice of borrowing for prudent and
necessary purposes and at times when borrowing was consideredd economically
wise. A study of the trend of state an(1 local debt shows that North Carolina and
its local units of government have followed a well-balanced programn-using
both pay-as-you-go and borrowed capital. On a iper capital 'Uasis, North Carolina
ranks 48th among the fifty states in state and local Indebtedness.

The immunity of the states and local governments from Federal taxation is
vital to the preservation of our dual sovereignty which cllaracterizes our system
of government. As important as the interest savings may be to local governments,
and as Important as the revenue loss may be to the Federal government because
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(of thc-tax-exeiit character of municipal bonds, these factors are secondary to
the preservation of the sovereignty of our states and the integrity of our local
governments.

Those who purchase municipal securities do so with the full understanding
that the interest received from such securities is exempt under existing Federal
incoilo tax laws. To levy an income tax retro.actively would seriously daiagire
investors' confidene in the integrity and good faith of the Federal government.
Furthermore, unless there is an early and decisive conclusion to the threat of
Congressional action neither present investors in municipal bonds, prospective
investors, nor banks and other institutions that purchase municipal obligations
for their portfolios would have sufficient confidence in the tax exempt status
of municipal bonds to take a chance oin future investment in such securities.
Once this principle is breached, there is theoretically no limit to the extent to
which the interest, could then he taxed by succeeding Congresses. This would, of
course, result in a total collapse in the market, which would unquestionably force
the states and municipalities to seek financial relief from Washington.

If tile tax exemption on interest from municipal and state bonds were elimi-
nated, the cost of public works to the taxpayer would increase. Investors would
continue to buy the bonds. They are the most secure of investments, but they
would demand a higher interest rate to compensate in part at least for the taxes
levied on the interest. The local property taxpayers would foot the bill.

There can be no doubt that financial relief is sorely needed by the states and
their subdivisions, but the proposals presently before the Congress would appear
to create more problems than they solve. The economists today are saying that
in the years to come local governments will be one of the major "growth indus-
tries". Through the years the objective of the State of North Carolina has been
to encourage local units to assume full initiative and responsibility allowing tile
role of the State to be mainly that of advisor and counselor.

Stability goes to the heart of character and the legislatures of the State of
North Carolina have given our peopjle and our bondholders a stable fiscal policy.

Sincerely yours,
HARLAN E. BOYLES,
Deputy State Treasurer and
Secretary of Local Government Commission.

STATEMENT CF E. B. DAVIS, STATE AUDITOR, DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS, ATLANTA, GA.

The Senate Finance Committee is at this time holding hearings in consideration
of House Bill 13270, the "Tax Reform Act of 1,9." I wish in this statement to
stand in cOml)lete opposition to a portion of this Bill which provides for tile
taxation of interest Inid (Jn state and local government obligations.

The National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers
adopted unanimously on September 3, 1969, a resolution voicing their full opposi-
tion to this proposed taxing by the Federal government of state and municipal
bond interest. I approve and support fully this resolution which is attached
hereto.

The arguments supporting the removal of the tax exempt status for state and
municipal olligations seem to be made principally around the cliche "Tax the
rich." It certainly isn't going to result in any savings for the Federal budget and
in my olnimon it isn't going to do much damage to the rich. Tile fact is that it
will do untold damage to state an( municipal financing and capital outlay pro-
granms and will actually result in higher taxes on the small local taxpayer. The
supporting evidence for this argument is clear and has been presented time and(
time again to the Committee along with many other strong and well documented
arguments. The mere prospect that the Bill may become law has proven the point
ad already cost local taxpayers millions which can never be recovered.

There i% one point, however, that has not been clearly brought to the Coni-
mitte,'s attention m(d in many ways concerns me more than anything else about
this Bill. Along with the provision to tax state and municipal bond interest is a

-1 A - - , . I , , 1 -1 Z , - - . I I , . , , ;,., '. . I - I - ., , -,' -1 $-. -C. " 1, -: . -t 4 - , - it-- - I- . - %qA st , .
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proposal to provide state and local governments with a subsidy to somehow
make up for the increased financing costs that will result from this legislation.
We are told that this "plum" will make up for all the bad things that will happen
to us. All we have to do is ask for it. It seems so easy. Gentlemen, what you are
really providing is a means by which a Federal agency or agencies will be able
in time to control and dictate all state and local financing programs. One-page
applications will turn into a hundred-page legal document. Duplicates will pile
on top of duplicates; whole states and cities will be at the mercy of minor clerL-S
and app-rcvals will become an Instrument of Federal policy. This may sound
extreme, but history tells us it will follow and there will be nothing Congress or
anyone else can do about it, once put into eftct. For the sake of a cliche, we
may very well be wrecking our Federal system of sovereign states within a sov-
ereign nation. If you want complete central control of government, you have in
this Bill the means of providing it. I just can't believe you really want this, so
please consider the real cost, very carefully before you act on this proposal.

RESOLUTION 3.-TAXATION OF STATE AND 'MUNICIPAL BOND INTEREST

Whereas, proposals in H.R. 13270 (a bill to enact a so-called "Tax Reform Aet
of 1969") would impair the exemption of state and local government obligations:
and

Whereas, these proposals have already precipitated a dramatic increase in
interest rates which state and local governments must pay to finance schools,
hospitals, highways and all other necessary public improvements: and

Whereas, such increased interest costs must be passed on to the general citi-
zen and taxpayer in the form of higher property taxes, sales taxes and other
local taxes or in reduced Local services: and

Whereas, therefore, the said proposals to impair the exemption of state ald
local government bonds, do not constitute true reforms in that their burden
ultimately fall on the average citizens across the nation, including practically
every person of modest means, and

Whereas, the Congress has received no evidence that millionaires have ,-
erally invested so heavily in state and local government bonds as to e.scal,
federal income taxes, and, In fact the statistics as to the much publicized 154
millio'aires who paid no tax in 1966 contain no showing that they held state or
local goVernment bonds; and

Whereas, any purchaser of state and local government bonds in prior years
has Accepted a lower interest rate in reliance on his expectation that the Interest
would not be taxed, and the amount he has thus paid for his exemption is 30'(
'to 35% of the interest he could have received on an equally secure private tax-
able obligation; and

Wher-eas, this thirty to thirty-five per cent payment is exactly equal to the
highest tax rates proposed by H.R. 13270 on other forms of income labeled as
"tax'preferences" by the bill; and

Whereas, therefore, there is absolutely no argument in tax equity for sub-
jecting state and local government bond interest to the "tax preference" treat-
ment proposed for sheltered Income which has not thus made a contribution to
the cost of government; and

Whereas, as members of the present Supreme Court have said, taxation of the
states by the Federal Government constitutes a powerful regulatory instrument.
and -4hould therefore be rejected as an unconstitutional subversion of our federal
system;

Now Therefore:
Be it Resolved by the National Association of State Auditors. Comptrollers and

Treasurers this 3rd day of September, 1969 that this Association urges upon the
Congress of the United States the defeat of all proposals to Impair the exemption
of the Interest on state and local government bonds, including the followi-
provisions of H.R. 13270:

(a) the inclusion of such Interest in the base of the limit on tax preferences
as proposed by Section 301:

(b) the inclusion of such Interest in the base for the allocation of deductions
as proposed by Section 302;
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(c) the taxation of interest on "arbitrage bonds" without a statutory defini-
tion as proposed by Section 601(b) and

(d) the taxation of the interest on all otherwise exempt obligations in ex-
change for a preferred Federal "subsidy" as proposed by Title VI.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,

Raleigh, September 16, 1969.
Subject: H.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offlce Building,
Waghington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONGS Please accept this written statement in lieu of my appear-
ance before your Committee in opposition to that portion of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 which relates to the tax exempt status of State and local bonds

As Treasurer of North Carolina and ex officio Director of Local Government,
I wish to state my opposition to any effort on the part of the Congress to directly
or indirectly tax interest on State and municipal bonds.

The mere fact that Congress is considering taking such action has literally
brought chaos to the market for our securities. It has taken many yeavs to build
up the confidence of the investing public In our bonds, and it would be tragic If
this confidence were undermined and even destroyed by the well-intentioned
action of Congress taken in the name of tax reform.

Actually the removal of this exemption, in whole or in part, will mean ul-
timately a heavier tax burden upon the people of our State, our counties, our
cities and our towns. In fact, it is estimated that, exclusive of the increased cost
to the State, there would be approximately $25 million annual additional In-
terest cost to our local governments, which would be the equivalent of an ad
valorem tax levy of between 15-200 per $100 valuation.

Recently much has been said about the New Federalirnz, which, as I understand
it, would offer a true partnership between the national government and the fifty
States. In my judgment, to take from the State and local governments this very
precious privilege of tax exemption, would strike a blow at local pride and in-
itiative, and would really violate the proposed spirit of such Neio Federalln.
I believe that Congress should preserve the exempt status of our State and
municipal bonds as a great traditional privilege which has been a part of our
inheritance as declared in the landmark case of McCulloch v8. Maryland, which
preserved the fiscal Independence of the States and municipalities.

Due to the very high interest rates that we are now experiencing, in part because
of this threat to our exempt status, I hope for an early resolution of this matter
by Congress. In my opinion, prolonged debate serves to strengthen the fears of
potential investors. Incidentally, the retroactive effect of this proposed legisla-
tion is, in my Judgment, morally and constitutionally indefensible.

I wish to endorse the briefs that are being filed in behalf of the States and
local governments by the National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers
and Treasurers, the National Association of Counties, the League of Cities-
Conference of Mayors, Inc., and other organizations concerned with Federal-
State relationships, including, of course, the National Governors' Conference.

Respectfully submitted,
EDWIN GILL,

Treasurer, State of North Carolina and
ex officio Director of Local Government.

THE STATE TREASURER, STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA-SUMMARY OF POWERS AND

DUTIES, 1969

The State Treasurer is a Constitutional officer of North Carolina elected by
tho people for a terni of four years running concurrently with the term of the
Governor.

33-865 0-40 t. 4- 64
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The State Treasurer Is actually the State's banker, serving as the chief finan-
cial officer of the State. He receives and disburses the funds of the State, ad-
ministers the bonded indebtedness program and serves as investment officer for
all State fands. In addition, he has certain supervisory functions over local
government finances. The State Treasurer also advises with the General Asseu-
bly and the Governor at all times concerning the financial condition of the State
and its fiscal problems.

The State Treasurer Is, under the Constitution, a member of the Council of
State and of the State Board of Education. By statute, he is ex officio Chairman
of the Local Government Commission, the Banking Commission, the Tax Re-
view Board, the Retirement Systems for Teachers and State Employees and
Local Governmental Employees. He is also an ex officio member of the Law
Enforcement Officers Benefit and Retirement System.

The present incumbent, Edwin Gill, has served in this capacity since 1953.
Mr. Gill began his service in State government In 1929 as a member of the
General Assembly and has served in many capacities since that time, including
seven years as Commissioner of Revenue of North Carolina.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
STATE OF TEXAS,

Austin, September 19, 1969.
Mr. ToM VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAzt Sn: I want to express my strong opposition to the proposals in the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 which, if enacted, will remove or modify income tax exemp-
tion on municipal bond interest.

The main beneficiaries of the present system of tax exemption on municipal
bond Interest are those people who comprise the direct taxpayers or contributors
of the issuing municipality.

To eliminate the tax exemption would now sorely distress, If not halt, prac-
tically all proposed issues, and would eventually result In much higher local
taxes on all tax issues and much greater patronage charges on all revenue Issues.

The confusion inherent to such proposals would hamper the orderly progress
of programs of municipalities, schools, water districts, states and other govern-
mental entities. On all those programs partially completed it would be like chang-
ing rules in the middle of the game.

Again, I strongly urge all concerned not to enact legislation that will change
the tax exempt status on income to municipal securities.

Sincerely yours,
JESSE JAMES,
State Treasurer.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

Lansing, Mich., September 18, 1969.Mr. ToM VAIL,

Chief Counel, Committee on Finance
M7 New Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DrA M. VAIL: In accordance with the recommendations set forth in your

telegram of September 7 Governor Milliken and I are agreeable to your sugges-
tion permitting a six man panel of the Governor's Conference to make the oral
presentation before the Senate Committee on Finance.

We are in full agreement with the position taken by the Governors' Confer-
ence in opposition to the taxing by the Federal Government of state and local
government bond interest. In addition we are submitting the following observa-
tions for the Committee's consideration.
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1. The proposals in H.R. 13270 have already precipitated a dramatic increase
in interest rates which vcate and local governments must pay to finance schools,
hospitals, highways, drains, and all other necessary public improvements. On
September 8, 1969, Mich:gan borrowed 42 million dollars on one year general
obligation notes at an average annual rate of 6.234 percent. In our judgement,
this rate would have been from 1/ of one percent to a full percentage point
lowelt if the municipal boL d market were not faced with the uncertainty created
by the passage of H.R. 13273) by the House of Representatives.

2. Increased interest cost, such as this, must be passed on to the general citizen
and taxpayer in the orm of higher property taxes, sales taxes, income taxes, and
other local levies or the level of services must be reduced. We therefore believe
that these proposals to impair the tax exempt status to state and local govern-
ment bonds, do not constitute tax reform in that the burden ultimately falls on
the average citizen across the nation. We therefore urge upon the Senate Com.
mittee on Finance and the Congress of the United States the defeat of all pro-
posals to impair the exemption from taxation the interest on state and local
government bonds. In our judgement, failure to take this action could very well
cost Michigan and its municipalities additional interest running into the hun-
dreds of millions of dollars on the presently authorized bond issues totaling
nearly one billion dollars.

We appreciate this opportunity to set forth our position on this question and
are prepared to furnish additional data if desired.

Sincerely,
ALLISON GREEN,

State Treaeurer.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS GEOGHEGAN, DiREcxroR, STATE OF MississIPPi COMMISSION
OF BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING

The proposed actions contained in Sections 301 and 302 of the above bill would
break a long established principle that state and municipal bonds are not sub-
ject to Federal taxation. If these sections are enacted it would, no doubt, cause
long periods of litigation and would seriously interrupt the states and local gov-
ernments abilities to obtain capital funds for purely local projects. In my opin-
ion, the taxing of one group of bond holders and not taxing another group Is of
doubtful merit.

The proposal in Section 601 of House Bill 13270 to provide a tax subsidy plan
for local and municipal tax exempt bonds appears utterly without merit. If ap-
proved this would put the Federal Government in the position of controlling pure-
ly local and state projects and would, no doubt, result in greater cost to the
U.S. tax payer. In addition, the delays in obtaining Federal Government's ap-
proval would seriously slow down the obtaining of capital funds for Immediate
urgently needed local and state projects.Fr the above reasons, I respectfully request that the Senate Finance Coni-
mittee delete the above sections from the Tax Referendum Bill now under
consideration.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR LEvrrr, COMPTROLLER, STATE OF NEW YORK

I am Arthur Levitt, Comptroller of the State of New York. My office is elective,
for a four-year term, and I am currently serving my fourth consecutive term.

As Comptroller of the State of New York my duties include management of
the State's financing, both temporary and capital. I em also required to super-
vise the financing of the State's agencies; and I audit and advise most of the
municipalities, school districts, and other special districts within the State. Thus,
the general supervision of State and local financing procedures and programs is
a primary concern of my office.

My purpose today is to oppose any taxation, direct or indirect, of state and
local obligations by the Federal Government. Specifically, I would urge this
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Committee to exempt the interest on municipal bonds from both the minimum ii
income tax and the base for allocation of deductions proposed in H.R. 13270. In
my opinion any significant change in the existing tax immunity of the interest
derived from state and municipal obligations would seriously undermine the
complex special market structure on which state and local governments rely to
finance their capital requirements, and thus would impose upon the average
homeowner an additional burden of interest cost and resulting taxation for
which he would receive no compensating benefits.

It is paradoxical, but in my opinion a fact, that the effect of the proposed levies
on investors in state and municipal bonds is that of a regressive tax. By dimin-
ishing the investment appeal of municipal bonds, the levies would force munic-
ipalities to pay higher rates of interest for their operating and capital funds.
In order to meet these higher costs, the municipalities may be obliged to increase
their real estate and sales tax rates, directly burdening homeowners and lower t
income groups.

The State of New York and its agencies and municipalities have committed
capital programs totaling more than $10 billion, which are being financed at the
rate of $2 billion a year. If the level of interest rates in the muh!".ial bond
market is raised by 1% in reaction to the indirect taxation of hithel .xempt
securities-and I believe that to be a conservative estimate-this 't ad add
$100,000,000 a year to the cost of borrowing $10 billion. For an average loan
life of 15 years, that means a tax burden increase of $1.5 billion for the existing
programs in New York State alone.

I cannot believe that the Federal Government's added revenue from the
minimum income tax and the allocation of deductions combined would amount
to anything more than a fraction of the total increase in state and local interest
costs.

The mere proposal of indirect taxation of municipal bonds through a minimum
income tax and the allocation of deductions has already disadvantaged the
states and their municipalities by forcing them to defer financing or to pay
rates of interest much higher than warranted by quality comparison with taxable
borrowers. And as yet, there is no general appreciation of the ultimate effect
of these proposals, which would shock and disillusion investors who have relied
upon the tal status represented to them when they bought their municipal
bonds. The very complexity of the proposed new provisions for calculating
liability to both the minimum income tax and the allocation of deductions would
create strong resistance to future purchases of state and municipal obligations.

Furthermore, once the long-standing exemption of municipal bond interest
is breached, however subtly or indirectly, investors as a matter of prudence
must assume that the burden of taxation could and probably would be increased
in the future by further amendments to the tax law.

It is unavoidable that the investment value of tax exemption of the interest
on municipal bonds varies according to the taxable income of the investor. The
proposed amendments would intensify such differences by making municipal
bonds taxable in varying degrees to some individuals, while continuing their
exemption for other individuals, depending upon the allocation of their individual
investment funds. Because of the resulting discrepancies, the adverse impact of
these amendments upon the bond market would probably be greater than
warranted by the actual change of status.

In my Judgment, the case for continuance of the present exemption of municipal
bond interest from all Federal taxation rests on two solid bases, which should
not be summarily and suddenly cut away in an impetuous drfve to penalize
these investors who have made long term loans to their state and local
governments.

The first of these bases is the importance to the national economy, and the
egectiveness of the existing structure of the specialized market for state and
local bonds.
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It has taken fifty years to bring this market to its present level of ability
to accommodate the tremendous requirements of state and local governments,
for capital funds to build schools and institutions and all of the utilities that
can never quite keep pace with expanding demands of our growing population.
The very minimum effect of passage of the proposed amendments to the tax
law would be to plunge the municipal bond market into a long period of uncer-
tainty while the new provisions are litigated as they certainly would be. The
resulting disruption of orderly marketing procedures would handicap the efforts
of our local governments to overcome the deficiencies in schools and housing
which are exacerbating problems of social and racial unrest.

Similarly, any attempt to divert Minieipal nancing into new channels by
encouraging the issuance of tax ahtebonds would, in my opinion, create serious
problems of adjustment in Oths format and pricing of milnicipal bond issues. It
would require a major )Walrection of underwriting and sales efforts. I do not
believe that the same Investors who now supply the major volume of long-term
credit to state and local governments could recounted upon to buy these obli-
gations in taxable form. And to the-extent' that municipalities might succeed in
competing for investment funds wlhich do not wlue tax exemption, th diversion
of such funds would be at the expense of the U.9. Government, its agencies,
private Industry and the mortgage market. I would a.sk, what is to b6, gained
to warrant tlt risk to bttr whole economy of creating a situation whicb couldonly mean higher rates on mortgag 'and Government debt? The tax exempt
municipal bod is the only sector of, 4fxked-lncoine market which has competed
with the equity market for indivldu Ol/vestinent funds&1

The second concept supporting l existing systonm is that 9f the reciprocal
sovereignty ?of the state governn n vil A vis tho Wederal Government. The
area of finance is one In which, tl~e Stte governme ts and -their creature muni-
cipalities sitould be completely ",independent of F;deral intrusion if it Could
conceivably lead to Federal control, Beginning *ith 'Chief Justice Marshall's oft-
quoted opinion handed 4own in 181P, the power t6 taikthe means of borrowing
money has been regarded as the power to destroy. Vhether the tax be direct or
indirect, it inhibits and potentially controls the ability of stat6 governments to
exercise their dancing powers as determined by thdir own several const tutions.

It is especially frustrating, at a time wheh the Fbderal Go6vernment ,proposes
to increase its assumption of prop6rtions of tle cost pf sotihl problems..Which are
essentially nation l, and at a tite when there'is renewed emphasis on the decen-
tralization of administration of our cbvic andisocial problems, tha there should
appear a major tax amendment moving in exactly the oppositedirection. J'ust
when the states are encouraged to expect some relaxation of feir long-deferred
hopes for a greater share ih national revenues, they are suffering Instead a crush-
ing blow to their ability to me et their existing needs for public improvements.

I am aware of the concept that xemptlon of thfinterest on municipal bonds
is an uneconomic subsidy or a misallocation of national resources; but even if
this charge can be proved statistically, I should hope that this Congress, like all
of its liredecessors who have approached this question, would propose to "meet
the issue squarely by submitting a constitutional amendment to remove the
exemption from all future issues. Such an amendment would present a clear
choice, with definable consequences. I am very clear and positive on the point
that any attempt to tax outstanding State and local bonds, whether by legislation
or by constitutional amendment, would be a grevious blow to the honor and
credibility of both the Federal Government and the State governments.

I do appreciate the opportunity to record my views with this honorable body,
and in conclusion I respectfully urge that you continue In full effect the existing
exemption of the interest on State and local bonds from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the Federal Government.
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9 " September 29, 1969

To The Honorable Members of the
United States Senate Finance
Committee Conducting hearings
on House Bill # HR 13270

Gentlemen:

_. As City Comptroller of the City of Chicago and, as President of
the Municipal Finance Officers Association of the United States and Canada
with a membership of approximately 4400 representatives of states, cities
and counties of the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands, I
requested permission to appear before your honorable body to testify on
tax reform as it pertains to interest on municipal bonds. Due to the large
number of wItnesses who desire to testify on tax reform and the short time
available for such hearings, the Chief Counsel of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee requested that I submit copies of my written statement to the Com-
mittee for consideration.

My comments follow:

States, Counties and Municipalities are continually beset by
new problems -- requests for greater services, mounting costs of construc-
tion and administration and a struggle to obtain the revenues needed to
provide the services and capital improvements. Now a new problem has been
thrust upon us - 'Tax Reform" in the form of H.R. 13270. Together with
inflation, this has played havoc with many capital improvement plans. The
principal item in the "Tax Reform" so far as it affects govermntal units
is the proposal to tax the interest on State and Municipal Bonds. Various
proposals have been made as to. the method of taxing municipal bonds:
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A. Providing a minimum tax on the interest from all municipal
bonds outstanding as well as new issues.

B. Allocation of allowable tax deductions of the taxpayer
between taxable income and certain previously considered non-taxable in-
come including interest on municipal bonds.

Interest Rates

Aj a result of the tax reform provisions as they effect interest
on municipIi securities, the municipal bond market has tightened to a degree
where it hds become almost impossible for municipalities to obtain funds.

Due to high interest rates, The Bond Buyer estimates $1,749,991,
000 of municipal bond issues were cancelled, postponed or displaced by
failure to receive bide and rejection of bids received during the period
September 3, 1968 to August 22, 1969.

Interest rate since 1968, particularly since the taxing of in-
terest on municipal bonds has been brought to wide public attention, have
risen from 1-1/2% to 2%. Many states and municipalities have interest rate
ceilings of 6.00% which were set by referendum or by State Legislatures
years ago. Consequently they are unable to sell their bonds in a market
which provides rates as high as 8-3/8% on AAA rated utility bonds with rates
of 7-3/47. on other industrial bonds.

Few cities and states enjoy a triple A rating. Take the City of
Chicago, for example, whose bonds have an A rating from Moody's Investment
Service and AA from Standard and Poors Investment Service. On July 29, 1969
we tried to sell $25,500,000 of General Obligation Bonds, backed by the full
faith and credit of the City of Chicago, which has never been in default on
any obligation, at a rate of not to exceed 6% over the life of the bonds with
varied maturities up to 20 years. The only bid received was 6.2202% which we
could not accept due to 6% ceiling. On September 22, 1969 a member of one of
the underwriting groups checked the New York and Chicago financial districts
to ascertain whether these bonds would have a market at 6%. The answer came
back that the best probable bid would approximate 7%.

Interest On Tax Anticipation Warrants

In Illinois taxes are levied during the year following the year
in which appropriations for operating expenses are expended. In other words,
in 1969, taxes are collected to cover 1968 expenditures. It, therefore, be-
comes necessary to substantially finance our general operations in each year
through the sale of tax warrants (or tax notes) which become payable upon the
collection of taxes during the ensuing year. Approximately $100,000,000 of
tax warrants will be sold by the City of Chicago, excluding the six independent
taxing bodies, in 1969 to finance its general operations and which will be paid
off commencing June 1, 1970 when property tax installments become payable by
the taxpayers. A year ago we sold such warrants to banks at 4-3/8% to 4-5/8%
interest. Recently a group of largest Chicago Banks quoted a 7% interest rate
on this type of paper.
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Municipal bonds have enjoyed lover interest rates than industrial
bonds in the past but, if the interest on such bonds becomes taxable in one
form or another, the rates will rise to approximate those on industrial bonds.

The following schedule sets forth the approximate financing re-
quired by the City of Chicago and its six reitated taxing bodies during 1969
and 1970:

Tax Anticipation Warrants General Obligation Bonds

Chicago Junior College
Chicago Sanitary District (1)
Chicago Park District
City of Chicago, Board of

Education
Forest Preserve District
Public Building Commission

of Chicago
City of Chicago:

City - General Operations
Urban Renewal Preliminary

Loan Notes
Water Revenue Bonds (3)
Chicago O'Hare International
Airport (3)
Electric Street Lighting (2)
,Municipal Buildings
Public Transportation
Sewer
Garbage & Refuse Disposal

1969

$ 4,700,000
31,630,000
23,500,000

1970

$ 9,500,000
32,000,000
24,(00,000

148,200,000 148,700,000
3,500,000 3,500,000

100,000,000 100,01)0,000

63,255,000 *63,000,000

Redevelopment & Urban Renewal

Cook County 36.000.000

TOTAL

, 6Loooooo
$410,785,000 $416,700,000

- $ 15,000,000
60,000,000 60,000,000

9,500,000 -

15,000,000 15,000,000

35,000,000 165,000,000

- 30,000,000

70,000,000 160,000,000
2,000,000 -

1,500,000 16,000,000
6,500,000 -

6,500,000 9,000,000
5,500,000 1,500,000
3,500,000 26,500,000

30,000.000 9.000.000

$245,000,000 $507,000,000

(1) A telegram to the Illinois Senators and Congressmen under date of August 1,
1969 from John E. Egan, President of Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago
(representing the City of Chicago and over 80 smaller metropolitan towns and villages
in the Chicago Metropolitan area within Cook County, Illinois) reads as follows:

"The taxpayers of Metropolitan Chicago are committed to issue $380,000,000
in bonds to combat water pollution and meet federal water quality standards. We have
not received the federal financial assistance we need to accomplish this task. Please
do not add to our burden by removing our tax exemption."

(2) To complete installation in progress since 1966

(3) Revenue bonds (not general obligations of the City)

* Estimated renewals

I thr. in7n
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Assuming a 2% increase in interest rates has resulted from
proposed tax reforms, the additional annual interest cost in 1970 to the
Chicago-Cook County taxpayers on 1969 issues alone will approximate:

Interest On Tax Warrants And
Payable Preliminary Loan Notes On Bonds

On 1969 Issue 1970 $8,215,700 $4,900,000

The bonds are scheduled to mature in 2 to 20 years with an
average life of 10 years; hence, added interest costs continue in reducing
amounts over 20 years.

The States of Connecticut and Ohio, the City of New York, and
many local governments which could not postpone their bond sales will pay
millions of dollars more in interest over the life of the bonds sold in
the current market.

Inability to Finance the Needs of Government

The effect of the attempt by Congress to tax the interest on
municipal securities has been a reluctance on the part of bond dealers
and bankers to bid on an issue. Early in 1969, we attempted to sell ap-
proximately $70,000,000 of bonds; we had to reduce this by 50% and reschedule
the issue in order to obtain a bid. In a later attempt to sell bonds, we had
to agree that the sale would become void if Congress passed the tax bill in
its present form before the bonds were delivered to the purchasers.

Even the United States Government is having trouble selling its
guaranteed obligations. On September 10, 1969, $156 million H.A.A. Notes
were unsold due to the 6% interest limitation. On the same day, $10 million
Jefferson School District, Louisiana bonds failed to sell.

Investors are unwilling to purchase municipal securities until
they can ascertain what the federal legislation will be. No investor wants
to purchase a 6% or 7% bond (in a market where utility AA and AAA rated bonds
bring 8% to 84% and some Canadian bonds 9%) only to learn at a later date
that the interest on his municipal bonds is partially or wholly subject to
Federal Taxes on Income.

The big question is whether it has become necessary for Congress
to "Cripple the Financirg Power of States and Municipalities".

The Need for Municipal Financing

The needs for financing were never greater. Due to the population

explosion and changing desires of the people there is a nation-wide need for:

A. New schools, new high schools, new or enlargments of colleges

,A W I I a
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B. Hospitals. Medicare and greater population has created a
need for new hospitals and new equipment. Medicare has helped to create an
unprecedented demand for hospital care. Greater attention is being paid to
mental diseases. This requires additional clinics and hospitals giving this
specialized care.

C. Transportation. The advent of larger airplanes has made many
airports obsolete or partially so. To provide for the handling of the large
airplanes,which will make their first appearance this Fall or early next year,
require additional runways and other airport facilities. The railroads have
given up much of their passenger service, adding to airline travel. The
largest airports are so congested that flights are frequently delayed from
one-half hour to more than an hour in takeoffs and considerably delayed in
landing on the ground with extended delays before they can taxi to the ter-
minals for debarkation. It is estimated that $300 million a year Federal
funds will be needed for airport expansion. Local costs will exceed that
figure.

Local transportation needs have outgrown existing facilities.
Better transportation and extensions to accommodate the poor people of the
community require outlays running to millions of dollars.

Most large cities and the states require superhithways to relieve
local and through transportation for automobiles vith outlays of many millions
of dollars.

Sewerage systems require extension and enlargement to provide for
increased population.

Model Cities Programs, Urban Renewal and Redevelopment plans re-
quire huge outlays to preserve our cities and to alleviate discontent of the
poorer segments and middle class segments of the population. While Federal
Grants provide some of these funds, the Cities must provide certain amounts
as matching funds.

All of the foregoing require financing and much of the financing
is an immdiate need. Why should Congress on the one hand provide grants
for the use of municipalities and then make it practically impossible for
municipalities and states to finance their share of the costs. The very
idea is fantasticc".

Hither Interest Rates Will Be Reflected In Construction Costs

As a result of higher interest rates, the costs of construction
are rising. Taking into consideration higher interest cost and th,. effects
of Inflation, municipalities which appropriated amounts for Capitdl Improve-
ments a year ago now find their appropriations inadequate.
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HMajor capital improvements must be planned several years in
advance and construction takes several years. Construction once started
must be completed or the contracts must be escalated considerably to cover
inflation and changing money rates. All this adds to the burden of the
local taxpayers with no increasing benefit due to the delayed completion
of the project.

The Boomerant Result Is Increased Local Taxes

The unavoidable result of the increased interest costs is
higher state and local taxes or reduced public services -- or both. The
most obvious result would be HIGHER REAL ESTATE TAXES since most of the
bonds subject to the taxes are local government bonds and local govern-
ments must still rely on real estate taxes as their main source of revenue.
Thus the "Reform" will mean higher costs of owning a home or apartment.
The irony of this part of the "Reform" Package Legislation, touted to be
a response to the demands of the "little people" is that it will boomerang
right back on the average Ameri..an homeowner and citizen it is supposed to
pacify.

It is true that reforms have been demanded, but they need not
be boomerang reforms. Hr. Average American was not asking for "reforms"

to increase his cost for new schools, new hospitals and other improvements
or to in ase hi.s sales taxes or his state income tax. That is exactly
what he i, being offered as a result of House Bill 13270.

Equity or Inequity

There isn't even an argument in "tax equity" for including
municipal bond interest in the tax base of the bill. The bill identifies
certain classes of "tax preference" income and proposes a minimum tax on
them. For people in the top tax brackets -- 60% to 702 -- the minimum tax
would be half, or not over 302 to 352.

By oizmldence, 302 to 352 is exactly the amount municipal bond-
holders have traditionally "paid" by accepting lower interest rates on
municipal bonds instead of buying equivalent private obligations (that is,
municipals have sold in recent years at yields of 65% to 702 of corporates).

As a result the municipal bondholder has already in effect,
"paid" his minimum tax at the top bracket rates which the bill sets for
other "sheltered" income. Thus in the case of municipal bond interest
alone, the bill would impose a double levy by taxing the residual balance
(the interest) by another 302 to 352 at top bracket rates. Few people
find anything but inequity In taxing the interest on bonds already out-
standing, as the House Bill plans to do.
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What About The Tax Free Millionaires

The alleged present "taxpayers" revolt" was procured by adroit
propaganda concerning 154 millionaires who paid no income tax although they
had at least $200,000 in adjusted income. But when the details about their
tax returns came out, THERE WAS NO SHOWING OF THE AMOUNT OF MUNICIPAL BOND
INTEREST RECEIVED by them. Nevertheless, the House Ways and Means Committee
report subtly juxtaposes the recommendation fv, taxing municipal bond in-
terest with a recital about 154 millionaires.

I have seen estimates to the effect that the Federal Government
would collect $88,000,000 a year by taxing interest on local government
bonds. You can be assured that the additional property taxes which would
be paid by all property owners as a result of the higher interest costs on
bonds would offset this income tax many fold.

There is Doubt As To Constituitionality

The Attorney General of the United States has stated that grave
consititutional problems are raised by including municipal bond interest in
a "'minimum tax" base. Therefore, the administration did not recommend such
inclusion. But the House has now overridden the constitutional objection.
The inevitable litigations, if this measure is finally passed, are expected
to unsettle the municipal bond market for years. Attorneys General over
many years repeatedly taken stands against the taxing of interest on municipal
bonds.

Tax Subsidy Plan

House Bill 13270, having ended traditional "tax exemptions",
then purports to give an option to state and local government issuers
to receive a "subsidy" if they agree to issue their bonds in a fully
taxable basis.

The most obvious flow in this plan is that the Secretary of the
Treasury is given the authority to determine the measure of the "subsidy"
which is supposed to make the states and cities financially whole. The
floor under the amount he can select (25% of the taxable rate after 5 years)
is lower than the traditional benefit which states and cities have enjoyed
in issuing their bonds. They could hardly expect to avoid loss under such
a subsidy plan -- coupled as it iv with mandatory taxes (LTP and allocations)
on bonds issued under the alternative "option",

Te Ready Marketability Of Local government Bonds Would Be Imaired

The tax legislation now before the Senate, if enacted into lay,
will mean that new buyers must be found for from $10 billion to #20 billion
annually of new debt securities of the local sector of the economy according
to a survey of the financial community opinion made by "Ihe Bond Buyer".
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Prior to the attempt to tax the interest on local government bonds,
governmental bodies with reasonable credit ratings could readily dispose of
their bonds. Based upon the experience of many municipalities in dealing with
the Federal Government, endless delays would be encountered in attempting to
sell municipal securities to any Urban Development Bank formed by the Federal
Government for the purpose of purchasing such bonds as an aid to the local
governments.

Investors' Crisis

The members of the Senate Committee and the United States Senate
are respectfully requested not to turn the uncertainty which has seized the
tax-exempt bond market into a crisis which will curtail drastically the much
needed social improvements in all, sections of the country for years to come.
The only way to avoid this is to veto the bill which will tax in whole or in
part the interest on municipal bonds.

The Cities will have three choices if this bill goes thru:

I. To curtail much needed improvements and spread them over
a longer period of years. Thismeans 'Retrogression" and not 'Progress".
No large city can afford this.

2. To pay the higher interest rates on their bonds, passing
them on to the taxpayers in the form of property taxes.

3. To obtain a greater amount of financing for improvements
by including the estimated cost of improvements in the current year's tax
rates. Property taxes already are so high that some municipalities face
a taxpayers strike.

Respectfully submitted,

City Comptroller
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STATEMENT OF MARY EVELYN PARKER, TREASURER, STATE OF LOUISIANA

INTRODUCTION

I am submitting this statement as Treasurer of the State of Louisiana and
also as Chairman of the Louisiana State Bond Commission which has the statu-
tory responsibility of issuing all state and state agency municipal bonds. Our
primary concern is the consideration now being given by the committee to those
provisions of H.R. 13270 which directly and indirectly affect the interest income
of municipal bonds, specifically Sections 301 and 302 of the bill.

The State of Louisiana and its political subdivisions have traditionally relied
upon the existing constitutional concept of inter-governmental immunity in
issuing municipal bonds for its capital improvements. I say without reservation
that each and every aspect of state and local programs of education, health and
transportation have benefited from the tax exempt feature of municipal bonds
and the future progress of these programs is dependent upon the continuation of
our ability to finance such projects through the issuance of fully tax free bonds.

Complete exemption is and has historically been the rule of our land and we
believe that long established rules should not be abandoned except for good
real- i -i which are conspicuously absent in the present proposals.

SECTIONS 301 AND 302 OF THE BILL

Rea8on8 given For Ta" Rcform Bill
We have analyzed the justifications presented in the House passed Tax Reform

Bill and conclude that the majority of them are not applicable to muni-
cipal bonds, and where purported to be, the reasons are based on erroneous
presumptions.

The arguments advanced in the majority report that tax reform is essential
as a matter of Justice and taxpayer morale, to prevent misallocation of resources
and to redirect investment toward employment efforts certainly cannot be appli-
cable to municipal bonds. It can be said conclusively that Justice is now served
by the capital improvements made possible through tax exemption bonds for the
benefit of taxpayers and to restrict these programs would reduce taxpayer
morale rather than enhance it. It can also be stated conclusively that tax exempt
bonds have not resulted in a misallocation of resources or the misdirection of
investments for there is little question that no programs exist that are more
important to the welfare of our nation than education, health and transportation
which are the areas where the majority of these monies have been expended.
Investments in municipal bonds make possible public improvements and at the
same time the funds provide employment for many people and benefit the corn-
unity, the state and the nation as much, if not more than those funds invested
in so-called unsheltered areas.

The argument advanced that it is believed that the tax preference of municipal
bonds permits a minority of high income individuals to escape payment of taxes
resulting in a loss of revenue greater than the advantage it affords state and local
governments is erroneous. First, of course, no loss has occurred in federal tax
revenue since the federal government cannot lose that which it never had.
Secondly, no evidence has been presented that the additional tax collections
would be greater or even equal to the savings in interest to state and local govern-
ments. In addition, we feel that investors in municipal bonds have been taxed
and that the tax was paid by the investor at the time of the issue through the
sacrifice of interest income. Tax exemption of municipal bonds is a tax prepay-
ment which has the great advantage of saving the cost of collection and results
in what we feel to be meaningful tax sharing.
Undeirable Effects of the Bill

To use an over-quoted principle, "The power to tax is the power to destroy."
The pending proposals have created the most chaotic municipal bond market In
history and resulted in the increase in interest rates in what we believe to be in
excess of 1%. If the bill is adopted In its present form we feel that the interest
rates will soar another 1% or 2%. These increased costs have delayed many
local programs and in some cases the increased cost will no doubt make the
project prohibitive. Lousiana has scheduled for sale $15,000,000 in Capital
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Improvement Bonds on September 30, 1969. Because of the pending proposals and
our 6% interest limitation, it now appears that no bids will be received on these
bonds. Louisiana and its political subdivisions during the next two year period
will need in excess of $600,000,000 for planned capital outlay and this financing
can only be accomplished through the issuance of municipal bonds. The pending
proposals if adopted would without question delay and thereby destroy these
programs as they were originally conceived.
Con stitutional Questfon8 and Alternative Propo8al

We contend that short of a constitutional amendment, Congress has no right to
tax municipal bonds without the consent of the states. The constitutionally man-
dated doctrine of reciprocal immunity which is designed to permit the free
functioning of federal, state and other local governments without interference
from the others is valid and is violated by both the provisions of the bill which
require that municipal bond interest be Included in the base of the minimum tax
and those provisions that require that itemized dluctions be allocated between
taxable and tax exempt income. The result is a direct tax and an indirect method
of taxing the resources of state and local government and this power to tax has
not been delegated to the United States by the constitution and is prohibited
without the consent of the concerned governmental unit. These constitutional
questions, which I have perhaps over simplified would probably take years to
settle and could cause substantial delays in capital Improvement programs.
Because of the chaotic conditions which would occur during this period, we think
that the question should be settled now by exempting municipal bond interest
from Sections 301 and 302 of the bill.

In the alternative, if two-thirds of the members of the United States House
of Representatives and Senate feel that there is some Justification for removal
of the tax exempt feature of municipal bonds, we would suggest that a consti-
tutional amendment be adopted and submitted to the states for ratification.
There is little question but that such an amendment would fail to receive the
required three-fourths vote nee ,ssary for ratification. This would, however, give
the states, and thus its citizens, an opprtanity to voice an opinion and make the
decision rather than relying on the U. S. Supreme Court.

SF ;TIONS 601 ANt 602 OF THE BILL

The alternative of ihsuing taxable bonds and receiving an interest subsidy is
certainly no answer to the admittedly higher interest cost which will result from
the other provisions of the bill. The ability to issue tax exempt bonds for local
building programs is one of the very few areas of local government functioning
which the states have been able to retain. The federal interest subsidy is no more
than another step in what appears to be a continual effort on the part of our
national government to encroach upon the sphere of action of our state and local
governments. Our local programs should not and cannot become more dependent
upon our federal government.

CONCLUSION

Those aspects of Sections 301 and 302 of H. R. 13270 which will restrict the tax
exempt feature of municipal bonds will be of no benefit and would have the effect
of increasing the cost of and deterring needed capital improvement programs. In
addition, Sections 601 and 602 relating to federal interest subsidies would com-
plicate and increase the cost of these programs and are extremely undesirable.

Interest income received on municipal bonds should be specifically excluded
from the provisions of Sections 301 and 302 of the bill, and Sections 601 and 60'2
of the bill should be deleted.

STATEMENT BY COMPTROLLER MARIO A. PROcACCINC OF Nzw YORK CITY

Gentlemen, as Comptroller of The City of Now York, I urge the amendment of
H.R. 13270 relating to hitherto tax-exempt municipal securities. This bill imposes
two new taxes on individuals receiving interest on state and municipal .bonds.
One is a "minimum tax" plan which applies to outstanding bonds; the other
denies the municipal bondholder his full personal deduction otherwise allowable.

I am opposed to any proposal that would affect unfavorably or destroy the tax-
exempt status for municipal bonds for many reasons:
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Fir8t, the constitutionality of this proposed legislation Is very questionable.
I am afraid that any litigation that would eventually reach this decision would
carry through many years. During this time, investors in municipal bonds, uncer-
tain of the final outcome, would manifest interest only if a high yield gave them
a protection against the probability of these bonds being taxed.

Secondly, it will deter corporations, banks and institutional investors from
investing in municipal bonds. They would justly feel, "The individual investor
now, we will be next."

Thirdly, It will be disastrous to the capital construction program of New York
City. Our bonds will require such a high interest rate that the municipal tax-
payer may find it most difficult to meet the resulting growth in real estate tax
burden. Also, the investors may be so disillusioned, or so fearful, that they may
not invest in the bonds of our City, or any city, but choose Instead other forms
of investment than state or municipal bonds.

In the year 1968-1969, New York City issued over $500 million in serial bonds
for the following municipal purposes: Millions

Schools and colleges --------------------------------------- $89.9
Transit ------------------------------------------------- 81.6
Health services -------------------------------------------- 51.6
Water supply --------------------------------------------- 17. 7
Docks and piers ------------------------------------------- 10. 2
Recreational and cultural ------------------------------------ 24. 1
Public safety (police, fire)., ----------------------------------- 44. 2
Streets and sewers ----------------------------------------- 59.2
Housing development, urban renewal, model cities ------------------- 48. 7

This is the general pattern of bond issuance of this City. H.R. 13270 would
cause a drastic reduction in the construction of new schools, colleges, hospitals,
health centers, police precinct houses, fire houses, parks, streets, sewers, transit
lines, docks and piers, and their major rehabilitation or re-construction, in our
City. Rehabilitation and rebuilding of our slums through neighborhood conserva-
tion, model cities program or neighborhood development renewal would also
suffer.

It is estimated that eliminating the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds
would increase the market Interest rate two percent. The threat embodied in H.R.
13270 has already pushed up rates one percent. In arriving at my estimate of
increase in cost, it may well reach 1 percent, but I will apply 1 percent.

Thus, borrowing in one year of $500 million for such vital capital improvement
would involve at least $5 million in added interest costs the first year. With an
average life of 7 years for the bonds issued, the House bill would add about $35
million in interest over the life of just one year's Issue. Over a period of 10
years, estimating a new issue of $500 million each year, which provides no in-
crease in expenditure, the additional burden would be an extra $350 million for
capital improvements.

Such a burden would practically stifle New York City's proposed transit im-
provement plan of new lines to areas in desperate need of such lines in Brooklyn,
Bronx, Queens and lower Manhattan. The total capital cost of this program is
$1.4 billion, of which the City would spend $800 million.

Faced with increased costs of construction, the added cost of interest on bonds
to finance these improvements will price this program out of reality..Loss of this program will not only affect seriously our City's total economy and
hurt all the City's taxpayers, but it also will cut down the return in added taxes
to the Federal Government which a more prosperous community can generate.

In addition to the bonds mentioned, New York City has sold approximately
$2.8 billion in Notes in 1968-9, for the following purposes:

(1) $719 million in Revenue Anticipation Notes, pending the receipt of federal
and state aid, and about $1,427 million In Tax Anticipation Notes.

Under H.R. 13270, the added Interest cost for these short-term borrowings
with an average maturity of 6 months would cost New York City's taxpayers
about $11 million extra a year. These costs must be charged to the Expense
Budget which is subject to a tax-incurring limitation, and provides for opera-
tional expenses. This can only result in a serious cut in City services, affecting
the number of police, teachers, hospital and health services and services in other
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vital areas. Our City desperately needs more funds in these areas, not less. At
this time of "the crisis of the cities," we need more help from the Federal Gov-
ernment, not such destructive action as H.R. 13270 which would worsen the fiscal
plight of our City, and every other city In their efforts to provide adequate
services.

(2) We also sold $615 million In Bonzi Anticipation Notes, for the support of
middle Income housing. The increase which H.R. 13270 requires in the Interest
cost of these Notes results in higher rents for middle Income tenants. They had
to absorb some $0 million annually in added interest because of the threatened
loss of the tax exemption on these bonds.

(3) On August 20, 1969, the City sold over $215 million of Bond Anticipation
Notes, with maturities of up to one year, at annual interest costs of 7.43 percent
and 7.48 percent, depending upon the term of the Notes, the highest In the City's
history for short-term obligations. We attribute this shocking rate largely to the
pendency of H.R. 13270.

(4) About $87 million for Urban Renewal Notes were sold for the rehabilita-
tion of many of our City's rundown areas. Even though the Federal Government
is aiding with Model Cities and Neighborhood DWvelopment funds, this is far
from enough. The City must contribute not only its share of the aided programs
but much more to make even a dent !n Nihat must be done.

These added Interest costs from taxing city bonds must be borne by our
already over-burdened taxpayers The only alternative is to reduce vital public
services. Every taxpayer, renters as well as p-opcrty holders, would share in this
burden, no matter how modest his means.

The House bill provides for a limit on tax preferences which would apply
to bonds outstanding. But the holder of these bonds has already paid, by accepting
reduced Interest income, for his tax exemoption. In buying these bonds he gave
up the opportunity of investing his money in higher paying corporate securities.
If an investor cannot be certain of his return at the lime of commitment, he will
certainly consider possible adverse future changes in tax status. Here those
dangers are so fully apparent that his loss of confidence would reflect itself in
the higher yield of the securities. This is why the market is reacting so violently
to the pendency of this bill.

Many people have been led to believe that the tax-exempt securities were added
to the "tax-reform" package because of about 154 individuals with adjusted
gross incomes of $200,000 or more, who paid no tax in 1968. However, an examina-
tion of these tax returns indicated that the tax-free Income was achieved by
other tax shelters, and not by the use of tax-exempt municipal bonds.

The House bill provides an option for state and local government issuers to
receive a "subsidy" If they agree to Issue their bonds on a fully taxable basis.
However, the Secretary of the Treasury is given the authority to determine the
rate of this "subsidy." The floor under the amount he can select (25 ". the
taxable rate after 5 years) is actually lower than the benefit which states and
cities have enjoyed In Issuing their bonds--some 30% to 35% In the past few
years.

How can New York City or any other city, state, or other local government
sensibly base its financing on such an escalating uncertainty?

Why should a City be compelled to gamble its present and future development
and urban renewal on a promised subsidy that could eventually evaporate?
Particularly when It involves added administrative costs on the city.

Due to the inability of state and local governments to finance projects at reason-
able Interest costs, many of them have cut back and deferred. bond Issues at a
time when there are great needs for additional schools, hospitals, transit, air
pollution and other capital needs. Projections have been made that the potential
costs to state and local governments over the life of estimated Issues of $19.5
billion would increase interest costs by over $2.5 billion. It cannot be deemed
true reform to thrust this on our local and state taxpayers, with attendant
increase in regressive local tax burdens and reduced essential services.

Gentlemen, I have been listening with hopeful expectation to reports about
Washington's concern about the plight of urban communities. This plight is real
and Federal concern is fully Justified. But how can we square that oncrn with
such a destructive measure as the curtailment of tax exemption for our City's
bonds?

33-805 0--69--pt. 4- 65
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I urge that your Honorable Body continue its deliberations on real tax reform,
particularly in tax relief to middle and low-Incoine iwrsons. But I strongly believe
that ill the interest of those same I, lrsons, the exemption of interest on municlmil
securities must be preserved. The huge financing burdens that state and local
governments are faced with for mnuch needed Improvements should not be jeolmr-
dized by the uncertainty into which the munlclpal bond market has beeii thrust
by this bominerang "tax reform" with Its inevitable additional interest coVsts
that will have to be borne for the most part by over-burdened taxpayers of
modest means

I know that your Committee will give the most serious evaluation to this
proposal and Its effect oi the capital development and renewal efforts of New
York City.

I express my appreciation to your august Body for this opportunity to submit
this presentation. I offer you my cooperation in any area relative to this most
Important Issue.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. FITPATRIOK, CIADIMAN, PowER AuTrJOmUTY OF TIlN 8TATF
or Niw YOK

Oil behalf of Power Authority of the State of New York, of which I aint chair-
man, I respectfully urge your committee not to include in any tax reform legisla-
tion provisions similar to those of 5 301, 302, (101 and 602 of 1.t.4. 13270 r

The Power Authority is a non-profit public benefit corporation consisting of
live trustees appointed by the Governor for five-year overlapping terms. Its opera-
tions are entirely self-supporting, financed through the Issuance of tax-free
revenue bonds which must be repaid from the sale and transmission of electricity.
The Authority has no other source of revenue. Its obligations are not guaranteed
by the State or any other governmental body.

The sections of H.R. 18270 to which the Authority objects (I) impose a tax
on part of the income of certain individuals derived froin state and munilelll
bonds (1S011, (Ui) disallow a portion of the deductions otherwise available to
any tax-payer if he obtains income of $10,000 or more fronti state or nunicipl
bonds or other sources not ordinarily taxed [5 f021 and (fit) apparently recog-
nising the disastrous effect of these provisions on the ability of state or local
governments to finance their operations, establish a scheme for subsidiing state
or local governments which issue fully taxable securities [f 601,602].

Other witnesses have poInted out that those provisions are not needed to ac-
comnplish the objectives of MR. 13270 and that they are of very dubious coll-
stitutionality. In the latter connection, as a lawyer as well as nn administrator, I
wish to endorse the statement submitted to you by l1awkIns, I)elatleld & Wood.
bond counsel to the Power Authority and to a large number of other public
agencies in many parts of the country.

The purpose of my statement is to desrilbe to you the role of the Power Author-
It' in helping to meet the present and future power requirements of the State
of New York and the effect on our operations which even the threat of legislation
like HR. 13270 has already had, and will continue to have until the Congress has
acted decisively to dispel the threat.

The Power Authority was crate4 in 1931 during the administration of Governor
Roosevelt to harness the hydroelectric potential of the Long Sault Rapids ill the
St. Lawrenceo River. In 141 under Govertor l)ewey it was given the added re-
sponsibility of redeveloping the power potential of Niagart Falls as authorized by
the 1050 Treaty with Canada. In 1008 the Authority was given further response.
bilities to which I shall refer later.

Federal and international authorizations for the St. IAwrence Project were
obtained in 190& The Authority constructed the Project between 1904 and UM5P
in partnership with the The lfydro-'lectrio Power Commission of Ontario at a
cost of about $850,000,OO0 which was shared equally by the two entities. This
project constitutes the basic core of the St. lawrence Seaway. It turned Long
sault Rapids into a lake and tt ua made deep water navigation Iossible.

The Authority financed its share of the cost through the sale of $M33,O00000 of
revenue bonds, bearing interest at an average rate of 8% per annum.

Congrew in 1967 pamsed a bill specifically mandating the Federal Power Con-
minion to Issue the Power Authority a license to utilize all the Niagara water
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available to the United States under the 1950 Treaty with Canada. the Federal
Power Commission Issued the liIense i January 1)58. First lower from the
I)roJtwt was produced ii February 191M. The IoroJtect was (4Omfleted In 1W)63.

heP cost was $740,000,000, lpid through the issuance of revenue bonds bearing
Interest it an average of approximately 41/ %, Ier innum.

The total firm capability of the Authority's two completed projects is 3,200,000
kw. That Is equal to about 1/d of the prsent total elttric capability of New York
Stat,. whlch is sbout 19,r)0,000 kw. I should jwint out, however, that the Author-
Ity sells 150,000 kw In Vermont and 100,000 kw to rural elec-tric cooperatives In
Pennsylvania. It therefore normally supplies only about 15% of the power gen-
erated In New York. However In emergencies, which have been fretluent recently,
It his supplied more than 20% of the load.

Both the state and federal statutes require the Authority to sell power at the
lowest lN)sslble prlce. This Is precisely what It (loes. It sells Iwer at cost. Cost
consists solely or operation and maintenance exlienses and Interest on and amorti-
zatlon of bonds which Imid for the projects.

The latter is by far the largest element of c(t. About 90% of the Authority's
revenues go for bond interest, bond retirement and reserves.

Thanks to the low interest costs I mentioned, the Authority Is able to sell
,,lectriity at the bus-bar for $1 per kilowatt per month plus 2.6T mills per kilowatt
hotr.

These are the lowest rates in the State 011(d probably the lowest anywhere in
the country outside the Tennesseo Valley or the laeifle Northwest.

State and federal law require the Authority to inarket power froi its hydro-
ele.trie projects primarily for the benefit of domestic and rural customers. Munic-
ipalities and cooperatives have preference In the purchase of Authority power.
The Authority supplies the full requirements of all the cooperatives in the state
and ill the municipal systems which have asked for power, which Is 8X, The
Authority also sells power to utility comnines for the benefit of their rural and
domestic customers.

Both State and Federal law recognize that the Authority must sell part of its
power output to industry near the sites of the projects for the benefit of the
economy of the areas and to keep the prhce of electricity down. The federal law
spe itleally requires that 445,000 kw be sold to Industries on the Niagara Frontier

to keel) down the cost of Industrial power there. The economy of the Frontier was
founded on low cost hydro-pwwer 75 years ago, and Is still almost entirely depend-
ent on it.

The Authority supplies an additional 250,000 kw to Niagara Industry, and
:174,000 kcw of firm power and 108,000 kw of Interruptible Iower to the aluminum
industry on the St. Taowrence. It also supplies 12,000 kw to a satellite plant of
General Motors near Massena which utilizes aluminum produced there.

All this power was sold by 1963. Until last year the Authority had no author-
Ization to produce any additional power to meet growing industrial and utility
requirements. The increased needs of municipalities and cooperatives had to be
met entirely by withdrawing power from other customers.

fly 1007 the potential demand for new low-cost industrial power, which the
Authority had no way to supply, amounted to about 600,000 kw. The tax-paying
utilities In the state were and are unable to supply such industrial demand at
rates which would bo competitive with other parts of the country for high-load
factor Industries using power around the clock.

These facts, and other facts showing the need for additional production by the
Power Authority, were submitted to a committee on power appointed by Gov-
ernor Rockefeller. The committee recofnmended that the Authority be given the
right to build pumped storage and nuclear plants.

The Governor accepted the committee's recommendations, and the Legislature
enacted them Into law In May 1068. The law authorized the Authority to con-
struct puniped storage hydroelectric plants "to supplement the (state's] supply
of electric power and energy" and nuclear power plants:

"(I) to supply sufficient supplemental energy to make possible optimum use
of the generating capacity of the authority's Saint Lawrence and Niagara
hydroelectric projects, (it) to 'supply low cost power and energy to high load
factor manufacturers which will build new facilities in the authority's area of
service or exland existing facilities provided such power and energy is made
available to them, and (tit) to supply the future needs of the authority's existing
municipal electric and rural electric cooperative customers."
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The Authority moved promptly to carry out its new legislative mandate. In
August 1968 It applied to the Federal Power Commission for a license for a
1,000,000 kw pumped storage hydroelectric project in Schoharie County. The
license was granted in June of 1969. The project is to produce some power in
1972 and be completed in 1973 at a cost of about $142,000,000.

In December the Authority filed application with the AEC for a construction
permit and operating license for an 800,000 kw nuclear plant on Lake Ontario.
That plant will cost upwards of $225,000,000. It is scheduled for completion
in 1973. It can be completed that soon only because the Authority took over
commitments of Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation which had been entered
into In 1966 for a proposed plant on the Hudson River which is no longer
contemplated.

Thus in the next four years the Authority will add 1,800,000 kw to its capability,
increasing it to 5,000,000 kw.

During that same period the State's power requirements are expected to
increase by about 5,000,000 kw. That means 6,000,000 kw of new generating
capacity must be added just to take care of new load and to maintain the reserve
margin we now have, which is about 18%. I am sure you will all agree that
this summer that 18% margin proved to be inadequate.

To restore the 290% reserve margin we had in New York two years ago-which
we need to maintain dependable, adequate service-8,000,000 kw of new capacity
will be needed by 1973.

The construction of so much new capacity places a heavy burden on the rate
structures of the State's utilities. The two largest have already had to seek
rate increases this year.

If it were not for the anticipated contribution to be made by the Power
Authority, the cost of power in New York might well escalate to the point where
the survival of some industries heavily dependent on electric power would be
doubtful.

As I pointed out before the Authority's power costs and power rates depend
almost entirely on Interest costs.

So far we have not issued any bonds for our two new projects. They are being
financed temporarily through the sale of short term notes, which will be repaid
from the proceeds of revenue bonds when the bonds are sold, probably next
year.

The Authority sold $50,000,000 of notes in September 1968 at an interest rate of
88%.

When these notes came due a year later-after the impairment of the tax-
exemption of State and municipal bonds had been suggested-we were forced
to sell 9-month bond anticipation notes at a rate of 714% per annum.

That is more than three times what the Authority paid on short-term notes
in 1958 and only about 1 point less than a private utility might expect to
pay. In other words as far as the market is concerned our bonds have lost most
of their tax exemption already.

If the Authority had had to pay that sort of interest rate in 1954 or 1959-62,
when it sold bonds for the St. Lawrence and Niagara Projects, it is doubtful
whether the projects would have been built. Certainly if they had been built
at all the power they would have produced would not have been low-cost
power.

The amount of new capacity the Authority can economically add to its system
in the future may be substantially reduced if we are forced to continue to pay
interest rates based on the market's assumption that our bonds may be taxed.

The Authority has no legal authorization to issue federally subsidized taxable
bonds if such subsidies should 'be authorized by the Congress. There is no like-
lihood of its obtaining such authorization soon enough to be of any use in
financing projects now under construction. Nor is there any assurance that
such subsidized securities would turn out to be practicable and acceptable
to the market.

I see no chance of any improvement in the situation unless or until the Congress
makes It unequivocally clear that the century-old tax exemption of state and
municipal bonds is not about to be destroyed. I respectfully urge that your
committee go on record against any impairment of that exemption.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, Ohairman.
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September 17, 1969

Senate Finance Committee
2227 New Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20005

Attention: Thomas Vail, Chief Counsel

Gentlemen:

The Detroit.Wayne County Port Commission, the county agency
vested by Michigan law with responsibility for the economic welfare of the
Detroit-Wayne County Port District, wishes to file for the record of the
Senate Finance Committee, In its current hearings on H.R. 13270, the
following statement:

This Commission Is strongly opposed to any attempt, directly or
indirectly, to tax state and municipal bonds.

It is, therefore, unalterably against the passage of Sections 301,
302, 601 and 602 of H. R. 13270 for the following reasons:

1. The sections in question do not carry out the
stated purposes of the bill.

Sponsors of the bill have repeatedly indicated that
It is intended to close tax loopholes which presently cause
great inequities in tax burden among various classes of
taxpayers.

The Treasury Department claims that the tax
exempt status of interest received by holders of state and
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Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20005
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municipal bonds constitutes such a loophole. In an
attempt to substantiate this claim it cites 154 cases of
individuals, having incomes of more than $200, 000 per
year, who pay no taxes.

However, in every one of the cited cases, the
tax-free status was & result of interest, charitable con-
tibutions and other deductions, not through holdings in
municipal bonds.

Under today's economic conditions, the person who becomes
free of tax liability as a result of placing all his funds in municipal bonds
probably is a hypothetical fiction. An investor would have to be extremely
naive to follow such a course, when he would be forced to accept approxi-
mately 30% less in interest from municipal bonds than good business
Judgment would require from comparably rated corporate obligations only
to find that bonds which he acquired only a relatively short time ago at
the then current interest yields, have suffered substantial declines in
market value due to general interest rate increases in corporate bonds.

These sections would fail to carry out stated purposes of the bill
for yet another reason.

The Report of Proceedings in the present hearings, September
4, 1969, P. 184 indicate that Treasury believes the application of
Section 301 would net $45 million n annual tax revenue. The real effect
would be to increase costs to state and municipal taxpayers by multiples
of this amount each year. These increased costs would be required to
be met by increases in local taxes. This would be neither equity nor tax
reform.

Furthermore, these increased local taxes would be fully deducted
on Federal Income Tax returns, resulting in a net loss to the Treasury.

2. If adopted, these sections would raise serious
constitutional questions.

Most tax deductions are based on government policies which
encourage philanthropy, stimulate needed investments, foster discovery of
natural resources, and the like. Exemptions are the result of entirely
different considerations.
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In the case of municipal bonds, the exemption on Interest re-
ceived stems from the established constitutional principle of inter-
governmental immunity. This principle has been followed throughout the
nation's history in order to preserve the continued functioning of States
and their political subdivisions in the stable framework of our Federal
system of government.

If adopted, these sections would immediately raise constitutional
questions as to the power of Congress to indirectly tax Income from state
and local obligations. They would inevitably produce litigation lasting
anywhere from three to five years. Such litigation could be counted upon
to thoroughly disrupt the municipal bond market which is already greatly
hampered by the mere threat of passage of these provisions.

3. Adoption of the sections would have a crippling
effect on the ability of state and local governments to fund
capital projects.

State and local government construction of vitally needed schools,
hospitals, water and anti-polluton facilities, streets, sewers and other
public improvements would be made even more difficult, and, in many
significant instances, impossible.

In a period when State and local governments are faced with
tremendous problems of preserving and improving environmental conditions
for an ever expanding population, the average taxpayer would bear a sign.
ficantly increased burden if local governments are to continue to combat
environmental problems. A great many of these taxpayers will find this
burden unbearable, if they are employed in construction industries,
because they will face employment as well.

In conclusion, we oppose the above cited sections because they
would Increase local tax burdens; because their proposal has already
disrupted the municipal bond market and their adoption would bring utter
chaos; because their adoption would destroy the ability of local governments
to provide for public needs.
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Senate Finance Committee
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Adoption of these sections would entail the serious jeopardizing
of a bond market which funds some $15 billion in public improvements each
year, in exchange for an illusory $45 million gross tax revenue to the
Treasury annually, which actually amounts to a substantial net loss after
deductions.

Adoption of these provisions would be infeasible, inequitable

and, would not be tax reform.

Respectfully submitted

Detroit-Wayne County Port Commission

F. Clifton Lind
FCL:ap Port Director
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PORTLAND PUBLIC DocKs,
Portland, Orcg., Septembcr 26, 1969.

Mr. TOM VAIL,
Chief Counse1, U.S. Senate Finance UommnrfttCe,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. VAIL: Please be advised that The Commission of Public Docks, an
autonomous arm of the municipal government of Portland, Oregon, is strongly
opposed to a change in national tax policy which would eliminate the tax exempt
status of municipal bonds.

The Dock Commission Is charged with the operation of the seaport of Portland,
Oregon, and with the provision of physical facilities to accommodate the har-
bor's maritime commerce. Funds for capital construction projects on Portland's
public waterfront are derived from the sale of municipal general obligation bonds
and of municipal revenue bonds.

Elimination of tax exempt status for such bonds would result in an Immediate
and substantial rise in the cost of borrowing funds for needed capital Improve-
ments and would place the increased Interest burden on the already over-
burdened local taxpayer. Such a change in national tax policy would have a
crippling effect on the future of publicly financed waterfront construction in
Portland, Oregon.

We respectfully request that the position of the Portland Commission of
Public Docks be made known to the members of the Senate Finance Committee
and that this letter be made a part of the official record of the hearings on this
matter.

Very truly yours,
THOMAS P. GUERIN, Genera4 Manager.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE WASHINGTON PUBLIC PORTS ASSOCIATION,

SUBMITTED BY LEWIS R. HOLCOMB, EXECUTIVE SEcOErARY, OCTOBER 1, 1969

INTRODUCTION

The Washington Public Ports Association is a state-chartered agency under
provisions of Chapter 31, Laws of 1961 of the State of Washington. The Associa-
tion is the authorized coordinating agency for all public ports of the state with,
at present, forty-three active members. Its purpose is to assist, through various
programs, economic and trade development of our ports, with attendant benefit
to our local communities, our state and the nation. Washington state ports
construct, maintain and operate marine terminals, docks, wharves, airports,
industrial sites and improvements, and recreation areas in 32 of the 39 counties
of the state. These port districts are municipal corporations, managed by boards
of commissioners elected by the voters of the district.

The Washington Public Ports Association, managed by a board of trustees
representing the 43 member ports, is vitally interested in the municipal bond
provisions of HR 13270 now being considered by Congress. We appreciate this
opportunity to present our views and to have them made a part of the official
record of the Senate Finance Committee hearings on this matter.

STATEMENT

An on-going program of trade promotion 'and expansion, and construction of
facilities to provide for increased trade, has placed the ports of the State of
Washington in an impressive position. In this four-state Pacific Northwest
region, world trade exceeds $3 billion annually, and the State of Washington
accounts for more than 65% of that total. The contribution of the trade generated
by the ports of Washington which is made to the nation's balance of payments
is a significant one. Also, it is estimated that more than 10% of the state's em-
ployed labor force have jobs related to the export-import trade program.

This is made possible by an aggressive program of local public investment
in new and improved terminal facilities.

A function of the public ports of Washington is the development of land and
facilities for the growth, expansion and diversification of industry within our
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state. In this our ports have been extremely successful and the resultant boost
to the state's economy is very significant.

This is a program principally financed through the issuance and sale of bonds.
Washington public ports have provided more than thirty recreational boating

marinas, boat basins and launching sites, and provide moorage space for approxi-
mately 7,000 pleasure boats. Plans are already drawn to nearly double these
facilities.

In the majority of cases these faclities were constructed with funds provided
by revenue or general obligation bonds.

Our airport facilities, owned and operated by public ports, deal with many
millions of passengers each year and the number is growing fast. Already plans
are being discussed for the construction of two more major air facilities. Cur-
rent expansion activities for existing facilities will cost In excess of $100
million.

Funds for these projects must come from municipal bonds.
Public ports are not generally producers of substantial net revenue return.

Capital improvements of the nature and magnitude necessary for the future
cannot be supported by tolls, fees and tariffs, but must rely upon bonds for
funding. Any additional costs imposed by higher bond interest rates will, of
necessity, reduce the capacity of these units of local government to provide the
necessary services.

In Washington state the interest ceiling on public bonds has been 6%. In a
bond market which was called "a disaster in a catastrophe" it became impos-
sible to market tax-exempts at that rate. The 1969 legislature raised the ceiling
to 8%. Already that figure appears somewhat unrealistic. Only last month the
lowest bid offered for $22 million in Washington State Board for Community
College Education bonds was 7.4%. Those are tax-exempts. It is obvious that
the House-passed measure (HR 13270) has already had a serious Impact on
the bond market. If this bill passes the Senate with the onerous interest-tax
provision still intact, we fully expect bond interest rates to rise to such a degree
that all public agencies in this state will be absolutely unable to issue bonds.
If that occurs, then the inevitable result will be to turn once again to that tired,
overworked, unelastic and inequitable revenue source-the property tax.

If it is the intent of Congress to put the burden of this bill's bond provisions
on the wealthy, as has been stated, then it very clearly misses the mark. The
wealthy will just insist on, and receive, higher interest rates for the bonds and
"poor old John Doe" will again have his pocket picked to provide the difference.
It will again be the average homeowner who pays.

A quick glance at the plans of only eleven of Wasbington's public ports shows
capital expenditures programed for the next few years totalling in excess of
$244 million. These are to be funded almost exclusively from bonds. They are
vitally needed projects that must not be Jeopardized. Removal of the tax-exempt
status of state and local bonds would generate only $100 million to the treasury,
but would seriously threaten the public financial status of local government units.

Local units of government in this and other states have proved their capability
to provide almost all appropriate necessary services. This is particularly true
of ports. An additional provision of HR 13270 would allow municipalities the
option of retaining their tax-exempt bond status or taking an "interest sub-
sidy" approach. This could only result in an increase in the dependence of all
municipalities on the federal government. Such a course should be avoided.

The Washington Public Ports Association wishes, by this statement, to regis-
ter its opposition to any form of direct or indirect taxation of interest on
municipal bonds. Local government Is dependent on such bonds for progress and
stability. Action such as proposed by HR 13270 can only result in the destruc-
tion of the independence and growth of states and municipal government entities.

STATEMENT O THE DzIAwAmz RIVER PORT AUTnORITY, CAMDEIN, N.J., SUBMITrED
BY C. H. MOWILUAMS, SECRETARY AND DEPUTY ExEcuTrrvE DIRECTOR

An immediate and primary impact of the fax reform legislation presently being
considered by the Senate Finance Committee would be the impairment of the
attraction of municipal bonds in the open market including the fear that Congres
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might eventually eliminate the tax exempt feature altogether. If enacted, a
breach of faith to municipal bondholders would occur and certainly these in-
vestors will lose confidence in the security of municipal bonds as investments.
The net result would be that all investors in municipal bonds would demand
higher interest rates as a hedge against tax losses if, indeed, they still found
municipal bonds attractive investments at all. Following this would be the im-
pact on states and localities who would be faced with higher borrowing costs
and the potential inability to sell bonds. This could well lead to the pushing of
capital financing costs for urgently needed public works beyond legal or economic
limits.

In its quest for tax reform, Congress through its apparent attempt to tax a
very small number of individuals who receive substantial interest from tax
exempt bonds, is in effect shifting the tax burden of higher financing costs to
millions of local tax payers-voters whose property and other taxes will have to
be increased to meet these new and added costs.

The Delaware River Port Authority is a public corporate instrumentality of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey created in
1931 under the name of Delaware River Joint Commission, by Compact between
said Commonwealth and State, and consented to by the Congress of the United
States.

Its purpose in being is to exercise an essential governmental function which
includes, among other things, the establishment, construction, operation and
maintenance of railroad and other facilities for the transportation of passengers
across any bridge or tunnel owned or controlled by the Authority, the improve-
ment and development of the port district for port purposes, cooperation with
all other bodies interested in development or use of the Delaware River, con-
struction acquisition, operation and maintenance of other bridges and tunnels
across or under the Delaware River, promotion as a highway of commerce of
the Delaware River, the establishment, maintenance, rehabilitation, construction
and operation of a rapid transit system between points in New Jersey com-
munities within a 35 mile radius of the City of Camden and points within the
City of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the performance of such other functions
which may be of mutual benefit to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the
State of New Jersey insofar as concerns the promotion of the Delaware Valley.

The attached map shows existing facilities operated by the Delaware River
Port Authority and proposed sites for new projects (the numbers shown corre-
spond with those shown on the map).

9. Benjamin Franklin Bridge-a Bridge across the Delaware River between
Philadelphia and Camden, New Jersey. Opened for traffic in 1926.

1. Walt Whitman Bridge-a Bridge across the Delaware River between South
Philadelphia and Gloucester, New Jersey. Opened for traffic in 1957.

5. Chester-Bridgeport Ferry-a ferry operation across the Delaware River
between Chester, Pennsylvania and Bridgeport, New Jersey. Operated by
the Authority since May, 1965.

14. Rapid Transit System-a high-speed transit facility between Philadelphia
and Lindenwold, New Jersey, a distance of 14.5 miles. Opened for passen-
ger traffic in January, 1969.

4. Chester-Bridgeport Bridge-a Bridge across the Delaware River between
Chester, Pennsylvania and Bridgeport, New Jersey to replace the Chester-
Bridgeport Ferry. Scheduled completion September, 1972.

12. Philadelphia-Pennsauken Bridge-(called Delair Bridge on map) a Bridge
across the Delaware River between Philadelphia and Pennsauken, New
Jersey. Scheduled completion September, 1972.

13, Improvements to Existing Facilities--improvements to existing and construc-
tion of new approaches to the Benjamin Franklin and Walt Whitman
Bridges. New Centralized Maintenance Building.

The Authority at present enjoys a strong and healthy financial condition. It's
revenues adequately cover the combined costs of operation, maintenance and
debt service. As of August 81, 1969, the outstanding bonded indebtedness aggre-
gated $140,000,000. These Bonds were sold on April 23rd of this year at an
average interest cost of 5.623% in order to accomplish one half of our financing
program. The purpose of this financing program is principally to construct two
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new bridges across the Delaware River to prevent traffic congestion from
strangling the economic well-being of the Delaware Valley. The proceeds of
these Bonds provided moneys in which, together with other funds available,
were sufficient to (1) refund the then outstanding $65,054,000 1953 Bonds,
(2) redeem the then oustanding $60,000,000 1968 Notos issued for construction
of the Rapid Transit System, (3) provide the balance to pay the remaining
costs of the Rapid Transit System Increment noy nearing completion, (4)
pay a portion of the cost of constructing the Chester-Bridgeport Bridge and
the Philadelphia-Pennsauken Bridge, and (5) to provide funds for certain other
projects and financing costs. Additional bonds in the amount of approximately
$140,000,000 were expected to be issued later this year or thereafter to pay the
remaining cost. Because of the deteriorating market conditions for tax-exempt
municipal bonds caused in part by the clouds of uncertainty created by the
proposed tax reform bill, we have determined to delay permanent financing
pending more stable market conditions.

The principal and interest for these Bonds are payable solely from the tolls
and fares charged for the use of the facilities of the Authority. The Authority
has no power to levy or collect taxes. Our Financial Advisors, Drexel Harriman
Ripley, Incorporated and Elkins, Morris, Stroud & Co., have advised us that if
$140,000,000 of bonds were sold today, the interest cost to the Authority would
approximate 6.75%. Add to this the possibility of a greater interest cost to the
Authority because of this legislation affecting the tax exempt status of our
outstanding and proposed Bonds, we are of the opinion that the individual user
of our facilities--the daily commuter-would have to bear the burden in the
form of higher tolls and fares. In addition, any substantial lessening of revenues
and/or increase in construction costs would have a marked effect on our now
existing toll and fare schedules in order to raise the necessary funds to complete
our financing program.

The attached tabulation attempts to point out statistically the statement
concerning the daily commuter's use of our facilities.* It is necessary to make
some basic assumptions In order to draw certain conclusions. These are (1) that
the Estimated Net Revenues available for Bond Service will be Gubstantially as
projected by our Traffic Engineers, Coverdale & Colpitts, In the Authority Official
Statement dated April 23, 1969 (copy attached), (2) that $140,000.000 will be
adequate to complete our financial program, (3) that the proposed bonds would
all be issued as of January 1, .970, and finally, (4) that in order to successfully
market the proposed bond issue, bond service coverage would have to approxi-
mate 1.30 times bond service ia 1973 (the assumed first full year of operation
of all facilities).

Assumption A is taken directly from the Official Statement used to sell our
Bonds last April. This was our best judgment at the time as to the effect of a
Second Series Bonds on bond service coverage. Since that time, as previously
stated, market conditions have deteriorated. Assumption B shows bond service
coverage following the issuance of bonds in a bond market as It exists today.
It is our opinion that if the Federal Government makes inroads upon heretofore
tax-free bonds, the interest rates will further deteriorate. Assumption C shows
bond service coverage In a bond market as it might exist if tax exemption is
seriously impaired.

To bring Assumption C up to the standards of bond service coverage shown
In Assumption B, namely 1.29 times bond service in the anticipated first full
year of operation of all facilities (1073), approximately $3.000,000 in additional
revenues annually would have to be raised. Coverdale & Colpitts, Traffic Engi-
neers to the Authority, have estimated that a 10% across the board Increase in
tolls would have to be Implemented in order to establish revenues at the desired
level.

Notwithstanding the fact that projects of the Authority already started may
be affected, it is the Authority's conclusion that higher interest rates due to
infringement upon the tax-exempt status of Interest on municipal bonds will
result In the Individual user-the daily commuter-paying higher tolls and
fares.

*The tabulation referred to was made a part ot the official files of the committee.
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DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTMtORJTU
ESTIMATED BOND SERVICE COVERAGE

UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS
(000'S OMITTED)

ga£gmd Net
Roveas

YEAR 5ewdSore e c)

1970 $21.219
1971 21.233
1972 21.783
1973 22.222
1974 23.526
1975 24.915
1976 23.985
1977 24.652
1978 23.542
1979 26.273

1960 26.920
1981 27.503
1962 2CO39
1963 28.604
1984 28.345
1985-
21 29.027

APauimu
Fireg Seies So

P 6 1gB)

5 7.741
7.741
7.741
7.741
8.741

9.817
9.086
9.560

10.306
10.828
1l266
11.668
11.9n5
12.274
12.476

aA
coade Seies Toga
Pead& Blea
P 6 1 (j) Servic

$ 8.050(6)
8.050
8.050
8,050

5.050
8.050
9.050
8.050
1.0508.05o

8.0506.030

8.050

8.050.6,00

$15.791
15.791
15.791
15,791
16.791
17.857
17.136
17.610
18.354
18.878
19.316
19.718
19,958
20.324
20.526

Asaegaigne 8
First Ser es Sec nd Sori* Tota

BOde Bond& Bond
P 6 1 (s) P0 1 (4) Servic

$ 7.74A
7.741
7.741
7.741
5.741

9.817
9.086
9.560

10.306
10.825
11.205
11.668
11.935
12.274
12.476

7.695 (7) 10.89 (7) 18.590

S 9.450 (6)

9.450
9.450
9.450
9.450

9.450
9.450
9.450
9,450
9.450

9.450
9.450
9.450
9.450
9.450

7.695 (7) 11.940(7)

$17.191
17.191
17.191
17.191
18.191

19.267
18.53
19.010
19.754

20,278
20.716
21.118
21.385
21.724
21.926

1 4635

First Seri Scond Sera&
Bods Befad

P ,5 I (f P 6 1 (6)

$ 7,741
7.741
7.741
7.741
8.741

9.817
9.086
9.560

10.304
10.828
11.266
11.68
11.935
12.274
12.476

$11.900(6)
11.900
11.900
11.900
11.900
11.900
II.90
:'i900
11.900
11.900
11.900
11.900
11.900
11.900
11.900

Tote.
Bond

Bond Servioe Cewuge
A 8ump

519.641
19.641
19.641
19.641
20.641
21.717
20.986
21.460
22,204
22.728

23.166
23.568
23.835
24.174
24.376

7.95 (7) 13.856 (7) 21.551

Official fthwtmast Dated April 23. 1969. Page 21

par Purposs of llstmtlon the Second Series Bonds are assumed to be $140000.0005 3/4% Term Bonds Dated November 1. 1969 and due January 15. 2009.

Por Puposes of lustratlon ttellecond Series Bonds are mumed to be 5140.000.000 6 3/4% Term Bonds Dated Janusy 1. 1969 and due January 15. 2009.

Por PaGoses of Iustration the Second Series Bonds are assumed to be $140.000.000 8 1/2% Term Bonds Dated January 1. 1969 and due January 15. 2009.

Itamte onl for the yem 1970 though I8.

Leel Boand service at asumed or actual rates Ix the years Indicated.

Ueptember 17. I99

L36 1.48 1.35
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STATEMENT OF J. ELDON OPHEIM, GENERAL MANAGER, PORT OF SEATTLE,
SEATTLE, WASH.

The Port of Seattle is a special purpose municipal corporation of the State of
Washington established for the purpose of owning and operating marine and
air terminals within the area of Seattle and King County. The Port founded
in 1911 is under the management of a five-member non-partisan, non-salaried
Port Commission elected by the voters of King County. The Port owns 15 working
ocean terminals, a grain elevator, special facilities for container vessels, related
warehousing, three small boat harbors for pleasure and fishing craft and the
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. Current book value of the Port of Seattle
facilities after depreciation exceeds $150 million and gross operations in 1968
were in excess of $12 million.

Currently, the Port has under way an airport expansion program which will
require expenditures in excess of $100 million during the next three years. This
program includes the construction of the second parallel runway, major terminal
enlargements and highway improvements.

The Port also has under construction a new grain elevator, estimated to cost
in excess of $13 million, several new marine terminals and additional ware-
housing and other improvements related to its waterfront operations.

The Port of S.attle wishes to register its protest to the enactment of H.R. 13270
as approved by the House of Representatives. It is our considered opinion that
the measure which is now before the Senate destroys the independence of states
and municipalities. No amount of argument by Treasury officials nor committee
members can change the fact that this measure is aimed at destroying the
municipal bond market, and has already had a serious impact on that market
and made exceptionally more difficult the problem of financing important local
public works.

The principal argument presented by the Treasury officials and by others
supporting this measure is that certain citizens have used the tax exempt
municipal bond to avoid paying their fair share of taxes. It should be noted,
however, that for the privilege of buying municipal bonds these individuals have
received materially lower interest rates. Presumably the market place has
reflected only the saving in tax to the individual and that individual always
had the option to purchase the more lucrative securities of the taxable market
which would as a practical matter yield him approximately the same net return.

The effect of the Treasury's proposal which is contained within H.R. 13270 Is
to enrich the Federal Treasury at the expense of local property taxpayers who
underwrite the majority of the municipal bonds sold in the United States. In
the long haul, these property taxpayers will be the ones who will pay the added
burden, the wealthy will simply receive a higher interest rate. It is clear,
therefore, that this legislation, so fa,, as municipal bonds are concerned, does
not tax the wealthy. Instead, it tax( t the average citizen. The average home-
owner will end up paying higher taxes to support his schools, roads, public
hospitals, ports, et cetera, and the wealthy will receive a higher interest rate
to compensate them for the added tax. If the wealthy do not get the higher
rate, they simply will not enter the municipal market at all. They will invest
their money as they have always been able to do in prmium corporate securities
which pay substantially higher rates of interest.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY JOHN W. SIMMONS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, SABINE RIvER AUTHORITY OF TEXAS

Gentlemen: My name is John W. Simmons. I live in Orange, Texas. I am the
Executive Vice President and General Manager of the Sabine River Authority of
Texas, a Governmental Agency of the State of Texas, with legislatively directed
responsibilities for Water Resources development in the Texas Sabine River
Basin.

I am also the Texas Director of the National Reclamation Association, and a
National Director of the National Rivers and Harbors Congress.

Because of the most serious concern over certain provisions in the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 and the dire consequences which will come about if these proposals
are written into law, your Committee Is receiving numerous statements and
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expressions from many knowledgeable and experienced men in the fields of State
and local government operations and finance, in which opposition is voiced to
the removal or modification of the tax exempt status of "municipal bonds".

It has been my privilege to attend numerous conferences on this most serious
matter. In addition, I have read many related articles, papers, letters, and
brochures on this subject of nationwide concern.

On the basis of careful analysis, it is my considered opinion that the passage
of legislation that will remove or impair the present Tax Exempt status of Mu-
nicipal Bonds or negate the fundamental Constitutional Doctrine of Reciprocal
Tax Immunity, will cause far-reaching and adverse alterations in Federal-State
Local relationships which have developed over the years and have been the
driving force in the overall progress of our Nation.

In the years ahead, in order to provide the stimulus for permanent improve-
ments that our expanding economy-and population-will demand; for construc-
tion of public facilities, highways, airports, water supply projects, water quality
control treatment facilities, schools, hospitals, to list just a few, 'we must have
all the initiative that our nation can muster and a all levels of government-
Federal, State and Local, if we are to meet the objectives and goals of the future.

Certainly, therefore, any measures which conceivably might tend to weaken
and ultimately destroy these importantly significant cooperative relationships at
Federal, State and Local levels, should be most carefully studied ard considered
with one thought In mind: even though some temporary benefits may possibly
accrue from the enactment, will the ultimate and long-range effects actually
bring about calamitous conditions seriously affecting the attainment of our Na-
tional objectives?

I am confident that in your wisdom and judgment you will apply this sound
test to the proposed legislation that would remove the time-honored and Consti-
tutionally recognized Tax Exempt status of M1unicpal Bonds.

The testimony whi-h I now respectfully submit In opposition to such legisla-
tion is based on the experiences of one local unit of state government, which by
legislative direction is limited exclusively to the issuance and sale of revenue
bonds to carry out our assigned function and responsibility to develop the Water
Resources in the Sabine River Basin in Texas. We have no taxing powers, what-
soever, and the very nature of our existence-our planning, constructipn and
operation of water development projects-have been solely dependent on our
ability to finance such Projects as the Iron Bridge Water Supply Dam and Reser-
voir, The Toledo Bend Hydroelectric Dam and Reservoir and the Orange Canal
Water Distribution System, completely on the basis of financing received from
the sale of Stte and Local Revenue Bonds, with revenues from the sales of
water, hydroelectric power and recreation being the sole sources of income to
amortize the costs of these important adjuncts to the Local, State and National
economy.

In the course of our operations over the past twenty years, the above mentioned
capital improvements programs have been accomplished at the State-Local level,
and, at all times with enthusiastic cooperation from the Federal Establishment.
Even for these relatively small projects: Iron Bridge, $17.5 million; Toledo
Bend, $70 million (with Texas and Louisiana sharing equally in the cost) and
Orange Canal, $1.5 million, the tasks have been demanding in order to secure
favorable Revenue Bond financing. In each case, financing has been intricate and
complex and in order to secure the optimum rates required to establish feasi-
bility, much advance planning, careful work scheduling and "poor' boy" ingenu-
ity, and operations havp been absolutely necessary, all the way.

Had we not been "blessed with" and able to receive the advantages of the
Tax Exempt status of our Bonds, it is extremely doubtful-in fact, almost cer-
tain, that these essential Water Development Projects would not have been
constructed.

Several projects that we now have in the planning stage are virtually at a
standstill simply because of the uncertain status of the Revenue Bond market
and the consequent depressed market conditions of Municipal Bonds. The ex-
tremely high yields at which municipals are now being sold has Just about
priced us out of the market insofar as future water developments requiring
capital improvements are concerned.

Water Supply dam's and reservoirs, regional sewage treatment facilities, rec-
reational developments and municipal water supply systems, all of which are in
the National interest and conform to National goals, are being held up indefi-
nitely because of the uncertain status ot the Tax Exempt Bond market.
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It is Imperative that this condition of uncertainly be rectified soon if we are
to continue to fulfill our responsibilities for Water Development.

And we are only one of many who are now confronted with tis demoralizing
situation.

The removal of the Tax Exempt status on Revenue Bonds might well place
us in such a vulnerable position that future urgently needed capital improve-
ments for worthwhile water development projects would become a financial
impossibility.

I respectfully request your most serious consideration of the dilemma in which
our State Agency, along with countless other similar Agencies, as well as States,
Cities, Hospital and School Districts, Airports and Port Authorities, will be
placed by the removal or Impairment of the Tax Exempt status of State and
Local Bonds.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE BRAZOS RIVER HARBOR NAVIGATION DISTRICT.
BRAZORIA COUNTY, TEX. (FREEPORT HARBOR, TEX.), BY MINOR 1. SMrTH, ATTORNEY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance Committee, I am submitting
this statement on behalf of the Brazos River Harbor Navigation District of
Brazoria County, Texas, in firm opposition to those provisions of H.R. 13270
which would tax the interest on municipal bonds. We urge the rejection by your
Committee on each section of that bill which would In any way tax municipal
bond interest. It is our view that such taxes would cripple the ability of local
governments and agencies to finance needed public projects and would unconsti-
tutionally Impair state-federal relationships.

This latest, Ill-advised attack on municipal bonds-in the name of tax reform-
has hit home in our area. The new tax proposals have particularly alarming
consequences for our port-Freeport Harbor-for it Is through the revenue bond
that our major dock improvements are financed. With the proposed tax legisla-
tion pricing these bonds out of the market, we foresee tremendous difficulties in
financing our future needs.

In terms of national scope, we are a small port. However, our financing prob-
lems are similar in many ways to agencies which maintain pier facilities in large
coastal or Gulf cities, in terms of providing the necessary docks, warehouses,
equipment and services our tenants and shippers need. Our Navigation District
is a political sub-division of the State of Texas, our governing body being elected
by the voting public. Through the years, we have worked hard to meet our com-
mitments to the local community. We have developed a fine self-supporting port
which has expanded the flow of imports and exports through our harbor.

The movement of goods through our port has helped create industry and
employment and has helped the surrounding area to grow and prosper. It is not
always easy-as some of the Committee can well understand-for a port of our
size and limited resources to successfully maintain a flourishing harbor and yet
keep pace with the new demands that are being placed upon us-demands for
expanded services, equipment and facilities. Nonetheless, we approach the opera-
tion and development of our port district with the same kind of dedicated effort
as do other port communities larger in size and facilities. For us this kind of
enterprise unquestionably will be stifled with passage of the proposed tax and our
determination to innovate and grow will certainly be undermined.

It is clear to us that If any of the new proposals become law, our ability to meet
capital requirements for the port facilities we will need will be crippled. Already,
there is a strong indication of the developing disaster. Nearby Houston, for
example, failed to attract any bids for a $24 million bond for its water system.
We read reports everyday about the increasing problems relating to the sale of
municipal bonds all over the nation-in Chicago, Jacksonville, New York, as far
off as Hawaii. As long as the tax bill remains a matter of debate In Congress,
or If the bill is passed, as long as these provisions are litigated In the courts, we
can expect more of the same kind of shrinking bond market and higher interest
rates.

It seems to us that this effort to tax our bonds is replete with irony. On the
one hand, the federal government tells state and local governments to assume
new responsibilities, with Washington proposing to share federal revenues with
the states In order to encourage greater local efforts. And then along comes this
new tax proposal which will certainly negate efforts to make us stronger, more
flexible fiscal partners for the federal government. As a result, we envision a

4-8M O-46--Vt. 4-----6
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weakening of state and local government control which, among other things.
would limit our choices in constructing the kinds of projects we know have local
priority, being nearer to home as we are.

If the federal government assumes the power to tax financial operations of the
states and municipalities-and that Is what it would be doing if our bonds were
to become taxable-it will be assuming powers expressly reserved to the states
under the Constitution. Thus the basic structure of our state-federal relation-
ship will be gravely disrupted. This infringement upon the Constitutional preroga-
tives of state and local government would be a setback of major proportions to
the mutual growth of governmental balance.

In conclusion, we want to re-emphasize the critical nature of the proposals
before you. We feel sure that unless the sections of the proposed House bill
Jeopardizing the tax exemption of state and local government bonds are rejected,
the financial capabilities of our bond community will be seriously damaged, at
great cost to our citizens and their economic welfare. We deeply hope you will
heed our recommendations and those of the representatives of state and local
government and of the many other public-spirited citizens who have come before
you in recent weeks to urge the exclusion of these bonds from any form of federal
taxation. Thank you.

DELAWARE RIvn, BASIN COMMISSION,
Trenton, N.J., fetember 15, 1969.

Hon. Russw. B. LoG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Old Senate Offjke Building, Washington, D.C.

DiaA SZNATo LONo: At the request of the state members of the Delaware
River Basin Commission, speaking for their respective governors, I am writing to
express our concern over certain provisions in H.R. 13270. The sections to which
I will confine my comments are Sections 301,302,601 and 602.

Specifically, Section 301 (c) (1) (C) would have the effect of including Interest
on municipal securities, heretofore tax exempt, as subject to federal income tax.
You have already received a great deal of testimony on the negative effect that
this would have upon state and local government financing for public purposes
and I will not add further statistics to those already furnished. I would like to
say, however, that it is the considered opinion of the Delaware River Basin
Commission that certain provisions of Section 1801 would operate ultimately to
destroy the efficient conduct of municipal financing for all public works. Insuffli-
cient evidence has been presented to show that the benefits which now accrue to
state and local governments, by virtue of the power to issue tax exempt securities.
are more than offset by estimated federal tax losses. We believe that the bill, if
favorably acted on in its present form, would result In Increases in costs to state,
local and federal government.

The issue, of course, Is constitutionally unsettled and, during the rather pro-
longed period which would be involved before any definitive Supreme Court ruling
is obtained on this, the municipal bond market-because of uncertainty-would
be at a standstill. The retroactive feature of Section 301 which would apply to
interest on securities issued prior to December 31, 1960, would throw Into dis-
repute a current $130 billion worth of securities already held and, as such, can
be regarded as a breach of historical commitment. The capital losses to be anti-
cipated in subsequent trading in municipal securities might produce a tax dis-
advantage far offsetting any increase in revenue resulting from making this
interest taxable. Both the Investor and the government would stand to lose, along
with the borrower.

This Commission, therefore, wishes to go on record as wholeheartedly favoring
the position of the current Administration, as stated by Treasury Secretary
Kennedy on September 5, 1969, which would continue the exclusion of municipal
securities from federal income taxation.

With respect to Section 302, which deals with the allocation of deductl6ns, we
feel that this proposal does not Involve the same constitutional questions and
does not directly impose a tax upon other governmental agencies. lZhe Atlas Life
Insurance Comlany case, 381 U.S. 233, distinguishes the issue, and the Court
specifically held that the purpose of the doctrine of Intergovernmental immunity
was not violated by the Life Insurance Company Income Tax Act.

With respect to Section 01, under Title VI, technical changes would be re-
quired if the provisions relating to Secton 301(c) (1) (C) were eliminated. The
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necessity for Section 601 (a), Election to Issue Taxable Bonds, would be unneces-
sary. However, subsections (b) and (d), having to do with arbitrage obliga-
tions, could be technically conformed to accomplish their purpose.

Section 602 provides for a permanent appropriation to furnish a federal subsidy
to those state and local securities to make up the difference in interest penalty
between taxable and non-taxable. Again, the necessity for this section disappears
with the elimination of the aforesaid Section 301 (c) (1) (C) and it should be
omitted.

I am authorized to state for the Commission that this proposal of subsidized
federal financing of the interest penalty would, in its judgment, create far more
problems than it would solve. It would necessarily involve the Federal Treasury
in a far more voluminous and complex financial operation than it Is now engaged
in, with consequent added costs and, inevitably, added bureaucratic complications
and delays. Most importantly, it would put unwise and cumbersome restraints
upon the financial discretion of state and local government to such an extent that
it could well bring about a cessation of all local government activity in the field
of public works. There could develop a gradual shift to the Federal Government
of this responsibility, and with the shift of responsibility would go control. This
would compromise, perhaps fatally-certainly seriously-the present federal sys-
tem as we now know it.

The fundamental concern was stated by Judge Cooley in his Principles of
Constitutional Law, as follows:

"The power of tax, whether by the United States or by the states, is to be
construed in the light of and limited by the fact that the states and the Union
are inseparable, and that the constitution contemplates the perpetual maintenance
of each with all its constitutional powers, unembarrassed and unimpaired by
any action of the other. The taxing power of the Federal Government does not
therefore extend to the means or agencies through or by the employment of
which the states perform their essential functions; since, If these were within
its reach, they might be embarrassed, and perhaps wholly paralyzed, by the
burdens it should impose. 'That the power to tax involves the power to destroy;
that the power to destroy may defeat and render useless the power to create;
that there Is a plain repugnance In conferring on one government a power to
control the constitutional measures of another, which other, in respect to those
very measures, is declared to be supreme over that which exerts the control,
are propositions not to be denied.' It Is true that taxation does not necessarily
and unavoidably destroy, and that to carry it to the excess of destruction would
be an abuse not to be anticipated; but the very power would take from the states
a portion of their Intended liberty of independent action within the sphere of
their powers, and would constitute to the state a perpetual danger of embarrass-
ment and possible annihilation. The construction contemplates no such shackles
upon state powers, and by implication forbids them."

For the reasons above stated, the Commission earnestly recommends striking
the provisions of Section 301 (c) (1) (C), modifying Section 601 to reflect such
action, and eliminating Section 602.

Respectfully,
JAMES F. WEIGHT.

OAKLAND COUNTY DRAIN CoMMI8SIONEB,
Pontiao, Mich., August 2.5,1969.

SPE IAL BULLETi,

To: Oakland County Michigan Communities concerned In the construction of
Drainage, Sewage and Pollution Control Projects under the provisions of
Act 40, P.A. 1956, as amended and Act 342, of 1939, as amended.

The Office of the Oakland County Drain Commissioner has, over the years,
under proper petition, been able to construct needed Drainage and Sewage facili-
ties for petitioning Municipal Corporations. However, recently conditions have
become altered to the degree that this office no longer can give firm construction
deadlines to insure both citizen and community of progress toward facility
installation. Let us examine those problems which are causing delay.
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(1) INABILITY TO SELL BOND ISSUES

This is a matter over which neither this office nor its agents have any control.
In recent months three issues have been offered and no Bond Bid received. The
most r -'cent offering of record involved the Horton Drain (Southfield City) and
the Mullen Drain (West Bloomfield Township), August 14, 1969. Both Bond
Counsel and Financial Advisor to the Drainage Board were of the opinion that
general market conditions, tight money policies, the Vietnam War, and the passage
by the U.S. House of Representatives on August 7, 1969 of a Bill proposing
changes in the tax treatment of State and Municipal Bonds, contributed to the
bid stalemate. They also assured the Drainage Board that this is not a local
condition but Is nationwide in Impact.

While on the subject of bond sales It might be well to mention that the state
drain statutes are limited to u% Bond Issues. It may well be advisable to con-
sider amending these statutes in the 1970 Legislature should continued failure
to market 0% bonds so dictate. This matter may cause considerable delay, how-
ever, the County must rely upon expert Counsel.

(2) OBTAINING RIGhIT-OF-WAY AGREEMENTS

Overall years ago, few problems were encountered in -the obtaining of proper
Rights-of-Way for Drain and Sewer Construction, at least no problems of long
duration. And it may also be added that all Rights-of-Way In the past have been
obtained without the need for condemnation proceedings. Such proceedings are
extremely time consuming and expensive. However, times have changed, suburbia
has spread across the land making the obtaining of Rights-of-Way and even a
feasible engineering route an incredible task. And land values have increased to
the extent that obtaining a Right-of-Way through desirably zoned property Is a
matter of computing the land costs by the square foot and with the enclosed
structures required by such properties, acres are involved. While it Is true that
we have been able to successfully conclude such needed Rights-of-Way, because
they must be fitted to the land use plans of property owners, many months of
time have necessarily been expended.

Another Right-of-Way problem increasingly common is the Inability to demon-
strate adequate outlet for a proposed drainage project. It seems that development
takes place initially in the upper reaches of a drainage basin which causes the
extensive flooding problems upon those properties not having adequate drainage
outlets. In the lower reaches of the basin failure to show benefit to a property
owner (when future flooding can be forecast) does not encourage agreement to
construction Right-of-Way.

(3) CHANGES IN ENGINEERING DESIGN

Because the consulting Engineer must of necessity design a drainage facility
to be a gravity installation, he will accordingly design the Drain to coincide
with the natural drainage course. At that time it Is not known the obstacles
to be involved in Right-of-Way negotiations. As the negotiators proceed following
the Initial engineering route, changes are made between property owners and
the Drain Office to insure the parcel owners proper utilization of properties.
Some owners refuse outright to negotiate for easements. In such an instance,
engineering evaluations are made toward avoiding such property entirely, thus
bypassing the problem or, in the event no solution may be found, condemnation
must be advocated. A serious problem involves the obtaining of temporary
construction easements. These are easements required for a short period of time
for the storage and movement of machinery and materiel. Property owners
are understandably reluctant to permit such a use of their property which
constantly involves the removal of mature trees and shrubs, as well as grass
areas. And let us face facts, while every attempt is made to restore disturbed
areas to as nearly as possible the original condition, such is not always the case
and years are required, In addition to considerable money outlay to heal the
scars.

Drainage structure requirements are not the same as water and sewer easement
requirements. Water and sewer mains ahd conduits are small anid shallow
Installation. Normally such Installations are placed In the streets and highways.
Drain facilities are large and deep, requiring heavy construction machinery and
a con.'lderable expanse of property for both temporary construction and perma-
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nent easement. It is unfortunate that only occasionally may a road or highway
be utilized for such construction. The majority of the time we must construct on
back property lines or side property lines and as such, must heavily rely upon
the civic mindedness and tolerance of the community. Permission to construct
in streets and highways may be granted by the appropriate road authority, which
involves few problems. Constructing on private property is considerably different
and much more time consuming.

(4) PERMISSION TO ISSUE BONDS

It is Increasingly difficult to take construction bids on projects and hold such
bids firm until authority has been granted by the Municipal Finance Committee
to the Drainage District to issue bonds. The Drainage Board has a policy of
holding the successful construction bid firm for a period of 120 days or four
months. It may now be necessary to increase this period to six months since the
Michigan Municipal Finance Commission has been forcing th Drainage Board
to exceed that time limitation by not swiftly procesing issues presented to the
Commission. This, of course, may result in higher construction bids because of
costs incurred in waiting for an order to proceed with the project.

(5) RELUCTANCE OF LOCAL CITIES, VILLAGES AND TOWNSHIPS TO PETITION FOR NEEDED
PROJECT

The hands of the County Drain Commissioner are tied and be is powerless to
aid either the individual or the community until a petition is received from the
local unit of government to proceed with a project under State Drainage Statutes.
In order to demonstrate this reluctance to which I refer, I am going to, by way of
illustration, describe several specific instances involving local community lack
of action, or request to suspend action.

Quite recently this office was brought under criticism by the present Mayor of
Clawson for failure to progress more rapidly with the processing of the Half-
penny Drain to be located within the 'Munlcipal boundaries of the City of Troy.
Eleven years ago this Drain was designed by this office under the name of Wrey
Drain. For ten years the Drain Commissioner attended council meeting of the
City of Troy in an effort to nudge the city into signing a petition for this needed
project. Finally, on May 17, 1968 the petition was received and the project sub-
sequently initiated. Securing of Rights-of-Way is currently in progress. The
Mayor of Clawson in his some four months tenure is in no position to evaluate
progress.

In 1963 the Township of Farmington petitioned for a Drain in an area known
as Franklin Knowles Drain. The Drainage Board held its hearings and declared
the Drain necessary for the public health and practical and that it should be
constructed. The Engineers were retained and the project administratively was
underway. The Township Officials then requested the Drainage Board to halt the
proceedings until ordered to again proceed. The Project is still in limbo and the
problent is still in existence and the suspension order is still in force and tlhe
citizens are still bailing water from their basements.

On September 22, 1967 the City of Troy and the City of Madison Heights
Jointly petitioned for a Drain now known as the Henry-Graham Drain. The
Drain is near design completion, Right-of-Way negotiations are about to com-
mence, apportionment of cost hearings are about to be instituted and the City
of Madison Heights by Municipal Resolution has requested to withdraw from
the petition and project. The Drainage Board Intends to hold the city to it's
commitment but legal involvement may delay the Drain.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are not approving Drains to be served by
the Red Run Drain until plans for the Red Run Drain Improvement are at a
point recognized as irreversible. This policy also is being enforced within tile
area served by the Clinton River because of river inadequacies. Fortunately, the
Inter-County Drainage Board Is processing projects to improve the river and
the Red Run Drain so that prohibition of Drainage projects within the basin will
be a short-lived problem. It must be pointed out, however that the Inter-County
Drainage Board preached improvement sermons since 1960 to municipal units
of government and civic associations. Improvement petitions were only received
on February 19, 1969.

Presently under processing is a Drain known now as the Varner Relief Drain,
a Drain proposed to relieve a long standing proWem in an area of the Township
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of Avon known as the Brooklands Area. The first petition to establish a County
Drain was received In the office of the Drain Commissioner In April 1943. Because
of Citizen opposition and township reluctance to pursue a solution, the proceed.
ings were outlawed. Similar attempts through the ensuing years also met the
same fate. However, the township and the citizens are now of one accord and the
project is moving forward as swiftly as the statute permits.

Lastly, we must in passing mention the long delay in the construction of the
Twelve Towns Relief Drains in Southeastern Oakland County. Years of litigation
of State Drainage Statutes brought about by the City of Troy and the City of
Madison Heights caused untold suffering from flood damages within the Drainage
District and undoubtedly higher construction costs.

As any Municipal Officer or Administrator is aware, there are many small and
sometimes irritating delays in the formulation and processing of a project The
Intent of this bulletin is not to sing a song of sour grapes or to further burden
you with a seemingly great amount of almost insoluble problems which actually
reside properly in this office. It is rather Intended to be informative to both your
commissions and your citizens regarding project status of community concern,
as well as reasons for project delay. It is also meant to, in a small way, answer
the sometimes public charges that the Drain Commissioner is "Dragging His
Feet."

Additionally, I think it is time to instaUl a better system of dispensing informa-
tion to municipal authorities. I am ordering bulletins to be issued each two
months geared to reporting project progress. Enclosure #1 to this letter lists the
projects presently under processing by this office. They are listed by name and
municipality. These projects in dollar volume easily exceed $100,000,000.00, and
administering to each as a separate municipal entity is sometimes difficult and
time consuming. Please accept this as a project status report. Future reports
will be more detailed.

Sincerely,
DANI W. BARRY.

CITY OF CLAWSON, COUNTY OF OAKLAND, MICH.

Minutes of a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Clawson,
County of Oakland, Michigan, held in the Council Chambers in said City on
Tuesday, the 16th day of September, 1969 at 8:00 P.M., Eastern Standard Time.

Present: Mayor Palmer, Councilmen Anderson, Le Pla, Patterson and Saylor.
Absent: None.
Moved by: Councilman SayJor.
Supported by: Councilman Patterson.
Whereas the City of Clawson, a Municipal Corporation is materially effected

by the provisions affecting tax-exempt Municipal bonds contained in the Tax Re-
form Act of 190, and

Whereas the Congress of the United States of America has now under con-
sideration Tax Reform Act of 1969, and

Whereas the United States Finance Committee has taken testimony and con-
sidered deletion of tax-exempt interest from Municipal bonds, and

Whereas the passage of such legislation would eliminate the tax-exempt status
of Municipal bonds, and

Whereas such elimination would materially effect the market-ability of the
aforementioned bonds: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That the Council of the City of Clawson strongly opposes the termi-
nation of tax exemption on Municipal bonds and any Impairment of the basic
exemption of local government securities.

ADOPTED.
Yeas: Anderson, Le Pla, Palmer, Patterson and Saylor.
Nays: None.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
County of Ooaldand, as.

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and complete
copy of a portion of the official minutes 'of proceedings taken at the meeting
above indicated, the original of which is on file In my office.

GERTSUDE CADER,
City Clerk.

Dated September 24, 1969.
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OAKLAND COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSiONER,
Pontiao, Mich., September 28, 1969.

Hon. WILLIAM S. BROOMFIELD,
U.S. Representative.

DEAR SIR: Please find as Enclosure #1 to this letter, official copies of the
Minutes of several Oakland County Drainage Boards, Municipal Corporations
under Michigan law. As you will note these Minutes deal with the problem of
selling drainage district bonds.

There seems to be no doubt that present Congressional thinking to make munic-
ipal bonds taxable has undermined the bond market making such bonds non-
saleable. The acumulative effects of such a policy will be locally catastrophic.

This letter and enclosure will serve as the local protest of the several drainage
districts in Oakland County, Michigan. It is urged that you, our responsible
representatives in Congress make every effort to defeat legislation presently
pending to tax municipal bonds.

Sincerely,
DANIEL W. BARRY

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE DRAINAGE BOARD FOR THE MULLEN DRAIN,
SEPTEMBER 15, 1969

A meeting of the Drainage Board for the Mullen Drain, Oakland County.
Michigan, was held in the office of the Oakland County Drain Commissioner, 550
South Telegraph Road, Pontiac, Michigan, on the 15th day of September, 1969 at
11:00 o'clock A.M., Eastern Standard Time.

Present: Daniel W. Barry, Chairman, Oakland County Drain Commissioner,
Daniel T. Murphy, Chairman of the Oakland County Board of Auditors.

Absent: Charles B. Edwards, Jr., Chairman, Oakland County Board of
Supervisors.

Also present: James R. Nicholos, Chief Deputy Drain Commissioner, James E.
Pemberton, Chief Engineer and Deputy, E. Price Kimbrough, Julius Pochelon,
John A. Everhardus, Bond Counsel, Charles R. Moon, Bond Counsel.

The Chairman read the minutes of the meeting of the Drainage Board held on
August 14, 1969. The minutes were unanimously approved and ordered filed.

The Chairman presented to the Drainage Board the order of the Municipal
Finance Commission, dated July 8, 1969, approving the issuance by the Drainage
District of $1,110,000 Mullen Drainage District Drain Bonds, to be dated April 1,
1969, and approving the form of notice of sale of said bonds.

By unanimous consent, the same was ordered filed.
The Chairman announced that this was the time set for the opening of pro-

posals for the purchase of the above-mentioned bonds as advertised in Th-
Pontiac Press, and The Daily Bond Buyer on August 29,1969.

The Chairman presented the following proposals which had been received by
him on or before 11:00 o'clock A.M., Eastern Standard Time, on this day, which
proposals were then opened by the unanimous consent of the members of the
Board present, and as to Interest rates and premiums were as follows:

No bids were received.
The following resolution was offered by Mr. Murphy and seconded by Mr.

Barry:
Whereas since August 7, 1969, when the House of Representatives passed the

so-called tax reform legislation, the financing of necessary school and municipal
facilities in the State of Michigan has, for all practical purposes, been halted
because it is impossible to sell any bonds;

Whereas the Mullen Drainage District has attempted to finance the construction
of the Mullen Drain with bonds in the amount of $1,110,000 and on August 14,
1969, and September 15, 1969, no bids for these bonds were received, although in
the past similar bonds have always received bids: Now therefore, be it

Re8olved, That the Drainage Board for the Mullen Drain, Oakland County,
MVbhigan, respectfully urges the Senate of the United States to reject any pro-
posals which change In any manner whatsoever the tax exempt status of bonds
issued by the Mullen Drainage District; and be it further

Resolved, That the members of the Drainage Board for the Mullen Drain con-
sider the taxing of these bonds a serious invasion of the rights guaranteed by the
Constitution of the United States and, therefore, urge that immediate action be
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taken by the Senate of the United States to defeat any proposal for taxing oblige.
tons of the cparate bta tea and municipalities.

Adopted: Yeas, 2; Nays, 0.
Upon motion by Murphy, seconded by Barry and unanimously adopted, the

meeting was adjourned.
DANIEL W. BARRY, Chairman.

CARLSBAD, N. MEX., Septcmber 16, 1969.
Mr. Tom VAIL,
Chief Counlcl, Seiwte F,na*ce Commtttee,
New Senate OIfee Buildfig, Washington, D.C.

DrAR MR. VAIL: As Chairman of the Fddy County New Mexico Board of Coin-
missioners, we respectfully urge you to prevail upon the Senate Finance Com-
mittee to maintain the status quo on the tax free feature as to Interest on city,
county, state and school bonds, or other obligations of these entities. In these
instances, where debt Is created by the people of an area affected, they volun-
tarily pay the bill, and the tax free feature on Interest is the principal factor
in the sale of the bonds which provide needed capital for various local needs.
Any change in this self-government feature will more than double local costs
and retard local development by many decades.

Again, let me say that we urge the preservation of our American Heritage by
allowing people of this Country to create constructive debt on themselves without
having the Interest on their obligations being taxed.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHNNIE BOW MAN,

Chairman, Eddy County, N. Mcx., Commissioners.

STATEMENT OF CECIL S. BBtmAKzE, GENERAL COUNSELq METROPOLITAN UTILITIES

DIsTRIcT, OMAHA, NEBR.

SUMMARY

I. The District recently built $16 million addition to water plant serving
100,000 patrons in Omaha and vicinity.

2. Sale of long-term bonds not possible because of excessive interest rates In
early 1989, caused by general Inflation plus threat of removal of tax exemption.

3. District able to get only one-year financing, and must sell these bonds in
early 1970

4. Provision for government subsidies in HR. 13270 would be threat to sov-
ereignty of states and subdivisions.

5. Need quick action striking out provisions of H.R. 13270 which in any way
disturb the tax exemption of municipal bonds, so that District bonds can be sold
without additional penalty of higher Interest caused by present threat of loss
of tax exemption.

8. Resolution %f Board o? Dtrectors

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of +he Committee, my name Is Cecil S. Brubaker.
This statement is made on behalf of the Metropolitan Utilities District of
Omaha, Nebraska, of which I am General Oounsel. Metropolitan Utilities District
of Omaha is a political subdivision and municipal corporation of the State of
Nebraska, created under state law to operate, manage and control the water
system and the gas system supplying residents of the City of Omaha and its
environs. Under statutory authority the District issues bonds for major improve-
ments to the gas and water systems.

The District has recently completed an addition to its water plant for which
it was necessary to borrow Sixteen Million Dollars ($16,000,000.00). During
attempts by the District representatives in the last year to find purchasers for
long term bonds, It became increasingly evident that not only was It going to
be impossible to find purchasers for long term bonds at an Interest rate within our
statutory limit of six percent (6%), but that possibilities were Increasing that
the bonds could not be sold at all. No buyers could be found for short term
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bonds or obligations in excess of one year, and the District was forced to accept
one year financing. The story of what has happened to municipal bond sales
since our fortunate sale in June, 1969, is familiar to all members of this Com-
mittee, I am sure, and demonstrates that our fear that bonds could not have
been sold at all were well founded. Many issues from other muncipalities have
found no buyers at all.

In addition to the general inflation In the market place, our representatives
were told that purchasers were not to be found because of the uncertainty of
the situation with relation to tax exemption of municipal bond interest. The
truth of these statements has been borne out by the market situation since the
sale of bonds by our District.

The principal and interest on the bonds which we have issued and which we
must 1,"sue for a long term in the very near future, must be paid for by the users
of %,,tter in our District. This includes all of the people, regardless of their
cot.omic status, whether well-to-do or poverty stricken. These people must have
wate,-. Any increase in the cost of this necessity of life caused by taxation
therefore has the ugliest result that any regressive tax can have. It penalizes
even the very poor.

The passage of H.R. 13270 by the House of Representatives and the provisions
of that proposed legislation relating to taxation of interest on municipal bonds
has already had some effect upon the cost of money to the people of our District.
and in the state of the market at the present time, It appears that the penalty
our patrons will suffer will exceed that they are now paying by a considerableamount.

Just the consideration by Congress of the removal of tax exemption has been
upsetting in the mar, tplace, and has made buyers hesitant and Jittery, with
the consequence that interest payments have necessarily gone far beyond tradi-
tional ftgares, and have added to the inflationary trend which the Congress and
the administration appear to wish to end, and has raised the cost of necessary
public improvements, to the injury of the taxpayers and voters whom the
Congressmen and Senators represent.

This Committee will no doubt be furnished statistics by other opponents of
the taxation of municipal bonds, which will demonstrate that the cost to the
American public In general of the removal of tax exemptions will far exceed the
benefits of increased revenue to the Federal Government. The "evil" which is
thus sought to be corrected by these provisions, would appear to be a political
straw man, not worth the price.

The provisions of H.R. 13270 which relate to limited taxation and possible
subsidy to the municipalities issuing bonds in exchange for a waiver of tax
exemption have disturbed our Board of Directors because of the necessary
intrusion into local affairs which would asult from these provisions, and which
weuld of necessity result in relinquiPhment of local control and would replace
local decisions on local issues with nationally centralized decisions.

For those of us who are even slightly familiar with the doctrine of "reciprocal
immunity" and the historical position of the Supreme Court of the United States
holding that taxation of interest on municipal bonds is not permitted under the
Constitution, it is puzzling why the Congress gives so much consideration to
this seemingly indefensible legislation. The expectation is that this Committee
will immediately and definitely strike from the "tax reform" bill H.R. 13270,
the offensive sections which threaten the sovereignty of the states. The people
of the United States do not need any more cause for unrest and uncertainty
than other current events now supply in overabundance.

After Its recent experience in the market place, the Board of Directors of our
District adopted a resolution on August 0th, 1969, which protests and deplores
any legislation by the Congress designed to eliminate or Jeopardize the existing
exemption from taxation of municipal bonds, including any proposal of a Federal
subsidy. A copy of that resolution is attached to this statement.

Gentlemen, the bond issues of the Metropolitan Utilities District of Omaha
are small indeed compared to many, many others. We are convinced that the
market needs all of the buyers it can possibly get for small bond issues, as well
as large ones. Individual buyers should not be discouraged nor eliminated from
the purchase of long-term tax-exempt bond issues, or the competition for such
bonds will be seriously and dangerously impaired, with consequent increase of
interest costs. Metropolitan Utilities District of Omaha is one of those unfortunate
municipalities caught in the unrest and uncertainly caused by H.R. 13270. It is
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costing our 100,000 patrons money. The situation In the market can be brought
back to a state of normalcy only by restoring the confidence of the buyers of
municipal bonds In the continuing exemption from taxes.

There is some possibility that the debates and consideration of H.R. 13270
will extend for some time, even into the next year. We hope, for the sake of the
residents of the Omaha, Nebraska metropolitan area and for all others caught
In this situation, that action of this Committee will come soon rejecting all of
the provisions of H.R. 13270 which in any way infringe upon or compromise the
traditional immunity from taxes of state and local securities.

RESOLUTION

Whereas the Metropolitan Utilities District of Omaha, a political subdivision
and municipal corporation of the State of Nebraska, has urgent need to issue
$16,000,000 of Water Revenue Bonds for the Improvement of water supply facil-
ities serving Omaha and Its immediate area, now being financed by a short term
arrangement, and has been experiencing difficulties in marketing long-term bonds
in the present climate surrounding such transactions, and

Whereas it has recently come to the attention of the Board of Directors that
traditional buyers of such bonds are hesitating to purchase such bonds because
of the uncertainty and fear surrounding the bonds, and that the offering of very
high interest payment is unable to develop a market for such bonds, because
of the threat of the removal of such tax exemption, and

Whereas the Board of Directors believes that the removal of tax exemption
from interest payments on bonds of this District and any other municipal cor-
poration will seriously affect the market for such bonds, and increase the costs
of public improvements, to the Injury of every tax-paying citizen and every
customer of municipally-owned utilities, far in excess of any benefits to the
Federal Government which might be realized by removal of such tax exemption;
and

Whereas any proposal of a Federal guarantee or subsidy of a local bond Issue,
In exchange for a waiver of tax exemption, would mean a relinquishment of
authority by the local government body to a Federal Bureau, and would be a
serious step toward the destruction of local government: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the Board of Directors of Metropolitan Utilities Distriot of
Omaha, That this Body, acting in behalf of its more than 100,000 customers.
protests and deplores any legislation by the Congress of the United States
designed in any way to eliminate or jeopardize the traditional and constitutional
exemption from Federal taxation of municipal bonds of State and local govern-
ment, and urges each and every member of the Nebraska delegation in the 91st
Congress to actively oppose any change in the existing tax exemptions of munic-
ipal bonds.

Adopted August 6,1969.

STATEMENT BY BENNETT R. BOLEN, PRESIDENT, TEXAS CHAPTER, MUNICIPAL
FINANCE OFFICERS AssooIATIoN

Whereas there has been considerable discussion of the Tax Reform Act of
1969, its many ramifications, its aims, Its advantages and disadvantage. as
President of the Texas Chapter of the Municipal Finance Officers AssociaLion,
I address my remarks to the effect of the proposals in their relationship to
Municipal Finance and the average citizen.

In its zeal to affect reforms in the collection of Federal Income Taxes, the
House of Representatives has already complicated the financial problems of the
Municipalities throughout the Country. The fear that Congress will modify or
remove tax exemption on Municipal Bond Income has depressed the bond market
to an extent that such bonds are selling at prohibitive Interest costs, and in
many cases beyond what Cities are legally authorized to pay.

It is imperative that the Senate fully understand that H.R. 13270, as it
currently exists, will adversely affect the average home owner and citizen to
a far greater degree than the individual in the high income bracket at whom
some of the reforms are directed.

The sale of Bonds for construction or improvement of needed facilities has
had to be postponed. In those cases where such sales can not be postponed, States
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and Municipalities will be forced to pay millions of dollars more in interest over
the life of the bonds-dollars which may only come from increased local taxes.

It is most unfortunate that an impression has been formed that many individ-
uals in the very high income brackets have used municipal bond interest as a
tax "loop hole", whereas data gathered by Michigan Survey Research Center
and others does not support this conclusion.

It is estimated that of approximately $125 billion in municipal bonds out-
standing, commercial banks are the largest owners, holding about 38% of the
total. Personal trusts and individuals are credited with 32%. with insurance
companies accounting for 17%. Pension funds, sinking funds and all others make
up the balance of 13%.

There can be no question but that in the past the tax exemption feature has
strengthened the market for municipal bonds. Statistics show that Municipalities
have normally been able to borrow at about 30% less interest cost than compar-
able non-exempt borrowers. It follows that removal of the tax exempt feature
would increase financing costs of Municipalities by approximately 43%. An
increase which must be passed on in higher local property and sales taxes unless
subsidized by the Federal Government.

With an unprecedented demand for schools, water and sewer systems, hospitals
and other public facilities, governmental units are faced with an ever increasing
problem in financial planning. Capital facilities construction programs require
careful advance planning and scheduling of work. Continuity at the local level
is facilitated through the issuance of bonds used to finance a great proportion
of these Improvements. Federal assistance however well conceived, or intended.
must necessarily carry adherence to criteria developed for the general good and
may require readjustments resulting from conditions not controllable at State-
local levels.

It must be recognized that our appeal for the elimination of these objectionable
provisions of the bill Is not to favor special interests or wealthy individuals,
but honestly seeks to avoid increasing burdens of our already over-taxed average
citizens. Our appeal, made in the name of government at the local level, is made
In fulfillment of our responsibility to maintain financial stability for those cit-
izens who have had no voice in the formulation of policies which will directly
affect them.

STATEMENT BY GIL M. BARRETT, COMMISSIONER, DOUGHERTY COUNTY, GA.

As a member of the Dougherty County Board of Commissioners in the State of
Georgia, I am naturally vitally interested in the efforts of this Congress to over-
haul our nation's tax laws. In my opinion, such a reform is long overdue. But
in such matters where the political impact is strong, especially in this day of a
flighty economy, the old adage, "Haste makes waste" comes strongly to mind.
What on the surface may appear to be a move toward an equalization of tax
burdens can, on reflection, have an opposite, hurtful effect.

Certainly, I feel that a second, serious look should be taken at the proposal on
the tax exemption status of city, county and state bonds. Supporters for this
change have contended that this tax immunity is a "loophole" because holders
of these bonds avoid taxes on the interest. In short, wealthy persons are the
primary target. For the first time interest from the public securities would be
taxable through what is termed a "minimum income tax" imposed on all tax-
payers, or through a complicated allocation of interest-expense deductions
between taxable income and tax-exempt interest.

Neither method, in my view, fits the needs of the situation. In my area, for
example, where urban growth, with its attendant problems, is coming swiftly
due to the change in our agricultural economy, any upward movement on the
interest costs on municipal bonds would be virtually ruinous.

Construction costs in my area of Georgia have been rising about 6 to 8 per
cent annually over the past few years. Consequently, my County and City Govern-
ments must issue more bonds each year just to finance the same physical volume
of projects that were undertaken at an earlier date. The conclusion is inescapable.
We can barely meet public needs at the present, with the exemptions permitted.
Removal of exemptions would mean that higher costs would have to be passed on
to taxpayers in higher local or state taxes. And we all know that today borrowing
costs are at their highest levels in history. .
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Informed economists have stated in several national publications that taxation
of state and local bonds would raise the cost of municipal borrowing by as much
as two or three percentage points. My government could not bear such a cost
without increasing already strained tax rates on property.

Just two years ago, local governments in our country raised in excess of $25
billion from property taxes representing over 65 per cent of all local revenue
collected from our own sources In my mind, based on my own governmental
experience, this is excessive-and yet it does not do the Job in the way of meeting
heavy service demands, physical obsolescence, rising costs and Federal pressure
to finance Governmental programs equal to the needs of our citizens.

A breaking point Is inevitable, particularly as we read of the larger cities in
the nation freely admitting to bankruptcy. These localities can only turn to the
States and Federal Government for help since their tax resources are so severely
limited by law.

The property tax is the major source of revenue in my area, and it will remain
so sin(e my local Governments have generally been deprived for one reason or
another of the use of broader based taxes. And yet, as we must recognize, this
tax unfairly penalizes one group in our society. Those supporters of a change in
the tax exemption law on the basis of tracking down a few rich investors are,
in reality, putting a gun to the heads of already over-burdened local property
taxpayers.

Local financing these days is one big headache. Anything that will bring about
higher interest rates on borrowed money can only mean a reduction of vital
community services for a rapidly expanding population. On the local level, as in
other levels of Government, we must have capital to survive. If the tax exemption
incentive were no longer available, such capital might well be diverted into other
spheres of investment. If that takes place, what is today critical could easily
become intolerable.

I agree wholeheartedly that there is a need for general tax reform. But grant-
ing this need, I see no reason why a long-held principle of our Federal system-
namely the independence of policy-making of each level of Government-should
be summarily discarded because of heavy economic pressures. And, in my mind,
this vital principle could not survive if the Federal Government were to jeopard-
ize the preferential character of city and county debt.

In considering the constitutional power of the Federal Government to tax the
interest paid by States and political subdivisions upon their borrowings, what is
being dealt with is a direct obstruction to the power to borrow money. Without
that power, local rule might as well be thrown out the window. This is hardly in
keeping with current political thinking that cities, counties and states should
have a larger hand if effecting administrative decision.

I have always been a strong believer in the theory and practice of keeping
Government as close as possible to the Individual citizen. This time-tested system
will be seriously impaired if the last and sole remaining independent avenue of
finance left available to cities, counties and states to pay for capital improvements
is tampered with.

CITY OF PAWTUCKrr, R.I.,
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE,

S eptember 22, 1969.HoN. RUssELJ B. Lo~io,
chairmann ol Committee on Finance,
New Senate OOW Building, WasMnton, D.C.

DEAR Sin: Due to the urgency of the situation as pertains to H.R. 13270, the
so-called Tax Reform Act of 1969. I am writing to ask that you personally
oppose the portion of this act which changes the historical tax exempt status
of municipal bonds. When the Internal Revenue Code was enacted in 1913, the
framers of this legislation specifically exempted the interest on municipal bonds
as not being in the public interests on the principle that it serves no useful
purpose for the Federal government to tax city or state securities or for the
state or local governments to tax Federal holdings.

Since the House Ways and Mean Committee first began consideration of this
bill last May, the bond market, insofar as state and local government bond
interest is concerned, has been deteriorating rapidly until at this point, we are
forced to pay the highest rate of interest ever experienced in this country since
prior to Civil War days. f



Any change in the tax exempt status of municipal or state securities will
increase the burden to all of our taxpayers and will reflect a direct increase in
governmental costs at both state and local levels. It is, therefore, imperative that
the Senate Finance Committee and the United States Senate as a whole realize
the irreparable damage that will be done to the cities and towns of our nation
should this bill be enacted in its present form.

Once again, I urge you to do all in your power to preserve the tax exempt
status of state and municipal obligations to the end that millions of dollars may
be saved by the taxpayers of this country. As finance officer of the City of
Pawtucket, I firmly believe that it is not in the public interests for the Federal
government to effectuate either direct or indirect taxation that will increase the
financing costs of the cities and towns to a greater degree than that normally
sustained in the competitive market.

Yours very truly,
PAUL. E. BAS T,

Director of Finance.

NEW YORK STATE THRUWAY AUTHORITY,
Elemerc, N.Y., September 19, 1969.

Hon. RussELL B. Loiio,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance, Old Senate Office Building, Wash-

fngton, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LONG: We have been advised that H.R. 13270, which has been

adopted by the House of Representatives, is now before the Senate Finance
Committee and that hearings on its provisions to tax interest on state and
municipal bonds exempt under present law are scheduled to begin September 23,
1969.

We recognize the need for responsible tax reform and are, of course, aware
that the tax exemption presently being asserted for industrial revenue bonds
has stimulated broad controversy and demands for some form of corrective
legislation.

We are writing, however, to urge the defeat of this bill since it Is designed to
eliminate or impair the essential and traditional tax exemption of state and
municipal bonds issued for purely governmental purposes.

The primary objectionable features of this bill Include the provision for an
allocation of deductions requiring that deductions be made against both taxable
and tax-free income in the same proportion if tax-free income exceeds $10,000,
and a limit on tax preferences. The effect of these provisions is that investors
will be penalized for purchasing tax-exempt securities by the prospect of higher
taxes. They will insist on higher interest rates, thereby creating a tremendous
new interest burden which will, in turn, fall on local taxpayers and users of
local services.

An additional important consideration is the fallacy of the proposed subsidy
program. We believe it will dangerously mislead state and municipal officials.
We fear the amount of any such subsidy would be far less than they hope and
it would probably be decreased and ultimately abandoned if the other attacks on
tax exemption prove legally successful. Moreover, the principal point overlooked
is that any such subsidy would have to come from taxes that would probably
bear hardest on the very people who think they would profit from the elimination
of tax exemption.

We respectfully submit that the elimination or the Impairment of tax exemp-
tion of state and municipal bonds would precipitate catastrophic consequences
for state and local governments throughout the United States.

State and local governments, staggering under the pressure of ever Increasing
budgets on the one hand and the urgent need for public Improvements on the
other, have found effective solutions to their dilemma through self-liquidating
projects that respond to the public need without Increasing their budgets or the
tax rates. The keystone of these procedures, as you know, is the sale of tax
exempt state and municipal bonds, such as were sold to construct the 559-mile
Thruway across New York State.

Without the tax exempt status for its bonds, the Thruway could not have
been constructed outside the State Budget. The debt service costs would have
made it simply Impossible to demonstrate that the project would be self-liquidat-
Ing. With tax exempt status for its bonds, the Authority sold $972 million to
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private investors, constructed the expressway with dispatch, and now-fifteen
years later--continues to operate it as a self-liquidating facility, without burden.
iqg the Legislature with requests for appropriations of tax funds.

Had it been necessary to construct the Thruway with tax monies, a large
and probably unacceptable additional burden would have been placed on the
taxpayers of the State and completion of the expressway would have been de-
layed for years while the Legislature debated annually the amount it could
approve to advance the construction year by year.

The Thruway story and the methods used to finance it are not unique in New
York State. The tax exemption on state and municipal bonds provides harassed
governors, legislators, mayors and other municipal officers with feasible and
frequently preferable alternatives to tax-financed public facilities and any legis-
lation that would impair or eliminate this exemption would effectively slam the
door on these alternatives and force state and local officials to add to the burdens
of the taxpayers or defer the construction of urgently needed public facilities.

As highway administrators, we emphasize that one of the oldest and univer-
sally recognized governmental functions Is the building of roads, bridges and
tunnels and that state and municipal bonds issued for these purposes are issued
in the performance of a traditional and an essential governmental responsibility.
As such, we respectfully submit, they are entitled to the right of constitutional
protection against federal taxation.

It has long been recognized that the federal government may not constitution-
ally tax the obligations of the sovereign states or their political subdivisions.
If the Congress should impose a tax on these state and municipal bonds, it would
indeed Impair the sovereignty of the states themselves and stimulate costly
and extended litigation that would add confusion, uncertainty and delays to the
already frustrating problems of state and local officials.

It is an old adage, but nonetheless valid, that the power to tax is the power
to destroy. The elimination or impairment of the traditional tax exemption of
state and municipal bonds would effectively destroy, at least until the consti-
tional issue is resolved in the courts, the right and the power of the states and
their political subdivisions to finance essential governmental projects through
the use of these obligations. Meanwhile, the public interest will suffer either
through higher state and local taxes or from the absence of urgently needed
public facilities.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, we respectfully urge that your Committee
defeat this bill.

With kind regards and best wishes,
Sincerely,

R. BURDELL BIXBY.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE ALASKA MUNICIPAL LEAGUE, BY DoN M. BERRY,
EXECUTIVE DIREcTOR

The Alaska Municipal League, in accord with municipal and state officials
throughout the United States, wishes to take this opportunity to express its total
opposition tix the Senate Finance Committee of passage of HR 13270. While the
League is sympathetic to need for a tax reform act, we do not find any Justifica-
tion for the imposition of new taxes on individuals receiving municipal bond
interest in any such act.

In reality if the provisions to tax the Income received from the interest on
municipal bonds are enacted into law, the very citizens who allegedly started
the tax revolt will be the most seriously hurt. The unavoidable result of such
increased interest costs is higher state and local taxes. Inevitably the most
obvious result would be higher real estate taxes. This is simply because most of
the bonds to be taxed under HR 13270 are local government issues and local
governments must rely mostly on real estate taxes to pay their costs. We are
sure that the average taxpayer was not asking for reforms which would increase
his costs for new schools or hospitals or which would increase his sales tax, his
property tax or his income tax.

There is no denying that the Impact of the House bill will be borne by the
states and localities who will be faced with the very tangible higher borrowing
costs and the potential Inability to sell tax exempt bonds at all. It has been con-
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servatively estimated that a one percentage point increase would result from the
provisions of HR 13270. Even without action by the Senate as yet, the municipal
bond market has already cracked wide open and it is difficult to forecast its
disastrous reaction to final enactment of such legislation. With present economic
conditions increasing pressure on all forms of municipal financing. including the
upward trend on bond interest, the net effect of this added action would be to
push the cost of capital financing for urgently needed public works beyond legal
or economic limits.

The House of Representatives, in its hasty but ill-advised effort to establish
so-called tax equity, included two different tax provisions in HR 13270. Individuals
would no longer be allowed to charge personal income tax deductions against
taxable income. Rather, they would have to charge their deductions against both
taxable and tax free income in the same proportion that the one source of income
bears to the other. However, an individual's tax free income must exceed
$10,000.00 before the provision would apply. Several fallacies appear in this so-
called reform. It extends to Interest on outstanding state and local bonds as
well as on future issues. State and local bond interest is not separately consid-
ered in this new tax. Under HR 13270, it is thrown into a common pot with four
other disallowed tax preferences. Following ths rule, it is very possible that an-
individual's tax free income could reach $10,000.00 without ever including the
interest on municipal bonds. Thus governmental issues would be harmed by the
total of entirely disconnected disallowed tax preferences even though the indi-
vidual hes very modest holdings in municipal bonds. The bill could result in the
taxing of the municipal bond interest at top bracket rates, no matter how small
the inte. c'it item.

There is no doubt that the attraction of municipal bonds on the open market
would be impaired by -the provisions. If enacted, a breach of faith to holders of
municipal bonds would occur, and potential investors would lose confidence in
the security of municipal bonds as investments. The psychological effects of the
impairment would reach to corporate investors who. while not affected by HR
13270, would lose confidence in the future tax exempt quality of their investments.
There is certainly nothing to prohibit Congress from eventually eliminating the
tax exempt feature altogether. The net result is that all investors in municipal
bonds would demand higher interest rates as hedges against tax losses If indeed
they still found municipal bonds attractive investments at all.

This total situation is compounded by the Oonstitutional Issue inherent in
the provisions of HR 13270. State and municipal officials have long mantained
that the exemption of muuicipal securities is derived from the foundations of our
federal system of government. Since the federal government would be taxing a
portion of the interest from tax exempt bonds through the limits on tax prefer-
ence mechanism, it is a foregone conclusion that its Constitutionality will be
challenged in the courts, resulting in lengthy litigation. During this time, the
tax status of municipal bonds would be unknown and bond investors would be
unlikely to invest until the issue is resolved. Thus, the market for bonds would
be totally disrupted. It is interesting to note that the Attorney General of the
United States has stated that grave constitutional problems are raised by in-
cluding municipal bonds interest in a minimum tax base. Why this constitutional
objection was completely ignored by the House is anyone's guess.

The House bill, having ended traditional tax exemption, then purports to give
an option to state and local government Issuers to receive a subsidy if they
agreed to issue their bonds on a fully taxable basis. Under the specific subsidy
provisions, a state or local government could choose, for a particular bond issue,
a fixed percentage interest subsidy paid by the federal government. The subsidy
would go directly to the issuer as a cash payment or, the state or local govern-
ment could elect to have the federal government supply separate interest coupons
which would be attached to the bond along with the issuers coupon. The state or
locality would then issue its bonds as taxable securities. The subsidy would be
paid by the federal government to the state or locality or its paying agent but not
directly to the bond hoder. The subsidy would be considered an obligation of the
United States and would be paid regardless of default by the issuer.

There are obvious flaws in both of these options.
HR 13270 may not provide much, if any, economic advantage or the qualities

of total dependability that issuers would require. Much discretion is left to the
Secretary of the Treasury in administering the program. The actual subsidy rate
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offered would have to be considerably greater than the 30% advantage now ob-
tained in the tax exempt market if issuers are to be expected to elect this option.
The subsidy is a percentage of the yield of the taxable municipal bond. The actual
percentage is determined periodically by the Secretary. For the first five years
there Is a 30% floor and a 40% celUng; then the floor drops to only 25%. The
Secretary is supposed to select the percentage which is Just enough to lead
municipalities to elect to issue taxable bonds.

Thus, various proposals by one individual, such as proposing minimum tax
treatment of banks or allocation of their interest deduction, could cause the
market to push the interest rate on tax exempts, reduce the percentage gap be.
tween taxable and tax exempt bonds and Justify lowering the subsidy percentage
accordingly.

All subsidy payments proposed by HR 13270 are to be met by a permanent
appropriation by Congress. However, nothing this Congress does in enacting this
program commits a future Congress to maintain the program particularly if it
proves costly to the federal government. And it is certainly not at all clear that.
given a predictable change in the market for taxable municipal bonds as opposed
to tax exempt bonds, the federal government could collect more money in tax
revenues than it paid out in subsidies.

While the plan is supposed to involve no federal controls of the purpose of
issuance or the details of the program financed, the Secretary of the Treasury is
given the right to classify and disqualify certain bonds. Municipalities, by the
elimination of tax exempt bonds, would be given the coercive choice between
taxable bonds without subsidy or taxable bonds with whatever subsidy the Secre-
tary and the Congress chose to bestow from time to time.

There is no doubt that the State of Alaska and its municipalities would be
seriously and adversely affected by the enactment of HR 13270. Historically, we
have experienced more than our share of trouble in the capital markets. The
reasons for these problems have been variously blamed on small population re-
moteness, population shifts, lack of security in low population areas, and the
amount of per capita debt incurred since Statehood.

Despite these handicaps, the people of Alaska have continued to demonstrate
their faith by borrowing money in the open market to finance needed capital
improvements. Now that this young and dynamic state is on the threshold of
its greatest era of development, local governments must be given the tools to
keep abreast of this development. Growing urbanization, improved services and
the need for additional services are creating demands on municipalities far
beyond the financing capabilities of property and sales taxes.

The ability to borrow money at reasonable and beneficial rates of interest must
be maintained. If the chaos created in the municipal bond market by the mere
threat of HR 13270 is allowed to continue, it will be impossible for Alaska's
municipalities to meet the crushing need for financing schools, roads, hospitals,
sewer and water systems, etc. Surveys conducted by the Conference on Inter-
governmental Fiscal Relations Indicate that the debt service cost to local govern-
ments in Alaska, on just existing debt, would increase one million dollars a year
or twenty million dollars over the life of the bonds. Projected into 1970, this
increased cost would amount to 22 million dollars. The presently overburdened
local property taxpayer in Alaska neither could nor would bear these additional
costs for providing merely the basic necessities of a good, healthy, progressive
urban life.

The Alaska Municipal League wishes to thank you for this opportunity to
present testimony in opposition to the municipal bond provisions contained in
HR 13270. We urgently solicit your support of our position and request that you
refuse to approve the dangerous proposals espoused by the House bill now before
you.

Thank you very much.

Exiskv or MrNu'rlw or MEErING, VILLAGE oF LITTLE CANADA, MINNESOTA,

SIPTEMB= 10, 1960

Pursuant to due call and notice thereof, a meeting of the Village Council of the
Village of Little Canada, was held on the 10 day of Sept. 1969 at 7:30 P.M. at
440 Little Canada Rd. in said Village.

The following members were present: Mayor: Edward Loeflier; Clerk: Joseph
Chlebeck; Trustees: Joseph Collova, Donpld Valento, Gordon Nadeau.
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Council member, Donald Valento, introduced the following resolution and
moved its adoption.

Whereas the Congress of the United States is considering a bill which would
remove tax exemption from municipal bonds issued to finance capital needs of
local government, and

Whereas the only motivation for such a proposal which stands the test of any
reasonable explanation, is an attempt to compel owners of large amounts of such
securities to pay tax on their income; and

Whereas the vast amount of money needed for local improvements will cer-
tainly be curtailed by such legislation and will cost taxpayers much more than
they can possibly gain out of taxes to be collected from the few owners of large
amounts of such bonds; and

Whereas the whole concept will tend to further cripple the activities of local
and place more power in the hands of central government when we should be
working in an opposite directions: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Council of the Village of Little Canada, That the respective
Congressional representatives from this State, In both the House and Senate, are
urged to put forth every effort and to take all necessary steps to preserve the tax
exemption for municipal bond interest; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded to all Senators and
Representatives in Congress from the State of Minnesota and also to the Senate
Committee before which this legislation Is being considered.

Council member, Joseph Chlebeck, seconded the motion for the adoption of
said resolution and upon a vote being taken thereof, the following voted In
favor thereof.

Messrs. Valento, Chlebeck, Collova, Nadeau and Loeffler.
Whereupon said resolution was declared duly passed and adopted.

STATE OF MINNESOTA, County of Ramsey, Village of Little Canada, as:
I, Joseph G. Chlebeck, clerk of the Village of Little Canada do hereby certify

that the above Is a true and correct copy of a resolution duly passed, adopted
and icpproved by the Council of the Village of Little Canada, Minnesota on the
10th day of September 1969.

Witness my hand and seal of the Village of Little Canada on this the 22 day
of Sept 1969.

JosEPH G. CELEBEcK,
Clerk, Village of Little Canada, Minn.

INTERNATIONAL MUNIMPAL PABKIN0 CONORESS,
September 26, 1969.

Hon. RussELL B. LONO,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committce,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENAToR LONG: The Executive Committee of International Municipal
Parking Congress has taken a position on behalf of its Board of Directors and
approximately 300 members in opposltlon to the proposed legislation to tax inter-
est on municipal bonds,

IMPC is composed of Executive Directors of municipal parking authorities
and parking divisions of some 150 cities throughout this country and Canada who
administer municipal parking programs financed for the most part through the
sale of municipal bonds. Its membership also includes manufacturers and sup-
pliers who furnish equipment and materials to the parking industry as well as
engineers and consultants.

The reasons for the opposition of this organization to Bill HR 13270 are as
follows:

1. Taxing the Interest on municipal bonds would result In higher parking
charges to patrons of municipal parking facilities.

2. Development of municipal parking facilities is a necessary element in the
revitalization of the central business districts throughout our country.

S. Passage of this bill would greatly impair the sale of municipal bonds and
could result in an appreciable increase In real estate taxes to raise financial
support so urgently needed in the development of municipal parking lots.

4. Many cities in this country have been forced to cancel bond offerings because
of prevailing high interest rates. Purchasers of municipal bonds accept lower

33-865 O-,89-ipt. 4-67
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interest rates because of their tax-free feature. Imposition of a tax on Interest
would completely destroy the market for municipal bonds.

5. A Joint report in 1987 by the National League of Cities and IMPC indicated
U. - local government estimates for the construction of municipal parking
faclhtes for the ensuing five years would amount to over $400 milon.

6. The report of the Joint Wconomic Committee of Congress entitled "State
and Local Public Facility Needs and Financing" published in 1966 indicated the
following sources of financing In descending order:

(a) General obligation bonds secured by both parkLg revenues and full faith
and credit of the city government.

(b) Revenue bonds secured by revenues of the parking system (off- and on-
street parking revenues).

(o) Revenue bonds secured only by the earnings of the offstreet facilities.
(d) Combination of revenue and general obligation bonds.
(e) General obligation bonds only.
(I) Capital reserve funds.
(W) Private capital and other methods.
It is respectfully requested that this letter be incorporated In the record of

the hearing on this bill.
Thank you very much for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,
THOMAS J. CoYL, President.

THE NEW ORLEANS BOARD OF TRADE, LTD.,
New Orlekns, La., September 12, 1969.

Senator RussuL B. LoNo,
Thawrnat, Senate Finance Committee,

Old Senate Office Building,
'Washington, D.C.

DaR SENATOR LONG: For as long as we can remember, our communities have
been building schools, roads, hospitals, sewers, bridges, waterworks, and port
improvements by issuing long-term, low interest municipal bonds. The interest
on -these bonds (and, therefore, the cost to the tax-payer) is lower than on other
securities because historically, traditionally and constIutionally it is exempt
from all Federal income taxes.

In the so-called tax reform bill passed by the House of Representatives, and
now being considered by your Finance Committee, most important among the
proposals, we understand, is taxation of municipal bonds. In our opinion and
that of bond experts such a plan would be most inimical to our State, particularly
with reference to Parish and City school bonds and the proposed bond issue for
the Port of New Orleans which is a must if our port is to maintain its position
as the second major port of the nation.

If the House Bill was enacted into law in its present form, it is our feeling
that the market for tax-exempt securities would be significantly and lastingly
damaged; municipal bond purchases by individuals would be substantially re-
duced; interest rates on municipal bonds would materially rise, the excess costs
thereby resulting on the community at large for the sake of punishing the few
who might buy large quantities of such bonds; the preferential position of muni-
cipal securities in the capital markets relative to taxable issues would be
impaired.

Only several days ago the Parish of Jefferson proposed a school bond issue
for $10,000,000. for the purpose of building much needed schools and not a single
bid was received.

We strongly urge that you oppose any legislation that might jeopardize the
long-standing, highly successful and economical system of tax-exempt municipal
bond financing. Unfortunately and with much regret we will not be able to ap-
pear before your committee, however, we are sending you under separate cover
twenty copies of this letter and kindly ask that it be made a part of the record
of your Committee's hearing.

Sincerely yours,
KuNT SATrERTME, President.
ALX C. Cooxt, Conultan*.
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A MESSAGE TO THE U.S. CONORESS--Do NOT TAX STATE AND LOCAL
GOVER MENT BONDS!!

SUBMITTED BY HERBErr J. BINoIiAM, ExECUTIvE SECRETARY, TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL
LEAGUE AND PREPARED BY: TENNESSEE COUNCIL OPPOSING FEDERAL TAXATION OF
STATE-LoCAL BONDS

State of Tennessee
Office of the Governor
Office of the Lieutenant Governor
Fiscal Review Committee
Comptroller of the Treasury
Treasurer
Commissioner of Finance and Administration
Tennessee County Services Association
Tennessee Education Association
Tennessee Municipal League
Tennessee Valley Public Power Association
Tennessee Association of Utilities Services
Tennessee County Judges Association
Tennessee Counyt Highway Officials Association
Tennessee Municipal Finance Officers Association
Tennessee Municipal Electric Power Asocation

IL 18270 THREATENS BOND TAX EXEMPTION

Unless the U.S. Senate corrects certain aspects of the Tax Reform Bill recently
approved by the House of Representatives, Tennessee state and local govern-
ments for the first time in American history will be subjected to damaging and
costly Federal taxation.

The Senate Finance Committee, of which Tennessee Senator Albert Gore is a
ranking member, has a grave responsibility to offer corrective amendments to
the House bill.

In an effort to close tax loopholes, the House passed an act (HR 13270) im-
posing two new taxes on individuals receiving interest on state and local gov-
ernment bonds. One is a "minimum tax" plan which applies to outstanding bonds
and those to be Issued in the future. The other would deny the state-local bond
holder his full personal deduction otherwise allowable.

A $70,000,000 TAX INCREASE IN TENN2SIEE

When the full effect of these taxes on state and local government bond interest
occurs over a 12 to 15 year period, Tennessee taxpayers will be faced with more
than $70,000,000 yearly increase in their taxes to state, county, city, schools and
district governments.

Reasons for this are very simple:
The present federal tax exemption for Interest on state and local bonds means

that they sell at an interest rate 30 to 40 per cent less than that paid by private
issuers. Presently there is approximately a 2% interest differential In taxable and
non-taxable bonds. Tennessee state and local governments are Issuing new bonds
for roads, schools, hospitals, sewers, water and electric utilities, etc., In an
amount of more than $300,000,000 each year. Within 15 years over $3.5 billions
of these new bonds will have been issued and the 30 to 40 percent higher Interest
rate resulting from this House bill would cost at least an additional $70,000,000
annually In state and local property, sales, and other taxes.

The potential impact on only one local government-Metropolitan Nashville
and Davidson County-is sobering. Assume that this government's financing
needs for the current year include approximately $30 millions of new money. If
Metro issued 30-year bonds at the present taxable rate, the aggregate amount
of Increased borrowing costs would be as high as $10,664,000 over the life of the
bond issue.

Well over $2.2 billions of Tennessee state and local government bonds are out-
standing now. The interest cost would be some $45,000,000 higher each year if
this proposed act had been in effect when these bonds were issued in past years.
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TENNESSEE WOULD LOSE TAX SAYV]OS

This legislation will transfer the previous tax savings of state and local gov-
ernments and their taxpayers to the Federal Treasury In Washington. Whereas
Tennessee state and local governments are now saving $45,000,000 annually on
low interest rates due to the federal tax exemption, under the new tax measure
any such possible state and local savings in the future would all be paid into the
U.S. Treasury instead.

The so-called tax reform bill is truly a boomerang. It is hitting the pocket-
books of the homeowners and taxpayers who were told they would be benefited.

Even more strangely, under this act people in the top tax brackets (who now
are liable for taxes of 60 to 70 per cent of their income) would pay only about
one-half of these rates, or 30 to 35 per cent, on their income from municipal
bonds.

By coincidence, 30 to 40 per cent is exactly the amount municipal bond holders
traditionally have "paid" indirectly in state and local taxes by accepting lower
interest rates on municipal bonds Instead of buying equivalent private bonds.
As a result, the municipal bond holder has already "paid" his "minimum tax"
at the top bracket rates which the bill sets for other "sheltered" income. Under
the proposed act, he would become the only class of taxpayer subjected to a
double levy through this tax on the already-reduced bond income.

"TAX REFORM" TALK MISLEADING

The proposed new taxes have been represented as important elements in a
"tax reform" program to insure that the rich pay at least some tax. There is talk
of a "taxpayers revolt" and charges that some wealthy Americans who have in-
vested heavily in municipal bonds are paying no federal income taxes at all.
This is propaganda, unsupported by facts, according to the U.S. Municipal Fi-
nance Officers Association.

MFOA said it is true that some people with large incomes do not pay any in-
come taxes (154 is the number reported by the Treasury) ; but in those tax re-
turns that were presented to the Houne Ways and Means Committee by Treasury
officials, tax-free municipal bond interest was not involved. However, the Ways
and Means Committee report couples the recommendation for taxing municipal
bond interest with a reference to 154 non-taxpaying millionaires. This no doubt
helped generate support for HR 13270 among other House members and mem-
bers of the general public who were unaware that this so-called tax reform will
come back to haunt them and their state and local governments.

The two new taxes proposed in the House act represent only a partial tax on
the interet Income from state and local government bonds. But the purchasers
of these bonds, which have Interest and retirement scheduled over periods of
from 20 to 35 years, already are raising the rates of interest demanded in order
to take account of the possibility that the Congress in the future may further
increase taxes on these new bond issues. After all, the House has voted to do
Just this on presently outstanding bond issues.

HIGHEST INTEREST IN HISTORY

The threat of taxing Interest on state and local bonds has al e inres raised
Interest rates by o o I % per cent. This has resulted In the highest interest rates
in the history of the country. Furthermore, the unsettling effect on the desirabil-
ity of these bonds to investors has made It impossible for a number of Tennessee
counties and cities to sell their bonds and thus finance their urgent needs for
school rooms and other purposes.

SUBSIDY PLAN HAS FLAWS

Having ended traditional "tax exemption," the tax bill approved by the House
then promises to give an option to state and local governments to receive an
Interest "subsidy" if they agree to issue their bonds on a fully taxable basis.
If the Federal Congress grabs over $70 millions a year eventually out of the
treasuries of Tennessee state and local governments and the pocketbooks of their
taxpayers, some grave questions arise as to whether this money will be re-
placed In interest subsidies.

One serious flaw in the bill is the discretion given the U.S. Secretary of the
Treasury to set the floor for such subsidy as low as 25 per cent of the interest,
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when local bonds with tax-exempt features have been selling from 30 to 40 per
cent lower than private taxable bonds.

In a recent letter to the two Tennessee members of the Congressional tax-
writing committees-Senator Albert Gore of the Senate Finance Committee and
Representative Richard Fulton of the House Ways and Means Committee-
the presidents of the Tennessee County Services Association, the Tennessee
Municipal League, and the Tennessee Municipal Finance Officers Association
stated:

"We believe it is dangerous to lock the door on issuance of ta\ exempt bonds,
because this would clearly place state and local government at the mercy of Con-
gress in providing enough appropriations for interest subsidies. We regretfully
bring to your attention numerous current and past instances when Congress has
failed to provide appropriations to fund the programs promised to aid state and
local governments in numerous acts adopted by the Congress".

THREAT TO UTILITIES

This tax act and the uncertainty of the interest subsidy seriously jeopardize
the low-cost electric power and natural gas rates enjoyed by Tennessee home-
owners, business and industry. These utilities in Tennessee are almost entirely
publicly owned by local government and financed through tax-exempt bonds.

With 80 per cent of the entire country served by privately-owned electric and
similar utilities, how long could Tennessee expect the majority of the Congress
to support 25 to 40 per cent interest subsidies on our publicly issued electric and
gas bonds when other areas of the country do not enjoy these benefits? The Con-
gress can discriminate against these or other kinds of public facilities by refusing
interest subsidy!

RAISES CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION

The only safe and sound plan is to stand on the Constitutional principle that
the sovereign states and their local subdivisions should not be subject to federal
taxation. The Attorney General of the United States has stated that grave Con-
stitutional problems are raised by including municipal bond interest in the "mini-
mum tax" base; but the House has now overridden the Constitutional objection.

This will result in court litigation for at least two or three years and a possible
threat, as mentioned above, of new and higher taxes on new bond issues resulting
in much higher taxpayer payments through higher interest rates than the federal
government will recover in income taxes.

Despite warnings of the consequences of this legislation, the House of Repre-
sentatives did not give adequate consideration to this important bill.

Two Tennesseans were prominent among those publicly opposing precipitous
and iIl-advlsed action in the name of "tax reform." Governor Buford Ellington,
as chairman ot the National Governors Conference, and Mayor Beverly Briley of
Nashville-Davidson County, as president of the National League of Cities, and
others, warned Nashville Congressman Richard Fulton and other members of the
House Ways and Means Committee of the potential effect on state and local
financing. They pointed out that at the Committee hearings state and local
officials had no opportunity to inform members of their views on these specific
provisions of this bill.

The legislation as approved by the committee, a voluminous measure of more
than 250 pages, came to the House floor under a rule prohibiting any amend-
ments. It then was voted on within three days after it was printed and ditrlb-
uted to the House membership, without proper deliberation or the opportunity
to modify any of its provisions.

SUMMARY

We declare the following objectives and principles which support action by the
U.S. Senate and reconsideration by the House to preserve the tax immunity of
state and local bonds:

1. We do not defend the special interest of wealthy individuals, but seek to
avoid boomerang state and local tax burdens on the average citizen of Tennessee.

2. We do not seek to preserve a state and local government benefit conferred
by Congress, but to preserve a right created by the U.S. Constitution almost
200 years ago to maintain a federal system which the Congress is not free to
reconsider.

3. We do not favor income of individuals being excluded from a "minimum
tax," but point out that public bond interest already pays such a "minimum tax"
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to state and local governments in the form of lower interest charges. We further
point out the inequity of bond interest alone paying two "minimum taxes" on
income under the House-passed act.

4. We speak for state and local governments which are an equal part of the
federal system in protesting a hasty act by the U.S. House, adopted without
adequate consultation with the states and their subdivisions. This act will seri-
ously cripple the capabilities of state and local governments to serve their citi-
zens, will drastically increase governmental costs, and will subject state and local
government decisions to federal domination and control.

We strongly urge that every public official who has responsibility for state and
local government operation and every citizen and taxpayer of Tennessee will
promptly express opposition to this pernicious tax act (H.I 13270) to the
Tennessee members of the tax-writing committees as follows:

Senator Albert Gore, Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Capitol, Washington,
D.C.

Representative Richard Fulton, House Ways and Means Committee, U.S.
Capitol, Washington, D.C.

and also to the other United States Senator from Tennessee:
Senator Howard Baker, Jr., U.S. Capitol, Washington, D.C.

and to your own Congressman in the House of Representatives, U.S. Capitol,
Washington, DC.:

Representative James H. Quillen, First District.
Representative John J. Duncan, Second District.
Representative William E. Brock, III, Third District
Representative Joe L. Evins, Fourth District.
Representative William R. Anderson, Sixth District.
Representative Ray Blanton, Seventh District.
Representative Ed Jones, Eighth District
Representative Dan Kuykendall, Ninth District.

CITY OF OGALLALA,

Ogallala, Nebr., September 27, 1969.

STATEMENT By PAUL L. CASSEL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: As President of the City Council
and representing the people of the City of Ogallala, Nebraska, I would like to ex-
press our view in opposing the proposed Federal taxation of the now tax free
municipal bonds.

It has become increasingly evident that through the actions of the House of
Representatives, the present market for bonds has become very unstable. It is
our opinion that if the sections of the bill which pertain to taxation of these bonds
were to pass, the market for bonds as we know it today, would be non existant.

I am in agreement with the fact that all people should pay their fair share to
our local, state, and national tax burden, which also includes the 154 cases as
cited by the Treasury Department. I do not feel it is fair, however, to impose a
tax that might corral the few, when in reality it will cause additional taxation
on the already heavy taxed middle and low income brackets through additional
interest rates.

It is also noted that the government has proposed the Interest Subsidy Progrom
in connection with the taxation of bonds. This repayment to the local municiprli-
ties in part is fair, but as has happened in the past, I feel this would again tend to
tighten the controls over local government. It would in fact be in direct con-
tradiction to President Nixons policies as he has previously stated to lessen the
controls of Federal Government.

I would like to finalize by saying that I do not feel the Inclusion of the taxation
of the income of municipal bonds In H.R. 13270 Is of a tax reform nature, but
rather a political and constitutional reform. I feel that it is unconstitutional and
I also feel that it is politically and fiscally unwise in that its consequences, in
addition to being a more costly method of financing municipal improvements,
involved a threat to the whole concept of the separation of the powers between
federal, state and local governments.

Because of the reasons stated above, I would ask you to strike out all provisions
of HR 13270 relating to the taxation of municipal bonds and subsidy.

Sincerely,
PAUL L. OAssrji,, President.
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SAORAMENTO, CALIF., Septein ber 25, 1969.
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington., D.C.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITEE: I appreciate the reason for
your telegram advising that the short amount of time available for hearings on
the vital matter of impairment of the federal income tax exemption on municipal
bonds does not allow for a personal presentation by the undersigned on behalf of
the more than 400 cities who are members of the League of California Cities in the
nation's largest state. Every public agency in the country wants to appear and
protest. The implications of the proposals, direct and indirect, have so alarmed
the market that state and local taxpayers are already paying the penalty of
Congressional tampering. We appreciate the opportunity you gave Mrs. Priest to
be heard and we fully support her excellent statement. Because the matter is of
such major and fundamental importance, It is imperative that your consideration
be given to our written statement concerning H.R. 13270.

I will not repeat the many arguments you have heard and read concerning the
very doubtful constitutionality of the proposed change. I know that you have be-
fore you the results of staff research as well as prior hearings which deal with this
aspect of the matter in detail. I simply wish to state that these constitutional
doubts are grave, else the bill which is before you would not be as complicated as
it is in its attempt to sidestep this basic issue through the imposition of a tre-
mendously complicated "substitute system."

Baldly and succinctly stated, it is my opinion that removal of the tax exemp-
tion feature, even in the devious form of the present bill, is, in fact, both un-
constitutional and a subversion of the federal form of government which this
nation alone enjoy. The power to tax Js indeed the power to destroy and there
are many who view the present proposal as yet another step toward a unitary form
of government for these United States which can have only a negative effect on
the viability of the federal system and eventually a displacement of local self
government.

Traditionally cities, counties, districts and many states have financed their
long range capital requirements through the issuance of bonds. Local governments
throughout the country have required unprecedented amounts of capital to finance
the $15,000 of public works facilities required for each new family. This includes
streets, sewers, waste disposal systems, recreation facilities, fire stations, etc.
Our free enterprise system has provided funds for these public borrowers in a
manner unparalleled in other countries. The competition for funds is great and
if the profit is removed from this market public agencies will be hard pressed to
find funds with which to finance major improvements. The primary, and in some
cases the only investment lure, Is tax exemption.

As practical and immediate as are the consequences of H.R. 13270 on the bond
market, our major concern is and must be the violation of fundamental principles
represented by the provisions of the bill before you. Removal of tax exemption can
have only one result: The increasing threat of federal control over state and
local governments, Since the founding of our nation, state and local bond issues
have-under established and recognized principles of comity grounded in our
Constitution-been exempt from federal taxation. As one also concerned with the
practicalities of federal program operations, I will illustrate in later portions of
this testimony why the extraordinarily complicated U.S. Treasury subsidy pro-
posal as a substitute will not work.

H.R. 13270 comes before you as a tax reform measure. The report of the Com-
utittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives as well as the
remarks on the floor of the House by the distinguished Chairman of the Commit-
tee indicate that the proposal is aimed at eliminating a so-called "tax haven"
supposedly taken advantage of by not more than a couple of hundred individuals.
You have the responsibility of weighing that alleged goal against the absolute
tact that tens of millions of local government taxpayers will have to pay literally
billions of dollars in higher local property taxes to accomplish this "reform."

The proposal before you has already driven local government interest costs
to their highest point in our history! Not even during the worst depressions
have local governments had to pay as high an interest as they now do. The
cost of borrowing money at these rates for public purposes can come from only
one place-your pockets and mine along with millions of other local property
taxpayers.
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Three weeks ago, for the first time in our history, more than $170 million of
temporary housing notes issued on behalf of local government projects to meet
the nation's tremendous need for low-income housing could not be sold because
the statutory limit of 6c% precluded receipt of auty bids. A fortnight ago more
than two dozen local housing agencies received a startling setback and intoler.
able delay in their low-income housing programs when nearly $200 tax-exempt
housing bonds Issued by the Housing Assistance Administration failed to find a
satisfactory market. Soaring interest rates directly attributable to H.R. 13270
created there "first time in history" experie,,ces.

On Wednesday, July 30, the Wall Street Journal carried the following quote
from a senior official experienced in the tax-exempt bond market:

"This is the worst single day in our market's history, and Its significance is
that it was the beginning of the realization that the tax-exemption feature is in
jeopardy."

Nineteenth month U.S. Treasury Notes sold at an interest rate of 8% in
September. Fifteen year U.S. Government insured merchant marine bonds sold
during the same month at 8.05%. It simply is not realistic to assume that 20-40
year local government bonds which are not tax-exempt will sell for any less
than these costs.

This being so, the only Inevitable result will be an Interest cost for local
government bonds that will be at least double the averages for the past four
or five years. In California, where our studies Indicate an average annual amount
of $1.5 billion in state and local government bonds coming to market during
the immediate future, this equates to more than a billion dollars in higher
interest costs which will have to be borne by local government taxpayers In
California between now and the end of the century! This is money which can
come only from local government taxpayers to the detriment of local government
programs for the construction of the physical facilities, public works and other
improvements so desperately needed and so pointedly noted In the many federally-
sponsored reports In recent years pointing to alleged shortcomings In local gov-
ernment performances. It is Ironic to say the least, for local governments to be
so castigated and characterized by federally-sponsored studies and, simultane-
ously, to note your consideration of a fundamental change which will only add
to the monumental difficulties and problems spoken to in those documents-
several of which are, in fact, published by various committees of your own
branch of the Congress.

Removal of the tax-exemption on local bonds will further hamstring, handcuff
'nd strait-jacket local governments as they go about their business in trying to
sole core city problems which are universally agreed as being the nation's
number one domestic priority. Inability to borrow for long range needs will
result In poy-as-you-go higher taxes competing with taxes vital to current urban
requirements.

iWhile it may be extraneous to my remarks to note the extraordinary haste
which accompanied this provision of H.R. 13270, since the bill Is now before
your Committee, I would be remiss in my responsibility if I did not note (at
least for the record) that the bill came before the House of Representatives
under a rule which prohibited amendment. As Congressman Utt of California
noted on the floor of that House, massive changes were made pertinent to the
provision to which I address my remarks two days before the bill was reported
and, Indeed, one day after It was reported. Mr. Utt, a member of the Ways and
Means Committee, in commenting on the removal of the tax-exemption provi-
sion bemoaned these procedures and the tenor of his remarks closely parallels
my testimony to this point with the added notation that the proposal results
in increased costs which he correctly stated must be paid for by "The people
in my community in Increased local taxes." In echo of his remarks I would
say, as he did, "If you want to do something for the local communities, stay
away from interfering with tax-free-bonds."

Finally, let us examine the practicality of the so-called U.S. Treasury subsidy
to make up for what is universally acknowledged and confirmed by the Ways
and Means Committee report accompanying H.R. 13270 to be higher costs for
desperately needed public Improvements. There is, of course, no "trust fund" con-
cept for the proposed subsidy. This nieans that Congress has two choices To act
In good faith It must provide an open-ended appropriation to cover all bond
Issues which might possibly come to market during every fiscal year fkom here
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to eternity under the normal due processes of law preceding such marketings
OR, it will set a limit on the amount it annually appropriates for that purpose.
There is nothing in the history of federal programmatic grants to urban areas
to Indicate that the first choice will be the one that Congress would follow.
Logically, then, Congress will set a finite amount in each annual appropriation
act for the "subsidy." It follows as the night must follow day, that the ap-
propriation will not provide enough funds for all local government issues seeking a
market under the subsidy program. And, just as surely, this means that a federal
agency under some formula still not devised will decide which local bond issues
they think are "good" and consequently subsidize; and, which they think are
"bad" and consequently will not.

Undoubtedly, a large federal bureaucracy will have to be crested somewhere to
make these decisions. This was publicly stated in mid-August by Alan K. Browne,
Senior Vice President of the Bank of America and widely acknowledged as the
Dean of the nation's tax-exempt bond business:

"Unless something is done. the tax-exempt bond as a major debt tool of local
government will soon be a curiosity. In its place... will be a taxable municipal
bond. ... That would be bad on several counts including the need for a costly
bureaucracy and a danger of federal intervention in local affairs."

Undoubtedly, the making of such decisions will tremendously twist and distort
our normal governmental processes.

Undoubtedly, given the normal time-consuming delays usually encountered in
such administrative processes, added costs will be piled on local governments as
they are inevitably inordinately delayed pending decisions from a federal agency.

Undoubtedly, this process will result in the replacement of decisions made by
those duly elected to fulfill those responsibilities at the local level by anonymous
federal employees. In our local communities. general obligation bonds cannot
be issued except by a .jrds vote of approval from the people. Wven after au-
thorization for issues by state legislatures and constitutions, approva! by city
councils and approvals by a vote of the people, federal bureaucratic processes
may as a matter of practicality, result In non-issuance of such bonds. The Con-
gress of the United States will be doing a disservice to their fellow elected
officials at the local level by subjecting them to public criticism or "failures"' to
issue and market bonds at reasonable rates when those failures are caused by a
:ack of "subsidy" funds and approvals trom the bureaucracy. Surely you cannot
expect local officials to stand before tht electorate in answer to those charges
with the feeble response that some Budget Analyst somewhere in the Treasury
maze or elsewhere has turned down a request for the subsidy, and, consequently,
the bond issue approved by the city council and the electorate is now In a state
of suspended animation or limbo.

Undoubtedly, passage of H.R. 13270 in its present form will result in at least
two or three years of litigation during which time local bond issues for urgently
needed public programs would, for all practical purposes, come to a halt. Given
the present costs added to public works projects by inflation each year, the
agglomerated costs of such a multi-year delay will eat up at least $250 million
with no useful purposed served whatsoever.

Undoubtedly, if the tax-exemption is removed from local bonds, their attractive-
ness would seriously deteriorate, causing us to fall further behind in our race to
attack the nation's major domestic problems in our cities. Already Dillon Reed
Municipals, Inc., a major buyer of municipal bonds, has announced that it has
decided "for the moment" that it will not bid on new tax exempt issues until
their status is clarified. Other major brokerage houses are currently advising
their clients not to buy municipals because their attractiveness would be seriously
dampened by making them at least partially taxable.

In conclusion, I reiterate the grave possibility of the demise of our federal
system of government inherent in any decision to tamper with, destroy or weaken
the tax-immunity of local government bonds. The matter is no less important than
that. Local governments in the United States exist as a matter of right, not as
a matter of administrative or revenue-producing convenience for central author-
ity. Our activitie-i within the area of our competence and responsibility should
not be overlapped with the heavy hand of federal bureaucracy. Even partial
taxation of municipal bonds will strike a mortal blow at local self government
and home rule. During the past twenty years, Congress has on many occasions
considered the question of tax-exemption of municipal bonds. In every case it has
wisely concluded that nothing should be done to interfere with it because it was
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not in the best interests of the United States, for whatever reason put forth, to
make local government simply an administrative functionary within a unitary
system of government. On behalf of the cities of the nation's largest state, I urge
the 91st Congress to come to the same conclusion.

RICHARD CARPENTER,
E:eoutive Director aud General Counsel, League of California Citice.

RESOLUTION No. 1074, OF THIl: CITY OF M1IAMI SPRINGS, FLA.

A RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE ELIMINATION OF EXEMPTION FROM INCOME TAX LAWS
APPLICABLE TO INTEREST ON MUNICIPAL BONDS.

Whereas, the United States Senate is considering a number of reforms in
Income Tax legislation, the purpose and intent thereof being to eliminate certain
inequities now existent thert!n; and

Whereas, it has been represented by the United States House of Representa.
fives in House Bill No. 13270 that it is necessary to remove the existing exemption
from taxation on interest on municipal bonds; and

Whereas, such proposal, if adopted, would have the following adverse conse-
quences for the City of Miami Springs:

1. Preclude the City from selling bonds since the Charter limitation on interest
rates that can be paid is 6%%.

2. Prevent the City from undertaking construction of a Sanitary Sewer System
which is needed to eliminate existing health hazards.

3. Make it impossible for the City to provide needed capital improvements to
serve a growing population.

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the City Council of Miami Springs, Florida:
1. That it is opposed to the elimination of said exemption from income tax laws

applicable to interest on municipal bonds.
Be it further resolved that each of the Congressman and the two Senators

representing the State of Florida be, and they are hereby formally requested to
vigorously oppose the elimination of said exemption of interest on Municipal
Bonds and to exert all possible effort to maintain the said existing exemption.

Passed and adopted by the City Council of the City of Miami Springs, Florida,
this 15th day of September, A.D., 1969. JOHN A. CAVALIER, Mayor.

Attest:
MAROARET H. SANDERS, City Clerk.

CITY OF DALLAS, TEX., September 19, 1969.
Mr. ToiL VArL,
Chtef Coutnel, Committee on Finance,
227 New eSenate Offie Buading, Washington, D.C.

DAs MR. VAIL: I shall appreciate it if you will convey the following statement
to the Senate Committee on Finance concerning the provisions of H.R. 13270
which affect the tax exempt status of municipal bonds.

This matter has been a source of constant concern for all of the cities and
other governmental units of the United States for many years. It has been espe-
cially difficult during this year. This has been brought about by the passage of this
bill and for all practical purposes has brought the progress of necessary capital
improvements in local communities to a standstill.

Each day we receive news of bonds that were offered for sale and no bids
received. We also hear of numerous cities withdrawing their bonds from the
market even if bonds can be sold at especially high interest rates. This Is an
intolerable strain on local government budgets for debt service, many having
limitations on how much can be spent for this purpose.

The provLsions referred to as "tax reforms" or "closing tax loopholes", if
passed, will in fact pass the burden on to the local taxpayer in the form of
additional ad valorem, sales and other types of local taxation.

All of the points concerning the constitutionality of the federal taxation of
local governments, the separation of governmental powers, and local deter-
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rination of what projects are necessary have no doubt been brought to the
attention of the Committee by many other people. The fact that one provision
of this bill would tax the interest on bonds now outstanding appears to be a clear
breach of contract, inasmuch as they were sold with the explicit provision that
they were not subject to federal income tax. The Attorney General of the United
States has stated that grave constitutional problems are raised by including
municipal bond interest in a minimum tax base.

An illustration of the disruption of the municipal bond market can be made by
the situation in the City of Dallas. A $175,000,000.00 capital improvement pro-
gram in the City of Dallas is less than one-half completed. This was planned
when the average interest on municipal bonds was 4%. If we are to complete this
program, it will cause a drastic increase in the local ad valorem taxes. Another
local illustration is the Dallas Independent School District which was unable to
sell its bonds a few weeks ago and will have to discontinue the construction of
schools in a very short, time.

The Attorney General of the State of Texas has stated that If this portion of
the tax reform bill is finally passed no bonds can be issued in the State of Texas
until litigation, which would certainly occur, concerning the taxation of municipal
bond interest is finally determined. This would mean a complete cessation of
necessary public improvements in our local communities.

We urge that any portion of the bill which would tax municipal bond interest,
either directly or indirectly, be deleted.

Respectfully,
E. LYNN CROSSLEY,

Past President, Municipal Finance O1Wer8 Association of the United States
and Canada; City Auditor, City of Dallas, Dallas, Texas.

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF ROYAL OAK, MICH.

At a regular meeting of the Commission of the City of Royal Oak, Michigan,
held at the City Hall in said City, on the eighth day of September, 1969, at 7: 30
o'clock p.m., Eastern Standard Time:

Present, Commissioners Austin, Cline, Johnson, Kramer, Schoenholtz, Zuldema;
Mayor Potter.

Absent, none.
The following action was taken:
"Whereas, the City of Royal Oak requires financing in the amount of $875,000.00

for the construction of various street and alley improvements and will be unable
to finance these necessary improvements unless investors are assur,.d that the
tax exempt status of these bonds will be continued.

Now, therefore be it resolved that the City of Royal Oak respectfully urges
the Senate of the United States to reject any proposals which change in any
manner whatsoever the tax exempt status of bonds issued by The City of Royal
Oak, and

Be it further resolved, that the members of the City Commission of the City of
Royal Oak consider the taxing of these bonds a serious invasion of the rights
guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States and, therefore, urge that
Immediate action be taken by the Senate of the United States to defeat any
proposal for taxing obligations of the separate states and municipalities."

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by the City Commilssion of the City of Royal Oak at a regular meeting
held Monday, September 8, 1969.

EVELYN DEMsxz,
Deputy City Clerk.

) TATEMENT OF C. CAREY DONWORTH, CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF THE MUNICI-
PALITY OF METROPOLITAN SEArrr., WASHINGTON

The Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle is a special purpose municipal cor-
poration of the State of Washington, authorized to develop and operate a
metropolitan sewage disposal system for the Seattle Metropolitan Area and to
plan for the development of a metropolitan public transportation system for the
area. The Municipality is completing a basic $145,000,000 sewage disposal system
which has been financed by the issuance of sewer revenue bonds. It faces the need
to Issue an additional $80,000,000 of revenue bonds to extend this system. The
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development of a public transportation system for the area will require the
issuance of approximately $400,000,000 of general obligation bonds of the
Municipality.

The Municipality whiahes to strongly protest against the minimum tax and
allocation of deductions provision of H.R. 13270 as they apply to the interest on
state and local bonds. We believe that these provisions in their net effect will
substantially increase the cost of state and local financing and will result in a
heavy increase in the tax burdens upon local taxpayers.

The option purportedly offered by H.R. 13270 to issue either fully taxable
bonds with an interest subsidy payment from the Federal government (two
coupon bonds) or to continue to is-ue conventional "tax-exempt" bonds without
receiving a subsidy is partially illusory. The "tax-exempt" bonds which would be
Issued under H.R. 13270 will no longer actually be tax-exempt because the Interest
on them will, in effect, be increasingly taxable under the minimum tax and
allocation of deductions provisions of the bill. The effect of these provisions is by
gradual stages to make state and local "tax-exempt" bonds less attractive in
the market. When this fact Is coupled with action by the Secretary of the
Treasury each quarter to set the interest subsidy for fully taxable bonds on
the basis of the difference between the Interest yield on such bonds and the
yield on "tax-exempt" bonds as determined by the market at that time, it be-
comes apparent that the difference between fully taxable bond yields and "tax-
exempt" bond yields would gradually decline and the cost of borrowing to state
and local governments would substantially increase even under the subsidy
option.

These provisions are urged on the basis that they will prevent wealthy people
from escaping the payment of Income taxes. This is seriously misleading. The
purchaser of tax-exempt bonds may choose in a free market place to buy a rela-
tively low-yleldlng municipal bond. He may, on the other hand, choose to buy a
higher yielding corporate bond and pay a tax. In effect, by choosing the lower
yielding bond, he pays a subsidy or tax to local government at the time lie decides
to buy that bond.

The wealthy can always protect themselves in the market place. The market
will return to them the value it places on the use of their money and will soon
reflect in increased interest costs what the wealthy require as compensation for
the use of their money. Furthermore, the Impact of estate taxes and death taxes
upon the estates of wealthy persons is such that well-advised persons find much
more attractive those equity investments which make possible large capital gains.

The net effect of the enactment of these provisions of HR 13270 which affect
local and state bonds will be to slightly increase the annual tax yield to the
Federal government at the expense of substantially increasing the annual cost
of borrowing by state and local governments. It will increase the Federal income
tax yield at the expense of higher property taxes and higher utility charged
for the local residents who pay the cost of municipal and state borrowing. The
provisions of H.R. 18*70 affecting state and local bonds are not progressive tar
reform but enforcer local tax regression. They accomplish a shift of the to:
burden to the advantage of the Federal Treasury, but the disadvantage of
renters, home-oicners and utility users who must pay these costs regardless of
their ability to pay.

Finally and importantly, these provisions place in the hands of the Congress
and indirectly In the hands of the Treasury Department and the Bureau of the
Budget the power each year to determine whether and at what cost state and
local governments may borrow to meet their local and state needs. No matter
how this bill is analyzed, the provisions relating to taxation of state and local
securities amount to annual Federal control, changeable at the wish of the
Federal Congress. This represents a substantial shift in the balance of power
under our Federal system.

A block grant tax-sharing program is a poor trade for so automatic and
effective a tax-sharing plan as tax-exemption now provides.

The mere consideration of this bill by the Congress has turned the municipal
market Into chaos, has already cost local taxpayers hundreds of millions of
dollars In additional interest costs and his prevented many urgently needed
sewer, water and school projects from being built. It is most important that
the Senate uuequt'ocally affirm the immunity of state and local bonds from
Federal taxation and that this declaration be so clear as to prevent any mis-
understanding by the market. Only such action will restore the ability of local
governments to raise the capital funds rtkiulred to meet urban needs.



TOWN OF HARRISON,
Harieon, N.Y., October 1, 1969.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman , Senate Financo Coiimnittce,
enatc Officeo Building,

Washingtoti, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LONG: On behalf of the Town Board and the people of the Town

of Harrison, I hereinafter set forth our considered views with respect to so
much of HR 13270--"Tax Reform Act of 1969", as deals with the taxation of
"State and Municipal" bond issues. We believe that the proposed legislation in
this regard contains within it the seeds of destruction of local capital improve-
ment plans by increasing the cost of local Improvements to a point where no
improvement will be made. Because of the serious and far-reaching impact of this
provision, I respectfully request that this letter be made part of the record of
the deliberations of the Senate Finance Committee.

The Town of Harrison Is an economically balanced suburban community
about 25 miles North of New York City. Our population numbers approximately
22,000 people who live In homes or apartment houses situate on parcels of land
measuring all the way from large estates of many acres to one-family and two-
family dwellings on plots of 50 feet x 100 feet. As is true with other suburban
communities all over the 1.S., Harrison is faced today with the enormous problem
of providing funds needed for capital Improvenents, such as, new schools, recre-
ational facilities and new and expanded town service facilities which must be
constructed in order to provide the entire spectrum of town services from fire
and police protection to the undramatic but yet necessary garbage collection and
disposal. Every facet of town and municipal services Is affected by the cost of
the facility or improvement and Harrison, like countless other communities,
can only raise the needed funds by borrowing and then repayment by Imposition
of a real property tax. The burden of the real property tax, of course, falls on
all residents of the town, who, by far, consist mostly of middle-income wage
earners.

In an effort to face the problems of the future and establish the capital im-
provement and facilities needs in the foreseeable future, Harrison has embarked
upon the development of a master plan. Specific separate emphasis is being
given to development of a program for providing educational and recreational
facilities in addition to vital master planning for roads, sewers and general town
improvements. Obviously, capital expenditures of the kind that will be scheduled
by the master plan will require the assembly of capital in order to complete the
improvement by borrowing. The taxpayers must then pay for the improvement
over the period of use of the facility-in most cases, a period of 20 to 40 years,
by repayment of the borrowing and interest through the real property tax.

All of the foregoing seems elementary but must be repeated and emphasized be-
cause the proposed Congressional action which would subject interest on mu-
nicipal and local bonds to Federal income taxation has cast severe doubt on
Harrison's abUity to fullfll its plans to provide for the future of its residents.

It has been reported in the public press, and it is obvious even to the un-
sophisticated observer, that the market for state and local bonds is near collapse.
Such are the results merely from proposed action in Congress. Complete collapse
and the utter destruction of local governments' ability to raise funds for local
improvements will result if municipal bond interest is subjected to any form of
Federal income taxation. Municipal bonds have been saleable in the past only
because of the tax-exempt feature. The Individuals and financial institutions who
tend to buy tax-exempt municipals are sophisticated enough financially to con-
sider making an investment of this kind on the basis of an after-tax return.
Whether administration officials know it or not, it is a fact of current-day life
that investment decisions in all aspects of business are made after considering
the net return after taxes. Accordingly, it seems clear that the lower interest
rates which a municipality formerly enjoyed would nearly double if the Interest
is subjected to Federal income taxation. Doubling the Interest rate would be
severe enough a result, but, unfortunately, there will be much more in store for
municipalities. The added Interest cost will make current debt service much more
expensive, drive Jocal real property taxes up In order to satisfy this increased
cost, with the ultimate disastrous result that municipal bonds generally will be
Undesirable as investments. The Administration's proposal to share revenues or
compensate for added Interest cost in some yet undefined way will not forestall
this obvious result. The pure and simple fact of the matter is that those in-
dividuals and persons who have the resources will just not be willing to tie up
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their capital for a long period of time in municipal bonds where a market for
such bonds will be non-existent, and the chances of not being able to sell the
bonds at par or at cost after purchase are reasonably great. An Investor will be
willing to trust the credit of a small town if the debt service which must be
carried by the real property tax md low. However, should current debt service
increase by close to 100%, then the town's credit might no longer be acceptable,

I will not deal with the constitutional arguments against the adoption of the
proposed measure, since these arguments are well known to all members of the
Committee. I wish to emphasize on behalf of the people of the Town of Harrison
that Lae proposed action will make proper development of our town impossible
because such action will eliminate the pool of capital which formerly was avail-
able for development. Local officials will be Incapable of performing their govern.
mental functions since the cost of funds will rise beyond manageable proportions

Recently the public press reported that Mr. Stanley S. Surrey, former Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury, (and a long-time proponent of taxation of municipal
bond interest) said with respect to the measure now before you that "there is no
one so pessimistic about the future of his country or his industry as a taxpayer
who Is about to lose a tax preference . . ." The forecasters of disaster, he said,
have come from those "who stand to gain if their pessimistic predictions are
believed." (New York Times, September 26,1969)

For once, I find myself able to agree with Mr. Surrey. The people who are
about to lose a tax preference are pessimistic about the future of the country.
Mr. Surrey, however, loses sight of the fact that the outcry against any form of
Federal taxation of municipal bond interest has not come from wealthy Individ-
uals and institutions but rather from local officials on behalf of the real property
taxpayer-the grass roots of America. On behalf of the people of Harrison, very
few of whom are In the 50% or higher tax brackets, I respectfully request that
you continue this tax preference which enables local governments to keep real
property taxes at a minimum while, at the same time, enabling local officials to
provide capital improvements. This tax preference is enjoyed by the small and
middle-class taxpayer, and already amounts to revenue sharing by the Federal
government. Let it continue.

If the Administration's desire Is to forestall local development as a way of
slowing down the economy, the proposal to tax municipal bond interest will
definitely result In the elimination of local development projects. However, if
tam reform Is truly the object of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, then the bill misses
the mark by far In this regard since It eliminates Just about the only tax prefer-
ence that exists for the small and middle-clkss taxpayer. The wealthy individual
or institution will still enjoy the numerous other tax preferences which still
exist and will make Investments based on an after-tax dollar return. The loser
will be the small and middle-class taxpayer.

Respectfully submitted.
E. A. DOmiNzANNI,

Town Board Member.

STATEMENT OF THE STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF FLORIDA

The State Association of County Commissioners of the State of Florida Is
grateful for the opportunity to present its views to the Senate Finance Commit-
tee with respect to the provisions of HR 13270 that change the current status
of tax exempt bonds. The State Association of County Commissioners is unalter-
ably opposed to any change In the law with respect to tax exempt bonds. In
support of this position, the following should be noted:

In growth states, such as Florida, the competition for investment capital for
public purposes Io extremely keen. The monies required to build schools, water
and sewage systems, roads, dormitories for higher education and plants to
attract Industry are dependent upon the Issuance of governmental bonds that
offer attractiveness in addition to the interest rate.

The State has only recently taken advantage of some of the provisions for
tax exempt bonds to meet the needs of our local government. In 1968, a new
Florida Constitution was adopted, which permits the issuance of industrial
revenue bonds. Many counties in Florida are preparing to take advantage of
this to obtain a necessary capital to attract desirable industry and thereby reduce
unemployment. During the 1969 Legislature, -a bill was enacted to permit coun-
ties to establish authorities and issue revenue bonds for the construction of
much needed private dormitories and educational facilities. Also during 1969,
provisions were adopted for counties to Issue short term bonds to build needed
secondary road$, pledging as securltf therefor the county's portion of the state
gasoline tax. Prior to these Importalit changes being made, public needs were
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largely met thrOugh the issuance by state, municipal and other local govern-
ment entities of tax exempt securities.

The public purposes served by obtaining these critical needs fa. outweigh any
benefit which might accrue in the form of tax shelter to the investor. The only
feasible alternative to the issuance of tax exziipt obligations is to raise interest
rates to exorbitant levels, thereby increasing the threat of inflation and penal-
iiing the public, not only in the reduction in construction of needed public
facilities, but in reduced buying power of the dollar.

The experience of th".,- states which have utilized tax exempt securities to a
greater extent than Florida, Ihas proven its wisdom. It. was for this reason that
Florida's new Constitution contains a provision for pledging the credit of the
-. Ate and for issuing additional types of these securities. Continuation of the
tax exempt feature of these securities is deemed essential to every segment of
local government in the State of Florida.

It Is respectfully urged that no change in the present tax exempt bond law
be effected.

STATEMENT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1. CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, STATE OF
COLORADO, SUBMITTED BY WILLIAM 0. BEROE, PRESIDENT, BOARD OF EDUCATION,
AND ROBERT D. GILBERTs, SUPERINTENDENT

Removing the tax exempt feature from Municipal Bonds, as proposed in H. R.
13270, will greatly increase problems in meeting the capital construction needs
in School District No. 1, City and County of Denver.

There is ample evidence being presented by others which shows beyond a doubt
that the proposed action will be detrimental to the sale of bonds by our district.

Our Municipal Bond dealers, financial advisors, and bond attorneys inform
us that the proposed action will have adverse effects on sale of school bonds by
our district not only now but for several years to come. Recent experiences of
our neighboring school districts furnish direct evidence to support this probabil-
ity and the non-tax exempt status of such bonds has not yet become a fact.

We do not feel that the tax subsidy plan can adequately compensate for the
Increased cost to the local taxpayers. The uncertainties connected with this
proposal as well as the complex system of controls and administration make it
undesirable.

We believe that the total tax exempt status of school bonds should be retained
and that in order to Insure marketability and lower cost to the local taxpayer
they should not be subject to the tax preference and allocation of personal deduc-
tions provisions in the bill.

Because of constitutional questions raised by this proposal and the expected
litigation to ensue, the municipal bond market will be doomed to chaos for
several years with a resultant cost to local taxpayers of additional millions of
dollars.

Capital construction in our school district has experienced severe delay be-
cause of serious problems arising out of plans for integration. We now need to
begin a capital construction program to meet the following needs: (a) replace
26 old buildings located in the core city, 18 of which were built prior to 1900;
(b) build 14 new schools in recently annexed areas of the city where there are
now no schools; (c) building and conversion of buildings to meet requirements
for vocational and other present day educational needs of 96,000 children. At
present day costs, this program would amount to more than $130,000,000.

In view of the foregoing conditions, it seems almost a certainty that a tax on
interest received from school building bonds will create serious disruption and
uncertainty, if not practically insurmountable obstacles, in carrying out future
planning for capital improvement programs in our school district, We believe
the provisions in this bill relating to the tax on income from municipal bonds
will have a boomerang effect on local tax burdens for the average taxpayer.

Finally, If our school district were authorized to sell bonds today, our statu-
tory limit of 6% interest cost prohibits the sale of such bonds in today's market
where the municipal bond index is 6.33%.

STATEMENT OF THE Crry or HASTIN8, NEB.

Re H.R, 13270--Proposed taxation of interest on municipal bonds before the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalf of the City of Hast-
ings and also representing the school district at the hearing before the Senate
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Finance Committee on September 23, 1969 the following resolution is the firm
opposition to the tax reform bill effecting taxation of interest on municipal bonds.

"Be it resolved that the City of Hastings, Nebraska has considered the pro.
visions of the tax reform bill now pending before the Congress of the United
States which would impose taxation of interest on municipal bonds. The elimina.
tion of tax exempt status will have a serious impact upon the outstanding and
future bond issues, with additional interest rates increasing from two to three
percent. The City of Hastings urges your committee to recommend the elimination
of subject provision within the bill."

Respectfully submitted,
W. F. GEPrMANN,

Mayor, Hastings, Nebr., and
The Board of Education of

the School Df8trict of the City of Hasting8.
County of Adatn8. Nebr.

STATEMENT OF EulK JONssON ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF DALLAS, TEX.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalf of the City of Dallas,
I am making this statement in regard to H.R. 13270 as relates to the proposed
taxation of interest on municipal bonds. I am also acting in my capacity as
Chairman of the Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport Board and Presid -nt of
the Texas Municipal League.

The long-standing exemption provided under the law for interest on municipal
lends would be substantially eroded under this Bill. I am gravely concerned
about the hardships that will befall the urgent building programs of all cities
in this country if the tax-exempt nature of such bonds is in any way impaired.

In 1967 the citizens of the City of Dallas approved a $175 million Capital
Improvement Program which is now only partially completed. At the time of
the election approving the comprehensive improvement program of projects
necessary to the health and welfare of all of the citizens, the average interest
rate on the securities of the City of Dallas approximated 4 percent. It is now
estimated that the average rate of Interest on bonds issued for these purposes
would be 6.5 percent. No small part of this increase can be attributed to the
consideration in Congress of the tax proposals contained in H.R. 13270. Pure
and simple, this means that the cost of this additional amount will ultimately
have to be paid by the very people the tax reform law is designed to assist. The
cost of financing the remainder of the improvement program will far exceed the
original projected cost, with the result that some Improvements that are critically
needed will be deferred indefinitely, if not permanently.

All of the civic improvements that Dallas has authorized are desperately
needed, and any action that causes delay In carrying out the program of improve-
ments will be harmful to every member of the community. Our present method
of financing through the issuance of municipal bonds is well established and
relatively expedient. I feel certain that the proposed changes, even where the
city might receive an Interest subsidy on new securities, would be slower and
would result in substantial delays in projects that are essential. The offering of
a subsidy in lieu of tax exemption Intended to equalize the cost to the cities will
be time-consuming and inevitably will result in destroying our schedule of im-
provements. It will also interfere with local self-determination of programs.
This proposal represents the strongest move toward centralizing government that
I I4ave encountered in my lifetime. Our improvement program has been designed
for local needs and approved by our taxpayers and should be completed by them
without experimenting with a financial scheme that would shift control of major
decisions from the local level to Washington.

The crisis of the cities has been further aggravated as a result of a by-product
flowing from the mere consideration of a change in the long-established tax
exqmptlon. This effect is demonstrated by the recent behavior of tax-exempt
yields in the municipal bond market. Cities today are in a position where they
can scarcely market their bonds.

The Interest on municipal bonds has been exempt from the Federal Income
Tax since It was adopted in 1913. Any disturbance of this status now can only
compound the difficulties that all cities face today.

I urge that this Committee delete any reference in H.B. 13270 that wili in any
way affect, directly or indirectly, the tax-exempt status of municlpl bonds.

Respectfully submitted,
I EBI JoNsso.
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INTRODUCTION

H. R. 13270 contains essentially 4 provisions which directly
affect the tax exemption on municipal bonds: (1) the provisions
placing a "Limit on Tax Preferences" ("LTP"); (2) the provi-
sions requiring an "Allocation of Deductions" ("AOD");
(3) The provisions declaring taxable the interest paid on
so-called "Arbitrage Bonds"; and (4) the so-called alternative to
tax exemption, the "Federal Municipal Interest Subsidy."'

Comment regarding the direct attempted elimination of the
municipal tax exemption is probably by this time running into
the hundreds of thousands of words. Comment on the indirect
method of obtaining the same result through LTP and AOD is
doubtless running into the tens of thousands. Most arguments
against them have been stated and will be repeated and
duplicated before this Committee, probably by many witnesses
and in many written Statements, and some will be footnoted
again herein. But, hopefully, most repetitious arguments will be
avoided.

This Statement is not intended, in any sense, as a legal
memorandum on the law of the subject, though a few cases will

t While pest dsmiap can be done by vesting in the Department of the Treasury
unlimited Jurislictioh to determine rules relating to municipal Arbitrage through the
Isanee of bonds, those provions of KR. 13270 will not be discussed herein except
to urge that this Committee provide proper standards so as to assure the ability of
local governments to Invest public funds in Federal Securities. Additionally, the
merits and demerits of the Interest subsidy plan will not be discussed, except to
wawest (a) that it really furnishes no alternative at all, and (b) that In any event the
plan is not eve. kl under the laws of most States.
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be cited. As will be repeated herein, however, it is surely true
that any Federal tax law calculated to increase taxes on account
of the holding of municipal bonds will be the subject of years of
litigation. Nevertheless, as a public agency and a party to the
Constitutionally created partnership between the States and the
Federal Government, the Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport
Board proposes to speak, not in legal terms but in terms of the
crisis to fall upon us all if these proposals or any akin to them
become at least temporarily the law of the land.

The planned Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport is not
typical, nor will it be just another airport. It represents an
attempt to recognize that technology and usage in aviation and
air transportation and commerce have overrun us - to the
extent that airports throughout the Country are obsolete and
many were so on opening day. The same is true also of the
federally owned and financed airways system which connects
airports throughout the Country. It is overcrowded and in many
areas unsafe. The airports could barely be used, if at all, without
the airways. The airways would be useless entirely without the
airports. A true example of the mutuality of the need between
two governments.

The only proven, feasible means by which a local government
can finance its part of the cost of airport facilities is through the
issuance of municipal bonds. Throughout the history of our
governmental system, no other more workable means has been

a Two excellent lepl presentations wre filed with the Committee on Ways and
Means on the Subject of the "Tax Treatment of State and Local Bonds": One, by the
Honorable Francis 0. Butch, Attorney General of the State of Maryland; and another
by Mr. Northcutt Ely, Attorney at Law, Washington, D.C. Undoubtedly, both will be
filed with your Committee.
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devised. Indeed, none has even been proposed, and certainly
none is contained in H.R. 13270.

The Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport will be owned
jointly by the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas, and will
become the regional center for domestic and international air
commerce serving many parts of the world. Its planning spans
over ten years and its first phase construction cost is estimated
at $250,000,000. Its second phase, another like amount. That
is, unless it is stopped, or becomes "typical or just another
airport" through lack of funds. Yes, this facility faces a
stoppage, a shut-down. It cannot foresecably afford a 9% or
10% interest rate on its bonds through the sources of revenue it
has available with which to pay them.3

By some standards, this project is small; by others, it is
gigantic. By all standards, it is needed, in the interest of public
safety, convenience and necessity. But in this reality, this
project stands in no different shoes than the mass of other State
and local projects throughout the Country which have aborted
because of one simple fact of life - their financing is under
attack in Congress. Their projects are of another nature, but
equally as important.

Therefore, this Statement cannot properly be limited to the
personal experiences of one airport in one area. Indeed, all
States and local governments suffer. In this, then, the Dallas-
Fort Worth Regional Airport is only representative and this
Statement is submitted accordingly.

3 By calculation, each 1% interest rate increase on Dlla&Fot Worth Regional
Airpon Revenue Bonds increase the cost of the airport by S86,723,000. its last
ime, Davember 1968, carried interest at 4.9%. It is now estimated that a 7%
coupon muId be required. "Tus, In 9 months, the interest cost increase alone
virtually equals the debt needed to pay construction coss.
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A Clmsic Miss of the Mark-
The Result: A Tax on Local Projects and Initiative

"Your Committee believes that no one should be
permitted to avoid his-fair share of the tax burden-to
sift his tax load to the backs of other taxpayers."
Ways and Means Committee Report accompanying
H.R. 13270, pg. 78. (emphasis added).

With this pronouncement, the Committee on Ways and Means
proceeded to describe and recommend that the House of
Representatives adopt a tax policy which calls for the levy of an
indirect and sometimes direct tax (through LTP and AOD) on
the interest paid on municipal bonds. The statement in its
context is a classic example of missing the mark, of misleading,
short-sighted and careless generality and incongruity. Surely a
tax on municipal bond interest must represent the most obvious
"pass-on" tax one could possibly describe or recommend.
Without even so much as a ceremonial hearing on these
provisions, sealed without substantive debate under the so-
called "Closed Rule" of the House, the House of Representa-
tives and its Committee on Ways and Means have succeeded in-

tragically increasing the cost of State and local
borrowing' to the point of shut-down in many
instances and beyond the legal limits of many States;

4 According to the Weekly Bond Buyer, September 2, 1969, since July, 1969.
when the Ways and Means Committee started serious consideration of these
proposals, investment yields on new issues of local government "AA"-rated bonds

'had through September 2 risen by about 70 basis points (from about 5.50% to
6,20%). while yields on similarly rated corporate taxable bonds had risen during the
same period by only 5 basis points (from about 7.95% to about 8%).

S For example, the Texas Legislature in March, 1969, enacted a law increasing
permissible interest rates on local borrowing to 6-1/2%. On September 8, 1969, it
became necessary that it pass a law removing all interest rate limitations. Else, except
for a few, all local projects in Texas faced an involuntary moratorium at least until
the Regular Legislative Session of 1971.
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wreaking havoc with the capital improvement
planning and programs of State and local govern-
ments, including projects in process;
displaying a calloused breach of faith through retro-
active taxation of outstanding municipal bonds;' and
challenging the very essence of our National, State
and local governmental system, namely the constitu-
tionally recognized principle of reciprocal tax
immunity;

all without the benefit of logic and positive legal authority, and
as a method of accomplishing tlie objective quoted above.

In this simple stroke of uninformed generality, under the
guise of closing "loopholes" in the tax law, and in the ill
conceived rush to burden one celebrated cause in the State of
Michigan and 154 taxpayers (who did not utilize the municipal
exemption to reduce taxes) with "their fair share of the taxes,"
the House and its Committee has inadvertently confirmed the
genius and wisdom of Chief Justice Marshall when he said, in
the often quoted statement-

"... the power to tax involves the power to destroy."'

The municipal bond market has virtually ceased to exist, State
and local projects and planning throughout the Country being left
in the wake. Thus, unbelievably, at a time when State and local
governmental units need so much in the way of funds in order-

at least to abate, if not to solve, the crises in the Cities
through improved public housing and other public
facilities;

Of all actions to date. this feature of LP and the Administration's recendy
recommended treaumant of AOD is perhaps the mou unspeakae. Surely, a
discussko of the point is not required

M'Culloch v. Myland 4 Wheat (U.S.) 316,431(1819)
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to avoid the pollution of the air and of the Country's
rivers, waterways and harbors and to develop its water
resources;
to repair the streets and road systems throughout the
States;
to provide school buildings and facilities in order to avoid
the present and continuing crisis in primary and secondary
education;
to make an effort toward solving the problems of higher
education in part through the construction and equipment
of adequate buildings and facilities, including college
housing;
to assist in the alleviation of the present and continuing
crisis in air transportation and aviation by the attempted
construction of adequate ground facilities at airports, in
the interest of the public safety and commerce;
to provide for adequate recreation facilities, parks and
park systems;
to provide hospital and care facilities for the sick, injured,
infirm and aged; and
to provide at least the minimal, basic facility needs of
citizens through adequate water, sewerage, storm, fire,
police, public transportation and other facilities,

the States and their local governments are now, somehow, in
this year of 1969, called upon to make a Statement in defense
of their Constitutionally recognized power, right and duty to
proceed with the job at hand, and to plead with the Congress of
the United States not to destroy their ability to do so, or even
to take the first step in that direction,

It is unbelievable that the planners of State and local
governmental projects throughout the Country, such as the

' "..It is obvious that taxation on the Interest (on municipal bonds) would
operate on the power to borrow before it is exercised.. ." PoUock % Favmwm"LoMu
& Thst Co., 137 U.S. (1895), affirmed on rehearing. 158 U.S. 601 (1895).
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18,000 acre Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport, could be
praised for their vision in planning on the one hand by one or
more agencies of the Federal Government, and be condemned
by another agency of the same government (the Department of
the Treasury) to the fate of paying a pass-on tax on those
facilities if constructed according to those plans.

It is inconceivable that the Congress on the one hand would
be considering proposals this very day to fund Federal and to
assist in funding State programs to alleviate the problems of the
Federal Government and of States, cities and schools, and on
the other hand, at the same time, be seriously considering a
pass-on tax proposal under the name of "Tax Reform" whicht0

adversely affects and ultimately will destroy the only success-
fully proven method of financing State and local self-help. If
LTP and AOD or any law akin to them remain in H. R. 13270,
then all Federal programs which depend on degrees of local
self-help will be rendered meaningless, wiped-out, useless.
Congress will have fallen victim to its own illusion.

It is inconceivable that the Department of the Treasury of
the United States, an important arm of Federal Administration,
could join favorably in this advocacy at a time when, under
concepts of "New Federalism" and others, decentralization,
local initiative and self-help are being advocated.

9 -To nane only two: At least a $5 billion Five-year airport facilities program,
and a $10 billion highway program, not to mention programs for HUD, HEW, PHA
and othm.
10 In a legl context, this Statement is speaking in terms of the Congressional
"riot" to tax, as distinguished from the "rate" of any tax on municipal bond
interest, If a discussion on this subject ever degenerates simply to a question of "how
much a tax will be," then the cause is lost. The Federal Government will be in
complete control. Reference need only be made to the familiar argument that
prevailed at the time of the initial proposal of the income tax in which some argued
that a Constitutional limit of 10% should be imposed. This was considered absurd by
others.
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Many other things are inconceivable about the position in
which we find ourselves. But such are the facts, unbelievable
and inconceivable though they may be. The last chance lies in
the Senate, with your Committee and the Conference that will
follow, for, while unfairness and bad taste are not in order or
intended, nevertheless, it does appear that the House ef
Representatives will adopt anything bearing the title "Tax
Reform," and there are no present indications that the
President would not sign it.

The unfortunate term "loophole" as used so frequently in
connection with H. R. 13270 implies that the municipal tax
exemption is a tax haven for the rich, or for those who are
almost so. The above quoted objective of the Committee on
Ways and Means, being sought in the removal or impairment of
the tax exemption, must be tested by looking at the result to an
investor in municipal bonds if the exemption is removed: Would
he become less rich? In absolute and positive contradiction of
the Ways and Means Committee, it is patently obvious that the
answer is "No." He would serve simply as the conduit through
which the tax would be levied and collected - from the very
people the tax reform law was designed to assist.

Is there a difference because the tax may be discriminatorily
indirect, such as through a requirement that ordinary deduc-
tions be allocated against the exempt income, as is provided in
H. R. 13210? In this situation, it seems also patently obvious
that this is a change in form only and that the results of a tax
cannot be avoided by an attempt to hide it. Since the
application of the tax depends upon the particular financial

1 In the first place, this exemption finds its source, not in the Congress as a
matter of Congessional pae, but rather in the Constitution as a matter of inherent
right. PoUock v. Farmers' Loa & Trust Co., supra.
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circumstances of each individual purchaser of municipal bonds,
it seems perfectly clear that the interest rates will increase
across the board on all municipal bonds in order to protect the
initial purchaser's prerogatives of resale and transferability,
unencumbered by adverse tax rules as applied to various
individuals as potential buyers.

The insidious characteristic, therefore, in both a direct and an
indirect tax on municipal bonds is that the result to and the
impact on States and local governments is the same: The change
in the tax law relating to municipal bonds results directly and
consequentially in an increase in the cost of State and local
borrowing undertaken in the public interest in response to
critical public needs, and in pursuit, at least until now, of
recognized national goals and objectives. The House of Repre-
sentatives and the Department of the Treasury are thus saying
to States and local governments:

"Proceed with your school buildings, your airports,
your public housing projects, your water development
plans, your pollution control programs, your colleges, your
streets, your highways and your hospitals - but if you do
you must pay (through local* ad valorem taxation and
charges) not only the normal cost of furnishing these
facilities, but also you must additionally provide an
amount to the Federa Government for doing so."

We submit that this additional amount," pure and simple, is a
direct tax imposed by the Federal Government upon State and
local projects and upon State and local initiative, to avoid which

12 How much the Federal treasury actually receives from this additional amount
under an indirect tax is another question. Under the Treasury Department's recent
proposal regarding AOD, the Federal Treasury will receive only $45,000,000
annually, according to Secretary Kennedy. It is migested to the Committee that the
personal deductions of increased ad valorem and sales taxes alone by reason of the
acrosathe-board increase in interest rates will very likely produce a net loss to the
Federal Treasuy both under H. R. 13270 or the alternative proposed by the
Treamry Department.
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the State and local Governments simply do not build, grow and
thrive of their own free will:'

The Question-
The unthinkable tax on a Partner

As stated earlier, it is not the purpose of this Statement to
present the Committee with a legal memorandum or brief of the
law on this subject. Obviously, it is a matter about which there
is some difference of legal opinion. The Administration
apparently is of the view that LTP is unconstitutional but that
AOD is not. The Committee on Ways and Means apparently
feels that both are legal. But one thing is for sure, the
Constitutional question will be determined by the Courts if H.
R. 13270 is passed in its approximate form.

What we hope to accomplish is simply to raise to the
Committee what we consider to be the telling questions
regarding this issue and the positions of the parties:

(1) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax (or adopt a tax policy having
that effect) on an airport owned and operated by a State
or local government, as it is unthinkable for a State or
local body to levy a tax on a federal control tower at that
airport or the federal airways system?

(2) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax on a State highway as it is

Is The same thing can be stated in many different ways: The tax simply increases
local ad valorem and other taxes and charges to the people who are supposed to
benefit from "tax reform." Also, for those projects which simply are not feasible at
higher costs, the obvious result is unemployment, further deteriorating public
facilities, bankruptcy and the like. For the first time in recalled history, Congress will
have been directly and solely responsible for a substantial, identifiable increase in
local ad valorem taxes

14 As has been stated many times, this period of interminable litigation which
perpetuates the doubt in investors as to their tax status, can have no effect other than
the adverse continuance of the pesent financial crisis in States and their
municipalities.
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unthinkable for the State to levy a tax on the Federal
'highways running through it?

(3) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax on a State or local government
hospital as it is unthinkable for a State or local govern-
mental unit to levy a tax on a Federal hospital for the
health care of veterans or others?

(4) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax on a State or local police
building, a city hall or courts building as it is unthinkable
for States and local governments to levy a tax on Federal
government centers, post offices of courthouses?

Has the partnership between the Federal and State Govern-
ments, both joined together for the common good and for the
benefit of the same people' s proceeded to the point of
desperation where one of the partners seeks to increase the cost
to the other of doing the public's business? If so, is it not to be
expected that the other partner will retaliate in kind and to the
same degree? If it is Constitutionally permissible for the
Congress of the United States to levy taxes (either directly or
indirectly) on the interest paid on State and local bonds to the
great and obvious detriment of those governments, is it not also
true that State and local governments will be permitted
Constitutionally to tax in the same manner the interest paid on
the notes and bonds of the Federal Government, to its great

is While this is not an earth-shattering observation, we all deserve an occasional

reminder that the same people constitute the citizenry of both governments, and it is
their interest which we all seek to protect.

is "We are relieved, as we ought to be, from clashing sovereignty, from

interfering powers; from a repugnancy between a right in one government to pull
down what there is an acknowledged right in another to build up. from the
lncompatdbility of a fight In one government to destroy what there is a right in
another to prefer "M1Cukocb .AfvAsy pr*.
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detriment and cost?'Is this not a classic case where neither
government wins? Will it not, in the final analysis, lead
ultimately to the dissolution of the partnership?

Won't the public be surprised when they hear it said, "All we
were trying to do was close a loophole."

17 "it is sdnitted that there is no express provision in the Constitution that
prohibits the General Government from taxing the means and instrumentalides of the
States, nor is there any prohibiting the States from taxing the means and
instrumentolities of that government. In both cases the exemption rests upon
necessary implication, and is upheld by the great law of self-presewation; as any
government, whose means employed in conducting its operations, if subject to the
control of another and distinct government, can exist only at the mercy of that
government. Of what avail are these means if another power may tax them at
discretion?" Buffington 9. Dy, 78 U.S. 113 (1871)
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STATEMENT Of THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNA,
SUBMrTED BY JOSEPH JENSEN, CiRmAN, BOARD or D~maToRs

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California is a public corpora.
tion organized under the laws of the state of California to furnish supplemental
water at wholesale for municipal and industrial use to cities and other public
agencies. The District now serves most of the coastal plain of Southern Call.
fornia. It has a population of more than 10 million living In 121 cities and in
various unincorporated areas Including the metropolitan areas of Los Angeles,
Orange County and San Diego.

Southern California, a semi-desert area, has experienced the greatest influx
of people in the world's history during the past three decades In which it has
become one of the great urban complexes in the world. This amazing and un-
precedented growth placed tremendous pressure on public officials to continue
furnishing the most basic commodity for this dynamic and expanding economy,
namely, water. The natural distribution of waters in California has never
coincided with population and industrial demands, a problem characteristic of
most of the southwestern United States. The difficulties of meeting this growth
and attempting to plan for the future involved enormous costs and from a prac-
tical standpoint could only be accomplished by spending vast amounts of funds
requiring long term financing.

In addition to the major water resource works already constructed in Southern
California with municipal bonds, the voters of the Metropolitan Water District
authorized the sale of $850,000,000 in general obligation bonds in 1966 as part of
a financing package for the construction of $1,250,000,000 in new works for the
distribution of additional water within our service area. These bonds are in
addition to the $1,750,000,000 in bonds authorized for the California State Water
Project, the world's largest water project which will meet Southern California's
needs until close to the turn of the century. As of this time, Metropolitan has
yet to sell $85,000,000 worth of its bond authorization, while the state has
$00,000,000, which are unsold.

These figures quite accurately reflect the enormous costs to state and local
governments of financing just one of their essential services in the west under the
unprecedented growth pressures experienced since World War I. Today in Cali-
fornia, public agencies have over $2 billion in bonds awaiting sale for the con-
struction or betterment of water supply systems. In most instances, the added
flexibility of long-term financing has permitted public agencies to do a more
comprehensive and more efficient planning and construction Job in the develop-
ment of their water resources. Piecemeal planning and construction, quite fre-
quently caused by practical financial restrictions, has usually resulted in a
poorly balanced use of available resources and in the long run more expensive
development.

Sections 301 and 302 of the House Tax Reform bill, H.R. 13270, will clearly
have an Immediate impact on the costs of long-term municipal financing. The
far-reaching effect of the minimum income tax and allocation of deductions
proposals is unquestioned. Investors, of course, handle their portfolios in large
part based on the tax consequences of their decisions and the question is not
whether this will increase the cost of issuing municipal bonds but rather how
much. The other distinct possibility is that investors will seek other more profit-
able investments, thus limiting the supply of funds for municipals and so in
effect driving up interest costs as competition between municipal agencies
increases in a narrower market.

The other effect of these proposed changes Is to undermine the confidence of
investors who will not be specifically affected by these amendments but who are
afraid that they represent a trend which will eventually include them. They
can only view municipals as an investment with much less certainty of return
than that upon which they have come to rely. Their reaction may well be the
same, i.e., either they will look elsewhere for investment potential or reflect
their concern in the bids they make for these securities. Also, until the consti-
tutional issues raised by some of the proposed amendments are resolved by
the courts, investors will be reluctant to consider municipals.

From the standpoint of Metropolitan and other public agencies, these reactions
will cost money-a great deal of money-which must be passed on to taxpayers
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or water users. Metropolitan must sell the $065,000,000 balance of its current
bond authorization to complete its construction program and an increase of one
percent in the interest rate of these bonds will result in an added cost of some-
where around $275,000,000. An increase of 21A percent will result in an increase
equivalent to the principal amount.

This added cost to Metropolitan will not be for the investor's benefit. The
investor is demanding a higher interest rate to maintain his rate of return in
the face of changes in the tax law and the added Itterest cmqt to state and
local agencies which investors will demand will equal what investors expect
they would face in additional federal income tax. b

Obviously, we are opposed to the inclusion of interest on municipal boilds
in these two provisions. We do not feel the Federal government's need for
additional revenue needs to be at the expense of local taxpayers. The almost
miniscule number of individuals who escape a portion of income tax because
of ownership of municipal bonds is not adequate reason to impose much higher
costs on local government, the most greatly troubled level in our entire govern.
ment structure today.

The alternatives to the tax-exempt bond which have been proposed in connec-
tion with tax reform so far fall into three general groups. The House bill
provides for a no-strings-attached subsidy for those public agencies willing to
issue fully taxable bonds. The other two have been generally lumped into the
"urban bank" approach and some type of guarantee system.

These latter two involve Federal surveillance and regulation of local capita,
projects in order to obtain the financing offered. We do not agree with this. W.-
do not feel that having to accept Federal approval of our construction programs
is an alternative to our reluctance to go into a more costly bond market. Some
areas of state and local government need Federal assistance to develop needed
programs in accordance with national policy but we feel this should be a
conscious decision by Congress to aid in a particular field with established
standards and a recognition of need rather than as an only alternative for paying
higher interest rate We do not feel that the Federal government's need for
additional funds as stated by the Treasury Department is adequate Justification
for making local public projects into a Federally supervised program.

The no-strings-attached subsidy provided in the House bill has more merit
from the standpoint of local agencies and is more consistent with Treasury's
arguments that its objection to tax-exempt bonds is in large part based on loss
of revenue.. However, we cannot agree with such an approach when it must go
hand in hand with a major deterioration of our traditional financing market,
leaving as an alternative one which is untried and subject to constant change by
future Administrations and Congresses. If the direct subsidy approach, which
we believe will prove far more costly than current estimates indicate, proves
unacceptable or is altered by Congress at some future time, then state and local
agencies are left without recourse as their traditional market will have already
been substantially altered or eliminated.

The Metropolitan Water District is opposed to any legislative proposals which
will eliminate or curtail the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds, reduce or
impair their marketability, increase interest costs or otherwise adversely affect
the municipal bond market.

THE CITY OF COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA,
September 15, 1969.

Senator RUssELL B. LoNe,
Ohairman, Serate F4iasoo Committec,

tw Sem4e 00lee Building,
W"htingtot, D.C.

DcAs SENATOR: Availing ourselves of the opportunity offered in Mr. Vail's
telegram of September 10. 1969, we wish to make the following statement on
behalf of the City of Council Bluffs, Iowa :

The City Council, August 4, 19&), unanimously adopted a resolution opposing
any legislation which would tax income on State and Local government
securities.

A -. * A
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T'e municipal bond market is presently demoralized, partly as a result of the
proposed legislation. Passage of this legislation will result in continued demoral.
Isation of this market pending anticipated itigation.

Increased Interest rates will result In higher property taxes, as property
taxes still represent the largest share of municipal Income. Every home owner
or renter will be penalized. The people have not asked for reforms which raise
property taxes.

The Attorney General has grave doubts as to the constitutionality of the Fed.
eral Government taxing States and their governmental subdivisions.

Taxing existing municipal bonds penalizes the holder, unfairly, who in effect
has already paid a tax when accepting interest rates amounting to 3b to 70%
of rates on private securities.

No showing has been made that municipal bond interest entered into the 154
cases cited by the TreasuryDepartment of taxpayers who paid no income tax,
even though their adjusted gross income was at least $200,000.00.

The tax subsidy proposed will not equal existing benefits to states and their
governmental subdivisions. The City of Council Bluffs, Iowa in 1968 paid
$289,981.55 interest. H.R. 18270 could increase this cost one-third or $80,000.00
annually. Should funds appropriated for the Federal Subsidy fall short, the
Secretary of the Treasury would in effect be the Judge of which governmental
subdivision would receive a subsidy and for which purposes debt might be issued.

The City of Council Bluffs, Iowa does not oppose correcting inequities in the
present federal Income tax laws, but does oppose the creation of new inequities
In planning to tax interest on local government securities.

The government of the City of Council Bluffs, Iowa wishes to preserve a benefit
created by the Constitution and to retain its ability to serve its people without
federal domination and control.

M. Dox HARMon, City Manager.
Cnus. L. CAMFizu, Director of Pinanoe.

MissyssiPPI AssocuTioN or SuPzuvisoas,
Paoogoula, M48e., September 19,1969.

Hon. Senator Russ=uL Lono,
Chairman, Senate Pinace Committee,
Washfton, D.C.

Drun SZNATOr LONG : Thank you for the opportunity of presenting testimony in
opposition to HR. 18270.

The attached information is considered highly reliable and should be of great
help In helping you and your committee to decide to oppose that feature of H.R.
18270 that takes away the opportunity of securing tax free interest on Municipal
Bonds held by individuals, etc.

In addition to the attached information I would like to respectfully call to
your attention the fact that millions of dollars issued by the State of Mississippi,
city and county governments have built Industries which cause the employment
of several thousand people. We emphatically state that these buildings and
equipment and this employment have created for the Federal Government a new
broad fax base. Yet, at the same time counties and cities grant tax exemptions
to Industry on the assumption thi other tax benefits come from these industries.
In order to serve the people wvho are employed at these new Industries the
counties and cities are called on to construct new schools, water and sewer sys-
tems, road and bridge facillth!s and recreational facilities. We, therefore, feel
that we are sharing a burden %ith the Federal Government and at the same time
the government Is a direct recipient of tax Income 10 years prior to any income
which may come to the state, county and city. For example, the Standard Oil
Company of California has bvllt a 125 million dollar refinery In our county. One
of the main reasons why they bcateO here was the fact that we hall a deep water
channel and an industrial park adjacent to the channel. This channel and park
were constructed from funds derived from a County-wide Bond Issue of 2 million
dollars We were able to sell the bonds at low interest rate because of the "tax
free interest" feature.
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The important point here is that Standard Oil did not close its operations in
Richmond, California. Therefore, I contend that the building of this refinery
has caused for the Federal Government a new source of taxation at the employee
and company levels. In addition, the State of Mississippi is building a 130 million
dollar modern automated shipyard which will cause the employment of 12,000
people. They will build ships for the Federal Government and private industries.
Here again, the bonds issued by the State of Mississippi plus another one million
dollars issued by Jackson County for dredging a channel to serve this industry
were sold at a favorable rate of interest because of the tax free feature The
Federal Government will be a direct beneficiary of this new industriU! unit.
This evidence can be produced in every state in the union due to the fact that all
of us are seeking new Industry which contributes to the national economy, as
well as our own.

On behalf of thousands of Mississippians, I want to extend our heartfelt
thanks for the great passion exhibit by the Congress, the President and Vice-
President of the United States of America in our present dilemma caused by
Hurricane Camille. The Senate and House bills which you have passed favorably
and are now awaiting the President's signature will be of tremendous help in
rebuilding homres, business and industry for the citizens of Mississippi, Louisiana,
and Alabama as well as for the nation. This Camille Bill provides for federal
matching funds to restore public works installations. I must emphatically state
here that the only way we can raise money to match this federal grant is through
the bond route. We are positive that we will not be able to sell these bonds, or if
we do, we will be forced to pay a high rate of interest which our people cannot
afford.

I must include in this testimony the fact that most of the 3,000 counties of the
nation secure most of their funds from ad valorem taxes and state refunds of
revenue taxes collected. These two areas of taxation have reached the maximum.
A serious problem exists for all counties in the fact that the burden of local
government capital improvements demand the issuance of full faith and credit
bonds to meet the advancing and critical needs of the people.

The fifty states in the union, 3,000 counties, and thousands of small towns and
municipalities are meeting the challenge of a growing America. I contend that
H.R. 13270 sets up a distinct and dangerous deterrent to the economy of the
nation and its forward march of progress if that part of HR. 18270 which
removes tax free interest from the municipal bonds becomes law.

We respectfully solicit your total opposition to this part of the bill and urge a
floor fight to defeat it.

Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD A. KHAYAT,

Executive Secretary.

ANALYsis OF ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL BURDEN TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

HR. 13270

The attached schedules represent an estimate of the potential financial impact
on state and local government should the provisions of H.R. 13270 affetcing tax
exempt bonds be enacted into law.

Columns 1-4 of Schedule II reflect the issuances of tax exempt municipal
securities for years 1965-1968 on a state by state basis as reported in the IBA
Statistical BuUetn. The figure shown for each state Includes not only issuances
by the state government but also the issuances by local governmental units within
the state.

The amounts shown in Columns 5 and 6 of Schedules II represent estimates of
tax exempt bond sales for 1969 and 1970. As will be noted, these projections
represent a 10% year-to-year increase over 1969. This 10% includess provision for
a 5% increase in costs due to inflation and construction cost escalation and a 5%
provision for real growth in governmental outlays. While the projection for these
two years is based on a rudimentary measure, they should be without question,
extremely conservative. Inherent in the 1969 and 1970 forecast is the assumption
that the present tax situation would have no disruptive effect on the issuance of
municipal securities. In other words, the figures for 1969 and 1970 indicate the

S-3 0-69--t. 4-----69
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needs for local government financing and the amount of municipal sales that
wouZJ have ooourred had not the threat of taxation turned the municipal bond
market into chaos. In actuality, what will probably take place is a substantial
forced reduction in 1969 (and probably 1970 as well) bond Issuances and then
some catch-up in succeeding years as real property taxes are adjusted to meet
higher borrowing costs so that the crushing need for financing of schools, roads,
sewers, etc. may be fulfilled despite the additional financial burden on the local
taxpayer. As a matter of fact, due to the inability of state and local governments
to finance projects at reasonable interest levels or at interest rates within legal
limits, tax exempt municipal bond issuances for 1969 are running at an annual
rate of less than $11 billion based on first-quarter statistics. In other words, the
ominous tax situation with respect to municipal securities and the attendant high
interest rates is causing state and local government financing to be cut to a level
40% below that which would reasonably have been expected this year.

On Schedule I there are estimates of the cost in terms of the additional interest
that would be Incurred by state and local governments should the provision of
H.R 13270 affecting municipal bonds be enacted into law. Two such estimates are
made on Schedule I-the fBret based on the actual volume of municipal bond sales
in 1968, the second based on the projeoled volume for year 1970. Although 1968
bond sales are, of course, past history, they were included inasmuch as they rep-
resent a year unaffected by the uncertainties In the present market generated by
the threat of taxation and, therefore, represent an indisputable measure of the
actml need for state and local financing. As discussed above, the volume of
municipal bond issuances for 1969 have been adversely influenced by the threat of
taxation.

Column 2 of Schedule I represents a calculation of the annual debt service on
the bonds issued in each state during 1968 Inasmuch as it would be impossible
to calculate the actual debt service on each of the over 5400 separate issuances for
that year, a 20 year bond with equal annual payments of principal and interest
was assumed for this computation. The interest rate used (4%%) was the ap-
proximate average of the Bond Buyer'a Imde for 1968. This well-known Index
consists of 20 municipal bonds picked for their representativeness of the overall
market. As shown on Schedule I, debt service in 1968 was $1.24 billion on an
aggregate basis for the entire 50 states.

Bond analysis are of the opinion that the provisions of H.R. 13270 would cost
the issuer up to two additional percentage points of interest. Comparison of the
Bond Buyer Inde. (20) and the average of composite yields on industrial bonds
as published by Moody'. tends to support 2% increase, assuming municipal yields
approach those of ndustrlals should the provisions of H.R. 13270 become fully
effective.

For purposes of the computations of Schedule I, two percentage points have
been assumed. The figures in Column 3 represent a computation which reflects
debt service costs had the provisions of H.RL 13270 been In effect during 1968. As
can be seen, this results In annual debt service of $1.46 billion for the 50 states
and as shown In Column 4 ; this is an increase of some $222 million over the tax
exempt cost. The figures in Column 5 show that for debt issued during 1968 the
additional interest cost resulting from the effect of M.R. 13270 would have
amounted to the staggering sum of $4.45 billion over the assumed 20 year life of
the bonds issued in that year. As appalling s this amount may be, It relates, of
course, only to a single year's bond Issuances.

Columns 6-10 of Schedule I contain information similar to that in Columns
1-5 but is based on the projected municipal issuances for year 1970. As can be
noted, even the modest growth assumed to occur between 1968 and 1970 results In
a significant increase in interest cost as compared to 1968. (Column 4 Vs. 9 and
Column Vs. 10).

As time goes on, the increase In debt service costs for local and state government
caused by the impairment of municipal bond tax exemption under H.R 13270 Is
multiplied. For example, Column 9 of Schedule I Indicates that the additional
interest cost for the first full year that bonds issued during 1970 are outstanding
would be $270 million. Assuming the same amount of debt were issued in 1971,
the Increase In cost would then be $540 million after only two years. By the 10th
year, making the unrealistic assumption that state and local financing would not
grow from year to year, $2.7 billion would have to be paid that year in additional
interest cost out of the budgets of state and local governments.



SCHEDULE I.--ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL COST TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, H.R. 13270
MUNICIPAL BOND ISSUANCES BY STATE AND ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE THEREON-TAX EXEMPT VERSUS TAXABLE

lIn millions of dollars)

Additional Interest cost Additional interest cost
Iusuans Dedt service, Debt service, due to tax Issuances Debt service Debt service, due to tax

Staa tax-exm taxable 196 tax-ens taxable
sta (actual) basis Each year Life of bond (projected) basis Each year Ufe of bond

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (a) (9) (10)

Alabam -------------------------------- 299 23.0 27.1 4.1 82 363 27.9 32.9 5.0 100
Alaska ---------------------------------- 69 5.3 .3 1.0 20 84 6.5 7.6 1.1 22
Arizona ---------------------------------- 90 6.9 8.2 1.3 26 109 8.4 9.9 1.5 30
Arkansas.-------------------------------- 36 2.8 3.3 .5 10 44 3.4 4.0 .6 18
California ------------------------------- 1,976 151.9 179.3 27.4 548 2,391 183.8 217.0 33.2 662
Colorado --------------------------------- 72 5.5 6.5 1.0 20 87 5.7 7.9 1.2 24
Connectucut ----------------------------- 266 20.4 24.1 3.7 74 322 24.8 29.2 4.4 8o
Delaware -------------------------------- 61 4.7 5.5 .8 16 74 5.7 6.7 1.0 8
Florida ---------------------------------- 585 45. 0 53.0 8. 0 160 708 54.4 64.3 9.9 194
Gew 221 17.0 20. 0 3.0 60 267 20.5 24.2 3.7 74

90l -"".------------------- 6.9 L 2 1.3 26 109 L 4 9.9 1.5 30
Idaho .................................... 1s 1.2 1.4 .2 4 19 1.5 1.7 .2 4
Illinois .................................. 553 42.5 50.1 7.6 152 669 51.4 60.7 9.3 186
Indiana .................................. 216 16.6 19.6 3.0 60 262 20.1 23.8 3.7 76
Iowa ................................... 165 12.9 14.9 2.0 40 200 15.4 l8.2 2.8 54
Kansas ................................. 108 8.3 9.8 1.5 30 131 10.1 11.9 1.8 34
Kentucky ................................. 367 28.2 33.3 5.1 102 444 34.1 40.3 6.2 126
Louisiana ................................. 531 40.8 48. 2 7.4 148 642 49.4 58. 3 8. 9 172
Maine ................................... 64 4.9 5.8 .9 18 77 5.9 7.0 1.1 2S
Maryland................................ 512 39.4 46.4 7.0 140 619 47.6 56.2 L6 172

a.. .................. - ....---.-- ."369 28.4 33.4 5.0 100 447 34.4 40.6 6.2 124
Mkihn ................................. 694 53.3 62.3 9.0 180 839 64.5 76.1 11.6 232
Minnesota ................................ 299 23.0 27.1 4.1 82 362 27.8 32.3 4.5 90
Missis -............................... 141 10.8 12.8 2.0 40 171 13.1 15.5 2.4 48
Missouri ---------------------------------- 452 34.7 41.0 6. 3 126 547 42.1 49.6 7.5 150
Montana ................................. 12 .9 1.1 .2 4 14 1.1 1.3 .2 4



SCHEDULE .-- ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL COST TO STATE AKD LOCAL GOVERNMENT. H.R. 13270--CoeMned
MUNICIPAL BOND ISSUANCE BY STATE AND ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE THEREON-TAX EXEMPT VERSUS TAXABLE-Continaed

pi million of doa=s

Addidul bred cost Addtonal late cot

Issl Det service Delturikfe doeto tax lwsan Debt servke Debt service due to tax

Stats (actual) tabasis Each yer Ufe of bond (projected) busi basis Each year Life of bond

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (d) (9) (10)

Nebraska --------------------------------- 372 28.6 33.8 5.2 104 450 34.6 40.8 6 2 124
Nevada --------------------------------- 22 1.7 2.0 .3 6 26 2.0 2.4 .4 8
New Hampshire --------------------------- 34 2. 6 3.1 .5 10 41 3.2 3.7 .5 10
New Jersey ------------------------------- 472 36.3 42.8 6. 5 130 571 43.9 51.8 7.9 158
New Mexico ------------------------------ 50 3.8 4.5 .7 14 61 4.7 5.5 .8 16
New Yok ------------------------------- 2,197 16.9 199.3 30.4 608 2,659 204.4 241.3 369 736
North Cauda ............................ 223 17.1 20.2 3.1 62 270 20.8 24.5 3.7 74
Plba".. ............................. 9 .7 .8 .1 2 11 .8 1.0 .2 4
Ohio .................................... 700 53. 8 63.5 9.7 194 847 65.1 76. 9 11.8 236
Ok -ma----------------------------. 212 16. 3 19.2 2.9 58 256 19.7 23.2 3.5 70
Drew---...........------ ............ 219 16.8 19.9 3.1 62 265 20.4 24.0 3.6 72
P"Asylan ............................. 1, 187 91.2 107.7 16.5 330 1.437 110.5 130.4 19.9 398
oels ind -............................. 95 7.3 8.6 1.3 26 116 .9 10.5 1.6 32

SouthCar-a............................ 146 11.2 13.3 2.1 42 177 13.6 16.1 2.5 50
Soth Dakota ............................. 13 1.0 1.2 .2 4 15 1.2 1.4 .2 4
Tennessee ................................ 212 16.3 19.2 2.9 58 256 19.7 23.2 3.5 70
Texas .................................. 775 59.6 70.3 10.7 214 938 72.1 85.1 13.0 260
Ulah .................................... 22 1.7 2.0 .3 6 26 2.0 2.4 .4 8
VermonL ................................. 54 4.2 4.9 .7 14 65 5.0 5.9 .9 18
Virginia .................................. 202 15.5 18.3 2.8 56 244 18.8 22.1 3.3 66
Wuhin -ton ............................. 320 24.6 29.0 4.4 as 387 29.8 35.1 5.3 106
West Virlia ............................. 52 4.0 4.7 .7 14 63 4.8 5.7 .9 18
Wiaconsin ................................ 237 18.2 21.5 3.3 66 287 22.1 26.0 3.9 78
Wyoming ................................. 37 2.8 3.4 .6 12 45 3.5 4.1 .6 12

Total ............................ 16,125 1,239.5 1,461.9 222.4 4,448 19.514 1.500.6 1,770.2 269.6 5,392
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ANALYSIS OF t OTENTIAL COST TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT H.RL 13270 MUNICIPAL BOND ISSUANCES
BY STATE

[in millions of dollarsi

Amount of Issuances

State 1965
(1)

Alama ...............
Alaska ...............
AdZoM..........----
ArUnis ..............
ceatml...........
Colorldo ...............
Connect ............
Debware ...............
Florida .................
eao .................
How .................
Idaho ..................
Iino .... ..........
1sliana ..............
Min ..................

lK chp ...............
Louisiana .............
Maine ...............
Maryland ..............
masausetts ..........
Michigan ...............
Minnesota ..............

Montana ...........
Norask .. .........
Nevada ................
New HampshIre ...
NowJersey .............

tw Mexico ..........
New York...........
TNoth e ..........
Northak ot.......
Oio ................
Oklo ..............
Oregon .............
pleasylvania ...........
MoIsland .......
Samt Carolina.----
South Dakota ........
Taaexas ...........
Uta ... ............
Vermont .........
Virginia ............
Washington..........
West Virgnia ........
Wisconsin...........
"yoIng ...........

Total .........

36212
103
49

1,642
131
189
59

364
204
58
11

353
186
53

103
153
299
16

227
250
379
282
120
136
22
45
47
55

265
81

1,416
143
17

414
149
56

673
84
63
12

149
657

22
166
267
84

222
16

10968

1966
(2)

26111
93
79

1,584
104
117
96

274
272
24
11

422
209
144
70

414
246
22

270262
466
20399
146
24

100
51
22

343
73

1,457
130
19

332
309
141
639
40
44
15

207
543
15
39
105
85
8o

202
10

10,924

1967

(3)

39078
49

147
1,719

a5314
68

219
346
89
7

606
193
175
113351
442
40

386
446
586
296
217
270
21
55
50
52348
36

1,554
2947
609
86

122998
106
1658
396
662
235

243
30171
225
51

14,119

1968
(4)

1969 1970(projected) projectt)
(5) (6)

299 330 363
69 76 84
90 99 109
36 40 44

1,976 2,174 2,391
72 79 87

266 293 322
61 67 74
585 644 706
221 243 267

90 99 109
15 17 19

553 608 662
216 238 260
165 182 209
108 119 131
367 404 444
531 584 642

64 70 77
512 563 619
369 406 447
694 763 839
299 329 362
141 155 171
452 497 547

12 13 14
372 409 450
22 24 26
34 37 41

472 519 571
50 55 61

2,197 2,417 2659
223 245 270
9 10 It

700 770 847
212 233 256
219 241 265

1,187 1,306 1,437
95 105 116

146 161 177
13 14 15

212 233 256
775 853 .938
22 24 26
54 59 65

202 222 244
320 352 387
52 57 63

237 261 287
37 41 45

16,125 17,740 19,5!4

-,4- A . - 1- -1 -34YON Is~ -', I,* , -, 6'A_ 1 1
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OGPHS AND TABLES

The attached Graphs* and Tables demonstrate visually the deterioration that
the municipal bond market has suffered since the specter of elimination of tax
exemption arode.

Historically, comparable municipal and corporate bonds have been considered
to have had a relationship as to yield in the vicinity of 70%; that is to say,
municipal yields have been generally running at about 70% of those on com.
parable corporates (e.g., if a corporate bond were selling at 8%, a comparable
municipal bond would be expected to have a yield of about 5.60%). Graphs No. I
and No. 2 indicate that this approximate 70% relationship has now Increased to
about 80%. In other words, if one were to compare a corporate bond selling at
a yield of 8%, one would find a comparable municipal yield of about 6.40%
rather than 66% which would normally have been expected based on the historic.
bal relationships of tax exempt and taxable yields. This, of course, has resulted
from a threat to the tax exempt status of mumicipal securities. Should that
threat be enacted into law, a substantial further narrowing, or even complete
disappearance, of this differential could be expected.

Graphs No. 3 and No. 4 show that the yields to tax exempt and taxable bonds
over the past two years as indicated by representative indices. Here again can
be seen the closing of the gap between yields of taxable and tax- exempt securities.
As shown on Table No. 8, during 1967 and 1968 this yield differential generally
averaged in the range of 2%. The difference ir now 1.39%.

COMPARISON OF YIELDS, MUNICIPAL (BOND BUYER 20) AND INDUSTRIAL (MOODY'S AVERAGE)

ilnAw ofcet

BOWd beyer's 1 ldo
Ind 20 industrial
mulc ipal bonds

bonds (Moody's) Diffrefnts

-.................................................... 4.06 5.34 69.5
................................................... 4.19 5.93 70.

P r4.27 6.05 70.S

o .................................................... 4.44 6.3 6.3

b .................................................. . 4.44 6.39 69. 4FeWu y ........................................ 4.16I 634 W.
. ......... ,.................................. 4.54 633 71.7

a. ........................................... 4.43 6.42 63.0
Mae............................................ 4.64 6.5 71.7
Ju. .......................................... 4.48 6.55 63.3

Aa ust.................................................... 4.38 6.23 S& 3
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OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER,
Milwaukee, Wsi., September 29, 1.969.

To the Honorable SENATE FINANCE CO3MnMI IE,
U.S. Senate,
2227 New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

GENTmEMEN: The City of Milwaukee, acting through its Mayor and Common'
Council, wishes to go on record as being strongly opposed to the provisions of
H.R. 13270 which alter the tax exempt status of currently outstanding and future
municipal general purpose obligations, tnd provides an undesirable option for
the issuance of taxable municipal obligations in the future. Attached is a certi.
fled copy of Common Council Resolution File No. 69-1360 which states Milwau.
kee's position.

The provision for a 25 to 40% federal reimbursement on taxable municipal
bonds to be administered uniformly would require an annual appropriation by
Congress, and no one can predict whether a future Congress would set an appro-
priation at a sufficient level to fully cover the added Interest cost on taxable
municipal bonds. Thus, indirectly, by underfunding the subsidy appropriation
the federal government could be instrumental In setting the level of capital Im-
provements undertaken by municipal governments, since many municipalities
would be forced to forgo the issuance of bonds on which the Interest different.
trial would not be fully covered by federal payment.

Moreover, municipal bonds historically have sold at an interest cost of approxi.
mately 70% of corporate issues, or, put in another manner, municipal Interest
rates would rise 43% to meet the level of taxable corporate bond rates. Thus,
the maximum subsidy allowed under this legislation does not appear to fully
cover the additional costs, when viewed from an historical perspective.

It is our conviction, also, that even with the optional feature contained in the
legislation, which allows the continued Issuance of tax-exempt bonds, the overall
impact of the legislation would be 4o raise to a new plateau the Interest rates of all
municipal borrowing, whether it be of the tax exempt or taxable type, for two
reasons.

Fiest, the provision requiring a minimum federal income tax would affect
the Judgment of an investor In submitting a quote on a municipal tax exempt
bond. Secondly, there are indications that part of the fixed supply of money pres-
ently going into the bond market would be diverted to other investments, and as
the supply diminished, the Interest cost on all borrowing, Including federal
borrowing, would Increase.

With respect to any Increase in the level of municipal interest cost, the taxpayer
does not enjoy the substantial credit realized by corporate bond issuers via the
corporate Income tax deductions,

At a time when Milwaukee and other cities are straining under overworked
property taxes, we feel that the provisions of H.R. 13270 applicable to municipal
borrowing would only add to the present fiscal problems.

We respectfully urge that the provisions of H.R. 13270 which alter in any
way the present tax-exempt status of municipal bonds be stricken from the
legislation.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHN R KALUPA,

City Comptroller.
CERTIFIIW OOPY OF RESOLUTION

FILE NUMBER 69-1860

Resolution relative to the tax exempt status of municipal bonds.
Wnereas, The United States House of Representatives has passed H.R. 13270,

and such legislation is now pending before the Senate Finance Committee; and
Whereas, Included in the legislation are provisions that considerably alter the

present tax exempt status of municipal bonds; and
Whereas, Under these provisions, municipalltles would be allowed to continue

to either issue tax exempt bonds or to issue taxable bonds, and if taxable bonds
are issued, the Federal government ultimately would reimburse the municipal-
ities in an amount equal to 25% to 40% of the interest cost of such bonds:
and
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Wherea,8, The actual percentage of reimbursement would be determined quar-
terly by the Secretary of the Treasury and would be applied on a uniform basis
against all taxable bonds issued In the ensuing quarter, thus rendering a munic-
ipality incapable of accurately projecting its local debt service requirements for
the following year; and

Wherea, Of paramount significance, however, is the initial erosion of the tax
exempt status of municipal bonds which erosion could be completed by subsequent
acts of the Congress; and

Whereas, From all indications, the impact of H.R. 13270 on local government
would be to raise the interest cost on all bonds, whether tax exempt or taxable,
thus placing additional strains on already overworked local budgets; and

Whereas, The Common Council steadfastly has opposed the principle of tax-
ation of municipal general purpose bonds as distinguished from bonds issued
for the acquisition of construction of industrial plants or factories, recognizing
that the taxation of general purpose bonds would doubtless curtail Milwaukee's
needed capital improvements programs; and

Whereas, In a related matter of about one year ago, various City officials
were directed by Resolution File No. 68-670 to study the impact of the removal
of the tax exempt status for certain municipal bonds, and the Comptroller's
Office has reported that the removal of the tax exempt feature will raise local debt
service costs; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Common Council of the City of Milwaukee, that it hereby
declares its opposition to the provisions of H.R. 13270 which alter the tax
exempt status for municipal bonds of a general purpose nature; and, be it

Further Resolved, That nothing contained in this resolution shall be interpreted
to alter the position which the City of Milwaukee has heretofore stated in op-
position to the tax exemption for bonds issued for the construction of industrial
plants and factories; and, be it

Further Resolved, That the Mayor and the President of the Common Council
Jointly shall select a representative of the City of Milwaukee to appear before
the Senate Finance Committee in Washington, D.C. to present the City position
on the subject matter of this resolution.

Upon motion the rules were suspended and the resolution adopted.

OFFICE OF THE OITY CLERK, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a copy of a resolution adopted by the
Common Council of the City of Milwaukee on September 9,1969.

RAY MARKEY, City Clerk.

HASTINGS PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Ho~st ngs, Neb.

Re: Hearing Before Senate Finance Committee

HR 13270
Date: September 23, 1969

The Board of Education of the School District of the City of Hastings opposes
provisions of the omnibus tax reform bill presently before the United States
Congress which would eliminate the tax exempt status of municipal and school
district bonds. The Honorable William F. Gettmann, Mayor of the City of
Hastings, represented the school district at a hearing before the Senate Finance
Committee on -September 23, 1969. He was authorized to present the following
resolution passed by the Hastings School Board at its regular meeting Septem-
ber 8, 1969.
"BU IT RESOLVED that the Board of Education of the School District of the
City of Hastings, Nebraska has considered the provisions of the omnibus tax
reform bill now pending before the Congress of the United States. The Board
considers a provision of that tax reform bill to eliminate the tax exempt status
of municipal bonds to have a deleterious effect on the Hastings School District.
The Board urges the Nebraska Congressional Delegation to seek whatever means
Possible to eliminate the provision of the tax reform bill which would affect the
tax exempt status of school district."

THOMAS N. KEATING,
Superintendent of School.
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OFFICE Or" THE CITY CLERK,
REcoWmS BUILDING,

Dallas, Tex., Scptcmbcr 30, 1969.
Hon. RALPH YAmBmoOUOH,
U.S. Senator,
142A Old Senate Offlee Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR YARhBaouoI : So nice to see you in Dallas last week and I
know we both were pleased with the crowd In attendance at your appreciation
dinner.

Inclosed please find copy of resolution by the Dallas County Commissioner's
Court voicing opposition to approval of H.R. 13270.

Please call on us anytime we can be of service to you.
Very truly yours,

ToM E. ELLIS,
County Clerk.

SEPTEMBER 25, 1969.

STATE OF TEXAS, COUNTY OF DALLAS

BE IT REMEMBERED, at a regular meeting of the Comnmissioner's Court
of Dallas, Texas, held on the 25th day of September, 1969, on motion by M. G.
Price, Commissioner of Dist. No. 2 and Seconded by Jim Tyson, Commissioner
of Dis. No 8 the following resolution was adopted.

WHEREAS, the United States House of Representatives has adopted H.R
13270, entitled the Tax Reform Act of 1969, and Senate Committee hearings on
the proposed legislation's section relating to municipal bonds are scheduled to
begin September 23, 1969; and

WHEREAS, this Act would make the interest received upon bonds issued by
states, counties, municipalities and other local governmental units subject to
Federal income tax, thereby completely reversing a principle which has been
recognized from the very inception of the Federal income tax, and one which
was implicit in the constitutional authorization of that; and,

WHEREAS, the separation of governmental powers is a basic principle in the
Federal constitution, and H.R. 13270 encroaches upon the powers of other gov-
ernmental units for local determination with regard to the financing of local
needs; and,

WHEREAS, the House action and the threat of Senate concurrence In this
action have created chaos in the municipal bond markets and have generated
critical and complex problems for all local governmental units in the sale of
bonds for capital improvements; and,

WHEREAS, the constructive goals in tax reform can be accomplished without
removing the tax exempt status of local governments' bonds and without doing
injury to the abilities of local governments to finance urgently-needed capital
improvements; and,

WHEREAS, prolonged chaos in the municipal bond market over the threatened
application of Federal income tax to interest derived from municipal bonds
wiU delay or make totally impossible the construction of schools, hospitals, traffic-
ways, and other local capital improvements required in communities throughout
America:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Commissioner's Court of
Dallas County, Texas, in behalf of its One Million Three Hundred Thousand
residents of Dallas County, Texas, respectfully urge Senators Ralph Yarborough
and John Tower to steadfastly oppose Senate approval of H.R. 13270 unless it
is amended to approve the tax-exempt status of local governmental units' bonds;
and,

BE IT RESOLVED: That the Commissioners' Court of Dallas County, Texas
respectfully urge Senators Yarborough and Tower to seek early and definite action
in the Senate to end the chaotic conditions which the House action hPs created
in the municipal bond markets, seriously delaying vital public improvements in
Dalas and other communities; and,
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That copies of this resolution be transmitted
also to members of the House of Representatives from Texas, urging that, in the
event Senate action requires Conference Committee consideration of H.R. 13270,
the Texas members of the House exert their utmost influence to preserve the
tax-exempt status of local governmental units' bonds.

DONE IN OPEN COURT, this the 25th day of September, 1969, A.D., all
members present and voting.

W. L. "Lzw" STEUETT, Judge.
JOHN WHrrTiNOTON, Commissioner, District No. 1.
M. G. PaxcE, Commissioner, District No. 2.
Jim TYSON, Commissioner, District No. 3.
DENVER SELE, Commissioner, Distriot No. .

BROWN COUNTY,
Newulm, Minn., September 16, 1969.

ToM VAIL,
CiAef Counsel, Senate Finance. Committee,
222? New Senato Office Building,
Wewhington, D.C.
RE: Tax Exempt Status of Municipal Bond Interest

DtR~ Sim: Brown County, Minnesota, is located in the South Central part of
the state about 100 miles Southwest of the Twin Citles The population is ap-
proximately 30,000 and the county seat is New Ulm.

There is an excellent balance between agriculture and business in the County
which provides a very stable and growing economy. About 95.7% of the county's
392,320 acres is in farm land. There are about 1,733 farms in the County averag-
ing about 216 acres in size. The average price for farm land is about $270 per
acre.

New Ulm, the county seat, has the greatest part of the commercial activity In
the county, employing about 5,000 people. Some of the largest employers are
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, Kraft Foods, B. F. Goodrich and Inter-
national Milling.

A substantial growth in industrial development is somewhat indicated by the
476 homes built during the last 7 years. A Sales Management Survey listed the
1966 effective buying income per household at $7,322

The balance of bonded indebtedness in Brown County, Minnesota, on January
1, 1969, is summarized as follows:
4 major school districts --------------------------------- $5, 354, 000
Local Improvements (3 cities and 2 villages) -------- ,----- 2,790, 392
Farm Drainage Systems --------------------------------- 1,798,000

Total ,------------------------------------------ 942,392
The original total of this bonded lndebtednes was:

4 major school districts --------------------------------- $, 454, 000
locl improvements ------------------------------------ 3, 621,227
Farm Drainage Systems --- ------------------------------ 2, 241,000

Total ------------------------------------------ 12,316, 227
The net interest rates on these issues range from 2.3% for December, 1962,

issues to 4.33% for June, 1068, issues with repayment schedules from 10 to 25
years.

The August Boad Buyers Index soared to 6.25% as an interest rate on high
quality tax exempt bond issues. Using this guide line, we have conservatively
estimated that a 2.5% higher interest rate on the Brown County bonds now in
force, would have cost our local taxpayers and drainage system owners an addl-
tional $4,292,000 in interest.

The Board of Brown County Commissioners has directed me to inform the
United States Senate Finance Committee that they are in opposition to the
Proposed removal of the present tax exempt status of the interest income on
municipal bonds.

Sincerely yours,
Ons A. LoosE,

Brown Cousy Auditor.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. MoLFAISH, J., COUNTY AuDrR, HIDALGO COUNTY, TEXAS

My name Is Rober B. McLealsh, Jr., and I am the County Auditor of Hidalgo
County, Texas. Professionally, I am an attorney-at-law, licensed to practice law
in the State of Texas, also before the United States District Court, and before
the Tax Court of the United States, and I am also a Certified Public Accountant.
Hidalgo County is primarily a rural county, located in South Texas and having a
population, according to the last federal census, of 180,904.

I requested of Chief Counsel, Tom Vail, the opportunity to offer testimony to
this Honorable Committee since I am deeply concerned with what I consider to
be the adverse economic impact that will be felt by my county and others in
similar circumstance if that portion of House Bill 13270, which deals with the
tax exempt status of municipal and local governmental bonds should be passed
into law.

May I briefly give some background on Hidalgo County and the economic status
of its citizens. According to Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, pub.
lished June 10, 1968, and reflecting 1967 figures and estimates, our population
of slightly more than a hundred and eighty thousand persons live in approxi-
mately 43,400 households and had an effective buying power of $236,629,000. We
are further Informed by this same source that the per household income is $5,452,
on the average. Many of the problems of this County are similar to those of other
counties, as well as cities, across these United States. As an example, we find
ourselves constantly in the position of having to market our governmental bonds
for the purposes of constructing needed capital improvements. In years past,
this County has marketed many bonds for the purposes of acquiring rights-of-way
and constructing roads and bridges.

As a result of the fierce blow that this County suffered in September of 1967,
when Hurricane Beulah descended with such devastating force, our citizens have
become increasingly aware of the need for more adequate drainage facilities.
Our engineers have made preliminary surveys indicating that the total cost of
additional drainage structures for the local government alone should be slightly
in excess of ten million dollars. With an overall tax valuation of only a little over
two hundred million dollars In the County, the issuance of an additional
$10,000,000 in bonds would indeed place a heavy burden on the local taxpayers.
However, should we be forced to pay in the neighborhood of eight per cent instead
of the four and a half or five per cent that we could logically have expected to
pay only a few short months ago, the burden then becomes insupportable for
our typical family with an annual income of $5,452. The difficulties that we are
commencing to face are two-fold; not only does the interest rate appear to
esculate with each new release of congressional Intentions but it becomes in-
creasingly necessary to pay off our securities over a shorter period of time, thus
further esculating the annual requirements on an issue and thus increasing,
perhaps to the breaking point, the tax rate on a group of low income Individual
property owners.

Perhaps this plight would not be so great were it only limited to the citizens
of Hidalgo County; however, conversation with fellow county officials acrori the
State of Texas leads me to believe that most others face essentially the tame
problem. It is quite apparent that since individual Investors have been notified
of the congressional wish, or at least the wish of some Congressmen, to do away
with the tax exempt market altogether, buyers of new local government taxable
bonds are extremely hesitant to invest in bonds of more than a year or two,
preferring to place their investment money in equities securities or in investments
with tax shelters that may still be around in other fields, such as real estate or
minerals.

As evidence of the effect that legislation in this field would have on the market,
the Weekly Bond Buyer, a very reputable publication in the securities field, has
estimated that since early July when the Ways and Means Committee opened
hearings on its final proposals, investment yields on new issues of local govern-
ment AA-rated bonds have risen by about seventy-five basis points (from about
550 per cent to 6.25 per cent) while yields on similarly rated corporate bonds
have risen by only about ten basis points (from 7.95 per cent to 8.05 per cent).
In other words, the rise in interest rate on municipal securities cannot be
attributed to inflation alone.

Before the recent activities on the part of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee we had an orderly market for municipal and local government bonds in
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this country. Now we do not. Furthermore, hard experience has taught those of
us at the local level that creation of a new bureau is not the answer to our
problems. We have learned that programs can and will be seriously delayed by
payment delays resulting from excessive "red tape," differing versions of ground
rules on the part of various offills within the same department and apparently
sometimes a simple failure to perform the work necessary to expedite payment.
It is a sad fact that many of the best Intentioned and apparently worthwhile
programs authorized by a generous and benevolent Congress are frequently
thwarted by the combination of operational inefmcltercy and disorganization of a
lethargic group of bureaucrats.

Let me assure you that In speaking on behalf of the individual property owners
of my own county I feel that I am seeking to preserve a benefit conferred on the
people and created by the Constitution and that should not be tampered with. I
do not believe that Immediate rejection of any proposal seeking to do away with
tax immunity on local government bonds would impede tax equity. Those persons
who purchase municipal bonds for the most part pay a price in the form of lower
Interest for the tax immunity received. I wish to assure you that I am not a
representative of private special Interests but that I speak only on behalf of my
local government and its many thousands of lower income taxpayers and speak
against the formulation of policies which strike at the financial stability of my
level of government and its ability to serve the people without undue federal
controls and domination.

I further wish to express my appreciation for this opportunity to present this
testimony to this Honorable Committee.

ROBERT B. MOLE.AIsH, JR

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
COUNTY OF FAIRFAX,

Fairfax, Va., September 19, 1969.
CHAIRMAN,
Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washngton, D.C.

Dr& M. CHAIRmAN: This is in reference to Mr. Vail's telegram of Septem-
ber 9, 1969, in which the County of Fairfax was advised to submit its views rela-
tive to tax reform in written form. We appreciate this opportunity to outline the
problems encountered by a rapidly-growing urban county In meeting its capital
funds needs--and to provide our views as to the impact of the tax reform pro-
poMls on our financing of required improvements.

Our presentation Is In three parts: A short discussion of Fairfax County's
recent and projected near-term growth, the capital funds needs generated by that
growth, and finally, our views and recommendations relative to the tax reform
proposals and their effect on our principal form of long-term financing-municipal
bond&

The following table illustrates the growth that has taken place In Fairfax
County within the past 19 years:

1950 1960 1969 estimate

I Uon -------------------------------------------------- 98,557 242 43482
Pub school membership ----------------------------------------- 13,278 59,983 '130 ,300
eeseolda ------------------------------------------------ 26,558 62,743 116. 501

Asesed property valuation --------------------------------------- 123, 353,798 470,849,300 1,454,742,832
taqetarm bonded debt (general obligation) ------------------------- 0 42,450, 310 206,765,000

127 percent of total population.

It Is expected that, by 1975, population will exceed 580,000, there will be an
additional 30,000 public school students, and that long-term debt will exceed $350
million.

Thus, Fairfax County is an excellent example of a community which has been
confronted with a requirement to provide, within a very short period, the neces-
sary governmental services infrastructure. This could only be done by Incurring
long-term debt-for, otherwise, tax rates would have had to be prohibitive.
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Were it not for the ability to sell its bonds in an established market the County,
today, would not have:

119 elementary, 18 intermediate, and 19 secondary schools.
Appropriate governmental facilities including courts space, a jail, and offices

for the administrative staff.
1,278.61 miles of sanitary sewers plus 8 treatment plants.
6 public library buildings, including one headquarters facility and 5 branches.
4,433 acres of parks.
A 770 bed hospital and two modern public health centers.
It is proposed that, during the 1970-1975 period, Fairfax County will be

required to sell $195.1 million in bonds-Just to keep up with the schools and other
facility needs. If the market does not exist, the County will be faced with:

An inability to meet Potomac River water purity standards.
A classroom space shortage of massive proportions.
Delay, if not default, in its ability to share in the cost of the planned Washing.

ton Area rapid transit system.
Failure to meet health facility needs.
Termination of the parks program.
Serious reductions in the planned public library program.
It is for the above reasons that the existence of a municipal bond market-

one which charges minimal interest rates-is essential to the health and well-
being of the citizens of Fairfax County. This is not to say that the County is
committed to any specific type of market; but, rather, that continuation of the
present disrupted conditions and excessive interest rates makes It extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for local government to meet its valid needs.

We understand that the major points of concern with the present municipal
bond market, on the part of the Federal Government, are:

The fact that the Interest on municipal bonds Nb not subject to the Federal
income tax provides a tax shelter for certain wealthy individuals.

The stated loss of income to the Federal Government, as a result of the interest
non-taxability feature-and the statement that the benefits of tax-free Interest to
State and local governments are less than the losses incurred by the Federal
Treasury.

We are not qualified, nor do we think it appropriate to make recommendations
relative to Federal tax policy. However, we would cite the following as dis-
advantages inherent in the House-passed bill:

The municipal bond market, today, is established with well-channelled avenues
of marketing, specialized agencies to do the marketing, and defined markets. The
House-passed bill has already disrupted these marketing approaches; will
obviously throw the prekient mechanism completely out of kilter, provides for no
new mechanism, and leaves local governments in a "limboesque" position until
such time as economic forces create a new mechanism.

The creation of dual markets (i.e., local choice as to retention of the tax-free
advantage or receipt of a Federal subsidy) requires the issuing Jurisdiction to
make a decision as to whether to enter into competition with corporate and
Treasury sales; or to say within a severely contracted tax-free market. Neither
has the advantages of the current protected market-place.

The concept of creating an urban development bank has the severe disadvan-
tage of requiring State and local governing bodies to submit each and every
project to Federal review; with the probable loss in time and the possibility of
loss of local autonomy.

We should add that we recognize both the concerns expressed by Federal
authorities rO the tax advantages--and would cite our belief that the present
municipal bond rating system tends to penalize localities such as Fairfax-where
rapid growth causes a consonant increase in debt-but where debt Is controlled
to maintain a relatively low ratio with wealth (about 10 percent in our case).

In conclusion, we would recommend retention of the present tax-free interest
procedure; recognizing Its deficiencies; but thccepting it as a working means of
providing funds for those needs which are properly the concern of local
government.

It has been a pleasure to provide theiie views. We would be happy to provide
any amplification the Committee desires.

Sincerely,
CARLTON C. MASSEY,

County REeoutive.

z 4'
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STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE LEAGUE
OF MINNESOTA MUNICIPALITIES

The Executive Com ittee of the League of Minnesota Municipalities vould like

to express its opposition to those provisions of tho Tax Reform Act of 1969

(8.1. 3270) which would result in the direct or indirect taxation of the Inter-

aat on municipal bonds. Specifically, we are opposed to the provision of this bill

which Includes the interest from municipal bonds in the proposed allocation of

deductions rule and the provision which includes the interest from municipal bonds

in the proposed limit on tax preferences.

Our opp~eition to these specific provisions of H.R. 13270 should not be con-

strud as oppositionn to the general objective of introducing a greater degree of

fairness and equity into the federal income tax. We are fully aware that the

seatimit both in the Congress and among the public at large to strongly in favor

of tax reform and we are in sympathy with these views. However, with the inter-

est rat%, on municipal bond, at the highest level in one hundred years, we mut

oppose tht inclusion of the interest on muicipal bonds in these two provisions

of the bill because enactment in their present form would almost certainly have

the effect of increasing the interest rates on municipal bonds even further.

If, despite the opp,.eition of municipal officials, the Congress in Its wisdom

determines that the interest on municipal bonds should be included in the alloca-

tion of deductions rule eadfor the limit on tax preferences, then we strongly urge

that the proposed bond interest subsidy program for bond Issuers vho waive their tax

motion be retained in the bill, including the provision pemittftu the issuance

of dual coupon bonds. This Latter provision would be absolutely necessary in Kinn-

esota in order to avoid violation of the state statute which limits the interest

vhich cen be paid on obligations issued by its subdivisions to 72 per annum.

4 ~.
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CM oF NEw OLZNs,
CLMa'S OFFICE,

New Orleans, La., September 18,1969.
ioN. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Senate Oflce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DmR SENATOR LONG: We are enclosing for your information, and that of the
members of the Senate Finance Committee, copies of a Resolution adopted by
the Council of the City of New Orleans at Its regular session held today, Thursday,
September 18, 1969.

Very truly yours,
MARY LOUISE MOON,

Assistant Clerk of Council.

RESOLUTION

CITY HALL, SEPTEMBER 18, 1969

By: Councilmen Landrieu, Clacclo, Curtis, Dupuy, Moreau, Petre, and Sapir.
Whereas, the present Congress is considering major changes In the Income

Tax laws, and
Whereas, one of the measures being discussed deals with the taxation of

Interest on State and Local Government Bonds, and
Whereas, any change made by Congress resulting in the taxing of State

and Local obligations would, because of Constitutional questions involved, pro.
yoke long lasting litigation thereby making present investors in these securities
dispose of their holdings and would also discourage the sale of new offerings,
and

Whereas, a substantial increase in Interest rates would push the cost of
money to intolerable economic limits, possibly beyond the legal maximum rate
established by State law, and

Whereas. the burden for carrying the cost of the higher interest rate would
be shifted to the local taxpayer, who would be unwilling to accept this burden,
and

Whereas, it follows that with taxpayer resistance the likelihood of new bond
proposals being approved by the electorate would be remote, and

Whereas, any impairment of long term financing would necessitate a reduc-
tion in essential services,

Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, by the Council of the City of New
Orleans, that the Council hereby petitions the United States Senate to reject
any attempt to tax, directly or indirectly, State and Local Government Bonds, and

Be It Further Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the
following:

1. The Clerk of the United States Senate for forwarding to all members of
the Senate Finance Committee

2. Both senators from the State of Louisiana
8. For special attention, to the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,

Senator Long.
The above resolution was read in full, the roll was called of the adoption of

same and resulted as follows:
Veas: Clacclo, Curtis, Dupuy, Lanrieu, Moreau, Petre, Sapir-7
Nays: 0
Absent: 0
And the resolution was adopted.
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STATEMENT OF STEPI[EN J. IMArriEws, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TEXAS MUNICIPAL
LEAGUE, AuSTIN, TEXAS

The publicity which has attended studies by Congressional committees of the
subject matter of this bill, and its final passage by the House of Representatives,
has exerted a pressure on the market for state and local government bonds which
has virtually crippled Texas cities in financing capital improvements.

The volt~mes of new bond issues by Texas cities at the end of the first eight
months of this year is 27% behind that established by August 31. 1968, and the
downward curve is precipitous. At the same time the demand for new improve-
ments and expansion and enlargement of existing public facilities can 1w charted
on a curve which accelerates sharply upward. The disparity between the two
is reaching the proportions of a crisis.

Texas cities are particularly vulnerable to the sort of decline in the bond
market which has been brought on by Congressional action. In this State prac-
tically all revenue producing facilities provided by city government, such as water-
works, sewage disposal plants, and sometimes other utilities, ore financed
through issuance of revenue bonds. Tax bonds, normally used for such non-
revenue producing facilities as streets, hospitals, public buildings and the like,
are payable from ad valorem taxes, the rates for which are rigidly limited by
provision of the State institution. In each instance the income which can be
pledged to payment of bond Interest and l)rinclpal has an inflexible ceiling.

It is axiomatic that when there is a limit on the amount of funds available
for debt service, the higher the rate of interest, the fewer the amount of dollars
left available for payment of principal and the smaller the amount of the loan
which it is possible to secure. This is the bind in which Texas cities now find
themselves.

The situation is further aggravated by yet another disparity; that between
the declining curve describing the volume of borrowing legally possible within
the limits just mentioned and the curve describing the escalation in construction
costs.

Immediate and complete excision of Sections 301 and 302 is necessary to avert
crisis of major proportions in providing those facilities essential to the preserva-
tion of life and property in the urban areas of Texas. Aside from the hardship
which has already resulted (and which will grow progressively worse) from ex-
cessive interest rates on new city bond issues, there looms ahead the more serious
threat of a virtual stalemate, a paralysis, in public financing In Texas due to pro-
longed litigation which will be the inescapable result of any attack on the right
of local government to issue tax-exempt bonds.

Even if these legal impediments could be removed, there remains the handicap
of the impossibly high cost of borrowing. A sewage disposal plant costing $5
million can be financed with a total annual payment of $316,000 if 30-year serial
bonds can be sold at a rate of interest of 4%%. But the prospect of the loss of the
tax exempt status of city bonds threatens to boost interest rates to 8% or higher,
and under such conditions, the $316,000 used in this example will finance a sewage
disposal plant costing no more than $3,558,000. There is no project in the planning
stage by a city in Texas at the present time which can stand this drastic paring
in size or scope; on the contrary, city planners are hard pressed to revise the
plans upward at a rate In keeping with the increasing demand.

Texas Municipal League urges the removal of Sections 301 and 302 from the
bill on the grounds that they will, for all practical purposes, completely destroy
the market for bonds of Texas cities. Sections 601 and 602 are believed to be
impracticable from a legal standpoint In that cities are without legal authority
to waive their right to issue tax-exempt bonds and, even though they had such a
right, would be unwilling to accept subsidies under the conditions which would
be imposed.

33-865 O-69-pt. 4- 70
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION,
REGENTS OF THE MONTANA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,

Helena, Mont., September 11, 1969.SENATOR MICHAEL 3. MANSFIELD,

Senate Offlec Building,
Waahington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MANSFIELD: The State Board of Education, ex officio Regents
of the Montana University System, has requested that I express their concern
over tax questions raised In H.R. 13270, "The Income Tax Reform Act of 1969."
This concern specifically relates to those parts of the Act regarding the taxing
of State and Municipal bonds. It is their conviction that this Act, as it now
stands, would be Injurious to all public higher education in this Nation and, in
your State of Montana, would seriously hamper efforts to establish a meaningful
building program for the Montana University System.

We ask that your efforts be exerted to assure that any tax proposal adopted by
Congress will not destroy the State's ability to meet its responsibility for ade-
quate facilities. We also ask that no change in the tax exempt status of State
and Municipal bonding be made until the sates are assured they can, without a
Federally forced inflationary rise in bond cost, meet their obligations for funding
these vital programs.

Sincerely,
EDWARD W. NELSON,

Secretary.

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF FREMONT, NEBRASKA

Councilman Arthur Gifford offers the following resolution and moves its adop-
tion, seconded by Councilman Gerald E. Roder.

Whereas, H.R. 13270 entitled "A Bill to reform income tax laws" is under
consideration by the Senate Finance Committee; and

Whereas, H.R. 13270 contains provisions which affect the tax-exempt status
of municipal bonds; and

Whereas, a large number of major municipal capital community improvements
are financed through the issuance of municipal bonds and the tax-exempt status
of said bonds is in many instances a property tax savings as a result of lower
annual interest costs; and

Whereas, it is contemplated that the Federal Government will have to provide
an interest subsidy appropriation to reimburse local units of government for the
additional interest expense on their bonds if the tax-exempt status is abolished;
and

Whereas, the abovementioned provision of interest subsidy would make the
payment of municipal bonds dependent on Federal appropriations; and

Whereas, interest subsidy dependency upon the Federal Government could only
lead to Federal review of state and local projects and bond issues which would
diminish whatever local autonomy still remains in our Federal System of
Government,

Now therefore be it resolved by the Fremont City Council that it go on record
in opposition to those provisions in H.R. 13270 which would (1) tax directly or
indirectly the interest from municipal bonds, (2) substantially increase State
and local government borrowing costs, (3) adversely affect the marketability of
state and local government bonds, (4) create a Federal interest subsidy or state
and local bond x ,rketing system which would make the payment of municipal
bonds dependent on Federal appropriations, (5) provide for Federal review of
state and local projects and bond issues, and (6) alter the constitutionally pro-
tected right of state and local governments to issue tax exempt bonds.

Passed and approved this 9th day of September, 1969.
EuuEIE W. BUH,

Mayor.
EARL IHEDIGO,

City Clerk.
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Senate Finance Committee,
2227 New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen:

We should like at this time to express our total opposition to any plan wbereby the Federal
Government infringes on the& lof localities to issue tax exempt securities. This tax-
exempt market provides us with an effective and advantageous vehicle for the financing of
public capital projects and regard this financial Independence as a sipificantly important
feature of our federal system of government.

Investors in tax-exempt securities bor j&t them in the belief that the income would never
be taxed by the federal government. Once this principle is breached, there is theoretically
no limit to the extent to vtvich succeeding congresses could go. More than any other sector
of the security markets, these bonds are based on the good faith of government at all
levels. Any change In the tax status would not only result in higher Initial Interest cost.
but irreparably damage Investor confidence with far reaching effects on the cost of future
local financing.

Federal tax exemption is not a gift to certain investors but really a concession mide to
the Investor who accepts a lower rate of return than he could get In alternative investments.
In a very real sense, the investor in tax exempt securities has already paid his income
tax and done so in advance.

Presently, Milwaukee County is at the satutory limit for interest payments. Additionally,
our property taxes are well beyond the reasonable limit of pubUc endurance. We are row
at the point of curtailing such things as parka, welfare and hospital programs. An
additional burden of increased financin osets would force an even greater sacrifice in a
time of impending urban crisis.

The County Board, by resolution and other actions, has fully endorsed t position.

Very truly yours.

C2rman,
Finance Committee.
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY JOHN RICE, CORPORATE COUNSEL ON BEHALF OF THE
CITY OF BELLEVUE, NEBRASKA AND TIlE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF TIIE CITY OF
BELL VU, NEBRASKA

The City of Bellevue is in opposition to the taxation by the Federal Govern.
meant of the income on municipal bonds, and to any such provision which is con.
gained in HR 13270 under Title III Section 301 and U02 and Title IV Section 601
and 602 relating to this subject, as well as any provision which would restrict
the right of a municipality to invest in Government Bonds funds of the city
received from the sale of bonds for legitimate purposes including advance re-
funding where required by the circumstances in revenue financing.

The City is opposed to the taxation on the basis of constitutional grounds.
They also think that the exemption is logical, creates economies, develops Initia.
tive and cooperation from the local levels. They feel that taxation of the bonds
will be so costly as to stop municipal financing without aid from the Federal
Government, and that this would result in undesirable controls and loss of
freedom, and that there is no reasonable substitute for local financing and local
self-determination.

STATEMENT MADE ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF BELLEVUE, NE 'RASKA AND THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF BELLEVUE, NEBRASKA

PROPOSED TAXATION OF INTEREST ON I UNICIPAL BONDS, WAIVER OF IMMUNITY AND

ARBITRAGE

(By the Corporate Counsel John Rice)

Mr. Chairman & Members of the Committee:
I have been authorized by the Mayor and Council of the City of Bellevue,

Nebraska to present this statement as the official view of the governing bY)dy.
We are opposed to all Sections of HR 13270 which make indirect or direct income
tax on the income from municipal bonds, including Title III Section 301 and
302 and Title IV Section 601 and 602, and any provision of the bill relating to
the so-called arbitrage transactions.

The existance at the state and local level of the right of self-government is
threatened by any provision which in any way would indicate that the Federal
Government is involved with and will restrict or can tax obligations of the
states of their subdivisions. The ability of the municipal communities to issue
bonds on a competitive basis is really the only basis of their ability to govern
themselves, to make their own decisions and fulfill the function that they have
so long fulfilled; that Is, the economy of local government and local control and
one of the principal guards of our freedom In the United States.

This constitutional Immunity and fundamental tradition of the sovereign
states or their subdivisions create a unique situation. Every purchaser of a
municipal bond, by agreeing to purchase the bond at a return to him which is
from a third to one-half less than he could obtain on similar credits or other
ventures which are taxable, does pay directly to the City a tax equivalent to
the difference. The amount of the difference may vary, depending upon the
city's credit, its willingness to exercise reasonable restraint and expenditures
and to fulfill its obligations, but the opportunities are there. It Is becoming
more apparent that in order to get the job done on th( local level that it may
be necessary for the Federal Government to return tax dollars to the states or
municipalities. Under the system we presently enjoy, this return of dollars is
indirectly being done, and if removed would require even more return dollars
from the Federal Government. We do not think this is wise; we do not think it is
intended; and request that you strike all provisions from the bill.

Bellevue, adjoining Offutt Air Force Base, has grown from a few hundred
inhabitants following World War II to a City approaching 25,000 people. All
levels of services, facilities have been made possible by financing through
municipal bonds. The state has wisely outlined our powers under our constitu-
tion and made the exercise permissive. Our powers are restricted only where
public health and policy require. We are free to decide what improvements we
want, the type and construction, all in accordance with our own priorities and
our ability to pay. In the same sense, the State is able to make such decisions
on a State level. A recent constitutional amendment allows the state to issue
revenue bonds for highway construction, but otherwise the electors refuse to
allow a debt of the state in excess of $100,000.00.
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There is no reasonable substitute for local financing of improvements where
local determination and local ability to pay are involved. The Federal Govern-
ment in areas of national concern can construct necessary improvements or
facilities themselves or in cooperation with states and their municipalities as
they do sewer disposal facilities, for water pollution control, recreational facili-
ties, water facilities in rural areas, as they do for urban renewal and public
housing and mass transportation. Where grants are allowed, direction and con-
trol are expected and needed, since they affect all and are of national concern.
But in the vast area of municipal growth and improvements payable from tax
and assessments against benefited property where the construction is permissive
either by election or the right to object to the improvements, there is an urgent
need for funds to be available at a reasonable cost to construct the facility as
decided locally at the time they are needed.

The taxation of municipal bonds would effectively stop all such improvements
under local financing and require the states and cities and schools to look to
the Federal Government as the only logical source of capital, whether by grant,
subsidy or loan. The concept of the right of states to govern themselves would
be violated and independence would no longer exist. This Is why our Supreme
Court has long protected the states from their encroachment, the power to tax
being the power to destroy.

What we have is worthwhile saving, not destroying. Let's develop programs
of Joint cooperation, not control. Allow this freedom to flourish and enjoy the
fruits of local enthusiasm, cooperation and production, the principal of which is
economy.

Please make public at an early time a strong statement in opposition to the
provisions of the bill mentioned above to correct the rupture in the present
market so that municipalities can get on with the job of building better cities.
Please stop it once and for all.

Thank you for allowing our appearance on September 23 with the Nebraska
delegation where North Platte was graciously allowed to testify two days early
to accommodate those of us from Nebraska present that day at the Hearing.

STATEMENT PRESENTED LY Ross H. RASMUSSEN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NEBRASKA
STATE SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION

Gentlemen: We made timely application for oral appearance and have received
your telegram advising that we would not be able to appear for oral presenta-
tion. The date set out in the telegram for the filing of written statements was
different than that established for the other cities of the state. I assume that
this date is in error and that this statement is timely filed.

The School Board Association represents over 80% of the Assessed Valuation
of the State of Nebraska. By resolution duly adopted, the Association is on
record and does hereby convey to you their opposition to all provisions of HR
18270 which in any way directly or indirectly provide for the taxation of bonds
of the states or their governmental subdivisions, including strong opposition
to any plan or scheme for the Federal Government to be involved in subsidizing
this financing under any arrangement of voluntary waiver of tax immunity.

The School Board Association feels that this is a violation of the constitutional
guarantee of the separate powers of the State and Federal Governments. We
feel that the system of independent local government, such as state, municipal-
ities, or school districts, has been a major factor in our maintaining our freedom
and in the growth of our nation to leadership in the world, and that any attack
on the taxable status of the securities of the states and their subdivisions is a
step backward which will radically effect the cost of financing as well as the
cost of construction of -4-hool buildings because of the involvement of federal
bureaucracy.

Grants and aid in cooperation with school districts across the nation and their
resultant ideas and controls where grants are involved have helped level the
school burden and raise the standards of education. The power to construct
our capital improvements and finance them, however, based on local determina-
tion, must not be violated, since we feel this would bring in entirely different
kinds of controls and influences, and destroy the existing impetus for good. On
behalf of the Association, I ask that you come out strongly opposed to the theory
and strike all provisions in the bill relating to the taxation of municipal bonds.

On authority of the officers and board of the Association, we had special
counsel present in Washington, D.C. at the Nebraska Congressional Breakfast
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on September 23 to attend the Committee hearings on said date. We appreciated
the courtesy of being included by your committee In the Nebraska delegation
presented at the time North Platte gave their oral presentation, and further
appreciated your rescheduling North Platte's oral presentation to accommodate
the Nebraskans.

STATEMiNT By EDWARD F. RENSHAW AND DONALD J. REB, GBADUArE SCHOOL or
Punuo AFFAIRS AND DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, STATE UNmvuasITY OF NEW
YORK AT ALBANY

SUMMARY

1. The debt of state and local government is now in excess of $140 billion and
has been projected to grow at a faster rate than the aggregate econoniy through
1975. The market for tax exempt bonds Is largely limited to commercial banks
and a few wealthy individuals whose assets are not likely to grow as rapidly as
the economy. MaLy states ar now paying over six percent Interest on new issues
of municipal securities nad at these historic rates are unable to find buyers for
about half of the normal volume of new Issues.

2. The current crisis is likely to continue owing to:
(a) a much slower growth In the money supply which will force banks to

ration credit more carefully,
(b) a preference on the part of banks for business loans hs opposed to
Investment in municipal bonds,
(c) possible changes in our tax laws which will reduce the cash flow of

corporations and financial institutions, and
(d) a tremendous pent-up demand for credit to provide housing, auto-

mobiles and consumer durables for a maturing baby boom and the returning
G.I.'s from Vietnam.
Recognizing that state and local governments will face a continuing prob-

lem in finding financing for needed public construction, the members of the House
of Representatives have included in their tax reform bill a provi Ion which would
permit the Treasury to provide state and local governments with a direct interest
subsidy If they elect to issue taxable bonds. This provision would:

(a) provide the Treasury with a clear mandate to gradually eliminate one
of the most glaring inequities in our federal tax system, and

(b) make It reasonable for the financial officers and managers of the trust
funds of state and local governments, who now administer over $100 billion
in financial assets, to help solve the current crisis.

4. No Urban development bank would be large enough or possess enough loral
appeal to accomplish these ends. Congress and the Treasury can afford to be
generous in encouraging state and local governments to abandon tax exempt
securities In favor of a more equitable system of public finance. The increase In
taxes which would accrue to the U.S. Treasury can be expected to offset even the
maximum subsidy of 40 percent which would be permitted In the House bill.

5. The lack of basic data on which to assess the effects on the market of other
provisions in the House bill which might tax some of the interest on tax exempt
bonds Is unfortunate. It and problems related to credit ratings and other ways
state and local governments can reduce the cost of borrowing high light a need
for a major study of the municipal bond market.

1. TAX EXEMPT BONDS

The debt of state and local governments--now in excess of 1140 billions-has
grown at about eight percent per year since the end of World War II and has
been projected to grow an average rate of about seven percent per yebr through
1975.1 The market for this debt has been constrained by the implicit form of tie
subsidy and Its dependence on the federal personal and corporate income tax
rates. That Is, the size of the subsidy varies directly with the marginal tax
brcket of the holder of the bond. The result has been that nearly seventy-five

recent of the state and local debt i owned by commercial banks and highnome indivldttal&.
Household demand for municipal securities grew at a fairly steady rate in the

early pest war period and then reached a state of near saturation in 19W when

-The XoInoUkte S@ nd Pinandisf
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additions to total holdings amounted to more than three billion dollars. Between
1955 and 1966 household demand declined to an average increase of less than
two billion dollars. In 1967 and 1968 demand for new issues was not sufficient to
replace retirement. It became increasingly clear from the periods of monetary
restraint such ds 1966 and 1969 that a very high interest premium must be paid
to induce a significant number of new individual investors to enter the market
for municipal securities.

Commercial banks absorbed about 75 percent of the net increase in municipal
securities in the seven year period from 1962-68. Dominance in this market
appears to have been related to a high marginal tax rate and an unusual growth
in the money supply (8 percentj.--,----'- -'----- -...... f

See columns (3) and A(r)of Table 1. In the piecding fifteen year period
(1947-1961) when th~ .oney supply, was growing at °'.uch slower rate (3
percent), commercial banks were willing to absorb only*27 pdrCent of the increase
in municipal debt./.

In the second Ahalf of 1966 and in tie fl'steight months of I69 commercial
banks sold mo0- municipals tlhan~they purchased.'While one woutd expect bank
demand to In)prove somewhat as inflationary pre~ures begin to ease, there are
several reasons for supposing that the total volome of municipals hrld by corn-
merial ba ke might not grow at oll in the ne. t few year.. If this rather pessi-
mistic vie7 is warranted, state .hd- 1oM governments will either hake to find
new sour s of financfnjg for fr6 I. igbt to ten billion of public imprJtvements
each year or cut back on their ca aimulatfon d'asticaly. ip mn/ Ill "\ :'

2. FU WIM MAR

Five r asons can be advance4 Inspporttot 4pvssimistic view of bank demand
for munit ipals. The first reasi* is the monetaty Outlook. The percentage growth
in the m(ney supply including Ome deposits ha$ s1reedy declined sharply from
the eleve percent grwth ratO "ich prevailed* 0 1967md 1968 and ill prob-
ably not be permitted\to grow at an averag4att of more than five percent per
year in thde next few ypars. If past -latiolbsbips were to hold, this would mean
that bank demand should fall to less thanialf of Ml net n issues of municipal
debt. . /

TABLE I.-THE com~aSrTw 0Fc0mmRCIA BANK ASSETS IN RELUPIYN TO 1NTERpI INCENTIVE, AND
CHANGES IN Tk. MONEY SUPPLY, INCL UDING TIIC DEPOSITS, THE UNITED STATES, 194768

Othersecurities S. & P.'s high-, Incrase In bank
(whih are grade munidcop.- Percentage holding of

malnIymurici- rWte a & growth In the municipals a
etmoysu9I percnt of the

n short- 1= 13i me total Incease
year loans term bank rate deposits In municpab

(1) (2) (3) (4)

17 ...................................... 23.6 95.7 ................ 64.3
....................................... 22.2 96.0 -. 7 20.0
..................................... 24.5 82.5 .0 29.6
....................................... 24.3 73.6 3.7 53.3

1 1 ..................................... 23.7 64.3 5.3 44.0
.1952 ............................ - 22.6 62.8 4.8 37.0

1153------------------- 22.2 73.7 2.7 14.0
1% .................... ..... .... 23.7 65.6 4.1 32.7
156 " .... .......................... 20.8 68.4 2.5 2.0
... '... .. ".......'. "............ 18.5 69.8 1.9 4.3

r ..................... 19.6 77.9 2.2 22.2
158.------------------21.4 82.0 6.8 53.1,.....................................2. 06 e5 .

19.1 79.0 1.4 10.2
. .. " '.... "".".... "" 18.3 72s 22 12.0
..................................... 19.8 69.6 6.6 39.7
................................... 21.8 63.6 7.4 64.3
. . . ..... .. 23.4 64.5 8.0 94.5

123.1 64.5 7.3 59.3......... . 23.3 64.6 9.7 8.0
......................... 23.4 63.7 4.8 40;0

............ , ......................... 27.0 0.0 11.0 89.1
...................................... 281 67.5 10.9 181.4

'Estimeted by the Investment Bankers Association.
S ere: Econouic Report of the President snd Flow of Funds Staistics of the Federal Reserve.
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Secondly, the unprecedented demand for credit that is likely to result when
the baby boom reaches maturity and the economy strives to provide more con.
sumer durables could cause bank demand for state-local bonds to fall even lower
than would be indicated by past history. In addition, It should be remembered
that commercial banks have always tended to give first priority to the needs of
business and to only invest their "excess funds" in other securities such as mu-
nicipal bonds. In his book on the Management Policie8 for Commercial Banks,
Howard Grosse, Vice-President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, has
stated this preference in the following way:

The policy approach advanced in this book has stressed the primary obliga.
tion of a commercial bank to serve the credit needs of the community. It
has emphasized, also, the need for protective liquidity and has advocated
the provision of sufficient additional liquid assets to meet any foreseeable
local demand for loans. Banks in some areas, however, or at some times,
will have provided adequate liquidity, granted all the sound loans they can,
and still have excess funds to invest. Funds so employed represent the bank's
"investment ?ortfolio" as distinguished from its liquidity position and its
loan account.

State and local bonds are generally considered to be part of a bank's investment
portfolio.

Corporate demand for bank loans surged from'a net increase of less than 3 bil-
lion dollars in the early 1960's to over nine billion In 1965 and has since held at
about twice the average level of the earlier period. The impact of this demand on
the portfolios of commercial banks has been especially marked in the case of the
large New York City Banks. The five largest NYC banks had about 10.3 percent
of their assets invested In municipal bonds at the end of 1964; by the end of 1968
this figure had dropped to 7.3 percent-a decline of three percentage points.'
While other banks did tend to increase the share of municipals in their portfolio
during this period of time, none of larger NYC banks were Inclined to do so.

As large corporations turn increasingly to banks in other cities and force
unincorporated businesses to pay for goods received more quickly, it is likely that
many more banks will feel compelled to make a permanent reduction in the share
of assets invested in municipal securities.

A third factor to consider is the House of Representatives tax reform bill.'
Section 703 proposes the repe.al of the seven per cent investment credit and the
extension of the corporate surcharge tax (Section 701). The amount of funds that
are available to businesses will be reduced by nearly 4.0 billions by 1971 if these
two provisions are enacted. '7his would force large corporations to rely more
heavily on the credit obtained from large banks and be less generous in supplying
credit to retail establishments, in turn forcing the latter to be more dependent on
loans from local banks.

Fourthly, the market for municipal bonds will be decreased if Congress adopts
the Treasury's proposal to grant banks a special tax deduction when they invest
in residential construction, make loans to college students and accept SBA guar-
anteed loans.' The Treasury proposal not only provides a direct incentive for
banks to discriminate against municipal bonds in favor of other kinds of invest-
ments but also contains an "allocation of deductions" feature which would
include tax exempt interest. Since over 50 percent of the net income of many
commercial banks Is from tax bonds, it seems likely that some banks would have
to sell municipal obligations to take advantage of the new subsidy. Most indi-
viduals, on the other hand, do not Invest a very high proportion of their assets In
municipal bonds.' It stands to reason. therefore, that an allocation of deductions

1 Howard Grosse. Manaement Policies for Commercial Banks, Enilewood Cliffs, New
eg: Prentce-Nall. 1962. p. 231.iThese percenttages are baped on simple averages that were not weighted for differences

In total assets. A weighted average decline it the proportion of wrunicipals would be smaller
since the two largest banks only decreased the share of assets Invested In municipals by
a little over one and one-half percentage points.

' U.S. Congress, H.R. 18270. "An Act to Ref wm the Income Tax Laws." August 8, 1969.
$U.S. Conrress, Tax Reform Act of 1969, R'eport of the Oommittee on Ways and Mean,

Aultst 2. 1969. p. 19.
4tisBenJamin A. Okner. Income Distribution and the Federal Income Tam (Ann Arbor:institute of Public Administration, the Unive sity of Michigan, 1966). Table A,-;, p. 83.

It ts eptlmated that only 1.1 percent of all investors In municipal bonds invest more than
25 percent of their assets In municipal.
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principle applied to financial institutions could have a decidedly more negative
impact on the municipal bond market than the allocation of deductions formula
applied to individuals which the Treasury would like to see retained in the House
bill.

Another important consideration, from the point of view of these hearings, is
that an effective housing program is almost certain to divert thrift deposits from
commercial banks to savings and loan associations which do not provide a signifi-
cant market for municipal bonds.

Since 1947 commercial banks have maintained a remarkedly constant propor-
tion of their total loan portfolio in mortgages. The average ratio for the period
1947-68 was about 26 percent and has actually trended down slightly since 1963.
The comparable proportion for savings and loan associations is nearly 100 per-
cent. New deposits in savings and loan associations increased from a little over
one billion in 1947 to more than eleven billion in 1963. Large portions of this flow
of potential mortgage money have 'been diverted to commercial banks in recent
years, however, as a consequence of changes in regulation which permit banks to
pay higher rates on some time deposits and restrictions which have been placed
on the rates that savings and loan associations may pay on their deposits. The
result, of course, is that housing starts are now significantly lower than in 1963
when family formation was considerably less than it is today. The most effective
way to increase the flow of savings going into residential construction would be to
permit savings and loan associations to again pay somewhat higher rates of
interest on time deposits than commercial banks. This has been the traditional
way of diverting savings into housing and is almost certain to be resorted to
again if a proper balance is to be struck between residential and business invest-
ment. Thus would result in a relative decline in commercial banks time deposits-
and a lesser demand for municipal bonds.

In our testimony before the Committee on Ways and Means on March 11, 1969
we estimated that there now exists a permanent shortage of municipal financing
amounting to at least five billion dollars per year and that the shortage this year
could be even greater if commercial banks abandon the municipal bond market
as was the case in the second half of 1966.

Mor., than twice as many new issues of municipal bonds have been withdrawn
from the market this year than in 1966. The slowness of the economy to respond
to monetary and fiscal policy, the tremendous pent up demand for housing and
other types of consumer credit, and the prospect that Congress will enact major
tax reforms makes us even more convinced that the present market for municipal
securities cannot be relied upon to provide adequate financing for public facilities.

3. A NEW MARKET

Recognizing that state and local governments will face a continuing problem
in finding financing for needed public facilities, the members of the House of
Representatives have included in their tax reform bill a provision which would
permit the Treasury to provide state and local governments with a direct interest
subsidy if they elect to issue taxable bonds rather than tax exempt obligations.
This provision has several advantages over other proposals which would broaden
the market for municipal securities.

The most significant advantage of the House bill is that it would provide the
U.S. Treasury with a clear mandate to gradually eliminate one of the most glar-
ing inequities in our Federal tax system without reducing the amount of capital
available to finance state and local facilities.' No Urbank would be large enough
to accomplish this oLJective.

A Federal Urbau Development Bank could not be considered a financial suc-
cess unless its securities sold at a rate of interest almost equal to Treasury obli-
gations. This would make U.S. government bonds and the Urbank debt very
close substitutes. Since the Treasury is responsible for keeping interest on the
U.S. debt as low as possible, it would tend to oppose large increases in the amount

01The reads . . . "The Secretary of the Treasury . .. shaU pay a fixed percentage
of the interest yield . . . in order to encourage the states and political subdivisions ....
to mnke elections (to iNsue taxable bonds]. U.S. Congress, 1.R. 13P70, An Act to Reform
the Income Ta Laws, August 8, 1969, p. 320-1.
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of Urbank debt for fear that these obligations will drive up the rates of U.S.
government bonds and destroy much of the yield advantage that the Federal
government has traditionally had in competing for funds in the private market.
A small Urbank operation would mean added delays to state and local borrow.
ing, an onerous rationing mechanism, and an extra layer of administrative costs
in the financing of public facilities.

A direct interest subsidy to taxable local bonds would permit these obligations
to compete more directly with high grade corporate bonds, which are now the
most preferred investment in the cash and security holdings of state and local
governments. These holdings amount to over $100 billion dollars. In 1956 when
interest rates were lower and the yield differences between municipals and high
grade corporate bonds were fairly negligible, state and local governments held
about 12 percent of their assets in municipal bonds. This figure has declined
to less than three percent of total assets in 1969. Corporate bonds during the
same period of time increased from 10.4 to about 40 percent of total assets.

While state and local governments would not have a very compelling reason
to support a market for securities of a Federal Urbank-U.S. government secur-
itles in state and local retirement funds declined from 50 to 20 percent of total
assets between 1954-6tV---there is reason to believe that the managers of these
funds would feel a very strong obligation to support a fair and orderly market
for the taxable securities of their respective governments. It seems likely, there-
fore, that a system of direct interest subsidies to state and local governments that
issue taxable bonds would provide a broader and more competitive market for
municipal securities than an urban development bank.

The severe fiscal problems of state and local governments make it both proper
and desirable that Congress adopt a tax reform bill which persuades, rather
than coerces states and local governments into issuing taxable bonds.

Since the increased taxes which would accrue to the US Treasury can be ex-
pected to offset even the maximum subsidy of 40 percent which would be per-
mitted in the House bill,' it is clear that Congress and the Treasury can afford to
be generous in encouraging state and local governments to abandon tax exempt
securities in favor of a more equitable system of public finance.

Those attacking the exemption feature have generally recognized that state
and local governments benefit from tax exemption but have argued that exemp-
tion is an inefficient subsidy. If income taxes are progressive and if the volume
of bonds is too large to be absorbed by persons in the highest tax bracket, tax
exempt rates must be raised enough to attract capital from persons in lower
brackets, giving bond holders with higher incomes a windfall gain. Estimates
suggest that the interest saving to state and local governments in -the postwar
period has ranged from about one-third to less than two-thirds of the revenue
loss to the federal government.

There is one feature in the present bill which we feel should be deleted. That
is the provision which would lower the minimum subsidy that the Treasury is
permitted to pay state and local governments from 30 to 25 percent in 1975. No
rationale is provided for this reduction. It might be considered a breach of faith
which increases the uncertainty as to whether Congress really intends to phase
out tax exempt bonds by offering a more attractive substitute.

If the intention is to gradually eliminate the supply of outstanding tax exempt
bonds, ,the subsidy to state and local bonds will have to be increased over time in-
stead of lowered. This follows from the fact that fewer tax exempt issues will
create a scarcity condition that will enable the outstanding issues to be absorbed
almost entirely by persons and institutions in the very highest tax brackets. Its
these groups which now obtain the largest amount of windfall gain from the
excess supply of municipals that Is now depressing bond prices and- raising
yields to historical highs.

The most important point to note in connection with other features of the
House bill which might tax some of the interest on municipal bonds is that we

'David J. Ott and Allan ff. Meltzer. Federal Tao Treatment of Local Securities (Wash-
Ington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution. 1968 ).p. 1. Luclle Derrick, "Exemption of
Security Interests from Income Taxes in the United States," Journal of Busness, Vol. 19
(Oct. 1946), Part 1, 'Ap., listed 114 resolutions:Introducd between 1920-*943 to reduce
the subsidy. Cited in Ott and Meltzer.
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really have little or no information on the possible effect of these measures on
the market for municipal bonds. Individual tax payers are not required to re-
port Interest on municipal securities. This lack of basic data on which frame
an important public policy highlights a need for major study of the municipal
bond market. In the remainder of this paper we will cite some additional reasons
for undertaking such a study.

4. SOME NOTES ON THE NEED FOR A MAJOR STUDY OF THE MUNICIPAL BOND MARKET

That portion of the Federal debt which was not held by the Federal Reserve
or agencies of the U.S. government was about 18 times as large as the debt of
state and local governments at the end of World War II and has actually de-
clined somewhat since 1945. The debt of state and local governments, on the
other hand, has grown at about 8 percent per year and is now more than half
as large as the net Federal debt. If past trends continue, it will be only about
five years before state and local governments will place in the hands of private
investors more debt than is (now) obtained from the Federal Government.'

While many volumes have been written on the "burden of the national debt,"
comparatively little attention has been paid to the management of state and local
debt.' Two of the most prestigious college texts devote only one paragraph to
problems connected with the municipal bond market.10

It has become increasingly clear in the last 2 years that the present market for
municipal securities is too narrow to provide the facilities that will be needed
by state and local governments in the decade ahead.1 Rising concern on the part of
public officials has inspired a large number of alternative arrangements which are
now being given serious consideration within the broader context of tax reform.
Is it to be hoped that a method will soon be worked out to provide state and
local governments with an attractive direct interest subsidy that will not only
broaden the market for municipal securities but also end the stigma of an in-
equitable tax system.If Congress does enact something along the lines of the "dual coupon" proposal
which has recently suggested by the National Governors' Conference " there will
still be a need for a follow-up study to determine whether the yields on taxable
municipal securities compare favorably with other interest rates and to consider
the benefits and costs that might be associated with various arrangements to
improve financial information " and further reduce the cost of state and local
borrowing.

Options such as permitting the Federal trust funds to hold state and local
bonds and the creation of a Federal system of state urbanks are particularly
worthy of study. It would also be interesting to know whether the same objectives

'This projection subtracts U.S. Government securities that are owned by state and
local governments from the net Federal debt. About seven years would be required for
the debt of state and local governments to exceed the total net Federal debt, It past trends
cintlnue. Data are from the Rconomic Report of the President, p. 303 and the Joint
Committee Print on State and Local Public Facility Needs and Finanoing, Dec. 1966,
Vol, 2, p. 40.

'The new SEC investigation which was presumed to imply a broad based study of the
security markets will not devote much effort, as near as we can determine, to problems con-
nected with the municipal bond market.
. 20Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1959), p. 575. Less than half a page is devoted to borrowing by local govern-
ments. John F. Due Government Finance (Homewood, Illinois: Richard Irwin, Fourth
Edition, 1968), p. 460. One paragraph is used to summarize the conclusions of Ott and
Meltzer in their monograph, Federal Tax Treatment of State and Local Securities (Wash-
Uwton, D.C.: Broo!ings Institution, 1963). The only other major work in this area by an
academic economist is the now out-of-date book by Roland I. Robinson, Postwar Market
for-state and. goal Government Secvritiea (New York: National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, 19e0).

, In the seven year period from 1962-8 commercial banks absorbed about 75 percent
of the net Increase in municipal bonds. This was made possible by an unusual growth In
bank'deposits. In the preceding 15 year period when the money supply, including time de-
posits, was growing at a more normal rate, commercial banks were willing to absorb
only 27 percent of the increase in municipal debt.

'he Wall street Journal, May 5, 1969, p. 3.
Some states such as North Carolina have actively supervised the Information and ro-

.Iures used to Issue local bonds. It would be Interesting to study whether this effort has
bin successful at improving the bids received by localities.
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could be obtained by simply creating a new type of Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation to insure the interest to some public officials is the fairness of the
existing municipal security rating system.

Are Bond Rating Meaningful?

In July, 196.5, Moody's Investors Service lowered New York City's credit rating
from A to Ban. The reaction of finance administrator Roy M. Goodman "touched
off a national debate on bond ratings" which eventually resulted in two hearings
on the subject before the subcommittee on Economic Progress of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee in December 1967, and July 1968.

In March, 1968, Senator Proxmire and Representative Patman introduced
identical bills to establish a government corporation patterned on the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation to guarantee the payment of interest and principal
on state and local bonds. The preamble to this bill contends that states and local
governments are being forced to pay excessive interest owing in part to "the fail.
ings of the existent municipal securities rating system." 1,

One of the best ways to indicate a need for an independent study of the muni-
cipal bond rating system is to observe the pattern of ratings which emerges when
states are ranked on the basis of total personal income divided by the amount of
debt outstanding which pledges the state's full faith and credit to guarantee both
interest and principal. Total personal income is surely the best single measure of
the taxable revenue base that is available to most states. One would expect such
coverage to be an important determinant of credit ratings. It is clear from Table
If, however, that Moody's ratings give little weight to income coverage. Twenty.
one states, with lower credit ratings, have higher personal income coverage than
either Vermont or Connecticut, both of which enjoy a triple-A rating.

The lack of relation between income coverage and credit ratings raises a serious
question as to whether Moody's ratings are sufficiently objective to provide a fair
and reasonable standard of investment quality. An indepth study of available
information and factors that might be used to establish a more objective rating
system is not only in order but would seem necessary if states are to be on.
couraged to make maximum use of their general borrowing power in support of
needed state and local facilities.

STATE ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

In 1966, 17 states had credit assistance programs to aid local governments In
financing public facilities.1 ' The majority of these programs use the state's bor-
rowing power to make direct loans to local governments for such purposes as
educational facilities, public housing, road construction, sewage and airport
facilities. The trend toward greater use of state borrowing power to finance local
facilities would be greatly accelerated if Congress and/or the several states
develop a system of state urbanks. 6

This modification to the concept of a single urban development bank would
seem to imply that states and local governments might be able to reduce their
borrowing costs significantly without resort to Federal intervention." It would
seem desirable, however, to determine how successful existing programs have
been before plunging into a national system of 50 different urbanks.

4 The 1.wo bills were reintroduced into the 91@t Congress am Senate Bill H. $98 and H.R.
2t1."$ Carol Krotski and George A. Bell, "State Credit Aid for Public Facilities," State and
Local Publio Faoft# and Financing (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, De-
cember, 1966) Vol. 2, pp. 92-101.Is In the revised statement of the National Governors' Conference at the Hearings of
the Committee on Ways and Means on the tax treatment of state and municipal bonds,
March 11, 190. it was suggested that serious consideration be given to a Federal Svitem
of 50 State Urbanks which would purchase local bond and re-issue taxable obligations which
would be subsidised by the U.S. Treasury through the Federal Urbank. The Federal Urbank
might also act an a secondary market for state urbank obligations and as an insuring
agent for state and local bonds In return for a premium to be paid on each issue.
if Other alternatives that should be considered in this context include the possibility of

creating either a state savings bond program or the sponsorship of a state municipal
mutual bond fund that would be sold to In=lvdujls that lack the $5,000 of savings that
is usually required to puvhaae just one municipal bond.
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AN ANTEQUATED SYSTEM OF DEBT LIMITATIONS

Movement in the direction of a more rational pattern of state-local borrowing
has been impeded in many instances by an out-dated system of debt limitatiois. A
number of states have constitutional provisions which either prohibit the use
of general obligation bonds or limit the amount Lihat may be Issued to a small
proportion of the tax revenues that are now available to meet interest and repay
principal. The recent rise in interest rates has forced some of these states to raise
interest ceilings and also consider other changes which would make debt limits
more realistic and avoid the necessity of elaborate subterfuges which Increase
the cost of state and local borrowing.' An up-to-date report on the progress which
has been made in the last few years would be quite helpful to those public offi-
cials who are still laboring to modernize debt limitation practices which sone-
times date back to the Civil War period.

TABLE II.-STATES WITH GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS RANKED IN ORDER OF PERSONAL INCOME COVERAGE
AND COMPARED WITH MOODY'S CREDIT RATINGS

General obli- State personal
nation bonds Income divided

(millions of by general obli- Moody's
dollars) gatlons bonds I rating

(1) (2) (3)

1. Idaho .................................................. 0.8 2,130.0 As
2, North Dakota ........................................... 1.8 851.7 As
3. Michigan .............................................. 44.8 618.0 Aa
4. Iowa ................................................... 16.5 500.5 Asae
5. Missouri ............................................... 45.4 283.2 Ase
6 Pennsylvania ........................................... 130.3 264.3 As
7. Wpshington ..................................... 48.0 204.1 As
I Alabenj ............................................... 51.8 140.0 A
9. Aikensas ............................................... 31.2 126.0 As
10. Nevada ................................................. 12.5 120.6 A
11, Illin ls ................................................. 344.6 110.5 Ass
12. Texas .................................................. 315.5 86.6 Ae&
13. Montana ................................................ 22.5 81.9 As
14. New Jersey ............................................ 292.7 81.2 Ae&
iS. Ohio ................................................... 575.6 55.0 As
16. Oklahoma .............................................. 114.0 53.5 As
17. Naw Mexico ..................................... 48.8 49.0 As
18. New York .............................................. 1,323.2 48.1 As
1. Minnesota ............................................. 256.1 40.5 Ac
2 Louisiana ............................................... 207.3 39.7 A
1. Tennessee .............................................. 226.8 38.0 As
22. West Virginia ................................... 104.7 37.6 A
23. Utah ................................................... 67.0 37.3 Ass
24. South Carolina .......................................... 160.3 33.1 Ass
25. North Carolina ......................................... 377.3 30.0 Acs
26. Maine .................................................. 89.5 27.1 Asa
27. Maryland .............................................. 442.2 26.2 Asa
28. Kentucky ............................................. 362.1 19.7 As
29. Massachusetts ........................................ 1085.7 16.3 As
30. California ............................................... 4 265.2 15.2 As
31, Mississippi ............................................. 279.5 14.9 As
32. New Hampshire .................................. 131.6 14.4 Aa
33. Rhode Island ................................... 202.7 13.5 A
34. Vermont ................................................ 82.0 13.0 Asa
35. Connecticut ............................................ 839.9 12.9 Ass
. Oregon ................................................. 482.9 11.9 As

37. Alaska ................................................. 76.4 11.9 Baa
33. Hawaii ................................................. 217.4 10.3 A
39. Delaware ................................... . 270. 2 6.7 As

I The figures are for mid-1967. An effort was made to deduct sinking funds and to include all Issues where both the
interest and the principal were backed by the full faith and credit of the State.

I The personal Income figures are for 1966.
a The credit ratings were obtained from Moody's 1968 Manual on Municipal Securities. A few of the ratings refer to the

most typical Issue that was rated In Moody's Manual.

I *Paul Ileffernan, "The Changing Notions of Debt Limit Borrowings," The BOnd
Buyer, Special Conference Issue No. 1, May 26, 1960, pp. 41-61.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY PATRICK H. RENSCH, SPECIAL
COUNSEL, CITY OF NORTH PLATTE, AND LANFORD L.
JORGENSEN, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE MAYOR OF
NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA

Mr. Cbaiman end embers of the committee:

The Myor and Council of the City of North Platte, Nebraska, have gone on

record as strongly opposed in principal to an langu e in 1.R. 13270 or any other

3111 which would in any way directly or Indirectly tax the income of any bonds or

obligations of ony State, or any governmental subdivision of any State. They also

have ao on record opposing any language in 9R,. 132T0 or other legislation which

would in any Vay establish volunta rlinquishmenat by a State or subdivision thereof

of the tax xm ion for any reason, whether it be subsidy, aid grent or control.

They have also gono on record am being opposed to mn language in N.R. 13270 which

Sht relate to the subject called arbitrage which In any way would give the federal

governast a right to question legitimate financing plans or program, whether required

* be i the form of advance refunding or other programs where the only logical

investments, or the only legal investment, might be an Interim investment in United

tates government bonds. This written statement is a brief so of these objections

ead sow of the reasons for the objections.

This statement Is made not only on behalf of the City of Worth Platte, but is

enthorimed to be and is presented as the official expression of the School District of

North Platte and of the Mid-Plains Area Vocational Technical Schools a pultiocounty

voationaltehnical school district is Western Nebraska, and that reference hereafter

to the official bod of North Platte, we refer also to the other political subdivislons

above mntioned.

First let us say that we do not believe that the inclusion of the station of

the nomo f munioipW bonds in LI 132TO is tax reform. We consider it to be

more in the nture of the political or constitutional reform under the guise of tax
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14i8lton. We feel it is unconstitutonal and we fool that it is politically and

tlecally)nvwise in that its consequences, in addition to being a more costly method

or linacin municipal improvementsinvolves a threat to the hole concept of the

epatljion of the powere of the federal gavoraumnt and the States and their sub-

We believe in the principal of the separation of the powers between the

federall Government and the States as provided for in our constitution and as they have

developed under the leos of the Vaited States Government and the decisions of the

United states Suprm Court. We reco gise that the present abiSity of States to sell

bonds at a rate vhioh is competitive with the cost of flnancing 9f the federal govern-

sat is probably the biggest single factor today in retaining the principal Of the

separtion of the powers of the federal government for those of the state local

government. We feel that any change In the nature of this relationhip will only lead

to ore and stronger contralisod federal control over matters which are rightly within

the prerogative and the concom of the State and loal governments. We feel that the

right of taxation oft muicipals, is politically and financially unsound and will

Ultimately lead to chao In the municipal bond ayket, 4ll lead to higher financing

cost and Vltimtsly-to the asumtion by the Poderl. Goveqnment of the function of

tinaci of the local improemts rosultlg in the loss of local control and decision

kingn%

We oel that the passage by the Souse of RI~prensentstives of 3.R. 13270 shows

a lack of un4erstanding of this concept not aq latent to change OW constitutional

birthright which- Is s3ect- to- ultimate ter'mination, by the' Logical, etension of this

legislation. We know that the impression vhch ha bn given by publicity in the

atiqn4 nwm qa "rog statements *As by thope espousing the tx atlon of mmicipalt

arg misleading and that the -rue picture ot the problems Involved has not been

reognised, possibly because of this. You should response that our bonds et purchsqd

by those in an incomes tx bracket which makes the purchase of our bonds advntageoos

to th - the margin is thin. To say that the purohaor of a mamilpal bond "0e not
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pay & tax i o ssly in error. When an imveetor bVWs a Wor~h Platte bond with a tex

free rate of % , where he could buy a taxalble bond of similar-quality for 6%, he Ps

directly to the city whose bond -he purchaes 4 tax of 33% since his return Is one-

third ess a The treasury department in th$r" propos's8a4knole4e that this diff er e

my be between 30% and 40%.

We have bere sq. Ingenious system for"the return of tax dollars to municipsl$tis4

vhiah proceeds said complements whmoeod plan for returning tax dollars to cities ano

states. In one sense the city whose bond' Io p r hae4 receives a tax from the purchbae

in the form of reduced Interest. Vithout developing a bureauraci or creating othor

problem we have one solution, the return to the local government of federal iaono tw,

which ebould be expandadi, not- eurtalede The publicity concerning about 150 to 200

pillonairee who do not-pay taxe was unfortunate and Inaccurate a It relates to

maloipal Income.

Title 111, Section 301 of $.Rd ,132 0 make possible a direct income tax on the

income from miielpal bonds owned by Individuals, etatos and trusts in that tax

prefeence Ime will not be permitted to exoed one hat of the total income aid the

t aer will be re4quire to pay tax on the remaining hat (in case of taxpayers with

total tax preferences in excess of $10,000). This qplies equally to outstanding bonds

aU as new boeds and Is hersafter referred to as "1jflAed tM -refeZ ee.

i III, SectIon 302 R.N. 132ro would in certain instance deprive taxaysn

of their present ablity to deduct ftUy the munt of personal income tax deductible

asns their fteable iome. Th s does not aply to bonds Issued prior to the

eifIq 4te. Teis will h ereafter be referred to s "461locations of deeuc?".

Title 1", Sections 601 end 602 ... X3270 - There Is provision for a State or

poltIo4 subdivislon to esle to Issue bondo $he Interest from which will. be t a be

en4 the Uatel Stetse will per an invest -subsidy so a to reduce the interest paymet

mado 1W the tate or a local subdivision. This wIl 'be referred to a the

1011ad ejo .
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Amplo testimony will be preseted to show the fiscal Impat on municipal

aiuncing and to support our feelings as set out above- that no need for & federal

ssidy will be shown by those Involved and objections come from all levels of

vemrment of the Stati. and subdivisions u wll as citizens (other than those

sttipting to justify their political, social and constitutional reform program); to

sbow the viseness in our present system; to show that the actual result of such a tax

vill be an increase In the tax of those with lower Incomes; to show the legislation vil

delicate unduly the income tax provisions relating to bonds; to show the extent to

wh such legislation will be resisted in court causing additional continued market

certainty and therefore higher costs to municipalities; that feasible projects will not

be financeable thU increauing the demand for greats and lids and federal expenditures

ad be an Impetus to further inflationary trends.

we feel the Federal Government Is physically unable to fill the void. Consider

the multl-agencies involved with grants and attempts to aid smaller communities in fin-

acing Improvements for water, sewer and recreation. The lack of success of the loan

program is indicative of the general lack of needs of governmental involvement in fin.

acting. 'Where costs exceed ability to repay, gre t in aid programs have been useful to

obtain desired results.

Public hOusing financed by municipal corporationo has been successful because

the aited States Government Is illing to guarantee payment of bonds and pay all 4eflo-

lancies of rentals set low for income groups. This would not work where bonds a"e

payable from taxes or from assessments on a local level. Tax legislation v;l1 take

maloipalities out of federal housing or rleis financing costs. For the Vaited SitLte

aoveament to have all States and local munecipalties as a partner in this program

independently financing, planning and executing is one of our Federal Governent's

Major assets and this is one sans a rroach not to be toperod with.

We feel the Subsidy Provision Is absolutely umoeesary and t as conducive

to higher costs and uncertainty as is taxation of the bonds themselves. We do not

gree that a compromise enactment of these provisions Is possible. The confusion

33-56e 0 - 69 - 71 (pt. 4)
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seOd b oonflicting Interpretations end controls vhich vould develop together vith

ovemmmntal proiotion of their program vould bo costly, comme delsy and increase coete,

OW OOvensor, before the Ways & eans ComIttoe proposed a dotilled stu4y of

the problem. In this we concur. We do not eonur in any inference in his other

tostpomy or ny testimlOI before this comtt P, that a subsidy system for blowh

Interest oan bonds incurred where taxtlon i ity ts e ivd by 8tatem woud be useful

Il om way-but rather harmful as outlined above.
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SUMMARY

All provisions of HB, 132T0 relating to tation, direct r

Lndirect, or under subsidy and tax waiver qwe~roent are opposed, ftsults

v1 be nereued fialcing costs, logs of local goyeraentpl interest an

economical Operation; local taxes and the costs of utilities pad by most

ta-peors will be Increased; con fusion caused by threat of taationg 240k

of Confidence du to taxation of outstandin bonds and anticipation of evp$

Utigation pose long-term uncertainties ocepounding the results or satil-

pated tea; and taxation of bonds Is not tax reform but political, social

&a Oonstitutional reform. The subsidy provision is part of this reform,

VA unwise m4 costly,

We believe t the principal of the sovereign state as a p*tnp

with the oeral Goverument, not its tool, and the taxation of waieipsi

boads is the kv to this inepenent ation, We ask you to strike all

reference to tax and "boidy.
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OFFICE OF THE
BOARD OF WAYNE COUNTY AUDITORS,

Detroit, Mich., September 18,1969.
Mr. ToM VAIL, CThief Counsel,
Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate 01Ofoe Building,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: Sections 601 and 602 in Title VI of the Tax Reform Act of 19e9
(H.R. 13270), by means of a direct interest subsidy from the Federal Treasury,
propose to alter the traditional and time-tested method of financing state and
local governments by means of tax-exempt bonds.

Local units of government should not be hampered by more Federal red tape
In raising the funds required to finance their capital improvement programs and
meet their daily problems effectively and in timely fashion. It is well known
that the financial resources available to local governments are at best limited,
due to the fact that prime sources of tax revenues are preempted by the Federal
and state governments. Local units and school districts have traditionally relied
heavily on tax-exempt bond issues to fund costs of needed streets, sewers, parks,
schools, and other necessary improvements.

For example, Wayne County government, through its several agencies, has
issued or assisted in the issuance of approximately $300 million in public im-
provement bonds; and proposes, within the next three years, to Issue an addi-
tional $300 million necessary to the construction and expansion of public facilities,
Including sanitary drains, sewer Interceptor systems, waste disposal plant proj-
ects, airport facilities, water mains, hospital and other construction, and many
diverse improvements.

It is the firm belief of the members of the Board of Wayne County Auditors
that without the aid of tax-exempt bonds the citizens of Wayne County would
have been, and will be, denied the beneficial use of many millions of dollars worth
of facilities, and that the County's ability to construct further improvements
will be substantially Impaired. If local units cannot economically market their
issues, or can only do so at very high interest rates due to the shrinkage in
demand for municipal bonds, it can only have the effect of hampering expansion
and discouraging local development.

In view of the foregoing, the members of the Board of Wayne County Auditors
strongly urge that the tax exemption on municipal bonds be continued as at
presentVery truly yours, ARTHUR A. SUMERAORI, Chairman

RICHARD H. AusTIN, Vice-Chairman
JOHN F. WILIAMS, Secretary

CoUNTY OFnicEs ASSOCIATxON
OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Albany, N.Y.
HONORED SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

i7AF New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
Attn: Tom Vail, Chief Counsel

Statement of County Officers Association of the State of New York, represent-
ing fifty-six counties outside New York City, to be included in report of public
hearings held before Senate Finance Committee September 23, 1960.

BE: H.R. 18270 INCOME TAX REFORM BILL

This Association opposes that part of the above bill which would tax interest
on state and municipal bonds and notes as part of the income of the individual
holders of such obligations.

1. The threat to tax this formerly exempt income has already increased the
interest rate by almost 2% when a purchaser for the obligations is found.

2. Such increase has to be borne by local property owners already overburdened
with taxes to maintain local governments.

8 Removing the exemption of Interest on state and local obligations will not
accomplish the purpose of the bill, I.e. t9 tax the income of wealthy people and
plug loopholes in the income tax law.
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4. Desirability of municipal bonds and notes has been destroyed and will not
be made desirable by the proposed flexible subsidy which places control over the
activities of municipalities in the federal bureaus.

5. Such a tax has been declared unconstitutional by the United States Supreme
Court.

This Association wholeheartedly supports the position of the National Associa-
tion of Counties to which organization and its speakers before your Committee
on September 24, 1969 reference is hereby made for amplification of this
statement.

Respectfully submitted,
HERBERT H. SMITH, Executive Director.

CITY OF BRIDEPORT, CONNECTICUT,
OFFICE OF THE TREASURER,

Bridgeport, Cont., October 1, 1969.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
Washington, D.C.

The City of Bridgeport is one of only three cities in the State of Connecticut
that enjoys a AAA credit rating, earned by many years of careful financial plan-
ning and conservative management of municipal funds. Bonds issued by Bridge-
port for needed capital programs have traditionally evoked spirited bidding and
resulted in the lowest interest cost of any city in the state. Resulting savings have
meant available tax dollars could be channeled into other needed services and
modernization of this most important industrial city. The tax dollars deposited
to the City Treasury go further because our interest costs are low. Any inter-
ference with the existing system by removing the tax exempt privilege of interest
paid on municipal bonds must necessarily result in increased cost to the people
of Bridgeport which can only come from increased city taxes. A Tax Reform
Bill that results in higher costs to taxpayers is not good tax legislation. The
mere threat of removing this tax exempt privilege has already disrupted the
bond market to the extent that those municipalities unfortunate enough to have
planned their bond offerings for the present time have been forced to pay unheard
of interest on their bonds and in many cases have cancelled or postponed the
financing of needed municipal improvements.

The plight of the urban community is serious. The need for modern facilities
and creative social programs can only be met with sound financial planning. Any
action of the Federal Government that will even remotely increase the already
oppressive financial burden of our cities is a disservice to the people of urban
America.

The evidence is clear and convincing. Responsible government cannot impose
a tax that will impede the progress of our cities. I urge the Senate Finance
Committee to omit from the pending Tax Reform Bill any change in the present
tax exempt status of interest paid on municipal bonds.

Very truly yours,
VINCENT M. SIMKO,

Treasurer, City of Bridgeport.

THE NEW OREANS BOARD OF TRADE,
New Orleans, La., September 12, 1969.Seator RUSSELL B. LoNG,

Oharma*, Senate Finanoe committee ,
217 Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: For as long as we can remember, our communities have
been building schools, roads, hospitals, sewers, bridges, waterworks, and port in-
Provements by issuing long-term, low interest municipal bonds. The interest on
these bonds (and, therefore, the cost to the tax-payer) is lower than on other
securities because historically, traditionally and constitutionally it is exempt
from all Federal income taxes.

In the so-called tax rWform bill passed by the House of Representatives, and
flow being considered by your Finance Committee, most important among the
Proposals, we understand, is taxation of municipal bonds. In our opinion and
that of bond experts such a plan would be most inimical to our State, particu.
larly with reference to Parish and City school bonds and the proposed bond issue
for the Port of New Orleans which is a must if our port Is to maintain its position
as the second major port of the nation.
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If the House Bill was enacted into law in its present form, it is our feeling
that the market for tax-exempt securities would be significantly and lastingly
damaged; municipal bond purchases by individuals would be substantially re-
duced; interest rates on municipal bonds would materially rise, the excess costs
thereby resulting on the community at large for the sake of punishing the few
who might buy large quantities of such bonds; the preferential position of
municipal securities in the capital markets relative to taxable Issues would be
Impaired.

Only several days ago the Parish of Jefferson proposed a school bond issue for
$10,000,000 for the purpose of building much needed schools and not a single
bid was received.

We strongly urge that you oppose any legislation that might Jeopardize the
long-standing, highly successful and economical system of tax-exempt municipal
bond financing. Unfortunately and with much regret we will not be able to appear
before your committee, however, we are sending you under separate cover twenty
copies of this letter and kindly ask that it be made a part of the record of your
Committee's hearing.

Sincerely yours, KENT SATTULE, President,

Armi C. CooxE, CJonsultant.

COUNTY OF GmEmEE,
STATE OF MrsfsUaj,

Springfield, Mo., September 18, 1969.
Hon. RussL B. LONG,
Chairman, Mtnbere of the Senate Finance Committee

Due to the large number of witnesses requesting time to testify on tax reform
measures in your current hearings, Tom Vail, Chief Counsel for your Committee
has advised me to submit a written statement. We appreciate the consideration
that is being granted u&

My name is W. Fred Schaeffer. I am Presiding Judge of the Greene County
Court, Greene County, Missouri. I am also President of the Association of County
Judges of Missouri.

I strongly oppose the action of the House of Representatives in H.R. 18270,
the "tax reform" legislation which includes the interest local governments pa
to individual investors in their bonds. Under both the Limit on Tax Preference
formula and the Allocation of Deductions Rule, local government will suffer.
We in local government are continually faced with a shortage of funds, the
resistance to an ever increasing tax on Real Property, and now with the adverse
pressure of the House action, the Tax Exempt market continues to deteriorate
rapidly.

Our county has a great number of elderly and retired citizens, the most of
whom are on fixed Incomes. We are also in a fast growing area which is con-
tinually faced with the need for capital Improvements of governmental facilitlea
The most practical means of financing is by bond issue and without tax exempt
bonds we are in serious trouble.

We recognize that the intent of this legislation is to reduce inequities among
taxpayers We do not believe that it is the Intent of this legislation to Jeopardize
the preferential character of local government bonds. Indications are that our
cost of local bonds as of this date would exceed 025% which is above the legal
limit in Missouri.

We realize that there is no easy solution to the problem of alleviating 'thb
financial burdens of the states and their local governments. It is also Important
that the market for state and local government securities Is not destroyed by well
meaning attempts to equalize taxes.

It is our earnest hope that your Committee will in its deliberations find a way
to avoid taxing loCal bonds,

As stated, I am also President of the Association of County Judges of Missouri.°
This Association held its 49th annual meeting on September 11 and 12, 19W9 in
,efferson City. The matter of tax exempt bonds was discussed with this group by
our State, Treasurer, the Honorable William E). Robinson. The Association
passed the following Resolution and asked that it be made a part of my statement
toyour Committee? # I - I k I
,;Whereas; it Is essential that any government have the power to tax and to

borrow to support necessary services; andt
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Whereas, the freedom of the Federal Government and the States from taxation
by the other Is part of the genius of our federal system; andWhereas, this freedom necessarily encompasses the immunity of State and local
government obligations from Federal taxation and a similar immunity of Federal
obligations from State and local taxation; and

Whereas, as measures for tax ref,rin or the raising of additional revenue,
proposals have been made to amend the Federal tax laws to close certain "loop-
holes", or to bring about a greater measure of equity among taxpayers; and

Whereas, these proposals include one to enact a minimum income tax and
another to set a maximum amount of income that could be exempted from tax
enactment of either of which, If they include Interest paid on local government
obligations, would pose a serious problem; and

Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved by the Association of County Judges of
Missouri at their annual n:eting September 11, 1969, that it reaffirm its support
for, the reciprocal freedom of the States and the Federal Government from taxa-
ti4n by the other; and

'Be it further resolved that it petition the FInance Committee of the Senate of
the United States to refrain from enacting legislation which would make more
difficult and more costly the performance of their responsibility by local govern-
meits, and endanger the market for local securities; and

Be It Further Resolved that copy of this resolution be sent to the Finance
Committee of the Senate and to all members of Congress from this State.

Respectfully submitted,
W. FRED SOHAEFFER.

BOARD OF EDUCATION,
HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT,

-Houston, Tex., September 19, 1969.
Son, RussuaL B. LoNG,
04airman, Oommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
'Washington, D.O.
5 DrAR SZNAToR LONo: We in the Houston Independent School District appreci-

ate the opportunity of having these remarks considered as direct testimony before
the'Senate Finance Committee as concerns certain provisions of H.R. 18270, Tx
Reform Act of 1969, which opposes removal of tax exemptions from the local
government bonds.

I am sure that you have been provided with a wealth of satistieal information
which will convInce the United Ptates Senate that this proposal for "tax reform"
would be more accurately described as "tax disaster."
-I would like to offer the following comments as to what I think all these

statistics mean in everyday language.
, As you may know, school revenues across the nation are in desperately short
supply. Demands on the school budget are increasing at a rapid rate. Inflation
and teacher salary schedules are rising at a far more rapid rate than revenue.
The public schools are In the middle of an emergency situation in financial sup-
port and the prospects are that the situation is going to worsen before improve-
ments can be brought about.
;As you know, public schools in Houston. in Texas and in most parts of the

ration rely upon bond issuances for the long-term financing needed to build
the now schools necessary to care for our increasing population of school children.
These bonds are saleable primarily because of the tax advantages offered to those
who risk the capital necessary to provide construction financing. At the same time.
floancial support of local schools by local taxpayers is made more palatable be-
ouse the retirement of tax exempt bonds means, simply, a lower local school tax.

If these damaging proposals for removing exemptions on school and other local
p0vrnment bonds are allowed the U.S. Senate to become law, a travesty will have
taken place. It is evident thRt for many school districts construction funds will
Amply dry, up under the influence of inflated interest rates that would result

mrom the removal of exemptions on these bonds.
?,Mor those school districts that might be able to sell construction bonds at higher

late% it will mean no less than a near doubling of expenses for local schools and
4s, ble increase in local tax rates In order to pay off the bonds. If the Senate

Snacts this idea, we can forget about new school construction and be left with the
l4dren suffering the consequences of overcrowded schools and the resulting
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havoc that accompanies overcrowding, such as double sessions, a decline in school
cleanliness and a rapid deterioration of teaching effectiveness and learning
accomplished.

The alternative posed by the writers of this doctrine of "reform" Purposes
some kind of federal bank that would buy local government bonds so as to keep
interest rates low. This is an inane idea that, whether intended or not, smacks
of raw Marxism and which would surely bring the ultimate full control of local
education into the hands of the federal government, not to mention the sure
prospect of a gross, unnecessary increase in the federal bureaucracy.

It is inconceivable that these proposals should ever be brought before the United
States Congress. In tax-exempt bonds we have a wise system of federally-sup.
ported assistance to local schools. At a time when the United States Government
is increasing subsidies to education it would appear that the proposals for remov.
ing exemptions on local government bonds with be tantamount to giving to the
schools with one hand and taking away from the schools with the other hand,
leaving the schools far poorer in the end than they would have been had this sort
of financial relationship never existed.

I am sure that every United States Senator believes in the strongest possible
local effort so that local responsibilities can be met to the fullest extent without
the control and interference by a bureaucracy.

I am enclosing two documents. Exhibit A is a Dun & Bradstreet report entitled
"The Coming Crisis In Intergovernmental Relations," dated August 4, 19W9. I
would appreciate having the essence of 'his report's arguments against exemption
removal considered by the committee as it conducts its examinations.

Exhibit B is a letter from the Financial advisor to the Houston Independent
School District showing a comparison of the effective rate of Interest being
paid by the Houston Independent School District on bond issuances since April 10,
1953 and the corporate equivalent interest rates that the school district would
have had to pay had local government bonds not enjoyed tax exempt privileges
during this time.

In closing, I say to you that this proposal for removing exemptions bn local
government bonds must be exposed as a threat to the continued progress and
effective existence of American public school education and therefore must be
defeated and destroyed with all the force that can be summoned against it

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT Y. ECKELS.

RXHIBIT A

DUN & BRADsuTpr, MUNICIPAL CREDIT REPORT, OCCASIONAL PAPER NO. 5

August 4, 1969.

THE COMINO -,BISIS IN INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

"And if the means and instrumentalities employed by the (general) govern-
ment to carry into operation the powers granted it are. necessarily, and, for the
sake of self-preservation, exempt from taxation by the states, why are not those
of the states depending upon their reserved powers, for like reasons, equally
exempt from federal taxation ?"

(Nelson, J., in The Collector v. Day)

Certain "tax reform" proposals before the Congress relating to state and local
bond taxation, promise, if adopted, to effect a more far-reaching alteration
in Federal-State-Local relations than any single piece 'f legislation heretofore
enacted. The proposals, moreover, are apparently to be rushed to the floor of
the House of Representatives as part of a "take it or leave it" tax package
which the sponsors have successfully tied to the surtax extension. There Is a
real risk that argument on the merits of the proposals will not occur until the
bill reaches the Senate.

So hasty has been the action of the Ways and Means Committee In bringing
out its bill that the utmost confusion exists at this writing as to its actual
provisions. Accounts of the tax reduction features seem complete enough, in
truth, but on the treatment of tax exempt bonds no two press accounts are
In full agreement. A "minimum income tax" provision would by all accounts
include interest en state and local government bonds, as would an "income alloca-
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tion" procedure (similar to that applicable to life insurance companies upheld in
the so-called Atlas case), but it is not clear that the "preference" feature often
discussed is included. At least one account describes as part of the bill a
Federal banking Intermediary to subsidize fully taxable state and local bonds.
But whatever tbe exact provisions of the Committee bill, their Intended effect will
be to Impair, and ultimately eliminate, the tax exemption of municipal bonds.

Opposition to the proposals has not been lacking, but it has not always been
in the most pertinent terms. Taxation of municipal boiid interest would increase
state-local borrowing costs, but that is by no means the whole story. It would
be a breach of faith with holders of outstanding bonds, it would Impair a
(normally) thriving industry, it would dislocate the habits of Investors, and so
on--all perhaps relevant, but not necessarily overriding. Most of the disad-
vantages generally cited, in fact, are private, whereas the benefits claimed
by the sponsors of the legislation are public--gains In tax equity. On the
contrary, one must be bound to argue from the facts that the disadvantages
are public, and will extend to every citizen and taxpayer of the nation. It Is
these public disadvantages that are the subject of this paper.

The essential argument against Impairment of the existing exemption from
Federal income taxes of the interest on state and local government obligations is
that such impairment would wreak havoc with the capital Improvement pro-
grams of the state and local governments. In the process it may be expected
to produce dislocations, perhaps chaotic, in the entire capital markets, and
ultimately It may be expected to alter fundamentally the preexisting balances in
our Federal system. Since such pernicious results were hardly anticipated by
sponsors of "reforms" Intended to correct inequities respecting a few wealthy
taxpayers, explanation is obviously in order:

1. Impairment or elimination of tax exemption of municipal bonds would wreak
havoc with the capital improvement programs of state and local governments.

Successful execution of capital facilities construction programs requires ad-
vance planning, careful scheduling of work, and a flow of funds adequate to meet
cash requirements as construction progresses. The task Is quite demanding even
for small projects, and for the projects of large state and local governments,
extending over many years or even over decades, it IF intricate and complex.
Order and continuity are essential, and abrupt changes or interruptions can
be quite costly in increased expenditures or deferral of benefits or both.

Foresight and competence at the state and local level can minimize the risks
associated with threats to order and continuity that are controllable at the state
and local level. Changes and interruptions that are not so controllable are another
matter, and have not been lacking. The Great Depression of the 1930s was such
an interruption, as was World War II. The combined Impact of these two events,
which were beyond state-local control, are at the root of some of the problems
with which state and local units are coping today. Since early 1960, Inflation and
a strained money market have been equally upsetting to the execution of state-
local capital programs. Further, individual programs initiated at the Federal
level have dislocated state-local programs or created or exacerbated state-local
problems. Thus, federally-guaranteed mortgages facilitated the flight of city-
dwellers to the suburbs, not only creting a demand for additional n1hIlh, fncilli-
ties in the suburbs but also destabilizing older central-city neighborhoods. The
Interstate (i.e., national) highway system took vast land areas through and
around the cer.tral cities and their suburbs, often drastically altering land-use
patterns and necessitating costly construction and reconstruction of plhIle facili-
ties to adjust to the new patterns. Federal-aid programs offering debt-service
reimbursement rather than capital-coqt contributions have required state-local
borrowing not originally contemplated, with replanning, reprogrammins, and
delays. In some instances, Federal programs have been changed in mid-stream,
with additional state-local work, cost, and deferral of benefits. These are cited
not to pass judgment on the merits of the programs involved, but to exemplify
the dilslocaUons resulting from factors not controllable at the state-local level.

Presently, financial continuity at the state-local level Is facilitated by the fact
that the state and local governments have as full control as is practical through
possession of the initiative in the Iqsunnce of thpir bonds, which ore uad to

nance a hith proportion of the improvements. Such outside control as is exerted
stems from the oneration of tho mnrleet in which they sell their bondq awd they
are no more vulnerable than other borrowers to the factors which affect that
'market. Moreover, it is a competitive market.
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Competitively, in the money market, state and local governments occupy a
unique position, in that their obligations are exempt from Federal income taxes,
and generally from state and local taxes in the state of issuance at least. Because
of tax exemption, the state and local units do not compete directly for funds with
the U.S. Treasury, Federal agencies, corporate bonds, savings banks, mortgages,
and so on. This lack of competition is fortunate, for municipal bonds are in truth
exotic fare. The merchandise is completely unstandardized. Not only are no two
communities identical, but the laws of the respective states differ, and within
individual states differing provisions for government, powers, taxation, are made
for the several types of local subdivisions and often for distinct classes of like
types--cities, counties, and so on. Moreover, continuity of management appears
uncertain, the governing body (board of directors, so to speak) being elective.

If the real attraction of municipals to investors is their tax exemption--and
technical studies so suggest-it follows that impairment of that exemption will
adversely affect the ability of the state and local governments to borrow.' It
cannot be doubted that the smaller borrowers would with few exceptions be
unable to sell taxable obligations, and that only the very largest, best managed,
and financially and economically strongest units would, in competition with tax.
able securities, find a sustained and stable market comparable to that now exist.
Ing for their -tax exempt bonds. The number of state-local obligors who might be
expected to be able to compete with the debt securities of the larger corporations
and the public utilities is absurdly small-probably less than 500 and certainly
no more than 1,000'

This is of course not intended to suggest that inability to sell their bonds
directly in the market place would make it impossible for state and local govern.
ments to borrow. The Congress appears to have spent some years in the develop
ment of alternative means of financing, prior to the introduction of specific
suggestions to modify or eliminate the tax exemption. The alternative proposals
typically provide (1) that a Federal agency or Federal agency-created corpora-
tion will issue its taxable bonds to raise money to loan to state and local borrow-
ers at rates approximating rates on tax exempt bonds, the Federal government
absorbing the difference, or (2) that the state and local borrowers issue fully
taxable bonds in return for an interest subsidy estimated to represent the differ-
ence between the cost of taxable and tax exempt loans. There are numerous
variants; the so-called urban development bank is an example of the first type
of arrangement, the so-called Patman-Proxmire guarantee corporation the latter.

Much is made by the Congressional sponsors of these various alternatives of
the assertion that their use by state-local borrowers would be voluntary. But, to
Just the extent that impairment or elimination of tax exemption makes it difficult
or impossible for state-local borrowers to sell taxable obligations in the market
place, the alternative becomes compulsory, not voluntary. The alternative to
using the Federally-sponsored financing device would be to forego capital
construction.

Bills Introduced to implement the proposals establish various eligibility criteria
for the making of the loans or extension of the guarantee and reimbursement.
Under the Phtman-Proxmire proposal, projects must be "needed", bonds shall
contain "satisfactory amorization provisions," the public facility to be financed
must be "economically sound," and the borrowers' debt payment record over the
preceding 25 years must be taken into consideration, among other things. The
Urban Development Bank bill requires that loans be "in accordance with sound
and prudent banking principles," for public works and community facilities
"serving public needs," "not inconsistent with comprehensive planning for the
development of the community" or "disruptive of Federal programs which au-
thorize Federal assistance for the development of like or similar... projects."
It is, moreover, Inconceivable that any Federal assistance program can or should
be drawn that does not impose eligibility criteria and define the what, when,
v,.,here, and how of the activity.

This brings us inevitably to the nub of the matter: control is at the center of
anR system of subventions. He who pays the piper calls the tune. With the

1 f. Personal Trusts as Sources of Funds, Ch ter 28 In State and Local POlFo acilitV
yeed. and Pftnaiso . Subcommittee on EconoAlc Progress of the Joint Economic Com-

lttee, December 190. Volume 2, p. 484.
1 Aleut 500 Is the estimated number of state-local borrowers each having at least $50,-

000,000 of bonds outstnding. about 1,000 those with at least $25 000.000. Not many more
than 200 of these, have a supply of debt securities exceeding $100,000,000.
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market for tax exempt bonds badly impaired (probably, for the great mass of
small and medium-sized communities, destroyed) some state and most local
governments will be in the position of having to turn to the only banker avail-
able, the Federal government, and they will have to meet its terms to borrow at
all. A Federal agency, not the state or local governing body and the market
place, will determine what constitutes a public need, what is acceptable plan-
ning, whether the master plan is "economically sound", what building standards
should be, when the project should be built, etc., etc.
. This prospect will please som3 who believe that increased centralization and

standardization are desirable, but it is sending waves of apprehension through
state and local administrators, planners, and finance officers, who are aware of
the diversity of needs and programs involved, the intricate planning years
ahead of time that is required, and the myriad of ways in which third parties
can Intrude to defeat the best laid plans. They are aware that every major new
Federal-aid program involves readjustments that result in costly interruptions
to projects already under way and delays and often added expenses for projects
ip the planning stage. Heretofore, these delays and added costs have been iso,
lated, applicable to one individual program at a time. The vast readjustment in
borrowing practices and the changes resulting from the degradation of control by
state-local governments and the market place and substitution of control by the
Federal government, will apply to all programs. It will not only affect projects
under construction and those scheduled for initiation in the current budget year
or next year; it will also affect projects approaching the drawing-board stage,
those only in preliminary form, and those blocked out on the agendas for study in
future decades. Moreover, not the market but the Congress will determine Just
how much in total is to be loaned each year, and state and local construction
will fluctuate with the Federal budget.

The dual nature of the proposals involved is particularly to be noted: on the
one hand, impair or eliminate the tax Immunity of the debt obligations of the
state and local governments, and on the other, make continued financing
feasible by extending Federal loans on terms prescribed by the Congress. State
Vid local governments were delivered a similar one-two punch a generation ago.
I4 the 1930s, "tax reformers" concerned with shifting support of local govern-
ment from Income-producing property to the great mass of the population de-
vised the strategy of rigorously limiting real estate taxes by state constitutional
amendment and, after the limits wrecked local budgets, stepping forward with

general sales taxes as the needed "replacement" revenue.' Today, these tax
limitations are properly decried as a major contributor to serious local prob-
lems, and they have certainly proved in the long run to be a costly "reform".
There is no reason to believe that the present tax reform proposals will be less
serioua In their impact on state-local government capital facilities programs.
2. Disruption of the capital markets

State and local government loans are an important component of the capital
market structure. In many recent years the net demand for state-local long-
term funds has exceeded the change in publicly-held Federal and Federal-agency
securities, and municipal bonds sometimes dwarf bonds in net demand on capital
fuds.l Evidently, significant alternations respecting so sizeable a component
My be expected to have significant effects on the whole market.
,Under present arrangements, the Importance of state-local bond financing Is

obscured by the fact that the tax exemption feature of these loans isolates them

lCapital improvement programs are like icebergs--only the top shows. The most prey-
sant capital budget format presents appropriations for one year and planned outlays for
to ensuing five years. with some documents including an estimate of cost to completion
tor any projects running beyond the six-year term. Studies, however, are based on a "fore-
sable future" time &pan, with progressive refinement and added detail as needs become
Imore specific and the timetable becomes determinable. Most individual bond authorisationa
CaTer construction periods of two to five years, and many contemplate construction, and
Pleetmeal bond issuance, over a decade or longer.

I Cf. "Bitter Fight Promised Over Tax Rate Laws," in Taxation and Government,
Saffonal Mnsicipal Review, Vol. XXIII, No. 12, December, 1934, pp. 700-702, for an ac-
Count of the strate les employed in the sales tax-tax rate limit campaigns, with conime
540ne which the last 86 years experience have demonstrated to have been accurately

Over the ten years 1959-68, the median annual change in outstanding municipal bonds
IMU rpundly $6.1bllion, in corporate bonds $5.8 billion, and in publicly held Federal and
_'~eral-Agency securities, $5 billion. The net demand on the capital markets for municlpal
bonds exceeded that for publicly-held Federal and Federal-Agency securities in six of the
ten years.
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from the remainder of taxable securities. Municipal bonds do not compete with
Governments, or corporates, or utilities, or mortgages, and other taxable invest.
ments. They of course experience the handicap of a segmented market restricted
in the main to taxable savings, but in return they receive preference among the
owners of such savings.

At this point, It is desirable to comment on what are often termed inequities
In taxation between the owners of taxable securities and the owners of tax
exempt securities. Actually, the variations are more meaningfully described as
disparities resulting from a system of graduated tax rates. The effective Interest
rates received by holders of state and local obligations discount the tax ccrnp.
tion, while the effective interest rates received by Investors in taxable securities
capitalizes the tax. That is, the municipal bond holder accepts less interest than
he would otherwise demand, because his interest will not be subject to tax,
while the corporate or government bond holder demands more interest to corn.
pensate him for the tax he will pay. The discounting and capitalizing process Is
of course approximate and imperfect, and imputes an identical value of the
tax to all holders. In fact, however, holders taxed at an effective rate lower
than that implied by -the market's determination as to the value (or cost) of the
tax will derive a benefit (or suffer a penalty) opposite to that experienced by
holders In a tax bracket higher than that Implied by the market determination.
In other words, inequities between holders In different tax brackets extend to
taxable as well as to tax exempt securities.

Another factor to be noted Is that Impairment of tax exemption has the same
implications for market changes as has the complete elimination of tax exemp-
tion. A taxable security that Is a little bit taxable is like the young bride who was
a little bit pregnant-the ultimate outcome is not in doubt Any invitation to
doubt should be dispelled by the experience of the legal reserve life insurance
companies under the Life Insurance Tax Act of 1959; after the courts affirmed
the validity of income allocation with respect to interest on municipal bonds,
their municipal bond holdings fell from more than 6% of their investments to
less than 1%.6

Two types of market changes can be anticipated to occur if the taxation of
state and local debt securities is impaired. In the long run (but perhaps in a
relatively short span of time) the added volume of taxable securities will bring
about a new equilibrium In the sowxw end allocations of savings and in the
interest rate structure. That Is, a new "model" of the capital markets will be
created. It Is beyond the scope of this memorandum to explore the possibilities,
but several probabilities appear: one Is that Interest rates on taxable securities
generally may be expected to come to rest at a level somewhat higher than they
would otherwise occupy, another Is that if state-local borrowing Is financed with
Federal or Federal-agency taxable securities, Interest rates on Federal securities
will rise relatively more than will interest rates on other securities.

In the short run, the changes are likely to be dramatic, even chaotic. As inves-
tors begin to believe that bonds offered as tax exempt may become taxable, they
v411 hesitate to buy more bonds, and some will attempt to start selling off their
holdings; prices will drop, and interest rates rise. This has already happened.
Then, as investors In numbers begin to believe that bonds offered as tax exempt
will become taxable, they will either stop buying altogther or will buy only if
the interest rate Is comparable to that obtainable on other taxable securities. At
this point, state and local borrowing will halt and remain moribund until the

*This occurred despite the fact that a tax exempt bond has some advantage In yield
over a taxable bond for any life Insurance company, although the relative advantages
depend on a number of variables. It appears that the life companies tend to concentrate
their investment management resources on those Investment outlets which as a class

rominse to be most productive, and to ignore the least productive. It seems likely that other
Institutional Investors follow a like policy. The behavior of individual investors Is less
clear, but the absence of tax exempt municipal bond interest as a factor in the tax avoid-
ance of 154 Individuals on whom data has been summarlsed by the U.S. Treasury suggests
that wealthy Individuals already concentrate on other investment outlets more re-
munerative than debt securities.

'Munieipal bonds are almost entirely serial (i.e., mature in annual principal Install-
ments) and have an average term of not much over ten years. The Federal debt is higi,
concentrated in the shorter maturities. Corpora ts, on the other hand, are typlall "term'
bonds, due in 20 to 30 years. With municipals tax exemrnt they offer no competition with
abort Governments, taxable the situation may be expected to differ, particularly if the
expected response to tax Immunity Impairment materilised--ederal taxable bonds are
used to mae the loans to the state and local units, increasing the supply of Federal short
term paper.
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situation Is clarified.' Even if the proposals presently before the Congress come
to nothing, confidence will have been eroded and it is not likely to be restored
quickly.'

In considering interest rate levels, it would be pertinent to distinguish between
the increases since 1966 resulting from strong inflationary pressures and the
extraordinary monetary restraints imposed as counter-inflationary measures, and
that portion of the Increases which may or will be attributable to expectations
(or the realities) respecting tax exemption of municipal bond interest. Unfortu-
nately, the two influences are not likely to prove separable; not later than July
1968 a considerable number of state and local officials and persons in the munici-
pal bond industry became apprehensive that tax exemption might come tinder
concerted attack, and since early 1969 these apprehensions have spread and
become Increasingly prevalent. Thus, historic high rate levels resulting from
inflationary and counter-inflationary pressures coincide with the undermining
of confidence respecting the future status of state and local loans. Nor can it
be said categorically that corporate and Government rates also have not been
affected already by the municipal bond situation.
8. Alteration of the Federal system.

The proposals to impair or even eliminate the immunity of interest on state
and local securities to the Federal income tax are made in the name of tax
reform. The tax exemption enjoyed by municipal bonds is stated to be a "loophole"
in the tax laws. In realty, the exemption is a necessary and proper consequence
of an intergovernmental immunity basic to the functioning of our Federal system
of government. To characterize it as a "loophole" Is as absurd as It would be
to characterize as a "loophole" in the criminal law the immunity of the President
of the United States from arrest.

It Is not necessary here to argue the legal basis of the doctrine of Intergovern-
mental immunity. It need only be observed that the doctrine is necessary for
the functioning of our Federal system as it has evolved, and if and to the extent
necessary must be inferred, just as the doctrine of implied powers must be infer-
red; the one is as necessary to the effective functioning within the Federal system
of state-local government as is the other to the functioning of the Federal
government.1' Alter either, and the Federal system as it now stands will be
fundamentally altered.
. Of course, It might be argued that the system has already been altered out of

all recognition by the Founding Fathers, or even by the grandfathers of those
presently living. Certainly, state-local borrowing is already encumbered with
sieable loans for essentially Federal programs, and it seems likely to become
increasingly so. In fact, there appears to be growing emphasis at the Federal
level for eliminating direct grants for aided programs and substituting "debt
service reimbursement", a device clearly contrived to reduce Federal appropria-
tions for the programs, or eliminate Federal borrowing by shifting it to the
tate and local units, or both. These developments, however, are not justification

for the proposals now pending, nor does their existence prove their wisdom.
Further, there appears to be a clear distinction between present arrangements.
in which the majority of capital improvement programs remain within the
initiative and control of the states and their local subdivislons, and the control
of all programs at the Federal level as is likely under the pending proposals.

It might also be argued that it is absurd to postulate fundamental changes in
Intergovernmental relationships in powers and function from so isolated an act
as making taxable the interest, or part of the interest, on municipal bonds. But
we have already seen that the impairment of tax exemption will hinder all
Atate-local governmental units in borrowing directly, and may be expected to

'Some of the municipal units. ntieinating the hiatus. have already accelerated their
borrownir programs to sell (at abnormally high rates) bonds sufficient to keep construction
progressing in the event the market grinds to a halt.

$Faith is a fickle thing. Retroactive taxation is regarded by investors as probably Illegal,
tertainly a breach of faith. At the same time, they find it difficult to discover how retro-
activity Is to be avoided in minimum income tax. tax preference, and income allocation
bebemes. As to the constitutional question, caveat emptor is an adequate legal defense.
but not likely to inspire the confidence of the investor who ignorantly assumed his ex-
tmation was constitutionally based.

The doctrine of reserve powers. however, is explicitly constitutional It is deemed by
ome Jurists to contain the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity.
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deny some of them access to the market; that this will necessitate the creation
of a Federal banking intermediary to raise the funds needed for state and local
improvements and lend those funds to the state and local governments; and that
the Federal government in the process will inevitably and necessarily exercise
controls over the use of the funds it lends. This will shift the decisions as to
what should be constructed, and when, and how, from the state-local level to
the Federal level. It will also shift to the Federal level the decisions as to how
much should be borrowed.

That such far-reaching consequences should Inhere in proposals for a minor
tax reform may appear remarkable. More remarkable is that the proposals have
been heretofore threshed out before the Congress, so that their pernicious nature
is not unknown. And yet more remarkable Is that measures whose consequence
will be to place under Federal control even the most insignificant of physical
improvements, should be advanced at a time when all the evidence at our disposal
suggests that community participation in the decisions affecting matters of
community importance should be Increased, not decreased; that highly standard.
Ized programs should be made more flexibly responsive to meet diverse needs,
and that decentralization, not increased centralization, Is desirable.

The proposals, both for the Impairment of tax exemption and for the "volun.
tary" substitution of taxable bonds under Federal loan arrangements, .should
be defeated, and defeated so decisively that they will not again appear before
the Congress The damage they are capable of inflicting is massive, the improve-
ments from the desired "reforms" paltry by comparison.

WADE S. SMrIr.
ExHImrr B

RAUSOHER PxRoz & Co., INc.,
Houston, Tem., August 27,1969.

Dr. H. S. BRa&Nr N,
Superintendent of Business, and Business MamWer,
Houston Independent School District,
8880 Richmond Avenue,
Houston, Tee.

DEaR DooroR BRANiqz: In reference to your letter of August 22 requesting
various corporate bond rates, we have made a few assumptions, namely the com-
parative corporate rate is the Mooy's weekly average of corporate bonds with a
Moody's rating of "A". Of course, this is a similar rating that Moody's has given
the Houston Independent School District

Corpoosh
Effectlve rate Iulvl e

P0 of bonds Amount (percent) (peT

Feb ............................................. $12,00 000 4.785
May 1 1. 0.....................................,00 4.5SM t$2
F . 19I 7 .............................................. 20,0 ,_ 000 .37S S Is
Mar. 1 Igo ............................................. 6,5000000 3. 21139 4.5
A.Lt,1964 ........... 10000,000 3.251 4.57

01 1N...................10,000,000 & 2162 4.52
J l 01 ................................................ 12,5 0.000 o1112 4.65
Fe2 10,19 Igo ................ 14,000,000 3.3015 4.63
orec. 1a:10 ..,.---1-..-----.... ..--------.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- -- 3.91621f 00 004.4524.
Apr. 10 IO ............................................... 1 s000, 0 30379 4.01
Apr.it ............................................... 15,000,000- &4 9 On9

1,750,000 3.5032 &
is,95 000 Z 95

014............................................... 100,00 .4Apr. IokI ............................................... 10 o, N Z. s.44

Please let us know if you need additional information.

Sincerely yours,
O Vice B. S PredeVice Presien.
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BELLEVUE PUBLIO SCHOOLS,
Bellevue, Nebr. September 15, 1969.ion. SENATOR RUSSELL B. LONGO,

cAairman., Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Wahington, D.O.

MX CHAMMAN: The Bellevue School District of Bellevue, Nebraska wishes to
fle testimony in opposition to section 301 of H.R. 13270.

We oppose this section of the bill for the following reasons: (1) We believe that
those individuals who are buying municipal bonds are already indirectly taxed by
accepting a lower return on their money. (2) We are of the opinion that if this
section of the bill becomes law the inevitable litigation to follow will make the
municipal bond market an uncertainty for many years. (3) Any attempt to elimi-
uate or curtail the issuance of tax-free municipal bonds can only weaken local
self-government and place greater power in the federal bureaucracy in Washing-
ton. The citizens of our community are qualified to determine the needs of our
school and the ability of this community to meet those need.

As a federally impacted school district we have experienced a government
program for buP ding. The conclusion we have reached based on this experience
Is that the time lapse in appropriation does not allow this district to meet its
immediate needs.

Our district is attempting to sell bonds at the present time. We have been
unable to sell the bonds because of this proposal under consideration by the
Congress Because of rapid growth our district must sell bonds to meet the need
for additional facilities. We urge this Committee to reject the proposal to tax
municipal bonds.

Sincerely,
RIOHARD L. TarnzTrr,

Superintendent.

METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE
AND DAVIDSON COUNTY,

Nashville, Tenn., September 18, 1969.

lANCE COMMITTEE OF THE UNrrn STATES SENATE,
207 New Senate Office Bulding,
WTahington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: There will be few times in the history of our country when a
legislative effort on the part of our national government will be as adverse to
local and state government as certain provisions of H.R. 13270 the measure now
before your committee for consideration. It is not so much the exact extent to
fhieh this bill removes the tax-exempt status of state and municipal bonds as it
Is'the irreparable harm that would be done to our traditional governmental sys-
tem and balance. The Inference of bad faith that would be established by such
ietion could literally wreck all the current programs which aim at the promotion
of 'Intergovernmental relations. Efforts thereafter to establish strong local and
State government credit ratings would be an exercise in futility, and further con-
tX l of the Federal Government over local and state affairs would be assured.
- Everyone knowledgeable about public finance knows that to remove the tax

exempt status of our bonds means one of two things. We will either have to
tibandon our capital outlay programs, which are dependent upon our ability to
markett our obligations at reasonable debt service costs, or be put in a position of

mervience In this area of our operations. Surely, for the sake of the democratic
recess, you will not want to see the Federal bureaucracy take over control of

4it local functions to this extent.
Let's look at the present system. What is so wrong with us having our tax

exempt bonds? It affords a better approach to financial relief for us than anything
Suggested in the way of a Federal program in fifty years of ever-increasing
growth of power by the central government. Our bond purchasers by our obliga-
tions and in so doing they forego an opportunity to get a higher Interest rate In
the taxable market. We know they have an incentive for doing this and that's
Al",wlth us, because we are getting a better concession In the transaction than the
buyer. It saves us from thirtyfive to forty percent on our debt service costs
antully. Keep in mind, all this advantage coming our way without any element
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of the Federal Government having to be involved to any degree. It would be
a major mistake to have the municipal bond market abolished.

Submitted herewith and attached hereto are several statements from state and
local government officials relative to their views on H.R. 13270 as it pertains to
tax-exempt bonds. Please include these in my testimony.

Yours truly,
JOE E. ToRNCE,

Director of Finance.

STATEMENT or LINWOOD E. TOOMBS, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS, HENRICO COUNTY, VA.

Mr. Chairman and honorable members of the Sen ate Finance Committee,
I am Linwood E. Toombs, Chairman of the Board of -Supervisors of the County
of Henrico, Virginia. I am here to present our views relating to certain provi.
sion in House Bill No. 13270.

Henrico County is an urban county adjacent to the City of Richmond and has a
population of approximately one hundred and sixty five thousand citizens. Our
County maintains Its own system of schools, highways, utilities, recreation, we!.
fare and the countless other services required to meet the needs of an expanding
population.

Our current debt, represented by long-term bonds, is $43,020,500. In addition
we have an additional $15 million authorized, but as yet unissued, to provide
required new schools and classrooms, and $5 million to complete the firm financing
of water and sewer programs now almost completed. The $20 million represents
a current need and does not include the many unscheduled future capital im.
provements, such as highways, parks and library facilities and office space to
adequately serve our citizens. For many months we have delayed issuing our
authorized bonds in the hope that the interest rates on municipal bonds would
decline as a result of measures taken by the Federal Government to combat the
inflationary trend which has so adversely affected the cost of borrowing.

During this period a further deterrent to the improvement of our borrowing
costs has risen as a result of proposals in the House of Representatives Bill
No. 13270 which is now before this Committee for study and recommendation
This Bill, a "Tax Reform Bill", contains provisions which would both directly
and indirectly tax the interest earned on obligations of State and local Govern-
ments. As a result, rather than seeing bond interest rates decline, we have seen
higher and higher rates--to such an extent, that under our legal interest ceiling
of six percent-it may now not ever be possible to sell our securities on todays'
market

Gentlemen, we, like until hundreds of other local governments, are in a very
real dilemma. How do we raise the funds required to provide educational fa.
cilities--facilities which are needed in the immediate future? How do we secure
permanent financing for utility improvements which have, or are now being
installed through temporary financing arrangements? These are questions for
which we do not now have answers but which must soon be solved.

The Minimum Income Provision or, Limit on Tax Preferences, included in
H.R. Bill No. 13270, would result in a direct tax on interest earned on State and
local obligations whenever the aggregate of certain preferred income excluded a
specified tax formula. This, Gentlemen, is a complete change in the traditional
treatment of such income, and is to say the least, on questionable legal grounds.
In this respect, we are advised that the Attorney General has expressed doubt as
to Its legality. The Court tests which would be inevitable if this becomes law
would place a cloud over the municipal bond market, with a further Increase in
the already burdensome Interest rates.

In addition, because of the retroactive feature by which the interest on ap-
proximately 120 billion in outstanding municipal and State bonds would become
taxable to some extent, the holders of these obligations would suddenly find the
value of their holdings materially decreased. Since these bonds were purchased at
a price to yield a specified return on a non-taxable basis, the purchasers of these
bonds were willing to accept a lesser yield. Now, however, the holder will find
that the return has decreased, and may decide that further retention of the
investment would be unprofitable.
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In such event, we could very well see the market flooded with existing issues
which would provide competition to the new issues which must be marketed
to provide the capital to construct new State and local public institutions, schools,
utilities, highways and the magnitude of other public improvements required by
our expanding populations. No one can possibly foresee the harm and confusion
which will result if this Bill Is passed with its provisions to tax the income of
State and local bonds. As I indicated earlier, there is in our minds serious doubt
concerning the Constitutional authority for this proposed legislation. The fact
that, this time, the law would apply only to individuals is of small comfort. For
if the Congress has the right to impose this tax at all-then the next move would
lead to the taxing of commercial banks and the other financial institutions
holding the bulk of State and local tax exempt obligations. Herein lies the real
danger-and here is where the harm has already been done as now reflected In
bids on our obligations.

Henrico County is not a depressed economic area. Rather, we have a healthy
economy, little unemployment, and a "double A" credit rating by Moody's Inves-
tors Service. Our bonds have been eagerly sought by purchasers who have gen-
erally recognized our stability by competitively pricing our obligations at interest
rates below normal market conditions. But not today! Today, with the very real
threat of direct and indirect Federal taxation of the interest on bonds such as
ours, the bond purchaser Is now unwilling to accept the normally lower interest
return historically accorded State and local bonds inasmuch as he may now also
be required to pay Federal tax on this income. Consequently, he can no longer
afford to accept a lower yield municipal obligation and is now offering to buy
only at much higher interest rates. As we understand House Bill No. 13270, Title
III Includes provisions which would impose a direct tax on Interest earnings from
State and local obligations through a "Minimum Income Provisions" known as
the "Limit on Tax Preferences", and provisions to Indirectly tax these earnings
through the "Allocation of Deduction Provision."

It is not our Intention to go into the details of these provisions. However, it
is clear that the net result of these would be to impose a Federal tax on the
obligations of both State and local obligations.

We are told that this is a "Tax Reform Bill", that loopholes of many kinds
have been closed. We are first to commend the Congress for this action and we
quarrel not with the intent of this Bill. We oppose only one thing-the proposal-
the very right of the Federal Government to impose taxes--either directly or
indirectly on the income of our State and local obligations.

Gentlemen, why have the purchasers of our obligations been willing to buy our
securities at low interest yields? The answer is obvious-they are tax free!
Because of this they will accept a lower return. Who has benefited? Again the
answer is obvious-the average taxpayer and property owner in our communities.
They have benefited in the lower property taxes required to pay the interest on
these obligations.

Now, if our obligations became taxable, with the inevitable higher interest rates
which State and local governments will be required to pay-who will be the
ultimate loser? Not the future bond purchaser-he will price his bid to reflect the
taxable feature. No, It will be the average taxpayer and property owner who will
suffer through the increased local tax levies required to pay the higher interest
rate. The burden has merely shifted to the already over-taxed average citizen. In
view of this inescapable conclusion, we request that you strike from this bill all
measures in Title III which would in any way, directly or indirectly, place a
Federal tax on the Interest of State and local obligations.

Title VI of the Bill contains a provision whereby the Secretary of the Treasury
is given authority to pay a subsidy to those State and local governments who
elect to give up their tax exemption status and issue fully taxable bonds. This
Subsidy in the beginning would be from 30 to 40 percent of the interest charges,
but In five years, would be reduced to as low as 25 percent.

We are told that the normal relationship of municipal bonds to corporate bonds,
on the average, runs from 30 to 45 percent lower for municipals. If this be true,
il a very short time the subsidy would be below the lowest ratio. In addition, in
our own case in the County of Henrlco, one favorable credit and the respect for
our bonds in the market, has in most instances, resulted in rates below the aver-

,88-865 0-9-pt. 4- 72
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ages for similar bonds. Consequently, even if an equitable formula can be devised
to compensate local government for higher interest costs on taxable bonds, we
doubt that we would receive a payment equal to the advantage previously
enjoyed.

I would like, with minor changes and additions, to echo the recent comments
made by the Executive Director of the Municipal Finance Officers Association.

1. We are not here to defend the special interests of wealthy individuals;
instead, we are here to defend Interests of the average citizen and taxpayer from
the increased local taxes required to meet the higher interest costs on State and
local obligations which will result from taxing the interest earnings on such
obligations.

2. We are not seeking to preserve a benefit conferred by Congress; rather we
are here to seek a continuance of benefits stemming from the Constitution of the
United States by preserving the right of State and local governments to issue
tax-free obligations.

3. We are not attempting to oppose provisions of this Bill whereby individuals
would be subject to a minimum tax, nor a system of allocating deductions; but
we are here to oppose the inclusion of interest on State and local obligations from
being included in any of these Sections.

4. We are not here to impede "tax equity"; on the other hand, we are here to
oppose tax inequity which we firmly believe would result since the purchaser of
such obligations has already made tax payment "in kind" through the acceptance
of lower interest earnings.

5. We are not here to represent any special interests; we speak for Govern.
ment-State and local-and the millions of average citizens who make up these
governments-who will be adversely affected through the higher taxes each will
be required to pay to State and local governments to meet the vastly increased
interest costs which will result if this Bill is approved as now proposed.

6. We implore you to remove all provisions in this Bill which would, in any
way, directly or Indirectly, result in a Federal tax on the interest earned on State
and local obligations, both existing obligations, or those which may be Issued in
the near future.

And finally, it seems to us that a proposal which would say to the many pur-
chasers of our bonds, that even though they purchased a tax exempt obligation
at a low interest yield in good faith, and even though these bonds hear legal
opinions attesting to the fact that they were tax exempt under all existing legis-
lation, now through retroactive Federal legislation these investments are now
taxable, that somehow this cannot but undermine the public's very faith in the
integrity of Government.

I thank you for this opportunity to present our views on this most vital issue.

CITY OF NORFOLK,
Norfolk, Nebr., October 1, 1969.

MR CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE :
Availing ourselves of the opportunity extended by telegram dated September

2, 1969, the City of Norfolk would like to present the following testimony in oppo-
sition to those portions of H.R. 13270 that relate to any form of taxation of the
income from municipal bonds.

Norfolk is a city of 16,000 persons located in northeast Nebraska. Our econ-
omy is basically agricultural.

Our City and School District has a bonded indebtedness of approximately
$5,000,000.00 with an average interest rate of about 3 and % per cent. The
annual interest cost is $175,000.00 or a little more than $10.00 per person. Like
all other governmental subdivisions, we are having difficulty meeting current
operating costs without the added burden of doubling the cost of capital Impove-
ments. The Federal Government has on the one hand reqUired large expenditures
for anti-pollution of streams, schools, sanitary sewer systems, etc., and has on
the other hand taken away the means of the City to finance such improvements.

The confusion and chaos that has already occurred in the bond market has
made many municipal and school projects impossible to start or complete.
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The Statutes of the State of Nebraska in many instances require that the
maximum interest rate on bonds be 6 per cent and It is presently not possible to
secure buyers for bonds that carry an Interest rate within the statutory
maximum.
-The proponents of H.R. 13270 talk of a Federal subsidy to put the cities back

into their former position. This is untenable. There can be no subsidy program
without a Federal agency to determine what projects qualify for the subsidy and
which do not. Given this, the Federal agency has the power to determine What,
Where, When and How Much. Local governments and their local taxpayers
have provided for their own capital improvements and hope to be able to con-
tinue to do so-they require, however, that they be the ones to determine What,
Where, When and How Much.
, We feel, as do all of the other opponents of H.R. 13270, that the Act Is uncon-
stitutional and that any amendment proposing a waiver of immunity would
likewise be unconstitutional.
C. Only by allowing municipal bonds to remain tax exempt can the integrity and
independence of the municipality be maintained.

We respectfully urge not only that the Committee delete those portions of the
Bill that relate to the taxability of income from Municipal Bonds but further
arge that this Committee immediately go on record as being opposed to such
provisions. We feel that such a response by the Committee will at least tend to
Aabilise the present chaotic condition of the bond market.

EDWARD I. VRZAL, Mayor.

STATEMENT OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION, BY RICHARD VAN-
HOOSE, SUPERINTENDENT, JEFFERSON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, JEFFERSON
COUNTY, KENTUCKY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee: As superin-
tendent of the Jefferson County Public Schools, Louisville, Kentucky, I am in a
position to evaluate the need for tax-exempt municipal bonds. Our school district
has grown from 47,000 to 89,000 students during the past ten years. Our building
program has been financed almost entirely through school construction revenue
bonds. Jefferson County bond sales during the past five years:

1965 ------------------------------------------------ $ 3,250.000
1966 ------------------------------------------------- 10,570,000
1967 ------------------------------------------------- 13,975,000
1968 ------------------------------------------------- 12,815,000
1969 ------------------------------------------------- 16,950,000

At the present time we have a total of $69,000,000 in bonds to be paid over the
next twenty-five years. Even this accelerated construction program financed
through bonds has left us with unmet needs for our student population.

Our last $3,150,000 bond issue sold in August for 6.6 percent. We feel that the
Interest rate reflected anxiety caused by the threat to the tax-exempt status of
municipal bonds. We have another $1 million issue scheduled for sale later this
month, and we are concerned by the severe deterioration of the bond market.
The State of Kentucky has a 7 percent interest rate ceiling.
i'We have difficulty in marketing our bonds because of the large number issued
in recent years. While school construction revenue bonds are acceptable in local
-preas, our sources of marketing have reached the limit which they may hold of
Jaefferson County School Revenue Bonds. This makes it necessary for us to go

outside .the State of Kentucky to sell our bonds. It is difficult enough to sell to
11home folks." You can imagine our problem when we try to place these bonds
.elsewhere, especially without a tax exemption feature. There does not seem to
be any broad public support for taxing municipal securities. The appeal is pri-
marily an emotional one to tax a few of the millionaire income class.
Oae of the few current advantages enjoyed by local governments is the tax-

,evpmpt status of municipal bonds. Destruction of this financial resource would
constitute a serious problem for schools and other institutions for which local and
state governments are responsible. I respectfully ask the Finance Committee to
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give thoughtful consideration to preserving the present tax-exempt status of
municipal bonds to allow local governments to seek minimum cost financing of
long-term projects.

STATEMENT BY FRANK M. WHISTON, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO BOARD OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Committee on Finance: I am Frank
M. Whiston, President of the Chicago Board of Education. It is a pleasure to
have this opportunity to present my views on certain sections of HR-13270, the
Tax Reform Act of 1969.

The sections of HR-13270 with which I am primarily concerned are those
which would affect the tax-exempt interest on certain governmental obligations.
The Chicago Board of Education annually markets over $148,000,000 in tax antic.
ipation warrants and we expect the Public Building Commission of Chicago to
sell $140,000,000 in bonds over the next two or three years to finance construction
of our school buildings. Hence our vital concern as to the marketability of these
instruments and the interest rate that will be required.

It is my conviction that Section 301, dealing with the limit on tax preferences,
and Section 302 on the allocation of deductions, would seriously impair the
marketability of our tax warrants and bonds and require much higher interest
rates. The added cost of borrowing would be a severe burden on the already
strained finances of the Board of Education and of course would result eventu-
ally in higher taxes for property owners.

It is also my belief that these proposed changes will result in lengthy litiga.
tion. During the several years the matter would be in court the tax status of
municipal obligations would be unknown and the market for our tax warrants
and bonds would be totally disrupted. This would leave the Chicago Board of
Education in financial chaos.

The provision in Section 601 for the issuance of taxable bonds and the interest
subsidy provided in Section 602 are considered impractical and costly ways of
overcoming the difficulties created by Section 301 and 302.

In conclusion I wish to indicate my complete opposition to Sections 301, 302,
601, and 602 of HR 13270 and request that they be eliminated from the Senate
version of the Tax Reform Act of 1960.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this statement.
September 19,1969.

TEXAS WATER CONSERVATION,
ASSOCIATION,

Austin, Tex., September 20, 1969.
STATEMENT OF JOSIAH WHEAT, PRESIDENT, TExAS WATER CONSERVATION

ASSOCIATION, AUSTIN, TEXAS

TO: SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE IN OPPOSITION TO H.R. 13270

It is with the utmost urgency that the Texas Water Conservation Association
pleads the catastrophic effects that certain sections of the Tax Reform Act of
1969 (H.R. 13270) has placed on the municipal bond market. The minimum in-
come tax provisions and the income allocation procedures of the bill seek to cir-
cumvent the United States Constitution which exempts the interest on municipal
bonds from all federal taxation. The United States House of Representatives has
chosen to ignore the educated pleadings from all segments of local and state
leadership to pass H.R. 13270 on August 7th. Since, deterioration of the tax-
exempt bond market has been predictable. The evaporation of new monies into
this market culminated when the City of Houston, our State's largest city, re-
cently failed to attract bids for its bonds. The city resorted to a negotiated sale
to provide funds so desperately required to eliminate the need for water ration-
ing in the city. We urge the United. States Senate to oppose any legislation that
directly or indirectly places a federal tax on interest of municipal bonds.
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STATEMENT OF THE CITY OF WATEMURY

Subject bill will have a hearing before the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
on or about September 23, 1969. The contents of the bill should frighten every
local and state government in the country. It may very well be the final blow
to all municipal solvency.

As Budget Director of this City for the past twenty-five years, I have watched
the demands on the municipal government grow in intensity, scope and cost.
Each requited demand had a natural resultant reflection in the local tax rate.
There was no relief given to the City in broadened tax structures or grants. Each
grant given by the higher levels of government carried strings attached that
resulted in municipal operating costs.

At this moment, Waterbury is considering an investment of 50 million dollars
in its school plant. It has a capital improvement program grossing 218 million
dollars. Other municipalities are in the same situation proportionately. The
City's share of such expenditures will be financed by bond issues. Our execution
of the capital improvement plan is also certain to increase the City's operating
costs.

To add to such costs by arbitrarily increasing the interest expense to the
municipalities seems almost a wanton and hostile act against the municipalities.

The attack which the proposed bill levels is not, as described, against non-
tax paying millionaires but rather a direct attack on the local taxpayers through-
out the country. As a result of this legislation, the local taxpayer will rpeIve a
diminished quality and scope of service and a higher tax rate.

Many of the local taxpayers throughout the country are living on fixed and
meagre incomes. Their distress is evident when one considers that in this com-
munity there are over 2,200 families who have proven their inability to cope with
the local tax burden and by statute have been granted relief.

I charge that the contents of this bill are unconstitutional, inconsistent, im-
moral and unethical. If the bill is passed 'n its present form, then I foresee
the demise of integrity and responsibility in our federal government.

UNCONSTITUTIONALITY

For years, it has been my contention that taxing the interest on municipal
bonds constitutes the levying of an ad valorem tax on the property within the
several communities of the country. Because it further becomes a tax on such
several municipalities and the Federal government has no constitutional auth-
ority to do so. It now appears that the U.S. Attorney General admits that there
are grave constitutional questions involved, making me feel naore secure in my
original approach to this matter.

If the proposed tax is levied, its constitutionality will undoubtedly be chal-
lenged in court. This action may consume several years before a final decision
is reached. In this interval, the bidders on bonds will be offering a high interest
rate reflecting the statutory taxable status of the bond income. The courts, I
believe, will ultimately find the provisions of this bill unconstitutional. This
means that the holders of the municipal bonds will have an unwarranted wina-
fall income.

A decision on the constitutionality of the taxable status of interest on munici-
pal bonds may very well have an effect on the taxable status of municipal sal-
aries under the Public Salary Act of 1938. There may very well ensue income
tax refunds to all municipal employees for a period of over thirty years.

INCONSISTENT

The holders of bonds issued by private corporations are taxed on the Income
derived therefrom. Offsetting this taxation is the ability of the issuing corpora-
tion to treat such item as a tax deduction. The interest on municipal issues is
not In the same category.
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IMMORALITY

The bill, I am informed, was sold to the House of Representatives as part of a
tax reform measure. Supposedly, there exists 154 millionaires with an income in
excess of $200,000.00 per year who pay no income taxes. I am advised that not
one of these persons owned a municipal bond.

UNETHICAL

The bill proposes that bonds now outstanding will be included in the taxable
status. These bonds were sold with the understanding that the income derived
therefrom would be excludable from the gross income of the recipient. This is a
firm legal contractual relationship. I challenge the constitutionality of any action
by Congress which interferes or sets aside a contract. The persons who have pur.
chased these securities accepted a reduced interest rate because the income from
the investments was non-taxable. This is a proposed unethical act, not worthy of
the American government.

Respectfully submitted,
THE CITY OF WATERBURY
(8) Arnold E. Furlong

( ity Auditor and Director of Budget).

STATEMENT TO THE SENATE COmt rnE ON FINANCE BY PAUL A. AMuNDSu
EXECUTIVE DmrCTOR, AmERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PORT AUTHORITIES ON H.R. 18270

Public marine terminals bave never been attractive to private capital. With a
few exceptions they have been developed by city or state governments or agencies
thereof.

Local government has been able to provide such facilities at low investment
rates because of the marketability of fully tax exempt general obligation or
revenue bonds.

Historically, the total local public Investment in marine terminals had reached
$861,000,000 by 1941.

As attachments show, investment by city and state port agencies for 1946-65
has been $2,127,464,000. An additional $692,789,000 is being spent in the 1968-70
period, bringing all-time expenditures to almost $3.7 billion.

While minor portions of this total investment stem from direct appropria-
tions by state and city governments, and from direct reinvestment of operating
revenues, almost the entire dependency of the U.S. public port system is upon
the fully tax exempt revenue bond or the general obligation bond for investment
capital.

For this reason the member ports of The American Association of Port Au-
thorities are 'opposed to any direct or indfrect Federal taxation of interest. on
State and Municipal bonds. The effect of any such taxation on the bond market,
already brought out by other witnesses, is, on the nation's seaport system, total
and direct. Consider that system.

State port agencies apply in Maine, Massachusetts, New York and New Jersey
(bi-state), Philadelphia, Pa.-Camden, N.J. (bi-state), Maryland, Virginia, North
and South Carolina and Georgia as well as in Alabama. New York, Phildelphia,
Norfolk, Savannah and others also have City agencies. Wilmington, Delaware
is a city Port Commission. The Louisiana ports of New Orleans, Lake Charles
and Baton Rouge are administered by agencies deriving their powers from the
State. The Port Commissions of Mississippi are agencies of the State's Board
of Agriculture and Industry. In Florida, a system of county port agencies applies
(not unlike Navagation Districts). Well defined and more autonomous port
authorities exist in Jacksonville and Tampa.

As the United States developed westward, from the Mississippi River, It is
notable that port development began in local public hands and then remained
so, there being very little private operation of commercial waterfront facilities
in the West Gulf, and almost none in the states of California, Oregon, Washing-
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ton. Texas ports are governed by Navigation Districts deriving their powers from
the State. The port cities of California were given "commerce and navigation"
responsibilities by the State and hence the California pattern has been one of
City development primarily. San Diego has within the last several years
changed from a City agency to a regional Port Authority. San Francisco, long
the lone State agency, within recent months has become a City agency.

Oregon has City agencies generally and a State agency identified with the
Columbia River and airport structure. Washington has a system much like that
of Florida, involving districts and elected commissioners, emanating from State
powers.

Turning to the Great Lakes, the City harbor departments there in many cases
have been replaced by port authorities including Duluth, Toledo, Cleveland and
Buffalo. In Chicago there is both a City port department and a Chicago Regional
Port District under State auspices. Milwaukee remains a City department
whereas Detroit Is a port commission under County auspices.

Every one of the port agencies has developed In an atmosphere of local self-
determination. As each port area evolved, protection of the public interest of
that area, from the standpoint of waterborne commerce and harbor development
has resulted In a port agency particularly tailored to that area's needs. As a
result, no two of the agencies are alike as political structures. Nor are they alike
as business entities.

Competing for a fair share of the nation's export-import tonnage is a large
part of the Job of protecting the local public Interest, and this competition Is
very keen among ports In the cargo producing centers here and abroad.
:Competing for industrial locations Is likewise very keen, for this is "captive

cargo" which is built Into the port physical plant.
Seaport competition for cargo, given equal freight rates and frequency of

Sailings, really boils down to the provision of port facilities which offer effl-
clencie, to thp shipper and steamship line. This competition has resulted in the
finest natonal port system on the globe.
:'It consists of 2,121 deepwater cargo terminals of all types (bulk as well as
general cargo) of which 1254 were constructed since 1940. The average age of
the total plant Is 24.6 years, well under the typical amortization period of 35
years.
In general cargo terminals, where the competition Is very keen, 720 of the

above terminals were built since 1946, their average age being 11 years.
Of these, 49 are container terminals built since 1965, average age 4 years.

Another 24 container terminals are under construction and another 45 are In
th planning stage.
,! Almost the total investment in this system has been by local public agencies
through fully tax exempt bond Issues.

The Federal investment in ports has been mainly In the form of deepwater
channels, the U.S. Engineers being responsible for navigable waterways.
,The all-time Federal investment In channels since 1824 totals almost $1.5
billion, Including maintenance. Comparing this to the historic local public
investment In marine terminals (S3.7 billion) means that port authorities have
invested more than $2.00 for every Federal dollar.
::'Customs collections at marine terminals for fiscal 1909 totalled $3 billion
(excluding air cargo). The Federal deep channel appropriation for fiscal 1970
will probably be $35.5 million.
,T Thus on ports alone, the Federal Government has a very advantageous arrange-

int bhre. A 10.000% annual cash flow return on Its dollar of annual investment
Ad the minor partner in the Joint venture.
f, Th tecbnoloy of world shipping is undergoing rapid change. Thanks to the
Mtbpetitive public port system of the United States, the nation's world gateways
are keeping pace and indeed assumed an early leadership position In urging new
technology.
P The Senate Finance Committee should very carefully consider that a major
ifatIfital asset, totally dependent upon local tax exempt issues for Its progress,
Is being'destruetively desit with bv those provisions of H.R. 13270 which directly
o't1ndiretly hamper marketability through taxation.
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Ex hbit C
NORTH AMERICAN PORT DEVELOPMENT CUMULATIVE EXPENDITURES
GENERAL CARGO FACIUTIES (millions of dollar)
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Exhibit D
NORTH AMERICAN PORT DEVELOPMENT CUMULATIVE EXPENDITURES
SPECIALIZED CARGO FACILTIES (millions of dollars)
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TABLE Xl.-PORT DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES, JAN. 1, 1961, TO DEC. 31, 1965; JAN. 1, 1966, TO DEC. 31, 1970

[In thousands)

1966-70 1961-65

Area New M-R Total New M-R Total

W Atlantic:
Authorized .....................
Planned ........................

Total ........................

Soth Atlantic:
Authorized .....................
Planned ........................

Total ........................

Cup Coast:
Authorized .....................
Planned ........................

Total .......................

$94,131 $27,466 $121,597 ....................................
74,000 2,278 76,278 .......................

168,131 29,744 197, 875 $258,130 $76,332 $334, 462

43, 031 15,906 58, 937 ...................................
25,450 675 26,125 ........................

68,481 16,581 85,062 47,867 5,384 53,251

62,061
24,321

14,573 76,634 ....................................
1,439 25,760 ........................

86,382 16,012 102,394 126,453 30,647 157,100

Paific Coast:
Authorized ....................
Planned ........................

Totai .......................

Siwat Lakes:
Authorized .....................
Planned ........................

Total .......................

Aaka, Hawaii, Puerto Rico:
Authorized .....................
Planned .......................

Total .......................

Canada:
Authorized .....................
Planned ........................

269,933
58,833

41,560 311,493 ....................................
5,013 63,846 ........................

328,766 46,573 375, 339 194,947 25, 389 220, 336

10,000 ............
500 1,000

10,000 ....................................
1,500 ...........................

10,500 1,000 11,500 48,554 5,049 53,603

13,366 250 13,616 ....................................
17,163 3,130 20,293 ........................

30,529 3,380 33,909 26,099 20, 800 46,899

63,873 15, 555 79,428 ....................................
43,160 9,512 52,672...........................

Total ........................ 107,033 25,067 132,100 155,950 21,711 177,661

Total:
Authorized .....................
Planned ........................

Total ........................

556,395 115,310 671,705 ....................................
243,427 23,047 266,474

799,822 138,357 938,179 858,000 185,312 1,043,312

STATEMENT OF JACK S. BURK, PRESIDENT, BARNARD AND BURK, INC.,
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, BATON ROUGE, LA.

Our firm's consulting engineering practice includes a large volume of municipal
and other public works. We represent a substantial number of municipalities,
school boards, special service districts (waterworks, sewerage, drainage, road,
etc.) and other political subdivisions and local units of government in the South-
ern and Southeastern States in connection with the above. Our clients are directly
affected by the proposed tax legislation, which strikes at the heart of their method
of raising money to construct essential governmenta, facilities to meet the needs
of their constituents. Traditionally, these local entities have financed capital
Improvements through the Issuance and sale of bonds or other debt obligations
carrying an exemption under existing law from federal income taxation. Because
the proposed legislation (insofar as it relates to the treatment of municipal
bonds) will adversely affect and virtually cripple their financing power, they
have requested that we vigorously oppose, on their behalf, such legislation.

We will address ourselves to the matter of specific objections to the proposed
tax reform bill. We object to (1) the allocation of deductions and (2) the federal

°
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subsidy plan on the grounds that (a) they raise serious questions involving the
immunity of states and their political subdivisions from taxation by the federal
government which cannot be resolved except through lengthy and costly litiga.
tion, the effect of which will be to paralyze local finance until a final judicial
determination of the issue; (b) they would prevent the orderly financing of
public improvements in an established capital market in the private sector of
the economy at a time when such improvements are needed to help overcome the
tremendous socioeconomic problems facing urban areas; and (c) they would
result in a deterioration and destruction of the historic federal-state relationship
in the field of public finance and centralize the control of local finance in the
federal government at great cost to the citizens and taxpayers of the nation. The
combined effect of the foregoing could be to fuel an economic recession of major
proportions.

The successful imposition of the proposed taxes would require that the Supreme
Court overrule certain long-standing constitutional law. This will make litigation
inevitable and will doom the municipal bond market to several years of confusion
and disorder, which will seriously delay the financing of and thereby the realize.
tion of important health and community services. In addition, but of secondary
importance, it will cost the public taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars in
additional interest costs.

The inescapable fact is that even the threat of removal of the tax exempt fea-
ture from municipal bonds has resulted in a drastic increase in interest rates on
such bonds in recent months, to the point where nearly two billion dollars of
such bonds have not been sold. This results in the delay or postponement of a
corresponding amount of construction of vitally needed public improvement.
The taxation of interest on such bonds would permanently impair the ability of
local governments to finance such construction, Just at a time when the need for
public facilities is at its peak. Then the so-called "taxpayer revolt" would become
the "peoples' revolution" because the working man would be required to pay
higher taxes to finance fewer improvements. Nor is the answer at this point a
federall subsidy to "cover the difference" in the cost of issuing tax-free and taxable
bonds. We already have a unique and time-tested subsidy program in the tax-free
privilege accorded municipal bonds. This system has worked effectively for many
years and should not be changed unless there is clear evidence of a better system,
which Is not provided for in the proposed legislation.

At a time when state-federal "revenue sharing" is being recognized as one
solution to the many economic ills at the local level, a tax on bonds is proposed
which would, in effect, shift revenue from the state to the federal level, resulting
in a net loss to the states and local subdivisions. Inevitably this shift would bring
federal control and weaken our entire system of federal-state relationships.

In conclusion, the retention of our entire state-federal government structure
and the preservation of a sound economy demands that any attempts to levy a
tax on interest or municipal bonds be defeated.

LAw Omozs,
DODRILL & DODUn.L,

Huntington, W. Va., September 283,1969.Hon. RoDUaT B, n,
U.S. Senate,
Washngto, D.O.

Dz a SzATO Bmwn: Because of my interest in the financing capabilities of
the Tri-State Airport Authority, I am writing you this personal letter concerning
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, presently pending before the Senate.

In my opinion, an immediate and substantial rise in the cost of borrowing by
state and local governments operating public airports would certainly result if
the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which would change the current
tax exemption of state and local government bond interest, are enacted into law.

As passed by the House, this legislation provides for indirectly taxing the
interest on tax-exempt municipal bonds through the minimum income tax and
allocation of deductions mechanisms. Interest would be included in the base of
a minimum income tax to apply to individuals. In addition, individuals receiving
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_iome from tax free bonds and financial institutions and other corporations hav-
ing deposits and policyholder accounts would be required to allocate itemized

Siuctlons between taxable and tax free income.
,:The bill also contains an alternative capital financing mechanism to "encour-
ae" states and local governments to relinquish "voluntarily" the right to issue
fix-exempt bonds and, by issuing taxable bonds, to become eligible to receive a
fted percentage interest subsidy from the Federal Government.
This subsidy percentage would range between 30 and 40 percent from date of

6ctment of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, and January 1, 1975. Thereafter, it
6uld range between 25 and 40 percent. Determination of interest yield on any
iskie of obligations would be made immediately after their Issuance. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury would administer the interest subsidy program and would
establish the ground rules under which the municipalities could elect to utilize
the program.

The attraction of municipal bonds on the open market would certainly be
Impaired by the provisions of the Tax Reform Act. If enacted into law, a breach

_ of faith to holders of municipal bonds would occur (because the bill's language
- would apply to outstanding bonds) and potential Investors would lose confidence

Ii the security of new municipal bonds as an Investment. It would also mean
that new buyers would have to be found for $10 billion to $20 billion annually
of new debt securities for the local public sector of the economy.The impact of this legislation and the resulting increased interest rates on
municipal bonds (estimated from one to two percent) would be borne In great
measure by the local taxpayer. With present economic conditions increasing pres-
sure on all forms of municipal financing, including the upward push on bond
interest, the cost of capital financing for urgently needed public works would go
beyond legal and economic limits.

Too little Is known about the salability of a tamablo municipal bond. Such a
bond would have to compete with corporate debentures, utility bonds and Federal
securities for available capital and would normally sell at the interest rate
above those of other taxable securities and cost the public taxpayer hundreds of
millions of dollars in additional interest cost.

The required reliance on the Federal Government for an interest subsidy
would seriously impair the local resource allocation responsibility which is in-
herent in our system of government. In reality, the interest subsidy provision
would provide the Secretary of the Treasury with a tool for minimizing any
competition from taxable municipal securities at a time the Federal Government
attempts to float its own debt securities. It would also enable the Secretary to
minimize the cost of the program to the Federal Government.

The situation is compounded by the constitutional Issue Inherent In the pro-
vision for taxing municipal bonds. State and local officials have long maintained
that the exemption of municipal securities is derived from the foundations of
our Federal system of government. This exemption stems from the McCilllooh vs.
Maryland decision in 1819. There is no doubt that if this Tax Reform Act Is
enacted into jaw, as written, litigation will result and will doom the municipal
bond market to several years of chaos. With the market for tor-exempt bonds
badly impaired, some state and nost local governments uqll have to turt to the
only banker available, the Federal (Iovernment, and they will have to mcct its
terms to borrow moitjy. A Federal agency, not the state or local government, will
determine what constitutes a public need, what planning is "economically sound"
and what and when projects may be built. As stated by Marshall, Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court, in McCulloch vs. Maryland, "the power to tax Is the power
to destroy."
-..,Yeur commitment to press for deletion of municipal bond interest from the
ln xnumn income tax and allocation of deductions provisions of the Tax Reform

Act of 1969, during Senate deliberation is urgently requested. I am aware of your
troug Interest in constitutional law and the preservation of the integrity of

sate and local governments In our system of dual sovereignties. I sincerely urge
You to contest this effort to use the Federal taxing power to subordinate local
g9yernmental prerogatives to the desires, opinions and plans of Federal agencies.

'urtber, the interim damage to local financing capabilities while the constitu-
iQuaality of the proposed legislation is being tested will be incalculable.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES F. DODRILL.
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EHLERS AND ASSoCIATES, INc.,
FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS,

MinneapoUs, Minn., September 15, 1969.
THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
2227 New Senate Ofce Building,
Washington, D.C.:

This communication is in lieu of an oral presentation to the committee on pro.
visions of HR 13270 affecting taxation of interest on state and local bonds. In
general this will be in opposition to these provisions in the proposed legislation.

By way of background, the writer is the principal of Ehlers and Associates,
Inc., a government finance consulting firm which has been commissioned to assist
the financing of some 500 capital improvement projects for over 300 local govern.
ments in mostly, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin. The
firm is not a bond dealer or broker.

Without going into constitutional questions of which members of Congress
must be fully aware, this will discuss only some very serious and very practical
objections to proposals to tax interest on these -bonds and substitute federal
financing either through a dual coupon arrangement or through a so-called
"Urbank" or "Metro Bank".

1. EvAsioN OF TAXES--THE FALLAOY

It is charged by Mortimer Caplin that while municipalities save $1 billion
per year the federal government losses $2 billion per year. The House Committee
estimates were $1.3 billion and $1.8 billion respectively and it has been admit.
ted that, allowing for estimating errors and the cost of a new, massive federal
agency, the saving and loss could just about wash.

It is charged by Caplin and others that municipal bond investors pay no taxes.
For example a midwest widow allegedly invested $57 million which has earned
$1.5 million per year tax free (a yield of 2.8%) as though she made no social
contribution. What is not recognized is that she could have elected to not invest
in public works and, instead, invest in (taxable) securities which would have
grossed some $1 million more annually. To be sure the federal government might
have extracted more than $1 million higher yield (if her investment had yielded
ordinary Income), but it is simply not true that this investor gave up nothing.
She did forgo some $1 million in lieu of federal taxes.

2. MARGINALITY or BOND SALES: MINIMUM TAX, ALLOCATION OF DEDucTIoNs

Under Paragraph 1 above the possibility of the federal government collecting
$1.8 million added taxes was cited. However, it is not proposed to tax all interest
on bonds And so this federal yield would not result under this bill proposed.
However, because of the marginal nature of the tax exempt bond market only a
minor Inpairment of the most prominent feature of such bonds would cause their
interest rates to approach those of taxable securities for the following reasons.

As we learned in Econ. 1 the price of a commodity (wheat for example) will
fall (interest rates rise in the case of bonds) to the level at which the entire
supply can be sold. If, by taxing state and local government bonds, Congress
destroys even a minor part of demand then the price of bonds must fall (interest
rates rise) to the point where lower tax bracket investors can be induced to buy
them. If some of the bond supply must be sold to someone already tax exempt
(such as pension funds, retirement funds, etc.) then the whole price/yield struc-
ture of tax exempt securities will move to that level. Thus, though the proposals
seem only directed at the very rich, the practical effect to local governments would
be to raise their Interest rates to the taxable yield level.

3. SUBSIDY, THE EDI.RAL TEAT, FEDERAL CONTROL

In recognition of the above result it is proposed to provide a subsidy of 25%
to 40% of municipalities' interest cost through a dual coupon arrangement or
through a federally sponsored "Urbank" or "Metro Bank". And, it is said, there
shall be no federal review of the advisability of a project' or the community's
ability to repay the bonds.

This is incredible. Congress has often deplored open end, back dor, massive
financing programs over which it has no control. Notwithstanding the language
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of the Bill, almost certainly some controls will be and should be imposed. For

example, would Congress stand for federal financing of segregated schools,
municipal liquor stores, ill advised medical facilities, a municipal or state owned
and operated commercial enterprise? Would local government be able to finance

projects not otherwise subject to the Davis-Bacon Act?
Ultimately there would have to be some federal control. This would mean the

destiny of local government would fall to a federal dependency, that local initia-
tive, which has accomplished so much, will degenerate into a begging for federal
handouts.

4. HALT OF PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION

The most immediate result of impairing the market for state and local gov-
ernment bonds and providing a federal pacifier would be the virtual halt of local
public works construction. Even now, because of this tax threat, many com-
munities are pressing their statutory interest rate limitations. Should the Bill
pass, we expect that few if any bonds will be sold on the market thereafter.

If our experience with federal programs says anything, it says there will be
something like a two year delay in effectively implementing a federal interest
substitute. A whole new federal agency must be set up to process upwards of
$15 billion of financing each year. An experienced staff must be recruited and
educated. Rules and regulations must be formed and adopted after hearings.
The investing public and public officials must be educated to a whole new concept
of lending and borrowing, applications must be prepared, gotten into the hands
of local officials, prepared, returned and processed and probably litigation must be
resolved. It is Impossible to see anything less than a 24 month time period for
Implementation of the federal subsidy. The questions then are: Can we afford
to Idle a large segment of the productive capacity of the heavy construction
Industry and its employees for two years? Can we afford a tax "reform" that will
derive little or no net revenues to the federal government? Can we afford to delay
needed sewers, water systems, schools, hospitals, highways, and other needed
local improvements for 24 months?

5. IIOATI ON

There Is a real constitutional question as to the taxation of interest on
municipal bonds, especially the retroactive features of HR 13270. Even though
the Bill talks about "allocation of deductions" holders of large blocks of bonds
can hardly be expected to let a large value of their holdings be confiscated by a
measure which, in effect, tax that interest.

6. OTHER SOLUTIONS

Without question the spread between taxable and tax exempt yields has
narrowed. One of the most serious reasons for this is the current congressional
threat to tax, directly or indirectly, and retroactively, the interest on tax exempt
bonds. At the moment the most appropriate remedy to restore the full value of tax
exemption to state and local governments would be to decisively strike this
proposal in HR 13270.

Beyond that, the most effective remedy to assure full value of the tax exemp-
tion would be to reduce the supply of tax exempt bonds.

As we noted, marketability of municipal bonds is marginal. That is, prices
of all bonds will move down to the level required to market the last bond. As
the supply of bonds grows the yields must increase (prices must fall) until buyers
are found-probably buyers in lower Income tax brackets.

One source of a large tax exempt bond supply has been federally sponsored
housing and urban development issues which, if financed entirely by the federal
government (non-tax exempt), would relieve much of the pressure on the market
for other tax exempt bonds. Though these housing issues constitute only about
$2 billion of a $16 billion tax annual exempt market, elimination of such
bonds would greatly improve the remaining market for other types of' tax
exempt bonds. Because of the marginal nature of the market, the resulting
interest rates would then drop to more truly reflect the full value of the tax
exemption as a saving to local governments. The spread 'between taxable and
tax exempt bonds would widen considerably.



From our side, the local government side, we must recognize that, since almost
all states and municipalities can offer tax exempt industrial revenue bond
financing, and since the location of industrial plants is again determined by old
economic factors, this type of financing should be done away with in all of the
50 states. No community can gain any special advantage over any other com-
munity by using this financing but its use has contributed substantially to the
oversupply of tax exempt bonds, higher tax exempt interest rates, and probably,
to the inclusion of this provision in HR 13270. We in municipal governments
must recognize this and support congressional efforts to eliminate this abuse of
tax exempt financing.

We must also recognize that so-called arbitrage or advance refunding bonds
can only sour the tax exempt bond market as a source of fresh money for actual,
new public improvements. These two provisions, reducing the amounts of in.
dustrial revenue bonds and advance refunding, bonds would be supported by us
and by most state and local officials.

IN SUMMARY

Removal or impairment of tax exemption of interest on state and local bonds
will raise little if any net revenues. It will, however, effectively and substantially
increase interest rates on local borrowing. It is not just a tax "reform", it will
result in a major restructuring of government. Those who own such bonds do
make a substantial contribution "in lieu of" federal taxes

If passed, this provision would cause about a two year halt in most local
improvement construction.

Notwithstanding language in HR 13270, there would, ultimately, be federal
control of local financing. In fact it would be unwise to not have control of a
$15 billion per year program.

There are some less drastic measures that can be taken without setting up
the new, massive and costly federal program provided in HR 13270.

Thank you for your attention.
Respectfully submitted,

EHLEB8 AND AssocIATEs, INo.,
By: Robert Ehlers.

STATEMENT OF OoRNELIUS W. GRAFTON, GRAIroN, FERmusoN,
FLEISOHE & HAuEM

MAY IT PIASE THE COMMIT:

As a Municipal Bond Lawyer with more than 30 years' experience, largely
in working with the smaller communities of Kentucky, I wish to be heard on
the point that these smaller communities simply cannot survive this legislation
In its present form.

Sections 601 and 602, with an appearance of innocence which assumes naivete
and downright stupidity, acr to offer a harmless and deceptive new choice on
a voluntary basis, while leaving undisturbed the privilege of issuing tax-exempt
bonds as in the past.

But quite obviously, the provisions in Section 301 and 302, providing for such
euphonium ' reforms" as Limited Tax Preference and Allocation of Deductions,
will, so destroy the marketability of tax-exempt bonds as clearly to indicate
that there is really no choice at all.

The smaller communities, for which I am undertaking to speak, will be
unable to market tax-exempt bonds; and when effectively forced by this legisla-
tion to seek the federal interest subsidy which is supposed to be just as. god,
they will learn that this is not an acceptable or workable substitute. Then It
will be too late.

The essential and tragic fallacy lies in the assumption, which is false, that
an interest subsidy, even in the maximum amount of 40% which IS permitted,
will make taxable bonds as marketable and effective as tax-exempt bonds, at the
same cost to the small community, and with the federal government making up
the difference.
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'Scmnebody is engaging in spinning out a self-pleasing but very foolish day-
dream. I have a mental picture of so-called experts in the Treasury Department
who entertain a theory that there is no difference between a taxable bond and
a tax-exempt bond that cannot be made up, in any and all events, by a 40%
interest subsidy. And I have no doubt that they prove their case by producing
the published averages of Dow Jones, The Daily Bond Buyer, and others. These
averages have little or no significance in the cases of bonds offered for sale by
little communities--they are openly published as being averages of bonds offered
and sold by the biggest issuers, the household names, and the credits which
have long and reassuring histories.

The same averages and theories are wholly without any realistic relation to
bonds offered by little issuers, names unfamliar to the investing public, and
credits which venture into the market-place for the first time. If these are effec-
tively deprived of the historic tax-exemption which gives them the only break
they have ever had; then, subsidy or no subsidy, they will be obliged to go
out in open competition with the gold-plated names of the great corporations
which are listed on the Exchanges and deal in terms of millions and billions
of dollar

This can be called "competition," if you like, but only in the cynical sense In
which it might be suggested that the local high school football team may fairly
"cmpete" with the New York Jets, the Baltimore Colts, or the Green Bay
Packers; the argument apparently being that the hospital and surgical bills will
e paid by the government, so everything will be equal.
In high school football in Kentucky, as I believe to be the case in many other

states, schools are put in different classes according to size; so that the big ones
$ay the big ones, the mediums play the mediums, and the little ones play the
d5lier little ones. Each has a chance to become a champion-but among equals,
and not with the odds rigged against them. So also in boxing, where feather-
#*ights are not put in the ring with heavyweights.

I carry no torch, nor shed tears of sympathy, for certain persons of great
wealth who are shown to have avoided payment of federal income taxes, in
whole or in part, by investing substantially in state and local tax-exempt bonds
Nor am I qualified by education or experience to weigh the right and the wrong
of avoiding taxes by making charitable contributions. These practices are held
up as deplorable "loopholes" which make people very angry and are said to
threaten a "taxpayers' revolt."

But it seems to me there is a certain amount of blindness or at least myopia
about all this, in terms of perspective. Out of perhaps 200 million people in the
United States, it appears from statements by proponents of this "Tax Reform
Bill," as found in the Congressional Record (August 7, 1969, page H7075) that
there are 155 persons worthy of being held up to the rest of us in horror on this
account.
oThe idea of curing 155 cases of this sort at the cost of destroying what little
ability small communities may have to finance essential local improvements (if
they can do it at all), seems to me to be like drowning the faithful family dog
in ordet to drown his fleas at the same time. No doubt the fleas will be drowned,
kad then we will adjourn to the back yard and bury Old Rover. This makes sense
only if you hate dogs; not just because you hate fleas.
iT assume that if I were testifying before this Committee in person, instead
of submitting this written statement,-I would be interrupted at this point (if
Vot considerably earlier), with a suggestion that I justify my essential premise
by explaining just why it is that an interest subsidy of up to 40% will not, In
,ct,,serve as the equivalent of exemption of interest from federal income taxa-
tkz in the first place.
oTbere is no trouble at all in making such an explanation-and to the experts
tho may still be doubters, I can only suggest that they come down to Kentucky,
prepare bond issues for little communities, and see what happens to them. They
bave a hard time getting noticed. Even with the benefits of tax exemption, the
Ift of engineering service, and competent and vigorous sponsorship and financial
osistance from licensed underwriters, they sometimes fail to receive a purchase
Vld. In many instances they can obtain no encouragement from dealers and
Investors, and have no choice but to look for grants and low-interest loans from
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the federal government, which virtually monopolizes the readiest sources of tax
revenues and therefore has all the money. If government grant and loan resources
have been exhausted (which is as often the case as not), they wait in line for
the next fiscal year's cppropriations--or give up and do without.

The principal bond-purchasing officer of one of the big New York banks told
me one day that he could give consideration to bonds of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, the City of Louisville, and perhaps seven other cities and the counties
in which they are situated. The other cities, counties and public bodies of Ken-
tucky could not be considered because they were not covered in published, official
source material, generally could not obtain ratings from the standard rating
agencies, had no credit history, and were offering bond Issues too small to war-
rant the expense of an independent study of his own.

A high-ranking officer in a nationally-known underwriting firm explained to
me that during the average week his staff has opportunities to participate in 50
to 100 bond syndicates-that it was impossible to give thoughtful consideration
to more than 20, and that the rest simply had to be passed up, regardless of the
fact that they might very well have merit. The ones that are passed up are
naturally the little ones that need help the most. I am not complaining. These are
the facts of life.

Our small communities, having no impact in the national markets, owe their
successful financial ventures, when they happen, to a combination of two factors-
the tax-exempt status of the bonds they can offer, and the loyal and vigorous
support they get, in meritorious cases, from investment banking firms operating
out of Louisville and Lexington, Kentucky, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Nashville,
Tennessee. These fine firms, well acquainted as they are with local conditions and
neighborhood customers for bonds in small lots, constitute the only available
market for those bond issues that cannot survive In the national market, yet
have merit enough to warrant distribution, with help. Otherwise there is no
place to go, except to governmental agencies for grants and what amount to
sub-marginal loans.

But all of these nearby dealers will tell you, I believe, that without the feature
of tax exemption working in their favor, the small 'bond issues they can other-
wise maange to distribute with persistent effort might as well be forgotten In the
face of the Tax Reform Bill of 1969. The little communities will be reformed out
of existence. If a purchase bid cannot be obtained-a subsidy of 40% of nothing
is nothing. Letcher County, Kentucky, cannot compete with General Motors.

Even the small local investors are already alarmed and their faith in their
national government has been shaken. The doctrine that the sovereign govern-
ments of the States may not tax the sovereign government or agencies of the
United States was originally enunciated by the Supreme Court in a case where
it was the United States that was the party seeking protection, and which
obtained it. It is scarcely imaginable that the doctrine does not apply in the
converse, when the idea is advanced that It is somehow permissible for the United
States to tax the governments, agencies, and subdivisions of the several States.
The Supreme Court has so held.

Exeniptlo, of interest received on bonds of the States, their municipalities,
agencies anu subdivisions has been in the income tax laws, and in the regulations
Implementing the income tax laws, as long as such laws and regulations have
been In existence. The basis has always been Justice John Marshall's truism
that "the power to tax is the power to destroy."

It has been upon the faith of these long-standing laws, regulations, and re-
peated interpretations of them, that investors large and small have purchased
state and local bonds upon terms favorable to public issuing bodies--terms which
could not otherwise have been Justified. Now these Investors are confronted by
legislative proposals that seek to obtain by indirection and circuity what the
Congress obviously knows it cannot achieve by a direct and frontal constitutional
attack.

It is disconcerting to be confronted with a rather sly and pleased suggestion
of one's own government that a way may have been discovered to accomplish
what cannot be done forthrightly, by simply wiggling around the end and back
of it. The States, their governments, and large public bodies such as the New
York Port Authority appear to be big enough, and possessed of sufficient means,
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to be heard-and we are confident that they will speak up-hopefully on behalf
of small investors as well as in their own defense.

The small investor, and the small public issuing bodies, can only sit still and
be bewildered. A course of action in the direction now suggested may be con-
stitutional, while at the same time constituting a crashing breach of faith. The
present administration even suggests publicly that the underground erosion of
the historic and traditional tax-exempt status of otate and local bonds be applied
in retrospect to bonds which were issued when the law was clearly otherwise.
It would be bad enough to be given warning of the future so that one might
avoid getting into a trap. It is not in accord with ordinary standards of good
faith and morality to have the trap sprung on what has already been done under
different ground rules.

It is a cause for legitimate wonder when government acts tow.rgd 1's citizens
in a manner which, if used by citizens against their government, would doubt-
less cause speeches to be made in high places, and perhaps Investigations to be
ordered and indictments to be sought.

And all this seems stranger still, when one observes that although the gov-
ernment long ago abandoned exemption of Interest on its own bonds from its
own income taxation-yet when it felt the necessity to obtain from private
sources the most inexpensive possible money for its vast housing program, it
(a) by law made the bonds incontestable, (b) by law pledged the full faith and
credit of the United States to their payment, and (c) by law exempted interest
thereon from "all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States."
(The United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended.)
H.R. 12370 is some 368 pages in length, and I cannot pretend to have read

and understood all of it, or indeed any very substantial part of it. But I have
read published summaries and analyses, and I have yet to find any suggestion
that the government proposes to subject the housing bonds which it has thus
guaranteed and exempted from "all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the
United States" to the destructive proposals which are directed toward state
and local municipal 'bonds by the legislation here under consideration.

I am reminded of the long-protracted litigation between the Dollar Steamship
Line and the United States; wherein the United States, shamefully but obvi-
ously without any sense of shame, refused to obey a final judgment of its own
Supreme Court, and our Supreme Court. After the case was decided against it,
the United States persisted in attempts to litigate, in the District Court for the
Northern District of California, issues which had already been litigated to final
conclusion.

In United States v. Dollar et al (1951), 100 F.Supp. 881, there is to be found a
long and indignant discourse by Judge Murphy on the subject of the govern-
ment's behavior. It is, we think, appropriately brought to a climax in this passage
(see p. 889) :

"The government should not be permitted to avoid liability by tactics
that would never be countenanced iwitN;een private parties. The government
should be an example to its citizens, and by that is meant a good example
and not a bad one." (Emphasis supplied.)

Someone !s said nhat somebody ought to have had the courage to say.
I agree.

THE HEFxNzR CoMPANY,
Oklahoma City, Okla., July 11, 1969.

Re: Proposed Tax Reform Legislation
HON. RUSSELL B. LONo,
U.S. Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEA1R SENATOR LoqoG: I note from a recent press release that the Senate Finance
Committee is holding hearings with reference to Tax Reform Legislation and
that you have stated that any individual who believes that he would be affected
by the proposals to be considered by the Committee might be heard. I feel that
I would be unable to appear and testify but would appreciate it if my letter to
you and the copy of my letter to Senator Fred Harris could be made available
to and considered by the Committee.

3.-865 O-6--pt. 4- 78
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It is my understanding that, among other things, it is proposed that the
income from state and municipal bonds already issued and purchased by the
taxpayer be made taxable, either directly or indirectly, through the medium of
a "minimum income tax" bill, an "allocation of deductions," or a "limited tax
preference." It would seem to me that any such tax would be unconstitutional
under the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States. Aside from any
constitutional consideration, however, a retroactive tax on transactions already
completed is unjust, inequitable and unfair in all respects.

For more than 20 years I have been an independent oil and gas producer
in the State of Oklahoma. During this period, I have plowed back into my prop.
erties practically all of the proceeds from the sale of production, reserving only
a very modest amount for personal expenses. On January 1, 1968, I sold all of
my producing wells to Sun Oil Company and invested the proceeds in state and
municipal bonds of the State of Oklahoma yielding approximately 4% tax-free
interest. Near mid-1968 Congress passed the 10% Surtax Bill and made the same
retroactive supposedly to January 1, 1968. Actually the retroactive effect of
this legislation went back more than 20 years in my case and resulted in a
change of the capital gains tax from 25%, as the law existed at the time the
transaction was made, to 27 %. This certainly constituted the changing of rules
after the game was over and the imposition of an unfair and unjust tax on a
transaction already completed.

As I stated to Senator Harris, the unfair and unjust retroactive effect of the
1968 Surtax Bill is certainly mild as compared with the impact which the pro.
posals presently being considered would have on the tax-free securities which
I so recently purchased. Their market value has already declined more than 20%
and my investment is irretrievable. I think everyone would concede that the
market value of the securities which I purchased will decline approximately
another W0 if the income from them be made taxable.

If I understand the purpose of the proposed tax reform legislation, it is to
reach a few citizens who over the years have had very large incomes and have
paid very small or no taxes at all. I should like to point out that I have paid
substantial taxes throughout the time of my business career. I have reviewed
my federal Income tax records for the past 20 years and find that the taxes I
have paid to the Federal Government are equivalent to 48% of my total taxable
income and 37% of my adjusted gross Income. These federal income taxes are
in excess of the total proceeds received by me from the sale of my producing
properties to Sun Oil Company on January 1, 1968.

The unjust, inequitable and unfair effect of the ex post facto legislation being
considered is, I think, quite clear in its application to my situation. I do not see
how an individual can go on if he cannot transact business in a fair and honest
manner, relying on the law of the land as it exists at the time the transaction is
made. The Supreme Court has held, I think, that the power to tax is the power
to destroy. I think that I have shown that retroactive taxation of transactions
already completed can destroy the results of an individual's lifetime effort and
that it amounts to the taking of one's property without due process of law.

Sincerely,
Ro0nT A. Hrxna, JR.

Juii 12, 1969.
Re: Proposed Tax Reform Legislation
Hon. FED P. HA Rs,
U.S. Benate,
Waeftgton% D.O.

DZam 8NATOR HARRs: Thank you very much for your letter of June 8, Including
the excerpt from the Congressional Record reviewing your bill providing for the
"minimum income tax." Inasmuch as the income from tax free state and local
securities are made a factor in determining this "minimum tax", the effect, of
course, is to make the income from these securities taxable. It is my understanding
that similar proposals to tax the income from such securities have been made to
the House Ways and Means Committee through the medium of a minimUm income
tax, tax allocation of deductions or a limited'tax preference.
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The first question, of course, is one of constitutionality. The Supreme Court of
the United States has, I think, specifically held that income from state and
municipal bonds is not subject to taxation by the federal government and that
Congress has no power to enact legislation making the same taxable. Even aside
from the constitutional consideration, however, justice, fairness and equity would
dictate that any tax imposed must of necessity be limited to bonds issued aubc-
qmet to the enactment of the legislation. It seems unthinkable to me that a
man in our free and democratic country in making a decision involving the sale
of his property (representing the accumulation of a lifetime of effort) and the
investment of the proceeds from such sale, could not rely, in making his decision,
on the laws of our country as they exist at the time the decision is made. Again,
aside from any constitutional consideration, the harmful and wrongful ex post
facto effect of legislation recently passed by Congress and of the legislation now
being considered can, I think, be clearly illustrated by its effect on me and my
entire business career. I beg your indulgence in my detailing this as briefly as
possible.

For more than twenty years I have been independent oil and gas operator
engaged in the drilling and development of oil and gas properties. My investment
in this project has been entirely with my own fully tax paid dollars. With the
exception of one shallow dry hole drilled In 1966, I have at no time "promoted"
the drilling of any well, as many other operators do, where other investors pay
ome part of the cost of drilling, development and operation of the well. As a

result of these many years of diligent effort I accumulated an interest in a num-
ber of producing oil and gas wells. This interest represented practically the entire
accumulation of my business career. On January 1, 1968, this Interest was sold
to The Sun Oil Company. During the year 1968, proceeds of this sale, less the
taxes paid thereon, were invested in tax free state and municipal bonds in the
State of Oklahoma. Near mid 1968 the Congress passed the 10% surtax bill and
made the same retroactive supposedly only to January 1, 196 Actually, in my
case, this tax related back for a period of more than twenty years and certainly
onstituted ,changing the rules after the game was over and the Imposition of an

unfair and unjust tax on a transaction already completed.
The unfair and unjust retroactive effect of the 1968 surtax bill is certainly

mild ae compared to the impact which your proposed income tax bill would have
on the tax free securities which I purchased during 1968 with the proceeds from
the sale to The Sun Oil Company. During the short time I have held these securi-
ties the decline in the market value has been substantial and my investment there
is Irretrievable. These bonds were purchased to yield 4% tax free income. It is
now questionable whether bonds could be sold on a basis to yield even 6% tax
free Income. When proposals are being considered for making these bonds taxable
Certainly would not purchase them at any price and it would not surprise me if
all other investors felt the same way about the matter. If the income from bonds
already purchased should be made taxable, it would certainly seem they would
have to sell on a depreciated basis to effect a yield comparable to that of other
taxable bonds. No one knows how high this yield will go, but at this time it would
seem to be 8% or even higher. The retroactive effect of any such legislation would
result in the depreciation of the compensation for my life's work by some 50% or
more, Surely no one would contend that any such legislation could be fair or just.

Even though the legislation be limited to state and municipal bonds issued in
the future, it seems clear that the result would be disastrous to the states and
municipalities of this nation. You are aware, I am sure, that Triple "A" cor-
porate bonds are selling on a basis to yield 8% or more and it is questionable
whether issues at this rate of interest will sell. I should think it would be impos-
ible for states and municipalities to issue and sell taxable bonds at a lesser rate

of Interest. It has been suggested that the federal government could subsidize
state and local government to compensate them for the added cost, but this would,
of course, bring on federal control of state and local government and would cer-
lnly signal the end of our dual system of government, which has proven so

Important to the progress of this nation and the Independence of its citizenry.
the end the tax-payers generally would have to meet this added financial

burdeu through increased taxation and the effort to place an additional tax on a
very few tax-payers paying less than they should would certainly result in the
unjust and inequitable treatment of many thousands, if not millions, of taxpayers.
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Surely any action taken by the Congress changing the depletion allowance or
the right of the oil operator to deduct intangible drilling cost would apply only
to future operations, and would not be retroactive. In such event the oil operator
would, at least, have the option to continue in business or to "close up shop." I
am sure you are aware that the Independent operator has, since the beginning of
the oil and gas industry, discovered well over 50% of the reserves found In this
nation and that estimates of future demand indicate that reserves of oil and gas
are in short supply. It is my opinion that if the Congress adopts legislation
adversely affecting depletion or the right to deduct intangible drilling costs the
independent operator will be forced to "close up shop."

If I understand the purpose of the proposed tax reform legislation, it is to
reach a few citizens who, over the years, have had very large incomes and have
paid very small or no taxes at all. I have paid substantial taxes throughout the
entire time since my graduation from the University of Oklahoma in 1930. I have
reviewed my federal income tax records for the past tventy years and find that
the taxes which I have paid to the federal government are equivalent to 43% of
my total taxable income and 37/% of my adjusted gross income. The federal
income taxes which I have paid in the past twenty years are in excess of the total
proceeds received by me from the sale of my producing properties to The Sun
Oil Company on January 1, 1968. You are. of course, aware that many additional
taxes are paid to state, municipal and local governments. After a lifetime of
effort, and modest expenditures for personal matters, I felt that with my Invest-
ment in tax free securities I would be in a position to retire with sufficient tax
free Income to meet all living costs. It seems unthinkable to nie that Congress
could, or would, impose a retroactive tax In a situation of this kind. I feel sure
there are many thousands of tax-payers in the United States in this same situa-
tion. Surely, if it Is the intent of the Congress to reach a few persons with very
large incomes, who over the years have failed to pay their fair share of taxes,
some other means may be found. I sincerely holp that careful further considera-
tion will be given before the proposed tax reforms are adopted into law.

Inasmuch as other proposals are before the Congress which might result in
legislation having an ex post facto effect, I have taken the liberty of making
copies of my letter available to the Oklahoma delegation to Congress and others
who might be interested.

Yours very truly,
ROBERT A. HEFNER, Jr.

JULY 31, 1969.
Re proposed tax reform legislation.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Room ,17, Old Senate Offcc Buitlding,
Waehivgton, D.O.

DxAR SE;ATOR LONo: The mere fact that Congress is considering legislation
which would have the effect of making the income from state and municipal
bonds taxable has already had a disastrous effect on the market for such bonds.
This, I think, is clearly shown by the enclosed article from The Wall Street
Journal of Wednesday, July 30, 1969.

As I have said in previous letters, if legislation is adopted, the effect will be the
same whether the tax is direct or Indirect through a 'minimum income tax," an
"allocation of deductions," or a "limited tax preference."

Yours very truly.
ROBERT A. HEFNER, Jr.

[From the Wall Street Journal, July 80, 19691

THR IssuES DRAW No BIDs, Two OTHERS STYMIED IN CHAoTIC REAorIoN TO
LEvY PLANS

A WALL STREET JOURNAL NEWS ROUNDUP

Municipal bond market conditions turned chaotic yesterday in the wake of
tentative Congressional plans for curtailing the tax-exempt privileges of all state
and city Issues, investment dealers said.
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Five separate competitive sales totaling $60,545,000 of bonds were stymied,
with three of the day's scheduled issues failing to attract any bids. At the two
other unsuccessful auctions, all bids were rejected as too costly for $20,495,000 of
Newark, N.J., bonds and $25.5 million of Chicago bonds.

Newark officials characterized as "entirely out of line" a 7.4395% annual net
interest cost proposed by a lone bidder at yesterday's sale. They noted the city
had sold $18 million of similar bonds slightly more than a year ago, on June 18,
1068, at a cost of only 5.28%.

Several other local governments, strapld for funds to finance public projects,
reluctantly accepted the steepest Interest rates in history. For example, Seattle
Incurred a 0.4577% cost in awarding $25 million of sewer bonds and, thereby,
agreed to pay about $12.1 million more in interest alone than wider a 4.726%
rate obtained at the city's previous sale last Oct. 1.
Seattle had "no choice"

A spokesman for Seattle Oomptroller C. G. Erlandson said a lack of any
alternative funds with which to meet engineering contracts already awarded in
connection with the sewer projects meant the city "had no choice but to accept"
the high interest cost. "We got advance word to the effect that many of the major
New York bond houses wouldn't even make us a prolp.al, so we were afraid to
take a chance on waiting for a possible later Improvement to market rates," he
added.

Seattle had anticipated about a 6.20% net yearly rate for its latest bond issue,
and each 0.01 percentage point of interest charge between that level and the
actual rate of 0.4577% results in an additional $69,534 for debt service, the spokes-
man disclosed. "It's simply unbelievable how badly the municipal bonds market
has been hurt by this legislation pending before the House Ways and Means
Committee," he said.

The powerful House tax-writing committee is considering a proposal that would
employ Federal subsidies to induce states and cities to issue taxable rather than
tax-exempt bonds. As part of a tax-reform imckage to be sent for approval by
Congress, it also might decide to recommend various methods of trimming, or
even halting altogether, the tax-free benefits of both new and old municipal bonds.

The crux of the worry among dealers and Investors is the huge current float of
about $130 billion of tax-exempt securities outstanding, which presumably would
undergo a precipitous price decline in order to raise yields to a range competitive
with fully taxable bonds of corporations and the Federal Government. "This is
the worst single day in our market's history, and its significance is that it was
the beginning of a realization that the tax-exemption feature is truly In jeop-
ardy," one senior official said.
Another mark falls

Another landmark record set yesterday was the 5.94% annual net interest cost
accepted by Ohio in awarding $65 million of development bonds. It was judged
by financial officials to Ie the highest rate on record for a public financing by a
state with a triple-A credit. rating, far surpassing the previous known peak of
5.71% set just last week at a $60 million sale by Connecticut.

Ohio awarded its offering to underwriters managed by Morgan Guaranty Trust
Co. of New York on their bid of 100.045 with various coupons. A Bankers Trust
Co. team-the only other bidder-was a distant runner-up with a proposal that
would have resulted in a 6,24% cost.

'Moreover, Bankers Trust and associates submitted a "conditional" bid, which
meant the offer was to be canceled in the event Conigress alters the tax-exempt
status prior to delivery of the bonds. Despite such an escape hatch, many member
firms belonging to the Bankers Trust withdraw from the syndicate in advance
of the sale deadline, it was learned.

"There was substantial differreices of opinion as to pricing terms among our
group, but those of us that remained in the team decided to go ahead on a condi-
tional basis its a mneatis of formally registering our protest against the proposed
Congressional tax changes," a Bankers Trust official said.
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STATEMENT OF HAWKINS, DELAFIELD & WOO)

New York, New York

Re: PROPOSED TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969 (H. R. 13270)

Prelimbury Statement

This statement is submitted in accordance with press release of the Senate Com.
mittee on Finance and a telegram from the Chief Counsel of the Committee received
on September 10, 1969.

The principal points presented in the statement are summarized as follows:

(1) The minimum tax on income including state and municipal bond interest
levied by the House Bill is unconstitutional. The Po'llock case holds that a tax on the
interest from state and municipal bonds is unconstitutional. The Sixteenth Amend.
ment did not change the decision in the Pollock case. The Congress has construed the
Sixteenth Amendment consistently with the decision in the Pollock case. The history
of the adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment confirms the Congressional and Supreme
Court construction of its intent and meaning. To the extent that the minimum tax
applies to interest on local housing authority obligations it also impairs the oblige.
tion of contract.

(2) The withdrawal from state and municipal bondholders of deductions allowed
other taxpayers discriminates against individuals owning tax-exempt securities and
by raising the cost of borrowing interferes with the borrowing power of states and
municipalities. Although Congress may in some circumstances disallow deductions
directly related to interest on state and municipal bonds or properly allocable to such
interest, by disallowing deductions not reasonably related to the receipt of tax-exempt
income, the House Bill violates the doctrine enunciated in the National Life Insur.
ance Company case and is not supported by the Atlas Life Insurance Company case.

(3) The municipal bond subsidy provisions and the provisions relating to arbi-
trage obligations of state and local governments provide for unnecessary and unde-
sirable federal control of state and local financing. Neither industrial development
bonds as defined in Section 107 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968
or arbitrage obligations would be eligible for the subsidy program. Thus nialy
bonds which would be issued to finance facilities for many acknowledged and tra-
ditional state and local functions would be ineligible. In addition the subsidy prograinl
is unworkable in certain re ;pects. No political subdivision of any state has the power
at the present to issue taxable bonds notwithstanding the possible passage of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969. The payment of a percentage of interest yield on taxable
state and local obligations is of no value. The dual coupon concept will not acconi-
plish its intended purpos',, because state interest limitations will nonetheless apply.
The administration of tho subsidy program will involve substantial and undesirabk
federal involvement in state and local financing.
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Th. minimum tax on income including State and Municipal bond interest
Hoied by the House Bill is unconstitutional.

Section 301(a) of the House Bill adds a new Section 84 to the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954. The new section includes in the gross income of a taxpayer other
than a corporation the amount of so-called "disallowed tax preferences" and defines
the so-called "items of tax preference." Among the items is any excess of interest
on obligations which is excludible from gross income under section 103 of the Code,
namely, the interest on "the obligations of a State, a Territory, or a possession of
the United States, or any political subdivision of any of the foregoing, or of the Dis-
trict of Columbia."

The proposed section provides a transitional rule for including interest exempt
under section 103 as an item of tax preference which is 10% multiplied by the number
of taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969. When the new section is fully
effective the limit on tax preferences will be an amount equal to (1) one-half of the
sum of the items of tax preference and the taxpayer's adjusted gross income or (2)
$10,000, whichever is greater.

The Report of the Committee on Ways and Means illustrates the application of
the limit on tax preferences by the case of a taxpayer with a salary of $50,000 and ta
preference items amounting to $150,000 and states that:

"Under present law, such an individual is taxed only on his $50,000 of salary.
Under the limit on tax preferences, he is to be required to pay tax on $100,000
of income (one-half of his total income of $200,000)." H. Rep. No. 91-413 (Pt. 1)
(91st Cong., 1st Sess.) p. 79.

Thus, if the tax preference item comprises only interest on hitherto tax-exempt
securities and 100% of the interest is taken into account at the end of the transitional
period, the individual who receives a $50,000 salary and $150,000 in interest on tax-
exempt securities will pay a tax on $100,000 of income. Obviously, since his salary
amounts to $50,000 the remaining income of $50,000 on which he pays a tax can not
consist of any income other than the interest received on his state and municipal
bonds.

Law, as Mr. Justice Holmes has told us, is a "prophecy of what courts do in
fact." In our opinion, the Supreme Court would hold that such a tax on the interest
on state and municipal bonds is unconstitutional for the reasons stated below. From
the time the income tax was imposed in 1913 until now both Congress and the Supreme
Court have adhered steadfastly to the constitutional doctrine that state and municipal
bond interest is exempt from federal income tax. It would be strange for Congress
to abdicate its obligation to respect constitutional limitations upon its power by
levying a tax on such interest without awaiting new constitutional authorization.
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The doctrine of federal immunity from state interference, including interference
by taxation, is a general principle of constitutional law with which this Committee
is undoubtedly familiar. The converse immunity of the states from federal inter.
ference is equally well established. The doctrine was specifically applied to interest
on bonds of states and municipalities and of state and municipal instrumentalities
by the Supreme Court of the United States in the landmark case of Pollock v. Farmers'
Loan & Trust Company, 157 U. S. 429 (1895) and on rehearing, 158 U. S. 601 (1895).

The cases decided by the Supreme Court under the Sixteenth Amendment as well
as the legislative history of the amendment in Congress during the period it was
being ratified by the state legislatures demonstrate that any claim that the amend.
ment repudiated the rule of the Pollock case is unsupported by any judicial precedent,
is unfounded in fact, and altogether spurious.

For the purpose of this statement it is not necessary or desirable to delve into
the much repeated history of the constitutional doctrine of reciprocal immunity before
August 15, 1894 when Congress enacted a statute which levied a tax upon net income,
including income from all real property and from all personal property, both tangible
and intangible, including the interest on state and municipal bonds.

At that time and until the Sixteenth Amendment became effective on February
25, 1913, Article I, Section 2, of the federal Constitution required the apportionment
of "direct taxes" among the states according to population, as follows:

"Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the several
States which may be included within this Union, according to their respective
numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of free
Persons, including those bound for Service for a Term of Years, and excluding
Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other Persons."

Article I Section 8, of the Constitution also requires that "Duties, Imposts and
Excises" shall be uniform, as follows:

"The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts
and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defense and general
Welfare of the United States; hut all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uni-
form throughout the United States; . . . "

A. The Pollock Case holds that a taz on the interest from State and municipal
bonds is unconstitutional.

In the Pollock decision which considered the validity of the income tax law of
1894, the Supreme Court pointed out that the federal government had an unlimited
power of taxation with a single exception and subject to two qualifications. The one
exception was that "Congress cannot tax exports . . . " The two qualifications were
that Cougress "must impose direct taxes by the rule of apportionment, and indirect
taxes by the rule of uniformity." 157 U. S. at 557.
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In the first Pollock case the Supreme Court held that a tax on the rents and
other income from real estate was a direct tax and consequently violated the Con-
stitution because the tax was not "apportioned among the several States .. . accord-
ing to their respective numbers." The Court also unanimously held that the taxing
power, like any and all other powers of the federal government, was impliedly sub-
jeet to the constitutional limitation that it could not be so exercised that the instru-
mentalities of the states were taxed. 157 U. S. at 584.

Thus, the first decision in the Pollock case held the income tax act of 1894 invalid
in respect of (1) the tax on rents and other income from real estate and (2) the tax
on the interest from state and municipal bonds. The justices divided equally on the
constitutionality of the income tax pertaining to personal property other than state
and municipal bonds and on whether the 1894 act as a whole was unconstitutional.

On rehearing the Supreme Court decided (four of the justices dissenting)
first, that the tax on income from personal property was a direct tax and hence was
invalid because not apportioned and, second, that the 1894 Act was unconstitutional
in its entirety.

The Pollock decision was unanimous as to municipal bond interest because in
the words of Mr. Justice Fuller to tax the interest on municipal bonds "would operate
on the power to borrow before it is exercised, and would have a sensible influence on
the contract,"* and would be a "tax on the power of the States and their instrumen-
talities to borrow money and consequently repugnant to the Constitution." 157 U. S.
at 586.

To the same effect was the separate opinion of Mr. Justice Field:

"These bonds and securities are as important to the performance of the
duties of the State as like bonds and securities of the United States are important
to the performance of their duties, and are as exempt from the taxation of the
United States as the former are exempt from the taxation of the States." 157 U. S.
at 601

And Mr. Justice Brown who had concluded that "a tax upon rents or income of
real estate is a tax upon the land itself" nevertheless said in the second Pollock
decision:

"The tax upon the income of municipal bonds falls obviously within the
other category, of an indirect tax upon something which Congress has no right
to tax at all, and hence is invalid. Here is a question, not of the method of
taxation, but of the power to subject the property to taxation in any form." 158
U. S. 692-693

* This is a prophecy found to be all too accurate and greatly understated by those state and municipal officials
who have tried to borrow money since the introduction of the bill. The Monthly Economic Letter of the First
National City Bank of New York says "the damage done by the proposals in the bill in terms of raising the
wt of borrowing by States and municipalities this year cannot be underestimated. Those governments which
have been penalized this year have no recourse to a Treasury subsidy."
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Thus, all the justices in both Pollock decisions, whether they subscribed to the
theory that a tax on income was a tax on the source of the income or considered that
theory untenable, came to the identical conclusion that the interest on state and muni.
dipal b6nds could not be included in federally taxable income. It is clear, therefore,
that the decision in Pollock concerning the unconstitutionality of taxing state and
municipal bond interest rests not on the economic premise that a tax on income is a
tax on the source of the income but on the inviolability of the borrowing power of
the states and their political subdivisions.*

B. The Sixteenth Amendment did not change the decision in the Pollock Case.

This, then, was the law when the Sixteenth Amendment was declared in full
force and effect by the Secretary of State on February 25, 1913. The Amendment
reads: .

"The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and
without regard to any census or enumeration."

1. The Congress has construed the Sixteenth Amendment consistently with the
decision in the Pollock Case.

Even before the Supreme Court decided that the phrase "from whatever source"

in the Amendment relates not to the power to tax but to the requirement that certain
federal taxes must be apportioned among the states according to their respective
populations, Congress had also concluded that the object of the Amendment was to
eliminate the necessity of apportionment irrespective of source in order that the
income derived from the source of real and personal property could be taxed. Briefly
stated, the Amendment means that a tax on income "from whatever source" is
immune from the constitutional requirement of apportionment. 38 Stat. L. 168
(1913); 39 Stat. L. 758-59 (1916); 40 Stat. L. 329-30 (1917) and 1065-66 (1918)..

When during World War I, a revenue act was drafted with a provision to include
the interest on municipal bonds in gross income, the lack of power to tax such interest
was expressed both in committee reports and congressional debate. It was recognized
that lack of apportionment was not the objection to federal taxation of state and
municipal bond interest but that the lack of power to tax such interest was absolute.
The provision was omitted. H. Rep. No. 767, (65th Cong. 2nd Sess.) p. 9; Sen. R.
No. 617, (65th Cong. 3rd Sess.) p. 6; 56 Cong. Rec. p. 1093-41, 10628-33, 11181-87.

Such a contemporaneous construction of the Sixteenth Amendment by Congress
from the time it became effective through World War I is certainly an influential if
not a controlling consideration in determining the meaning of the Amendment.

4 The reluctance of the four justices In both Pollock cases to accept the theory that a tax on income is a tax
on the source of the income was later shared by the Supreme Court In Now York x rtl Cohn v. Grates, 300 U, S.
308 (1937) n which the New York State income tax on rents from real estate in New Jersey was uphd&
Obviously, however, this was not the ratio decidendi of the Pollock case, because four of the justices who did not
agree that a tax on income from personal lrerywas a tax on the property itself Joined with the other justices
in invalidating the tax on municipal bond=itrs
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Later, in 1923, after the decision of the Supreme Court in Evans v. Gore, 253
U.,S. 245 (1920), to bc discussed below, Congress considered and the House of Repre-
sentatives passed a constitutional amendment' to authorize the taxation of income
derived from future issues of state and municipal bonds and to authorize states tb
tax the income of future issues of federal bonds. H. J. Res. 314, (67th Cong. 4th
S Se.); H. Rep. No. 969, (67th Cong. 2d Sess.) The proposal failed to pass the
Senate.

2. The Supreme Court has construed the Sixteenth Amendment consistently with
the decision in the Pollock Case.

In Evans v. Gore, 253 U. S. 245 (1920), the Supreme Court held (Justice Holmes
a nd Brandeis dissenting) that the Sixteenth Amendment did not authorize an income
tax on the salary of a federal judge in view of the fact that the Constitution provided
th~t the compensation of judges "shall not be diminished during their continuance
inoffice." Const. Art. III See. 1.

The Court then considered whether the constitutional inhibition against such
dloinution was modified by the Sixteenth Amendment. After an elaborate analysis
of he Sixteenth Amendment the Court concluded that:

."the genesis and words of the Amendment unite in showing that it does not extend
the taxing power to new or excepted subjects, but merely removes all occasion
otherwise existing for an apportionment among the States of taxes laid on
income, whether derived from one source or another." 253 U. S. at 261-2.

Although Evans v. Gore was overruled in O'Malley v. Woodrough, 307 U. S. 277
(1939), it is clear from the opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter in the latter case that
the decision that federal judges could be taxed on their salaries was based on the
premise that, as Justices Holmes and Brandeis had said in their dissenting opinion

E Evans v. Gore, a tax on salaries was not a diminution of compensation. Only that
-pition of the majority opinion in Evans v. Gore was repudiated and not one word in

66 opinion in O'MaUey v. Woodrough questions the above-quoted conclusion of the
P:urt in Evans v. Gore concerning the Sixteenth Amendment.

"kThe proposed amendment read as follows:
* "[H. J. Re. 314, Sixty-seventh Congress, fourth session.

JoINT RsoLuTioN Proposing an amendment to the Comstitution of the united States.
, Resolved by the Senate and Hous of Representaivea of tw United Stts of America in Congrea

assembled (two-thirds of each Hose concurring therrim), That the following article is proposed as an amend-
.merit to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to all intenat and purposes as part of the
* Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States:

'ARTICLE .
'SwrloN 1. The United States shafl have power to lay and collect taxes on Income derived from securities

issued, after the ratification of this article, by or under the authority of any State, but without discrimination
against income derived from such securities and in favor of income derived from securities issued, After the
ratiLcatioa of this article, by or under the authority of the United States or any other State.

, .2. Each State sll have power to lay and collect taxes on income derived by its residents from
securities issued, after the ratification of this aticle, by or under the authority of the United States, but
.without discrimination against income derived from such securities and In favor of income derived from securi-
ties issued after the ratificatim of this artic, by or under the authority of such State."
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In Evans v. Gore the Supreme Court had referred to previous cases in which the
Court had considered the Sixteenth Amendment, beginning with the opinion of Chief
Justice White in Brushaber v. Union Pad/ic R. R. Co., 240 U. S. 1 (1916) which was
the first case involving the scope and meaning of the Sixteenth Amendment. In that
case, referring to the text of the Amendment the Chief Justice had declared (240 U. S.
at 17-18):

"... It is clear on the face of this text that it does not purport to confer
power to levy income taxes in a generic sense-an authority already possessed
and never questioned-or to limit and distinguish between one kind of income
taxes and another, but that the whole purpose of the Amendment was to relieve
all income taxes when imposed from apportionment from a consideration of the
source whence the income was derived. Indeed, in the light of the history which
we have given and of the decision in the Pollock Case and the ground upon which
the ruling in that case was based, there is no escape from the conclusion that the
Amendment was drawn for the purpose of doing away for the future with the
principle upon which the Pollock Case was decided, that is, of determining
whether a tax on income was direct not by a consideration of the burden placed
on the taxed income upon which it directly operated, but by taking into view
the burden which resulted on the property from which the income was derived,
since in express terms the Amendment provides that income taxes, from what.
ever source the income may be derived, shall not be subject to the regulation of
apportionment."

The Brushaber case was decided on January 24, 1916. On Feberuary 21, 1916,
the Supreme Court handed down the decision in Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co., 240
U. S. 103 (1916). The decision was unanimous and again the Court reiterated the
rule

I.. . that the provisions of the Sixteenth Amendment conferred no new
power of taxation.. ." 240 U. S. at 112

In Peck d Co. v. Lowe, 247 U. S. 165 (1918), the Supreme Court decided that the
net income of a corporation derived from exporting goods was not a tax on exports
prohibited by the Constitution, the unanimous opinion of the Court stating:

"The sixteenth amendment, although referred to in argument, has no real
bearing and may be put out of view. As pointed out in recent decisions, it does
not extend the taxing power to new or excepted subjects, but merely removes all
occasion, which otherwise might exist, for an apportionment among the States
of taxes laid on income, whether it be derived from one source or another."
247 U. S. at 172-3

Two years later, in Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U. S. 189, 206 (1920), the Court said:
"As repeatedly held, this did not extend the taxing power to new subjects, but
merely removed the necessity which might otherwise exist for an apportionment
among the States of taxes laid on income."I
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In 1926 in Metcalf &, Eddy v. Mitchell, 269 U. S. 514, 521, Mr. Justice Stone flatly
declared:

"... the sixteenth amendment did not extend the taxing power to any new
class of subjects."

Five years later, in Willcuts v. Bunn, Chief Justice Hughes, 282 U. S. 216, 226
(1931), speaking for a unanimous Court which held capital gains on the sale of public
securities to be taxable, reiterated the rationale of the rule as follows:

"In the case of the obligations of a State or of its political subdivisions, the
subject held to be exempt from Federal taxation is the principal and interest of
the obligations. Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Company, supra. These obli-
gations constitute the contract made by the State, or by its political agency
pursuant to its authority, and a tax upon the amounts payable by the terms of
the contract has therefore been regarded as bearing directly upon the exercise
of the borrowing power of the Government."

Again in James v. Dravo Contracting Co., 302 U. S. 134, 153 (1937) Chief Justice
Hughes restated the reason for income tax immunity of state and municipal bond
interest as follows:

"There is no ineluctable logic which makes the doctrine of immunity with
respect to government bonds applicable to the earnings of an independent con-
tractor rendering services to the Government. That doctrine recognizes the
direct effect of a tax which 'would operate on the power to borrow before it
is exercised' (Pollock v. Farmers Loan & .Trust Co., supra) and which would
directly affect the Government's obligations as a continuing security. Vital
considerations are there involved respecting the permanent relations of the
Government to investors in its securities and its ability to maintain its credit,-
considerations which are not found in connection with contracts nade from time
to time for the services of independent contractors." (italics supplied)

And again, in Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corporation, 303 U. S. 376, 386
(1938) the Chief Justice repeated that:

"a tax on the interest payable on state and municipal bonds has been held to be
invalid as a tax bearing directly upon the exercise of the borrowing power of the
Government (Weston v. Charleston e, Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Co. * • •).,,

In the previous year Mr. Justice Cardozo had also pointed out in Hale v. Iowa
State Board, 302 U. S. 95, 107 (1937):

"By the teaching of the same (Pollock) case an income tax, if made to cover
the interest on Government bonds, is a clog upon the borrowing power such
as was condemned in McCulloch v. Maryland • and Collector v. Day *."
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And in Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U. S. 405 (1938), in upholding a federal income
tax as applied to salaries of the employees of the Port Authority, Chief Justice
Stone also referred to the hazard of impairing the borrowing power, stating that the
immunity doctrine had been sustained

"where " * * the function involved was one thought to be essential to the main.
tenance of a state government: as where the attempt was * * * to tax income
received by a private investor from state bonds, and thus threaten impairment
of the borrowing power of the state, Pollock v. Farmers' Loan d Trust Compasy,
157 U. S. 429; cf. Weston v. Charleston, supra, 465-466."

The rationale of the Helvering v. Gerhardt case was followed in Graves v. New
York ex ret O'Keefe, 306 U. S. 466 (1939) in which the Court held that the salary of
an employee of the Home Owners Loan Corporation was not immune from state
income tax. Both these cases relate to the same question whether intergovernmental
immunities extend to the salaries of employees: Gerhardt to a federal income tax
applicable to state employees and O'Keefe to a state income tax applicable to federal
employees.

It is noteworthy that in the Gerhardt case Mr. Justice Stone pointed out that the
Pollock case had no application because, as distinguished from the income taxation
of public salaries, the income taxation of public securities would "threaten impair.
ment of the borrowing power of the state." The O'Keefe case does not refer to the
Pollock case, probably because of the Government's position that the income taxation
of public securities was essentially different.

In his argument in Graves v. O'Keefe before the Supreme Court, Solicitor General
Robert Jackson, later Justice of the Supreme Court, had explained that the Govern-
ment accepted the distinction drawn by Chief Justice Stone in the Gerhardt case
and had emphasized that where one deals with a debtor-creditor relationship, the
borrower is the one who is burdened. The Solicitor General said that it was the
presence of an actual burden upon the public instrumentality which issues public
securities which distinguished the taxation of the interest on public securities frots
the taxation of the salaries of public employees.

The evidence is overwhelming that the views of Congress and the Supreme Court
on the scope of the Sixteenth Amendment correctly express the purpose and meaning
of the Amendment. That purpose was to permit Congress to levy and assess taxes
on income without complying with the impracticable rule of apportionment according
to population. Before the Amendment Congress had the power to lay income taxes
but not without apportionment. After the Amendment Congress need not apportion.
The history of the Amendment proves that it was never intended to repeal the con-
stitutional doctrine of reciprocal immunity from taxation of state and federal instru-
mentalities and obligations.
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3. The history of the adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment conlrtm the Con-
gressional and Supreme Court construction of its intent and meaning.

Sixty years ago President Taft sent a special message to Congress in which he
urged a constitutional amendment which would confer upon the national government

"the power to levy an income tax without apportionment among the states
in proportion to population."

The President urged Congress not to reenact the 1894 income tax law which had
been declared unconstitutional, saying:

"For the Congress to assume that the court will reverse itself, and to enact
legislation on such an assumption, will not strengthen popular confidence in the
stability of judicial construction of the Constitution." 44 Cong. Ree. (June 16,
1909) p. 3344

Previous to President Taft's special message, Senator Brown of Nebraska had
offered a resolution for a constitutional amendment to the effect that "The Congress
hall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes and inheritances." Upon being

informed in debate that Congress already had both of the powers in question and that
only the rule of apportionment stood in the way of federal income taxation, Senator
Brown offered, a few days later, a second resolution which read that "The Congress
shall have power to lay and collect direct taxes on incomes without apportionment
among the several states according to population." 44 Cong. Rec. pp. 1548, 1568-9, 3377.
The Senate Finance Committee soon reported a resolution for a constitutional amend-
ment in which the words "direct taxes" were changed to "taxes" and after "income"
the words "from whatever source derived" were inserted. The proposed amendment
then read:

"The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and
without regard to any census or enumeration." 44 Cong. Rec. p. 3900
The Committee gave no explanation of the reason for these changes.* However,

the reason for the two changes is clear. The words "direct taxes" in Senator Brown's
proposal would require explanation because it was not obvious why the amendment
should only provide that direct taxes need not be apportioned. Hence, to eliminate
the ambiguity of "direct taxes" the committee provided that taxes on income "from
whatever source derived" need not be apportioned. Senator Brown's proposed
amendment as clarified by the Senate Finance Committee did not grant power to
Congress to lay and collect a tax on incomes; Congress already had plenary power to
levy income taxes under Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution (quoted supra at p. 3).
The phrase "from whatever source derived" was simply another way of saying that
Congress need no longer apportion any tax on incomes, irrespective of the source of
the income; that was the sole purpose of the Amendment proposed by President Taft
and introduced by Senator Brown.

*The only colloquy which took place when the revised resolution was reported to the Senate is found In 44
Co. Rec. 3900.
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The debate in Congress took one day in the Senate and one day in the House. The
joint resolution proposing the amendment as redrafted by the Committee passed both
houses and was immediately submitted to the states. No consideration was given at
all to the question of the taxation of income from state and muncipal bonds. The
matter simply was not discussed. There was no indication that anyone sought to over.
turn the doctrine that state and municipal bond interest was immune from federal
taxation which had been unanimously established in the Pollock case.

On January 5, 1910, Governor Hughes of New York submitted the amendment
to the Legislature with a message calling attention to the words "from whatever
source derived," suggesting that this might permit the taxation of income from state
and municipal bonds, and questioning whether the amendment should be ratified.

On February 10, 1910, Senator Borah spoke in the Senate in answer to Governor
Hughes' objection, stating in substance that no such meaning could be attached to
the amendment. 45 Cong. Rec. 1694.9. He was followed by Senator Brown who con.
curred with Senator Borah's interpretation. Later, Senator Brown pointedly sug.
gested that Governor Hitghes stood alone in his fear:

"It is a very significant fact that this amendment which was pending in
Congress for days and was the subject of discussion by Congress and the press,
should never have met this criticism while it was pending. In its present form
it had the support of a unanimous Senate and a practically unanimous House of
Representatives, who were all, judged by their votes, in favor bf conferring this
power on Congress, and yet no one in Congress ever suggested any change in the
language of the resolution or proposed an amendment thereto to cover the objes.
tion now made.

" Nor did any distinguished Governor from any of the 46 States, all of whom
are now very loud in their protestations that the Government should have the
power to tax incQmes without apportionment, ever suggest that the amendment
should have been modified in form in any respect. In tbis body the State of
New York enjoys representation of the very highest character and most eminent
ability, and yet New York on the roll call, as shown in the Congressional Record,
was in favor of this amendment as it passed Congress, and was silent as to any
suggestion that the language was faulty.

0 0 0

"The amendment does not alter or modify the relation today existing
between the States and the Federal Government. That relation will remain the
same under the amendment as it is today without the amendment. It is con-
ceded by all that the Government cannot under the present Constitution tax state
securities or state instrumentalities." 45 Cong. Rec. 2245.6 (Feb. 23, 1910)

On February 17, 1910, Senator Elihu Root of New York, a strong advocate for
the amendment, wrote to New York State Senator Davenport giving his reasoned
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opinion that the amendment did not affect the immunity of state and municipal bonds.
Senator Root wrote:

"Much as I respect the opinion of the Governor of the State, I cannot agree
with the view expressed in his special message on January 5, and as I advocated
in the Senate the resolution to submit the proposed amendment, it seems appro-
priate that I should state my view of its effect.

"The proposal followed the suggestion of the Supreme Court in the Pollock
case.

"The evil to be remedied was avowedly and manifestly the incapacity of the
National Government resulting from the decision that income practically could
not be taxed when derived either from real estate or from personal property,
although it could be taxed when derived from business or occupation.

"The terms of the amendment are apt to cure that evil and to take away from
the different classes of income considered by the court a practical immunity from
taxation based upon the source from which they were derived." 45 Cong. Ree. p.
2539-40 (Mar. 1, 1910)

Thus, three United States Senators sought to allay any doubt held by Governor
Hughes. No other member of Congress or any Governor' expressed any other view.
That Governor Hughes' doubts were set at rest is shown by his opinions after he
became Chief Justice, in Willcuts v. Bunn (.upra, p. 8), James v. Dravo Contracting
Co. (supra, p. 8) and Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corporation (supra, p. 8).

No one would doubt that if the states and their municipalities were to attempt to
impose state or local taxes upon interest received by their residents from obligations
of the Federal government, such a levy would be unconstitutional in the absence of
consent by Congress to such taxation. Weston v. City of Charleston, 2 Pet. (U. S.)
449 (1829). And this is so even though it is universally accepted that the state legis-
ktures possess plenary power to tax, subject only to the limitations of their state
00nstitutions.

It is our opinion that the unanimous holding in the Pollock case, reaffirmed
so many times after the Sixteenth Amendment, that interest on state and municipal
seurities is free from Federal income taxation under the Constitution would be
again reaffirmed by the Supreme Court and that therefore the House Bill insofar as it
seks to lay a minimum tax applicable to such interest is unconstitutional.

$In a message to the New Jersey Legislature, dated February 7, 1910, John Franklin Fort, Governor of New
Jvsy, said:

a* * * Nor am I inclined 'to accept the statement that the Supreme Court of the United States might con-
strue the words 'from whatever source derived' as found in the pending amendment as justifying the taxing
of the securities of any other taxing power."
On February 23, Senator Brown, referrhrg to the message of Governor Fort, of New Jersey, said:

"It cheers our hearts to read in the press that President Taft agrees with the Governor of New Jersey.
who. in a message to his legislature February 7 and since, the New York message was transmitted, took
immediate and direct issue with the governor of New York." (45 Cong. Rec., p. 2245]

38-85 0 - 6i - t4 (pt. 4)
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C. To the extent the minimum tax applies to interest on local housing authority
and age"cy obligations it is also unconstitutional under the Fifth Amendment.

It is also our opinion that if the minimum tax in the House Bill applies to the
interest on bonds of local public housing authorities issued to finance low rent housing,
slum clearance and urban renewal projects, the bill violates the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution.

The United States Housing Act of 1937 [50 Stat. L. 888] provides in section 5(e)
as follows:

"Obligations, including interest thereon, issued by public housing agencies in
connection with low-rent housing or slum-clearance projects, and the income
derived by such agencies from such projects, shall be exempt from all taxation
now or hereafter imposed by the United States."

The Housing Act of 1949 [63 Stat. L. 413] provides in section 102(g) as follows:
"Obligations, including interest thereon, issued by local public agencies for
projects assisted pursuant to this title, and income derived by such agencies from
such projects, shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the
United States."

Since the interest on obligations issued by a local public housing authority or
agency constitutes interest upon obligations of a political subdivision of a state, such
interest is excluded from gross income under section 103 of the Internal Revenue
Code. When interest is excluded from gross income under the Code, the provisions
of the House Bill imposing the minimum tax become operative and apply to such
exempt interest in excess of the $10,000 floor.

Each of the above-quoted provisions of the United States Housing Act of 1937
and the Housing Act of 1949 that the obligations of local housing authorities and
agencies "including interest thereon" I I * shall be exempt from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States constitutes a statutory contract between the
federal government and the holders of such obligations. In our opinion, to deprive
such holders to any extent of their immunity from federal taxation on the interest
which they receive from such obligations impairs the obligation of the contract in
violation of the Fifth Amendment which "protects rights against the United States
arising out of a contract." Lynch v. United States, 292 U. S. 571 (1933). See also
Farmers and Mechanics Savings Bank v. Minnesota, 232 U. S. 516, 528 (1913).

11

ADR by abtrarily disallowing deductions unrelated to tax-exempt interest dis
criminates agint state and municipal bondholder.

Section 302(a) of the House Bill which adds a new section 277 to the Code is incon-
sistent with established principles of judicial decisions concerning income tax deduc-
tions. The new section provides in effect that if a taxpayer other than a corporation
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has so-clled "allocable expenses" for a taxable year, the deductions otherwise allow-
able for such expenses are disallowed to the extent of an amount equal to (1) tho
qgregate of such expenses multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is the
'allowable tax preferences" and the denominator of which is such preferences plus

,,modified adjusted" gross income, or (2) the "allowable tax preferences," whichever
is lesser.

The deductions which the bill requires to be allocated are payments or losses not
related to a business or to a transaction entered into for profit, including interest,
state and local taxes, and personal theft and casualty losses, as well as charitable
contributions, cooperative housing expenses, medical and dental expenses, and net
operating losses attributable to nonbusiness casualty losses.

Among the "allowable tax preferences" which would cause the partial disallow-
ance of allocable deductions is interest in excess of $10,000 received from state and
wanicipal bonds issued on and after July 12, 1969.

The Secretary of the Treasury when he appeared before this Committee advo-
Mited the adoption of an even more stringent provision limiting deductions for indi-
viduals so far aq interest on state and municipal obligations is concerned. Although
the House Bill contains transitional provisions under which the interest on state and
municipal bonds would be taken into account gradually over a ten-year transitional
period, the Secretary of the Treasury proposed that 100% of the interest should be
taken into account immediately. The respected Secretary referred to the section dis-
allowing deductions as the "ADR" provision of the bill, meaning "Allocation of
Deductions Rule."

The House Ways and Means Committee Report, which accompanied the bill, tries
to give a simple example of the operation of sections 301 and 302 in a footnote which
reads as follows:

"Fbr example, suppose the individual has as taxable income of $30,000, a
tax-exempt income of $70,000, and $30,000 of personal deductions. Applying the
limit on tax preference first results in adding $20,000 to the individual's taxable
income increasing the latter to $50,000 and decreasing tax-free income to $50,000.
Deductions are then allocated on the basis of a 50-50 split between taxable and
nontaxable income, resulting in disallowing $15,000 of the total of $30,000 of
deductions. For simplicity, this example omits the effect of the $10,000 floor."
H. Rep. No. 91-413 (Part I), supra, p. 83, n. 3.

If, for example, the $30,000 of personal deductions consisted of contributions
to charitable organizations (irrespective of whether the contributions consisted of
"ish-0r securities appreciated in value), the result would be that a substantial portion
of the charitable contributions would be lost as a deduction.

( First of all, the percentage limitation of 50% under the bill in the case of a cash
contribution and 30% under the bill in case the contribution consisted of appreciated
becurities, would apply. Then the amount allowable as a deduction would be cut
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by 50% regardless of the nature of the charitable contribution. Presumably under the
House Bill the amount in excess of the percentage limitation (either $5,000 if the
contribution were in cash or $15,000 if the contribution were in appreciated securities)
could be carried over for the following five years and deducted as a charitable con.
tribution. Nevertheless the 50% disallowed as a result of the application of the
proposed allocation of deductions rule could not be carried forward and the donor
would have no tax benefit from having given this amount.

Omitting "for simplicity" the $10,000 floor, if the $30,000 of personal deduc.
tions consisted of state and local taxes, or casualty losses, instead of charitable
contributions, one-half of the deductions would be disallowed.

A. There is no doubt Congress may disallow deductions directly related to
interest on state and munipal bonds or properly allocable to such interest.

In order to clarify an issue already beclouded by a fundamental discrepancy
between the bill and the Committee Report, we wish to emphasize that in our view,
Congress has plenary power to disallow any deduction directly related to tax-exempt
interest on state and municipal bonds. This principle is illustrated by the provision
of the Reverue Act of 1921 [now Code § 265(2)] which forbids the deduction of
interest paid on loans used to carry tax-exempt securities. In Denman v. Slayto,
282 U. S. 514 (1931) the constitutionality of this disallowance was upheld by a
unanimous Supreme Court. The Court distinguished National Insurance Company v.
United States, 277 U. S. 508 (1928) on the ground that Slayton, a municipal bond
dealer, was not required to pay more taxes because he owned exempt securities.

Nor do we have any doubt regarding the constitutionality of section 265(1) of
the Code which provides that no deduction shall be allowed for any

"amount otherwise allowable as a deduction under section 212 (relating to
expenses for production of income) which is allocable to interest * wholly
exempt from taxes *

For example, if an individual taxpayer receives one-half of his income from tax.
exempt securities and one-half his income from taxable securities, all such securities
being in a custody account of a bank, the custodian fees paid to the bank can con-
stitutionally be rilocated between the income from the tax-exemp securities and from
the taxable ser.arities. The statutory inhibition against the deduction of one-half
of those fees fnd expenses is in our opinion constitutional because there is a meaning-
ful basis f,%. the allocation.

B. By disallowing deductions not reasonably related to the receipt of tax-exempt
income, ADR violates the rule of law in the National Life Insurance Company case.

The House Ways and Means Committee Report gives lip service to the principle
that allocation should be required "only for those expenses which can reasonably
be assumed to be met in part out of tax-free income." H. Rep. 91-413 (Part 1), p. 82.
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However, this assertion in the Committee Report finds no counterpart or expression
in the House Bill which contains no clause confining the ADR to deductions having
a reasonable relationship to the tax-exempt income.

Any attempt to include such a limitation on ADR would indeed be contradictory
of the other provisions of the bill which apply ADR even when the deductions are
wholly unrelated to the receipt of interest on state and municipal securities, such as,
for example, the inclusion in so-called "allocable deductions" of casualty losses,
charitable contributions, or state and local taxes.

Under ADR an individual with tax-exempt securities who also has deductions for
casualty losses, charitable contributions or state and local taxes will be forced to pay
a higher federal income tax simply by reason of the ownership of such securities. A
simple example omitting the $10,000 floor should suffice to show that the ADR requires
this result. Assume two taxpayers, each married and under 65 but with no depend-
ents. Taxpayer A receives $50,000 in income from municipal bonds and has an
adjusted gross income of $50,000 and deductions of $25,000. Taxpayer B has the
same adjusted gross income and deductions but receives no tax-exempt interest.
Taxpayer A will pay a federal income tax, disregarding the 10% surcharge, of
$10,475, in contrast to Taxpayer B, who will pay a tax of $5,596, as follows:

Taxpayer A Taxpayer B

Adjusted Gross Income ... $50,000 $50,000
Tax-exempt municipal bond

interest ................ 50,000 none

Allocable Expenses ....... $25,000 $25,000
Les8:

Amount Disallowed by
ADR . .............. 12,500 $12,500 none $25,000

Taxable Income .......... $37,500 $25,000
Tax ..................... $10,475 $ 5,596

When prospective purchasers of tax-exempt securities realize that their right to
deductions will be substantially eroded if either the House Bill or the Treasury pro-
posal becomes law they may well curtail their purchases and even be forced to sell
securities acquired since the cutoff date of July 11, 1969 in the House Bill. The
incongruity of an individual who owns no tax-exempt securities paying less taxes
than a taxpayer with the identical taxable income who accepts the lower interest rate
borne by municipal bonds can have a serious impact upon the municipal bond market.
The adverse effect of this potential interference with the borrowing power of states
and municipalities stems primarily from the discriminatory disallowance of char-
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itable contributions, state and local taxes, theft and casualty losses, and medical and
dental expenses, none of which are even remotely connected with the receipt of tax.
exempt interest.

In National Life Insurance Company v. United States, 277 U. S. 508, 522 (1928),
the Supreme Court held that "Congress has no power purposely and directly to tax
State obligations by refusing to their owners deductions allowed to others."

And yet this is precisely what happens under ADR as the foregoing example
demonstrates. It is submitted that ADR plainly discriminates against those taxpayers
(other than banks and other corporations) who receive state and municipal bond
interest by compelling them to pay a higher tax than other taxpayers receiving the
same amount of taxable income who do not own tax-exempt public securities.

C. The Atlas Life Insurance Company case does not support ADR.

United States v. Atlas Life Insurance Company, 381 U. S. 233 (1965), which con.
sidered the constitutionality of The Life Insurance Company Income Tax Act of 1959
does not support the ADR. That Act imposed a tax upon the taxable investment
income of life insurance companies and upon one-half the amount by which total gain
from operations exceeds taxable investment income. 73 Stat. 112, Code §§ 801-820.
In arriving at taxable investment income, the Act recognized that life insurance com-
panies are required by law to maintain policyholder reserves to meet future claims,
that they normally add to these reserves a large portion of their investment income,
and that these increments should not be subjected to tax. The Act defines life insur-
ance reserves, provides a method for establishing the amount which for tax purposes
is deemed to be added each year to those reserves, and prescribes a division of the
investment income of an insurance company into two parts, the policyholder's share
and the company's share.

Under section 804 the total amount to be added to the reserve is divided by the
total investment yield and the resulting percentage is used to allocate each item of
investment income, including tax-exempt interest, partly to policyholders and partly
to the company. The effect of apportioning the annual addition to the reserve to non-
taxable and taxable income pro rata is to limit the deductions allowed against taxable
income to its proportionate part of the addition to the reserve. The remainder of
each item is considered to be the company's share of investment income. In computing
taxable investment income, the Act then allov.a a deduction of the company's share of
tax-exempt interest from the total amount of investment income allocated to the
Company.

Atlas claimed it was entitled to deduct from total investment income both the full
amount of the annual additions to the reserves and the full amount of tax-exempt
interest received. The company argued that by assigning part of the exempt income
to the reserve account rather than assigning only taxable income, the Act places more
taxable income on the company's share of investment return, with the result that it
paid more tax because it had received tax-exempt interest.
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The Supreme Court speaking unanimously stated that:

I .. the policyholder 's claim against investment income is sufficiently direct and
immediate to justify the Congress in treating a major part of investment income
not as income to the company but as income to the policyholders. 381 U. S. at 247-8

"Under the 1959 Act this portion is arrived at by subjecting each dollar of
investment income, whatever its source, to a pro rata share of the obligation owed
by the company to the policyholders, from whom the invested funds are chiefly
obtained. In our view, there is nothing inherently arbitrary or irrational in such
a formula for setting aside that share of investment income which must be com-
mitted to the reserves." 381 U. S. at 249

The Court pointed out that:

"The formula does pre-empt a share of tax-exempt interest for policyholders and
the company will pay more than it would if it had full benefit of the inclusion for
reserve additions and at the same time could reduce taxable income by the full
amount of exempt interest. But this result necessarily follows from the appli-
cation of the principle of charging exempt income with a fair share of the burdens
properly allocable to it." 321 U. S. at 251 (italics supplied)

This treatment of tax-exempt income prevents, as it was intended to do, a double
deduction. If life insurance companies could not only deduct in full the annual addi-
tions to reserves which were assigned to the policyholders but also exclude from their
income the tax-exempt interest assigned to the policyholders, they would be in effect
deducting tax-exempt interest which had already been excluded from their taxable
income. Thus, life insurance companies would have an exemption and also a deduction
for the same amount of tax-exempt interest.

The Court declined to consider any comparison of two life insurance companies
which received the same amount of taxable income but one of which companies
received tax-exempt municipal interest, pointing out that life insurance companies
do not have a choice of investing or not investing but must invest either in one kind of
security or another to accumulate funds for their policyholders and that the items

-of income and expense which entered into any computation of taxable income of a
.life insurance company were so interrelated that it was unrealistic to compare life
insurance companies with different earning capacities in determining whether ex-
penses were properly allocable to tax-exempt income. 381 U. S. at 250-1.

In so doing the Court accepted the distinction between an individual taxpayer
u*a.d a life insurance company which had been urged upon it by the Department of
Justice in its brief in the case. In the brief the Department had emphasized this dis-
tinction as follows:

* "If we were dealing with a simple tax upon gross income received by a tax-
payer exdusively for hi. oew benefit without deductible costs, then it might be
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true to say that a tax liability which is increased because of the additions of an
increment of State bond interest is, to some extent, a tax on the income from the
bonds. But that is not this case; here we deal with the net income after sundry
sulitractions from the received income coming into the company's possession.

"1... but the arithmetic is meaningless unless we also consider whether the
State-bond interest has such a relation to other items entering into the deter.
mination of taxable net income that the receipt or non-receipt of the State bod
justifies a change in the corresponding elements of the arithmetical computation."
Pet. Br., pp. 22-3 (italics supplied)

It is this very distinction which is so blurred by the self-contradictory language
in the Report of the Ways and Means Committee that the draftsmen of the House
Bill could not find words to insert in the bill which would limit the ADR to an alloca.
tion of deductions involving expenses reasonably attributable to the production and
collection of the interest received by an individual (or an estate or trust) from state
and municipal securities.

The Supreme Court in the Atlas case was not "dealing with a simple tax upon
gross income received by a taxpayer exclusively for his own benefit," as the Govern-
ment's brief in Atlas stressed. In Atlas the income was partly for the benefit of the
taxpayer (i.e., the Company) and partly for the benefit of the policyholders. Hence,
the allocation sanctioned by the Court in Atlas is a far cry from the sweeping disal-
lowance of deductions not germane to tax-exempt income received by a taxpayer
exclusively for his own benefit. To do what the House Bill would purport to do
makes ADR an arbitrary and discriminatory rule.

!11

Sections 601 and 602 of the Bill provide for unnecessary and undesirable Fed.
eral control of State and Local financing; the Subsidy Program provided for therein
is unworable.

Section 601 of the House Bill contains provisions which purport to authorize
an issuer of obligations which are presently exempt under section 103(a) (1) of the
Code to issue obligations which would not be subject to such exemption. The election
shall be made with respect to each issue of obligations to which it is to apply and
the election with respect to any issue once made siall be irrevocable. Section 602(b)
of the bill provides that the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall pay a
fixed percentage of the interest yield on each issue of obligations to which the fore-
going election applies before the first day of each calendar quarter. The Secretary
or his delegate shall determine the fixed percentage of interest yield which he deter-
mines is necessary for the government to pay "in order to encourage the States and
political subdivisions thereof to make elections under section 103(b)". Daring the
calendar quarters beginning prior to January 1, 1975, the fixed percentage shall be
not less than 30 percent and not more than 40 percent; for calendar quarters beginning
after December 31,1974, the percentage shall be not less than 25 percent and not more
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than 40 percent. Payment of any interest required shall be made by the Secretary
of the Treasury or his delegate not later than the time at which the interest payment
on the obligation is required to be made by the issuer.

Section 602(c) of the bill provides that, at the request of the issuer, the liability
of the United States under section 602 to pay interest to the holders of an issue of
obligations for which an election has been made shall be made through assumption by
the United States of the obligation to pay a separate set of interest coupons issued
with the obligations.

Section 601(b) of the bill provides that, under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate, any arbitrage obligation shall not be included within
those obligations exempt from taxation under section 103.

The amendments relating to the subsidy program shall apply to obligations issued
in calendar quarters beginning after the date of the enactment of those provisions.
The amendment in respect of arbitrage obligations shall apply to obligations issued
after July 11, 1969.

A. Sections 601 and 602 of the bill provide a vehicle for continuing federal
control of the purposes for which state and local obligations may be issued.

In order to overcome the objections to a subsidy plan which are necessary to
complement a program of taxable debt instruments to finance state and local govern-
ment capital outlays, the provisions of sections 601 and 602 of the House Bill, accord-
ing to the Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means, are "entirely elective"
and the Report further states that there "is no review of the advisability of the local
project or of the issuer's ability to repay". However, such a review will be required
for the subsidy provisions of the bill apply only to obligations which, but for an
election under proposed section 103(b), would be obligations to which section
103(a) (1) applies. Thus, neither industrial development bonds as defined in section
107 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 nor arbitrage obligations
would be eligible for the subsidy program. If Congress is concerned with tax reform
it is incumbent upon it truly to reform the situation created by the unfortunate
definition of industrial development bonds contained in section 107 of the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 and to prevent the taxation of "arbitrage"
obligations. As Senator Baker stated on May 27, 1969 in the Senate upon the intro-
duction of S. 2280 in respect of section 107 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control
Act of 1968:

".... This measure originated by way of amendment on the Senate floor without
the benefit of bearings in either House and was adopted after brief debate.
Subsequent to adoption by the Sepate of the Ribicoff amendment, a provision
imposing the 10-percent surtax was also added to the same bill, and the attention
of the Senate-House conferees, the other Members of Congress, and the country
at large was naturally and appropriately focused on the all-important issues of
the surtax and expenditure cut and not on the scope of the definition relating to
industrial development bonds.
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Many Members of Congress who supported the taxation of industrial devel.
opment bonds later came to realize that, as a result of the cursory treatment
given this subject, Congress had by means of the definition employed in the act
gone much further than was ever intended. It became generally acknowledged
that Congress had not only provided for the h~xation of industrial development
bonds but had also made a wholesale attack on numerous 'State and local obliga-
tions completely unrelated to industrial development. Chairman Wilbur Mills
of the House Ways and Means Committee, stated this fact on the floor" at the
time of passage of the conference report and invited the National Governors
Co ference and others to provide corrective legislation.

0 0 0

The bill which I introduce today is essentially a revised version of the meas.
ure that I introduced late in the last session. Its purpose is to correct what most
believe is clearly a distorted definition of the term "industrial development bond"
as presently set forth in the statute."

Senator Baker has stated, and we fully concur, that section 107 of the Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act of 1968 has the effect of including within the definition
"industrial development bond" many bonds which would be issued to finance facilities
for many "acknowledged and traditional State and local functions". He further stated
at the time of the introduction of S. 2280:

"...What the act [Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968] does is set up
a list of approved purposes labeled "exemptions." Bonds for these purposes
remain exempt and those for all other State aud local governmental purposes are,
as I have said, taxable when private occupants pay to use the financed facilities.

By establishing this honor roll rating, the Congress purported to classify as
"good" or "bad" many legitimate functions of State and local governments,
rewarding "good" purposes with exemption and penalizing "bad" purposes with
taxation. Among the "bad" purposes are such fundamental governmental func-
tions as education and health care, which obviously are totally unrelated to the
development of new industrial plants, but the interest on the facilities of which
is taxable if they are maintained by private occupants.

In my judgment, this type of continuing Federal regulation by the honor roll
regulation of State and local governmental functions has no proper place in our
federal system and accordingly should be abandoned."

Just as we support meaningful redefinition of the term "industrial development
bond" we object to any congressional determination of "good" or "bad" purposes.
The goodness or badness of purposes for which state or local obligations may be issued
can best be determined by states and local government in accordance with state estab-
lished concepts of public purpose and not by Congress.
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The statutory authorization to exclude arbitrage obligations from the subsidy
program and to include income derived from arbitrage obligations in the gross income
of the recipients thereof is another ill-conceived congressional attempt involving fed-
eral review of the purposes for which state or local obligations may be issued. The
Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means states that someoe State and
local governments have misused their tax exemption privilege by engaging in arbi-
trage transactions for which the funds from tax exempt issues are employed to pur-
chase higher yielding federal obligations whose interest is not taxed in their hands."
No examples of such arbitrage transactions are given. We know of no situation in
which bonds have been issued in an arbitrage transaction as we believe that term to
be used by the House and thus we have grave doubts as to the need for a legislative
remedy for a supposed evil which does not exist. However, we are quite concerned
that the term may be so defined to attack necessary and proper btate and local financ-
ing methods. For example, it is quite common for state and local governments to
invest in higher yielding taxable obligations pending the use of the proceeds of the
bond issue. Such proceeds may be used for the construction of needed capital facilities
or may be used to refund outstanding obligations. In either case it may be prudent,
and indeed required, that the state or political subdivision invest those funds in the
highest yielding and safest investments available to them including United States
government securities, until such time as they can be used for the purpose for which
they are intended.

The Report states that "it is contemplated that the regulations to be issued by
the Secretary of the Treasury concerning this section of the bill will provide rules
for the temporary investment of the proceeds of a state or local government obliga-
tion pending their expenditure for the governmental purposes which gave rise to
their issue." However, neither the bill nor the Report provide the Secretary with
any discernible standard as to what type of arbitrage obligations will be included
in the definition promulgated by the Secretary of the Treasury.

We assume, but are uncertain, that the term as :sed in the House Bill has the
ambivalent meaning given to it in the Treasury Department announcement contained
in Technical Information Release No. 840, dated August 11, 1966. That Release
stated that a study would be conducted to determine whether certain obligations
should be considered as obligations of states, territories, possessions and their politi-
cal subdivisions or the District of Columbia. The obligations which were to be the
subject of the study were "obligations issued by these govermental units where a
principal purpose is to invest the proceeds of the tax exempt obligations in taxable
obligations, generally United States Government securities, bearing a higher interest
yield."

I Pending such study, the Treasury Department announced in the Release that
it would decline to issue rulings that interest on obligations falling within two Cate-
gpries would be exempt from federal income taxation under section 103 of the Code.

The obligations were those
"1. Where all or a substantial part of the proceeds of tLe issue (other than

normal contingency reserves such as debt service reserves) are only to be invested
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in taxable obligations which are, in turn, to be held as security for the retirement
of the obligations of the governmental unit.

. 2. Where the proceeds of the issue are to be used to refund outstanding
obligations which are first callable more than five years in the future, and in the
interim, are to be invested in taxable obligations held as security for the satisfac.
tion of eiti..r the current issue or the issue to be refunded."

The Treasury Department then gave three e,. tinples of transactions where no
rings would bo issued. The examples were

"First, a State may issue obligations and invest the entire proceeds in
United States bonds with similar maturities bearing a higher interest yield. The
United States bonds are then placed in escrow to secure payments of interest
and principal on the States obligations. The profit on the interest spread accrues
to the State over the period of time that these obligations are outstanding.

Second, a municipality may immediately realize the present value of the
arbitrage .profits to be derived over the future by casting the transaction in the
following form: It may issue obligations in the amount of $100 million, use $20
million to build schools or for some other governmental purpose, and invest the
balance, $80 million, in United States bonds which bear a higher interest yield.
The United States bonds are escrowed to secure payment of interest and prin.
cipal on the municipal obligations. The interest differential is suffi.ently large
so that the interest and principal received from the United States bonds are
sufficient to pay the interest on the municipal obligations as well as to retire them
at maturity.

Third, a municipality may issue obligations for the stated purpose of refund-
ing outstanding obligations first callable more than five years in the future.
During the interim before the outstanding obligations are redeemed the proceeds
of the advance refunding issue are invested in United States bonds bearing a
higher interest yield, and such bonds are escrowed as security for the payment of
either of the issues of municipal obligations. During that interim period,
arbitrage profits based on the interest spread inure to the municipality."

If the Treasury Department has completed its study it has not announced the
results thereof* and therefore we express grave doubts of the need for a legislative
remedy. We can understand the concern of the Treasury Department in respect of the
problem presented by the first category or the first and second examples so long as
their concern is expressed with respect to transactions where all or a substantial part
(80%) of the proceeds of the issue are to be solely for the purpose of investment

* The tax reform studies and proposals of the Treasury Department submitted to the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives on January 17, 1969 make no reference to arbitrage obligations. Sce Tazx
Reform Studies and PropouIas, U. S. Treasury Department, Joint Publication, Committee on Ways and Means,
U. S. House of Representatives and Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate, Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1969.
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in taxable obligations and have no other purpose such as the refunding of outstanding
obligations where such refunding is permitted by state or local law or the instru-
ments pursuant to which such outstanding bonds being refunded were issued. We
are of this view for it would be difficult to find a public purpose if the linguage
means what it says. We assume that the first category does not apply to refunding
bonds for it appears to have been the intent of the Treasury Department to deal with
refunding in the second category. It would be impossible to justify an argument that
the first category would include such refunding obligations where they are callable
less than five years in the future. The second category and the third example set
forth in the Release could prevent a financing which involves a justifiable public pur-
pose under state law and the facts underlying the financing program. There is no valid
reason for Congress to impose its will in respect of the desirability of particular financ-
ing programs of state and local governments by denying the tax exemption to income
derived from bonds of such state and local governments for such otherwise justifiable
purposes.

We further express our concern over the provision in the bill which states that
the provisions in respect of arbitrage bonds shall apply to obligations issued after
July 11, 1969. Since the statute provides no discernible standard as to what type of
arbitrage obligations will be included in the definition promulgated by the Secretary
of the Treasury and since the provisions of the bill relating to arbitrage obligations
are retroactive to July 11, 1969, issuers of securities will be unable to determine
whether their obligations will be deemed to be arbitrage obligations the income of
which will be subject to federal income tax and which will not be obligations to which
the subsidy program will apply.

B. The subsidy plan is unworkable in several respects.

The subsidy program is unworktible as applied to any political subdivisions of a
state. Assuming that a state can exercise the election provided by section 601, it
would appear that a political subdivision of the state would be unable to exercise
such an election without a grant of authority to do so. We are not aware that any
state presently has authorized its political subdivisions to exercise such an election.

A political subdivision is merely a creature of t1he state and derives all of its
power from the state. It is a general and undisputed proposition of law that a muni-
cipal corporation possesses and can exercise only those powers expressly granted,
those necessarily or fairly implied in or incident to the powers expressly granted and
those essential to the accomplishment of the declared objects and purposes of the
corporation. Any fair, reasonable, substantial doubt concerning the existence of power
is resolved by the courts against the corporation and the asserted power is denied.
Neither the corporation nor its officers can do any act, or make any contract or incur
any liability not authorized by its charter or the statute creating it, or by some other
legislative authorization. All acts beyond the scope of powers granted are void. The
power of the legislatures of the states to control their respective political subdivisions
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without hinderance, so far as the federal constitution or its laws are concerned, has
been consistently recognized by the Supreme Court. The only restraint on this broad
authority is that such exercise of power shall not contravene a federally protected
right bf one to whom that right is guaranteed. See Hunter v. Pittsburgh, 207 U. S. 162
(1907); Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U. S. 339 (1960); Baker v. Cart, 369 U. S. 186
(1962). Thus where t!.e City of Baltimore challenged, under the equal protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the federal constitution, a state statute
exempting a railroad from a City ad valorem tax, the Supreme Court rejected the
City's contention of unconstitutionality with the assertion that a municipal corpora.
tion "has no privileges or immunities under the federal constitution which it may
invoke in opposition to the will of its creator". Williams v. Mayor and City Council
of Baltimore, 289 U. S. 36, 40 (1933).

Consistent with these well-defined concepts of state law, since there is no legisla.
tion of which we are aware in any state authorizing, implicitly or explicitly, the issu-
ance of taxable bonds, it would appear that no political subdivision of any state has
the power at present to issue taxable bonds notwithstanding the passage of the bill.

In order for a municipality to be empowered to elect to issue taxable bonds each
state would have to pass enabling legislation and in some states the state constitution
would need to be amended prior to the passage of such enabling legislation. Anything
less than passage of state legislation would entangle a political subdivision desiring
to make an election in protracted litigation testing the power of such political sub-
division to exercise such election without enabling state legislation. Such litigation,
of course, would have to be resolved prior to selling taxable obligations. As a practical
matter no political subdivision would welcome delay in financing needed projects
resulting from the time required to (1) enact necessary legislation or (2) to await
the outcome of litigation, the success of which is conjectural.

The bill provides that the Secretary or his delegate "shall pay a fixed percentage
of the interest yield on each issue of obligations" to which an election applies. The
Committee report states that "(determination of the interest yield on any issue of
obligations is to be made immediately after they have been issued." It must be
assumed that the term "interest yield" means return on investment to a bondholder
based on the cost of the bond. The choice of the term "interest yield" is unfortunate
for it relates to an amount to be received by the purchaser of the state or local obliga-
tions and not to the amount of interest payments required to be made by the state or
local government, i.e. "interest rate". Since we are dealing with a subsidy plan tc
"encourage the States and political subdivisions thereof to make elections under sec-
tion 103(b)" the amount of interest to be paid or interest rate would appear to be
the proper criterion. However, since the percentage is to be based on "interest
yield" the interest yield may be computed to maturity or to the earliest possible
redemption date. If computed to the earliest date of redemption, no subsidy payments
would be available on interest payment dates subsequent to the earliest redemption
date if those obligations were not redeemed. No adjustments for redemption are
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specifically provided for in the bill. Howeverit is reasonable to assume that adjust-
ments will be required depending on the redemption date and the redemption price.
However, even though there is no specific statutory basis for the view that an adjust-
ment would be made the implication of such authority furthers the contenti})ii that
there will be a substantial amount of federal control in respect of obligations to which
the election applies, not only with respect to the purpose for which the obligations
are issued but details of the financing transaction which are a necessary incident to
such financings. This is further evidenced by the Committee Report's statement in
respect of premium or discount applied in the issuance of obligations:

"...Where it is the most practicable method of effecting the intent of the bill,
adjustment for any premium or any discount at which the obligations are issued
may be made between the issuer and the United States at the time of issuance or
such later time or times as may be appropriate."

Section 602(c) of the bill provides that at the request of the issuer, the liability
of the United States under Section 602 to pay interest to the holders of an issue of
taxable obligations shall be made through assumption by the United States of the
:obligation to pay a separate set of interest coupons issued with the obligations. This
dual coupon concept has not to our knowledge been extensively explored by the
legal community associated with the issuance and sale of state or local obligations.

,.As a result substantial legal problems may exist. Thus while the Committee
Report concedes that "the use of such dual coupon obligations might be necessary to

avoid violation of the maximum interest rate limitations imposed on some States and
localities by local law", a review of those limitations leads one ineluctably to the con-
elusion that the limitations would still apply.

While we have briefly discussed the provisions of the proposed subsidy plan and
the ramifications resulting therefrom, we would like to call attention to the amount of
federal control which appears from the various provisions. Reference has been
heretofore made to some of the items of control. The federal government would be
required to have personnel available to undertake the various responsibilities, includ.
ing those mentioned below, which appear explicitly or implicitly in the language of
the bill. First, the federal government would appear to be required to satisfy itself
that the obligations to be issued were valid and legally binding obligations of the

* state or political subdivision. The extent of the government's involvement in this
particular role would vary with each issue of obligations. Second, contemporane-
ously with such review the federal government would have to satisfy itself that the
obligations to be issued would not be deemed to be industrial development bonds
within the meaning of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 or arbitrage
obligations. Third, determinations of interest yield would be required to be made
by the federal government in respect of each issue of obligations. The exact amount
of the interest yield would be of such importance to each issuer that an official of the
federal government would have to be available upon the receipt of the bid for or upon
the negotiation of the sale of an issue of obligations to confirm such amount. Fourth,
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machinery would be required to be established to provide that the federal govern.
ment's share of the interest payments would be made not later than the time at which
the interest payments on the obligations are required to be made by the issuer.
Finally,' personnel would also be required to make adjustments in the subsidy pay.
ments in the event that taxable obligationR were redeemed prior to maturity. No dis-
cussion of the necessity of administering the foregoing functions appears to have
been heretofore considered by Congress. The Committee Report is silent as to the
need for the creation of administrative machinery and no reference is made to the
cost of such administrative machinery in that section of the Committee Report
relating to "Revenue effect."

For the reasons set forth above, we recommend that sections 601 and 602 of the
bill not be enacted.

Respectfully submitted,

HAWKxiSs, Dim"Tza & WOOD

67 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Dated: September 19, 1969
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STATEMENT OF CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION,
SUBMITTED BY EDWARD D. HEFFERNAN

My name is Edward D. Heffernan. It is a distinct pleasure

and privilege to have this opportunity to appear before your Com.

mittee. I represent the Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, a group

of nine manufacturers of cast iron pressure pipe. A substantial

proportion of the production of chese companies goes into the many

public waterworks around the country.

As you are awere I am sure, Mr. Chairman, moL'h of the water-

works, either new or those being updated, are financed by the issuance

of local bonds, the proceeds of which pay for the system. Histori-

oally, the interest on these bonds has been tax exempt, thereby

allowing these lower yielding securities a competitive place in the

bond market. I need not dwell on the damage caused by the efforts

to tamper with the tax exemption. It is all too evident in recent

bond market reactions to the proposal you have under consideration

Not as apparent is the vast number of water projects (destined to

provide much-needed life support water systems to both rural and urban

areas) which may well be jeopardised by a decision to go ahead with

exemption-limiting provisions of H. R. 13270.

Our interest in opposing these provisions is both personally

- civically motivated - personal, from the standpoint that our

industry stands to be greatly impacted by a probable cutback in water

projects all around the country; civic-minded, in that we cannot ig-

nore the long-range potential for havoc in communities faced with

critical water shortages in the face of burgeoning populations.

The bill proposes turning to the federal government as an

alternative for help in financing the water systems. The supposed

33-863 0 - 69 - 75 (P4_ 4)
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election of choosing either a tax ,xmpt bond or federally subsidized

.bond may turn out to be no option at all. The higher tax exempt bond

interest rates would drive bond issuers to use the subsidy if the cost

to them w cheaper. The economics of this will soon press every

community into seeking the subsidy. Neither is it at all clear, given

a predictable change in the market for taxable municipal bonds as

opposed to tax exempt bonds, that the federal government would collect

more money in tax revenues than it paid out in interest subsidies;

in fact, there is much evidence to suggest that it would lose con-

siderable amounts of money.

The Ways and Means Comitt"e clearly indicated the concern of

some members by setting in its report, "There Is no review of the ad.

visability of the local project or of the users' ability to repay.

Despite this disclaimer, nothing wes put in the language of the bill

restricting the Treasury Department frcm setting up requirements, and,

in t ;wh, the bill gives the Secretary or his delegate broad discre-

tionary power of regulation ("subject to such conditions as the Secretary

or his delegate, by regulation, prescribes"). Annually, it will be

necessary to go for appropriations, and thus changes axe always a possi-

bility. Obviously there was discussion of the specter of federal con-

trols when a community accepts federal assistance. Our concern here

is that Aen it comes to setting priorities for worthy projects to be

-funded, the local people most familiar and closest to the problems

will be subordinated to the bureaucratic review. Water needs, not near-

ly as glamorous as many publicized national problems, will be pushed

far down the list of priorities. We do not think It is vise, equitable
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or economioally sound to put the business of providing clean water

on a consunt crisis base and yet we are concerned that the passage

'of H. R. 13270 in Its present form wil do just that.

Our comments have been mainly about the election provision for

state and municipal bonds; however, several other provisions of H. R. 13270

will have an objectionable effect on tax-free local bonds. The alloca.

tion of deductions provision includes the Interest from now municipal

bond issues in the list of tax preferences against which an individual

would now have to charge a portion of his deductions. The limit on

tax preferences requires that one pay taxes on at least half of all his

earnings regardless of source (which includes interest from state end

local bonds). The attraction of municipal bonds on the open market

vould certainly be impaired by these provisions.

Another aspect that greatly concerns us is the constitutional

issue inherent in this legislative provision, since the federal govern-

sent would be taxing a portion of the interest from tax exempt municipal

bonds through the limits on tax preferences mechanism. Undoubtedly,

opponents will challenge the constitutionality in the courts, result-

ing in lengthy litigation. During this period of doubtful tax status,

borA investors would be unlikely to invest until the issue is resolved.

Thus, with the market for bonds totally disrupted, many or aUl water eye-

tess projects would have to be suspended.

We urge you to remove tese onerous provisions affecting looal

tix-free bonding and lot our cities and local governments get on with

the job of xenewsl, unham"red by unwise legislation hastily drawn in

the ni of tax ref ore.

Than you for your consideration.
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STATEMENT OF HAoLv B. JUDZLL, OF FOLEY, JUDELL, BECK, MOREL & BEWLEY,
ATTORNEYs AT LAW, NEw ORLEANs, LA.

Our firm's practice is devoted exclusively to municipal and corporate finance,
and particularly the approval nf municipal and corporate bonds. We represent
a substantial number of municipalities, school boards, special service districts
(waterworks, sewerage, drainage, road, hospital, recreation, etc.) and other
political subdivisions and local units of government in the States of Louisiana
and Mississippi in connection with the financing of their capital outlay require.
ments. Our clients are directly affected by the proposed tax legislation, which
strikes at the heart of their method of raising money to construct essential gov-
ernmental facilities to meet the needs of their constituents. Traditionally, these
local entities have financed capital improvements through the Issuance and sales
of bonds or other debt obligations carrying an exemption under existing law from
federal income taxation. Because the proposed legislation (insofar as it relates
to the treatment of municipal bonds) will adversely affecL and virtually cripple
their financing powers, they have requested that we vigorously oppose, on their
behalf, such legislation.

We will address ourselves to the matter of specific objections to the proposed
tax reform bill. We object to (1) the minimum income tax plan, (2) the alloca-
tion of deductions, and (3) the federal subsidy plan on the grounds that (a) they
raise serious constitutional questions involving the immunity of states and their
political subdivisions from taxation by the federal government which cannot
be resolved except through lengthy and costly litigation, the effect of which will
be to paralyze local finance until a final judicial determination of the issue;
(b) they would prevent the orderly financing of public improvements in an
established capital market in the private sector of the economy at a time when
such improvements are needed to help overcome the tremendous socio-economic
problems facing urban areas; and (c) they would result in a deterioration and
destruction of the historic federal-state relationship in the field of public finance
and centralize the control of local finance in the federal government at great
cost to the citizens and taxpayers of the nation. The combined effect of the
foregoing could be to fuel an economic recession of major proportions.

The foundation for the doctrine of reciprocal tax immunity between govern-
mental entities has early foundations In constitutional law. The landmark case
of McCuZZoCh v. Maryland, 4 Wheat 316 (1819) one hundred fifty years ago
established the basis for the principle that the federal government does not have
the power to levy taxes which would interfere with the governmental functions
of states or their political subdivisions and, in cases too numerous to cite, the
principle has been upheld.

The successful Imposition of the proposed taxes would require that the Supreme
Court overrule this long-standing constitutional law. This will make litigation
inevitable and doom the municipal bond market to several years of disorder,
which will cost the public taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars in additional
interest costs.

The inescapable fact is that even the threat of removal of the tax exempt
feature from municipal bonds has resulted In a drastic increase in Interest rates
on such bonds in recent months, to the point where nearly two billion dollars
of such bonds have not been sold. This results in the delay or postponement of
a corresponding amount of construction of vitally needed public improvements
The taxation of Interest on such bonds would permanently impair the ability of
local governments to finance such construction, just at a time when the need
for public facilities is at its peak. Then the so-called "taxpayer revolt" would
become the "peoples' revolution" because the working man would be required
to pay higher taxes to finance fewer improvements. Nor is the answer at this
point a federal subsidy to "cover the difference" in the cost of issuing tax-free
and taxable bonds. We already have a unique and time-tested subsidy program
in the tax-free privilege accorded municipal bonds. This system has worked
effectively for many years and should not be changed unless there is clear evi-
dence of a better system, which is not provided for in the proposed legislation.

At at time when state-federal "revenue sharing" is being recognized as one
solution to the many economic ills at the local level, a tax on bonds is proposed
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which would, in effect, shift revenue from the state to the federal level, resulting
in a net loss to the states and local subdivisions. Inevitably this shift would
bring federal control and weaken our entire system of federal-state relationships.

One of the alleged reasons for the proposed tax is to levy a tax on the oft-cited
154 individuals in high income brackets who do not pay taxes; however, research
indicates that their escape of taxes is not due to investment in tax-free bonds.
In any event, it would seem to be the height of folly to enact a form of taxation
admittedly designed to affect such a limited number when in reality its impact
is far more severe on the small taxpayer. ,

In conclusion, the retention of our entire state-federal govermental structure
aud the preservation of a sound economy demands that any attempts to levy a
tax on interest or municipal bonds be defeated.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. MARTIN, PRESIDENT, EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIvERSrrY,

ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVE2-
3ITIES AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-
GRANT COLLEGES

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Robert R. Martin. I am
President of Eastern Kentucky University in Richinond, Kentucky. I am also
chairman of the Committee on Federal Relations of the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities and a member of the Association's Board of
Directors. This statement is submitted on behalf of the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities and the National Association of State Universi-
ties and Land-Grant Colleges. The combined membership of these two associa.
lions is 372 colleges and universities located in the 50 states. the District of
Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Island. They enroll approximately
three and a half million students, or about half of all the college students in
the nation.

The Associations presenting this statement have previously joined with the
American Council on Education and others in testimony covering major points In
H.R. 13270 of interest to higher education. While we concur generally in the
position taken by the American Council on Education, we feel that the gravity of
the proposals in H.R. 13270 with respect to state and municipal bonds was in-
adequately emphasized in that statement, and for this reason present additional
testimony on this point.

We also wish particularly to emphasize the concern of these two Associations-
which was expressed in the American Council's testimony-over the proposed tax
on the income of private foundations. We oppose the imposition of such a tax, and
snpnort the proposal that. instead of a tax, a registration or similar fee be pre-
scribed adequate to cover the cost of enforcement of existing laws and regulations.

The collegs and universities in our two Associations have experienced en-
rollment increases in the past decade that have resulted in enormous demands for
additional physical facilities. During this period of time, state governments and
institutions of public higher education have had to rely primarily on long-term
borrowing as the source of funds to meet these capital needs. General obligation
bond and/or revenue bonds have been issued by the stntes or hy the Insttntions
to provide funds for necessary academic, service and housing facilities. Such bonds,
being exempt from taxation by the Federal Government. have been readily
marketable and have enabled the institutions to provide the facilities necessary
for the academic and other programs required by the increasingly large number
of young men and women seeking the advantages of higher education.

I do not believe it is an overstatement to say that the result will be. "catastro-
phic" if the bill passes in its present form. In fact. the threat of passage has
already seriously damaged markets for this tvne of bond.

To illustrate. I cite the experience of Eastern Kentucky University. Since
1960, Eastern Kentucky l'niver-itv has issued and marketed several series of its
Consolidated Educational Buildinzs Revenue Bonds, aggregating S21.400.000.
which were sold in the ooen market and purchased by private investors. In .lty.
196, the University offered a series of such bonds in the amount of $7,400,000 for
the purpose of constructing needed academic facilities. For the flrt time In the
history of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, no bids were received for the purchase

.................................................
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of bonds offered by h state agency. I am informed by a respected municipal bond
dealer that the threat of passage of H.R. 13270 was the sole contributing factor
for the market decline during the week that this issue of bonds failed to attract a
bid.

Under Secions 301 and 302 of the proposed Income Tax Reform Act of 1969, the
tax exempt status of state and municipal bonds is negated, not only on future
issues by these agencies but on existing issues. With reference to existing issues,
the provisions of these two sections will, in my opinion, be a serious breach of faith
by the United States Government. These bonds were purchased under the as.
sumption of tax exemption and lower interest costs were realized by the seller of
the bonds due to tax exemption. I am informed that that bonds issued by state and
municipal government agencies have been tax exempt from the original enact.
ment of the income tax laws until the present date. If Sections 301 and 302 be-
come law, then earnings from such bonds will become liable to taxation and the
owner will have no recourse for the resultant or potential loss of income. Ob-
viously, the bondholder will unavoidably conclude that the state and municipal
bonds are not good investments. Further, the potential purchaser of state and
municipal bonds will be forced to conclude that, if such bonds can be made subject
to taxation on the basis proposed by Sections 301 and 302, then subsequent legs.
lation can make such bonds fully taxable. Accordingly, interest rates will rise
markedly and the marketability of state and municipal bonds will be seriously
JeopardizecL Further the provisions of these sections constitute an attempt, by
indirection, to provide for federal taxation on state and local governmental units.

Proponents of H.R. 13270 have pointed to Sections 601 and 602 as protection
for state and municipal agencies in this matter in view of the potential effects
of Sections 301 and 302. However, what appears to be a choice between the ale
of taxable or tax-exempt bonds by the agency Is in reality no choice whatsoever.
An analysis of the effect of H.R. 13270 upon the bond market would have to
conclude that the bill in its present form would make it necessary for public
institutions of higher education to look to the Federal Government for federal
financing of physical plant needs. The proposed subsidy will not attack the prob-
lem of debt capacity under parity formulas to which existing debt has com-
mitted the institutions. Further, a serious question arises regarding the deter-
mination of the amount of interest subsidy. Here, I am advised by a municipal
bond dealer, whose qualifications I respect, who stated that he was unable to
find a single individual in his business who does not believe that the result of
the bill will be higher interest costs to issuers, even after the federal subsidy.
Additionally, the imposition of federal regulations and "red tape" will seriously
impair the flexibility and efficiency of capital financing by public institutions of
higher education.

Uwder existing federal statutes and regulations, state and local governments
have had the ability to operate freely, without federal interference or interven-
tion, in the incurrence of long term debt. Admittedly, state colleges and univer-
sities; have used federal assistance in this field at one time or another. However,
when ,such federal assistance was used, the Federal Government was free to
accept or reject this assistance under the prevailing rules. The provisions of H.R.
13270 are such that, In my opinion, this freedom will disappear. State colleges
and universities will be forced to apply to the Federal Government for assistance
or pay rates of interest that would he economically prohibitive. While the bill
proposes a subsidy without regulation, experience in the field of federal assistance
leads us to conclude that the outcome would be otherwise.

I have offered no opinion or comment concerning the remainder of the Act.
Certainly, I subscribe to the concept of tax reform to the end that the burden of
taxation Is equitably distributed among the citizenry. I must strongly protest,
however, the efforts of proponents of +he Income Tax Reform Act of 1969 to Utse
the concept of "tax reform" to disguise an attack upon the treasuries of states
and municipalities. Such action is contrary to the fundamental concel)tion of the
relationships betweeai states and muni('llpalities on the one hand and the Federal
Government on the other. I Inl)lore you on behalf of public collgos ai(l lmivcr-

sities of the Nation to leave for states and municipalities, the freedom from fed-
eral taxation of bond issues in order that these colleges and universiticv 11ay
continue, with freedom from federal interference, to develop their instittioll,
with the diversity and uniqueness that has been the hallmark of higher educaf-
tion in the United States.
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NATIONAL SociETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEEMM,
Washington, D.C., September 29, 1969.

Honorable RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DAR SENATOR LONG: Title VI of H.R. 13270 (the Tax Reform Act of 1969),
aa passed by the House of Representatives on August 7, 1969, proposes to change
the Federal tax treatment of interest earned by holders of bonds issued by state
and municipal governing bodies. Since the inception of Federal Income tax in
1918, interest paid on the obligations of governments at the state and local levels
has been exempt from the imposition of Federal tax.

H.R. 13270 seeks to eliminate this exemption by encouraging the issuance of
state and local debt securities subject to Federal taxation and offering, as an
incentive therefor, the payment of Federal subsidy equal to a variable percentage
of the increased interest that states would be required to pay In brder to make
taxable securities marketable in competition with private enterprise debt
obligations.

The National Society of Professional Engineers, consisting of some 67,000
individual members, all of whom are licensed to practice engineering under one
or more of the various state licensing and registration laws, vigorously objects
to the enactment of this portion of H.R. 13270.

Engineers are deeply concerned over the prospect that those services which
the public demands, and must be provided if the basic well-being of all citizens
is to be maintained, will be either delayed or abandoned due to the lack of local
financing which the sale of tax exempt state and local bonds provides.

The mere consideration of removing the exemption has, in fact, resulted in
an adverse effect on the municipal bond market. State governors and city mayors
have publicly announced that since the passage of H.R. 13270 by the House,
tbe cost of state and local bond financing has risen drastically.

Engineers, perhaps more than many others, are acutely aware of local needs
and of the fact that they can be satisfied more efficiently at the local level. They
a convinced that attempts to restrict communities In the exercise of efforts
to meet challenges in this area and on the community level are rio-t unwise.

State and local governments need every bit of help they can get in wrestling
with thc'ir urban ills, environmental blights. public and private housing program,,.
education, welfare, transportation, and the whole host of social, industrial and
technological challenges besetting them-many involving the very survival of
some communities. The ability of these governments to deal with such problems,
in addition to providing for the normal demands involving capital improvements
such as hospitals, schools, public buildings generally, water and sewage systems,
pollution-combatting facilities, flood controls, roads, streets, highways. bridges,
etc., is dependent upon the financing which the sale of state and municipal bonds
provides. It is essential that the Federal Government refrain from action which
will curtail this local financing.

A considerable amount of testimony has already been presented to this Com-
mittee by state and city officials indicating that the only possible result of Title
VI of H.R. 13270 is serious injury to local governments and the people dependent
upon them for local needs. These opinions are unanimous that passage of this
provision will be detrimental to taxation at the local level without appreciable
benefit to the National Govetiznent, will result in a basic change in governmental
structure, will result in a serious decline in the municipal bond market, a sub-
stantial curtailment or total abandonment of vitally needed public works projects,
an expansion in construction unemployment, and Increased financial burden on
small property owers and taxpayers.

We respectfully submit that Sections 601 and 602 of H.R. 13270 are adverse
to the public welfare and should not be enacted.

Very truly yours, PAUL H. ROBBINS, r.E.,
Executive Drector.
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STATEMENT IN BEHALF Of THE TEXAS A&M UNivESsrrY SYSTEM, BY EARL RUDDER,
PUsEMENT

My name Is Earl Rudder, President of The Texas A&M University System.
The provisions of HR 13270 which would subject the interest received from bonds
of state and local governments to federal Income taxation are of urgent practical
interest to The Texas A&M University System. The impact of rapidly increased
student enrollments and continuing efforts to provide adequate teaching, research
and housing facilities, has resulted In unprecedented requirements for expanding
and improving our physical plants. Our principal source of financing these vital
plant needs Is through the Issuance of revenue bonds. Within the next twelve
months the institutions comprising The Texas A&M University System have
scheduled the Issuance and sale of a total of $31,500,000 of revenue bonds. The
main source of funds for the payment of principal and interest requirements on
our revenue bonds Is, of course, derived from student fees and charges.

By noting the comparative performance of the municipal bond markets with
other debt markets during recent weeks, even the casual observer can see the
devastating impact discussions surrounding HR 13270 have already had on
interest rates on municipal bonds. I believe this reaction could certainly: ',ave
been readily predicted, for in no other security market does the investor so
heavily rely on the good faith of government at all levels. All present holders
of municipal bonds have bought them with the belief that municipal bond interest
would never be subjected to federal income taxation in any form. Now this
historically accepted principle is being challenged.

But our experts tell us that the current chaotic conditions in the municipal
bond market, while unprecedented, are mild when compared to the results which
can be expected if HR 13270 is enacted into law in its present form. Once the
historical principle of the exemption of income from municipal bonds is breached
by even an indirect tax, any remaining municipal bond tax shelter would be of
doubtful value, for there would be no protection from increased taxation of
municipals by future Congresses. Massive and permanent damage to investor
confidence would be done and increased Interest rates on municipal bonds of as
much as two percentage points have been predicted by the Municipal Advisory
Council of Texas. Such an interest rate increase would cost The Texas A&
University System an additional $630,000 for interest during the first year on
our $31,500.000 bonds scheduled to be issued in the next twelve months. And
add to this increased annual interest cost the annual interest which would be
required on our bond issues planned for 1971, 1972 and future years! The truth
of the matter is that under such conditions, the cost of borrowing by our institu-
tions would be pushed beyond tolerable econoa!c limits--and we probably would
be unable to finance even our most urgent plant expansion needs.

As mentioned earlier, the main source of funds to pay our revenue bonds must
come from student fees and charges. A recent independent survey on our main
campus at College Station indicated that 66% of our on-campus students had
available incomes of less than $100 per month. During the lat scholastic year,
7,658 loons were made to students In the A&M System under the Texas Oppor-
tunities Plan alone. All of this indicates to us that substantial Increases in attend-
ance costs to support bond issues would prevent many of our students of modest
means from continuing their education.

The questions of ending reciprocal immunity from taxation between State
and Federal Governments, massive damage to capital markets, costly interrup-
tions and dislocations In capital improvement programs, and other pernicious
effects of current proposals to tax interest on municipal bonds are real and
frightening. But begging these very fundamental questions, it would appear that
the major objective of Congress in this area should be to rectify the current
imbalance between federal tax resources and state and local tax resources. Any
compromise in the present tax-exempt feature of municipal bonds would only
accentuate the present Imbalaace.

Finally, municipal bondq have developed a special place in our over-all debt
market and have successfully served the needs of state and local governments
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in raising billions of dollars for capital improvement. Purchasers of such bonds
have, in effect, paid their taxes in advance by accepting a lower rate of interest
than could be obtained on taxable bonds. Our present system works, and I know
of no more equitable or efficient system for state and local government capital
improvement financing which would be as impartial and as free from abuse. I,
therefore, strongly urge that the existing tax-exempt status afforded municipal
bonds be maintained and re-affirmed.

August 1, 1969.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
White House.
Re Municipal Bonds

GENT MEN: My wife and I retired in 1960 and sold our minority stock in a
small closed corporation which equity had been held since 1925. During these
thirty-five years, for lack of working capital, only nominal dividends had been
paid. We realized a substantial profit of which a large part was invested in mu-
nicipal bonds that were regarded at the time as second in safety and stability only
to U.S. government obligations.

Since the fall of 1966 we have suffered heavy paper losses on these bonds due
to adverse market conditions. I do not complain of this situation as normal
market fluctuations are simply facts of life. However, an abnormal element has
been introduced in the form of the House Ways and Means Committee's proposals
to curb the tax exemption of interest on municipal bonds. Leaving aside the
legal aspects, as I am not a lawyer, It does not appear reasonable, fair or just
that these proposals should apply to already outstanding tax exempt issues
which were purchased in good faith at yields and prices reflecting the then
existing tax free provisions of the law. In the event these proposed tax reforms
are enacted into law upon what amounts to a retroactive basis, the result would
virtually 'be an uncompensated confiscation of income and capital. When tax
exemptions were removed from what were known as industrial municipal bonds,
the effect was not retroactive.

I trust that President Nixon will take these and perhaps more important and
valid considerations into account if and when the proposed bil comes to his desk.

Respectfully,
A. J. Ross.

September 6, 1969.
Re Municipal Bonds.
Mr. MEADE WHITAKERM
Tax Legislative Counsel,
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. WHITAKER: Thank you for your thoughtful letter of August 25, 1969
in which you pointed out the one provision in President Nixon's tax reform pack-
age that would have affected tax-exempt bonds, and thanks also for the memo-
randum prepared before H.R. 13270 was passed by the House of Representatives.
I would appreciate your reading this letter in context with mine of August 1,
1960.

Self-interest prompts me to wonder how these various proposals specifically
will affect Mrs. Ross and myself, citizens and residents of Puerto Rico with
practically all of our taxable income from sources within, and taxable only in,
Puerto Rico; while practically all of our tax-free income is from the United
States due to the fact that many more municipal issues were available there
than in Puerto Rico at the time we entered the market.

Speaking in general of municipal bonds, the following opinions--I would like
to think of them as facts--are offered without corroboration as I would prefer
you to confirm them if you see fit to do so. Why have municipals been purchased
and held by investors in the past?
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(1) Because they were tax-free. Investors paid a heavy premium for this fea.
ture and anything, absolutely anything, that affects the freedom from taxation

I outstanding issues will inevitably adversely affect their values.
(2) Because they were relatively stable pricewise. See #1 above.
(3) Because they were free from a "Limit on Tax Preference." See #1 above.
(4) Because they were free from an "Allocation of Deductions." See #1 above.
All of the advantages and benefits that exist under present law were part and

parcel of the price paid by investors for municipal bonds, some of which yielded
3% and less. Every investor knows that even in normal times price inflation
erodes his fixed income by 1% to 2% annually, and it follows that the capital
invested in bonds Is likewise eroded year by year until maturity. Therefore the
investor's prime reason for purchasing these low yielding bonds had to be free-
dom from taxation. It appears to me that any retroactivity which would have
the effect of destroying all or any part of the tax-free status of municipals in
existence would be highly inequitable.

So far I have mentioned only the investor and taxpayer for actually there are
few individuals whose portfolios consist entirely of tax-frees although I read In
the press that the late President Kennedy was one of them. How about States,
Cities, Counties, and Authorities themselves? If the proposal to the effect that
municipalities may choose between bonds with partially tax exempt or taxable
interest with the difference in the rate paid by the Federal Government, is
enacted into law, the municipalities may lope on six counts:

(1) The interest rate on the partially tax-exempts would be higher than in the
past due to the proposed restrictions.

(2) On account of #1 the effective rate paid by municipalities upon taxable
interest bonds would be higher than in the past. A practical problem might arise
as to the percentage differential to be paid by the Federal Government.

(3) Representative Mills, a powerful foe of government overspending, has ex-
pressed a desire to approve and supervise the spending of funds raised by means
of a Federal government interest subsidy.

(4) The rates of the subsidized interest bonds will be high for certain general
obligation municipals which will compete for funds with higher rated corporate
issues. Certain revenue interest subsidized municipals may well find no accept.
able market at all!

(5) When two interestwlse varieties of municipals are offered, psychologically
investment bankers and investors will tend to downgrade both of them.

(0) The time and money consuming delays that will necessarily be involved
In negotiating and obtaining the Federal interest rate subsidy.

For the reasons outlined above I do not agree with the provisional conclusion
reached in the penultimate paragraph of your letter. I question the wisdom of
treating a taxpayer with an $11,000.00 or a $50,000.00 tax preferred income dif-
ferently from another taxpayer with $10,000.00 tax preferred income without
taking into consideration other income and Income tax factors. Enclosed find copy
of a memorandum prepared by Brown, Wood, Fuller, Caldwell and Ivey. Please
note the example cited of the proposed tax treatment of a salaried man who also
owns tax-exempt bonds. His salary, of course is part of his taxable income and
serves to lower his possible tax liability upon his once tax-free interest Doesn't
this constitute a discrimination against a retired individual who owns tax-
exempt bonds, but no longer has a salary which might serve to lower his possible
tax liability upon his once tax-free interest? Another conclusion that can be
drawn from the memorandum is that computer time will have to be rented by
almost every substantial taxpayer who itemizes deductions and owns municipal
bonds. Is this true tax reform?

Finally, I submit that a simple and fair way out of this complexity would be
to leave the tax status of outstanding municipals unchanged and any equitable
tax reform be applied to future issues. An impractical but just alternative would
be to redeem, at cost plus accrued interest, the outstanding municipal bonds.

Sincerely yours,
A. Jr. Ross.
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P.S. :-After drafting this letter, it occurs to me to mention the volativity of
Federal Funds above the prime rate and the Bond Buyer's yield index of 6.26%
on municipals as examples of why Congress should not tamper even indirectly
with intcest rates at this time.

The proposed limitation upon "tax preferences" of noncorporate taxpayers
contained in the bill as passed by the House would not only affect relatively
few holders of state and municipal bonds and even as to such group, the full
impact of such provisions will not be felt for several years. This is because the
adjustment would be limited to the excess of the tax "preferences" over one-half
of total income (including such preferences) and particularly, as explained
below, because of the ten-year "transitional rule" applicable to the receipt of
tax-exempt interest.

Section 301 of the bill, which would take effect January 1, 1970, would include
in the base of a minimum tax, various "tax preferences" including interest on
presently outstanding and newly issued state and municipal bonds.1 As stated in
the House Report:

S... a 50-percent ceiling is to be imposed on the amount of a taxpayer's
total income (adjusted gross income plus the tax preference items) which
can be excluded from tax. In others words, an individual is to be allowed to
claim the exclusions and deductions comprising tax preference Income only
to the extent that the aggregate amount of these preferences does not exceed
one-half of his total income.... The limit on tax preferences is not to apply
If an individuals total tax preferences for the year do not exceed $10,000
($5,000 for a married person filing a separate return)."

+However, in applying the above limitation for 1970, for example, only 1/10th
ot; tax-exempt interest would be taken into account; for 1971, 2/10the of tax-
exempt interest would be taken into account, etc.

For example, assume that the taxpayer receives a salary of $50,000 and $100,000
of tax-exempt interest. None of such interest would be includable in gross income
for 1970 because the $10,000 interest (10% of the $100,000 interest) taken into
account for such year would not exceed the $10,000 alternative limitation. For
1971, although $20,000 interest would be taken into account, none would be
includable in gross income since It would not exceed one-half the "total income"
of $70,000. By 1976, assuming the same facts, $60,000 interest would be taken
into account and $5,000 interest Includable in gross income, viz., the excess of
$60,000 over $55,000 (one-half the sum, of $60,000 plus $50,000) ; and by 1977,
$70,000 interest would be taken into account and $10,000 interest includable in
gross income. Assuming that in 1978 salary income is increased to $100,000, no
interest- would be includable in gross income for such year because the $80,000
nterest then taken into account would not exceed the 50 percent limitation
($90,000). Under the bill, the amount of preferences which have been included
in4ncome may be deducted in any of the succeeding five years in which a prefer-
ec is not required to be included in income; thus, a deduction of $10,000 would
be. allowable for such year in respect of the amounts included in 1976-1977
Income.3

Bill Section 302 requires an allocation (disallowance) of personal deductions
such as charitable contributions, taxes, interest, medical expenses, to the extent
that such expenses can reasonably be assumed to be met in part out of tax-free
Income. Here, only interest upon tax-exempt bonds issued after July 12, 1969
(new bonds) is taken into account in determining the allocation under a ten-year
transitional rule. The amount disallowed would be the lesser of (I) the amount
disallowed under the allocation fraction, or (ii) the tax preference less $10,000.

4The five tax preference items are: Tax-exempt bond interest, the excluded one-half
Of caital galns, appreciation in gifts of property to charitable organizations, the excess
of accelerated over straight line depreciation in the case of real estate, and certain farm
lo es.

ISuch deduction is limited to the amount by which the 50% limitation for such year
($90,000) exceeds total preferences for such year ($80,000).
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In addition, for 1970, only one-half of total personal deductions is to be taken
into account in determining the allocable deductions to be disallowed.

Thus, assuming that the interest received in 1070 Is wholly from new bonds
and the taxpayer had $50,000 of personal deductions, no disallowance would
result because under (i) above, the $10,000 interest taken into account would
not exceed the $10,000 alternative limitation so that the numerator of the alloca.
tion fraction would be zero. Where a tax preference has been included In Income
under the formula describe above in paragraphs one and two, the allocation is
determined by reference to gross incomes thus increased. Thus, in 1971, one-sixth
($10,000 $60,000 ($70,000-$10,000)) of the $50,000 deductions would be
disallowed.

STONE & YOUNOBERO,
MUNICIPAL FINANCING CONSULTANTS,

San Francisco, September 17, 1969.
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: As municipal financing consultants representing over 350 public
entities, we wish to oppose those sections of H.R. 13270 which would subject
municipal bond interest to Federal taxes. We have carefully reviewed the House
Bill which is before you and wish to make the following observations regarding
its content and the impact on municipalities if this bill is passed into law in its
present form.

Since House passage of H.R. 13270, the proposed tax reform act, the Bond
Buyer's 20 Bond Index declined from 5.86 percent on July 31 (a record low in
itself) to a new low of 6.37 percent on September 4. Without question, the pri-
mary reasons for the drastically declining bond market centered around those
sections of H.R. 13270 which would have the effect of subjecting the interest
earned on municipal bonds to Federal income tax.

Large numbers of bond buyers all over the country have stopped buying muni.
cipal securities, and many bond dealers will tell you that there Is just no
municipal market. Unfortunately, the most serious threat to municipal financing
as we have known it In the past is not contained in the specific provisions of the
minimum income tax or allocations of deductions section of H.R. 13270, but In
the real threat that if this act becomes law (and is upheld by the Supreme
Court), any future Congress could effect further erosion (or elimination) of the
tax exemption. This appears to be the main reason that many potential bond
buyers are refusing to speculate further in low yield tax exempts. They are
fearful that If they act in good faith a future Congress could pull the rug out
from under them.

The victims most seriously hurt by this proposed legislation are not the bond
buyers but the voters and taxpayers of those public entities forced to Issue bonds
at record interest rates. Equally hurt are the voters and taxpayers residing
In those entities which cannot sell their bonds to finance schools, sanitary sys-
tems, or other vitally needed public improvements. The situation is eslcially
tragic because these people are the victims of an irresponsible proposal and
they will suffer (many for the next twenty to thirty year) even if the proposed
legislation never becomes law.

It is our belief that if the tax reform bill Is passed as It is presently
written, the following ramifications, in varying degrees, are likely :

1. General obligation bonds of many entities would be unealeable.-For most
laTge taxpayers, municipal bonds would fall into substantially the same cate-
gories as corporate bonds or other taxable Investment. High grade corporate
bonds (AA and better) are presently yielding interest rates of 8 percent or
more. It is likely, for example, that general obligation bonds of the State of
California would be competitive with high grade corporates, but what about
the bonds of smaller cities, counties, and special districts which, have no rating

" .- . 1 . I I ,- - -r-, -, A IV_ " """N; , " Ize, '. t , -0" - - -
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or a rating less than the minimum requirements for corporate investment? It is
our opinion that the market for thees bonds -may dry up completely.

2. Many revenue bonds, assesRcment bmdR, and other limited obligation aecu-
rities would be unsaleable.-Obligations not secured by the full faith and credit
of the Issuing entity traditionally, with the tax exemption, sell at higher interest
rates than general obligation bonds. Since many institutional investors only pur-
chase general obligation bonds, a larger percentage of the limited obligations are
placed with Individuals. If interest becomes taxable, individuals would probably
seek other Investments or demand such high returns that project financing with
limited obligation securities would be unfeasible.

3. Interest rates on all municipal sccurities would increase.-Interest rates on
all municipal bonds would probably increase but not on a proportionate basis.
Entities issuing bonds which do not fall into the higher categories of investment
quality would unquestionably have to pay interest rates far exceeding even
today's record levels. Investors could pick and choose between corporates and
municipals and would have no special inducement to invest In municipal secu-
rities, especially since at any time congressional whim could possibly eliminate
all advantages of investing In municipal bonds.

4. Property taxes would necessarily inerease.-One could anticipate property
tax increases for two reasons. First, if bonds were sold, taxes would have to be
higher to meet higher interest costs. Secondly, If bonds were unsaleable and a
project were vital, it might have to be financed on a pay-as-you-go basis. In
such event, the cost would be met by present taxpayers and not spread over
future beneficiaries of the project as would be the case if bonds were sold.

5. Charges for municipal services would increase.-Water, sewer, and other
service charges would have to be increased substantially in order to pay higher
debt service on new Issues of bonds sectored by and payable from service charge
revenues.

6. Expensive new Federal grant and/or loan programs would be required.-
To alleviate the infinite of problems summarized above, a massive Federal grant
and/or loan program would undoubtedly be required; and such a program has
already been proposed by Chairman Mills of the Ways and Means Committee
and others. Regardless of the value of the program, additional Federal spending
coupled with Federal guarantees for billions of dollars of new debt would
further dilute the value of the dollar, which is already under tremendous
pressure.

7. Federal aid can mean. costly delays in construction of local projects.-
Experience has shown that even the most workable and efficient Federal grant
and/or loan programs require approximately six months to process. To qualify
for Federal money, local agencies must generally:

(a) Have Federal approval of the project and concurrence that said project
complies with 'both community and areawide general plans.

(b) Have Federal approval of engineering plans and specifications to assure
that construction conforms to uniform Federal standards.

(c) Have Federal approval of construction bid documents to assure com-
pliance with such factors as Federal wage rates, hiring practices, etc.

(d) Have a Federally approved economic and financing plan to assure project
desirability (based on Federally established criteria) and feasibility.

(e) If a loan program Is involved, have Federal approval of bond terms and
conditions. (Said terms and conditions may or may not be the most desirable
from the standpoint of the local entity, but Federal requirements would have
to be met to qualify for assistance.)

(f) Have Federal inspection and approval of all stages of construction.
(g) Have a special Federal audit at the co)sipletion of construction.
We are in no way being critical of these procedures. On the contrary. we

feel strongly that if Federal monies are provided to a local agency, that agency
should comply with conditions determined to be in the general public interest.
However, it is a well established fact that Federal grant and/or loan programs.
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take time to process, and resulting delays on project construction can be ex.
tremely costly. As an example, due to inflation, construction costs increased by
approximately 10 percent between July 1968 and July 1969. A six month delay
during this period of time, therefore, could have resulted in an Increased cost of
about $50,000 per $1 million of construction.

If Federal aid is Involved, additional costs are also incurred at the local
level as a result of the time required for local officials to prepare and process
applications for Federal aid. In addition, it is not infrequent that complying
with Federal construction standards results In still further additional costs
to the local agency.

8. Federal aid will mean higher costs to the Federal Government.-At this
time we have no way of estimating the amount it would cost the Federal
Government to equip and staff an agency or agencies to administer a vast grant
and/or loan program of the magnitude which would probably be required. How.
ever, in 1968 state and local agencies sold bonds in excess of $16 billion. Were
the Federal Government to assume or guarantee a substantial portion of this
amount of local financing, it would appear highly unlikely that the increased
revenues from taxes on interest earned on municipal bonds would pay for the
program, must less return a surplus.

9. Federal aid in future years cannot be guaranteed.-At the outset, Congress
could probably be expected to appropriate sufficient money to fund an adequate
national loan and/or grant program during its first year or so of operation.
However, bitter experience shows us that many Federal assistance programs
start with a bright promise, but succeeding Congresses gradually reduce program
effectiveness by appropriating less and less money each year, until finally the
program is no longer viable. Consider, for example, the present status of the
following Federal assistance programs that were once held to be so important
to the well-being of our country:

(a) This fiscal year, funds allotted to the State of California under the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act are not even sufficient to cover last year's deficiency.
Grants for projects which qualified for assistance in 1968/69 exceed the 1969/70
allocation by approximately $3 million. Consequently, no money will be available
for any of the 185 projects on the 1969/70 priority list.

(b) The demise of the Public Facility Loans Program is expected momentarily.
To our. knowledge, few if any applications were accepted last fiscal year and
potential applicants are being discouraged because of the lack of funding.

(c) The Program of Advances for Public Works Planning Is believed to be
operating solely on repayments of previous loans. (No new appropriations have
been made for several years.) The waiting period for the few selected applicants
now runs to a year or more.

(d) Because of funding problems, the Program of Grants for Basic Sewer and
Water Facilities is restricted to very low income communities and the maximum
individual grant is limited.

It is our opinion that elimination of the tax exemption would destroy a work-
able system of local public financing and open a Pandora's box which would haunt
local taxpayers for years to come. Tie threat of removal of tax exemption ha:
already done Irreparable harm, and has cost communities which have recently
issued bonds many extra dollars in interest.

We urge your consideration of our comments above and your rejection of all
proposals effectively subjecting interest on municipal bonds to Federal taxation.
We further urge Congressional re-affirmation of the basic principle of keeping
interest earned on municipal bonds free from Federal taxation to restore con-
fidence of current and potential investors in this type of security. We attach a
list of public entities that we have represented and are currently represeiwi
in matters relating to public finance. A majority of the public entities on thy list
have asked us to speak for them in objection to this current proposed legislation .

Res pectfuilly submitted.
D. E. 1AJTIXY.

1 -1 , ",-_ - - I I,- % -X-;. rll. :" -
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CITIES
Alam da
Alturas
Aniermon
Antioch
Arroyo Grande
Atwater
Auburn

Biddwin Park
Banning
Bellower
Bell Gardens
Beverly Hills
Blythe
Orawley
Buena Park
Burbank
Callatop
Ckabad
Cannel.By-The-Sea

Chko
Chino
Chula Vista
Claremont
Clovis
Coalinga
Corcoran
Costa Mesa
Crescent City
Cupertino
Cypress
Delano
Dinuba
Duarte

Dunmuir
El Cajon
Fairfield
Fort Bragg
Fremont

Freano,
Garden Grove
Glendale
Glendora
Gridley
Grover City
Gustin
H.antford
Hesldaburg
Hollister
Huntington Beach
Imperial Beach
Industry
Inglewood
King City
Lakeport
Lakewood
La Mesa
Las Vegas, Nevada
Lemoore
Lincoln
Livermore
Livingston
Lodi
Lompoc
Los Altos
Los Angeles
Los Banos
Los Gatos

Mt.1teca
McFarland
Montclair
Mattebelio
Monterey
Monterey Park
Monterey Peninsula Cities
Naps
National City
Needles
Newman
Newport Beach
North Sacramento
Oakdale

Orange Cove
Oroville
Oxnard
Pacifiea
Pacific Grove
Palm Springs
Petaluma
Pitts"urg
Placerville
Pomona
Red Bluff
Redding
Redlands
Redwood City
Reedley
Richmond
Riverbank
Riverside
Sacramento

St. Helena
talina
San Anselmo
San Bernardino
San Bruno
San Carlos
San Diego
San Fermando
Sanger
San Jose
San Leandro
San Luis Obispo
Sail Rafael
Santa Ai
Santa Fe Springs
Santa Maria
Santa Monks
Santa Rosa
Selma
South San Francisco
Stanton
Stockton
Tiburon
Tracy
Turlock
Union City
Vacaville
Vallejo
West Covina
Westminster
Willits
Woodland
Yreka
Yuba City

DISTRICTS

Almonte Sanitary District
Alpine Springs County Water District
American Canyon County Water District
Antelope Plains Water District
Arcade County Water District
Arvin-Edison Water Storage District
Bellflower County Water District
Biggs-West Gridley Water District
Bolinas Harbor District

Burney County Water District
Calaveras County Water District
Cambria County Water District
Capitols Sanitation District
Carmichael Irrigation District
Cascade Community Services District
Central Contra Costa Sanitary District
Citrus Heights Irrigation District
Clark County School District, Nevada
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Clea'lrak Ck County Water District
Co"saide County Water District
Contra Costs County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
Contra Coos County Water District
Contra Costa Drainage District
Cordova Recreation and Park District
Corning Water District
Costa Mesa County Water District
Cotati Public Utility District
Cucamonga County Water District
Doggett Community Services District
Douglas County Sewer Improvement District No 1,

Nevada
East Bay Municipal Utility District
East Contra Costa Irrigation District
East Orange County Water Distrkt
East Quincy Services District
El Dorado County Sanitation District No. 2
El Dor do Irrigation District
El Toro Water District
Enterprise Public Utility District
Fair Oaks Irrigation District
Fallbrook Public Utility District
Florin Community Services District
Foreathill Public Utility District
Fulton.El Camino Recreation and Park District
Goleta County Water District
Goleta Sanitary District
Granada Sanitary District
Grover City County Water District
Hagginwood Sanitary District
Helix Irrigation District
Indio Sanitary District
Interlochen Sanitation District
June Lake Public Utility District
Jurupa Community Services District
Kootenai Hospital District, Idaho
Lamont Public Utility District
La Press County Water District
Las Vegas Valley Water District, Nevada
Leucadia County Water District
Livennom Are Recreation and Park District
Loo Alisos Water District
Lost Hills Water District
Mammoth County Water District
Marina County Water District
Mendocino County Flood Control and

Water Conservation Improvement District
Menlo Park Sanitary District
Merced Irrigation District"

Miliview County Water District
Modesto Irrigation DistrictO
Montara Sanrtary District
Montecito Sanitary District
Monterey Peninsula Municipal Water District
Moulton-Niguel Water District
Mt Diablo Unified School District
Murphys Sanitary District
Nae County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
Naps Sanitation District
Nevada Irrigation District*
North Area Cormmunity Services District
North Coast County Water District
North Kern Water Storage District
North Marin County Water District
North Tahoe Public Utility District
Oakdale and South San Joaquin Irrigation Districtis
Oakley County Water District
Orange Cou: ty Harbor District
Orange County Sanitation District No. 7
Orange County Sanitation District No. 12
Oroville-Wyandotte Irrigation District*
Palmdale Irrigation District
Palos Verdes Library District
Paradise Irrigation District
Pioneer, Pine Grove. Volcano County Water District
Placer County Assessment District
Placer County Waterworks District No. I
Pleasant Valley Recreation and Park District
Purisaima Hills County Water District
Richvale Irrigation District*
Rio Linda County Water District
Rocklin.Loomis Municipal Utility District
Rodeo Sanitary District
Rosedale-Rio Bravo Water Storage District
Russian River Sanitation District .
Sacramento Municipal Utility District*
Sacramento-Yolo Port District
Salton Sea Water District
San Benito County High School and

Junior College District
San Diego Unified Port District
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District
San Juan Suburban Water District
San Luis Obispo County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
San Pablo Sanitary District
Santa Ana Mountains County Water District
Santa Barbara County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District

"C0,.4muss
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Santa Ciara County Sanitation District No. 4
Santa Clara County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
Santa Clara Valley Water Conservation District
Santa Cruz County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
Santa Nella County Water District
Santee County Water District
Santiago County Water District
Scotts Valley County Water District
Shasta Community Services District
Shasta Joint Junior College District
Solano Irrigation District
Sonoma County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
Sonoma Valley Sanitation District
Soquel Creek County Water District
South Bay Irrigation District
South San Luis Obispo County Sanitation District
South Sutter Water District
Stanton County Water District
Susanville Consolidated Sanitary District

Tehachapi-Cummings Water Conservation District
Terra Bells Irrigation District
Thermalito Irrigation District
Tuolumne County Water District No. 1
Tuolumne County Water District No. 2
Turlock Irrigation District*
Union Sanitary District
Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District
Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District
Valley of the Moon County Water District
Vista Irrigation District"
Vista Sanitation District
Walnut Valley Water District
Wasco County School District No. 9, Oregon
Weaverville Sanitary District
West Kern County Water District
West San Bernardino County Water District
Wildwood Sanitary District
Yolo County Flood Control and

Water Conservation District
Yorba Linda County Water District
Yountville Sanitation District

OTHER AGENCIES
Bear Valley Development Company
California State Fair and Exposition'
California, State of (California Toll

Bridge Authority)
Crescent City Harbor
Downey Community Hospital Foundation
El Dorado County
El Dorado County Water Agency
Garapito Creek Realty Investing Corporation
Kern County Water Agency
Lake County
Nez Perce County-Lewiston,

City of, Idaho
Los Angeles County
Lim Angeles Harbor Department
Malibu-Topanga Water Research, Inc.
Marin County
Mariposa County Water Agency
Metcalf & Eddy and Charles S. McCandless & Co.
Mojave Water Agency
Naps County
Orange County
Orangevale Mutual Water Company

Placer County
Placer County Water Agency*
Port of Oakland
Port of Redwood City
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Richmond
Rustic Ridge Realty Investing Corporation
San Bernardino County
San Diego County
San Diego Stadium Authority
San Mateo County
Santa Clara-Alameda-San Benito Water Authority
Santa Cruz County
Parking Authority of the City of Santa Monica
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Seaside
Shasta County
Solano County
Solano Water Users' Association
Sonoma County
State of California (Reclar" 'ion Board)
State Senate Interim Committee (Water)
Tahoe Southide Water Utility
Port of The Dalles, Oregon
Yuba County Water Agency'

oCe-coseugul'I

33-865 0 - 69 - 76 (pt. 4)
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STATEMENT OF FLOYD 0. SHELTON. VICE CHAIRMAN, INVESTMENTS, TRUSTS AND
LANDS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SYSTEM

My name is Floyd 0. Shelton. I am Vice Cancellor for Investments, Trusts and
Lands of The University of Texas System. My office has the responsibility for
planning and marketing all bond issues for funding capital improvements and
expanding the physical plants of our component institutions. Like most other
state colleges and universities, our principal means of expanding and improving
our facilities is through the Issuance and marketing of bonds.

Within the past three years The University of Texas System has issued
approximately $115 Million in bonds.

Within the ensuing three year period substantial additional capital funds
will be needed to meet the expansion requirements of our many component
Institutions.

During this calendar year the Legislature of the State of Texas has provided
for the establishment by The University of Texas System of one new four year
University, two upper level (two year) Universities, one new Medical School,
one new Dental School, and one new Nursing School.

These facts are cited in support of the proposition that any legislation which
adversely affects the normal market for our i, is is a matter of grave concern
to us, and we submit, to higher education in ,- -,al. Out of respect for the time
and patience of the Committee, it shall be my purpose to limit my observations
to this aspect of H.R. 13270.

We have a system of municipal bond marketing that works! Surely there can
be no doubt of this. The fact that we have in the past three years satisfactorily
arranged $115 Million in financing, and that Municipal bond volume increased
nearly 50% in a two year period to an unprecedented level of $16 Billion in 1968-
all in the face of drastically increasing interest rates-would seem ample proof
of thq proposition that our present system works. Before doing away with the
existing system, responsible conduct requires an affirmative determination that
the alternative system will serve the people at least as well. Will the proposal
of H.R. 13270 meet this test? That is the real question.

Will the System of Municipal Bond financing proposed by H.R. 13270 serve
the interests of the people as well as the existing traditional system? It seems
quite elemental that one of the immediate effects of this legislation would be a
substantial drying up of investor interest in acquiring municipal bonds. Laying
aside all legal considerations involved in this reversal of traditional National
policy, I feel that there would be such a shattering of confidence among our
normal investors that we would be forced to look to others for our capital needs.
If the Congress can now subject our bonds, either outstanding or hereafter issued,
to tax in part, what is to keep them from being taxed in toto by legislation
adopted next year? For this reason, it is quite likely that interest rates on
Municipal bonds issued without the benefit of the proposed subsidy provisions
would climb so drastically as to make the election to issue taxable subsidized
bonds mandatory. This would force all Municipal borrowers into quite a different
market.

What would be the market for municipal, bonds after passage of H.R132"70?
It seems quite obvious that The University of Texas System, and indeed every
little School District for that matter, would find itself competing with the gigantic
utility industry, and all of the other great borrowers of capital funds on the
American scene. With pressures on our capital markets greater than they have
been in several decades, we find that even the largest borrowers are having to offer
goodies (conversion privileges, a piece of the action, etc.) in addition to normal
interest, in order to raise their requirements. With the subsidy perhaps we could
compete, but "The Lord giveth and The Lord taketh away." If the Congress can
now agree to subsidize, might it not agree NOT to do so next year? Surely, this
would be a disastrous development for all Muncipal borrowers. It certainly would
be for The University of Texas System.

To summarize, it is my firm and considered opinion that any direct or indirect
tax on state and local government municipal bonds by the Federal Government
would do irreparable damage to municipal bond markets, and be detrimental to
other debt markets, as well. These advee affects would be much greater in
impact than any additional revenue gained by the Federal Government or any
equity attained in its income taxation system.

Respectfully submitted.
FLOYD 0. SHELTON,

Vice Chancellor for ltve8tnent8, Trusts, and Lands.
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STATEMENT OF PAUL T. SALATA PRESIDENT, SALATA, INC.

Paul T. Salata alleges as follows:
1. He is the president, a director, and a shareholder (apprixiruately 35% in-

terest) of Salata, Inc., a California corporation.
2. Salata, Inc. is a construction contractor, Its business being limited primarily

to underground construction, such as the installation of sewer lines and flood
control systems. Almost all of its construction work is performed for Govern-
mental authorities, including counties, cities, flood control districts, sewer dis-
tricts. and other special assessment districts in Southern California.

& Almost all of Salata, Inc.'s construction work is acquired pursuant to a
competitive bid system wherein it bids for the acquisition of Jobsi in competition
with the bids of many other construction contractors that usually bid the same
type of jobs.

Salata, Inc. has successfully bid on jobs ranging in size up to $1,200,000. Such
jobs are bonded with respect to performance and the payment of labor and
material.

Salata, Inc. performs the most usual type of public construction Job in con-
sideration of cash, with the payment thereof being made by "progress payments"
that are received as the work progresses, subject, however, to a 10% retention
which is set aside until the Job is not only completed but also accepted by the
contracting authority.

4. The business practice where jobs are acquired on competitive bids is that,
prior to filing a bid, the contractor estimates his direct and indirect costs to
perform the Job and then adds on a profit margin between 10% to 15%, usually
depending upon how anxiously the contractor wants the particular job. Salata,
Inc. follows this practice.

& In the State of California, some public improvement Jobs are performed
pursuant to special assessment acts, such as the "Improvement Act of 1911",
where the consideration to the contractor for the performance of the job is the
issuance of a warrant and bonds, which are not received until after the job is
completed. There are no "progress payments." and the bonds issued to the con-
tractor usually are payable over a period of 10 to 15 years. The bonds bear interest
at the rate of either 6% or 7% per annum and are understood to be exempt from
both State of California and Federal income taxes. Governmental authorities
invite bids under a special assessment law such as the "Improvement Act of 1911"
because the area being improved cannot carry the cost burden of the improve-
meat without spreading the cost several years.

As construction contractors must depend on progress payments or other interim
financing in order to perform and complete an improvement work, those con-
tractors who are successful in bidding jobs involving payment in bonds must
depend upon interin loan's and/or sale ommtments against the bonds in order
to raise the necessary working capital requirements to carry the performance of
the job: and, In any event, after completion of their work and the receipt of the
warrant and bonds, the contractors must sell those bonds which have not been
previously committed in order to finance the commencement of their next Job.
The contractors bid on assessment bond jobs with knowledge of these financing
requirements and with plans as to what arrangements they can make in connec-
tion therewith.

6. An a contractor realizes at the time he estimates his bid on an assessment
Job, such bonds are never salable at their face value. Therefore. the contractor
makes an adjustment in his bid to discount for the marketability of the bonds.
If some event then occurs to adversely affect the marketability of the bonds
between the time that the contractor bids the Job and the time he sells the bonds.
the eontracto, .. 111 have acquired a "losing Job" which could result in financial
ruin. This will have occurred, not because of error in Judgment in bidding the
Job costs, but because of error in Judgment in analyzing the financial markets
(which is not within the contractor's competence). Some of the factors that have
contributed to adversities In the assessment bond market (between the time a
Contractor bids a job and the time he sells his bonds) have been changes in the
money market, recessions In land values in the area being improved, recessions in
the local or national economy, and unfavorable publicity with respect to laws or
other conditions that will affect the bonds or their marketability.

When the adverse condition is due to some event that could not have been fore-
seen at the time the contractor lid the Jot). the contractor then is an unfortunate
victim of circumstances beyond his control.
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7. In the past year, Salata, Inc. has discovered that one of the most serious,
but unforeseen, factors than can adversely affect the value of a contractor's bonds
between the date he bids a job and the date he sells the bonds is proposed changes,
or publicity as to changes, In the Internal Revenue laws which would remove
the tax exemption for municipal bonds.

8. The manner in which the proposed change in the exemption for municl.
pal bonds can affect a contractor performing an assessment bond Job is illus.
trated at; follows.

(a) In July, 1968, Salata, Inc. was the successful bidder for a sewer install.
tion job in Rosamond, California. The bid price was approximately $1,200,000
(the largest.job ever for Salata, Inc.) and payment was to be made by the
issuance of a warrant and bonds after the job was completed and accepted by
the district. Salata, Inc.'s bid price was based on an estimate of the construe.
tion costs, overhead expenses, a 10% profit margin, and a 10% discount in the
sale price of the bonds that would be received.

(b) At the time Salata, Inc. bid the Job, it estimated that it would complete
the job within about one year. The job was, In fact, completed on May 1, 1969,
and it received the warrant and assessment therefor on September 3, 1969.

(c) During the winter of 1968-1969, and the spring of 1969, the conditions in
the money markets of the nation deteriorated further. This condition seriously
affected Salata, Inc.'s ability to obtain loan and sale commitments against the
bonds expected to be received on the Job. Where Salata, Inc. originally expected
to obtain loans or sale commitments at not less than 90% of face value, the loan
commitments and sale commitments actually received were at 80% of face value
(and only on the choicest portion). This 10% reduction affectively eliminated any
profit margin that Salta, Inc. incorporated in Its bid price.

(d) Thereafter, conditions got even worse when the Congress introduced, pub.
licized and passed a House Bill which proposed to remove the exemption for
municipal bonds. As a result, Salata, Inc. now finds that the market price for the
bonds received in payment on the Rosamond Job (and not previously sold) is at
50-60% of their face value. This has guaranteed Salata, Inc. a substantial loss
on its Rosamond Job. In addition, if Salata, Inc. Is not able to realize immediate
profits from other jobs presently pending, the reduction in the sales price of the
bonds on the Rosamond Job my result in the financial ruin of Salata, Inc.

8. It is recommended that the Congress provide in any law relating to the
exemption of municipal bonds that it shall be prospective only and not apply to
bonds issued with respect to public improvement contracts let prior to enact-
ment. In addition, It is recommended that the Senate Finance Committee an-
nounce in the press that it Intends to make such a provision in the law. This
should be done immediately.

STATEMENT OF TOM SEALY, CHAIRMAN, COORDINATING BOARD, TEXAS COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM. 3IDLAND, TEX.

The State of Texas college student loan program is unique. To date over
100,000 loans have been made to almost 36,000 students for over $30,000,000.
During 1969-70 we expect to make an additional $21,000,000 loans. No other state
has a program of this magnitude. You may be aware of the lack of lender inter.
est in the Federal Guaranteed Loan Program due to the maximum interest
charge of seven per cent of these loans. Such lack of interest has significantly
increas -i the demand for loans under the direct State loan program.

The Coordinating Board recently sold $14,000,000 State of Texas College Stu-
dent Loan Bonds and is contemplating the sale of an additional amount of these
Bonds in order to have sufficient funds for loans to Texas college students for
the remainder of fiscal year 19--70.

This obviously beneficial State program is in jeopardy, however, because of
the uncertainty of the municipal bond market whih could result in the lloard
not being able to sell bonds necessary for continuance of this program.

BIecause of the question concerning the tax extmnpt status of these Bonds, the
Coordinating Board was forced to issue an Addendum to the Official Notice of
Sale for the $14,000,000 Series 1969 issue which pe-rmitted all bidders to refile
to accept delivery of the Bmds should Congress have modified existing tax
laws to affect adversely the tax exempt status of the interest before delivery
Was completed. Such an addendum \was critical to receipt of any bids on the
Bonds. Notices of sale of future issues must also contain such qualifications
if the Board is to receive any bids.
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It Is respectfully requested that no modifications of any kind of existing tax
laws be enacted which would adversely affect the Federal tax exempt status
of the interest on such Bonds or on any municipal or other bonds issued by
State or local authorities.

Respectfully submitted,
TOM % SEALY.

IMPACT OF "TAY REFORM" PROPOSALS ON THE MUNICIPAL MARKET

(A speech given by John F. Thompson, Vice President, Equitable Securities,
Morton & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., before the 63rd Annual Convention of
the Municipal Finance Officers Association, Toronto, Canada, May 26, 1969)

IMPACT OF "TAX REFORM" PROPOSALS ON MUNICIPAL MARKEr

In recent months two programs of tax reforms have been presented to Con-
gress through the House Ways & Means Committee, and many of us whose
business and professional duties center in the working of the municipal bond
market have become greatly concerned with the potential impact of certain of
these proposals on that market. As you all know that market is your market,
the market in which your states and cities and other local public bodies raise
money to finance capital projects. The proposals in question are (1) the "mini-
mum individual income tax" proposed by Treasury officials of the outgoing
Administration, (2) the "limit on tax preferences" proposed by the Nixon
Administration, and (3) the "allocation of deductions proposed by both.

The minimum income tax proposed an alternative tax calculation at one-half
thc. regular tax rates, with the base enlarged by adding to adjusted gross income
four presently excluded Items:

(1) The excluded one-half of long-term capital gain.
(2) Interest on state and local government bonds.
(3) The excess of percentage depletion over capital investment In oil and

minerals.
(4) The untaxed appreciation oni taxable gifts of property. Note Item 2.

If the sum of these four items exceeded adjusted gross income the result
could be a tax at one-half rates on part of an individual's tax-exempt
Interest.

The limit on tax preferences prol)osed by the new Administration attempts to
arrive at a similar result by providing that no more than one-half of total income
would be sheltered from tax, total income to include adjusted gross income
before long-term capital gains )lus the following "tax preferences":

(1) Percentage del)letion on minerals and intangible drilling and explora-
tion expenses to the extent they exceed what would be normal deductions
under regular accounting rules.

(2) Deduction of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
depreciation on buildings.

(3) Deduction against non-farm income of farm losses arising from
unrealistic accounting methods.

(4) The excess of market value over cost of property contributed to
charity.

Here there is a different list of tax preferences and, more important to us,
tax-exempt bond Interest is not Included among them.

The proposal for "allocation of deductions" as made by the new Administra-
tion would use the base established for the limit on tax preferences with the
addition of one-half of capital gains on eavh side and with the addition of tax-
exempt interest to the tax preferences si(le. The proportion of tax preference
income (less an exemlption of $10,000) to tme total would be computed and
non-business deductions wo,ld be reduced In that proportion. There are other
details but this is the main framework.

The inclusion of tax-exeml)t interest on State and local bonds in any of these
proposals (mnnimum tax, 1,.T. P., allocation of deductions) can lead to a serious
adverse impact on the mulic(i)al bond market. This is a very large market and
an Important part of our total capital structure; tampering with it would be
extremely hazardous. For perspectives, here are a few approximate figures.

Total outstanding tax-exemlpt obligations, nearly $130 billion ; Annual increase
in outstanding total, $9 to $10 billion; Annual gross amount of new tax-exempt
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bond issues, $14 to $16 billion; Estimated annual interest cost on outstanding
total, $4.6 billion; and Estimated saving in annual interest cost due to tax.
exemption, nearly $2.0 billion.

The estimated saving is based on the approximate 70% relationship between
tax-exempt interest cost and the interest cost on taxable bonds which has pre-
vailed for a number of years. We stay close to this even in today's stringelit
market conditions.

These proposals are supposed to be the answer to "the taxpayers' revolt." M1uch
of this revolt has stemmed from the highly publicized statement that 154 in.
dividuals with Adjusted Gross Income of $200,000 or more paid no tax for the
year 1966. Initially no figures were given analyzing this situation, and the infer-
ence was permitted to develop that tax-exempt bond interest was partly respon.
sible. Treasury officials of the new Administration provided aggregate figures in
their April 22nd presentation to Ways & Means. This tax-free result was achieved
entirely by the use of other tax shelters. I think it is so important for us to
be able to say that tax-exempt income was not reported as part of this picture
that I have had copies of the two schedules from Assistant Secretary Cohen's
testimony reproduced for your use.

Looking first at the minimum individual income tax and the limit on tax prefer.
ences, only taxpayers with over one-half their Income from excluded sources
would be affected. As far as tax-exempt bond interest is concerned most individ-
ual investors would not have more than 25% of their capital in these bonds.
A limited number may have more, and I am giving you another tabulation which
shows In a general way (1) the relative benefit of tax exemption to the investor
and to the borrowing municipality, and (2) the impact of the minimum tax pro.
proposal, on an investor who receives $50,000 annually of tax-exempt bond in.
terest. This Is not small, it represents a capital investment of $1 million dollars
or more. In these figures it is assumed that any other income is protected from tax
by various exclusions or deductions. If the investor had purchased taxable bonds
Instead he would have received $71,400 In taxable Income (100/70 x $50,000).

The tax on $71,400 would be $28,490 (which is an average rate of 40%), and
there would remain $42,910 after tax. By having tax-exempt Income the taxpayer
has benefited $7,090 ($50,000-$42,910). The borrowing municapilty-assunIng
for simplicity that only one is involved-has saved $21,400 ($71,400-$50,000) by
being able to do its financing in the tax-exempt market instead of having to sell
taxable bonds. If the minimum tax as proposed were applied to the $50,000 tax-
exempt income and it became taxable at as much as a 30% rate, the $15,000 tax
would wipe out the taxpayer's benefit in having bought tax-exempts and in fact
he would be penalized $7,910 net annually. (Using this same method an investor
would have to have $150,000 of tax-exempt interest income to be able to pay the
proposed minimum tax, and not have it exceed the benefit he gained from buying
tax-exempts. The maximum benefit of owning tax-exempts goes to an investor
with at least $200,000 of taxable income, and the minimum tax would probably
not apply to him at all.)

The "limit on tax preferences" plan of the new Administration properly omitted
tax-exempt bond interest, in part because of the Constitutional question that
would be raised and the prospect of prolonged litigation, and in part because they
recognized the possible adverse market Impact. However, Congress may not
agree to leave it out, as is indicated by statements made by certain members
of the Ways & Means Committee. If it should be included there is no doubt that
it would significantly reduce bond purchases on behalf of individuals-if the
initial minimum tax didn't affect them, they would wonder if the next step
in this direction would not. Undoubtedly there would be a legal test as to
whether or not a law taxing interest on state and municipal bonds would be
Constitutional. Because of diversity of legal opinion upon this point, no one
could be certain of the outcome until a decision was reached by the U.S. Supreme
Court. In the meantime, the municipal market would be thrown into apprehension
and uncertainty, and the net effect would be to diminish sharply the acquistion
by individuals of state and municipal bonds until this question was settled. In
fact, such a legal test might well stimulate a very large dielnvcetment by individ-
uals in anticipation of an unfavorable decision.

Under these circumstances, banks and other institutional investors in tax-
exempts might well assume that the next change in the tax law could directly
reduce the value of tax exemption to them. Any municipal financing that could
be done at all would doubtless be at sharply higher interest rates, the cost of
which would be borne by the general taxpayers in the borrowing municipalities.

. A f
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Investors in these securities bought them in the belief that the income would
never be taxed by the Federal Government. Once this principle is breached, there
is theoretically no limit to the extent to which they could then be taxed by
tiuceeding Congresses. More than any other sector of the security markets, the
market for bonds of state and local governments is based on belief in the good
faith of Government at all levels. Any change in the tax status, of these bonds
would in our opinion irreparably damage investor confidence, with far reaching
effects on the cost of future local government financing. Consideration also should
be given to the impact of such action on the value of outstanding municipal
bonds and the capital losses on them which necessarily would be sustained by
thousands of banks and other financial institutions, as well as individual in-
vestors. This would be a serious miscarriage of the Intent to improve equity In
taxation.

Putting this matter in proper perspective, tax exemption is not simply a gift
from the Federal Government to certain Investors. It is a quid pro quo for the
acceptance of lower rates of return than the investor could obtain on alter-
native investments. Here is a major and I think conclusive thought on this point.
The minimum income tax proposal purports to be an attempt to reach tax
sheltered income at roughly half the regular income tax rates, that Is up to
80% or 35%. An investor in tax-exempt bonds has accepted close to Y' less in-
come than he could receive from taxable obligations--this Is what he has paid
for the tax exemption. Thus In a very real sense, and certainly in terms of equity,
the investor in tax-exempt bonds has already paid his minimum income tax and
has paid it in advance.

Turning to the proposal for allocation of deductions, the new Administration
has included this in Its recommendations. There is probably no legal or Consti-
tutional problem here, and thus this does not raise the prospect of prolonged
litigation. In theory it would increase the taxes collected from taxable income
rather than collect tax on tax-exempt bond interest income. Nevertheless. this
proposal can have an important adverse effect on the tax-exempt market. The
aggregate dollar impact on investor taxpayers would be much greater, beeanuse
this would have sone effect on nearly all individual investors In tax-exempt
bonds. The extent of the effect depends upon the relationship between the size of
aggregate nonbusiness deductions and total income: the larger the relative
amount of deductions the greater the impact. To the Investor it could reduce the
yield of tax-exempt income by 1A to %4 of 1%, - some have calculated V, of 1%
as about the average. is, would mean that a 5% tax-exempt yield for example
would then be only worth about 4 2%% to the investor.

By making tax-exempt income less attractive some individual investors will be
persuaded to follow the present trend toward complete concentration in common
stocks or other equity investments. We spoke earlier of an individual with $1
million dollars or more in tax-exempt bonds. It is probable that the lower prices
which go with high current yields have already reduced the capital value of his
Investment to about % of a million dollars. (Figures prepared for the I.R.A. tes-
timony to the Ways & Means Committee show that a 25% loss In capital value
could actually have been incurred in the past five years.) He is certainly in no
mood to absorb a blow from another direction. His reaction may be partly emo-
tional or "psychological". However, a rational and sophisticated approach could
also dictate some changes. As one formerly involved in the investment counsel
business I would judge that some types of accounts-such as those In medium tax
brackets, or those concentrating on capital performance, might receive profes-
sional advice to move out of tax-exempts. This, of course. would narrow the
market.

The application of allocation to individuals would raise serious questions for
institutional investors, particularly commercial banks: who would seriously con-
sider whether they might be next in line for some application of this proposal.
Congressional discussions have already included this possibility. Given the banks'
dominant position as buyers of tax-exempt bondss this could have a most serious
effect.

Our market has experienced the results of an allocation arrangement before:
such an arrangement was a part of the Life Insurance Tax Act of 19159. The Atlas
Life Insurance Company contested these provisions in litigation which lasted
from May 1962 until May 1965. There was one victory along the way in the
Circuit Court of Appeals, but the Company finally lost in the 11. S. Supreme
Court. As generally predicted, the !ife insurance industry has been a negative
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factor in the municipal market since that time. Holdings of $3.9 billion in 1961
have declined to $3.2 billion in 1968. Since 1962 the life companies as a whole
have been net sellers of state and local bonds each year.

As we look at this precedent and contemplate the possible application of allo.
cation of dedietions to individuals, we should note that individual investors are
a factor in the tax-exempt market some ten times as large as were the life com.
panies at'their peak.

The three principal categories of non-business deductions which would be
Involved in the allocation proposals are (1) contributions. (2) interest paid,
(3) state and local taxes. I submit that proper tax reform should deal with each
of these (and the other less used ones) on their individual merits. You can see
their relative importance from the schedules covering the 154 individuals. One
point I will make in passing. With the overriding current revenue needs of State
and local governments being such that proposals like Federal tax sharing or tax
credits are seriously being considered, it would be unfortunate to downgrade in
any way the present deductibility of State and local taxes.

We have properly not talked about the many suggested alternative borrowing
devices now being discussed. I believe it Is fair to say the more you study them
the better your present tax-exempt market looks to you. Any new arrangement
which would satisfy the competing needs and be acceptable to both state and
lucal governments and to the Treasury would require a long period of consider.
tion, if Indeed this Is possible at all.

Your immediate problem is to maintain the integrity of the present tax-exempt
market. This is your market. Only you and your associates can make it clear to
your Congressmen that it should be protected and that you have an important
stake In its protection. You can emphasize to them the dangers to this market
which would flow from inclusion of tax-exempt bond interest in either a minimum
income tax scheme or an arrangement for allocation of deductions. You can say
to them "The tax-exempt market provides us with an effective and advantageous
vehicle for financing public capital projects, and we regard our financial Inde-
pendence as an Important feature of our federal system of government. The
horror stories about non-taxed wealthy individuals were based on figures which
did not include tax-exempt boad interest and they give you no reason to strike
at us. The Individual investor has paid the equivalent of a minimum tax when
he purchased tax-exempt bonds through acceptance of a inuch lower rate of
return. If you aim a blow at him the real target you hit will be state and local
government and their 'taxpayers."

ATTACHMENT I

TABLE 4.-SOURCES OF INCOME AND ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS FOR THE 154 NONTAXABLE INDIVIDUALS WiTm
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME OF $200,000 OR MORE. 1966

lAmounts to nearest thousand dollars

Income category Gain Loss Net Deduction category Amount

Adjusted gross income (AG1) ........... 112,145 ..........
(Adjusted grIos come plus excluded 137,169 ..........

capital pns).
Investment Income ........................................

Dividends ........................ 5,015 ..........
Taxable Interest ................ 10,457 ..........
Capital pins (Including 50 percent 26,504 26

of lon-term plans .
Estate and trust income ........... 2,246 2

oya income .................. 1,035 274
Business Income ..........................................

Wages and salaries ............. 6,5,6 ..........
Farm ............................ 32 2,655
Otr Iesines ................... 1,899 10,12S
Partnership ................... 797 8,761
Subcheapterf S eporation .......... 133 1,151
Rental IM1 .................... ,150 613

Ote Intome ......................... 1,460 1,172

112,145 Total Itemized deductions ......
137,169 Contributions .................

Cash .....................
125,257 Noncash ..................
65,015 interest ......................
10,457 Home mortgage ...........
26,478 Other ....................

Taxes ........................
2,244 State and local Income.....

761 Real estate: ..................
-12, 758 Other ....................

6, 536 Medical ......................
-2,623 Miscellaneous .................
-,226 Tx computation and credts:
-7,964 Taxable Income ..........
-1,018 Tax before credits .........

537 Tax credits ...............
288 Ta ol reIts ...........

DspetI n ..............
Deprec mtion............

a oss after $1,000 ilmiton.
'Liited to d0etlo4 Ind Oepclation repoded On- Indivda Income tax returns.

130,458
18, 4N
24,015
54,948
27,802
1,102

27,699
8,681
4,657
2, 07t
1,953

I5 154
1,50

83983

i



TABLE 5.-THE 154 NONTAXABLE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS REPORTING AIl OF $200,000 OR MORE IN
1966, CLASSIFIED BY MAJOR TAX REDUCING FACTORS I

Over All nontaxable
200000 to $500,000 to $1,000,000 returns over

$5W,000 $1,000,000 $200,000
Major tax.reducing factor AGI AGI AGI

De.ictions:
Charitable contributions .......................... 19 13 17 49
Interest ........................................ 55 16 1 72
Taxes:

State and Iocal Income ...................... 12 ............................ 12
Real estate ............................. I ............................ I
Not specified .......................... I........................... .I

Miscellaneous, not specified ... ......... 2 3 .......... 15
CreditsI ........................ 3..... .... .4..... -- 1 .4............

Total .................................... 103 -3 18 154

I Returns are classified ace6rding to the principal actor reduclng tax from a high adjusted grossincome base.
I Primarily Investment edits and foreign tax credits.

$50,(00 froAn

ATTACHMEXT13--BNrrE Fn' ao TAx-ExEmP-r NTERE T

1M1I4C.70IfINIM U J TAX
TIn y-E~mnt~q "" / q" "

, /

$501 _ $71,400 Alternative Taxable Income

Tax on -7400 $28,49 = 400A,
$71,400/

28,490

$42,91Q After Tai'
Distrlbutlotof Benefit:

Municipall\$71,40.- $!!),00 = $21,409
Taxpayer \,0,000 - 4,910 =4.7,09( /

$28,490 .

Should the $50,000 tax-exei pt income become taxable at as much as 30% i.e.
$15,000, the taxpayer's benefit w6uid -be -wiped out and he would be penalized
$7,910 net

U.S. LIFE INSURANCE CO. HOLDINGS AND ACQUISITIONS-STATE AND LOCAL BONDS, 1959-
(In millions)

Acquisitions
Holdings as as percent

Total percent of Total of total
Year Holdinp assets total assets Acquisitions acquisitions aquisitions

................... 3,200 $113,650 2.82 670 20,022 3.35
! 3,588 119,576 3.00 46 20 354 2.29

3,888 126,816 3.07 56 25,150 2.01
4.026 133,291 3.02 486 28,558 1.70
3,852 141,121 2.73 371 32,167 1.15
3,774 149,470 2.52 65 33959 1. 07
3,530 158,84 2.22 296 39,451 .75
3, 260 167,455 1.95 215 36,955 .58
3,145 177, 832 1.77 212 43,447 .49
3,194 188,636 1.69 278 47,970 .58

Source: Institute of Li, e Insurance.
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PECK, SHAFFER & WILLIAMS,
Ctn40nati, Oilo, Septem elr 17, 19!69.

Senate Finanoc Committec,
New Seuate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

TAXATION OF INTEREST INCOME ON MUNICIPAL BONDS

DEAR MR. VAIL:
Tax-exempt bonds are historically the chief method of financing capital in.

provements in the State of Ohio and almost all other states. In Ohio, they are
issued by the State itself, state and state-affillated universities, counties, cities
and villages, townships, and various spelial-purpose districts, including con-
servancy districts. Typically, these bonds (and the notes or other interim tinane.
Ing obligations Issued in anticipation thereof) are sold either by negotiation or
on the open market after public advertising, in competition with Investment se.
curitles of many kinds. Until a few months ago, these bonds, together with a very
few issues of Federal obligations, enjoyed a unique advantage in the eyes of in-
stitutional and individual investors, i.e., the unquestioned exemption of interest
Incc,me received thereon from taxation by the Federal government. These Ionds,
of course, have always been subject to capital gains taxes. This exemption has
meant that the issuers of the bonds,--and thus, in many Instances, the taxlmyers
whose taxes or service charges secured and retired the bonds--paid much lower
interest rates than did the issuers of corporate bonds of comlmrable quality.
Ignoring constitutional considerations for the moment, the fiscal effect of tile
tax exemption for these bonds was of course a federal subsidy to such issuers
(and, indirectly, their taxpayers) for the public projects financed by issuance
of the bonds.

Since the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives bogan
consideration of various tax reforms a few months ago, and it becanue known
that that Committee proposed to have the interest income on these bonds be
taxable in the hands of certain holders, the effect on the municipal bond market
has been dramatic and nearly catastrophic. The bonds of many prospective is.
suers have become unsalable at rates within statutory interest rate limitations.
Bonds which would have sold at a net interest cost of 4% or 5% per annum as
recently as six months ago sold last week at the 7% level. Differentials of this
magnitude over the life of a 20 or 30 year bond Issue of substantial size can
amount to millions of dollars. To the taxpayer whose taxes are automatically
increased or reallocated to cover the differential, or to the usev of revenue-
supported facilities such as sewer and water lines or state parks, the increased
cost is very burdensome, especially In view of the heavy inflationary pressures
now at work In the economy.

Although the bill as finally passed by the House of Representatives does not
have the effect of taxing interest income from municipal bonds in the hands of
corporate holders, the fact that these bonds may become taxable In the hands
of certain individual holders of necessity limits the marketability of bonds held
by corporations and banks, and thus conduces to higher interest rates for origin
Issues.

As attorneys actively engaged In the practice of the law of public finance for
more than eighty years, we have watched with dismay as the market reacted
to the threat of taxation of municipal and other tax-exempt bonds, and are cer-
tain that any revenue gains to be derived by the Federal Treasury from the pro-
posed modification of the present tax exemption for these bonds will be over-
borne by the higher interest costs which an uneasy market has demanded and
will demand for bond issues for critical public improvements.

Passage of H.R. 13270 by the House of Representatives has by virtue of the
bond market's near-collape cost issuers across the country hundreds of millions
of dollars in increased interest costs on bonds sold during the last few months.
and has caused postponement of many vital public projects with no concomitant
federal benefit. Approval by the Senate of the United States or passage of a
hill taxing the interest income on municipal ,bonds by the Congress would com-
pound and perpetuate the damage,

Very truly yours,
PECK, SHArm & WILLIAMS.
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LEBENTHAL & CO., INC.,
New York, N.Y., October 2, 1969.

! Hon. RUSSELL B LONO,
Chairman, Confmittec on Finance, U.S. Senate, Office Building, Washington,

'1 D.C.
MY I)EAR 8ENATOR: If you call abide one more piece of testimony on those

sections of the Tax Reform Act having to do with the tax status of Municipal
Bonds, I respectfully urge your consideration of the enclosed survey of How
the Proposed Tax on Municipal Bonds Would Affect the Average Individual
Investor, which speaks for 770 Individual owners and prospective owners of
Municipal Bonds.

Briefly, the survey indicates how few owners of these securities would be
personally affected by the proposed tax. And yet, more than half the individuals
queried indicate they would be unwilling to invest in Municipal Bonds with the
taint of any tax at all upon them, appxtrently sensing that a tax on one man's
Municipal Bonds changes the nature of the security for all.

The survey also reveals that present Investors show no enthusiasm for rates
of less than 10%, should our towns and cities elect to issue fully taxable bonds
in exchange for a federal interest subsidy. Many investors who have been willing
to own bonds of small towns and big cities with the tough problems as tax-free
bonds Indicate they would not re-buy such bonds as taxable Issues at any price
at all.

It seems to us that the real loser from a tax on Municipal Bonds is every local
taxpayer who will have to pay more to build his schools, unfoul his rivers, unclog
his highways.

Unfortunately, the results of our study were tabulated after the date fixed
for presentation of testimony on this phase of the Tax Bill. But I respectfully
submit the enclosed copies for such use as your Committee may wish to make
of them at this time.

As a courtesy, I do want you to know that we have also sent copies of the
enclosed to the press, specifically to John Allan, who reports on Municipal Bonds
for the New York Times.

Very truly yours,
LzBENTHAL & CO., INO.,

By JAMES A. LEBENTHAL, Vice President.

c.e. John Allan, New York Times.
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LEBENTHAI. & Co., INC.

HOW THE PROPOSED TAX ON MUNICIPAL BONDS WOULD AFFECT THtE AVERAGE
INDIVIDUAL INVESTOR As SET FORTH IN H.R. 13270

Results of a Lebenthal & Co., Inc. Survey

INTkODUCTION

Briefly, the sections in H.R. 13270 having to do with
Municipal Bonds, say that if more than 50% of your income
comes from items that are treated preferentially at taxtime--
one half of the excess has to be added to your tax base and
be taxed in the ordinary manner. The proposed formula
doesn't apply if your tax-free income is $10,000 a year
or less.

If you do get more than $10,000 a year tax free, there is
also a provision for reducing your personal deductions by the
ratio of your tax-free income to taxable income. And another
section of the bill would let our cities and towns decide
for themselves whether to issue tax-free bonds, or fully
taxable bonds, Uncle Sam making up the difference in the
additional cost of borrowing.

To ascertain what effect the proposed tax might have on the
average individual investor (and the effect it might have
on our great American cities and States), Lebenthal & Co., Inc.,
dealers in Municipal Bonds, specializing in Municipal Bonds
for the individual investor, large and small, drew up and
sent this questionnaire to 6,500 individual owners and
prospective owners of Municipal Bonds.

The questionnaire was mailed September 5th.

This report is based on 770 replies received by Lebenthal in
the one week of September 9th through 16th.
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t. Do you own any Municipal Bonds? .. Yes No

2. Do you get anywhere near $10,000 a year from them?

. No -.-- Yes --- More than $10.000

3. Do you get anywhere near $10,000 a year from the combination of your Municipal Bonids plus
these tax favored items: the excluded half of capital gains; appreciation in value of property
such as artwork donated to charity; accelerated real estate depreciation; farm losses?

-- No . -Yes ------ More than $10,000

4. Does more than 50% of your total income come from these tax free sources?

_ No -Yes

5. Your total income is approximately $.

6. Please rank these reasons for buying Municipal Bonds in the order of their importance to you.

(A) They make good collateral
1B) They're safe
(C) You can always sell them if you have to
(0) They're tax-free
(E) Income doesn't have to be reported
(F) They can be handed over easily to members

of family and others
(G) Good possibility of capital gains, if interest

rates come down
(H) Other reason:

7. If enacted, would the tax bill stand in the way of your starting a portfolio in Municipal Bonds
or adding to your holdings (so long as your total tax-free income therefrom does not exceed
the $10,000 allowance?)

- Yes - No - Don't know

Suppose you do reach the point, or are at the point, where -,ou are getting $10,000 a year
from tax exempts and your tax-free income does amount to 50% of your total income, would
you be willing to buy more Municipal Bonds as long as there is a yield advantage to you in
doing so?

.Yes -- No - Don't know

9. Suppose some of our towns do come out with a fully taxable bond in exchange for a federal
interest subsidy. In your opinion, what is the minimum rate the municipalities below would
have to pay on a fully taxable bond, when you can now get 5% from a savings bank. 6-61,%
from various tax free Municipal Bonds, 7%% from a U.S. Government note, 8.20% from an
indirect U. S. Government obligation, 8-814% and more from various corporates, and over 9%
from foreign securities?

MUNICIPALITY MOODY'S RATING MINIMUM INTEREST
ACCEPTA31. 5 TO YOU
ON FULLY TAXABLE
BOND

STATE OF NEW JERSEY Aaa %
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND A %
NEW YORK CITY Baa-1 %
BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA Baa %
WEEDSPORT, N.Y. Non-rated __%

10. From the standpoint of Moody's rating, or just your own peace of mind, what is the least
desirable municipality in your portfolio?

11. What interest rate would it take on a fully taxable bond of this issuer for you to buy such a
bond again?

12. Where do you stand on the tax bill as it pertains to Municipal Bonds?

For Against.

(UPOLD - USE SNCLOA)8 STICKER TO SEAL - AND MAIL NO IVKLOPE OR STAVP NSt'>SSARI)
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SUMMARY

722 of the individual investors in Municipal Bonds do not receive $10,000
a year tax free and would not be affected by the proposed tax.

28% do earn $10,000 a year in tax-free income and might have to allocate
deductions.

Only 5% earn both $10,000 a year and more than 50% of their total income
from tax-free sources, and would have to pay some tax on their Municipal Bonds,
as well as allocate deductions.

Average income those unaffected by proposed tax bill: $30,000. Those
affected: $55,000.

Investors rank tax exemption as the most important reason for investing
in Municipal Bonds and income that doesn't have to be reported as the third
most important reason. (Safety is second.) Although the tax bill would not
hurt the average owner personally, investors apparentl, sen3e that a tax on
one man's Municipal Bonds changes the very nature of the security for all.

56% say they would not start a portfolio in Municipal Bonds or add to their
holdings if the proposed bill goes through, although unaffected personally.

As for fully taxable bonds, issued at the option of the municipality with
a federal interest subsidy--to make them acceptable to individuals would take
interest rates of 9-10% for the average A-rated, trouble-free community, with
small non-rated towns and the big cities with the tough problems having to
pay 10-11%.

87% with a point of view are against the tax bill as it pertains to Municipal
Bonds.
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1. Do you own any Municipal Bonds?

699 Do Own
63 Do Not
8 No Answer

770 Total

91% REPLIES CAME FROM OWNERS

2. Do you get anywhere near $10,000 a year from them?

618 Do not receive $10,000 a
72 Receive about $10,000
59 Receive more than $10,OOC
21 No answer

770 Total

year from Municipal Bonds

82% RECEIVE LESS THAN $10,000 FROM MUNICIPAL BONDS

3. Do you get anywhere near $10,000 a year from the combination of your
Municipal Bonds plus these tax favored items: the excluded half of
capital gains; appreciation in value of property such as artwork donated
to charity; accelerated real estate depreciation: farm losses:

533 Do not receive $10,000 a year tax free from all sources
111 Do receive about $10,000
93 More than $10,000
33 No answer

770 Total

72% RECEIVE LESS THAN $10,000 A YEAR IN TAX-FREE INCOMIE AND
WOULD BE UNAFFECTED BY EITHER THE PROPOSED LIMIT ON TAX
PREFERENCES OR PROPOSAL FOR ALLOCATING DEDUCTIONS

28% MIGHT HAVE TO ALLOCATE DEDUCTIONS.
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4. Does more than 50% of your total income come from these tax-free sources?

711 Less than 50% of total income is tax free
37 More than 50% of total income is tax free
22 No Answer

770 Total

5% WOULD HAVE TO ALLOCATE DEDUCTIONS AND PAY SOME TAX ON
MUNICIPAL BONDS

5. Your total income is approximately $

$38,000.
$30,000.
$55,000.

AVERAGE INCOME
AVERAGE INCOME
AVERAGE INCOME

FOR 676 REPORTING AN INCOME
OF THOSE PERSONALLY UNAFFECTED BY BILL
OF 71OSE AFFECTED

BREAKDOWN BY INCOME GROUPS

Total Municipal Unaffected
Replies Bond Owners By Proposed

Tax Bill

tess than $5M
$5N - $10M
$OM- $15M
$1.3- $20H
$20M - $50M
$50M - $loom
$loom - $1,000M
Did not report
TOTAL

6
27
54
59

340
154
36
94

770

4
24
46
53

310
145
35
82

699

6. Please !ank these reasons for buying
importeace to you.

263
73
9

48
533

Required Required
to allocate to allocate

and pay tax

27
204

Municipal Bonds in the order of their

They make good collateral
They're safe
You can always sell them if you have to
They're tax free
Income doesn't have to be reported
They can be handed over easily to members
of family and others
Good possibility of capital gains, if
interest rates come down
Other reasons:

Income
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Checks
VOTES RECEIVED & Blanks

RANK REASON FOR BUYING 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th invalid
6 (A) Collateral Value 6 31 56 53 56 38 33 1 596
2 (B) Safety 58 143 108 59 21 8 12 1 360
4 (C) Marketability 7 25 75 77 57 43 12 0 474
1 (D) Tax free 428 65 16 11 4 1 1 0 243
3 (E) Non-reporting 26 165 55 31 23 22 26 0 421
7 (F) Transferability 4 24 62 51 49 54 41 1 483
5 (G) Capital gains 7 50 52 37 36 40 45 3 499
8 (H) Other reasons 5 1 4 3 1 1 1 5 749

Investors make no bones about why they invest in
Municipal Bonds. Reasons in order of importance:

THEY'RE TAX FREE
THEY'RE SAFE
INCOME DOESN'T HAVE TO BE REPORTED

Change the tax exemption of Municipal Bonds, and
you change the very nature of the security. Change
the nature of the security, and you change the
very basis for investing in Municipal Bonds.

7. If enacted, would the tax bill stand in the way of your starting a portfolio
in Municipal Bonds or adding to your holdings (so long as your total tax-free
income therefrom does not exceed the $10,000 allowance?)

321 Say tax bill would stand in way of investing
255 say it would not stand in way
166 Don't know
28 No answer
770 Total

56% OF THOSE WHO ANSWERED YES OR NO WOULD NOT BE WILLING
TO BUY MUNICIPAL BONDS EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE NOT
PERSONALLY AFFECTED BY THE TAX BILL.

8. Suppose you do reach the point, or are at the point, where you are getting
$10,000 a year from tax exempts and your tax-free income does amount to 50%
of your total income, would you be willing to buy more Municipal Bonds as long
as there is a yield advantage to you in doing so?

229 Say they would be unwilling to buy more Municipal Bonds
222 Are willing to buy
214 Don't know
35 No answer

770 Total

52% OF THOSE WHO ANSWERED YES OR NO WOULD NOT BE WILLING
TO ADD TO HOLDINGS ONCE HAVING REACH POINT WHERE
REQUIRED EITHER TO ALLOCATE DEDUCTIONS OR PAY SOME
TAX ON MUNICIPALS.

33-865 0 - 69 - 77 (pt. 4)
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9. Suppose some of our towns do come out with a fully taxable bond in exchange
for a federal interest subsidy. In your opinion, what is the minimum rate
the municipalities below would have to pay on a fully taxable bond, when
you can get 5% from a savings bank, 6-6 1/2% from various tax free Municipal
Bonds, 7 3/4% from a U.S. Government note, 8.20Z from an indirect
U.S. Government obligation, 8-8 1/2% from various corporates, and over 9%
from foreign securities?

MUNICIPALBITY MOODY'S RATING MINIMUM INTEREST RATE
ACCEPTABLE TO YOU ON
A FULLY TAXABLE BOND

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
NEW YORK CITY
BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA
WEEDSPORT, NEW YORK

Aa
A

Baa-1
Baa
Non-rated

2
2
2

~2
2

STATE OF NEW JERSEY (Aaa)
Rate Range No. Replies

0-5% 3
6-7% 12
7-8% 28
8-9% 60
9-10Z 211
10-15% 91
Over 15%* 27
No answer 266
Total 770

AVERAGE ACCEPTABLE RATE 8-9%, WITH 23% SAYING
THEY WOULD NOT BUY AT LESS THAN 10% IF AT
ANY PRICE AT ALL.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND (A)
Rate Range No. Replies

0-5% 3
5-6% 9
6-7% 20
7-8% 47
8-9% 176
9-102 82
10-15% 105
Over 152* 35
No answer 293
Total 770

AVERAGE ACCEPTABLE RATE 8-9% WITH 30% SAYING
WOULD NOT BUY AT LESS THAN 10% IF AT ANY PRICE

*Including "not at any price at all"
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NEW YORK CITY (Baa-i)
Rate Range No. Replies

0-5% 5
5-6% 5
6-7% 21
7-8% 28
8-9% 137
9-10% 117
10-15% 182
Over 15%* 57
No answer 218
Total 770

AVERAGE ACCEPTABLE RATE 1O-11%t WIT11 43% SAYING
WOULD NOT BUY AT LESS THAN 10% IF AT ANY PRICE

BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA (Baa)
Rate Range No. Replies

0-5% 5
5-6% 5
6-7% 5
7-8% 21
8-9% 92
9-10% 94
10-15% 137
Over 15* 98
No answer 313
Total 770

AVERAGE ACCEPTABLE RATE 9-10% WITH 51% SAYING
WOULD NOT BUY AT LESS THAN 10% IF AT ANY PRICE

WEEDSPORT, N-W YORK (NON-rated)
Rate Range No. Replies

0-5% 8
5-6% 3
6-7% 3
7-8% 14
8-9% 45
9-10% 64
10-15% 131
Over 15%* 181
No answer 321
Total 770

AVERAGE ACCEPTABLE RATE 10-11% WITH 69% SAYING
WOULD NOT BUY AT LESS THAN 10% IF AT ANY PRICE

*Including "not at any price"
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10. From the standpoint of Moody's rating, or just your own peace of mind,
what is the least desirable municipality in your portfolio?

181 OWNERS INDICATED THAT NEW YORK CITY BONDS WERE THEIR
BIGGEST WORRY.

11. What interest rate would it take on a fully taxable bond of this
issuer for you to buy such a bond again?

Rate Range No. Replies

0-5% 6
5-6% 2
6-7% 15
7-8% 36
8-9% 104
9-10% 68
10-15% 166
Over 15%* 75
No answer 298
Totl 770

AVERAGE ACCEPTABLE RATE 9-10%, WITH 51% SAYING THEY
WOULD NOT REBUY PRESENT HOLDINGS AS TAXABLE BONDS
AT LESS THAN 10% IF AT ANY PRICE Al ALL.

CONCLUSION: COST OF BORROWING THROUGH THE DEVICE OF TAXABLE
MUNICIPAL BONDS WITH FEDERAL INTEREST SUBSIDY WOULD BE
PRO1IIBITIVE FOR THOSE MUNICIPALITIES IN WHICH INVESTORS FEEL
LEAST CONFIDENCE--NAMELY, THE SMALL NON-RATED TOWNS AND TilE
BIG CITIES WITH THE TOUGH PROBLEMS--ALTHOUGH INVESTORS ARE
WILLING TO BUY SUCH BONDS AS TAX EXEMPT ISSUES.

12. Where do you stand on the tax bill as it pertains to Municipal Bonds?

111 Say they are for the bill
614 Against
65 No answer
770 Tdtal

07% REPORTING POINT OF VIEW ARE AGAINST TAX BILL AS IT

PERTAINS TO MUNICIPAL BONDS.

*Including "not at any price"
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CONCLUSION

You would expect owners of Municipal Bonds to oppose a tax
on Municipal Bonds because it hurts them personally and is
inimical to self-interest.

In point of fact, the sections in H.R. 13270 having to do
with Municipal Bonds affect few investors directly. 28% might
have to allocate deductions. 5% might additionally have to pay
some tax on their Municipal Bonds.

And yet, more than 50% of the individuals surveyed indicated
that they would not be willing to invest in Municipdl Bonds if
the proposed bill goes through, apparently sensing that a tax
on one man's Municipal Bonds changes the nature of the security
for all.

As for fully taxable Municipal Bonds, issued by the community
with a federal interest subsidy, present investors in Municipal
Bonds show no enthusiasm for such instruments at rates less than
10%. Many investors who have been willing to own the bonds of
small towns and the big cities with the tough problems as tax-free
bonds, indicate they would not rebuy such bonds as taxable issues
at any price at all.

Conclusion: Tax one Municipal Bond--even just a little--and
it's goodbye to a substantial segment of the market for Municipal
Bonds, not to mention the relatively low cost of borrowing for
every town, city, and State in the Union.
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MEMORANDUM PREPARED By PRESTOi, THORRoIMSON, STARIN, ELLIS & HOLMAN,
BY MICHAEL B. CRUTCHER

It is unconstitutional for a municipal corporation to waive Federal income tax
immunity on bonds it issues without specific enabling legislation by the State.
The problem presented

The interest from municipal bonds hs long been exempt from federal income
tax by virtue of federal constitutional law and specific statutory exemption.
Proposed tax legislation would permit the federal government to levy income
tax on municipal bond interest where the municipality issuing these bonds elects
to waive that constitutional immunity. Apart from the question of whether the
federal government possesses the constitutional authority to levy that tax upon
a valid waiver, who would be entitled to waive that immunity? Is it constitutional
for a municipality to waive such immunity in the absence of state consent in the
form of enabling legislation?
Conclusion

A municipality cannot constitutionally waive immunity from federal income
taxation in the absence of state consent in the form of enabling legislation.
Anal V4J

1. The conclusion summarized.-The federal constitution requires that the
states be immune from taxation by the federal government. This immunity
extends to municipal corporations because they are agents of the state. Such
immunity is a right reserved to the state and only the state is entitled to waive
that right. Where the state does not specifically consent to such waiver, any
purported waiver by a municipality is totally without authority and is constitu-
tionally invalid.

2. The origin and nature of the immunity doctrine.-(a) The origin of federal
immunity from state taxation: McCullooh v. Maryland.

The doctrine of federal immunity from state taxation was early established
in American law by the landmark decision of the United States Supreme Court,
per Marshall, C. J., in McCulloch -v. Maryland 4 Wheat. 316, 4 L,. Ed. 579 (1819).
Maryland attempted to assess a discriminatory tax against bank notes issued
by the Bank of the United States. The Supreme Court held that the federal
government enjoyed an immunity from state taxation and that the Maryland
tax was unconstitutional. Although there was no specific constitutional prohibi-
tion against such taxation, the court found that "the power of the tax involves
the power to destroy," and that this danger could be avoided by refusing to
confer "on one government a power to control the constitutional measures of
another." 4 Wheat. at 436. Accordingly, Marshall held that under the federal
system it was unconstitutional for a state to levy a tax on the federal govern-
ment. This constitutional doctrine would protect the national government and
prevent the spectre of "clashing sovereignty . . ." 4 Wheat. at 485.

Marshall found an immunity from taxation because "the sovereignty of the
state extends to everything which exists by its own authority, or is introduced
by its permission." 4 Wheat. at 435. This state sovereignty could not extend over
the federal government, however, because the federal government was itself
a sovereign and supreme under the federal constitution. MoCullook did not de-
cide that the federal government was likewise powerless to tax the states.
Marshall did not reach that question, but did imply that the federal government
might be constitutionally permitted to levy such a tax. Marshall reasoned that
because the states were represented in the national congress any decision by
that congress to tax the states would reflect the views of the individual states.
But the other states were not represented in a single state legislature; any action
by that legislature to tax the federal union would be without this built-in political
check. As Marshall wrote for the court:

"The difference is that which always exists and always must exist, between the
action of the whole on a part, and the action of a part on the whole--between
the laws of a government declared to be supreme, and those of a government
which, when in opposition to those laws, Rs not supreme." 4 Wheat. at 438

See further First Agricultural National Bank v. State Tax Commission 392
U.S. 839, 88 8. Ct. 2173 (1968).

(b) The origin of state immunity from federal taxation: Collector v. Day.
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Despite Marshall's argument that MoCulloch v. Maryland did not require recl-
procity, the United States Supreme Court held that the state sovereign enjoyed
an immunity from federal taxation in the case of The Collector v. Day 11 Wall.
113, 20 L.Ed. 122 (1871). There the court held that the salary of a Massachusetts
judge was immune from federal income taxation.

The court reasoned that the state government was itself a sovereign under the
federal system. Taxation of that sovereign by the federal sovereign was incom-
patible with the concept of state sovereignty and the rights reserved to the states
under the Tenth Amendment to the federal constitution. As the judge was a
"means or instrumentality" of the state sovereign, his salary was constitutionally
immune from federal taxation. 11 Wall. at 127. See also Dobbin, v. The Commis-
sioner of Etre 16 Pet. 435 (1842). The court found reciprocal immunity from
taxation required by the reasonable implications of the federal system as
embodied in the Constitution:

"Such being the separate and independent condition of the States in our com-
plex system as recognized by the Constitution . . . it would seem to follow, ai;
a reasonable, if not a necessary consequence, that the means and Instrumentalities
employed for carrying on the operations of their governments, for preserving;
their existence, and fulfilling the high and responsible duties assigned to them in
the Constitution, should be left free and unimpaired, should not be liable to be
crippled, much less defeated by the taxing power of another government, which
power acknowledges no limits but the will of the legislature imposing the tax."
11 Wall. at 125, 126.

What The Collector v. Day decisions did was to formally erect a constitutional
theory of Intergovernmental immunity which reciprocally limited the authorities
of the state and federal governments. This limitation protected the twin
sovereigns and the "means and instrumentalities" by which each exercised its
powers. Without express constitutional authority, the court fashioned an enduring
pattern of reciprocal immunities from the logical consequences of federalism.

(c) State immunity from federal taxation is extended to municipal bonds:
Pollock v. Farmers Loan d Trust Co.

Earlier cases had already established that a tax on the revenue of federal
securities was invalid as a tax on the securities themselves. Weston v. City Coiis-
oil of Charlestom 2 Pet. 449 (1829), and that state securities enjoyed protection
from other forms of federal taxation. VanBrooklin v. Tennessee 117 US 151, 6
Sup. Ct. 670 (1886), Mercantile Bank v. City of New York 121 US 138, 7 Sup. Ct.
826 (1887). In Pollock v. Farmers Loan and Trust Co. 157 US 429, 15 Sup. Co.
678-(1895) the court married these concepts and held that federal taxation of the
interest on municipal bonds was unconstitutional.

In Pollock the court started with the principle that "a municipal corporation
is the representative of the state, and one of.the instruments of the state gov-
ernment." 15 Sup.Ct. at 690. Any tax on the revenue from bonds issued by a
Municipality acted as a tax on the municipality itself; municipal bonds are the
"means for carrying on the work of the [state] government." 15 Sup.Ot. at 691.
Because the municipal corporation stands in the shoes of the state, bonds issued
by that corporation enjoy the state sovereign's immunity from taxation. The
Pollock court cited with approval language from US v. Baltimore d O.R. Co.,
where the court said:

" because the municipal corporation was a representative of the state
created by the state to exercise a limited portion of its powers of government, and
therefore its revenues, like those of the state Itself, were not taxable by the
United States." 15 Sup.0t. at 691.
,, See also National Life Inwurance Company v. United States 277 US 508, 48
S.Ot. 59L72 L.Ed. 968 (1928).
: (d) Further developments in the immunity doctrine.
.. After a period where the immunity doctrine was expanded to some degree,
there has been a gradual erosion on the limits of the doctrine over the last fifty
years.

T Ihe salaries of state employees has been held taxable in common with that of
other citizens Helvertig v. Gerhardt 304 US 405, 58 Sup.Ct. 969, 82 L.Ed. 1427
(1938). In Gerhardt, the court determined that taxation of salaries of state
employees "neither precludes nor threatens unreasonably to obstruct any func-
tion of the state government" 58 S.t. at 977. To decide whether state immunity
ought to be maintained, the court said that it should be asked 1) was the activity
essential "to the preservation of state governments," and 2) was the burden
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imposed on the state "go speculative and uncertain that if it [the immunity] were
allowed it would restrict the Federal taxing power without affording aniy corre-
spending tangible protection to the state government. .." 58 S.Ct. lt )75.

Other decisions have held that state income from the sale of liquor and income
from tile sale of Ib)ttld mineral water was not exenpt froin federal I nemo taxa.
tion. South Carolina v. Untted State 199 US 4317, 26 S.Ct. 110 (I5) ; Ohio
v. Helvering 292 US 360, 54 S.(t. 725 (10:14) ; New York v. United States 3126 1Ts
572, 606 S.Ct 310, 90 L,.,d. 326 (194(). In the New York ease Mr. Justi(,
Frankfurter argued that the immunity doctrine should he limited to those cas,,s
where there wns the danger that the state would be taxed "as a $tat,," (41 SJt.
at 314.

Federal immunity from non-discriminatory state taxation was narrowed In
City ot Detrolt v. Mr yrruy Corpo'ratin 355 US 48), 78 Sup.Ct. 458, 2 l.Id. 2
441 (1958). In that case the Supreme Court upheld a local tax inp sed oin
building material used by a contractor under a federal contract. By tile title
vesting provisions of the contract, title lin these building materials was in the
federal government. Yet Black, J., for the majority, said that there was "nio
crippling obstruction of any of the government's functions . . not even the
slightest interference with its property." 78 S.Ct. at 402. 'The state tax was
upheld as constitutional.

Revenue from muniilml bonds continue, to enjoy immunity from federal
Income taxation. The Supreme Court decided early In this century that the
value of municipal bonds could be computed in the estate of an individual for
purposes of federal inheritance tax. Styder v. Bettnian 190 ITS 240 (1903).
The Supreme Court has further held that capital gains upon sale of mnunicllml
securities Is taxable under the federal Income tax, for here the effect on the
state is remote. Witcuts v. Bun" 282 US 21A (1931).

The federal government sought to indirectly tax munic4pal bonds held by a
life insurance company by assessing a greater tax burden on that comlmny's
non-exempt holdings. The court struck down that tax its unconstItutional in the
National ife Ins uran , case, uspra. Ijter the felen l government devised aeon.
plicated formula for thbe taxation of insurance companies. The government as-
sessed a tax on a percentage of the life insurance company's income as "Invest-
ment yield" for the company. The company was only allowed to deduct from
investment yield that portion of Its tax exempt Income which corresponded on
a lwo-rata basis -to the percentage of Investinent rettirn which was income.
The company sought to deduct one hundred percent of its exempt income from
its Investment yield. The federal government's taxntiom was upheld in United
States i). Atlas Lifo Inaurance Company, 881 US 233, 85 S.Ct. 1879 (1905).

Phe federal government has several times considered the posibllIty of challeng-
Ing the tax exempt status of municipal bonds. In 1038 the Department of
Justice contended in an official report that it was constitutional for -the federal
government to levy an Income tax on the revenue froin municipal bonds. See
52 Harv. I. Rev. 180 (1938). The constitutional Issue has not recently been
raised, however, because currently such bonds enjoy specific statutory exenip-
lion. See (ornm. of Int. Rmt. i. Shamberp's X tate 144 F2 998 (1944), cert.
denied 323 U4 792 (1945). Were ithe constitutional issue raised again, the
Supreme Court would have to consider the effect of the Sixteenth Amendment
to the federal constitution: does it authorie taxation of municillal bonds because
It gives authority 'to tax Intoe front whatever source derived? See dissent by
Holmes. T.. in Etans v. Gore, 2N3 ITS 245 (1920), and tile message to the New
York Senate by Governor Hughes in 1910. For a more detailed discussion of the
history of the immunity doctrine, see Povell, "The Waning of Intergovernmental
T'ax Immunities," 58 Harv. TR 6(3 (1045), and F'reund, et al., Comtitutiomal
Io (1 ), 847 (1967).

8. The (intmnity of tmieipal bond4 reivnitW M the iMmmniiiti of the state.-
The entire history of the reciprocal Immunity doctrine reaffirms the fact that the
immunity of municipal bond revenue Is the Immunity of the estate. It was just
because the federal government was sovereign that Chief Justice Marshall
found Immunity from state taxation In Aflermloch v. Maryland. %his Immunity
was reciprocated by the court In (olleetor t). Day, which took as Its starting
point the premise that the states were soverign as well. In each case, It was
sovernignty that created Immunity from taxation.

,It was by virtue of being a "means" or "instrunentality" of the state -that
specific agencies enjoyed Immunity from federal taxation. Thus In the early
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cases the court held that employees were "instrumentalItes" of their govern-
niiets, While the court later overtuned this finding, it was because the court
determined that the link between the taxation of individual employee salaries and
the preservation of state government was too remote to warrant conltinuation of
the Immunity. But the court has ever abandoned tile hearf of tht inintuiity
doctrine: in Its vital funm s, the state inust be free to act, and therefore
federal government Is prohibited from levying an Ilinjxmt on that activity.

Nothing in the Inherent. nature of it municipal corpol ion requires scial
tax treatment-save for the effect that it Is an agency of the state. It was as
an Instrument of the state sovereign that. municipal corporations enjoyed a pect- "
status. 1lecausA, muielpal ,redit depended apon the status of those bods
the revenue therefrom likewise enjoyed favored constitutional Otatus. Thus I
Pollo k the court granted Immunity to municipal bonds because "the munilcipll
corporation was a representative of the state, created by the state to exercise
a limited portion of its I)wers of government, and therefore Its revenues
[are] like those of the state Itself .. ." 15 Sup.Ct. at 691.

Whether the doctrine of lnimunity has been expanded or contracted has
always depended in a lmrtieular case on the degree to which a tax on ani agent
of the state acted as a tax ulx)n the state "as a State." See conurrling opinion
of Frankfurter, J., in New York v. United Stactes, stipra. In the case of munilcill
bonds, the court has consistently recognized the link between the revenue of
those bonds and the requirements of the state itself. This is not like an illdiret
burden, such as the taxation of the salary of all lndivldtml who is employed
by the state. See Hclverhtg v. (rhardt, suipra. H1ere the Immunity of the revenue
from municipal bonds bears directly uion the activity of the state:

"These obligations [municipal bonds constitute the contract made by the
State, or by Its political agency pursuant to Its authority, and a tax upon the
amounts payable by the teems of the contract has therefore been regarded its
bearing directly upon the borrowing power of the government." Willents v. Blinn
51 S. Ct. at 127.

Retention of Immunity for municipal obligations Is consonant. with the basic
purpoes of the doctrine, to keep "federal and state governments in a positon
to be supreme within the scope of their own sovereignty Iy keeping the taxing
power of each from preventing, or substantially interfering with, the exercise
by the other of those powers necessary to its suprenmcy as a government
within its own field." Brush v. Comm. of 1t. Ret. 85 F2 32 (1936) at 34.

Thus, immunity fr)m federal taxation is granted to the rospeetlve states and
to the essential agents and instrumoentallties of the states. Municipal corporations
enjoy this immunity only by virtue of their standing as representatives of the
state, The eight to Immunity is not veeted in the municpality-the immunity
belongs to the state.

4. Only the atate can ralt'e the immstnty of local mtmlelpal bond.-B-ecause
the right to immunity from federal taxation is exclusively vested in the state,
only the state may waive that immunity. Any attempted waiver by the munie-
ipality Issumlg those bonds without the Joinder of the state is without authority.

It is a fundamental principle that the only party with authority to waive a
right or Immunity is the party who posses.,s that right or Immunity.

Immunity from taxation exists because the state Is a sovereign. Municipalities
enjoy no such sovereignty. They are merely agents or Instrumentalities of the
state sovereign; any power they possess they derive front the legislature. Mich
grants of authority are narrowly construed. See Trautman, Legislative Control
of Municipal Corporations In Washington, 38 Wash LR 743 (193). Although
certain municipalities may be granted broadly construed powers and are said to
have authority to at, so Img as they do not conflict. with state law [see Wln'men-
weder v. Ya,'ma, 52 Wn 24 017, 328 P. 2d 878 (158)1 no municipality can
surrender a right which the state enjoys without the express authority of the
state to do so.

This proposition becomes self-evident upon an examination of the nature of
the right Involved and the nature of the relationship between the muncipallty
and the state. The right to freedom from federal taxation is a right reserved
to the state against Interference by the federal governmen t . This right to freedom
from interference belongs to the state and protects it from federal taxation of
Its constituent municipalities. Any such right can only he relinquished by the
action of the state legislature, which is representative of the entire state. Action
by the state takes into account political sentiment from the people of every part
of the state. A municipality represents only a fraction of the people of the state.
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Action by the municipality may be contrary to the interests of others in the
state and is without the political check of their approval. Thus where a munici.
pality purport' to surrender a right possessed by the entire state, then that act
is an illegitimate exercise of political power. As Chief Justice Marshall has
expressed it, it is -the action of the part on the whole. Such action is without
the sanction of the people of the entire state and permits federal intrusion in
state affairs by the action of a potentially small minority of persons within the
state.

The right to waive Intergovernmental immunity from federal taxation has
been discussed In a slightly different context by the United States Supreme
Court It the case of Janw8 v. Drato Contracting Co. 302 US 134, .8 Sup. Ct. 208,
82 L. Ed. 155 (1937) the court denied immunity to the profits of a contractor
under a contract with the federal government. The contractor claimed Immunity
from state taxation. The court pointed out that if the contractor had Immunity,
it was only as an instrumentality of the Federal government. The federal govern.
meant had disclaimed that Immunity Insofar as it touched profits of private con.
tractors employed by the government. Because the government had so acted, the
court brushed aside the contractor's claim:

"... respondent's right is at best a derivative one. He asserts an Immunity
which, if It exists, pertains to the government and which the government dis-
claims." 58 Supt. Ct. at 220.

In Dravo the federal government waived Its Immunity from state taxation;
the court held that this act bound an agent of the government who sought to claim
immunity as a representative of the government. From this it should equally
follow that where the state government continues to claim an immunity, an agent
of that government, a municipal corporation, Is powerless to waive it.

Immunity from taxation is a doctrine of federal law. For purposes of federal
law the right to Immunity Is vested in the states; in the absence of specific con-
sent by the state legislature, the federal law will not recognize any implied
power in the municipalities under state law to waive immunity. This is shown
by two cases involving federal bankruptcy proceedings for municipal corpora-
tions. These cases involve the same right discussed above, the freedom of a state
from interference in its internal affairs, and provide strong authority for the
proposition that such right cannot be waived by municipalities in the absence of
state consent.

In Ashton v. Canwron County Water Improvement Dist. No. 1 289 US 513, 56
S. Ct. 892 (1930) a municipal corporation heavily in arrears on payments of its
bonded Indebtednems sought to avail Itself of a newly enacted provision of the
federal bankruptcy act which permitted local municipal corporations to go
through federal bankruptcy. The act required that the municipality consent to
such proceeding; the filing must be voluntary on its part. But the act did not
expressly require the state to affirmatively approve such action by Its political
subdivisions. Instead, the act only required the consent of the state "whenever
such consent is necessary by virtue of local law." 56 S. Ct. at 900. A Texas water
district petitioned for bankruptcy. Texas had no law prohibiting such action;
neither,' at the time of filing, did Texas have a law approving such action. The
Supreme Court beld unconstitutional the provisions of the act which permitted
municipalities to file for bankruptcy and disallowed the district's petition.

Mr. Justice McReynolds, for the majority, recalled the immunity extended
municipal bond j:

.. . opinloris here plainly show that Congress could not levy any tax on the
bonds issued b: the respondent or upon income derived therefrom. So to do would
be an unwarranted interference with fiscal matters of the state--essential to her
existence." 56 S. Ct. at 895.

The Justico argued that "the especial purpose of all bankruptcy legislation is
to Interfere vith the relations between the parties concerned-to change, modify,
or impair the obligation of their contracts." 56 S. Ct. at 896. To permit the federal
government here to so interfere would exceed the constitutional authority of the
federal government and destroy "the sovereignty of the state." 56 S. Ot. at 896.
The court held that such interference was unconstitutional and that under the
Bankruptcy Act, the federal government could not "impose its will and impair
state poweis--pass laws inconsistent with the idea of sovereignty." 56 S. Ct. at
896.

A dissenting opinion by Cardoso, J., and joined by Hughes, 0.J., Brandeis, J.,
and Stone, J., argued the act was constitutional because In fact the state had
consented to the action. Cardozo said that tbe district had consented and that the
federal act only required that the district not violate Texas law. Further, Texas
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bad passed a law authorizing municipalities to proceed under this Bankruptcy
Act. The enabling statute was passed after the petition had been dismissed in
district court but before that dismissal had been reversed by the court of appeals.
Cardozo maintained that this law should be applied and that any issue of state
consent was thereby resolved. Consent being given, the federal system remains
unimpaired:

"Persuasive analogies tell us that consent will preserve a balance threatened
with derangement. A state may not tax the Instrumentalities of the central gov-
ernment. It may do so, however, if the central government consents. Baltimore
National Bank v. State Tax' Commi8sion of Maryland, 297 U.S. 209, 56 S.Ct. 417,
80 L.Ed. 586. Reciprocally, the central government, consent being given, may lay
a'tax upon the states. Cf. United States v. California, supra. So also interference
by a state with interstate or foreign commerce may be lawful or unlawful as
consent Is granted or withheld. In re Rahrer, 140 U.S. 545, 11 St. Ct. 865, 35 L.Ed.
572; James Clark Distilling Co. v. Western Maryland Ry. Co., 242 U.S. 311, 37
S.Ct. 180, 61 L.Ed. 326, L.R.A. 19171, 1218, Ann.Cas. 1917B P45; Whitfleld v. Ohio,
297 U.S. 431, 56 S.Ct. 532, 90 L.Ed. 778, March 2, 1P36. The prevailing opinion
tells us in summing up its conclusions that the bankruptcy power and the taxing
power are subject to like limitations when the interests of a state are affected by
their action. Let that test be applied, an. the act must be upheld, for Jurisdiction
is withdrawn if the state does not approve." .56 S.Ct. at 900.

'Congress heeded the court's ruling in Ashton and in 1937 amended the Bank-
ruptcy Act to require that the state must "authorize by law" bankruptcy pro-
ceedings by its political subdivisions. The newly amended act was considered by
the Supreme Court in United States v. Rekins 304 U.S. 27, 68 S.Ct. 811 (1938).
There a California irrigation district petitioned for bankruptcy in federal court.
California had previously enacted a statute that expressly authorized municipali-
ties to go into bankruptcy at their option. The Supreme Court, per Hughes, C.JT.,
distinguished Ashton and upheld the constitutionality of the federal statute and
permitted the district to file its petition. After discussing the new federal require-
ments that the state affirmatively give its consent by law, Hughes noted that the
"statute is carefully drawn so as not to impinge upon the sovereignty of the state.
The state retains control of Its fiscal affairs.. ." by giving its consent. 58 S.Ct.
at 815.
'Hughes then elaborated on the nature of a state's sovereignty and how that

sovereignty could not be relinquished in the absence of consent.
; "It is of the essence of sovereignty to be able to make contracts and give
consents bearing upon the exertion of governmental power. This is constantly
illustrated in treaties and conventions in the international field by which govern-
ments. yield their freedom of action in paritcular matters in order to gain the
benefits which accrue from international accord. Oppenhelm, International Law,
4th Ed., vol. 1, Sec. 493, 494; Hyde, International Law, vol. 2, Sec. 489; Perry v.
United States, 294 U.S. 330, 353, 5,5 S.Ct. 432, 426, 79 L.Fd. 912, 95 A.L.R. 133,5;
Steward Machine Company v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548, 597, 57 S.Ct. 883, 895, 81
L Fd. 1279, 109 A.L.R. 1293. The reservation to the states by the Tenth Amend-
ment protected, and did not destroy, their right to make contracts and give con-
sents where that action would not contravene the provisions of the federal con-
stitution. The states with the consent of congress may enter into compacts with
each other and the provisions of such compacts may limit the agreeing states in
the exercise of their respective powers. Const. art. 1, Sec. 10, cl. 3; Poole v.
Fleeger, 11 Pet. 15, 209, 9 L.Ed. 680; Rhode Island v. Massachsetts, 12 Pet.
657, 725, 9 LEd. 1233; Hinderlider v. La Plata River Company, 304 U.S. 92,
58 S.Ct. 803, 82 LEd. The state is free to make contracts with individuals and
give consents upon which the other contracting party may rely with respect to a
pMrticular use of governmental authority. S-, Fl.,tchcr v. Peck, 6 Crunch 87, 137,
4 L.Ed. 162; New Jersey v. Wilson, 7 Cranch 164, 8 LTEd. 303; Dartmouth College
V. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518, 643, 644, 4 L.Fd. 629; Charles River Bridge v.
Warren Bridge. 11 Pet. 420. 549, 9 L.Ed. 773; Jefferson Branch Bank v. Skelly,
I Black 486, 446, 17 L.Ed. 173. While the instrumentalities of the national govern-
mnt are immune from taxation by a state, the state may tax them if the national
government conents (Baltimore National Bank v. State Tax CommIssion 297
IT.S. 209, 211. 21-. F6 S.Ct. 417. 418, 80 L.Ed. 586) and by a parity of reasoning
the consent of the state could remove the obstacle to the taxation by the federal
government of state agencies to which the consent applied. 58 S.Ct. at 815, 816.

Because here California had consented to the district's bankruptcy, there
was no "interference" with the "fiscal affairs" of the state and Ashton did not
control.
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McReynolds, J., and Butler, J., dissented on the authority of Ashton.
These bankruptcy cases involve the same principle as the problem presented

in the waiver of Immunity. In each case the state, and not the municipality, is
sovereign. Sovereignty creates certain rights and privileges which reside in the
state. One of these privileges is a freedom from federal interference with the
state's domestic fiscal affairs. In Ashton, the court saw federal bankruptcy as a
threat to the state's right of freedom from interference and struck down as
unconstitutional an Act of Congress which impinged on that right without the
consent of the state as a whole. In the case of municipal bonds, the state enjoys
the same freedom from federal interference in its fiscal affairs. The state enjoys
the right of unhampered local credit through the issuance of municipa) bonds.
Tils is a state right and only the state as a whole may waive it. Absent express
state approval, any purported waiver by a local municipality would subject the
state to federal interference in its fiscal affairs.

In Bekns there could be no objection to the waiver because the state had spe-
cifically consented to the bankruptcy procedure. This consent safeguarded the
rights of the state. The same safeguard would be required before the constitution
could authorize a waiver of tax immunity by a municipality. Insofar as the
proposed federal legislation would vest the right to waive in the municipality,
and in the absence of state enabling legislation, that legislation is
unconstitutional.

This proposition was given recognition by Chief Justice Hughes In the Bekin*
decision. In pointing out that state consent could validate the municipalities
petition for bankruptcy, the Chief Justice used as an example the nature of
state tax immunity:

the consent of the state could remove the obstacle to taxation by the
federal government of state agencies to which the consent applied." 58 S.Ct. at 816.

As Hughes was demonstrating that the state, as opposed to the municipality,
was empowered to consent, by inference, this statement reaffirms the proposition
that the municipality is powerless to so effect a waiver as to tax immunity.

In light of Ashton and Bckins there can be no argument that the state by im-
plication has granted this right to the municipalities by state law. In dealing
with a right vested in the state by the federal constitution, the court required a
specific consent by the state in the form of enabling legislation. Thus as a doc-
trine of federal constitutional law an express approval is required; the court
will not stop to consider whether state law implies such right in a municipality,
regardless of the powers otherwise granted to the mtinicipality by the state
legislature.

It is no argument that the municipality only waives the right of immunity as
to itself and that the rest of the state continues to enjoy that right. Ashton and
Bekins show that what 4s waived is a state right from federal interference. The
right to freedom from such interference is state-wide and cannot be surrendered
by a small fraction of the state. In Ashton. the bankruptcy proceeding (only in-
volved a single water district. Yet the Supreme Court recognized that the larger
right of the state to freedom from federal interference was invollved. This right
could not be waiVed by the municipality alone. Even the dissenting opinion in
Ashton did not question the state's basic right to freedom from interference; it
only argued that state consent had in fact been given. Where consent was proved
as in Bekina, the municipality was permitted to file for bankruptcy.

5. The proposed federal legislaton.-The proposed federal legislation purports
to exercise federal taxing power upon the waiver of immunity by a municipality,
and if the state has not consented to such waiver by enabling legislation, then any
such exercise of federal power is unconstitutional. At a minimum each state
legislature must first consent to such waiver by specific legislation. If a state
chooses not to enact such legislation, then the municipalities of that state are
totally without authority to waive their tax exempt status Any attempt to make
such waiver and levy such tax could be struck down as unconstitutional. There
is also the further question as to whether the federal constitution empowers
the federal government to levy a tax against municipalities even assuming
consent by the state, but that is beyond the scope of this memorandum. It Is
sufficient for purposes of this discussion to, note that the proposed federal legis-
lation contains a fatal constitutional flaw; even if this legislation is amended
to require state consent, it will still be within the power of the legislatures of
the states to determine whether or not they choose to waive immunity from
federal income taxation.
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LAW OFFICES OF CHAPMAN AND CUTLER,
Chicago, October 8, 1969.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Nvewv Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. •

GENTLEMEN: I agree with the other muricIal bond lawyers who have pointed
out to the Committee that there Is serious doubt whether any tax on income
derived from the interest on bonds of a state or political subdivision thereof can
constitutionally be imposed by the United States. Any law which purports not to
tax such interest, but has the effect of increasing a person's taxes over what
they would otherwise be by virtue of his receipt of such interest, seems little
different from a tax on such interest. However, if the Internal Revenue Service
should take the position that the United States can constitutionally impose a
tax on such interest, or that the arrangement contemplated by the particular law
involved was not a tax thereon, the question could be finally determined only by
litigation before the Supreme Court of the United States. As a practical matter,
investors will not wish to buy bonds as tax exempt obligations if, in order to
establish their status as such, they would have to pay a portion of their federal
income tax under protest, sue for a refund and then continue with appeals of the
case to the Supreme Court of the United States. A prospective bondholder would
simply buy some other security or buy a municipal bond at the price he would
pay for a non-tax-exempt bond or a partially exempt bond. Even in buying a
partially exempt bond, a purchaser would consider the risk that the Coagress
might later eliminate the exemption altogether, if he doubts the efficacy of
constitutional protection against all taxation, and would determine the price
he is willing to pay for such a bond accordingly.

I believe that any litigation on this question wnuld have to go through two
lower courts before reaching the Supreme Court, and could be filed only after
somebody paid a tax on income subject to the proposed tax; therefore it could
well be four years before the question would be settled. During that time we
would have to advise our clients that the constitutionality of the tax is in ques-
tion or under litigation. Assuming that other bond counsel would do the same,
this would mean that for a period four years purchasers of municipal bonds
simply would not know whether or not the interest on the bonds they are buying
is fully tax exempt under the Constitution of the United States.

In connection with the obligation of each member of the Congress to observe
the Constitution of the United States, he will doubtless consider whether the
essence of our Federal system requires that neither the state nor the Federal
government impose a tax affected by the taxpayer's receipt of interest on the
obligations of the other. I understand that the Sixteenth Amendment to the Con-
stitution was ratified only after assurance had been given, on the floor of the
Senate, that this amendment would not result in the taxation of interest on
municipal bonds. Presumably the Congress would not wish to do anything which
could raise a question as to its good faith in proposing a constitutional amend-
ment for, ratification. If the Congress should adopt and the President should sign
H.R. 13270, as adopted by the House of Representatives, on the theory that this
does not constitute the taxation of interest on municipal bonds, then that theory
should apply to a state using the same technique with respect to the interest on
United States government bonds under state income tax laws. This could hardly
be beneficial to the government bond market.

If the Supreme Court should finally hold that the United States can, under
the Sixteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, impose a tax on
income derived from interest on municipal bonds, I would expect that local
officials in the various states would promptly request their Congressmen to
propose a constitutional amendment either prohibiting such taxation or per-
mitting the states to tax the income on United States bonds, and perhaps to permit
the states to impose ad valorem taxes on federally owned property, as the doctrine
of reciprocal immunity can hardly survive without reciprocity.

Your very truly,
MANLY W. MUMFORD.
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Oaaxcx, HERiNoTON, ROWLEY & SUTCL!FFE,
COUNSELORS AND ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

San Francico. Calif., October 7, 1969.
Re taxation of interest on municipal bonds uader the Tax Reform Bill of 1969
(H.MR 13270)
SENATE FINANCE CouMrrrzz,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: Nearly three-quarters of a century ago the Supreme Court of
the United States in a unanimous decision held that taxation of interest on
municipal securities would operate on the power to borrow money; would be a
burden on the operations of government; and that such a tax upon the interest
would be a tax on the power of the states and their instrumentalities to borrow
money and consequently repugnant to the Constitution of the United States of
America. The wisdom of this decision has never been questioned. The states and
their political subdivisions have issued securities for essential public improve-
ments which are of vital Importantce to the public. The right to borrow money
by the Issuance of bonds is as important to the states and their political subdi.
visions as Is the like power of the United States of America to borrow money
by the issuance of bonds. The states cannot tax interest on bonds of the United
States of America. If the taxing power of the Federal Government is extended
to the borrowing power of the states, the essential functions of the states and
their political subdivisions will be paralyzed by the burdens of such taxation.
The warnings inherent in the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
have now been realized by the very pendency of H.R. 13270. As a direct result
of this bill, the municipal bond market has been demoralized and essential public
improvements have been thwarted.

The State of California Is engaged in a gigantic water program, with con-
struction under way at a cost of nearly one million dollars per day. This was to
have been financed by the sale of State bonds and would have been under normal
circumstances financed in this manner. The State cannot sell Its Water Resources
Development Bonds in today's demoralized municipal bond market. Many local
communities and political subdivisions find themselves in a similar situation.
The City and County of San Francisco has authorized airport construction bonds
in the amount of $98,000,000. Vital improvements to the airport cannot be made
unless these bonds are salable as tax exempt securities. The school population
of California comprises over 5,000,000 students in the lower grades and nearly
300,000 in the State Colleges and the University of California. The population
has been steadily increasing in the lower grades at the rate of approximately
200,000 students per year. To keep up with the growth of students attending
public schools, It Aill be necessary to build s t least 150 new classrooms each
week. Many school districts in California have contracted for the construction
of school buildings to be financed by the future sale of bonds. These schools cqn-
not be built as the bonds cannot be sold under present circumstances. Sacra-
mento Municipal Utility District is engaged in the essential public work of
providing electric energy to the inhabitants of the City of Sacramento and sur-
rounding area and has under construction hydroelectric facilities which can
only be financed by the sale of bonds. Under presf nt circumstances, these bonds
cannot be sold. The demoralization of the municipal bond market resulting from
the were pendency of H.R. 13270 will prevent the construction of such vital and
necessary public improvements as Jails, fire stations, sewer systems, public water
systems and garbage collection and disposal facilities.

In the light of the foregoing comments--which I believe represent conditions
prevailing throughout the entire United States--I submit it Is Imperative that
9,R 18270 be immediately amended to delete all reference to interest on bonds
of the states and their political subdivisions to the end that such interest will be,
as in the past, fully tax exempt.

Respectfully submitted. G~oRGE HEUINGONo.

O'MELVENV & Myna,
Los Angelea, Calif., October 6,1969.

SUNATs FJNANcz CoMmrmm,
Mew Senate Ofce Building,
Wasington, D.A.

GENTLzIEN: Referring to the itatemetit dated September 19, 1969, to you by
Mr. Robert M. Johnson of the firm of Dawson, Nagel, Sherman & Howard of
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Denver, Colorado, regarding the proposed taxation of interest on municipal
bonds under the Tax Reform Bill of 1960 (H.R. 13270), and also ref( rring to
the oral presentation made to you by Mr. Johnson on September 25, 1969, we
wish to state:

1. That we, as nationally recognized municipal bond counsel, concur with Mr.
Johnson's opinion that there exist serious questions as to the constitutionality
of the provisions of the proposed bill insofar as they relate to the taxation of
interest on municipal bonds, and that such questions exist not only as to th%
provisions pertaining to the limit on tax preference but also as to the provisions
pertaining to allocation of deductions, and

2. That such provisions, if enacted, will inevitably lead to protected litigation,
and that in our opinion it would take a minimum of two years, and possibly as
long as ten years, to settle the legal questions which will be raised.

Respectfully submitted.
By OMELVENY & MYERS.

RAY H. LiNDMAN.

DUMAS, HUGUENIN AND BOOTHMAN,
Dalla8, Tex., October 6, 1969.

A STATEMENT UPON THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE PROVISIONS OF "THE TAX REFORM
ACT OF 1969" (H.P. 18270) PERTAINING TO TAXATION OF INTEREST ON MUNICIPAL
BONDS

eon. RUSSELL B. LONo,
O aIrman, Senate Finance Committce,
New Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C0.

GENTLEMEN: This firm's practice is devoted almost exclusively to matters of
municipal finance. In this position we have observed that of which you are now
quite aware-the disastrous effect of H.R. 18270 upon the financing of necessary
public improvements.

If municipal bond tax exemption has been legally justifled1 in the past, it is
no less so today. The rightness or wrongness of this doctrine ,annot be measured
by the fact that a few individuals have been able to reduce tax liability by
investment in constitutionally exempt securities. There are no doubt other and
legitimate means of increasing the tax burden of the affluent without subverting
fundamental rights in the process.

Since Federal income taxes were first imposed on individual income, interest
on municipal bonds has been exempt therefrom. This exemption has survived
these many years although a continuing effort to remove the exemption has
been undertaken from time to time.

The Doctrine of Reciprocal Immunity, as applied to this policy of exemption,
has been honored by all court decisions and Federal legislation to this time. The
reasons are compelling. They are have been clearly and consistently announced by
the United States Supreme Court in holding that (i) the Federal Constitution
contemplates the independent exercise by the General Government and the States,
severally, of their Constitutional powers, (ii) the General Government in Its
appropriate sphere is supreme, but the States within the limits of their powers
not granted that General Government or, in the language of the Tenth Amend-
ment, "reserved" as as independent of the General Govarnment as that Govern-
ment, within its sphere, is independent of the States, (iII) to tax municipal bond
income to any extent would operate on the power to borrow motvy before it is
exercised and have a sensible influence on the contract, (iv) the extent of this
influence would depend solely upon the will of the Government, und (v) to any
extent, however inconsiderable, it is a burden on the operations of government
and may be carried to an extent which may arrest them entirely.

All have witnessed the rapid deterioration of the ability of the States and their
subdivisions to finance much needed public improvements since the House Ways
and Meens Committee first reported favorably H.R. 13270. It is difficult to
estimate the millions of dollars which the ordinary property taxpayer has already
been forced to sacrifice in increased interest costs due in large part solely to the
threat of H.R. 13270. These circumstances urge that the objectionable provisions
of this law be entirely removed or, lacking this, that judicial action be resorted
to. The latter is inevitable if there be a default of the former.
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To this time, there have been no court decisions qualifying the established
Doctrine of Intergovernmental Immunity in such manner as would permit a
reasonable conclusion that income derived by individuals from mu! Aipal bonds
and sought to be taxed in H.R. 13270 may no longer be protected by that doctrine.
The provisions of this proposed legislation present the first undertaking openly
designed to impose taxes on Income derived by individuals from municipal bonds
as a specific and direct object of taxation. So-called "Judicial qualifications" of
the past have been derived from legislation Imposing Income taxes upon specified
objects other than municipal bond Income. In no case has individual earnings
derived from that source been directly Involved. In every Instance the Courts,
Including the United States Supreme Court, have carefully recognized and sus.
tained the Doctrine of Reciprocal Immunity. The tax now proposed places an
undue and unreasonable burden upon State and local governments not counte.
nanced by any previous interpretation.

One thing does appear as certain as anything can-the long-range difficulties
and expense of municipal finance under H.R 13270 will buy, at an outrageous
price to State and local governments and their taxpayers, any satisfaction in
money or otherwise which may be realized from taxing municipal bonds. Further.
more, we would but delude ourselves if, being aware of the history of Federal
Legislation, we should fail to realize that any small or temporary Incursion into
this new field of taxation will Inevitably become permanent and total. We recall
no instance In Federal tax history which would argue the contrary.

We believe H.R. 13270 presents far-reaching questions of first impression
which, if enacted, will not be allowed to rest. These will, of course, be resolved
but only after year of expensive litigation. Many questions will be raised,
Including the immunity of Federal obligations and properties. Another Is whether
voluntary waiver of exemption may offer a method of legitimately renouncing
immunity.

You gentlemen are certainly Informed and capable of judging the seriousness
of the conditions that prevail and which must be expected to continue and
worsen should the provisions of H.R. 13270, to which we have alluded, be
enacted.

Respectfully submitted,

DUMAS, HUGUENIN, AND BOOTHMAN.

Roy L. POPE & SPILLERS Co.,
San Antonio, Tex., September 26, 1969.

Ho. RALPH YAmEOROUGH,
U.S. Sente
Washington, D.C.

DEA SENATOR YARBOROUGH: As a practicing Certified Public Accoutant and
concerned citizen, I am writing to protest many of the facets of the new tax law
which will severely hamper American business and will hurt the taxpayers at
the state and local level.

I am enclosing a reprint -by Tihe Bond Buyer of an advertisement in the Neo
York Times for your information. I am very concerned that the Federal Govern-
ment under the guise of equity will do Inequity. Interest on state and local bonds
must remain exempt or the taxpayers will pay the tax through higher bond
Interest rates. Bond markets will suffer.

Many elements of the new tax law are unduly complicated, hard to under-
stand, perhaps Impossible to enforce, and can only cause lack of respect by the
business community. Because of the nature of the self-assessment system, respect
by the taxpayer of the system Is imperative!

I would welcome the chance to discuss with you or with any of your staff
concerning the specific problems in the tax law. They are too voluminous to go
into a letter, and I am not certain that you would have the time to go into a
detailed letter which would be required. So I will close this letter by offering to
discuss by phone or In person the problemq I see in the tax law.

I do not oppose tax reforms as long as they are practical, sensible, and reason-
able. Harmful changes are damaging and should not pass.

Very truly yours, CHARLES W. POP'E
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THE AUSTIN NATIONAL BANK,

SENATOR RALPH YAlSOROUGH, AustinTe., Augtet 28,1969.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.1.

Dr.A RALPH: !'l.Aowing the recess of Congress, the Senate will begin con-
sideration, I'm sure, of the so-called Tax Reform Bill. May I add my voice to
several others, which I'm sure have been raised, concerning features of the tax
which are not reforms, but will end inevitably In higher taxes on every person
living in a municipality or other tax.ing unity which issues bonds.

I can understand the desire of the tax writers to get at a few very wealthy
people who pay very little tax, but by doing so we are raising the interest rate on
bonds and as a consequence, raising the tax which I would pay and which other
taxpayers in every walk of life would have to pay. It Is my understanding that
a subsidy Is suggested so that this tax bite would be even heavier on the Federal
side If a subsidy were provided. I would also object to the subsidy because It
would bring with it added control from the Federal level. I am unalterably
opposed to changing the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds, school bonds,
etc.

I'd like to also point out to you that this Is in my opinion, a revocation of a
contract which was entered into earlier by the Congress, I believe back In 1949,
on certain bonds issued and may I also suggest that it's also completely contrary
to the Important separation of our governmental units. I hate to see any move
by the Federal government to take added control in the guys under the guys of
the tax reform.

May I also suggest that some of the tax reform measures aimed at Commercial
banks are quite stringent. This is particularly true of the one which relates to
the reserve for bad debts, and which would limit that reserve to an average for
a six year period prior to the date that the reserve is set. During good times
such as we have had, such a reserve would Aiot be adequate if we came upon
bad times. I wou!d suggest that perhaps a real heavy poke Is being taken at
Commercial banks In this tax reform bill, and I can't understand why unless
It might be the influence of Congressman Wright Patman in the House. I hate
to see a trend however, which would Increase taxes under the guys of "Tax
Reform".

It Is my sincere hope that yvu, together with the other Senators will take a
very close look at this bill and if we need more taxes, lets pass higher taxes, but
let's don't do It with this sort of a blanket over it. The length of the bill itself
makes it impossible to make any determination of what its full meaning may be
and I recognize that it's put in this form so that those who are for some portions
of it will have to vote for the whole thing whether they are against other portions
or not. This, too, is bad legislative process.

It Is my hope that you will do everything that you can to right the Inequities
that appear in this bill, perhaps even go so far as to break it up Into its various
parts and consider them on their own. If this cannot be accomplished It is my
suggestion that the bill be killed and we begin again.

Sincerely yours,
JoE K. WELLS.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON Co.
Chicago, Ill., October 13,1969.

Hon. Russjmz B. LoNe,
.8S. Senate,

Senate Offlo Buitding,
Wahington, D. 0.

DrAR SENAToR LONe: The Internal Revenue Service recently issued a ruling to
the New York State Atomic and Space Development Authority that Interest on
bonds issued to provide nuclear fuel for Investor-owned electric companies would
be tax-free. The effect of this ruling Is not confined to nuclear fuel. It also
directly affects all generating facilities, both nuclear and non-nuclear.

We cannot believe that the full range of Implications was fully understood
by the Service. Other states would, of course, be forced to follow the New York
pattern. This could result in a major erosion of federal revenues.

,Investor-owned electric companies pay well over $3 billion annually in fed-
eral, state and local taxes, about half of the total In federal income taxes. If state
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and local tax-free financing of fuel and generating facilities Is permitted, taxes
pald -irectly by utilities to the federal government could be reduced drastically.
Moreover, the federal government could lose many, many millions more as Indi-
viduals replaced taxable with non-taxable investments.

I am enclosing a memorandum which discusses this matter in greater detail.
Your consideration of this important matter is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
J. HARRIS WART), Chairman.

MEMORANDUM OF COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO. ON INTERNAL .REVENUE RULING AND
PROPOSED REGULATION UNDER SECTION 103 (O) OF INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The Tax Reform Bill of 1969, now pending before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee as H.R. 13270, deals with the non-taxability of interest on state and
municipal bonds in two ways, first by restricting the advantage to individuals of
investment in such bonds, and second, by encouraging states and municipalities
to substitute taxable for tax-free instruments. In addition, P.L. 90-364 In the
preceding Congress imposed severe limitations on so-called industrial develop-
ment bonds to prevent the use of the tax advantage for essentially non-govern-
mental purposes. These legislative actions manifest a deep Congressional concern
with the revenue problems created by tax-free financing. A recent ruling by the
Internal Revenue Service and a proposed regulation under Section 103 (c) of the
Internal Revenue Code threaten to aggravate these problems significantly.

The Internal Revenue Service has issued a ruling to the New York State Atomic
and Space Development Authority that interest on bonds issued to provide
nuclear fuel for investor-owned electric utilities would be tax-free and that such
bonds are not within the scope of Internal Revenue Code, Section 103(c) (2),
denying tax exemption to industrial bonds. The Service took the position that the
provision of the Code exempting from the industrial bond restrictions (Section
103(c) (4) (E)) "sewage or solid waste disposal facilities or facilities for the
local furnishing of electric energy, gas or water," was sufficiently broad to
include nuclear fuel for electric generating stations. The extension of this
exemption to cover nuclear fuel (in the ruling) and the implicit acceptance of the
ruling and its further extension to facilities for the reprocessing of nuclear fuel
after it has been removed from a generating station (in the proposed regulation)
appear to conflict with Congressional language and intent. The action either
discriminates in favor of nuclear fuel or makes possible tax-free financing of
coal mines and gas and oil supply facilities.

To support the ruling issued to the New York State Atomic and Space Develop-
ment Authority, the Internal Revenue Service had to take two steps. First, it
had to decide that nuclear fuel was as much a "facility" as the generating plant
that burns it. Second, the Service also had to decide that the huge nuclear plants
now being built are facilities for the local furnishing of electric energy. Nuclear
units, however, have the ability to meet the electrical demands of as many as
1,000,000 households. They will operate as parts of a huge interconnected inter-
state system linked by high voltage transmission lines, and the energy produced
will flow not Just to single municipalities but to broad regional areas without
regard to state boundaries. The Congress, in describing the exemption in the
conference report, noted that It did not include "facilities for regional or broader
transportation of gas or water by -pipeline or long line transmission of electric
energy." The conclusion, necessary to support the New York ruling and the pro-
posed regulation, that exempt facilities include nuclear generating plants as well
as their fuel, goes beyond the Congressional mandate.

Even if limited to nuclear fuel and nuclear fuel reprocessing, the position of
the Service could make serious inroads in federal revenues. About a quarter of the
cost of the heat output of nuclear fuel Is accounted for by the cost of carrying
the investment in the fuel. By 1972, Commonwealth Edison Company will have
an investment in nuclear fuel in excess of $150,000,000. With the growth of
Nuclear generation of electricity, it is clear that the amounts involved in the fuel
decision alone are very large.

But the effect of the ruling is not confined to nuclear fuel or reprocessing. It
directly affects all generating facilities, nuclear and non-nuclear. Commonwealth
Edison Company alone will spend $Q80,000.000 on the construction of generating
facilities in the five years 1969-1973, as a part of a $1.7 billion construction pro-
gram for those years. A recent McGraw-IHill surve-y reported that "by 1970 the
utilities will be the largest industrial category in terms of capital investment."-
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The importance of the erosion of tax revenue threatened by an extension of
tax-free financing can hardly be overstated. The Investor-owned electric utility
Industry pays well over $3 billion in federal, state and local taxes, with about
half of the amount being accounted for by federal income taxes. The liability
for Income taxes arises from the earnings on equity securities issued by the
utUitles to finance their construction programs. Under the ruling and regulation
discussed, such equity financing could, of course, be replaced by state and local
government debt financing. In addition to the effect of such financing on taxes
paid directly by the utility companies, the federal government could also lose
millions of dollars from the replacement of taxable Interest and dividend pay.
ments by non-taxable interest payments on state and local bond issues. Common.
wealth Edison Company, for example, will raise nearly $1 billion by the sale of
debt and equity securities to finance Its 1969-1973 construction program.

If the position of the Internal Revenue Service stands, it would provide an
irresIstable attraction for the State of New York to finance not only nuclear fuel
but nuclear and other generating plants for Investor-owned utilities. Since all
states compete for Industry and low-cost electric power Is a major tool in such
competition, other states would be hard put to resist following a similar course,
Indeed, legislation to take advantage of the New York ruling is already pending
in New Jersey.

The importance of tax-free bonds and the difficulties of dealing with them wiU
become much greater unless the Service reverses Its position. Absent such a
reversal, the statute should be amended to avoid the very serious consequences
likely to flow from adhering to that position. Needless to say, such an amend-
ment need not affet in any way the position of communities now generating or
distributing their own power as a part of their municipal operations. As exempt
persons, these governmental units may continue to serve their own customers
Any amendment need make certain only that they do not use their tax-exempt
financing powers for facilities to be used by investor-owned utilities to serve the
latter's customers.

JouN NUVEEN & Co.,
Ohlongo, Ill., Augtmt 18, 1969.

Re: Proposed Tx-Reform Legislation.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNe,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DE.AR SENATOR LoNe: In the Interest of trying to cover as much ground as
possible In a short period of thne, the House Ways and Means Committee has not
considered sufficiently the effect of at least two of the tax measures it proposes.
These are (I) making the interest on municipal bonds subject to the new mini-
mum income tax andi (1) the changed provisions for the computation of capital
gains tax. I hope the Senate Finance Committee will consider these two measures
with greater deliberation. If so, I feel confident that the Committee will decide
to omit both of these proposals from the bill it recommends to the Senate for
passage.

With respect to the Interest on munlcipal bonds owned by individuals, there
are a number of reasons why this Interest should not be included in the computa-
tion of a minimum tax:

1. Increased taxes received from this source by the Federal Government will
amount to only a fraction of the increased Interest cost that the states and cities
will have to pay on their bond Issues because of this tax provision.

2. Inflation-conscious Investors will be discouraged from financing the Na-
tion's schools, and other types (f public Improvement and will divert the invest-
ment funds they now utilize for this purpose to stocks, real estate and other types
of so-called inflation hedges.

3. Investors who have purchased tax-exempt municipal bonds on the basis of
their being tax exempt, and who accordingly paid a premliujn price for them, will
be subjected to taxation that they could not have antlclpated-this would be a
breach of good faith on time part of the Federal Government.

4. To Increase the local tax bills of millions of citizens to pay higher interest
rates on local government bond Issues in order to try and tax a few who are
alegedly escanping taxes through the ownership of municipal bonds Is unfair, un-
economic and unsound.
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5. Very wealthy investors do not generally own tax-exempt bonds (or any
other type of fixed-income secrities) -their Investments are In real estate (on
which they obtain depreciation), oil and mineral. (on which they realize deple-
tion benefits) and business ventures (on which they are taxed at the capital gail
rate).

With respect to the proposed revision of the capital gains tax:
1. A shorter holding period, rather than a longer holding period, would Ineflt

the Federal Treasury and the Nation's economy as a result of the more rapid
turnover of investment dollars that would occur.

2. Lowering the capital gains tax, rather than Increasing it, would encourage
investors to take profits, pay taxes qnd utilize their Investment funds more fre-
quently and to a greater extent. for new investments.

3. The economy's demand for capital funds should be the primary considera-
tion in drafting a capital gains tax law ; the law should be designed to encourage
as rapid turnover an poqible of venture capital III order to maximize the benefits
to the Nation's economy from the greatest utilization of investment funds for
this purpose.

I will be glad to go into greater detail on these tax measures if you have any
question with respect to my comments about them. I assure you that the House
action on these two tax measures should not be approved by the Senate In the
national interest.

Sincerely,
FRANK 0. CAR. Chairman.

P.X.-The enclosed Dun & Bradstreet summary of the prejudicial effect of making
municilml bonds subject to a minimum income tax will be of interest to you, I an
sure.

THE COMING CRISIS IN INTERMOVERNMENTAi, RELATIONS

"And if the means and instrumentalities employed by (the general)
government to carry into operation the powers granted it are. necessar-
ily, and, for the sake of self-preservation, exempt from taxation by the
states, why are not those of the states depending upon their reserved
powers, for like reasons, equally exempt from federal taxation?"

Nelson, J., inI The Collector v. Day.
Certain "tax reform" proposals before the Congress relating to state and local

bond taxation, promise, if adopted, to effect a more far-reaching alteration in
Federal.State-LocTl relations than any single piece of legislation heretofore en-
acted. The proposals, moreover, are apparently to be rushed to the floor of the
House of Representatives as part of a "take it or leave it" tax package which
the sponsors have successfully tied to the surtax extension. There is a real risk
that argument on the merits of the proposals will not occur until the bill reaches
the Senate.

So hasty has been the action of the Ways and Means Committee in bringing
out it, bill that the utmost confusion e.t-sto at this writing as to its actual
provisions. Accounts of the tax reduction features seem complete enough, in
truth, but on the treatment of tax exempt bonds no two press accounts are
in full agreement. A "minimum income tax" provision would by all accounts
include Interest on state and local government bonds, as would an "Income
allocation" procedure (similar to that applicable to life insurance companies
upheld in tMe so-called Atlas case), but it is not clear that the "prefermnce"
feature often discussed Is Included. At least one account describes as part of the
bill a Federal banking intermediary to subsidize fully taxable state and local
bond. But whatever the exact provisions of the Committee i11. their intended
effect will be to Impair, and ultimately eliminate, the tax exemption of municipal
bonds.

Opposition to the proposals has not been lacking. but it has not always been in
the most pertinent terms. Taxation of munlcllml bond interet would increase
state-local borrowing costs. but that Is by no means the whole story. It would
be a breach of faith with holders of outstaning bonds, it would impair a
(normally) thriving industry. it would dislocate the habits of investors, and so
on-all perhaps relevant, but not necessarily overriding. Most of the disad-
vantages generally cited, in faot, are private, 'whereas the benefits claimed by
the sponsors of the legislation are public-gains in tax equity. On the contrary,
one must be found to argue from the facts that the disadvantages are public,
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and will extend to every citizen and taxpayer of the nation. It is these public
disadvantages that are the subject of this paper.

The essential argument against impairment of the existing exemption from
Federal income taxes of the interest on state and local government obligations
is that such impairment would wreak havoc with the capital improvement pro-
grams of the state amd local governments. In the process it may be expected to
produce dislocations, perhaps chaotic, in the entire capital markets, and ulti.
lately it may be expected to alter fundamentally the preexisting balances In
our Federal system. Since such pernicious results were hardly anticipated by
sponsors of "reforms" intended to correct Inequities respecting a few wealthy
taxpayers, explanation is obviously in order:
1. Impairment or elimination of tam exemption of municipal bond would wreak

havoc with the capital improvement prograam of state and local government
Successful execution of capital facilities construction programs requires ad-

vance planning, careful scheduling of work, and a flow" of funds adequate to
meet cash requirements as construction progresses. The ta.nk is quite demand.
ing even for small projects, and for the projects of large state and local gov-
ernments, extending over many years or even over decades, it is intricate
and complex. Order and continuity are essential, and abrupt changes or inter-
ruptions can -be quite costly in increased expenditures or deferral of benefits
or both.

Foresight and competence at the state and local level can minimize the risks
associated with threats to order and continuity that are controllable at the state
and local level. Changes and interruptions that are not so controllable are
another matter, and have not -been lacking. The Great Depression of the 1930s
was such an Inerruption as was World War II. The combined impact of these
two events, which were beyond state-local control, are at the root of some of
the problems with which state and local units are coping today. Since early
1966, inflation and a strained money market have been equally upsetting to the
execution of state-local capital programs. Further, individual programs initiated
at the Federal level have dislocated state-local programs or created or exacerbated
state-local problems. Thus. federally-guaranteed mortgages facilitated the flight
of city-dwe'llers to the subuLrbs, not only creating a demand for additional public
facilities in the suburbs but also destabilizing older central-city neighborhoods.
The interstate (i.e., national) highway system took vast land areas through
and around the central cities and their suburbs, often drastically altering land-
use patterns and necessitating costly construction and reconstruction of public
facilities to -adjust to the new patterns. Federal-aid programs offering debt-
service reimbursement rather than capital-cost contributions have required
state-local borrowing not originally contemplated, with replanning, reprogram-
ming, and delays. In some instances, Federal programs have been changed in
mid-stream, with additional state-local work, cost, and deferral of benefits.
These are cited not to pass judgment on the merits of the programs involved, but
to exemplify the dislocations resulting from factors not controllable at the
state-local level.

Presently, financial continuity at the state-local level Is facilitated by the
fact that the state and local governments have as full control as is practical
through possession of the initiative in the issuance of their -bonds, which are
used to finance a high proportion of the improvements. Such outside control
as is exerted stems from the operation of the market in which they sell their
bonds, and they are no more vulnerable than other borrowers to the factors
which affect that market. Moreover, it is a competitive market.

Oompetitively, in the money market, state and local governments occupy a
unique position, in that their obligations are exempt from Federal income taxes,
and generally from state and loyal taxes in the state of issuance at least. Because
of tax exemption, the state and local units do not compete directly for funds with
the U.S. Treasury, Federal agencies, corporate bonds, savings banks, mortgages,
and so on. This lack of competition is fortunate, for municipal bonds are in
truth exotic fare. The merchandise is completely unstandardized. Not only are
no two communities identical, but the laws of the respective states differ,
and within individual states differing provisions -for government, powers, taxa-
tion, are made for the several types of local subdivisions and often for distinct
classes of like types--cities, counties, and so on. Moreover, continuity of man-
agement appears uncertain, the governing 'body (board of directors, so to speak)
betn& elective.

-'A
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If the real attraction of municipals to investors is their tax exemption-and
technical studies so suggest-it follows that impairment of that exemption will
adversely affect the ability of the state and local governments to borrow.' It
cannot be doubted that the smaller borrowers would with few exceptions be
unable to sell taxable obligations, and that only the very largest, best managed,
and financially and economically strongest units would, in competition with
taxable securities, find a sustained and stable market comparable to that now
existing for their tax exempt bonds. The number of state-local obligors who
might be expected to be able to compete with the debt securities of the larger
corporations and the public utilities is absurdly small-probably less than 500
and certainly no more than 1,000.'

This is of course not intended to suggest that inability to sell their bonds
directly in the market place would make it impossible for state and local govern-
ments to borrow. The Congress appears to have spent some years in the develop-
ment of alternative means of financing, prior to the introduction of specific
suggestions to modify or eliminate the tax exemption. The alternative proposals
typically provide (1) that a Federal agency or Federally-created corporation
will issue its taxable bonds to raise money to loan to state and local borrowers
at rates approximating rates on tax exempt bonds, the Federal government
absorbing the difference, or (2) that the state and local borrowers issue fully
taxable bonds in return for an interest subsidy estimated to represent the differ-
ence between the cost of taxable and tax exempt loans. There are numerous
variants; the so-called urban development bank is an example of the first type
of arrangement, the so-called Patman-Proxmire guarantee corporation the latter.

Much is made by the Congressional sponsors of these various alternatives of
the assertion that their use by state-local borrowers would be voluntary. But, to
just the extent that impairment or elimination of tax exemption makes it difficult
or impossible for state-local borrowers to sell taxable obligations in the market
place, the alternative becomes compulsory, not voluntary. The alternative to
using the Federally-sponsored financing device would be to forego capital
construction.

Bills introduced to implement the proposals establish various eligibility criteria
for the making of the loans or extension of the guarantee and reimbursement.
Under the Patman-Proxmire proposal, projects must be "needed", bonds shall
contain "satisfactory amortization provisions," the public facility to be financed
must be "economically sound", and the borrowers' debt payment record over the
preceeding 25 years must be taken into consideration, among other things. The
Urban Development Bank bill requires that loans be "in accordance with sound
and prudent banking principles", for public works and community facilities
"serving public needs", "not inconsistent with comprehensive planning for the
development of the community" or "disruptive of Federal programs which auth-
orize Federal assistance for the development of like or similar . . . projects."
It is, moreover, inconceivable that any Federal assistance program can or should
be drawn that does not impose eligibility criteria and define the what, when,
where, and how of the activity.

This brings us inevitably to the nub of the matter: control is at the center of
any system of subventions. He who pays the piper calls the tune. With the market
for tax exempt bonds badly impaired (probably, for the great mass of small and
medium-sized communities, destroyed) some state and most local governments
will be in the position of having to turn to the only banker available, the Federal
government, and they will have to meet its terms to borrow at all. A Federal
agency, not the state or local governing body and the market place, will determine
what constitutes a public need, what is acceptable planning, whether the master
plan is "economically sound", what building standards should be, when the
project should be built, etc., etc.

This prospect will please some who believe that increased centralization and
'standardization are desirable, but it is sending waves of apprehension through
state and local administrators, planners, end finance officers, who are aware of
the diversity of needs and programs involved, the intricate planning years ahead

I Cf. Personal Trusts as Sources of Funds, Chapter 28 in State and Local Public Facility
Need# and Finantcing, Subcommittee on Economic Progress of the Joint Economic Committee,
December 190. Volume 2. pae 434.

'About 500 is the estimated number of state-local borrowers each having at least
$50.000.000 of bonds outstanding, about 1,000 of those with at least $25.000.000. Not many
more than 200 of these have a supply of debt securities exceeding $100,000,000.
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of time that is required, and the myriad of ways in which third parties can
intrude to defeat the best laid plans.$ They are aware that every major new
Federal-aid program involves readjustments that result in costly interruptions
to projects already under way and delays and often added expense for projects in
the planning stage. Heretofore, these delays and added costs have been isolated,
applicable to one individual program at a time. The vast readjustment in borrow.
ing practices and the changes resulting from the degradation of control by
state-local governments and the market place and substitution of control by
the Federal government, will apply to all programs. It will not only affect projects
under construction and those scheduled for Initiation in the current budget year
or next year; it will also affect projects approaching the drawing-board stage,
those only in preliminary form, and those blocked out on the agendas for study
in future decades. Moreover, not the market but the Congress will determine
just how much in total is to be loaned each year, and state and local construction
will fluctuate with the Federal budget

The dual nature of the proposals involved is particularly to be noted: on the
one hand, impair or eliminate the tax immunity of the debt obligations of ,hv
state and local governments, and on the other, make continued financing feasible
by extending Federal loans on ternis prescribed by the Congress. State and local
governments were delivered a similar one-two punch a generation ago. In the
1030s, "tax reformers" concerned with shifting support of local government from
income-producing property to the great mass of the population devised the strat.
egy of rigorously limiting real estate taxes by state constitutional amendment
and, after the limits wrecked local budgets, stepping forward with general sales
taxes as the needed "replacement" revenue.4 Today, these tax limitations are
properly decried as a major contributor to serious local problems, and they have
certainly proved in the long run to be a costly "reform". There is no reason to
believe that the present tax reform proposals will be less serious In their impact
on state-local government capital facilities programs.

2. D18rupton of the capital tnarket8
State and local government loans are an Important component of the capital.

market structure. In many recent years the net demand for state-local long-term
funds has exceeded the change in publicly-held Federal and Federal-agency se.
curities, and municipal bonds sometimes dwarf corporate bonds In net demand
on capital funds.' Evidently, significant alterations respecting so sizeable a com.
potent may be expected to have significant effects on the whole market.

Under present arrangements, the importance of state-local bond financing iR
obscured by the fact that the tax exemption feature of these loans isolates them
from the remainder of taxable securities. Municipal bonds do not compete with
Governments, or corporates. or utilities, or mortgages, and other taxable invest-
ments. They of course experience the handicap of a segmented market restricted
in the main to taxable savings, but in return they receive high preference among
the owners of such savings.

At this point, it is desirable to comment on what are often termed inequities
in taxation between the owners of taxable securities and the owners of tax ex-
empt securities. Actually, the variations are more meaningfully described as
disparities resulting from a system of graduated tax rates. The effective interest
rates received by holders of state and local obligations di.scopint8 the ta.r exeinp-
tion, while the effective interest rates received by investors in taxable securities
capitalizc8 the tar'. That is, the municipal bond holder accepts less Interest than

8 Capital Improvement programs are like icebergs-only the top show. The most prevalent
capital budget format presents appropriations for one year and Planned outlays for the
ensuing five years. with some documents Inchidina nn estimate of cost to completion for
any projects running beyond the six-year term. Studies, however, are based on a "foreseeable
future" time span, with nrogressive refinement and added detail as needs become more
speclflc and the timetable becomes determinable. Most Individual bond authorizations cover
construction periods of two to five years, and many contemDlate construction, and piecemeal
bond Issunnee, over a d. coad or lonoer.

4 Cf. "Bitter Fight Promised Over Tax Rate lAws." In Taxation and Government, Nationoi
Munidnal Rer few. Vol, XXIII. No. 12. December, 1034, pas. 700-702. for an account of the
strategies employed in the sales tax-tax rate limit campaigns, with consequences which the
last 85 years experience have demonstrated to have' been accurately foreseen.

I Over the ten years 1959-4,4. the median annu l change in outstanding municipal bonds
was roundly $6.5 billion. in corporate bonds $5.5 billion, and in publicly held Federal and
Federal-Agency securities. S5 billion. The net demand on the capital markets for municipal
bonds exceeded that for publicly held Federal and Federal-Agency securities In six of the
ten years.
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he would otherwise demand, because his interest will not be subject to tax,
while the corporate or government bond holder demands more interest to com-
insate hini for the ,tax he will pay. The discounting and capitalizing pr(oess is
of course approximate and imperfect, and imputes an Identical value of the tax to
all holders. In fact, however, holders taxed at an effective rate lower than that
implied by the market's determination as to the value (or cost) of the tax will
derive a benefit (or suffer a penalty) oplposite to that experienced by holders
in a tax bracket higher than that implied by the market determination. In other
words, inequities between holders in different tax brackets extend to taxable as
well as to tax exempt securities.

Another factor to be noted is that impairment of tax exemption has the saille
implications for market changes as has the complete eliminatilon of tax ex-
emption. A taxable security that is a little bit taxable is like the young bride who
was a little bit pregnant-the ultimate outcome is not in doubt. Any invitation to
doubt should be dispelled by the experience of the legal reserve life insurance
companies under the Life Insurance Tax Act of 1959; after the courts affirmed the
vuldiity of income allocation with respect to Interest on muniMpal bonds, their
municipal bond holdings fell from more than 6% of their investments to less
than 1%."

Two types of market changes can be anticipated to occur if the taxation of
state and local debt securities is impaired. In the long run (but perhaps in a
relatively short span of time) the added volume of taxable securities will bring
about a new equilibrium in the sources and allocations of savings and in the in-
tere.,t rate structure. That is, a new "model" of the capital markets will be
created. It is beyond the scope of this memorandtm to explore the possibilities,
but several probabilities appear: one is that interest rates on taxable securities
generally may be expected to come to rest at a level somewhat higher than they
would otherwise occupy, another is that if state-local borrowing is financed with
Federal or Federal-agency taxable securities, interest rates on Federal securities
will rise relatively more than will interest rates on other securities

In the short run, the changes are likely to be dramatic, even chaotic. As In-
vestors begin to believe that bonds offered as tax exempt may become taxable,
they will hesitate to buy more bonds, and some will attempt to start selling off
their holdings; prices will drop, and Inte.est rates rise. This has already hap-
pened. Then, as investors in numbers begin to believe that bonds offered as tax
exempt will become taxable, they will either stop buying altogether or will buy
only if the Interest rate is comparable to that obtainable on other taxable securl-
ties. At this point, state and local borrowing will halt and remain moribund
until the situation is clarified.' Even if the proposals presently before the Con-
gress come to nothing, confidence will have been eroded and it is not likely to be
restored quickly.'

In considering Interest rate levels, it would be pertinent to distinguish between
the increases since 196 resulting from strong inflationary pressures and the

* This occurred despite the fact that a tax-exempt bond has some advantage fn yield over
a taxable bond for any life Insurance company, although the relative advantages depend
on a numi-er of variables. It appears that the life companies tend to concentrate their Invest-
ment management resources on those investment outlets which as a class promise to be
most productive, and to ignore the least productive, It seems likely that other institutional
investors follow n like policy. The behavior of individual investors is less clear, but the
a1bence of taix-exempt muneilal-bond interest as a factor in the tax avoidance of 154 indi-viduals on whom data has been summarized by the U.S. Treasury suggests that wealthy
individuals already concentrate on other investment outlets more remunerative than debt
securities.

T Municipal bonds are almost entirely serial (i.e., mature in annual principal installments)a*nd have an average term of not much over ten years. The Federal debt is highly concen-
trated in the shorter maturities. Corporates, on the other hand, are typically "term" bonds,
due In 20 to 30 years. With municipals tax exempt, they offer no competition with short
Governments; taxable the situation may e expected to I ffer, particularly If the expected
response to tax immunity Impairment materialized--Federal taxable bonds are used to
make the loans to the state and local units, increasing the supply of Federal short term

er.
'MSome of the municipal units, anticipating the hiatus, have already accelerated their

borrowing programs to sell (at abnormally high rates) bonds sufficient to keep construction
progressing in the event the market grindq to a halt.

9 Faith N a fickle thing. Retroactive taxation is regarded by investors as probably Illegal,
certainly a breach of faith. At the same time, they find it difficult to discover how retro-
Retivity is to be avoided In minimum income tax, tax preference, and income allocation
schemes. As to the constitutional question, caveat emptor is an adequate legal defense,
but not likely to inspire the confidence of the investor who ignorantly assumed his ex-
emption was constitutionally based.
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extraordinary monetary restraints imposed as counter-inflationary measures, and
that portion of the increases which may or will be attributable to expectations
(or the realities) respecting tax exemption of municipal bond interest. Unfor.
tunately, the two influences are not likely to prove separable; no later than July
1968 a considerable number of state and local officials and persons in the munic.
ipal bond Industry became apprehensive that tax exemption might come under
concerted attack, and since early 1969 these apprehensions have spread and
become increasingly prevalent. Thus, historic high rate levels resulting from
inflationary and counter-inflationary pressures coincide with the undermining
of confidence respecting the future status of state and local loans. Nor can it be
said categorically that corporate and Government rates also have not been
affected already by the municipal bond situation.
S. Alteration of the Federal system.

The proposals to impair or even eliminate the immunity of interest on state and
local securities to the Federal Income tax are made in the name of tax reform.
The tax exemption enjoyed by municipal bonds is stated to be a "loophole" in
the tax laws. In realty, the exemption is a necessary and proper consequence of
an Intergovernmental immunity basic to the functioning of our Federal system
of government. To characterize it as a "loophole" is as absurd as it would be to
characterize as a "loophole" in the criminal law the immunity of the President
of the United States from arrest.

It is not necessary here to argue the legal basis of the doctrine of intergovern-
mental immunity. It need only be observed that the doctrine is necessary for the
functioning of our Federal system as it has evolved, and if and to the extent
necessary must be inferred, just as the doctrine of implied powers must be
inferred; the one is as necessary to the effective functioning within the Federal
system of state-local government as is the other to the functioning of the Federal
government.10 Alter either, and the Federal system as it now stands will be
functionally altered.

Of course, it might be argued that the system has already been altered out .of
all recognition by the Founding Fathers, or even by the grandfathers of those
presently living. Certainly, state-local borrowing is already encumbered with
sizeable loans for essentially Federal programs, and it seems likely to become
increasingly so. In fact, there appears to be growing emphasis at the Federal
level for eliminating direct grants for aided programs and substituting "debt
service reimbursement", a device clearly contrived to reduce Federal appropria-
tions for the programs, or eliminate Federal borrowing by shifting it to the State
and local units, or both. These developments, however, are not justification for
the proposals now pending, nor does their existence prove their wisdom. Further,
there appears to be a clear distinction between present arrangements, In which
the majo -ity of capital improvement programs remain within the initiative and
control of the states and their local subdivisions, and the control of all programs
at the Federal level as is likely under the pending proposals.

It might be argued that it is absurd to postulate fundamental changes in inter-
governmental relationships in powers and function from so isolated an act as
making taxable the interest, or part of the interest, on municipal bonds. But we
have already seen that the Impairment of tax exemption will hinder all state-
local governmental units in borrowing directly, and may be expected to deny
some of them access to the market; that this will necessitate the creation of a
Federal banking intermediary to raise the funds needed for state and local
improvements and lend those funds to the state and local governments; and
that the Federal government in the process will inevitably and necessarily
exercise controls over the use of the funds it lends. This will shift the decisions
as to what should be constructed, and when, and how, from the state-local level
to the Federal level. It will also shift to the Federal level the decisions as to how
much should be borrowed.

That such far-reaching consequences should inhere in proposals for a minor
tax reform may appear remarkable. More remarkable is that the proposals have
been heretofore threshed out before the Congress, so that their pernicious nature
is not unknown. And yet more remarkable ip that measure whose consequences
will be to place under Federal control even the most insignificant of physical

1* The doctrine of reserved powers, however, Is explicity constitutlonol. It Is deemed by
some jurists to octais the doctrine of Intergovernmental immunity.
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improvements, should be advanced at a time when all the evidence at our disposal
suggests that community participation in the decisions affecting matters of com-
munity importance should be increased, not decreased; that highly standardized
programs should be made more flexibly responsive to meet diverse needs, and
that decentralization, not increased centralization, is desirable,

The proposals, both for the impairment of tax exemption and for the "volun-
LaIy" substitution of taxable bonds under Federal loan arrangements, should be
defeated, and defeated so decisively that they will not again appear before the
Congress. The damage they are capable of intftcting is massive, the improvements
from the desired "reforms" paltry by comparison.

WADE S. SMITH.

STATEMENT OF JACK S. BURR, PRESIDENT, BARNARD & BURK, INC., CONSULTING
ENGINEERS, BATON ROUGE, LA.

Our firm's consulting engineering practice includes a large volume of municipal
and other public works. We represent a substantial number of municipalities,
school boards, special service districts (waterworks, sewerage, drainage, road,
etc.) and other political subdivisions and local units of government in the South-
ern and Southeastern States in connection with the above. Our clients are
directly affected by the proposed tax legislation, which strikes at the heart of
their method of raising money to construct essential governmental facilities to
meet the needs of their constituents. Traditionally, these local entities have
financed capital improvements through the issuance and sale of bonds or other
debt obligations carrying an exemption under existing law from federal income
taxation. Because the proposed legislation (insofar as it relates to the treatment
of municipal bonds) will adversely affect and virtually cripple their financing
power, they have requested that we vigorously oppose, on their behalf, such
legislation.

We will address ourselves to the matter of specific objections to the proposed
tax reform bill. We object to (1) the allocation of deductions and (2) the federal
subsidy plan on the grounds that (a) they raise serious questions involving the
immunity of states and their political subdivisons from taxation by the federal
government which cannot be resolved except through lengthy and costly litiga-
tion, the effect of which will be to paralyze local finance until a final judicial
determination of the issue; (b) they would prevent the orderly financing of
public improvements in an established capital market in the private sector of
the economy at a time when such improvements are needed to help overcome the
tremendous socio-economic problems facing urban areas; and (c) they would
result in a deterioration and destruction of the historic federal-state relationship
in the field of public finance and centralize the control of local finance in the
federal government at great cost to the citizens and taxpayers of the nation.
The combined effect of the foregoing could be to fuel an economic recession of
major proportions.

The successful imposition of the proposed taxes would require that the Supreme
Court overrule certain long-standing constitutional lhtiv. This will make litigation
inevitable and will doom the municipal bond market to several years of con-
fusion and disorder, which will seriously delay the financing of and thereby the
realization of important health and community services. In addition, but of
secondary importance, it will cost the public taxpayers hundreds of millions of
dollars in additional interest costs.

The inescapable fact is that even the threat of removal of the tax exempt
feature from municipal bonds has resulted in a drastic increase in interest rates
on such bonds In recent months, to the point where nearly two billion dollars of
such bonds have not been sold. This results in the delay or postponement of a
corresponding amount of construction of vitally needed public improvements.
The taxation of interest on such bonds would permanently impair the ability of
local governments to finance such construction, Just at a time when the need for
public facilities is at its peak. Then the so-called "taxpayer revolt" would become
the "peoples' revolution" because the working man would be required to pay
higher taxes to finance fewer improvements. Nor is the answer at this point a
federal subsidy to "cover the difference" in the cost of issuing tax-free and tax-
able bonds. We already have a unique and time-tested subsidy program in the tax-
free privilege accorded municipal bonds. This system has worked effectively for
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many years and should not be changed unless there is clear evidence of a better
system, which is not provided for In the proposed legislation.

At a time when state-federal "revenue sharing" Is being recognized as one solu.
tion to the many economic ills at the local level, a tax on bonds Is proposed
which would, in effect, shift revenue from the state to the federal level, resulting
in a net loss to the states and local subdivisions. Inevitably this shift would bring
federal control and weaken our entire system of federal-state relationships.

In conclusion, the retention of our entire state-federal government structure
and the preservation of a sound economy demands that any attempts to levy a
tax on interest or municipal bonds be defeated.

STATEMENT OF THE EDISON ELEtrRIC INSTITUTE

SUMMARY

1. We urge the elimination of an existing Inequity In our tax structure and
an increase In the Federal revenue by requiring presently tax-exempt electric
power systems to pay Federal taxes equivalent to those now paid by tax-paying
systems.

Since taxes are an operating expense of electric utility systems and since
their rates must be fixed ,to cover all such expenses, the customers of government-
owned and government-financed power systems, which do not now pay any
Federal Income taxes, escape the tax contributions which customers of the
investor-owned systems are required to pay. We urge ,that this inequality and
inequity In tMe discriminatory treatment of one group of citizens as against
another should be eliminated.

2. We urge -that Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code be amended to
except from interest exemption all bonds Issued to acquire facilities used in
the business of furnishing electric energy or In any other comparable business
functions.

The furnishing of electric energy to the public is a proprietary or business
function as is evidenced by the fact that approximately 78% of all electric cus-
tomers in the United States are served by investor-owned companies. When
Congress, In 1959, authorized TVA to issue revenue bonds to finance its electric
power business, Congress expressly provided that the Interest on such bonds
would not be exempt from the Federal income tax. There Is no valid reason why
the obligations of a State or any political subdivision of a State, issued to finance
the business of supplying electric energy, should be exempt from Federal Income
tax.

3. We urge tltt the Congress authorize State and local taxing authorities
k, impose on Federal power systems, on a non-discriminatory basis, the same
6tate and local taxes as are levied on comparable investor-owned systems.

STATEMENT

This statement is submitted by the Edison Electric Institute, which Is the
national trade association of the investor-owned electric power companies. Its 181
member companies servee approximately 78% of all electric customers in the
United States.

The statement of the Edison Electric Institute at this time * covers a proposal
to eliminate an existing inequity in our tax structure and to increase the Fed-
eral revenue by requiring presently tax-exempt electric power systems to pay
Federal taxes equivalent to those now paid by tax-paying systems and, other-
wise, to achieve a greater degree of equality In tihe taxes Imposed on electric
pi)wer systems.

*In testifying before this Comnittee on the transition provisions of the investment credit
repeal. Included In H.R. 12290, the Institute urged deletion of the so-called phase-out in
Section 49(d) which is In direct conflict with. and largely nullifies. a basic premise of tle
transition provisione-I~e., to deal fairly with the taxpayer who entered into commitments
on or before April iS. 1969, in reasonable rel ance on the availability of the investment
credit. We also urgMd clarification of the definition of a "certified pollution control facility,".
In Section 168(d) (1). to make it clear beyond question that such portion of a high stick
at a generating station as Is constructed solely for air pollution abatement mayv qualify
for accelerated amortization. This testimony appears In Hearings Before the Comnittee on
Finance, United States Senate. 91st Cong.. 1st Sess.. on h.R. 12290, July 15. 1069. at
pp. 404-415. In accordance with the direct on of the Committee we are not repeating this
testimony at this time: our views on these pInts have i n no way changed an we request
they be taken Into account by the Committee in its consideration of H.R. 13270.
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DISCUSSION

There has been increasing emphasis on tax reform J)rolx)sais for the elimina-
tion of existing tax inepluities and the equal treatment of taxlmyers similarly
situated.

Tie imniosition of disparate tax burdens on similar businesss represtuts a
major area in which there is substantial tax inetluity and discrminatory treat-
ment.

In testimony before the House Ways and Meais Committee on February 24
of tills year, Mr. Mortimer Caplin emplhasized this point and stated:

"The tax iininunity of exempt organization businesses produces substantial
losses of federal revenues. Even more serious, however, is the fundamental
problem of unfair competition. The Iusinesses with which the exempt organiza-
tiom competes must Iy taxes on their earnings. The exempt organizations, on
the other hand, can make a variety of effective uses of the additional funds
which it derives from its exemption. It may cut its prices below those which
are econoically feasible for its competitors. It may invest its tax savings
Ili (apital improvement amd expansion prograins . . . It is, in sum, permitted
to wage blasiness competition with a major and often decisive advantage over
other businesses." (Hearings on Tax Reform Before the House Committee on
Ways and Means, 91st Cong., 1st Sess.. pp. 96-9.)

The elimination of such tax inequities may have the additional salutary effect
of broadening the tax base and increasing the Federal revenue in a significant
amount.

In the broad field of tax inequity 'between similar businesses, one of tthe most
flagrant instances of unequal tax treatment is in the electric power business.

Since taxes are an operating expense of electric utility systems and since
their rates must be fixed to cover all such expenses, the end result is that cus-
tomers of the tax-exempt power systems escal-e the tax contribution which cus-
tomiers of the non-exempt systems are required to pay.

The FAison Electric Institute urges that this inequality and inequity in the
discriminatory treatment of one group of citizens as against another should be
eliminated by requiring tax-exempt power systems to pay a Federal tax equi-
valent to the Federal taxes paid by the non-exempt systems.

The electric utility industry in the United States is comprised of the investor-
owned systems which serve about 78% of all customers and the government-
owned or government-financed systems which serve the other 22%.

Investor-owned electric systems are, of course, subject to the Federal income
tax and pay State and local taxes which, in most cases, are higher than those
paid by other businesses.

The government-owned and government-financed systems pay no Federal In-
come tax whatever and their State and local taxes, or payments in lieu of taxes,
are a great deal lower than those Iid by investor-owned systems.

Total taxes of the investor-owned electric utilities for 19W are estimated at
$3,484,000,000, of which $1,763,009,000 are for Federal tax. These total taxes
represent 22% of operating revenues.

By way of contrast, total taxes of government-owned and governnuent-financed
power systems are estimated for 1908 at approximately $130,000,000, representing
about 3 % of their electric revenues, not one cemt of which was iald in Federal
lemne taxes.

In other words, the government-owned and government-financed )lower sys-
tems-which represent about one-quarter of the total industry-accounted for
only about one-thirtieth of the total tax bill of the industry and made no pay-
#mett whatt'evr of Federal income taxes or the equivalent.

As indicated in the attached Table, it has been estimated that, in 1967, the Fed-
eral, State and local governments lost over $900.000,000 in taxes as a result of the
preferential tax treatment of government power systems; and that the total tax
revenue lost by preferential treatment, in the period 1953 through 1967, is over
$10 billion.

If government-owned and government-financed power systems were required
to pay Federal taxes equivalent to the Federal Income taxes imposed on investor-
owned companies, on the basis, for example, of an equivalent ratio to plant in-
vestment, it Is estimated that such Federal taxes would have amounted to over
$W million in 1966, and for the last 10 years to over $4 billion.

There are four western European countries which have both investor-owned
and government-owned power systems. It is interesting to note that, In those
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countries, an obvious effort has already been made to minimize the difference
in the tax burdens imposed on the different segments of the industry; and the
disparity in taxes, as between investor-owned electric companies and govern-
ment agencies, is far less than that In the United States. The tax burden on
Investor-owned systems in the United States in 1966, computed as a percentage
of gross revenue, was about 7 times the tax burden of government-owned and
government-financed systems. In 1965 (the latest year for which figures are
available) the comparable factor in Finland was 2.25; in Germany, 1.2; ill Nor-
way, 1.25; and in Sweden, 1.70.

It is particularly important to emphasize again that, in the electric utility
business, taxes are an operating expense which must be included In rates so
that the tax Inequity is, in fact, carried over to a highly disparate treatment
of the individual customers of the Investor-owned utilities, on the one hand,
and those of the government-owned and government-financed power systems,
on the other.

It is submitted that it is obviously unfair for the 78% of the electric eu.
tomer in the country, who arc served by the investor-owned power system s,
to pay almost 7 times as much a. in their rates to cover taxs costs as is paid by
the 220% served by the government-owned and government-financed sy8t ems.

Unless something is done to eliminate this inequity, the tax disparity among
users of electricity will continue year after year and will become even greater.
As the favored government-owned and government-financed power systems con-
tinue to expand, they will grow at the expense of all the country's taxpayers and
further emphasize the unfair discrimination. Where two groups of America's
electric customers, distinguishable only by the source of electricity, bear highly
unequal tax burdens, tax inequality exists which deserves the attention of this
Committee and the Congress.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

1. A start in the direction of achieving tax equality among power suppliers,
and increasing the Federal revenue, can be made by imposing a tax on the activi-
ties of government-owned and government-financed power systems In generating,
transmitting or distributing electric energy. Such tax should be at a specified
rate, applied to a base measured by gross plant investment or by electric reve-
nues, which rate should be comparable to the ratio of Federal income taxes paid
by Investor-owned systems to their plant investment or electric revenues. Fed-
eral agencies, such as the Federal Power Commission, now have all the necessary
statistics to derive the required figures.

Such a tax should be imposed on cooperative systems without regard to
whether they allocate their profits or so-cviled "margins" to their members or
patrons. In the light of the emphasis on the non-profit character of the electric
power cooperatives, It may be of some interest to note that the "net margins"
of electric power cooperatives in 1968-I.e., the amount available after deducting
all expenses; taxes and interest charges-amounted to over $129 million-on
which not one cent of Federal taxes was paid by either the cooperatives or their
customers.

2. There are a large number of State, municipal and other local governmental
power systems. Interest on their obligations issued to finance such power systems
is exempt under Section 103(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. Recently, certain
of these governmental agencies have financed electric power operations through
the issuance of industrial development bonds--generally for the purpose of
furnishing electric energy -to large industrial customers. Exemption of the
Interest on such bonds is claimed under Section 103(c).

*The Province of Alberta. Canada. has recently faced up to this problem. To put cus-
tomers of investor-owned utilities on an equal footing with those of the tax-exempt govern-
ment-owned systems. it has authorized payment from its Treasury to the customers of
investor-owned utilities of $9 million. This amount represents something over 95% of the
Federal and Provincial income taxes paid by the investor-owned utilities in the year in
question.

This is, of course, another approach to achieving tax equality in the treatment of one
group of citizens as against another. The Edison'Electric Institute believes, however, that,

having due regard to the need for the tax revenue, the more appropriate approach in this
country is to require the tax-exempt power systems-and their customers--to bear an
equivalent tax burden to that now imposed on the Investor-owned power systems--and
their customers.
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The furnishing of electric energy to the public is not a governmental func-

tion, but is rather a proprietary or business function, as evidenced by the fact

that approximately 78% of all electric customers in the United States are served

by investor-owned companies. It is significant that, when Congress, in 1959, au-

thorized the Tennessee Valley Authority to issue revenue bonds to finance the

electric power business of TVA, it expressly provided that the interest on such

bonds would not be exempt from the Federal income tax. There is no valid

reason why any other governmental agency should be permitted to use tax-exempt

bonds to finance facilities used in the business of supplying electric energy.

Section 103 should be amended to except from interest exemption all bonds

issued to acquire facilities used In the business of furnishing electric energy

or in any other comparable business functions.
3. A further step which, in our view, ought to be taken to reduce existing

tax inequality among similar businesses is for the Congress to authorize State

and local governments to impose on Federal power systems, on a non-discrimina-

tory basis, the same State and local taxes as are levied on comparable investor.

owned systems.
CONCLUSION

Government-owned and government-financed power systems engaged in the

business of furnishing electric power--and their customers--should be required

to make comparable contributions In taxes to those required of investor-owned
power systems--and their customers. We urge that now, when one of the facets

of tax reform being studied is the elimination of tax disparity among similar

businesses, it is time to act to eliminate or at least reduce the tax inequities

which exist In the vital electric utility industry.
Such action would achieve the highly salutary objectives of (1) eliminating

or reducing an existing inequity between customers of the investor-owned seg-

ment, on the one hand, and customers of the government-owned and government-
financed segment, on the other; (2) reducing the disparity in tax treatment
between similar businesses; and (3) broadening the tax base and increasing the

Federal revenue in a significant amount.
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subjects of limit on tax preferences (LTP) and
allocation of deductions

STATEMENT OF WALTER N. TEENERRY, ST. PAUL, MINN., PART 3 OF 4 PARTS: RE

MINIMUM INCOME TAX AND ALLOCATING DEDUCTIONS

STANDING

Your realtor appears in his own right as a taxpayer and also as counsel for:
Certain taxpayers who have gross incomes of more than $1 million a year

and:
a. Realize "Tax Preferences" within the meaning of H.R. 13270
b. Take deductions subject to allocation under H.R. 13270.

SUMMARY

Subtitle A of Title III of H.R. 13270 is an emotional overreaction to advan-
tages available, for good reasons, to a tiny number of taxpayers.

Removing these advantages wilU attack capital further and will drive away pri-
vate support of worthwhile causes which need encouragement.

INDEX

Standing.
Summary of Argument.
Index.

a Preamble.
I. Make Haste Slowly.

II. Specific Short-Sighted Measures.
1. Accelerated Depreciation as Tax Preferences.
2. Excess Cash Basis Farm Losses as Tax Preferences.
3. Limiting the Deduction of Cash Outlays.

III. Tax Preferences and Allocable Deductions Appear Chosen Arbitrarily.

STATEMENT

Your relator, Walter N. Trenerry, of St. Paul, Minnesota, Attorney-at-Law and
Member of the Minnesota Bar, respectfully states to the Honorable Finance
Committee of the United States Senate:

While he does not favor all additions and changes created in the Tax Reform
Bill of 1969 (H.R. 13270), your relator objects only to the matters in Subtitle
A of Title III, which he mentions specifically here.

Your relator does object formally to all the following as unfair and short-
sighted:

Title III. Subtitle A.
Sec. 301(a) Limit on Tax Preferences (Proposed New Sec. 84 of the Code)
Sec. 302(a) Allocation of Deductions (Proposed New Sec. 277 of the Code)

I. MAKE HASTE SLOWLY

Or, in the tongue of Caesar and Cicero, feotina lente.
With all respect .to the Committee, your relator feels that the authors of H.R.

13270 wrote these sections passionately, but not pensively.
An infinitely small number of Americans, among whom were Mortimer and

Myra Moneybags, found lawful ways to avoid paying some or all of the income
taxes which Uncle Sam wanted to extort from them.

(3897)
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Human nature being what it Is, certain taxpayers flew 'to the Congress with
the speed of light; and the members of Congress, being human, pressed, and also
taxpayers, promptly set out upon an expedition to apply a fiscal shillelagh to
Mortimer and Myra.

These sections are the cries of Congressmen and constituents for vengeance.
Now what Mortimer and Myra really did hardly calls for vengeance. These

two conscientiously met all the requirements of law, spread their dollars through
the economy, and carried into effect Uncle Sam's expressed policies which gave
Income Tax advantages to persons who gave help to certain favored ventures.

In speed and hot temper the Congress would now like to make this kind of
help to the economy impossible.

Needless to say, making it impossible withdraws from the economy this money
which went into creating new capital and new taxpayers.

The cry for vengeance goes along with the ancient, and wearying, cry for more
revenue. This cry Is familiar to all harried taxpayers-tu ordinary Joe and Judy
as well as the Moneybags-and has no moral standing higher than its mere state-
ment: the Congress wants to grab more money in order to spend more money.

Your relator suggests respectfully that the Congress should take more time
thinking about these proposals. Whether to ruin taxpayers who depend on Mor-
timer and Myra Moneybags, and whether to kill investment in ventures formerly
encouraged through tax advantages, are decisions calling for time, discussion,
and thought.

1I. SPECIFIC .HORT-SIOHTED MEASURE

Your relator objects to the very concepts of Minimum Income Tax and Allo-
cating Deductions; that Is, aU of Subtitle A of Title III of H.R. 13270; but will
take up specifically only those parts which he has not mentioned before and
which others will doubtless discuss at length.

1. Acmeerated Depreciation as Tax Prefereno.- (Sec. 301(a) of the Bill, pro-
posed new Sec. 84 (c) (1) (B) of the Code)

This section now penalizes methods of depreciation allowed before 1954 but
given express approval in the Internal Revenue Code of 1(V;4. So far as appears,
the Congress has no reason beyond extracting more current money from Joe
Taxpayer.

In limiting Joe to the straight tine method the Congress is tossing him into
the bed of Procrustes. Joe has to fit, whether it takes stretching him on the rack
or lopping off his feet to make him do so.

For instance, in manufacturing or mining the unit of production method
seems to work best. When production is up, and Uncle Sam collects higher taxes,
he can afford to be generous and to let Joe Taxpayer have the benefit of higher
depreciation. When production is down, Joe has less with which to offset Uncle
Sam's claims.

If Joe buys a new machine, he knows that it falls In value chiefly in the first
years of use. The Congress of 1954 apparently recognized this and gave Joe the
benefits of the sum-of-the-digits method, which gives him a higher offset to
taxable income in the earlier years of property life and conforms his practices
to the realities of economics.

As long as income tax rates stay the same, all methods of depreciation wind
up about the same. No one seriously expects any lower rates in the calculable
future. At some time Joe will have his property fully depreciated, after which
Uncle Sam will collect taxes free of offset.

To call anything but straight line depreciation a "preference" and to make
Joe Taxpayer risk being taxable on his actual economic loss would ignore the
realities of physical obsolescence and would combine with the already unreason-
able proposed Capital Gains provisions to bring about a further assault on capital.

If Joe can recapture his capital quickly he will very likely reinvest that money
in new buildings and machinery, to the obvious gain of the American economy
and to the obvious benefit of Uncle Sam as a tax collector.

2. Excess Cast Basis Farm Losses as Tax Preferences.&-(Sec. 301(a) of the
Bill, proposed new See. 84(c) (1) (D) of the Code).

This section would revolutionize farm bookkeeping and again force Joe Tax-
payer into the bed of Procrustes. The farm known as Blackacre, on which Joe
feeds cattle with grain bought from dealers, is not the same as the farm known
as Whiteacre, which Joe uses as a tree farm.
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As said before, the tax effect on Uncle Sam will be the same in the long run.
An item expensed is not on hand for depreciation later.

It will puzzle Joe Taxpayer to find his farm subject to the accrual method
of accounting; in which he has to treat some rough and ready farmers's oral
promise to pay for a cow as cash in hand, and taxable.

It will also puzzle Joe to find himself paying an income tax on his cash outgo.
His money has already gone for fertilizer, which is used up, but now, even though
the Internal Revenue Code gives him his choice, he finds that exercising that
choice amounts to a "preference" and costs him money. This is the case of giving
someone a piece of pie and making sure it has a tack in it.

If the section were not bad enough in effect, it has uncertainties in meaning.
Where does the farm loss appear? Is it averaged with ordinary income, to

reach adjusted gross income, or does it appear only in the Tax Preference
computations?

For instance, Joe Taxpayer has $100,000 in ordinary income, and an excess
farm loss of $100,000.

If the excess farm loss does not appear in adjusted gross income, the result is:
Ordinary income ------------------------------------------- $100, 000
Farm loss ------------------------------------------------- 100,000

Adjusted gross income --------------------------------------- 0
Tax preference base ----------------------------------------- 100,000
Allowable (50 percent) ---------------------------------------- 50,000

Disallowed and taxable ----------------------------------- 50,000
If the excess farm loss has to appear in adjusted grosq income, the result is:

Ordinary income ------------------------------------------- $100,000
Farm loss ------------------------------------------------- 100,000

Adjusted gross income ---------------------------------- 200, 000

Tax preference base ----------------------------------------- 200, 000
Allowable (50 percent) --------------------------------------- 100, 000

Disallowed and taxable -------------------------------------- 0
How does this affect Subchapter S corporations? The section does not mention

them, and yet a good many large farms are held in such corporations.
Does each stockholder get his own $25,000 allowable preference? How does

he get his share of capital gains, particularly If the excess deduction account
applies?

3. Limiting the Deduction of Cash Outlays--(Sec. 302(a) of the Bill, proposed
new See. 277 of the Code)

This section chews up Joe Taxpayer's right to take in full those deductions
classed as "personal"-that is, non-business deductions.

Whatever the formula used to ruin their full deductibility, these items stand
for actual spending or actual losses or cash or property, to their full amounts.
Joe Taxpayer has put our hard dollars or has had to mourn the loss of assets
bought with hard dollars.

These are not like the non-cash deductions of amortization, or depreciation,
or percentage, depletion which, while based on economic realities, are some-
what arbitrary in amount and method.

To attaint part of these deductions as paid with "preference" income is to
blame Joe Taxpayer for putting his money into the very causes which the Con-
gress made it a policy to encourage.

If Joe could control the money he kissed off this way, the Congress might have
some moral basis for limiting these deductions In that case Joe would have had
a choice about how he spent his money.

Under the section as it stands, though, Joe has to take the unpleasant rap of
paying taxes on money lie no longer has in hand, and which for the most part he
had no choice in spending or keeping.

The attainted spending is for interest on money borrowed for investing, all
taxes, casualty losses, charitable gifts, medical expenses, and taxes and interest
in connection with cooperative housing.
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Joe could cut his borrowing-with consequent loss to the economy. The person
or corporation who collects the interest pays a tax on it.

Joe could and speedily would cut down his charitable giving. It is obvious who
would suffer.

Joe has no choice about paying his income, property, sales, excise, stamp, moneys
and credits, and other assorted taxes to city, school district. park district, sewer
district, water district, airport district, metropolitan district, county, region,
and state.

Joe has no control over the wind, rain, lightning, sleet, snow, frost, volcano,
earthquake, fire, drouth, accident, robber, burglar, highwayman, :pickpocket, or
other agent of casualty losses.

Joe has no control over the bacilli, amoebae, viruses, bugs, other disease agents,
the process of aging, neuroses, other subconscious turmoils, epidemics, epizootics,
accidents, and other nasty affairs which send him to doctors and hospitals.

Nevertheless the Congress wants to chisel him by making him pay a tax on
money he had to disgorge, some of it under the penalty of criminal prosecution.

Obviously this whole unfair procedure gives further support to the Capital
Gains sections in making further raids upon, and inroads into, Joe Taxpayer's
shrinking capital.

Before the Congress enacts such harsh measures into law, the members might
reflect upon the political aphorism that no encouragement to a good cause can
equal a tax advantage.

To whittle away deductions for good causes will not end demands for the
causes. A more than likely result is a demand for Uncle Sam to support them
directly.

Such support calls for heavier taxes. Heavier taxes are political lumber of
doubtful value with 1970 so close, and would not be necessary if Joe Taxpayer
and his friends could continue their support and get deductions for so doing.

II. TAX PREFERENCES AND ALLOCABLE DEDUCTIONS APPEAR CHOSEN ARBITRARILY

The Congress has picked out five things which It calls "tax preferences" and
makes subject to minimum income tax. These five things, plus one .more, also
make up the numerator of a fraction used to disallow parts of seven classes of
deductions.

Since no two of these thirteen things appear related in any way, presumably
another thirteen would have done as well. The Congress wanted to proscribe
something, spun a wheel, and proscribed.

While this may be as good a way of lawmaking as any, someone affected by the
law may not think so, and when he notices what favored subjects remain
untouched, he may marvel at the criteria which screened Good from Bad. Sub-
jects remaining untouched are presumably Good.

A trip through the Internal Revenue Code and H.R. 13270 uncovers the fol-
lowing examples, among others, of handiwork looked upon by the Congress and
called Good:
Compensation for injuries or sickness, excluded from taxable income under Sec.

104
Amounts received under accident and health plans, excluded from taxable in-

come under See. 105
Rental value of personages, excluded from taxable income under See. 107.
Improvements by lessee on lessor's property, excluded from taxable income under

Sec. 100
Mustering out pay of servicemen, excluded from taxable income under Sec. 113
Sport program receipts collected for Red Cross, excluded from taxable income

under Sec. 114
Scholarship and fellowships, excluded from taxable income under See. 117
Meals or lodging furnished for the convenience of the employer, excluded from

gross Income under Sec. 119
Living expenses of Congressmen, deductible under See. 162(a) (3)
Business lobbying expenses, deductible under Sec. 162(e)
Losses other than casualty losses, deductible under Sec. 165
Bad debts, deductible under Sec. 166
Amortization of emergency facilities, allowed under See. 168
Amortization of grain storage facilities, allowed under See. 1609
Amortization of bond premiums, allowed under See. 171
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Circulation expenditures for newspapers, deductible under Sec. 173
Research and experimental expenditures, deductible under Sec. 174
Soil and water conservation expenditures, deductible under Sec. 175
Trademark and trade name expenditures, deductible under Sec. 177
Additional first year depreciation allowance for small business, deductible under

Sec. 179
Expenses for production of income, deductible under Sec. 212

Social scientists might toy with building a chart of Twentieth Century Ameri-
can Moral Standing, as shown by the Internal Revenue Code, modified by H.R.
13270:

Good Bad
Parson Contributor to church
Scholar Borrower who invests
Lobbyist Taxpayer
Congressman Casualty loser
Newspaperman Sick man
Researcher Apartment dweller

Unhappily, this is very slight exaggeration, and the Congress might do well
to reexamine the wisdom of leaving available, say, deductions for business lobby-
ing and building up newspaper circulation, while applying penalties to charitable
gifts and paying taxes.

Is it quite fair to extort taxes from a man and then penalize him for paving?

ARTHUR ANDERSON & CO.,
Chicago, Ill., September 19,1969.

Re Statement Regarding h.R. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1969-Allocations of
Deductions Limit on Tax Preferences.

CoMMrrF. ON FINANCE,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

DEAR S.S: 1) Sections 301 and 302, whether viewed separately or together,
are overwhelmingly complex.

2) Certain "tax preference" items either arise from inflationary effects, or
are evidence that the affected taxpayers are particularly vulnerable to real eco-
nomic loss through inflation; yet, such persons would be required to pay addi-
tional tax without realizing additional economic income.

3) Parallel records relating to "what might have been" would be required to
be kept In the case of intangible drilling costs, percentage depletion, depreciable
real property, and farming operations. Such dual sets of records are a serious
hardship on individual taxpayers, and further complicate these provisions.

4) In view of proposed changes in Section 211, relating to farm losses, the fur-
ther inclusion of farm losses in this computation seems to be a duplication.

BASIS FOR COMMENTS

1) Complexity of Provisions
Sophisticated computer programs will be necessary for tax return preparation

involving limits on tax preferences and/or an allocation of deductions. The mere
design of a program to accommodate the new provisions will be difficult, if not im-
possible. We have doubts as to whether a tax form could be designed to reflect
the law as proposed. As practitioners, we find the provisions quite difficult to
understand. What then of the taxpayer himself? Complex provisions such as
these, of such broad applicability, could seriously damage the spirit of voluntary
compliance.

,) Inflationary Effects Included in Tax Preference Items
Much of the income created by consideration of tax preference items is illusory.

A large portion of the income from long-term gains is not economic gain, but
merely a reflection of change in price levels. A realized gain of this nature is
already being taxed, even though real economic gain has not occurred. Similarly,
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persons holding municipal bonds have suffered and continue to suffer real eco.
nomic loss because of their investment in fixed dollars during a period of infla.
tion. The tax-saving feature of the income received on these investments is often
insufficient to offset the real dollar loss Incurred. Furthermore, accelerated de-
preciation on buildings, which does not reflect price-level changes, in no way
prevents the taxation of capital rather than real income.
3) Requircment for parallel records

Both sections, to some extent, require maintenance of dual records on oil
property, depreciable real estate and farming operations. The mere nuisance
effect of having to maintain volumes of detail can have an adverse effect on
voluntary compliance. In addition, the requirements are expensive, as they
require a certain level of sophistication in accounting and tax concepts. It is
doubtful whether many taxpayers will possess these capabilities, and even their
tax advisors may hav(, great difficulty coping with the provisions. Many of these
records will have to be maintained for years, and in the case of a farm, possibly
In perpetuity.

The proposal In the House bill to include depletion and intangible development
cost as a tax preference item for allocation purposes and the Treasury Depart.
ment's somewhat similar proposal to treat these as a limited tax preference
should not be approved without full recognition of the tremendous complexity
of determining the amounts. On oil and gas propery, it would be necessary to
set up complete records on each lease from the date of acquisition. These records
would duplicate, In nature, present records. Tax returns for prior years would
have to be analyzed to determine IDC expenses each year in many cases IDC
would have to be analyzed in order to exclude dry hole costs. Cost depletion for
each prior year would have to be computed. Where this is done on a unit or
production bass, and there have been valid changes in estimated reserves, the
problem grows.

It would be extremely time-consuming and costly to make these computations
and to maintain lease records on the two bases.

The computed tax preference may well exceed in amount the tax preference
on an economic basis. Thus, if the tax preference is computed for each separate
property, presumably the computed tax preference would be the total of the
tax preferences on the "good" leases while the losses or negative preferences on
the poorer leases would be ignored. Marginal leases with high leasehold costs
and leases with extensive reworking expenses in one or more years might well
be on a cost-depletion basis, particularly If historical IDC is capitalized for
computation purposes. This penalizes taxpayers subject to this provision.
4) Overlapping of provisions regarding farm losses

Section 211, essentially, does away with the ordinary loss-capital gain feature
of wealthy taxpayers Investing in farms. Many small taxpayers, with low incomes
but farm losses in excess of $10,000 could be required to maintain books on two
methods of accounting (cash and inventory). The maintenance of two sets of
records will be burdensome where the small, active farmer is accidentally caught
up In the provisions of Section 301. The main reason for the present farm
accounting rules was to minimize recordkeeping by farmers. The extensive re-
capture provisions of Section 211 will protect the revenue from ordinary de-
ductions creating capital gains. The further inclusion of farm losses as tax
preferences unnecessarily complicates the law for all farmers.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing comments are not Intended to indicate approval or disapproval
of the remaining portions of the Act; instead, .they are only indications of
technical areas or unintended effects to unsuspecting taxpayers. This statement
is submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with a particular area
of the proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments and recommenda-
tions contained herein be made part of the record of testimony relative to the
legislative changes contemplated for allocation of deductions and limit on tax
preferences. We shall be pleased to discuss these matters further with you or
the Comnittee, either in person or by telephone. Please call us collect at
312-346-6282 If necessary.

Very truly yours,
JOHN MENDEN HALL,

Director of Taxes.
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DAVIS POLK & WARDWELL,
New York, N.Y., September 2, 1969.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairinan, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The proposed allocation of deductions (section 302 of
H.R. 13270) is demonstrably wrong as applied to state and city income tax
deductions.

To cite an obvious example, an individual who live- in New Jersey and works
in New York City pays New York State and City income taxes on his earned
income but not on his capital gains Why, then, allocate part of his state and city
taxes, wholly attributable to his earned income, to the so-called untaxed portion
of his capital gains? If such person resides in New York City, only half of his
gain is subject to the New York State tax (and only half of the appreciation
since July 1, 1966 Is included for the New York City Income tax), so that in
large measure the appropriate apportionment is taken care of automatically
under existing law.

It is submitted that to the extent state and local Income taxes do not tax
so-called "tax preference amounts" (and to the extent they tax these "tax pref-
erence amounts" on the same proportionate basis as does the federal tax), the
proposed allocation rules are totally inappropriate and merely have the effect of
Indirectly taxing citizens differently on tax' preference income depending on
the state and city In which they work and live. The proposal is particularly dis-
criminatory against citizens in state which have an income tax system generally
modeled on the federal tax structure.

The simplest solution is to exclude state and local Income tax deductions from
the allocation rules. A complex solution would provide for a separate formula
for allocating only those deductions for state and local taxes imposed on prefer-
ence amounts. An alternative would be to disallow state and local tax deductions
to the extent attributable (at the taxpayers effective rate) to the tax preference
amounts.

Sincerely yours,
DAvm A. LINDSAY.

LESSEN & CSAPLAR,
Boston, Mass., October 6, 1969.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIRS: This firm represents Lazard Freres and Co., 44 Wall Street. New
York City in connection with certain aspects of H.R. 13270, The Tax Reform Act.

If certain limitations with respect to interest (Section 221) and the allocation
of deductions (Section 302) are enacted many investments entered Into in reliance
upon existing tax laws will be materially devalued and some will be destroyed.
We believe such a result is wrong and attach hereto a memorandum with support-
ing schedules dated September 30, 1969 that explains in detail the extent of po-
tential devaluation of investments and the reasons therefor in the event the
proposed sections become law.

We believe that tax reform can be achieved by enactment of the so-called
Limit On Tax Preference provision (Section 301), but believe that the other
limitations mentioned above are unnecessarily restrictive and in housing and
commercial sectors will Inevitably result In rental increases to consumers and if
those are not forthcoming then a flight of capital to more secure investments. A
memorandum in support of this proposition is attached entitled General Policy
Statement on Tax Reform Bill.

Thank you for you attention to this position and to the supporting material.
The undersigned Is prepared to meet further with you and is available by tele-
phone In the event there are any questions.

Respectfully submitted.
KINGSBURY BROWNE, Jr.Enclosure.

MEMORANDUM-TAX REFORM Acr o" 1969

In my memoranda dated August 6 and September 8, 1969, I have attempted
to describe the serious retroactive effect which the proposed Tax Reform Act
of 1969 would have on existing equipment and real estate leasing transactions.
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In recent weeks, however, after discussions with even my most knowledgeable
and sophisticated clients, I have concluded that I have failed completely to
bring home my point.

I shall again attempt to explain low drastic the proposals in the Tax Reform
Act are, and this time I will use specific examples for illustration; but I am
still not confident that I will be successful in convincing people of the substan.
tial adverse effect on their economic position which would result from passage
of the Act. In my judgment the only way to convince people of this is for each
Investor to analyze his own situation and the effect thereon of the proposals.

I therefore realize how brilliant a theory the tax reform advocates have
devised to secure enactment of their proposals. That theory is simple: To pro-
pose legislation so complicated that not even the most sophisticated investor,
let alone Congress, can understand the effect of the proposals, until the proposed
legislation is enacted and the regulations thereunder are promulgated.

I will attempt to illu,:trate the retroactive effect of the allocation of deduc-
tions proposals on equipment leasing and real estate transactions by considering
four types of leasing ventures:

(1) a conventional housing venture;
(2) a net lease of a post office with tax benefits;
(3) a net lease of a post office with a large cash flow; and
(4) an equipment lease transaction.

In this connection, I have assumed that proposed Section 221 of the House
Bill, dealing with the disallowance of investment interest over $25,000 plus
investment income, will not be passed. If that Section were passed, the effect on
these transactions of the new law would be even worse for investors than is
shown herein.

It should also be noted that the computations which are contained In this
memorandum have been calculated and reviewed by leading accounting firms, and
are computed in exactly the fashion that existing investments of this nature
are marketed.

In each example I have used a hypothetical taxpayer with $15,000 adjusted
gross income (other than from the particular transaction in question) and
$50,000 of itemized deductions (other than those generated by such transac-
tion). It has been suggested that my assumption of one-third deductions is
excessive, but those who have reviewed their income tax returns to check .tbis
point have agreed that that percentage is realistic. Note that such a taxpayer
living In New York City would have about $17,500 of state and local tax, and
that the interest and taxes on his house or cooperative apartment, his charitable
contributions and other allocable deductions usually would make up the re-
mainder. However, as discussed below, I have also included in this memorandum
calculations based upon the assumption that the taxpayer had deductions of
25% of this income.' Finally, we have assumed that the investor's effective
Federal, state and local tax rate is 65% and that the capital gains rate is 25%.

1. Conventional Houaing Ventufre.-Exhibit A shows the effect of the proposed
law on a conventional housing project. In this example, the hypothetical tax-
payer Invested $100,000 in a $1,000,000 project, the remaining $900,000 providedby a 25-year 9% level payment borrowing, and the taxpayer sells out for $100,000
(plus assumption of debt) after 15 years, when the "lines cross" under the sum
of the years digits method of depreciation. This Exhibit shows that under
current law the above taxpayer would have a 16.75% rate of return on his in-
vestment, and under the House Bill the taxpayer would not only have no positive
rafe of return, but also would get back, over an extended period of time, only

.1837 of his $100.000 investment. The reasons for this are that under the House
Bill the accelerated depreciation will constitute a tax preference which is turn
will cause a portion of the taxpayer's itemized deductions to be disallowed
and there is 100% recapture of the depreciation difference between straight line
and accelerated depreciation.

The foregoing example assumes that the taxpayer recovers only his original
$100,000 equity when he sells the property and that he does not realize a substan-
tial amount of cash flow. This is admittedly conservative; favorable economic
conditions would undoubtedly permit some conventional housing projects to be

'In addition. I have ansnmed that the taxnayer already has $10.000 of tax preferencesbefore consideration of the leasing transaction. Thus thp de minimis rule of $10.000 ofallowable preferences can be ignored.
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sold to taxpayers even under the House proposals because an investor might well
believe that increased cash flow (from future increases in rentals) and addi-
tional resale value would nutwolgh thr u i'ifvornhle t eon. neq. T-To 'evcr,
there are hundreds of housing projects which have already been entered Into
and which were motivated at least in part by existing tax law. Those transac-
tions would not have been entered into but for the tax incentives present in ex-
isting law and to remove the tax benefits afforded such existing transactions
retroactively is completely inequitable.

On the other hand, I do not see how there will be any substantial construc-
tion of low and middle income housing by the private sector of our economy
since, by and large, the only incentive for the private sector to get Involved in
this area is the tax incentive, which disappears if this Bill Is enacted. The net
consequences of this is that the percentage of public housing will have to in-
crease, which most people in the housing area find undesirable.

The House Ways and Means Committee thought that it was stimulating
hov sing construction when it decided to retain accelerated depreciation for such
projects. However, because of the operation of the allocation of deductions sec-
tion and the full recapture of depreciation section, the use of accelerat= d de-
preciation will be of little or no benefit in most cases. Indeed, Exhibit A-1 shows
that the taxpayer would be significantly better off if he elected straight line
rather than accelerated depreciation, since -as shown therein the taxpayer would
realize a 4.1% rate of return, rather than a negative rate of return.

It is obvious, however, that taxpayers at the very least would not invest in
low income housing projects for the nominal rate of return allowable under
straight line depreciation; in fact, it is probable that most marginal housing
projects would not be entered into.

If Congress decides that the benefit to society from increased housing is not
worth the tax revenues lost because of tax benefits afforded investors in such
projects, it is certainly within Its prerogative to remove such tax benefits. On
the other hand, It is completely inequitable to apply these provisions retroac-
tively to taxpayers who have previously made investments in such projects rely-
ing upon existing law. This is particularly true in low income housing projects.
The only incentive that motivated investment in the low income housing field
was the tax benefits, and to hit the investor over the head with a stick afer
he has eaten the carrot Is unjust.

2. Net Lease of Post Offlce With Tax Benefits.-Exhibit B shows the tax con-
sequences of a net lease of a post office to the U.S. Government. In this example,
the hypothetical taxpayer invested $150,000 in a $1,000,000 post office, the re-
maining portion of the project being financed by a 30-year level payment 9%
mortgage. The post office is depreciated over 45 years and it is assumed that the
taxpayer is able to sell the project for $150,000 (plus debt) when the lines cross
under the sum of the years digits method of depreciation. The transaction yields
3% annual cash flow. Under current law, the taxpayer obtains a 11.54% rate of
return. However, Exhibit B shows that, under the House Bill, even though the
taxpayer realizes 3% cash flow, he realizes a negligible rate of return (0.32%)
on his investment because of the adverse tax consequences." In other words, after
taking into account the adverse tax consequences, the taxpayer only got back
$152,543 of his $150,000 investment and that only over a long period of time.

The major reason for this is that the interest on the mortage is considered a
personal itemized deduction, and is therefore allocable.' There is no question that
the major adverse tax consequence of the proposed bill on net lease transactions
in general is that such interest is treated as a personal itemized deduction sub-
ject to allocation. This means that every dollar of accelerated depreciation which
a taxpayer claims, even depreciation on this very project causes a portion of the
interest on the transaction to be disallowed. Other than a positive decision that
net leasing transactions should be outlawed altogether, there is no economic
theory which justifies disallowing interest on a net leasing transaction where
100% of the rents are includible in income, since it is obvious that the source of
the payment of such interest is the rents. If such a decision is to be made, it
should not be made with respect to transactions previously consumated in rell-

'These illustrations assume that the tax on sale is funded through the use of 4% sinking
fund. This Is the usual manner of evaluating these transactions.

I The allocation of deductions for interest is not to be confused with the proposed dis-
allowance of investment Interest expense under Section 221 of the House Bill.
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ance on existing law, and entered into prior to the time that Congress decided
that net lease transactions should be outlawed.

Exhibit B, 'however, is unrealistic because it assumes that the taxpayer had
no preferenecs other than the $10,000 de minimis amount and the accelerated
depreciation in this transaction. However, such individuals, in addition to this
transaction, undoubtedly have other preferences, such as capital gains.

Exhibit B also shows the effect on our hypothetical investor if $25,000 of
capital gain is included in his $150,000 of adjusted gross income. Every dollar
of capital gain will cause a portion of the interest on the net leasing trans.
action to be disallowed. This Exhibit shows that our hypothetical investor would
under those circumstances only get back $83,039 of his $150,000 investment, and
again, over a long period of time.

The Administration has proposed an amendment to the Bill which would
somewhat alleviate the drastic consequences of the proposed legislation. This
amendment would permit taxpayers to add to the tax basis of the leased prop-
erty allocable deductions disallowed because of claiming accelerated deprecia-
tion thereon, but only for the purpose of computing gain on a subsequent sale.
Although this section is somewhat helpful, it falls far short of protecting tax-
payers who have previously entered into net lease transactions. The reasons for
this are as follows:

1. Unless the amendment should specifically cover this point, the amount, if
added to basis, would first reduce capital gain rather than ordinary income. Since
the deductions that were disallowed were against ordinary income, the reduction
in gain should reduce recapture (ordinary income) first and then capital gain.

2. The taxpayer cannot increase his tax basis for the purpose of computing
depreciation. Since the disallowance of personal deductions economically reduces
the amount of allowable depreciation, such a taxpayer should, for the purpose
of computing further depreciation, only reduce basis by the difference between the
accelerated depreciation claimed and the deductions disallowed.

& Not all the interest disallowed in a net lease transaction can be added back
to basis. The Interest disallowed because of other preferences, such as capital
gain, is not added back so as to reduce a future gain when the property is old.

The limited effect of the Administration's basis proposal is illustrated by Ex-
hibit B, which also shows that under that proposal, the taxpayer will get back
only $104,025 of his original $150,000 investment, and that over a long period of
time. It is obvious that no taxpayer would have entered into the transaction with
the U.S. Government if he had any inkling that the tax law would be changed in
such a drastic manner.

Exhibit B is also unrealistic In that It assumes that the taxpayer will be able
to sell the project for $150,000 (plus debt) when the lines cross under the sum
of the years digits method of depreciation. Actually, it would be most urlikely
it the taxpayer could sell the property at that time for any substantial a nount
more than the debt; i.e., he would likely receive little cash to boot. The reason
for this is that the tax position of any purcbaser under the new legislation Is so
bad that he cannot afford to pay much more than the debt. If the taxpayer in
Exhibit B sold the project for nothing more than the outstanding debt (or a
nominal amount of cash to boot), not only would be not get back any portion of
his original $150,000 investment, but also he would have to put up additional
money to satisfy his tax liabilities.

3. Net Lease of Post Olec with Large Cash Flow.t-There can be no better
illustration of the disastrous effect of the proposed Bill on taxpayers who have
entered into leasing transactions than the case of a taxpayer who entered into
such a transaction without expecting or obtaining any tax losses. Exhibit C
shows the drastic effects on such a transaction. In this example, it Is assumed
that a taxpayer Invests $50,000 in a $250,000 post office, borrowing $200,000 on
a 30-year 9% level payment basis. The investment yields the taxpayer $3,500 or
7% cash flow. The taxpayer depreciates the property over 45 shares on a straight
line basis. For purposes of simplicity, it Is assumed that the taxpayer claims the
standard deduction. The taxpayer has adjusted gross Income of $150,000, $50,000
of which is long-term capital gain. The post office is sold after 19 years for
$50,000 (plus debt). Exhibit C shows that under current law the taxpayer in this
example would have a 7% pre-tax rate of return on his investment, or 5% after-
tax. Under the House Bill, however, he would not have any positive rate of
return and indeed would only receive back $43,443 of his $50,000 Investment. Al-
though it may seem that the factual situation in Exhibit C is extreme, it should
be noted that there are hundreds of sittations where property has been leased
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primarily to obtain cash flow rather than tax benefits; investors In such non-tax
motivated transactions would be severely hurt if this law were enacted.

4. Equipment Leasing Transaction.-Exhibit I) shows the suLstantial adverse
effects of the proposed legislation on equipment leasing transactions. In this
Exhibit, it Is assumed that our hypothetical taxpayer invested $49,500 in rail-
road equipment costing $30(),000. The balance was financed on a 15-year 9% level
payment basis. It is assumed that the investor realizes 2.04% cash flow and that
lie sells the equipment for $45,000, at the end of 15 years. Under current law such
all investor would realize a 12.97% rate of return. However, if the House Bill
is passed, the investor would only get back $42,911 out of his original $49,500
Investment; that Is, lie would have a negative rate of return on his investment
even though he realized a 2.04% positive economic rate of return. The situation
is even worse if it is assumed that the investor includes a $25,000 capital gain in
his $150,000 adjusted gross income. In that case lie only gets back $29,318 of his
original $49,500 investment, and even that is returned over a period of years.
Even under the Administration proposal to add disallowed deductions back to
basis, the investor would have a negative rate of return, since lie would get back
only $46,086 of his $49,500 Investment.

From the foregoing examples, It Is clear that what causes such leasing trans-
actions to become uneconomical under the new law is the combination of the
facts that (1) accelerated depreciation requires a portion of the taxpayer's
allocable deductions to be disalowed and (2) the interest payments in the
transactions are treated as personal allocable deductions which in part will be
disallowed.

Billions of dollars of equipment and real estate have been financed by the net
lease route. These investments will, as a practical matter, be largely wiped out
if the House Bill is enacted In Its current form. Each investor is utrged to review
his personal situation to convince himself that the examples used in this memo-
randum are typical of the adverse consequences of the proposed legislation.
Although it is submitted that the 33% rate of itemized deductions utilized in
this memnorandum Is reasonable for taxpayers who enter into net leasing trans-
actions, Exhibit E shows that taxpayers who have only 25% of ltemilzd deduc-
tions will discover that such transactions are also uneconomical under the pro-
posed legislation.

It might be arguable whether leasing transactions should be outlawed, but
there should be no question that punitive action should not be taken with respect
to transactions which were consummated or committed to in reliance on existing
law. Accordingly, the following amendments (in the order of their importance.)
should be,made to the House Bill: 6

(1) interest in all leasing transactions, and in any event, interest in leas-
Ing transactions consummated or conmlitted to prior to July 25, 1969, should
not constitute an allocable expense;

(2) accelerated depreciation in transactions consummated or committed
to prior to July 25, 1969, should not be. considered a tax preference for pur-
poses of allocation of deductions; and

(3) depreciation taken after July 24, 1969, on real property in such trans-
actions should be subject to the current recapture rules of Section 1250 of the
Internal Revenue Code.

GENERAL POLICY STATEMENT ON TAX REFORM BILL TOOETImER WITH SUPPORTING
MEMORANDA

The investment banking industry Is deeply concerned with certain provisions
of H.R. 13270 as they pertain to investment in areas such as low-cost housing,
urban renewal, railroad and airline modernization and other real and personal
property development.

Over the last decade, investment bankers have played an important role in
the manufacture, construction and leasing of real and personal property, in
the development of commercial real estate and moderate and low-income hous-
Ing, and in bringing together manufacturers, developers, Investors, Institutional
lenders and lessees. Through their efforts, in part, it is estimated that n,al and
personal property having an initial cost in excess of $20,000,000,000 has been
manufactured or constructed and leased. It is well accepted that tax considera-

S As Indicated above this memorandum assumes that Section 221 of the House Bill (deal-
ing with disallowance of Investment interest) will not be passed. Furthermore, no con-
atderation has been given to certain other proposals, such as the inclusion of Interest
during constructbn as a tax preference.
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tions play a significant role in investment in such property, and it is unlikely
,hat the record of the 1960's will be matched in the 1970's, if H.R. 13270 is
ewwted in its present form. By eliminating the benefits presently provided by
the Internal Revenue Code, the incentives to investors investing in areas such
as low-cost housing, urban renewal, railroad and airline modernization and
other real and personal property development will be severely curtailed not.
withstanding that much remains to be done in these areas, Indeed, it is no
exaggeration to state that most of our major cities must be rebuilt.

It has been said that in the area of tax considerations, abuse of tax policy
has occurred and, obviously, this is true. However, certain aspects, described
below, of H.R. 13270 are excessive and not only would prohibit needed invest.
ment in real and personal property transactions, but also would devalue invest.
ments already made in reliance upon existing tax laws. Elimination of those
aspects of H.R. 13270 which are excessive will not permit the abuses of tax
policy to continue, since other provisions of H.R. 13270 (such as the provision
relating to limitation on tax preferences) deal directly and adequately with
ihem.

The aspect- Df H.R. 13270 which are objectionable are as follows:
1. The ,w, posed limitation on interest expense deductions (Section 2"21) will

seriously curtail the sound development of essential real estate projects and
ihc, modernization of plant and equipment (I) by materially reducing net lease
transactions, and (11) by materially reducing the ability of individual investors
to Join together in partnership for the purpose of investing in such projects
and modernization.

2. The proposed allocation of deductions provision (Section 302) will disallow,
In part, among other deductions, those otherwise allowable In respect of chari-
table contributions, state and local taxes, medical expenses and certain interest
expenses. Such disallowance of deductions will be In proportion to accelerated
depreciation and other so-called "perferences" (including, in the case of the Ad-
ministration proposal, net construction expenses), and will thereby depress the
value of present investments in equipment and real estate and render such in-
vestments made in the future impossible of evaluation.

3. The proposed effective date provisions in the bill, will, if enacted, devalue
existing investments In personal and real property, a retroactive result we con-
sider unfair, and bound to destroy confidence in any future tax incentive
measures.

In addition to the foregoing objections, the proposals to extend to real estate
certain stringent recapture rules and to reduce allowable rates of accelerated
depreciation (Sections 521(a) and 521(b)), will result in a reduction of yields
to investors on their present investments in real estate. Similarly, such proposals
will deter future investments in real estate, unless reduced yields are maintained
through a significant increase in rentals payable by lessees of the real estate.

The attached memoranda discuss, in detail, the aspects of H.R. 13270 described
In paragraphs 1 and 2 above and illustrate the serious extent to which the pro-
visions of H.R. 13270 will reduce investment incentives, thereby requiring either
a significant increase in rents (and other charges payable by lessees and other
users of real and personal property), at the consumer's ultimate expense, or a
flight of capital to investments in which lower yields are justified by greater
security. If the aspects of H.R 13270 discussed In paragraphs I and 2
above are enacted into law, there will be significant reductions in the yields
to taxpayers investing in real estate and equipment transactions, including typi-
cal federally assisted low-income housing projects, railroad net leasing trans-
actions for the replacement of rolling stock and real estate net leased to the Post
Office Department. These reductions in yields will be even greater in the real
estate area, if there is enacted into law the proposals to extend the recapture
rules, referred to above, to real estate and to reduce allowable rates of depre-
elation. These reductions in yields will, no doubt, insure the necessity of further
governmental intervention in the housing area.

It is obvious that, under existing tax laws, the private sector of
our economy has brought about essential development and moderni-
zation of housing and real estate generally and in plant and equip-
ment. While development and modernization must continue, if H.R.
13270 is enacted in its present form, the private sector will not, be will-
ing to continue its high level of investment in these areas. If such
level of investment is not maintained, pressiwres for governmental



subsidies and special incentives wvill build. Such subsidies and special
incentives should, and can be, avoided, particularly when other ade-
quate and acceptable proposals in H.R. 13270 deal with existing tax
abuses.

MEMORANDUM

Limitations of Interest Deductions Application of Provision

Section 221 of H.R. 13270, the pending tax reform bill, amends Sections 163
and 1262 of the Internal Revenue Code by limiting the deduction of interest
expense paid or incurred on indebtedness incurred or continued to purchase or
carry property held for investment.

The bill provides that the allowable deduction for "Investment interest"
in the case of taxpayers other than corporations shall not exceed the sum of:

A. $25,000 ($12,500 in the case of a separate return by a married individual),
B. The taxpayer's investment income, and
C. An amount equal to the amount by which the net long-term capital gain

exceeds the net short-term capital lose for the taxable year.
Investment interest disallowed in any year can be carried over and applied

against investment income and the amount referred to in paragraph C above in
succeeding taxable years.

OBJFAw IONS

We believe that Section 221 of H.R. 13270 is discriminatory, lacking in fair-
ness and would restrict and discourage needed investment in real and personal
property, for the following reasons:

1. This Section discriminates against non-cor-'porate taxpayers. For example,
it would not apply to corporations.

2. This Section effectively prevents the use of the partnership form by in-
dividuals in order to invest in real and personal property. Individuals would
be allowed to deduct investment Interest of up to $25,000 against other income.
However, if a group of individuals formed a partnership or syndicate for invest-
ment, then, as members of a "partnership," the $25,000 deduction against other
income would have to be divided among them.

3. This Section favors wealthy investors with substantial investment income
to the disadvantage of moderate investors with earned income.

4. This Section will drastically reduce the rate of return to individual investors
in net leasing arrangements.

5. In future transactions this Section could result in costly and inefficient
operations at the expense of the operator, user or tenant of leased property.

DISCUSSION

1. This Section discriminates against individual taxpayers and in favor of
corporate taxpayers (in particular, commercial banking institutions), since
corporations are not subject to the limitations contained In this Section. As a
result, this Section will have the effect of encouraging commercial banks to
invest equity capital in net lease equipment transactions, with the further result
that capital that could be made available by commercial banks for short-tern
loans wll be diminished. This should not be encouraged, since commercial
banks are the primary and the traditional source of short-term moneys. To the
extent that this provision favors commercial banks, as discussed above, it would
also favor equipment lease transactions, as opposed to real estate transactions,
since banks are, for the most part, limited by statute to the making of equity
investments in equipment and are not allowed to invest equity capital in real
estate.

2. Since this Section treats partnerships the same as individuals, in that the
investment interest which can be deducted against other income to the extent of
$25,000 must be divided among all of the partners in a venture, the most effective
means for developing real estate and modernizing plant and equipment will be
effectively curtailed. Typically, in the development of a housing project, a com-
mercial real estate development or the leasing of substantial amounts of personal
property, a group of individuals joining together will acquire the equity Interest
in the property to be leased. If the $25,000 limitation with respect to other income
Is to apply at the partnership level, and is thus to be allocated among a group
of individual partners, it is expected that such persons simply will not enter into
such transactions.
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3. Individuals, or a partnership of individuals, with moderate investment in.
come in combination with earned income would be deprived of the tax benefits
from the type of investments discussed herein. Nevertheless, wealthy individuals
with substantial investment income would not be so curtailed, since they could
effectively Insulate this income from taxation by incurring Investment interest
and would not be concerned with the provisions limiting the deduction of such
investment interest against earned Income.

4. Enactment of this Section can significantly reduce the rates of return on
investments made by taxpayers both in the 50% and 65,% brackets. This is an
undesirable result, since it must follow that rents and the attendant consumer
costs will be increased or there will be a flight of equity to capital to Investments,
the yield on which is commensurate with the risks involved.

5. Customarily, in the type of transactions discussed herein, investors lease
property to a lessee on a "net lease" basis; that is. the lessee assumes the obli-
gations to pay all expenses pertaining to the property, such as utility costs, prop-
erty taxes and maintenance costs. The rent payable to the Investors is net of all
of these Items, and out of such rent, the Investors pay interest on the indebted-
ness incurred by the investors in order to purchase the property and amortizmtion
of the principal of such indebtedness. It has been found that such net lease ar-
rangements are, as a matter of sound business judgment, well-suited to the needs
of investors, lessees and institutional lenders, since, In most cases, lessees are
more efficient than investors in controlling such expenses, and institutional
lenders have more security by reason of lessees being responsible for such ex-
penses. As a result, economies can usually be achieved by making lessees respon-
sible for these expenses, including lower financing costs (i.e., interest rates).
Since Section 221 will severely curtail investment in net lease transactions, it can
be expected that there will be substantial increases in rents payable by lessees,
which will ultimately be borne by the consumer, whether the consumer be the
operator of the property, the user of the equipment, or the tenant In a housingproject. Allocation of Deduction8, Application of Provision

Section 302 of H.R. 13270 will require an individual to allocate his personal
deductions between taxable income and tax-free and tax-preference items.

The personal deductions which will have to be allocated include interest ex-
pense and state and local taxes unless, in each case, they constitute trade or busi-
ness expenses, theft and casualty losses, charitable contributions and medical
expenses.

The tax preference items taken into account are:
(1) Tax-exempt interest on state and local bonds issued after July 12, 1969,
(2) The excluded one-half of long-term capital gains,
(3) Appreciation in property contributed for charitable purposes.
(4) Excess of accelerated over straight-line depreciation claimed on real

property,
(5) Excess farm losses, and
(6) The excess of intangible drilling expenses over the amount of the ex-

penses which would have been recovered through straight-line depreciation and
the excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion.

The Administration would modify the above rules as follows:
(1) All Interest on state and local bonds would be included as a tax-prefer-

ence item,
(2) The appreciation in property contributed to charity would be eliminated as

a tax-preference Item,
(3) Accelerated depreciation in excess of straightline depreciation on personal

property taken by a lessor of property subject to a net lease would be added as a
tax-preference item,

(4) Net expenses incurred during the period of construction of improvements
on real property would be added as a tax-preference item, and

(5) Rapid amortization of rehabilitation expenditures for low-cost housing
would be added as a tax-preference item.

OBJECTION a

The stated purpose of Section 302 of H.R. 13270 is to require taxpayers to allo-
cate personal deductions between taxable and non-taxable income. Those ex-
penses allocable to non-taxable income will not be deductible. We believe that
the bill clearly exceeds this stated purpose and is objectionable for the following
reasons: I
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(1) So-called investment interest Is not a personal expense,
(2) Accelerated depreciation is not a n~n-taxed item or an item that escapes

taxation, and
(3) Construction expense represents a cash outlay and is in no sense a tax

preference.
DISCUSSION

The result of enacting the provisions referred to above will be to devalue exist-
Ing investments and make it unecononlcsLi for individuals to invest in further
projects involving real and personal property. Substantial reductions in yields,
resulting from the enactment of Section (2, to taxpayers can be expected in real
estate and equipment transactions, including (i) federally assisted low-income
housing projects (FHA 236), (i1) railroad net leasing transactions for the re-
placement of rolling stock and (iii) real estate net leased to the Federal Govern-
ment.

Consistent with its purpose, this Section provides that interest or taxes paid
or incurred in the conduct of a trade or business are excepted from the expenses
subject to allocation, since they are clearly attributable to taxable income incurred
to produce such income, and are not personal expenses. However, the bill also pro-
vides, in effect, that this exception w41 not apply to interest paid in a rental
transaction, unless the business deductions thereof equal or exceed 15% of the
rental income and the taxpayer has no gusranty of income or against loss. The
result, therefore, is that interest paid in a so-called net lease transaction will
be subject to allocation and partial dlsallowanc under Section 802 of the bill.
This result is unreasonable in that such interest Is paid out of taxable rental In-
come in excess of such interest, is incurred to produce such rental and is clearly
not a personal expense.

Under the proposed Section 802, allowable deductions will be subject to
allocation and partial disallowance, if the taxpayer has tax preferences, includ-
ing accelerated depreciation (and under the Administration proposal, net con-
struction expenses). The theory of the allocation of deductions is that certain
types of income (e.g., appreciation in gifts of property to charity, the excluded
portion of capital gains and tax-exempt interest) which are exempt from taxa-
tion could be utilized to pay a portion of the taxpayer's Itemized deductions. lb
include accelerated depreciation as an item resulting in allocation of certain
allowable deductions is objectionable in that depreciation Is not an item of
income that escapes taxation, but, rather, is actually an item of expense, which
itself has been deferred from the time at which it arose, and even in the case
where the depreciation taken proves to be too great, that amount is subject to tax
at a future date upon sale of the property. This latter point will be particularly
true if Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue 0ede is amended so as to cause
100% of the difference between accelerated and straight-line depreciation to be
subject to recapture pursuant to the Administration proposal.

To include net deductible construction expenses as an item resulting in' allo-
cation of other deductions is objectionable in that the payment by a taxpayer,
in cash, of construction expenses results in a net outflow of cash, and there-
fore, no actml. sheltering of other income.

In addition, we object to this provision insofar as it would result in a dis-
allowance of interest expense incurred in net lease arrangements for the
reasons that it discriminates against Individuals and in favor of corporations,
drastically reduces the ability to do sound net leae transactions and Tenders the
valuation of past and future investments impossible.

Therefore, this provision should be amended so as to eliminate interest expense
incurred in a net lease transaction as an item subject to allocation. In addition,
this provision should also be amended so as to eliminate accelerated deprecia-
tion and, should not be amended to include net construction expense, as items
requiring the allocation of otherwise allowable deductions.

EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B

: .. II

(1) Original Investment

(2) Total Net Benefits
or (Detriments)

(3) (2) minus (1)

Present
' Law

$150,000

$332,625

$182,625

Proposed
Law

$150,000

$152,543

$ 2,543

Proposed Law
(Capital Gains

Taxpayer)

$150,000

$ 83,039

- $ 66,961

11.54% 0.32% Negative

Proposed Law
(Can:.tal Gains

Taxpayer,
with ba.-..±i"
adjustment)

t150,000

$104,628

$ 45,372

Negative

III IV

(4) .Rate of Return
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EXHIBIT C

(1) Original Investment

(2) Total Met Benefits
() a or *.Detriments)

(3) %2) i-Anus (1)

(4) Rste of Retur-n

Present
Law

$ 50,000

$ 89,164

$ 39,164

5.07%

Proposed
Law

$ 50,000

$ 89,164

$ 39,164

Proposed Law
(Capital Gains

Taxpayer)

$ 50,000~

$ 43,443

- $ 6,557

5.07% Negative

II III
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EXHIBIT D

II

Present
- Law

(1) Original Investment

(2) Total Not Benefits
or (Detriments)

(3) (2) minus (1)

(1r) Rate of Return

$ 49,500

$ 62,4180

Proposed
Law

$ 49,500

$ 42,911

$ 12,920 -$ 6,589

12.975 Negative

Proposed Law
(Capital Gains

Taxpayer)

$ 49,500

$ 29,318

- $ 20,172

Proposed Law
(Capital Gains

Taxpayer,
with basis
adjustment)

$ 49,500

$ 16,086

- $ 3,4111

Negative Negative

III Iv
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